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Why No Bush Leagues for Actors?
By JOE LAURIE, JR.

New Orleans, July 4.

I don’t know who the guy was
that said “Travel broadens one,” but

I do know if you travel in a car
covering eight states, covering
7,000 miles in three weeks, it will

not only broaden you but it will

flatten you. It did me.
I said “yes” to A1 Schacht, when

he suggested I accompany him on
a three-week tour of the southern
ball parks. He said I could spend
my first vacation in 10 years as his

guest. All I would have to do is

to “sit back and take it easy”; just
enjoy myself; it would do me “a
lot of good getting away from New
York.” Before I knew it we were
on our way to Roanoke, Ya *» and
there I sat in the grandstand and
watched A1 put on his act. It was
great. That was the first night of
my vacation. From then on, broth-
er, I did his announcing, told jokes,
opened Coca-Cola bottles, paid toll

bridge fares, told him when he
passed stop signs, red lights, etc.
The last time I “toured” the

south was about 25 years ago, and
all the memories I had of the south
Were about slow dirty trains, bad
food, bum hotels, taped-up towns,
sleepy qities filled with sleepy peo-
ple. It was a revelation to me to
see the new south. Airconditioned

(Continued on page 55)

Act Can’t Be Televised

Sans Pay During Sports

Event, N.Y. Court Rules
In a legal first involving the New

York civil rights law, city court
Judge Thomas J. Brady this week
ruled that a performer could not
be televised in between halves of
a football game without his con-
sent. By so ruling, the court re-
fused to follow a California state
decision of last year which held

a
e °^ej* way in an action by the

American Guild of Variety Artists
against a tele station. Verdict in
favor of Arsene Gautier, animal
trainer, slapped $500 damages
against American Broadcasting Co.,
ad agency Newell-Emmett Co., Lig-
gett & Myers Tobacco Co. and
American Tobacco Co.

Decision has widespread applica-
tion because the telecast under at-
tack was made, in Washington,D C., a sector without a civil rights

'
question of wheth-

the Gautier performance was
part of a public event which the
station could lawfully televise,
uctge Brady came out against that

interpretation. On the fact that it

nnf^?
a

£.

e<* *n Washington, court
oted that the program was carried

ny direct wire to WJZ-TV, N. Y.
atmn, and hence fell into the

Jurisdiction of the N. Y. laws.
observed that the case was

e first of its type to be tried inw novelty of a claim
video

» opinion said: “The
raoi

the defendants in this
a television camera in-

ad a motion picture camera
(Continued on page 47)

Eva Braun Pic, With Adler,

Knight, to Roll in Vienna
“The Magic frace,” Mort Briskin-

Bob Smith Vienna locationer, goes

before the cameras July T4, accord-

ing to Luther Adler, who’ll appear

in the film. Partially based on the

life of Adolf Hitler’s paramour,

Eva Braun, the pic also tsrars Pa-

tricia Knight, and will be directed

by Irving Reis.

Long a freelance player, Adler
sailed from New York Friday (30)

on the Nieuw Amsterdam enroute
to Vienna. He’ll also stop off in

Paris to confer with Paul Geraldy,

author of “Duo,” a play based on a

work by Colette.

No Siphoning Of

AM Coin Seen In

Fall TV Splurge

As far as the AM boys are con-

cerned,.there’s been heartening evi-

dence, particularly over the past

week, that the bigtime clients stak-

ing major claims in video program-

ming are not siphoning off the coin

from radio expenditures.

For example, on the heels of

Colgate plunking down top coin

(reportedly the heaviest weekly

talent nut to date in TV) for the

Sunday night 8 to 9 round-robin

show on NBT, which will rotate Ed-

die Cantor, Fred Allen and two

other as yet undesignated stars, the

bankroller has notified the webs

that there will be no curtailment

on Its AM investitures.

Within the past few days NBC
received renewal orders on the

Colgate-sponsored Judy Canova,

Dennis Day and Bill Stern pro-

grams. At the same time, CBS has

been notified that the client will

continue riding next season with

“Mr. and Mrs. North,” “Our Miss

Brooks” and the daytime cross-the-

board “Strike It Rich.”

Similarly, Schlitz Brewery, which

looks set to ride next season on

TV with the $27,000-weekly budg-

eted “Pulitzer Theatre” (see Tele-

vision Section), will stay put on

sponsorship of the NBC Ronald

Colman series, “Halls of Ivy.”

Same upbeat story is applicable

to Lever Bros., which has invested

coin in two half-hours on CBS-TV
for next season, but is riding wide

on the AM kilocycles. Although

Lever dropped Bob Hope, it put a

major portion of the coin into the

Arthur Godfrey daytime show.

. mCH FOR A!

This fall will mark a significant

milestone in the AM Vs. TV pic-

ture. When the curtain goes up
on tfie ’50-’51 broadcasting season,
radio will yield to the video up-
start on total programming costs.

It will represent the start of the
era when the total outlay by spon-
sors on talent-production costs for
network programming will top the
amount channeled into radio.
Based on TV program commit-

ments already signatured by net-
work bankrollers, the average cost
per video) show will be $9,500 a
week. For radio the average cost
per show will be $8,500.
Even at the! height of the bo-

nanza
11

days in radio, the shows
bracketed in the $20,000 class or
more were the exception, applying
to the Jack Bennys, Fred Allens,
Edgar Bergens and a few others.
In TV that figure today is prac-
tically the norm for a major entry,
with many exceeding the figure by
a wide margin.

It’s been axiomatic in radio that
programs budgeted at less than
$10,000 weren’t in the big-league
class* . To approximate the same
level in TV, a show today costs

$15,000. Thus there’s a 50% high-
er basic cost to begin with, when
playing around with TV program-
ming.
However, the same margin of

profit as applies in radio won’t ac-

crue to the networks or other TV
packagers. While the costs for the

so-called creative elements (per-

formers, writers, directors, etc.) re-

main about the same, the produc-
tional accoutrements and mechan-

(Continued on page 53)

Signal Corps To

Feed Newsreels

On Korean War
Washington, July 4.

Newsreel coverage on the hot-

test current event of the past few
years—-the sudden opening of hos-

tilities in Korea— has already

taken on a pattern closely similar

to that of World War II. The five

newsreel companies were notified

this week that the U. ^ Signal

Corps has assumed the responsi-

bility of feeding the reels official

Army footage on the Korean shoot-

ing war. Treatment is identical

with that bf the armed services

during the recent world fracas.

Signal Corps move is being

made on direct orders from Gen.
Douglas MacArthur. First clips

promised to the newsreels depict

the recent flying visit of Mac Ar-
thur to the war front. Command-
ing general took along a Signal
Corps photographer for the trip.

Carrying the familiar? pattern

(Continued on page 53)

New 3-Dimension Process Novelty

Film Seen as One Answer to Video

Sandburg Sought As

Nitdry Folk-Singer

Carl Sandburg, the poet, is being

negotiated as opening attraction at

the Village Vanguard, N. Y., when
the nitery reopens this fall.

Discussions between the septua-
genarian and Max Gordon, Van-
guard’s operator, started after the
poet made a guest appearance at

the Vanguard. Sandburg is a folk-

singer who has been recorded by
Decca.

This would be Sandburg’s first

professional appearance on a cafe

floor.

Baby-Sitter Clubs

Newest Wrinkle

To Offset B.O. Dip
As a result . of the discovery

turned up in a one-woman per-
sonal survey into the causes of bad
boxoffice, the Loew's circuit is

mulling the idea of throwing its

advertising support behind the
promotion of baby-sitter clubs.

The probe, conducted on her own
by Helen Lupo, manager of Loew’s
Broadway, Brooklyn nabe house,
has disclosed that the recent
bumper crop of babies is a bigger
factor in b.o. doldrums, at least in

vicinity of her theatre, than tele-

vision or any other single cause.

In pushing the baby-sitter clubs,

Loew’s may have an ally in the
Century circuit, big metropolitan
New York chain. Century’s own
survey has also come up with a

similar conclusion. As a conse-
quence, the Century cohorts are
also studying ways-and-means of

getting, the clubs organized with-

out appearing in the forefront of

the movement.
Peculiarly enough, Miss Lupo’s

personal crusade got its start after

the Broadway, a 50-year-old house,

was treated to a revamping job

which cost the Loew’s chain sev-

(Continued on page 53)

BLUE LYRICS COST

LA. CHIRP $250
Lo^ Angeles, July 4,

Because she sang what vice 1

squad cops testified were blue

lyrics and injected alleged off-

color stuff into her patter, Virginia

Maison, chanter at Larry Potter’s

Supper Club, was fined $250 last

week in court here.

Charges were dismissed against

Potter, but Miss Maison pleaded
guilty and paid off. She has been
singing at Potter’s for the past two

‘ years.

4 Concerted effort by a group of

|

leading exhibs throughout the coun-
try to meet the threat of TV is

currently taking shape. They are

advancing coin for what may be a
whole Series of experimental and
novelty pix, first of which will be
made in a new third-dimension
process developed by the Polaroid
Corp.
M. A. Lightman, Memphis cir-

cuit operator, is prez of the com-
pany, Cinema Productions, Inc.,

which has been set up to finance
the pix. Fred Schwartz, head of
the Century Circuit, N. Y., is treas-

urer; Ben Trustman, attorney for
Sam Pinanski’s American Theatres
Circuit in Boston, is. secretary.
Board members include the offi-

cers plus Pinanski (who was prime
mover in the setup) and New York
circuit op Si Fabian. Participating
in the angeling of CPI and also pos-
sibly serving on the board will be
George Skouras, Frank Walker,
Harold Stoneman, Sam Rinzler and
Mitchell Wolfson, all important cir-

cuit owners. All the participants
are putting up equal sums.

Lester Cowan is v.p. and pro-
ducer. He aims to put his initial

feature, “The Customer's Always
Right,” into production by the end
of August. It will be budgeted at

(Continued on page 55)

Sadler’s Ballet 267G N.Y.

Sellout 2| Months Early

Sets Showfliz Precedent
Virtual sellout a week ago of

the Sadler’s Wells Ballet engage-
ment at the Met Opera House,
N. Y.—two and a half months be-
fore the event—is unprecedented
in the dance world, if not in all

show biz. The Sol Hurok office,

which is booking the engagement
of the London troupe, reports a

total of $267,000 in sales out of a

possible $300,000. Of this amount,
about $200,000 came in mail or-

ders, without a single newspaper
ad. Hurok then took a single ad
to announce a two-week window
sale of seats at the Carnegie Hall
boxoffice. First week's window
sale was $40,000. Second week’s
take was $27,000, this representing
practically all $1.20 and $1.80

seats, the higher ones being gone.

The $267,000 take represents the
largest advance sale ever chalked
up in ballet.- .The. Hurok office had
this sale without advantage of any
allotment to brokers, all sales be-
ing- direct. To all purposes, the
three-week run of Sadler’s in N.Y.,

j

which starts Sept. 10, is sold outv-

There are no orchestra seats left

at all. What's left are a few side

seats in the orchestra circle, for

five performances, at $4.80; some
side family circle seats, at $1.20;.

side balcony, at $1.80; side dress

circle, at $2.40, and some Met
Guild and Club box seats at $3.

The Hurok office is still getting

mail orders for any location, any
date, and will probably fill from
these leftovers.
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By MARGARET GARDNER

Nice, June 27.

Comparative qalm reigns along

the Cote D’Azur at . the moment.
But hotelmen are feverishly pre-

!

Hollywood July 4. .

Twentieth has picked up its op-

cu.rrently in “Call

paring their best suites; villas are , Lon on Betty Grable for another

joeing cleaned and renovated, and y.
eai *

.

,

all preparations are being made to 1

_ ^
s
„

welcome the expected onslaught of :

•

tourists, among them some of the
|

big names, of Hollywood and;

Broadway.

Fast becoming the favorite lo-

cation of many .
filhi companies, the

Riviera now has three films shoot-

ing, At Saint Jean Cap-Ferrat
j

and Villefranche, Raoul Walsh and
j

Edmond Greville are finishing up i

some exteriors on “Capt. Horatio
j

Hornblower.” Gregory Peck has

departed, but Walsh is using a

“French double for some battle]

scenes aboard the ancient

NBC is dickering with Gloria

Swanson for
1

the pic star to do a

cross-the-bOard daytime femme

Florence, June 27.

An international agreement re-

quiring the reduction or elimina-

tion of economic barriers to the
movement of books, newspapers,
educational films, newsreels, works
of art and other educational ma-
terial was unanimously adopted at

of live

By DOROTHY HOLLOWAY
PorLof-Spain, June 27.

|

Trinidad, already noted as the
• home of the calypso, is spawning

which have been constructed for] a new type of native music which
]

the picture at Villefranche. The ' may have as much appeal for Yan-
natives are finding it great sport

j
kee audiences as the rum-and-

“play-acting,’' and assistant Russ
; CocarCola ditties of a few years

Saunders has had to fight off the back. Stateside tourists who are
many applicants for extra roles.

1 getting their first earful of the

Over in Cannes, exterior shots
’ new music: at Dirty Jim’s Swizzle

have started oh the Danny Kaye- Club on the South Quay come
Micheline - Presle film, “On the primed for the calypso singers but

Riviera,” and a call for pretty go way talking about its

young things with which to deco-

rate the beach has brought out

every girl under 30 from Monte
Carlo to San Raphael.

Windsors Awaited

Also in Cannes is the troupe . , ,, ,

fiom “Mefiez-Vous des Blonde^ none of whom has had

(“Beware of Blondes”), a «dne- musical trainings Beat the lids to

belle production, starring Martine perfect, pitch, .-ha^d-tempfer and

Carol (Mrs. Steve Crane). The pound; them with indentations to

film was originally slated for cover the full range of harmony

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

.

Roxy Theatre, New York, Start*

ing July 7.

Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

blanca steel band.
Steel bands, strictly a postwar

;

innovation, are composed of any-
|

where from four to eight natives :

whose handmade instruments are
j

the lids of ordinary oil drums,
i

stanza..
.

; ... __ , .

Format proposed would have Miss
j Qenerai Conference

Swanson take up a different love-
j

United Nations Educational, Scien-
lorn or domestic problem each day,

! tifie and Cultural Organ ization

which would be dramatized with
| j^eld here in this Italian city this

the actress playing a part or nar- month.
rating; , Following the enactment,

: of
.
particular interest to show

Miss Swanson would offer her ad- business is the inclusion of a
vice.

i clause which would permit cluty*

free importation of educational
films and sound recordings; lor use

on screen, TV or radio, if destined

to approved institutions, public or

private. ’ Current newsreels would
be admitted withbut restriction,

i Significant is the retention in the
'

fin a l draft
,
of a hotly contested

clause which preserves intact the
A flat $400,000 price lag has copyright laws of the contracting

been hung on screen rights; to
;.countries. British had objected to

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” cur-
. this feature at every stage because

rent Broadway musical hit. There without it, the agreement would re-

have been no takers; Hefty price, ‘ quire the elimination of a “sleeper”
in light of present market Condi- jq the tJ. S. Copyright Law. the so^

,

tions, is believed to have kept
| (Continued on page 10)

them away, although a few pro-
j T -. —

.
— •.

ducers, including David, O. Selz-

nick, have shown intermittent in-
Next TijllC

London, June 29.
Atlantic City, He Does

It Only by

shooting in Marseilles, and was
later changed to Cannes. It might
be that the producers thought the

(.Continued on page 46)

Harlan, ‘Suess’ Director

Cleared of War Crimes .

Again, Back to Pix Biz

Hamburg, June 27,

Veit Harlan, a top director in

Nazi Germany and recently ac-

quitted of war .crimes, for the sec-

ond time, is going back into the

film industry. Harlan will make a.

picture for Hans Domnick Films in

Goettingen, reportedly as soon as

he receives the written verdict of

his acquittal

1 The music which pours- forth
sounds to the Yankee ear like a

primitive blend of electric guitar

[ and xylophone, plus an extra some-

i

thing which the music-loving

j

Trinidadians give their fast tempo
;

harmonies, Most of the players

]

are teenagers representing the

]

complex blend of Negro,
Indian. Creole and Spanish

(Continued on page 55)

East
cul-

‘ANDROCLES’ IN ROME
Rome, July 4.

British producer Gabriel Pascal
is here planning a film production
of George Bernard Shaw’s “An-

terest.

Price was fixed by Abe Lastfo-

gel, William Morris office topper,

. . . who was agreed on by all the in';

A new offensive against the im-
; terested parties as agent to handle

portation of American stars for
! screen rights. He thus reps novel-

. .
.. ^ j. v **.

British-made nix has been launched 1st Anita Loos; Joseph Fields, who Todd, who planed to At-
uriusn-maae pix nas oeen lauiiLiieu

, o shows uook with lantic City and back last Friday
by British Actors Equity Assn. It

. Miss ^opsf Jule Styne) who wrote !

( 30) to arrange a tryout thereof his

has written to the Ministry of La-
! the music; Leo Robin, who did The \

forthcoming production of Garson

bor asking an end to the rubber ivrics, and Herman Levin and Oli- : *Vanm s Live Wire, had a series

stamp policy Which they assert is ver Smith, the producers. ,

misadventures ;nn Hie trip, but
stamp polity, wmcn uiey is, v

p m ('
rh|ch Droduced a returned safely without even losing

contrary to their obligations ^to
; Jn 1928%us owns

, ^ Jf® arrived back at (he

Parliament under the Aliens Or- a one-third interest in the film i

Wintel* Garden, N. Y„ m time for

der. -rights to the present musical Ver-
j

the finale -of his new .“Peep Show'

Sion. That means that if it buys !-™vue and to master-mind the

the rights, it gets them one-third
;

trea
r
surel s statement for the night s

cheaper. Even on that basis it .

performance.

balked at the $400,000 figure. Un- i

In order to get to the shore rea-

der terms of its pact, Par must be f
olt

"J
time to address a group nf

given the opportunity to meet any Ufa* bualn
,

e?® n^" >»^ed bv the

other studio's offer, but has had ;
“Wor. fodd had *> .charter a

no occasion to do so yet. eial plane for the trip. The only

Deal Lastfogel is offering around lhln
f

available was a single-engine

provides that the pic can’t play its • seaplane, so the producer and Ins

first date until after the show closes :
lressagent. Max Gendel, took that,

its Broadway and road company Since there^smo landing place lor

runs in the U S. or five years ' seaplanes at the-Atlantic City air-

after the Broadway opening, which- !

j

301 *- lh ® pilot brought them into

ever is earlier
1 tbe beacb t atld after reaching shul-

One of the few legit buys of the
;

]'?
w water they had to wade ashore

season was rung up last week when
, l!’

1 ? 11?*1 tbe surf in bare feet, with
__ _ ... . • ^ i tnnip rvfmcPrc rAMn/i nn

The Equity onslaught centers
around the recently-made 20th-

Fox film “Night in the City,” which
! starred Richard Widmark and
Gene Tierney. The association

1 claims no objection to Americans

j

playing Arherican roles, but ean-

]

not accept the existing position

j

under which they are permitted to

play British parts in films which
attempt to portray the British way
of life. Such a policy, they argue,
would lead to a decline in the in-

tegrity of British pix, a failure to

reflect Britain’s national life and
the crippling of native talent.

diodes and the Lion.” Pascal Will
|

About “Night and the City,”

work with a $750,000 budget, $200,- i
Equity told the Ministry that it

000 of which is in dollars.

Tentative leads for the produc-
vvas to do for London what “Naked
City” did for New York. To sup-

Haflan directed th« anti-Semitic lion are Jean Simmons, Rex Har-

1

port their contention that it was
I M j n M I ri Af nA£>p iK1 a 4a rti ita o Inn a . niol

their trousers rolled up.
By the time Todd had finished

I
his conference with the business

“Jude Suess” (“The Jew Suess”).

:

l

He was acquitted by an Allied

Denazification Commission and

;

then by a German court, He:
• l

claimed he made films for Nazis

under duress.

Harlan case points up allegations
;

here that several alleged Nazis

are active in the entertainment in-
!

dustiy. Gustav Gruendgens, who :

has been widely charged with :

working with the Hitlerites, is di-

recting a theatre in Dusseldorf,

rison and Oscar Karlweis. ! not possible to give a true picture
j

!
of London with two American

j

j

stars and an American producer'
i
and director, they attacked press

:

]
notices. One- local critic summed

[

; it up as saying that it would be a
!

1950's outstanding Jew by the U.
of California at, Los Angeles Re-
ligious Conference July 10. Pre-
ceding the ceremony will be a

showing of Metro’s “Stars in My
Crown” at the Forum theatre, an

and recently was offered the post outstanding Protestant and Catho-

of theatre .director of Berlin. His -He are also selected; bothi are lay-

wile, Marianne Hoppe, is in the nien.

.lead role in “Streetcar Named De- Stars to be on hand for the af-

sire” in Berlin. Bonn government fair’ include Joel McCrea, Ellen

is unofficially sponsoring a. news- Drew. Ezio Pinza, Ginger Rogers,
]

reel, “Neue Deutsche Wochen- Jeanette MacDonald, Gene Ray-
scliaii.” which was prepared by a mond. Ann Rutherford, Jose Fe tv-

group accused of being ex-Nazis rer, Edward G; Robinson, William
but who were Cleared by the Allies. Powell and Robert Keith.

.

1 1

’

’

:

'

.

11 1 1
I

Schary’s Interfaith Kudo

As ’50’s Outstanding Jew
;

w «./ B^w,y
Hollywood, July 4.

j

tourists to Paris.” Another said.it';
wee

•*

as : was ‘‘about as British as Sine'

CANTOR’S PARIS DATES
Dore Scliary will be honored as ,

was ‘‘about as British as Sing
Sing.”

Equity’s general secretary, Gor-
don Sandison, in his letter to the
Labor Ministry, makes a new ap-
peal for. the government to heed
their representations.

Sinatra Songfest On

Hal Wallis acquired “Coqie Back,
Little Sheba.” Price reportedly
was $50,000 down, with another

j ,

$50,000 to be paid if the pic gross
j

™en and y35 ready l°, siail home,

goes beyond a certain point, plus a
;

fhe plane s pontoons^ had become

percentage of the distributor’s l
-partly, .filled, with water. He and

gross. Point at which the second
j

Gendel .vjaded back through the

$50,000 is paid is said to be low
. f

ul l and
^;
be Pd°l l^ied to^^ take off,

enough to be reached if the pic is
j

hut the plane Wouldn’t rise so the

anv sort of success at all. Show is
]

passengers had to stand on the
‘ pontoons and take turn baling out
with a hand pump, Todd mean-

.

' while Mill puffing on his cigar.
They finally arrived back at the

, fool of 23cl street, N. Y., at 11 p.m.,

,

having been gone five hours,

j

As a result of the trip, Todd ex-
pects to sign a deal today (Wed.)

pnric Tuiv 4 :

to present “Live Wire” at an un-

Eddi* Cantor, back here en route

Id the ,U. S. from his trip to Israel,
tte Sefo

maintained his busy schedule, tak-
; Ogunquit, Me. The pro-

ing time off for a benefit and to T -
help out American students study-

, J«a
SpeC1

H
l

ing in F- ance under the QI »)»
. 0f his friendi to the ‘•Live Wire’’

of Rights. In addition, he finalized

RR^inCf I
Plans for his television preem in

^

Atlantic City. lie hopes
atratocruiser OO mg the jall via NBC and for his per- 1

to put them up at hotels
the fall via NBC and for his per—

• u tuc
. iqn via auu iui uio l^vi • i <• m j . j, r

American Airlines is awaiting re- sonal appearance tour, which is to
1

H s tvs hcMl
1
*

^nnmv^cm'i i <

[I -w n . , snnnsnrpH vnninlv hv R'nai
' ,ie ne .11 supply;.-Clg*U

f
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1 B rith. Cantor sails tor the U. S.
:
pianos in its overseas St(-atocnus- .-Thfosdky- v6 ) aboard the Amri-ica.
ers, following an experimental which is scheduled to dock in New
songfest led by Flank Sinatra last .

York next Tuesday ( 11

)

s for
everyone, but no plane facilities
will be available.

week aboard the

Continental Mercury.

London-bound : Paul Baron, conducting the orch
for Cantor's appearance here, sug-
gested he return to France soon

Sinatra, who is scheduled to ap-
( 0 promote the Marshall plan via

!

.

pear at the Palladium in London French video. Comedian agreed to

Hallywood, July "4.

Nan cite Fabray, currently vaca-

piped from the lower to the upper
, promote their

, recently-formed
r
deal

, but would have required the
^deck. Songs^

^

were
j

“Hullo, America” organization, set
,
aclress^singer to start work imme-

rit
0 tbe P.la?

e ^ ,
up to pay their way during tire

;
dtately. Having recently closed

a
C U

' Poastr
,puard

: summer recess when they get no
,
on Broadway in the Theatre Guild

i2L
a
wr Chf '

e
' ^ -money from the U. S. Government, musical, “Arms and the Girl,” she

900 1 S trom
,

Through the organization, the slip preferred to rest for a while.iNewiounmana, dents volunteer for aid to Ameri- Metro has been after Miss Fa^
Airline officials said the concert can tourists, ranging from baby-

j
brav for several years, but wants

was held to determine passenger
J

sitters to guides, for fees of 1,000 Ijer to sign a term contract, while
reaction and acoustical facilities. • francs ($3) per day. she insists on time off for legit

I Early reports, indicated passengers] Cantor will tee off his video assignments. She arrived here re-
* liked the idea, but no decision on show in New York on Sept. 11 aslcently with her husband, legit
: installation of pianos will be made one of the four rotating emcees on pressagent David Tebet, lo visit her
until complete reports are in. 4 (Continued on page 45) 'parents.
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MORE

PICTURES

Industry toppers are now freely*f

predicting that some 2,000 theatres

will close their doors before the

year is up.
.
This revamped esti-

mate has figiired recently in sales

talks among distrib execs map-
ping their campaigns for the late

summer and fall. All the houses
shuttering will be marginal opera-

tions that managed to make a go
of it only so long as the postwar
boxoffice impetus carried through.

While op its face; the swarm of

closings appears tp be a dim pros-

pect for the industry, company
toppers are inclined to view the
trend as more Corrective than de-

structive. General opinion is that

many sectors of this country are
overseated as a result of the ter-

rific building boom that followed
the 1946 lifting of construction
bans. Where overseating is most
apparent in many of the big cities,

the decline in flickeries is figured
likely to restore exhibition to a
healthier setup.

In the eyes of informed indus-
tryit.es, the tremendous impact of
drive-ins on conventional houses,
as a prime Cause for the shutter-

ings both past and future, has been
underplayed. The ozoners are
proving particularly heavy compe-
tition to nabe houses operating
without the b.o. lure of cooling
systems. Many of these must close
for the summer, Since 1 profits have
been lean for the past couple of
years, there is a big question
whether these marginal houses will
have the coin to reopen when
cooler weather comes.
Pointing up the • considerable

headway scored by the drive-ins
(Continued on page 22)

In

Mexican-Made English

Film With Cantinflas
Mexico City, July 4.

Cary Grant, recently here for a
three-week visit, may costar in the
first English-language pic planned
for Cantinflas (Mario Moreno), top
Mexican comic. Sidney Buchman,
in partnership with Cantinflas’ own
company, Posa Films, will pro-
duce the pic this fall for world-
wide release by Columbia, which
would also finance it.

Grant was the guest here of San-
tiago Reachi, prez of Posa. Prior
to coming here, the star huddled
with Reachi and Buchman in Hol-
lywood. They agreed that whether
or not Grant goes into the pic will
depend on how the story works
out. Shooting will be at the Chu-
rubusco studios here.

Original idea was to have Larry
Parks costar with Cantinflas in the
story of an American opera singer
coming to Mexico. Top operatic
voice was to have been dubbed in,
as in the “Jolson" pix in which
Parks starred. Idea with Grant, as
with Parks, is to provide a logical
stQry for introducing the Mex
comic to U. S. audiences and to
cushion him with the advantages of
Working on. his home grounds, yet
give him full Hollywood produc-
tion values.

s,

O’Clock Plan
erimenting with new time

schedules in an effort to hypo busi-
ness

( neither -the Loew’s nor RKO
circuits have yet to notice a sharp
reaction in the grosses. Both chains

been using their New Ro-
chelle, N. Y., showcases as guinea
Pigs in a test of the so-called 9
o^clock plan. It calls for playing

the main feature at 9 p. m. so
Patrons .can catch that pic

without remaining in the theatre
Pnhl close to midnight.
Both Loew’s and

.

RKO report
good reaction from patrons to the
tests, as evidenced by compliment-
ary letters received by the chains.
•However, no noticeable rise in at-
tendance has accompanied the
ktmoSi If a b.o. reaction is charted

, ,

r> chains will apply the 9
0 clock plan to other houses. )

Korean Wind
The old saw about an 111

Wind has its application to the
outbreak of war in Korea.
Terrific hypo to the, business
of the five newsreel companies
is expected from the graphic
nature of any armed hostili-
ties. The reels; which will be
supplied with footage by the
U. S. Signal Corps, expect a
change from the starvation diet
of material during peace times.

Biz has been so bad for most
reels in the past few years,
that two major companies have
been looking for potential pur-
chasers for their newsreel
Wings. One of these com-
panies, Universal, has practic-
ally abandoned the hunt after
unsuccessfully seeking a buyer
for the past six months. Kor-
ean affair may haul U’s reel, as
well as some of the others,
out of the red.

Hollywood, July 4.

Hollywood producers are scan-
nings both their picture and story
^backlogs in effort to discover some
property or properties through
which .they can cash in on the cur-
rent war headlines.

From a completed picture stand-
point, if there are any sequences
which can be played up as any-
where near relating to the Korean
situation—or any thing in that
vlcirtity^-films will be rushed Into
early release.

Similarly, should a story depart-
ment come up with a yarn which
covers the Asiastic scene,, plan is

to start prepping this immediately,
so company will have a subject
ready in the near future.

Twentieth, of course, has “An
American Guerrilla in the Philip-
pines.” This was filmed in the is-

lands, and while it doesn’t touch
on the present situation, exploita-
tion can be slanted to capitalize on
it. Company also has a Japanese
sequence in “Call Me Mister,”
footage for which a special camera
unit went to Tokyo. This likewise
is in line for plugging along the
same lines. .

George Breakston, in association
with Darrell and Stuart McGowan,
is readying “Tokyo File

,

212”
for launching in Tokyo on July 15.

This picture will certainly get the
benefit of the Korean incident,

since there is considerable men-
tion of Korea in script.

Film is to be made with coop-
eration of General MacArthur’s
headquarters, which had to issue

a special okay for picture’s lensing.

March of North against South
Koreans apparently will not inter-

fere with production, for both Mac-
Arthur and the State Dept, in

Washington last week gave the go-
signal to the picture. Feature,
upon completion of its 35-day
schedule, will be rushed through,

(Continued on page 22)

Olivier, Leigh Due in Aug.

For Separate Pix Stints
Sir Laurence Olivier and his ac-

tress-wife Vivien Leigh are sched-
uled to arrive in New York early
in August to fulfill separate film

commitments in Hollywood.
Olivier will star in Paramount’s

“Sister Carrie” while Miss Leigh
has the top role in Warner’s
“Streetcar Named Desire,” which
Elia Kazan will direct. William
Morris agency is lining up a batch
of recording, radio and TV dates
for the couple while they’re in the
U; S.

HO II. HELP
Permission granted by 20th-Fox

last week to exhibs to use an al-
ternative title on “Ticket to Toma-
hawk” spotlights the added atten-
tion being given recently by both
exhibs and distribs to picture
labels. Tags on a flock 04 films
this year have brought loud
squawks from theatremen to dis-
tributors and from distributors to
studios.

Beef is that poor selling titles

are hurting the b.o. of otherwise
good pictures. While most show-
men allow that there is plenty of
room for agreement on this point,
they also recognize that the
squawks are a reflection Of gen-
erally declining grosses. Public
has become more chopsey in its

theatregoing habits and exhibs
have become ultra-sensitive to any-
thing that might be affecting the
b.o.

.

What constitutes a good title and
what a bad„ title is open to ques-
tion. As far as exhibs are con-
cerned, it’s said, the title they like
best is the one on the picture that
made money for them yesterday.

In general, the objection of thea-
tre ops and distrib execs is to titles

that are too literary or artistic in
their allusions, such as are fre-
quently popular on hooks. Thus,
“All the King’s Men,” although it

did good biz, is claimed by some
exhibs to have lost patronage be-
cause most people didn’t know

(Continued on page 21)

Loew’s Takes to Drink
Loew’s circuit is finally bow-

ing to the money-making lure,

of munch-guzzle. After hold-
ing out for many years, circuit

has ordered installation of
soda dispensing machines.
They will be installed in every
Loew’s theatre.
Loew’s is traditionally one

of the most conservative cir-

cuits in the country, It resist-

ed qandy counters and pop-
corn for a long stretch before
putting those theatre institu-

tions into operation after uni-
adoption elsewhere;

Screen rights to Ernest Heming-
way’s “Across the River and Into
the Trees” are not for sale, studios
were informed last week. Writer’s
agents said rights to the new novel
would only be leased for a period
of 10 years, with the deal to in-

clude annual payments rather than
a lump sum.

Studios were provided with gal-
leys of the book two weeks ago.
They were pretty well familiar
with it, however, since it ran in
only slightly abbreviated form as
a mag serial. .Book will be pub-
lished shortly.

Most studios last week indicated
lack of enthusiasm for the prop-

( Continued on page 46)

Management and personnel com-
mittee of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations hopes to
come Out of an all-day session in

New York tomorrow (Thurs.) with
a slate of three candidates for the
post of exec veepee of the all-in-

! dustry public relations body. Trio
of names will be submitted to the
executive board for final selection

of the man : for the job, Leo
Brecher, chairman of the commit-
tee, said Monday (3).

Session, to begin at 10:30 a m.
at the Waldorf-Astoria; will be the
first held by the entire committee
since it was named by prexy Ned
E. Depinet a month ago. In the
interim, Brecher has talked with
a number of potential candidates

(Continued on page 20)

AKNALL IN BRITISH HUDDLES
Ellis G. Arnall, prez of the So-

ciety of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, who is currently
at his home near Atlanta, returns
to New York over the weekend.

He’ll spend next week confab-
bing with SIMPP member reps
prior to taking off at the end of
the week for renegotiation of the
Anglo-U. S. film agreement in Lon-
don. He’ll be accompanied by
Eric Johnston, Joyce O’Hara and
James A. Mulvey,

July 4 Holiday Weekend Ups Biz; ‘Bride’ Holds
To Tog Spot; ‘Annie,’ ‘Leaf’ Next in Line

Long July 4 weekend is helping
film theatre business generally^this
week but some key Cities

.
covered

by Variety reported the trek of
natives out of town hurt. In other
communities visitors in town for

the Fourth boosted trade. In still

other keys, cool weather was a fa-

vorable factor; Korean war scare

news tended to cut in on attend-
ance somewhat in certain loca-

tions.

Top positron is being retained
by “Father of Bride”. (M-G) de-
spite the fact that it is holdover or
extended-run in many locations.

“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) again is

in second slot while “Bright Leaf”
(WB) is perking up sufficiently to
take over third place.' “Gunfighter.”
(20th), in third spot last week, is

finishing strong fourth.

“Irma Goes West” (Par) is show-
ing enough on initial playdates to

take fifth money, with indications
that it may go higher. Sixth posi-
tion goes to “White Tower” (RKO),
also new, “Asphalt Jungle” (M-G),
“Return of Frontiersman” (WB)
and “Night and City” (20th) round
out the Big Nine list in that order.

“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) is pac-
ing the runner-up films; with ‘‘Cac-

tus Creek” (U.), “Rock Island
Trail” (Rep), “Kid From Texas”

(U) and “Armored Car Robbery”
(RKO) next best.

Besides “Tower” and “Irma,”
several other new pix are doing
enoiigh this round to indicate fu-

ture promise. “Destination Moon”
(EL), given smart advance cam-
paign, is smash on initial playdate
in N. YV “Crisis” (M-G) opened
up sock at N. Y. Capitol but strong
Stage layout apparently helped.
Same is true of “Next Voice You
Hear” (M-G), which is big on N. Y.
Music Hail preem, getting benefit

of big annual July 4 stageshow. •

Also new, “Cariboo Trail” (20th)

looms fair in Philly but only mild
in Seattle- “Winchester ’73” (U) is

rated fine in Toronto.
“Caged1 ’ (WB) is in for nice week

in Denver. “Good Humor Man”
(Col) is not so good this Session.

“Golden Twenties” (RKO) looks
nice in Washington.
“Love That Brute” (20th) shapes

fat in Providence. “Secret Fury”
is doing okay in N* Y.

“Irpquois Trail” (UA) is mild in

Minneapolis while “Big Hangover”
(M-G) is likewise in Montreal.
“Love Happy” (UA) looms ro-

bust in Washington. “Lawless”
(Par), okay in Cincy, shapes slow
in N. Y.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

Pages 8-9)

Paramount and the Walter Reade
circuit are engaged in a hot squab-
ble oyer a price-cutting stunt pulled
by the New Jersey chain in playing
“Samson and Delilah,’^ the major’s
current big entry. Par’s sales top-
pers are considerably upset be-
cause the film is playing widely in
the Jersey sector, and a flock of
protests over the Reade action has
hit the major’s New York ex-
change, registered by exhibs in the
same territory. Price-cutting: blow
is all the sharper because theatres
generally throughout the country
have played the Cecil B. DeMille
epic at upped admissions.
What brought on the battle Was

the wide distribution by Reade-
hired crews of coupons which en-
titled the holder to see

.
“Samson”

at one of three Jersey houses by
paying the nominal sum of 25c.
Reade crews, other exhibs charged,
were sent into nabe towns for mass
handouts to merchants and other
potential disseminators of the cou-
pons. Several exhibs griped to
Par that these crews handed out
the coupons in front of their thea-
tres.

In the light of the anti-trust di-
vision decree which bars price-
fixing, Par is helpless to block the

(Continued on page 6)

Racetrack Not Only

‘Unsound,’ It Hurts Biz,

Omaha, July 4.

Ralph D. Goldberg, owner and
operator of a chain of local down-
town and neighborhood theatres,
took a strong verbal fling at the
Ak-Sar-Ben race track last week.
In a lengthy letter which the
World-Herald published, Goldberg
charged the 34 days of racing in
Omaha was unsound economically
and injurious to business generally.
No one has raised a voice against

the track except reformers, Cf
Whom it was expected. Goldberg
is the first business and theatre
man to blast at the track, which

(Continued on page 20)
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June’s

“Father of the Bride’' <M-G) is 4
marching up the boxoffice aisle to

|

become a smash winner in Variety
j

compilations for the month of

June. The.factthat it was launched

nationally in the month Of wed-

1

dings didn’t hurt it any, J?ut the
i

Spencer Tracy starrer appears so

outstanding that it likely .would

have copped the laurels in a I most
(

any month. First-place winner
5

three times and ' strong, second- •

place favorite once, it is ringing up
1

nearly $960,000 gross in cities cov -

1

ered by Variety correspondents in
|

some 24 key exchange com niiup

i

-

1

ties. “Bride” is topping off a bril-

liant money record by coming

through with six smash weeks, at

the mammoth N. Y, Music Hall.

“Annie Get Your Gun," also

from Metro, is a strong second,
|

with “Caged” < WB) finishing third. •

Fourth place goes to “The Gun-
j

tighter” ( 20th), attesting the con-

1

tinued big marquee pull of Gregory i

. New poser has cropped up to

Peck. “Night and City” (20tb)is
.> muddle the choppy course of, exhib-

taking over fifth position.
i distrib relations. Exhibs are now

Douglas’ Outdoorer
Hollywood, July 4.

Kirk Douglas will make his;

debut in outdoor dramas in “The
Travelers,” which Will be the third

film under his new Warner pact,"

!
Anthony Veiller will produce

i from Walter Doniger’s screenplay,

|

based on Dortiger’s own or

yarn.

On Control Deal; $1,000,000 Too Low

X. “Father of Bride.” (M-G>.

2, “Annie Get Gun” (M-G).
“Caged” (WB).
“Gunfighter” (20th V.

“Night and City" (20th).

“Asphalt Jungle’’ (M-GL
“Colt .45” (WB). -

.

“Love That Brute” (20th).

“Secret Fury” (RKO ) .

'

“Rocketship X-M” (Lip)..

“Robinson Story” (EL).

“Comanche Territory” (
U )

.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9;

10 .

11 .

12 .

an

Washington, July 4.

The Senate Finance Committee

opens hearings tomorrow (5) on

the House-approved excise tax re-

\

duction measure, Chairman Wal-
ter F. George (D., Ga.) announced
yesterday (3). Sec. of the Treasury •

John Snyder. Will be the opening
|

Witness. ' .;!

In line with his previously stated

.
.. v. i , • . . .... determination to streamline the

“Asphalt Jungle” (M-G). which 1 asking one more question, and that
} g in£, Georee told newSmen

got critical kudos, isn’t showing - is, when does a series of pre-re-

1

^ meeting ^f tlT com-
enough, to finish better thar. ^bdh.

;

lease engagements become a gen -

1

V
{ee Jat witnesses would not be

* Colt .45 ( WB) is* winding up in . eral release? That question has
: nprm ;ttpri >0 dnblicatp teStimonv

seventh slot, while “Love That been harrying distribs of late, since
j

5iven before the^TVavs and Means ^
"

t ^ T'
Brute” ( 20th) is eighth. “Secret many exliibs are peeved over the 1

ooritJihfc vmp Eag e Llon desk ’ but in

4 Cost to Harry Popkin of assuring
continued operation of United Art*
ists under present conditions, if

his deal for acquisition of control
goes through, Will be about $800,-
000 a year. That’s what the com-
pany is currently losing.

Management maintains, however,
that that loss can.be slashed con-
siderably by certain economies it

'

has in mind the moment the future
of the firm Is stabilized. Loss fig-

ures are based on current Weekly
operating cost of about $85,000.
President Grad Sears is understood
to maintain he can slice that by
better than $5,000 when the time
is ripe.

Present weekly income is run-
ning about $70,000, making a defi-

cit of $15,000. That’s an average
figure, the actual amounts of cost

and income both being flexible, so
that losses vary from $10,000 to

1 $20,000 weekly.

In addition to cutting overhead,
UA is counting on Stanley Kra-

|

ttier’s “The Men” to do top busi-

;
ness and a few other pix coming

1 up to hit moderately strong grosses,

j
That Will increase revenues and

I,. Jack Schlaifer is back at

a com-

To End All Schnozzes
Hollywbodv July 4,

,

Stanley Kramer figures that

the design and execution of the

nose that Jose Ferrer will wear
in “Cyrano de Bergerac” cost a

total of about $4,000. It took
weeks of experimentation by
the makeup department, plus
the free services of plastic sur-

geon Harold M. Holden as

technical adviser. Dr. Holden
authored a book called “Noses:”

Ferrer, tried out the king-
sized proboscis by walking out-

side the studio with it on and
with a pretty studio secretary
on his arm, Startling thing
was that no one even turned
around to look.

Committee earlier this vear and ^
• - pany ended up in the black on the

Fury” (RKO) will, take ninth-place I attempt to pull a pic after it has
: ^ to thP ' pletely changed status. Schlaifer, strength of only three pictures—

coin.
i

been given a flock of so-called pre* on|y if they have new evi- :

Nvho served as asst, sales chief for I

‘ Champion,” “Home of the Brave’*

“Rocketship X-M” (Lip), “Rob-
;
release bookings,

inson Story” (EL) and “Comanche
j

Exhibs concede
Territory” iU) round out the Gold-

j
so pre-release engagements

en Dozen, in that order. “Eagle
j

okay to test what a film can
and Hawk” (Par), “No Man of Own” ! boxoffiee-wise. How
<Par) arid “Wagonmaster” (RKO) ' her of distribs have
head' the runnerup list in that se-

,

through its paces
quence, although none is doing es-

1

dred engagements, labelling

of so-called pre*
stand only if they have hew evi-

.

who served as asst, sales chief for
]

L
?
a
AK°

dertce to present. This rule would
j EL until the company opened mer- ' c?M-Aanic ”

that a dozen Or be applied especially rigorously to” ger maneuvers with Film Classics,
' c e

v
lgagements are statements on excise slashes, has been named sales rep for N.

]

Popkin’:

a film can do
.[ George added; Peter Rathvoh’s Motion Picture ' control o

. and Abbott & Costello’s “Africa

s continued efforts to gain

Rathvoh’s Motion" Picture 1 control of the company via the
!' AA/) * 'H ‘1 _ ^ J .1^ • . •

jwever a num-| Untu the fommittee discloses i
Capital Corp. In his new job, 1

60^ bf stock now in the^ieas-
ive put a ^IWUvhich of the 80 witnesses who have! Schlaifer will pass on sales con- j "O «»' Hasedi on the loss figures

in several hun-= ;^u ted lo be Heard will be in- ' tracts made by EL with exhibs in :

etted.above. . Deal^he proposes calls
n ,

requested
a 1

vited to testify, the appearance of
;

booking pix bankrolled by Rath-
pecially strong. “Comanche” was

;

these playdates as pre-release. Abram F Mvers tax committee !
von.

fifth-place Winner in May.

Aside from “Gunfighter,” which
promises to be heard from more in

coming, weeks, there aren’t too

many new strong pictures on the

horizon, judging from initial play-

(Continued on page 10)

on

m
Louis de Rochemont will

shooting in August on “The
Whistle at Eaton Falls,” initial pic;

under his new Columbia financing

and release deal. Film will be
shot either in northern Maine or
Portsmouth, N. H. It is budgeted i

at under $500,000.
'

The story of a young union pres-

Ident Who tries to keep a com-
jmunity from 'becoming a ghost
|

town, it was suggested by Dr.

Sterling Livingston, professor at

the Harvard Graduate School of

Business Administration. He didn’t

know de Rochemont but just

dropped into his office with the

idea about a year ago. He and
de Rochemont’s wife, Virginia

Shaler, have been working on the

Kcript ever . since and are now
fibout ready to go.

Producer hopes to get under
way with a second picture within

a couple, weeks of winding shoot-

ing on the first. Film is “Donrii-

tory Seven’’ (formerly “Prison
Without Walls”*, about a federal

prison. It will be shot in Dan-
bury, Conn., andASeagoyille, Tex.

ori de .. Rochemont’ s. slate

Threats have been voiced by exhibs
j

to take the matter up with the
Dept, of Justice as an alleged vio-

lation of the consent decree. In
one instance, that threat is known
to have forced a distrib to change
its labelling and test tactics.

Main peeve comes from subse-
quent-fun houses. If a film is in

general release, then a distrib must
sell it down the line Without shelv-
ing a fter firstruns. That course of
conduct is. required under the de*
cree which provides that every ex-
bib has the right to buy a film for
some rim. Moreover, the conten-
tion is voiced by complaining ex-
hibs that reasonable clearance
rules, also under the decree, are
breached when a distrib plays first-

run and then tables the feature for
a later date.

for him to guarantee continued op-

(Continued on page 18)

Sales exec was handed his new
post following huddles With Rath-

chairman of Council of Motion
Picture Organizations (COMPO*.
and Gael Sullivan in support of

! von on the Coast. He will make his
complete repeal of the 20% ad-

: h.q. in EL's homdoffice. Company
missions levy must be classed as

j
is currently releasing five films

questionable, in light of this com-
; turned out by Rathvon With one

j

mittee agreement Myers, out of
j
more completed and two now be-

the city for the July 4 holiday, was fore the, cameras,
not available for comment on the

, schlaifer, who has formed his

Pix May Be Contributing

Factor in Juve Problems,

possible effect of this decision. own company, is free to take on
,

Washington. July 4.

Motion pictures aren’t a prime
George said he hoped to com- . other film accounts besides that oi l

factor in contributing to juvenile
plete the hearings by the end of

, Rathvon, He plans setting up field !

delinquency but are perhaps a ron-
next. week, and have a bill ready

|

offices in Chicago, Dallas and San tributing factor, according to a re*

for the Senate floor by July 20.
;
Francisco. port issued by the Departmental

Majority leader
.
Scott Lucas itt.j Hatlivon pix making the rounds

' S?
mmittee 6" an

„
d .* h«

111.) has prdmised to bring the bill are -Destination Moon,” “The Sun- i

Cmema, appointed by the British

up for debate immediately follow-
ing the disposal of the omnibus ap-

downers,” “The Great Rupert” gdvernmeht.
. .

“The Torch” and “High Lonesome." i
RcP0lt » discussed in a paper

propriations measure, George said.
; “Xhe Sun Sets at Dawn” is in the :

by Nathan D. Golden, chief of the
Consideration of the overall money ! can awaiting release,
bill begins next week, arid Lucas

,

thinks it can be completed in a

week. George added. In view of

;

the 21 days of debate taken by
the House on this bill, under rules

BRACKEN INTO FILM

PRODUCTION; TO DO 5
Hollywood, July 4.

IT. S. Commerce Dept, motion pic-
ture division. The British survey
found that nine out of 10 school-
age children in Britain go to films
occasionally and that more than
half of them .attend at least once
a Week.
The Departmental Committees

claiming that the present method

ni it n nrrrmTP ;

which, restrict the amount of ora-

IN U. S. TAX RECEIPTS as disposed to the unlimited
i debate procedure in the Senate,

(

Washington, July 4.
[
appears to be somewhat optimis- .

Eddie Bracken has taken -Over, is--- unsatisfactory ,• wants, a classifi-
Usual seasonal upswing in May

; tic. 'ownership of Major Productions, cation for films shown at children’s
tax receipts was reported by the

j
Concerning the length of time

j

organized three years ago by Ira
' exhibition and those preferable for

Internal Revenue Bureau last
;
that would be required to xvind up - Nickerson, and Will produce inde-

i family; entertainment. Especially
week. About 80% of the total is

1 ' ~ - - - ' 1 * ° '

.estimated to come from motion pic-

ture theatres:

The 20% admissions tax amount-
ed to $30,227,056. This was nearly
$3,000,000 above the preceding
month, and just below the $30,44.0,-

000, for May, 1949. There was
even a rally in the 20% bite on
nitery tabs. Uncle Sam got $3,383,-

171. which bettered the $3,290,257
of the previous month, although it

did, not equal the $3,707,311 taken
! in May,. 1949.

The Third Internal Revenue Dis

the tax bill, George said it depend- ;

pendently five pix under the Major I' commended iii the report were the
ed largely on how anxious the i

banner. It’s in no way connected
' children's film clubs, mainly oper-

(Continued on page 6)

Two of Big Five Left On

Newsreel Documentary;

20th Maps Its ’Farewell’

with Bracken Productions, Inc., [ated by the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation, which- recently announced it

was dropping production of special
children’s films in

-
the interest of

economy. However, there is a con-
siderable supply of pictures on

which is strictly video

Takeoff will be “A Boy, A Girl,

A Shotgun,” which Major owned.
Bracken will star as well as pro:
duce. Also slated are a pair of

lensing, other being ' story of Ty
Cobb. Bracken is in Dallas, hud-

Disclosure this week of 20tlvFox ^l ing with backers there,

plans to release a feature-length
j

;
— —

documentary compiled of newsreel
clippings during the last 30 years.

baseball pix, one slated for Dallas
]

hand, so there will be no move to
abolish the clubs at this time.

but not scheduled as. yet is “Eu- 0niy two companies among,
rdpean Edition,” story of Amen-

?S,

,ct
T
,°

Yoik
,

wh^h includes
the Big Five which have yet to try

cans in Europe centered around RKO badv its “Golden Twen-
Khe Paris edition of the New .York ^ i

tieS«” produced by March of Time,
Herald Tnbiine. Script is being

;

^1le
f-t« nnim Vt- tui while Warners has only recently re- [

written by Paul Gall ico.
ciease over the $5,130,491 of

leased its “50 Years Before Yriur
i

St.U In the hazy stage .s a plan
; Lusiness^Continued down. ThA tax !

deaymg qnly Metro and Par-
ty de Rochemont to make short V

documentary-type features for the I

n s vvas 0niv $311 211 compared !

addl lon ’
Umv?

rsal
» which has one

lower halves of double-bills. He’d ;•

, nLuiL* •

k

i
of the five major newsreels, is also

“A. $3 /5,bl6 the preyiOUS month. . nn«iHnn tn PnmnlU »

! amount still to be heard from’. In

use as. story material articles from
the Reriders Digest, with which he.
has had a tieup since 1948. He
hais writers now trying, to work lip

[.

& couple scripts on this line.

to

’s 3-Wk. Shutter

to

m a position to compile such, a

reel.
;

i Situation is believed to mark the-
first instance of a “cycle” of pief

;

lures not produced from a strictly

;

enterlainjnent standpoint, and it

. ... , tr w ;

originated for the same reason as
Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros, most cycles in the industry. First

ad-pub voepee, will chair a lunch- ( ones did good business, leading the
Astov theatre. N. Y., will shutter

1

eon slated for the fall by the Asso- 1 other 'companies to follow suit,

next Wednesday H2) lor t hree
j
dated Motion Picture Advertisers, !

Thus, "Twenties,” preeming at The
weeks; reopening Aug. 2 with Sam-

. billed as a salute to the trade Astor, N. Y), for showcase pur-
mel Goldwyn’s “Edge of Doom.”

j
press. Affair is aimed at honoring !

poses, racked up good grosses and
Ciu’rent pic, "Lawless” (Par), will

|

trade press publishers, editors and
j

is now doing—well on general re-

continue until closihg date.
;
staffers for cooperation with

.
adr :

lease playdates throughout the
pub activities of the film com-

]
country. WB’s “50 Years” is now

panies. doing acceptably irv New York
Blumenstock, charter AMPA [

newsreel houses and in the other

will be used to make extensive al- . member, accepted the stint on i n -
1

riates it’s played so far. Since both

terations to the front , lobby, rest
|

vitation of Harry McWilliam, i

Warner and 20th films deal

zooms and interior appointments. AMPA prexy, I (Continued on page 10)

City Investing Co. house is the
only major Broadway theatre to

take a hiatus this summer. Period
i

J

N. Y, to Europe
Anna Maria Alberghettl
Binnie Barnes
Milton Blow
Ana t ole Chujoy 9
Mildred Dilling
Mrs. Hayes Goetz
Angela Lansbiuy •

Irving Lesser
Howard Lindsay
William C. MacMillen
Joseph Mankiewicz
,lo Mielziner
Na than Mill stein
John B. Nathan
Floyd B. Odium
Alexander Paai
Ann Pinkiis
Sam L, Seidelman
Peter Shaw
Leonard Smith
Ezra Stone
Ed Sullivan
Jacques Tourneur
Hal Wallis
Edwa rd A. W r

i gh t

Europe to N, Y.
Eddie Cantor
Duke Ellington
Samuel Goldwyn
Isaac Stern

L. A. to N, Y.
Richard Day
Dave Diamond
Dick Haymes
Danny Kaye
Gene Lester
Robert Q. Lewis
Arnold North
Alfred Palea
Susan Peters
Sam Prager
Peter Price
Anne Revere
Ruth Roman
Zachary Scott
Charles P. Skourai.
James Whitmore

N. Y. to L. A.
Ed Cashman
Vic Damone
Mike Frankovich
J. J. Felder
Benny Goodman

’'Jennifer Jones
Bill Lyon
Bill Miller
George Nichols
Victor Pahlen
Milton Pickman
Artur Rubinstein
Dav id O. Selznick
Dave Taps
Edwin B. Willis
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Pictures 5

The Eagle Lion-Film Classics+
merger has not been dumped de-,

spite the assignment for the bene-

fit of creditors made by Joseph
Bernhard, FC topper, in behalf of

his outfit last week. Legal action

taken by Bernhard is intended to

cut through a mountain of diffi-

culties which halted all efforts of

the two companies to fuse their

product. It was vdone on pre-ar-

rangement Of the two distribs after

a meeting last week on advice of

FO-EL attorneys.

As a result of the step, Bernhard
is still expected to wind up with

some stock interest in Eagle Lion

i

Classics* the new company which
is acting informally* Originally,

the FC chief was to get 25% of

the shares, with EL taking 50%
and outside capital the remaining
25 Understood now that Bern-
hard will probably get a smaller

slice, but just what amount remains
in doubt.

After protracted negotiations, FC
had found itself unable to win the
necessary approvals from individ-

ual producers. It also could not
Satisfy the Chemical Bank & Trust
Co., bankroller to the extent of $1,-

000,000 on certain films released

by FC. The drastic step taken by
FG presents the issue sharply to

these dissidents and poses to some
of them the possibility of taking a
financial loss if they do not now
give their consent to a merger,
this estimate on the part of Lucas
For his part, Irving Kaufman,

newly-named assignee of.FC assets,

is reported ready to direct his ef-

!

Laughs, Yet
Minneapolis, July 4.

Minnesota exhibs might not
be able to stop alleged illegal
“forcing’' of product by dis-
tribs, but they’ll at least have
fun trying, if they follow the
suggestion of North 1 Central
Allied. •

SincC the branch manager’s
defense against “forcing” gen-
erally is that it’s done by the
salesmen without his knowl-
edge, NCA. suggests in a bulle-
tin that the next time one of
the film peddlers tries to
“force” product, the exhib
pick up the phone iri the sales-

man’s presence and call the
branch manager,

“ThisAas proved effective in
soine cases and, if nothing
else,” bulletin states, “you will
get some laughs watching
these babies squirm.”

In Philly Suit

Philadelphia, July 4.

Seventeen motion picture dis-

torts towards effecting the merger,
j

tributors and producers and a the-

Kaufman is close to Bernhard since Post?.r .

Un^were accused

(Continued on page 18)

Paal Prepping Nijinsky

Film Abroad Next Year;

Talking Dietrich Deal
Indie producer Alexander Paal,

prior to planing to Europe today
(Wed.\. confirmed reports that he
plans to film the life of Vaslav
Nijinsky, celebrated ballet dancer
who died in London last April.
Picture, he said, will go before the
cameras next year in London and
Paris. To be lensed in color, it will
star Harcourt Algeranoff, a star of
the Champs Elysees Ballet*

In a four-week stay abroad, Paal
will confer with tlie oldtime danc-
er's widow, Mme. Romola Nijinsky,
in Zurich. Previously she had
written a book which traced her
husband’s career up to 1934, and
is now engaged in authoring a sec-
ond volume that will touch upon
the remainder of his life. Simon &
Schuster is scheduled to bring the
tome out in the fall.

Paal holds the film rights to the
dancer’s life by virtue of a deal
inked with Mrs. Nijinsky several
years a^o. Upcoming biopic, he
said, will be “European financed.”

(Continued on page 20)

of “monopolizing” the poster and
trailer advertising business in suits

filed Friday (30) in U. S. district

court here.

The suits were filed by Benjamin
Siegel, trading as the Theatre Ad-
vertising Co., of Washington; Jay

|

Schrader, trading as the Charlotte
Poster Exchange, Charlotte, N. C.,

and Morris J. Lipp, trading as the
Midwestern Poster Exchange of

Chicago.

The suits ask treble damages
and an injunction to restrain the
18 named from continuing “mono-
polistic” practices. No specific

amount of damages; were set, but
it Was requested that damages be
for a six-year period prior to the
filing of the suits. The plaintiffs

are represented by William A.
Gray, Philadelphia attorney.

The plaintiffs allege that the 17
producers and distributors “en-
tered into an agreement with the

(Continued on page 10)

Seen for Production Deal

Youngstein Choice Ends

Talk of Switch to Indie

Election of Max E. Youngstein,

Paramount's ad-pub director, as

veepee and board member of Para-

mount Film Distributing Corp.,

company’s sales; subsid, puts to rest

rumors that Youngstein plans to

leave the major m favor of indie

production activities. Promotion
of the ad-pub Chief, announced
jointly by Barney Balaban, prez of

the parent org, and Alfred W.
Schwalberg, ditto for the distrib

company, is regarded as a vote of

confidence, Youngstein has been
with Par for the past year, com-

ing over from the same notch in

Eagle Lion.
To add importance to the move,

Balaban hosted Youngstein last

week at a 21-club luncheon. Par’s

top execs and Youhgstein’s aides

Exhibs’ squawks on “forcing” of

product by distribs are reportedly

coming into headquarters of their

various organizations with increas-

ing
. frequency, and may lead to

Dept, of Justice action. Some dis-

tribution toppers, queried in New
York, admitted privately that

“forcing” exists. They said they
are doing everything in their
power to stop it, but that it is al-

most impossible to control.
“Forcing” is the effort of a dis-

trib to sell an exhib one or more
pix he doesn’t want in order for him,
to get the one he wants. It’s con-
trary to clauses of the various anti-
trust decrees, providing that films
must be sold individually and that
sale of one cannot be conditioned
On purchase of another.
North Central Allied, headquar-

tered in Minneapolis, has taken the
strongest step yet by exhibs to end
the practice, by officially bringing
it to the attention of the D. of J.

It sent its members last week an
affidavit form on which to report
any attempt at “forcing.”

Forms Sent Out
Forms, when filled out, will be

forwarded to Abram F. Myers,
board chairman and general coun-
sel of Allied, in Washington. He’ll
hand them over to the govern-
ment’s trust-busters wth ajdemand
for action.

Body pf the affidavit form
states: “On or about the (date), a
sales representative (salesman’s
name), representing the (name of
distrib) called on me and tried to
sell me some pictures. I offered to

buy (names of pictures), but was
told by Mr. ——<• that I would
have to buy (names of pictures
forced) or we could not get the
pictures we offered to buy.”
NCA declares that “not all com-

panies are guilty of this practice
(forcing), but the great* majority of
them are at it all the time, And
as a general rule the smaller the
company and the lousiep the prod-

(Continued on page 21)

Other Fellow’s Yard
Chicago, July 4.

Asked whether a board meet-
ing of Allied Theatres Of Illi-

nois had discussed percentage
deals last Week, an Allied
topper quipped;
“The way business is today,

we wouldn’t mind having per-

centage deals ourselves some-
times.”

‘SAMSON’ BREAKING %
BULWARK IN CHI INDIES

Chicago, July 4.

Illinois indie houses, bulwark
against percentage pix, have been
penetrated with the first subse-

quent run Friday (7) of “Samson
and Delilah.” Film opens day-and-
date. at 15 to 20 outlying houses on
a straight 50-50 percentage deal
with Paramount,
Action deals a heavy blow, to

Allied Theatres of Illinois, which
stands against percentage terms.
Allied is further alarmed by the
large number of exhibs who are

showing the film.

Tussle has developed between

Variety Club’s Will Rogers Hos-

pital committee and the New York
tent over financing and operating

supervision of the sanatorium at

Saranac, N. Y. Meeting, between
reps of the two groups slated to

be held in the next few days, is

expected merely to still further
roil the already troubled waters.

Hospital’s finance committee,
headed by Columbia v.p, Abe Mon-
tague* has been asking for some
months that the new Variety Club
tent iri New York adopt the sana-
torium as its major charity. Tent
nixed the request at a session with
the hospital committee June 1.

Asked to reconsider, the New
York group is reportedly ready to
come to the next meeting with a
proposal that it will consent to
adopt the hospital as its major
charity if management is put in its

hands. Montague’s committee is

understood virtually certain to nix
such a plan.

Cost of maintenance of the in-

stitution, operation of Which was
taken over by Variety International
a year ago, is about $150,000 an-
nually. Finance committee pro-
posed some months ago that the
New York tent, if it accepted the
hospital as its principal charity,

(Continued on page 10)

Soule to Head Pictorial

id of Eagle Lion
Frank Soule, office and ex-

changes chief for Eagle Lion, is

moving over to Pictorial Films to

take over supervision of that unit's

operations. Pictorial is the 16m
subsid of EL.

Soule succeeds George Bonwick
in the Pictorial job. Bonwick has
exited the company.

a temporary halt called to,
the merger dickerings of Eagle
Lion and Film Classics by reason
ot the latter company’s assignment
for the benefit of creditors, William
C. MacMillen, EL’s exec veepee
and prez of Eagle Lion Classics, is

planing to Europe for a quickie
visit. MacMillen will be accom-
panied by Sam Seidelman, EL’s

, t , , , ,

foreign dept, chief. Duo leave to-

,

attended the iete.

morrow (Thurs.).
While purpose Of tlie trip is

secret, it’s .believed that an impor-
tant overseas production deal is in
the making. Seidelman will re-
main abi-oad two or three weeks*
First destination point is Paris,
Shortly after MacMillen returns

to the U. S„ he will shove off for
the Coast to review the situation
so far as the EL lot is concerned.
Lxee will determine whether to
seek a purchaser for the studio or
give his company the gun to shoot
P IX pn the lot. EL dropped mak-
ln& its own pix several years ago.

Prior Option on RKO Theatres

Chi ‘Shoes’ Biddiiig Plaa
Chicago, July 4,

Eagle-Lion Classics has thrown
“Red Shoes” into competitive bid-

ding for first subsequent runs here.

Pic closed its pop-priced firstrun at

Loop theatre four weeks ago, and

demand has been so great, ELC
has decided to abandon usual ne-

gotiation procedure in favor of bid-

ding. Exchange Will continue to

negotiate on all other pix.

Film will probably play first day-

and-date in 18 houses.

Floyd B. Odium’s longstanding

j
option to the Howard Hughes’ com
trolling interest in the RKO The-

atres circuit may still block a sale

of those shares to anyone but the

Atlas Corp. Chief. Despite the con-

tention of Hughes that the Odium
option expired when he refused to

meet an offer last—year by the

Stanley Meyer - Matty Fox - Cliff

Work group, Odium still claims his

right to buy Out Hughes, Atlas

topper reiterated his stand to

Variety last Week before embark-
ing for Europe.
Hughes recognizes the possibility

that Odium may try to throw a

legal block in the way of a trans-

fer of RKO to a third person. In
the current hot negotiations being

pressed by a syndicate which cir-

cuit op Harry Brandt heads,

Hughes at the 'Outset gave Brandt
an indemnity against Odium on any

j

deal that might be inked. The
Brandt forces are inclined to dis-

count the threat posed by Odium

National Allied, continuing its

fight against percentage films, is

using its personal commitments
from all major company sales man-
agers permitting certain flat ren?
tal deals as a wedge to outlaw all

so-called “must percentage.” In
bulletins mailed by the Allied
Caravan to exhibitors throughput
the Country, the exhib organization
warned its members against letting
field salesmen or branch managers
“bluff” them into buying films on
percentage,
Noting that memos of the sales

managers’ commitments on flat

deals had been mailed to all

branch managers, Allied declared:
“If your theatre is one of those in-

cluded in the classification, the
sales policy has definitely and posi-
tively been laid down by the Big
Boss of the salesman who visits

you to sell pictures. Don’t let

that salesman bluff you into paying
more.” Commitments from the
sales chiefs were obtained by Al-
lied’s percentage committee iri

visits to the Big 8 homeoffices in

N. Y. three times during the last

18 months.
Commitments to permit exhibs

to buy on flat terms, for the most
part, are based on the average
gross of each company’s top films
in theatres. Columbia sales veepee
Abe Montague, for example* has
gone on record as permitting ex-
hibs in all cases to buy on flat

terms where the average .gross on
Col’s A films was $300 or less,

“with the possible exclusion of a.

picture or pictures from outside
producers.” Twentieth-Fox sales
veepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., on the
other hand, would make no definite

commitments but the committee

(Continued on page 20)

With the contention that his option
expired a long time ago.

Promised signed memo from
Hughes to Brandt confirming the

deal arrived last week in New
York. In answer to the proposals
made by the Brandt syndicate, tlie

memo proffered Counter-proposals
which must now be studied. Meet-
ing of Brandt participants is slated

for tomorrow (Thurs.) when a re-

ply to Hughes will be drafted. Fur-
ther dickerings will be pushed
vigorously, it is said. Concededly,
there are plenty of complexities
which must be ironed.

‘Preferential Right’

Odium declared last week that

he still has “a preferential right

under the original stock sale to

Hughes whereby I can buy back the

RKO theatres when Hughes decides

to put them up for sale,” He de-

clined to predict whether he would
exercise that privilege. Such a de-

cision, Odium added, will be made
(Continued on page 18)

To Directors’ Approval

Of U’s Growing Profits

Awarding of a new longterm con-
tract to Nate J. Blumberg, Uni-
versal’s prez, by the major’s board
is intended to dramatize the di-

rectors’ satisfaction with the Com-
pany’s growing profits. Vote of con-
fidence in the Blumberg adminis-
tration is pointed up all the more
because no action will be taken,
for the time being, on new tickets

for other U toppers. All contracts
expired in 1948 and were renewed,
with pay cuts, from year-to-year.

Blumberg is getting a flat sum
yearly, believed to be in the neigh-
borhood of $117,000, the amount
paid to him before the last pay
cut, which brought his stipend
down to $85,000. Unlike his last

ticket, this pact doesn’t provide
for a profit-sharing bonus. Report-
edly, the U prez didn’t ask for a
percentage slice, being content
with the terms as drafted by the
board.

Vote of confidence in Blumberg
is timed with a rising graph of
profits for the company. Now in its

third quarter, which ends Aug. 1,

U expects to show a greater net
during that semester than the total

(Continued on page 18)

Back Into Legal Field

. Richard Morgan, former Para-
mount attorney, who later Switched
to exhibition, is back in the legal

field. Morgan is associating with
Levoy & Spar, film attorneys iri

Hollywood. With Morgan’s back-
ground in the exhib-distrib field,

law firm will rep Coast exhibs in

legal hassles. »

Attorney is the son of Oscar
Morgan, short subjects sales chief

at Par. While with Par Morgan
was active in the Government anti-

trust suit and sales matters gen-
erally. He left the company in 1949
to take over operation of a theatre
in Watertown, N. Y.
Morgan will also take in active

part in television production which
Levoy 8c Spar handle, While mov-‘
ing to the Coast, he retains his iti-

Iterest in the Watertown theatre.
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Washington, July 4. 4

Keen interest on the part of ex-

hibitors in possibilities of theatre

television prompted National The-
atre Corp. last week to request

participation, separately from
v
its

20th-Fox parent, lit forthcoming
hearings before the Federal Com-
munications Commission. Nation-

al, through its subsidiaries, owns
580 theatres with an aggregate
seating capacity of 545,000. .

National told the Commission it

originally intended to be repre-

sented by Fox; but it has now de- i

cided to present its own witnesses

to introduce in evidence “critical

data” it has available which it be-

lieves will assist the agency in de-

ciding the issues regarding theatre

tele. NTC, said it has come to this

conclusion primarily because of its

direct relationship to the so-called

Los Angeles Plan proposed by Fox
for setting up a theatre video serv-

ice to a group of 24 theatres in the

L. A. area.

Vet; George
Warner’s Jersey Circuit

Newark, N. J., July 4.

George Kelly, with-Warner's Jer-

sey circuit since 1926, resigned as

the loop’s, ad-pub chief effective

Saturday (1 ).

For the past six years, Kelly was
ad director and also .personally op-

Warner’s Stanley, Jersey

Quick Promotion
Hollywood, July 4. .

To get in the mood for his

newsman role In Paramount’s
upcoming “Ace in the Hole,”

Kirk Douglas became a staff re-

porter. on the Los Angeles
Herald-Express last week.

In typical film fashion, Doug-
las zoomed through his ap-

prenticeship in three editions

and got a byline in the fourth.

era

Continued from page. 3

City, and Branford, in Newark.
| has no immediate plans.

He

Inc., pact
flexible ar-

Ncw Wallis-Hazeh,
with Paramount is a
rangement Vhich calls for no spe-

Furthermore, said National, since cific annual film output, Hal Wallis

it represents, a “substantial seg-
j

revealed in New York Friday (30.V-

ment” of the theatre industry, it.
|

before sailing for Europe on the

believes “it should formally and
independently state its interest in

the allocation of frequencies and
the promulgation of rules and regu-
lations for a theatre television

service rather than participate in-

directly.” Firm said its testimony
would concern itself with the non-
technical phases of theatre tele;

'Only Feasible Method’
National said its long experience

in show business and “careful and
practical analysis of the prospec-
tive impact of the new art of tele-

vision on our way of life and man-
ner of living leads it to the conclu-
sion that theatre television is the
only feasible method by which the
public demand and desire for Su-
perior television entertainment can
be met and satisfied. Only by the
institution of such a service can

(Continued on page 55)

Completion of H’wood

Freelance Thesp Roles
Hollywood, July 4.

Freelance actors have continuous
employment until they finish their
roles and must be paid on that
basis, according to a ruling just
made in an arbitration decision.
Award of $5,625 was given to an
actor in a test case after a two-to-
-one vote of three arbitrators.

Player began work Nov. 29 and
Was closed out Dec. 11, 1949. He
was called back' for more work
from Jan. 10 through 18. Studio
claimed that added work was an ex-
ception to the basic agreement with
the Screen Actors Guild. Free-
lancer wound up getting full pay
from Nov. 29 through Jan. 18. Ar-
bitrators were Martin Gang, for
SAG; George F. Wasson, Jr., for
the studio, and Benjamin Aaron,
impartial.

Nieuw Amsterdam. Renewal deal,

he added, is “substantially” the
same as the old one which saw 12
pictures delivered for Par release.
While abroad,- Wallis will o o.

Paris as a locale for his upcoming
“My Friend Irma Goes Abroad,”
and also will scrutinize British
studio Space to shoot a film version
of “Son and Stranger;” new book
by David Lloyd which he recently
acquired. It’s scheduled to go be-
fore the cameras next spring, A
'British, writer .may do the adapta-
tation and a Briton may direct,

Before returning to the U. S. in

September; Wallis will attend the'

Venice Film festival where Par has
entered his Joan Fontaine-Joseph
Gotten starrer, “September Af-
fair.” Wallis - Hazen fall - winter
production slate, the exec dis-

closed, provides for four pictures.

These include “The Stooge,” Dean
Martin-Jerry Lewis starrer; “Night
Man,” with Burt Lancaster; “The
Sound of Years,” to be directed by
Robert Rossen, and “Quantrell’s
Raiders” to star Charlton Heston.

Meanwhile, the firm’s latest re-

lease, “My Friend Irma Goes
West,” reportedly is running 22%
ahead of its predecessor, “My
Friend lima,” with capacity busi-
ness being racked up in eight key
locations. Accompanying Wallis
on his European junket are his

wife, the former Louise Fazenda,
and their son, Brent.

action. Licensing contracts, Of

course, do not fix the. theatre scale.
1 While Par is . getting 70% rental

generally, naturally that must de-

pend solely on the theatre’s gross

in most instances where no mini-

mum is set. It is believed. Par had
this sort of deal with Reade.

Coupon reads as follows:"This
coupon and 25c will adrnit you
during the engagement of ‘Sanispn

and Delilah’ in the following Wain
ter Reade Theatres-—Strand, Red
Bank, June 2 1-24; Strand, Long
Branch, June 21 r24; Strand, Free-
hold, June 20-22. IJse this coupon
and 25c to prove movies are better

than ever at a Walter Reade thea-

tre.” •'

All three houses are firstruns in

important towns. Moreover, Par
apparently had no warning of the

stunt, since advance ads on the pic

stated the tab to be 50c for mati-

nees and $1 during eyenings. That
scale held except for those appear-
ing with the coupons, of which
there were plenty floating around.

While a flock of exhibs descend-
ed on the Par exchange in protest,

most of these theatre men realized

that the major did not countenance
the price-slash. Hence, there was
no disposition . evidenced to take it

out on the distrib. At the same
time, exhibs feared the Reade
move might be the first develop-
ment in all-out price cutting.

Allied to

Par Plugs ‘Eagle’ On
85 Radio-TV Stations

To Tieat the drums for its newly-
released pic, “The Eagle and the
Hawk,” Paramount took to 85 radio
and television stations over the

past five days in a combo film and
radio transcription plug running 50
seconds, Trailer featured Johij.

Payne,: star of the film, and was
filmed and recorded in a commer-
cial tieup with Chesterfield ciga-

rets. ;

Both radio and telecasts Were
aired during a series of major-
league ball games in New

.
York,

Washington, Chicago and some
other midwest cities.

RKO is prepping a 51-city pro-

.

motion campaign for Waft Disney’s ! wiaer use

“Treasure Island” which will fea-

ture local “treasure hunts” for mer-
chandise amounting to $500,000,
The film tees off in the east July
20, iri the midwest July 27 and oil

the Coast Aug. 3, playing 90 initial

dates in all.

Treasure hunts are tieups with
local newspapers and a number of

local merchants. Newspaper in
each city will, provide publicity and
on day of hunt distribute paper
keys—over 16,000,000 in all—which
enable bearer to compete for a real

key to a padlocked chest at any of

a number of local merchants who

•f National Allied swings into ac-
tion this week in a two-pronged

| drive to put television to use as a
prime medium for ballying films.

At the same time, the theatre
group will actively seek reassur-
ances from major companies that
none of their produet will go to

TV as program fodder, in the
struggle between the two branches
pf the

;

entertainment field for the
public’s patronage.
Opening shot by Allied lias al-

ready been triggered by Trueman
T. Rembusch, Allied prez, who this

week sent off a letter to the
'

Screen Actors Guild in Hollywood
calling on the Guild to bar ap-
pearances of stars on tele except
for solo spots aimed at plugging
particular pix.- Rembusch wants

' the thespers to avoid signing for

regular TV shows.
Coordinated- with the Rembusch

plea, Irving Dollinger, regional Al-

lied veepee, and Wilbur Snaperi
New Jersey Allied prez, are start*

mg a round of visits to distrib top-

pers and ad-pub exces in New
York. Launching thei r . round-

! robin this week, duo wili pitch for
of TV trailers by dis-

Allled voted to support this

medium at its recent Memphis
board meet and Dollinger and
Snaper were then named as emis-
saries to the majors to win their

support.
No Free-Swinging Cracks

Both Rembusch and the Jersey
team have another idea to plant.

Allied has become alarmed at the

hostile attitude of TV towards pix

and the free-swinging cracks di-

rected towards the film industry
in a number of recent programs.

^Continued on page 18)

tie in with the campaign. These

Par, for its part, fears the spread chests contain envelopes which,tell
'/7

• •• . : V _ *
i I I. • i _ _i a • \ • __ • »_ _ % .

»

of the practice elsewhere: Com-
pany cannot take any tangible step

to halt the habit without flirting

with a Government crackdown.

No

T
Tax Hearings
Continued from page 4

O’Brien Sees Theatre TV

As Attendance Draw
Sari Francisco, July 4.

Robert H. O’Brien, United Par-
amount Theatres exec, addressed a
large group of local exhibitors last
week. He analyzed .the potentiali-
ties of theatre television as the
means of enhancing future theatre

j

attendance, as well" as a force in
the fields of education, music, poli-
tics arid international relations:

O’Brien declared that theatre TV
'would, serve the same purpose that
star appearances, name bands,
vaudeville and amateur shows now
serve, to supplement film attrac-
tions. He said that motion picture
producers would also benefit from
theatre TV as they do currently
from stage shows.

To Warners, Loew’s, 20th
Washington, July 4.

Warners, Loew’s. and 20th-Fox
got no stay of the anti-trust judg-
ment last 'Week from the Supreme

|

Court. Chief Justice Fred M. Yin*..

, son, who handled the petitions, re-

fused to grant them extra time un-
til the full high court decides their
request next fall that it reconsider
and hear an appeal.

*

^ Thus, time begins to run this

week on the New York trial court’s
order that the three majors each
submit a plan of divorcement with-
in six months and a plan of divesti-

ture of theatres in closed situa-

tions within one year.
I

Chief Justice Vinson pointed out
to the film companies, however,
that there remained one possibility

of a stay later on. He pointed to
the case of Zap vs. U. S. Ill that
case a mandate was issued and time
began to run. Then the Supreme
Court reversed itself and agreed
to hear an appeal; it also recalled
the mandate previously issued,
While this could happen to

Loew’s, Warners and 20th, it is a
one-in-a-1 ,000 shot. Supreme Court
almost never reverses itself after
refusing to hear an appeal.

Senate members are to adjourn.
If they are in a hurry to get home,
it shouldn’t take too long to get
the bill to a vote, lie ventured.

Asked whether the Korean cri sis

would affect the enactment of the
bill, George said the committee
plans to go ahead with considera-
tion of the measure in a normal
manner. If developments in the
international crisis are such that
changes will be required, there
will be plenty of time before final

enactment of the bill to make
them, in the meantime, he said,

the committee is taking a wait-
and-see attitude and will proceed
with the bill as it now stands.

This situation was clearly rec-

ognized last week by the COMPO
(Council of Motion Picture Organi-

i zatiqns) taxation and legislation

|

committee at its meeting here. The

j

session planned strategy to con-
vince the Senate that a reduction

j

of the admissions tax from 20%
' to 10% Wasn’t sufficient, and that
the entire bite should be elimin-
ated from general admissions.
Nevertheless, at least one member
admitted afterwards that the pos-
sibility of international develop-
ments upsetting the tax applecart
was strongly in the mind of those
at the COMPO huddle.

The COMPO committee met iri

the office of its chairman, Abram
F. Myers, and decided on the fol-

lowing:

To push; for complete repeal of
the admissions tax.

the bearer what prize he has won.
Prizes, Which range, from radios to

refrigerators to one Jeepster in

each city, are claimed at the the-

atre playing the pic.

To tie in with the campaign;
local merchants must supply a min-
imum of advertising lineage to the
newspaper, with the advertising
centering about the treasure hunt
and the film. Plan is to get 20 mer-
chants in each city to participate.

St L. County Lawmakers

Ozoner, Seventh in Area
St. Louis, July 4.

Solons m Overland, a St. Louis
county .

residential area, last week
had a change of heart and re-zoned

an area sought by the St. Louis
Amusement Co. for a new $200,000
ozoner, after having previously

While the campaign is restricted ! turned down the company’s request
to 51 cities insofar as the RKO ex-

! several times in the past year. The
plqitation Staff is concerned, Terry i tract of land is owned by the
Turner, RKO exploitation chief and I amusement company, arid under
originator and director of the plan, ' the new ruling the entire tract will
is asking theatre managers in other

]

.be classified as industrial, the pre-

cities to participate if they care to
manage the campaign themselves.
Cost of the campaign is being split

between RKO and Disney, In New
York, incidentally, the Journal-
American will handle the contests,

while the Post will use it in Wash-
ington and the Herald American in

Chicago. *

DOS Gets Italo Toto Pic

For European
Rome, July 4.

David O. Selznick has acquired
“Toto, Cerca Casa” < “Toto Search-
es a House”) for distribution in

Belgium, France, Switzerland and
Holland. Toto is a well-known
Italian comedian, complete with
baggy suit, red underwear, derby
and rubber face. In real life he is

a marquis and very wealthy.

vious stand being that only 200
feet could be placed in that cate-

gory, with the balance classed as
resident: al.

James Arthur, exec of Fanchon
& Marco, which owns the amuse-
ment company, said work will be
started in 30 days and the project
will be completed by next May,
The operation of the new ozoner
will bring to seven the number in

J

the county. Four are owned by the
. estate of the late Fred Wetaren-
! berg; one by a Boston company.
With the rtventh an indie.

RKO Launches Program

Of Video Trailers

Hollywood, July 4.

First television trailer for. RKO,
just greenUghted by Howard^ „ : fll ;

Hughes, will be done, this week for

AT a
1 concluded v 1th .

-story of Divorce,” Bette DavisALA pi xipme. 1 starrer. Stnrlin will TV trail-starrer. Studio will make TV trail-

ers for all of its top productions.

David O. Sehnick and his wife,
nnifav Tnna, i-TV trailers w ill be made as the

Selznicks Back to Coast

Jennifer Jones, returned to the
Coast over the weekend from a
lengthy, stay in Europe and New
York. Producer will be going back

Hollywood, July 4.

Howard Hughes has a blimp fly-

Quebec Bilingual In

Action With Dupuis, Roc
Montreal, July 4.

Film production is perking here
. . . ... . , r -

|

with the arrival of Patricia Roc and - - ... «

;,
he pastime here advertising

i Paul Dupuis, who will appear in
j
and suggest that small delegations

Outlaw to holiday crowds . at a bilingual picture being made by of theatreowners come from each
beacnesr. Banners on each side Quebec Productions Corp. Also iri !

state personally to buttonhole their
read “barred from screen for three

[ the cast is French actor-producer
j
Senators, because personal inter-

• to London in August to supervise
To request that the Senate Fi-

;
retakes on "Gone to Earth,” which

nance Committee hear both Myers he and Sir Alexander Korda co-
and Gael Sullivan, of TOA, as its produced.
spokesmen. .Seriate Committee He is alsfc planning filmmaking
notified COMPO that it would be in Europe, probably in France and
permitted time for only one wit- Italy, next fall and winter. His
ness. However, the Finance Com- exec aide and counsel, Lewis T.
mittee Is being asked to divide that

1

time between Myers and Sullivan.

To contact exhibitor organiza-
in eveiy area of the U. S.

Stone, is abroad currently in an
endeavor to close co-production
deals there.

films roll. Some will be one-min-
ute long arid some 20 seconds in
length. RKO figures to buy its

own video time in key cities liritil

theatre operators agree to pay the
cost or share the cost with the
company.

years. It’s coming back again.”
Film currently is playing subse-
quent bookings in Hollywood and
in Southern California.

Blimp rental isn’t charged to
RKO. It’s Hughes’ personal enter-
prise to promote the film.

Rene Dary.
French version, “Son Cripairi,” is

now shooting at the company’s St.

Hyaeinthe studios. Final title for
the English counterpart hasn’t been

I.IOO-Ozorier at IdleWild, N.Y.
Ozoner with a capacity of about

1,100 cars will be built upon a 20-
i
acre site at N. Y. International

views make a deeper impression ' Airport, Idlewild, Queens, accord'
than letters. i ing to Sidney M. Kain and L. P.

.
To prepare a comprehensive re- : Falk of N. Y. International Airport

port of its operations for the
j

Drive-in Theatre, Inc. Construction
COMPO files and to request re- slated toi start next month, with an

**
. A.

definitely selected, but a working
;

ports for inclusion from the 34 opening date tentatively set for
tag is Buddies,” [area chairmen*

. J
spring of 1951.

Hollywood, july 4.

Final ^hans for the August tee-

off of National Theatres’ special

j

showmanship revival campaign will

I be mapped here July 19-21 when
j
circuit’s division presidents, film

buyers, advertising and merchan-
dising men meet for a three-day
huddle,

Conclave was Called, by prexy
Charles Skouras who flew east to-

day i Tuesday) for the meeting of

Council of Motion Picture Organi-
zation’s management and person-

nel committee but will return in

time to chair
rtbo NT huddle.
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BRITISH FILMS FLOOD

Chicago, July 4. -f

Tom McConnell, attorney for the

Jackson Park theatire, filed a brief

before Federal Judge Michael Igoe,

Chi Federal district court, asking

that a Balaban and Katz modifica-

tion petition be denied, Petition

seeks to temper provisions of the

original Jackson Park decree and
remove some of the bite from the

present Chicago release system.

Major point of issue continues to

be the 35-year-old Swift anti-trust

ruling by the Supreme Court. Un-
der provisions of the ruling, if cir-

cumstances take place which the

court fails to reckon at time of the

decree, or if existing conditions are

in any' way altered, defendant is

entitled to a modification of the

original proviso. On this B&K has

based its petition, pointing out that

drastic changes have occurred

since the decree was written.

In answering the petition, Me-
Connell denied that any changes

have taken place, but that the cir-

cuit is making a last-ditch stand to

“re-establish its old monopoly’' and
to resume the evils of the old sys-

tem behind the cloak of court sanc-

tion. Extending runs, dead time,

double features and fixed admis-
sion prices could once again be re-

sumed with impunity to the even-
tual dissipation of the indies, he
said-

McConnell argued that B&K has
flagrantly violated the decree by
showing a double-bill Of “Please
Believe Me” and “Shadow on the
Wall,” while the nabe desired to

(Continued on page 21)

Kopfstein Talking Brit.

Biopic on Shakespeare
Jacques Kopfstein, exec-veepee

of Astor Pictures and Atlantic Tele-
vision Corp„ returned to New York
last Week from a two-month Euro-
pean business junket.
While Overseas, Kopfstein ac-

quired fresh product for TV and
theatrical distribution. He also ne-
gotiated with British interests to
have a pic made in England based
on William Shakespeare ’$ life.

Last of B&K Firstruns,

Chicago, July 4.

Last of the Balaban & Katz
straight film firstrun houses went
into a double-feature policy last

week, when the State-Lake theatre
booked in “Good Humor Man” and
“Fortunes of Captain Blood.” Chi-
cago, which presents a vaude pro-
gram, is the only remaining B&K
firstrun house showing only a sin-
gle feature.
As of now, the Chicago shows

Vaude and a single feature* . State-
Lake will show doubles, except
with films of exceptional strength.
United Artists has been

.
playing

doubles for the past few months,
with occasional exceptions, like
“Asphalt Jungle” a couple of
weeks ago. Roosevelt is a con-
firmed doublet-feature house, spej.:.. .

cializing in westerns. Remaining
house, the Garrick, is a double-
feature adventure and reissue
house.

B&K’s departure from the sin-
gle-feature policy is based simply
on the fact that singles don’t hold
up. In its petition to the Chi fed-
eral district court asking elimina-
tion of certain restrictions of the
Jackson Park decree, B&K offi-
cially stated:

“If petitioner plays inferior
product on a single feature basis
in the Loop, financial results are
disastrous. Two films, /Please Be-
lieve Me’ and ‘Shadow on the
Wall,’ were scheduled for the
United- Artists theatre oh May 19.

(Continued on page 22)

With the disclosure in New York
last week that! Monogram is as-

sured a flow of British films from
Associated British-Pathe over a
three-year period, trade observers
feel that the American: firm has
strengthened its film supply.
Mono’s own -49-’50 program calls

for 40 pix plus eight more from
Allied Artists and the ’50-’51 slate
will likely project a similar
amount.
AB-P deal, inked by Mono prez

Steve Broidy and foreign chief
Norton V. Ritchey on their recent
European trip, hands the Yarik
company western hemisphere dis-

tribution rights (except Canada)
to eight-to-10 AB-P pictures an-
nually. Included in this year’s
batch are “The Dancing Years,”
based on a story by Ivor Novello.

British product, Broidy said, will

largely be grooved through Mono-
gram’s usual distribution channels.
However, he added, those films
deemed to be more suitable for
aft house exhibition will be re-

leased through Stratford Pictures,
a Mono subsidiary.

A joint production program with
Associated British Pictures Corp.,
originally announced in 1947, final-

ly gets under way in mid-August,

(Continued on page 21)

rt to Re-Release

as
Hollywood; July 4,

i no «

^es *n Toyland,” produced in
1

j rr^y Hal Roach as a Laurel
Una Hardy, starrer, will be’ reissued

+
U0

V£h Lippert Productions under
the title of “Revenge Is Sweet.”
Joseph Auerbach, who owns all re-
easmg rights, inked the deal with
t-Jppert to send it out immediately.

Several years ago, when Boris
Morros planned a high-budget ver-
sion,

^
he bought “Toyland” from

i.° V also Buying rights to “Toy-
and from the Victor Herbert es-
tate. Auerbach in turn acquired
foreign rights to the Roach film
iioni Morros, recently acquiring
American distribution as well.

Hollywood, July 4.

Society of Motion Picture Art
Directors announced that its group
will establish an annual award pro-

gram this year to manufacturers in

home furnishings and home deco-

rative fields. SMPAD prexy Paul
Groesse, Metro art director, in an-

nouncing the award, expressed
hope it would stimulate public in-

terest in design, also in “impor-

tant phases of motion picture pro-

duction which are directly related

to art direction.” SMPAD, founded
in 1937 as a non-profit corporation,

is composed of about 130 art direc-

tors.

Awards will be made in 10

definite classifications ranging from
Window styling to fabrics, with a

special award for the most influ-

ential development in design. Un-
der the setup, #any .

one of 10. basic

classifications could be by-passed

if the awards committee was unable
to select an outstanding product
in that field, Awards committee
consists of William Cameron Men-
zies, Albert S. D’Agostino, Mit-

chell Leisen, Cedric Gibbons and
Wiard Ihnen. Awards will be made
at the annual SMPAD banquet this

fall.

Biggest flood of British pix yet
to hit American theatres is cur-
rently being readied oh all sides
for early release. Within the next
couple of years, a total far exceed-
ing 150 Anglo imports will be com-
peting with Hollywood-made prod-
uct for the American • market.
While the de luxe, first-run outlets
are closed to most of these films, a
sWarm of them will be circulating
widely among nabe and subse-
quent-run theatres. As such, these
Anglo pix will be battling it out
With low-budgeters from Holly-
wood for nabe playdates.
One reason for the. flood of Brit-

ish releases is the Continued drive
by J. Arthur Rank for dollars.

Rank, heretofore, has confined his
releasing to Universal and Eagle
Lion which necessitated a compara-
tively small volume of releases.

Those pix nixed by either company
as unsuitable for the American
market had been shelved. Large
crop of these films will shortly
reach Yank flickeries for the first

time as well as a big number of
British pix which never received
more than a test first-run booking.
Over 150 Rank films, dating

since the end of the war, have been
farmed out to Pentagon Pictures
and Lopert Films for release. Pen-
tagon will undoubtedly be the big-

gest distrib of British pix operat-
ing in the U. S. It has already
closed for 27 films and is now near-
ing signature on another 105. In-
cluded in these are a large number
which have yet to be released in
this country. Lopert has taken on
some 30 pix, all of which have had

(.Continued on page 22)

Hollywood, July 4,

Henry Koster has been signed by

20th to a hew five-year director

contract. Pact calls for him to

make two pix annually.

Contract starts after he winds

“No Highway” in England, rolling

there Sept, 10.

London, July 4.

Samuel Goldwyn and Sir Alex-
ander Korda, who disclosed last

Friday (30) that they were with-
drawing suits filed against each
other over ’“The Elusive Pimper-
nel,” may soon again be co-pro-
ducers. Korda revealed at a joint

press confab with Goldwyn that

they are talking a cross-distribu-

tion deal for the new Michael
Powell-Emeric Pressburger pic,

“Tales of Hoffman,” starring bal-

lerina Moira Shearer.
Goldwyn, who is due in New

-York on the Queen Elizabeth
Thursday (6), said before his de-

parture that his talks with J.

Arthur Rank may also result in a

co-production arrangement with
him. He stated that negotiations

had progressed to the stage of dis-

cussing a specific script. If' the

scheme materializes'; Goldwyn
would return Jo prodiice the pic-

ture at one of Rank’s studios.

American producer, in an-

nouncing that he and Korda have
called Off the “Pimpernel” suits,

declared:
“Alex and I have been friends for

the past 20 years, and friends don’t

fight, We have therefore decided
to withdraw our suits against each
other and remain friends.”

Yank producer , added that he
had seen retakes he demanded on
“Pimpernel” and found them “ex-

cellent.” As a result, he said, he
has “decided to distribute the pic-

ture in the U. S. just as I distribute

any picture of mine.”
David Niven-starrer Was a joint

Korda-GoldWyn production. Gold-

wyn refused to accept it for West-

ern hemisphere distribution, how-
ever, claiming it was not up to his

standard. To be distributed by
RKO under his contract, it must
carry his name, and he said he
wouldn’t put his name on it.

He demanded retakes. When
Korda refused, Goldwyn held up
his payments. This resulted in

Korda filing suit, which was fol-

lowed by a countersuit by Gold-
wyn. Korda finally made the re-

takes, winding up in the present
rapprochement.

‘Drummond’ Sked Shift

Cancels Pidgeon Sailing
Moveback in the shooting sched-

ule of “Calling Bulldog Drum-:
mond” caused actor Walter Pid-
geon to cancel his booking on the
Nieuw Amsterdam Which sailed

from New York Friday (30). He
now plans to leave July 15.

Film will be made by Metro in
Britain with Pidgeori as the star.

Reportedly, inability of a Writer to
complete the script on time due to

illness was behind the delay. Pro-
ducer Hayes Goetz is already in

England and his wife planed from
New York .Saturday (1).

More Autonomy

Too much emphasis by circuit

film buyers on price and not
enough on suitability of particular
product for a particular house is

one of the factors currently hurt-
ing grosses, in the opinion of Ed-
ward J. Peskay. Now an indie pro-
ducer’s rep and exhib, Peskay was
formerly a top exec of the Warner
Bros, and Fox-West Coast circuits.

“A corollary factor to this mis-
booking of pictures in doing per-
manent harm to the film industry,”
Peskay declared in New York last

week, “is the lack of local auton-
omy granted managers. Instead of
letting the man who should best
know his house have a voice in the
selection of films and the dating Of
them, circuits today have made
stooges of their managers. They
do nothing but prepare reports and
drill ushers.”
Peskay cited numerous instances

out of his recent experience as a
producer’s rep where the house
manager didn’t know until a couple
days before a pic opened that it

was even booked. It is impossible
under those circumstances, he
pointed out, to expect the man-
ager to do any sort of exploitation
of the film.

By turning the'Whole job of buying
and booking pix over to a home
office exec, Peskay declared, all the
emphasis has been put on the “film
deal.” Booker can’t be familiar
with all the local situations and
likes and dislikes that any smart
manager would know; As a result,

(Continued on page 20)

Upcoming re-negotiation of the
Anglo-U. S. film agreement is said

by insiders to result most likely in
renewal substantially of the Old
pact. Huddles which start in Lon-
don July 18, it is anticipated, will
wind up with only minor changes
in the $17,000,000 yearly agree-
ment which expired last June 13.

All adamant stand by the U. S,

negotiating team is expected to
win from Harold Wilson, prez of
the British Board of Trade, agree-
ment to withdraw the production
incentive angle he proposes for
the new deal during the pact re-
newal talks in May. This scheme
is the focal point of objection to
Wilson’s proposals by American
majors, indies and labor, r

While the Yanks will undoubt-
edly set their sights higher in the
new negotiations, it is quite cer-
tain they’ll wind up settling for
$17,000,000 ‘ annual guarantee of
convertibility of sterling, plus sub-
stantially the same list of uses of
frozen currency as before;

. Only change probable is drop-
ping of the “B Pool,” the arrange-
ment for a bonus on U. S. playing
time for British product. Also,
the Americans will probably get
the right to exchange some of their

(Continued on page 22)

NEWSREEL CIRCUIT IN

WINDFALL WITH WB ‘50’

Day-dating in five houses of “50
Yeats Before Your Eyes,” Warner
documentary Compiled from, news-
reel clips, is proving a windfall for
the Embassy Newsreel Circuit. First
Week ending Monday (3) night
wound up with a smash $35,000,
rated remarkably big for five

small-seaters. These houses; the
Embassy at 46th and Broadway,
Embassy-Park on West 42d Street,
Guild on 50th Street, Newsreel at
72d and Broadway, all N, Y., and
Newsreel in Newark, have about
2,500 seats.

“50 Years” is holding over in-
definitely in the five spots.

Pahlen, Milestone May

Do Pic in England Next

Year on British Quota
- Indie producer Victor Pahlen,

,

whose last two pictures were made,
in Italy and France, respectively,
may turn one out in Britain around
the end of the year. Filmmaker
left New York Over the weekend
for Hollywood to confer with di-

rector Lewis Milestone. Latter
owns “The Third Secret,” He also

collaborated on the screenplay.

If a deal materializes, Pahlen.
said, “Secret” would be made in'

England as a British quota picture, -

with Milestone directing. It’s un-
likely that the venture will roll

before late this year, inasmuch as
Milestone’s ticket at 20th-.Fox won’t
be up until Aug. 15. He’s currently-
directing “HalLs of Montezuma”
for that studio.

Pahlen’s recently completed
Dane Clark starrer, “Time Running
Out,” is now l^eirig scored. French-
made film originally was to have
been released through Film Clas-
sics, but the producer is now hop-
ing to groove the pic via a major
distrib. “Time” is an English ver-

sion of “Traque” ( ‘iFollowed”)

a

French language pic made by
Sacha Gordine.
Both versions of “Traque” were

shot simultaneously by the same
director and same cast, Pahlen,
however, holds exclusive distribu-

tion rights to the English pic, While
Gordine’s interest is .confined to

the French original. It’s a romantic
actioner revolving around an
American gangster in Parish Pre-
viously Pahlen filmed “Pirates of
Capri” in Italy.

New Commercial Indie

Hollywood, July 4.

New* commercial film setup has
been organized here under name
of Stanley Neal Productions, with
pix to be shot at the Hal<*Roach
studio.

First undertaking will be six

shorts to be made for Armour in

16m Kodachrome. Sobey Martin
directs and Orville Fouce is pro-

duction manager. ; Pix wilt be dis-

tributed in Schools and clubs.

Realart Names New Board;

Broder In as Chairman
Jack Broder, already prez of

Realart Pictures, took over as board
chairman following an election at

a recent stockholders and directors

meeting. Holder of 100% of the
company’s capital stock, he replaces
Norman Eisenstein.

New board was also named at the
conclave. Aside from Broder, slate

comprisesBudd Rogers, Simon Lip-
son, Charles Ruhlner, Carroll Pu-
ciato and William* Schulman. Lip-

son becomes the firm’s new secre-

tary-treasurer, succeeding Eisen-
stein.

Newcomers on the board are, Ru-
biner, Puciato and Schulman. Pu-
ciato' is the company’s director of

exchange operations, while Schul-
man is ad-pub chief. Those exiting

the panel are Alex Alexander, Mil-
ton Sivek and Eisenstein. Firm
distributes reissues.
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Better; Irma’ Sturdy $30,000,

ower

leaf’ Brisk in Balto,

$15,000; ‘Rocketship’ 7G
Out-of-Town Trek Hits Hub; “Bride’

Los Angeles, July 4. i

First-run biz pace is hitting a

perky stride in some situations

with the holiday crowds, but the

overall outlook is not too solid.

•‘White! Tower’,' looks to make the

strongest showing of new pix With

nifty $35,000 in two theatres.

Stoutest opener appears to he

•‘City Lights,” on reissue, .

with

better than $10,000, very hearty,, in

small-seater Four Star.

, ‘‘Friend Irma Goes West” looms

sturdy $30,000 in two Paramount
houses while ‘‘Bright Leaf” is good

$39,000 in three sites.
A
Cactus

Creek” is very slow $19,000 for

five spots.

Estimates for This Week

Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Lovola, Wilshire (FWC) ( 2,097; .2,-

048; 1,719; 1;248; 2,296; 60-$l)—

“Gunfighter” < 20th) (2d wk). £air

$22,500. Last week, big $42,800.

Estimated Total Gross .

.

This; Week . . .
$448,000

(Based on 18 theatres.)'

Last Year . ... $606,800

( Based on 18 theatres.)

Providence, July 4.

Majestic’s ‘‘Love That; Brute”
shapes standout this week, but
“Father Of Bride,” trim at State,

will get biggest coin. “Young
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern Lovers” wound up mild at Strand,

• _ - . . ..
* A A • \ A .

"
•

(WB) ( 2,756;1 ,757: 2 ,344; 60-$l
) Estimates for This Week

•‘Bright Leaf. (WB). G°od
if?’" Albee (RKO) <2,200; 44-65) —

000 Last Aveek,
. BSS?

EniFronti
;

ois; .<Tarzan slave Girl”; (RKO) and
W'in” (WB) and This Side Law

“3iue Grass Kentucky” (Mono).
(WB), $24,800. So^so $9,500, Last week, “Johnny

Jj
Baltimore, July 4.

RflV Downtowners here are making aWUJ valiant effort to attract some trade

d
for current list despite general ®x-

1 A/1 1
odus to nearby seashore^ on ex-

llfll tended hoUday weekend. Most con-
*Vw I gistent of regular lineup is Bright

I
Leaf,” at the Stanley, “Rocketship

* X-M” at the Town.
Estimates for Tills Week

SSeS Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—“Father of Bride” (M-G).

Opened today (Tues.) after.week

$448 666 of “Sierra” (U). Got mild $5,o00.

fi ?
0W

Three weeks of “Annie Get Gun”

com fifth (M-G), in ahead, reached, booming

Sol $44,000 for run which is being ex-
oitrcsj

tended another brace in move-
over to the upstairs Valencia.

Keith's (Schahberger) (2,240; 20-

11.^ 60)—“Cactus Creek” (U-I). Draw-
|jly ing modest $6,000. Last Week,

“Spy Hunt” (U), mild $5,300.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
IV “Wake Island” (Par) (reissue). Not

r rnv catching on at $4,000, Last Week,
t l y f • “David Crockett” (Rep) failed to

click at $3,700.
July 4. New (Mechanic) (1 ,800; 20-60)—

at Brute” “Night and, City” (20th) (2d wk).

week, but Going well"enough at $6,500 after

i at State, nice opener at $9,400.

i. “Young Stanley (WB) (3,128; 25-75)—

at Strand. “Bright Leaf” <WB). Leading cur-

Week rent parade with robust
.

$15,000.

44-65) — Last Week, “Return Frontiersman”

RKO) and (WB), sad $6,200,

T'
r (Mono) Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

: Tower 16G, Trma’ Fair 15G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . $2,128,000

( Based on 22 cities, 185. the-

atres, chiefly first runs , includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year . . $2,545,000
( Based on 22 cities and 196

theatres,

)

Minneapolis, July 4.

With thousands drawn away to

lake resorts over the Fourth of

Bpston, July 4.

With Hub citizenry streaming
out of town^ since noon Friday (30)

for long weekend, new product at
all major houses are feeling the
pinch. “Father of Bride” at State
and Orpheum shapes strongest
but also hurt by holiday. “White
Tower” at Memorial looks okay.
“Irma Goes West” at Paramount
and Fenway and “Bright Leaf” at
Met are only average,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1:200; 50-95)

—

“Panic in Streets” (20th). Opened
fair on Saturday (1). Last week,
subseauent-ruii.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;

40-90)—“Kind Hearts and Coro-
nets” (EL). About $6,000 expect-
ed. Last week, subseouent-vun.
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 40-85)—

“Armored Car Robbery” (RKo

)

and “Kill or Be Killed” (ED. Fa ; r
$7,000 shapes ud. Last . . week,
“Johnny One-Eye” (UA) and “West
of Wyoming” (Mono), $8,500.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; *0-85)—
July holiday, the wobbly boxoffice “Friend Irma Goes West” (Par)
here is taking another jolt. Best
of the lot among the none-too-im-
pressive . array of newcomers is

“My Friend Irma Goes West.”
Other sacrificial lambs include
“Bright Leaf,” which is onlv fair:

-“Colt .45” and “Astonished Heart.”

—“White Tower” (RKO). Opening It’s the fourth week; downtown for

Loew's State, Egyptian (UA) (2,-
1 Holiday” (UA) and ’‘Four Days'

404; 1.538; 60-$l)—“Annie .Get Leave” (FC),- $9,000.
Gun” (M-G) (5th wk-3 days). Nice Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
$11,000. Last week, smooth $24,- “Love That Brute” (20th) and
500. “House By River” (Rep). Snappy

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) $12,000. Last week, “Gunfighter”
non- 2 812: 50-SD—“White Tow- (20th) and “Federal Man” (EL),

today (-Tufts, k In ahead,
ship X-M” (Lip), sold U
for big $7,000.'

(2,890; 2.812; 60-$l)—“White Tow- (20th) ;

er” (RKO) and “Rider From Tuc- $14,000.

son” (RKO). Nifty $35,000.

week, “China Sky” (RKO)
Last Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

and 65)—“Return Frontiersman” (WB)
“Valley of Sun” (RKO) (reissues), and “Humphrey Ta^os Chance” LilIlLV fttK
$14 200. (Mono). Good $8,500. Last week, ylvjvvVj vIHVJ llVv

I nc Anrelec Hollvwood Para-
“So Prbudly We Hail” (Par) and

, .. _ . A

•is. '**> (reissues), •. l

iu7w0OOO
e
L^rweek

a
''IroqUDis

$
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) — big bTcr^ker on the film front

TrslV’ (^) and “Iftimohrev Takes “Father of Bride” /M-G). Trim this holiday sesh, racking, the best

Chance” (Mono) light $18 600 in $19,000. Last week, ‘Good Humor Grand’s mark of the year. Other
finance <Mono;, ngni $io,ouu m - ~

ahead, “Rocket- “Ma and Pa Kettle .Go to Town.”
sold to the hilt Even “Father of the Bride” could

not make it for a second week at
. — Radio City and quit the loop after

only seven days because Metro
il won’t go for moveovers.

lllllllOin Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—

and “Lost Volcano” (Mono), Mildi
$5 000 or less. Last week, “Caged”
(WB) and “Sleepy Time Gal” (In-
die) (2d wk), off to $3,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3.500: 40-85)—

“White Tower” (RKO). Oke $16-
000. Last y peek, “Night and Oitv”
( 20th) and “Djmamite Pass” (RKO),
$14,500.

Metronolitan - (NET) (4.367; 40-
85)—“Bright Leaf” (WB) and
“Trial Without Jury’* (Indie). .Light
$13,000. Last week. “Gunfighter”
(20th) and “Side Show” (Mono)
(2d Wk), $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Father of Bride” (M-G): LeadingTV/r.. /nniLN 4 aUlCi U> IUC IjCAUUIK

tt!Sgr Llst
S
w?ek.

<2^^ -eek.

(EL) (3d run) (4th wk), okay $4,000. «^"500
Get Giin*' (M"G) <M wk) '

r^riC
r
P
^
r

i

(
»»
1,(

JT°ii-
5(

i'

70)T Paramount (NET) (1 700: 40-85)Come Co-Eds (Indie) and G«)V —“Friend Irma Goes West” (Par)

t ^eiS
^n

eS
^’ir

and “Lost Volcano” (Mono). Fair^ Week ’ Quicksand $10,000. Last week, “Ca-cd” (WB)
(U A), $3,400. and “Slei»nv Timp Gal” (Tnrifol

Cincinnati, July 4.

“Annie Get Your Gun” is the
State (Loew) (3,200: 44-65) — pig biz cracker on the film front

“Father of Bride” (M-G). Trim this holiday sesh, racking, the best

inn ' T
u,

i
um

'
. „ 1“ and "Lost Volcano” (Mono). Fair

^OCk l-t week, Quicksand $10,000. Last week, “Ca rtcd” (WB)
® /r» v M /irtn ca rjvv\ • and “Sleepy Time Gal” (Indie)
R_ad>o City (Part (4,000; 50-701—

- , 2(l wk), *9,000.
nend Irma West” Par).

__

Has] state (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
throo oifgac man dim waviu xi

_
S s

*
, .... . v Counterspy” (Col), fair $13,000.

^ GrPheu?\’ r,?
aWa

LV
tr
u?
0h

t
aI

?] Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-
(2,210; 1,106^ 50-$D— Asphalt

,— “Friend Irma West” (Par),
jingle” (M-G) 2d wk) oke opened Monday (3). Last week,
$12,000. Last week, $19,000. “Young Lovers” (EL) and “Gay

United Artists, Rliz, Vogue, Stu- Lady” (EL), mild $8,500.
dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100; . . ——

—

1.370; 885; 1.145; 60-$l)—“Curtain nniii) CArV’rDAA 11
Call Cactus Creek” (U) and “Lost IRMA SOIKEKUU II

Volcano” (Mono). Small $19,000 or A1
near. Last week, “Peggy” (U) and nPNVFR WITH
“Rhythm Hits Ice” (Rep) (reissue) I/mif LiA If 1 1 II

(2d*wk-four days), $7,700. Denver, Ji

Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)— “Friend Irma Goes West’ 1

•‘City Lights” (UA) (reissue). Very ing the Denham its secor
sharp $10,000. Last, week, “Caught week of year, and holds,
in Foreign Legion” (Indie) (2d wk- round looks great. “Caged”
nine days), $1,200. . fairlv eood in two SDots,

Man” (Col) and “David Harding houses are only doing summer not caught oh so well, with fair
; “Father of Bride’ (M-G) Okav/nAl\ 4110 AAA ± I • Ail . _ 0 AAA 1{W1« T ‘ ^ -

a

>.1
‘ lUlluc U¥1

IRMA’ S0CKER00 IN

DENVER WITH $15,000
Denver, July 4.

“Friend Irma Goes West” is giv-

ing the Denham its second best

0. trade. Other newcomers include $13,000 likely. Last week, “Father
44- “Bright Leaf,” pleasing, and “Rock of Bride” (M-G), $16,000,

?ar). Island Trail,” fairish, RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 35-

^eak ’ Estimates for This Week “Bright Leaf” |WB). HiRer-
Gay aiu ro ififi. rk ences of opinion on this one. Fair

T •^wn^ ;

Pl AL^n
5
;
7
e1

)^ $9,000. Last week, “Comanche
Leaf (WB). Pleasing $11,- Territory” (U)', $9 ;500.

- efonhn
Good Humo1 RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)—

Man (Col), $10,000. “Iroquois Trail” (UAi and “Ar-
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- mored Car Robbery” (RKO), Mild

1)1111
75)—“Lawless” (Par), All right $6,500. Last week, “God Is Co-
$8,500. Last vVeek, “Gunfighter” pilot” (WB) and “Destination

4. (20th) (2d wk), $7,500. Tokyo” (WB) (reissues), $5,800.

civ. Grand (RKO) ( 1.400; 55-75)— State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—“Colt
best' “Annie Get Gun” (M-G). Mammoth .45” (WB). Modest $8,000. Last

First $19,000 for theatre’s top draw in week, “No Man of Own” (Par),

lanes many months. Holds. Terrific open- $8,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 35- v
70)—“Bright Leaf” (WB). Differ-

!

ences of opinion on this one. Fair
, 4

$9,000. Last week, “Comanche
Territory” (U)', $9;500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)—

“Iroquois Trail” (UA) and “Ar-
mored Car Robbery” (RKO), Mild
$6,500. Last week, “God Is Co-
Pilot” (WB) and “Destination
Tokyo” (WB) (reissues), $5,800.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—“Colt -

.45” (WB). Modest $8,000. Last 1

$12,000 or over shaping. Last
week, “Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (3d
wk), neat $8,500.

'

Bride Tops Hot L’ville

$14,000; Irma’ Fine 12G,

‘Leaf’ 7G, ‘R. I. Trail’ 5G

reign Legion” (Indie) (2d wkr v» tooli£wt“<5^ shaped manynonths Bolds. Temfic open-

days), $1,200. fairl^ gdod in two spots. ‘‘Big
mg Friday (30) revived, holdouts

1* Afic /irwr) ur m/iA * ah mi I
ftnd linos of standees of lush-eraFine Arts, Guild (FWC) (679:

968; 60-$l)—“Paisan” (Indie) and
“Onen City” (Indie) (reissues).
Fair $4,000. Last week. “Adami and
Evalyn” (U) (2d wk), $2,700.

‘Bnde’ Tall *14.000 In

Toronto: ‘WmcHester’

‘Gunfighter’ Strong 13G

Hangover” is nice at Orpheum^
Estimates for This Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—
“No Sad Songs” (Col) (2d wk).
Poor $1,500. Last week, nice
$5,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-

74)—“Father of Bride” (M-G) (4th

memory. All helped by recent visit

of Indians, department store win-
dow displays Of original costumes
and generous press layouts and
great comment. Last week, “Eagle
and Hawk” (Par), sturdy $9,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1.542; 55-75)
—“Rock Island Trail” (Rep). Faiiv

World (Mann) (400;
;

50-85)-—“As-
tonished Heart” (U). Good $3 000.

Louisville, July 4.

Biz here has three factors in its
favor this week—high quality prod-
uct, cool weather, and Fourth of
July lengthened weekend with holi-
day scales. So biz is fairly stout.
Downtown houses have been taking

Last week, “Champagne for Cae-
1

a shellacking from night baseball.

sar” (UA) (2d wk), tepid $2,300.

FAT $16,000,

i; ‘BRIDE’ 20G, 2D
wk). Good $7,000. Last week, big ish $6,000. Last week, “Curtain Call
$9,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

Cactus Creek” (U), $7,000.
Palace (RKO) <2,600; 55-75)-

San Francisco, July 4.

The beat is clipping grosses at
first-run theatres here this stanza

—“Friend Irma West” (Par). Great “Sundowners” (UA). Six days, mild despite great influx of tourists and

Toronto, July 4.

Action *- adventure films are
pacing the city this week, neat, re-
turns goim* to “Gunfighter,” “Win-

$15,000. Last week, “No Man of
Ovm” (Par), lean $7,500.
Denver (Fox) <2.525; 35-74)—

“Caged” (WB) and “This Side of

$8,000. Last week, “Fortunes Capt. I convention delegates.
Blood” (Col), $9,000.

|

comers ,are doing muc
Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100: 55- From Texas” surpris

Few new-

dri ve-ins, and auto racing across
the river in Indiana* Latter have
even been cutting into trotting
races at Fairgrounds. “Father of
Bride.” at Loew’s State, is stand-
out with sock biz. . “My Friend
Irma,” at Rialto, likewise is fine.
“Bright Leaf” and “Rock Island
Trail,” too, are doing okay.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1*

i 200; 45-65)—“Bright Leaf” (WB).
: HR 1* 1 i n 1 > _ a A * i i _•

-“Gunfighter” (20th). Third
Law” (WB), day-date with Esquire, downtown sesh. Oke $4,500. Last is not faring sO well at the huge, man” (WB) mild $5 500

Chester *73” and “Fortunes of Cap- Good $14,000. Last week, “Worn- week, “Night
tain Blood.” But the real stand-
out is “Father of Bride,” sock at
Loew’s

Estimates tor This Week
Downtown. Glendale. Searbo**o,

St-'te (Tavior) (1,059: 955; 698: 694:
33-57)—“Wing and Prayer” (^Oth)

“Tmmortal Sergeant” (20th),
N^at. $13,000. Last week. “Mark
Gorilla” (Col) and “Father Is
Bachelor” (Col) $10 000.
HyJaM (Rank) (1,357: 46-77)—

•‘Kmd Hearts. Coronets’’ (EL) (3d
v ’-) Okay $6,000 after last week's
$7 000.

Tmnerl al (FP) (3,373 ; 37-59)—
“^ mfighter” (20t.h); Strong $13.-

Last- week, “In Lonely Place”
(C ^), $8,000.

.

T new's (Loeiv) (2.096* 38-67)—
“Ti’-thor of Bride” (M-G). Sock
$14,000 or .river. Last, woolr

City

(Continued on page 20) (m.o.), same.
(20th) Fox even with house anni promo- Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

w?ek 45-65)—“Friend Irma Goes West”
Bnd*’ stilj rousing i (Par) and “Boy from Indiana”

!•
^ai ^ftd - (EL). Oke $12,000. Last week,
/m ®stlm5tcs Week “Comanche Territory” (U) and

1I1P Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-
,
“Lucky Losers” (Mono). $9,000.

Detroit, July 4. Bride” (M-G) big $16,000 in fourth

Cool weather combined with the we
p
k
jmSr (UDV (2,900; 70-95)—“Re-

mrth of July holiday is pushing
^urn Frontiersman” (WB)

. and
m biz to its best session in “Killer Shark” (Mono). Fair

onths. But trade still is not $12,000. Last week, “Caged”
clash ih some spots, which are (WB) and “Panther Island” (Mono),

ill dragging, “Gunfighter” il $8,000 irt four days.

J'l^.OOO or over. Last week Bright Leaf is rolling
“*>nhalt Jungle” (M-G) (2d wk)’ Jieat total at Michigan.
$7 500. ’ Get Gun” looks like

Fourth of July holiday is pushing
|urn j

film biz to its best session in “Killer

months. But trade still is not $12,000.

smash irt some spots, which are (WB) ar

still dragging, “Gunfighter” i l $8,000

shaping a good $35,000 at the Fox. Unite
“Bright Leaf” is rolling toward a

—“Gopi

neat total at Michigan. “Annie “Captiv

IK Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-
85) — “Arabian Nights” (FC) and
(“Sudan” (FC) (reissues). Thin $8,-
500 in 6 days. Last week, “The

i
Torch” (EL) and “Her Wonderful

|

Lie” (Col), $14,000.
Fox (4.651; 60-95) — “Bright

urth Leaf” (WB) and “Motor Patrol”
(Rep). NSII $16,000. Last week;

“Re- “Night and City” (20th) and
and- “Women From Headquarters”
Fair ®eP). $14,500.

«ed” Warfield (Loew’s) <2,656; 60-85)

mo)
—“Father of Bride 1

’ <M-G) (2d
’ wk). Hefty $20,000. Last week,

?i\
S ^ “Comanche Territory” <U) and
„ 60

;
“Lucky Losers” (Mono), $9,000.

hts
. r̂

G) a^d ,

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
les). rinn $8,- .‘Father of Bride” (M-G). Popular-
t week, ‘The

j

ity pf the book helping this strong
Ler Wonder!ul ( entry. Fancy $14,000 or over. Last
.

. (lT, . ,
.

j
week, “Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (2d

r* ®vifiht- wk), $9,ooo.
\lotpr Patrol” strand (FA) (1.400; 45-65)—
‘ zon?»V

lVVfce
i !

“Rock Island Trail” (Rep) and
t

(20(;h) and
! “Destination Big House” (Rep).

Headquarters Pleasing $5,000. Last week; “Tar-
; 9r«. 0r .

|

^an Slave Girl” (RKO) and “Dyrta-
mite 'Pass” (RKO), pallid $3,500.

vnrtown. University (FP). (959: Adams
1 5"6: 38-67)—“Nicrht and Citv” at the
(20th). Fair $6,500. Last week. $9,000. “Goo

$4 Ann
(20th) (2d wk), shapes weak at

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 48-$l,15)—
Blood” (Coll.

Pi
ka,

j iJ
1 *'000- Last week, “Aston- /

ished Heart” (U). $9,000.
Shea's (FP) (2,386; 38-67)—“Law- ' ..Last-,

less” (Par). So-so $8,000. Last ?tre1

et
. v

(M
m
G)

week, “Damned Don’t Cry” (WB) headed by Tor
(2d wk), $7,500. Crosby, $30,000,

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)— . . Michigan (Un

shaping a gooS $35W) at the Fox’ United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95) bog $28,000.
'

“Bright Le
g
af” is rolling toward a —“Good Humor Man” (Col) and

ri
2

’6^ ;

“ni°"
85)

neat total at Michigan. “Annie “Captive Girl” (Col). Weak $9,000.

Get Gun” looks like sharp at Last week, “Johnny Holiday” (UA)
Adams. “Wagonmaster” is okay and “Jiggs, Maggie Out West”

,|
PaF\ a"d

at the Downtown. It may reach (Mono), $8,000. ' 2d

$9,000. “Good Humor Man”
4

Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)-- yk
^f

6
^

ays)
,: °”iy f

9
;^
0^ rn

shapes weak at United Artists. “Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col) (1*400;
.

60-85)

BaU-Arnaz Lift ‘Years’

Rousing $18,500 in Buff

$9,000. “Good Humor Man”
shapes weak at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week

“Man From Morocco” ( Indie) ( 2d
wk, 6 days), only $9,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)n.wv* m. wv vmi j.w / .

I - , -fp ' - •

’
/ •

and “West of Wyoming” (Rep) (2d
~ fl ar) fV«ssUe).

wk). Slow $6,000. Last week, Pj11’, $^900 ;
W^k, “Lawless”

- A AA T
•

1
.

'
/ i*\ jO/I a1f>a«. d'O AAA

(RKO). Good

(Par) < 2d wk), okay $8,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55

85)—“Kid From Texas” (U) am

headed by Toni Arden and Bob
Crosby, $30,000.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)— . . Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; “Tarzan Slave
“Winchester ’73” (U). Nice $8,000, 70-95)—"Bright Leaf” (WB) and $8,000. Las
Last week, “Cactus Creek” (U), $4,- “This Side of Law” (WB), Trim Nights” (U) a
BOO. $20,000. Last week, “Father of issues) $5,000,

wk). Slow $6,000. Last week, f
L,ast wecK, “Lawless”

Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)— $n ooo (Par) (2d -wkl, okay $8,000.
Gunfighter” (20th) and “Arniored Adams (Balaban) d.700; 70-95)— Coast) (2,448; 55-

(RKO). Good ‘‘Annie Get Gun” (M-G). Fine 85)-r-‘Kid From Texas” (U) and
week, “Mystery *15,006: Last week, “Asphalt Jun-. T

^eman” (Cal). Nice
plus stageshow gie” -(M*G) (2d wk), $6,000. $16,000. Last week, “Rogues Sher-
Arden and Bob Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70- wood Forest” (Col), $13,500.

95)—“Wagonmaster” (RKO) and ^Artists (No. CoastV (1,-

anh Buffalo, July 4.
(2d Big nqws here this week is the
_' sock $18,500 being done by Lucille
-85) Ball and Desl Arnaz Avith “Vicious
(ie). Years” at Paramount. This gross.
*ss looms for four-day run. •‘Gunfight-

er” is hangup at Center. “Father
'55- of Bride” still is great in second
and round at the Buffalo.
^ice Estimates for Tills Week

gle” (M*G) (2d wk), $6,000. MMUU. Last week, "Rogues §lier- Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70- w°ho Forest (Col), $13^00*^^ “Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).

95)—“Wagonmaster” (RKO) and _
.Aftlsts (No. CoastV /!,- Holding stoutly at $12,000. Last

“Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKO). Oke 207; ,55-85!) -^- Caclus Creek . (U) week, smash $18,000,
$8,000. Last week, “Arabian 5?? AAA

ku
?
de

f
1 *1 *’ P? Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—

Nights” (U) and “Sudan” (U) (re- $H,000. Last week. “Spy Hunt” “Vicious Years” (FC) plus Lucille

issues) $5,000, j (Continued 01 page 20) i (Continued on page 20)
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PICTURE CROSSES

Chicago, July 4. f
Combination of holiday prices

today (Tues.), cool weather over

the long weekend and top quality

pix among new entries will lift

biz to strong overall level this ses-

sion. “Annie Get Gun," playing

at regular prices with stageshow
headed by Ames Bros., looks socko
$63,000 at Oriental. "Bright Leaf,"
supported by Andrews Sisters and
Bob Crosby in person at the Chi-

cago- is headed for a smash $57,000.
nlaving at straight 98c. Close be-

lland is “Rocketship 'X-M/ with
fancy $12,000 at Grand.

“Rock Island Trail" and * -Johnny
One-Eye" loom smart $11,000 at
Roosevelt. "Good Humor Man"
and “Fortunes of Captain Blood"
are mediocre - $14*000 at State-
Lake. “Killer Shark" and “Young
Daniel Boone" shape to hit tidy

$6,500 at Garrick.

Only two holdovers and two re-

issue bills on lineup. Palace has
“Beau Geste" and "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer*" drawing fast $12,-

500 “Night and City" closes with
moderate $10,000 for last six days
of third week at Woods.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98)—

' Bright Leaf" (WB) and Andrews
Sisters and Bob Crosby heading
stageshow. Smash $57,000. Last
week, “Father of Bride" (M-G) and
Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy pnj

stage (2d wk), $49,000.

'

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
“Killei: Shark" (Mono) and “Young
Daniel Boone" (Mono). Trim $6,
500. Last week, "True Glory”
i Col* and “Burma Victory” (WB)
i reissues $4,800.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—

‘/Rocketship X-M" (Lip). Solid
$ 12 ,000 . Last week, “Comanche
Territory".. tUl (2d wk), $7,000.
Loop (Telenews) (625; 50-98)

—

“The Eagle" (UA) and “Tillie’s
Pune lured- Romance" (Par) (reis-
sues t. .Neat $5,000. Last week,
“Singing Guns" (Rep), $4,500.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—

“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) and Ames
Bros, onstage, Terrific $63,000.
l^asi week, “Skipper .Surprised
Wife" aM-G) and Lind Bros., $30,-
000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)—
“Lives of Bengal Lancer" (Par)

(Continued on page 20)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ke

*
y

.

cities, are net, i.e„
Without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take* when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come..;-..
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the Uv S. amusement
tax." v

‘Creek’ $8,000, Seattle,

‘Bride- Big 8|G in 3d
Seattle, July 4.

Mol weather is cutting into show
hi/ cuiTCntly. “Curtain Call at
Cactus. Creek" is about the best
new slraight-filmer. Count Basie
band win up “Champagne for Cae-
sar to fine Palomar round. “Father
ol Bride" still is great in third
slanza at Music Hail.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

84 )—

“

Night and city" (20th) and
i
limber Fury" (EL); Fair $7,000.

^‘J^^week, “Tarzan Slave Girl"

!

an<* “Golden Twenties"
' HKO >. $6,300.

„.,^' fth Avenqe (Evergreen) (2,-
2 ,6); 59-84 )—“Gunfighter" ( 20th

)

and ‘Young Lovers" (EL) (3d wk).
1
Jo Iding only two extra days for

slow $.i,5Q0; Last week, nice $7,600.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59r84)-- Cactus Creek" (U) and “TrialR ithout Jury” (Rep).

In Slow Philly

4
Philadelphia, July 4.

Biz is only fair in midtown first-
runs with the hot weather, long
holiday weekend and terrific local
interest in Phillies in the pennant
race holding grosses down. Lead-
ers look to be “My Friend Irma,"
huge at the Goldman, and “Wins-
low Boy" at Trans-Lux. “Cariboo
Trail" looms fair at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Aldiiie (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

“Peggy" XU). Light $7,500. Last
week, "Cactus Creek" (U), $6*200.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—

“Father of Bride" (M-G) (6th wk).
Oke $10,000. Last week, big $12,-
500.

Earle (WB) (2.700; 50-99)—“The
Lawless" (Par). Thin $9,500. Last
week, “Rocketship X-M" (Lip) and
“Motor Patrol" (Mono), $11,000;

,
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Cari-

boo Trail" (20th). 'Fair $15,000.
Last week, “Night and City" (20th),
$15,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99)—“Friend Irina West" (Par).
Huge $26,000. Last week, “Please
Believe Me" (M-G), $8,000.

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
—"Asphalt Jungle" (M-G) (2d wk);
Strong $12,000. Last Week, $16,-
000 .

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)

—

“Bright Leaf" (WB). Dull $15,000.
Last week* “Skipper Surprised .His
Wife" (M-G), $9,500.

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-
99)—“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) (4th
wk). Great $23,000. Last week,
$25,000,

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
“Great Jewel Robbery" (WB).
Slow $10,000. Last week, “Fortunes
Capt. Blood" (Col), $10,500.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)
—“Return Frontiersman" (WB>*
Good $9,500. Last week, “Johnny
One-Eye" (UA), $10,000.

Translux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—
“Winslow Boy" (EL). Big $7,500.
Last week, “Cinderella’ (RKO)

\
(14th wk», fine $4,200.

‘Texas’ Fancy $9,000 In
Mont’l.; ‘Bride’ 12G, 3d

w Montreal, July 4.
Four new entries here this week

dp not mean much at boxoffice.
Double weekend holiday drawing
tourist trade, but not many to
theatres. "Father of Bride" ah
LoeW’s still is sock in third week.
"Kid From Texas" at Imperial
looks best of newcomers.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CX) (2,625; 34-60) —

"Love That Brute" (20th). Slow
$8,000. Last Wetek, “Secret Fury"
(RKO), $9,500.

'

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60) —
“Big Hangover" (M-G). Mild $9,-
000. Last week, “After Midnight"
(Par) (2d wk), way off to $7,500,

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Tarzan Slave Girl" (RKO) (2d
wk). Holding . at $6,000 following
fair $7,000 opener. •

LoeW’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65) —
•‘Father of Bride" (M-G) (3d wk).
Still sock $12,000 after $15,500 for
second*

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60) —
“Kid From Texas" (U) and “Jiggs,
Maggie Out West" (Mono). Fancy
$9,000. Last week, “Barricade"
(WB) and “Small Voice" (WB), $5,-
500.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—

“Johnny, One-Eye" (UA ) and “Girl
San Lorenzo" (UA). Okay $5,000.
Last week, “Walking Hills" (Col)
and “Mississippi Rhythm" (Col),

$4,500.

K.C. Biz Moderate But

‘Irma’ Nifty at 13,000;

Kansas City, July 4.

Going is moderate for theatres
on pre-holiday weekend, although

' at least three bills are holding up

Cowboy"and “Arizona
< Hep) mild $6,000. :

Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-
Longoiaise” (EL) and" West-ward ivsxil» (EL)> Slow $3>50o.weK “Iroquois Trail"

and Movie Crazy" (Indie)
c ' SH)W $2*000 in five days,

(U)
(2d

er” in the three Fox Midwest first-

runs is aiming nice session. Para-
mount shapes solid with “My
Friend Irma Goes West,” and like-

ly will go a second week.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75)—

‘Tight Little Island" (U) (3d Wk).
Holding steady at $2,000. Last week. music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59- Holding stea

Fathei
- of Bride" (M-G) and nifty $2,300.

_pliadow on Wall" (M-G) (3d wk). Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)
Great $8,500 after terrific second i

—“Skipper Surprised His Wife"
week at $14,300.

I
(M-G) and “Shadow on Wall"

(Hamrick) (2,600; 59- !
(M-G). In five days only light

a7^-3Hght. Leaf" (WB). Good $9 000. Last ' week “Annie Get
^.000 or near. Last week, “Rock- Gun" (M-G) (3d wk), nice $10,000.

X-M’ (Lip) and “Motor Pa-

davs
Llp

’ big $12,600 in nine

(Sterling) (1,350; 40-97)

to,,
:‘lar

!
lpa f?ne for Caesar" (UA)Xc * 1,11 ‘ WItb Count Basie orch on

t (

000 or close. Last

K m,;
LJ? (

2

°th) and GeneK|A'pa orch; $10 ,300 .

50V]
l

;

amo
V"t ^Evergreen) (2,039;

ad-'-.'Cariboo Trail” (2'oth)’

IvvnriS'4 Hiding” (Col). Billed
but only barely

week
$^00 or under. Holds. Last

anri^c ?00
sSL

Humor Man” (Col)and Side Show’* (Moilo), $6,300*

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
“Destination Tokyo" (WB) and
‘^9Dd Is Co-Pilot" (WB) (reissues).

Medium $8,500. Last week, “Wom-
an of Distinction" (Col) and “Cargo
Capetown." (Col), same,
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

45-65)—“Friend Irma West" (Par).

Nifty $13,000, and holdover. Last
week, “Colt .45" (WB) (2d wk),
satisfactory $8,000.
Tower—Uptown—Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 46-65)

—“Gunfighter" (20th). Shooting for

big $16,000. Last week, “Night and
City" (20th). Average $13,000.

Indianapolis, July 4.

Long holiday weekend is giving
first-run biz a slight tilt here,- with
help from unseasonably cool, wet
Sunday that drove patrons to the-
atres. “Father Of Bride” is easily
the leader, with socko session in-
suring a holdover at Loew’s. “Irma
Goes West,” at Indiana, and “Gun-
fighter," at Circle,. are okay,.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—“Gunfighter" (20th) and “Side
Show" (Mono). Oke $10,000. Last
week, “Caged" (WB) and “This
Side of Law" (WB), fair $9,000.
* Indiana (G-D) (3,200; 44-65)—
“Friend Irma West" (Par) and
“Timber Fury" (Indie). Satisfac-
tory $11,000. Last week, “Coman-
che Territory" (U) and “Every-
body’s Dancin’ " (Lip), $10,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

“Father of Bride" (M-G). Smash
$15,000. Last week, “Reformer and
Redhead" (M-G) and “Shadow on
Wall" (M-G), good $11,000.

Lyric (G-D) ( 1 ,600; 44-65WRe-
turn of Frontiersman" (WB). Tepid
$3,500. Last week, “Baboona" (In-
die) and “I Married Adventure"
(Indie) (reissues),

.
$3,000.

Wash. Takes to Woods;

‘Crisis’-Vaude Okay 206

‘Love’ Lush at $11,000
Washington. July 4.

It’s a disappointing holiday ses^
sion here this week, with the na-
tives taking to the outdoors instead
of the theatres. “Crisis," plus a
special vaude bill, at Loew’s Capi-
tol, is better than level of recent
weeks, but short of sock. RKO
Keith’s “Love Happy" shapes ro-
bust. “Golden Twenties" held well
in second round at the Dupont,
yanked after three days. ‘“Bright
Leaf" looks tepid at the Warner.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; .

44-85)—
“Crisis" (M-G) plus vaude. Nice
$20,000, topping recent weeks, but
far from hep for combo oL Cary
Grant starfer and holiday biz. Last
Week, “Ticket Tomahawk" (20th)
plus vaude, slow $15,000.

Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)—
“Golden Twenties" (RKO) (2d
wk). Holding nicely to $4,000 after

$5,Q00 last week.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—

“Love Happy" (UA ). Robust $11,-
000. Last week, “Johnny Holiday’’
(UA)

, slow $6,000 for six days.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163;
44-74) — “Return Frontiersman"
(WB )

.

So-so $5,000. Last week,
“Rocketship X-M" (Lip), bright
$7,600.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)-^
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (3d wk).
Holding okay with $13,000 after
firm, but below expected at $17,000
last Week.

Playhottie (Lopert) (485; 50-85)—“Saints and Sinners"^(Indie) (3d
wk). Steady $5,000 after $6,000 last

week
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-80)—

“Bright Leaf" (WB). Tepid $12,-
000. Last week, “Good Humor
Man" (WB), $10,000.

Long Fourth of July weekend,
with , the help of upped scales, is
perking up Broadway first-run
trade this session. Delqxers also
had. the benefit of eight new bills
launched during the week. It
does not promise to measure up
to. a year ago but regarded as sat-
isfactory in many houses. There
was the usual exodus of New
Yorkers to summer resorts and
beaches, unusually large thte year,
but nearly

, as many out-^f-towners
came into the city. Some of these,
however, were not spending high
prices for theatre entertainment*

;

Saturday was mild for such day
of the week but Sunday pushed up
sharply ahead of normal Sunday,
trade. Best of the four days was
Monday (3) with customary pre^
holiday crowds on Broadway that,
night. While night business
tapered off yesterday (July 4),
higher scales partly overcame this;
dip.

:

The Music Hall is getting the
most money by far with* “Next
Voice You Hear" plus Independ-
ence Day stagshow. After slipping
some On Friday and Saturday af-
ternoon following, a *big teebff, the
Hall came back strongly Saturday
night and the subsequent days of
the initial week, with big $148,000
in prospect.

“‘Destination Moon" also is socko
with $44,000 haying been racked
up in the first week at the May-
fair. Pic was running ahead of
previous topper, “Iwo Jima," in
atttendance the first two days, but
did not maintain this pace in the
following four days. However*
this money represents one of the
bigger weeks at the house, and
one of few new films doing strong-
ly. •

,

“White Tower" looms fairly good
with $15,000 at the Criterion but
“Without Honor" is dragging bot-
tom near $8,000 at the Globe. “If
This Be Sin" also is slow at $11,000
on first Riyoli stanza. Palace, with
“Skipper Surprised His Wife" and
vaude, is picking up to around
$21,000, which puts house back in
the winning bracket. Rialto’s new
reissue combo is only so-so.

Capitol appears to have a win-
ner, in “Crisis" with Ralph Flana-
gan band and Thelma Carpenter
topping

, stageshow. Opening day
Monday )3) was one of strongest
at Cap in some time, with sock
total for first, two days.

Second week of “Secret Fury"
with Jack Carter, Gloria DeHaven
and Ray Anthony band is only
passably okay $53,000 at the Para-
mount. Second frame of “Gun-
fighter" with Robert Merrill, De
Castro Sisters, others, onstage, is.

down to lukewarm $55,000, failing
to hold up as anticipated With holi^
day influx. Both theatres are bring-
ing in new bills this week.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City InvJ (1,300; 60-$1.50)

—“The Lawless" (Par) (2d wk).
Being helped by July 4 weekend
but still very slow at $8,000 or
less after only $12,000 opener.

$2.40) — “Red Shoes" (EL) (89th
\ OiUbHr R ft SHII SlftW*

wk). Holidays with resulting extra I

D.v. OUH ulUW
y

shows boosting this to nice $6,500
or close after $5,200 last week.
Stays on.

000 or near. Last week* “Baron of
Arizona" (Lip) with vaude, $14,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$l;50)

—“Eagle and Hawk" (Par) with
Peggy Lee, Dave Barbour Quartet*
Herbie Fields orch onstage. Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, “Secret
Fury" (RKO) plus Jack Carter,
Gloria DeHaven, • Ray Anthony
orch topping stageshow (2d wk>,
barely okay with. $53,000 after
$59,000 opener.
Park Avenue (U) (583? 90-$1.50)— “Rocking Horse Winner" (U)

(4th wk). Present week ending to-
day (Wed.) holding in fine fashfon
around $6,500 after $7,000 last
week. Continues,
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2,40) — “Next
Voice You Hear" (M-G.) with < In-
dependence Day stageshow; Head-
ing for big $148,000* with annual
July 4 stageshow taking consider-
able credit. Holds. Got in five

shows yesterday (Tues.), Last
week, y “Father of Bride" (M-G)
with stageshow (6th wk), smash
$137,000, making terrific $854,000
for six-week run, one of biggest
longruns ever at Hall.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98) —
“Naughty Nineties" ( Indie) and
“One Night in Tropics" (Indie) (re-

issues). Opened Monday (3). In
ahead, “Sudan" (EL), itiodest

$5,000*
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-

$1.50)—“If This Be Sin" (UA). In
week winding up next Thursday
(6) shapes slow $11,000, but hold-
ing. In ahead, “Fortunes Capt,
Blood" (Col) (3d wk), light $9,000.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75) —

“The Gunfighter’! (20th) with Rob-
ert Merrill,

:
De Castro Sisters,

others, onstage (2d-final Wk). Not
doing so well for holiday week
With slim $55,000 after mild $62,-
000 opening session, below hopes.
“Where Sidewalk Ends" (20th)
with return of iceshows plus
Vivian Blaine. Will Mahohey on-
stage opens Friday (7).

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)
—“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) (8th
wk). Seventh round ended yester-
day (Tues.) climbed up to sturdy
$21,000, ahead of sizeable $20,000
done in sixth week. Stays on.
Strand (WB) (2,776; 55-$2) —

“Bright Leaf" (WB) and Tommy
Dorsey orch heading stage bill

(3d-final wk). Down to $23,000
after thin $28,000 for second
round. “Flame and Arrow'' (WB)
opens Friday (7), with Jane Pick-
ens, Buddy Lester topping stage-
show.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50) —

‘Winslow Boy” (EL) (5tli wk).
Fourth stanza ended Monday (3)

held near previous round with $9,-
000 after $11,000 last week. Holds
on indef.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

74-$ 1 .50)—“Kind Hearts and Coro-
nets" (EL) (3d wk). Holding well
at $9,500 or over. Last week, smash
$11 ,000 .

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1*50)—“Third Man" (SRO) (22d
wk). Pushing to fine $9,500, with
boost froin holiday crowds. Last
week, $8,500.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50)— “Crisis" (M-G.) with Ralph
Flanagan orch, Thelma Carpenter
heading stageshow. Opened Mon-
day (3) in socko fashion. Last
week, “Asphalt Jungle" CM-G) and
Charlie Spivak orch, Georgie Price
heading stage bill (3d wk-11 days),
slipped to mild $34,500.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
—“White Tower" (RKOh In week
ending next Friday (7.) looks fairly
good $15,000 or near. Holds. In
ahead, “Tarzan Slave Girl" (RKO)
$10,000 in 8 days.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)— ‘Without Honor” (UA). Shapes
Very lightweight at $8,000* being
especially slow for holiday Week.
In ahead, “Wagonmaster" (RKO)
(2d wk), $7,000. “Honor" being re-
placed by “Mutiny On Bounty"
(M-G) and “Day at Races" (M-G)
(reissues) on Saturday (8).

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$l.20)— “Destination Moon", (EL) (2d
wk>. First week ended last Mon-
day (3) night soared to smash $44,-
000, for week at this house, and
particularly fine for this time of
year and at current scale. In
ahead, “Rock Island Trail" (Rep)
(4th wk), $6,500.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
“Skipper Surprised Wife" (M-G)
and vaude. Climbing te fine $21,-

‘Love’ Hep 96, ‘Irma’ 1 16
Omaha, July 4.

Perfect outdoor weather, races,
community sings, Western League
night baseball and other seasonal
headaches continue to clip biz al-

though better than last weekend.
“Love Happy" shapes nice at the
Omaha* “No Man of Own" in 5
days looks okay at the Paramount.
"Friend Irma Goes West” looms
fairly good at Orpheum

.

Estimates for This Week
.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65)—“Friend Irma Goes West"
(Par) and “Golden Gloves Story*'

(EL). Good $11,000. Last week,
“Colt .45" (WB) and “Tafnished"
(Rep), $10,800.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—“NO Man Own" (Par). Okay
$8,500; Last week, “Gunfighter"
(20th), $10,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1*500; 16-65)—

“Rogues of Sherwood Forest"
(Col), Fair $6,700 for five days.
Last week, “Good Humor Man"
(Col), $6,800.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)—“Love Happy" (UA) and “Young

Daniel Boone" (Mono). Fine $9.

000.V Last week, “Stage Fright"
(WB) and “Counterpunch" (Mono),
$8,300. .

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
“Great Rupert" (EL) and “Master
Minds" (Mono). Okay $4,800 in 6
days. Last week, “Sierra" (U) and
“Homicide for Three" (Rep), $4*400.
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The Cariboo Trail
(COLOR)
Hollywood, June 30.

2Qth-Fox release of Nat Hdlt produc-
tion. Stars Randolph Scott, George
•‘Gabby’* Hayes; features Bill Williams,
Karin Booth. Victor Jory. Directed by
Edwin L, Marin. Screenplay, Frank
Gruber; Story, John Rhodes Sturdy; cam-
era (Clnecolor), Fred Jackman,. Jr.; music,
Paul Sawtell; editor, Philip Martin. Trade-
shown June 20, *50.. Running time,
80 MINS.
Jim ,

Redfern . . . . . > . . . . . .Randolph Scott
Grizzly . ... ...... . , George “Gabby" Hayes
Mike Evans, . . ,, . . . ..... . . . .Bill Williams
Frances . ..... . . , . . .... . . . . . . Karin Booth
Frank Walsh. . . I Victor Jory
Murphy, ... ...... , .... .Douglas Kennedy
Miller . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . . , . ... . . . . Jim Davis
WiU Gray. .Dale Robertson
Jane Winters. . , ...... . . . . . . Mary Stuart
Higgins .... ......... ... .... James Griffith
Ling. ..Lee Tung Foo.
Dr, Rhodes .Tony Hughes.
Mrs. Winters. . . . .Mary Kent
Jones... .; ... J. .. ...... .. .Ray - Hyke
Jenkins. . . ; . ; . . . ........ .Jerry Root-
Assayer. . . . . . . ....... ... .... . Cliff Clark.
Bartender . . .... ..... .Tom Monroe
Chief White Buffalo... . ... .. Fred Libby
Stage Driver. ....... .“Kansas’* Moehring
Nurse. .... . . ..... ..Dorothy Adams
.Hotel Clerk. ... ... . .

.

...Michael Barret

“The Cariboo Trail” is a scenic,

outdoor action feature that shapes
up well for the market where Ran-
dolph Scott starrers usually get a
good. play. The scenery and the
action ; are rugged, the plot good
and the pace fast, all factors that
weigh in its favor.

Colorado’s mountain fastness does
a strong doubling job for the Cen-
tral British Columbia locale of the
plot, providing plenty of eye-filling

beauties for Fred Jackman, Jr.’s

camera to lense in Cinecolor while
the action is run off. Title derives
from the section of the country in

Which the story is based—not from
animal—and Nat Holt’s production
supervision Vnakes full use of locale

and other assists to earmark this

oiie as easily marketable product.
The Frank Gruber script, based

on John Rhodes Sturdy’s story, has
Scott and Bill Williams trekking
into the far northwest from Mon-
tana. Scott eyes the country as a

great ranching section while Wil-
liams is thinking of gold. As they
near what for them is the promised
land, the small herd they are driv-

ing is stampeded by henchmen of
Victor Jory, kingpin of the terri-

tory, and Williams loses his arm.
Scott, with Williams blaTTTing the
cattle for the crippling, tries his
luck alone in finding fortune and
battling Jory,

Script finds time for a light ro-
mantic touch in between Scott’s ad-
venturing with the wilderness,
Jory’s gunmen, and hostile Indians.
Taking care of this is Karin Booth,
a beauty in color who is interested
in Scott’s welfare. However, stress
of Edwin L. Marin’s direction
wisely stays with the action and
he sets up any number of fast-moV-
ing chases and fights to insure
quick movement.

Cast fulfills the various assign-
ments most capably. In addition to

Scott's expert heroics,, Williams
does well by his part of the embit-
tered pal, and George “Gabby”
Hayes fits in neatly as an old pros-
pector who takes up with Scott.

Jory’s villain is a smooth job. Ex-
cellent are Douglas Kennedy and
Jim Davis as two of Jory’s gunmen.
Lee Tung Foo, as a Chinese cook;
Dale Robertspn, Mary Stuart and
others expertly carry out produc-
tion aims.

Paul Sawtell’s music score is

themed to the action premise and
sharpens some of the more rugged
moments. Editing is tight, holding
the film to a swift 80 minutes, a
very good length for the market.

Brog.

stock losses and arouses the other
ranchers against him. In order to

keep them paying fees to him,
Withers acquires the killer horse

by bribing a veterinarian who has
been Ordered to put the beast to

death. The vet, L. Stanford Jolley,

makes out a fake death certificate

for the horse, but later turns

against Withers and is murdered.
But. not before the killer has de-

stroyed many valuable horses on
ranches throughout the territory.

Rogers finally tracks down sev-

eral clues and .learns that Withers
has been using the horse for foul

purposes. He and his pal, Gordon
Jones, surrounded at the climax
by Withers’ gang, are saved by the
heroism of Peter Miles, Cleve-
land's grandson, who brings help
to the rescue although he had
heretofore had a deep fear of rid-

ing a horse. Rogers shoots the stal-

lion at the end, .

Cowboy star is his usual pleasant

self, leaping into action to foil the
heavy and singing songs with Foy
Willing and liis Riders of the Pur-
ple Sage. Miss Evans also does
okay on one number and provides
the love interest for Rogers. Pat
Brady, Jones, Withers; Miles,
Cleveland, Frank Fenton and Jol-

ley give good support. Trigger arid

Trigger, Jr., (after whom the pic-

ture was named for some reason)
and the killer horse are all mag-
nificent. Edward J. White’s pro-
duction work is sound, but William
Witney’s direction drags at times.

Dag.

The Savage Horde
(SONG)

Hollywood, June 30.
Republic release of Joseph Kane pro-

duction. Stars William Emott, . Adrian
Booth; features Grant Withers, Barbra
FuUer, Noah Beery, Jim Davis. Directed
by Kane. Screenplay,. Kenneth.. Garnet;
story, Thames Williamson, Gerald Ger-
aghty; camera, Reggie Lanning; song,
Stuart Hamblen; editor, Arthur Roberts
Previewed June 27/ *50. Running time,
90 MINS.
Ringo. .William Elliott
Livvy Weston . ./. . . ..... Adrian Booth
Proctor. . ; . . ... ..... ... Grant Withers
Louise Cole. v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barbra Fuller
Glenn Larrabee . . ........... ;Noah 'Beery
Lt. Mike; Baker . Jim Davis
Dancer. .-.Bob Steele
Col. Price . « ..... ..... Douglass Dumbrille
Judge Cole, . ... . . .......... Will Wright
Fergus. ....... ... .... , . . .

,

.Roy Barcroft
Buck Yallop .Earle Hodglns
Stuart .Stuart Hamblen
Sgt, Gowdy . , .

.

Hal Taliaferro

Trigger, ,IK
(SONGS-COLOR)

Hollywood, June 30.
•Republic release of Edward J. White

production. Directed by William Witney.
Stars Roy Rogers, Dale Evans; features
Pat Brady, Gordon Jones; With Grant
Withers, Peter Miles, George Cleveland
Raynor Lehr Circus, Foy WiUing and
Riders of the Purple Sage. Songs by
Peter Tinturin, Foy Willing, Darol Rice
screenplay, Gerald Geraghty; camera
(Trucolor), Jack Marta; music, R. Dale
Butts; editor, Tony Martinelli. Previewed
June 28, '50.

.
Running time, 88 MINS.

Roy Rogers .... . .

.

.Himself
Trigger . ; . . ... ................ Himself
Kay Harkrider.. .......... ...Dale Evans
Bifflc .

.• . ..j. . .,

.

. . Pat Brady
Splinters,. .Gordon Jones.
Monty .Mansort . . . i Grant . Withers
Larry .' Peter Miles
Col. Harkrider . ....... .George Cleveland
Sheriff Pettigrew.......... Frank Fenton
Doc Brown. .'.

.1. Stanford Jolley
Rancher Wilkins . .Stanley Andrews

Raynor Lehr Circus
Foy Willing and Riders of the Purple Sage

Miniature Reviews
“The Cariboo Trail” (Color)

(20th). Randolph Scott in

good outdoor action feature.
Favorable draw.

“Trigger, Jr.!’ (Color) (Rep).

Roy Rogers western with
^battles between Trigger, and a

' killer horse. B.o. prospects QK.

,

“The Savage Horde” (Song).
(Rep). Okay William Elliott

action feature.
“Beaver Valley” (Color)

(RKO). Second in Wait Dis-
ney’s True-Life; Adventure
series, Appealing novelty.

would discourage U. S. adher-
ence to the pact and thus
jeopardize its over-all effectiveness.

Furthermore, the U. S, “Manufac-
turing Clause” may succumb to

pressures from other quarters.

Though still strongly favored by
labor groups and some printing in-

interests, the industry as a/ whole,
with government support, favors
its elimination in the broader in-

terests of free interflow of coiri-

merce. Many believe elimination
of the clause would ultimately open
new IT. S. markets to English-
language books from abroad. For
practical ; reasons; much of the;

printing would be done in the
U. S„ thus aiding both labor andence. Second in Walt Disney’s

True-Life Adventure series, it is a
j
the printing industry,

smart followup to “Seal Island,”
1

Roy Rogers and his horse, Trig-
ger, will nave their usual strong
appeal in this Trucolor western, as
always, with the added excitement
of deadly battles ^ between the
“smartest horse in .the films” and
a white killer stallion. More or less
standard plot is lifted out of the
rut by the sequences showing the
killer horse on the rampage, These
save “Trigger, Jr.” from slow-paced
direction and lack of punch in
other scenes,
Rogers is the head of a traveling

western show in this one, winter-
quartering on the ranch of an old
showman, George Cleveland, and
his pretty daughter, Dale Evans.
Menace is supplied by Grant With-
ers, operator of a range patrol
service. Cleveland . knows that
Withers is responsible for some

“The Savage Horde” is another
version of the saga of Ringo, the
famed gunslinger of the old West.
While more formula and less costly
than the Ringo feature currently
in release. Republic’s version
should get by in the general action
market at which it is headed. Its

chances are okay, but could have
been better had the script stressed
action more and talk less.

William Elliott carries the story
load as Ringo, a fast man with a
gun and on the run from a self-

defense killing of an Army officer.

Travel brings him to a small town
where the little ranchers are being
crushed by the empire dreams of
Grant Withers. Elliott sides with
the faction of small ranchers and
stays’ on, at the risk of having his
pursuers catch up, to help ruin
Withers- grandiose schemes.
Thames Williamson arid Gerald

Geraghty provided a good action
story, but the scripting by Kenneth
Garnet and Joseph Kane’s direction
emphasize the dialog' too much in
the first half, making the good
movement in the latter half a long
time coming, However, when it

does start going, Kane whips it

along and stages a number of mass
clashes that will pay off with the
shoot-’em-up fans. Final gunfight,
a typical street-stalking melee, gets
across neatly.

Elliott is a good, tight-lipped
western hero and will be liked. So
will Adrian Booth as the girl who
loves Ringo but can’t take his gun-
fighter reputation. Withers is a ca-
pable heavy for this type actioner\|
Noah Beery, Barbra Fuller, Jim
Davis, Douglass Dumbrille, Will
Wright, Roy Barcroft, Earle Hodg-
ins are among others standard to a
western cast. Presence of Bob
Steele as a sneaky heavy will come
as a shock . to the moppets who
have been following his hero ad-
ventures in old oaters via tele-
vision.

As producer, Kane shaped the
physical values in okay fashion to
show off the outdoor plot. Stuart
Hamblen both defied and sings one
stock prairie tune, as Well as play-
ing a small rancher. Reggie Lan-
ning’s lensing gives it all a good
display and other technical assists
are able. Brog.

Beaver Valley
(COLOR)
Hollywood, June 30.

RKO release of Walt Disney True-Life
Adventure production. Directed by James
Algar. Screenplay, Lawrence Edward
Watkin, Ted Sears; narrated by Winston
Hibler; camera (Technicolor), Alfred - G.
Milotte; added photography, Karl H.
Masldwski, Murl Deusihg; technical ad-
viser, Emil ,E< Liers; animation inserts,
Jack Boyd, Dick Anthony;, special process,
Ub Iwerks; sound, C. O. Slyfield; editor,
Norman Palmer; music, Paul Smith.
Tradeshown June 29, *50. Running time,
32 MINS.

first of the group planned to show
nature in the raw. Beautifully told
in color, sound arid music, and with
a good dramatic pattern; this short
feature should command attention
for lower-case bookings.

Alfred Milotte took his cameras
into the wilderness of Montana and
Minnesota to obtain the footage
that has been put together in fas-
cinating fashion. It’s the story of
a beaver pond arid the wild life

that inhabits it. The industrious
beaver, busily building his dams
and lodges; the playful otters, wil-
derness clowns; the slow coyote;
the birds, crickets and frogs;
spawning salmon and hungry bear
are all there on film to intrigue
for a very short 32 minutes.

Some Of the things, that stand out
in the interesting footage include
the “Frog Symphony,” a composi-
tion by Paul Smith that accom-
panies the croakers’ bellowed-
throat serenade at dusk, and the
striking manner in which the
soundtrack brings, to life the voice
of the woodland inhabitants.
There’s humor to be found in the
way the otters clown. Particularly
amusing is the use pf snow-covered
banks by the otters as natural to-

boggan slides; Scenes of a mer-
ganser teaching her young to fly;

a raccoon hunting crayfish; the un-
derwater feeding of moose, and
any number of others command
full attention in this unusual sub-
ject.

.

Technical credits rate high. In
addition to Milotte’s lensing, other
footage Was contributed by Karl H.
Maslowski and Murl Deusing, and
it was all done with the coopera-
tion of the Montana Fish arid Garrie

Dept, and the Minnesota Division
of Game arid Fish. Winston Hib-
ler’s narration of the script by Law-
rence Edward Watkin and Ted
Sears;; Smith’s music; James Al-
gar.’s direction and Ben Sharp-
steen’s productiori supervision help
the natural action. Editing by Nor-
man Palmer is excellent. Brog

.

La Forza Del Dost ino
(ITALIAN)

Genoa, June 23.
Union Film release of a Continentalcine-

Gallone production. Stars Nelly Corradi.
Gino Sinimberghi, Tito Gobbi, John Kitz-
miller. Directed by Carmine Gallone;
screenplay, Gallone, Corsi, Poggi, De
Felice; based on opera ;by Giuseppe Verdi;
camera, Aldo Giordani; music, Giuseppe
Verdi, by orchestra and chorus of Rome
Opera. At Moderno, Genoa. Runing time,
110 MINS.

British acquiescence Was also
motivated by the fact that another
international agreement on tariffs

and trades, called the Havana
Charter of the International Trade
Organization, is now being con-
sidered for ratification by the U. S.
Congress.

This treaty would clearly re-
quire deletion of the “Manufactur-
ing Clause” from the U. S. Copy-
right Law, U. S. State Depart-
ment, in, support of the Havana
Charter' recently; testified before a
House Committee that the “Man-
ufacturing Clause” was simply a
poorly-disguised trade barrier and
not a proper subject of copyright
legislation. Both the State De-
partment and the U. S. Copyright
Office went on record favoring its

elimination arid are riow preparing
to draft a law for this purpose in
the event U. S. adopts the Havana
Charter* .

Pact in Preparation for a Year
The new international agreement

adopted ;at Florence has been in
preparatiori for over a year. Prior
to its submission to the UNESCO
General Conference, it was. en-
dorsed by the Council of Europe
and the Brussels Treaty Powers.
It becomes effective when ratified
by 10 countries.

As. part of the growing trend
toward facilitating the inter-
national flow of cultural, scientific

and educational materials, the U.S.
Treasury Department proposed
legislation which would sireamline
customs clearance by eliminating
the present archaic tangle of red-
tape.

This represents a boori to mo-
tion picture and book publishing
interests in particular, since the
headaches and waste of time in-
volved in clearing customs is gen-
erally regarded as a more impos-
ing barrier to the importation of
films and books than actual cost of
duty. Legislation is expected to be
adopted by Congress.

Filmed version of the Giuseppe
Verdi opera will find its appeal
mainly via music lovers who will
overlook its generally static qual-
ity and lack of action for its mu-
sical merits.
Spoken commentary is used to

set scenes and bridge action gaps,
but neither in scene direction nor
in overall structure of the pic does
director Carmine Gallone attain
the fluidity of his preceding “II
Trovatore.” Latter, however, had
the advantage of a greater adapta-
bility with regard to dramatic and
film values. Performances are
okay though with a tendency
towards the theatrical. Voices of
Caterina Manqini arid Galliatto
Masiho have been dubbed for prin-
cipals, played by Nelly Corradi and
Gino Sinimberghi. Chorus; and
Rome Opera Orchestra’s music are
ably blended and well-recorded,

' Hawk.

June B.O. Champ

“Beaver Valley” will make peep-
ing-tom naturalists out of its audi-

Continued from page 2

called “Manufacturing Clause.”
Latter is unique in copyright legis-
lation of the world in that it re-
quires the typesetting, printing and
binding of all English-language
books seeking U. S. copyright to be
done in the U. S., except for the
first 1,500 copies. It is now gen-
erally regarded as an outmoded dis-
criminatory weapon aimed at Brit-
ish printers in pre-World War I

days when American industry was
in its infancy.

*

;

British Finally Yield
British delegation to the Flor-

ence Conference finally relented
in view of the realization that
the deletion of the clause pre-
serving existing copyright laws

Monopoly Claim
Continued iiom page 5

National Screen Service Corp.;
Philadelphia'. Whereby Screen Serv-
ice has acquired the sole and ex-
clusive rights to manufacture and
distribute poster advertising.”
They further charge that Nation-

al Screen Service “resorted to
threats, untruthful statements,
price-cutting, tie-in sales and other
unfair practices in order to induce
existing customers to cease doing
business with the plaintiffs.”

Thie producers and distributors
named- as co-defendants include
Loew’s, 20th-iFoxv RKO, Columbia,
United Artists, Eagle Lion, Film
Classics, Warner Bros., Paramount,
Universal, Monogram, Republic,
and their affiliates.

Two of Big 5
Continued from page 4

with World War II and its subse-
quent international problems, it is

expected that the current Korean
situation will hypo their grosses.

Twentieth’s picture, titled “Fare-
well to Yesterday,” will tee off with
the end of World War I and fol-

low through to the present. Film,
according to 20th, will concentrate
on the; “meaning of events to the
average man,” coming “directly to
grips with the present impasse in
world affairs.” Produced by Movie-
tonews in N. Y. under the super-
vision of Edmund Reek, the pic-
ture includes footage culled from
over 500,000 feet of negative, in-

cluding material of the U. S, armed
services and of the British, French,
Dutch, Belgian; Canadian, Aus-
tralian, Russian, German and Jap-
anese governments.

Film, running 88 minutes, was
edited by Louis Tetunic and script-

ed by Joseph Kenas. Jack Shaind-
lin handled the musical direction,
with a special score recorded by a
large symphony orch*

Continued frontpage 4

dates as the past month ended. “In
a Lonely Place” (Col) hints as good
possibilities as any of these, based
on biz in a few scattered dates
“Next Voice You Hear” (M-G), ap-
parently a toughie to sell, is doing
great on initial week at N. Y. Music
Hall, but is having the advantage
of annual Independence Day stage-
show and July 4 weekend crowds
there.

“Bright Leaf” (WB) didn’t show
a great deal on its first playdates
“Winchester .73” (U), which did
fairly well at N. Y, Paramount, is

being launched extensively shortly.
“The Lawless” (Par) has been ex-
tremely spotty to date.

“Rogues of Sherwood Forest”
(Col) hints some possibilities.
“Good Humbr Man” (Col), which
was very uneven on first week out,
indicates some strength on subse-
quent engagements.

,

“Destination Moon” (EL) looks
to cash in on the novelty theme,
judging from the sock week it is
getting on its teeoff in N. Y. “Rob-
inson Story,” from the same firm,
also will likely continue to do size-
able biz as long as the major league
pennant races are in full swing.
“Rock Island Trail’’ (Rep), okay

in some engagements, is generally
spotty over the couritry. “Johnny
Holiday” (UA) came through with
some, additional pleasing dates dur-
ing the month despite adverse con-
ditions, “The Big Lift” (20th) was
rated a major disappointment in
numerous spots, never, shqwing any

!

sustained strength—iri most loca-
tions,

“Kill the Umpire” (Col) was in a
like category, failing to catch on
via the baseball angle. “So Young,
So Bad” (UA) was rated fine on
several initial engagements. “For-
tunes of Capt. Blood” (Col) failed
to draw as well as expected*

Continued from page. 5

raise as much of the $150,000 as it

found possible, With the Interna-
tional retaining the obligation to

provide the balance.

N. Y. Tent’s Position
New York tent, No. 35, which

was established little more than a
year ago, was considering a num-
ber of charities as possible recipi-
ents of its largesse. Chief Barker
Max A. Cohen named a committee,
headed by circuit op Leo Brecher,
to look into the Will Rogers idea.
Brecher’s group vetoed it as being
too big. Committee reportedly felt
also that it Would be advantageous
for the

,
fledgling tent to align it-

self with a charity which it could
operate and with which it could be
more closely associated.

Decision was communicated June
1 to the hospital finance commit-
tee at a meeting attended by vir-
tually all its members, top execs
of the New York tent and the di-
rector. and other officials of the
sanatorium, who had come down
from Saranac to answer questions.
Former International Chief Barker
Robert J. O’Donneil flew from
Dallas to chairman the session.

Finance committee, aside from
Montague, includes Charles M.
Reagan, Robert Mochrie and
Charles E. (Chick) Lewis. They
put in a big pitch at the June 1
meet, resulting in Cohen’s decision
to have his committee reconsider.

Session at which the answer is to
be delivered was originally slated
for tomorrow (Thursday), but is be-
ing postponed because of an all-

day session of the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organization’s man-
agement and personnel committee.
Brecher is chairman of that.

While Montague’s group fore-
sees Tent 35 eventually taking over
management of the Saranac insti-
tution if the New Yorkers decide to
go along on the financing proposi-
tion, it does not feel that the tent
should be handed that responsibil-
ity as yet. Involved, as well as op-
eration of the hospital itself,

would be $220,000 in cash in the
Will Rogers treasury.

This money is the balance of
$260,000 raised last year for sup-
port of the hospital by a salesman-
agers’ committee headed by Mon-
tague. At that time • the major
companies also pledged a total of
$/75,000 a year for two years. Com-
mitment has one more year to run,
except by Paramount, which paid
its contribution in full prior to its

divorcement at the end of last year*
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'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
• St. Martin'* PUc*, Trafalgar Squara

Montevideo, June 27.

A movement is currently afoot

among Argentine film producers to

eliminate the policy of dual cen-

sorship • which gives both the En-

tertainment Board and municipal

authorities the right to nix films.

Producers feel there’s a need for

unification in order to avoid such

discrepancies as occurred recently

with the French-made “Manon.”

Pis was given the greenlight by the

Entertainment Board, but tabbed
objectionable by the Buenos Aires

municipal authorities.

The bah on “Manon” merely
served to publicize the picture,

with a large number of filmgoers

crossing the city limits of Buenos
Aires to catch the film. A reissue

of “Dreyfus” was banned recently

by the municipal censors who
claimed they wished to avoid any
provocation of anti-semitiC feeling.

Argentine exhibitors have suc-

ceeded in prevailing upon the
municipal authorities in Buenos
Aires to allow them to continue

showing films on a grind policy.

Some Argentine theatres are faced

with probable shuttering unless

carbons for film' projectors can be
obtained.
Most of these houses have been

without new carbons for the last

two years and as; a. result the pic-

tures shown appear to be almost
completely blacked but; The The-
atre Owners’ Assn, has made an
appeal to Senora de Peron to in-

tercede in their behalf with the

Economic Council in asking for a

reissuance of import permits for

carbons.

For the first time in a long while

two foreign films opened- recently

in Buenos Aires.
,
One was the

British-made “Take My Life’’ (EL),

which opened at the Metropolitan,

and the other was “Cry of the

City” (20th), which went into the

Ocean and was advedtised as the

first of coming releases.

Stage Hazards Mar Pans

Plea for Orphan Benefit

Paris, July 4.

Eddie Cantor is heading a drive
to convince $4-$14 pewholders at

the open-air benefit, “Nuit de
Paris,” not to take refunds which
the management feels it may be
compelled to offer. Concert for
the benefit of Resistance and Po-
lice orphans had to be called off

at the end of the first half because
it was found that cables supporting
an eight-ton light and sound chan-
delier were insufficient, and a fall

would have jeopardized the safety
of the stage talent.

Cantor, Laurel & Hardy, plus the
Eiffel Tower fireworks display, had
already been shown when the con-
cert was called off. Cantor feels
that the orphans’ share of the pro-
ceeds would vanish if all accept the
refunds to Which they are legally
entitled.

Patrons of the $4 to $14 seats
sat on wooden bleachers, specially
erected on the bridge and Seine
river bank. Fortunately, these cus-
tomers refrained from stamping
their feet, which might have caused
the equipment to fall.

Management is considering su-
ing the contractors for the pro-
ceeds. It’s expected that many
ticketholders will refrain from ask-
ing refunds because of the pitch
Cantor made at the show.
Show biz and pix have been play-

ing the major appeal in “La Saison
De Paris” which will be brought to
a climax July 1 with a panoramic
show to cover acres of ground.
This season has seen the rustlings
of the pre-war Paris glitter and
swank. The season consists of a
series of gala benefits. Most of the
mg name cabaret arid stage stars
have taken part in the galas with
the added world preems of such pix
as Max Ophul’s “La Ronde,” Geza
•Radvanyi’ s “Femmes Sans Nom”
and Jean Cocteau’s “Orphee.”
Benefit regulars have been Edith
Piaf, Les Frere Jacques, Bourvil,
Line Renaud, Paris Opera Ballet
featuring Serge Lifar and Tamara
toumanova, Oscar Straus and
others.

Mexico City, June 27.

“Furia Roja” (Red Fury), firs*
production of the. American-Mexi-
can-backed Filmadora Intemacion-
al, just completed here in Spanish
and English, was turned out for
a reported cost of $519,000. Qen.
Ignacio Beteta, director of the
Mexican government’s munitions
department and cousin of Finance
Minister Lie. Ramon Beteta, is in-
ternational's prexy. Cost is a new
high for a film made in Mexico.

Arturo de Cordoba and Emilia
Guiu, Spanish blonde who is a
name in Mexican pix, head

„ ’s” Spanish version cast.
Zachary Scott, Veronica Lake and
de Cordoba , head the English ver-
sion’s cast. Total production rap
only li weeks.

Ruth Draper's Edinburgh Hit
_ Edinburgh, June 27.

D*“aPer registered strongly
the Lyceum here in a series Of

fier one-woman character sketches.

Vienna, June 27.

Eulogistic article about Leni Rie-
fenstahl in Salzburger Nachrichten,
far rightist paper, has set off anew
the years-old controversy on Hit-
ler’s favorite camera girl. Article
said that “almost legendary Rie-
fenstahl film, “Lowland/’ may still

be released this year. Only some
cutting and musical synchroniza-
tion remain to be finished. Then
the name and prestige of a .woman
who, as a sO-called prominent of
the Third Reich, has been perse-
cuted and insulted, will be rehabil-
itated.”

Yam went on to say that Leni’s
income was much greater before
Hitler than in later years when
among other trinkets the Fuehrer
gave her exclusive film Tights to

the 1936 Olympic Games in Gar-
misch and Berlin. In 1945, French

j

occupation authorities allowed Hie-
|

fenstahl to resume shooting on her
“Lowland” project in the Tyrolean
mountain settings where she had
started it under the Nazis. She is

listed as author, director and lead-

ing actress of the pic, as well as

camerawoman. Scenes in snowy
mountains and valleys have been
accumulating in Leni’s files since

1934. Cost to date is listed as

5,000,000 marks (about $1,000,000

at current exchange).

Nachichten story natrually set

Off anti-Riefenstahl blasts from
other papers. In actuality since

she has been formally denazified*

her film may be released like any
other and will stand or fall on crltir

cal and public reception without

political angle. Prominent Nazis

in show and picture biz have re-

entered their former positions

almost without exception. Such
figures as Ferdinand Marion, who
starred in the notorious anti-

semitic “Jew Suss,” and Paula

Wessely, who played the lead in

vicious “Homecoming” for Goeb-

fcels, are again filming in star roles.

ABP Net $1,490,479
London, June 29.

Trading profits of Associated

British Picture Corp. for year

ended last March 31 have soared

to $6,175,715, an increase of more
than $400,000 over previous year

$5,708,533. Board is recommend-
ing a final dividend of 12Vz% on
ordinary stock which with interim

dividend, will equal last year’s 20%
payment.

After taxation, depreciation and

other commitments, the company
showed a net profit of $1,490,479,

compared with $1,261,716 in 1949.

CURTIS TO WILLIAMSON-TAIT
Sydney, June 27.

Percy Curtis, longtime pic pub-

licity topper with Universal and

later RKO, has moved over to

Williamson-Tait, as publicity chief.

W-T presently have “Okla-

homa!” "Streetcar Named Desire,”

"Harvey,” “Annie Get Your Gun”
(repeat), and Gilbert-Sullivan opeta

troupe in Aussie zone,

IsfilUETY

it Lacks Irish Luck
Dublin, June 3d.

Englishman Donald Wolfit lacked
the luck of the Irish during his
season here. In his second week
of classical plays at the Gaiety, the
star ran *a high temperature but
continued to play. Then his gen-
eral manager T. Graham Pockett
suffered a heart attack, and fol-

lowing day the company! secretary
Maureen '‘O’Connell was also hos-
pitalized.

All are convalescent again. And
With all this biz was not so good,
a heat wave trimming all theatre
takes.

INTERNATIONAL 15

Leningrad, June 27..

The legit scene here and in
other Russian cities is active with
a number of new plays having
opened’ recently. The Komsomol
theatre is offering “The Family,”
which deals with the youth of
V, J. Lenin, Alexander Stein’s
“The Admiral’s Flag,” being pre-
sented at the Dramatical theatre
here revolves around the life of
Admiral UsshakOw. The New
Theatre has Nikolaj Nikitin’s “The
Lucky Child,” dealing with some
Americans and their fight against
war instigators. Last shown here
some 20 years ago, Leo Tolstoy’s
“The Living Body” is currently
being presented at the Academical
theatre.

A new Russian opera, “The
Young Guards,” written by Metjus
and based on a novel by Alexander
Fadejeu, is being offered by the
Little Opera here. Work has also
been filmed.

Elmer Grin’s novel, “Wind From
the South,” has been turned into a

play by the author and B. Filippov,
director at the Russian Dramatical
theatre in Petroskbj (formerly in

Finnish Carelia) . The novel was
awarded the Stalin prize in SSSR.
It’s b,een reported that some of the
theatres in Frunse, capital of the
Kirgisian Republic, will send
shows out on tour.

An old German play, “Intrigues
and Lov6,” has been drawing a
warm 'reception in Glubokoje in

Irtysh, East Kasachstan. Mikhail
Krassew’s “Mascha and the Bear”
and “The Fly,” both one-act operas
geared for kiddie consumption,
have been received cordially in

Moscow. The former received the
Stalin prize.

“From Every Heart,” an opera
based on the hovel of the same
name, preemed recently at Mos-
cow’s Bolshoj-Theatre. From the
Bjelo-Russian Republic of the
SSSR it is reported that approxi-
mately 2,000 producing groups,
composed of about 50,000 people,
are engaged in theatrical work in

that province.
“The Puszta - Cavalliers,” Hun-

garian-made and starring come-
dian Kalman Latabar, is scheduled
to open soon.

‘COCKTAIL,’ 'STREETCAR’

SET FOR VIENNA IN
Vienna', Juhe 27.

News of New York's reception
of T. S. Eliot’s “Cocktail Party”
finally reached Vienna, and the
Theatre in der Josefstadt is consid-

ering the play for presentation in

the fall. :
Production was suggested

by Ernst Lothar, Vienna-born
American director and former U.S.

Theatre Officer in Vienna.
Lothar, who staged “Death of a

Salesman’* for the Josefstadt this

season, probably will direct “Cock-
tail Party.”
Tennessee Williams’ “Streetcar

Named Desire” (“Endstation Sehn-
suCht”), after having been turned
down by every theatre here as too

hot to handle in the face of pos-

sible Catholic opposition, will be
produced after, all by the state-

subsidized Burgtheatre. Production
was reconsidered after Berthold
Viertel, important Burgtheatre di-

rector and translator of the Wil-
liams’ drama into German, guest
produced the play with great suc-

cess in Berlin.

Other Foreign News
On Page 10

‘Bride’ Big 18G, 2d; ‘Odette’ 9G, 3d

Lesser Gets Pic

To BA 'Black CUffon’
London, June 28.

,

A deal has been set between Sol
Lesser and John Wildberg under
which the former acquires a half,

share interest in “Black Chiffon”
Deal, is understood to involve a
guarantee by Lesser of over
$50,000.
The original West End produc-

tion of “Black Chiffon” has been
slightly remodelled and is now on
the road prior to its transfer to
America. It will have a short try-

out in Boston before moving to

Broadway at the end of Septem-
ber. The Lesser-Wildberg deal
also covers film rights. It’s uncer-
tain whether Flora Robson, who
stars in the production, will be
asked to play the pix lead.

Buenos Aires, June 27.

Reissues of American pix have
been drawing strong returns in

Buenos Aires since March of last

year when the recently-ended ban
on the import of U. §>. films was
first inaugurated. During that
period, U. S. distribs with practi-

cally no new product, wfere forced
to book the oldies.

Among the older pix, which did
well at the b.o., were: Wait Dis-
ney’s “Fantasia” (RKO), grossed
$13,555 in two weeks at the Gau-
mont and $18,500 in one week at
the Gran Palace; “Spellbound”
(RKO), $25,000 in two weeks at the
Opera and one week at the Roca;
“For Whom the Bell Tolls” (Par),

$51,622 in three weeks at the
Ocean .and two weeks at the Gran
Palace; “General Died at Dawn”
(Par), $20,000 in three weeks at

the Florida; and “Lives of a Bengal
Lancer” (Par), $14,400 in three
weeks at the Los Angeles*
Also “The Virginian” (Par), $14,-

060 in two weeks at the Los An-
geles; “Clive of India” (UA), $14,-

440 in three weeks at the Florida;
‘’Casablanca” (WB), $9,600 in two
weeks at the Ideal; “Pacific Adven-J
ture” (Par)/’ $7,500 in two weeks at

the Ideal; “The Egg and I” (U),

$5,625 in one week at the Troca-
dero; and “Three Caballeros”
(RKO), $16,740 in one week at the
Florida and one week at the GaU-
mont.

Oldies Vie With New Pix
These grosses compare favorably

with those taken in by the small
number of hitherto unreleased pix
seen here this year. The fresh en-
tries included “The Man From
Colorado” (Col), which grossed
$22,106 in two weeks at the Gran
Rex; “Don’t Trust Your Husband”
(UA),. which took in $25,140 in
three weeks at the Opera and one
at the Roca; and “Mourning Be-
comes Electra” (RKO), which
racked up $30,000 iti four weeks at

the Luxor and two at the Broad-
way. Latter pic was released here
after a two-year censorship holdup.
However, Lop grosses garnered

during the ban went to a few Ar-
gentine-made films. A couple of
French releases also did well at

the b.o. Included among these
were “Manon,” which was banned
in Buenos Aires, but grossed $130,-

000 in
.
suburban bookings, and

“L’Assassin Habite au Vingt-et un,”
which took in $54,432 in four of

the 25 weeks it played
%
at the small

Biarritz.

London; June 27.

With three new bills and a sud-
den drop in the temperature, West
End grosses showed an upward
trend during the past week. The
biggest new pic is the British-made
Disney production, “Treasure Is-
land,” which opened to a sensa-
tional $16,000 at the Leicester
Square. This is over $5,000 better
than the highest at this house in
the past three months.

“Father of the Bride” is still

doing great business at the Empire,
supported by a Nat Karson stage
production. In its second week,
this combo grossed upwards of
$18,000. *

Double-feature bills continue to
have strong draw. “Louisa” and
“Comanche Territory,” both Uni-
versal, did a hefty $2,700 in first

three days at the London Pavilion,
with close to $5,400 -.likely in first

week. “Odette” continues strong
in it's third Plaza stanza with $9,-
000. “Night and City,” made here
by 20th-Fox, finished its second
round with $3,500 at the Gaunfdnt.

All estimates are net/ not includ-
ing admission tax. Admission prices
listed are inclusive of tax.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 65-$1.60)—

“My Daughter Joy” (BL). Disap-
pointing at .below $2,000. '‘Sands
of Iwo Jima” (BL) opens June 30.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 50-$1.60)—
“Father of Bride” (M-G) plus stage-
show. Second week finished at
strong $18,000 or near. Holds a
third round with “Annie Get Your
Gun” (M-G) following about July 3.

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 45-$1.60)

—“Night and the City” (20th). Fin-
ished second stanza with satisfying

$8,400. New pic opens July 6.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 45-$l ,60 )

—‘

‘Treasure Is-

land” (RKO). Attracting long lines
at every show, and finishing first

week with sensational $16,000. Con-
tinues indef.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 45-

$1.60)— “Louisa” (U) and “Co-
manche Territory” (U). Opened to
handsome $2,700 in first three days,
with big $5,400 in opening week
likely.

Odeon, Lelcs. Square (CMA) (2,-

200;
.
$45-$l .60)

—“No Sad Songs”
(Col) and “Woman of Distinction”
(Col). This double bill continuing
moderately stout In second week
with $7,000. “Winchester .73” (U)
opens July 6.

Odeon,- Marble Arch (CMA) (2,-

200; 45-$l.60)— “Dance Hall”
(GFD) and “Sleeping City” (UI>.

This Anglo-American bill chalked
up a modest $6,000 in third round.
“Tony Draws, a Horse” (GFD)
comes in on June 29.

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$1.60)—
Odette” (BL). Continuing to at-

tract big crowds in third week with
around $9,000. Holds indef.

Warners (WB) (1,735; 45-$1.60)—
“Cairo Road” (AB^Pathe). British-

made thriller opened mildly, and
looks only about $6,700 for first

week. However, it is staying.

Eckstein,, 111, Quits Par
Irving Eckstein, Paramount In-

ternational manager in Indonesia,

has given up his post and returned
to New York because of illness.

Originally he served as Par man-
ager in Siam, going to the other
position later. Eckstein has been
suffering from ulcers for several

months, and has retired from the
company.
He had been with the MPEA

prior to going with Paramount#

u

No Success When First

in

A Hit on Italo Reissue
Rome, June 27.

The Rossellini film, “Paisan/*

had little success in Italian film

houses when shown, soon
produced here in 1946,. Italians

that the documentary-type film

about German occupation, the kill-

ing of Partisans, black market and
prostitutes, was too close to their

lives to make for entertainment.

However, four years later, the pic

is doing a smash business at a small
second-run house, the Sala di Mar*
gutta, in its current run there.

There are no air-conditioned the-

atres in Italy, and the management
is perhaps more bewildered than
pleased that the well-dressed pa-

trons are willing to pass up an eve-

ning in one of Rome’s garden res-

taurants to sit in the stuffy little

house on hard seats. For those who
had seen the film in the U. S„ this

uncut copy was more interesting#

if not technically corrept. The Se-

quences make more sense, but the

lfilm is dark and the sound is bad#
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Peter Dealing's “On Monday

Sydney, June 27.
"”* “

^

Aussie showmen here in general
j D n L D* L*

are beefing plenty over all types
. j)}]) Oil UntlSB llX ill

of ball pixr—baseball, football, bas- .• • i< n . . ill
ketball and such sports fare for
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cay their, patrons are allergic to ,

Mexico City
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leave these films on the distri
j3 cUstributed by Universal, at the

shelves for keeps. (Under an
j swanky Cine Ghapultepec here. No

Aussie cinema law showmenJiave
, Mcx iCan ; pictures have been ^

Ihe^right to reject up to 25% ort
| hibited for a Jong time in Britain,!

U. S. pix on signed contracts.)
l it is contended here.

Such sports pictures have never
(

Case is odd because Rank’s per
been popular in Aussie, and their

. sona [ rep got nowhere when he
earnings generally in this part of

;
was here last spring to seek lifting

the globe have been small: in Com-
i the ban.

parison with their import cost, one
|

.

key showman said. He added that
; , . n t n nff .1

It is about time U S. producers,
j
Monday Kail 1L luOnthS

mainly minor outfits, set about
)

J

providing other themes for Aussie]
J„ Londotl But BaCKCTS

consumption.
,

**

At present Aussie patrons have RaraivaA Orilv 000
done a complete about-face and .AvvCIYCU vlUjf iJlfciOfVvv

are now buying war fare after a London. June 28.
Jongthy taboo of battleground fare.

|
peier Dealing's ‘‘On Monday

Topper here currently is “Three Next;” which just closed a year’s
Came Home” ( 20th), now in ninth

;
run at the Comedy theatre, despite

si anza, with “Story, of G. I. Joe”
j

having done very good biz and
(UA) likewise in the top money l taking in around $150,000, only
class.. Metro’s “Battleground”

j

made about $28,000 for its back-
started off the war stuff yen and ( ers. Reason for low profit was be-
now is doing hot biz in the nabes ' cause cast was on percentage, with
and stix after great key dates. Re-

f intake for most of them far above
public comes in next month with 1

their guaranteed salaries for many
‘‘Sands of Iwo Jima.’* ' weeks.———-—- Henry Sherck’s recent luck with

in i C*i T/IIW nnmru !
his productions has been uneven,

GASLIGHT REVIVAL <
HI.

,

venture Hat Trick/’ for

. which he brought back Gladys

l VftRFvIN" I IlNnfiN Cooper from Hollywood, is reputed
r

uwALiJ III Lum/un ^ have cost him around $15,0.00 for
1 London, July 4. ( its six weeks run at the Duke of

Linnit & Dunfee revived Pat- York’s theatre.

Tick Hamilton’s “Gaslight” at the i First, attempt of film star
Vaudeville theatre on June 29 for - Terence De Marney as show pro-
six weeks. , Show was originally

j

ducer with ‘‘Madame Tic-Tac,” for
produced 11 years ago, and has

j

which he brought over Francoise
since, been aired and also filmed

|
Rosay from Paris, has depleted his

as “Thornton Square.” This pro-
1

bankroll by $17,000. While Cecil
cluction stars Rosamund John and Landeau's reyue ventures, the first

Robert Newton, both more recent- being “Sauce Tartare,” which had
ly associated with pictures, Who unanimous press, while its sequel,
were given a great reception at the

j

“Sauce Piquante,” running for
preem.

j

eight weeks, with press divided,
Newton gives a studied, almost I have nicked him lor around

casual characterization of the mu r-
: $120,000, With last show putting

derer who cold-bloodedly drives
i
him in deepest. Bothwere pro-

his wife to near insanity while she
! duced at the Cambridge theatre.

makes a piteous figure of his ter-
1

— —-—

-

rifled victim. Dennis Arundell is • 1 I a/v.1
responsible for the able direction,

j

L0I!u0fl LGgll DllS
Show should do well In its short; London, June 27,
SOaSOn. nitiA Arhih tn Papic tn cAplr him

Soap Opera for Argent, Pic

Buenos Aires, June 20.

A film based on the Lever Bros.-

sponsored radio serial, “El Relam-
pago,” will be made by Libertad.

Miguel Coronato, Paz, author of the.

airer, is readying a scenario. Paz

also will direct the film,, which will

include most of the players fea-

tured on the program for the last

five years. : :

». Enj.elcQ is .<pls6 preparing a film

for production. Labeled “Battle in

Avellaneda,” it will be located in

Avellaneda, a suburb on the out-

skirts of Buenos Aires, which at

one time was a gangster hideout.

Original ‘Stromboli’ To

Rome, June 27.

-+ Buenos Aires, June 27.

j-A bill to minimize the importa-
tion of foreign performers in addi-
tion to giving certain benefits to

I native entertainers in Argentina
1 has been introduced in Congress by
Manuel Garcia arid Manuel Alvarez

‘GASLIGHT’ REVIVAL

Film for ’51 Festival

To Be Made as Co-op
London, June 27.

For the first time, the entire

British industry is to pool its re-

sources for a production to be
made as a. contribution to next
year’s Festival of Britain. Subject

chosen is the story; of William
Friese-Green, British inventor of

cinematography, Script Will be
based on a biography by Ray
Allister.

,

'

Production will be in Tech-
nicolor, being budgeted at $700,000.

Key technicians and artists will be
asked to' defer about. $150,000 in

salaries until the film is in release.

Lensing likely will start iri Decem-
ber, with piq expected to be com-
pleted loy next June.

Distribution will be through via

a major British outfit. About half

of the budget will be provided
from the goftvernment’s film bank,
balance being expected from usual
banking sources;

Proceeds are to be divided
among industry charities. Key
technical appointments have al-

ready been set. Ronald Neame is

producer, John Boulting director,

and
.
Eric Ambler scripter. They

have agreed to • work on the co-

operative basis.

London Legit Bits
j>now snuuiu uo wen in us smuim London, June 27.
season. Gino Arbib to Paris to seek two

* — '
' —'—*“

,

French actors for starring roles in

j.A ua 1

,

Jack Waller’s musical version ofMaedchen to Bo iVladO [“French For Love” which was
Tn Mpy hv T^wAtifTtril produced at the Criterion theatrein lviex oy lxiweninai

10 years ag0 with Alice Deiysia as
Rudolph Lowenthal, Mexican film star. Geoffrey Wright and Sandy

producer, returned to Mexico last Wilson are responsible for book
week to begin work on a Mexican and lyrics, with William Mollison.
version of. the German pic “Maed- to produce . . . George and Alfred
chen in Uniform.” While in Black’s “Seagulls Over Sorrento,”
Europe. Lowenthal tried to work which they produced at the. Apollo.

j

out a deal for the simultaneous theatre in association with H. M.
I

production of the pic in both funned do\yn

French arid Mexican. Idea failed .

a.h!g ticket broker deal due to
.

(hs-..:

to pan out. Producer has all the ^ ter
»Ti'

5h^V? ?
rov

:

iorcien dubhine rights to tliP film
mg one ot the outstanding hits ot

8 t0
-

e hlR
' recent West. End productions,exapt the English, Donald Flamm in London to line

Lowepthal is^also mullmg an .of- up . cast lor “The Late Edwiria
fer made to him by the Selznick Black” in which lie has an interest
Releasing Org to distribute his with Lee Shubert for Broadway
films throughout Europe on a per- production. Also dickering with
rentage basis. Stanley French for American rights

- -

.—.
.

—

_

of “Young Wives’ Tale.” wjiich just

j 4 . * m. i finished a lengthy run at the Savoy.

Vienna ^ I M Arena I hearire ilis Master’s Voice recordingVlCUlia .5 151 ill Clld llicau c company has acquired the disk
Vienna, June 27. rights to the four hit numbers in

Vienna's first, arena theatre Stephen Mitchell's “Golden City”
opened recently in a former bar musical, which is shaping into a

am Hof. The. house, called Zimmer- hit.
J L i i _ .v VI ' • ’'j 1 ' j _ i. i 1? i«« *% fl 1 fwtn - vS A rt.s 1 I 4 a /l f U>% * Vi\a< a J

Vienna’s 1st Arena Theatre

theatre, is comfortable, with tables Eric Glass negotiated the Fred-
i rum the former bar, but its sue- Piffard deal of Robert
cess is doubtful if it; continues high-

! ^lunTO’s J arcC; ‘‘See Yotr In; Court,”

bio\v programs like the opener.. It
W11

1

C1 goes .mto immediate West-

. ,
plans to do “worthwhile”' works,

. S:- ^£S
C
!»

,^' l

2r

n ’

•

a lid began with the prose version '

ti

1

’

i

f

1
.f?5

OT Goethe’s Classic “Idhiffenie anf .

l0 eV H V ^,e ^ ,ed out in the
• PloVl ricos--.iri July lor three weeks,

^ i
<1; _ |q the after which it comes to the West-

c;i.\ to be out of place in this, set-
;
endwith no theatre set > . . Samuel

ng
*

, V ,
French has acquired amateur rights

Germany already has arena the- to Rodney Ackland’s “The Diary
Aires in Frankfurt-Main, Berlin and Of A Scoundrel,” which was tried
Hamburg.

j

out. at the Arts theatre three
.

1 months ago.. . . The Arts theatre’s

Mono Ups Bill Osborne :S?
x
f

2
i

is »iUetl
William E. Osborne, fomerly JSSSSJLjK" A-

nL^"S !

‘ Grw
*
y i«-due in LondonIntel national CorpM named assist-

1 soon to do a French play titled
*nt export manager for company.” “Nina” in eon junction with H. M.He will headquarter in l\ew Tennent, Ltd., with Griffiths Jones
Vork. i starred.

j

At Vicliy Film Festival

Paris, June 27.

Dearth of big name film festivals

this year is bringing the growth of

small, unpretentious ones in its

wake. The town of Vichy has inau-

gurated an International Film
Week running from June. 26 to

July 8. Six prizes will be offered

for the best French and foreign

film and the top male and femme
acting in both French and foreign
films.

The winners will receive statu-

ettes. Voting will be done, by the
audience which will fill out ballots

after every showing,
Program will consist of five Gal-

lic pix, three American, one Eng-
lish, one Italian arid two interna-

tional, The French pix are “La
Ronde,” “La Nuit S’Acheve,”
“Cheri,” “La Rue Sahs Loi” and
“La Dame De Chez Maxims.” The
U. S. films are Paramount’s “Rope
of Sand,” Metro’s “That Forsyte
Woman” and W.arner’s “Task
Force,” The English film is Rank’s
“Give Us This Day,” the Italian

film is Luciano Emmer’s “August
Sunday,” and the two international
films are William Dieterle’s “VuL
cano” arid Julian Duvivier’s “Black
Jack.”,

Current London Shows
( Figures show weeks of run)

London, July 4.

“Background,” Westminster (7).

“Beau Strategem,” Lyric (62),

“Brigadoon,” Majesty’s (64).

“Carousel,” Drury Lane (4),

“Castie in Air,” Savoy (30).

“Cocktail Party,” New (9).

. “Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (l).

!
“Eliz. Slept Here/’ Strand (36).

“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (30.L

“Folies Bergerc,” Ilipp. (39).

“Golden City,” Ad elphi (3).

“Harvey,” Piccadilly (79).

“Heiress,” Haymarket (75).

“His Exiccllency,” Princess (6).

“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (8).

“Home at Seven,” Wyndham ( 17).
“Ice-Capades,” Empress (6).

“King Rhapsody,” Palace (42).
*

“Knights Madness,” Vic. Pal. (16).
“Latin Quarter,” Casino (16).
“Mr. Gillie,” Garrick (17)/
“Oklahoma!” Stoll (161).
“Ring Round Moon ,” Globe (23).

“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (J).

“Streetcar,” Aldwych (39).

“Touch & Go” Wales (7).

“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (108).
“Treasure Hiint,” St. Mart. (42).
“Venus Observed,” St. J’m’s (24).
“Way Things Go,” Phoenix (18),

“Worm’s View/’ Comedy (167).

Roberto Rossellini’s Ingrid Berg- Pereyra, Both congressmari were
nian starrer

,
' “Stromboli,” will be Very active at one time; in lobbying

entered by the Italian government for a bill to put fadio entertain-
at the Venice Film Festival this riient under government control,

year along with three other, pic- The bill proposes among other
tures. This “Stromboli” won’t be things:

the one shown in the U. S., but ,1. That 50% of all Argentine
will be the print owned by Rossel- legit productions be by native au-
lini with very little footage cut. thors.

Titles and credits will be in Italian. 2. That each legit company
Other three Italian entries are should include 70% native or natu-

' -expected to be announced in about ralized Argentine players. (This
10 days. In the trio likely will does not mean that foreign legit

be Vittorio De Sica’s “Miracle in companies or individual acts are
Milan,” which he has been shooting barred, although a recommendation
in Milan since February. Addi- is made that preference should be
tional possibilities comprise a given to talent from countries
Mario Zampa pic as well as “Fa- which grant Argentine entertainer*
biola,” a period spectacle of ancient reciprocal opportunities;
Rome. 3. That all legit companies should

' be directed by an Argentine native,
or naturalized director. No pro-

Italian Co-op Society dh^to^ducerf
may d9Uble *s

Slates Backstage Film; ^ Se“SuSd
3^r/S

n || oir D J . stipulating that no producer may
Rolls on 04u DUflgCl use the theatres he operates to

w- Tim A- on stagew play of which he himselfRome, June 20. is the author.
The first picture being produced I 5; Where a film house can be

in Italy by a co-operative society classed as a theatre, at: least part
will go before the cameras Soon, of the playing time must include
It is called “Music Hall Lights.” live talent.

Director will be Alberto Lattuada, 6. Officially operated theatre*
and is to be produced by Capi- are exempt from complying with
tolum Film Co., which will put up these regulations,

the initial money. Titanus Studios 7. To ericourage construction of
will be used to film the story about more theatres, any new ones built
Italian vaude backstage life. Qth- should be exempt from national or
ers in the cast are Carla Del Pog- municipal taxes for the first five

gio, Giuletta Masina, American Ne- years of operation,

gro John Kitzmiller, Peppino Di .
8. Local legit companies on tour

Filippo, and Folco. Lulli. I in the provinces should be entitled

The setup is unique. Co-Director I

i° Tree use of nationally-owned
Lattuada, who had the idea theatres, whenever these are not
originally, lined it up this way: already booked. Moreover* the na-
One-half of the production setup Tional transport companies and na-

furnishes the story, the writers, ti°nally administrated tourist hotels

two directors, assistant director, i.n the provinces should grant legit

camerman, four leading actors and 10 and 20% discounts,

costumes. The other half provides Ministry of the Interior,

the money. In this case, it will be Entertainment Board
about $84,000. The way this story

;

ana the Press & Information Sec-

is written a greater part of the pic
1

F
etariat

°f
the Presidency should

will be made outdoors. 1 nf-
entrusted with enforcement of

The big producers are mad over i

IniS ^proposed law. Any infractions

this type of thing .going -through. be
,

subject to very^ severe

fearing it may start a new type of
! fSl

.
ties

f
(qlosur

?
of the offendmg

production setup. They are watch-'

\

Periods ranging from

ing every move made and check-
1

0 J s to one month),

ing on all figures. Personnel ori'-k^_*_

their ^voi-^Lnd
3

there 'is^lUtle’time
RENDEZVOUS’ SHELVED

wasted.. Italians as a rule do not IINTIf QIIMMPD AC >Ct
like those schedules, but like tc U11IIL iJUlfllULA 11* vl
drag them out. Vienna, June 27.
No release has been set yet, but The proposed Paul Henried-Wil-

Rudy Solmsen, Ilya Lopert associ- liam Dieterle “Rendezvous in Vi*
ate, is considering the possibility enna” has been shelved for this
of dubbing into English for the season. Henried plans to shoot it
American market. on Vienna and Salzburg exteriors—-—— —- /! in the summer of 1951.

t i j t* *11 t»
! Decision was reached at Paris

Ireland Builds^ KeVRItipS conferences between Henreid and

80 Cinemas in 5
I

. .

Dublin, June 27.^ exploratory work here (his former

UNTIL SUMMER OF '51

Vienna, June 27.
The proposed Paul Henried-Wit-

80 Cinemas in 5 Years
Dublin, June 27.

Eighty cinemas have been built
:
home town) and found that Ideal

|
or have undergone major repairs financial and physical red tape was
in Ii eland since July, 194.5, accoid-, loo much to cope With in tile avail*
ing to official information from

;
able time. Story by Robert Hill

the Department of Commerce
j

required shooting in July and
here. Licenses were issued in 74

! August during thd Sahburg festi-

j

cases, and in five others action was . val. With the additional time at
taken lor work undertaken with- his disposal, there i's a possibility

•J"-

1 * 1,c*nse and fines totalling that Henried may dose a deal with
$2,235 and one jail sentence were British interests to make the pie
imposed,

: in Technicolor with studio se*
^’Uiu ericas eventually done in Lon-

P.^- g ^ ,

a ^ (Congiess) qpes- > don . Meanwhile Henried plans lo
iLrnif, said he had no power to^pite- head back to Hollywood; .

I

vent the. showing ot films in halls
|

•
,

• *

]
which had been built without the 1

« j r,. v.
i authority of a building license [ LOndOIl flllil NoteS
|

There were 162 dance halls built i

'
* UHI nuiCd

;

or underwent similar reconslruc-
1 Vr ... „ . ..

London, June 27.

i
lion in the same period. * ,

c;
lSt

f1

r* whose,
^
TV film

-
•

-

j
f

T

e.s Of Scotland Yard is being
' distributed in America by Inter-

UPA Paris Sec. in Hospital
i

^

.Distfihufors, got

,
• Vi 4 I

^ai
?
1 Ooldwyn interested in her

I •
Paris, July 4. acting and will be given exhaus-

;

.Florence K. Barr, vet Secretary tive film tests by him ... Gregory
[of Paris MPAA office and staff Ratoff, on his return to London,
head for over 20 years, is seriously intends to make 100 TV film shorts
ill at the American Hospital here, here for the American market.
She had to be brought back from Offenbach’s “Tales Of Hoffmann”
Biarritz where convalescing after film starts shooting at Shepperton
long siege of illness; All conti- studios July 10 with Michael
nental managers here decided that

Powell
4

.
a
?
d Pressberger,

she be brought back to Paris so she and Pi'oduc;
would get best medical Care. (heir "hufTfA cole

°*

Tn Allots nnf ..«« !« -tiie.ir ilea Shoes, in top role . .

.

Ariiic ^ t.

1^ Gcor^e and Alfred Black have of-
the cave ot fuends, she

(
long re- fered H. J. Barlow $20,000 for the

fused to spend time
,
away from film rights of “Worm’s Eye View,’*

Paris in a sanatorium, but was
|
with Barlow turning down offer,

finally forced to hospital.
i He’s asking $28,000.
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TIP-OFFi1 ;l l ™ m 9 (From Film Daily)

There were

cheers at the

Preview for

**The Lions are roaring

this ayern following \

Fred Astaire’s

dance A

last night’s sneak \
• f xl. _ V

and 'for

Vera-Ellen, m
that J|

V

K

& /

SIC

'I
TLE

»

D

KEENAN %YNN * GALE ROBBINS

GLORIA DE HAVEN

color by itunmuuum
Based on the Lives and Music of

BERT KACMAR'and HARRY
Screen Play by GEORGE WELLS

Directed by RICHARD THORPE
Produced by JACK CU MM INGS

v>

and for th'e

new kind

of role

played by

Red Skelton

the beauty

of Arlene

a

dream-girl

in

Technicolor

It's not too late

to fight for
complete 20%
tax repeal/

Write/your

Senators TODAY

m SLi

The master of musicals does it again! "Three Little Words’ 1

is. in the top class with M-G-M’s "Annie Get Your Gun",

They’re both among M-G-M’s life-saving Summer releases in

eluding "Father of the Bride”, "The Next Voice You Hear...’’

"Crisis”, "Duchess of Idaho”, "Stars In My Crown”, "Sum.

mer Stock”, "The Happy Years” and other M-G-M Big Ones
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Popkin-UA
Continued from page 4

Inside Staff-

.Hollywood gets a neat boost public-relationswise in the July issue o£.

eralion until the distrib is in posi- Changing Times, the Kiplihger magazine. It describes the industry’s

tion to support itself. campaign against critics who charge it’s immoral and unable to turn

Washington, July 4.

American film companies will

get an additional ^$700,000 out of

Germany from the Economic Co-
operation Administration in 1050.

Sum will go to those distribs not

covered by the guarantees totalling

$2,510,000 handed out by EGA to

nine firms last week. :

Contracts covering the added
coin Will be inked by the ECA with
seven or eight more companies, as

soon as details are completed. As i

with the guarantee pacts signed

last week, new ones will be with

both majors • and indies. Also

pending are projects involving

documentaries, shorts andf news-
reels for Western Germany and
other countries. The dollar guar-

antees for these will run between
$150,000 and $300,000.

Companies covered by last

week’s commitments and the

amounts involved are; 20th -Fox,

$436,000; RKO, $484,000; Para-

mount, $359,000; Loew’s, $321,000;

Warner’s, $292,000; Republic,
j

$254,000; Universal, $247 000; Sam-
]

lici Goldwyn, $54,925; and Eagle

Lion, $52,485.

Contracts guarantee conversion

5th Averiue, ’ “Sunbonnet Sue”
and **16 Fathoms Deep.”
GEORGE J. SHAEFER: “The

Champion” and “The Men.”
SAMUEL GOLDWYN; ‘Hurri-

cane” and . “Adventures of Marco
Polo.”
SELZNICK RELEASING: “Re-

becca"’ and “Spellbound.” i

It’s understood that he’s willing
out good pix. “Hollywood is fed up with criticism and denunciation.’*

of
the article, says. “It’s sick and tired of being thrust under everybody’s

tinued operation. That Would carry
!
probing spotlight.”

the company for oyer a year on !'• Article cites a 1947 survey: pointing up the fact that people in Holly-
present Jojjis* figures and consider-

; wood have habits like anyone else—“they are people.” Hollywood’s
ably longer if Sears’ estimates on

j defense against criticism of local morals, unsigned yaru says, is “We
overhead slashes and income, tilts are not unique in any of these sins.” Business is described as “not
work out. I good, not bad ” and “Hollywood can look ahead to a fairly bright fu-
UA board decided last week, ture.” Describes industry-wide “better public relations” program, and

EAGLE LION: “He Walked by however; that the; Popkin financial [concludes: “Hollywood would like to take its place as a .well-regarded
Night” ahd “Northwest Stampede.” ; offer is not large enough and wants [member of the American community. It . has had its fill of being re-
MOTION PICTURE INVES-

1 him to advance a bigger sum
TORS CORP.: “Red River.”

! against the day that the company is

EDWARD
TIONjS

cu»r.. : ; against uie way uic cyiupau.y dispose ot;®e fames ana nau-trutns tnat nave grown up
’ARD SMALL <PRODUC- 1 self-sustaining and Pppkin gets the

[ Considerable mass of statistics is cited to point up the
: “Man in the. Iron Mask.” ; 12,000 treasury shares. Board, for

! contention that its citizens’ morals are pretty much like—if iwmnT rrnvF* “Man on the flvit nurnnco -CAnf n . twn-manmm- 1 u ^ i.i.

r

4.i.'_ '4.1 • 4.:
•FRANCHbT TONE:

Eiffel Tower.”

Continued from page 5

at the time the houses are placed

on the block. Court decree, Odium
pointed but,

.

requires Hughes to

unload the theatres ultimately.

The Odium option set up an elab-

orate timetable under, which
Hughes was to give notice to the

Atlas chief .when a sale was imnii-

. nent. It carried with it the right

Hughes

that purpose, sent a twoman com
i mittee to the Coast over the week
end lor further negotiation with !

the prospective buy [

;

Committee consists of exec vee-

pee Arthur W. Kelly, a rep of co-

owner ; Charles Chaplin bn the
! bodrd, and Vitalis Chalif, attorney
and board rep for co-owner Mary

|

Pickford. Determination to send

\

them west was made at a director’s

;

session at the apartment of Charles
! Schwartz last

;
Thursday •• * ( 29

>

" Schwartz Has been ill, but his pres-
i ence was- needed for a quorum, 1

' since ; Sears was still in the hos-

!

! pital recovering from a heart at.-.,

garded as a honky-tonk' It thinks it has all the arguments it needs to
dispose of the fables and half-truths that have grown up around it.”

Hollywood
not better—

! than those of th e rest of the nation.

. . of-Odlum to meet any offer. Hughes
; tack and his doctor wouldn’t allow

©f frozen marks into American dot-
; gaye such notice when the Meyer,

|

him to participate in the huddle.
Jars at the legal rate of exchange. - e f. a i. offer was made but Odium i Try to
Each picture is limited to $25,000 then refused to match the proffer

1

plus out-of-pocket dollar costs in-
f Qn the claim that it was not

Unusual interest that attaches to Hollywood’s? affairs—economic, as
well as moral-i-is. perhaps ho better illustrated than the fact that a
Natchez, Miss., daily devoted better than three columns recently to a

rbundupi of "the situation in filnidom. Article, in The Natchez demo-
crat, was prepared by telegraph editor William Parker from wire serv-
ice, mag and newspaper material. His premise is that Hollywood, after
an “exotic *aind bombastic life, a career of wilful waste and enormous
arrogance,” has seen the -handwriting on the wall and is beginning to

“toll the bellJdolefully for its own funeral.”

Parker compares Hollywood life to Roman decadence, and Suggests
the idea of a “sabbatical leave,” during which no films would be made
and in which required reading would be GibbonV “Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire, That, lie says, ought to make, producers return
“refreshed and with renewed vigor to the task of providing see-able
pictures.” . He also takes up at length-r^and more seriously—domestic
and foreign economic situation facing the industry.

dollar costs in- 1

on the claim that it was not bona
,

curred in preparing German-lan-
j

Subsequently, the Meyer deal

guage versions. Actually, the com- • through and the legal question
panies will only get back a modest 0 f Odium’s option has not been
share of the earnings of their pic- litigated. ,

tuces by this means.
.
In' addition,

| Undfer
'

the now disclosed imiem-
the only films to be

j^ty. agreement with Brandt, 1

°,
nes

Wm1CM 1
?
Ve l^em appioved^ y

, Hughes might seek to pass title to
i

the EGA Motion Picture Adyisqiy
. ^ s t0ck to the circuit op and de-

,

Committee. Many otbeiv films, on
^ fen(j any i awsll it which may arise

‘

which there- •• are; no EGA-
. by reason of the Odium option,

ties, will be distributed Id He -

. However> odium could seek a spe-
inany, with distribs .gettin g 1 1 ozen

| c performance t>f his pact which,
coin out on ,a catch-as-catch can

successful, would force transfer
basis—if at all.

of the stock to him. In such an
Films As Incentive : event, Hughes would be subject to

The EGA Advisory Committee, claims for compensation by Brandt,

comprising Louise L. Wright,
! Over $7,000,000 Involved

Up Popkin ’s Ante

Kelly’s and Chalif ’s primary mis-

sion is to get Popkin to u p the ante;

Although he said when lie left New
York to return to the Coast the

preceding week, after lengthy ne-

gotiations, that he wouldn’t up his

offer, he later indicated in a tele-

phone conversation: with commit-'

Thomas K. Finletter and George N.

Shuster,, asserted in a report that:

it selected films which “furnished,

through their entertainment values,

incentive to the carrying forward
of the joint recovery effort” in Ger-
many, American films shown in

Germany, it continued, “will have
a significant influence on the ideas

and attitudes of those people re-

garding the United States.”

Pictures approved for guaranty
purposes today
ing deals are:

Sam Gold vyyn, in the July issue of The American Magazine, declares
the successful motion picture pro one who “makes the next one.

better.” “The producer who tries to repeat the success of his last pic-

ture by making another one like it,” Goldwyn states, in an article

labeled ‘You Can Always Do Better,’ is in a position similar to tlie

boy trying to stay on the greased pole. He is almost sure to skid

-

down.” The producer repeats his belief that television will prove
beneficial to the film industry. He also emphasizes need for pictures

teemen that he might be amenable i today to be “true to life,” and says the day is past when producers
1 to compromise. It was on that believe the public doesn't want, the truth. Goldwyn gives a one-sentence
.basis that they went to the Coast. definition of showmanship: “Whatever everyone is doing—do something

j

‘ Secondary aim of their trip is to else.”
^

! work a change in some of strings
’

that Chaplin and Miss Pickford
j

New York police force’s anti-noise cohorts cracked down last week on
-would retain on the company, pend-

; the Mayfair theatre, Times Sq: deluxer, playing. Eagle Lion’s “Destina-
ing the day that Popkin. demon- tion Moon. Cops were sparked to action' bv a loudspeaker system

which blared out simulated sounds of a giant rocket taking off for the
moon. As a result, Harry Brandt, Mayfair op. was forced to turn down
the decibels. Mayfair, which is doing big biz with the rocket pic. is

also using sight effects along with sound to snare the customers. Sign
erected above the theatre has cost the distrib $20,000. It includes an

profitable

ties were
|
straled he had it on a
basis. Board felt these
‘not sufficiently, strong.
I Kelly and Chalif will return
east with results of their negotia-

Apparently, the Hughes-Brandt
deal still: has some distance to _ _ ?

travel before signing. Previously,
j

tion to report to the board. THmi,

-

j. ajU|tiinUm 'rockefship- and an imagined depiction of the moon’s surface.
Brandt svndicate had been opti- .if the deal is acceptable to the -1 -had been opti- .if the

imistic of an early closing. The I rectors, they’ll go west

j

Brandt offer would fix the price of
;

present the arrangement
i the stock by individual auditing of ; lin and Miss Pickford

I every RKO house over a five-year

di

again to
to Chap-
for final

Ed Gardner is building the nucleus of a technical crew in Puerto
Rico, where he’s currently shooting “The Man With My Face.” Gardner

Puerto Ricans in an equal number to his American technical

period. It is reported the figure

would run over $7,000,000.

Odlurii will be on the Continent
for about six weeks. He will visit

4) and in the pencl- Spain in the hopes bf working out

a deal with -American producers iii

20TH-FOX: “Come to the Stable.” terested in shooting on

“llow Green Was My Valley,”
; there. Atlas holds -some

“Leave Her to Heaven,” “Down to - pesetas. Odium explained.

the Sea in Ships,” “Black Swan,” !

“Blootl and Sand,” “Prince of

Foxes,” “My Friend Flicka,” “I

Was a Male War Bride,” “Kiss of

Death,” “Street With No Name,”.
“Civ of the City” and “Buffalo
Bill.”

RKO: “Blanding Builds His
Dream House,” “Love Affair,”

“Woman in the Window.” “Fugi-
j

tive.” “The Informer,” “Last Days !

of Pompeii,” “Joan of Arc ” “Top 1

Hat” “The Window.” “Snow;
White,” “Bambi,” “Wuthering;
Heights” and “My Foolish Heart.”

.

PARAMOUNT: “The Heiress,”
“The Uninvited,” “And Now To-

;

morrow,” “Monsieur Beaucaire.”

,

“Paleface.” “Road to Zanzibar.”
“Double Indemnity.” “California.”
’Plainsman” and “Reap the Wild
Wind.”
LOEW S: -^Fiesta,’’ - “Rage in

Heaven,” “Undercurrents,” “Good
Earth,” “Date. With Judy,” ‘‘Bath-
ing Beauty,” “Merry Widow.” “Las-

prodtiction deal
them to use.

would help

locale

frozen
and . a

to put
Continued from pace

Allied To Pitch
Continued from page <6

The Rembusch letter has asked
SAG to warn its members against
falling for that routine. It par-
ticularly cited the first Bob Hope
telecast in which the comic is said
to have ribbed the pix industry
uiikindly. Dellinger and. Snaper
intend asking top industry! tes to
approach the networks on
subject,

present
once.

Aside from the guarantee to keep
the company operative, an integral
part of the Popkin proposal is a

promise of providing first-quality

product, Joseph Justman, opera-
tor of the Motion Picture Center
studio in Los Angeles and Pop-
kin’s associate in the UA deal, has
guaranteed the availability o f a

large-size revolving fund lor t hat
purpose. Bank of America is also

said to be involved in the product
financing.

In light of very strong trade
pessimism that anything will ever
come of the Popkili proposal, the
lengthy and continued negotiations
he and UA are holding come
something of a surprise. Persist- !

as that of EL. fFaufman said this

ence of both sides in effort? to ar-
j

week that there would be no stop-

rive at a deal has aroused no un- page in the continuity of releases,

due hopes of insiders that the
j

FC pix have been handled by ELC
board will be able to work out a since June 12 a'bd any break in Hie

his firm has been accountants to

the distrib. Kaufman, some 30
years ago, was an employee of Uni-
veisal, working in its accounting
department.
Kaufman intends to work to-

wards solving the legal snarls

: which have so far barred an official

j

merger. Unless the court rules

I
otherwise, the new ELC will con-

is
|

tinue releasing FC product as well

okay to ELC’s assumption of re-

leasing chores, must be approached
again because of the changed legal
status of FC. In effect, these pro-
ducers must consent under their
distrib contracts to Kaufman act-
ing as supervisor. As to those pro-
ducers who held back before, it is

an open question whether they go
along or not. Merger on a more
limited scale, however, can be car-
ried out even without their okays.
Kaufman must now qualify as

assignee in the N. Y; supreme
court by filing a bond and obtain-
ing a court order. Within 30 days.

AVhile there is no doubt that the satisfactory arrangement and that ' Continuity Would undoubtedly spell he is required to file a schedule of
majors are agaiqst selling product

jf if
to TV. Allied

.

'still -fears a possible fold
break in the united front. Hence,
Dol linger and Snaper have been
instructed to obtain new commit-
ments from the companies and re-

does Chaplin
will accept it.

and Miss Pick-

port back to the national theatre
sie Come Home” and “Night at the group.

a.” Meanwhile, in another TV phase.
Allied shows no signs of backing
clown from i(s request to the Fed-
eral Comm unica tions Commission
for ultra high frequency channels
for ; large-screen television. Its

stand has been taken in the face of

Continued ffdrti page 4

financial losses for both producers all creditors. While his assign-
and the distrib.

. ,
ment stands, it acts as a legal bar

In making the assignment for the bn any creditor jumping the gun by

i:

WARNERS: “possesssed.” “Dark
Victory,” “Under Capricorn,”
“Look for the Silver Lining,” “The
Inspector General,” “Conflict” and
‘‘Key Largo.”
UNIVERSAL:“Suspect.” “Phan-

tom Lady,” “Dark Mirror,”
From An Unknown Woman
’Em Cowboy;” “The Spoilers.” “Ali chains.
Baba and the 40 Thieves” and “In- channels

“Letter opposition from the Theatre Ovvn-
”
“Ride ers of America and affiliated

visible Man,”
REPUBLIC; “Red pony,” “Moon-

rise,” “Wake of the Bed Witch.”
‘‘Macbeth,”. “Concerto." “Man of
Conquest” arid “Rock Island Trail.”
COLUMBIA: “Only Angels Have

Wings.” “Bandit of Sherwood
^Forest”’ “Black Arrow,” “Cover
Girl,” “Desperadoes” and “Lost
Horizon.”
UNITED ARTISTS: ‘Carnegie

Hall.” “City Lights,” “Stage
Coach” an | “Johnny Holidav.”
MONOGRAM; “It Happened on

Latter Want microwave
which are considerably

of the two previous quarters, when
t he company came ; up with $272 -

270 in profits. Expectations are
that. U will break the $1,000,000
marker by the end of the current
fiscal year.
Board approval of the contract: 1

;

added expenses of

I'w'as rushed through just prior to
j

Moreover, FC is said

the U prexy’s trip to London and 1 ftically solvent, given

benefit o'f creditors. Bernhard, et
al. run one big risk: ; Any three
[creditors of the company with total
• debts exceeding $900 can throw FC
into involuntary bankruptcy by
filing a petition in the federal
court. Such action would likely

|
end all hopes : of a merger. It is

thought that creditors \vill play

J
along rather than dump the .assigri-

|

ment since bankruptcy, would spell

liquidation,

to be infrin-

time to real-

slapping a court suit. By so doing,
it prevents a creditor race to get at.

FC’s assets.

higher in the ether spectrum.
Understood that Allied has yet

to be approached by the newly-
formed. National Exhibitors Tlie-
aire Television Committee to join
it. It is expected that Frank C.
Walker, organizing chairman of
NETTC, wilt call on Abram F,
Myers, Allied board chairman, in

L’ls. He and Al Daffi foreign de- ;ize on its films.

.
part ment, head, flew to Britain Fri- ! Risk of bankruptcy : has been
day (30 V. They will remain over- diminished somewhat because the
seas for two-three weeks.

, While in London twosome will

confer with .I. Arthur Rank, John the Assignment. This includes
' Davis and othei* execs of the Rank I Cinecolor, FC’s biggest stakehold-

Bepubl ic prexy Herbert J. Yates ;

sounded a cheerful note to his
board members last week on biz
being racked up by both his com-
pany and the industry in general.
He told the directors at their
monthly session in New York that

, , ...
,

the last 90 days have shown an
j
company s larger creditors have in-4 appreciabie upturn and that the
dieated that they will^gq along with^ b.o. is rebounding off the bottom;

He said that biz in the south js

Organization. They will also. meet
with execs of General Filnr Deliv-
eries, Rank’s distrib outfit •• which
handles U’s pix in Britain. Duo will

the hear future to pop the ques- • tltriv go to Paris for a two-day meet
tion. NETTC is looking for a ! with Universal reps from various
united industry when the impof-

1
Continental countries, who will

tant. large-screen hearings start
1

convene in the French eapilol for
before the FCC.

,
the event.

er. There are a, large number of
: smaller creditors, but their claims
in

1
qtq dd not run to a big figure.

Assignment has one desired ef-

fect. It automatically stops bills
from running. It thereby gives

^
Bernhard the breather which he

. needs So badly. Meanwhile, all in-
i dividual, producers who gave their

better than last year, although it’s

off ini other areas. Speaking of
Los Angeles, he thought there a re
too many firstrun houses. He said
overall b.o. for the territory wasn’t
bad* but biz was being spread too
thifi.

With no problems for the direc-
tors. session was one* of the short-
est on record.
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TURN OF THE CENTURY!

SAYS NORMAN ELSON, President EMBASSY THEATRES

Warner Bros, present

THE ROAR OF THE TWENTIES!

THE THROU OF THE THIRTIES!

THE FURY OF THE FORTIES!

RIGHT UP TO

S^, TODAY!

YEARS
BEFORE

YOUR
EYES

TSm

.V* Tm

Es*

:

SIMULTANEOUSLY in every one of the

JjjNew York theatres now playing the

World Premiere engagement!
..1w

iip '

W •<

:ar

He broadcast to his

multi-million listeners:
•ht.

t

?• “If* the most
*

*.*Av.* n

wonderful picture
I have ever seen!’’

mu QUENTIN REYNOLDS * H. V. KALTENBORN

clem McCarthy * andre baruch * human brokenshire

MILTON J. CROSS * DAN DONALDSON * DWIGHT WEIST

th* big chonct to kill the 20% tax i* RIGHT NOW! A«»t Contact your Senator!
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Other Theatre Bldg.

Hollywood, July 4. +
Fanchon & Marco acquired a

lease from Alex Schreiber on the

new 1 ,300-seat Paradise theatre in

the Westchester area, Schreiber,

foriner Detroit circuit operator, is

building several houses- in south-

ern ,
California.. He will operate a

Warner Preps Series Of

Warner Bros, homeoffice execs

are currently prepping for a se-

SDG ENLARGING EXEC

STAFF; BOARDMEET DUE
Hollywood, July 4.

Screen Directors Guild is enlarge

ing its executive staff due to

i
broadened Guild activities ih all

fields and its move-in into the -tele-!

vision field. Pending appointment

of a. permanent executive secretary

to succeed William Holman, Ver-

non Keays will occupy that post.

Guild’s executive board meets

Which ate slated to take place at

the company’s studios on the

Coast July .15. To be held under

DENVER
(Continued from page. 8)

an of Distinction” (Col) and ‘ -Cargo
Capetown” (Col), fair $12,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—
“Caged” (WB) and “This - Side of

Law” (WB), also Denver. Fair

$2,000. Last week, “Woman of

Distinction” (Col) and “Cargo
! Capetown” (Col). Same.

bowling alley and other enterprises . ••

of top echelon policy talks
in the Paradise building, but
turned the theatre over to Marco
Wolff on. a leasing deal. *

Slated for July opening as a _ _ . . ; . . , . ...

first-run the house will be in op- ^f Ben Kalmenson, WB Worsley, will also be enlarged,

position to Fox West Coast Loyola;.!
t

v nf rtictrihu- Holman, who became exec secre-

a few blocks away. Loyola is kied
;

vice prcxy in charge o_
. itary in January, leaves the Guild,

with five-house -hookup of Los Ari-
;

tidnV confab is expected to help
!

geles, Chinese, Fox, Wilshire and shape company's production plans
j

Uptown.
! as well as set sales and ad-prbmo- ;

Paradise is one of the major ac- ^ ^ c j

quisitions of F&M in postwar ex- ;

tion companies. .

pansion, although the circuit has. i Attending the meeting in addi-

built several houses in the suburbs tion to. the three Warner brothers,

during the* last four years.
i

Harry M., Jack L. and Major Al-

m 11 ta .deterge the 35-74)^
the executive staff, with Albert S,

Bogell acting as prexy during ab-

sence in Europe of prexy Joseph
Mankiewicz. It’s expected that the

N. Y. office, headed by Wallace

j
bert, will be Samuel Schneider,

New 1,800-Seater in Ohio vice-prexy; Mort Blumenstock, ad-

Akron O.
|

pub chief; Norman Moray, shorts

Newest house in Greater Akron 1 sales mana'ger, and division, and

area, the 1,800-seat State, in • district managers' of tile distrib af-

nearby Cuyahoga Falls, O., opened filiate,

under operation of the Washing-
ton Theatre circuit, which also op-
erates : the Falls in Cuyahoga
Falls, as well as several Cleveland
houses. Ray Brown, Jr.; former
manager of the Falls, is manager.
Feature of the new; State 'is a

television lounge on the second
floor to accommodate 50 persons.

Exec V.P.
Continued from page 3

Continued from page 5

and has been in informal discus-

sion of their qualifications With

other committeemen.

Brecherj said that the various

candidates whose names will come
up for discussion tomorrow will be

“on call” during the day in the

event the committee wants to talk

' to them. Among the issues which
i the group must settle, and which
‘ may take some ’"discussion with the
;

may taxe some discussion wim me i Bachelor” (Col), also Webber. Light
i potential veepees, is the size of the .

.

$i ,600.
:
Last week, “Love Happy”

“Big Hangover” (M-G) and “Des-
tination Murder” (RKO). Nice
$13,000. Last week, “Woman on
Pier 13.” (RKO) and “Mystery
Street” (M-G); $9,000.
~ Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-70)—
“Palomino” (Col), and “Father Is

Bachelor” (Col), day-date With
Webber. Fair $7,000. Last week,
“Love Happy” (UA) and “Great
Plane Robbery” (UA), good $8,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)—“Con-
golaise” (FC)

.
and VKill or Be

Killed” (EL). Mild $2,500, Last
week, on moveovers.
• Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-74)—“For-
tunes Capt; BloOd” (Col) and “Fast
on Draw” (Lip). Fair $3,000. Last
week, “Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKO)
and “West of Brazos” (Lip), good
$4,000,
Vogue (Wolfberg) (600; 60-74).

“Rigoletto” (Italian) (2d wk). Mild
$1,700. Last week, $2,200.

»

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—“Pal-
omino” (Col) and “Father .Is a

averred it had discovered 20th is

“very generally” selling on an all-

. . • , ! flat basis to theatres grossing as
Claude Ezell’s New Ozoner |.^ $200 or^ on A product;

Austin T6XdS i

.

Claude Ezell & Associates, oper-
j

to $600 in some territoiies.

* ‘Yardstick'

indicating its. use of the sales

chiefs’ statements as a wedge in

ators of ozoners throughout the
state, opened their latest, the Bur-
net Road drive-in here. Karl
Stround, formerly manager of cir-

cuits’ chief ozoner here, named
manager of new 750-car operation.
Russell Smith replaces Stroud as
skipper at the Chief.

salary for the job.

Salary To Fit Man
While some of the committee

members* have indicated they are

thinking in Hie neighborhood of

$25,000 yearly, amount actually

will hinge on the man. It will be
determined by the. size of the
salary he is giving up to take the
post, his needs, standing, etc.

A reluctant candidate is reported

(UA). and “Great Plane Robbery’
$2 ,000,

2 New Texas Ozoners Tee Off

Dallas.
Jefferson drive-in opened here.

The ozoner is owned and operated]
by Harold Gibbons, who also op-
erates the Pike drive-in near Ft.

Worth.

paving the way for more flat deals, ^ be Frank H. Ricketson, chief of

Allied said: “Discriminatory and • Fox Intermountain Theatres. Rick-

extortionate film rentals must be
!

etson’s boss, National Theatres top-

per Charles P. Skouras, a member
of Brecher’s committee, is said to

be prepared to push the theatre
exec for the- job. Skouras has

eliminated. Your national organi-

zation has taken the first step but

that step merely provides the

yardstick by which you should be i

e*ec } . £ _ . . . .

i,.r film deals with all !

planed in from the Coast to be at

Rocky Mt. Ozoners Boom
Denver.

A. P. Archer and Joe Dekker,
owners of Civic theatres, plan to
build a 1,000-car drive-in just

across street from the Denver city

line and another near Sloan's park,.
Fidel Theatres, Inc., opened 475-

car ozoner at Espanola, N. M.
Westland Theatres will open its

first drive-in, at Colorado Springs,
Colo., soon. Their second will be
at Grand Junction, Colo., but won’t
open until later this summer.

Jake Baiier has opened his new
350-car outdoorer at Ft. Morgan,
Colo.

Race Track
Continued from page 3

guided in your film deals with all

of the Big 8 companies. The real

job starts now. It’s in your hands.”

Allied committee quoted Smith
as indicating the necessity of get-

ting some yardstick soon to deter-

mine the flat rental to be charged.

“The committee feels, however,”

it said, “that this does not neces-

sarily entail a high percentage on
such trial basis: Smith added that

in such smaller situations, he

would, prefer^ selling flat rental

since economically this was the

sounder business practice.” As for

Metro, the committee quoted sales

veepee William R. Rodgers as

promising to sell fiat to any sit-

uation which grossed $200 qt less

on top product, except for some
films in which percentage “is neces-

sary in every situation.”- Only
such film in the last 16 months has

been “Battleground.”

Paramount sales chief A. W.
Schwalberg offered all pictures on
flat terms to the “smaller” theatres

with certain exceptions, basing the

was just possible that Isaacson had
a personal interest in keeping rac-

ing in Omaha. “I make no apolo-
gies,” said Goldberg, “for trying to
protect the livelihood of my com-
pany and for those for whom I

Work.”
Goldberg pointed not onlyHx>

zhow business, which he said has*

been suffering, but to department
stores as well. “Check on the rub-
ber checks,” he said, “and talk to
landlords whose tenants cannot
pay their rent.” Goldberg wound
Tip with the demand that local rac-
ing be abolished. His attack was
followed by much t>rb and con cor-
respondence in the newspaper.

This is the first time such an at-

tack has come out in the open here.
Ak-Sar-Ben is the most populous
and powerful organization in town,
having thousands of members
among business, professional and
working people. * It specializes in

last year saw $10,000,000 go
through its pari-mutuel machines.

J. J. Isaacson, director of Ak-Sar-
j

flat deals on the average of per-

Ben activities, promptly accused centage earnings on the last four A
Goldberg of attacking the track films. RKO sales veepee Robert
because he feared it Would be in- A. Mochrie would make no com-
jurious to his business and not mitments to the committee but
from any altruistic or public mo- ! said he was “selling more and
live. Goldberg came back with ! more theatres flat rental today,”
another lengthy article. He said it

|
which the committee said it has
learned is true. United Artists

prez Grad Sears said he would sell

any theatre any picture on flat

terms but that “his position was
sometimes complicated by some
producer reserving the right to ap-
prove contracts.”

j

Universal sales chief William A.
Scully also would not commit him-
self and the committee said it lias

found U “generally is demanding
percentage terms not only on their
top bracket pictures but in vary-
ing degrees on down the line, into
the second and even third brack-
ets,” Committee said, however.
It has found that U will sell flat to
an exhib “unalterably opposed to
percentage” even on A product,
based on experience with other U
pictures in the same situation.

Warners sales veepee Ben Kal-
menson originally Offered to elimi-
nate percentage in theatres gross-

public projects and has already not *n2 fiP to $150 on A product. Since

the meeting:

Ricketson, an important figure in
Colorado politics as well as a wide-
ly-known industryite, is understood
to be cool to accepting the post.

Skouras reportedly feels that if he
can win the nomination for him,
he can induce Ricketson to serve.

In Addition to coming up M'ith

recommendations for the top
COMPO post and the salary to be
paid, committee tomorrow will dis-

cuss the headquarters setup and
the size of the staff. Tentative
budget may be drawn, although it

will, depend in large measure on
the choice of the subordinates by
the exec veepee.

Each of COMPO’s 10 component
organizations is represented on the
management and personnel com-
mittee. Among those slated to at-

tend tomorrow’s conclave are
Skouras, Barney Balaban, Martin
Quigley, Si Fabian, William
Namenson, Martin G. Smith (sub-
bing for Allied rep William B.
Ainsworth) and William B. Levy
(subbing for Society of Indepen-
dent Motion Picture Producers
rep Gunther Lessing).

Their recommendations must be
unanimous,' as must be the final
choice by the exec board, on which
all component organizations are
likewise represented.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)

(U> and “Fargo Phantom’’ (U),
$7,500.

Stagedoor (Ackerman-R^osner)
(370; 85-$l)—“Kind Hearts, Coro-
nets” (EL) (2d wk). Still okay
$4,000. Last week, $5,000.

Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85) —
“Astonished Heart” (U) (m.o.).
Moderate $2,500 or near. Last
week, “City Lights” (UA) (reissue)
(6th wk), $3,300.
Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

“City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (7th
wk). Trim $3,400. Last week,
$3,500,

‘Annorcd' Solid $18,000,

SL Loo, ‘Bride’ 15G, 3d
St. Louis, July 4.

“Father of Bride” proved so big
in second week at Loew’s that it

is holding a third session and prov-
ing nearly as great as second. Best
showing of newcomers %

is being
made by “Armored Car Robbery,”

I which is getting a real' boost from
Horace Heidt unit of young talent.

It will be solid at the St. Louis.
“Duchess of Idaho” is being held
back because “Bride” continues
so strong at Loew’s. Influx of out-
of-towners is help trade.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60)—“Bright

Leaf” (WB) and “Destination Mur-
der” (WB). Bright $16,000. Last
Week, “Wagonmaster” (RKO) and
“The Capture” (RKO) $12,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,172; 50-75)-^—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk).
Big $15,000. Last week, “Father
of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk), great
$18,000.

Missouri . (F&M) (3,500; 60)—
“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Night and
City” (20th) (m.o.). *Nice $10,000.
Last week, “Colt .45” TWB) and
“Woman of Destiny) (Col), $9,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60)—
4 4Armored Car Robbery” (RKO

)

and stageshow. Big $18,000. Last
week, “Gunfighter’’ ( 20th ) and
“Night and City” (20th), $14,500.

Continued frbm page 7

only built two bridges across the
Missouri river free, but has erected
a coliseum for the public and built
a home for Nebraska Four-H Clubs.
It brings many high-rating amuse-
ment enterprises to town and spon-
sors a stock ahd horse sho\y an*
mi ally.

the committee’s huddles with Kal-
menson, however, more small thea-
tres have been; converted to buy-
ing on fiat terms and the commit-
tee agreed with Kalmenson that
WB has sold more flat rentals dur-
ing the last years that in the pre-
vious 10 years.

the h.o. exec may get maximum
coin out of an occasional picture;
but by putting the wrong .type prod-
uct into a house or the right type
at the wrong,, time, fails to build a
character for the theatre or give it

a. place in the community that will
mean long-range profits.

“The Warner circuit achieved
great success, despite the depres-
sion,” Peskay said, “when we de-
creed that managers must be given
a voice in choice and, dating of
product. We gave them every bit
of information We had—-except the
terms of the film deal. We wanted
them to go out and work ^equally
hard to sell a picture whether we
had bought it for $25 flat or were
paying 40%. Too often now, just
because a picture is bought cheap-
ly, there’s no effort to sell it.”

Hollywood, July 4.

Still with 21 dissidents, the In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees pressagent fac-
tion here goes on battling the
Screen Publicists Guild to avoid
paying initiation fees of from $75
to $150 demanded by SPG, which
holds a contract with the studios.
Most of the holdouts once had paid
initiation fees, but were expelled
from the SPG for non-payment of
dues. Guild has now served notice
on the studios that, under their
union shop contract, the 21 should
be -replaced by SPG members.

Dissidents met last Week in Roy
Brewer’s office and were advised
by the IA rep here and his attor-
ney, Robert Gilbert, to attempt to
pay their third quarter dues (July,
August, September), and notify
their employers in writing. Indi-
viduals were also advised to file

protests with the NLRB against the
SPG demand for the initiation fee.
On June 26 SPG sent out letters
to majors insisting that all publi-
cists get themselves in good stand-
ing in the Guild within 10 days or
be fired.

Y. Frank Freeman, of Para-
mount, assembled the holdouts in
that plant in his office ..June 28 and
informed them, the studio couldn’t
help, inasmuch as it had a contract
with the SPG. Matter rests there
at the moment,

CHICAGO
(Continued from page 9)

and “Beau Geste’’ (Par) (reissues).

Fast $12,500. Last week, “Johnny
Holiday” (UA) and “Counterspy”
(Col), $9,000. .

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Rock ‘Island Trail” (Rep) and
“Johnny One-Eye” (UA). Spirited
$11,000. Last week, “Return
Frontiersman” (WB) and “This
Side of Law” (WB), $10,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—“Good Humor Man” (Col) and
“Fortunes of Capt. Blood” (Col).-

Light $14,000. Last week, “Gun-
fighter” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
United Artists (B&K) 1,700; 50-

98)—44 D. O. A.” (UA) and “Wom-
en from Headquarters” ( Rep) (2d

wk). Mediocre $7,000. Last week,
$10 ,000 .

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)—
“Night and City” (20th) (3d wk).
Moderate $10,000 for 6 days; Last
week, $17,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Her

Wonderful Lie” (Indie). Tidy $4,-

000. Last week, “Woman of Dol-
wyn” (Indie), $3,800.

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 8)

Ball and Desi Arnaz on stage. Hit
sock $18,500 in four days. Last
week, “Return of Frontiersman”
(WB) and “This Side of Law” (WB),
$11,000.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—“The

Gunfighter” (20th). Bangup $12,000.
Last week, “Night and City” (20th)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Was A Shoplifter” (U) and “Wom-
an Hater” (U). Light $7,500 or
under. Last week, “Good Humor
Man” (Col) and “Timber Fury”
(Col), $8,500.

Paal Propping
Continued from pare 5

Fact that the film won’t roll until
1951 is due to the need for await-
ing completion, of Mrs. Nijinsky’s
second volume.

While overseas, Paal will huddle
With Rank Organization toppers on
a production deal, and will also
discuss a picture venture with Real
Film of Hamburg which would star
Marlene Dietrich, Rank group, the
producer revealed, has expressed
interest in “Goodbye, U. S, A.,” a

NLRB Sidesteps IATSE,
Philly Nabe House Tiff

Washington, July 4 .

National Labor Relations Board l ^y^roperty^ow^'
yesterday (3) upheld the findings of - plopeuy ne °" ns '

its trial examiner and decided not
to step into the -labor row between
Philadelphia Local 307-A of IATSE
(International Alliance of Theatri-
cal Stage Employees) and the Roy-
al Theatre, a 980-seat nabe house in
that city.

NLRB general counsel argued
that tlie Royal was part of an in-
terstate chain operation because a
member of the family owning
Keamco, Inc*, which operates the

also has an interest in a
nabe house in New Jersey. NLRB

Peskay was also critical of many 'found that this might be technically

“Goodbye” deals with a Briton,
Frenchman and & German woman
who are deported from the U. S.

Writer George Tafiori is now in
London working on the shooting
script and Paal will confer with
him there. Pic would be made in
Britain and on the- continent.

Dietrich project is slated to be a
joint production with Real Film in
English and German versions. Ger-
man company, which has a large

(

studio in Hamburg, would arrange

circuits now for hiring buyers and
bookers who have had no actual ex-
perience in operating theatres.

the financing; Several scripts have
already been submitted to the ac-

tress through hei* agent, Famous
Artists. One of them includes ahcorrect, but felt that the operation

was too local to call
.
for involve- ! original by Ferenc Molnar. Appro*

inent of a national agency. 1 priately, it’s titled '‘Marlene.”
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More Swag in a Good Tag
. j J.i « aContinued from page 3

what it was all about and assumed
it was a "medieval costume drama.
As far as exhibs and salesmen

go, what they like is a moniker
that’s simple, easy to remember,
short enough for a marquee and
that gives an accurate idea of

what’s in the picture. Although
they consider that last point most
important Of all, they're plenty will-

ing to forget it when the subject
matter is pf a nature that’s tradi-

tionally unpopular with filmgoers

such as baseball.

More Descriptive.
There’s considerable agitation,

partially from ai public relations
viewpoint, to get more accurately
descriptive titles. This is in line
with a similar demand regarding
advertising.- There’s fear that part
of the reason for the present pub-
•lic apathy toward films is a feeling
that theylve been “taken” by titles

and ads.

Pic labels have become recently
a local point Of bitterness between’
studios and homeoffices. Sales
execs get burned when what they
consider as Coast aesthetes put a
tag on a pic and stubbornly, refuse
to permit a change despite h.o. in-

sistence that it’s hurting grosses.
There has recently been such

a tussle at Metro. William F.
Rodgers, v.p. in charge of distribu-
tion, reportedly has been boiling
over the handles of “The Asphalt
Jungle” and “The Big Hangover.”
Trade has been in general agree-
ment with Rodgers that the titles

have hurt these two pix, but the
studio insisted on them from the
start and wouldn’t permit a change.

Difficulty in finding the perfect
title is exemplified currently in
Metro’s “Annie Get Your Gun.” It
was figured that just about every-
body knew that title, and that it

was a musical comedy based on the
Annie Oakley legend as a

, result
of the long, run on Broadway and
the various road companies that
crisscrossed the cbuntry. It has
been discovered, however, .that
plenty of potential patrons think
it’s just another western or else a
war picture about women. Metro,
as a result, is revising its ad cam-
paign to put more emphasis on the
Irving Berlin musicomedy aspects.

In the case of “Ticket to Toma-
hawk,” 20th found that biz on the
highly-regarded comedy was well
below expectations. It was figured,
as a result, that perhaps the title
was Confusing. So the Orpheum
theatre, Tulsa, operated by 20th’s
National Theatres subsid, tested
the pic under the label, “The
Sheriff's. Daughter.” It hit a gross
more than double that of the four
previous Fox. piix at the house. New
ads were made up and exhibs are
being given their choice of the two
labels. If “Daughter” proves con-
sistently better, the original title
may be dropped completely.

Quality the Factor
20th 's experience may be a par-

tial answer to much palaver in the
trade as to whether a title can hurt
or help. Majority of showmen
agree that basically a picture's
quality will be the decisive factor
in its gross, 1 but that the title can
have considerable effect,
Aside from those mentioned

above, among tags on which there
have been recent squawks, are
“D.O.A.,” “Champagne for Caesar,”
‘Johnny Holiday” and “Johnny
One-Eye,” all from United Artists;
“Bright Leaf” and “Flame and the
Arrow,” from Warner Bros.; “Cur-

tauf Call at Cactus Creek,” Uni-
versal; “In a Lonely Place,” Co-

and “The Reformer and
thp Redhead,” Metro. *
A prizewinner last year for bad

reaction was Universal’s “Kiss
.
the

Blood Off My Hands"—almost uni-
versally^ marked as too gruesome.
The British are the real toppers,
however, on strange tags as far as
Yank exhibs are concerned. Their
leader in this ^department was un-
doubtedly “The Tawny Pippit”
Strangely enough, it was highly ac-
curate; since that is the name of
the Species of bird that was the
focal point of the picture.
Other British features recently

OX h i b it e d in the U. S. are
“Saraband” (originally “Saraband
for Dead Lovers”), “The Aston-
ished Heart,” “Kind Hearts and
Coronets,” “Passport to Pimlico”
and “The Rocking Horse Winner;”

ALEXANDER UPPED AS

IIWF EXEC PRODUCER
Steven Alexander has been

upped to the post of exec producer
of United World Films; 16m and
television subsid of Universal. In
his new spot, Alexander will be in
charge of all production activities
of UWF, which will be coordinated
under his supervision. UWF has
been active both in the east and at
the Universal studios on the Coast.

Alexander’s supervision extends
to Castle home films, television and
commercial pix as well as films
made for various Government agen-
cies, including the Economic Co-
operation Administration.

MIAMI
$29

p16l ton
itr.f fltj,
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according to the Mono toppers. Ini-

tial picture will star Merle Oberon
and Richard Todd in a yarn as yet
untitled. Second will be “Inside
Scotland Yard.”
Production agreement calls for

a minimum of two films annually
over a four-year period. Long delay
in carrying out the pact was at-

tributed to the inability of the
two firms to get together on suit-

able stories.

Aside from launching the produc-
tion venture, Broidy and Ritchey
also set a distribution deal with
an undisclosed German outfit. Lat-
ter will handle 12 Mono and Allied
Artists pix in western Germany.
Previously an arrangement was
made with Omnium Film, of Dus-
seldorf, to release three pikers.
Company’s German allotment to-

tals 15 features., same as the ma-
jors.

German market, Broidy declared,
“as now constituted is an unusually
good market for our type product,”
since German youths are hungry
for action films and' westerns. He
discounted France as a source of
revenue, for the high import tax
and dubbing costs make it “fool-

hardy” to bring in product of dubi-
ous grossing potentialities.

*1

‘Imperium’ ,1st Unstaged
Play Metro Has Bought

Hollywood, July 4.
The Ezio Pinza starrer, “Mr. Im-

perium,” is the first unproduced
stage play Metro has ever bought.
It was written by Metro producer
Edwin Knopf a year ago. He asked
for a leave of

, absence, to produce
the play on Broadway.

In considering the request, Dore
Schary asked to, read the play, and
promptly bought it, Later, when
Pinza was signed by the studio,
Knopf and Don Hartman were as-
signed to the screenplay, tailoring
the script to the talents of Pinza
and Lana Turner.

Hollywood, July 4.

;
Antonio Lello drew the double

chore of actor and technical ad-
visor on UI’s “Smuggler’s Island ”

localed in Macao, where Lello’s
father used - to be governor . .

Robert Louis Stevenson’s “The
Beach at Falesa” will be produced
at UI under the title of “Pantang,”
with Millard Kaufman developing
the ^screenplay for producer Ted
IMcnmond . ... Florence. Marly
loaned to Breakston-McGowan Pro-
ductions by Monogram for the
femme lead in “Tokyo File 212,”
Which will be lensed entirely in
Japan . Alfred Hayes checked in
at Warners to begin playing in
Ring Lardner’s “Haircut.” An-
S?

on3
L, VeiUer win Produce . , .

^^©Thomas shifted headquarters
to General Service Studios after
three and one-half years at Nas-
sour.

. Henry Hosier , takes off next
Tuesday (11) for N. Y. on a trip
to England to direct “No High-
way” for 20th, with Louis Lighton
producing ... Clifton Webb is
learning a Texas drawl for his role
in “For Heaven’s Sake” from
Johnny Bray, actor out of Dallas
. . . Maurice Schwartz, Yiddish
legit player, draws his second film
role as the Polynesian Witch doc-
tor m 20th ’s “Bird of Paradise.”
Lola Bliss and Harry Hayden,

who operate the Bliss-Hayden
legiter in Beverly Hilis, inked as a
team in ‘ -Hubby’s Hobby,” RKO
featurette which toplines Robert
Neil and Suzi Crandall . . . Rich-
ard Benedict drew a top featured
roJe in “Ace In the Hole,” which
rolls Friday (7) at Paramount . ; .

Irving Allen signed Val Raset to
co-direct “The Return of Gilbert
and Sullivan,” three-reeler in
Ansco color * . . Boris Ingster, di-
rectmg a key scene for “Couiiter-
*ei

F,
?t Monogram, borrowed

switchboard operator Ruth Conrad
to play a switchboard operator . . .

Bill Cagney inked Gordon Douglas
to direct “Only the Valiant,”
Gregory Peck starrer for Cagney
Productions . . . John Twist polish-
ing the screenplay on “Best of the
Badmen” at RKO.

Doling Out Work
Phoenix, July 4.

New question is being
pitched at Arizona’s unem-
ployed these days: “Are you
willing to accept employment
as a film extra if no work is

available in your own line?”
Arizona State Employment

Service has launched a special
department devoted to em-
ployment of bits and extras for
locationing film companies, as
a result of the placement of
500 Phoenix jobless in May
when Robert Stillman’s “The
Sound of Fury” lensed here.
State officials are hoping tour-
ing film companies will aid

substantially in cutting unem-
ployment lists, at least spas-
modically.

D.C. Action
Continued from page 5

duct, the more the company in-

dulges in this criminally illegal

conduct.”
Allied unit brushes off replies

by New York distribution execs
that “forcing” is indulged in by
salesmen Without the knowledge of

their superiors. Actually, the dis-

tribution chiefs admit that branch
managers may occasionally be
party to the practice under the
pressure of drives and sales quotas.
They maintain, however, that

they have repeatedly warned their

entire field staffs against tie-in sell-

ing. They say they have pointed
out at conventions and in bulletins

that the practice is illegal and can
result in serious consequences ’ for

the distrib.

It’s impossible to control, how-
ever, what goes on in a room when
two men sit down to make a deal,

they say. Exhib invariably wants
to buy the top pin on any com-
pany’s schedule at less than the

salesman is trying to get for it.

Negotiations thus become a matter
of compromise, and there’s a natur

ral tendency for the film peddler
to ask—or the exhib even to offer

—that some of the poor pix on the
program be bought in considera-
tion of price-shading on other

more important product.

Jackson Park
Continued from page 7

show one of the features, away
from the southside house.

Further charges are that B&K
has been in contempt of the de-
cree, arising from 20th-Fox’s re-
fusal to license “Cheaper by the
Dozen” at a fair and reasonable
rental. Instead, the pic was sold to
Warner’s Jeffrey, a nearby house.
Sole alternative for JP was the
acquisition pf two inferior quality
films on a double-bill basis. The
same bill was also licensed day-
and-date at the Stony theatre, one
block away. The proximity of the
two theatres forced the competi-
tion.

In his an&wer, McConnell coun-
ter-charged price fixing by the pe-
titioners in the showing of “Sam-
son and Delilah.” He claimed an
advanced admission price was fixed
between Paramount and B&K dur-
ing the completed tun of the film.

Many extended runs, he asserted,
have occurred since the decree was
entered.

Deal on ’Road’; Seeking

Coast Talent for ‘Bear’

Mike Frankovich, indie producer

and husband of actress Binnie

Barnes, planes to the Coast this

week on a talent
1

hunt for a picture
he expects to make in northern
Italy. Over a 10-day Hollywood
stay, he’ll look for stars and a di-

rector * . who Would be used in

“Lover of the Great Bear.” It’s a
story authored by a Polish writer.

Tentative plans call for the pic to

roll in November.

Meanwhile, Frankovich «is at-

tempting to work out a distribution
deal on “Thd Dark Road,” an Ital-

ian locationer which he completed
early this year. Cast is headed by
Janis Paige, Miss Barnes and Edu-
ardo Ciannelli. Filmmaker is also

producer of the just-finished Ital-

ian version of the George Raft
starred “I'll Get You For This.”
Joe Kaufman is making the Eng-
lish version. Now shooting in Brit-

ain, it’s due to be canned this

month.

While Frankovich has been ac-

tive in production, Miss Barnes has
been equally busy thesping. Possi-
bility that she may appear in a
Caruso biOpic which Italian’ film-

maker Maleno Malenotti is making
in Italy this summer* caused her
to cancel her sailing on the Nieuw
Amsterdam Friday^ (30 ) and take
a plane from New York for Rome
instead. Aside from “Dark Road,”
she also, did a stint in Anthony
Havelock-Allan's “Shadow of the
Eagle” this year as well as one
other Italian locationer.

McConnell argued against the
petitioner's claim that financial

losses have been suffered under
terms of the decree, pointing out
that the decrease in Loop boxoffice
receipts was offset by an increase
in receipts at subsequent-run
houses.

The brief further accused the
chain of efforts to circumvent the
law by employing “every possible
strategem to avoid effective regu-
lation” and that B&K has tried in

every way possible to make a
mockery of anti-trust laws.

PICKING ON CRITICS

CAN RE MADE R.O. HYPO
Editor, Variety:
Your story June 28 about Bob

Wilby taking the reviewers of
Time to task for their review on
“Cheaper By the Dozen” might
have gone a bit further and added
that the public generally eat these
up and respond at the boxoffice.

In Pittsburgh at our Fulton we
always go after this if we are right.

Your files will show that many
years ago the late John Goring
went after your own Harold V.
Cohen for his review in the Post-
Gazzette on some picture. Goring
ran an ad in all the local papers,
“It is easier to be critical than to
be correct.” Then he detailed the
b.o, success of the particular pic-

ture in spite of Cohen’s review.

Within the last few years our
present manager, John Walsh, ran
heads of three local critics and
then stated,” Boxoffice sizzles while
critics fizzle.” All three critics

picked It up and, of course, gave
it space and the b.o. increased.

E. C. Grainger,

(Shea Circuit).

in

Hollywood, July 4.

Affiliation papers between the
Screen Story Analysists Guild and
Screen Writers Guild were inked
over the weekend by Kay Leon-
ard, SSAG prexy and business
agent, and Valentine Davies, SWG
prexy. Affiliation is effective

July 1.

Analysists ended association
with Painters Union as of June 30.

With over 2,000 drive-in theatres

now operating throughout the U.S.,

the major film companies are

counting on them t * provide a

hefty share of summer rentals this

year.
.

Twentieth-Fox sales veepee
Andy W. Smith, Jr., for example,
predicted that rentals from the
drive-ins this year would be more
than double those of '1049 and,
since many of the ozoners are
warm-weather operations

,
the ma-

jor part of these grosses will he
earned during the summer months.

Most of the majors also are
looking to the special resort play-
dates to boost their summer earn-
ings. As in the past, they are re-
leasing a number of new films to
resort areas which are not slated
for general release until early fall.

Such, pictures* are held badk from
the regular theatres because the
summer months traditionally are
regarded as a poor grossing pe-
riod, By giving the resorts a
chance, to get the new pictures in
advance; however, the companies
gain the opportunity of capitaliz-
ing on word-of-mouth, brought
back to regular customers front
the vacationers/

Several of the majors; looking
to the drive-ins and resorts to do
top business this year, are also
pushing a number of pictures
which have already played out in
their regular runs. Twentieth re-
cently instituted a policy of letting
its regular customers buy such
films for whatever price they want
to pay, if they buy them in a pack-
age and pay, for them in advance.
It is believed this policy will be
applicable to the resort areas also,
if the pictures in question have
already played the regular ac-
counts in that territory.

While considerable haggling has
been going on between drive-in
operators and distribs over the
rentals to be paid for product.
Smith declared the situation has
improved considerably and said he
is satisfied with the deals current-
ly being made with the ozoners*
He declined to estimate the num-
ber of them which buy on per-
centage terms as against flat rent-
als, declaring many of the drive-
ins have not been in business long
enough to set up such statistics.
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Most Valuable man in the entire radio realm today apparently
is the sound^effects guy, now that the mysterioso-adventure stanzas
occupy the No. 1 niche m the format sweepstakes.
The compeitition among the whodunit producers to achieve new

variations in “rubbing out” techniques, to heighten the realism of
the gory sagas, has resulted in a situation where the mote creative-
sound effects men in the business .are :

. at a premium and can prac-
tically dictate their own terms.
An' amateur listener sleuth with a statistical bent is authority

for the fact that the four network chillers wiped out 117 charac-
ters last week alone (that’s exclusive of TV). NBC knocked off 27
more than CBS.

‘Blacklists,’ Asks Industry Meet
New York local of American Fed--

oral ion of Radio Artists member-
ship ineel ing last week voted for a

resolution condemning “blacklists”

in broadcasting, calling for AFRA’s
local and national boards to meet
with the Radio Writers and Radi.0

Directors Guilds to fight blacklists

and to set up parleys with the nets
and agencies on the 'question. An-
other resolution, which asked that

anti-blacklist clauses be included
in the union’s contracts, . was de-

feated. Resolutions will probably
be submitted to the membership
for a referendum.
Caucus meetings for delegates to

the national convention Will get
under way tomorrow (Thurs.).

Elections for replacements on the
national board voted in Staats

Cotsworth and Bill Adams (both
incumbents) and Ann Seymour,
actors; Chuck Goldstein and Jack]
Arthur, singers; and Ken Roberts,
announcer.
Membership meeting last Thurs-

day (29 ) was a continuation of one
held two weeks previously. At the
earlier meeting, membership voted
for a resolution condemning use
of AFRA’s name by individual or

j

groups of members without author-
ization. However, it permits mem-
bers to say they are members of

AFRA if it is clearly stated they
are not acting in an official capac- •

ity. .(

Arthur Godfrey is in the process

of negotiating another stock deal

which will add an additional half-

hour to his CBS program schedule

(similar to the Hi-V orange juice

concentrate that’s been sponsoring
Godfrey’s TV ukulele lessons twice
a week)

.

New deal involves Reddi-Wip,
outfit making prepared whipped
cream, and handled by the Ruth-
raufl & Rvarf Chicago office. Plan
is to do a taped half-hour Sunday
afternoon show, probably in the
2:30 to J slot, which, it’s under-
stood, will be a pickup of the “God.
frey. Digest” sponsored this past
season on Saturday nights by Ches-
terfield.

.

“Digest” is a reprise of the high-
lights of Godfrey’s morning cross-
1 he-board stanza.

SHOW BIZ NAMES SET

AS SUBS FOR WINCHELL
Walter Winchell,, who. checks off

bis Richard Hudnut-sponsored ABC -

radio series Aug. 6 for a seven-
week layoff, lias set an unusual se-

ries of one-shots by top show biz
personalities as replacements.
Lined up thus far for the hot

weather fillers are Frank Sinatra,
Kay Thompson, Bob Hope, Tony
Marlin, Vic Damone, with likeli-
hood of A1 Jolson and Dinah Shore
also doin* single shots.

In previous years WW has al-
ways had a multiple-personality re-
placement Showcase, usually divid-
ed anu>fg straight newscasters, a
femme-slanted commentary and
Hollywood chitchat.
Kenyon & EcMiardt is the agen-

!

ci" on the account. i

Paul Tripp
/Creator and Mar of

"Mr. /. /Pagination")

foeli

Poor Baby TV Has Not
a Stitch He Can

CallHU Own '

* *:
' r '

• bytin* fiatui'e in the forthcoming

5th Annual

Radio-TV Review &
Preview Humber

of

Late inJuly

The upcoming NBC Vs. CBS bat-

tie for Wednesday night suprem-
acy, with Bing Crosby fighting it

out opposite Groucho Marx, is

predicated, of course, on the as-

sumption that Crosby and his spon-
sor, Chesterfield, have resolved all

differences.

Return of Crosby recently from
his European junket sparked fresh

reports that all’s not- as serene as

the Columbia boys would have the
trade believe, and that Bill Paley’s

job at CBS lor the next few weeks
has been cut out for him in bring-

ing Crosby into line.

Some say don't be too surprised
I if Crosby and Chesterfield come
: to a parting of the ways. At the

!
(Continued on page 28)

CROSBY LA.-N.Y. STINT
Decision of Pet Milk to latch on

to sponsorship of NBC’s “Fibber
McGee & Molly” next season, and
drop its Sunday night musical show
On the same web, resolves the Bob
Crosby L.A,4o-NY. commuting
problem'
Fact that Crosby has been dou-

bling from tiie Pet Milk show
(originating in the east) and the

Campbell Soup “Club 15” ( out of

Hollywood) has necessitated the

two-way commutation, with result-

ant bids by Crosby to divest him-

self of the Pet Milk stanza; How-
ever, lie was committed to a con-

tract, until the client’s decision to

buy F&M.

With Morton Downey bowing but

of the Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
11:15 p.iii. slot on NBC, the net

is giving Mindy Carson (now air-

ing Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day! a six-times-weekly buildup.

She’ll get a boy-and-girl stanza,

with the first of her male partners

;

singer Don Cherry. He joins her

tomorrow (Thurs.).

Net feels Miss Carson is now
commercially hot. Cherry, a Texan
who has done some recording, as

well as TV guesters, was inked

through Lester Lewis.

Over the past year or two the
networks have been forced to yield
on many a hidebound policy, such
as permitting the taping of shows,
the virtual elimination of live Coast
repeats; etc., in order to keep the
sponsors happy and invite their
continued bankrolling of radio pro-
gramming.
None of these moves^ however,

has seriously impaired the net-
works’ stature or imperilled bill-

ings. In recent weeks, however,
some client inquiries have had far
more disturbing overtones which,
if translated into action, could con-
ceivably

;
disrupt the whole struc-

ture of the networks.
In essence, some sponsors, alert-

ed. to the inroads of television on
audiences, have been making over-
tures to the major webs, seeking
to determine if they could buy time
and hookups on a sporadic basis
so that they could skip stations in
all thie TV markets and just buy
the affiliate stations in the non-TV
or so-called “fringe’- areas.
Thus far the networks refuse to

listen to any such bargaining for
time buys.. To yield on this point,
they argue, would practically mean
“the beginning of the end,” so far
as networks are concerned. They
feel that such deals would inevit-
ably reduce the major webs to the
status of a transcription network.
Even so, the number of national

sponsors who are buying on a
strictly market-by-market basis/
rather than full network, appears
to be on the increase today. It ac-
counts in part for the continued
upbeat in the transcribed program-
ming beiilg sold locally, as witness
the payoff accruing to such opera-
tions as MGM Radio Attractions,
with its approximate 300 markets.
It accounts, too, for the flock of
bigtime, personalities who are em-
bracing transcription programming
and who are being sold on a mar-
ket-by-market basis.

Squabble Squelches Solo

Sets in St Louis Jail;

Gets Central Control
St. Louis, July 4.

The local jailhouse, in which

prisoners are housed to serve mis-

demeanor sentences and are held
to await trial, will be equipped with
a new radio system as a result of
squabbles over individual sets fur-

nished prisoners by the prison
chaplain and friends of the pris-

oners. Last week, Warden E. E.

Hensley announced that a central
control box will be installed and
attached to loud-speakers on each
of the 18 cell blocks.
A guard will select the programs

and regulate the volume, but
“Gangbusters” and similar crime
programs will be eschewed.. Be-
fore* the switch, the dozen or more
radios caused almost continuous
beefs oyer the programs chosen
arid the volume.; Warden Hensley
said the old sets will be returned
to the chaplain, Rev. Charles Clark,
S, J.

The cost of the new system, esti-

mated at $1,200, will be paid from
profits from the caridy and tobacco
concessions in the building.

ADDED SPONSOR SET

CBS ; this week negotiated a

deal ior additional sponsorship of

the Ed Murrow cross-the-board

evening commentary. Client is

Hamm Brewery, a St. Paul outfit,

which is picking up the Murrow
stanza through the midwest on 30
stations^

Murrow’s new sponsor in the

east is Amoco. Previously, Stand-
ard Oil of Indiana was contem-
plating sharing the tab with
Amoco, following bowout of Fran-
co-American (Campbell Soup), but
SO changed its mind.
Hamm is spending $500,000 for

the Murrow pickup.

A Symposium
by AM-TV Program Directors on

“Patterns for the

Future” '

- .it •

an interesting editorial featHre ln

the upcoming

5th Annual
Radio-TV RevieU) and

Preview Humber
of

Out This Month

James Fassett, who produces the
CBS Sunday afternoon 3 to 4:30
“Your Invitation to Music” pro-
gram, is deep in a dilemma this
week as the result of a transcribed
interview he made with Serge
Koussevitzky, fa m e d , orchestra
leader, scheduled for airing this
Sunday (9).

Program, which is filling in the
summer months pending the re-
turn of the N. Y. Philharmonic in
the fall, is made up of transcribed
longhair music, plus transcribed
interviews With top composers,
musicians, etc. The Koussevitzky
interview was made lrist week,
when the conductor returned from
a . trip to Europe.

In the course, of the interview,
Koussevitzky practically tossed a
bombshell into the administration
of the Berkshire Music Festival, of
Which he is the chief factotum,
taking a swipe at the Berkshire
trustees and leaving the impression
that his future relationship with
the annual festival is at stake.

Koussevitzky criticized the fact
that during his soujourn in Europe
the trustees took it on themselves,
without consulting him, to name an
Italian as one of the three guest
conductors for the Festival. (Kous-
sevitzky fails to mention him by
name, but has reference to Victor
De Sabata). The eminent Boston
maestro further claims that, while
he and the Italian are good friends,
latter’s appoinment by the trustees
was strictly opposite to Koussy’s
wishes; that each year he makes it

a point to select the three best

(Continued on page 32)

It’s still no Sale for the Amos ’n’

Andy show, which Lever Bros, is

anxious to unload. CBS, which con-
trols the package, has been pitch-
ing it in recent weeks to all likely
candidates for bankrolling, but
A & A at $23,500 a Week, the ask-
ing price exclusive of time charges,
has been greeted with flat nixes.

If CBS can’t sell the show by the
fall. Lever has consented to stay
with it for the remaining year of
its contract

Blaney Harris Named To

WOR, N.Y., Program Spot
Blaney Harris has been named

program manager of WOR, N. Y.,

to take over the post on July 17
and work under program veepee
Julius Seebach, Jr, . Position has
been vacant for some time.

Harris has been with Doherty,
Clifford 3c Shenfleld as supervisor
of AM and TV programs since
1944 and also was with Pedlar 3c

Ryan,

such a determined effort on the
part of the networks to spice the
summer replacement schedules
with programs that suggest an
earnest stab at creative develop-
ment. It’s particularly apparent
on CBS and NBC where, surpris-
ingly enough

,
the major concentra-

tion is not on reprising time-worn
formulas or remote pickups to
shave costs, but in -making a sin-
cere stab at introducing an element
of freshness and developing of per-
sonalities.

For example, at CBS; where 14
summer replacements ride the
airlanes, only two are repeats
(“Pursuit” and Romance”), Who-
dunits are kept to a minimum. Ra-
ther, the accent is on personality
buildup (Hal March, SleVe Allen,
Jack Kirkwood, etc.), and in trying
to achieve new; slants in situation
comedy (“Granby’s' Green Acres/*
“Tod Many Cooks,” etc ).

Similarly at NBC, while there’s
a more pronounced Vogue toward
capitalizing on listener upbeat in
adyenture-mysterioSo type pro-
graming, there’s a distinct bigtime
aura surrounding the summer
semester, with such entries as the
William Powell, Charles Boyer,
Sara Berner, Cass Daley and Ilona
Massey shows; the “For Your Ap-
proval” showcase, and upcoming
Jane. Pickens’ “Chamber Music
Society” program;
The webs, in fact, are confident

that the number of shows survive
ing the hot weather filler months
will exceed those of recent years.

CBS a Sqirntse
Howard Hausman, CBS veepee in

charge of personnel relations, sub-
mitted his resignation last Friday
(30), move coining as a jolt to his
network associates. Hausman had
been with Columbia for ..the past
11 years and was an officer of the
company for the past three arid a
half years.
Hausman, who will stick around

until July 15 to clear up his desk
on pending personnel problems, has
resigned over “personality differ-

ences” that have existed on a man-
agement level.

Hausman says he’s considering
some offers but will vacation for
several weeks before making a de?
cisiori.

It’s likely that veepee Larry
Lowman will step in to supervise
the personnel setup while CBS
mulls a successor.

HAMMOND, NBC VJ*.

FOUND DEAD IN CAR
Cliappaqua, N. Y./July 4.

Charles P. Hammond, 41, NBC’s
ad-promotion v.p., was found dead
of carbpri monoxide poisoning in

his car a mile from his home here
Friday (30). Hammond had left

home at noon the previous day
without indicating where he had
planned to go. Two sealed notes
were found and a coroner’s verdict
was suicide.

After having worked on several
newspapers and the Literary Di-
gest, Hammond became advertis-
ing director of the American
Newspaper Publishers’ Assn, in
1941. He joined NBC in 1943, be-
coming ad-promotion director the
following year. He was named a
veepee in ’47. He is survived by
his wife arid two daughters.

Mulholland to Coast
Detroit, July 4.

Ross Mulholland, a radio fave iit

Detroit for many years, is leaving
WXYZ July 31 to take post as
program director of the Richards
station, KMPC, Los Angeles.

Before beginning his stint at
WXYZ, Mulholland was With WJR,
the Richards Detroit station.

on Fall Skeds
Not in some years has there been
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Warning of the danger to society

from concentration of power “in the
marketplace of thought,” Morris
Ernst, anti-monopoly crusader,

called for a reappraisal here last

Week of the social influence of

newspaper-radio station combines
in communities with only one
other newspaper.

:
J

Reviving one of his pet theines

of recent years in addressing the

convention of the American News-
paper Guild, Ernst suggested that

‘‘somebody ought to look- into the

economies of the marriage of radio

and newspapers.’’ He said he still

maintains his position “that iio

newspaper or magazine or motion
picture company should own an
additional pipeline to the mind Of

man.
.. ;

* "

“We cannot preserve the First

Amendment unless we have di-

versity because anything in the

direction of non-diversity, of con-

centration, is in diminution of the

basic theory of the First Amend:
ment. I think we now have about
25 or 30% ownership of radio by
newspapers. Somebody ought to

find out whether the newspapers
are making more money running
radio stations than outsiders who
tun radio stations.”

Ernst said he had “a sneaking

suspicion” that it’s bad for a news-

paper to own a radio station. Pure-

ly from an economic basis, he said,

the marriage might be a bad thing.

He pointed’out that the three press

associations once agreed to pro-

hibit use _of their material on radio

and noted that
,
“the entire Holly-

wood group are using as an alibi,

television.”

Fears Facsimile

Discussing the abdication of the

editorial pages of the newspapers
to the columnists,. Ernst said there

is a still “greater worry” ahead—
“a little gadget called facsimile.”

“We are on the verge of its com-
mercial economic employment. We
can send from New York. .over the

air the pages of newspapers which
will come out printed without any
reporters, without any typesetters

(Continued on page 32)

This* Too, Is Radio
San Antohio; July 4.

A new audience participa-

tion^show which has been copy-
writed by the outlet has made
its debut on KITE. Airing is :

titled the “Kite Kariary Kwiz,”
featuring Oscar,

.
the HITE

singing canary. Listeners will

register with the .
outlet the .

time they believe Oscar will

chirp. Cash and merchandise
goes; to the listener whose card
has the time. There are six

participating sponsors on the
half-hour airing.

Program will replace “Tune-

O” formerly heard at the

same spot. Alec Chesser will

be m.c. of the airing.

The bird will be placed in

the KITE studios with a “hot”
microphone through which he
can be heard.

KING Vamps Wash. State

Blasters Assn, in

Seattle, July 4.

. KING, indie station here, has re-

signed from the Washington State

Assm of Broadcasters as a result

of the association’s support of a

suit by Bruce Bartley, owner of

KBRO, Bremerton, against the

Seattle School Board to nix sale

of exclusive broadcasting rights on
high school athletic events to

KING.
The association was notified of

KING’S action in a telegram from
Dorothy S. Bullitt, vice-president

of KING, to Fred Chitty, KVAN,
Vancouver, president of the broad-

caster’s group.

Bartley’s protest to the school

board On the exclusive contract

with KING resulted in the board
rescinding the contract and asking
for competitive bids for the exclu-

sive rights. In a court action

Thursday Kenneth Smiles, deputy
prosecutor, said that Bartley’s suit

had been answered; that the re-

scinding of the contract with KING
and the opening of bids had an-

swered it; but Chitty says that the
question is unanswered, that such
athletic events are “news.” Both
he and Bartley say that the board
does not have the right to sell ex-

clusive broadcast rights to any sta-

tion.

Washington, July 4.

Whether “steeple stations” shall

be authorized under a special cate-

gory of frequencies for low-power
noncommercial FM stations will

finally be considered by the FCC.
Acting on a joint, petition filed last

December by two Baptist organiza-

tions, tfie Commission last week
designated an oral argument, at a

date to be subsequently fixed, to

amend its rules to make all rec-

ognized tax-exempt nonprofit or-

ganizations eligible as licensees for

a separate class of stations analo-

gous to low-power noncommercial
educational outlets.

’

Issues to be determined are
whether therb IS* ^'"substantial de-

mand for the 10-watters by
churches, including but not limited

to the Baptists, arid whether the
public interest would be served by
authorizing the stations.

The Radio Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention claims
that hundreds of churches would
take out licenses for the steeple

stations which would have a radius
of only a few miles and would con-

tribute to community betterment.
It contends also that the service

would provide; a substantial stimu-
lus to the purchase of FM sets

which would accrue to the benefit

of commercial FM stations.

Network Premieres

j
Following is a list of the

new radio shows scheduled for

. launching on the four major
networks during the next 10

days:
JULY 5 v

“It Pays to Be Ignorant.”

Comedy quiz. CBS, at 9 p. m.
DfeSoto Plymouth Dealers,

through BBD&O.
JULY 6

“Line-Up.” Mystery drama;
CBS, at 8 p. m. Sustaining.

“Quick and the Dead.” Bob
Hope, Helen Hayes, Paul
Lukas in dramatizations of cre-

ation of the atom bomb* NBC,
at 8 p. m. Sustaining* .

“Cass Daley Show/’ Situa-

tion comedy. NBC, at 9 p. rri.

Sustaining.
“Somebody Knows.” Crime

documentary. CBS, at 9 p. m.
Sustaining.

••• • JULY 7 .

“Cloud 9.” Musical fantasy/
CBS, at 8 p. in.

.
Wrigley,

through the Meyerhoff agency.
“Confidentially Yours.” N Y.

Daily Mirror editor Jack Lait
narrating true stories. NBC,
at 9:30 p. m. Sustaining.

. “Wanted.” Crime documen-
tary. NBC, at 10 p. m. Sus-
taining.

JULY 8
“Blue Ribbon Sport of

Kings.” Racing coverage, with
Don Ameche. NBC, at 5:30

p. m. Sustaining.
“Tales of Texas Rangers.’”

Joel McCrea in western
stories, NBC, at 9 p. m.
Wheaties, through Duane
Jones.
“Chamber Music Society of

Lower Basin Street." Musi-
cal, starring Jane Pickens and
her Escourtiers. NBC, at 10
p. m. Sustaining.

JULY 9
Tris Coffin. News commen-

tary. ABC, at 6 p. m. Adam
Hats, through Weintraub.

Sinatra. CBS AM-TV Deal

MARY MARGARET 442G

NBC this week was still coping
With the problem of how to re
solve the, Mary Margaret McBride
situation on the flagship WNBC
station.
Web wants to recapture Miss

McBride’s 1 to 2 p.m. (station
time) for slotting of “We Love
and Learn,” purchased by Manhat-
tan Soap. A decision on whether to
let her keep the period or move
her is expected later this week.

Miss McBride’s hour show fetches
annual billings amounting to
Jpx . vO*

in

Plethora of Reports
Status of Frank Sinatra’s radio-

TV deal with CBS for next year
is .

still up in the -air, with the sing-

er hopping off to London last Fri-

(30) for his upcoming Pal-

ladium engagement without finaliz-

ing a contract.

CBS thus found itself in the em-
barrassing position of having sent
out a release announcing the sig-

naturing of a Sinatra-CBS radio-

TV exclusive, with a resultant cor-

rection going out over the holiday
weekend advising that the story

was premature.

Complicating the situation fur-

ther was the erroneous report
given in London to the Associated
Press, by Mack Miliar, the singer's

manager, to the effect that Sinatra
had already negotiated the deal
with Columbia and that the singer
would receive 1,000,000 annually
Under a three-year Contract. Those
close to the negotiations say that
when and if the deal is consum-
mated, it will approximate closer
to $250,000 a year.

Reportedly there are eight points
still in issue pending completion
of negotiations, including a medi-
co’s checkup.

MBS Snares Another

Prize Kid Package Off

ABC Commercial Roster
Chicago, July 4.

Mutual network snagged another
commercial for its afternoon kid
show group with Derby Foods
(Swift) moving “Sky King” from
ABC to Mutual in early September
in Tuesday and Thursday 5:30-6
p. m. slots. This is the second kid
show in recent weeks to make the
switch, the other being “Challenge
of the Yukon” which skippedABC
for a September go on Mutual for
Quaker Oats.

In notifying the webs last Thursr
day (29), a Derby spokesman said
he feels that the formerly highly
competitive lineup of kid shows on
ABC and Mutual has reached the
point where Mutual , how has the
greater strength, and when that
network offered “a very favorable
spot in the so-called kid band,”
the client decided on a change of
networks,

ABC Central Division isn’t hap-
py. To maintain Derby's audience
through the summer, the web had
allocated a sizeable chunk of pro-
gramming money to keep “Sky
King” on as a sustainer during
Derby’s hiatus. Because Of the
short notice which the network
Was given on the fall move, ABC
will carry the show for another
two weeks, and then dropping, but
definitely.

Needham, Louis & Brorby han-
dles for Derby.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Henry Bachs, WWRL German language announcer; departs July 7
for three-week flying tour of Europe . . . , Engineer Seth Gamblin marked
25 years with WOR Sunday (2). . . . Ireene Wicker celebrates her 20th
anrii in broadcasting Sunday (9). . . .Ward V, Evans, Jr., has joined C. J.

LaRoche’s merchandising dept. ... WMCA today (Wed.) launches a
phone-in service for Vacationers, with Larry Curtis answering queries
on picnic and bathing spots, etc. Show will be heard Monday through
Saturday at 7:15 p*m.
Everard Meade, Young & Rubicam radio-TV head, to Virginia Beach

for a month’s vacation . .
, . WMGM’s “Care and Protection of Dodger

Fans” first aid manual reprinted in Stan Lomax and Dave Stanley’s

“Treasury of Baseball Humor” . . , , Walter Kiernan, ABC commentator,
has a new rival in his 20-year-old son, David, who’s airing at the same
time on a New Haven outlet . . . Ed Downes assigned to direct the new
Jack Lait NBC series, “Confidentially Yours,” which bows Friday (7)

. , . . Patsy Campbell the lead on “Armstrong Theatre” Saturday -(8). . .

.

. Katherine Raht new to “David Harum” .
.. . . Philip Clarke joins “Lo-

renzo Jones”, . . .Doris Dalton added to “YoungOWidder Brown” ...

.

Karl Weber, John Stanley, Harold Huher, Tom Collins arid Jackie
Grime are “Front Page Farrell” additions.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Harry Kerr, after 10 years as talent and story booker for “Lux Radio

Theatre,” is taking another berth with the Thompson agency ... . In
arid out of hospitals: Larry Berns for auto crackup' injuries, Fred Mac-
Kaye for facial surgery, and Pat Patrick (Ereil Twing) for leg operation.
All on the mend. . . .Harry Babbitt’s musical strip on CBS got a java
sponsor . ... Screen Publicists Guild and CBS started hassling again
over wages. . . .Buddy Rogers around on vacation to rest up for hiS

radio and TV chores in Gothairi. . . .Frit® Feld, veteran of 200 pictures !

and late arrival in radio, w fls high bidder for parts in two radio shows,
which was one of the features of AFRA Frolics. He lost $1.80 on the
deah the scale payoff being that much under his bids . . . . Fred Friendly
came to town to tape Bob Hope’s part in the NBC documentary on
atom and hydrogen bombs. . . . Tom McCray, will be installed in his new
NBC job July 17.v. .Carl Stanton, TV talent rounder-upper, here for
coordination talks With Norman Blackburn .... Ted Steele, transferred
to N. Y. by Benton & Bowles, drew his first assignment as supervisor
of the Red Cap ale account, which comes into the agency Oct. 1 . .

..."

Molly Goldberg—poddon, Gertrude Berg, reported at Paramount to
work on the script of “The Goldbergs” at Paramount ... Robert Q.
Lewis in town for a few days to contact disk jocks on plugging his first

Columbia record. . . . Willard Waterman is the leading candidate as Hal
Peary's successor for “Great Gildersleeve.” He was on the show at
one time but had to be dropped because he sounded too much like
Peary. . . .Barbara and Milton Merlin are writing five scripts this siirnr

mer for “Halls of Ivy” fall airing Carnation liked the test of Jay
Stewart’s “Family Party” on CBS Coast stations so the daytime par-
ticipator goes full network on Saturdays. . . .There’s a fast deal cook-
ing for William Powell’s “My Mother’s Husband” but NBC ain’t saying
with whom .... Ron Kennedy; latest of the deejays, is wiring the
saucers on KGFJ . Irv Atkins flew to Hawaii to help Art Linklettef
put on a few benefit shows of “People Are Funny.” And “Link” prom-
ised his frau it would be a vacation.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Arthur Godfrey planed in for dedication of Merrill C. Meigs Field,
lakefront airport . . . .Gene Autry guest this week aboard Les Atlass*
cruiser on Lake Michigan .... Harold Safford, WLS program director,
appointed to special program committee of the Illinois Farm Sports
Festival to be held at University of Illinois in August, . . Lucille Ball
to guest on ABC’s “Breakfast Club” Thursday (6) ! . . . John Norton, ABC
Chi v.p., back at his desk after a month’s motor trip. . . .Otto Bremers,
former Ruthrauff & Ryan radio writer, joins WMAQ and WNBQ pro-
motion staff < . . .Bill Despard and Hal Stark sharing gabbing duties on
five-minute cross-the-board sports show on WBBM . . . .“Chez Show,”
WMAQ remote from Chez Paree emceed; by Mike Wallace and Buff
Cobb, picked up its second sponsor, Barranford agency .... Norman
Bale, chief announcer at KTFS, Texarkana, Tex,, visited Mutual Chi
offices. . . After airing shows from Chi during June, ABC’s “Music
With the Girls” will originate from Beloit and Milwaukee, Wis„ in July
....New member of WBBM sales promotion staff is Ray Mattingly,
former promotion director at WTHI, Terre Haute ... . Flying farmer
Chuck Acree, emcee of Mutual’s “Man on the Farm,” recorded his Sat-
urday (1) show at the Flying Farmers celebration at the Chi Fair.
WMAQ Saturday (8) launched vThe New Frontier,” drainatic series
dealing with social problems and presented in cooperation with Insti-
tute for Democratic Action. . . .WON newsman Bob Siegrist and Bob
Foster covered search for Northwest Airlanes plane that plunged into
Lake Michigan above Milwaukee Life and career of Nat (King) Cole
dramatized Sunday (2) qn WMAQ’s “Destination Freedom” .... Raff
Brent, WBBM sales manager, and Sam Maxwell, WBBM sales service
manager, in N. Y. last week. ... Raymond Burnet, former Zenith exec,
is new prexy of Starrett Television Corp. in N. Y.

Louisville-^Every game, football
and basketball, from the Univer-
sity of Louisville will be aired di-
rect at time of play by Don Hill
on WGRC and WBOX, station’s
FM affiliate. Announcement was
made after a meeting of University
Associates* Makes a total of 35
games to be aired, 10 football arid

.
•' - i. „ .
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WFAA’S 28th Anni

Dallas, July 4;

WFAA, the Dallas Morning News
station, observed its 28th anniver-
sary last Monday. The outlet
started with a transmitter atop
the old Dallas News bldg., with
studios in one room off the News
library.

Today, WFAA has in addition to
its AM outlet, FM and TV. It has
studios atop a penthouse in the
Santa Fe bldg. here.

V Frisco Buys
San Francisco, July 4.

Procter & Gamble has signed
for 52 . weeks with participation in
KCBS’ “This Is San Francisco”
and “Bob Callaham” shows, Ben-
ton & Bowles is the agency.

Citizens Federal Savings &
Loan Co. has signed for a partici-
pation schedule in “Starlight Ssi-
l::tc,”Krps.

POISONING FATAL

TO HERMAN BESS, 52
Paterson, N. J., July 4.

Herman M. Bess, 52, veepee of

WPAT here and a pioneer in New
York radio, was found dead of gas

poisoning in the basement laun-
dry of his Newark home Thursday
(29). No notes were found.

Bess, Whose funeral Friday was
attended by several leaders in
New York radio, had been known
in the local radio field for 25 years.
He started in sales with WODA,
Patersori, . when it was owned by
Richard O’Dea, now a state racing
commissioner. Through O’Dea’s
invitation, Bess acquired all the
outstanding stock of the Wodaam
Corp., which operated WOV, N. Y.,
and became a principal of the
General Broadcasting Co.
After serving briefly with
WAAM, Newark, he formed the
agency of Bess & Schillin, which
specialized in radio. He later be-
came sales veepee of WNEW, N.Y.,
and in 1946 joined WMCA, N. Y„
as sales director. He then went to
WLIB until he took over the
WPAT post late last year.

In addition to his wile, he leaves
three sons.

ABC, which last month wrapped
up $5,000,000 in television busi-
ness, switched its emphasis last

week to AM and inked Norwich
drugs and Camel cigarets. Order
for Gulf oil is reportedly near the
signing stage.

Norwich, Which dropped its “Fat
Man’’ series* has shifted , to day-^

time radio and is picking Up two
quarter hours of “Modem Ro-
mances,’’ cross-the-board morning
strip. “Fat Man” is being taken
over by Camel. Web, in its drive
to sew up talent and properties,
bought “Fat Man” rights for five
years from Larry White and
E. J. Rosenberg, which will
mean an outlay of $500,000 if all
options are picked up. Pact covers
both AM and TV rights.

Gulf is understood close to buy-
ing the “Screen Guild Playhouse,”
whichABC bought last month arid
which it is expanding from a 30-
minute to an hour-long program*
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Washington, July 4.

The official radio of Communist Bulgaria broadcast to Western
Europe last week that American broadcasting is “the faithful ser-
vant of Wall Street bankers” and is “dishonest” because it is anti-
communist. The critique on U. S. radio, also teed off on soap operas
which it attempted in a somewhat Confused fashion to explain to
Europeans. The broadcast, picked up by official U. S. Government

.
monitors, said:

“Stockholders of radio companies, Morgan, Rockefeller: Mc-
Cormick, Hears! and their circle,. use their radios for the ideolog-
ical education of the people in the struggle against Soviet society
and against democratic ideas, In this dishonest struggle the. Amer-
ican radio splinters democracy. Slanders, lies and insinuations
are the favorite methods of radio agitation and propaganda.

“It must be kept in mind that radio broadcasts are based on
commercial principles. The greater part of the programs of Amer-
•ieari radio sstations is devoted to phonograph recordings, of bands of
so-called canned music, light music, arid also the special American
type of soap opera.

“Soap opera is deeply moving drama with a touching heroine,
effective sentimental contents, and a happy ending. Stations broad-
cast endlessly day in and day out and continue this for months
until their listeners remember every single thing.

•These programs are called soap operas because they were per-
formed for the first time on the order of a soap factory and have
continued for eight years. At the beginning, in the middle, and at
the end of the program listeners are incessantly reminded that this
rhapsody has been played at the request of Smith & Co,, which
offers goods of the best quality. Activities of American radio sta-
tions depend on advertisements; 75% of the income of broadcasting
companies is derived from advertisements. Radio in the United
States is cultivated for the lowest. This ideological cultivation is

aimed at distracting the attention of the population from political
and social struggles, to get them used to thinking about inevitable
war; of preparing cannon fodder for war.”

Ad Trend as Inefficient, Bad Biz

Washington. July 4.

Foreign language broadcasting is

Important, but not enough to swing ,

a decision if.it only serves a mi-

norMy of people of foreign parent-
j

age who also speak English. FCC
i

ruled -last week in authorizing the

use of the old WORL 950 kc day-
time frequency in Boston to the

Pilgrim Broadcasting Co. The. fre-

quency became available last year
following revocation of license lor

reasons of hidden ownership.
Commission action finalized an

initial decision of last November
by Examiner Hugh Hutchison which
provoked strong arguments from a

competing applicant, from FCC’s
own general counsel, and from sta-

tion WHOM, Jersey
.
City, which

appeared in the proceedings as a

friend of the court. Hutchison, in

favoring the Pilgrim application,

questioned the value of the foreign
language program plans of Joseph
Solimene to serve the Italian seg-

ment of Boston. In doing so, he
made general observations regard-
ing foreign language broadcasting
as an influence toward perpetuat-
ing non-English cultures.

In denying Solimene’s applica-
(Continued on page 31 )

Top brass of -the three webs in
both AM and; TV-—ABC, NBC and
CBS—arid those local stations
which straddle both media, are giv-
ing increasing thought these days
to the radio-vs.-video battle. And
the possibility is emerging that the]
?radio divisions may be freed to
fight tele on an open competitive
basis.

’ *

Up to how .AM time salesmen
have been under strict orders riot

to snipe at TV. They’ve been trild

to get biz from clients who’ve never
used radio Or from sponsors oil

other chairis, to prod bankrolled
into increasing overall ad budgets
to cover both media, but ‘‘never,
never talk down tele,”

One reason for tlie rule at NBC
is the net’s pushing of TV as an
assist to the lucrative receiver busi-
ness of RCA Victor. Columbia has
a similar reason with the possibility
of its entering the video manufac-
turing field or at least the lice ns-

ing field, if its color TV system is

approved.

However, with video accounts to-

day practically Coming in over the
transom arid TV salesmen blithely
deriding AM’s power/ the selling
short of radio may have gone too-

far. It's now a top-level policy
issue at the Webs whether to per-
mit AM to fire back at exaggerated
claims for the sight-and-sound me-
dium.

Cite the Facts

This Won’t Wash
Lowell Thomas, Procter &

Gamble newscaster, has been
plugging on. CBS for a float-

ing United National capital, oil

the theory that the world or-

ganization’s h e a d q u a r t e rs

shouldn’t be confined to any
particular city or country.
Thus the UN would adopt

the Ivory slogan, “It floats.”

Those Nasty G-Men
For its July 28 broadcast

NBC’s "Wanted” crime docu-
mentary taped the case of
Henry Harland Shelton, who
was still at large in the mid-
west last month.
Now producers Walter and

Peg McGraw have had to

scrap the tape because FBI
agents last week shot down
Shelton in an Indianapolis bar.

Hollywood, July 4.

Membership in the American
Federation of Radio Artists locally,

which rose from 1,200 to 3,000 in

four years, has slipped back to

2,600 during the past 12 months.
Decline in paid members is at-

tributed to various factors,
s
aside

from the main cause Whicli is the

lack of live talent programs origi-

nating here. Though this current
summer season shows an increase

of better than 50% in dramatic pro-

grams, it’s expected that the’ tal-

ent programs' will slide back to
The AM advocates want the right

,

below par in the fall.

to cite facts and figures on relative
costs, particularly since video bills

are mounting. They stress the fact
that lifting of the freeze, with in-

creased competition among tele
oiitlets, and extension of the cable,
will inevitably skyrocket TV costs.

One network, averaging its eve-
ning cpst-per-dollar figures for each
of the two media, comes up with
the fact that a half-hour AM show
costs only $2.45 per thousand lis-

teners against the $3.39 per thou-
1 sand viewers that its half-hour
video shows cost. Study is based
on. Nielsen data.

The average AM stanza reached
8,667,879 people for $21,221 (of

which $12,271 was for time and

AFRA execs tossed in an odd

;

angle when they stated that -the

decline in motion picture work has

The growing volume of dealer
co-operative advertising ( in which
manufacturers match the coin put
up by local retailers to plug their
products) , has a number of agen-
cies and station representatives
worried. The agencies rind reps are
concerned because all the co-op
campaigns are handled by the re-

tailers, Whom they feel do an in-

efficient ad job.

To correct alleged flaws in the
present system, which has the re-

tailers bill the manufacturers! for
their radio and newspaper expendi-
tures, a new setup is being pro-
posed This would give the agency
control over copy and selection of
stations, programs, etc.* with the
retailer getting billed for his share.
Agencies and reps/ of course, stand
to benefit, inasmuch as they would,
get their commissions, and they
feel the slightly higher cost would
be offset by more productive use
of the coin.

Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
on the other hand, has been heavi-
ly promoting the dealer co-ops.
While BAB recognizes some of the
evils in the co-ops, it wants broad-
casting to get its share of the biz,

most of which has been going to
newspapers; To this endr it has
been sending NAB member sta-

tions detailed info on all dealer
co-op

;
arrangements. Armed with

these, the local broadcasters call on
retailers and tell them to take ad-
vantage of the co-op plan and use
radio and TV.

Poor Goodwill

MCanwhile, the agencies and
reps are ' harpening their campaign
against co-ops/ Grey Advertising,

At L A.
Los Angeles, July 4.

$8,950 for talent). Average TV
j

$10,000 to $20,000; 76 from $20,000

stanza hit 3,968,922 persons fori (Continued on page 28)

$13,453 (of which $5,008 was ’ for
|

.. v
: --

—

>.—

-

time and $8,445 for talent). Rela-
tively low cost Of time for the TV
shows is due to the limited number
of outlets, and this is expected to

|

~ , , ,, i
for instance, has just launched a

effected the AFRA membership.
bl t tl PO_on<, in its house or-

During the high employment years
Dlasl

^*
UI* cp ®ps 'P ns ;"?*“£ 01

at the studios, many actors took \
(Continued on page 3-.)

out Radio Guild cards simply be- [
“

cause they had the excess coin and
would have the card on hand if a

radio bit happened along. This is

becoming a rarity.
j

Only 744 AFRAites made what
j

can be considered a living wage i

during the year 1948, the last com-
j

plete figures compiled by the union.

Breakdown shows that 1,700 mem-
bers- earned less than $2,00,0; 389
earned from $2,000 to $5,000; 233,

from $5,000 to $10,000; 164, from

After 10 days of trying to'break .

8‘ow as the number of stations in-

Pfcter Donald to

’Em From Rose’s Nitery

down the reluctancy of Robert O.

Reynolds, KMPC manager, to make
Billy Rose, whose “Pitching

i
Horseshoes” syndicated column is

creases.

As the AM webs find competition

more direct answers and jog his
j

against TV growing lriore intense
j

slated for a video dramatic series

memory of what happened during ! (and partically more bitter than on ABC-TV, may also have a cross

Whatever effect TV makes on
AM next season, CBS this summer
is entering what it believes to be
t he biggest July - August period
since the war. The network fig-

ures is 25^ ahead on business this
summer corivpared with last year.

For the July-August stretch in

1949, Columbia racked up total
billings of $7,600,000. This July-

. August, the time sales will hit $9,-

,

000.000.
j

Factor is in the fewer number
of hiatuses this season.

the 1944 presidential campaign,
Benedict Cottone, FCC chief coun-

sel, turned back to G. A. Richards

last weekehd before the govern-

j

ment hearing on license renewals
! foi' his three stations recessed un-

til tomorrow (Wed.). Still deter-

mined and persistent in his at-

tempts to get the multi-millionaire

broadcaster on the witness stand,
j

Cottone recalled his personal phy-

sician: Dr. Roy E. Thomas, who has

been attending Richards since 1938.

Refusing to be convinced that

Richards would undergo greater

competition among the networks),
it’s expected that the higher eche-

lons will permit the radio sales or-

ganizations freer rein to combat
their video adjuncts.

Atlass Eases Up on Stand;

Skeds New Documentary

On Race Relations in Chi

Chicago, July 4.

strain on the witness stand than at
i ^reCnlight on^a* rieW

a football gamr orothe^s^trng
f with

(Continued on page 32)
] chi race relations which will bow
on WBBM. CBS station here, nekt

CBS of Appropriating

His Disk jockey Idea

Monday (10). Series, tagged “The
Quiet Answer” and an expansion

of a one-shot aired on station in

February, is set for at least a sev-

en-week ride.

Half-hour shows, written by,

Perry Wolfe, will make use of

,

the-board AM stanza on WOR,
N. Y. Program would feature Peter

Donald spinning records and in-

terviewing celebs from Rose’s Dia-

mond Horseshoe nitery in Gotham
and the composer-restaurateur-col-
umnist may also do. some stints on
the show.

Airer had been in the works at
jWOR for over a year, with Gypsy;

Rose Lee and Binnie BameS among
those mulled for the emcee chores.

Starting later this month, it may
be b e a m e d Monday through
Friday from 10:15-11 p.m., tp get

on the air ahead of the other post-

midnight nitery-originatmg pro-

grams. It’s also considered that

! there are hotter commercial pros-

pects for a series which airs at the

earlier hour.

Nat Abramson is handling WOR’s
end for the show, which will have
participating sponsorship.

Now that CBS has signed Hal
Peary (‘4Gildersleeve”) to an ex-
clusive contract/ following the lat-

ter’s walkout on the NBC show
after a dispute With his sponsor,
Kraft, which controls the package,
the network is maneuvering toward
a reunion of Peary and his 10-
year character portrayal under the
same Kraft auspices.

It would add up to the neatest
trick of the year, with CBS not
only inheriting one of the NBC vet
programs but the Kraft billings as
well.

If Kraft and Peary can’t get to-
gether, CBS will build a new half-
hour situation comedy around; its

new acquisition. As of last week,
Needham, Louis 8c Brorby, agency
on the account, said “Gildersleeve”
would return to NBC in the fall

with a substitute for Peary.

Daily Radio-TV Reviews,

Philadelphia, July 4.

Gillette has signed to sponsor

the All Star Boxing Show, pre-
j

cUUed '“from^ about 'PM Skeds D.G. Newscaster
sented here July 10 by mtei y op

( 100 hours of wire-recorded inter-
j

p0 £,j, ao TTiarndn ftnh
Frank Palumbo for benefit of the

;
views conducted by Wolfe, Dave ;

Underscoring the steadily-mount-

ing public interest in both radio

and television, the N. Y. Times
teed off a new daily reviewing col-

umn Monday (3), covering shows
which preemed the preceding day.

Jack Gould; radio editor, who
plans to continue that system
henceforth* until now had confined

his program reviewing to the Sun-
day edition only. He’ll be assisted

by his radio dept, associates.

N. Y. Daily News’ radio editor

j
Ben Gross, meanwhile* has sepa-Bash as Kiernan

|
Golden Slipper Square Gamp for

,

Moore and Fahey Flynn, narrator Because of the Korean situation : rated his radio and TV coverage

CBS gave him a fast shuffle,
! xTandiraDned Children, on WPEN.

;

°* the 'Series,

bandleader Sammv Rave charged
Ha

-

c 0
... . .. .. Station’s previous documentary

last week in a $400,000 damage suit
Harry Sylk, president ol the

“Report Uncensored,” carried in
,

ding Washington .newscaster

brought in N. Y. federal court
: Golden Slipper Square Club* local 1948, ' copped top public serv^e Bryson Rash during Walter Kier-

against the network, Liggett &
’ Masonic group widely known for honors including Variety’s show- ' nan’s vacation, which starts July

' manship award. It also resulted in
1

17. Previously Kiernan was to

the resignation of Ben Park, pro-; tape his informal commentary dur-

ducer of the series, when he and i ing his layoff from the Cross-the-

Liggett & ' Masonic group widely known for i honors including Variety s show- : na

. Myers (Chesterfield) and the to-
(

i its philanthropies, is also , one of I manship award. It also resulted in
r

17
bacco firm’s agency, Curtninghanv the owners of WPEN* Bouts will

“ "'" Al

& Walsh. Batoner Claims he sub-; feature contests between Ike Wil-

mitted an original idea to CBS in Hams, lightweight champ- and
November, 1949, which called lor a George ”Sugar” Costner,' plus

(Continued on page 32) i
other local favorites.

i reviving public interest in news I into two separate columns and also

ry, ;
programs, Philip Morris is sked- ! writes critiques; In addition to the

Times and NeWs, John Crosby’s
column runs daily in the N. Y,
Herald Tribune and is syndicated,
while Harriet Van Horrie reviews
programs for the N. Y. World-Tele-
gram-Sun (now on strike ) . Other

Ailass disagreed over the literal' board 3:25 p.m. slot on ABC.
interpretation of- the “Report Un
censored” title.

N. Y. dailies, while not carrying

Length of Rash’s stint may de-
j

reviews, have daily program list-

pend on the interest in spot news, ings or columns.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS
Wednesday, July S, 1950

MENASHA THE MAGNIFICENT
With. Menasha Skulnik* Jean Cleve-

land, Vinton Hayworth, Danny
Leone

Producer: Martin Goodman
Director: Alan Neuman
Writers: Matty Brooks, Louis Quinn
30 Alins*, Sat., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
JtBC-TV, from New York
Menasha Skulnik obviously has

talent. He's been fave comic of

New York's Second avenue Yid-
dish theatre belt for too lorig to

think otherwise. He's also been in

nlteries, radio ("The Goldbergs”
and "Abie’s Irish Rose”) and vaude.
That’s what makes so doubly de-
pressing the preem of his new TV
airer Monday (3). It’s an eight-

week filler for Chevrolet Tele-
Theatre time.

At first glance it appears that
writers Matty Brooks and Louis
Quinn have let Menasha down with
a dull thud; Question arises, how-
ever, as to Whether the Second
avenue .

Pagliacci has not been
lifted out of his metier with any
results other than a pedestrian and
Unfunny show impossible under
the circumstances. Minus the
genius of a Gertrude Berg, Yid-
dish comedy is a narrow and elu-

sive medium. And with the scrip-

ters obviously aiming to avoid a
racial caricature in favor of the
creation in Skulnik of a tragicomic
character, they’ve missed both the
tragedy and the comedy.
The result is a tedious and trite

half-hour in which both Skulnik
and his suporting cast are made to

give performances that are as wan
and cliched as the script. It is

situation comedy in which Skulnik
is cast as the meek manager of a
decrepit restaurant owned by a big
and domineering dame. It just
won’t do for bigtime tele. Herb .

IN THE DOGHOUSE
With George O’Hanlon, George

Clark, Joan Dolan, Daniel Ocko,
Rosetta LeNoir, Robert Noe

Producer: Bernard L* Schubert
Director: Fred Carr .

Writer: James O’Hanlon
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC-TV, from New York

Another of the stanzas being
given one-shot trials on ABC-TV’s
“Showcase,” Bernard L. Schubert’s
“In the Doghouse” is a domestic
situation comedy. It's in the well-
grooved format of spatting spouses
airers and staged in a slapstick
vein With exaggerated caricaturing.
Initialer had some good moments,
but for the most part Was on a su-
perficial level.

Script revolved around George
O’Hanlon’s dilemma when his wife
Wanted to celebrate their fifth an-
niversary by doing the town but
hubby’s bachelor friend insisted on
borrowing Mrs. O’Hanlon and the
home to impress a prospective cus-
tomer. Vehicle tried to make much
of the Situation of O’Hanlon doing
a burn in the kitchen while his
best friend played the doting hus-
band with Wolfish relish. It ended
With O’Hanlon chasing the cus-
tomer, bouncing his buddy, belting
the boss and winding up in the
doghouse with Rover. The puppy
domicile gives the«*series its title,

while O’Hanlon’s conversation with
the canine serves to introduce and
conclude the action.

O’Hanlon did a neat job as the
harried male and Joan Dolan made
a fair missus. George Clark put
a lot of energy into the buddy part.
However, most of the characteriza-
tions were scripted from a familiar
pattern. Music by Glenn Osser
was topflight. Bril.

LITTLE SHOW ^
With John Conte, Tony Mottola

Trio, guest*
Director: Gary Simpson
15 Mins.; Tues„ Thurs., 7:30 p.m.

VAN CAMP
NBC-TV, from N, Y*

( Calkins & Holden )

John Conte, a solid legit singer

who has appeared in a number of

Broadway shows, has taken over

the NBC Tuesday and Thursday

7:30 p.m. spot which has the

Roberta Quinlan Mohawk Carpet

show the rest of the week. It seems
to be a good idea at thd moment
inasmuch as Conte’s show’ is de-

signed along the lines of the Mo-
hawk display and seems to give a

daily continuity in the segment.

As a matter of fact, one tuning
at midpoint would have mistaken
“Little Show” for the Mohawk ses-

sion. Miss Quinlan was making a

guest appearance. It was an ex-

change date, with Conte going on
Miss Quinlan’s program the follow-

ing night.

“Little Show” seems capable of

dispensing good entertainment.
Conte has good stage presence, an
excellent singing voice and nice

personality. Layout is designed
along lines standard for this type

of presentation and should hold on
to the regular listeners for the
time spot. v Jose. •

TINY FAIRBANKS SHOW
Director: Roger Bower
15 Mins*; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
Participating
WOR-TY, N. Y.

The “Tiny Fairbanks Show” is

woefully lacking as. an entertain-
ment vehicle. Program is essen-
tially a 15-minute commercial de-
voted to pushing three different
products. .

Fairbanks, a 350-pound
food salesman, handles all the
pitches in addition to piping a few
songs. As a salesman he may be
tops, but the fact that he knows a
few songs doesn’t qualify him as
a performer. It’s okay to have a
guy who actually makes his living
from selling foodstuffs to grocers
plug certain products over the air,

but it isn’t smart programming to
build a whole show around him.

Telecast was also weak in its un-
imaginative approach to the com-
cercials* Products plugged on the
initial show last Wednesday (28)

were Strongheart Dog Food, Island
Tapioca and Boy-O-Boy Chocolate
Syrup, In between pushing these
various products, Fairbanks gave
mediocre tenoring to “Because,”
“The Whiffenpoof Song” and
“Trees." Throughout show Fair-
banks failed to project a person-
ality that could be tied in with his
trademark “350 pounds Of happi-
ness.”

*

Spotlighted With Fairbanks on
the show were his Crosley car and
his dog “Duke.” The car is ap-
parently used to put emphasis on
Fairbanks’ bulk, while the canine
comes in handy as a stepping stone
to the Strongheart Dog Food plug.
Roger Bower should have, ironed
out certain spots by exercising a
stronger directorial hand. Gros.

TV Headline Tie-In

.

N. Y* Daily News’ WPIX
demonstrated the advantage*
of a TV station owned by a

.
.large newspaper last Thurs-
day night (29) in a half-hour

show titled “Air Punch for

Peace.” Couple oL the News*
ace reporters, Joseph P. Marim
and Ed O’Neill, accompanied
by photog Ed Clarity, had only

recently returned from a trip

to the Far East to survey the

situation for a series of stories

in the newspaper. In view of

the Korean .situation, WPIX
put them on the air to give

out with their views for the

TV public. .

Martin and O’Neill, under
questioning by WPIX news-
caster Joe Bolton, divulged
their belief that the fighting

in Korea would hot lead to

a third World War. They
also related a ;

meeting they
had had with Gen. Douglas
«MacArthur. On the latter

story, however, their emotions
overcame their newspaper
sense, since they talked
mainly about how MacArthur
still remembers Bataan with
tears in his eyes. It was a good
human interest yarn but it

didn’t add much to the view-
ers’ knowledge of what MacAr-
thur might do in Korea. Con-
siderable film footage lensea
by Clarity in Tokyo of the
U. S. occupation forces was
also run in to help punch up
the story. Bolton also ques-
tioned Capt. Joe Lynch, Army
flier who had chauffeured the
reporters on their trip, but
Lynch couldn’t answer much
because of military

1

security.

V. S. SAVINGS BOND SHOW
With Eddie Rodgers, emcee; Paul

Meeker orch; Ronnie Graham,
Jeannine Sherwood, guests

Director: Jim Harelson
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WBKB, Chicago

Set for another summer run,
this weekly public service show
beamed by WBKB got off to a good
start on its preem (29). Thanks to
a strong lineup of. talent Working
the stanza for

.
free and framed

nicely by good production, initial
Segment came off as good enter-
tainment.

Highspot of the session was
guest Ronnie Graham, who dis-
played some sock video wares with
his clever piano and patter rou-
tines. His takeoff on an oater pic
scored especially well. Also nice
was Jeannine Sherwood’s chirping
©f “My Story Book Romance” and
Elaine Carvell’s “Bewitched.” Sup-
porting, by Paul Meeker’s band was
okay. Eddie Rodger’s emceeing
was easy and pleasaritly unobtru-
sive.

Show was weakest, however,
where it should have been the
Strongest. The pitches for the sav-
ings bond campaign, delivered by
officials of the Illinois drive, lacked
punch. Leasing and lighting were
good. Dave.

PRIZE PERFORMANCE
With Cedric Adams, Arlene Fran-

cis, Peter Donald, Melvyn Row-
ey; Howard Smith orch; Bern
Bennett, announcer

Director: Byron Paul
Writer; Larry Markes
30 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 ,p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from New York
Summer replacement for Arthur

Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts” is an-
other talent airer, this one dealing
with juve performers. Initialer
Monday (3) was low oh entertain-
ment values, chiefly because of the
acts selected. First turn was good,
being Herbert Coleman, the kid
who sang “Big Mole” in “Lost in
the Stars” on Broadway. He re-
prised that tune to cop the “crit-
ics’ column” award and a crack at
a $500 scholarship in competition
with winners of the next three
broadcasts.

Other bits were less entertain-
ing. Samuel Sanders, a youthful
88-er, offered a so-so classical
number arid Pat and Stan Parks,
a brother-sister team, hoofed and
sang an unpolished version of
“Dearie.’’ Laura Weber1

, child ac-
tress who has done both legit and
teevee work, played opposite adult
thesper Melvyn Rowey, but they
were handicapped by a Weak five-
minute sketch.

Format of the show has Cedric
Adams, the Minneapolis columnist-
gabber, introduce the acts. He was
disappointing, reading almost all
of his stint from behind a desk.
Arlene Francis and Peter Donald
served as critics, selecting the best
contestant at the program’s close,
and tossing off a humorous line or

COMEDY THEATRE
With Lee Grant, Elliott Sullivan,

Sally Green, others
Producer: Donald Davis
Director: David Pressman
Writer: Alvin Sapinsley
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:15 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV from N, Y.

CBS’ “Comedy Theatre” is

pleasant summery fare based on

dramatizations of short stories

with a droll twist . Juding from
initial stanza, the show should be
able to hold its own despite the

formidable “Philco Playhouse” op-

position on NBC. The CBS display

is the summer replacement for
Fred Waring.

Initial session dramatized Ring
Lardner’s “Zone of Quiet,” a
laugh-laden satire based on a riews-
paperman who goes to the hospital
for a rest cure, Unfortunately a
gabby nurse and a romantically in-

clined interne make anything re-
sembling a rest impossible. There
weren’t any gag lines as such, the
humor deriving from the situation,
and, in this case, the comedy
reached broad proportions. Spark-
plug of the Lardner piece was Lee
Grant, playing the nurse. Her
flow of gab seemed natural enough
to bother the ailing patient without
driving the viewer to distraction.
Elliott Sullivan, seeking the rest
cure, also did well.

Donald Davis provided “Zone”
with good production values arid
sets, and direction by David Press-

BY POPULAR DEMAND
With Robert Alda, emcee; guests;

Harry Sosnik orch
Producer: Frank Satensteln
Director: Herbert Sussan
30 Mini*.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

In for an eight-week summer
replacement for Lucky Strike's

“This Is Show Business” on CBS-
TV, “By Popular Demand” im-
presses as. no more than another
taierit search show, similar to

“Talent Scouts;” “Original Ama-
teur Hour” and others of that ilk.

As such, it should hold its own
with any viewers tuning in during
the summer months but it isn’t

strong .enough to keep viewers
away froiri warm-weather amuse-
ments. A Mark Goodson-Bill Tod-
man package, its greatest value
lies in its showcasing of new young
talent.
As illustrated on the preem Sun-

day night (2), the show’s twist lies

in its “winner stays in” routine.

Two acts start the program by
competing against each other, with
studio audience applause determin-
ing the winrier. . Then a third act

does its stuff, .competing against 1

the same winner and, if the latter

act maintains its No. 1 position,

it competes against a fourth. This
brings the winner on two or three
times during the show, which might
not be a good idea. Audience will

naturally tire of seeing the same
act two or three times during a
half-hour and might vote for a
lesser talent out of a feeling of
satiety for the better one.
Robert Alda, as emcee, did ari

okay job on the initialer* He in-

terviewed the acts before they did
their stuff to get a few intimate,
human-interest notes into the
show, and then announced each
winner. Talent on the preem was
spotty, with vocalist-guitarist Mary
Osborn and the dahee team of
Mara arid Quentin showirig best.

Yet, as the show was set up, the
team lost to Miss Osborn in the
first round, who then lost to tenor
Carmine Galyari. Latter, out for
his second number, lost to hillbilly

songstress Frieda Wing. Miss Wing
thus1 became the winner for the
evening but she 5 might not have
gained the nod if she’d competed
directly against one of the earlier
acts.

As a sustainer, the show worked
against a minimum of sets, which
were acceptable; Harry Sosnik’s
orch backed the acts capably, with
producer Frank Satenstein and
director Herbert Sussan handling
their chores competently. Stal.

man was okay. Jose.

TEEN CANTEEN
With Frank Bennack, Jr., Paul

Flowers, guests
Producer: Mort Dank
Director; Bill Robb
30 Min.; Sun., 6 p.m. CST
Sustaining
KEYL, Sap Antonio
The proverbial corner drugstore

moves into the studios of KEYL
each Sunday. This teenage frolic,

with soda fountain, soda jerk and
all, is a youth opportunity show in

which the talented people of the
“awkward age” exhibit their ca-
pabilities as entertainers on a com-
petitive basis. The. winner each
week in the taierit division is given
an opportunity to appear on one
of the future KEYL studio presen-
tations.
Frank Bennak. Jr., is emcee of

the telecast ana keeps the show
moving along at a fast pace. He is

a glib talker, which adds to the
zest of the show. He introduces
the talent, interviews the three
young girls who vie for the crown
of Television Teen Queen of the
Week, arid gives out with a quip or
two. • *

Highlight of each telecast is the
coronation of the young lady who
has been elected by postcard and
letter vote the week before to rule
as Television Teen Queen of the
Week. There are three judges who
vote for the outstanding talent on
the show, who are introduced at

' the start of the show. Paul Flow-

JOAN EDWARDS
Producer: Martin Goodman
Director: Dick Saridwick
15 Mins.; Tues., Thurs., 7:45 p.m.
Sustaining
DUMONT, from N. Y.
Joan Edwards has started what

promises to be*

a

pleasant twice
j

weekly series on the DuMont net.

Miss Edwards, longtime “Hit
Parade” singer and an established
name in cafes and theatres, has
the ability to carry this 15-minute
spot and make a good impression
on viewers.

She’s a capable singer and her
piano accomps are sufficient for
her needs. She has a well-tailored
presentation > backed by good
camera work.
Show utilizes a brief guest ap-

pearance. Initial spot called for
Romo Vincent, doubling out of the
Copacabana, N. Y;, and together

j

they duetted excellently. Jose.

NBC-TV’s “Cameo theatre” of-

fered William Saroyan** first origi-

nal teleplay, “A Daughter to Think
About,” last Wednesday (28). By
and large it was a commendable
job. Saroyan’s work . was a one-
scene drama involving a husband
and wife about to split up and
consisted of a solid 20 minutes of
their argument, which also brought
in the girl’s parents. This sus-

tained scene made for a certain1

amount of emotional iptehsity and
Interest in the characters, although
occasionally there was a repetitious
effect.

At the same, time there was the
element of suspense,, in whether
the husband would convince his
Wife riot to leave him for a
wealthier man, and a theme in

the husband’s (and Saroyan’s)
conviction that the inner life is

more important than the material-
istic things mbney can buy.

Tod Andrews did a good job as
the husband, although the other
characters were hot fully realized.

Ruth Ford did well as the wife who
Wanted a life, of fun. Johanna
Douglas played the mother; and
Douglas Rutherford the father. The
“arena theatre” production which
Albert McCleery is using; for
“Cameo,” was fairly well suited to
the Saroyan vehicle with its con-
centration on an emotional prob-
lem. Nevertheless, the continuous
use of closeups tends to reach a
point of diminishing returns and
the absence of sets and props can
be a restricting influence. Tangible
things, when used symbolically and
creatively can be expressive visu-
ally.

Because of the script’s shortness,
McCleery filled with an eight-
minute introduction by actor-
writer Nelson Olmstead, speaking
from the control room, showing the
viewers the audio arid video engi-
neers, taking them into the studio
to show the bare walls, four simple
stools arid four spotlights which
are its only props, and the musical
saw and organ which provide the
musical background. Olmstead told

.

how the script came to be written,
a bit about Saroyan’s career and
showed the heavily marked, single-
spaced manuscript. This made an
interesting introduction, although
the tailpiece of turning up the
studio lights, etc*, was unnecessary
and struck a false note.

All in all, there was much good
• material in Saroyan’s effort, par-
ticularly its dealing with a real
problem in warm and human
terms, and the experimental treat-
ment .is turning up some creative
techniques. However, it’s too bad
Saroyan didn’t start with a more
completely realized piece.

two during the Intros. It wasn’t i ers is at the piano helping the
using their presence to full'Ativan- ; artists, and is also spotlighted in a
tage. Bril >. solo. Andy.

flFRfl
Continued from page 25

to $50,000, and another 76, $50,-

000 and Over.

There are better than 50 dra-
matic commercial programs on the
air this summer; all network shows.
However, the budgets on all these
layouts are tight and have brought
about the doubling up of voices by
AFRA performers. This situation
has been very rare in the past.

According to union regulations, one
performer may be given two parts
and paid for only one. If an artist

is given three parts, he must be
paid, in full, for two of them. Dou-
bling Up on parts is now effecting

!

name performers who, never be-
[

fore, have been asked to handle
more than one chore. In an effort
to keep budgets as low as possible,
parts are also being clipped from
scripts.

Transcribed dramatic shows- are
also showing an upward trend this
summer but this' iL, being offset by
the ldck of musical shows. AFRA
execs related that there is less
available time for vocalists at this
period than ever before in radio.

.
Because of this condition, many

pop vocalists are now putting their
voices to singing commercials, both
on live broadcasts and on tran-
scribed shows and on station break
spots.

NBC-TV’s “Philco Playhouse’*
came up with a pleasant warm-
weather show Sunday night (2) in
its presentation of ’The Reluctant
Landlord,” a farce by novelist Scott
Corbett. With a fine adaptation by
Joseph Liss, the show told of the
trials and tribulations of a young
author who was determined to live
and work in Manhattan. When he
and his wife could not find a suit-
able apartment, the frau bought a
rundown house in the lower east
side, complete with tenants, bad
plumbing, nasty mailmen, etc. Cast
played it just a trifle too slowly for
maximum effects, but milked
enough snickers to compensate for
any dearth of yocks.

Hume Cronyn arid Haila Stad-
dard topped a strong, capable cast
as the author and his wife, playing
it broadly as the script required.
Billy Greene was fine as their star
boarder and Sandra Ann Wlggin-
ton turned in a good, non-preco-
cious job as their moppet daugh-
ter. Scoring in lessep roles were.
Guy Thomajan, John Marley, Frank
Campanella, Peggy Fenn, Isabelle
Bonner and Perry Bruskin. Pro-
ducer Fred Coe backed the show
with excellent trappings, particu-
larly the setting of the house itself,

designed by Otis Riggs. Direction
was handled capably by Delbert
Mann.

Continued from page 23

time of the singer’s departure for
Europe, there were, widespread re-

ports that Crosby arid his writer-
producer, Bill Morrow, left in

something of a huff . Morrow’s beef,

it’s said, stems from agency-client
interference on scripts, while Cros-
by is known to be none too favor-

ably disposed toward pitching up
those Chesterfield testimonials ( he
himself prefers a pipe* ) And some-
where in between, that apparently
indestructible Arthur Godfrey-
Chesterfield link is said to rub the
wrong way with the singer.
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New York
CBS staff director Frank Schaff-

ner expected to replace Mare
Daniels as director on “Ford The-

atre” when the show resumes in

the fall. Kenyon & Eckhardt
agency,, which packages the series,

is still seeking a replacement for

producer Win O’Keefe, who also

bowed off . . . NBC’s “Kraft TV
Theatre” taking on 13 more kine-

scope stations in the fall . “Buzz”
Kilik, producer of NBC’s “Kay
Ky$er Show,” presented with an
orchid by the technical crew as the
program checked off for the season
last Thursday (29) • Ex-N. Y.
Yankee star Lefty Gomez guesting
on “Looking in on Baseball” via
WPIX tomorrow night (Thurs.).

Show is packaged by Gene Schoor
productions . . . Two Astor Pic-
tures execs, Jacques Kopfstein and
Fred Bellirt, set up Atlantic TV
Corp. to produce and distribute

films for Video . . i Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis have .inked Mack
David and Jerry Divingston, writers
of the score for Walt Disney's “Cin-
derella,” to write skits and tunes
for their hew NBC show starting
this fall . . . Theo Goetz featured
on NBC’s “Kraft Theatre” July 12

. . Peggy Lobbin signed for the
lead on ABC-TV's “My True Story”
Friday (7) . . . “TV Fashion Serv-
ice,” new production service for
video performers, set up under
the direction of Lee Klein .

Bud Collyer, program host on
NBC-TV’s “Break the Bank,” sub-
bing as emcee for Bert Parks dur-
ing the latter’s four-week junket to
Europe i . . Gordon Duff, alternat-
ing director on “Philco Play-
house,” upped by NBC to producer
and will handle “Lights Out” this
summer, while regular producer
Herbert B. Swope, Jr., vacations.

It’s an Aug. 5 wedding for art
historian Margot Phoryles and “Big
Story” film editor Stuart Rosen-
berg. . .Bob Dixon of CBS-TV’s
“Chuck Wagon” left Friday (30)
as guest of Montana, where he’ll
shoot a film on the state . . .Ed
Cashman, of Kudner agency, to
Coast for three weeks* vacation;

Hollywood
First four of the completed six

pictures for television by Gene
Autry have been scored by Carol
Cotner. Half-hour films, produced,
by Armand Schaefer, are “Gold
Dust Charlie,” “Head For Texas,”
“The Doodle Bug,” and “The Dou-
ble Switch.”. . .Manning Ostroff,
onetime program director of KFWB
and formerly producer of the Eddie
Cantor show, has been set by

' KLAC-TV to produce the Al Jarvis
daytime television show. The Jar-
vis layout, beamed five times week-
ly over KLAC-TV, will undergo
complete revision at Ostroff’s hand

. . “The Plying Fisherman,” filmed
by Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
will be beamed over 15 teevee out-
lets this month bringing the total
shows to 56 in a potential market
of 61 areas . . Gene Lester to N. Y.
to confer with CBS execs on his
“Hollywood On the Line” vidfilm
series . .KTLA has leased 70 films
for Television Pictures Distribution
Corp. for telensing locally. Pack-
age, broken down, consists of 40
features and 30 westerns . . . Ed-
mund Lowe has been set to play
the lead in Ashmead Scott's “Your
Witness” over KECA-TV. Show,
which played for 31 weeks with
Scott handling the lead, prior to
bowing off for six weeks, starts
veiling on July 7 . . . Jerry Fair-
banks Productions’ vid-film series,
Crusader Rabbit” will bow on
KNBH July 15 sponsored by Frisk-
ies Dog Food.

used in TV tubes. . Eddie Grubin
and Tony^Santro set for a return
spot on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town” on teeoff session Sept. 3 . .

.

Larry Joslyn joins W. Biggie Leyin
radio and teevee packaging firm,
exiting Lou Smith agency . . , J.
Morris Jones, editor of World Book
Encyclopedia, b e c om e s regular
panel member of ABC’s “Majority
Rules” next week . . Lillian Gruss
is new secretary to John Mitchell,
WBKB - g,m. • . .New additions at
teevee devision , of Kling Studios
are Thorlund Thorson, scripter;
Bill Newton, and Bud Koch, anima-
tors, . .Don Curtis is leaving N. Y.
tele work to fill a week’s engage-
ment at Tenthouse Theatre in
Highland Park, 111. . . . Oldsmobile
ordered 78 90-second spots on
WNBQ . . . Bob Elson pacted to do
commercials and conduct intermis-
sion interview session on WBKB’s
“Community Theatre,” film series
sponsored by Community Builders
. . .
WNBQ sales chief John Mc-

Partlin vacationing this week . .

.

ABC-TV will" beam final four holes
of Tam O’Shanter golf tourney
Aug. 15, with George S. May Co.
picking up tab for the, hour tele-
cast . . . Charles Tracey is new
WBKB lenser.

London
Nancy Price goes over to a li

comedy part in Eden Phillpotts'
“The Orange Orchard,” being aired
July 9. Elizabeth Maude and
Robert Brown have principal sup-
porting roles . . . New fortnightly
series starts July 12 featuring Al-
fred Marks in “Don’t Look Now,”
produced by Bill Ward and script-
ed by Sid Colin . . . Monckton
Hoffe’s “The Faithful Heart” is

being produced by Fred O'Dono-
van tomorrow (6). with Ballard
Berkeley and Jane Barrett . . . A
new vaudeville series, “Innocents
Abroad,” is being produced by
Richard Afton and Eddie Gray as
star . . . Another new vaude show
is “Regency Room,” a fortnightly
cabaret show being produced by
Michael Mills . . Henry Caldwell
is producing a series of three Sat-
urday night revues on alternate
weeks beginning July 15 . . . Topi-
cal events in current programs in-
clude the Presentation of the Col-
ors by the King to the Coldstream
Guards,. Trygve Lie addressing a
meeting of the United Nations
Assn., races from Ascot and the
Annual Seamanship Inspection
which includes a trip to HMS
Worcester.

Chicago
Gene Autry's vidpix set to bow

on CBS July 2? for Wrigley were
brought in for a $16,000 nut for
each of the six films, exceeding
original estimates, it’s reported

• Lee Bennett emceed first
WGN-TV telecast from its studios
at Chi Fair Saturday (1) . . . Car-
negie-niinois Steel Corp. cut 2Vfcc
from mill price of special steel

Courtesy of M-G-M
'THE GREAT RUHERT’

For George Pal Prods.
THE CAMEL SHOW .every Friday Nito, »:30 D.S.T., NBC

Mg*.: LOU CLAYTON
• - » f i- ,

WNBC, Gotham flagship of NBC,
has taped two 15-minute broadcasts
with poet Carl Sandburg. Latter
does a number of American folk-
songs and chats about the tunes
with Carl Hayerlin, president of
Broadcast Music, Inc.
Ted Cott, WNBC general man-

ager, recorded the stanzas last
week when Sandburg was in N. Y.
working on “A New American Song
Bag,” folio Which BMI will pub-
lish shortly, One of tlie items the
laureate sings is an 1832 number,
“New York’s a Wonderful Plaice.”

a

Boston, July 4,

Harold E. Fellows, general man-
ager of WEEI and director of CBS
operations in New England, claims
title of “busiest man in the Hub;”
having recently added three more
posts to his long string of offices.

His latest acquisitions are: prez
of Hub’s Radio Exec Club; veepee
of Boston Chamber of Commerce,
of which he is also a member of
the exec committee; and member
of the Committee of Advertising
of U. S. Chamber of Commerce,

In addition; he is chairman of
the Massachusetts State Broadcast-
ers Committee and member of the
Boards of Directors of Advertising
Club, the Boston Better Business
Bureau, Greater Boston Develop-
ment Commission and the Bos-
tonian Society. He is also on the
Advisory Committee of the Nation-
al Conference of Christians and
Jews, a trustee of Arthritis and
Rheumatism Foundation, a mem-
ber of Baoson Institute chapter of
Alpha Delta Sigma (national ad-
vertising fraternity ) , and the Pub-
lic Relations Committee of the
United Community Services.
He also finds time to direct the

destiny of one of Hub’s important
radio outlets.

FCC Okays Pilgrim Bid
Continued from page 25

tion and giving preference to the
program proposals and other quali-
fications of Pilgrim, the Commis-
sion emphasized that its action
“flows from the failure of the rec-
ord to establish a need in the area
for additional foreign language
programs.” Had there been an ade-
quate showing of need, the agen-
cy indicated, Solimene’s program
plans might have carried more
Weight in a contest for the fre-
quency.

Commission found, on the basis
of the 1940 census, that about 13%
of Boston’s population are foreign-
born white persons speaking lan-
guages other than English; and
that about 20% is native white of
foreign or mixed parentage from
non-English-speaking countr ies.

Among the foreign populations of
the city there were 58,700 native
Italians of foreign or mixed parent-
age and 31,555 foreign-born Ital-

ian's.
'

While the Italians are the larg-
est single national group of foreign
extraction in the area, the decision
said, there was no evidence to show
how many of them are “totally un-
familiar” with the English lan-
guage. Furthermore, it added, the
record failed to determine the ex-
tent

;
to which existing stations in

Boston are broadcasting foreign
language programs or otherwise
serving the needs of. the foreign-
born population.
Solimene proposed to allocate

about 27% of his broadcast sched-
ule for foreign language programs
-—Italian, Lithuanian, Russian,

Syrian, German, Swedish, French,
Greek, Yiddish and Portuguese.
Approximately two. and one-half
hours of the daily schedule would
be devoted to Italian and one-half
hour to other languages. One of
the objectives of the broadcasts, he
said, “would be to encourage the
members of these foreign language
groups to learn English and to be-
come assimilated into

,
the life of

the community as soon as possi-
ble,”

The Commission supported thie

Examiner’s preference . for both

•Pilgrim and Beacon Broadcasting

Co over Solimene, and decided;
•

.
• . • * ,

that Pilgrim, because of greater
familiarity With local needs and
conditions, ccmld be expected to

provide a more representative pro-
gram service and one more closely

attuned to the requirements of the
area. Commissioner George Stea-

ling, dissenting, favored Beacon
because of the radio experience of

the applicant and the integration
of ownership with management.

Pilgrim is owned by 22 Bay State
citizens, none holding more than a

10% interest., President of the
company is Joseph A. Dunn- Man-
ager of the station will be Arthur
E. Haley, Who has been employed
for the past three years as time
salesman for WBMS in Boston.
Company plans a staff

.

of 26 em-
ployees and to employ all qualified

persons formerly with WORL who
were not involved in any irregu-
larities in the operation of the sta-

tion.

Ohio Solons
Continued from page 27

problems Would arise around the
issue Of .shows originating outside
of Ohio; the showing of newsreels
the same day the event happened,
and he added if newsreels had to
be censored in advance it would
mean a censor in every TV station;

Hissong declared that his inter-
pretation of the present law would
be censorship of films only shown
by projector.

Meanwhile^ the State’s Liquor
Control Board has revised its rules,

stating “Television broadcasting,
or screening shall be prohibited if

the advertising portrays pictures
of women in an immodest or vul-
gar manner,” and the Board told

wouldbe liquor advertisers “any
alcoholic beverage advertising pro-
gram by radio, television, newspa-
per, mail or otherwise offering a

prize upon Completion of any con-
test of whatever nature” is pro-
hibited. At present there are no
giveaway liquor programs known
in this area. r

Santa Claus arid the nation’s

fighting men also Come under this

new regulation:
“No advertising shall refer or

portray any military subject or any
picture or reference to Santa
Claus.”
Although the Board iri the past

had. made reference to feminine at-

tire and liquor-sponsored giveaway
shows, the regulation dealing with
Santa and the armed forces is com-
pletely new,

Boston—Several radio personali-

ties have deserted the Hub for

their annual vacations. Mildred
Bailey, director of women’s pro-

grams on WCOP, Hub’s ABC out-

let, planed to San Francisco for

several weeks; Priscilla Fortesque,
emcee of “Listen Ladies,” femme
show on WEEI, local CBS outlet

is spending most of her vacation

time in Hollywood. Carl DeSuze,
WBZ and WBZ-TV (NBC) an-

nouncer, headed abroad for a

three-week looksee at Paris.

WCPO-TV Show Takeoffs

Leaves Mixed Opinons
(Cincinnati, July 4,

A spree of burlesques by Scripps-
Howard WCPO-TV of promotional
stunts and shows originated by
Crosley’s WLW-T has a lot of the
boys in the trade asking: is that
good? And answers vary. One
opinion is that the buffoonery
rated a laugh first off, and that was
enough,
From another corner comes a

request to Mort Watters that his

hands do a repeat of the takeoff
of WLW-T’s new “Get on the Line”
giveaway series offering prizes val-

ued at more than $1,000 for tune
identifications via the phone.
That burlesque by WCPO-TV

was labeled “Get Off the Hook”
and followed the initial quizzer by
a couple of hours. It was unan-
nounced and renamed all charac-
ters and products in the Crosley
station’s program. ;

Overall, the goings on have
stirred up some extra attention for

j

both stations and each of them con-
|

tinues to report steady increases of
time sales.

In fact, John T„ Murphy, Cros- i

ley’s director of TV operations* in ;

a talk before the Louisville (Ky.) .

Ad Club, said, “reports show 25%
j

of all sets are tuned in for day-
time programs.” He added; “I do
not know whether we will proceed
to program around the clock* blit

starting next fall we will begin our
programs at 8:30 in the morning.”

WTVN’s ‘Auto Auction’ i

Columbus, July 4.
|

WTVN has made a tieup with
j

Joe Toepfner, Studebaker dealer

!

here, to sell automobiles via tel'e--.!

vision during a half-hour weekly
|

show scheduled to start July 11.

Titled “Auto Auction,” the show
will be televised from a downtown
parking lot. Six cars, ranging from
old to new, will be auctioned off

each week. Bids will be taken both
from spectators on the scene and
from viewers by telephone. Chet
Guffy will do the auctioneering.

TO

Television authority'

AND

NETWORK MANAGEMENT
On May 5 last, Screen Actors Guild urged

you to speed contract negotiations for per-

formers in live television shows.

Because of the existing deplorable condi-

tions for performers iri live television, we

again urge you to negotiate improvements

for such performers without further delay.

We stipulate such negotiations shall be

without prejudice to the fights of any party

to enlarge the scope of negotiations after the

pending NLRB proceedings are concluded.

If the networks fear this would be an unfair

labor practice, we hereby publicly waive any

right to bring such charge.

If TvA fears this might set a precedent

in NLRB proceedings, we hereby publicly

waive that precedent.

There are no strings to this offer. We
would appreciate a reciprocal offer by TvA
for the Screen Guilds to go ahead with ne-

gotiations in the field of televised motion

pictures, but our proposal is not contingent

upon such offer by TvA.

We again urge you to start negotiations

for performers in the field of live television.

Cleveland— The United Broad-
casting Co. has asked for approval
from the 'Cleveland City Building
Department, to spend. $215,000 to
add two floors to its proposed new
1>AM-TV Center.

(Sighed)

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD
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Hollywood, July 4.

Alan Miner’s Western Radio Net-

work pulled an el foldo Friday (30)

as a result of pressure brought to

bear on its 18 affiliates carrying

broadcasts are in violation of a

Commission regulation which pro-

vides that “a licensee shall not

attempt affirmatively to create the

impression that any program being

recreations of the American and
. broadcast by mechanical reproduc-

Nationai League baseball games, 'i

tions Consists of live talent;’

Pressure came from both the I

complaint further asserts that

•‘the spurious character of theAmerican and National Leagues,
Mutual, Don Lee and Liberty Net-

work. These parties wired each

individual station using the West-

ern, recreations, advising them that

they were not “pleased” with their

(Western’s) airing of the games.:

This move was made because Lib-

erty and Mutual, Combined, laid

out $200,000 for the rights to these

recreations. Western Was sending

out the games, with Hal Berger an-

nouncing, though it had not paid

for the rights.

Western merely had a reporter in

the stands make note . of three or

four innings at a time and then

phone the results to Audio-Video
Studios where Berger was work-

ing. Other webs are using Western
Union for their transmission and
paying for the use of the wire serv-

ice which in turn pays the Leagues
j

for the right to carry the informa-

tion concerning the ball games.

Following the wires received by

the 18 stations in this area, six

Western outlets immediately can-

celled out. As a result Western
wired the remaining 1? stations in-

forming them that Friday (30

)

would be the final recreation.

method is giving broadcasting it-

self a black eye. Even the stations

which have not beeni guilty of the

practice have received numerous
complaints about the broadcasts.

Listeners are confused and many
are resentful. Those who fully

understand what a ‘reconstructed’

game is regard the attempt as an

affront to their intelligence
0

Hofheinz adds that the broad-

Hofheinz’s BB Squawks
' Washington. J uly 4.

|

A comolaint against the Liberty l

Broadcasting System of Dallas for

ca trying programs “which create
‘

the impression that they are eye- •

witness accounts of baseball games
in the American and National :

Leagues” was filed with the FCC :

last .week by Roy Hofbeinzv owner
ot KTHT, Houston. Actually, said

casts are “spawning petty rackets

and gambling.” In Houston, he

charges, “unscrupulous operators

have taken advantage of unknow-
ing listeners by inducing them to

bet on games the outcome Of which
is already, known to the operators.

Innocent listeners have been prey

for this racket because of their im-

pression t hat they are listening to

the actual game in progress, where-
as it may have been over lor some
time.”

Liberty feeds its broadcasts
through its own station. KLIF, in

Dallas, to a network of 39 stations.

Its baseball service is carried in

Houston by KATL.
Liberty recently, filed a com r

plaint With the Commission to re-

cover $18,000 from Western Union
for retroactive reparations it

claimed is due it on service charges
for WU’s baseball sports service,

which FCC found excessive.

.

Extols Divorcement
Washington, July 4.

Divorcement of film pro-

ducers from theatre ownership
is putting Hollywood on a

free enterprise basis which
should mean better motion
pictures, Morris Ernst declared

in a speech here last week be-

fore the American Newspaper
Guild. Relating his part in

the breakup of studios and ex-

hibitors, the lawyer-economist
told the Guild :

;
“Representing some of the

large independent motion pic-

ture producers, I had the joy

of urging a divorce in the mo-
tion picture industry. It is

enough that people produce
pictures. That is a man-sized

job. They need not own all of

the dominant key theatres of

the nation.
“The Supreme Court de-

clared a divorce and now. if

you please, there is no ques-

tion among the shnai’t people
in the business end of Holly-

wood that the motion picture

industry has its first chance in

the history of that great indus-

try to get on a sound eco-

nomic basis because by di-

vorce we bave approached
more closely to free enterprise

in its real terms, because the
producer of a picture now
must make a picture for pub-
lic acceptance and not have in

.

the back of his head. ‘I own a

theatre, a thousand theatres.

They have to take anything I

produce, and they have to push
a:”

Skitch Henderson, WNBC, N. Y., disk jockey-pianist, today (Wed.)

will devote his stint to kudosing Metro star Judy Garland, who recently

attempted suicide. Henderson, who knows the actress-singer from the

Coast, will spiff her records in a tribute to her “warm and wonderful

talents.”
The bandleader, in a pitch to give the Saturday segment of his

cross-the-board show a juve slant, is inviting moppets under nine years
old to visit the studio where he’ll play keyboard duets with them.

ABC is launching a $400,000 ad campaign in national magazines to

boost its audiences. Some of the ads will be on a swap basis, but most
Will be paid for in cash, via ,BBD&0. It’s considered the largest

expenditure for consumer advertising of any of the webs, and is in addi-

tion to ABC’s trade and newspaper ads anjl those of its o-and-o sta-

tions. ,/:

Ted Oberfelder, ad-promotion-researph director, has contracted
for six pages in Look, five in Collier’s, four in Esquire and four in

Coronet. Campaign will start in September and will plug the web’s
sports; TV, daytime, and news programs, as well as specific evening
lineups (such as Thursday, Friday and Sunday) where ABC feels it’s

dominant.

Harry Sosiiik, who batoned the orch on CBS-TV’s “54th Street-

Revue” and has been conducting other pop music programs, is guest-
! conducting on “Main Street Music Hall” over CBS. Subbing for Alfredo
1 Antonini, he fronted the “Main Street” orch (which includes semi-

I
classical tunes in' its repertoire)* Sunday (2) and does* a repeat next
Sunday (9).

'

" \

j

He’s also doing “By Popular Demand;” the Mark Goodson-Bill Tod-
!
man package with Robert Alda emceeing, which started as summer

i replacement for “This Is Show Business” on CBS-TV Sunday (2>.

j

C. E. Hooper last week wrote the National Better Business Bureau
' charging that another organization is calling homes and using the

I
Hooper identification. Group reportedly is surveying the extent of

I television ownership in New York City. Hooper told the BBB that he’s

! concerned with this misuse of his name because of the “highly contro-

i versial industry issue” involved.

Continued from page 24

Continued from page 23

conductors from among his pupils
the complaint, the broadcasts origi-

, < j^eonard Bernstein; Eleaz-ar
•! T\nll on * * n m /i n pa to amnotn/i ( ^

of play-by-

the scene

nate in Dallas “and are fabricated i

from telegraph reports and the an-

il oi incer*s imagination .

’ ’

Hofheinz, who filed the com-
plaint, as a member of the law firm

o f Hofheinz & Stephen, charged
that “a conscious and deliberate

effort” is made in the broadcasts
to give the impression
play descriptions from
of the games.

The complaint charges that al-

though an opening announcement
is made that the description is ‘•re-

constructed’* it doubts “that the
average listener understands what
is meant by a ‘reconstructed’ game
even if he hears the announce-
ment.” Use of “obviously recorded”
crowd noises, including cheering
and applause, complaint declares,

“contributes to the delusion that

an actual broadcast is being made.”

Hofiieiriz contends that the

Carvalho, et al.), and that during
the Berkshire administration he’s

j

been running the Festival “for the
i

Americas and America’s gifted

!

pupils.” Further, Koussevitzky put
j

himself on record that, he would
withdraw responsibility for any of
the concerts save those that he

5

himself and his pupils conduct.
At the end of the interview, Fas-

I set asked Koussevitzky if he really

]
wanted it to go out on the air as

given, The conductor insisted that

it should, asserting that if It wasn’t
carried, he would call a press con-
ference himself to express his

views. .

Over the the past weekend Kous-
sevitzky asked for a recording of

the interview.
.
After: listening to

it, he remained just as adamant,
requesting only the deletion of
personal comment anent the Italian

conductor.

, . . . and it will be sent so much
cheaper than the local owner of a

newspaper can conceivably employ
the people to set the type or to

write the words, that all that may
be left unlesg we are. careful is

the facsimile-robotizing of national

and international items of the

minds of the American people.

“There will be no choices and

^ j

discriminations and selections, the
e

I things that make life difficult but

: worthwhile. And there will be
added only the first few pages of

local advertising and local news.

“The economic question that

must be explored is. who owns fac-

simile, who owns this great new
pipeline? Will it be just three or

four? They can be the most blessed
people known to God, and they are

not good enough . No three of us
can be good enough because three
people is too few, because when
only three groups of power get to-

gether . we know what happens.”

turer’s purpose-—creating goodwill
for his brand. They cite cases of

companies which pour a lot of

money into co-ops, only to be out-

stripped by firms concentrating on
national advertising. . „

MeanWhffe, dealer co-ops are tak-

ing an increasing proportion of the
national ad dollar, with proponents
claiming that they enable the man-
ufacturer to double his buying pow-
er by getting the local time rate,

Which is generally lower than the'

national rate. But there is a grow-

!

ing movement to equalize natipnal,

local and spot rates.

Continued from page 25

Continued from page 25

Boston U’s AM-TV Course
Boston. July 4.

The hep directors of Boston

University are offering a new
course, beginning with the fall

term, tabbed “Legal Aspects of

Radio and Television.

Slanted to meet demand for

trained execs in broadcasting in-

dustry, course will give students

know-how of operations of FCC
and an understanding of legal

problems confronted by industry
citing decisions by the courts.

Richard B. Dellheim, Hub attor-

ney, has been signed to handle the
lectures.
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series of radio-TV shows to be
built around disk jockeys selected
from nationwide key cities.

Shortly thereafter, Kaye charges
in his suit, CBS violated his rights
by appropriating the idea and
turning it over to Liggett & Myers.
Stick-swishers format was alleged-
ly used on “ABC’s of Music,” which
preemed on CBS May 31 with
Chesterfield sponsoring. Show has
emcee Robert Q. Lewis interview-
ing disk jocks.

San Antonio •— “Whaley’s Baili-
wick” featuring Bud Whaley as
disk jockey-m,c. telecast for a half-
hour each Saturday night over
KEYL has been given an additional
30 minutes making the program a
full hour. Program has a maximum
of participating sponsors.

events he is reputed to have at-

tended, Cottone asked the medico,
“wouldn’t you be likely to stretch

your professional conscience for a

wealthy patient who is also a good
friend?” The reply was firmly

negative.
Pursued Cottone: “Would it be

less hazardous for Richards to ap-

.

pear if special arrangements were
made for his teslimbny

r
to be given

in other than a public hearing.”

!
Replied Dr. Thomas: “If he had

a quiet talk with the examiner it

• would probably be alright, but not
' if counsel were present.”
i During his 90 minutes on the
! stand, Dr. Thomas said that Rich-
I ards. 61, is a victim of coronary oc-

I
elusion and angina pectoris, and

j

an X-ray showed a definite enlarge-

|

meht of the heart.
.
Thomas con-

; tended that Richards’ life would
be endangered if he were put un-
der grilling by government coun-
sel.

Hugh Fulton, chief counsel for
Richards, absented himself from
the last few days of the hearing to
turn his attention to other clients,

among them being Duke of Wind-
sor and Technicolor. Burden of
combating Cottohe’s gruelling ex-
amination of Reynolds fell to Jo-
seph Burns.

Detroit — Charles Penman, for-
merly associated with NBC and
CBS, has joined the WWJ produc-
tion staff. Penman, before going
to the nets, was on the WJR staff
in Detroit.

f
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Agencies Rap
Contiiiued from page

gan for July 1. Although it favors

co-ops for some clients ( whose
confipetition uses co-ops ) , Grey says
that co-ops are poor builders of

consumer goodwill. It adds that
co-ops tend to be “simply another
form of discount” resulting in a

two-price system.

“No matter how many controls
are set up, huge loopholes remain
through which the retailer caitl—

and does—maneuver evasively,”
Grey declares. “Moreover, since
the allowance is really a bribe,
the manufacturer can’t be too strict

in insisting on contract observ-
ance.” It says that the manufac-
turer may be charged at a higher

;

rate than the retailer is paying.

I Other critics of the co-ops say
that there is a good deal of “chisel-
ing based on false invoices.” But
their chief objection is that the
retailer really is plugging himself,
rather than building up the desira-
bility of the manufacturer’s prod-

! uct. If co-ops were agency-con-

!
trolled, the agencies believe, they’d
be more efficient for the manufac-

Wft're proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK
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Indie packager Bernard Prockter denied this week that he had been
forced to fire two of the top leads from his upcoming “T-Men” tele-

vision show because the program’s sponsor had objected to their alleged
Communist leanings.

.

Two actors, whom Prockter declined to identify, reportedly were
included in the list of alleged Communist sympathizers in radio and
TV published recently by Counterattack magazine. According to Prock-
ter, whoever started the rumor saw their names in the list, discovered
they -weren’t to be on the show permanently and tried to correlate the
two facts. He declared the men were used for the show’s kinescope
audition but that neither had been assigned a permanent role even prior
to publication Of the list. Both are competent actors, he said, arid if

the need arises again for their services, they will be used.
Prockter denied that Chrysler, Whiyh is to sponsor the show On ABC-

TV in the fall, had complained about the two actors and ordered him
not to use them,

Alsco Corp;, which has signed to bankroll a new show starring Wendy
Barrie on NBC-TV starting in August, has discovered a unique way
to tie in Video with its sales promotion activities. Outfit, which manu-
factures aluminum storm windows and doors, has ordered six prints of
the show’s kinescope audition for circulation among its 22 assembly
plants. There* the local sales managers will screen the prints for their
staffs to give the salesmen an opportunity to start building merchandise
tieins immediately, Prints are also to be screened at Alsco’s national
convention, scheduled for next Tuesday (11) in Chicago, at which Miss
Barrie will also make an appearance. Program, to be titled “Through
Wendy’s Window/’ will be a 15^minute weekly offering.

“Production Pointers—For More - Effective Television Commercials”
has just been published by Broadcast Advertising Bureau. .

Looseleaf publication gives practical tips on TV advertising in 22
different categories. For example, florists are told that to make flowers
look dewy fresh they should be sprayed with water containing a drop
of ink shortly before being put in front of the cameras. Silverware
merchants are shown how to construct a canopy which will give them
the best lighting.

In addition to the specialized info for various kinds of items, advice
on graphic art and general effects is given. Among these are tips on
making break-away furniture, fire flicker, rain, steam, photo murals, etc.

Material for the current release (which Will be expanded shortly)
was furnished by Richard L. Linkroum and John A. De Mott, both of
CBS-TV. Work Was edited by Charles A. Batson of BAB.

Move by Holiday Hotel, Swartswood, N. J., resort, to stop the ABV-TV
stanza “Holiday Hotel” from using the name, was dismissed by New
York supreme court Justice Henry Clay Greenberg last week.
Judge ruled that there wasn’t proof the web, sponsor (Packard), and

agency (Young & Rubicarii) had “intent to deceive or mislead the
public,” Hotel had claimed that prospective guests Said they didn’t
want to gcr tp a hotel like that depicted on the video show.

Howdy Doody, NBC television’s puppet character, is scheduled to
launch a comic strip Oct. 1 as his latest outside activity. Strip, to be
written and drawn by Milt Neil and Chad Rathkopf and syndicated by
United Features, will tee off as a Sunday feature, going daily about the
first of the year.
"Howdy” character, which is owned by Martin Stone Associates, is

already featured. in a monthly comic book published by Dell and is soon
to appear in one of the “Golden Book” series. Initial print order on
the latter, according to Stone, is 1,500,000 copies.

CBS-TV, continuing its search for more studio space in N. Y., has
leased the Town Theatre at 55th street and Ninth avenue and the
Peace House at 109th street and Fifth avenue for conversion into video
studios 'by next fall. Town, owned by the Brandt circuit, is the first

filmery in Manhattan to be taken over for TV. Peace House was leased
from the Shuberts.
CBS plans to convert the entire orchestra of the Town, a 1,568-

seater, into a 71x75-foot studio, capable of handling the largest dra-
matic shovvs or audience-participation programs. Peace House will be
reconverted into a 68x77-foot studio, with a 30-foot ceiling. CBS’ take-
over of the two. theatres follows by a few weeks NBC’s purchase of the
Hudson, former legit house.

The $1,000 awarded WWJ, Detroit, last spring by the Alfred I.

DuPont Foundation for outstanding public service during 1949 has
been matched by WWJ-The Detroit News, and the funds used to pro-
vide television sets for 12 schools and deserving institutions in the
Detroit area. Harry Bannister, general manager of WWJ, WWJ-FM,
and WWJ-TV, made the presentations Thursday (29) at ceremonies in
the WWJ auditorium.

The Zenith Radio Corp. is standing firm against the downward trend
in tele set prices. Retail tags on the 23 new models previewed last
week before Zenith distribs were generally comparable to last season
prices. Retail listings range from $179.95 for a 12-inch model to $695
for a 19-inch combination. Latter set, reflecting trend towards larger
screens, is Zenith’s first 19-incher.

Optional with the new sets is a remote control tuning device. Com-
pany is sticking with its round screen on all models.

*

Robert Coe, former veepee and manager of the N. Y, Daily News’
wPIX, has been retained by the Schine interests as a special con-
sultant on radio and television. He’s now trouble-shooting the outfit’s
WPTR, Albany, where W. Russell David continues as veepee and gen-

j

era! manager. Coe is expected to be a key figure in the Schines’ pro- :

.lected theatre television plans.

Tovac Cfnl-iAM DahawIa which reports it has been received
ICAdd oiauon iveporis by a viewer in Harrisburg, Pa.,

Viewmg In Pennsylvania tv thus beats the claim of wtcn,
. . . r a Minneapolis/which Was Viewed in

Annfhon i!?
1

!
^k

5
ton!°‘ Tyler, Tex., about 1,200 miles dis-

Another contender in the long-
f

J
f

’

Wrtir TV
06?**?11 WOAI-TV bid. is based on a let-

is WOAI-TV heie,
^er Silom Horwitz of Harris-^ burg, who wrote that on June 20

he picked up the Texas station on
\ "tllPCC Off** Channel 4 and * watched “Tele-

I -fUV 1 III1CC OffATO news,” a spot commercial and
I “Kukla, Fran and 01 lie.” He cited

a union, most of them in the mid
| ARTii West, with Indiana leading in num-

ber of letters received.

Houston — Terry Hamilton Lee
has resigned as veepee and com-
mercial manager of KXY-Z here to

become director of sales for

KPRC-TV. Lee will take over his

new dutie* July 15. .
r... .. . « .i i I

1 rkiiiH*. I •

Ed Lamb’s WTVN Eifands
' Columbus, July 4.

WTVN, the Edward Lamb sta-
tion here, which began daily tele-
casting at 10 a.m* on June l2 arid
9:30 a.m. telecasting a week later,
recently added eight more to its

studio staff. They are:

Richard Robbins, sales and pro-
duction; Charles W. Hunter, sales;
James Lapp, production; Robert
Swisher, film editor; Kevin Burn,
cameraman; Dorina Kelly, recep-
tionist, and Glade Grable and Wil-
liam Barber, engineers.

Webs Call Turn
Continued from page 27^—^

house-built. Among these are its

Sunday night vaiideo show with the
rotating name emcees, which will
be bankrolled by Colgate; the Mar-
tin and X^ewis package for Wednes-
day night, probably .being spon-
sored by Buick, and the Groucho
Marx show, to be sponsored by De-
Soto Thursdays, which was recent-
ly bought by the web in a package
deal/' '•

While no network exec will go
on record as saying so., their off-

the-record remarks indicate they
expect this new control over pro-
gramming to pay off rating-wise.
Each of the webs, for example, has-
several programs Which apparent-
ly satisfy both the advertiser and
the agency, even though they are
not among the Hooper and Nielsen
leaders. Once the contracts for
these shoWs expire, the webs will
be able to demand that the adver-
tisers either kick through with suf-
ficient money to buy a better pro-
gram (which would be packaged by
the network), or else give up the
.time to; one of the clients Waiting
in line who would be willing to
meet the web’s terms.

Entire situation, it is noted, re-

sembles that which obtained dur-
ing the early days of radio. When
time was to be had on the AM net-
works for the asking, it was the
agencies which brought in their

own shows and decided how they
would be handled. Then, when the
webs reached an SRO position,

they took over program control,

with the latter phase culminating
in the recent scramble to buy the
top-name talent on an exclusive
basis. In radio, however, the agen-
cies still control much of the pro-
gramming, and that factor is ex-
pected to continue in view of the
cream AM time now going begging.

Continued from page i'l

addition they had no previous

years’ grades).

Following filling out of the ques-

tionnaire, the grades for the years

1948 and 1949 were marked down
opposite the name of the student.

Then the names were covered and
facts extracted.
According to some^of the find-

ings, one out of every five students
has a TV set. Topping all fields

of program preference in the top.

three classes were sports
t
events,

with football first and baseball and
wrestling tied in second place.

Milton Berle was the favorite pro-

gram star. Western films nosed
out Arthur Godfrey for second
place with the sophomores, while
Dave Garroway was the seniors’

second choice.

CBS Drops Sat. Garden Plan
Continued from page

be, but it is known that the web there, so he’ll return to N. Y. soon-

had an actual dear with the Gar- er than originally expected. Jack

den instead of merelv an notion*
BeniW» meanwhile, who’s currently

aeiv instead ot mereiy an option,
at the Palladium> wilJ make the ,

with the rights said to have sold for junket to Germany as planned,
$125,000. Unless the network on since the Army scheduled him sev-

its own can find another buyer for erfll months ago.

the package, it is believed it will —
have to forfeit part or all of that 1 . :

.

”

money. nilMftllt
Reasoning behind the web’s de- llliniwlll

cisioh is strictly a financial one. Continued from page 30
On the basis of inking Sinatra to
an exclusive radio and TV pact last growth* He predicted a' color de-

week, the projected Sinatra TV Vision by the FCC in September,
show will be a house package, same but no lift on the freeze until next
as “Sing It,” Thus, the web will spring. Because of the necessary

benefit financially on both shows hearings and paper work to be
from both a packaging and time done, DuMont said* he did .not

sale standpoint. think more than 30 new stations

On “Sing It,” Arrid arid Sterling Would be built in 1951, 100 in 1952

Drug had each bankrolled 15-min- and 150 the following year. Du-
ute segments of the radio show, Mont also disclosed that all suits

with Sterling slated to drop out at with RCA have been settled and
the end of the current cycle. Arrid that the two companies are now
is now expected to take the show exchanging licenses,

on both radio and TV, and CBS Stockholders reelected the full
hopes Sterling will reconsider its slate of directors, 'with Paramount
decision to cancel on the basis of again placing three members on
the simulcast and return in the the board to represent its owner-
fall. Sinatra program is to be sold ship of DuMont’s B stock. Direc-
in half-hour segments, with Speidel tors include DuMont, Leonard F.
reportedly having evidenced cort-, Cramer, Bruce T. DuMont, Thomas
siderable interest in taking the first T. Goldsmith, Jr., David Van Al-
half-hour in the fall, . styne, Jr., Barney Balaban, Edwin

Definite plans for the Sinatra L. Weisl and Paul Raibourn. Lat-
program will await the singer’s re- ter three are the Par representa-
turn from Europe at the end of the tives, Directors later reelected the
month. He flew to London Friday incumbent officers, including Dr.
(30) to start a two-week stand at DuMont, prexy; Cramer, Veepee;
the Palladium July 10. Army, be- Raibourn, treasurer; Bernard Good-
cause of the Korean situation, has win, secretary; Arthur Israel, Jr.#

cancelled Sinatra’s trip to Ger- assistant secretary, and Irving Sin-
many to entertain the U. S. troops ger, assistant treasurer.

WANTED
TELEVISION

SHORTS — FEATURES
for

MEXICO—CUBA—BRAZIL

ALL LATIN AND

SOUTH AMERICAN TERRITORIES

SUBJECTS SUITED TO LATIN TEMPERAMENT
AND PSYCHOLOGY CONSIDERED

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-NO BARRIER

"Mom” "ARTIE” "AL"i

Continued from page 2~ssssi\

studio. Web does not plan to

charge for trucking required from
its plant to the studio loading docks

j

when a client uses NBC sets and i

props. Any other trucking is to

be billed as usual.

NBC also set new rates for non-
camera rehearsal in regular broad-

j

cast studios, to permit clients to

get used to the studios where pos-

,

sible before camera rehearsal

;

starts. Web pointed out, though,
1

that occupation of the studios by-

other programs might tie them up
to prevent the dry runs. Where a

dry run is possible in a broadcast

studio, the web will charge $30 to

$45 per hour if no sets are used,

depending on the size of the studio.

If a dry run is held with sets, the

charge will range from $45 to $65
per hour. Ail charges for dry re-

hearsals are to be subject to the

regular 15% agency commission.

Louisville—Bill Polglase is sum-
mer replacement announcer on
WAVE. He’s a Eordham graduate.

WILL ADVANCE DUBBING COSTS
* t

SUBJECTS TO BE DUBBED

INTO SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

AT

R. K. 0. CHURUBUSC0 STUDIO,

MEXICO CITY

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CALL OR WRITE FRANK FOUCE

PAN AMERICAN
TELEVISION CORPORATION
127 S. Broadway Los Angeles 12, Calif.

Tel. MU. 5713 - MI. 1776
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Radio Reviews
Continued front page 29

written by dialers who describe i a pleasant-enough ..bundle in its

how a neighborly act changed their • own right. But its patter and mu-
life. Oh the preem, the style of : sic .format seeins^ too^ basically

both letters as read by Rogers

fests are bridged by recorded in-

strumental music interludes, all

shaping for an informative half-

hour. Local listeners are sure to

have their civic pride boosted /'sev-

eral potches, after learning at7 first

hand about their neighbors at
work.

At show caught (18), Lee Smith,;

via tape recordings, made a tour of

of its relaxed pitch. Script and
j

same success, although his hours
patter, a pleasant blend of hep
language and slang, avoid the pit-

falls of many jazz and dixieland
crusades, emphasis being put on
showmanship and naturalness.
Leigh Karnman, the emcee-writer,
supplies laughs with screwball
commercials. “

I

are not as choice. He airs from,
11:15 to 11:30 a.m. and from 1:15
to 4:45 p.m.—-when the Allen-
Gowdy team describe Yankee base-
ball games, he bows off at 2:25.
Matinee period is so long that

Goodman may wear out bis wel-
come with too much gab and nut-

ivere suspiciously alike as if com-
ing from the same pen. In any
case, the good intention of promot-
ing good will and friendliness was
evident. Prize-winning letters re-

ceive modest giveaways.
Interviews with the guests are

held down to a few minutes apiece.
On the first Stanza, Lucy Monroe,
the .‘‘star spangled soprano," made
some effectively sincere comments
about her work for the National
Amputation Foundation; Albert
Dekker, on the* other hand; gave
an adult critique of the character,

]

Harry Blons and his "Mendota tiness. At least that*s the impres-
nrnvidp authentic dixie- 1 sinn after dialing for the firefsimilar to make much of a dent m

j the ]\iengei Co. Plywood Division,
! Buzzards" provide authentic dixie- ! sion after dialing for the

T
first

the audiences of better entrenched
j

one of fbw nationally known Pjy-
j
land tinged with /

" “ “ *

°r,
lKe

/^ jyre
^ name

jy »
;
wood and veneer plants. He in- ;•••• Peggy Lee, playing an engage- !

brassiness and broadness can stale
the CBS Arthur Godfrey spread.

I terviewed the; advertising man-] ’ • • • " — -- --- — -
Gabbing 1$ • capably done by i ;

w»iio gave him a lot of
Studs Terkel, \vho has_captu^ed at-

1

about, the comoanv and
tention as host of "Studs Place”
on NBC-TV. Chatter material on
stanza heard (28) was pretty stand
avd, including the inevitable “I

ran across this in the paper the
other day" . note. A good touch,
however, Was the gentle lampoon-
ing soap-opera sketch; .

Music was definitely on par for
shows of ..this type, with Connie

! Russell and Jack Haskell turning
lyilly Loman, which pelckcr is

! j their usual fine chirping jobs
playing in “Death of a Salesman." 1 - -

This was by far the most impres-
sive portion of the show.

Selections of the few disks

good info about the company and
its products. Another interview
brought out interesting facts about
how arid where the company gets
its mahogany logs. Method of get-
ting out the logs from Africa and
British Honduras, shipping them
to the U. S„ Why mahogany is so

j

desirable for fine furniture, etc
; |

made fine listening,
j

. Smith then rnade a tour of varir •

ous parts of the plant, saw-mill,
|

finishing departments and the like,

ment at another local nitery, Club
Carriival, appeared as guest star

and was interviewed by Karnman.
The star got her professional start

around the Twin Cities and this

was her first visit to the area since;

her big time advent nearly 12
years ago. The interview was an
informal; non-cliche deal, center-

>p

_ , v,' ' ^ ,1 •

| 1
~

- J |
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Miss Russell was- esgecially_ good
; and jus interviews with workmen,^11,np ? r,n 'w*Ua Wnrir Soup backgrounded by actual machine

[

selling “Cinderella Work Song,
while Haskell scored With "La Vie
en Rose." The Art Van Damme

played on the show I'evealed a con-
• qu i ntet supported in nice fashion,

fused pattern. VI he jplaymgoi a(
M
comedy touch was added by

hot number by Gene Krupa s orch,
\ j0 ]11T Conrad as the funnyman who

while providing an opening for
.j
always laughs at his own stale

Rogers to remark, that Krupa once
|
jokes—a switch that makes it, easy

noises, workmen going about their
tasks, etc., made a realistic taping. 1

Smith has an easy, conversational I

style, acquired through years be-
fore the radio mikes, and lifted
the commonplace interviews to a>

ing around her “homecoming.
“Dixieland Caravan" is a con-

tinuation of a prewar airer from
Mitch’s. That program included
such sturdies as the late Tom Gat
Bob Zurke, Joe Sullivan, Doc
Evans and “Red" Dougherty’s
origin a 1 "Mendota Buzzards."
"Caravan” is produced by Studio
13. a new Twin City radio package
outfit. Lee.

played in his band, was completely j J^
v

the^^tcrs ^tVould-Se’-soon.!
™eU; al*ye usuaI 3t^alght

nnf At fnouc urlfh fho r^cf nf fliA i ~ I

iiuci

with regular listeners; with the
once-in-a-whiles, the story may be
different. Goodman, who tabs
riiniself “The Big Wind," plugs
hard a membership in the “590
Club’’—described as “daffy, goofy
and pixilated." Apparently, there
are to be giveaways later.

D. J. explains that his mission
is to entertain via “corny gags"
and "silliness;" Goodman kids
himself, while he rides engineers
and joshes others in and out of the
studio,
A masculine voice, high elan,

hearty humor arid infectious laugh
stand Goodman in good stead. At
times he talks too loud rind too
choppy. Modulation of volume and
tone, with smoother delivery rind
clearer diction, would help. Good-
man handles spot announcements

' surely and distinctively. Jaco.

out of focus with the rest of the 1 overdone!
proceedings. Herm.

Dave ,

THE 38TII PARALLEL
With Burt Blackwell, Bob Kay,
George Patterson, Bill Polglase,
announcer

Producer-director-writer: Bill Ho-
dapp

30 Mins.; Tues. (27), 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WAVE. Louisville
pn the alert to bring timely

stuff to listeners in -the LoUtSviUe
]

Hollywood
area, W AVli production staff J0an Davis’ stint a?
Bopped on the air with a drama- weathel. replacement
documentary on the Korean situa- ! — - -

viewing sessions. Series is

,

[
set for an indefinite run on the

j

station, and indicates that the pro- >.

duction staff of WLOU is keen in;LEAVE IT TO JOAN
With Joan ; Davis, Joseph Kearns,

: their efforts to bring listeners !

W’iliard Waterman, Mary Jane “shows in the public interest.
Croft, Gerald Molir; Lyn Mur- - Wiecl.
rayi conductor; Bob Stevenson, 1 -—-—

.'announcer'
j

Producer-director: Dick Mack ' DIXIELAND CARAVAN
Writers: Mack, Jessie Goldstein, With Peggy Lee, Leigh Karnman

|

Yri Y *— V ... ') ..
‘ IIo IM/\n 1John Rapp, Lee Karson

30 Mins.; Mon., 10 a.m.
Sustaining

and Harry Blon’s
Buzzards"

Writer: Karnman
30 Mins.; Sun. 5 pan.
WMIN, Minneripolis-St. Paul

tion. Show dramatized what is now
taking place in Korea, as well as
giving a background for present
events going back to the early
1900’s and leading up to date.

Dramatization followed the Korean
political fortunes, through the
Russo-Japanese War, abdication
Ofthe Emperor when the country
came under Japanese domination,
Korea’s role in World War II and
since, all given searching treat-

ment, and. program outlined fact

that the cause of Korean liberation
since 1922 had been kept before
the attention of the world.

Obviously considerable research
went into this show, and a pat on
the back should go to Bill Hodapp
for this, as well as a swell job of
producing - directing. Cast was
small, consisting of Burt Black-
well, George Patterson and Bob
Kay. Japanese rind Russian ac-

cents Were quite authentic, and

warm
for “My

j
This entire radio show origi-

Friend Irma" makes, art enjoyable
j

nates from Mitch’s, a Twin City
situation comedy with a heaping

j

nitery, that has been featuring*

helping of gags distributed
throughout the course of the pro-
ceedings. Miss Davis is reviving
her bungling department store
salesgirl who snared a CBS spon-
sor last season. She still makes
an appealing character. And
there’s a frank, down-to-earth
quality in the humorous handling
of the gal who is candidly after a
man—any mam
Preem show Monday (3> dealt

with Miss Davis’ posing as an heir-
ess to impress a chauffeur posing
as his multi-millionaire boss. Sit-

uation
,
while stock and predictable,

provided material for some rmod
laughs. Brit

Dixieland since 1949. Gimmick on
this segment was ballyhoo theme,
“It’s Peggy Lee Day at Mitch’s,"
and the star’s fans turned out in
large numbers for the occasion.
Show is commendable because

K.C. Pontiac Dealers’

L & N STORY
With Burt Blackwell, Bob Kay,

Livingston Gilbert, Ed Kallay, *

Ann Hubert FOR US THE LIVING
Producer-writer: Bill Hodapp With Helen Hayes, Irene Hubbard,
Writer: James Frankenberry Eric Dressier, James Van Dyke,
30 Mins.: Sun., 5:30 p.m. others
LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE R.R. Writer: Robert Cenedell

a

WAVE, Louisville
|

Producer; Sam Abelow
One of the town’s and the South’s 30 Mins.; Wed (28) 10:30 p.m.

principal transportation line, the Sustaining
Louisville & Nashville R.R., an in- CBS, from New York
frequent user of radio; is now cele-

j ‘Tor Us the Living" Was a drama
brating its 100th anniversary, Cur-:

built around a war widow possess-

As WHB Preps for Fall

Kansas City, July 4.

First harbinger of the fall sports

season came last week when Pon-
tiac, dealers of greater Kansas. City
signed With WHB to sponsor an
11-game schedule of Big Seven

rath, others
element of suspense was well sus-

[
25 Mins.; Tues. (27), 10:05 p.ni

tained. Musical bridges were well

CURRENT STATUS OF FILM
BUSINESS

With Gloria Swanson, Glen ^Val-j football games play by play with
Larry Ray at the mike. Kickoff will

be the Kansas University tussle

selected recordings,
(^losing of the show made clear

to listeners the exact situation,

how Japanese troops north Of 38*

were turned over to the Soviet,

while those south of that parallel

were rilloted to the Allies. Ex-
plained that the northern territory

was industrial, while the southern
area was agricultural. As closer,

latest dispatches on the war situa-

tion from the wire services were
read.

Keeping step with the newspa-
[

^ 1. . J *1 : —— 7k7 ATT 1/ *L « r] mn «-v i'l /l

Sustaining
WPTR. Albany

with Texas Christian at Lawrence,
Kans., Sept. 23, with finale being

An interesting, and. generally
|

Nebraska-Oklahoma game at
successful, experiment m Panel

| Norman Nov . 25 .

Swanson^
1

participatlng’
1

’with^Gb;ni .

A^thougb the hruadcast schedule

Waliath, of WPTE; C. R. (Tip)
;

** tentabvely set, WHB lias op-

Roseberry, of* The Times-Union; G°hed several other .games as al-

John Tuohey, of Junior Chamber ternate ciioices for the sponsors,

of Commerce, and Mrs. Virginia in case the" conference race turns

Knorr, president of Women’s Club,
j

out other than as predicted. Sta-

in a discussion of “the basic rea- tion also has^giVen Pontiac dealers
sons foi' the current indifference

j

an option on broadcast riglits of
to good films." Origination was [ the Missouri U vs. Miami U. at
from the Palace theatre, as part .of

, Miami, Fla., Dec, 2. Contract calls
per headlines, WAVE by dramatic i a two-day visit by Miss Swanson to !*for 11 games, with dealers forking

rent series of 13 dramatizations
over WAVE, written and produced
by Bill Hodapp, gives a colorful
account of the beginning of the
road at Louisville, when the first

stretch of track was laid between
Louisville and Nashville.

Story relates the trials and ob-
stacles encountered by James Ged-
dis, a Scotch immigrant, who was
largely responsible for the early
beginnings of the carrier back in
1851. Story traces the progress of
the construction, building bridges,
acquiring, rights-of-way,, and all

the other details and frustrations
encountered in the laying of a pio-
neer railroad,

Part of Geddis is played by Burt
Blackwell. On airer caught, he
rnade the most of a difficult part,
and essayed a Scotch dialect which
came out quite authentic. Others
in the cast..who lent yeoman sup-
port were Boh Kay, Ed Kallay,
Liyingston Gilbert and Ann Hu-
bert,, all WAVE staffers.
Hodapp has grabbed hold of

quite an undertaking in scripting
and producing this series. He has
gone to' considerable research for
material, and has whipped it into
good shape, for the WAVE stock

ing plenty of Community spirit in

her midwest ‘hometown, , but who
had been blind to the activities and
aims of the United Nations. In

light of the barrage of publicity

Which lias accoiripanied tlie UN
since its birth it seems hardly pos-

sible that civic leaders such as tlie

woman depicted* could be so Unin-
formed.

Written by Robert Ccnedella, the
documentary-type program was
presented by CBS and the Ameri-
cari Legion Auxiliary Wednesday
(28) in observance of UN Charter
Day. Helen Hayes, as the widow*
made a valiant effort to get the
story ring true. However, the im-
plausible script was a task which
taxed even her superlative ability.

After coming to New York to at-
tend a Legion Auxiliary meeting;
the widow unwillingly visited the
UN at Lake Success. But after
taking in a couple of sessions, she
realized that world problems of re-
lief. health and housing,, among
others, were much the same as the
problciris faced by her own town.

Until the Korean war most
actors. Result is a fine local effort

j Americans probably were indiffer-
in behalf of one of the section’s ent to the UN. but not totally ie
leading industries. Wiecl

MIXING THE MARTINS WITH
. MUSIC '

•

With Bob arid Joyce Martin
30 Mins.; Sat,, 10 p.m.
WPOR, Portland, Me,

norant of its alms arid purposes as
was the character portrayed by
Miss Hayes. Fact that CBS and
the Legien Auxiliary singled out
such an instance carried an impli-
cation to the listener that the ma-
jority. of us don't know about the
UN. If true, the nation’s informa-1

treatment was able to accent the
important events which are taking
place now, as well as give a realis-

tic and informative background to

an idealogical cold war which now
becomes hot. Wied.

MIRACLE IN ISRAEL
With Eddie Cantor
15 Mins.; Mon. (3), 11:30 p.m,
Sustaining
WNBC, New York

Eddie Cantor transcribed this

report on Israel for the United
Jewish Appeal in the Holy Land.
The comic delivered a founded
cominentary on the situation in

the new country, covering the
progress it's making in building
homes and factories and rehabili-

tating refugees from all over tlie

world. It was an emotional airer,

intermingling humor and pathos.

advertise her forthcoming pic, 1 0ver about $11,000 for the deal
Sunset Boulevard. ^Shrewd show-

j
The Miami-MiSSouri game woulc

nran-minded Miss Swanson inte ‘

j
be an extra,

game would

,,‘5^ ! Pontiac group includes six deal-the proceedings, by asking it to . __ f _ .“ph.nnnTitnn w.hr
indicate, via applause, agreement f

rs 01 irietiopolitan ^rea* WHB-
witli points made or arguments ad-

;

Larry Ray deal is the first major

vanced. This gave life and lift to. §P°r ŝ sponsorship they have un*

the discussion, although at times !
dertaken nere. Contract also marks

it caused participants to forget Hhe first time in recent years that

dead-center miking.
j

WHB has gone in for Big Seven
Miss Swanson, a facile, per- coverage on such an intensive

suasive speaker, dominated the de- scale, a i-esult of the sports policy
bate, although she afforded her

; instituted there last spring when
colleagues plehty of opportunity to Ray w^as brought over from KCKN.
talk. Walrath, asst, program man- ; — . ;

ager of WPTR and moderator, con-
tributed considerably to an . u n-

]

interrupted flow of exchangeable

!

opinions; The well-informed. Rose-

!

berry—before the war he served •

as film critic for The Knicker-

1

bocker News—-and the pleasant-!

Radio Followup
» ». > — -A-AA • A.

Asks Certification

At 3 Coast Telestations
Hollywood, July 4.

Eerious notes included the story
]
voiced Tuoliey made pertinent ob- !

Screen,. Directors Guild has
of war orphans, While the lighter

i

servations. . Mrs. Knorr was un- ,

asked the National Labor Rela-

notes included Cantor’s anecdote
[

usually emphatic in arguing that .
tions Board for certification as bar-

about a citizen eating a full meal “niessage pictures" are one reason
;

gaining agent for directors at
in a restaurant rind explaining that for the current boxoffice situation. KECA-TV. KTTV and KTLA lo-
by mistake he'd received his with- She insisted they “are education,. - criliy. The Directors Guild went
bolding tax instead of his paycheck, not ^entertainment, and should be

, to the NLRB following a request
v - confined to two-reel shorts.”^

j

from KECA-TV that it be certified].

KTTV and KTLA did not ask for
certification but The SDG has re-
quested same as a precaution.
At the NLRB meet with the SDQ

was the Radio and Television Di-
rectors Guild. Radio Guild has 10

A Mr. and Mrs. Music stint lim-
ited strictly to spinning arid gab-

\

t’on media have failed for the tiast
bing about esoteric jazzique, yet five years. Gilb.
the session provides welcome re-
lief to the cornpone fare otherwise
available at this hour. The homme
side emits as a Dave Garroway
with snickers, while the femme fol-
lows along reaching for, a word, all
very relaxed.

It was the Mercury album, "Bud
Powell Featured," all the way
through on the session caught.
This made for monotony both in
the music and the gab, a situation
that might be obviously remedied
in future by occasionally spotting
a standard arrangement, even to
give it an n.s.g. afterwards.
Bob Martiri undoubtedly has pro

standing vis-a-vis the material, with
an enthusiasm on that footing; his
simon-pure sidekick knows what
she likes, though, which provides
the listener with an alternative
type of guidance. Incidentally, the

Don Amcclic, filling in for the
vacationing Don McNeill on ABC’s
"Breakfast Club," is proving an
excellent host on the cross-tho-
board morning strip. On session
beard (29), film star showed' Iris

mike experience to good advantage
in his genial banter with guests
and other members of the cast.
Hour-long program . broken as it is
into four, quarter-hour segments,
calls for an adept sense of timing
by the emcee in wrapping up the
periods — a job Ameche did
smoothly. ,

Good: assists, in keeping the
male element tends to inject the .

an
?a at a high

;
entertainment

It added up to a moving review
of what UJA funds are being used

j

for arid an appeal for continued
Jaco.

support. Bril . KENTUCKIANA AT WORK
With' Lee Smith
30 Mins.; Sun. (noon)TERKEL TIME

With Studs Terkel, John Conrad, Sustaining
Connie Russell, Jack Haskell, 1 WLOU, Louisville

. „ .. . . , . ^
Art Van Damme quintet

(
Fine job of public relations is *

ays
,

in w 11C^(
?
e
n
Cas

f
ai|^

Producer-director; Parker Gibbs 1 the production effort put forth by can
.

® pl
i

fc

'°P ballot for forth-

Writers: Marvin David, Frank Wait WLOU, town’s newest entry in^The c
.

ominf election dunng which sta-

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., H a.m. ,
AM field. Giving recognition to ' ti°n directors will decide whether

Sustaining i the "little man," station has a tape-
[

they want to be repped by the
NBC, from Chicago ' recorded interview session with .

SDG, the R&TDG or no guild. Di-
'•

"Terkel Time," NBC’s summer workers and execs of some of the rectors at erich of these stations are
insert in the tough 11 a.m. spot, is town’s leading industries. Gab members of the SDG*

cuteness
The well-worn disks weren’t

,

helped any by being subjected to
[taping, with more acidose effects
[coming out than were played in.

|

Surprisingly, the mail pull is heavy,
including numerous offers of loans
of rare sides. Don.

590 CLUB
With Dave Goodman
3V2 Hrs.; Moii.-thru-Fri.
[PARTICIPATING
j

WROW, Albany, N. Y.
! Albany area lias been given the
opportunity of listening to a Sec-
ond zany disk jockey since Dave
Goodman debuted Over WROW.
Bill Hickok pioneered hereabouts
[with daftness via WXKW and
built a sizable audience. Good-
[man, vet of 12 years’ broadcasting
jin New Orleans, Little Rock and
I Jacksonville, may meet with' the

level came from singers Johnny
Desmond and Patsy Lee, with Sam .

Cowling adding the cornedv
touches. Eddie Ballentine and
band did their part with some
sprightly music. Music-wise, high
spot of show was Desmond’s barj-

tonihe of “La Vie en Rose." Missed
on this session was Fran Allison,
who brightens procediengs as Aunt
Fanny ori Monday, Wednesday and
Friday shows.

. Cleveland—WSRS celebrated the
24th birthday of announcer Jini
Doney by baking him a cake and
presenting it to him when he made

[
his Friday broadcast in- front of
the Coronet theatre. ^ Station also
announced appointment of Earl
Green. WCLT, to the news staff
replacing Dick Merriri, and Jack
Hoffman, WEOL, replaced aii-

nouncer Bill Aldrich-
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Spreads to Jukebox Industry
Buffalo, July 4 . 4*

The battle of the speeds—33V6

r.p,m, long playing records vs. 45’s

—has reached the jukebox indus-

try. Within the next few
.
weeks,

there will probably be a pitched

battle between Columbia, With its

seven-inch LP’s, and the propo-

nents of the 45’s, mainly RCA-Vic-
tor, to secure conversion privileges

among the major juke manufac-
turers, and a general sales rush to

get records into the machines.
First step in the battle was the

announcement last week by the
Wurlitzer Co. that conversion
privileges would be allowed on
Wurlitzer’s newest box, the Model
1250. Wurlitzer will allow both LP
and 45 conversion on the new box.

The manufacturer has already ar-

ranged for a tie-in deal with Co-
lumbia Records, whereby if the
operator purchasing the 1,250 al-

lows LP conversion on his ma-
chine, Wurlitzer supplies the $8.75
converter and. Columbia, provides
24 LP pop records, listing at $16.56,

both free of charge. Similar priv-

ileges will be allowed by Wurlitzer
to 45 manufacturers.

It’s likely that with Wurlitzer

having made the first step, other
manufacturers will follow suit. This
will . especially be true if Wur-
litzer’s plan helps its jukebox sales.

With this will come the push by
major record companies to get
their records into the machines.
For one thing, Sales to the juke-
boxes will represent a sizeable
chunk of new revenue to the rec-
ord companies. Far more impor-
tant, though, is the effect the pres-
ence of the new speeds in the
boxes will have on the public; Fact
that the public will hear and see
the records in the boxes will go
long way toward increasing

,
popu-~

lar acceptance of the new speeds.
Which Way For Decca?

Still a more significant develop-
ment will be the effect upon Decca i

the only major which has refrained
from adopting either' of the new
speeds. With othei1

' majors sell-

ing the slower speeds to jukebox
operators, Decca, generally con-
sidered supreme among the majors
in jukebox sales and plays, will see
a threat to its market. It will have
to go into the longplaying field, and
will have to choose between the
33 1 a and 45 r.p.m. speeds. With
public acceptance of the new
soeeds in the pop field still un-
decided between the two, Decca’s
decision will probably swing the
balance one way or the other.

Latest entry into the jukebox
manufacturing field is a company
which is devoting itself exclusively
to boxes which play only 45’s. This
i^ the Ristaucrat CO. of Appleton,
Wise., which is ^manufacturing a
table-model box 'equipped to play
only the 45’s. Ristaucrat’s decision
to use only 45’s in the box stenis
from two factors: its desire to
manufacture of table-model, and
the greater number of labels makr
ing the 45’s. However, practically
jU other manufacturers, Whose
boxes are set up for standard 78’s,
vill install converters, opening the
field to both speeds.

Anderson to Speak at

Weill Memorial Program
A special Kurt Weill memorial

program will be played at Lew-
isohn Stadium, N. Y., next Mon-
day night (10), with Maxwell An-
derson giving an intermission talk
in tribute to the late composer.
Maurice Levine, musical director

of the Anderson-Weill legiter,
“Lost in the Stars,” will be guest-
conductor for the evening. Todd
Duncan, Virginia Paris and Herbert
Coleman will be soloists, in selec-
tions from the musical. In addi-
tion there’ll be a presentation of
Weill’s one-act folk opera, “Down
in the Valley,” with Elaine Malbin,
Victor Clarke, Norman Atkins and
Randolph Symonette as soloists,

and John Deane doing a spoken
part.

The formulation of a possible
pension plan for songpluggers will
be one of the initial undertakings
of the Music Publishers Contact
Employees’ n$w attorney, Senator
Fred G. Moritt. At a MPCE coun-
cil meet held, in N. Y. last Week,
Moritt notified the membership
that he would study both the possi-
bilities of a pension plan and also
the payola situation.

Unless an emergency arises, the
council will -not meet again until
early September,

Irked by a new crop of boot-

legged lot jaa disks on the mar-
ket, RCA Victor attorneys have be-

gun to serve cease-and-desist or-

ders to a flock of obscure record

labels. Task of curbing the ! boot-

leggers, whose rise up under new
names after each legal setback, has

been a continuing problem for the

diskeries ever since the collectors

of hot jazz records became active

in the early X 930’s.-

Victor is specifically aiming at
the Biltmore Record company and
the Hot Jazz Club, whichy it’s al-

leged, have made dubs of out-of-
print jazz records featuring Fats
Waller-

. Bix Biederbecke, Bing
Crosby with the Paul Whiteman
orch, and other jazz artists.

Sonip of the bootleg
;
companies

have even been publishing catalogs
of numbers whose masters . belong
to the major companies. . These
outfits • have made it a practice of
transferring hot jazz disks in good
condition onto ‘tape and then using
an electronic noise filter in the
making of the niaster. Market is

limited to a handful of shops spe-
cializing in the jazz trade, but a
sale of only 1,000 records without
payment of publisher or artists’

costs and royalties, represents a
healthy profit for the bootleggers.

COL SETS ALBUMS

ON HR. 1. MAG1NATI0N’
Columbia Records has signed

Paul Tripp and the cast of his CBS-
TV show, “Mr. I. Magination,” to

do a series of albums based on the

show. Pacting is latest in a series

Which reflects policy of tying Co-
lumbia network talent to contracts
with the recording subsid. Others
signed Within recent months are
Arthur Godfrey, Abe Burrows, the
Goldbergs, Robert Q. Lewis and
Allan Flint.

Program consists of musical
adaptations of literary classics and
biographies of historical personali-
ties. Show is slanted to juve audi-

ence, and waxing will be released
in kiddie albums-

Soble Loses AFM Suit

But Wins Back License

Hollywood, July 4.

AFM, Local 47, is having a tough
time policing the television scene
find because of this tnay wind up
enforcing payment for windjam-
mers making any type of television „ - _ 1 A

Jo p,
d!° Ellef »PP<*rance. . Local Lee Soble, "ocTbookcrf Won

u * L nicago,.- is the only one in the his- AFM license back last week
country which will not allow its

j

after losing his $100,000 suit

performers to appear on radio or Against the tune union. Action was
video, even if it’s iust for an inter- '

-thrown out of court by Judge Wil-
, even it it s just for an i™ei- Uam B McKesson after union’s at-

torney Meyer Willner filed: a de-

murrer. The union then gave Sobel

back his license.

Suit was first filed in Superior

Court in 1947 after Soble had been
j

placed on the -AFM “unfair” list I

and his band-booking license re-

scinded by James C. Petrillo.

view, without payment,

, \
plan is being considered

Here because of the. recent skirting
,i>aying sidemeri by devious

nethods. One suefi method came
° light last week when it was
earned that Jim arid Mildred Mul-

put in an appearance on the

f
11 Anson

v .show over KLAC-TV
and, though they went through the

nti.ons duetirig on- their har-
lomcas, they were actually pan-

Tin Pan Alley: and the disking
companies are currently being
snowed under an unprecedented
deluge of Christmas songs. Accord-
ing to artist and repertory staffers
of the major diskeries, virtually
every publishing firm in the field
has been submitting two and three
Yuletide numbers apiece with the
hope of hitting with at least one.

\ Platj;eries,r meantime/ are coipb-
ing through the selections in order
not to .be caught flat-fiooted as they
were in 1949, Wlien Johniiy Marks
made the rounds with “Rudolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer.” Colum-
bia Records got on the tune first

with Gene Autry, rang up sales of
Well over 1*000,000 and blocked
all other disk versions in the field.

v Major diskeries* a&r men have
indicated that they don’t intend to
record more than a handful of
Christmas tunes but of the hun-
dreds being circulated. Each com-
pany will be alerted, however, to
cover any fast-breaking number in
order not to be left out in the cold.
Except for Irving Berlin’s seasonal
standard, “White Christmas,” it’s a*

rarity when a Xmas tune lasts
more than one seeson.

illo OK For

Soundtracking Pix

Based on Record?
Hollywood, July 4.

Rockett Pictures prexy, Fred
Rockett, is asking record companies
to intercede for his firm in dealings
with James C. Petrillo. Rockett
is trying to get AFM approval for
the placing of a recording on a
three-minute film strip pictorializ-
ing the platter. To date’ Petrillo
has nixed this type of venture.

Rockett has made one three-min-
ute filler film utilizing Frankie
Laine’s waxing of “Cry of the Wild
Goose.” Because of the AFM rul-

ing, however, there is no sound-
track on the film. Laine’s etching
goes out with the picture and must
be synchronized by the television

station. Although Rockett ‘wants
to make more of these pix, he said
that it was doubtful that any more
would be rolled, unless an okay for

soundtracking the film with a rec-

ord. Rockett explained it is too
tough keeping the film and record
in sync.

Miracle Att’ys Get $5,000

Fees in S-B Action
.

Chicago, July 4.

Federal Judge Michael Igoe last

week awarded $5,000 in attorneys
fees to Edward H, Norton and Sey-
mour Tabin, lawyers for Miracle
Records in latter’s successful de-
fense in the Shapiro-Bernstein in-

fringement suit against the indie

diskery.
He’ also assessed Shapiro-B

$358.95 in court costs, to be paid
to the attorneys, Shapiro-Bernstein
will appeal the fees arid costs judg-
ment, along with Judge Igoe’s orig-

inal decision against the publish-
ing firm.

Francis Murphy, dance orches-

tra leader; won the Albany Variety
I Club golf championship iii the

llln
V.
ng tune to one of their

' eighth annual tournament last
leeorclings*

1 week at Shaker Ridge.

Kapp Back to N. Y.
Dave Kapp, Decca exec vice-

prexy, arrived back at the New
York homeoffice this week follow-
ing intensive recording sessions Oil

the Coast with Bing Crosby.

Kapp cut 13 sides in three days
with Crosby, with orchs under the
direction of Victor Young, Axel
Stordahl and Matty Matlock. Lat-
ter maestroed several Dixieland
jazz numbers.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC R

Goodman as NBC Soloist

;

Symph Sets ‘Annie’ Tunes
Benny Goodman wiil be making

his second appearance with the
NBC Symphony Orchestra when
he appears as soloist with the baiid
Sunday (19). He sat in with the
orch several years ago, under Ar-
turo Toscanini, to play the opening
clarinet solo in Gershwin’s “Rhap-

'

sody in Blue.”

This time he’ll be a regular solo-

ist, playing the final movement of
Weber’s Concerto No. 1 for Clari-
net arid Orchestra as his main se-

lection. He’ll also offer Trenet’s
“Beyond the Sea” arid “Tzena,
Tzena, Tzena,” arranged by Ross.
Arthur Fiedler will be guest con-
ductor that evening, and will in-

clude selections from “Annie Get
Your Gun” as well as Berlioz,

Humperdinck and Offenbach music,
for ithe straight orchestral num-
bers.

Originally written for the Phila-
delphia Phillies as a publicity stunt
by Elliot Lawrence and Bix Reich-
ner, “The Fightin’ Phils” is turning'
into a money-making property.
Tune, published a few months ago
by Lawrence’s Elliott Music, was
recorded last week by the 30-piece
Delaware County String Band of
Pennsylvania. Platter is the initial

release of Reel Records, formed
by Lawrence as a subsid of his
music publishing firm. Number
was introduced by the bandleader
at the Phils* opening game this
season at Shibe Park, Philadelphia.
About 10,000 copies of the sheet

music to the song have already
been purchased by the ballclub,
which has also ordered around
5,000 records. These are being sold
at Shibe Park as souvenirs for 25c
and 75c, respectively. Backing the
number on the Reel disk is a patri-

tic tune by Reichner and Jimmy
Kennedy, labeled “The Red We
Want Is the Red We’ve Got in the-
Old Red, White and Blue.”
Lawrence, incidentally, is sched-

uled to play at Poe Park, Bronx,
N. Y. tonight (Wed.), at Manhat-
tan's Central Park tomorrow and
again at Central Park July 13.
Dates are being played for Con-
solidated Edison, which is sponsor-
ing a series of cuffo dances in
N. Y. C. parks.

LOMBARDO’S INTERS
ALONG EASTERN COAST
Currently playing the Surf Club,

Virginia Beach, Va„ Guy Lombardo
begufis a three-week stand of one-
niters along the eastern seaboard
July 10. Dates will be played four
and five days each week, allowing
the bandleader to be in N. Y. on
Sundays for his Jack Benny sum-
mer replacement airer. The three
weeks of one-niters will also in-

clude a four-day jaunt to Canada.
Engagements to be played will in-

clude both concerts and dances,
Lombardo is scheduled to vaca-

tion during the month of August.

Qualify to Distribute

Admiral in Canada
Admiral Records, N. Y.,- has set

Up Canadian distribution of its

product via Quality Records, Ltd.,

of Canada. Admiral,, working on
a percentage arrangement with
Quality, will ship masters -pf its

kiddie and pop output to Canada
for pressing there. Quality will

press and distribute the records
under its own label. Admiral found
that the cost of shipping disks to

Canada left little margin for profit.

Quality is tlie same outfit that
puts out the MGM label in Canada.
According to Admiral’s prexy, N.
R. Caranno, the Quality label is

being used because there’s another

1 Admiral vvaxery in -Canada,

Project to launch an industry- *

wide drive to revive the declining
market for pop sheet music finally

came out of the woods last week
arid began to shape up as a concrete
fact. Backed by leading composers
and the major publishing firms; the
plan to hypo copy sales was pro-
posed, accepted arid partially '.•prit

into immediate operation at a for-

mal * conference of trade execs
Which was held last Wednesday
(28) at the Songwriters Protective
Assn, in New York.
Operating against a strong

“show-me-first” mood in Tin Pan
Alley, conference strategists won
over the skeptics at the initial con-
clave by blueprinting a series of
modest objectives capable of early
realization. Over that groundwork,
a broader program involving st

long-range institutional promotion
campaign was laid down. Feeling
at the meeting was that the im-
plementation of . any large-scale,

long-range industry proriiotiOn

would hinge on the successful out-

come of the conference’s initial

moves.
Pubs Form Council

Meantime, a Council to Improve
Sheet Music Sales emerged from
a meeting of publisher sales execs
held the previous day (27) to clar-

ify the position and problems of
the pubs. At the general trade
conclave, which covered the SpA,
the Music Publishers Contact Em-
ployees, the Music publishers Pro-

tective Assn, arid trade paper edi-

tors, it was agreed that the publish-

.

ers would, have to assume full lead-

ership in the industry drive. It’s

expected that other facets of the
industry will increasingly work un-
der the Council’s direction.

The overall trade conference; un-
der the chairmanship of SPA vice-

prexy Charles Tobias, set up four
committees to handle the various
phases of the operation to boost

;

sheet sales. Among the chief tasks
set by the conference is the gath-

ering of basic data about the in-

dustry as a preliminary to the cure
of its ailments.
With the aim of reopening chan-

nels for sheet music, an “outlet

committee” was appointed to con-

tact major chain store music buy-

ers Who in recent years have been
brushing off publishers’ salesmen-
Conference received a lift when it

was disclosed that a meeting of

the committee had been arranged
(Continued on page 40)

Move for Standardized

Uke Notations as Aid

To Sheet Music S^les

Although ukelele sales have
topped the 1,500,000 figures since

Arthur Godfrey sparked the in-

strument’s revival, pop music pub-
lishers have as yet failed to stand-
ardize uke chord notations on
sheet music. That elementary
omission, which has cost the indus-
try heavy coin in lost copy sales,

came to light at the conference to
boost sheet music held at SpA
headquarters last Thursday (29

L

Cleffer Vic Mizzy pointed out
that over a dozen different systems
of notations were currently beirig

used. W'.iile all the pubs have
switched from guitar to uke nota-
tions, failure to use uniform mark-
ings, Mizzy said, has, resulted in

widespread confusion . and dis-

couragement among ujke si rum-
mers.

Godfrey, in a letter to Sid Foley*

of the Smith-Foley music . firm,

also declared: “The thing is . all

fouled up and unless the tuning is

straightened out and standardized
soon the current uke fad will be
just that—another fad^-and soon
will die- If you publishers will

standardize the tuning and make
chords available on all the sheet
music, it is my 'belief that you will

sell 50 times the sheet music you
have been doing. I thing you guys
are silly fools if you don’t jump
immediately at this opportunity to
put new life into the sale of sheet
music.”
Music pub execs present at the

sheet music conference said they
would attempt to get the Music
Publishers Protective Assn, to urge
the standardization of uke nota-
tions among all firths.-
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As a result of the Mills Music-Cromwell Music dispute over the rights'

to “Tzena Tzena Tzena” a number of other versions of the tune have

been brought to light. In 1948 the Zionist Organization of America

published and copyrighted the song with an arrangement by A. W.

Binder. The sheet music classed the number as a folk tune, noting the

composer was unknown and it was a “Jewish Brigade Love Song.

Another version of the tune was included in. the Songs We Sing, . a

book published this year by the United Synagogue Commission on

Jewish Education. Book credited I. Miron with writing the music*

Harry Coopersmith as arranger and Y. Hagiz as lyricist.

Tlie I. Miron credited with writing the “Tzena0 music in
;
“The Songs

We Sing” is in all probability the same person listed as the composer

of the Mills’ tune. Mills claims it has obtained the copyright to the

number from Issachar Miron, who uses the pen name Michrpvsky,

and Julius Grossman,. Miron is said to have written : the .first Uyo parts

of the number, while Grossman it’s claimed is responsible for the^third

part. Lyrics for the Mills tune were written by Mitchell Parish. In

1949 the Zionists Action Committee published a book, “Songs Of Israel,

which included “Tzena Tzena Tzena” and had Miron down as the com-

poser of the first two parts and Grossman down as composer of the

third part.
. .

• „
Cromwell claims its publication is based on a traditional folk song in

the public domain.

Pat Ballard, vet songsmith, has collected 90 copyrights Of his old

compositions; some of which were regional hits in the ’20s when his

orchestra (which included Ted Weems and members of Fred Waring’s

present crew) was a campus favorite. Among the catalog are a couple

of “uke” songs introduced by the late Frank Crumit, who accompanied
himself on an eight-string version of the standard ukulele.

Ballard has a tieup with the N, Y. State Music Camp, Otter Lake,

N. Y., wherein the co-ed students will select from eight of the..most

active songs of the. past the one “Most Likely To Succeed If Revived,”

and the writer has been approached by several pubs to take over the

entire 90 copyrights with the hope one or two. might, show up in re-

vival. Ballard has retired from active participation in the music biz

and is writing a book about the “titillating twenties” at .his home in

Scarsdaie, N. Y. He was formerly editor of Snappy Stories.

Top Songs on TV
( Based on copyrighted Audi-

ence Coverage Index and Au-

dience Trend Index, published

by Office of Research, Inc., Dr.

John G. Peatman ,
director.)

Week June 23-29, 1950

Bewitched . . , . .... •

.

Chappell

Baby, That’s Love . . . .Chappell

If Sun Don’t Shine . . , ,Famous
I Wanna Be Loved, . /Supreme
Hag Mop. ..... ..Hill & Range

5 Top' Standards
All Things You Are . Chappell
Anything But Love, Baby.Mills
Have. Eyes for You.
Perdido
Tea for Two.

j». » • • •

.Remick
. Pemora
. . Harms

Also Into LP

Although Remick Music has been advised that Paul Webster and

Paul Francis Webster are two different people, the pubbery is continu-

ing its infringement suit against Leeds Music and the writers of “Black

Coffee,” a mild hit of a season back. Suit originally was filed because

Remick’s Herman Starr believed the two were one and the same—and
since Paul Webster was one of the writers of “What’s Your Story
Morning Glory” and Paul Francis Webster, one of the writers of

“Coffee,” and the two songs were somewhat similar, Remick decided on
legal action. Remick is seeking an accounting of royalties. Attorneys
have advised the Leeds faction that they’ll settle out of court but the
defendants have nixed the proposition on the grounds the two tunes
bear no resemblance to each other,

Simultaneous with winding up his three-week stand at Bop City,

N. Y., Louis Armstrong celebrated his 50th birthday last night (4) with
Tallulah Bankhead cutting the cake at the jazz spot. “Voice of Amer-
ica,” U. S. State Department foreign broadcasting operation, aired
birthday greetings to Satchmo on Independence Day in all the major
foreign languages.

Meantime, the operation on Armstrong for a stomach ailment, which
caused the cancellation of the jazz man’s bookings fpr the next several
months, has been called oft. Doctor diagnosed the case as a severe
gastric inflammation caused by an overdose of New Orleans red beans.

DecCa is issuing a special disk jockey label on the disk featuring a
duet of Bing Crosby with his 15-year-old son, Gary, On “Play a Simple
Melody” and “Sam’s Song;” Label reads “Gary Crosby and Friend”
and some of the deejays have been announcing the sides that way
Crosby requested Decca to use the same billing on the regular platter
for the retail trade, but the dlskery insisted on explicit credits to get
maximum reception from the public.

In line with its exchange plan

to help dealers unload obsolete

disks, Mercury Records is stepping

up its LP output. Both its Silver?

tone and Keynote catalogs will be

released on long playing platter

next week. This will add about

25 records to its current LP catalog

of approximately 150. Company
has also added three records by
Frankie Laine, two by Vic Damone
and two by Eddy Howard to its

33ta rpm lineup. In the 45 rpm
field, outfit has set all its standard
albums along with about 100 single

POP standards for conversion to

that speed; The “Jazz at the Phil-

harmonic” series will also be put
Out on ,45 rpm, as well as the Key-
note and SilvertOne catalogs.

Among the talent included in the

Keynote catalog’s jazz department
are Teddy Wilson, Bill Harris, Les-

ter Young, Earl Hines, Count Basie,

Jack Teagarden, Roy Eldridge,
Johnny Guarnieri and Lennie Tris-

tano. Some of Keynote’s folk art-

ists such as Josh White and Rich-

ard Dyer Bennet will also be in-

cluded in the switch to LP. Key-
note was acquired by Mercury in

1948. The Silvertone catalog, a re-

cent acquisition, includes pop,
operatic, symphonic and kiddie rec-

ords. The Silvertone catalog, which
was handled by Sears Roebuck and
Co. on a mail order basis, has
never, it’s understood; been sold in

commercial record shops. This
switchover to LPs augments Mer-
cury’s regular monthly output of

eight new classical and six new pop
releases.

The Mercury exchange plan,

which was announced last week,
allows dealers to return $1 worth
of obsolete records (any make and
any speed) for every $3 worth of

LPs bought, thus giving the retail-

|

er $3 worth of merchandise for $2.

Vaughn Monroe
Phantom Stage-Coach” - “Mexicali

Trail” (Victor), Monroe is bidding

for a repeat of the “Riders In the

Sky” click with “Phantom Stage-

Coach,” but this sequel is too

similar to the original for the nec-

essary fresh impact. It’s the type

of dramatic western number, how-
ever, on which Monroe’s vocalling

excels. Reverse is another pleas-

ing, though formula oatune.
Percy Faith Orch; “If I Had a

Magic Carpet”-“They Can’t Take
That Away From Me” (Columbia).
“Magic Carpet” is one of the best

sides Faith lias •' executed for Co-
lumbia. A dreamy ballad, number
is tastefully dressed with a full

choral and rich instrumental
trappings. It stands up under re-

peated spiriS. Rendition of the
Gershwin oldie on the bottom deck
is too elaborate for the sense of

the lyric.

Bing Crosby: “L Cross My Fing-
ers”-“La Vie En Rose” (Decca).

Two good, but not standout sides

by Crosby./ ‘‘Fingers” gets a lush
treatment with Crosby’s individual
style virtually* buried under the
background. Crosby handles “La
Vie Eri Rose” far: more impres-
sively without the choral support.
Axel Stordahl b at ons on both
sides.

By HERM SCHOENFELD

Orch: “The

Gary and Bing Crosby: “Play a

Simple Melody”-“Sam’s Song-’
(DeccaV An unusually strong disk
with Crosby dueling with his 15-

year old son, Gary. Youngster takes
the lead on both sides with a beat
and vocal quality patterned after

his father. Teaming together, they
produce a couple of happy, free-
wheeling, rhythmic sides slated for
big jock play. Matty Matlock’s All
Stars back up with snappy dixie

arrangements.
Francis Craig Orch: “Dreamin*

Is My Business”-"You” (M-G-M).
lig’s Orch registers solidly on

this cut of “Dreamin’,” a rhythm
number with a clever lyric. Cecil
Bailey handles the vocal in okay
style. This tune is due to climb,
Flipover is a fair ballad vocalled
by Bob Lamm,

Perry Como: “If You Were My
Girl’ '-“I Cross My Fingers” (Vic-

tor). Como ?s cut of “My Girl” rates
plenty of jock and juke spins.

Number has a solid rhythm base
and Como rides the lyric with a
playful bounce and some scat sing-

ing that’s strongly reminiscent of

the early Crosby manner. Como
reverses his field on “Fingers”
with a warm slow vocal of another
tune with a big potential. Mitchell
Ayres’ orch accomps with the Fon-
tane Sisters giving choral support
bn “Fingers.”

Doris Day: “Darn That Dream”-
“I’ve Forgotten You” (Columbia),

Miss Day comes up with another

fine side in “Darn That Dream,”
a number with a big potential.
Smart lyric and slow

; beat is

worked over by Miss Day with
style and feeling. Backing is an-
other slow-tempoed number given
a rich performance by Miss Day,
Axel

.

Stordahl’s orch and unbilled
vocal group.

Guy Lombardo Orch: “Our Lit-
tie Ranch Hpuse”-“Here, Pretty
Kitty” (Decca), Two more polished
sides in the Lombardo format.
“Ranch House” has a bute, idea
with a' light western veneer. Re-
verse is a lilting item with a big
chance to catch on via the lyric’s
clever twist. Kenny Gardner and
the Lombardo Trio handle the vo-
cals in good style.

Phil Brito: “For One Kiss of
Love”-“You Hold the Reins While
I Kiss You” (M-G-M). Brito has
strong material in “Kiss, Of Love,”
a three-quarter tenipoed ballad
stemming from Italy. Brito neatly
mixes the English and Italian
lyrics. Reverse is an okay tune that
gets Off with a slow talk passage
between BritO and Jeanne Taylor.
Harold Mooney' orch backs both
sides. '

.. '>l

Robert Q. Lewis: “I’m In Love
With the Mother Of the Girl I
Love”-“Steven Got Even” (Colum-
bia). Lewis makes a good impres-
sion On his initial sides for Colum-
bia with some personality vocal-
ling. “Girl I Love,” with its cute
lyric and light beat, gets a treats
ment marked by some Arthur God-
frey mannerisms. Flipover is a
bouncing two-beat novelty with
Lewis duetting with himself;
Archie Bleyer orch furnishes a
neat framework.

Artie Shaw Orch: “Just Say I
Love Her”-“I Love The Guy”
(Decca). “Just Say I Love Her” is
noteworthy because of some stand-
out clarineting by Shaw and an im-
pressive vocal by Don Cherry, a
newcomer who warrants watching.
Number is a good bluesy ballad.
Bottom deck is in a brighter vein
with Gwen Davis and a trio bounc-
ing out the vocal and Shaw getting
in additional fancy reed licks.

Platter Pointers
Tommy Dorsey has a good,

though late cut of “Birmingham.
Bounce” for Victor, Charlie Shav-
ers vocalling. Dorsey's version of
“Happy Feet” is also tops. . , . Art
Mooney’s “You Forgot About Me”
for M-G-M merits jock attention
... . Three Suns and Larry Green
have fine material in “Petite
Waltz” (Victor). . . . “Sam’s Song”
getting additional wax via Leigh-
ton Noble’s cut for Coral and Harry
Geller’s for Mercury. . . . Julie

Carle’s Initial Date At <

Chi’s Edgewater Beach
. Frankie Carle Will play his first

date at Chicago’s Edgewater Beach
hotel July 20, when he goes into

the spot for two weeks. Currently
at the Lakeside Park, Denver, un-
til Sunday (9), the bandleader will

sandwich in a few one-niters and a

five-day stand at Peony Park,
Omaha, before going into the Chi
location. Following the Edgewater
Beach engagement, Carle will do
some one-niters and location dates
prior to going into Hollywood’s
Palladum Ballroom, Sept. 5, for

five weeks.
While playing the Coast date,

bandleader Will record a new album
for RCA Victor. Following the
Palladium stand, he’ll either go on
a northern or southern tour of one-

niters. He’s slated for a New York
engagement around Christmas.

Pft&IETY

1. BEWITCHED (9) (Chappell)

Glenside Terpery Lures

Juves With AM, TV Names
Philadelphia, July 4. ,

Latest attempt to Cater to teen-
agers has been undertaken by Dick
Reibold, TV stage manager at

WpTZ, in suburban Glenside. He
is promoting a series of teenage
dances featuring music of Dick
Pierce’s orchestra, and, is added
attraction

,
Charlie Dobson ,

WPTZ
singer. Dances are held on Friday
nights at Glenside War Memorial
with aidmish at 75c. Soft drinks
and other light refreshhments are
sold.

Guest stars are presented Week
ly, arid last Friday (30) Geori
Skinner, M,C., and Bob Courtleigh
announcer and featured comic of

WPTZ's daily “Whirligig” show
were featured. Different TV, radio
and record names will appear
Weekly to take a bow.

Week of July 1

2,

3 .

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

HOOP-DEE-DOO (7) (Morris)

I WANNA BE LOVED (6)

MY FOOLISH HEART (12)

THIRD MAN THEME (14) (Chappell) .

*
j
Gordon Jenkins

‘ * * * •*••*••• •v" •
^

Snyder

)
Perry Como.

j Kay starr . .

.

(Supreme) .......... . Andrews Sis-Jenkins .

, c_*. %
‘ v \ Gordon Jenkins .

(Santly?Joy)
j Billy Eckstine

\ Anton Karas

«••••*• t

. . Decca
, . Tower
. . Victor
. Capitol

. . Decca
.Decca

, .M-G-M

. London

IT ISN’T FAIR (15) (Words-Music)

SENTIMENTAL ME (13 ) (Knickerbocker) .

| Quy Lombardo ..........

.

Decca f
Sammy Kaye .......... .Victor

[Ames Bros. ............ .Coral

l Russ Morgan . , . .. . ....;. .Decca

ROSES (4) (Hill-Range)

I DON’T CARE IF THE SUN DON’T SHINE (2) (Famous)

f 10. OLD PIANO ROLL BLUES (9) (Leeds) • . • k. • . • « •*. -

Sammy Kaye

, Patti Page. :.

\
Jubilaires

, . . . ... ...
. |

Larry Cook.

. . .Victor

. Mercury
.Capitol
.Abbey

Second Croup

good side in

•4 * 4 « 4 #' • 0 • ' • O' . 0 - •

MONA LISA (Paramount) .

BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (Acuff-Rose)

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER (Church)

COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton)

C’EST SI BON (Leeds)

WANDERIN’ (Republic)

(Miller) . * ,# ... .. ,, .... ... ........... .'.. 4 .. ,.

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE (Jefferson)

VAGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)

SAM’S SONG (Sam Weiss) ... ......

I’M GONpA PAPER ALL MY WALLS (Goday)

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon) j

I ALMOST LOST MY MIND (Hill-Range)

Cole Trio. . .Capitol

Kay Starr . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . Capitol

[ Frankie Laine , . . . . . . . .. Mercury
l
Ralph Flanagan

.

. . . . . . . . Victor

Hugo. Winterhalter . . . . . , .Victor

Johnny Desmond M-G-M

.

Sammy Kaye . . .... ... . .Victor

Frank Petty Trio ... . . . . ..M-G-M

.

Frank Sinatra . ... ,

,

.Columbia
Vic Damone' ...... ... . , Mercury
Joe Carr . Capitol

Patti Page . . . Mercury
Mills Bros. . . ........... Decca
Phil Regan .... . , , . . . . . . Victor

IF I

j Fran Warren ............ Victor
... ..... ............ .

, jKing cole Trio. .......Capitol

KNEW YOU WERE COMING (14) (Robert) 1 £
i!een

.
• Mercury

[
CrSOT^fZCt CrtOpS . * * » • • « • , , , COfdi

A-RAZZ-A-MA-TAZZ (Robbins) Kay Brown ......... . .Mercury

lFigures in parentheses indicate number of tipples song has been in the top 10.1

Mitehum has a
Simple Life of Luxury” on the
Luxury label. . . . Florence Wright
for National Records and Thelma
Carpenter for Columbia are okay
on “Pie In The Basket,” a tune
based on the folk song, “Barbara
Allen;” The original lyrics are bet-
ter. . . . Jimmy Dorsey’s orch gives
a snappy dixie slice to “It’s a Long,
Long Way To Tipperary,” Claire
Hogan vocalling (Columbia). . . .

Robert Merrill has made a stirring
version of “Wanderin’ ” for Vic-
tor. . . . Lucille Linden has a likely
number in “Qh, Oh, Jo-Jo” on the
Big Nickel label. . . . Pee Wee
Hunt’s orch has a good time on
“Yes, We Have No Bananas” and
“Fourth Man Rag” (Capitol). . . .

Gloria De Haven’s job on “Don’t
Be Afraid” for Decca has a poten-
tial. . . . Ethel Merman’s rendition,
of “Ukulele Lady” for Decca is

solid. ... On the same label, the
Ink Spots have a fine side in
Sometime.” . . .Vera Lynn’s bal-

lad style shows
;
up well on “Say

It Isn’t The Night” (London). .

Xavier Cugat has a snappy cut of
“Mambo Jariibo” (Columbia). ...
Bette Chapel does brightly with
May I Take Two Giant Steps”
(Mercury i.

. . . Sugar Chile Robin-
son’s slice of “The Bases Were
Loaded” is solid (Capitol).

Standout hillbilly, western jazz,

religious, polka, etc,: Shorty War*
ren Western Rangers; “I Thought
She Was a Local” (London). . . .

Buddy Johnson Orch, “Shake ’Em
Up” (Decca).

, . . Esmereldy, “A
Good Man In Memphis” (M-G-M).
. . . Art Gibson, “I’m Checkin’ In”
(Mercury). . . , Arthur Crudup.
“Oo Wee Darling” (Victor). . . .

Gene Gilbeaux orch, “I’ve Got
What It Takes” (Victor); . . Burl
Ives/“Lady From Laramie’.’ (Co-
lumbia). . , . Marvin Wright,
“Twelve String Boogie” (Coral).
. . . Ozie Waters, “Old Mari Atom”
(Coral). . . Blind Johnny Davis,
“My Red” (M-G-M).

Georgia Gibbs, Coral Records vo-
calist, heads for France July 23 to

appear at the Deauville Gala on
the Riviera.
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CARLE
(RCA Victor Records)
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TONY

MARTIN
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(RCA Victor Records)
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presenting

s

Famed International

Balladeers

•

Their Delightful

Children!

ice $2.25
ax)

Favorite

Folk Song Albums .

SONGS OF THE

AFRICAN VELD
DECCAALBUM A-471

Price $5i25
(plus tax)

SONGS OF
MANY LANDS

Available in Both

Long Play and
78 RPM

DECCA DL 5106
Price $2.85
(Incl. Fed. tax)

DECCA ALBUM A-605
Price $3.75
(plus tax)

DECCA

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

National

Hating

This Last
Wk. wk.

VaHIETY
Survey of retail dish best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week,

Week Ending

July 1

Artist. Label. Title
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NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)

1 3 “Mona Lisa”—1010 . . 6 2

ANTON KARAS (London)
2 1 “Third Man Theme”—536 2 6

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
3 6 “I Wanna Be Loved”—10716 9 1

ANDREWS SIS-G. JENKINS (D)

4 2 “I Wanna Be Loved”—27007 1 ..

KAY STARR (Capitol)

5 8 “Bonaparte’s Retreat”—936

BILL SNYDER (Tower)
6 5 “Bewitched”—1473 4

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)

7 10 “Bewitched”—24983 4 ..

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
8A 9 “Third Man Theme”—24839 7 ..

4 .. 7 8 5 5 2 4 3 6 69

14 .. 21 10 . . 51

. . 8 2 4 .... 6 3 8 . . 47

3 28

9 10 6 1 . . . . 1 27

1 . . 2

5 9 , . 24

1 .. 2 ... .. 23

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
8B 4 “My Foolish Heart”—10623A. ... . 8 3

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
9 11 “Hoop-Dee-Doo”—38771

MEL TORME (Capitol)

10 15 “Bewitched”—1000 ,

.

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
11 .. “Didn’t Slip, Pushed”—38818 3 ..

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
12 . . “Sentimental Me”—24904

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
13A 6 “My Foolish Heart”—24830 10 ..

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)
13B 15 “Count Every Star”—979

PEREZ PRADO (Victor)

14A .. “Marabo No. 5”—20-37B2B 7

DICK HAYMES (Decca)
14B 15 “Count Every Star”—27042

SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

14C 13 “Roses”—20-3754 . . ...

MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
15 . . “Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885

LES PAUL (Capitol)

16 14 “Nola”—1014
PERRY COMO (Victor)

17A 6 “Hoop-Dee-Doo”—20-3747 5 ..

AMES BROS. (Coral)
17B 7 “Sentimental Me”—601 40 10

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
17C 10 “Bewitched”—38689

KAY STARR (Capitol)

17D . . “Hoop-Dee-Doo”—980

7 . . . . 3

1 . . 9 2 21

8 8

1 . . . . 18

8 17

5 . . 5

10 ... . 1

7 . . 16

10 13

4 6

9 5.. 12

4 11

1 . . 10

1 2
' ^ _ YOUNG MAN WITH HARMONY TIME

FIVE TOP A HORN
Th„ chordett..

H. Jamet-D. Day _ .

ALBUMS Columbia
C“a

C198 CL6111

CL6106

SOUTH PACIFIC

Broadway Cait

Columbia

MM850
ML4180

4 5
ANNIE GET YOUR DIXIE BY DORSEY

GUN Jtmmu hnrtnu

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
E-509

Jimmy Dorsey

Columbia

C196

CL6095

No. of
Label Records

Capitol 6
Decca 6
M-G-M 2
Columbia 4

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
. ( Based on Points Earned)

No. of No. of
Records Points Label Records

. . . 6 146 London . 1

. . .

.

6 116 Victor 3
. . .

.

2 70 Tower 1
. . . . 4 58 Coral 1

Points
51
33
26
9
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Key Industry
Continued from page 35

I

with A. E. Thorwaldsen, buyer for
the Woolworth chain, for later this

week. Members of this committee
are Bernie Prager, of Robbins Mu-
sic? Arnold Shaw, of Duchess Mu-
sic; and Tom Hughes, of Shapiro-
Bernstein.

Another “dealer relations com-
mittee” was named to contact exist-

ing outlets with the goal of im-
proving their operation efficiency.

Possibility of restoring counter
demonstrations as a key factor in
sheet music will be explored by
this group, which will also act as a

j

clearing house of retailer squawks
j

and gripes. This committee con-

j

sists of Abel Baer, Alex Kramer
and Tobias, for the writer reps,
and Prager and Sam Snetiker, of
Chappell, for the publishers.
Burden of raising coin to carry

on industrywide promotional activ-
ity was assumed by Tobias on be-
half of the SPA. Tobias placed
before the SPA board Friday (30)

|

a proposal to form
v
a writers’ group

to contact radio and video pro-
grammers with the view of getting
sheet music plugs on the airlanes.
Production of a video show with

i leading cleffers, with all coin re-

ceived going into an industry fund,

|

will also be looked into by the
SPA.

Finally, conference proposed the
.setup of a committee to handle the

|

long-range public relations aspect
i of the project. Personnel for this

j

committee was not fully set up be-
cause of the absence of Walter

; Douglas, M?PA chairman, from
the meeting. It’s expected, how-
ever, that Douglas and heads of

;

the top pub firms will be asked to
. serve on the p.r. committee, along

|

with Shaw and Tobias. Trade
< papers reps on the p.r. committee
will be Abel Green, editor of
Variety, and Joe Csida, editor of
Billboard.

1
With the question raised of

whether the conference was usurp-
. ing the functions of existing trade
organizations was raised, Tobias as-
serted he wa£ anxious not to step

,
on any toes and that he was ready

I

to let any other group carry the

;

ball. Absence of any intra-trade
acrimony over the conference, how-
ever, was indicated by the support
given to the sales hypo project by

• SPA, MPPA and MPCE. -

fa

On the Upbeat
New York Hollywood

Peggy Lee arrived from the Dick Stabile resumed batoning
Coast this week for waxing sessions ! of his band at Ciro’s and brother
at Capitol’s eastern offices . . . ! Joe, who has been fronting, went
Johnny Mercer ini New York for a

!
on a two-week vacation before re-

due deliberation, AFM Local 47

,

board' decided against putting a
popcorn vender in the recreation

J

room of the new union building I

... Emma Lou Welch will troup !

with Jerry Wald’s re-formed band. ;

Chicago

short visit last week prior to head-
ing for a vacation ip New England
. . . The Modernaires, Columbia
Records recording group now at
the Waldorf-Astoria, start their
fourth year on CBS’ “Club 15”
Aug. 28 . . . Pete Rugolo, Capitol’s
eastern musical director, waxed
three sides with Woody Herman’s
orch last week . . , Henri Rene,
RCA Victor’s Coast recording man-
ager, in New York for a short stay
to clean up unfinished business
. . . Jason Matthews, explorer, nov-
elist, aviator and longhair com-
poser, has placed a pop number,
“The. Ukelele Song,” with Pickwick
Music, in collaboration with Terry
Shand . . . Erroll Garner opened
at the Howard theatre, Washing-
ton, D. C., last week, following
with the Royal theatre in Balti-
more, July 7 and a booking at the
Apollo in New York July 14.

turning to the band’s brass section

. . . Frank DeVol planning a Sep-
tember opening for New York of-
fices of his pubberies, Grayce Mu-
sic (ASCAP) and Derby Songs
(BMI) . . . Ray Herbeck’s orch
opens at Cal-Neva Lodge July 14
and will remain there until Phil
Spitalny and his All-Girl Choir and
Orchestra move in on Aug. 2 . . .

Clyde McCoy orch opens at the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, July 11 . . .

Ernie Heckscher bows into the
Cocoanut Grove of the L. A. Am-
bassador hotel July 18.

Ina Ray Hutton band inked to
remain another 12 weeks at the
Aragon Terpery ... Ike Carpenter
band got flat $3,000 for four-days at

;
El Paso and Hobbs, Texas airfields
... Eddie Metcalf, former Spike

! Jones vocalist, joined the Gar-
• wood Van band at the Cinegrill of
1 the Hollywood Roosevelt . . , After

|

Lou Levy in from New York and
I

Bob Stern from Hollywood to
handle Andrews Sisters opening at

!

Chicago theatre . . , Ex-bandleader
Jimmy Zito playing trumpet in NBC
studio orch here . . . Ted Weems
into Muelilebach Hotel, Kan-
sas City, July 19 for two weeks. .

.

Gene Krupa into New York’s Capi-
tol theatre for two weeks with op-
tions Aug. 24... Claude Thornhill
to Bill Green’s Casino, Pittsburgh,
Aug. 17 for five days . .

.

WGN
starting a one-hour cross-the-board
morning deejay show featuring
relay team of four disk jockeys,
each handling a quarter-hour seg-
ment. They* are Holland Engle,
Pierre Andre, Norman Kraeft and
Hal Lansing. . .Mai Bellairs, former
WCFL staff deejay, now freelanc-
ing.. .A1 Friedman, Hill & Range
professional manager, in on biz . . .

Glen Gray to Souix Falls, S. D„
(Continued on page 42)

Exhilarating New Hit Song l

TZENA
TZENA, TZENA, TZENA

THANKS,
MR. FLORIST

VAUGHN MONROE, RCA-VICTOR
JACK OWENS, DECCA

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway, N«w York 19, N. Y.

SAVE ME
A DREAM

BY TCHAIKOWSKY
NICK KENNY, AND
MILTON BERLE

A Lincoln' Standard
1619 B'way, New York City
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with PERCY FAITH and his orchestra and chorus

Embraceable You • Soon • Do Do Do • Mine

Love Is Here To Stay • Someone to Watch Over Me
Love Walked In • I've Got A Crush On You

Columbia 33Vi LP Record ML 2129

Or Columbia 78 RPM Album Set MM 929

Be sure to stock up on Dorothy Kirsten’s

first great Columbia release.

Records
Originator of 33''i LP Records— “One Speed Is Ail You Need 1

1
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N. Y. Supreme Court Rules

On ‘When Is a Ballroom'

In Resolving ‘Tenancy'

The N. Y. State supreme court

last week laid down a far reaching

decision when it ruled that ball-

rooms, dancehalls and other spots

of a similar nature fall within the

protection of the N. Y. State Emer-

gency Rent Laws. Decision was

the result of a suit brought against

the Maiden Lane Ballroom, located

On Broadway between 42d and 43d

streets, by Alfred Kolberg, owner

of the building in which the ball-

room is housed. Kolberg was try-

ing to oust v the ballroom on the

grounds that it had no written

lease. However, according to the

supreme court ruling, the Maiden
Lane can continue operating as a

statutory tenant.
The ruling noted that only those

places of public assembly spe-

cifically defined in the Emergency
Rent Law as not coming under its

coverage are not entitled to its

protection. These places are film

houses, theatres, sports arenas, ex-

hibition halls and meeting rooms.
In bringing suit Kolberg Hoped to

stretch the public assembly clause
to take in dancehalls and ball-

rooms. Suit against the ballroom
was originally brought in the
Municipal Court, which found for

the defendant. An appeal to the
Appellate Term of the supreme
court resulted in the same decision
as did a final appeal to the Ap-
pellate Division of the supreme
court.

Top# of the Top#
Retail Disk Best Seller

“Mona Lisa"
Retail Sheet Music Seller

“Bewitched"
“Most Requested" Disk
“I Wanna Be Loved"

Seller on Coin Machines
“Bewitched"

Best British Seller

“My Foolish Heart"

r— —i

i

i

l

|
-tfitt on Let I

W m mm mmw mm mi mm mm tm mm ml

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19

MUGGSY SPANIER ORCH (6)

Showboat, Chicago

Riding the crest of the current

Dixieland revival, Chi Fair has set

up a simulated showboat, on the

stage of which Muggsy Spanier
plays four concerts daily, alternat-

ing with Paul Killiam’s Old Knick
melodramas. Setup would make
a perfect opportunity for Spanier i

and his crew to hoke up their !

style as so many of current Dixie-

land units are doing, but Muggsy
has refused to play anything but

straight Dixieland in a dignified

and serious manner. Result is

hard, driving jazz in the tradition-

al manner, with emphasis on mu-
sic rather than staging or situa-

tion gags.

Spanier has gathered a group of

talented musicians for his unit,

which will move out to the Club
Hangover in San Francisco in mid-
August. Darnell Howard is a ver-

satile clarinetist • with unusual
technique and range

;
Harry

Graves plays a strong tailgate

trombone, displaying imagination
and sound technique on solos.

Tuts Soper’s piano is good on the
beat and is cleanly styled in a mod-
ern manner on solos. Truck Par-
ham is steady and shows humor in

his bass playing. Don Chester’s
fine drum and symbal work spark
the rhythm.

Spanier seems to improve with
time. His tone is sharper, his tech-
nique more facile and his style

more imaginative and versatile

than ever. He stays cornet through-
out, playing a strong lead in the
ensemble work and directing riff

and chord backing to solos.

Band’s technique is simple. En-
semble opens a number with a
couple of straight melody choruses.
Spanier leads with comet, Howard
weaves around his lead on clari-

net, and Graves plays behind
Spanier and fills in phrases. .After
the ensemble choruses, there’s a
piano solo, then clarinet, trombone
and cornet. Group winds up the
number with a couple of more en-
semble choruses, a drum or clari-

net break, and a final half-chorus
by the ensemble.

Drive and intensity is added to
solos by riff or chord backing by
the other wind instruments. For
example, when Spanier solos, trom-
bone and clarinet back with riffs;

when Howard solos, cornet and
;

trombone back.
Repertoire is composed of stand-

ard jazz classics. Group opens
with “Jazz Band Ball," goes
through “Sister Kate." “Muskrat
Ramble," “That’s- a Plenty,” and
the beautiful “Relaxin’ at the
Touro." Group does four rounds
a day. Show caught ran 35 min-
utes and that was too short.

Chan.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Variety
Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

Week Ending
July 1
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wk. \vk. Title and Publisher ifc 1 U 1 J 1 2 1 « 1 CD . 1 Or 1 « 1 CD 1.0
1 35 1 S

1 1 “Bewitched" (Chappell) 5 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 99

2 3 “My Foolish Heart" (Santly-Joy) .

.

7 3 2 3 2 4 5 4 4 6 2 5 85

3 2 “Third Man Theme" (Chappell).. 2 1 1 5 1 7 3 1 7 4 6 84

4 4 “Old Piano Roll Blues" (Leeds) . .

.

3 5 4 « « 4 3 4 2 6 9 3 4 67

5 5 “I Wanna Be Loved" (Supreme) .

.

6 6 8 1 3 4 2 6 . . 3 6 7
.
62

6 7 “Sentimental Me" (Knick'bock’r)

.

4 7 5 • .... 6 • » 5 3 1 8 4 49
7 6 “Hoop-Dee-Doo" (Morris) • • 4 6 6 4 4 7 4 4 5 5 5 4 46

8 8 “Mona Lisa" (Paramount) 1 9 7 4 5 » • 3 9 8 4 4 8 42

9 11 “Don't Care, Sun Don't" (Famous) 8 8 10 9 9 • • • " BwMMEH
10 10 “Stars Are Windows" (Pickwick) . 10 • f • • * * 6 4 4 * 2 O
11 9 “It Isn’t Fair" (Words-Music) • • * « • « 8 • 4 5 • . • 4 • 4 10 4 4 10

12A • , “Simple Melody" (Berlin) , . 9 10 • • » • 7 • • 4 4 10 • 4
'

4 8

12B 14 “Cross My Fingers" (United). .... * • • • « * • * • • . • 3 4 4 . 8

13 • • “Roses” (Hill-Range) • * • • • • • • • • • • 4 7

14 • . “Sam’s Song" (Sam Weiss) • * • 4 • - • 4
.

• • • • 7 4 4 4 4 9 6

15A 13 “Knew You Were Coming" (Rob't) • • * 4 • • 7 10 4 • 4 • • • 4 4 • 5

15B 15 “C’est Si Bon" (Leeds) • • • ft • 4 • « • 8 • • 4 4 « • 5

Bernard's RCA Appt.

Latest appointment at RCA-Vic-
tor in the personnel reshuffling

following the death of exec veepee

John G. Wilson is that of Thomas
J. Bernard as assistant director of

public relations. Bernard will work
directly under John K. West, vice-

president in charge of public rela-

tions.

On the Upbeat
Continued from page 40

to play fair there Aug. 19 to 25
. . . Eddy Howard into Aragon

Ballroom here Aug. 15 for six

weeks .
. .
Frankie Carle into Edge-

water Beach Hotel July 20 for
three weeks . . . Cole Keyes, Music
Corp. of America location booker,
back from vacation . . . Connie
Haines into Shamrock Hotel, Hous-
ston, July 11 for two weeks . . .

Jimmy Featherstone to Club Troc-
adero, Henderson, Ky., July 21 for
two weeks. . .Art Kassel follows on
Aug. 5 for four weeks . . . Peewee
Hunt into Deschler-Wallick, Co-
lumbus, Aug. 7 for two weeks . . .

Ben Kantor, Campbell Music con-
tactman, handling music for “Show
Kids," WBKB tele hourly show. . .

Bob Vincent, former A1 Trace vo-
calist, cut four sides for King
Records, and goes into Legion
Club, Clinton, la., July 3 for two
weeks . . . Bill Snyder into Chicago
theatre July 14 for two weeks. Vic
Damone cancels out of show . . .

Harmonicats doing an RKO film
short, in addition to Universal
short already signed for . . . Mer-
cury will re-release Danny Casella’s

j

master of “Heart of My Heart,"
which was originated by Bullet
Records. Cassella got master back
from Bullet after dispute, alleged-
ly over royalties.

Pittsburgh
Jimmy Palmer’s orch set for

Kennywood Park week of July 24
. . . Flea Madden, Pittsburgh drum-
mer who had his own band around
here 13 years ago, back in town and
teaihing with Eddie Peyton for
nitery work. Madden was recently
with Tommy Dorsey for a short
time . . . Eva Sanchez now doing
vocals with Luis Morales band at

Carnival Lounge * . . Lee Kelton
band on annual summer layoff
from staff duties at WJAS and
jobbing around on dance dates . . .

Baron Elliott's WCAE staff band
just cut its first records, for Jet
label . . , Joe Clements, longtime
trombone player with A1 Marsico
at old Nixon Cafe, joined Bernie
Cummins.

NEW REVIVALS

‘Exactly Like You’

‘You’re a Sweetheart’

*
Standards by

Jimmy McHugh

It's Music By

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

SLEEPY
HEAD

(Shapiro, Bernstein, Inc.)

The Song Everyone Goes For

“HOOK, LINE and SINKER”

mi
1R.eayided Cy

JIMMY ATKINS ...Rainbow ARTHUR GODFREY ... Columbia
BILL DARNEL Coral JOHNNY GUARNIERI ...Admiral

THREE SUNS & TEXAS JIM ROBERTSON Victor

799 Seventh Ave,,JIAJL19
HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

iSMTBRJriMfgPfof^Mgrt *
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Record Influx of 125,

Give Atlantic City Plenty Coin

Non-Union Crews Take

Over at Mayan, L.A.,

In Stagehand Hassle
Los Angeles, July 4.

Non-union crews are operating
the Mayan theatre here as a result
of a dispute between operator
Frank Fouce and the International
Alliance of Stage employees. Exhib
claimed. the union required him to
carry a crew of three backstage
men although Spanish language
vaude show program- involves no
scenery or props. Additionally,
Fouce said, he was required to
carry one stagehand even when
vaude shows weren’t booked.
As a result of the dispute, May-

fin is using non-union stage crew
and non-union tooters since AFM
sidemen cannot work in a house
without an IA crew.

LAINE UNIT SET FOR

MILWAUKEE FREEH
. Milwaukee, July 4.

Frankie Laine unit bows at the
•Riverside here Sept. 1 with Laine
and Patti Page topping the layout.
J-ame will split 50/50 with the
house from the first dollar and
Pay to® acts out of his own pocket.

Patti Page, first to be signed,
will 'get a flat $2,500.

Atlantic City, July 4 . +*

Best break possible in weekend

weather brought record-breaking

throng of 125,000 holidayers to

hypo season to its maximum after

a slow, cold and most times dreary

June.

Visitors and those here fpr sea-

son taxed hotels to capacity and
poured welcome cash into the cof-

fers of hundreds of amusement
places.

Anticipating the holiday influx

all spots were ready for them. Last

to start was the playland on the

old Million Dollar pier, which
seems to fulfill a long need' here.

It is composed of a number of

amusements for the small fry, at

nine cents admission to beat the

tax rap, plus a miniature golf

course and a number of wheels and
other games of skill or chance to

tempt the oldsters, winners get-

ting' merchandise passouts.

Plenty Cafe Lures
There is more than keen rivalry

for the nightclubbers* cash this

year as hotel grills and new op-
erators of clubs are putting on
best entertainment in years, sans
names, to draw payees. The Round
the World Room in the President
hotel has two bands, Tito Puente
and the Bobby Roberts orchestra.

The Ritz tavern has Nick D’Amico
orchestra and other entertainment.
The Ambassador has opened a new
spot named the Harlequin Room,
and features Bob Kay band and
Carol Stevens.

Brighton features Calypso sing-

ers, starring the Duke of Iron plus
dancing under stars, with Joe Stern
orch at the swimming pool.

In the Mayflower’s Holiday room
is Pedro Albani for dancing,, plus
an excellent show. On the Sen-
ator’s Sun and Star Roof Dolph
Traymon orch is the attraction,

also Ellen Dunlap, Kay McQuade,
and others.

In the nightclub field Bath and
Turf, with Joe Moss, an old hand
in the nitery business here, opened
this week with Evalyn Tyner Trio
headlining. Spot, like most others,
is operating sans cover or mini-
mum.

Into the 500 Club Saturday (1)

came the Vagabonds, to be fol-

lowed on July 7 by Kitty Kallen.
Paradise in comeback try offers

Chris Powell’s Blue Flames, while
second sepia Spot, Club Harlem,
features Larry Steele orch and
Three Chocolateers.

Paddock has Vic Earlson and
Johnny Cahill plus others and a
line. Uptown Dude Ranch, with no-
thing over four-bits policy, has Ben
Cotey, line of dancing Dudettes and
two bands.
Jockey Club brought in Jackie

“Moms” Mabley, who has appeared
here in previous years but always
in sepia spots. Nomad has Pete Ru-
bino while Clicquot offers Joe Hal-
ler and Benny Hayden crews.

i

Screen Test May Cut
Julie Wilson’s London Run

London, June 27.
After having doubled at the

Colony and Astor for a month,
Julie Wilson opens tonight (27) on
a three-week date at the Embassy
Club, She has an option to play
the embassy for a further week,
.but this will be subject to her
availability since she is scheduled
to return for a Hollywood screen
test.

Connie Sawyer is following at
the Colony and Ai&or after a short
return engagement by the Merry
Macs.

Biggest Summer Season

At Monte Carlo Looms;

Galas Tee-Off July 7
Monte Carlo, June 20.

Plans for the 1950 summer sea-
son at Monte Carlo, to include
their traditional galas,- open air
film theatre, new nightclub, con-
certs and international sports
events, were announced today by
Gabriel Olivier, director of tour-
ism for the Principality of Monaco,
and Henry Astric, artistic director
of the Sporting Club. Olivier re-
vealed that Monte Carlo is using
all efforts to encourage a 10-month
tourist season,, and is meeting the
competition of its principal rival,

Cannes, with a diversified and
complete program.

The biggest coup that Monte
Carlo has pulled off is the acquisi-
tion of the Bal des Petits Lits
Blancs (The Ball of the Little
White Beds), the most important
and exclusive social events of the
year in France. This will be Aug.
8 at the Summer Sporting Club.

Summer program of galas will
begin July 7, and will be continued
each Friday until mid-September,
with additional events to include
the Bal des Petits Lits Blancs,
Aug. 8, a special one on Aug. 15,
and a benefit affair Aug. 27, when
Pierre Balmain will present the
first showing of his winter collec-
tion. Music will be by the Aime
Barelli band with singer Linda
Stevens, and the Louis Frosio orch.
Featured soloists for the season in-

clude Charles Trenet, the Peters
Sisters, Tino Rossi, Jacqueline
Francois and Rosario and Antonio.
On nights when no galas are held,
bands will play at the newly-dec-
orated open air nightclub, The
Fiesta.

Inauguration of the open air

cinema on the Casino terraces will

be July 1, with daily change of
films. Of the films, 54 are American
films and 7 French. These include
such productions as “Madame
Bovary,” “Edward, My Son,” “All
King’s Men,” “Stage Fright,”
“Three Came Home,” “Little

Women,” and “Cheri,” none of

which has yet played in Paris.

Sports events include the world’s
fencing championships, July 9-23;

the Golf Coup d’Ete, July 14-16,

and international tennis champion-
ship play at the Country Club,
Aug. 14-20.

Ops of Defunct Philly

Cafe Held on Tar Rap
Philadelphia, July 4.

Three officers of the closed Mo-
cambo Club were held in $500 bail

each for the Grand Jury last

Wednesday (28) on charges of fail-

ure to pay amusement taxes to the

city.

They are Charles Mostovoy,
Frank Peskiii and Herman Marti-

nez. The club has been closed for

several years and the same trio,

police said, were held under $800
bail each 14 months ago, for al-

leged failure to pay the city wage
taxes, collected from employees.

NELSON VICE TREMAINE
Gilbert Nelson has joined Gen-

eral Artists Corp.'s contract dept,

taking over post vacated recently

by Janet Tremaine, who exited

outfit to head Jimmy Dorsey’s N.Y.

business office.

Prior to entering GAC Nelson

was with the Joe Shribman office.

Cuban Revue Madrid Click
Madrid, June 27.

Group of Cuban singers, dancers
and musicians is scoring in a revue
at the Circo Price despite the heat
wave. Capacity houses have been
the rule for this revue, “Antillean
Package,” with Mayra, Margarita
Diaz, El Gran Israel, Carlitos Pous,
Esther Zulema, Paz Montenegro,
Oscar Lopez and Teresa Mena.
Orchestra is under the baton of
composer Jose E, Urfe. Chorus
consists of 20 Cuban girls.

. Impresario Carcelle has signed
th$ troupe for Spain and Portugal
and an eventual tour of Europe
this fall.

Carnival, Mpls,

Throws Sponge
Minneapolis, July 4,

Club Carnival, leading nitery,

which has played such top names
as Sophie Tucker, Martha Raye,
Lena Horne, the Ink Spots, etc.,

during the past several years, is

shuttering permanently.

Owners this week moved their

liquor license to another spot

where they’ll operate a tavern

minus entertainment. Although
their lease on Club Carnival still

has two and a half years to run,

they’ll keep it close at a cost of

$44,000 in rental that they’ll con-
tinue to pay. Ray Perkin, who,
with his brother owns the property
and who was formerly associated
with the owners in the operation
of a night club, says he tried to
buy the spot, but that the owners,
although abandoning it, put a “pro-
hibitive” price on it.

Until early last December the
CArnival, using big names and with
a $1 and more cover, drew large
crowds at least, although the oper-
ation was claimed to be unprofit-
able. The slump that started in
late 1949 continuously grew worse,
and recently the cover and big-
name floorshow policy was discon-
tinued and more modestly budget-
ed 'shows were presented. The
final two shows were topped by
Sarah Vaughan and Rose Marie,
respectively.

Carnival’s foldo leaves only two
class spots here—the Hotel Nicol-
let Minnesota Terrace and Hotel
Radisson Flame Room. Former
has the Dorothy Lewis ice show
for an all-summer run, and will

resume name policy in the fall.

Flame Room plays occasional
names like Dorothy Shay, Abe
Burrows and Burl Ives.

MCA Inks Berle Adams

"

To Build Shows Around

Top Talent for Yaudates
Hollywood, July 4.

MCA talent will start trekking
cross-country shortly on an all-

out personal appearance campaign
under newly-hired Berle Adams,
whose department is expected to

provide a coin transfusion to the
agency’s in-the-red band-and-acts
department. Adams, long a top
nlanager ard talent discoverer, was
inked in a deal made directly by
MCA prexy Lew Wasserman.

Adams will be in charge of fram-
ing acts, hiring writers and ar-

rangers and coordinating units

spotlighting top MCA names who’ll
be induced to trek everywhere.
Idea was cued by the financial suc-

cess of the recent Jack Benny and
Jack Carson tours—plus the new
popularity attained through the
trips. Not overlooked* of course, is

the amount of extra commissions
accruing to the agency as ajpesult

of these personal appearances.

Adams, who checks in around
July 20 to launth the department,
is giving up personal managing
Louis Jordan and Jerry Gray
bands, making disks on spec for
London label and handling such
canaries as Joyce Bryant. He’ll

work with MCA’s national band-
and-act chief Larry Barnett.

Adams was with GAC in Chicago
before th$ war and left to found
Mutual Agency. H^ sold that to

start Mercury Records, later sell-

ing the waxery as well. He started
Kay Starr as a soloist, and had a
hand in Frankie Laine’s rise.

AGVA Strike Vs. Mt. Resort Ops
j

Averted as Agent Assns. Post Bonds

Laurel & Hardy Acclaim
Problem to Genoa Police

Genoa, June 26.

Local police were used to con-
tain crowds welcoming Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy during
their one-day visit here. The
comics, very popular here, drew
cheers and applause wherever they
went. A huge crowd gathered as
they emerged from a benefit show-
ing of “Fra Diavolo” at a Ideal the-
atre, blocking all traffic and neces-
sitating special police.
The two comedians are on their

way to Rome for an Italo-French
film stint in “Atollo K” to be pro-
duced partly in Italy.

Former Roustabout

Joan Merrill set for the Chez
Paree, Chicago, July 14.

Ringling Circus Fire
Columbus, O., July 4.

Practically on the eve of its sixth

anniversary a 21-year-old youth

has admitted setting the Ringling

Bros., Barnum & Bailey circus fire

that killed 168 persons in Hartford,
Conn., on July 6, 1944, Ohio Fire
Marshal Harry J. Callan revealed
in a statement Thursday (30).

Robert Segee, whose parents
now live at Adelphia, O., also is

said to have confessed four strang-
ulation murders and the setting of
minor fires around Circleville, O.,

in addition to the circus blaze
which he touched off when he was
only 15 years old.

A friend of Segee’s who was
picked up in Circleville on charges
of arson revealed during question-

J

ing that a buddy of his had set fire

to a circus in Hartford. After that
tip Segee was picked up in East St.

Louis on May 17 and returned here
for questioning. At that time
Segee said he “thought” he set the
circus afire. He was thereupon
turned oyer to a psychologist,
Bernard Higley, who spent time
with Segee to gain his confidence
and subsequent admissions. Mean-
while, officials checked his story.

Callan’s statement declared: “It

has been definitely established that
Segee was employed by Ringling
Bros., Barnum and Bailey Circus
from June 30 to July 13, 1944.

“He joined the circus at
Portland, Me., and the day he
joined. . there was a fire on the
tent ropes which was extinguished
without loss. The circus moved
from Portland, Me., to Providence,
and while there another small fire

occurred on the tent flap which
again was extinguished without
loss. On July 6, 1944, at Hartford,
Conn., the major fire occurred
which took 168 lives.”

Authoritative sources supple-
mented the fire marshal’s state-

ment with these facts: “Segee said
he recalled striking a match and
lighting the tent, but didn’t know
whether he ignited the ropes or
flaps.

“As the flames shot up, he saw
the vision of a flaming red Indian
and remembers nothing more until
another circus employee shook him
and brought him out of a daze
a short distance from the fire.”

The suspect was described as a
psychoneurotic.

-4- Performers on the borscht-belt
circuit started a business-as-usual
trek to the mountains Friday (30)
following settlement *of the dispute
with the resort innkeepers. Strike
by the American Guild of Variety
Artists had been threatened against
the operators on the issue of' post-
ing of bonds, and a special emer-
gency meeting had been called by
the union Thursday (29) midnight.
However, a few hours prior to the
meeting a compromise was reached.
Artists Representatives Assn, aiid
Associated Agents of America, both
organizations of percenters, agreed
to guarantee $10,000 in bonds in
order to permit the hotels to run
talent over the July 4 weekend.
According to Henry Dunn, AGVA

rep, threat of a strike had been
averted by compromise in which
the union agreed to forego classi-

fication of performers as employees
pending a Government ruling on
the subject. Dunn said emergency
meeting would be called to explain
the new contract to the acts. Re-
sort operator reps were coming in
last Tuesday to sign the pact, Dunn
stated. However, bonifaces balked
at the idea of shelling out $1,000
for a bond. Strike was subse-
quently threatened.
Peace was brought about mainly

through the agents’ associations,
which suggested the compromise.
On Wednesday this suggestion was
rejected by AGVA, but was picked
up again shortly before meeting
was to start and instead of calling
strike confab got news that the re-

sorts were okay.
According to the announcement

made at the meeting ARA, AAA
and the Entertainment Managers
Assn, would share equal responsi-
bility for the $10,000 bond. How-
ever, EMA hadn’t yet committed
itself and if they’re unwilling to

go along with the suggestion, ARA
and AAA would share the respon-
sibility of the guarantee.

Indies Must Pony Up
None of the agency groups would

put up any cash. Instead organiza-
tions will create a credit pool to
pay up any hotel defaults. Any
spots not belonging to the Mountain

(Continued on page 44)

AGVA, Floored in Pitch

To Org Rasslers, Now

Angling for Models
Hollywood, July 4.

American Guild of Variety Art-
ists has abandoned its drive to en-
list professional wrestlers and
turned its attention to fairer fields

—the ranks of professional models.
Union says the glamor gals are
edging into television and conse-
quently qualify for membership.
AGVA had launched its drive to

recruit grunt-and-groaners on the
grounds that their gymnastics in

front of television cameras consti-

tuted entertainment more than
sports. Abandonment of the drive
apparently means the union doesn’t
even think rasslin’ is entertaining.

Mpls. Nitery Revises

Tap to Hold Waning Biz
Minneapolis, July 4.

Believing that the days—and

nights—of lush bistro spending in

heavy volume generally for cities

like Minneapolis are pretty much
ended, Vic Levine, ovyner of the

Dome, town’s elaborate theatre
bar, which has played many name
attractions, just spent $50,000 to

make it over into a plain, simple
tavern “where the rank and file

of the public won’t be frightened
away and will feel more at home.”

Levine has renamed the spot
“Vic’s.” Popular beverage prices

prevail, instead of the former 80
to 90c including the 20% tax,

which now is out. Food is featured
and the only entertainment hence-
forth will be that provided by a

WMIN radio station disk jockey.

OHIO BD. DRIVES

TO CLOSE CASINOS
Chardon, O., July 4.

Efforts to close the Pettibone
Club, last of five bigtime gambling
spots named for extinction by
Gov. Frank J. Lausche, were
revived last week, when An-
thony A. Rutkowski, state liquor

enforcement chief, and a group
of agents raided the swank
spot, and Fire Marshal Harry J.

Callan issued an order (28) that

the club be torn down within 30

days.

,

The order, citing the establish-

ment as a fire hazard, was expected
to start further court litigation.

Early this year, the state made an
unsuccessful bid to close the club

on ground it violated the building

code and was a public nuisance.
Meanwhile, a Geauga County

Grand Jury is considering gam-
bling evidence presented by the

liquor agents and other state wit-

nesses. Observers said this was
the same strategy used to close the

Jungle Inn in Trumbull County
last August.

In addition to Jungle Inn, other

gambling spots closed were the

Mounds Club, in Lake County;
Colony Inn, and the Benore Club,
Toledo. The last shut down volun-

tarily.
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Night Club Reviews
(iro9^ Louilou

London, June 27.

j

Cecil LandeaxCs “Summer Nights/
\

• with Marce le Bon, Jean Bayless,

CarilAl Roof. X. Y. ,
#re well done by Tony Alamo and Audrey llepburn Diana .M®"**.

mnrii&.iii -w. » •
. Kavdets trio ! Harry Locke, Sara Luzita & lutte

(HOTEL WALDORF-ASTORIA) • tUe * ,
. LcUitou), Dauid Hurst, Anne Las-

Sammy Kaye Orch
t
(15), The Kayes ^ what’s sur- ce Maurice Winnick’s Orch,

Modernaires (5); Mischa Borr tural foi.thiss-room
‘ ^

uVwnat s s
, Three; $1.50 cover.

Orch (8); $1.50-$2.50 cover;

1 act is getting here* This routine,
’ following the Modernaires turn, is

tickler, earned some

The consistent pull of the Wal
^

dorf’s Starlight Roof is one of this
[
being worked for solid laughs de-

summer’s phenoms. In face of the > spite the corny angles that usually

9(\oy bite the cover tab 1 surround these and particmatjon
20,

c

Federal bite, tne cover iaD
’

j stimts . Kaye has the same format
the general business dip and now

j

fov this turn as he uses in vaude-
the war-sbare jitters, this room film houses except for the omission

has tlie rope up nightly With the
,

of the comedy antics by Chubby

Weekly take reportedly in the
;

Sil
j
els -

sideman.

$50,000 vicinity, That b.o. was I with a
tained during the r e c e n t Guy i

spave sense of humpr, but basic-

Lonibardo-Vic Damone four-week: ' ally, this turn liinges on the dever
stand and all indications

continuation of that pace

present layout.

This spot’s click operation isn't ! laughs from the trade on opening

hard to account for. There’s the in-
1

night f29)_^\vhen

tangible, come-on of the . Waldo i
f-

•bvuSi'cai director, turned up as One
Astoria rep for the tourist and loi- 0f the participants, but Faith re-,

cal trade alike plus this room’s fUSed to take his chances,
standard policy of showcasing the

Borr’s combo, a regular in this
top attractions^ in the country. And rooni, supplies fine dance rhythms
now with the hot weatliei looming between shows with a heavy ac-
as a .barriers air-conditioning has

l cent on Latin rhythm’s. Hetm.
been installed to lick the rising . .. .

.

mercury. •.
• /

’

'

For the performer, however, this : Slierniaii Oak$
room isn't the most ideal spot to I Sherman Oaks, Cal., June 20.—

work in. The elongated shape of Ben Blue's comedy revue, with
the roof, which stretches out on.; Sid Fields. Frankie Hyers, Cully

» both sides of the bandstand with
|

Richards, Les Lyons ,
Stephanie

little yardage directly ahead, makes : Stevens, Roberta Lee, Mary Foy,
a projection to ail cornevs a mat-

j

Charley Foy, Kay Parsons, Abbey
ter of sonic difficulty.

|
Broume O^ch (3); no cover or in in-

But this is only a minor draw- !

buu?n.

back for the ' socko turns by the
Sammy ’Kaye orch and Tlie Mod-,
ernaires (New Acts). Fore and aft

of tlie two shows nightly, Kaye is

Many of the best bits of

Landeau’s ill-fated “Sauce Pi-

quante” have been salvaged to

make this layout one of the most
ambitious .hoof shows in town.
Production is costing around $L-
500 a week, which is considerably
above average for , a .

show of * 28
minutes. .

It is presented with minimum erf

effects. There’s no trick lighting
or special scenery. .Costuming is

gay and motif is pegged on a light-

hearted note. It opens without
frills jwith Marcelle Bon, one of

the French stars, singing “Painting
Rainbows’’ in which he is joined
by Jean Bayless. There’s also a
nice dance routine by Diana Monks
and Audrey Hepburn.

out opening night for a social eve-
ning, Unfortunately, Miss Court-
right overstayed what had been a
hearty welcome home*

t

'

Chanteuse is in for a limited en-
gagement only aiid the complete
entertainment burden falls on her
shapely shoulders. She’ll have no
difficulty carrying it, but she has
to trim that opening night effort

in half to make it top drawer en-
tertainment instead of spasmodic-
ally soggy stuff.

AGVA Strike Off
Continued from pan:# 43 &

Resort Assn, will have to pony up
$1,000 bond in order to insure
shows. Agency groups and AGVA
are currently working on the new
pact and it’s expected to be ready
by the end of the week.

*,T . , *, i. . Thursday’s meeting had the

I

largest turnout of any in the N. Y,
light foot with an offstage vocal

i

are^ wjthin the past few years.
More than 500 attended. Confab
was addressed by Georgie Price,
AGVA presidential candidate, who
urged greater interest in union af-

and came on to win good returns
with her first few numbers, includ-
ing “Blue Bird in My Heart”'* and
a special material bit “Go West,
Young Man.” Some of her other
special material, however, is limp [fairs; Jack Katz, ARA counsel and
and she errs in an overlong rOu-

j

Sid Leipzig, AAA president. Jackie
tine explaining her trek away from ! Bright chairmanned.
home which includes some un-
familiar foreign tunes that kept
her audience squirming.
She got soo^e sock returns by

bringing vet funesniith Jimmy Mc-
Hugh up on stage for a medley of
his numbers and then followed it

Harrv Locke's imnressions con- Avith an anti-climactic “career” dittynai ly L.ocKe s impiessions con-.
if

airernating on the stand with the
Mischa Borr combo for the cus-
tomer hoofing. This crew of five

reeds, five brass and four rhythm
stimulate that two-step urge with
neat arrangements over a simple
rhythm base in the usual variety of
dance tempos. Occasional vocals

This valley rendezvous for show-
biz names is jumping again with ;

the best aU-around comedy show
j

its had in sqnye time. The laughs
j

come thick and fast and if the i

aroma of freshly-popped corn is al-

ways in evidence, the crowd that

tinue to score on novelty. He spe-
cializes in takeoffs of movies from
all parts of the world and scores
best laughs by comic sub-titling of
them. Two other numbers done
with charm are “Mademoiselle de
Paris” and “La Vie en Rose.” Miss
Bayless joins le Bon in the second
number and Miss Monks and Anne
Lascelles aid Miss Hepburn in the
dance number.
One of the higlispots of the show

is an exciting Spanish dance by
Sara Luzita and Tutte LemkoW,

j

done to fascinating rhythm. David
Hurst’s guide bit is an overlong
monolog with occasional flashes of
wit, but roost of the humor is ob-
vious. As *. finale, the entire com-
pany is on for a lively frolic.

Myro ...

Skillfully trimmed it should be an
okay turn because Miss Courtright
has the voice and the delivery
knowhow to click without trouble
and she’s at •home in this type of
room.
Musichores are shared by Dick

As a result of the agreement, acts
started their trek to the hills the
following day. It’s one; weekend
in which nearly every act works
two and three spots. per night, and
loss of this coin would have been
a serious blow to performer in*

comes. Beginning With the holi-

day weekend, acts travelling to the
mountains are insured as per pact.

Dunn, at this confab, rapped At-
tors Equity's contract with the Stan-
ley Wolff Players, a legit group
which provides shows in mountain« i* r,.

|
wmui uiuvAuca. snvwa in iuuum<mi

Stabile and Gen Galian with the ton «iW
chm,, resorts from $90 to $125 nightly.

t arihar lloom, D. f.
(WARDMAN PARK HOTEL)

Washington, June 28.
Daryl Hawa revue, with Mama

drops in here nightly loves it that ! Paige. Barbara Sc Jeff James, Leu-
wav
Yooks this session stem from the

former providing show backing.
Kap.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake. N. Y., July 4;

Jeff Clark, radio singer, in from
N. Y. C., for rest and observation.
Ditto for Jeanne Romer (Mrs. Jeff
Clark);
Abe Za.Von of Warper Bros.

Philly exchange in to visit Bob
Pasquale, who’s flashing an all-

clear.

A carnation to Leon J. Bam-
berger, sales promotion manager
for RKO, for playing cards gifts

to the gang,
Inez Delores Liverpool, former

ny Ces., Russel Collquette & Bill
J Rogerite and 'nitery hostess, recup-

\ Joyce. Maria Cardos, and Pualuni ' 1-- -- •

antics of Ben Blue and his comedy
, ^

Ppaiihua; Harpa Orch; minimum,
1 revue. Blue has never been better, :^ 1 -70 *

’ He's a constant howl whether with

FATHICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently:

CAVALCADE OF STARS IV
and LIDO COUNTRY CLUB

sideline mutterings as his “troupe”
stages its cockeyed version of a
“DuBarry” scene or with liilai'ious

“mind-reader” routine aided by
Sid Fields, it's funny stuff that’s
being peddled and all concerned
are slick salesmen.

Fields is a fine foil as is Les.

The Wardman Park’s long estab-
lished Metronome Room switched
its name to the. Caribar recently!
and went Latin-American to the
tunes and revue of Daryl Harpa,
who moved over from the Latin
Quarter. Now a new Harpa show,
with a Hawaiian accent, has come

Dunn stated that under agreement
With "Equity, performers get $50
weekly out of which $25 is charged
for board. Duhn said that he'll at-

tempt to persuade mountain ops to

use acts just breaking in or older
performers who have difficulty get-

ting engagements on such nights as

they would ordinarily use the Wolff
group.

COMEDY MATERIAL
F»r All Branch*s of Theatricala

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
’THE ORIGINAL SHOW III GAG FILE’’

• Nos. 1 Thru IS <8 $1.00 oach •
(Sold In Stquenc* Only)

SPICIAL—FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
• 10 SPECIAL—ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY $25

• 3 tks. PARODIES, per book $10~«
-—•II 3 difF. Rooks for $20—

• MINSTREL BUDGET . $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., OR. bk $25 •—«ll 4 difF. Vols. for $00—
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(roissuo), $2.00
NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., Now York I t Dtp». V

Vons and blonde Stephanie
|

n
5
me an<^ flavor

1

of the high-ceilmged room continue
Central American.

'Paradise Isle,” the revue,
strongly follows the format of its

Caribbean predecessor.. However,
Harpa, a young impresario, is

learning fast. The pieces of the
show are smoother and fit together
better. More important, the danc-
ing is far above that in the initial
production although the comedy is

still thin. —
Star of layout is Mama Paige,

Stevens who has little to do but
stand around, ornament the scene
and take the almost-ribald com-

;
ment that’s dished. Frankie Hs^ers

! has a neat solo as a tap dancer

|

and does some okay comedy work
; and Cully Richards, less bawdy and
, therefore much better, socks over

j

liis stuff, including some oldies
[that are so well sold they still

draw screams.
Roberta Lee is back with some

bouncy vocalizing that earns re-

ing at the Deaconess, hospital,
Brookline, Mass., from recent op-
eration.
Harold Wood, exec of Neighbor-

hood Theatres, Richmond. Va., in
for weekend with frau, Ruth Wood,
who is doing nicely.

Niteries in Saranac and Tupper
Lake going out on a limb to draw,
the tourist trade here. Elk’s Club
has added dancing with Danny
Page and Versatile Three. Colo-
nial Inn has Three Tones, Sparky’s :

Tavern has Mountain Music
Makers.
Jack. (RKO) Wasserman and

Johnny Lake, radio actor, doing
nicely.

The David Romaniks shot in
from Brooklyn to spend vacation
with their son Walter < CBS) Ro-
manik, who recently received good
clinic report.
Sam (RKO) Kelley left for

N. Y. C., for a 10-day furlough.

I

John Eaton, ex-Rogerite and

Gospel Singer Tharpe

Draws 22,000 in D.C.
Sister Rosetta Tharpe, the Negro

gospel singer, mixed religious

tunes and fireworks to a strong

gate at Griffith Stadium, Washing-
ton, Sunday (2). She drew 22.000
attendance at $3 top.

Following her song session there
was an hour-long fireworks dis-

play.

RUSTY
FIELDS

"The One Man Show"
Currently:

FIFTH RETURN ENGAGEMENT

CAVE O' THE WINDS
CHICAGO

Direction: AL DVORIN
54 Woit Randolph St., Chicago

: turhs and Mary Fov ;—who gets too ‘ PePP.V .

and attractive chantoosey
[
singer, left for Scranton, Pa,, after

. . . *_ * . ! 4 11/\ ktl U A I 1U 1 • M AM I . • • A*. « > , ,

little to do—also draws a spot of

;

.singing. Charley Foy isn’t billed
' for this layout but the patrons
i wouldn’t stand for any such vaca-
' tion—even despite Richards’ ribald

from the Philippines, receiving an O. K. on recent' check-'
Miss Paige solos with the en-

. up at Variety Clubs hospital.
sernble in the Opener with a ro-
mantic number, “Paradise Isle” and
later returns for a change of pace1<AV«R V T VIA WVUJl/RVV .AVAVRRMA VftW A lit _ ‘ *

answer to the o f t-r epeated
!
) • J

aM1
x!5°^>

s ,^em ca^ed
“Where’s Charley?” Hilo Hattie, which she sings in

Windup, with even the chef get-
1

costume with ^exaggerated padding,

ting into the act, is a slick take-
[

^°war.^ _^ie finish she returns for

off on an orch glee club which is i

a _BaiP“10Ps number,
helped by the fine backing job by
Abbey Browne’s crew.

!
Between shows there’s songs and

pianistics by Kay Parsons who has
1 a limitless repertoire. Kap.

I

CUBA’S NO. 1 SINGING TRIO

DECASTRO
SISTERS

Now Appearing

ROXY
MEW YORK

Monagtm*nl:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

Write to those who are ill.

1-Armed Bandits Banned
;

Vienna, June 27. !

Army’s Inspector General put a
quick end to the attempt, of the

Bill Joyce and Russel Collquette, money-grabbing bar and nightclub
former Kathryn Dunham

_

pupils,
[

in U. S.-occupied zone Bristol'^er ^ dance in loin-
- hotel to get off the nut via slot

cloths and later, Joyce returns with
! m»f-hinpc

what is probably the standout of
the revue. This is a solo dance
telling the story of a drunken Ha-.

!
waiian beachboy twisting and bob-
bing to a bad case of heebie-jeebies.
It is a physically exhausting num-
ber and brings top returns from
the payees. Dance is done to the
rhythm of drums, in a baby spot-
light.

Pualani and Paauhau. are a Ha-
waiian pair new to the Harpa

. troupe; Gal does a hula and also
vocals with own uke accompani-
ment as male partner sings and
dapees. This pair needs to loosen
up a little more and will then de-
liver better. Jeff James plays the
sailor, and tap dances with Barbara
James as a native gal. Comedy
touch is given by Lenny Gess in
song, “Mayor of Kanakakai Isle.”
Revue signs off with entire com-

pany singing “Aloha” and distribu-
ting colored paper lets among the
customers, a showmanlike touch
which appears much appreciated.
.Costuming is nifty, providing a:
bright setting for the 40-minute,
well paced show. Lowe . :

Officers operating the spot im-
ported slot, machines from the
U. S. Cost is reported to be $250
per machine, including adaptation/
to take Austrian schilling coins

;

(about Pi cents). These imme-
diately got. tremendous play from '

homesick G.I.s and thei r families;
piling up sizeable profits for the
Bristol.

But after a couple of weeks when
knowledge of the machines.’ oper-
ations percolated officially to head-

j

quarters, the Verboten edict was !

liapded down. This; despite the
presence of slot machines in most
stateside officers’ clubs, and the
fact that gambling is legal in Aus-
tria.

Publicize Your Act with

COLOR POSTCARDS
New Low Prices! Immediate Delivery I

Amaxlna n*w Litho-Color Process
gives you beeutiful full-color gbst*
cards at low cost. Truo original
colors of yourself or your act printed
from Kodachromes with space on
back for your publicity massage.
Here's a proven way to advertise . .

build
.
new contacts. Prices, are low.

Satisfaction GUARANTEED! ALSO:
Low Cost Black and White Glossy
Photo Reproductions.

Send for FREE SAMPLES and
Naw Lew Prices TODAY I

HANkIl LITHO-COLOR PRODUCTIONS
314 W. Superior Street

Dept. V-75 Chicago 10, III*

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 5i We*t 44tk Street. New York

LUxambiirg 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

TAI rMTrnNTCCTt

AUDITIONS AT 7 P.M,

ALL TYPE PERFORMERS INVITED

Lire’s, Hollywood
Hollywood, June 28.

#
Rosalind Courtright. Dick Sia-

!

bile's Orch (8); Geri Galian rhum -
!

band ( 5>; cover $1.50, $2.

It ihas been more than a year
since the home folks saw Rosalind
Courtright work/ so they turned
e <» » # 4 b ' >

,

Watch

CHRISTINE NELSON
on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town"

This Sunday, July 9th

(Just Completed 34 Weeks Hotel Sherman, Chicago)

^Christine Nelson gets raves from on-lookera for hor wacky comedies.
Gel's a terrific comedienne that wallops!" Grog, VARIITY.
“The kids (In the COLLEGE INN STORY) Interpret roles o(F famous folk

now, will bo famous thomsolvas someday, particularly Christina Nelson, a
shew-stoppaH" Ray Hunt, Sun-TImas,
"Miss Nelson has a natural smile and flair far burlesquing that made her

work standout. . . ." Johnny Slppel, Billboard.
Mgt.: GLORIA IAFI1R, 457 Madison Ave.i Naw York, N. Y.
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Tex Nitery Blows Up

While employment of f chorus-

lines is currently at the lowest

point in years, line' producers feel

that the fall will definitely see an
upswing for these ensejnbles. Dur-

ing the past few seasons, at the N

slightest dip in business, many
spots eliminated lines to pare tal-

ent costs;

Producers feel that this era is

definitely over, pointing out that

most of the major spots which
survived the dip in cafe biz employ
gal lines. It’s particularly true in

New York, where the majpr nitery

operations now have choruses.

Producers also declare that the
value of a chorus was amply dem-
onstrated last season at the Piping
Rock, Saratoga Springs, which
started out without an ensemble,
but after a few days hurriedly
recruited one, and business perked.

It’s felt that wherever there’s a
concentration of transient trade,
the girl shows bring in he^vy busi-

ness. -It’s particularly true in New
York and Chicago.

Wally Overman
COLORS IN RHYTHM

TOURING POX INTERMOUNTAIN
THEATRE CIRCUIT

Management:
MATTY ROSEN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

Cantor’s Dates
11mm Continued from page l

NBC’s big vaudeo show, which is

to be sponsored by Colgate-Palm-

olive-Peet in the Sunday night 8

to 9 period. ( Fred Allen is another
of the emcees, while the remaining
two have not yet been signed;
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis may
be added later.) His one-man tour
will take him to 28 different cities,

starting Sept. 16, in El Paso and
Winding Nov. 18 in Richmond, Va.
Deal calls for a $2,000 guarantee
per performance, against 50% of
the gross;

Cantor, meanwhile, is scheduled
to speak July 19 at a United Jew-
ish Appeal luncheon at the Hotel
Commodore, N. Y, He requested
the UJA meet be called, via a cable
from Israel, so that he can explain
first-hand Tiis impressions of the
new Jewish state. While in Israel,

Cantor talked with all types of peo-
ple, ranging from bricklayers to
government officials.

Okay in Blip
The Cole Bros. Circus with Bill

(Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd made a

comparatively equal showing at

Ebbets Field, Brooklyn* as at

Yankee Stadium. N. Y. But the
same lack of advertising and pub-
licity plagued the show. Eight per-
formances on the home grounds Of
the Brooklyn Dodgers brought
around 161,000 admissions at a $3
top, as against 200,000 at the Yan-
kee’s ballpark for nine shows.
Again, the circus had excellent
weather.

Show closed yesterday (Tues.)

afternoon and is slated to open to-
day (Wed.) at Jersey City Stadium
for two days, followed by two days
in Newark on the same lot usually
played by the Ringling Bros.,
Barnum & Bailey Circus. A One-
day stand in Wilmington, Del., fol-

lows July 12 and four days in

Washington, starting July 13 is

next stand. Show goes to Phila-
delphia for six days starting July
17.

Circus spokesman stated that the
show should not have gone into

New York so soon after the Ring-
lings completed their Madison
Square Garden run. It was felt

b o. was hurt by the closeness of

both dates.

Boyd is definite to stay with the

show through those dates. Whether
he’ll continue beyond that hinges

on how soon he must be on the

Coast for a pic commitment.

JERRY

BERGMAN
with the

Ping Pong Balls

Enjoying Europe, Thank You

t
Reium Date

August 1st

CIRO'S CLUB, LONDON
August 15th

CASINO, ESTORIL

September 5th

INTER. MAGIC
CONGRESS, BARCELONA

Television

LONDON AND PARIS

Taylor, Tex., July 4.

The Belvadier nightclub was
wrecked by an explosion and fire

last week. An investigation is un-
der way by city and county officers
as deliberate blasting of the club
is suspected.
The building was owned by Har-

ry Schroeder, of Austin; and oper-
ated by T, W. Crowder,

Chicago, July 4.

Entertainment Managers Assn,
last week backed up the Artists
Representatives Assn, stand against
the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists edict which would grant li-

censes free to any agent booking
AGVA acts. Midwestern group, in
one of the largest meetings in re-
cent months—about 60 agents at-

tending—Jashed out at the variety
union and called for a united front
Body passed a resolution saying
they Would follow any action that
ARA would take and that no agent
would accept a license from AGVA
on that basis without approval of
EMA.

Several members pointed out
that they believed that if AGVA
would persist in the action, which
according to them Would under-
mine the Agents organizations,
agents would book regardless of
whether acts were union or not
and that AGVA members -would

'

probably form a rump union. As
controllers of talent and spots,
agents feel that they can sway tal-

ent away from the AGVAV. EMA
also went on record as opposing
5% tax on clubdates union has pro-
posed.

*

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Hollywood
MCA lining up a 10-week vaude

and nitery tour for Andy and Della
Russell . . Patti Page booked to
follow Frankie Laine, with whom
she has ducted several Mercury
platters, into CirO’s late this sum-
mer: . .Joan Elms chirping at the
Ferris Hotel, Reno . . . Margaret
Padula reoptioned at Kings Restau-
rant. ..The Charlivels, Currently
doing an engagement at the Mapes
Hotel, Reno, open at the Chez
Paree, Chicago,- July 15 for four
weeks and then head for Toronto
to appear at the Confederation of
Canadian Labor conclave with
Danny Kaye.
Roger Ray, who wound an eight-

day stand at Giro’s last Tuesday
(27), goes into the Golden hotel,
Reno, July 19 for a fortnight ...
Bobby Troup was accompanied by
A1 Viola on guitar and Lloyd Pratt
on bass, former members of the
original Page Cavanaugh trio,

when he opened at the Captain’s
Table June 29 . . . Bill Lankin, one-
armed 88er, reOptioned by Mildred
Lucey’s for six more weeks , .

Mata and JIari open at Mocambo
tomorrow night (5) . . . King Cole
Trio booked into the State Line
Club, Lake Tahoe, Aug. 7.

Bunny Bishop, thrush recently
in the short-lived legiter ‘‘Of All
Things,” inked for a fortnight stand
at the Flamingo, Las Vegas, open-
ing July 15 at $500 per week . , .

Rudy Vallee toplining the layout at
Cal Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe with
Ted and Phyllis Rodriguez, dance
team, also on on bill ... Patti Page
opens a two-weeker at the Thun-
derbird, Las Vegas, JUly 20.

Chicago
Chicago, July 4.

Bismarck hotel closes its Swiss
Chalet for the summer Jujy 8, re-
opening after Labor Day .

Johnny Bashman repeats at

.Helsings Aug 1 ;.
.'

. Eileen Barton
set for RKO theatre, Cincinnati,
July 13 . . •* Silver Frolics has
switched to two week shows for
summer ... Sid Harris, of Mutual
Entertainment, off to Iowa to pro-
mote new ait with Larry Allen,
Dick Hyde and five-girl line.

Already set for Turinn, Sioux City,

July 6 . . . Dick Contino headlines
at the Oriental July 20 or 27, de-
pending on run of* ‘‘Annie Get
Your Gun.”

Chicago theatre revises its disk
jockey show July 14 With Margaret
Whiting still headlining but Bill
Snyder orch supplanting Vic Da-
mone and Homer Jethro, “Ish” Ka-
bibble & Michael Douglass com-
prising rest of the bill . , , ir

— -
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fee to Combat

A group of musical acts are

working to cancel the agreement
now in effect between the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists and
the American Federation of Musi-

cians. Dissenters, which comprise

mainly harmonica players but will

Include musical acts who have been
surrendered by AGVA to AFM be-

cause of recent agreement, are cur-

rently petitioning the AGVA na-

tional board to cancel this agree-

ment and negotiate another that

will be more favorable to this cate-

gory of performer.

Group feels that ‘‘they have been
sold down the river” and sacri-

ficed for a ‘‘phoney peace at
Petrillo’s terms.” Agreement, re-
cently concluded between AGVA
and AFM, calls for harmonica acts
and predominantly musical turns
to work only on AFM . contracts.

These turns feel they have got-
ten the worst end of the deal. ' Ac-
cording to spokesman for the group
E<jdy Manson, the acts have to pay
a travelling tax to the AFM which
takes a considerable bite out of
their salary. In addition, once
they hit a town, they are forbidden
to double into another spot. Fur-
thermore, the group alleges that in
certain types of acts, musicians’
scale is so high that many musical
performers are unable to obtain
work. They .claim it’s impossible
for them to operate in their usual
manner because of AFM restric-

tions.

Group, which call themselves the
Association of Musical Acts, met
last Thursday (29) at the Malin

!

studios, N. Y., and decided to peti-

Measles Cancel Moppet
Star’s N.Y. Strand Date
Screen moppet Margaret O’Brien,

who was slated to open Friday (7)

at the Strand theatre, N. Y., has
cancelled out because of measles.
Spot has been taken by Jane Pick-
ens and the Escourtiers (6).

Rest of the bill will comprise
Buddy Lester and Lauretta and
Clymas.

no bags on empty Houses
London, June 27.

Artists who draw attention to

empty theatres, particularly dur-
ing the hot weather season, are be-
ing rapped over the knuckles by
the executive of the Variety
Artists’ Federation. They have
been warned that complaints have
been received from managements.

Some of the gags in this cate-
gory, such as ‘‘they’ve forgotten to
Open the doors,” or ‘‘you two
should get together” are stated by
the VAF to be in very bad taste.

Also that they might cause litiga-

tion between artists and manage-
ments.

tion the AGVA board to cancel cur-
rent agreement and work on a new.
Contract. If they’re unable to get
action, they plan to take their
grievances to the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America. At pres-
ent, they do not contemplate seces-
sion from 1 AGVA or AFM. Dewey
Barto, former AGVA national ad-
ministrator, under whose adminis-
tration AGVA originally sued the
AFM, and Bill Feinberg, candidate
for Local 802 presidency: addressed
the organization. Latter urged re-
tention of membership in AFM,
and work within the union for a
set of rules which will apply to
their particular circumstances.
However, group feels that basic
contract is . so bad that it must be
scrapped immediately.

A steering committee compris-
ing Manson, Don' Henry arid John
Carlton has been elected. A peti-
tions committee including Augie
Thompson, Seymour Epstein, Don
Prible, Alan Pogson, Charles
Leighton, Ernie Morris, Bob Cof-
fee and Ted Arkin was also named.

VIC HYDE
STOPPED SHOW
Amid a reception reminiscent
of Danny Kaye, American hu-
morist Vic Hyde stopped the
show at the Empire last night
with the most extraordinary
and original act seen

,
in variety

for a long time,

Hyde, a ^uperb musician as
well as an excellent comic,
starts with one trumpet, then
two trumpets, switches to trom-
bone and piano, and winds up
his act playing four trumpets in
One hand as he marches round
the stage twirling a baton in
the other. And all of it is mu-,
sic—good music.

t—DAILY RECORD,
Glasgow, Scotland.

Currontly

BLACKPOOL
PALACE

July 17 to Aug. 5

SAVOY HOTEL, LONDON

Mgt'i FOSTER'! AGENCY, London
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WEEK OF JULY ft
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Numerals In connection with bills below indicate opening day of show

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuitjFM Fanchon Marco; a)
(DLoew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RKO; <5) SfalU W* w.arnert

.
<WR) Walter Reads

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 10

Ralph Flanagan O
Thelma Carpenter
Los Gatos
Ballantine

.

-Music Mali (1) 4
Let. Freedom .Ring
Norman Wyatt.-
Alan Carney
Peg Leg Bates
Rockettes .

Corps de Ballet
dee Club.'
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 4
4 Savings
George Prentice
Marshall & Frankie
Jeese James A C
Bob Dupont
Fifi D’Orsay
Harry Savoy
Gautier's
: : Steeplechase
Paramount . (P). S

Peggy Lee
Dave Barbour 4
Bill Darnel "

.

.

Herbie Fields Ore
George Wright

Roxy <•) 7
Vivian

;
Blaine

Will Mahoney
Carol Lynne ...

George Banyas
Tricie

Strand (W) I
Jane Pickens Co
Buddy Lester
Laurette A Clyraas
Flavian Zabach

BALTIMORE
Royal (I) 7

Paul Williams Ore
Larry Darnell 3
Eri’oll. Garner 3.
Ci’wckshot Co
Chubby Newsom '-.

Sandy Simms .

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 7

Andrews Sis
Bob Crosby
Vic A Adlo.
Bunny Briggs

Oriental (I) 7
4 Aiiies Bros -

Ted 4 Flo Vallet

Johnny
,
O’Brien

Carl Sands Ore
Regal (P) 7

Illinois Jacques Ore
Ella Fitzgerald
Timmy Rogers.
Cass Owen A Topsy
Sydna McKinney

DETROIT
Cinderella (P)

t Only
Asylum of' Horrors

MIAMI
Olympia (P)- 5

Timara 4 Ol.ddeld
Terry .

Bennett
Toni Arden
3 Swifts
IshkabibbleA

Michael. I). .

OMAHA
Orpheom (P) 7

Heiiry Busse Ore
Gene Sheldon
Wally Ward St M
Earl Jack & B

ST LOUIS
St Louis (FM) 4

Horace Heidi’s
All Star Unit
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (R) 4

Lionel. Hampton O
Curley Hammer
Kitty Murray .

Will Mastiti 3
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) *

3 Suns
A- -St' D Russell
Jerry Colohna

;

Pryde A Day
CANADA

east Hampton
Grahiada (I) 3

Betty Co
J Sc. M Kinson
Fran Dowie
5 Adamarios •

MONTREAL
Gayety (I). 3

Jerry White
T St A Millar
Syd Chatloh
6 Marcos
3 Harmonitones
Marie Rubirii
Will Skinner Ore

BRITAIN

>
f

ASTON
H ippodrome - (I) 3.

Gordon A Colville
Anna Mac
Patricia A Colin
Gwynne Evans 4
8 Sherman Fisher

Girls
Norman
Norman Vaughn
Singing
- Barnstormers
Piccadilly Nudes

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) ;

Lena Horne
Carsony Bros
Max Bygrayes
Terry Hall
Stuart Sc Gray

BLACKPOOL
Grand (I). 3

Josef Locke
Jack Radcliff

e

Helen Norman
Roy Allan .

Jack Desmonde
Francis A: Grey.
Joan Stuart
Annettes L'ovly

Ladies
J iintn.v Wheeler

.

Opera House (I)

Tessie O'Shea
Nat Jackley
T’erry-Tho.mas
Gypays 3
Jerry Desmondo
3 Olanders
Ben Yost Guards

Palace (I) 3
S A M Harrison
Dolinoff A Raya Sis
Joe Crosbie
Vic Hyde
Lizbeth Webb
Tovarich Tp
Eva A Lillian
Mills A Belita

,

Tower Circus (!) 3
Charlie Cairoli
Paul Co
Ernie’s Sealions
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes
Jacques A Maryse
T Ashtons
Roberto Chlesa Co
3 Peters
Baudy's Animals .

Knie-s Horses
3 Goetachis
Dorchesters
Lavonas
Jinimy Scott
Annettes

Circusettes
BalcombeS

Winter Garden
pavilion (I) 3

Jimmy Edwards
Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley
Costello Twins
Nino Wonder Dog
St Clair A Day
Bassi 3 •

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 3

Ryan A McDonald
Harry-Worth
V A J Crastoniaii
Xonways
Payne A Hilliard
Pierre. Bel v
Arthur DoWler
Banner Forbutt
E A J- Webster

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (0 1

Billy Whittaker
Mini! Law
B A M Clayton
C Fairweather
Phil Lester
Pat Hagen
Sonny Hughes
Elizabeth Parsons
Eric Marsh
Hi Diddle Diddle
Debs

Terry’s Juveniles
BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M)
Norman - Evans
Gray A Austin
F A p King
Senor Carlos
Bil A Bil

Cordells.
Maple. Leaf 4

John Tiller Gills
BRISTOL

Hippodrome (S) 3

Donald Peers
Alec Pleon
Myrons
Stella Marie A PaulDAE Wilcox
pygram A Brandon
Jimmy Elliott
Godfrey A Kirby
Murray A Himton

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 3

Dunip Harris A S
Billy Barr
Johnny Downes
Joey Hopkinson
Bennett O'LogbLan
Eddie Arnold
Patricia Leigh
Monte Marwin
DeVereS Lovlies
E Lees Radio Quiz

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 3

Speedy .Smith
Gwendoline Gray
McKay Bros A V
Alwyn Millfer

James M Rich
Dan Jackson
David Bilks

.

Sheldon Allen
Willie Wilson
Hugh Lombard

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 3

Harold
.

Kerens
Gladys Hay
Michael Moore
Eamonn Andrews

Palace (I) 3
Melody A Joy
Stan Jay A

.
Joan

Keefe Bros A A
Alien A Lee
Len Young
Carroll Levis Co
EAST HAMPTON
AAetropolitan (I) 3
Rhodes A Lane
Dorothi Neal
Paul Newington
Avril A Grant
Tommy Dee
Bon Soil' Mesdames

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 3

BCriha Ricardo
Irving A Girdwood
3 Smith Bros
Margo Henderson
Sam Kemp
Jack Anthony
Joan Rene
Stewart. Johns
Bond' Rowell
Gordon Shaw
Lynnett Ray
I A S Davis
12 Colinettes
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) 3
3 Monarehs
Marc ' A ' Leo
Willy Woltard
Malta s Dogs '

3 Serenaders
Melody Maids
12 Marie DeVere

Girls
GLASGOW

Empire. (M) 3
Bud Abbott
Lou Costello
Slrdani
Bobbie Ifimber
Jose Moreno Cn

. -Empire ($) .3.

I

Ice Revue .

- i

4, Eskimos
Rene Strange,

..Anne Rogers
1 Eddie Ward
Somers A Jean .

i V A V Mileham
|
Cyclo.. Bros

;
Geo Stevens

. Tonner Mai'tyii
LEEDS

Empire' (M) 3

•Tommy .
Trinder

i Barbara
.
Perry

j

Lois Green
! Les Marcliants
! Bentley ;Sis
! Hall Norman

.
A L

LEICESTER
,

'

. Palace .
(S) - 3

j

El tham A Sharpe'.
Marianne

I -Merry. 3
1 D A S Stephens
- Magyar Ballet •

LIVERPOOL
Empire. (M) 3

Nicholas Bros
Deep River Boys
Olga Varona

,

Raymond Smith
Ford A Lenner
Harry Bailey

.

Rex Roper A Pat
; Jackie Co...
' Martell Sis o

LONDON
j

Palladium (M) 3
! Jack Benny
Phil Harris

I Rochester
• Roily Rolls
i Harry Kahne-
: ELwardos;
. Charles Warren

.
A

.
Jean

. El Grariadas A P
Palladium Tiller

Girls
^Skyrockets OrC

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S)

1 Hal Monty
1 Johnny Denis Co
’ Rosemary Andree
Flack A

.
Lucas

Margerite. A
Charles

. Jf irk Stevens
: NEWCASTLE

Empire (M) 3
Allan Jones
Hack ford A
Doyle

' Walter Nihlo
Fayne A Evans
Cqokesf Ponies

I 2 -.Cromwells
Suma LaMonle
'2 Sophisticates

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 3

.
Issy Bonn
Patricia A RUdy
Len Clift'ord A F
Musical Elliotts
Maurice A Ray
J oh n Tiller Girls

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 3

Lee Bi'ooklyn
Jill ^^annevs
Michel -

! Joe PO.vnton
McKenna 3

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy c»> , 3

Hughie Green
1 3 AtlanUs
i Desmond Haekett
I Joe. HMe Bd
i Benson Dulay
1 SHEPHERDS BUSH
I Empire (S) 3

,

; Woods A Jarrett
! Eddie Williams

.

j

Pep Graham
Moitocos

j
Shorty Mounsey

;
Lewis Hardcaslle

' Harlem Belles
. 4 Tune Tattlers

j
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 3

Kent Bros
! Saih Costa
1 Bobby Breen
;

Nitwits .V

; Grossetlo. 3

,
Richman A Jackson

l Rhoda Diane
R & M Lamar.

SWANSEA
• Empire (M) 3

Reg Dixon
Flying Comets
Joyce Golding
Semprini

'. Allen Bios. A June
.Roger Carne

> Peggy Cave 11

j
Cynthia A Gladys

i Valettos
WALTHAMSTON

Palace (I) 3

Voltaire
Al Marshall A l^aha
American Spitfires

Prince Kari Kaii .Co

Alan Alan
Reggie Dennis
Regina Maida Co
I.add West
Fredcl
WOLVERHAMPTON

9 ! 'Hippodrome (I) 3

. ; Harry Rowson
i Iris Barrie
Phyllis Newton
Phil Rivers
Denis Hobday
Jon Boldini
Bernard Jonev
lan Hynes
David Bros
Garland A Roberts
Gold Dig'in’ l.ovlies
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 3

Gene Marvey
Freddie Bsrnberger
J Hutch A Stan
Kitty Bluett
•Toan Rhodes
Roger Smith
Jack Melville
Bebe A Belle

1
YORK

! Empire (!) J
Noi;man Savage
Yvonne . Browne
Haddon Hall
Jack Dwyer
Steps Lee
Johnny Gritchley
Stanley West
David Nairn

Jesse Elliot

i
Ray Arnett

, Bobo Lewis
i Bobby Barry
Perry Mitchell

! Sherman Hayes Ore
Chtk rare

t

• Sophie Tucker
i Joe E. Lewis
Hot Shots <33

Tony Fontaine
Doran A France t

D Dorben Dors (12)
Cee Davidson Oro
Chico Ore

Helsvngs
Ralph Lewis
Chet Roble
Mary F Kincaid

! Jerry Marchand
; Billy Chandler Uro
! Hotel Bismarck
Sons of West
Brad A Judy
Harry Rodcav ;

Johnny Alladin . Ore

.

H Edgewerer Heacr>
Xavier

.
Cugat Ore

Abbe Lane
Tato A Julia
Dulcina ;

Otto Garcia .

Dick Benedis
ElGringo

Hotel stevene
Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda.
Jerry "Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Farrar A Carter
Douglas Duffy
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdears
Mary A Fitzgerald
Phyllis Miles
Maxwells (2)

Frank Masters Ore

Palmer House
Mickey Deems
Nelle Fisher
.Jerry. Ross.
Louise Hoff.

• Hamilton Dcrs
Jack Russell
Eddie O’Neal Ore

Silver Froilcs ...

Sonny Mars
Jimm.v Nelson

.

Jackie Van
Little Buck
Bud Prent ice: Ore

Vine Gardens
Willie Shore
Beazie Saxon
Rice. Sis *.

Mel Cole Ore

Water Follies ot 1950
(MUNICIPAL AUD., K. C.)

. Kansas City, June 28.

Revue in tivo acts, staged and
produced by Sain Snyder, Chore-
ography, Natalie Kaniarova; assist-

ant for water sequences, Barbara
Youtman; musical arrangem ents,

George Kameroff; musical direc-

tor, Larry Flint;- emcee, Lenny
harden. Cast: Marino Sisters (3),

Gloria French, Roger Nadeau ; Ed-
die Rose* Vinson Twins, Jack Mar-
lin, Martha Ann Bentley, The Nor-
mans (2). Bob Maxwell, Entile

Hotie, Eddie Mullane, Jimmy Mar-
tin, Aquahelles (16 ),, Water Follies

Orch. A t Municipal Auditorium

,

Kansas. City, Mo„ June 27; $3 top.

“Water Follies
,>

plays th« Mu-

I

nicipal Auditorium here for a two-

; week stand as the second of two

j

professional units booked by the

I

Centennial Assn, entertainment

,

committee to heighten the city’s

!
celebration. It’s the first swim-

j

ming and diving show to play the

|

city, and thereby gains attention

as a novelty. t>n the basis of a
4.300 attendance opening- night,
show is away to a good start and
should wind up with a satisiactoiy
gross at $3 top.

As entertainment, “F o il i e s”

shapes up as conibo of vaude turns
and water specialties, staged in

two large (portable) pools, one for
water ballet and specialties and
other for diving, with a platform
stage between. Show rates as spot-
ty, being especially good in some
vaiide -turns and diving sequences,
slowing, up when mermaids take to

chorine work. Costumes are nifty

and staging is okay.

Following overture, aqua belles

THE MQDERNAIRES (5)

Songs
20 Mins.
Starlight Roof, N.

Since working with the

Glenn Miller’s band, this quintet

jh as undergone considerable re-

vamping in personnel. ;. Only Paula

Kelly and her husband. Hal Dickin-

son, remain from the original

group with Francis Scott. Johnny

Drake and Allan Copeland joining

later. •-.

As presently constituted, it’S a

topflight turn; Clever, versatile

and precisely routined, this group’s
visual impact joins with smart vo-
caling in a way to make them a
natural fox* any sta^e or nitery.

Ditto for video. The importance of
i the in-person dimension for this
' group could explain the disparity
between their sock reception in

' this room arid the cooler reaction
to their disks and radio chores on i offer a line number on stage, fol-

NEW TORE, CITY
Bir.dlano

Errol Garner

V

l.ennie Tristaho O
Lestex* Young Oro
Jimmy Scott r

Bop City
Bill Farrell.
Charlie Barnet
Arnett Cobb Oro

cafe Society
Lea Mathews
Art Tatum
Jack- Prince
Charlie . Parker Ore
Cliff Jackson

Copacaftane
Mindy Carson
Romo Vincent
DIGatanos
Russ Emery
M Durso Ore
Aivares Ore.

Diamond Horseshoe
Waiter Dare Wahl
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Sissle Ore.
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoonst
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

El Chico
ttoslta Rios
Los :Gitanos
Pilarin Tavii’a
Sarita Herrera
D'Alonso Ore

Leon * Eddie's
Eddie Davis ’

Nola Pardi ....

Jean March
Wayne Thompson
Irina Henriquez-
. . Little Club

i Ernie Warren Ore
|

No 1 Fifth Ave
I
Downey A Fonviile

j
Hazel Webster

j Old Knlck
: .Paul Killiam
[
Jerry Bergen
Roy Sedley
Marti Matthews
Pat Dennie

.
llazen Jacobsen

Medlock A Marlowe ' Charlotte Ray'
Krista A Krisiel I Johnny Silver:
Drage.

|

Al Cooper Oro
Vivienne A Irene

, Did RoumanianGRIMSBY
! Sadie Banks

Palace (I) 3
Jack Haig
Gay Euridge
John Doye
Ann Peel

jf
Riga A Dor ft a
Keen A King
3 Orlandos
Sybil Dunn
Charles Doakex
Marietta Datt(*ers
Nudes Parisian

HACKNEY

Olive White
Althea
Christine SeoviUe
Alverda
Marsha Stevens
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aqtiila Oro

Park Av#
Billy Daniels
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ojc

Hotel Aster
C Cavallaro Ore

Hotel Bhtmoro
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Joel : Shaw Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Berriie Cummins O
Rookies
Jean Avlen
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

* Hotel Pierre
Georgie Gobel
Josette A Walters
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore
Ralph Tefertelier

Hotel Plaza

.

Fosse A Niles
Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Ore
M Bergere
Emery Deutsch

Hotel Roosevelt
Teddy Powell Ore
Hotel St, Moritz

Roberta Welch
Leo Pleskow
Erwin. Kent
Ramoni Ore .

Hotel Statlar
Blue BMron Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse
Tommy Dix
Edith Fellows

.

Margot Bi'ander
Choppy
Gloria Gilbert
Ralnh Youns
Naaman Dcrs
Art Waner Oro

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Riviera
Jackie Miles
Szonys
Eddie Fisher
Pat Terry
Arden' Line
Walter Nye Ore
Pupi Campo Qrc

Versailles
Bill Darnel
Emile Petti Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Gerry Fitzgerald
Tex Fletcher
Freda Wing

. 4 Some
David Blight

WaldorLAstorla
Sammy Kaye

I Modern*ires
Mlscha Borr Oro

the “Club 15” airer.

Combo has more of a comedy
j

than vocal appeal. When they es- -

say more or less straight vocals, I

such as “It’s a Wonderful Town.”
|

they make a nice but conventional
;

impression. But when they plunge
[

into their comedy singing routines,
;

they display a distinctive superi-
j

ority.
’

Miss Kelly’s duet of “Blind
Date.” with Francis Scott, with
the use of “strange interlude,”
echo passages, preludes a smash
string of novelty numbers. Among
the best is “Relax, Relax.” a psy-
chiatric excursion in which this
combo assumes a series of zany
attitudes,.climaxed by a shattering
duelling Sequence. Another high-
liglit in Copeland’s impressions of
the usual Hollywood star, gallery
with the group joining in for a
devastating rib of the Kay Thomp-

• son vocal-ballet routine. For a
change of pace, the male quai’tet

• dishes up some barber shop har-
; monies on “Daddy’s Little Girl,”

|
but this slowdown is a breather

: for the ensuing “Relax” number
;
which earns a beg-off hand. Dick-
inson gives accent to the comedy
with his mugging. Uerm »

and formation swimming. Atten-
tion then turns to diving pool
where battery of comic divers rate
hearty chuckles for fast paced,
awkward antics, Gloria French in

solo singing spot chirps trio of
tunes for ready approval. History
of the 100-meter swim record is

then narrated by Lenny
;
Laden as

Roger Nadeau runs through the
various strokes in the pool. Eddie
Rose joins Laden fox* ah inning of
nonsense and clowning, Laden
playing it straight to foil for Rose’s .

brassy-type fun. Bair draw a de-
serving hand for main comedy entry
of the .first act. Stately Vinson
Twins take to the long pool for ada-
gio precision number. Some of the
best w^ater yoi*k then takes place
in diving pool, with Jimmy Martin,
Emile Hotte, Eddie Mullane^ Roger
Nadeau arid Bob Maxwell alter-

nating in trick arid fancy dives to
customers' delight. First act finale

lias line in a waltz interlude, with
Warbling by Miss French, and
featuring Marta Ann Bentley, bal-
lerina. She returns for a solo bit

that proves her a top toe ballerina
heavily applauded by the payees.

Mermaids open second act on
stage in South Amex'ican fantasy
with magenta effects. Genter stage
is then held by Nox’man twosome
in tableau-like hand-balancing ably
done. Laden has brief moments
describing antics of comic swim-
mer, with Jack Marlin following in
impersonations of screen and radio
personalities. Mermaids return for
pool niuriber Using magenta light-
ing, nand action switches to deep
pool as diving quintet again draws
a big hand for tandem routines.
Finale has Rose and Nadeau in
deep pool as comic shows how iG
is not done in challenge routine
with, the champ diver. Turn has
a lot of fun for the house, but
marred somewhat by unnecessarily

lowed by three Marino sisters’ flashy blue material. Entire cast returps
acrobatics,; Gals return in swim
suits for a pool session of rhyhtm

to the
hours.

stage to wind up the two
Quin .

on
ss Continued from page 9

3 IfARLEMONICAS
Instrumental
10 Mins.

i Apollo, N. Y.
Composed of two harmonica

players and a bass, this Negro trio

;

scores neatly with some snappy ar-
i rangements. The two mouthorgan-
ists handle their instruments with
proficiency, while the bass player
provides fine rhythmic accompani-

!
riient. Trio works with ease and

’ projects likeable personalities.

With one of the lads using an ex-
tra long harmonica arid the other

i alternating between two harmon-
; icas of average size, trio comes
' through solidly, with renditions of
“I’ve Got Rhythm,” “Harlemonica

;

Blues,” “Sabx’e, Dance” arid another
;

blues number. Boys, who have al-
ready made a number of TV ap-

; peai'ances, impress as being good
material for vaUde and cafes.

Gros.

film subject (traffic In drugs), a lit-

j

tie touchy for the sensitive,, souls

who roam the docks in Marseilles;

at any rate, shooting is going for-

ward aboard a huge yacht, docked

in the Cannes port. Miss Carol

confided that after she finishes

“Caroline Cherie,” the French act-

ing plum of the year, she will

leave fox’ Hollywood with Crane,

where she hopes to find a com-
parable success. The only thing

that worries her is her accent, but

since when has a French accent

been a detriment to success in

Hollywood?

The Chateau de la Croe, the

huge, gawdy villa at Cap d’Antibes,

long the favorite retreat of royalty,

will again welcome the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor in August.

Rumored to have been rented to

the foi'mer Queen Mother of. Italy,

the villa will remain empty until

the arrival of the Windsors. Inci-

dentally the Windsors will not stay

on the Riviera this summer as long

as is their usual habit, since they
are planning to gop an extensive

Mediterranean crtiise aboard, the

yacht of Charles Wrightsmann,
Standard Oil executive and faith-

ful Riviera patron.

Meadows Masterminding
Churchill has invaded Cannes.

It’s the name of the newest of- the

Cafe de Paris, the cafe situated op-
posite the Casino, can play boule
Without budging from their aperi-
tifs, Boule, a nine-number, poor-
relation offshoot of roulette, has
always been scorned by Monte
Carlo, but in an effort to please
everyone, the principality has
agreed to experiment with one
table in the hall of the cafe.

Yvonne Vallee, ex-wife of Mau-
rice Chevalier, will play hostess
this summer in her Cannes villa,

Mes Choux, to Mary Pickford,
Buddy Rogers and their adopted
childx'en.

The city fathers of Cannes have
left on a mission to Paris. This
mission, it is said, is to convince
the government to definitely plan
a Film Festival in Cannes for 1951,
Originally announced for that date,
there have been rumors and coun-
ter-rumors, with mutters .from-
Paris saying that the 20,000,000
francs ($60,000) necessary for the
festival would prove too much of
a dent in the country's budget.
Those in the know say that the
city fathers have departed with a
firm argument in their favor,
which is that the revenue the gov*
eminent l'eceives yearly from the
tiny village, iiv the form of taxes
from its two casinos, and its many
luxui’y hotels, should moi’e than

smart night Clubs to open along justify the 20,000,000 francs neces-
...

> ---j - - _ _ r xi ... ~ i ; ii.. ’ ... 1 _

CHICAGO

THE ARWOODS (2)
Novelty
3 Miiis.; Two
Palace, N. Y.
The Arwoods, man and woman

novelty turn, mix acrobatics arid
dog tricks. It's a turn that holds
interest and is okay for openers on
family vaude bills.

Major part of act is devoted to
the pooches. Male does some good
balancing with canines that gets
applause. Their aero work is in-
cidental to the business with the

- hounds and serves to give act bet-
I ter pacing.

the side avenues of the Croisette.

It’s mastermihded by London night
club operator Harry Meadows,
whose three successful London
clubs, LaRue, 21 and Churchill,

J

have put him in the forefront of

English club owners; Originally
called Fouquet’s, Meadows decided
not to trade on the name of that
famous ‘Paris restaurant and
changed its name. The opening
last week brought out the top level

Cannes society, including all the
English residents, who found there
all the Mayfair arid Park Lane at-

mosphei*e they could possibly hope
for so far froiri home.

The Brandt Sisters, champion
ice skating -sister act, are endear-
ing themselves to everyone. Hav-
ing several months to spend on
the Riviera, they can’t make uj)

their minds exactly where to stay.
So they have decided to try a
nionth in

.
each center: Nice,

Cannes, and Monte Carlo.

Nothing so sensational as last

sary to put the festival across.

Continued from page 3

particularly in of the

and the fact

Blackhawk
"Roaring Twenties'*

Miini Kelly

Joel Friend
Ray Hyson
Margaret Banks

Team have obviously been I
season’s introduction of craps

around, but hasn’t been listed in Monte Carlo's newest irihovation.
I Variety’s New Act File. Jose. : Starting July 1 the patrons of the

erty,

leasing arrangement,

that a mighty $250,000 price tag

had been previously hung on the

rights in answer to a query by
David O. Sqlznick. Al Horwits, Uni-
versal's Coast publicity chief, is

handling negotiations for the au-
thor on the Coast,, while Alfred
Rice, Hemingway’s attorney, is

agenting in the east.

Among fall books in which story
departments are displaying inter-

est are Budd Schulberg’s “The Dis-
enchanted,” based on the career of
F. Scott Fitzgerald; “Owen Glen/'
by Ben Ames Williams (who au-
thored 20th-Fox’s 1946 top-grosser*
“Leave Her to Heaven”), and

is
I

“Floodtide,” by Fx'ank Yerby (au-

thor of anotixer 20th production*
“Foxes of Harrow”).
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Music Hall? N* Y#
Leon Leonidoff production,

ashoot the Works,” with settings

hu Bruno Maine, costumes by

James Stewart Morcom, lighting

and fireworks display by Eugene
Braun, choreography by Florence

Rogge. Features Patricia Dryhe,

Alan Carney, Peg Leg Bates, Nor-

man' Wyatt, Gloria Blatz, Bettie

Vincent,
Harold Norman, Glee

Club, Corps de Ballet, Rockettes;

“The Nesit Voice You Hear . .
.”

(M-G), reviewed in Variety June

7* ’50.
,

The newspaper headlines give a
little extra significance to the new
stage show at the Music Hall, Its

patriotic motif has a reassuring
duality about it, while the whole,
varied show makes for. good enter-
tainment as well. Symphony or-

chestra plays a brief medley of pa-
triotic themes and the program
bows with a series of Independence
Day tableaux. Then follows an
elaborate show with a carnival
background and program returns
to the holiday theme for its finale,

with the exciting electric fireworks
display that preemed last year.
The opening tableau* “Let Free-’

dom Ring,” utilizing orchestra and
chorus, is simple and striking, and
in excellent taste. Main body of
(he show, “Shoot the Works,” be-
gins with a carnival scene of a
glorified shooting gallery, followed
by a smart dancing number by the
corps de ballet.

Alan Carney has an amusing solo
spot with his impersonations of film
greats, his light banter and soap-
box routine of various emigrant
politicians rendered in dialect. Peg
Leg Bates brings his energetic,
breezy tap style to a Harlem horn-
pipe and a couple of other original
one-foot tappings. * In briefer mo-
ments, Gloria Blatz and Bettie . Vin-
cent do an okay aero bit.

“The Peanut Vendor” finds the
Rockettes emerging from a giant
peanut roaster to go through one
of their surefire, expert turns, and
windup fills the Hall with three or
four minutes of vivid, inspiring
fireworks display, a marvel of elec-
trical enterprise made to look dis-
armingly natural and easy. Bran.

Keith’s, Syracuse
Syracuse, June 28.

Four Evans, Roy Douglas, The
Albius, Bob Dupont, Keaton &
Arm field, Ben Yost White Gards,
Artie Dann, Gautier’s Steeplechase;

“Paid in Full” (Par).

Vaudeville, which Syracusans be-
lieved was packed away for the
season, turned up again this week
at Keith’s in another topflight
RKO unit show. .Its eight-act pro-
gram got a hearty reception open-
ing day, demonstrating that this
town still craves flesh entertain-
ment.

;
V

Four Evans, mother, dad, sister
and brother, Set a fast pace in the
opener with their clever so^o and
ensemble fpotwork. Roy Douglas
wins the audience with his merry
ventro routine and brings the
house down with his duo singing
stunt. There’s more fun following
in the dance travesties of the
A1 bins, who mix slapstick with boff
whirls and spins.
/ Bob Dupont’s deft juggling is a
sure reminder of the old N. Y.
Palace days, whether he’s tossing
halls, twirling clubs or doing his
apple trick. Keaton & Armfield
oirer something different in their
twosome in Which the femme part-
ner slowly but amazingly changes
Irom ugly duckling to glamor girl.

. Qh the musical side, Ben Yost’s
white. Guards, a five-man singing
ensemble, give good account on
musical show medleys and solo of-
fings. Artie Dann scores solidly
AVith autobiographical laughs di-
rected chiefly at his proboscis.
Gautier s Steeplechase featuring
Pomes and dogs iff* lively tricks
provide a good closer. Hayd.

Chicago? Chi
Chicago, June 30.

Bob Crosby, Vic & Adio, Bunny
Y

riggs, Andrews Sisters (3) with
Vic Schpen; “Bright Leaf” (WB )

.

This show is loaded With singing
but evidently that’s what the

customers have come to see and
\
lear

,j However, a bit of slicing
would improve bill’s impact.
B°b^ Crosby makes the transi-

tion from radio to vaude with
case, also emceeing; Between bring?
ing on the acts he sings “I Don’t

If the Sun Don’t Shine,”
Daddy’s Little Girl,” and “Are

Lonesome Tonight?” for good
!r«?f

ptlon,
1

He has a good laugh
-..yHh parody on brother
Let’s Make Comparisons.”

^
Vic and Adio, Brazilian acrobats,me sock as opening act with ex-

t euent hand-to-hapd work, with
^ome of the slow motion work
seemingly impossible. Panto com-
A
(

i
y wor,k °f the pair gets laughs.

Acres also work with Bob Crosby,
*

;
a Horle, in a short bit, which

gets big hand* Bunny Briggs,
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youthful Negro tapster, reveals
some sock tap rolls, in strutting
number.
Andrew Sisters have disposed of

most of their exaggerated comedy,
concentrating on the vocal side;
ancL from audience reception this
is the right groove, Trio also seem
more relaxed than in previous ap-
P^rance here. Group teeoff with
Old Piano Roll Blyes,” and then

Patti socks across “I Want to Be
Loved. Gj^ls do a medley of their
disk with the oldies getting the
better reception. Patti again takds
the lead to register with “I Can
Dream, Can’t I?” In the comedy
vein, group have two excellent
numbers, “Hawaii/’ a take off on
fjj, ^?

m3ntic island songs, and
.
What s Gonna Be With Teevee,”

with trio trying to figure out what
category of the hew medium they
could fill. For a tight closer, they
go philosophical with “Count
Every Blessing.” Vic Schoen takes
Over for the sisters’ session with
his own rhythm section. Louis
Basil does extremely well backing
rest Of the show. rr - 1 -

-

Apollo. X. V.
Gene Ammons Orch (1 3 ) ,

• Toni
Harper, 3 Harlemonicas, Ray Ma-
lone, Howell

. Sc Bowser; “Three
Came Home” (20th).

Current Apollo session moves : at
a smooth pace and is an overall
satisfier. Toni Harper, diminutive
songstress just about going into
her teens, holds down the come-on
spot this week. Other acts, though
not especially potent in the lure
department, .draw neat returns.

Miss Harper, who despite her
youth has been around for a couple
of years, is a solid entry* Gal*
who records for Columbia, knows
her. way with a tune. She draws
heavy mitting With such numbers
as “The Three Bears,’’ “Candy
Store Blues” and “Rockabye Baby.”
Her topper, however, which draws
stock response, is a satire on Ella
Fitzgerald smging “Lady Be Good.”
Winds act with a pleasant terp rou-
tine.

Handling the music end of the
show, ^saxophonist Gene Ammons
and his crew, comprising five
brass, four reed and three rhythm,
offer some bouncy instrumentation.
Boys really start rolling when cut
down to a septet, made up of piano,
bass, drums, trombone, trumpet
and^two sax (one handled by Am-
mons). Combo has the house
stompin’ with its handling of
“Jug,” .“Pennies From Heaven”
and “Blues Up and Down.”
Holding comedy slot of the

stanza, Howell and Bowser come
through for strong results. Team,
dignified in appearance and speech,
bandy some patter for hefty laugh
returns. Strongest yocks, how-
ever, come when duo strays to
bluer pastures. Ofay tapster Ray
Malone displays a likeable person-
ality and executes some fancy
turns for good results. The 3 Har-
lemonicas are reviewed under
New Acts. Gros.

Paloniar, Seattle
Seattle, June 29.

Gene Krupa Band with Frances
Lynne, Joe Tucker, Bobby Soots
(16), Ford & Harris; “The Big
Lift” (20(h).

Gene Krupa’s band and vocalists
have the honor of reopening the
Palomar after a three-week shut-
down for facelifting, and it’s a good
deal all around, although the Palo-
mar. is getting a balk from the
customers on the sale of 16 rows
of loge seats out of the first floor
25.

Krupa is using eight brass, five
reeds, guitar, piano and drums with
plenty of volume resulting, but it’s

okay. After a fast opener band
goes into “How High the Moon”
with various sidemen in featured
spots for nice response. Frances
Lynnfe wraps up “Fine and Mel-
low” and “Boogie Blues” in able
fashion, and Krupa is featured in
“Leave Us Leap.”
Krupa, acting as emcee, brings

on Ford and Harris, who have some
fast tap routines they sell handily,
mixing in some songs and patter
that got a big hand.

Frances Lynne ‘ comes back to
join the band/ decked out with
berets, for “Bop in Boogie,’ ’follow-
ing which the band does a solid
job on “12th Street Rag.”

Vocalist Joe Tucker’s deep bari-
tone is a pleaser in “Bewitched”
and “My Foolish Heart.” Lad dis-

plays nice phrasing and warmth
and Was well liked.
Band next shows how an Afro-

Cuban number, such, as “Lerpon
Drop” is put together and the jazz
group (7) gets together to back
cowboy singer Bobby Soots in
“Bonaparte’s Retreat” and “Missis-
sippi.” This innovation goes over
big. v

Finale has Krupa displaying
prowess on the skins in “Drum
Boogie” for a rousing windup that

reveals he is still master of the
traps, Reed.

Capital? Nm Y.
Ralph Flanagan Orch (15) with

Harry Prime, Los Gatos (3), Thel-
ma Carpenter, Mr. Ballantine;
“Crisis” (M-G), reviewed in Va-
riety June 21, ’50.

The much-discussed Ralph Flan-
agan band makes its theatre debut
after a few one-niters and a six-

week stand at the Meadowbrook.
Musically, it is a slick, well-drilled,

unit. Showmanship-wise, it shows
good potentialities but has some
way to go before it can Completely
win over an audience. From the re-

action at the show caught, good
music alone.won’t do it,

- Group opens show with its

rhythm Version of “Joshua,” then
swings into a couple of ballads
featuring vocalist Harry Prime.
Gershwin medley completes the
first set. Band plays frequently
between ensuing acts, with empha-
sis on rhythm numbers.
The 1 band is rather stiff at firSft,

but loosens up later in the sliow.
Closer, “Down the Line,” is a fast
Swing, number that has sidemen
.coming out for solos- and for the
last couple of choruses; everyone
except the drummer and pianist
downstage cross-marching. Had
earlier numbers been planned with
as much flair, band would have
gotten a far better reception.

Instrumentals are smartly done,
mostly in the Glenn Miller Style,
but at times in a Style of its own
the combo seems to have devel-
oped. Harry Prime’s ballads are
done in a good voice, but the upped
tempo seems to force him to rush
a bit. He sings “Embraceable You,”
at a slower tempo, and gets much
better effect.

Los Gatos are a smooth, fast-
working aero trio, who don’t have
to strain to make their stunts look
difficult, because they are obvious-
ly so even to the layman. Trio
does triple handstands and their
bits are entirely different from the
usual aero team. Precise Work and
a. good humored approach get solid
reception.

Throaty Thelma Carpenter picks
her songs well-—with one excep-
tion," and sings them better. The
exception is “Trouble Man,” from
“Lost in the Stars,” which although
given a dramatic rendition and Was
well-received, seemed a bit too high-
brow for the average audience. Both
singer and audience are far more
at home with “Somebody Loves
Me,” “Do Nothing Till You Hear
From Me,” “Necessity” and “It’s
a Big, Wide, Wonderful World.”
Miss Carpenter puts a lot of dash
into her songs and gets the maxi-
mum out of them, incidentally,
backing by the band is excellent.

Mr. Ballantine has closing spot,
and from the constant yocks he
draws, deserves it. Magician’s ho-
kum routine, his exaggerated pos-
turing and voice, and some good ma-
terial.keep the audience in continu-
al laughter. His self-deprecating hu-
mor and expertly. misfired tricks go
over solidly, and his completed
tricks at the end add the element
of surprise to a good turn. Chan.

Palace, Y.
Arwoods (2), Cohgaroos ~ ( 4),

Paul Gerrits, Herman Hyde (2),
Toy & Wing, Leni Lynn, Frank
Marlowe, Kuda Bux, Don Albert
House Orch ;

(tThe Skipper Sur-
prised His Wife” (M-G), reviewed
in Variety May 17, ’50.

The current Palace show gives
the illusion Of bigtime vaudeville.
Included in the roster of acts are
a group of standard turns, most of
whom have appeared in other
Broadway houses 'and know their
way around.

The bill has plenty pace and is

strong on comedy with Herman
Hyde, Paul Gerrits and Frank Mar-
lowe. Hyde, who has been off the
boards for some time because of
illness, has one of the trickiest

(and funniest) musical acts. The
egg-laying bass viol, the passionate
harp, and the powder spraying
guitar are props that are well-
liked by vaude fans. He’s assisted
by femme foil for excellent results
here.

Gerrits With an affable line of
dry humor and, some good skating
tricks, gets off to a warm hand.
It’s his first Broadway appearance
in some time and he hasn’t lost

the knack of hitting well.

Marlowe, Whose previous appear-
ances have been at the Strand'
theatre, will do anything for a
laugh. He takes some' hard falls

during his session. His lines also
win laughs, but in some instances,
he seemed to be working for the
orchestra’s amusement rather the
audience. But aside from this de-
flection, he does extremely well
here.
Leni Lynn, petite singer, has a

large voice which shows up well in
standards. She scores heavily with
three numbers and gets a rousing
mitt on “My Hero.”
Another standard is Toy: and

Wing, the Chinese dance-duo, who
hit with a commercial ballroom
line plus a ballet bit by vMiss Toy.
The Congaroos impress with their
speed. Team, comprising two Ne-
gro couples, are in the jitterbug
groove and display some good, but
not startling movements. Kuda
Bux, the magico, displays some
good tricks, but there are some
slow spots that need better pacing..
The - Arwoods (2) are reviewed
under New Acts* Jose.

Oriental? Chi
Chicago, June -29.

Ted & Flo Vdllet, Johnnie
O’Brien, Ames Bros. (4), Cart
Sands Orch; “Annie Get Your
Gun” (M-G).

Although this was a quickie
booking of only three acts due to
the length of the pigtiire, it stacks
up as acceptable fare. Routines
are all well-paced Without notice-
able lags,

i

While on paper, repeating the
Ames Bros; within a few months,
might appear a foolish move, quar-
tet’s ’disk hit, “Sentimental Me”
makes them a timely attraction.
Youthful group’ wisely pick the
platter to tee off their act for hefty
hand. Lads wisely change pace
with “Clancy Lowered the Boom.”
Gene Ames, .comic of the group,
gets guffaws with his pop-eyes and
heavy mugging carrying-ons.* In
the same vein, they repeat their
earlier smash, “Rag Mop”' but do
another abrupt and successful
switch with straight version of
“Because” with lead, Eddie Ames,
getting a big hand. Number should
be logical closer but group returns
to swing out With “Noah Built the
Ark.” Number should bo, dropped
or slotted earlier.

johrfny O’Brien, young humorist
in the Will Rogers vein, has audi-
ence in uproar with his broad
quickies. Femmes get chuckles on
takeoffs on radio Commercials.
However, his harmonicaing is the
high spot of the act and he gets
a heavy mitt for renditions of “I’m
Looking Over a Four Leaf Clover”
and “Poet and Peasant Overture.”

Ted and Flo Vallet are a fast
opener with their precision work
on batons and banners. Duo have
added more than straight baton
work with some aero dancing and
split-second tossing of wands. Carl
Sands orch does well in backing
the short bill. Zabe.

Televised Act
Continued from page 1

for projecting of plaintiff’s picture
makes no difference.” Civil rights
law bars the unauthorized, use of a
person’s picture or name for com-
mercial purposes. Law is in, effect

in a half dozen states,

Telecast in litigation took place
in December, 1948, in the course
of a football game at Griffiths sta-

dium. Gautier had been hired to
entertain between halves. He tes-

tified that he learned of the pur-
posed telecast shortly before the
game, and thereupon filed a pro-
test. His argument was that he
was paid only to entertain attend-
ing patrons.

On this point Gautier cited his
AGVA contract, which bars tele
performances Without additional
payment. That provision had been
the subject Of AGVA’s losing liti-

gation last year in California
against KLAC-TV. On the Coast,
epurt held that a public swimming
event fell into the category of news
events charged with a public inter-

est. Swimmers participating, court
held, consented

.
to the televising

unless they demanded a fee in ad-
vance of their chores.

State Controlled /

Judge Brady did not refer spe-
cifically to the California ruling
nor did he give any reason for ex-

cluding the gridiron match from
the realm of public events. It is

likely that an appeal will be
pressed by the defendants. So far

as showbiz is concerned, each de-
cision is the law in the state in-

volved with the general question
raised by these suits undecided
elsewhere.
However, any telecast reaching

N. Y. either through the ordinary
range of the Originating station or
through piping or pickup would be
subject to the Brady decision. As
such, it restores the effect of the
AGVA ban for both N, Y, and
neighboring states.

Gautier was repped by Harold M.
Goldblatt. Defendants Were front-

ed in court by Walter R. Barry,
member of the law firm of Coudert
Brothers.

Aquashow >

(FLUSHING AMPHITHEATRE)
Henny Youngman, A. Robins,

Juggling jewels (3), Aquadordbles
(24), Bette Ball, Jim Kearney,
Shielagh Kelly, Terry Desmond,
Norma Dean, joe Flynn, Whiiey
Harth Marshall ' Wayne, John
Edmunton, Stan Dudek, Aqua*
zanies (5/ CurleyH Smiley &
Junior, Max Meth Orch, John Mc-
Knight, June Earring, Bobby
Knapp.

Elliott Murphy’s Aquashow by
now has. become an institution. It

makes for a pleasant and inexpen-
sive evening out and has enticed

a good deal of family trade during
the six years of operation. Located
on the site of Billy Rose’s Aqua*
cade of World’s Fair days, the
Flushing Meadows Amphitheatre,
oWiied by N. Y.* Park Commission
and leased to Murphy on a per-

centage basis, for. the past few
years has been hitting profitable

takes.

Murphy has established a pat-

tern from which there has been
little deviation. NThe collection of

24 water balleteers, divers, water
comics plus several landlubbin’

acts makes for an engrossing even-

ing.

The Water specs are well-staged.

There’s color and good precision
movements in the swim divertisse-
ments. ; The ballet patterns are
nicely executed and provide some
excellent ensembles.

Most of the fancy divers have
returned this season. Each is ex-
pert on the springboards and some
show tricky combinations that pro-
duce steady rounds of applause.
The contingent including Bette <

Ball, Shielagh Kelly, Terry Des-
mond, Norma Dean, Whitey Hart,
Joe Flynn,. Marshall Wayne, John
Edmunton, Stan Dudek and a con-
tingent of aquatic comedians plus
the Aquazanies (5) provide a nicely
gaited session of water entertain-
ment.

Also in the tank June Earring
and Bobby Knapp do excellent
aquatics that provide a smooth
flow of movement. The •Fitzsim- -

mons Sisters (2) are capable and
have developed into fine precision
team with applause winning tricks.

Murphy has collected a good
group of acts working on the stage.

.

Headliners are Henny Youngman
and A. Robins, both scoring solidly.

;

Youngman is using gags that have
been around before, and it’s just
the type fodder that this crowd
goes for. His hep talk has been
storaged for this occasion. He
clocks a steady round of laughs.
Robins, of course, has a classic

clown act. It’s an ingenious turn
utilizing innumerable props and
it’s the type of turn that never
fails to get a full measure of audi-
ence appreciation. Juggling Jewels,

;

now dwindled to three femmes,
also win audience with standard
Indian club and hoop manipula-
tions. This group, however, was
on too long for its own good.

The music by Max . Meth is of
top standards and John McKnight
brings a degree of humor to his
commentary. Plan is to keep the
water sessions intact during the -

season, with weekly changes of
vaude bills.

Apparently nothing can be done
about the low flying planes coming
into La Guardia field. The talk-

ing turns have plenty of competi-
tion. Jose.

Olympia?, Miami
Miami. July 2.

Patricia Morison, Al Stevens,
Bob Hammond’s Cockatoos, Folie
Miller, Laine .& Crawford, Les
Rhode House Orch; “Eagle and
The Hawk” (Par).

Mild layout on tap this week.

Tbpliner Patricia Morison, for-

merly of “Kiss Me, Kate” gets over

neatly^-Coutouriered smartly and

handling self in easy, confident

style, she gets nifty returns via

her song stylings, with, of course

the musicomedy’s hits her toppers.

In emcee slot Ai Stevens is okay,

but in own stint,, the mixture of

patter and impreshes get spotty

reception, Almost stealing show

is Bob Hammond’s well train-

ed cockatoos. They do most

everything, from military drills
H

to putting out fires. Gamer heavy
reception.

Folie MillerJs a local gal who
appears here regularly. Her spin-

taps grab good returns. Acro-dance
routines of Laine and Crawford
are well received also. Stuff is

.

standard but handled well, Les
;

Rhode house orch backgrounds.
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Tone’s ‘2d Man’

Princeton, July 4.

Despite a good press and a strong

advance sale, Franchot Tone in

S. N. Behrman’s “The Second Man
raked in a gross of under $8,500

last week at Herbert Kepwith s

strawhat at the' McCarter theatre

here. Producer-director Kenwith
estimated the operating nut at

nearly $7,000. . .

BoxOffice sale was strong Mon-
day and Tuesday (26-27), but took a

dip during the middle of the week.

Sales picked up again Friday with

the house nearly sold out Saturday.

Kenwith attributed the mid-weekly

slump to the holiday exodus.
;

.

Tone,: who turned in a top-notch,

performance, was ably supported

by Margaret Lindsay, Walter

Brooke and Cloris Leachman. Miss

Lindsay Was impressive as. the

wealthy and charming Mrs, Ken-
dall Frayn e, while Brooke clicked

as the love-smitten scientist.
^ j Annual Peninsula Community

V Author- .Behfman. and QbCai
,• Tfieatre. Festival, which officially

Hammerstein II, caught the show

Thursday (29), Kenwith reported.

are in a class by themselves, and
should do okay. The Pocono play-

house is located far enough away
from the others not to feel the

competition, except from the center

point of the radius. Then, too,

the star system : draws the crowds

At Clinton (N. J.) Music Hall,

attendance has not been too good.

The heat had something to do with

it. The same may be said for the

Hayloft, Allentown, Pa. Hunter-
don Hills playhouse, Jutland, N-?'v
reopened Wednesday (28) at One-

price policy, $1.20 for all seats.

And the Grist Mill playhouse
opened . at Andover, N. J.

Peninsula Festival
San Frandisco, July 4.

Seven theaflre groups on the

Peninsula, from Palo Alto to Mill-

brae,, are participating in the Sec-

P&RIETT
Anything for a PM
Before leaving for London

last week to attend the Covent
Garden debut of the N. Y.

City Ballet Co., George Balan-

chine went backstage of the St.

James theatre, N. Y., to §ee

his friend Ray Bolger, star of

“Where’s Charley?” As artis-

tic director of the ballet

troupe, Balanchine serves with-

out salary, but as choreogra-

pher of the musical comedy*
he gets 1% of the gross, or an
average of about $350 a week,

“I’ve heard you're thinking

of quitting the show,” said the

: worried Balanchine. “If you
do, I’ll have to quit the ballet

company, as ‘Charley’ is my
only income.” Bolger, ‘Who
gets 10% of the gross from
“Charley;” was reassuring.

“Don’t Worry about it;” he re-

plied with a straight face.

“If that’s the case I’ll stay an-

other year.”

Wednesday, July 5, 1950

Heifetz Sees Chance for U.S. Talent

He also said Leo. DUrOcher and

several members of the N.Y. Giants

baseball team had reservations to

attend Laraine Day’s opening in

“Angel Street” last night (Mon,).

Miss Day is Durocher’s wife.

Chi Union After Barns
Chicago, July 4.

Chi stagehands union is malting

a definite drive to unionize sum-

mer stock in the nearby area, Lo-

cal here has pacted with Barrie

O’Daniel’s North Shore Music
theatre, 1,000-seater, for a union

electrician. Other operators have

pointed out that musical operetta

large-scale operation is hot similar,

to cutvate, short-seasOn, small-

house business, but the union feels

they are all part of the same.
Music-in-the-Round and Chil-

dren’s theatre at the Chicago Lake
Front Fair are both union-manned.

'Born’ $4,600, Stockbrldge
Stockbridge, Mass., July 4.

“Born Yesterday” grossed al-
. ness of .

most $4,600 at the 436-seat Berk:*
j
^0^ert jar

shire playhouse here last week at

$2.94 top. William Miles reported
figure 25% higher than comparable!

second week of 1949, when he pre-

sented a star.

Producer figures that indicates

.* good season in prospect.

started last Thursday (29).

ductioris so far announced include

“An Inspector Calls,” at San Car-
los; “What Every Woman Knows.”
at Millbrae ;

“Skylark,” at Menk»

;

“Ramshackle Inn,” at Palo Alto,

and the “Silver Whistle,” also at

PalO Alto.
Season tickets for seven produc-

tions are $4.20, with single admis-
sion set at 90c.

4- Pulse of musical life in Europe
and in Israel was outlined last

week in N Y. by Jascha Heifetz
and Mischa Elman. The noted vi-

olinists were back yfrom overseas
tours—Heifetz haying just re-

turned from a four-week trip to
Israel, and Elman having recently
completed a three-month tour of
EurOpe. Heifetz found widespread
interest in music in Israel. He also
saw opportunity for U. S. -talent in

the Holy Ladd; not only for the
big name artists, but’ also for les-'

ser talent. .

'

Elman, playing in five European
countries as well as in England for
his first postwar tour • of the con-
tinent, brought back three definite
impressions from his trip. First,

prise to the Maryland countryside, ! he said, the U, S. makes more of
which was already buzzing with the

[
a fuss over European music fes-

Eve Arden SRO $10,500

In ‘Over 21/ Olney, Md.
Olney, Md., July 4.

B.o. lightning struck Olney thea-

tre here for the second consecutive

week, With Eve Arden in “Over
21,” scoring a perfect $10,500 for

eight performances. This is capac-
ity for the 600 seat house, scaled to

$3 with most of the side tier“tem-
poraries” sold at every show.
Happy note for the film-radio

star Was her 100% batting average
with the D.C. drama desks, a rare
accord of opinion here. The Arden
success was an early season stir?

sock b.o. of Paulette Goddard in

“Caesar and Cleopatra” the previ-
ous week. •

Current “Light up the Sky”
looks pleasant, but less sensational

tivals than the- Europeans them-
selves. Second, the European pub-
lic is much more independent and
selective in its likes and dislikes

of artists than in America. . The
than its two predecessors. Jean U; S. public, said Elman, is a great

Parker, who Was set for star slot;.! deal influenced by the American
was blacked out by acute illness •

press, which, he felt; had great
power in launching an artist and
sustaining his reputation.

and is replaced by Muriel Hutchi-
1 son, who played the role last sea-

I ‘Pawnshop*. 10G, Westport
f Westport, Conn., July 4.

Maurice Evans opened his sum-
mer swing in “Devil’s Disciple” at

the country playhouse here last

night (Mon.) with one of biggest
advances in theatre’s records.

Nights are clean for the entire

Week, tomorrow (Wed,) matinee is

sold out, and only a few rows are

Open for Friday (7) matinee.
Break in of “Angel in the Pawn-

shop,” with Eddie Dowling, last

Week grossed about $10,000, only
weakness being at the Wednesday
(28) matinee.

>Rio Rita* at Lambertville
Lambertville, N. J., July 4.

“Rio Rita,” starring Annamary
Dickey, made life sweeter for St.

John ' Terrell’s Music Circus last

week. Good weather zoomed trade
along ancUkept. apace with record-
breaking previous week, when
“Song of Norway” set a new''mark
for under-canvas attendance at mu-
sical.

Vintage o p e r e 1 1 a book was
treated gently by reviewers, who
praised vocalizing of principals, in-
cluding Miss Dickey, David Atkin-
son, Robert Feyti, and John Shank.
Arena style tends to expose sparse-

of pre-“Oklahoma” books,
vis staged.

Trade was bullish every night
except Friday (30), which turned
into disappointment at getaway of
holiday weekend.
“The Great Waltz” opens tonight

(Tues.) v*ih Virginia Haskins,
Robert Sbackleton and George
Lipton starred: Glenn Jordan, of
Lewis Sz Young staff, is staging.

San Francisco, July 4.

Don Gibson, who operates the

Penthouse Theatres in Atlanta,

Ga., and Jacksonville, Fla., Will

open a “Theatre-in-the-Round”

next fall in the Rose Room of the

Palace hotel here with a resident
Equity company augmented by
visting name stars. Local opera-
tion was arranged after hotel man-
ager Edmond A. Reidei* heard of

the success of the Penthouse the-

atres and made a pitch to Gibson.

Gibson and his co-producer wife
Elsbeth Hoffman hope eventually

to establish a coast-to-coast chain
of hotel theatres.

'Glove* Clicks at New Hope
New Hope, Pa., July 4.

Rosemary Casey’s comedy. “The
Velvet Glove” tipped Bucks County
playhouse gross slightly over pre-
vious week’s season high. Dorothy
Sands starred in the Grace George
role and proved effective as Mother
Hildebrande in the secular comedy
which played on Broadway last
\season.

P. J. Kelly in the Walter Hamp-
den foie. Henry Jones as the stuffy
monsignor arid Rutli White in
Jean Dixon part were featured..
Will Davis, who appeared in the
Broadway production, staged the
comedy for Theron Bamberger.
Virginia Low and Naomi Riordan,

... ,
«... ... . . . (lrpl .

.
of original cpmpany, also played in

Victor Gilbert starring m “The I cast, which included Harry Mehaf-
Chocolate Soldier.” Attractive tent

, fey, Carl White and Gene Blakely,
theatre on the Danbury fair- i “The Velvet Glove” had not
grounds Is expected to hit its

j

previously been seen in the Key-
stride Jins,week with William Gax- stone State. Authoress Casey mo-
ton starred in his original role in t tored in from Pittsburgh to catch
“Anything Goes,” opening tonight the production and expressed sur-
(Tucs.).

, X1 ,
i prise and satisfaction at way pres-

Bigtop seats 2,000 with $2.40 top

'Soldier* 9G, Danbury
Danbury, Conn., July 4.

Lively weekend business saw'

Melody Fair here gross almost
$9,000 in its second week, with

Fife Dept. Okays Cleve

Cleveland, July 4.

, Having installed new emergency
exits as required by the fire war-
den, Ray Boyle will open a “The-
atre-in-the-Round next Monday
night (10) in the ballroom of the
Alierton hotel here. The opening
Stock bill will be S. N. Behrman’s
“Second Man,” co-starring Vir-

ginia Gilmore and Tod Andrews,
to run a week. Subsequent offer

ings, slated for two-week runs; will

include
'

“Glass Menagerie,” with
Julie Haydon, and “Candlelight,”

with Helmut Dantine.
. *

Hotel management had at first

fought the fire warden’s order for

the installation of an . enlarged
safety exit, but finally gave in

when told that the ballroom could
not otherwise be used for any pur
pose.

And plenty of seats at $1.

Aldrich’s Tent Financing
Hyannis, Mass., July 4.

Financial setup of the Cape Cod
Music Circus, tent-theatre-in-the-
round opening here tonight (Tues.),
ias been revised by. producer Rich-
ard Aldrich. It’s still capitalized
it $40,000, but instead of being a
limited partnership, it is now a
Stock corporation, with 500 shares
of preferred at $100 par each, and
1,000 common of no par value.
Aldrich holds all the latter.
Change makes no difference to

the backers, who still receive all

Operating profits until the original
investment is returned, after which
they share the net 50-50 with Aid.-
uich.

entation stood up in stock. McClin-
tic Costumes and pi'ops were used;
in the David Reppa set.
Henry Jones, local favorite,

opened last night (Mon.) in “The
Silver Whistle,” with Enid Markey,
Sarah Secgar and Judy Parrish.
Advance is best of season, which
may be a tipoff to producer Bam-

ONCY SUMMER OPERA

OFF TO HEFTY

son at Princeton and Ivoryton, I

Third, said Elman, European au-

Conn., Vicki Cummings is fea- .diences prefer the old repertoire

tured. “
|

and don’t want to hear modern
Olney schedule is now complete

,

music. America takes more to

for the season, with Luise Rainer i

moderrimusic, he said, because the

is Ibsen’s ‘‘Lady from the Sea”
booked for week of Aug. 1, mov-
ing back Franchot Tone in “The
Second Man” to Sept. 19, The
Rainer starrer comes here from a

U. S. press gives a great deal of
attention to new works. In ‘Europe,
said Elman, audiences object to
modern music. They don’t want it

.

Contemporary Israeli music, Hei-

wCek at the Cape playhouse, Den-
j

said, shares “the tendency of

nis, Mass., and is slated to open at
the Fulton theatre, N. Y., the week
after its run here. Laraine Day in
“Angel Street” is set for an Aug.
29 opening. Season may be ex-
tended through the week of Sept.
26, with Jose Ferrer in “The
Shrike” probable, but still contin-
gent on star’s film chores.

Next Season’s Lineup In

Denver Seen Brightest

There in Several Years
Denver, July 4.

Season prospects for the Audi-
torium here for 1950-51 are the
brightest in several years. Among
the top attractions already set by
manager Arthur Oberfelder are
“South Pacific,” “Mister Roberts,”
“Death of a Salesman,”“Miss Me,
Kate,” Ballet Theatre, Sadler’s
Wells Ballet, Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, the Maria Spanish
dance troupe, Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra and a number of other
concert attractions.

“South Pacific,” which opens
Sept. 12 for five nights and two

all modern music to try riot to
sound too much like music, This
is a characteristic of youth and of
beginnings. Many composers start
that way before they realize that
music must have an immediate ap-
peal*’’ \

El iriari took no American modern
music with him on his European
trip. American composers, he said,

are good arrangers and orchestra-
tors, but they’re not very imagina-
tive or creative. “They try to write
music in the spirit of our machine-
age,” he Said. “Music is the only
art that has to be untouched by
the machine age we live in.” El-
man sees a definite renaissance of
the romantic age .in music, as in
art. “The public wants beauty, nOt
distortions or dissopances,” he
said.

Heifetz left last Thursday ' (29.)

for Los Angeles, while Elman left
yesterday ( 4 ) for San Fra ncisco.

Theatre-in-the-round on wheels
will begin a four-week tour oij

matinees, with a capacity gross of
j

Westchester County (N. Y.) tomor-

Cincinriati, July 4.

Pre-Opening splash of the Cincin-

nati Summer Opera’s 29th season

had the local citizenry bug-eyed
and cracked front pages of the

town’s three dailies last weekend.
String-puller was Harry McWil-
liams, Columbia Pictures exploita-

tion chief, Who fills in his annual
vacations commuting between New
York and here to do opera pub-
licity.

Irra'Peiina, Metropolitan mezzo
soprano, was saluted by Smittie’s

Band, and Young Friends of Sum-
mer Opera throng, upon arrival

about $70,000, is already all sold
out, the final balcony seats having
gone last week. “Oklahoma!,”
which has played here profitably
before, will be back for another
stand, and the . Shuberts are
sending their productions of
“Merry Widow,” “Blossom Time,”
“Student Prince” and “Rose-
Marie.” The Theatre Guild will
probably also send “Come Back,
Little Sheba” here, but a tenta-
tive booking of Katharine Hep-
burn in “As You Like It** has been
cancelled.

berger to abandon star policy and > Saturday (1) in Union Terminal.
revert to resident company.

Easton Area Barns
;

Easton, Pa., July 4.

With seven strawhats within a
10-mile radius of Easton, some of
;hem may have more mosquitos
;han patrons this summer. Arid al-

though all the managements in-
volved are optimistic, business at
sveral spots has been slow thus

the Bucks County playhouse,
Hew Hope, Pa.; Pocono playhouse,
Mountalnhome, Pa., and the Mir-m Circus at Lambertville, N. J.r

Cqrrent pop times were played,

and the warbler was motorcaded
to the Mayor’s office, where she
was given the key to the city and

Bert Wheeler Opens A.C.
Atlantic City, July 4. ...

Summer legit got underway here
[
a huge cake.

Friday night (30) in the old Hip-
1

Opening audience Sunday tiight
podrome on the Million Dollar : (2) for “Samson and Delilah”
Pier, with Bert Wheeler starred in ! filled the 2.80(hseat Pavilion at 65c
Harvey. Most resort folk had i to $4 scale. Fausto Cleva is com
seen the Mary Coyle Chase com-

[ ductor and Anthony Stivanello is
edy some 18 months ago when Joe

[
stage director. Season runs to July

E. Brown appeared here at the 29, with 24 .performances of 11
Warner.

,

operas.
Spot being used is not too bad.

Two blocks of seats on the outside
are useless under the present stage
setup,

.
but will be OK if entire

stage is Used. Main part of the

Heflin a* ‘Detective
1

Phoenix, July 4.

Third season of. the Sombrero
house was well filled opening night I

fh.^tre, operated by Ann Lee and
at $1 to $2 admissions, most of the 1

Dlc^ Charlton, will open next Jan,

row (ThUr.) at Hartley Park, Mt.
Vernon. Venture, which preemed
in New. York’s Washington Square
park recently, is being '‘sponsored
by the Westchester County Recre-
ation Committee. Performances
will be given in parks twice a day,
six days a week, at no admission.

ParticiDating in the productions,
to be offered

; aboard a flat-top
wagon drawn by two horses, are
seven students from Sarah Law
fence college, Harvard and Duke.
Also a child and John Blarikenchip,
Sarah Lawrence faculty member,
who’s handling the directing and
designing. Group hopes to be able

i T»/r „ to tour settlement houses in N. Y.
Bach-Mozart Start

j

during August. Plays to be offered
are an aft e r n o o n production
“The Emperor’s New Clothes,”

Berkshire Fest Off To

erman and His Wife” and
Farce of Pierre Patelih.”

Fish-
“The

“DeScttve’sSw"
10 with Van Heflin starHrig in tival concerts.

Lenox, Mass., July 4.

Berkshire Music Festival last. , .... ,

weekend reported all seats sold
' g?ared for the juves, and an eve-

for the Bach-Mozart series starting !

n
'
ng presentation, of “The.

Saturday (8). Series of six con-
certs will be given on Saturday arid
Sunday of the next three weeks
(8-9, 15-16, 22-23), in the theatre-
concert hall, preceding the main
festival concerts, which are held in
the shed. Hall seats 1 ,200; shed
holds 6,000.

There will be nine regular con-
certs in the shed, from July 27 to
Aug. 13. Serge KoussevitZky, for-
mer conductor Of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, will lead that
group in the* Bach-Mozart series.
Victor, de Sabata, Leonard Bern-
stein, and Eleazar de Carvalho
will share the podium with Kous-
sevitszky in the nine regular fes-

who had not caught the play here
Originally. Local reviewers were
stuck in the back of the house

(Continued on page 52)

House currently is a foreign film
outlet while the legit producers
run El Teatro in Santa Fe for the
summer months.

Maurice Evans is booked for a
one-nighter Oct. 27 at the Melba
theatre, Dallas, in a production of
Shaw’s “The Devil’s Disciple.”

Elihu Winer Play Wins
Zionist 1-Act Contest

Elihu Winer, former assistant
story editor of Universal, was
awarded first prize in the Zionist
Organization of America national
one-act playwriting contest last
week. Wirier received $500 for his
“Action', in Jezreel.” Winning
drama was selected by Eddie Can-
tor, Moss Hart and 'Norman Cor-
win.' :

Second : rize in contest, open to
plays concerning “development of
full and meaningful Jewish life,”

went to Rabbi Louis I. Newman, of
New York. Third prize was won
by Dr. Harry T. Zankel, of Cleve^
land. Second and third prizes were
$250 each.
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Michael Todd’s
Peep Show

. Michael Todd presentation ' o£v revue in
two acts (23 scenes). Sketches by Bobby
Clark, H. I, Phillips, William Boos, Billy

. K. Wells; music, BnUmibol it Chakraband,
Sammy Fain Sc Herb Magldson, Harold
Rome, Raymond Scott, Sammy Stept Se

Dan Shapiro, Jule Styne Sc Bob Hilliard.
Staged and lighted by Hassard Short;
scenes directed by Robert • Edwin Clark;
dances staged by James Starbuck; sce-
nery, Howard Bay; costumes, Irene Sha-
red: orchestra conductor, Clay Warnick;
music for dances arranged by. Mel Pahl;
orchestrations, Ken Hopkins, Irwin Kos-
tel. Features Lina Romay, Lilly Christine,
Clifford Guest, Peiro Bros., Corrine Sc Tito
Valdez/. Shannon Dean, JUne^Allen, Chris-
tine Sc Moll, Myrtill Sc Pacaud, Linda
Bishop, Bozo Snyder, Hi Wilberforce Con-
ley. Peanuts Mann, Red Marshall, Spike
Hamilton, Dick Gabby Dana. At Winter
Garden, N. Y., Jui\e 28, '50; at $7.20 top
($12 opening).

Principals: Linda Bishop, Red Marshall;
Hi Wllberforice Conley, Peanuts Mann,
Bozo Snyder; Dick Gabby Dana, June
Alien, Shannon Dean. Lina Romay* Peiro
Bros., Christine. Moll, ' Lilly Christine,
Jesus Moll, .Myrtill gc Pacaud. Art Carroll,

. Corrine. & Tito Valdez, Clifford Guest,
Mary Donn.

Ensemble: Charlotte Bergmeier, Penny
Davidson, Glen Grayson. Bucy Hegyi,
June Kirby, Barbara Leslie, Rosemarie
Lynn, Mickey Miller, Mira Stefen, Gwenna'
Lee Smith, Jeanne Tyler, Rosemary Wil-
liamson, Jaii Arnold. Lisa Ayres, Wendy

.
Bartlett. Lynn :Bernay, .Gloria. Danyl, Au-
drey

.
Dearden, ; Bettina Edwards, Carol

. Hehricks. Christina Frericks, . Frances
Hrell, Jill Melford, Leila Martin, Ronny.
Oatley,. Elsie Rhodes^ Kaja ' Sundsten,
Jackie' Tapp, Mary Thomas, Yalarie ' Wal-
lace, Ruth Vernon, Fern Whitney, Rofiari
York, Hubert Bland, James Brock, Carry
Fleming, Edward Garhbos, Vincent Henry,
Robert Davis. Ralph Linn, John Juliano,
Frank Reynolds.

Michael Todd’s “Peep Show” is

appropriately titled, even to the
inclusion of the producer’s name.
For “Peep Show” is just about that;
and it has Todd's personality
Stamped all over it. Moreover,
Todd is one of the few Broadway'
producer’s whose name has box-
office draw (which may even in-

crease after “Peep Show”), so giv-
ing himself title billing is appar-
ently smart showmanship, though
it’s jUst the sort of thing sure to
irritate other producers.

That goes for “Peep Show” it-

self. This loud, brash, vulgar,
handsome, risque revue isn’t for
theatrical sophisticates, but it looks
a natural for the visiting fire-

men. Despite the $7.20 top, it

seems a likely boxoffice bet for the
summer trade, particularly since
there’s no new musical opposition
in sight before mid-October; The
way Todd has it set up, he may be
able to get his money back by that
time.

“Peep Show” is a combination of
standard ingredients. Its stunning
girls wear no more than legally
necessary,, and that as suggestive as
possible. Its comedy, virtually all

time-tested burlesque sketches,
whacked across by veteran burley
comics, requires no thought or
even imagination on the part of the
audience. 'The specialty acts are di-

verting, the musical numbers are
lavishly produced, the scenery and
costumes are stunning, and the
emphasis throughout is strictly
single entendre,
The show is neatly routined.

Thus, after the thematic opening
with Linda Bishop and the chorus
Singing Harold Rome’s “The Model
Hasn’t Changed,” there’s a burley
sketch played by Red Marshall, Hi
Wilberforce Conley, Peanuts Mann,
Bozo Snyder and Dick Gabby Dana,
then an unmistakably suggestive
song, “You’ve Never Been Loved
(If You’ve Never Been Loved Below
the Border),” by Dan Shapiro and
Sammy Stept, sung by Lina
Romay, followed by the first spe-
cialty act, the superb juggling
Pe’ro Bros.

Four numbers, explicitly risque
enoUgh to cause comment from
first-nighters, have since been re-
vised at the insistence of N; Y.
License Commissioner Edward T.
McCaffrey. They were a panto-
mime sketch, “Shades of Night;”
illustrating an old smoking car
story; two burley grind-and-bump
dances by Lilly Christine, and
“Ballet Burlesque” an amusing
spoof of classic terp, with June
Alien doing a twirling tassels marii^
inory routine.

Other numbers, in most of
which the Idea of sex is expressed
as clearly and Constantly as pos-
sible, include* the song, “GotvWhat
It Takes,” by the chorus; Harold
Rome’s passable “I Hate a Parade,”
climaxed, by the hilarious bass
drum-beating bit by Peanuts Mann;
Blue Night,” the tUne by Bhumi-

bol (the King of Siam) and Chaknfc-
band (one of his court officers),
which Todd shrewdly gives an or*?
nate production; “Stay with the
Happy People,” a singable song by
Jule Styne and Bob Hilliard, sung
by Miss Romay; “Violins from
Nowhere,” an over-produced song
by Sammy Fain and Herb Magid-
son, with a dance by Corrine and
Tito Valdez; “Pocketful of Dreams,”
a laughable tune (satirizing
“Dreamer with a Penny,” from “Ail
for Love”) by Rome, sung by the
burley comics, and the eye-catch-
ing bubble-bath finale.
^Besides the. drum-beating bit,
the funniest sketch combines a

lampoon of T. S. Eliot’s “Cocktail
Party” with the old slapstick bur-
lesque skit about the paper-hang-
ers. Other sketches from tne burley
files include the one in which the
couples in adjacent rooms patch
up each others’ quarrels* ahd finally
get stewed together, the one in
which the long-suffering husband
shoots his wife in; the belief he’ll

get only 30 days for it, the midway
barker one with the gal who tosses
a mean baseball at the “boob work-
ing as a target, and the one in
which the chump prefers chocolate-
covered marshmallows to the
femme fatale. Besides the Peiro
Biros, arid the Valdezes, the spe-
cialty acts include Clifford Guest,
ventriloquist.

Hassard Short’s expert overall
staging is eviderit in the smooth
pace of the show. Bobby Clark di-

rected the sketches, being tongue-
in-cheek billed as “Mr. Robert Ed-
win Clark, Esq. He fooled the
would-be hep first-nighters by riot

appearing at the last minute as star.

By professional Broadway stand-
ards, “Peep Show” is uneven en-
tertainment. The comedy is occa-
sionally rib-cracking, but - some-
times falls flat. There are ho out-
standing songs, but Todd has
smartly, covered that by visual
splash. The girls are gorgeous and
Irene Sharaff’s revealing costumes
exploit the fact. But the combina-
tion of beauty, nudity; risque com-
edy and the intangible come-on
power of Todd’s name add up to a
promising commercial bet. The
fact that the King of Siam has pro-
vided one of the songs has already
been profitable as

.
publicity, and

will continue to be. Moreover, the
news of the license Commissioner
action seems likely to help, not
hurt, the show’s appeal to out-of-

towners. Hobe.

hade Staff-Legit

The Apollo of Bellae
and

Fortunato
Woodstock, N. Y., July 2,

Margaret Webster Co. presentation of
double-bill, including “The Apollo of Bel-
lac," adapted by Pierre Garai from orig-
inal of Jean Glradoux, and “Fortunato,"
adapted by Helen and Harley Granville
Barker from, original by Joaquin arid.
Scrafln Quintero. Former, stars Miss Web-

f
ter, Frederick Rolf, Larry Gates, Sylvia
arnham; latter stars Eva Le Galllenne;

features Dlbn
.
Allen, Louisa Horton; Ken-

dall Clark. Staged by. Miss ^Webster ; sce-
nery, Richard Harrison Senie. At Wood-
stock (N. Y.) Playhouse, July 1, '50; $3
top.

‘

The Apollo of Bellae
Clerk .John Straub
Man * . . . . ...... . . ....... Frederick Rolf
Agnes .... . . . . ...

.

.Sylvia Farriham
2d Vice-President ;v. .. .

;

.Michael Linethal
Mr. Van Kluyden . . ... . . . . . , .

:

. Dion Allen
Mr. Lepedura. . ... ........

.

. Arthur Lewis
Mr, Rebsiri. . . . . .... ..... Preston Hanson
Mr. Fried. . .George Roy Hill
Mr. Schultz .

., , . , . . .Louis Frederick
Mr. President .. . . . ... . . Larry Gates
Miss Bugblrd. . ... . ... ..Cavada Humphrey
Theresa.. ...... .... ..... .Margaret Webster

Fortunato
Don Vittorio. ... . . . , . ,. . . . .

.

Larry Gates
Monica... ... ...... ....... .Darthy Hinkley
Alberto .,.;...... Kendall Clark

|

Constaoza ....

.

.Louisa Horton
Fortunato. .................. Dion. Allen
Blind Man .......... , . . .. . , .

.

Frederick Rolf
Gorguera . ................. .Arthur Lewis
Conchita. .Janice. Foley
Dressmaker’s Assistant . . , , . . . .

.

Jo Rabb
Elderly Gentleman. .... , . . .

.

.John Straub
Sister of Mercy . .......

.

Vera RUshforth
Cripple

.

George Dupont
Inez. . , ........ Cavada Hurnphrey
Signora Amaranta ...... Eva Le Galllenne

Angels Beef

'

Continued from page 49

as authors of the book, Ethel Mer-
man as star, George Abbott as di-

rector, Jerome Robbins as choreo-
grapher and Hayward as producer,
the general feeling in Broadway
managerial circles is that RCA
has a highly promising deal, even
Without the added album, televis-
ion and radio angles. Also, it’s pre-
dicted that this may be the fore-
runner of numerous other more or
Jess similar legit financing ven-
tures, by RCA or other recording-
tele-radio companies, film studios
or other big outfits.

Although there has been no pub-
lic criticism, some backers of pre-
vious HayWard (and Berlin and
Lindsay-Crouse) shows have pri-
vately expressed bitterness at be-
ing ignored in the financing of
“Madam,” As one frequent angel
said, “My money was good enough
for ‘Rat Race’ and ‘Miss Liberty,’
but now that thd boys have what
they consider a sure thing, they
take it to somebody who can give
them a radio plug or a television
edge.”

Another consistent legit backer
who has been griping to friends
says he’s unimpressed by the state-
ment that “Madam” wouldn’t of-
fer a suitable venture for individ-
ual investors. “If that’s true,” he
argued, “I’d like Jto have had a
chance to decide so for myself.
After all, nobody else made up my
mind that ‘Miss Liberty’ wasn’t
suitable for me. The least they
might have done was to offer their
regular backers a choice, or maybe
held out a token amount for us to
buy.”
Such comment is expressed

strictly off-the-record, however.
And even the more vehement beef-
ers have avoided saying they would
refuse to invest in future Hay-
ward, Berlin or Lindsay-Crouse
shows; On the contrary, it's gen-
erally conceded that as long as the
members of group are hot pros-
pects,, there will be plenty of back-
ers/ (including those who Rre^pro-'
testing most bitterly) eager to put
money in their shows. Any time
they cease to be hot prospects,
people will no longer be, willing to
back them. Whether everyone has
been included in former invest-
ments is unlikely to be a factor.
“Madam” is being financed at

$200,000, with provision for $25,000
overcall. The royalty setup calls
for. Berliirto get 4% instead of his
usual 5%, Lindsay and Crouse to
share 4% instead of 5%, Abbott
2% instead of 3% and Miss Mer-
man 8% instead of her customary
10%, Then, after the investment
has been earned back, Berlin will
also get 10% of the net, Lindsay
arid Crouse will share a similar
slice, Abbott will get V/2% and
Miss Merman 10%,

The summer theatregoer looking
for something different Will find it

in duplicate this week at the Wood-
stock playhouse. Offered is a twin^
bill featuring Jean Giraudoux’s
“The Apollo of Bellae,” a new play
adapted by Pierre Garai, and an-
other play being shown on an
American stage for the first time,
“Fortunate” by the Quinteros and
adapted by Helen and Harley Gran-
ville Barker.
. “Fortunato," starring Eva Le
Gallienne, caps the evening’s enteiv
tainment. But “Apollo” provides a
worthy preliminary piece as mem-
bers of the Margaret Webster com-
pany turn in a brace of expert per-
formances. Both brief ana for the
most part fast-moving, the two
plays make a good combination.

“Apollo” sets forth the premise
that a girl can achieve any goal she
desires merely by telling men they

|

are “beautiful.” Sylvia Farnham,
as Agnes, proves it to the satisfac-
tion of all concerned on the Wood-
stock stage.

“Fortunato” is a more weighty

E
iece, dealing with a hero who has
eeri a failure and a coward all his

life, but courageously risks his life

to earn enough to buy food for his
five children. Miss Le Gallienne
gives a sparkling performance in

the part of a champion marksman
and Dion Allen is excellent in the
title role.

Too honest to obtain money by
false pretenses, Fortunato is driven
to despair at the thought that his
children are hungry, He steals
from a blind man, but gives the
money back when he learns that
the blind man' also has children to
feed and Clothe, Conquering his
terror, he finally takes a job hold-
ing a lighted match for the femme
marksman to shoot out of his hand/
Although the role of Signora

Amaranta is hardly worthy of Miss
Le Gallienne, she plays it With en-
thusiasm. Also outstanding in ad-
dition to Allen are Larry Gates as
a conniving beggar, Louis Horton
and Kendall Clark as a well-to-do
Couple who seek to help the down-
trodden.

Apollo” takes place in the office
of Major & Minor Inventions- Inc.,

in Paris. Priiriarily responsible for
getting this piece off to an interest-
ing start is Frederick Rolf, as a
would-be inventor, who takes time
out from his efforts to perfect the
“univesal vegetable” to coach the
job-seeking Agnes with such suc-
cess that she not only obtains em-
ployment, but also gets a diamond
from the pesident of the firm,

.
Miss Webster does a bang-up job

as Theresa, the gal the president
of the company intends to marry
before he meets Agnes. Good work
is done also by Michael Linenthal,
the managing director of the Play-
house,' as the second vice-presi-
dent; John*Straub as the clerk, and
Cavada Humphrey as Miss Bug-
bird. -

The Margaret Webster troupe is

at Woodstock for the? summer,
which is a break for Playhouse pa-
trons.. Medo.

Although she recently completed featured parts in three films Jane
Cowl was destitute when she died June 22 in Hollywood. All the
actress’ earnings from the screen stints had gone to pay debts, so her
hospital bills and funeral expenses were paid by an anonymous former
associate in legit. Former stage star had no near relatives, so in the
absence of any legal instructions from next of kin, her New York attor-
ney wired Coast authorities that her known wish had been to be cre-
mated. However, no reply to the message was received*and the lawyer

1 hasn’t learned whether or not his suggestion was followed.
Miss Cowl Is understood not to have been aware that she had cancer

until a day or two before her death, when she underwent surgery Shehad been sought for the femme lead in the current R. I/. Stevens re-
vival of Shaw’s “Getting Married” and was enthusiastically planning
to appear in the comedy, but then had to pass up the assignment whenshe became ill. Mady Christians subsequently was engaged for the
part. •

'A striking, Charming personality as well as a noted beauty, Miss Cowlwas the subject of the usual star anecdotes during her long career in
legit, She always professed not to read reviews of her shows but
refused to speak to Alexander Woollcott for many years, after he had
written a caustic pan of her performance in “The Road to Rome ”
Feud was finally patched up when Woollcott, knowing his health Was
failing, visited her during one of her strawhat guest engagements at

death. She never admitted tlad.The Gurtam Falls, Joseph Vemer Reed’s book in which she isthe subject of a bitter, though admiring chapter.
* S

Having previously established the American stage record for number
of Broadway performances of “Romeo and Juliet,” Miss Cowl was in-vited by Katharine Cornell to see the latter’s revival of the play someyears ago. Her wire refusing the bid explained, “I can’t do it; Jf votiwere better than I it would make me sad, and if I were better thanyou it would still make me sad.” A

Gene Mann’s Coast production of “Miss Liberty” marks the debut ofseveral Irving Berlin tunes tossed out of the Broadway production
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Getting Married
Los Angeles, June 27’

American National Theatre Sc Academy
presentation of R. L,. Stevens production
of "conversation" in one act (three
scenes) by Bernard Shaw. Features
Cedric Hardwicke, Mady Christians, Den-
5 1 v n^ Judith Evelyn, Atthur Treacher»
Ra|Ph

Y
Forbes, John Buckriiaster, Colin

KeithrJohnston, Margaret Bannerman. Di-
rected by Cedric Hardwicke; scenery arid
costumes, Paul Morrison. At BUtmore*
L. A.. June 27, '50; $3.60 top.
Mrs. A. Bridgenorth

. Margaret Bannerman
Greengrocer. ... .. ... .

.

.Cedric Hardwicke
Gen. Bridgenorth . Ralph Forbes
Lesbia ^Grantham ...... Judith Evelyn
Reginald Bridgenorth. . .Arthur Treacher
Leo Bridgenorth. .... ....

.

Mary Scott
Bishop . .Dennis King
St. John Hotchkiss

.

. John Buckmaster
Cecil Sykes ................ John Merivale
Edith Rridgenorth.

.

.Dora Sayers
Father Soarnes. Colin Kelth-Johnston
Beadie. . ; . ..... . .

,

Ronald Telfer
Mrs. George.

. .Mady Christians

Ian Keith, $4>600, Chevy Chase
Chicago, July 4.

Ian Keith in “The Play’s the
Thing” racked up moderate $4,600
last week at the Chevy Chase sum-
mer theatre for stanza ending .Sun-
day (2 ),. Martha Scott Opens to-
night (Tues.) in “Another Lan-
guage,”

vto be followed by two-
weeker of Imogene Coco in “Happy
Birthday."
Dan Levin returns to take over

the director’s reins from Eugene
Sullivan.

As its first touring production-
contribution to the American the?*

atre, ANTA has extended its spon-
sorship to a revival of what is one
of the weakest efforts to come from
the prolific pen of that acerbic
Irishman, George Bernard Shaw.
The result is highly Interesting
and even commendable from the
standpoint of arty theatre, but it

is an uricertain commercial risk
and of dubious value in creating a
newer or bigger theatre audience.
Even Shaw doesn’t call this a

play, preferring to tag it a “con-
versation.” It was written as a con-
tinuous thing, but it has been arbi-
trarily divided into three parts to
give it some semblance of conven-
tional theatre, it remains, however,
little more

. than a debate, with
Shaw—as usual—taking both sides
at once and aiming his shafts at the
institution of marriage and, more
specifically, the marriage and di-
vorce laws of early 20th century
England. Save for a “second act”
in which the principals attempt to
draw up a new marriage contract
along legalistic lines, the verbiage
is mildly humorous at best.

Just what ANTA hoped to accom-
plish with this Sponsorship remains
vague. Inasmuch as the best run
“Getting Married” ever had in the
U., S. was 114 performances—-and
that with a 1916 company that in-
cluded such names as William Fa-
versham, Hilda Spong, Charles
Cherry and Henrietta Crosman—it
couldn’t Jiave expected a. long-run

A°d with the present
. state

of . the entertainment market, it’s
only about even-money that the
present production will equal the
48 performances on Broadway by a
Theatre Guild company in 1931
with Margaret Wycherly, Dorothy
Gish and Henry Travers, among
others. But. there may be that many
people interested in seeing this
many names on a stage at one time,
despite the handicap of a heavy
script.

Hardwicke’s direction is good
ana there are moments when the
cast delivers some tremendous ex-
amples of ensemble acting, It
Would have been better, however,
to expand these talents on a more
worthy vehicle—^one that would
appeal to salesmen as well as stu-
dents and thus assure ANTA not

only a profit but a theatre evening
that would have launched this pro-
duction sponsorship more auspi-
ciously.
Production by R L. Stevens is

fine and Paul Morrison’s scenery
and costumes are top drawer.

, Kap.

Hose Mario
San Francisco, July 4.

. San Francisco Civic Light. Opera Assn,
presentation of Edwin Lester production -

of musical - In two Sets (efght scenes).
Book and lyrics by Otto Harbach and
Oscar Hammerstein II; music, Rudolf
Friml and Herbert Stothart; additional
songs composed by Friml with lyrics by
Harbach and Forman Brown. Stars Pa-
trice Munsel; features Walter Cassel. Jack
Goode, Clanssa; directed by Jose Ruben;
dances staged by Aida Broadbent; sets.
George Jenkins; costumes, Adele Palmer;
costume direction, Walter J. Israel; music
direction, Robert, Zeller; vocal nUiribers
staged by George Cunningham; special
dance arrangements, Edward Ward; spe-
cial orchestral arrangements, Heinz
Roemheld and Arthur Kay. At Curran,
San Francisco. July 3. '50; at $4.80 top.
Sergeant Malone George Britton
Lady Jane.* . .... .... . . , .... oilie Franks
Black La^le ............ Robert Lawrence
Emile . . , ; .Richard Atkinson

Hawley. .

.

..Lester MatthewsWanda Clarissa
Hard-boiled Herman.. . ... .

.

.Tack Goode
Jim Kenyon ........... Waiter Cassel
S?»?

e
.

.Patrice Munsel

pecile .... Donna Phillips
Indian^ Chief . . ........ .Toni Charlesworth
His Interpreter. Dominic Tripoli

Singers, dancers: Dalors Bennett. Betty
Bi usher, Hilda Correa,. Dorothy Coulter,
Thelma Dare, Sharon Hennagln, Jeanne
Marie Jorgensen. Jeannette LeVere.
Donna Phillips, Peggy Pulliam. Joanne
Spiller, Nltza Satmar, Joan Trangsrud,
Fran Yahnke, Frank Bouley, Gerald Car-
doni, Tom Charlesworth, Kenneth Chap-

J?
av Daniels. Maurice De Soto,

Roland Hughston, Robert La-
m°nt, John MacAdam, John Marshall. My-
ron iS** son, Richard Scott, Robert Searles,
Dom'- c Tripoli, Robert Vanselow, Rich-
ard Vine, Bresee Westmoreland, Estelle
Aza, Barbara Bailey, Lyso Baugher, Joyce

Florence Brundage. Joan CoUe-
nette Elaine Dahle. Terese McGeein.
Svetlana McLee, Donna Pouget, Patricia
Simms, Lois Smith. Doris Walcott,. David
Adams, Herman Boderi, Buddy Bryan,
George Foster. Raymond Moller, George
Reeder. Marc Wilder.

The $100,000 or so which Edwin
Lester and the Civic Light Opera
Assri. have pitched at “Rose Marie,”
plus heaping portions of rewrite,
has Contrived a new addition and
new interpretation of the quarter-
century-old musical. VaUde and
ballet have been added, likewise
opera, boogie, new tunes, excellent
costuming and staging.
But the major punch which

qualifies the opus for audience oya-
ttonis the singing and personality
of Patrice Munsel, who gives the
production impact. Ably aided by
Walter Cassel, Miss Munsel turns
in an evening of singing that lifts
the sometime pleasing but often,
jaded vehicle to brilliant peaks,
making justifiable the valiant di-
rection by Jose Ruben (stage) and
Robert Zeller (musical), scenic de-
signing by George Jenkins, supe-
rior costumes by Adele Palmer and
top choreography by Aida Broad-
hurst. Miss Munsel takes the sing-
ing chores in easy stride. She has
looks, warmth, charm arid she
wears her costumes with dramatic
effect, Supporting talent headed
by Jack Goode, Oilie Franks And".
Clarissa, are superior. Ted,
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The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxopce. estimates for last week (the 5th week of the season)

end the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
dumber of shows current . .

.

Total weeks played so far by all^shcws. . .

.

Tot al gross for all current shows last week
Total season's gross so~ far by all shews,.. $2,416*300 $2,1:63,700

Number of new productions so far . ....... 1 0
.
ROAD.

{Excluding Stock)

Isumber of current touring shows reported 8 .10

Total weeks played so far by all shows , 52 57

Total road gross reported last week . . ,

.

i ,

.

$186,600 $286,600
Season’s total road gross so far . . .

,

. ... $1,319,000 $1,423,900

This Last
Season Season

19 15
100 87

$426,500 $365,100

LEGITIMATE 51

Chicago, July 4. >
( hi boxoffiee is feeling the early

sinvrinor slump, and waiting for the
after-holiday'' convention trad

e

;
*

••Oklahoma” is holding steady and
has extended its run again until

A uit. 12. “Lend An Ear” is off, as

JS Two Blind
Estimates for Last Week

“Lend An Ear,” Great Northern
il4th wk) (1,500; $4.94). Mild $17,-

000 for the revue,
••Oklahoma,” Erlanger (10th wk)

(1,334; $4.33). Going along moder-
ately with $20,000.

“two Blind Mice,” Harris (8th

uk> '1,000; $3.71h Just about keep-
ing afloat with $13,000.

‘Kale’ $35,100, Hub;

Boston, July 4.

“Kiss Me, Kate,” continued to
hold up nicely in its second Week
at t lie Shubert. “Mr. Roberts,” at
Colonial, slid again:

Estimates for Last Week
“Mister Roberts,” Colonial (17th

wk) ($3.60; 1,500). Not too bad at

almost $12,300.
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Shubert (2d wk)

($4.20-$4.80; 1,700). Another nifty
session at over $35,100.

CURRENT WEEK
‘‘Check and Double”—Blythe-

wood summer theatre, Chester-
town, N,

.
Y.

“Miranda’—Ounquiet (Me.) play-
house.

“Wa-Happeni”—Green Mansions,
Warrensburg, N. Y,

' NEXT: WEEK-
“And Never Been Kissed’C—Rob-

ert Daggett Playhouse, Westboro,
Mass,/

“Duet for One”-—Repertory the-
atre, Chautauqua, N. Y.

“Easy Does It”—Green Man-
sions, Warrensburg, N. Y.

“Life of the Party”—Country
playhouse, Westport, Conn.

! “Open Season”-—rDuxbury (Mass.)
!
playhouse.

“Parisiertne” — Bucks County
playhouse, New Hopei Pa.

“Professor Cupid” — Norman
Ford’s theatre, Verbank, N. Y.
“Round We Go”—Green Man-

sions, Warrensburg, N. Y.

‘EAST WIND’43G, ST. L;

m’ PREEM SWAMPED
. St. Louis, July 4.

Despite threats of rain several
nights, ‘‘East Wind,” the Hammer-
stein-Romberg musical, wound up
its fourth one-week stand in the
Municipal Theatre Assn.’s alfresco
playhouse in Forest Park, Sunday
night (2) with a neat b.o. score. The
piece, copping plaudits from the
critics, attracted 63,000 payees for
ah estimated gross of $43,000.
Marguerite Piazza, from the N.Y.

City Opera Co., scored solidly in
her local bow in the open air the-
atre, along with Brian Sullivan and
Wilbur Evans, faves of previous
seasons here, and John Elliott. The

!
eccentric terpsing of Buster West
and Lucille Page also was sock.
Outstanders in support were Ed-
win Steffe, Carolyn Tanrier, Milton
Frome, Leonard Elliott and Evans
Thornton.

After a day of humidity a cloud-
burst broke 10 minutes before last
night’s (Mon.) scheduled . opening
of a one-week stand of “Of Thee

! I Sing,” washing out the perform-
ance and disappointing a mob of
9,000. It was the season’s first can-
cellation. “Sing” was last presented
in the alfresco theatre in 1938.
Faces n$w to localites are Maureen

i

Cannon, Richard Wentworth, Joey
! Faye and Phil Seed. They, with
' Wilbur Evans, head the cast. Two
I local griint-and-groaners have been

j

recruited for the Madison Square
Garden scene.

.‘Pacific’ SRO

Joseph II. Leahy has joined the
staff of the Brattleboro, Vt. f sum-
mer theatre. . . Klaus Kolmar,
publicity head and assistant direc-
tor at the Spa summer theatre,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., will un-
dertake l\is first staging chore
there with “Knickerbocker Holi-
day,” starring Burl Ives. . . .

Sharon Springs (N. Y.) Tent thea-
tre opened a six to eight-week sea-
son Sunday (2) with “Light Up the
Sky.” Group, financed by the lo-
cal Board of Trade, is made up of
Miami U/ students. . . . Ann Lee’s
El Teat i*6, Santa Fe, N. M., opened
jesterda'y (Tues.) with Sterling
Holloway in “Merton of the Mov-

Wendell Corey and Pamela
Britton will star at the theatre
Aug. l in “Born Yesterday,”
Stanley Lemin, British actor cur-

rently visiting the U. S., will make
his first strawhat appearance at
Boinpton Lakes, N. J., Monday
' JO) in “An Inspector Calls.” . . .

le.vas Christian U. little theatre
Awll present “Claudia” as its first
kj.'-mmor-. prod pet ion Tuesday-
“V ednesday dl-12). ... Anne
S oper drumbeating for Al Jones’
niratre-By-The-Sea,

“ ' '

in Rehearsal
Kchs: C (Comedy)

, D {Drama),
\,P

' Coniedy-Drama ) , R (Revue),
aT ' Musical):, O (Operetta).
"Miss Mabel” (c)—Alexander

*
^ 'Ioel W. Schenker; director,

Arthur Sircom.

i ,^8*enne” (c)—Theatre FestL^ . director, Sam Wanamaker.-
rt ,

.
the Live Wire” (c) — Mike

l odd..

See Biggest Season
Manchester, N. H., July 4.

New Hampshire’s summer thea-
tre season, now in full swing, may
be the biggest in silo circuit his-

tory. from the standpoint of both
quality and b.o. A new policy was
inaugurated when the Lakes Re-
gion playhouse opened in Gilford,

yesterday (Mon.) with a guest-star
policy. “Harvey,” with Stuart Ir-

win, is the opening bill. The new
playhouse, which was converted
from a 180-year-old barn; has a
seating capacity of 600 and repre-
sents an investment of approxi-
mately $30,000. Alton Wilkes is

producer and the staff includes
Gene F. Callahan, Adolphus Sweet,
George Stevens, Peter Cass and
Henry W. Glass.
The Peterborough Players, found-

ed in 1933, reopened last week
in Peterborough, and will stage
productions Wednesday through
Saturday evenings. Richard Noyes
and William McCleery starred in

the opening play, McCleery’s “Par-
lor Story.” Edith Bond Steams
is the Players’ producer. The
Merrimack playhouse opened with
Marilyn Hurley, Naoma Vincent
.and’ Nick Wanamakcr in “Jenny
Kissed Me,” . with Brennan Moore
as director.

Other openings among the Gran-
ite State’s dozen strawhatters were:
June 26, KeCne summer theatre;

June 27, New London Players, and
the Tilton Players. . The latter

company had changed its name,
Matunuck,

f having previously operated as the
' Sali sbiiry Players, at the Salisbury
Town Hall. :

Besides the Lakes Region play-

house, other summer stock com-
panies scheduled to open in July
are the New Hampshire Repertory
theatre, Charlestown; Forty-Niners,
Whitefield;* Barnstormers, Tam-
worth; Showboat playhouse. New
Castle: Hampton Beach playhouse
and Windham playhouse.

San Antoh’ River Sked
,

San Antonio, July 4.
initial' production of the re-

Vvl
nt^’Organized River Theatre

J
((.vers will be “The Bad Men,” to
staged at the Arneson River

here. This is to be the first of
Productions this summer.

!‘nie.rs may be the “Show Off,”
Springtime for Henry” tor “Down

(n <he Valley.”

New Austin, Tex., Group
Austin, Tex., July 4.

Group 10 Theatre of Austin has
been organized herC and will pre-

sent Lynn Riggs’ “Roadside” Fri-

days and Saturdays for an extended
engagement at Saengerrunde Hall

here. Group is headed by Tommy
Jones.

Others in the gi;oup are Jack Mc-
Donald, Jim Finley, Barbara Hug-
gins, Hayden Douglas, Norris Do-
minique, Julius Walker, Charles

j Lane and Marvin Rich. Music has
* «* « > > •

San* Francisco, July 4.

“Death Of a Salesman,” with
Thomas Mitchell held steady with
about $22,000 last week, its second
at the 1,550-seat Geary. Top is

$3.60.
“Rose Marie” p r e e m e d last

night (Mon.) at the 1,550-seat Cur-
ran. Second in the Civic Light
Opera series, “Rose Marie” has a
Cast including Patrice Munsel,
Walter Cassel and Jack Goode.
When tickets go On sale tomor-

row (Wed ) for “South Pacific” at

the ^War Memorial Opera House
box offices, there will be six win-
dows open, one for each week of
the engagement. Purchasers will
be limited to 6 seats in the orches-
tra* b^xes or grand tier; 8 in the
dress circle; 10 balcony circle; with
no limit on the balcony. No mail or
phone orders will be accepted.
Musical opens July 31.

Continued from pace 49

11 Ilussung is producer for the iv»cn added to the original play.
?•* v

’
pari Atkins dramatic direc- ; There will be a total of 10 songs,

or Hid James Gambino musical Lil ies are by Jones and music by
" u**°r*

i Roy. Hpshaw. y \

opens July 24 at the Fulton, N. Y.
If any presentation of either oper-
ation looks like a boxoffice hit, it

will be moved elsewhere for a con-
tinued run.

Last season, “Night in Spain,” a
dance revue originally titled “Ca-
balgata,” and the Berlin-Robert E.

Sherwood musical, ‘‘Miss Liberty,”
were the only shows to open before
Labor Day. Ken Murray’s “Black-
outs” and the reopened “Diamond
Lii” arrived shortly after that, so
only four entries were in before
Oct. 1 , including two variety-type
shows and the Mae West reopen-
ing. That means that only one new
legiter, “Miss Liberty,” reached
Broadway by Oct. 1. «

However, eight productions
opened during October last year,

including “Twelfth Night,” “Yes,
M’Lord,” “Chartofc’s Gilbert & Sul-
livan repertory, “Browning Ver-
sion,” “Touch and Go,” “Montser-
rat,” '“Lost in the Stars” and “Re-
gina.” None of them subsequent-
ly paid off, but “Miss Liberty,”

“Touch and Go” and “Lost in the
Stars” had lengthy runs. “Dia-
mond Lil” made a profit, but it

was actually a 1948-49 production,
having originally premiered the

previous spring,

Current Road Shows
(July 2-15)

“Death of a Salesman”—Geary, •

S. F. (3-15).

“Getting Married” — Biltmore,
L. A. (3-8).

,

. “Kiss Me, Kate”—Shubert, Bost.

!

(3-15).

“Lend ah Ear”—Great Northern,
Chi. (3-15).

.

“Mister Roberts” — Colonial,

Bost. (3-15).

“Oklahoma!” — Ertanger, Chi.
(3-15).

“Rose Marie” — Curran, S. F.

(3-15).

“South Pacific” — Philharmonic
And., L. A. (3-15).

“Two Blind Mice”—Harris, Chi.
(3-15).

Business plummeted last week on
Broadway, tumbling even more ab-
ruptly than expected. With attend-
ance off from the start, the bottom
virtually dropped out of the b.ol

on the eve of the July 4 weekend.
There were some tourists in town,
but nowhere near enough to offset
the holiday exodus for the unusu-
ally long weekend. Only “South
Pacific” sold out, and that despite
the absence of Mary Martin from
the cast for three performances be-
cause of illness. The few tickets
returned were quickly purchased
by patrons waiting in the lobby,
and there was the regular limit of
standee trade.
The total gross for all 19 shows

was $426,500, or 71,16% of capac-
ity, a drop of 8.39% from the pre-
vious week’s $479,700 total. Indi-
cations are that this week’s busi-
ness will be about the same as last,

and that conditions may then level

off until about mid-August, when
the seasonal upturn is due.

Last week’s only closing was
“Lost in the Stars,” which vacated

,

the Music Box. It was offset by the
opening of “Peep Show,” the new
Michael Todd revue, at the Winter
Garden. “Mister Roberts,” starring
Henry Fonda, and. “Wisteria Trees,”
Starring Helen Hayes, are slated to

lay off four weeks, beginning July
15. , .

.

••

Estimates For Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D ( Drama),

CD (Comedy Draina)
,
R (Revue),

M ( Musical).,. O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic figures refer,

respectively,: to top price, number
Of seats and capacity gross. Price

includes 20% amusement tax, but

grosses are net: i.e. exclusive of

tax.

“Cocktail Party,” Miller (24th

wk) (CD-$4.80: 940; $21,600). Pre-
vious week, $19,300; last week,
about $13,800.

“Come Back, Little Sheba,”
Booth (20th wk) (D-$4,80; 712; $20,-

000). Previous week, $12,600; last

week, $9,900.
'

s

. ”Dcath of a Salesman,” Morosco
(73d wk) (D-$4:80; 914; $23,800).

Previous week, $15,000; last week,
almost $11,000.

“Detective Story,” Hudson (67th

wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; $23,675). Pre-
vious week, $11,200; last week,*

$8,500; moved Monday (3) to large!'

(1,160 seats) Broadhurst.
“Gehtleihen Prefer Blondes,”

(30th wk) (Mt$6; 1,628; $48,244).
Previous week, over $48,200; last

week, $47,300.
“Rappy Time,” Plymouth (23d

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Pre-
vious week, $26,300; last week,
over $22,300.

“Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (78th
wk) (M*$6; 1,645; $46,650). Previ-
ous week, $44,500; last week, about
$38,000.

. “Lost In the Stars,” Music Box:
(35th Wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600).
Previous week, $17,600; last week,
$18,200; closed Saturday (1), after
281 performances.
“Member of the Wedding,” Em-

pire (26th wk) (D-$4.80: 1.082; $24,-
000). Previous week, $20,800; last

week. 5*16,300.

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (123d
wk) (CD-$4,80; 1.360; $34,276).
Previous week, $28,700; last week,
nearly $22,000; lays off July 15 for
four weeks.
“Peep Show,” Winter Garden

(1st wk)_(R-*7.?0: 1,519; JR55.16R).

Opened last Wednesday night (28)

to two pro notices (Coleman, Gar-
land), four so-so (Atkinson, Chap-
man, Pollock, Watts) and one bad
(Bafnesl; first five performances
grossed nearly $36,100 (approxi-
mately 94% of <*aoacjty).

“Peter Pan ” Imocrial (10th wk)
(M-$4.80; 1,400; $34,500). Previous
week. $34,100; last week, about
$32,000.
“South Pacific,” Majestic (64th

Wk) (M-$6; l,659r $50,186). With
Mary Mkrtiii out because of illness,

there were" some refunds, but they
were immediately repurchased; the
standee limit again at $50,600.

“Texas, L’ll Darlin’,” Hellinger
(32d wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).

Previous* week, $16,000; last week,
almost $12,800.
“The Consul,” Barrymore (16th

wk) (M-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28,200).
Previous week, $26,700; last week,
abm»t. < 21,000.

“Tickets. Please,” Coronet (10th

wk) ( R-JS4.80; 998; $26,600. Previous
week. $19,400; last week, nearly
$15,000.
“Where’s Charley?” St, James

(89th Wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $38,700).
Previous week, $36,100; last week,
about $30,000.

“Wisteria Trees,” Martin Beck
(14th wk) (D-$4.80*$6; 1,214; $33,-

000). previous week, |18,700; last

week, almost $13,000; lays off July
15 for four weeks.

Stock
“Julius Caesar,” Arena (2d wk)

(C-$3; 500; $10,600). Previous week,
$7,800; last week, about $8,100.

Future Schedule
Festival Theatre (opening bill,

“Parisienne”), July 24. Fulton;
“Daphne Laureola,” Sept. 18, Mu-
sic Box: “Southern Exposure,”
Sept. 26, theatre unspecified;
“Black Chiffon,!’ Sept, 27, Mans-
field; v “Season in the Sun,” Sept.
28, theatre unspecified,; “Affairs of
State,” Oct. 2, Royale; “Giaconda
Smile,” Oct. 3. Lyceum; “Call Me
Madame.” Oct. 9. Imperial;“Legend
of Sarah/’ Oct. 11, theatre un-
specified; “Curious Savage,” Oct.
12; theatre unspecified; “Lady’s
Not for Burning,” Nov. 6, Royale.

r*4-

Los Angeles, July 4.

Local summer season got under-
way last night (Mon. ) when Gene
Mann opened his fifth open-air
Greek theatre .season with “Miss
Liberty.” Bow gave the town three
houses alight, /

Last week’s arrival, “Getting
Married,’’ fell far below expecta-
tions, and the revival folds here
next Saturday (8).

Estimates for Last Week .

“Getting Married,” Biltmore (1st
wk) ($3.60; 1,636). Dour $10,000 for
six days (opened Tues.) wars about
$5,000 below costs, so the sched-
uled cross-couritry tour winds up
this week.
“South Pacific,” Philharmonic

Aud. (6th wk) ($4.80; 2,670). All the
house will hold again; ditto at
nearly $57,200.

‘DISH RAN AWAY’ IS

NEW LONDON CLICK
London, June 30.

“Dish Ran Away,” a diverting
“French” farce by Graham Fraser,
was presehted by Jack de Leon and
Jack Livesey at Whitehall theatre,
June 28. Slickly directed by Leslie
French, story covers traditional
mix-up due to ex-marital entangle*
ments, and was warmly received.
Should draw audiences with a yen
for this, type of entertainment.
Betty Pau registered an emphatic
hit as a midinette of friendly
morals. Expert casting of other
roles makes play seem better than
it. is.

‘Born’ Is' Stock Opener

At Poche, New Orleans
New Orleans, July 4.

With eight days already past
since its initial production, “Born
Yesterday,” finished a six-day run,
the Poche theatre here is offering
“The Male Animal’' as its second
summer presentation beginning
tomorrow (Wed.). The Garson
Kanin comedy, which closed June
27, had a price scale ranging from
a 63c low at the Sunday matinee
to a $2.50 top at the evening per*
formances.
Presented by Pearson Produc-'

tions, Inc,, and directed by Talbot
Pearson, current production in-
cludes among its cast Romola
Robb, Randolph Echols and Don
Kennedy, The James Thurber play
will also run for six days, to be
followed July 19 by “Personal Ap-
pearance.”

Jacob’s Pillow Festival:

Okay in Early Start
Lee, Mass., July 4.

'

Ted Shawn, opening his annual
Dance Festival at Jacob’s Pillow*
near here, a week earlier than
usual, found the move to pay off.

With four performances over the
weekend, matinees and evenings
Friday- and Saturday (30-1), after-

noons Were good, and Saturday eve
SRO. Talent included Jean Leon
Destine, Ppla Nlrenska, Nana Goll-
ner and Paul Petroff.

This weekend, Shawn will pre-

sent David Tihmar and the Ballet

Guild; Peter Hamilton & Co., and
Mara and her dancers.
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The Blessed and the
Damned

Paris, June 20.
Georges Beaume (Les' Pleiades) pres-

entation of Pierre Betellle production of
tWo plays by Orson Welles on a double
bill; Direction, sets and .costumes by
O. Welles. Stars Q. Welles. At Theatre
Edouard VII, Paris.

Orson. Welles contribution to the

advancement of legit in Paris pos-

sibly can be judged by the fact that

$1.55 is the scale charged for this

While $2 is the usual average legit

admission. .
The two plays, in Eng-

lish, were auspiciously received by
a first-night audience which in-

cluded many Hollywoodites. How
the show will do likely Will depend
primarily on the tourists, since the

French can’t get all the implica-
tions obviously intended by the
Writer.
The show is intended for pro-

duction in London this fall, with
the theatre here rented for only
50 days.

THE UNTHINKING LOBSTER

going on for weeks. It caused
many cast changes.

This revamping left little room
for anybody but Orson Welles and
Hilton Edwards, as Mephisto-

• pheles. Latter has little chance of
I displaying his real ability. The
three Negro girls, comprising the
choir (Eartha Kitt, Helena Hughes
and Tommie Moore), even if they
don’t steal the show, prove able to
hold their own. Balance of cast is

competent but mere background
for Welles.

Lighting of the play by Edwards
is fine! The choir keeps this from

!

being one long monologue.
' Maxi.

The Dish Itaii Away
London, June 2d.

k
Jack do Leon and. Jack Llvesey pro-
uctioiv of. farcical comedy in three acts
y Graham Frasei* (from the French by; G.

|
Larue). Directed by Leslie French. At
Whitehall, London, June 20, *60,

! Peter .Perry .... . ..... .

.

Frank Leighton 1

! Daphne Perry. . . ... . . . .. Emma Treckman
‘ M rs. Perry ... Winifred Evans
' Desiree. . ....... , . . . ..... ,1 .Betty .. Paul
I Olga Czerzowska . . .. . .Blanche Fothergill
I John Gribble . . . .

;

Gordon Tanner
Violet. . . . . . . ; .. . ..... ,

.

Sheiagli Furley

With background musical
Tony- Aubin.
Julie Gibson . . . ,

.

Miss Pratt .......

Roland Zitz . .

Jake Behoovlan .

Lender Plaice

score, by Though uncomprehensibly billed

“from the French,” understood

the sole creation

Gloria Granger as
. Suza nrie Cloutier
. . . Jamie Schmitt

j

this

. . George Lloyd of a British woman . Dealing with

is

Lct.ltia Pottle .. . . .. i

L
L
La
icf

2nd Witness ...... :HeIene B'emy
3rd . .Witness . ......

.

Astrid Dubois

Burns >.. ... .

<

.'.Marvin .Piank '-ticiiQl
- thecip -of -nroTYii^ouniiQ

L'Archiduo . . . . . * . .

.

.Frederick O Brady
;

UaUdi vaiiLC. wienie OI
.
pr omiscuous

’ ctitia Pottle . . . . . • • • JeTinifer Hpward • husbandry. it provides amusing en-
tertwnmeat, alid ®h.®uld dtaw

a voix de A. Sporcacciohe Luclo Ardenzi' ers of this flippant form Ot theatlT-
-x

. : . .Edwma Hazard/ cal fare/
.

If for no other reason, the play
is worth seeing for the delightful
performance •; of Betty Paul, as a
designing minx who captivates the
audience as well as the two males
in the story. She calls with some

|

lingerie from the shop where em-
ployed and is mistaken by the hus-
band for expected domestic help
from the Continent. She makes
no objections to his embtaces, and
is soon installed in a love nest,
with usual marital and past life
complications.

Paul, last seen in a. sup-.

Hollywood’s known lack of love
for Orson Welies is reauited in re-
verse English in this two-scene
one-acter that evidences more
rancor than playwriting knowhow.
It

.
contains many witty lines that

get laughs, but after a fast start
there is neither, buildup nor cli-

max. This visualization of many
alleged foolish traits of the Holly-
wood greats Is no help to film com-
pany press agents.

tionlom’ wheri r^les ‘ar/ bifn» ! P°rtih« role in Cochran's "Bless
ll

/?n loom wnere rusnes are Deing
l thia; oc,

A Canadian Saint isglimpsed;
supposed , to heal cripples, who

the Bride,” sparkles as the little
French: midinette, contrasting her

having been hired aV^trns from P0l?
nant *3* j"

a crinple’s home arc actually real
cripples. So when they act cured,
it seems a real miracle has been
performed. News flashed to the
world results in pilgrims flocking
to the studio. Payoff is that an
angel comes to the studio to make
a contract for God that hie won’t
perform any more screen miracles
hurting nroduction.
Though the . author has been

careful to avoid similarity in
names, some studio toppers ob-
viously are used as foils in the
projection room scene. Welles, as
the Italian director, may be con-
troversial but is effective. Suzanne

!

Cloutier is good as the secretary,
and so is Julie Gibson in her
screen appearance, desnite terrible
photography and sound. Jennifer
Howard is a howl as the radio gos-
siper. Frederic O’Brady, the Rus-
sian nobleman turned restaurant
ODerator. scores heavily. Helena
Hughes does well.

Balance of east is okay, with all
men obviously well briefed as to
the traits of studio toppers depict-
ed. Direction is grooved to make
the lampoon Obvious. Production

to overcome many difficulties,

closing episodes. Emma Treck-
man is human and friendly as the
understanding wife and Blanche
Fothergill is quietly expressive as
a Polish servant. Frank Leighton
makes a likeable figure of the err
rant, husband, while Gordon Tan-
ner is a fresh young American
wooer. Winifred Evans glides
happily through the role of the ex-
actress mQther-in-law, Clem.

Shepherd’s Warning
London, June 27.

Reunion Theatre Guild production of
comedy in three acts by Reginald Beck-
with. Directed by Henry Kendall. At
Embassy, London.
Lady Raseby Joyce Barbour
Tiggy Raseby Jack Allen
Jane Ponsonby .Henryetta Edwards
Tony Carmichael. . ...... .Vernon Greeves
John Featherstone . . . . . . . .

.

.Emrys Jones
Alice Bradby . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. Anna Turner
Duchess of Mull. . ; x. . , .

.

Agnes Lauchlan
Clare Duncan ......... .Henrietta Watson
Mr. Ripley ........ . .

.

Christopher Steele
Ethel . . . Buena Bent
Girl Guide, .......... ...Charlotte Mitchell

Mock political comedy of Britain
under Communist government is

disappointing, and not up to au-
thor’s standard. Drastic revision

wood take-off lines.

TIME RUNS
Music by Duke Ellington

Choir—
Number 1 Eartha Kitt
No. 2 . . , . .... . . ...

. , .

,

.Helena Hughes
Number 3 .Tommie Moore

Dr. John FaustUs;. ........ Orson Welles
Mephistopheles .......... Hilton. Edwards

............. Jamie Schmitt
Jennifer Howard
.... Lee Zimmer

. . Marvin Frank
, . . Herbert Machiz

1st Man .

A Woman
2nd Man .

3rd Man ;

4th
: Man;

< t » M » « • | » « 4 «

might inject some plausibility into

hut this does not affect the Hoik- characters and situations, but in
- - J

‘ present form is unlikely to move
down for a West End presentation.
A titled woman with her third

husband and son and daughter of
two previous marriages live in a
small part of her ancestral home.
High taxation has necessitated do-
nating the bulk of the estate to
the National Trust which preserves
it on condition it be open to the
public. A newly elected Commu-
nist government plans to national-
ize everything and the- family
hourly anticipate being ejected
from their home.
Two young party leaders arrive

to ‘’act as local “commissars,” a
mixed pair to whom the boy and
girl, residents make facetious love.
At first adamant in their devotion
to the “cause,” with Bo time for
sex, they finally succumb but feel
they are being made fools of until
the brother and sister realize their
make-believe is in earnest. The
interlopers topple from their hide-
bound elevation on meeting a fa-
mous founder-iriember of the Com-
munist doctrine who debunks ail

they had held sacred.

.

Joyce Barbour is hearty and hu-
morous as the aristocrat and Hern-
ryetta Edwards . and Vernon
Greeves are wholly satisfying as
her children. Jack Allen makes a
dumb husband. Emrys Jones And
Anna Turner turn in the best per-
formances as the young Reds, Hen-
rietta Watson is superb in the role
of tolerant ex-firebrand. Clem.

This second offering on the bill
is long and verbose. The language
used is a composite of prose, dog-
gerel and blank verse; Some mu-
sic by Duke; Ellington adds certain
significance to the words.
Welles has translated the result

J)f a bit of his self-introspection
into a tragedy, with a view of dem-
onstrating that though there may
be no such thing as hell, man can
create it on earth. This he has
fully succeeded in doing, at least
for his cast, which never kn,ew
what was going to be altered and
had an experience they are not
likely to forget.. Using a Negro
.choir came as a last-minute
thought after rehearsals had been

FOR SAL E
IN GLOUCESTER, MASS.

CottAgeon two acres of conveniently
secluded woodland near Salt water
Two-car garage, guest house. Partially
furnished—$6,700.00.

VERNON W. RICH
Bennett St,* Gloucester, Mass.

Telephone: 4468-M

Harpist Mildred Hilling sailed
for Europe Saturday (1) for con-
cert dates and a vacation.

Added Strawhals
The following summer theatres

not previously listed here, will op-

erate this season. Equity-franchised

spots are designated (E) and non-
Eqility (N). If letter is omitted,

it’s riot known whether barn will

operate under Equity jurisdiction.

This brings the total number to

232 so far.

CONNECTICUT
Hamden: Summer theatre.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington: Sesquicenterinial
Amphitheatre; L. Poe Leggette.

* GEORGIA
,

Americiis: Carnegie Library the- •

atre; Robert Campbell (N).
j

KENTUCKY J

Louisville; Pioneer playhouse;
Eberi Hensort. i

LOUISIANA .
. .

New Orleans: Poche theatre; Tal-
J

bot Pearson.
MASSACHUSETTS

.

Beverly: North Shore Playhouse;
,

Blake Johnson; (E). Opens July
j

10. Runs eight weeks.
Falmouth: Highfield playhouse;

,

Kingsley A. Perry & Richard W. S.
j

Maxson. (N).

Gloucester: School of theatre.
Greenfield: Summer theatre.
Nantucket: Bain Stages.
Orleans: Arena theatre; James

Van Wart and Gordon. H. Argo.
Opens June 27. Runs 10 w'Ceks.

MICHIGAN
Alpena: Algar Productions.

MINNESOTA
Gull Lake: Pine Beach playhouse;

Robert Gaus.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Gilford: Lake Region Playhouse.
(E). Opens July 3.

North Conway: Eastern Slope
Players; Edward O’Donnell. Opens
July 24. Runs six weeks •

Pike: No Name theatre.
Swanzey : Potash Bowl. Opens

June 30.

Windham: Playhouse.
NEW JERSEY

’ Cedar Grove; Meadovybrook; Dal
Teague and John Martucci, Opens
June 26. Runs 10 weeks.

Jutland: Hunterdon Hills Play-
house. Opens June 28.

Pomptoii Lakes: Summer thea-
tre; Lawrence E. Parke.

NEW YORK
Albany: Red Barn, Arena thea-

tre.

Bridgeport: Playhouse.
Chautauqua: Repertory theatre.
Copake: Taconic Playhouse.
CragsmoOr: Summer playhouse;

Marjorie Hildreth & Willis Knigh-
ton.
Flower Hill; Sky Top summer

theatre. (E). Opens June 27,
Forestburg: Sumriier theatre.
Grand Island: Playhouse.
Kiamesha Lake: Monticello Play-

house,
Orangeburg: County Circle thea-

tre; Jean Dale Crane. Opens July
4. Runs 10 weeks.

Rochester: Pittsford Summer the-
atre; John Tuttle, Wilford Scott,
Lloyd Hubbard and William Andta.
(N). Opens June 21. Runs 11
weeks.
Sharon Springs: Tent theatre.
Warrensburg: Green Mansions

Playhouse.
Warwick: Grange Hall.
Westbury: Winthrop Hall; Ed-

ward Watson & Jack Luchsinger.
NORTH CAROLINA

Burnsville: Parkway playhouse.
Cannonsburg: Little Lake thea-

tre,

Cherokee: Mountainside theatre;
Carol White. Opens July 1.

Coopersburg: Summer theatre.
Manteo: Waterside theatre; Sam-

uel Selden. Opens July 1.

OHIO
Gransville: Denison U.; Prof,

Edward A. Wright.
Madison: Rabbit Run theatre.

PENNSYLVANIA
Coopersburg: Summer theatre.
Deer Lake: Summer theatre.
Ebensburg: Centre Stage Play-

house; Robert Faulkender.
Milford: Summer theatre; John

McCabe. Opens June 29.
Newfoundland: Haubert theatre;

John McCabe.
• New Wilmington; Westminster
College; Donald L, Barbe.

VERMONT
Dorset: Playhouse.
Lyndonville: Manor Vail play-

house.
VIRGINIA

Bailey’s Cross Roads: Summer
theatre,

Charlottesville: Virginia U. the-
atre.

Londonbridge; Summer theatre.
Old Point Comfort: summer thea-
tre..

Luray: Barter players.
Virginia Beach: Theatre - Go -

Round, v

Virginia Beach: Ye Beare and Ye
Cubb.
Williamsburg: Lake Matoaka Am-

phitheatre; John Baird. Opens
July 1.

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston: Summer theatre;

Charles G. Peters, Jr. Opens July
! 10, Runs eight weeks.

WASHINGTON
Seattle: Cirque theatre; Gene

Keene. (E).

Management of “Lerid an Ear”
still hasn’t sent an accountant’s
statement to the show’s backers
since April 1. Similarly, investors

in “Alive ancLKicking,” haven’t re-

ceived any statement at all regard-
ing the financial status of the ven-
ture ... Percy S. Montague and
Robert Kast are reportedly trying

to work out a deal to present
tabloid legit shows in film houses.
George Brandt, on the contrary,
says he-s abandoned plans for a

national legit-film circuit, because
of Equity restrictions . . .. Backers
Of the Melody Fair, at Danbury,
Conn.* have been notified by co-

producers James Weisterfield arid

Ben Boyar to
:
put up the 20%

overcall provided for in the part-
nership agreement,

Beri H^cht and Charles MacAr-
thiir will collaborate on an adapta-
tion of SardOu’s “Fedora” for
John Golden .'

, Robert White-
head; co-producer of “Member of
the Wedding,’’ said; oh his return
from Europe last week that he’ll

put Donald Ogden Stewart's '‘The
Kidders” into production as soon
as satisfactory script revisions are
completed, Harold Clurman, still

on the Continent, Will direct it. Al-
so on his schedule for this season
is a revival of Pinero’s “The Magisr
trate” , . Carl Fisher, house man-
ager of the Hudson theatre, N. Y.,
until its recent sale to NBC, will
be company manager of Leland
Hayward’s “Call Me Madame” pro-
duction, for which Herman Bern-
stein is general manager . . . Inci-
dentally, the Howard Lindsay-
RusSel Crouse production office

will remain in the Hudson until

Sept. 1, when other quarters must
be found. But the American Na-
tional Theatre & Academy, which
occupies the top two floors pf the
Hudson, will remain there in-
definitely. Latter organization can-
not move out until Malin Studios
vacate its ANTA playhouse. That
may be in January, if ANTA gives
them three months free rent . .

.

Ezra Stone sailed Friday (30) on
the Caronia for Europe to line up
leads for Milton Shubert’s pro-
posed production of a Puccini
musical, which he will direct.

Mary Martin may return to the
“South Pacific” lead this week.
She’s been out since last Friday
(30) because of an intestinal in-

fection, Billie Worth has been
subbing . . . Barbara O’Neill will
join Celeste Holm, Reginald Owen
and Shepperd Strudwick in Rich-
ard Krakeur’s production of “Af-
fairs of State,” by Louis Verneuil
. . . Screen rights to “All You Need
Is One Good Break,” Arnold Ma-
noff’s flop of last season on Broad-
way, have been sold to an outfit
called Strick Film Co., for a, re-
ported price of $2,500 and a small
percentage of the gross.
The cast Of the touring “Kiss Me,

Kate,” currently at the Shubert,
Boston, will mark the company’s
first anniversary by attending a
luncheon and cocktail party Sun-
day (9) at West Falmouth. Mass.
.. . . Ticket broker Sam Roth sailed
over the weekend on a 12-day West
Indies cruise . . . Paul Horn an-
nounces a fall revival of “The
Wild Duck,” for which lie hopes
to have Margaret O’Brien and
Agnes Moorehead in leading parts.
Louis Cline will be manager.,.
The Assn, of, Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers has hired Joe
Roberts as paid organizer of tele^-

Vision.
The Ambassador, N. Y., recently

operated as a film house by
Joseph and Sam Siritzky, has^ re-
verted to legit under Shubert man-
agement . . Morrie. Jacobs, gen-
eral manager for Rodgers Sc Ham-
merstein, is vacationing in Miami
for four weeks ... Howard Lind-
say and Dorothy Stickney cancelled
their passage Friday (30) on the
Caronia tp sail Saturday (1) on the
Queen Elizabeth for a European
vacation. Also on the latter ship
were Tyrone Power, -Jackie Coop-
er, Russell Collins and George
Mathews, to appear in the London
production of “Mister Roberts,”
with producer Lelarid Hayward, co-
author and director Joshua Logan
and their wives also going on the
same boat to attend the opening.

Russel Crouse has gone to his
summer home at Annisquam,
Mass., to vacation -until Aug. 1,
when rehearsals start for“Call Me
Madame,” the

t
musical for which

he and Lindsay have authored the
book . . . Robert W . Dowling, presi-
dent of City Investing, planes Fri-
day (7) to England to confer with
playwright Christopher Fry and
film producer Sir Alexander Korda.

The Robert Breens (Wilva Davis)
have taken a cottage at Fire Island
for the next two weeks. He’s ex-
ecutive-secretary of the American
National Theatre & Academy . . . .

While “Wisteria Trees” lays off
for four weeks starting July 15,
Helen Hayes will visit England and

Ireland with Bethel Leslie, in-
genue of the show. ... Raymond
Massey has returned to his George-
town (Conn.) home after complet-
ing two films foi* Warners. He’ll
remain east for the summer, work-
ing on the dramatization of “Hang-
ing Judge/’ , the Bruce Hamilton

N

novel, which he intends to direct
and co-produce with Victor Sam-
rock arid William Fields. . . Memo-
rial service for Jane Cowl, who
died recently in Hollywood, will
be held next Monday afternoo

n

(10) a.t the ANTA playhouse, N. Y.
. , . Ferenc Molnar is in the hos-
pital with a heart ailment; <

’

. .

Critical Digest; weekly summary
of the N. Y. legit reviews and the- :

;

atrical news columns, tags the

j

management of the Arena, N. Y:,
‘in this week’s issue for iriisquoting
the “Julius -Caesar” notices. . , .

.William Copeland’s new play, “The
Broken Quiet,” will be produced by
the Cleveland Playhouse this fall.
K. Elmo Lowe, of the, Playhouse,
will direct. . ; . Laurel Productions
has postponed its scheduled presen-
tation of “Kiss Me Later,” new
comedy by Frederic Dann and Bob
Fisher.

Tone’s ‘2d Man’
Continued from page 48

opening night, and the notices re-

flected the fact.

With business very light the first

few days, the management was
reportedly having trouble paying
off the cast and staff. The actors
are protected, as a bond is posted
with Equity, but the Assn, of The-
atrical Press Agents & Managers,
which granted concession to the
outfit, is reportedly concerned
about the company manager’s
salary,

'

Brattleboro’s Seven Weeks
Brattleboro, Vt„ July 4.

A seven-week season in Brattle-
boro, Vt, and Greenfield, Mass.,
with performances in the former
spot Wednesday through Saturday
and in the latter Monday and
Tuesday of the following week, has
been announced by producer-direc-
tor Harry L. Young. The Town
Hall in Brattleboro and the Vic-
toria theatre in Greenfield will be
used.

Curtain will be raised here Mon-
day (12) with “The Vinegar Tree.”
Scheduled to follow are: “Born
Yesterday,” “Strange Bedfellow's,”
“Two Blind Mice,” “Harvey,” “See
How They Run,” “The Respectful
Prostitute” and “Ways and
Means.” Nina Foch will star in
“Prostitute.”

The permanent company in-
cludes Judson Pratt, Roberta
Jonay, Anna Minot, Malcolm At-
terbury, Ellen Hardies, Mary Far-
rell, Ralph Clifford and Irl Mowr-

ery.

U. of Houston’s Attic
Houston, July 4.

The ' U. of Houston has unveiled
its Attic theatre located on the
third floor of the Ezekiel Cullen
building still under construction;
When completed, the building

will house a radio centre and have
a. 1,682-seat auditorium for the
staging of opera and other major
productions.

'Romancers’ at K. C. U.
Kansas City, July 4.

Kansas City U. is continuing iti

drama production through tin
summer, scheduling its next offer
ing for outdoor presentation Jul:
11-14 in the patio adjoining th<
Playhpuse. Production will b<
Edmund Rostand’s “The R.omane
ers,” staged by John Newfield, reg
ular Playhouse director.
Grounds crew (stagehands) wil

transform the patio into a baroqui
garden as setting for the three-ac
French satire. Patio w'ill seat 261
for the presentation.

Houston’s Rival Straws
Houston, July 4.

Houston’s summer theatre audi-
ence found itself tom two ways
when the city’s indoor and outdoor
music show organizations had their
first simultaneous openings Mon-
day night (26) of last week. The
conjpeting bills wrere Noel Cow-
ard’s “Bitter Sweet/’ With Ethel
Barrymore Colt and Gabor Carelli
as stars, put on by the Summer-
time Light Opera Co./ in the air
Conditioned. Music Hall/ and
“Bloomer Girl,” with Carol Bruce
and Dick Smart as the principals,
staged jay the new Lyric theatre
in special quarters in the public
school football stadium. Both pro-
ductions were staged for one week,
With a seating capacity of 10,-

000, the Lyric had approximately
1,700 on hand. The Music Hall,
seating 2,213, had about 1,000 al

the premiere. The Lyric closed its

first week with an average nightly
attendance of about 2,500.
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Baby-Sitter
Continued from page 1

Gardner^ ’Early Bird*

Hy Gardner, Parade magazine
<olumnist, this week launched a

daily column for the N. Y. Herald-

Tribune “Early Bird” edition. Titled

“Early Bird on Broadway;” it

won’t interfere with Gardner’s

weekly pieces for the Sunday mag-
azine supplement now appearing

in 32 papers. Deadline for the

j i-T columns will be 10 a m., with

1 he paper hitting the streets at

H n.m. that night. Like some other

features in the “Early Bird/’ it

jsht included in later editions.

Gardner got the assignment by
writing dry-runs of the column
for a month and mailing proofs to

ilie paper’s toppers with the note,
• Excerpts from a column which
should be running in the, H-T.”
lie date-lined some of the pieces
• Dry Run, Pa M” latter actually be-

ing a Pennsy town— population
200 ,:

••

Incidentally, the July 3 kickoff is

the same date that Gardner
launched his stint for the Brooklyn
iN. Y-) Eagle back 'in ’38. He got

Into the columnar game initially

as a hobby, but clicked and has
been steadily expanding.

/Variety* Muggs* Books
Ex-Daily Variety mug g e.ss

Elorabel Muir has her unconven-
tional autobiography* “Headline
Happy,” due via Holt this October,

Variety columnist Frank Scul-
ly’s book on “Behind the Flying
Saucers”. is also. due via the same
house in September.

such fields as Mexican folklore,
painting, history and ... sociology,
with special courses in translation.

|

Hall’s New Disk Book Due
!

“Records-1950 Edition,” by David
Hall, Mercury Records’ classical
musical director, is scheduled for
Aug. 21 publication by Alfred A.
Knopf. Book will cover practically
all classical music recorded during
the past three years, both in the
U.S. and abroad. Coverage of
American platters is reported com-
plete, with about 85% of the for-
eign output accounted for. Com-
pilation runs over 550 pages and
will sell for $5.

Hall also wrote “Record Book-
International Edition,” published
in’ 1948 by Oliver Durrell, Inc., and
“Record Book,” published in 1940
by

;
Smith and Durrell.

Harriman ‘Round Table*

“The Algonquin Round Table,”
by Margaret Case’ Harriman. New
Yorker profilist and daughter of
the late Frank Case (who

.
owned

the Algonquin, N. Y.), will be pub-
lished by Rinehart in January.
Tonic deals with the famed lunch-
eon group that included Alexander
Wool loot t,‘ Harold Ross, Robert
Bencbley. Franklin P. Adams,
Dorothy Parker, Gebrge S. Kauf-
man, Edna Ferber; Peggy Wood,
I leywood Broun, Marc Connelly,
Helen Hayes and others.

Book will cover the wisecracks,
gags, anecdota and practical jokes
author remembers from the round
table which flourished in the ’20’s
and ’30’s.

Religious Books’ Big Sales

Revival of religious interest is

skyrocketing sales of spiritual
books. Sales for Fulton Gursler’s
“Greatest Story Ever Told” have
bit 760,000, according to Ralph
Beebe, head > of Doubleday’s special
projects division, with 280,000 sold
in the trade edition and the rest
through book clubs. An illustrated
edition will be brought out in Oc-
tober.

Father James Keller’s “Three
Minutes a Day” lias sold 103,000
copies and his new tome; “One
Moment, Please,” is skedded for
Oct. 5 publication. Religious books
of cither publishers, such as
Thomas Merton’s “Seven Story
Mountain,” are also holding up.

Sherwood’s Bantam Experiment
Bantam Books will publish Rob-

ert E. Sherwood’s “Roosevelt and
Hopkins” in two 35c. Bantam Giant
volumes in September.
Experimental facet of the deal is

that Harper & Bros, decided to
permit sale of the lowcost edition
of a book still enjoying strong sale
in the higher priced editions. It’s

figured the reprint can cause word
Of mouth plugs for the more ex-
pensive copies. Orders for the re-
print volumes will not be filled

after Jan. 31, 1951.

eral hundred thousands of dollars.
With its new look, the Broadway’s
business tqojfc a sudden dive with-

1

but any apparent explanation for •

the drop.

Committee of One
Following the biz dip, Miss Lupo

took it on herself to visit 1,500
;

families in the neighborhood as a I

committee of one. Doorbell cam-

,

paign has been carried On so far !

by her to the extent of 300 fami-
lies in a nearby development. The ;

vis-a-vis quizzing has disclosed the

!

swaddling problem as the chief
deterrent on film attendance.

Loew’s would like to see a vast
growth in baby-sitter clubs be-

!

cause of their cooperative nature,
which gives the parents more
leisure evening time without the
expenditure of coin on sitters. Un- 1

der the club idea, neighbors band
together to watch each others’

1

babies on set schedules as a mat-
ter of reciprocity.

Century's idea is to spread the
practice by circularizing neighbor-

;

hoods in a drive to popularize club v

formations; Loew’s is thinking
along two lines. One, way would
be to advertise in local sheets to

get the idea across, Loew’s flack-

ery would also be put to work to

,

plant the baby-sitter club format

:

in columns and newspaper articles.

Impressed with the results to
date of Miss Lupo’s door-to-door
hegira, Loew.’s is also toying With
the idea of hiring a crew of can-
vassers to carry on the work.
However, circuit management feels

that the personal touch of a nabe
theatre manager is more effective

in getting people to talk freely.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
+ f + f. f4 + + f f f + + +. + By Frank Scully +

Continued from page 1

Bookseller Says TV Hurts
Robert B, Campbell, outgoing

prez of the American Booksellers
Assn., says TV hurts book reading,
and that sales in some cities, as
Los Angeles for example, are 30%
oil the early postwar years. He
apgues that if the day comes when
tele sets are in every home, books
will take more of a beating.
Campbell sees one rise in read-

ing. That is with religious books
and those of an inspirational char-
acter. He says that the more seri-
ous non-fiction is the least affect-
ed . since, serious readers aren’t
easily side-tracked. Furthermore,

'there is no substitute for such
studies on the TV screen. Those
who read for diversion, and chil-
dren who can see kid programs on
the air. are more easily switched
from opening a book after buying
it.

’

Sppriswriters’ Bequest
Sportswriters of the three SI.

Lop is p« pers - Globe-Democrat,
Slar :Times and Post-Dispatch—
" ill share in the will of Henry W.
1 Hank) Bieger, who was a baseball
pitcher fot the Orphan Boys in the
old Trolley League and who died
June 9.

W local bank, executor of
Bieger ?s will, made public the fol-
lowing paragraph; “I hereby give
,« hd beq u eath th e suni of $100 unto,
reach of the sports staffs of the
tli ree St. Louis newspapers, to be
divided equally among the persons
who may be members of their re-
spective staffs at the time of my
(, r alii.” There are about 75 sports-
v liters on the three sheets. The
.bequests' wju be donated to

t
several

boys' organizations.

Mexican Writing Centre 1

A now writing centre is being
established in Mexico, with head-,
quarters in Mexico City, Where (

^liters, beginners and profession-
als will live, and develop English
and Spa pish cultures, with purpose
01

,

learning the Latin-American
point -of-vievv. Project is headed
by Margaret Shedd. and with her
'V

11 be'jlQse Goas, formerly of the

,

l of Madrid, Robert If. Baidow ]

ft nd Alan Lomax, noted folklorist,
Sessions will continue from

•j

1

-
w ^n «.

in two series, until Dec.
.

Tuition is $100 per session
jmm arrangements for room and

board will run from $40 to $50 a
Sponsor is Mexico City

}r -H . hfra no dormitories,
but (he faculty will aid this work
* n every way, which will include,

‘ of,ly writing, but research in

CHATTER
Allen Ecker, who does Press for

Time, resigning to study law.
j

Jules Archer sold radio rights to
j

his “Two Came Back” to CBS for !

“Escape.”

Peter Martin, freelance maga-

,

zifte shutter.bug, has launched a ;

quarterly .mag, “Photography'
Workshop.” !

Mary Ellis Peltz’s story of the
Met! Opera, “Behind the Gold Cur-/
tains,” due from Farrar, Straus
in November.
Renny McEvoy, who MTil.es the

Dixie Dugan comic strip, makes
his picture debut in “Fourteen
Hours” at 20th. !

Lippincott Co. and Seventeen
magazine Will co-sponsor a novel
contest for young people, with $2:-

500 as first prize. Closing date is

March, 1951.

Gilbert Seldes, who. penned
“The Seven Lively Arts,” will have
his “The Great Audience,” deal-
ing with radio, TV and films, off

the Viking presses Oct. 1$.

Adolphe Roberts to Havana to
receive a medal from the govern-
ment for helping international re-
lations with his books, and to lec-

ture at the local university.

Bob Sylvester profiled Joe Frisco
for next month’s Argosy but the
shooting of the picture layout was
delayed -when “The S eh ator ”

showed up with a black eye. Fell,

he said.

Frank Whi t beck, ad manager of

the Metro studios, appears in the
‘ July Read er’s Digest wit h an ar-

:
tide, “I Love Elephants.” Whitbeck
owns three pachyderms bought
from Metro and farmed out to

various circuses.

I Skip Scully, son of Variety
mugg Frank Scully, junketing on

ia six-country tour of \vestern

Europe. Scully is travelling from
England to Belgium, Holland, Ger-
many. Denmark, Sweden and Nor-
way "all in four days and on $60.

Current Cosmopolitan is loaded
with show biz stuff; stories on disk

jockey Jack Eigen and Universal

Films’ Bob Goldstein, and byline

piece by Ethel Merman on Why
she hates the suburbs. Incidentally

Maurice Zolotow is doing a pro-
file on her for the same mag in a

later issue.

Martin Rackin's script of “Three
Secrets” will be serialized in two
parts in Good Housekeeping. Mag
lined up deal for fictionizing script

with Margaret Lee Rumbeck. Pic-

ture -willbe ready for late fall re-

lease and Good Housekeeping will

publish the serialization at about
the same time.

further, all footage shot in Korea I

by the Army '.will -be pooled among
the five newsreel companies.
Moreover, the reels Will not be re-

quired to pay for any of the foot-

1

age so long as they are supplied j

by Signal Corps cameramen. How-
ever, if any of the companies send

j

in their own men in Army uniform*
;

as correspondent, they will be ex-

pected to foot salaries and ex-

penses.

No Material Dearth

MacArthur’s decistibn clears up a

t ickl ish situation M'hich had been
worrying newsreel execs. They
had expected to send in one man,
A Zenier, Warner-Pathe camera-
man stationed in Japan. It was-

a

tossup, however, as to how close
to the shooting a civilian could go.

With a flock of Signal Corps cam-
eramen on the scene, no dearth of

material is likely.

Republic got the jump on all pix
companies last week by releasing
an eight-minute short on the Kor-
ean war less than 48 hours after
the news broke. Since Rep has
no newsreel company of its own,
industry circles* were considerably
mystified as to how the distrib got. ,

its hands on the pix in such short
order. Rep is using 1,500 prints
for rapid distribution and stands
to do big business with the briefie.

It has now been learned that
Rep bought the footage from Tele-
news, indie newsreel outfit. Tele-
news had shot both background
material and maneuvers of Korean
1 roops during the past few' years.
Company has also Sold material to
TV stations in the past week, but
it is not known whether the same
sequences were used for both thea-
tres and video.

TV Costs Soar
Continued from page 1

leal facets (cameras, sets, makeup,
lighting, etc.) represent the major
drain in siphoning: off the profit,

level.
'

The inroads of TV on radio pro-

gramming are reflected on other
fronts. The answer lies in CBS’
vain efforts to peddle Amos V
Andy at the $23,500 asking price,

Radio sponsors today aren’t inter-

ested in shelling out that kind of

coin. NBC is finding the going
rough in trying to latch on to a

sponsor for the high-budgeted Phil

Harris-A lice Faye show. Ditto CBS
with Burns & Allen. And even
though NBC wrapped up a clienf

( Pet Milk) f6r Fibber & Molly* it’s

understood that the new bankroll-

er is hot paying anywhere near the
original $21,000 asking price.

Mad Creek, Tehm, July 1.

If y.oit are beginriing to feel "'that the wave of madness which has
swept over America ever since Hollywood discovered that a couch
could be used for other things besides thinking out a dead spot in a

situation comedy, take a peek at the Psychiatric Quarterly. Published
in New York, its editors, are even reviewing “Your Opportunity In
Motion Pictures, Television and Radio/’ a symposium, sheafed together
by Charles Reed Jones.
The only possible connection between these two is that Jones himself

escaped going batty by resigning some years, ago as chief of publicity

and advertising of Republic Pictures. That psychiatrists would be so
balmy as to ignore this terrifying warning is proof that madmen have
no normal fears. For them to believe they could improve their couch
consultations by studying how Betty Grable sang in Ted Fio Rito’s ear,

or that they could learn how to tap a patient’s stream of consciousness
by studying how Alan Ladd slugs a gangster into confessing how many
other hoods are in on the double-cross, or that they could find How to
get a fat fee painlessly by observing Frank Sinatra parlay a wisp of a
Voice into a $1,000,000 biz—all this eludes me.

I could see, of course, how they could learn about children from the
way Doris Dudley handled Butch Jenkins. I could also see that Dave
Epstein’s brochure oh public relations might help psychiatrists hell-

bent on becoming producers. But in the main I don’t see how they
could do anything but split their personalities as wide open as their
patients. There’s a psychiatric term for this sort of doodling. It’s

called “wanderlust” and you’li find, it under W in Scully’s Psychiatric
Word Book of Hollywood;

W. FACTOR—-This is the “will-factor’’ which used to determine
success in certain lines of activity. In the 30’s it was a code M;ord for
the “Hays office factor” in picture production. Independent producers
lacking the w-factor found success so; difficult to attain that many took
to Federal Theatre projects.

WAGNER JAUREGG-—Austrian psychiatristwho ^won a Nobel prize.

First to suggest that producers be injected with quinine in the hours
between a preview and the morning papers so as to stop their quakes.
WAKANDA—Sioux term for an ail-pervading 'Supreme poM'er: In

Hollywood it is referred to as the boxoffice.

WAKEFULNESS—-Insomnia of short duration. Projectionistswho
M'ake up the moment a film stops running.
WANDERLUST—An uncontrollable impulse to wander about. Sub-

limation of characters in drawing room dramas who feel that the lack

of action is killing them. Psychiatrists who want to get into some
other line of business, such as the picture business.
WAR NEUROSIS—A mistaken theory that there is a difference be-

tween neuroses of peace and of war. Previously called shell-shock and
more common in World War II among civilians because they were
subjected to the heaviest bombardment! Any severe nervous disturb-
ance which causes a commotional organic lesion in the brain can be
called war neurosis. In Hollywood, the term applies to producers who
didn’t get their bellyful in actual combat and keep regurgitating, war
pictures which glorify the most, hideous Of man’s activities.

WASSERMAN FAST—Characters who rush to the doctor to get a
test within minutes of their folly. Actually, it is a condition showing
a positive reaction after repeated courses of treatment.
WASTING PALSEY—Progressive muscular atrophy common to 4F’s

who sit out all wars and then attempt to play heroic roles in make-
believe battles.

WATERFALL ILLUSION—An illusion of motion in which a steady,
visual fixation on a waterfall causes the illusion that the surrounding
scenery when looked at is moving upward. Explanation as to why,
after a wife has looked for an hour at her husband at table, Mickey
Rooney on television seems to grow in stature.

WAVE-LENGTH—The distance between two adjacent crests. In.
HollyMrqod, the wave-length is determined by M'hether the bob is page-
boy or snood.
WAVE OF EXCITATION—Electro-chemical change through living

tissue, Sometimes felt by visitors to motion picture sets who sit down
on a live wire in the darkness.
WEANING-—The dissolving of a transference situation, the end phases

of a psychoanalysis, Common to a Hollywood star about six months
before her favorite columnist announces her divorce.
WEBER’S LAW—The formulation of the relation between changes

in intensity and perception. The source of more breakdowns among
producers and musical directors M'ho have gone crazy at being denied
the right to steal even their: own recorded compositions.
WEBER’S SYNDROME-—Palsey of the third nerve on one side, with

hemiplegia on the opposite side. Common to masters of ceremonies.
WEDENSKY EFFECT—Prinqjple that with a nerve muscle prepara-

tion the rate of twitches can be increased till followed by a single con-
traction and complete relaxation. Common to actors who on being
overworked resort to deadpan and are hailed thereafter for their under-
acting.

WEIR MITCHELL’S TREATMENT—Old method of treating hysteria
by piling on over-feeding, massage and .electric- currents. Adapted I o
pictures by script doctors. Has helped in remakes.
WEISMANISM-r-Evolutionary theory of August Weismann who de-

nied inheritance of acquired characteristics, and advanced a theory of
continuity of the germ plasm through successive generations. Advo-
cated by the Barrymore dynasty to keep out newcomers who had
acquired their characteristics.
WELL-BEING—A condition of general good health, youth and pros-

perity which can be simulated very Well by the makeup department.
WET BRAIN—A condition which shows up on autopsy by an increase

in the amount of cefebro-spinal fluids. Common to actors who have
played in too many pictures M'ith Esther Williams, Johnny Weismuller
and Buster Crabbe.
WETNESS SENSATION—Sensation aroused by the application of

cold pressure to: the individual’s skin. Most frequently experienced by
Laurence Tierney in the hands of the cops and on liis M'ay to the cooler.

.

WHEEL MOVEMENT—In psychiatry this applies to the rotation of

the eyeballs, as feigned by Eddie Cantor, Common also to. picture-

goers M'ho every time they see a covered wagon start out on the run,

are certain the wheels are moving backward, t .

WILL—Though considered by most psychiatrists to be associated

with courage, in..Hollywood the -word is most commonly thought of
as a literary device for keeping Sick plots from dying.
WILL-TEMEPERAMENT TEST—Test devised to establish qualita-

tive differences in temperament. The tests are for speed of reaction,

decisiveness, carefulness and resistance to opposition. Used by pro-

ducers, especially on starlets, and if the “resistance to opposition” runs
80 or over, one more starlet is added to the Unemployed.
WINK REFLEX—Closure of the eyelid caused either by the drying

of the cornea or the sight by a football hero of a girl in the 85th row
of a stadium of 100,000 people. Collateral to the love-reflex, indicating

that though the rest of the 100,000 people may be at sea, these two
understand each other and have a code of -winks, which the cameras
invariably catch in two Jong closeups.

.
WISH FULFILLMENT—The striving Of the mind for relief from

psychic tension. The day-dreams of weak, minds on which. -the whole
picture business depends.
WRITING TREMOR—Shaky movements common in hangovers when

a pen, pencil, typewriter and even a dictaphone seem to quiver as if

from paralysis agitans or multiple scleroses, If throwing a glass of

• alka-seltzer into the typewriter doesn’t quiet the machine, the malady

|
is really serious.
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Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

“Manhandled/’ in English, is at

the Fiametta.
Mistinguette is heading a revue

Broadway
of

London

fof^“ddy LeSter lntOWn
Reiea-f°r Ty spots, feature Staff

;
of Philadelphia In- Senor Carlos is booked with the

fion nenter huildiries Plan toAllen
r
(RCA Victor) Kayes to «uirer. Adelphia Associates will do Norman Evans show “Good Evans” .ggjef^ them into

g
fodghig?'forWiscgnsm on a three-week fishing M for tcmr of *6 weeks^.. . / '

Vet agent Billy Jackson Suffered wound up the season with a $16,- yea?s 0n°the way to China theatre, rium
r
for

b
New^oo^

gy^l"audito"

relapse and critically ill at his 000 deficit, decided to launch a §tockholm, where booked for July, num for New Hope.

home in Brooklyn, fund-raising campaign. One Phase ^he Piddingtons off to South n
Latin Quarter bonlface Lou Wal- of drive will be a benefit at Robin Afrjca for six weeks with option Kama

ters negotiating to do legit musi- Hood Dell if park commission for slx more; 0pen late in October,

cal this 'fall.
' okays. _ , »*w Ernest M. Hawley, general man-

Jack Gregson off to Hollywood xSn ager^ of Royal Alexandra theatre, “Manhandled,” in English, is at

to audition new radio-TV idea out AFJ^ dispatched to Wildwood and Toronto, in London scouting legit the Fiametta.

there; due back in a fortnight. So
,y
th

1

Je
?f
ey

*«
p^ S and vaude. Mistinguette is heading a revue

Aaron FrOsch, theatrical attor- critical situation. Musicians cant New Harry Watt film, for Sir at the Brancaccio theatre,

ney, 'shoved off for Mexico City move to ^seashore without some Michael Balcon, “No Vultures Fly/ Andre Kostelanetz will direct a

this Week on a proposed film deal, guarantee ^>f
f

full seasons work,
is being made in association with radio program on the Italian RAT,

‘ Joseph Mankiewicz, 20thiFox but most of night spots therejmly the Schlesinger group in South with a 25rminute version of music

writer-director, off to Europe last want to hire on week-to-week basis. Africa .

6
V _ from “Porgy and Bess.” \ .

: ,

week on the Carohia for a month’s , .
'\'”7—r; The day before “They Got What Alexander Korda in town hud-

vacation. AHsmhr rihr They Wanted” starts a try-out run filing with Roberto Rossellini..

Ken Murray, who resumes his filUlllUV VHjf at Embassy theatre on July 18, Earl Blackwell, of Celebrity

CBS-TV series Oct. 7, has set Mills By Joe W. Walker Associated British started filming Service, off to Capri and^Amalfi.

Bros., Lew Ayres and Van Heflin. Danny - Kaye drawing top crowds this Irish, play at Elstree. ;
Keyboard Night Club folded be-

for guest shots, ashe started June 2 on Steel Pier. .
Hyman Zahl back from Amer- caused hotweather; will reopen

Anatole Chujoy sailed to Europe Mvron Cohen and Susan Miller ma to stage his summer programs, in fall. *
. •

.

•

Friday (30) to cover debut of the head vaudeville show due in Frl- which include the Norman Evans Myrna Loy ^arrived in Rome
N. Y. City Ballet Co. at Covent Sav (7)

V *
' road show; the Deep River Boys from the UNESCO meetings in

Garden next week. Atlantic City Festival Orchestra *hd Nicholas Bros, vaude unit, and Florence. , . . . „ ... .. .
•

Bill Bertolotti. cafe owner, may concluded its spring season before his Isle of Man shows. c , “A .'Day -in Lisbon,” with Made-
shortly take off for Rome; comedi- £ooo ™ the walk* Convention-../«*» and Rene Amautto South lein^ Carroll at tlie Acroboleno,

an Jack. Pearl wants him to ac- ball Friday night (30) Concerts Africa where booked. for eight being ail ^English. .

company him there. 'wUl be resumed in fall'
'

;W'e !
sks. opening July 17 at Johan- Paola

o
Tamburella, producer of

Joey Adams to emcee the July Resort d*ah iocfeys gave DOlph nesburg; return to England to play “Shoe Shine,” lx directing “Sam-
11 Charleston night event at Le Traymon welcome as he started return date atthe Empire, .and bo” at Scalera Films.

,

Coq^ Rouge, new Tuesday night also for Moss. Empires: and Stoll
. f

da^ Gen-
click event at that Club. ...

_ Crowd; included Ed Davis, Fred

' *

Hollywood

shortly take off for Rome; comedi-
an Jack. Pearl wants him to ac-

company him there.
Joey Adams to emcee the July

Fredric March turns sports com- Hagerty and Herbie Schlosser of
mentator July 28 over NBC when WFPGpBob Brown, Karl Whitting-
he pinch hits on the Colgate airer ton, A1 Owens and Mildred Free;-

Hildegarde has obtained permis- der’s “Three Steps North/' off for

sion from Chappell’s to include the Amalfi location,

“What More Is There to Say,” one
for then-vacationing Bill Stern. land of WMID, and Bob Leech and of

.
klts ^

de
i
p
5

l

Henry Lascoe and Jack Warden jaern Penrose of WBAB cal, Golden City, in her reperr

joined cast of “The Man With My 1
~ v

:

toire when she returns to America,
Face/’ Puerto Rico locationer . «% r Ethel Smith booked for two
which Ed Gardner is producing. Miami DfiRCll weeks at the Palladium on bill

Saul E. Rogers, yeepee and gen- topped by Britisher Donald Peers,
eral counsel for the old Fox Film By Larry Solloway ;

'——

—

Corp., new attorney for Junior Clover Club may be ready for
Americans of the U. S., replacing reopening within two weeks, ac-
Arthur Dunn. cording to Jack Goldman. Spot will c t

Gregor Rabinovitch, producer Of seat 400 when finished. ^
By Florence S. Lowe

^ , rnmtnpnramr nnrh rtnn<Y
several operatic films for Colum- Mother Kelly’s did okay on first Statler Hotel’s Embassy Room ® restaurant

bia release, cancelled .his booking weekend of summer run. Charlie and Mayflower’s Lounge shutter- an“^ec^ .

on the Queen Elizabeth, which Carlisle heads up show which is mg soon for redecorating. As-
sailed Saturday (1). mixture of strip and straight. Broderick Crawford, here for

irt
—

rector .Vincente- Minnelli leaving again at Club 22, and is now man- awarded special citation of merit -

shooting • ofE?isco nix to be Sedfor Paris early in September to aging the spot, as well as provid- from Reserve Officers’ Assn, for ^ ^^L?m,nH fnr
P
hPr ‘‘Mama-

shoot locale sequences on Metro’s ing comedy for burle.sk type of re- his work on behalf Of group. tv SS '°Und for er Mama
“An American in Paris;” vue on tap. Metro shooting crew, headed by / \ ^ o _

Benito Collada, El Chico boni- Ned Schuyler set for vacation at director John Sturges, star Louis n2
face, booking the fashionable Can- Harry Richman’s Nevada ranch Calhern and supporting player «pw hfiter honkpr fn^ Nnr^h

g
rn flit

dado Beach hotel, Puerto Rico, after his Five O’clock Club re- Eduard Franz, in town for a week C
°l

s
^

which leans to Yank acts, along opens June 8. Martha Raye, Ben of background shooting for “Mag- *-
Nev

^P
an

i!

with the native Latin talent, Yost’s Vikings and A1 Norman coni- nificent. Yankee.” &r^?y:l!.
nd buying.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Nevada Biltmore operation takenwcuAd at tuc raiiauiuiu uu vaia u%. t
topped by Britisher Donald Peers. KnLf riH yd ' Re d Fres“

; no hotel, man.
Horace Heidt to head Call-Bul-

VFRiMqfili1

By Florence S. Lowe

letin Welfare Fund benefit at Audi-
torium July 30.
Kathryn Kerry, former radio

Statler Hotel’s Embassy Room I
commentator, authoring restaurant

_ . ••IQ n t/\wi

Hollywood Park opened to a near
record crowd.

Screen Writers Guild moved to
new offices on Sunset Strip.

Andre DeToth and Veronica 1

Lake planed back from Mexico.

Cole Porter in. town to eye tal^

ent for his “Out of This World”
legiter.

Buddy Rogers vacationing here
before returning to N. Y. for his
teleshow.

Walter Wanger folded his Bev-
: hill's office and will Work out of
his home;

All-Year Club reported that
tourists left $24,000,000 in town
during May.
George Burns and Grade Alien

to Houston for; appearance at the
Shamrock hotel.
Mrs. Henry Miller, wife of GAO

coast chief, exited St. John’s hos-
pital after minor surgery.

Celeste Holm was honor guest at
luncheon session of Advertising
Assn, of West’s convention;

Sol Halperin, head of 20th-Fox
camera department and film lab,

starting 34th year with company.
Ann Dvorak, recovered from

hand burns, is back in Metro’s
“Mrs. O’Malley and Mr; MalOne”
after four-day layoff,

Harold Lloyd* who retired as Im-
perial Potentate of the Shrine last

week after a year of intensive
traveling* to Canadian Rockies on
vacation.,
Prop mart Art Camp, who went

to work in film industry in 1918
on Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
Pickford pix, started his 33d year
at Paramount;

Localite Barbara Cole, 22-year- ^oc
^l.

area ',)vdV concentrate on
homeoffice activities.

with the native Latin talent, Yost’s Vikings and A1 Norman com- nificent Yankee.”
The Arnold (Jean Postley) Bern- prise show. Localite Barbara Cole, 22-year-

steins’ 10th anniversary. He’s law- The July 4 weekend saw the ho- old vet of Broadway cast of “Okla-
partnered with Julian T. Abeles, tels go strong on entertainment homa!” named dance director for
and son of the late Loew’s, Inc., for their cafe-lounges with Joan “Faith of Our Fathers,” Paul
veepee-treasurer David Bernstein. Edwards at the Sans Souci, Dean Green Sesquicentennial musical
Lou Wilson, ex-William Morris Murphy at the Saxony; Milt Ross drama due for late July,

agency, is production executive and a revue at the Martinique, ——
,

-

with Prince Littler and not Emile Larry Daniels at the Delmonico, n
Littler, who is on the theatre book- Nino Yacovino and Patsy Shaw at faHS
ing end. Here on month’s vaca- the Sherry Frontenac. «v ivr»yimA
tion.

A1 Trahan (with Christine Gar-
den) was in and out of Mike Todd’s

,
“Peep Show” during its Philip
'break-in but couldn’t jell with the
rest of the routining. Trahan
propping TV spots.

By Maxime de Belx
( 33 Blvd} Montparnasse

)

Iliya Lopert, broken hand still in the Streets.”

By Humphrey Doulens
Fredric March ad Florence Eld-

ridge at their farm.
Shirlee Weingartep of Theatre

Guild here for weekend.
Roberta Jonay, Clifford Odets

and John Conte in to see “Angel in

By Margaret Gardner
cast, off to Italy Leopold and Frances (Gershwin)
Connie (Mrs. John) Wildberg in Godowsky entertaining for the

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Shubert at town on way back from Riviera to Richard Rodgers just back from
the Carlton in Cannes. Ditto Vic London. Europe.

Alan Nugent Bunce, grandson of

By Emil W. Maas
Ljuba Welitsch recovering from

appendectomy.
Yehudi Menuhin playing and

Conducting during Bach Festival.
Ludwig Gruber, c omposer,

awarded honorary ring of City of
Vienna.
“Born Yesterday” closed after

three weeks iri* Communist Neues
theatre in der Scala.
French film star Danielle Dar-

rieux working here oh Schoen-
brunn-Lux (Home) film, “Toselli
Serenade.”

Friedrich G u 1 d a, best-known
young Austrian pianist} sigried for
October concert at Carnegie Hall,

and later a tour in U. S.

Viennese actor-playwright-direc-
tor Theo Lingen has completed
film scenario for Austrian produc-
tion called “The Fourth Man.”

“The Hasty Heart,” by John Pat-
rick, being considered by Vienna’s
Volkstheatre after successful Ger-
man-language preem in the prov«
ince at Graz;

Latest Sacha Guitry play being
translated into German from an
English adaptation. Guitry likes
the English version better than his
French original.

Robert Montgomery, star of Orsatti and .wife.
.

Borrah Minevitch asked to help Alan Nugent Bunce, grandson of

Eagle Lion Classics’ “Eye Wit- Connie Bennett and husband at put together open air show due to the late J. C. Nugent, getting his

ness,” due in tomorrow (Thurs^) the Hotel du Cap before returning open here soon. first theatrical experience, at Mel-
after attending the Congress for to Wiesbaden by car. Lee Marko now appearing in ody Fair.

Cultural Freedom in Berlin as a Elizabeth Taylor (Mrs. Hilton) Orson Welles’ “Unthinking Lob- Andre Mertens back at his Wes-
U.S. State Dept. rep. and Nick Hilton living at the Carl- ster” as the Hollywood radio gab- tunhome after twomonths in Eu-

Ellin (Mrs. Irving) Berlin flies to ton* but spending their days at ber. rope interviewing new artists for

Ireland with her two youngest Eden Roc. Restaurants in Bois de Boulogne Columbia Artists Management,
daughters July 13 and thence to The Korda brothers, both here doing such lush biz during heat
the south of France later...in the on two-day trips, Sir Alexander at wave that one has .to book tables

summer, while the songsmith is the Hotel du Cap in Antibes, Vin- in advance.
working on “Call Me Madam.” cent at Monte Carlo’s Hotel; de Irving Reis off to Vienna after uoraon irYine

Television thesper Tod Andrews Paris. setting Julie Wilson for a role in rGciie rf^nson skedded for Scot-
in Cleveland for lead in Circle Ex-King Michael of Rumania, his "Magic Face,” which he’ll fil«i

i and in “Harvey ” Broadway legit
theatre production of S. N. Behr- habitual Villefranche villa now oc- in Austria.

. comedy
man’s ‘The Second Man.” Due cupied by Princess Fatima and her Diana Adrian, currently at Car- Emlyn Williams to appear in
back in two weeks for exploitation husband, forced to stay atthe Ruhl roll’s, first American vauder toi Glasgow in own play “Accolade’’
on his role in Ida Lupino-Collier in Nice. have her “midriff” discussed m the this summer
Young RKO release, “Outrage.” Ruth Harrison and Alex Fisher British House of Lords.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Leslie Henson skedded for Scot-

haY.e her “'midriff” discussed in the
| this summer.

Evelyn Laye and hubby Frank
Lawton due at Glasgow Royal July
10 in “September Tide.”
“Daphne Laureola,” with Dame

Phyllis Perlman recovered from Edith Evans and Cecil Parker, set

cent illness. for Glasgow Aug. 7, pre-Broadway.
Lucia Chase and Milton Shubert ' Alec Finlay, Scot comic,, opened:
iwn to o.o, Music Circus. summer stint at Gourock, Clyde

Ruth Harrison and Alex Fisher British House of Lords.
Paul Dudley* accompanied Frank at the Majestic in Cannes, fresh

Sinatra by air to London for lat- from their date at Paris’ Lido. D,
ter’s fortnight at the Palladium, After a brief look at Italy, they -DI
succeeding Jack Benny as head- sail on July 6. PKviii<
liner. Dudley is Sinatra’s radio ^— — . A i]

producer; his wife, Joy Hodges, re- 1
mained in Hollywood. Sinatra’s GI ff6i3Du dnwn° tn
shows in Germany cancelled be- n «

u

cause of the Korean situation, ®y ®5r

^S
lliey

-j- ^
... Hildegarde’s sailing back from " theatre shuttered for

f®
C
Tf
d
J

London, to start her
.
strawhat ^onth s vacation. Dublin Olympia m June.

Bucks County, Pa.

recent illness.

Lucia Chase and Milton Shubert
down to o.o

r
Music Circus.

“Song of Norway” set all-time coast resort. He plays in U. S. and
Abbey theatre shuttered for record for Music Circus last Week Canada this fall.

Freddie Sales, 29-year-old Eng-

booWngs prior to the toncert tour <=l^ed forWe " Sara Enright, Shirley Hich, Wi), Jtth eomic rei;laclng.Scot comedian

laid Krt fS? her Anna Solenko' .
Editorial JFilm Productions unit lard Swire and Ed Jerome in ior pave_Wiliis m Glasgow strawhat

laid out for her by Anna So^enko, ,
JJiOuonai p nm^ Froauctions um

stalled 10 days because the Savoy ^
A°, ,
m

.

ake short on how Mar
Hotel (grill) held her ofer another shall Aid is working in Ireland.

the weekend. season. Willis, ordered by medi-
Helmut Dantine added to cast c°s to fake things easy at 55, talks

weS;^akM a^TourttiS ^
Peter^ Rackow fcinema and of “Pari^nne/’ which proems next of . reTidng and going into hotel

at 1,000 pounds per week, plus a G
.
e?er?1 Films) named to Council week at Playhouse. business,

suite of five rooms (including i

of Irish Advertising-Press Club. John and Marian^ Byram spent
.

pianist Salvatore Gioe and secre- Lorcan Bourke, Dublin Olympia the holiday weekend with Theron riH^mircrn
tary Charlie Kleibacker.) boss, planing to Spain, France and and Phyllis Bamberger. t uiovui 511

. Switzerland to gander new vaude Selena Royle and Georges Rena-

DL'I J I L* acts. vant is to . see “Velvet Glove” at

rllllaaelpuia “The Red Danube” preemed in Bucks County playhouse. visit en route to Houston for nine-

T r
r

. Dublin as a benefit for Friends Jack Schlissel, company mana- week summer stock season,uy jeriy vagnan of the Hebrew University, Jeru- ger at Playhouse, checked out Sun- Bill Putch. who will head Plav-

By N. V. Eswar
Ceylon Theatres’ Regal Cinema

in Columbo was destroyed by fire..

Indian government’s Central
Censor Board is expected to be
set up within the next few months^
“May Day Parade,” Russian-

made, banned by the Madras gov-
ernment. Pic was okayed by the
Bombay Board.

Univefsal’s “Bagdad” did capac-
ity business in three weeks at
South India’s only air-conditioned
theatre, the Minerva, in Madras.

Radio Ceylon is making arrange-
ments to air commercial programs.
Radio Goa, India’s only commer-
cial radio, is functioning in Goa,
on the west Coast.
RKO’s “Joan of Arc” was re-

vived for one week in Eros, Horn-
bay. "Savage Splendor,” also
RKO pic, drew okay returns in two
weeks at Bombay’s New Empire.

Eagle Lion’s Tamil version of J.

Arthur Rank’s “Blue Lagoon”
played three weeks at Madras’ Ca-
sino theatre to lukewarm recep-
tion. It also ran for two weeks at
Madras’ Maharani Talkies.

By Hal. Cohen
LeRoi Qperti stopped here for a

visit eri route to Houston for nine-

By Jerry Gaghan
Palumbo’s closed for the sum- 1 salem.

Bier.
day (2), to visit friends in Scranton, house School next year, spending

' TAnnnir ' ITman aiH r# 1 ... i_ l . i Tin • j . •Nigel Fitzgerald inked for new Johnny Francis reppenirig al summer acting at White Barn.
TYlOC nl '.'TUo Aimnn*. frocrSn Pin qtvi n 1ft in' TVTaitXr XTrinA ' A-— L _ i-:Helen Forrest Into the Click this James Bridie play, “The Queen’s fresco Cinema 16 in' New Hope Frank Apters, vetmusician *and

, ,
L Comedy” at Edinburgh Festival in after nippy June weather k.o.’d Maurice Spitalny’s concertmaster.Week. .Comedj

Bob Wilbur and his band at Ren- August,
dezvous. Cliffo

trade. celebrated silver wedding anni.
dezvous. Clifford Hoops, EGA Infoi-ma- Carter Blake will direct the Michael Marlow, WWSW an-

- Sid Gathrid is readying TV tion officer, here from Washing- playhouse production of “June bouncer, on two weeks of active
show featuring comic Mickey ton to set series of taped programs Moon,” with Harold J. Stone play- duty training with his Air Force
Shaughnes$y. for Irish airing. Big the piano-pounder and Conrad unit at Memphis.
The Celebrity Room and Env* Peter Rose, formerly producer Janis as juvenile. Ginny Reed, formed head of

bassy Club dispensed with floor and batoneer for transcription Faye Emerson and Francis publicity for KQV, home after year
shows for summer. shows in England, named musical Lederer due in for dress rehear- in Paris doing public relations for

Giro’s nitery celebrated its first director of Dublin Theatre Royal, sals Sun. (9) at New Hope of mercantile house.

Prom Ballroom had Les Brown
for one-nighter.

Jack Owens into Hotel Radisson
Flame Room for return date.
Annual pop concerts at St. Paul

Auditorium start July 12; continue
through Sept, 12.

Roller Derby set. for Auditorium
by Harry Hirsch and Tony Stecher
for 15th successive year.

Dorothy Lewis ice show with
Joe Jackson, Jr., going into fourth
Week at Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
Terrace.
Ted Bolnick, Bennie Berger cir-

cuit general manager and Berger’s
associate, taking indefinite absence
leave because of ill health.
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More Than a Quarter Million individual

Ballots Were Received by Mail in the First

NATIONAL AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIPS

of Radio and TV
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The telephone votes (72,«

257) received in Honolulu

were disallowed in fair*
,
v

ness to all contestants,

since no Voting by tele*

phone was permitted ex*

cept through Luxemburg

2-3100 (in New York City)^ ^
w w am Q W

Ted Mack and

THE ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR
on NBC-TV ino ABC-AM for OLD GOLD CIGARETTES
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Hollywood, July 11.
Stars in the suds is the new soap

opera formula. Top Hollywood
names—including Mary Pickford,
Rosalind Russell, Charles Boyer.
Hurt Lancaster and Gloria Swanson^may soon be bending over the
washboard weepers as part of a
new NBC daytime programming
offensive.

The plan follows completion by
the web of a special survey, which
covered rating histories for the
past four years and reveals that the
sentimental sagas continue tops in
before-dark audience preferences.
To the proven appeal of the serials,
NBC’s AM program veepee Bud
Barry now wants to add the lure of
established picture personalities!
Miss Pickford is being mulled as

narrator of “The Bough Breaks,”
an airer dealing with the problems
of divorce, Miss Russell would

Bea Lillie’s U. S. Nitery

Bow at Persian Rm., N.Y.
Beatrice Lillie, looks set to re-

open the Henry Dreyfus-redecorat-
ed Persian Room of the Hotel
Plaza, N. Y., this fall. It is a mat-
ters of terms now. This would set
back Celeste Holm, who can Only
do the supper show because of her
legit commitment, “Affairs of
State,” a, straight play.
Marlene Dietrich’ nixed the

Plaza's bid, stating she is not a
saloon artist. This marks Miss
Lillie's debut in U. S. cafes, al-

though she has worked in London
niteries.

• <
star in ‘‘Boss Lady,” dramatizing a
career woman's life, And Miss
Swanson would play in a strip on
which romantic and family prob-
lems would be enacted, with the
screen actress then giving her solu-
tion.

Lancaster is being considered for
“The Doctor,” expansion of a half-
hour once-weekly show NBC has

(Continued on page 47)

Oiler’s Dramatic

Series From H’wood

First War Casualty
Hollywood, July 11.

First TV casualty attributable to
the shooting war in Korea is

“Writers Theatre,” half-hour dra-
matic series, which was, to all in-
tents and purposes, sold, sealed
and delivered. A major oil company
“firmed'’ the deal but at 11th hour
abandoned it temporarily after a
hastily-called board meeting in
New York.

.

If conditions improve in the
Pacific between now and Septem-
ber, the contracts may be called up
for signing. Time had been re-
served on one of the networks and
series was to be filmed in Holly-
wood but oilmen decreed this is no
time for an entry into television.
Paul and Jack Warwick came out

from N. Y. to negotiate the deal
Don Sharpe, agenting for

Writers Theatre,” and returned
with everything they needed ex-
cept what they needed most—the
sponsor’s John Henry.

45’ DECISION

Now Paying Off
By LARY SOLLOWAY

Miami Beach, July 10.

The greater Miami area seems to
have come into its own as a sum-
mer (as well as winter) resort, with
the twin cities and other South
Florida sun-fun spots jammed with
tourists .from the majority of the
48 states. Influx can be credited to
all-out ad campaigns by the air-
lines and heavy expenditures on
space^ by agencies handling the re-
sort cities, as well as all Florida.
With the jamup, which began in

mid-June, reports by the leading
hostelries indicate this sector of
the country can look to heavy biz
until end of August. It is the first

time in the area’s history that ho-

(Continued on page 53)

Conrads Quit Show Biz

For Volunteers of America
Detroit, July 11.

William Conrad, former trum-
peter with name bands, and his

wife, Marianne Dunn, former torch
singer, have renounced the dance
band world for the Volunteers of

America. They’re now stationed at

Detroit.
The pair Were “converted” by a

minister of the Evangelical United.
Brethren Church; Conrad now
Works with truck collectors. His
Wife, a blonde looker, serves in

the group's public school clothing

41
^ar situation in Korea and its

threatening implications are re-
garded in industry circles as a key
lactor in Decca's decision to con-
yert to. 45 rpm. (Details in Music
section),

War threat means shortage of
nellac which comes largely from

the Far East. The new platters
'Present at least a 25% materialKut7l n#w

center.
Miss Dunn’s parents, Major and

Mrs* John H. Dunn,
. were former

vaudevillians. They’re in the Vol-
unteers in Akron.
Conrad played with Gene Krupa,

Ted Weems, Joe Venuti, Frankie
Masters and others. Miss Dunn
sang with Jack Teagarden, Ted
Weems and others. She appeared
in “Birth of the Blues” (Par), with
Bing Crosby in 1942.

,
Talent agency men are begin-

ning to worry about the effects of
television variety shows on the
vaude industry. Tele’s free shows
are proving too much competition
to theatres. While many are still

saying that video is trailerizing
live talent and effects won’t be
fully noted for some time, a pessi-
mistic note is currently clouding
the thinking on that subject

Reason for an increasing doubt
as to the efficacy of tele as an aid to

stage shows has come with the real-

ization that' the current summer is

One of the worst that vaudeville
has experienced since the depth of
the depression. Bookings, except
for New York and Chicago, and a
handful of theatres in scattered
cities, have been steadily dwin-
dling. The fall is expected to see
an upswing, but Whether the in-

crease will hold up in view of the
expensive vaudeo Shows set for the
fall, remains to be seen.
Agency men feel that there’s no

xemedy in sight for tele's boxoffice
inroads. It may be possible to
overcome the slim b.o. by top film

names, but most aren’t taking to
theatre dates and those that might
turn the tide are demanding pro-
hibitive guarantees.

Percenters are looking for some
idea, such as the swing band vogue,
which when introduced in 1936
brought hefty grosses into vauders
and helped open up a multitude of
time throughout the country. To-
day, only a handful of bands can
draw heavy grosses.
Some agency men feel that while

tele is cutting into theatre grosses,

basic reason for decline in vaud-
ers is tied in with the general econ-
omy. Costs of necessities are still

high and amount of money avail-

able for entertainment is believed
to be at a low ebb. It’s declared
that because of high prices, many
families are content to stay in p"d
watch video rather than go but
even for an inexpensive evening.
Lower prices for television sets

and lineup of top talent to be
preemed in the fall indicate to
the percenters that the worst is

still to come.

Foy s Feel for Felons
Chicago, July 11.

Let Bryan Foy smell a new
angle on a prison yarn and it

Would take an Alcatraz to hold
him back. . That’s how come
the Warner Bros, producer ar-

rived here this week, less than
48 hours after four inmates at

the Marquette prison in Mar-
quette, Mich., attempted to
take Gov. G. Mennen Williams
as a hostage while he was on
an inspection tour.

Foy, whose production ac-

tivities have taken him in and
out of more jails than a four-
time offender, is here to get
more dope on the Marquette
incident and will head to
Michigan this week for a first*

hand look.

Margaret Truman’s

Commercial TV Bow
Washington, July 11.

Margaret Truman is set to make
her debut on a commercial video
variety show on Ed Sullivan’s

‘‘Toast of the Town” over CBS,
Oct. 29.

Daughter of Pres. Truman has
made an occasional tele appear-
ance, but this will be her first on
a program without a public-service
aspect. Miss Truman appeared
several years ago on a telecast of
a Boy Scout conclave at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y.

New wave of bidding between
NBC and CBS for services of
Jimmy Durante on TV broke
out anew this week following re-
ports from the Coast that the
comedian had bought up his con-
tract from Metro at $75,000, mak-
ing him a free agent in the video
programming sweepstakes. M-G
contract still had a year to go;

Durante recently broke off with
his Camel radio sponsor because Of
his refusal to turn over TV rights
to the tobacco company upon ex-
piration of his Metro contract.
NBC reportedly has the inside

track on Durante’s services, with a
figure of $2,000,000 for an exclu-
sive AM-TV contract prominently
mentioned. If Joe McConnell &
Co. grab him off, it’s expected that-

he’ll join . the round-robin of
comics .(Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor,
etc.) in the Sunday night . 8 to 9
Colgate series*

Goldwyn, Jr’s Foreign Pic

Snafued By War Crisis
First projected pic to feel the

axe as a result of increasingly in-

ternational tension in recent
months is “No Time Like the Pres-
ent,” Which was to be Sam Gold-
wyn, Jr.V, initialer under his

father’s banner.’ Yoiing Goldwyn
had planned to make the postwar
yarn in Italy, Germany and Holly-
wood, but has fdurid recent Inter-

national pressure too great to en-

able him to draw all the ends of

his project together.
Goldwyn, Jr., returned to New

York last week from several
months spent abroad working on
the story end trying to set up his
production. Army and occupation
authorities have discouraged him
from going ahead* He’s planning
to return to Hollywood shortly to
set up a new project under his
deal with his lather.

Hollywood, July 11.

Entire relationship b e t w e eh
films and television will- get a
onceover by 20th-Fox’s top execu-
tives here thisi week, with a possi-
bility that out of the huddles may
come a decision to produce films
specifically for video. Prez Spyros
Skouras and veepee A1 Lichtman
flew . in yesterday (Mon.) from the
homeoffice to join studio exec
Joseph M. Schenck and produc-
tion veepee Darryl F. Zanuck in
the discussions.
Twentieth toppers will also re-

view production plans in line with
impending divorcement, as well as
blueprints for expanded studio
facilities. Provision of more space
for production was ordered some
months' a g o b y Zanuck and
Skouras at a cost of $6,000,000 to
enable 20th to boost its production
and releasing rate. Series of
huddles here follows Schenck’s
decision last week to remain with
the studio instead of ankling 20th
to devote full time, to his theatre
interests.

Twentieth’s entry into the mak-
ing of films specifically for TV is
believed to have been greenlighted
two weeks ago with announcement
of production plans for a series of
religious films. Pix, to be made at
20th’s Beverly Hills studios under

(Continued, on page 53)

Try to Make Tele Pay
Milton Berle has been set to

play the Roxy theatre, N. Y., start-
ing Aug. 18.

It’s his first date at that house
in nearly three years and first New
York vaudate since he started on
video for Texaco. He’ll get $27,500
plus percentages and will pay for
several supporting acts. Latter
haven’t been set as yet. It’s a
straight two-week stand, without
options. Film slated for the Berle
run is “Stella.”

Berle’s booking represents a fur-

ther attempt by Roxy booker,
Sammy Rauch, to cash in on tele-

vision headliners, Previous at-

tempts by the Roxy to lure biz

with TV names have met with
varying success. House didn’t
click with its presentation of the
Ken Murray show, but succeeding
program • headed by Sid Caesar,
Imogene Coca and Faye EmersoB
fared better. House hit nicely
with the CBS “Lucky Pup” display
(Bunin Puppets) coupled with
Robert Merrill, whose Met rep has

.

been enhanced by video appear-
ances.

Berle's previous stand at the
Roxy grossed $463,000 in four
weeks with the film “Foxes of Har-
row (20th). It’s problematic
whether the same kind of tally can
be racked up these days because
of downbeat in theatre attendance.
Comedian left lor a short vaca*

tlon on the Coast yesterday (Tues.),
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Washington, July 11.

The longer the Korean war
drags on .in its present unsatis-

factory state' the less chance there

is for the new tax bill Which re-

duces the 20% admissions bite. In-

side word is that more and more
Senators, previously favorable to

the measure, now feel there should

be no tax cuts. The war is expect-

ed to last longer arid be more
costly than originally estimated.

Meantime the Seriate Finance

Committee continues Work on the

House-passed bill, but without any

promises. Seri, Waiter F, George

(i>„ Qa. ) chairman, admitted that

by the time his committee is ready

to report a bill, the changing con-

ditions might make such action un-

wise. In that case the bill would
be pigeon-holed. \

Finance Committee expects to

clean up action on the bill in about

two more weeks.
Show business made its pitch

for tax cuts last Friday (7) ,
with

the biggest attention given to mo-
tion 1 pictures. Testifying for the

Council of Motion Picture Organi-

zation, Abi am F Myers and Gael
Sullivan asked complete repeal of

the 2Q% admissions levy, instead

of the reduction to -10% approved
by the House*

It was, in fact, a request made
just for the record; since the in-

dustry people had been given to

understand previously that they’d

be lucky to get 10% off and might
get nothing, because of the war.

Myers, chairman of the COMPO
taxation and legislation committee,
declared that films are “an. im-

portant link between the govern-
ment and the people and a great

aid in time of war.” He warned
that exhibition must not be stran-

gled by high taxes.

He admitted that ,
television Was

“one of the contributing causes
and certainly an important one”
for the slump in grosses. Asked by
Sen. Robert A. Taft if it was not
a case of drive-ins putting cov-

ered theatres out of business, My-
ers said this was not so because
there were only 1,200 drive-ins as

against 19,000 indoor theatres.

“We can stand on our feet With-

out subsidies or price supports,”

(Continued on page 53)

Washington, July 11,

Difficulty of obtaining tick-

ets at the, boxoffice for New
York hit shows irks Govern-

ment biggtes as much as run- :

of-the-mill citizens. Indica-

tion of this was given last Fri-

day (7) when James F. Reilly,
.

. of the League of New York
Theatres, was testifying for

admissions tax reduction be-

fore the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.

"Did the theatreowners ever

consider selling tickets to the

public instead of the specu-
lators?” snapped Sen. Robert
S. Kerr (D.v Okla.li, reputedly
a mu lti-in illionaire . Reilly in-

sisted that most tickets were
sold directly to .

the public and
Kerr replied: “My experience
has been, that none is sold by

,

theatres to the public and few
are sold to the public by spec-

ulators;” “You are referring

to Only a few big hit shows,”

said Reilly. “There is a large

mail order business for all of

them. Why, "you can write for

tickets for ‘South Pacific’ and
you can get them if you are

not impatient,”
“I’m only 54 years old.”

commented Kerr, “maybe. I

can wait.”

B. G. DeSylva, 55, Dies

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

Held over, Roxy Theatre, ; New
j

York.-.;,

Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Heller Ridicules SAG Offer To

In

MP. Critic Carps

At Plentitude Of

London, July 4.

An attack on the current wave
of American legit productions now
hitting the West End scene has
been made by Beverley Baxter,
M.P., writing in the Evening
Standard under the heading “Come
to London—and See Broadway.”

Baxter/ Who is the Standard’s
principal drama critic, pegs his at-

tack primarily on the Drury Lane,
which he describes as “Britain’s
real national theatre” arid which is

now housing “Carousel” after play-
ing “Oklahoma” for more than
three years.

“I must warn American visitors,

however,” he writes, “that Drury
Lane is no longer available for
British productions. So sensitive
are we of our debt to the U.S. that

(Continued on page 47)

In Music, Legit, Pix

Hollywood. July 11,

B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva, song-

writer, music publisher, play-

wright and film and legitimate pro-

ducer, died in Hollywood hospital

this morning (Tries.) of a heart at-

tack. He was 55..

One of the most prolific and

versatile personalities in the. past

3$ years of
.
show business, de-

Sylva’s activities embraced nearly

all entertainment media, and gen-

| erally extended to more than one

Capacity in each. Starting as a

songwriter he formed a music pub-

lishing company that he sold for

$4,000,000, and later became chair-

man of the board of a major re-

cording company. In the legit field

he wrote lyrics, then music, then
librettos, and finally Went on to

produce three of the biggest

Broadway musicals of the past .15

years. In lilins. he began as a song-

writer and went on to become ex-

ecutive producer at Paramount.
His most famous songs include

(Continued on page 54)

London, July 11/

Frank Sinatra received an ova-

tion after a 50-minute show at the

Palladium, in which he delivered

more than, a dozen numbers.
Audience’s demand for encores was
continued even after the house
orchestra played the national

anthem, which formally closed the

display.

Hundreds remained outside

the house during the show; Many
earned banners with, welcome mes-
sages, Inside, excited payees
yelled as each song was rec-

ogriized. “S o I i 1 o q u y,” from
“Carousel,” and “Bewitched” were
the highlights of a balanced turn;

presented with sock showmanship..
Virginia Lee and Patterson &

Jackson also clicked heavily. All of

the ,U. S* acts on the bill are play-

ing the Palladium for the first

time, ,v

U.S. Air Force Balladists

Give Vienna a Scare
Vienna, July 4/

U. S. Air Force Band’s Singing
Sergeants male glee club and solo-

ist Glen Darwin arrived in Vienna
the same week, as the edge of the
Iron Curtain was having the jitters

over the Korean Outbreak.
Hundreds of Viennese, seeing

large number of Air Force uniforms
roaming the streets, immediately
reached the conclusion that U. S.

air
.
action against the Soviet was

under way. Only heavy propa-
gandizing for free concert in front
of City Hall given by the Air Force
ensemble allayed fears.

Screen Directors Guild in the

east may sever its loose affiliation

with the Screen Directors Guild of

Hollywood, which recently changed
its tag to Screen Directors Guild
of America as it launched a drive
for jurisdiction over video direc-

tors, involving a fight With the Ra-
dio-Television Directors Guild.

Probability Of the split emerged
when the eastern SDG this week
announced plans for a joint forum
in N. Y. in September with the
RTDG to celebrate tele’s coming
of age and kudosing Gotham as
the country’s top TV production
centre. Move is significant as the
first merging of film and tele union
interests.

Eastern SDG is presumably an-
j

gered by the western group’s don-
ning a national mantle which may
leave the N. Y. pic meggers in

limbo. N. Y. union lias 110 mem-
bers directing instructional; docu-
mentary and advertising films as

j

well as vidpic commercials.
SDGA’s campaign for tele juris-

diction has thus far borne little

fruit, although it has signed up
some video directors on the Coast,
because directors in all Gotham
TV stations and most Hollywood
outlets are signed with RTDG.
RTDG national prexy Lester

O’Keefe and eastern SDG prexy
Jack Glenn issued a joint state-

ment stressing the similarity of
TV and pix and the-need for closer
Unity among craftsmen in both
fields. The forum, it said, would
bring together advertisers, agen-
cies, webs, directors and the pub-

! lie to maintain standards despite
! the need for low-budget produc-
tion.

V.
Marie Powers, star of “The Con-

sul,” will be taking a temporary
leave froth the hit musical about
the end of August in order to ap-

pear in the film version of another
Gian-Carlo Menotti show, “The Me-
dium.” Pic will be made at the

Scalera studios in Rome, with most
of the company going over Ju ly 25

and Miss Powers, who also starred

in the Broadway version, leaving a

month later, for the film stint.

She’ll be gone about four or five

weeks.

Picture, being produced by Wal-
ter Lowendahl, of Trarisfilms, Inc.,

N. Y., is being financed through a

limited partnership setup. That’s

similar to most Broadway plays, but
highly unusual for a film. Budget is

$140,000, with the backers being
offered 1% units at $3,000.

..Producer gets 60% of the re-

turn and. the backers split 40%
among themselves. Extra share to

Lowendahl results from numerous
participations he has given to play-

ers and staff in order to get them
at a low initial price and hold

the budget down*
Evan Frankel, a contractor who

holds a piece of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” is the biggest sharehold-

f.Continued- on page 55)

Hollywood, July 11.

George Heller, exec secretary of

Television Authority, branded as

ridiculous Screen Actors Guild of-

fer to waive rights or claims to

jurisdiction over live video. Heller

declared SAG has no claim over

live television, therefore it cannot

waive its rights in field.

Heller said SAG never requested
a National Labor Relations Board
election concerning live teevee.
Actors Guild, at time of TVA ’s ini-

tial meeting with networks, notified

the webs that the television union
had jurisdiction only over live

video and had no control over film.

TVA is Contesting SAG’s. claim to

all television film following failure

of two guilds to arrive at dual con-
trol over entire field.

Heller stated SAG regards entire
West Coast television film in d listry

.

as unit, and further has failed to

recognize there is difference be-
tween motion picture and tele- pix.

Heller will be in town for three
weeks, and plans to talk to small
groups concerning differences in

scale between SAG and TVA inso-

far as film is concerned. Heller
feels there is much controversy as
to which has proposed better scale,

and will endeavor to point out ben-
efits of TVA plan.

WBqp ‘O’Grady’
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EVERYBODY WANTS TO

DO DISKS NOWADAYS
The number of top' legit and

film names anxious, of late, to

make phonograph records is a

growing surprise to the diskevs
who conclude that the prime ap-
peal is that the platters are the
nearest thing to a permanent doc-
uirientation of their talents. The
motion picture is the closest anal-

bgy^Jto Permanently imprint the
player^ at their peak, but appar-
ently The phonograph records have
greater appeal because of the ease
with which they cart be performed
for home or disk jockey usage.
The exploitation

.
values are by •

np means a secondary factor.. . I

Iturbi on Toscy
Artistic reaction to the re-

cent RCA-sponsored tour of
the NBC Symphony Orchestra
under Arturo Toscanini, with
encomiums reaching the com-
pany from many not on the
RCA Victor label, accented the
whyfor of not having heard
from Jose Iturbi. RGA presi-
dent Frank M. Folsom eventu-
ally got the answer from the
piano virtuoso, who wired
him:

“After hearing Toscanini I

was so moved that t went
home arid practiced until six in
the morning, arid I’ve been at
it ever since.”

Minneapolis, July 11.

Eddie Cantor will head the cast

for the annual WCCO Aqualennial
radio show in the Auditorium here
July 22. The show, one of the at-

tractions of the summer manli
gras, is played before a live audi-

ence of nearly 10,000, with admis-
sion scaled to $6 top.

Three half-hour local commer-
cial air segments will precede the
half-hour NBC coast-to-coast net-

work broadcast. Garry Moore,
Janette Davis and Cedric Adams
top Cantor’s supporting cast;

Bob Hope was the star of last

year's show which had Arthur God-
frey, luminary of the 1948 layout,

as a guest performer.

Warners* film, “Daughter of
Rosie O’Grady,” has injured him
to the tune of $250,000. Pat Roo-
ney charged Monday ( 10 ) in A
N. Y. federal court suit brought
against th*? studio. Also named de-
fendants are Vitaphone Corp. and
Warner Bros. Pictures Distribut-
ing Corp.

Rooney, who produced and
appeared in a 1925 musical com-
edy called “Daughter of Rosie
O’Grady/’ claims that the distribu-
tion and exploitation of the War-
ner film infringes on his title to
the copyrighted play. He asks ex-
emplary damages, an injunction
and an accounting of profits.

Not only does the picture bear
the same title as his 25-year-old
road production, Rooney asserts,
but it also uses some of his dance
routines. Furthermore, the vet
hoofer alleges, his rights of pri-

vacy have been invaded by the
film, and it represents unfair com-
petition*

.
Same suit charges that Warners*

short, “Vaudeville Days,” used
Rooney’s name without his consent
as well as using several* of his
dance steps. Terper asks that the
court impound the original nega-
tives and plates of both pix.

Korean War Almost KOs
Blows’ Cook’s-Touring

Milton Biow, head of the agency
bearing his name, twice cancelled
sailings to Europe in the past two
weeks because of the Korea crisis,

but he and his wife; are now set to

sail tomorrow (Thurs . )
" on the

Mauretania. They return Aug. 13
on the Queen Mary*

Sylvia (Mrs. Ed) Sullivan, wife
of the columnistsV emcee, didn’t
start packing until 48 hours before
their sailing a fortnight ago, ac-
companied by daughter Betty, for
the same uncertainty, and there
are a number of show biz per-
sonalities who have decided against
any Cook’s touring for similar rea-
sons. Mrs. Irving Berlin is among
the latter, having cancelled flying
to Ireland with two of their three

’

daughters.
. l

CALL QUITS ON PACT
Hollywood, July 11.

Warner
.
Bros, and Lauren Bacall

have called it quits. The actress
is gaining her freedom under a
mutually satisfactory agreement.
She was suspended May 11 for

nixing the femme lead opposite
Errol Flynn ip “Rocky Mountain.”

It Was her sixth suspension in as
many years. She appeared in

seven films since she first attracted
attention in Howard Hawks’ pro-
duction “To Have and Have Not’*
for Warners in 1944. First sus-
pension was for nixing “Storm
Warning,” which Ginger Rogers
took over. She nixed ‘

‘Stal 1 ion
Road,” in which she was replaced
by Alexis Smith, and “Girl From
.Tones Beach” which Virginia Mayo
made.

Hersholt Heads Bldg. Co.
Hollywood, July 11.

Jean Hersholt succeeded him-
self for the fifth time as president
of The Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences building corporation. Jack
Warner was reelected treasurer.
The building corporation is a

holding company formed to operato
the Academy theatre building.



f

Louis B. Mayer not so long ago reminded a Variety miigg that

Marcus Loew had always advocated low admission prices for

films so that the industry would remain family entertainment.

Whether by such design or by accident, film-going became an
American family custom, and as the kids grew up they retained

the habit.
;

'

It's too easy to set out of a habit, especially as economic
standards, traffic conditions and depreciation of values crop up.

It seems surprising, therefore, with business on Broadway al-

ready at low ebb, to find price resentment heightened by the
capricious jacking up of admission fees the moment there are

a few people in the b.o. line. That the $1.20, $1.50 and $1.80

movie is no longer “family entertainment,” at least from the
price viewpoint, goes without saying. The attendant ’word-of-: u

, mouth creates further resentment. More of this is being heard
anew as the tourist influx hits the main drag. Undoubtedly
this juggling of prices is not unknown in the loops of other key
cities, but it's not as blatant as on Broadway.

Those queues, have a value all their own and discouraging
them is a mistake. Nick Schenck

.
recalls that when he and

his brother, Joe, ran Palisades Amusement Park (in New Jersey)

,

in the pioneer days of their careers, they would slow up the
sales of tickets on a new ride and create an artificial queue-up
which, obviously, put a spotlight on it. John Golden recalls

similar showmanship When he and Winchell Smith were trying

to put over “Three Wise Fools” at the old Criterion on Broadway.
Press and public panned the play, the title and almost every-
thing else, but Golden felt that Smith’s comedy-drama had
merit, so they hired shills at $2-a-day to stand in line in the
tiny Criterion lobby* and people thus Were attracted.

It would be sounder showmanship for some of the Broadway
picture theatres to feed that line at a standard admission price,

and not exploit it*by upping admissions in customers’ faces,

jumping from 90c to $1.20 and $1.50 while boy-and-girl are Wait-

ing to get in.

Pictures are better, but is the showmanship of such theatre
operations? Abel.

George Skouras is expected to

succeed Joseph M. Schenck as prez
of the United Artists Theatre Cir-

cuit. Schenck resigned last week
as prexy and director and has trus-

teed liis stock in accordance with
Dept, of Justice restrictions on
being an exec Of both a theatre

Chain and a production - distribu-

tion company. Schenck elected to

remain a top studio official at

20th-Fox.
Skouras is a v.p. of UATC and

has for a number of years been its

actual operating head. Board
members figure it a natural, there-
fore that he accede to the presi-

dency and willso vote at their

next meeting unless some legal or
other exigency makes it appear in-

opportune. Latter is considered
unlikely.

In addition to being v.p. of

UATC, Skouras is also prexy of

Skouras Theatres Corp. (72 thea-
tres) and is active in the affairs of
Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.

UATC is primarily a holding com-
pany, but recently has been grad-
ually switching to operating thea-
tres. It is the principal stockhold-
er in Metropolitan Playhouses, in
vhich the Skouras brothers also
have an interest. Metropolitan, in
turn, owns the theatres in the
Skouras and Handforce (43 houses)

(Continued on page 16)

WAR SCARE NOSEDIVES

TV. UPS FILM STOCKS
Television stocks took it on the

chin for the third successive daly
yesterday (Tues.) while film stocks
conversely enjoyed a slight rise,

apparently omthe belief that films
cm become the real “war babies.”
Films enjoyed their greatest pros-
perity during the last war and the
market nowc feela that if the coun-
try again embarks on a war econ-
omy, the film stocks are in for
hefty upbeats.
United Paramount theatres yes-

terday rose about 50c, while
n arner Bros, shares also climbed
on increased buying. Loew’s held
about even, as did RKO.
:

Video stocks were raided by bear
traders last Friday (8) and again
Monday (10). Selling was predi-
cated on possibility that manufac-
turing facilities might be switched
to war production and that key
Personnel might be drafted. i

i

Jekyllhydeish Hughes
Hollywood, July 11.

Notcurnal working habits of

Howard Hughes have always
been something of a mystery,
with question of how much
time and attention he was giv-

ing to RKO, of which he is pro-

duction chief and prinicipal

stockholder. It's known def-

initely, however, that since
the start of the Korean war,
film business lias taken a sub-
sidiary position on Hughes’
slate.

\

Inventor and plane manufac-
turer is said to be engaged in

production of a guided missle

that is occupying virtually all

of his time now on a speedup
basis.

Joseph M. Schenck reportedly

had his eye on television when he

decided last week to resign as prexy

and board chairman of United Art-

ists Theatres Circuit to remain with

20th-Fox as exec head of produc-

tion. In line with*his decision, it

is believed that his brother, Metro
prez Nicholas M. Schenck, will

choose to remain with the. produc-
tion-distribution company to be set

up when Metro completes its di-

vorcement plans rather than take

the top job with the theatre outfit

that will result from the split.

Twentieth exec's decision, neces-

sitated by the Government's ruling

that film production and theatre

operation must be completely di-

vorced, was unexpected, since

Schenck until two weeks was be-

lieved to have finalized his plans to

ankle 20ths While he naturally

had other reasons for his decision,

it’s reported that TV was a major
factor. Theory is that theatre op-

eration, once video hits fullscale

proportions, may be hurt badly.

Film studios, however, %’ill be in a

comparatively better position, since

they can swing into production of

(Continued on page 15)
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While all other banks on both
coasts have virtually shut down
tight on loans to indie producers,
Bankers Trust Co., N, Y., is in the
process of closing deals with three
of them, it was learned this week.
They are all revolving fund ar-
rangements Which might find the
bank with a total of better than
$3,000,000 on loan to the trio of
indies at any one time.
Producers are Louis de Roche-

mont, Edward Small and Sidney
Buchman. All are making pro-
grams of pictures for Columbia re^
lease and all the deals are similar
in that Col is providing second
money, and completion guarantees.
Alex H. Ardrey, Bankers exec

v.p., has also indicated an interest
in financing the new Jerry Wald-
Norman Krasna unit when and if

it consummates its deal with RKO
or another studio. In no case is

Ardrey asking for personal signa-
tures of the producers as guaran-

( Continued on page 15)

,000 Bank

Credit for Wald
Hollywood, July 11.

Negotiations now taking place
between RKO and the new Jerry
Wald-Normart Krasna Productions
unit call for the setting up of aa
$10,000,000 revolving production'
fund to finance the indie’s pix.

Half the coin would be* made
available by a bank, with the
other half-—in the form of second
money and completion guarantees
^-advanced by RKO.

Preliminary talks have been
held with Alex H. Ardrey, exec
v.p. of the Bankers Trust Co., N. Y.,

and with George Yousling, v.p. of
the Security-First. National in Los
Angeles. Both banks have indi-
cated interest in handling the
loan, e i t h e r individually or
together.
Wald-Krasna are currently at

midpoint in an eight-week time
period agreed on with RKO topper
Howard Hughes for negotiations
looking toward a contract with
the studio. Unit’s attorney, David
Tannenbaum, has been in almost

(Continued on page 16)

Not for Just a Year
In connection with aim of

the . Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica to slow down establish-
ment of the Council of Motion
picture Organizations, trade
observers pointed, out this

week that almost a year has
passed since COMPO was con-
ceived in a burst of goodwill
and enthusiasm.
Plan for the all-industry

public relations organization
Was introduced at a meeting
of reps of all facets of the
business in Chicago last Aug.
30-31.

B’way Dip Spurs

Dwindling attendance at 10

Broadway deluxers has brought

about a faster turnover of product,

a study of pictures screened at

those houses discloses.
_
For the

first six months of 1950, the 10 the-

atres booked 93 freSti films, com-
pared to 87 consumed in the equiv-

alent 1949 semester. Exhibitors’

rush for newer celluloid merchan-

dise also saw them giving reissues

the go-by. Only three oldies were
used up to* July 1, as against eight
last year.

Curiously, some houses with
stage-show policies changed their

film bills more frequently in 1950
\

than competing theatres with no
flesh entertainment, Roxy, for ex-
ample, unreeled 10 pictures in the
first six months of ’49. Total of

12 was used by the 20th-Fox flag-

ship in the similar ’50 period.

(Continued on page 16)

Sears on His Feet
Grad Sears, United Artists

prexy, will be released from New
York hospital, at the end of this

week. He’s been recuping there
from a heart attack six weeks ago.

Sears was permitted on his feet
for the first time this week pre-
paratory to his discharge.

Post-Holiday Dip Clips Keys; ‘Bride* Champ for

4th Week; ‘Tower* Second, ‘Annie* Third

Hot weather is wilting grosses

enerally over the country this ses-

ion, although bigger pictures con-

inue landing sizable biz. In ad-

ition new, stronger fare is giving

ome exhibitors a break, according

o reports from Variety corre-

pondents in some 22 key cities.

“Father of Bride” (M-G) is re-

laining champion for fourth succ-

essive week, with about $210,000

egistered in key spots. Second

>est is “White Tower” (RKO), with

lose to that amount, hut not such

miformly big 'returns in all locali-

ies

“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) is finish-

ing third, just a step ahead of

Irma Goes West” (Par), a strong

ourth-place winner. A new entry,

Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th)>

rill take fifth money, while “Guri-

ighter,” also from 20th-Fox, is

rinding up sixth, “Bright Leaf”

WB) will be seventh and “Duchess
if Idaho” (M-G), also new,, will

ound out the Big Eight.

Best runner-up film.; are “Peggy
U) and “Crisis” (M-G), both new,

tesides “Sidewalk” and “Duchess,”

‘Flame and Arrow” (WB) hints the

nost promise of new entries.

‘Cariboo Trail” (20th), also fairly

lew, ranges from mild to okay this

ound. “Underworld Story” (UA)

Reservations about the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
felt by Theatre Owners of America
was reflected at the meeting of
COMPO’s personnel and manage-
ment committee in New York last
week. TOA reps there reportedly
carried through with the aim of
the organization “to slow COMPO
up.”

. .

Persqnnel and management com-
mittee, chairmaned by Leo Brech-
er of the Metropolitan Motion pic-
ture Theatres Assn., aimed to sift

through the natpes of about 40 can-
didates for the exec veepee—
COMPO’s top paid post and spark
plug. It hoped to get down to
three candidates from among
whom ; the exec board might make
its final choice.
TOA argued, however, that it

was premature to consider man-
power before a program and
budget has been drawn up. As a
result; the committee put off its

selection of an individual and
came up merely with a generalized
personnel plan which was recom-
mended to the board.

Plans call for the deputizing of
COMPO prez Ned E. Depinet as
operating exec Head and forgetting
temporarily the naming of an exec
v.p. •

Si, Fabian was the official TOA
rep at the four-hour Waldorf-As-
toria session. Although ostensibly
on hand as delegate of the Variety
Clubs, Charles P. Skouras, an im-

• (Continued oh page 16)

CHAS. MOSKOWITO
M-G BUDGET HUDDLE

Metro veepee-treasurer Charles
C. Moskowitz trains out for the
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) for* 10
days of huddles with production
veepee Dore Schary and studio
exec Louis B. Mayer. Moskowitz
will Onceover studio . activities and
determine, with Schary arid Mayer,
if there’s a possibility of further
trimming production costs.

Trip will be the first one taken
to the Coast by Moskowitz in more
than a year.

j

is rated slender in Boston, its in-

|

itial playdate.

;

“Comanche Territory” (U), which
|

;
has about finished its key city first-

]

j

run dates, turned in a smash ses-
j

sion in Portland, Ore. “Fifty i

Years Before Eyes” (WB) is hefty
j

in Chi. “Rock Island Trail” (Rep), i

fair in Chi, is trim in K.C. and nice 1
'!

in Washington.
“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) con

tinues racking up solid biz, being
;

wow in Toronto and fine in Port-

!

land, “Cactus Creek’ (U) is. not
j

doing well this round. “Night and
j

City” (20th) is mild in Louisville, !

“Iroquois Trail” (UA), not so
1

good in Chi, Will turn in a fancy 1

session in Phillv. “Winchester ’73”

(TJ) looms good in St. Louis and
Toronto.

“Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) shapes
okay in Philly. “Kill Umpire”
(Col) looks average in Louisville.

“Good Humoi Man” (Col) is

not doing any better than last

week. It is fair in Boston but slim

in Chi. “Panic in Streets” (20th

)

shapes good in Boston. “Lawless”
(Par) looks mild in Philly. “Eagle
and Hawk” (Par) is just fair in

N. Y.' ...

“Robinson Story” ( EL ) looms
slow in Minneapolis. “Rogues oi

j

Sherwood Forest” (Col) is disap-

pointing in Washington,

( Complete' Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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Market as
u. S. film industry, rather than +

having, lost one of its foreign mar*

kets as a result* of the . war in

Korea, is about to gain One, in the

view of Irving Maasv v.p. and gen-

eral manager of the Motion Pic-
(

ture Export Assn* who returned to
j

New York from: the battle scene

last Saturday (8).
j

Maas said he was certain that

it would only he a matter, of time

before the North Koreans were

subdued and a Yank-sponsored

government installed over the en-

tire country. When that’s accom-

plished, American pix will play

throughout the Whole area. No
Hollywood product has been play-

ing the Communist - dominated

northern rone.

“In' the meantime,” the MPEA
topper declared, “the Korean situ-

ation is in the lap of the gods as

far as we are concerned. We have

no idea where bur prints are by

now and we were able to get out

none of our records. Every bit Of

plane space in the emergency was
needed to evacuate human beings,

so that even small suitcases with

persoiial belongings were prohib-

ited.”

Maas, his wife and Charles May-
er, MPEA’s Far Eastern rep, got

out of the country just 11 hours

Maxies as Dicks
• Hollywood, July 11,

Maxie Rosenbloom and
Maxie Baer, who used to do
some plain and fancy reeling

in the ring, are about to clinch

again, ‘ this time in two two-
reelers for Columbia.
Now they are partners in an

imaginary detective agency, a

couple of private eyes, for
laughs. Hugh McCollum will

produce, starting July 17.

Shirer to Narrate ‘Face’

Commentator-author William L,
Shirer has been signed. to do the
narration for “The Magic Face,”
Mort Briskin*Bob Smith produc-
tion partially based on the life of
Eve Braun.
Film, starring Luther Adler, goes

on location in Vienna July 14, and
Shirer will leave New York for
Vienna July 24. Pic also stars

Patricia Knight and is directed by
Irving Reis.

The eight companies operating
under the Motion Picture Export
Assn.’s banner in Japan will re-

portedly receive about $1,500,000
from that territory during the
next 12 months, if they accept a

deal worked out by MPEA v.p. and
general manager Irving Maas.

,

Maas returned to New York over
before the shooting started. He -

1

the weekend froift a seven-week
said that things were apparently

? trip to Japan and Korea.
perfectly peaceful at the time,

with no hint as the 4 p.m. Satur-
One-year arrangement arrived at

by Maas with the Japanese govern-
day, June 17, plane took off from

|
meat and Supreme Command Al-

Seoul for Tokyo, that the invasion lied. Powers would give the MPEA
would start at 3m the next I companies just about the same

amount they received under the
one-year contract which expired
June 30. That guaranteed
$1,600,000 in convertibility of
blocked yen, but it covered nine
companies instead of eight.

New deal will be presented to

the MPEA board at a meeting
which will possibly be held in New
York later this week. If it is ap-
proved, it will save the Jap terri-

tory for the MPEA. Several of the
majors have been threatening to

pull out of the co-op distribution
setup and go into Japan: on their
own, if Maas was not able to bet-

ter the 1949-50 contract.

Meantime, the MPEA has lost

its exclusive hold on distribution
of U. S. product in the Nippon
territory. The Nip government last

week for the first time since the
end of the war began granting
licenses to indie producers for im-
portation of their pix. Samuel
Goldwyn got permits for six films
and Walt Disney for two features
and 24 shorts. Sol Lesser^ and Ed-

The war in Korea, and science
j

ward Small have been informed

fiction, continued to intrigue Holly-
!

^atiSn^s

morning.

E. F. (Jimmy) Johansen, the*

MPEA’s Korean rep, was not so

fortunate. He came out the fol-

lowing Tuesday (20) in the mili-

tary evacuation of Americans, and
was limited by the plane restric-

tions to the clothing he was wear-
ing. His efforts to get out MPEA
records and safeguard prints and
other effects were fruitless, Maas
said.

“Although the Korean territory

Is a very bad one for pirating of

prints,” MPEA chief declared, “we
have no fear that our pictures will

be stolen or duped.
.
The North

Koreans had previous opportuni-
ties to use our films if they want-
ed. Like most other Communist
states, however, they fear the
showing of American pictures.”

Robert J. Rubin, counsel for the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, left his N. Y,
headquarters for Detroit yesterdaiy
(Tues.) to commence inspection of
the books and records of the Co-
Operative Theatres of Michigan.
SIMPP was recently authorised by
the federal court to make the in-

spection in connection with the
$8,500,000 suit against the buying-
booking combine by SIMPP and
its members.

Also a defendant in the suit is

United Detroit Theatres, but the
inspection order does not apply

! against it. Rubin, who will be
aided in his inspection by the So-
ciety’s local counsel, A. Stewart
Kerr, Will be in Detroit for an inr

definite period. Accountants and
expert analysts will be called in

when Rubin and Kerr have com-
! pleted their initial survey.

Action was filed two years, ago
and has been delayed by the tak-

ing of depositions, the inspection

and other legal preliminaries.

Suit charges conspiracy in re-

straint of trade.

Bull Feather* to Fly
Hollywood, July 11.

Sitting Bull sat down for the
last time a long time ago, but
Hal E. Chester is dragging the

old warrior up on his mocea- •

sins to kick about the use of

the film title, “Sitting Bull,”

by Olympic Productions, head-
.

ed by W. R. Frank, Minneapo?
lis theatre owner, and Sam
Weisenthal, Coast producer,

not members of the Sioux
tribe. ....

•

Chester claims he has a

prior claim to the title and
will let loose with legal arrows
if Olympic attempts to toss

“Sitting Bull” on a celluloid

hoss. .

‘

.a'

KOREA, SCIKNTIFICnON

*

Lawndale, Chicago, Asks

Upped Damages to 900G

in Anti-Trust Action
Chicago, July 11.

An amended complaint to in-

crease damages of the Lawndale
•.theatre in its anti-trust action
against the majors was filed here
Monday (10) in Chi federal dis-

trict court. Seymour Simon, at-

torney for the indie house, asked
that original triple damages be in-

creased to $900,000.
When the initial complaint was

'filed in February, 1948, triple

i damage sum asked was $390,000.
i Theatre was operated by Charles

|

and Herman Nelson from October,
1937 to May, 1947, when the al-

leged violations took place. An-
other part of the suit, which de-
mands $645,000 damages, remains
unchanged.

wood last week as grist for new
stories. A fter the flood of. war
titles registered during the first

few days of the Korean attack
the initial bloom was off. Neverthe-
less, claims were staked out with
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica for “Wings Over the Far Pa-
cific” and “Wings Over the South
Pacific” by Republic and “North of
the 38th Parallel” by Arnold Stoltz.

( Charles Feldman, the previous
week registered “38th 'Parallel.”)

Current success of Robert Lip-
pert’s “Rocket Ship XM” and
George Pal’s “Rocket Ship to the
Moon” apparently put another in-
die, Shenandoah Pictures, to think-
irig in the opposite direction. It
Registered “Journey to the Center
of the Earth.”

awaiting word on its application.
Indies’ Dollar Problem

The licenses in no way guarantee
the indies convertibility into dol-
lars of tlie yen the pix earn. The
producers will have to negotiate,
just as MPEA did, a deal to, thaw
earnings. It is expected they will
win such a concession. Coin would
be in addition to the reported
$1,500,000 guaranteed MPEA, thus

(Continued on page 15)

Bl

Harold Beecroft, formerly with
20th-Fox, Metro and Eagle Lion,
joined the Paramount h. o. sales

" — staff this week. He’ll handle spe-.

tit i ii to rii
Cial liquidation and other duties

Marshall Flan Story as ah aide to assistant general

TftlH Via PiV PWillo sales manager E. K. (Ted) O’Shea.1 Oltt V la nx P lotllla in addition to his film experience,
Washington, July 11. Beecroft has served as General

The story of Marshall Plan aid Motors and Packard sales chief in
is being carried to the people liv; the New York territory,
ing on the islands of the Aegean

,
Beecroft’s is the second ap-

and the small coastal villages of pointnient .to the Pgr h. 6. distribu-
Greece by a floating exhibit of tion staff recently. Howard Min-
ulms and pamphlets, the State sky, former 20th-Fox. manager in
Dept, has disclosed. Philly, was named as a special as-A schooner, charted by the Eco- sistant to O’Shea. He’s handling
nonne.Cooperation Administration, all phases of selling, including
is sailing through the area with a analysis.
staff which brings the story. At

i
Company made a change in the

P* The staff sets up a shore field this week with the promotion
exhibit which includes a screening of William A. MeieR from sales-
of documentary and educational man in Cincinnati to branch man-
fiJms^ including one animated car- ager there, He succeeds James J.
toon in color to show the progress Grady, who resigned. Meier has
of the Marshall Plan and the been with Par since 1935, when he
American way of life. Ships car- started in the Cincy branch as as-
nes a mobile generator to furnish sistant ad sales manager. He has
power to the portable 16m pro- been a salesman since 1940 except
jectors.

j
for time out in the war*

Insider Pix Stock Trade

Dull; H. M. Warner’s Gifts

Washington, July 11.

Harry M. Warner made four
separate gifts of Warner Bros. $5
common stock totaling 2,900 shares

j

during the month from May 11 to
June 10, according to the Securi-
ties & Exchanges Commission re-
port issued today (11). All in all,

it was a dull period for insider
stock trading in the film business.
Despite the gifts, Warner retains
254,350 shares of the common,
plus another 1 6,000 shares in a
trust account.

Loew’s, Inc., which has been on
a longtime buying drive of Loew’s
Boston Theatres $25 par common,
obtained an additional 70 shares,
boosting its holding tp 125,945
shares.
Harry Cohn' gave away two

blocks of Columbia no par com-
!

mon, aggregating 269 ’shares, but
still retained 149,453. He also
owns 400 shares of preferred.
Abraham Schneider reported a
gift of 816 shares of common, leav-
ing himself 8,726. He also holds
options for 12,500 additional shares
of common.

SEG Okays New Pact
Hollywood, July 11.

Members of the Screen Extras
Guild, by mail vote of 1,539 to 79,

|

approved a new contract with the
• studios.

! Pact abolishes the $9.45 crowd
scene rate and gives extras other
substantial gains in working con-

1 ditions.

Lester Cowan, currently on the

Coast, said in New York before his

departure last Week that he’d seek

out indies in Hollywood with any

real novel ideas on picture pro-

duction to turn out one or more

pix for the new Cinema Produc-

tions, Inc. Latter is an outfit fi-

nanced by a group ot top exhibs

to make a dozen features with a

definite novelty twist to combat the

inroads of television.

Cowan, a v.p. of the outfit, will

producp the first, to be madp in a

new three-dimensional process de-

veloped by Polaroid and requiring

the use of special glasses by the

audience. Cowan hopes to get the

pic, “The Customer Is Always
Right,” before the cameras in New
York by late August. He’s now
casting it on the Coast.

Producer said he expected to

make only two Of the projected 12

pix himself, . and so the way was
open for any indie with an idea
for novelty product that went be-
yond a mere story switch. He
Stated he’d listen to any such ideas
in Hollywood and bring them back
east for presentation to the first

board meeting of CPI sometime
next week.

Robert bowling, prez of City In-
vesting Co., N. Y., is the latest ex-
hib to join the syndicate. His firm
owns the Astor, Victoria and Bijou
on Broadway. Principal guiding
spirit of CPI is said to be Fred
Schwartz, head of the Century Cir-
cuit, Nv Y:, who is treasurer. Also
active is Memphis operator M. A.
Lightman, who is prez. Others are
Ram Pinanski, Si Fabian, George
Skouras, Frank Walker, Harold
Stoneman, Sam Rinzler and Mit-
chell Wolfsort.

London, July 11.

Board of Trade prexy Harold
Wilson this week put a great big
“biit” back of his previous stand
that the proposals he made re-

cently for a new Anglo-U. S. film

agreement were his final offer. He
said he is still standing by his

previous terms, but that he is not
closing the door to further nego-
tiations and is prepared to con-
sider alternatives.

This provided heartening news
to American film toppers whose
reps will arrive here over the
weekend to r e new negotiations

next Tuesday ! (18) on the film pact.

Wilson confirmed the date for the
talks, which had been in some
doubt iip to now.

B. of T. boss, who is chief Brit-

ish negotiator on the new pact to

replace the two-year agreement
which expired last June 13, indi-

cated he was willing to listen to

alternatives, particularly on the
penalty clause of the incentive

plan he had proposed to guarantee
maximum XT. S. production in

England. This is the item to

which Yank findies and most of

the majors have principally ob-
jected.

It provides that if U. S; pro-
duction in Britain doesn’t equal
during the next two years the av-
erage it hit during the past

;
two,

permitted conversion of frozen
pounds to dollars will be reduced
below the $17,000,000 allowed un-
der the old agreement. There is

also a bonus arrangement in the
event there is more production,,
but this likewise may be elimi-

nated.

*B Pool* Seen Out
Net result, it is anticipated here,

will probably be a pact very simi-
lar to the former two-year deal. It

will permit $17,000,000 of conver-
sion and provide a list of uses to
which frozen currency can be put.
The “B pool’ bonus for exhibi-
tion of British pix in the U. S—

(Continued on page 18)

REP’S HALF-YEAR NET

UP 200C OVER 1949

N. Y. to Europe
Thekla Kalia-Bey Arms
Ellis Arnall
Tony Bartley
Milton BioW
Richard Brooks
Jack Carter
Lou Cooper
William Harrigan
Helen Hayeg. •

Eric Johnston
Peg La Centra
Peter Lawrence
Bethel Leslie
Luigi Luraschl
James A. Mulvey
Joyce O’Hara
Hennan Shumlin
Sylvia Siegler
Paul Stewart
Roland Young

\

Europe to N. Y.
Leonard Bernstein
Eddie Cantor
Betty Garrett
Jed Harris
Harrison & Fisher
Kessler Howe
William R. Katzell
William C. MacMillen, Jr.
Larry Harks
Billy Redfield
Ross & La Pierre
Francis L. Sullivan

Republic Pictures’* net profit,

after all taxes and charges, rose
nearly $200,000 for the 26-Week
period ended last April 29, as. com-
pared -with the corresponding pe-
riod a year ago. Corporation
showed a net profit of $703,589, as
against $504,456 in the 26 weeks
of 1949.

Republic’s net before federal
normal and surtaxes amounted to

$1,168,589 for the first half of the
current fiscal year ended April 29,
contrasting with $839,456 in the
26-week period ended April 30, ’49,

also before federal tax provision. ;

Pickup in earnings reflected big
grossing pix such as “Sands of Iwo
Ji'ma,” and studio economies.

L. A. to N. Y.
Val Arms
Miles B. Auer
Leighton Brill

Mady Christians
Jerry Colonna
Ann CoRio
Joan Evans
Virginia Fields
Harrison Forman
Colleen Gray
Cy Howard
Colin-Keith Johnston
Dennis King
Martin King
Hedy Lamarr
Charles LeMaire
Adele Mara
Thelma Ritter
Elissa Rohn
Fritz Rotter
Roger L. Stevens*
Jessica Tandy
Jesse White

N Y. to L. A.
Milton Berle ^
John Effratt
John Fearnley
Joe Fields
Nelly Golletti
Morion Gottlieb
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d
Kay Kyser.
Evelyn Koleman
William B, Levy
Morris S. Novik.
Spyros P. Skouras
Aileen Stanley
Helen Strauss
Raoul Walsh
Midge Ware
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Eagle Lion’s “mergerless merger’' with Film Glassies has sent
EL’s weekly operating balance sheet from red to black. Each of
the first four weeks since EL took over distribution of FC product
and part of its staff June 12, has shown an operating profit for EL
of better than $20,000 a week. That compares with losses of $10,000
and more weekly by EL right before the “merger,” and $15,000
Weekly loss by FC, Through stringent economies instituted by
EL in recent weeks, it has managed to cut its overhead below its
pre-June 12 figure despite having absorbed some of the EC staff.

It is now running about $67,000 a week and the hope is to pare
that shortly to around $65,000. That, compares with pre-merger
operating expenses by EL of almost $75,000 and by FC of $50,000.
Income during the past four weeks has consistently topped the

$300,000 mark, which compares with EL’s $200,000-i$220,000 prior
to the corporately-unconsummated merger. EL’s distribution fee
out of this take reportedly averages just a trifle under 30%.

With chances of consummation
of the Eagle Lion-Film Classics
merger now uncertain, back-
ground is beginning to unfold on
a series of incidents and assump-
tions that could Cost Joseph Bern-
hard, FC prexy and major stock-
holder, his company and upwards
of $500,000 of his own money.
The former Warner Bros, circuit

topper it’s figured got him s e 1 f

caught in a squeeze ,play from two
sides at once. On the one hand
he claims a backdown by the
Chemical Bank & Trust Co., N. Y.,

on promised aid to pay off his

creditors. At the other end of the
squeeze is William C. MacMillen,
Jr., EL’s v.pi in charge of opera-
tions, insisting on 100% fulfillment
of the commitments Rerhard made
to the new Eagle Lion Classics
company before he’ll consent to
the merger.
Both Ed Van Pelt, Chemical v.p.i

In charge of film loans, and Mac-
Millen hold themselves blameless
for Bernhard’s predicament. Van
Pelt maintains that Bernhard clear-

ly misunderstood him if he ever
thought the bank would advance
coin to pay off creditors, while
MacMillen argues that Bernhard's
failure to come through on picture
commitments has put him (Mac-
Millen) on the spot with potential
money-lenders to the new com-
pany and he has no choice but
to act as he is doing.

All, apparently, isn’t lost . for
Bernhard, however. Irving Kauf-
man, who was named trustee in an
assignment of his FC’s assets to
creditors a few weeks ago, is in-

sistent that he can square away
(Continued on page 20)

Metro sales veepee William F.
Rodgers, in a move to hypo warm-
weather grosses, has rearranged
his release schedule to bring up
M-G’s three top Technicolor mu-
sicals for August distribution. The-
°ry is that customers would rather
see light, escapist fare during the
summer months than some of the
heavier product Metro has on tap.

Thus, “Three Little Words,” the
Bert Kalmar-Harry Ruby biopic,
tees off at Loew’s State, N. Y., Aug.
9. following “Annie, Get Your
Gun,” and is slated for national
release immediately afterwards.
Duchess of Idaho,” Esther Wil-
hams starrer which has already
opened in some keys, goes into the
Broadway Capitol next, following
the current “Crisis.” Third film is
Summer Stock,” Judy Garland

Starrer, on which the release date
has been moved up from Septem-
ber to August.
Rodgers’ move is in line with

tnat of several of the other major
company sales chiefs who have at-
tempted to break tradition this
years by turning out some of their
more costly product during the

b,°: dogdays. RKO’s Robert
“r Mochrie, for example, has slated

top films for release in July
and August, while 20th-Fox sales
eepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., is also

n& some of his top product go
this month and next.

f——— . .
:

. .

Arnstein ELC Controller
Eugene Arnstein, form e r 1 y

treasurer of Films Classics, has
been named Controller for Eagle
Lion Classics.

,
It’s a newly-created

post.

David Melamed, Eagle Lion
treasurer, continues in the same
capacity with ELC.

Sought as Closed

San Francisco, July 11.

Plea for the revival of the com-
plete program package offered/ to
exhibitors at one time for a flat

rental, was submitted to all major
company sales chiefs this week by
the Pacific Coast Conference In-
dependent Theatre Owners as an
antidote to the raft of recent the-
atre shutterings. Package plan, in-
stituted by the late Carl Laemmle
when he was head Of Universal, in-
cluded a feature, comedy and
newsreel for $12.50 up, On a once-
a-week basis.

Pointing out that distributors
“cannot sell ; a closed theatre,”
PCCITO claimed revival of the
plan, while saving many exhibs
from being forced to shut down,
would also benefit the distribs.

Plan should be offered to “those
theatres that are struggling to keep
open,” the exhib organization said.

While various exhib' groups have
been clamoring for some time for
reduced film rentals, the PCCITQ
is the first to suggest so drastic a
change in present policy and is be-
lieved to reflect the desperate sit-

uation in . which many exhibs now
find themselves.

Organization pointed out that
theatre operators have already cut
their expenses to the bone. In

mos.t,ipf the so-called marginal sit-

uations, it added, “film rentals are

running above 40% and many
times over 50% and the distribu-

tors will not cut. They do not care

(Continued on page 18)

MacMillen Due in N.Y.

From Paris Quickie
: William C. MacMillen, Jr., Eagle

Lion’s v. p. in charge of operations,

returns to New York today (Wed.)
after a six-day trip to Paris. He
left last Thursday (6) With Sam
Seidelman, EL foreign chief. Sei-

delmaii has gone on to London and
Will remain abroad several more
Weeks.
Purpose of the quickie to France

has been kept shrouded. It is said,

however, to have been on “general
company business” rather than a
specific production deal.

MacMillen is slated to go to the

Coast shortly to explore the dispo-

sition of EL’s studio, which is in-

operative and promises to remain
so under the company’s policy serv-

ing solely as a distrib. When he’ll

shove off hinges on outcome of

present negotiations regarding the

1
merger with Film Classics.

Growing trend toward produc
tion on major lots via semi-autono-
mous units is highlighted currently
by the resignation last week of
Henry Ginsberg as Paramount’s
studio chief. That reportedly was
the

.
takeoff point from which Par

will veer more heavily to the unit
plan, as RKO and Columbia are
already doing and Warner Bros, is

understood to be preparing to do\

Shift, in the method of studio op-
eration is partially an economy
baby. It’s a means of cutting front
office overhead by slashing the
number of supervisory execs and
putting more authority (creatively,
although not financially) in the
"hands of the tneii actually making
the pictures.
More importantly, however, it’s

an attempt to find an answer to
the need for better quality films—
films that vary from the Hollywood
norm and that have individuality
and character. They are the only
kind that are doing appreciable biz

at the b.o. currently.
The semi-autonorr.ous unit ful-

fills this need in that it puts more
emphasis on the craft, know-how
and ingenuity of individual film-
makers. It reduces the controls of
the front office in everything but
budget and thus tends to get away
from assembly line techniques.

At the same time, by having a
sufficient number of the units and
with each given the responsibility
of turning out two, three, four or
even more pix a year, it is possible
to get the desired quantity without
too much strain. Par, for instance,
will be aiming for production of 36
Or more features during the com-
ing year. That'S an attempt to
take advantage of exliib demand
for more product.
Autonomy of the various units

differs. It hinges largely on the
(Continued on page 18)

Harold Auteri, now an exec with
United Artists, filed a $706,125
damage suit in N. Y. supreme
court last week against New Zea-
land theatre operator R. J. Ker-
ridge as well as eight other An-
tipodes picture firms. Basis of the
action is Auten’s claim that Ker-
ridge never paid him 10% commis-
sion for engineering a sale of the
latter’s theatre and film distribu-

tion holdings to J. Arthur Rank.
In another legal maneuver,

Auten obtained a warrant of at-

tachment June 30 directing a N. Y.
sheriff to seize Kerridge’s account
at the Chase National Bank. This
step was revealed in an affidavit

submitted to the court by Auten,
in which he requested permission
to serve a summons on the theatre-

man by publication, inasmuch as

the defendant is a non-resident.

On May 10, 1945, according to

the complaint, Kerridge, in behalf

of himself and other defendants,

entered into an agreement with
Auten whereby the latter was to

effect a sale of the circuit chiefs
theatre and distribution holdings
to J. Arthur Rank in return for a

10% commision. Such a deal Was
negotiated, it’s asserted, When
around March 29, 1946, Rank ac-

quired voting stock, representing

50% interest in Kerridge’s assets,

for £1,750,000, or $7,061,250 at

the existing rate of exchange. ,

Despite his efforts in Kerridge’s

behalf,- Autert charges, the Down
Under film topper “failed and ne-
glected” to pay him anything for

his services. Breach of contract

suit seeking damages of $706,125,

plus interest from March 29, 1946,

followed. Aside from Kerridge,

other defendants include Kerridge-
Odeon Theatres; Kerridge The-
atres; Fullers Theatres Corp*;

J. C. Williamson Picture Corp.;

John Fuller & Sons; Theatre Mgt.;
West Coast Amusements and
British Empire Films of N. Z.

Admission Cots as ‘Samson’ Is Shorn

Par’s Israeli Short
Paramount is readying a two-

reel film on Israel for early fall re-
lease, company sales Chief A. W.
Schwalberg' said in N. Y. last week.
Tagged “The New Pioneers,” the

short deals with the progress of
Israel since winning its

‘ independ-
ence. Pic was produced and di-

rected by Baruch Dienar at Israel

Motion Picture Studios, Ltd.

Minn. Exhib Group

Proof on Forcing
Minneapolis, June 11.

Although an appeal went out

from North Central Allied several

weeks ago for affidavits to back up
complaints of forcing of pictures
in alleged violation of the consent
decree, nary a one has been forth-
coming yet, S. D. Kane, the body’s
executive counsel, reveals. Con-
sequently, the organization still has
no tangible testimony or evidence
to support its charges and to for-

ward to the Dept, of Justice.

Until such affidavits are availble
to send to Washington the D. of J.

will not be asked “to take ap-
propriate action,” as had been
planned, and there’ll be no attempt,
accordingly, to have the alleged
offenders prosecuted. Even the
complainers haven’t sent in any af-

fidavits, Kane admits.

North Central Allied even went
so far as to suggest the form to be
used in the affidavits. Kai\e says
he can’t account for the lack of re-

sponse. Some of the body’s
leaders, however, are beefing about
“lack of guts” on the members’

'

part and also are talking about
fears of distributors’ “reprisals”
being deterrents.

In the face of the absence of af-

fidavits and local exchange heads’
denials of the charges of forcing
or conditioning the sale of any pic-
tures on* the purchase of others,
Kane still insists that the “unlaw-
ful practice” is being engaged in
by “some of the film companies in
this territory.” “I know whereof
I speak,” asserts Kane. “I also
know that it’s only a question of
time before we have the necessary
affidavits to bring- about govern-
mental action.”

j

Now Kelly, Chalif Must
Sell UA Owners on Buy

Hollywood, July 11.

Arthur W. Kelly and Vitalis
Chalif, reppipg United Artists’

board today (Tues.), held their
third meeting in a Week with own-
ers Mary Pickford and Charles
•Chaplin. They are reportedly giv-
ing them the details of Harry
Popkin’s offer to take over man-
agement of the company and try-

ing to sell them on the idea of
accepting: it.

Kelly and Chalif have also been
huddling with Popkin and his as-

sociate in the deal, Joseph Just-
man, in an effort to work out
further details. Popkin’s original

offer was not acceptable to UA’s
board and Kelly and Chalif were
delegated to try to up the terms.
It is; believed that some com-
promise has been achieved, but
there are still facets unsatisfactory
to UA.

Deal calls for Popkin to advance
sufficient coin (better than $1,000,-

000) to the UA treasury to guar-
antee continued operation of the
company for at least a year and
to provide product. When UA has
achieved a position of financial

stability, Popkin would get 12,000

shares out of the treasury, repping
60% ownership^ —

—

• New Jersey exhibs Walter
Reade, Jr., and Wilbur Shaper
.were in a snarl this week over al-
legations made by Snaper in the
press and in Jersey Allied’s bulle-
tin that the Reade circuit had
initiated price-cutting on “Samson
and ‘Delilah.” It was Snaper him-
self who started the admission-
trimming, Reade charged, with the
Reade action merely a retaliatory
measure to show Snaper what
could happen » if he wanted to get
in a battle over prices.

Reade asserted that Snaper,
prez of N. J. Allied, had rushed
into print about the Reade lhove
merely* to impress his membership
with his vigilance. Reade is active
in Allied’s rival-

;
exhib organiza-

tion, Theatre Owners of America.
Paramount, meantime, was

caught in the crossfire of the two
circuit ops. Par’s action was the.
initial breakdown since “Sam-
son’s” release last December of
the upped admission scale on the
pic. Other exhibs who had volun-
teered to tilt their prices in ac-
cord With the nationwide practice
on the DeMille epic were pouring
squawks in on the distrib.

Par was powerless to stop
either Reade or Snaper from
slashing scales, however, since the
anti-trust decrees prohibit a dis-
tributor from fixing admission
prices. Policy previously had
been adhered by exhibs merely
at Par’s suggestion and by the
fact that it was charging 70%
rental, making the .upped prices
almost a necessity if the house
was to show a reasonable profit.

Tear Sheets "As Proof
Reade this .week .produced news?

paper tear sheets to prove his

(Continued* on page 18)

Dept, of Justice won’t tussle with
Loew’s, Warner Bros, and 20th-
Fox on a difference of interpreta-
tion of the starting date for the
divorcement-divestiture . schedule
ordered by... the Supreme Court.
Filing of the Washington tribunal's
mandate with the federal statutory
court in New York teed off a minor
dispute Monday (10) between com-
pany and government attorneys on
the starting date.
Supreme Court rendered its de-

cision against the three firms
June 5, ordering them to file di-

vorcement plans in six months and
complete divorcement in throe
years, as well as to file divestiture
plans in one year. Question is

whether the time schedule runs
from the tlate of decision or from
this past Monday when the court’s
mandate Was formally filed with
the statutory tribunal in New
York—a difference of a little over
a month.

D. of J. spokesman said yester-
day (Tues.) that the department ’s

stand was that it started June 5.

“However,” he added, “if the com-
panies find that one extra month
so helpfui, we won’t fight about it.”

He admitted that the three de-
fendants had some argument on
their side inasmuch as Monday’s
was the first formal notice they
had received of* the Supreme Court
decision.

\

Hi’s Strauss to Coast For

Agency ’Sales Confabs
Helen Strauss, who handles book,

mag and film sales for the -William.
Morris agency in New York, leaves
today (Wed.) for the Coast. It’s an
annual two-week visit for ht:ddU«
with Morris office execs there.

Among yarns she is taking V itb

her for possible filth sale are Frank
Yerby’s new novel, “FIodd T.d? '*

Which he has dedicated to h*r. and
the Max Shulman-Rohert Ptfrin

Warren original, “Don’t Bury Mt



fhm reviews

Three Little Word*
(MUSICAL-COLOR)

'

Metro release of Jack Cummings pro-

duction, Stars Fred Astaire, Red Skelton,

Vera-EUen, >Avlene Dahl; features Kee-
nan Wynri, Gale Robbins, Gloria DeHayen.
Phil Regan. Directed by Richard Thorpe.
Screenplay, George Wells, based
and songs of Bert Kalmar and Harry
Ruby; dances, Hermes Pan;
rection. Andre JPreym^ camera aechni-

eolor), Harry Jatkson; editor, Ben.Lewis,
technical .adviser,- Ruby. Previewed N^ Y.,

June. 20, '50. Running time, 100 MINS*

Bert Kalmar. . . . . ...... •

.

• Fred Astaire

Harry Ruby .......... .... ...
-
H^d Skelton

Jessie Brown Kalmar, ... ...

Eileen Percy . . . , . . .... , ..

.

^Arjene.Dahl

.. Charlie Kepe .:•••-••*• v • ‘

'

^Tpprv iiOPdfil • * , • * • i .• * • GrIo RoDDiliS.

Mrs/carter be Haven . . Gloria De Haven
Phil Regan . .....

.

• Himseit

Clanahan . . .... . .... ..»• • • IlaJ iy
Helen Kane .......... Pe>

p*u1

RHarvey
. Al Masters • • • • • • • •

Dari Healy ........... .Carleton Garpenter

Al Schacht, . ... .... . George Metkoyich

The Great Mendoza. .. . . . ... . Himself

Metro has a sure winner in this

one. A biopic of the songwriting

team of Harry Ruby arid the late

Bert Kalmar, the picture is a

charmful, entertaining cavalcade

of show business which spans

their years together from pre-

World War I until Kalmar's death

in 1947,

It has Fred Astaire, Red Skelton

and Vera-Ellen for the marquee;

a full roster of the team’s top

song hits, culminating in the title

tune, “Three Little Words”; the

standard lush Metro production

trappings, beautifully endowed
With Technicolor, and the kind of

story that should insure the best

word-of-mouth. Plus which,
there’s the nostalgic touch, usually

good for extra grosses. It looks

like a potent remedy for the cur-

rently-dawdling. b.o.

“Words” is somewhat of a trade

ripley in the biofilm category, in,

that Kalmar and Ruby took a hand
themselves in lining .up the story.

However, it's not the first time
that the subject of such a picture

actually helped script it but it is

much closer to realism than when
Richard Rodgers, for instance, as-

sisted on the Rodgers & Hart bi-

opic, “Words and Music” (also

Metro). George Wells gets full

credit for the screenplay (and it’s

an extremely nifty job), with Ruby
listed as. technical adviser, Audi-
ence hepsters, "though, will recog-

nize the authentic touches as re-

flecting the story contributions of

the cleffers.

Toplined by Astaire
,
as Kalmar

and Skelton as Ruby, the entire

cast does fine work under the skill-

ful direction of Richard Thorpe.
For Astaire, it’s unquestionably his

best picture in some time. His
terping, as always, is tops, his

singing is adequate and his char-
acterization of Kalmar, while never
deeply-etched, does full justice to

the late songwriter’s many talents,

which included, in addition to his

music, song-and-dance specialties

and magic. Skelton, too, turns in

his best performance in recent
years. While the script gives him

j

plenty of opportunity to display

his mugging and slapstick, it also

gives him a role with sohie heart

and he tuths on the more sympa-
thetic emotions surprisingly well.

Vera-Ellen, with this picture, be-

comes the undisputed premiere
danseuse of the. . s ere e n. She
matches Astaire tap for tap in

their terping duets, which is no
mean achievement, and looks to be
possibly the best partner he’s ever
had. Her singing, too, gets by and,
as Jessie Brown, Kalmar's vaude
partner who later became his wife,
she emotes competently—and those
beautiful gams are no hindrance,
Arlene Dahl plays Eileen Percy,
silent film star who later married
Ruby, and also turris in a standout
performance. Her musical talents,

while they don’t get the play
given the others, are adequate and
she looks terrif in Techni.
. Yarn, while doing the usual
glossy job on its subjects, sticks
closely to the Kalmar-Ruby
careers. It picks up Astaire and
Vera-Ellen as a headline act in
Vaude, with Astaire (Kalmar) ach
ing to be a magico. Skelton
(Ruby) is a Coney Island honky
tonk pianist with a bug for base-
ball and a penchant for writing
lyrics. Two of them get together
when Astaire makes an abortive
attempt to do a solo magic act
When a knee injury interrupts As-
taire’s dancing "career, the two
team in their songwriting, striking
paydirt with their initialer, “My
Sunny Tennessee.”

.
Rest of the

traces their steady rise in

vite their erring partner down to

spring training to get his mind off

the women. It’s in these baseball

scenes that Skelton sells his best,

slapstick. In addition, there’s a

production sequence with Helen
Kane (portrayed by Debbie Rey-
nolds) making with the boop-boop-
de-doop in “1 Wanna Be Loved By
You,” in which Miss Kane’s voice

is used on the soundtrack. And,
use of the title song as a peg on
which to hang rriuch of the story, is

cleverly contrived.

..Supporting cast is topnptch.

Keenan Wynn gets in some fine

licks as Charlie Kope, the cleffing

team’s agent and friend, while

Gale Robbins is a be a u t e o us
femme fatale as one of the women
who almost leads Skelton astray.

Gloria DeHavpn ( p 1 ay ih g Jier

mother, Mrs. Carter DeHaven) is

spotted in only one sequence, in

which she thrushes "Who’s Sorry
Now?” but she registers solidly,

Phil Regan plays hi m s elf, and
nicely too, as a bandleader who
helps reunite the two estranged
partners at the finale. Carleton
Carpenter makes for a good Dan

4 Healy, and Harry Shannon scores
in a short bit as the

#
honkytorik

operator. .

Pfc&iEfr
^ .

Miniature Reviews
“Three. iLIttle Words’* (Mu-

sical-Colort (M-G). Sock bio-

g
ic of songwriters Kalmar &
uby; surefire boxoffice.

“Union Station” (Par). Kid-
nap melodrama laid in metro-
politan railway station. Good
b.o. outlook in general market,

'‘Abbott & Costello in the

Foreign Legion” (U), Okay
A&C comedy ,

for their fans

and general family situations.

“South of Death Valley’*

(Col). Routine Charles Star-

rett western in the Durango
Kid series; okay for actioners.

“CoveredWagon Raid” (Rep).

Allan “Rocky” Lane in stand-

ard sagebrush actioner for the

Western trade.

South of Death Valley
Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-

duction, Stars Charles Starrett; features
Gail Davis, Fred Sears, Lee Roberts, Rich-
ard Emory, Clayton Moore, Tommy Dun-
can & His Western All Stars. Directed by
Ray Nazarro. Screenplay, Earle Snell,

from story by James Grucri; camera,
Fayte Browne;- editor, Paul Borofsky, At
New York theatre, N-- Y., July 4, 50.

^Running time, 54 MINS.
Steve Downey)

.

Durango Kid (.,•>«•• . . .

.

Charles StUrrett
Smiley Burnette . . . ..... .Smiley Burnette
Molly Tavlsh ..... . . .... .

.

Gall Dayls
Ashton. . . . .. ..........

.

.
Fred Sears

Scotty Tavish ......... . . ... - Lee Roberta
Tommy Tavish > . , ... ..... Richard Emory
Bead . . . . . . Clayton Moore
Mullen ... ^

..
. ... . .

.

Jason Robards
Tommy Duncan & His Western All Stars

eyer, emphasis is on melodrama,
not romance.

This is Bettger’s second film

start and he handles it well, put-

ting oyer the tough, ruthless kid-,

napper solidly. Fitzgerald is like-

able as wise city cop and Miss Ql-'

son is nicely matterrof-fact as the

girl who helps spoil, the kidnap-
per’s game. Jan Sterling, Bett-

- . • . ... • i ger’s moll, shows up neatly in a
of songs reads like an

I brief spot arid Miss Roberts is good
as the victim. Herbert Heyes, her
father, and the remainder of the

cast answer all demands,
Schmerer’s physical production

contributions have been expertly
lensed by 'Daniel L. Fapp and
scored by Irvin Talbot. Editing

by Ellsworth . Hoagland permits

few slack moments in the footage*
Brog.

ASCAP scoresheet. Among
:
the

other Kalmar* arid Ruby hits are
such as “So Long Oolong,” “Never-
theless,” “All Alone Monday,” “Up
in the- Clouds,” “Thinking of

You” and “I Love- You So Much.”
Also featured is “Where Did You
Get That Girl,?” penned by Kal-
mar and Harry Puck; “Come on,
Papa,” written by Ruby and Edgar
Leslie, and “You Are My Lucky
Star,” cleffed by Nacio Herb
Brown and Arthur Freed, which
serves as the theme tune for Re-
gan’s orch.

To top off the film, producer
Jack Cummings has given it the
best in technical assists. Hermes
Pan’s choreography is fine, par-
ticularly a “Mr. and Mrs. Hoofer’’
routine danced by Astaire and
Vera-Ellen. Harry Jackson’s su-
pervision of the color cameras is

masterful, and Ben Lewis’ editing
helps the film perk along with nary
a dull moment. Stal.

Again holding down a dual role,

Charles Starrett gets off some hard
riding and snappy shooting to foil

the outlaws in “South of Death
Valley.” Story is no gem of orig-
inality, but it’s an adequate prop
on which to hang a bundle of ac-
tion. Film will satisfy pater fans:
and rates as suitable for its . in-

tended market.
Old yarn about the miners vs.

ranchers in a war over polluted
water was pulled off the story
shelves by Earle Snell, who screen-
played from James Qruen’s story.
As usual, Starrett is a virile, two-
fisted champion of law and order.
Smiley Burnette supplies the com-
edy relief while the supporting
cast is topped by Gail Davis, Fred
Sears and Lee Roberts. Tommy
Duncan and His Western All Stars
render a couple of outdoor ditties.

Direction of Ray Nazarro is stand-
ard, as is the lensing of Fayte
Browne. Gilb.

Wednesday, July 12, 1950

arrives at Bitter Springs, a water-
hole in the possession of the Kara-
gami tribe* of ’aboriginals. King
drives the aboriginals away from
their natural hunting grounds.
They retaliate by killing his sheep.
How King, his family and tribal
leaders finally work out a plan so
that the white man and the natives
may live in harmony makes for a
moving and novel piece of screen
entertainment.

Chips Rafferty, as Wally King,
turns in a neat performance, cap^
taring the true spirit of the Austra-
lian pioneer seeking new lands to
conquer. Tommy Trinder fits easily

into the. plot as an ex-vaude pei>
former down on his luck who joins
the trek to the new land.

Smart has interwoven into the
plot for femme appeal a well-con-
structed romance between Nonnie
Piper (easy-to-look-at new Aussie
player) and Britisher Gordon Jack-
son. Michael Pate as a mounted
gendarme of the backwoods gives a

good performance, with
;
the re-

mainder of the cast adequate.;

The big novelty in the film is the
amazing acting turned in by a tribe

of untrained aboriginals. There is

something: new in their tribal

dances arid hunting expedition^
Crimera work by George Heath is

superb.
“Bitter Springs” is without doubt

the best Aussie production turned

out by Ealing. Rick.

Union Station
Hollywood, July 8.

Paramount release of Jules Schermer
production. Stars Williain Holden, Nancy
Olson, Barry Fitzgerald; features Lyle
Bettger, Jan Sterling.

. Directed by Ru-
dolph Mate. Screenplay,. Sydney. Boehm;
based on a story by Thomas Walsh; cam-
era, Daniel L. Fapp; editor, Ellsworth
Hoagland. Trade.showti July 6, '50. Run-
ning time, 81 MINS.
Lt. William Calhoun.
Joyce Willecombe

Abbot! and Costello
In the Foreign Legion

Hollywood, July 11.
Universal release of Robert Arthur pro-

duction. Stars Bud Abbott, Lou Costello;

features Patricia Medina, Walter Slezak,

Douglas DumbHlle. Directed by Charles
Lamoht. . Screenplay, John Grant, Martin
Ragaway, Leonard Stern;., story. D. D*
Beauchamp; camera.

.

George Robinson;
editor, Frank GroSs. .Previewed July 10,

'50, Running time, 10 MINS. ^ ,

Bud Jones .........

.

, ... . ,
. Bud Abbott

Lou Hotchkiss Lou; Costello

Nicole .Patricia Medina
Axmann . ..... . . • • . .

.

• • > .Walter .Slezak

Hamud El Khalid, . ... . Douglas Dumbnlle
Hassam- • ,

.

Covered Wagon Raid
Hollywood, July 7.

Republic release .Qf Gordon Kay pro-
duction. Stars Allan ''Rocky” Lane; fea-
tures Eddy Waller, Alex Gerry, Lyn
Thomas, Buf:on Barr, Dick Curtis’. Di-
rected by R. G. Springsteen. Written by
M. Coates tVebster; camera, John Mac-
Burnie; editor, Harry Keller. Previewed
July 7, '50.^Running time, 60 MlNS.

Inspector Donnelly.
Joe Beacon ......
Marge Wrighter .

.

Lorna Murchison

..William Holden
.. Nancy Olson

.Barry Fitzgerald
Lyle Bettger

... Jan Sterling
iAllene Roberts

Henry Murchison', ...... ... .Herbert, Heyes
GuS Hadder .Don. Dunning
Vince Marley . Fred Graff
Detective Shattuc.k ....... ..James Seay
Detective Gottschalk ... . . .Parley E. Baer
Detective Fay.-. ....... . . .

.

Ralph Sanford
Detective Stein . . . . . . .

,

. Richard Karlbn
Detective Ross . .... ; .

.

Bigelp^v Sayre:
Howard Ketther. .Charles Dayton

Frankie

.

Abdullah. . .

.

Abou Ben.

.

Bertram . . . .

.

All Ami . .

.

Commandant
Ibn
tbrim .... « • *

Leon Belasco
Marc Lawrence

....Wee Willie Davis
, . Tor Johnson
. Sam Marioker
.Jack Raymond
. . Fred Nurncy
; Paul Fieltro

, .llenry Cordon
t * i k «

Abbott and
their usual set

Costello transport
of antics to the

Foreign Legion for the pleasure .of

their following and the family

trade in general. “A&C in the

Foreign Legion” isn’t the comics’

best, neither is it. the worst, so

boxoffice returns should please in

those situations that always rate a

payoff on the two laugh-makers.

Charles Lamont’s direction isn’t

always as fast as it should have,

been, but he handles the gags and
physical comedy situations neatly

Pretty Girl .............. Jean Ruth] during-. the. 80 minutes of fpotagri.-
sher -'-' Paul Lees

| Comedy routines are hrnarl inYoung Man Masher.
Conductor Skelly. ..Harry Hayden

“Union Station” is a melodrama
that locales its thrills in a big city

railway terminal and spins off a
tale of kidnapping in a neatly
paced 81 minutes. Names of Wil-
liam Holden and Barry Fftzgerald,
plus the generally okay reception
that will be accorded it, indicate a

broad in

treatment in the script by John
Grant, Martin Ragaway arid Leon-
ard Stern. All will rate good
laughs but few real roars.

Plot idea in D. D, Beauchamp's
story has the two comics chasing
off to Algiers to persuade an
Arabian behemoth to return to the

XJ. S. wrestling circuit. Once in

the desert, the boys get fouled up
jin a nasty piece of skullduggerynice b.o. payoff.

The Thomas Walsh story holds
j bkween^ nativeT and^'a” Foreign

together
_
in logical fashion as

j Legion traitor and find themselves
scripted by Sydney Boehm and di-
rected by Rudolph Mate. Latter
builds a good feeling of suspense
and keeps the pace moving prop^
erly. There are a few instances
when he allows a single scene or
player to become too theatrical but
the overall effect is excellent for
the melodrama market.

William Holden, while youthful
in appearance to head up the rail-

way policing department of a
metropolitan terminal, is in good
form and will be liked. Kidnap-
ping is revealed when a femme
passenger arriving at the termi-
nal reports two suspicious characr
ters. The passenger is Nancy Ol-
son, secretary ot a rich man and
his blind daughter, Allene Roberts.
Events prove Miss Roberts has
been kidnapped and the terminal
is to be used as the payoff location.

duped into joining the Legion-
naires. In between chasing pretty
slave girls, avoiding native knifes
and desert thirst, the clowns foil

the plot, Wind up heroes and get
their wrestler.

Wrestling routines are good for
chuckles and there’s a chase across
the desert with the comics in .a

jeep arid the Arabs on horseback
that has its comedy-action points.

Costello’s inadvertent purchase of
a group of slave girls at auction
and sights of other scantily cos-
tumed femmes offer something for
the male adults.

In such an escapist setup there
has to be a beautiful femme spy.
Patricia Medina is it. Role strains
no histrionic talent but treats the
eyes, Walter Slezak is the dirty
Legionnaire traitor and Douglas
pumbrille plays t^P skulking
sheik who aids the Skullduggery.
Wee Willie Davis is the Arabian

The Jules Schermer production
Catches the feel of a large terminal ,, . , . . .

~r«- ^
(

if,, rhnctantiv cshifHnt/ cppapc !

wrestler, impressive m size. Others
very short footage.

where they wrote for Wheeler and
’ViDolsey (who aren’t mentioned)
and the Marx Bros,, (who are).
They split over a misunderstand-
ing and go their separate ways for
several years until they are finally
•reunited through a ruse cooked up
by their wives for a happy fadeout.

Interspersed are the bits of nos-
talgia which help give the picture
impact. Thus, everytime Skelton

aptly setting up the scene for care- p)’ocil
j

ct*on su"

ful city and railway police work supplies^ good .-array, of

In solving the kidnap case. The
[ u

S ls ’
r. ,5

le

elements of chase and danger. i SftS? as
.

against an off-beat locale, hold .’“4 - *>>«.•?<>*(•»*

the attention. ,
Frank Gross. • Brog.

Romance angle in having Hol-
den and Miss Olson, strike a finale
clinch is ordinary but okay the-
atre. From the death of one of

Thorpe on ‘Thorpe’
Hollywood, July 11.

Jim Thorpe reported to Warners

Allan “Rocky”
Nugget Clark...
Harvey Grimes .

GaU Warren: . :

,

Roy Chandler .

.

Grif............
Brag. . ; ... ....

Susie . . . ,

Bob Davis
Pete: ....

.

Steve. . . .

.'

Lane . .

.

Himself
..Eddy Waller
... Alex Gerry
. . .Lyn Thomas
. . . Byron Barf

, ..Dick Curtis
Pierce Lyden

. .... .... .Sherry Jackson
Rex Lease

, .T,est<pr Dorr
. .Lee Roberts

• »,v

Allan' “Rocky” Lane turns in-

surance investigator in his latest
sagebrusher, “Covered Wagon
Raid.” Its ingredients are stand-
ard to the Lane series, with
enough oater heroics to please the
Saturday matinee fans.
When settlers journeying to a

rich valley are continually am-
bushed, robbed arid killed, Lane
is sent to locate the trouble. He
finds a gang of hijackers, well-in-
formed on settler movements, get-
ting rich off their loot. Knowing
that the gang’s apparent, leader
isn't brainy enough to steer the
dirty work, Lane suspects an un-
dercover leader. Sure enough,
it’s the seemingly respectable
saloon operator and town post-
master, who reads other people’s
mail to learn what settlers to rob
and kill.

With the aid of Eddy Waller,
crusty ranch foreman and Byron
Barr, prairie playboy who settles
down just in time, Lane gels the
goods on his men, and those who
do not fall under the fire of his
sixgun, land in jail. Lane’s steed,
Black Jack, should have had a
chance to do a few tricks for the
pleasure of the kiddies, but other-
wise, he is an able partner in the
chase action. Waller, Alex Gerry,

World Youth Festival
(Color; Documentary)

(RUSSIAN)
. Artklno release of Moscow Central Doc-
umentary Film Studio production. Di-

rected by
;
Arsha Ovanesova; screenplay*

Ovanesova; cairteira» Georogi Bobuoy. At
Stanley* N. Y., July 8,. '50,

The B u d a peSt International

Youth Festival, held in that city

last year, is the basis for this rou-

tine documentary. Some 16 coun-

tries are billed in narration as par-

ticipating, with about 10,000 dele-

gates in attendance. It shapes up
as strictly another youth day or

peoples’ mass meeting in Moscow,
only on a lesser scale. It is okay
for Russo-language houses, espe-

cially when given supporting pic-

tures, as at this, house.
“World ,Youth Festival” isn’t the

best documentary made by Soviet
producers. Heavily padded with
patent Russian propaganda, it

won’t do so well in many Ameri-
can theatres of today,
Most colorful part of film is the

athletic meet. But every winner
appears to be a stalwart from the
Soviet Union. Occasionally, a

Hungarian athlete is announced as

copping first, but not often. And
always, it’s a new record br some-
thirig super that the Russian has
done. The Magic-color used is

similar to any number of color

processes used in the U. S., but
not as good as TechnicoloiS Wear.

Ho Sognato 11 ParatHso
(I Dreamt of Paradise)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, July 1.

Artist! Assoclrtti release of Itala Film
production. Stars Geraldine Brooks, Vitto-
rio Gassmann; features Franca Marzi*.
Saro Ufzl, Lucille Marsh, Gianni Guar-
neri. Directed by Giorgio Pastina. Screen-
play, Pastina, Fulvio Palmieri, from play
by Guido Cantini; camera, Arturo Gallea;
editor, Glancarlo Capelli. At Lux, Genoa.
Running time, 85 MINS.

A superficially treated and weak-
ly directed film version of a Guido
Cantini play, this deals with the
attempt by a prostitute to escape
her present' way of

.
life and find

the top crook, Barr, Dick Curtis '!
happiness in the love of a young

and others supply the standard 1 attorney. At first ignorant of her

characterizations to be found in [

social status, he finally finds out

M. Coates Webster’s script. i the truth, and in desperation, she

R. G. Springsteen’s direction of :

commits suicide.

the Gordon Kay production could
have been tigher, but he does em-
phasize a number of fast-action
sequences with the flamboyance
that appeals to moppet ticket-buy-
ers.

Bitter Springs
(AUSTRALIAN)

Sydney, June 23.
British Empire Films release of . Ealing

Studio-Michael Balcon production. Stars
Tommy Trinder and Chips Rafferty, Di-
rected by Ralph Smart. Screenplay, W. R.
Lipscomb and M. Danischewsky.; camera,
George Heath; editor, Bernard Giibble.
Previewed in Sydney. Running time,
90 MINS.
Tommy . . . . . ...... ..

.

. .Tommy Trinder
Wally King..,.;..... Chips Rafferty

.Gordon Jackson
“Ma” King. . ... ... ..... .

.

; .; . .

.

Jean Blue
John King . .......... .

.

Charles Tingwell
Emma King > . . . . . ..... . .

.

. Nonnie Piper
. . . ......

.

.Nicky Yavdley
....... . . . .

.

Michael Pate
.......... Henry Murdoch

Looks very dubious for U. S.

Characters are weakly drawn and
film manages only a few sincere
moments under director Giorgio
Pastina's uninspired direction.

.
Geraldine Brooks* performance

as the girl is fine and limited only
1

by the material at hand. Vittorio
Gassmann is miscast as her vis-a-

vis. Support is negligible. Techni-
cal work is good. Pic has good ex-

ploitation possibilities in Italy, but
theme makes it a tough one to han-
dle in America. Hawk.

Charlie ...

.

The Trooper . .

.

Black Jack.

Director Ralph Smart has cap-
tured the real spirit of Australia

Ua Rond<*
(The Round)
(FRENCH)

Paris, June 24.
Sacha Gordlne release and production.

Stars .Anton Wolbrook, Simone. Simon,
Daniel Gelin, Danielle. Darrieux. Direct-

ed by Max Ophuls. From a play by. Ar-
thur Schnitzler. Camera, Christian. Ala'

tras; editor, Azar. At Palais De Chad*
lot. Running time, 109 MINS.
Raconteur .......... . . , .

.

Anton W.olbrooK
Streetwalker . .......... .Simone Signoret

Rc.ggjanipioneer days in “Bitter Springs”
, ?,?

iai<
L
r •

'
,

v *

•

Begjjuujj

for Ealing, bringing to the .screen'
‘

*
V*.

* ’ ’
' iSSiei Go*«n

a grand piece of cinematic fare! It
' ’ “

. . the kidnappers beneath the stain- lA .
.

as Ruby, gets a yen for a wrong
!
peding hoofs of cattle in a stack- i

to begin work as technical adviser
gal, Astaire and Vera-Ellen tip Al

j

yard to the underground shoot-it- ;
on “Jim Thorpe, All American.”

Schacht ,! played nicely by ball-lout battle between Holden and the' Film rolls next month With Burt 1

^^^^^^^^eorg^MetkovichKta^mJjang^eadevJLyl^Bettgeiy^ow- ! Lancaster starring.

looks to win solid boxoffice in this
area arid throughout the British
Isles. There also, is a good chance
of healthy coin in selected U.S.
keys,
The story opens in the early

1900’s when Wally King secures a
government grant of 1,000 square
miles in the heart of Australia, and

This is Max Ophul’s first Euro-
pean chore in 15 years. Cast con-

tains many cinema names knowj
here, some with appeal for U. S.

j
decides to start a new sheep ranch,

j

audiences. “La Ronde” is a fantasy

j After many early tribulations King I (Continued on page 16)

Wife Danlellte Davr ^
Husband Fernand Or.,

Seamstress . , .... . . . . . .... Odette Joy*. • y
Playwright, Jean-LoUls Barrault
Actress; . ...

,

s** Isa. Miranda
Count..,, ... . . ... .... .Gerard Phihge
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rCA’s new and improved thea-+

|re television projection unit,

which has been developed in as-

sociation with the 20th-Fox engi-

neering department, is scheduled

for unveiling within the next two

weeks via a trial run at 20th’s

Movietone studios, N. Y . It
;

.the

test proves successful, RCA and
20th may decide to try it bn the

public at one of the Broadway
showcase houses, probably the

Roxy or Rivoli.

Success of the new model will

also determine whether 20th will

go ahead with its plans for a 22-

theatre TV circuit on the Coast

this year. Charles P. Skouras, Na-
tional Theatres prez, is currently

in New York and; expects to re-

main until the set is tested. If

ii works well, 20th reportedly

plans to prime its Coast experi-

ment for an early launching. Com-
pany is said to have decided to

atlempt leasing lines from Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph to link

the 22 theatres, if the Federal
Communications Commission has
not decided by that time whether
to allocate exclusive air channels
for theatre TV use.

New unit basically Is much
smaller than its predecessor, which
was the one used by 20th two
years ago for its experiments at

the. Fox theatre, Philadelphia. In
order to meet 'fire underwriters
specifications, the control panel
for the unit will be operated by
projectionists directly from the
theatre booth. Projector itself is

designed lor mounting either in a
theatre balcony or on a specially-
built platform in the auditorium,
so that projectionists will not be
forced to work with high-tension
equipment.

Set will also reproduce a greater
number of scanning lines than its

predecessor, which is the deter-
mining factor in the definition and
clarity of the picture it delivers.

Siegel Gets Post With ’50

Royal Film Performance
Norman Siegel, Paramount stu-

.dio ad-pub director, last week was
named member of the general com-
mittee of the 1950 Royal Film Per-
formance, sponsored by the Cine-
matograph Trade Benevolent Fund.
His appointment is in recognition
of his services to the fund in thp
past, •

Siegel was Hollywood coordina-
tor for three Royal Film Perform-
ances which raised almost $500,000
for the British counterpart of Hol-
lywood's

,
Motion Picture Relief

Fund. In 1948 he also co-produced
a stage show for the British royal
family.

From Pic as Tele Plug

For Col's ‘Ocean Drive’
Hollywood, July 11.

Columbia Pictures’ saturation
plugging, on television, of “711
Ocean Drive” will feature a three-
ami-one-half minute trailer. Trailer
will pull an entire Sequence front
the film ending on a cliff-hanger
note.

This idea was suggested by the
TV stations and is entirely new to
motion pictures. Though many
trailers run the same time length,
no motion picture campaign has
ever pulled a single sequence as an
audience teaser.

in addition, Columbia will check .

tiokot buyers with questions con-
cerning where they learned of the
filin and what brought them to see
it If Video proves responsible,
studio will also query the station
on which blurb was seen.
Campaign will start July 13. Pic-

ture will open in 12 spots July 20*

Specific date when the Federal
Communications Commission will
tee oil its hearings on. granting ex-
clusive channels for theatre tele-
vision is still undetermined. FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy, answering
a request for specific information
forwarded- by Gael Sullivan, exec
director of the Theatre Owners of
America, this week declined to es-
timate a date for the hearings be-
cause of the “extensive work loact

of the Commission,” but Sullivan
expressed the hope that the FCC’s
work would ease off enough to per-
mit the hearings to be held “before
1950 is over.”

Information was contained in an
exchange of letters between Coy
and Sullivan, instituted by the lat-

ter to clear up some misconceptions
by TOA members on the FCC’s
role in the matter. Coy confirmed
that the FCC has full power to

allocate channels exclusively for
theatre TV “if it finds that the pro-
posed service will be in the public
interest, convenience and necessi-
ty.” That factor is one Which the
various exhib interests scheduled
to appear at the hearings will be
forced to prove by pointing out
that they will be prepared to utilize

large-screen video for public serv-

ice and education, as well as to

turn a profit for themselves. .

Coy also denied the belief, by
(Continued on page 47)

FOR

Mel I’O s

Hollywood, July IT.

upcoming “It’s a Big
Country,” which is to be comprised

a number of separate episodes
linked by the overall theme of the

’ c

v

R
- melting pot, has been through

somewhat; of a merry-go-round.
Production veepee Dore Schary
originally -planned to have seVen
episodes ip the story, then hiked
t*i e total to nine. He later went

10, came back to eight and
is now planning on nine again.

studio last week bought two
more episodes for the production
fml is now reported seeking one
jynh a Jewish motif to round out
i,

s hst of races and nationalities.
iwo new ones are “Shine,” storym a Negro boxer by Eustace
Cockerell, which is being adapted
S' isobel Lennart, arid “Wedding
Plans,” another original to which
5°, scripter has been , assigned.
bchary himself.

Production

For Foreign Lensing
Hollywood, July 11.

Two, arid possibly three, produc-
tion deals will be signed here by
James Woolf, British financier and
co-director of Romulus Films, cur-

rently in town for a closeup gander
at Hollywood.
Woolf is putting tip coin to make

two American films now in produc-.

tion abroad. They are the Albert
Lewin picture, “Pandora and the

Flying Dutchman,” costarring

James Mason and Ava Gardner^
and the Joseph Kaufman produc-

tion; “I'll Get You for This,” with

George Raft and Coleen Gray in

top spots. Understood Woolf will

make at least two more similar

deals with Hollywood producers

for European release through Brit-

ish Lion. Metro is releasing “Pan-

dora” in the U. S.

AUSTIN, TEX., BLUE LAW
Austin, Tex., July 11.

The city attorney here has

dusted off an old blue law almost

forgotten in the local lawbooks

and will have local police enforce

Local theatres will be affected

in that they will not be permitted

to open on Sundays until 1 p.m.

\By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Hollywood, July 11.

Hollywood producers, despite
squawks that there have been too
mariy feature Westerns, are going
ahead with projected plans for the
same amount or more of these
glorified gallopers. Studios’ angle
is that westerns always have made
money, plenty of it, and time and
again have pulled both film com-
panies and theatres themselves out
of the doldrums by their universal
appeal. .Why, then, they ask,
should they bypass these perennial
'bread-and-butter films for some-
thing far less tangible?

Result is that Hollywood is em-
barked upon as handsome a pro-
gram of shoot-'em-up range dramas
as has been extant in a consider-
able period, with indications that
this form of film is to get a healthy
boost in interest from here on in.

Every major has one or more com-
ing up, and the majority currently
are lensing one or more.

All but Metro also have a nice
backlog, and this lot shortly will
be in this position. Currently it’s

shooting “Vengeance Valley,” star-

ring Burt Lancaster, Robert Walk-
er, Joanne Dru and John Ireland,

and Clark Gable next week is to
get away with “Across the Wide
Missouri,” with John Hodiak and
James Whitmore also in top roles.

(Continued on page 15)

Although circulation of film fan
mags is reported to have dropped
appreciably in recent .months, fig-

ures for the quarter ending last

March 31 belie this. Audit Bureau
of Circulation statistics for the sec-

ond quarter, winding up June 30,

won’t be available until August or
later.

Some of the top publications in

the field showed ve^y minor losses

during the first thrOegmOnths, al-

though a couple came up with
strong gains. The Fawcett group’s
Motion Picture jumped from 794,-

913 last June to 856,548 for March.
Ideal’s Movie Life went from 350,-

094 for the six months preceding
Pec. 31, 1948, to 371,903 for the
comparative 1949 period, latest

figures available.

Ideal’s Movie Stars Patfhdie, on
the Other hand, Went from’ 305,720

to 269,726 in a similar comparison.
Another that had a Considerable

drop was Fawcett’s Movie Story,

which went from a net paid aver-

age of 406,569 for the first six

months of 1949 to 328,331 for the

first three months of the current
year. ” v

Macfadden’s Photoplay, biggest

in the field, wound up the first

-1950 quarter with 1,232,723, a rela-

tively insignificant drop from 1,-

237,661, wliich
]
was the 1949 12-

morith average. Dell’s Modern
Screen had a small increase for pe-

riods comparable to the above, go-

ing from 1,096,797 for 1949 to 1,-

163-418 for the first quarter of

1950. Screen Stories (Dell) climbed
from 397,942 last year to 413,959

average for the first three Issues of

1950.

Einfeld Back from Coast

Twentieth-Fox ad-publiclty vee-

pee Charles Einfeld returned to

the homeoffice Monday (10), after

10 days of huddles with production

veepee Darryl F. Zanuck, studio

publicity chief Harry Brand and
other 20th Coast execs. Besides

setting ad-publicity plans on the

company’s upcoming production,

he alsq once-overed new pictures.

Twentieth sales veepee Andy w

.

Smith, Jr., and advertising man-
ager Jonas Rosenfield, who had ac-

companied Einfeld to the studio,

returned to New York late last

week.

Legion Hits 'Robbery,

’

‘Panic' Also Gets B Label
“Suggestive sequences” contained

in RKO’s ’‘Armored Car Robbery”
and Monogram’s British import,
“While the Sun Shines,” caused the
National Legion of Decency to af-
fix Class B ratings to them last

week. - .

•

“Panic in the Streets,” a 20th-Fox
entry, drew a similar label, It

“tends .to condone immoral ac-
tions,” the Legion, stated.

Washington, July 11.

The fast-growing drive-in the-
atre is creating new traffic head-
aches for the states, which will re-
quire legislation to prevent mount-
ing traffic jams and accidents, ac-

cording to a survey just completed
by the American Assn, of State
Highway Officials. The report
warns the states to get going, with-
out delay, with regulations, other-
wise, at the rate the drive-ins are
multiplying, the states may be
swamped with conditions difficult

to cope with.

One of the first matters to be
straightened out, says the survey,
is proper zoning, since most drive-.]

ins are located in rural areas where
there are no zoning regulations.
Comments the report:
“Lack

c
of location control has

resulted iri 90% of the drive-in

theatres being located on major
highways. Theatres are being lo-

cated in the main on highways al-

ready overloaded and are dumping
short-time peak loads onto high-
speed highway facilities not well
suited for absorbing such loads.

About 32% of the theatres reported
are located on curves and 28% on
hill crests where limited sight ex-

ists.”

The locations of 58% of drive-

ins, says the highway group, cause
loss of speed by cars in the adja-

cent vicinity and create potential

traffic accident areas.

One question raised is the res-

ponsibility of the drive-in for acci-

dents, since states have not yet be-

gun to break down their statistics

to include this classification. Visi-

(Continued on page 16)
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Hollywood, July 11.

Robert Lippert takes a hefty

swat at Hollywood producers in a

new monthly publication sent to

filmhouse owners by Lippert Pro-
ductions. One particular target

was the slogan, “Movies Are Better
Than Ever.” Speaking as a pro-

ducer, distributor and exhibitor

Lippert suggested that the slogan

might have read “Movies Are
Worse Than Ever.” He said in'

part:

“Today you are receiving in your
theatres the first pictures coming
from the Hollywood studios where-
in they have attempted their so-

called economies. Most of
(

the

economies are
.
reflected right on

the finished pictures, and no one is

fooling the public. They have be-

come educated, and they will not

accept the regular type of picture

—and nothing answers this better

than your boxoffice receipts.

“Instead of the big major com-
panies taking their tremendous
studio manpower and focusing it

on bigger and better pictures,

they are attempting to protect their

financial position by enlarging their

production schedules by as much
as 80%.“ '

Washington, July 11.

Articles of incorporation for the .

new National Exhibitors Theatre
Television Committee were filed

last Friday (7), to launch the or-

ganization which will study the
pros, and cons of theatre Video, and
determine how they can best be
utilized to aid picture houses.
Next step will be a formal or-

ganization meeting at which of-

ficers will be chosen
,

and the by-
laws ratified. Approval of the in-

corporation papers is virtually

automatic; they were filed by Mar-
cus Cohn, radio attorney who Is.

special TV legal consultant for
Theatre Owners of America. . In-

corporators are listed as A. Julian
BrylawSki, Warner Bros, real estate

chief here, and head of the D. C.
Theatre Owners Assn.; Frank M.
Boucher, manager of the Kogod-
Burka theatre chain; and Harry
Bachman, an indie Washington, ex-
hibitor.

One significant feature of the
new organization is that it is com-
pletely independent of GOMPO
(Council qf Motion Picture Organ-
izations). Reason for this, ex-
plained Cohn, was “because the in-

terest of the exhibitor in television
is entirely different from that of
the distributor. Therefore, this had
to be an exclusively exhibitor
group.”
Most of the large exhibitor or-

ganizations will be in National
Exhibitors Theatre Television Com-
mittee when it opens for business.
Largest one still outside the fold
is the Allied States Assn., which is

expected to join up in due course.
Certificate of incorporation ex-

(Continued on page 15)

That Ole Devil Video Is

Still Leading in Survey

On Theatre Attendance
List of 10 points to be included

in a nationwide market study of
film attendance was issued by Dr.
George Gallup's Audience Re-
search, Inc., last week. Points were
the principal ones suggested by in-
dustryites in answer to a request
by the Gallup pgency prior to get-
ting underway with its survey.
Number, one point that ART and

the industry want to know more
about is effect of video on theatre
attendance. Other items include
influence of ticket prices and other
economic factors (including amuse-
ment taxes), the competition of
other forms of entertainment, such
as sports; and the effectiveness of
film publicity and advertising “to
determine to what extent people
don’t ,see films they’d like to see
simply because they don’t know
about them.*’

Public's opinion of the subject
matter of pix will be investigated,
as well as impact of stars; “im-
portance of the alleged gregarious
instinct which is supposed to take
people out of their homes”; the ef-

fect on attendance of the sale of
popcorn, soda and candy; the ef-

fect of double features and con-
tinuous showings (including the
timing! of shows), and parking
problems, baby-sitters and other
factors which make; . attendance
difficillt.

SO. AFRICAN-LOCALED

M-G PIC SNEAK IN N Y.
Hollywood, July ll.

Metro’s “King S o 1 o m o n ’ $

Mines,” recently completed in

South Africa on one of the heftiest

budgets for an M-G film in some
time, will have its first sneak pre-

view Friday night (14) at one of

the Loew’s theatres in New York.

Film co-stars Deborah Kerr and
Stewart Granger.

Production veepee Dore Schary
has assigned the film’s cutter and
a studio projectionist to take tht
print to Manhattan to make cer-

tain it gets correct treatment.

They’ll later fly it back to the

studio for soipe possible further

editing.
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OK $41,

Los Angeles, July 11. +
With only medium boxoffice red-

action to many of new bills and
heavy line-up of holdovers, first-

run pace is not very bright this

frame.* “Where Sidewalk Ends/
expecting okay $41,000 or hear in

five theatres, will command the

most coiii. However, “Father of

Bride” is comparatively :
much

stronger with nice $25,000 in two
locations. .

' v ; .

“Crisis;” in for 10-day
.

stretch m
two situations, is; only fair $26,000.

Second frame of “White Tower
looks fine $22,000 . in two houses,

“Irma Goes West,” also two spots,

is okay $20,000. Second round pf
“Bright Leaf” is dropping to. $20-

000 in three sites. -“City Lights
shapes good $6,500 in second ses-

sion at Four Star.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown*

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097; 2,-

048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$D—
“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th).

Okay $41,000. Last week, “Gun-
fighter” (20th) (2d wk), $24,500.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2.344; 60-$l)--

•‘Bright Leaf” (WB) (2d wkl. ^Off
to $20,000. Last week, good $33,-

000, but below hopes. .

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA)
(2,404; 1,538; . 60-$l)

—“Crisis”

(M-G). Fair $26,000. Last week,
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (5th wk-
3 days), $10,500.

Hillstreet, Eantages (RKQ) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50-$D—“White Tower”
(RKO) and “Rider From Tucson”
(RKO) (2d wk). Nice $22,000. Last

Week, good $33,700.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)
—-“Irma Goes West” (Par) (2d wk).

Oke $20,000. Last week, $29,500.
Orpheum,, Hawaii (Metropolitan)

(2,210; 1,106; 50-$D—“Father of

Bride” (M-G), Nice $25,000. Last
week, “Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) (2d

Wk-10 days), $15,000.
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue, Stu-

dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;

1,370; 885; 1,145; 60-$l)—“Cactus
Creek” (U) and “Lost Volcano”
Mono) (2d wk). Slim $13,500. Last

week, only $18,000.
Four Star (UA (900; 60-$D—

“City Lights” (UA) (reissue) (2d
wk). Good $6,500, Last week, fine

$9,500.
Fine Arts, Guild (FWC) (679;

968; 60-$l)
—“Paisan” (Indie) and

“Open City” (Indie) reissues) (2d

wk). Small $2,500. Last week,
$4,100.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . . . $516*000
{ Based on 18 theatres.

)

Last Year.V . . ,

.

. $550,200
{Based on 18 theatres.)

Hampton Ups ‘Armored’

Hot $26,000 in Frisco;

‘Irma’
San Francisco, July 11.

Holiday tourist biz is held re-

sponsible for boosting biz here this

round. Lional Hampton band is

boosting “Armored Car Robbery”
to sock session at Golden Gate.
“Irma Goes West” shapes strong
at Paramount while “Father of
Bride” still is heft in third stanza
at Warfield. “Cariboo Trail” looks
only mild at the Fox. >

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; GO-

85) — “Armored Car Robbery”
(RKO) plus Lionel Hampton orch.
Sock $26,000. Last week, “Arabian
Nights” (FC) and “Sudan” (FC)
both reissues, 6 days, a thin $8;500.
F ox (4,651; 60-95) — “Cariboo

Trail” (20th) arid “Lucky Losers”
(Mono). Mild $15,500. Last week,
‘‘Bright Leaf” (WB) and “Motor
Patrol” (Rep), $15,000.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; (J0-85V

—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk).
Still hefty at $15,000, Last week,
big $20,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)

—

“Irma Goes West” (Par) and “Side
Show” (Mono). Great $20,000.
Last week, “Side Street” (M-G)
and “Please Believe Me” (WB),
$12,000.

St. Francis
—“Going My
(reissue). Thin $6,000.
okay $9,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast)

85)—“Kill the Umpire
“On the Isle of Samoa” (Col).
Light $13,000 or near. Last week,
“Kid from Texas” ' (U) and “Rookie
Fireman” (Col), $16,000.
United Artists (No; Coast) (1,-

207; 55-85)—-“Cactus Creek” (U)
and “Thundering Rails” (U) (2d
wk). Down to $5,000 in 5 days.
Last week, good $11,000.

_ Stagedoor (Ackerman - Roesnar)
{870; 85-$l)—“Kind Hearts, Coro-
nets” (EL) (3d wk). Big $5,000.
Last week, about same.

Louisville, July 11.

Biz is holding up fairly well cur-
rently. “Gunfighter” at Rialto is

getting some play but looks only
moderate. Mary Anderson’s “Kill
Umpire” is average. “Father of
Bride” is moving along at a healthy
clip in ssecond round at Loew’s
State.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

45-65)—“Kill Umpire” (Col). Aver-
age summer biz at medium $6,500.
Last week, “Bright Leaf” (WB), $7,-

500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

45-65)—“Gunfighter” (20th) and
“Port of New York” (EL). Barely
passable at $10,000. Last week,
“Friend Irma West” (Par) and “Boy
From Indiana” (EL), oke $12,000,
and m.o.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)-.
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).
Healthy $9,000. Last week, solid
$14,000V
Strand (FA) (1,400; 45-65)—

“Night and City” (20th) and “Motor
Patrol”“(Lip), Mild $4,000. Last
week, “Rock Island Trail” (Rep)
and “Destination Big House” (Rep),
$4,500.

‘Winchester’ Hangup 17G

St 'Loo; ‘Duchess’ Lush

$22,500, ‘Irma’ Nice 14G
St. Louis, July .11.

New, strong product is giving
first-run biz a lift her this stanza
despite summer weather and other
seasonal .factors. “Duchess of
Idaho” shapes socko at Loew’s to
pace the city. “Winchester ’73”

also is good at the Fox while
“Friend Irma Goes West” looms
fine at the St. Louis.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60)— “Win-

chester ’73” (U) and “Bomba
Panther Island” (Mono). Good
•$17,000. Last week, “Bright Leaf”
(WB) and “Destination Murder”
(RKQ), $16,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
“Father Makes Good” (Mono).
Socko $22,500. Last week, “Father
of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk), big
$16,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60) —
“Back to Bataan” (RKO) and
“Marine Raiders” (RKO) (re-
issues). Modest $9,000. Last week,
“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Night
and City” (20th) (m.o.), $8,500.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60) —
“Friend Irma West” (Par) and
“Humphrey Takes Chance” (Mono).
Fine $14,000. Last week, “Ar-
mored Car Robbery” (Mono) and
^tageshow, big $19,500.

‘BRIDE’ STANDOUT IN

OMAHA,-SOCK {15,000
Omaha, July 11.

“Father of Bride” is brightest

spot here in a generally soggy
week. Shapes smash at Paramount.
Henry Busse’s band revue led by
Gene Sheldon with “Story of Molly
X” at Orpheum looks okay. The
Brandeis with “The White Tower’
is fairish. Weather has been per-

fect.
•

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65)—‘Father of Bride” (M-G).
Smash $15,000, Last week, “No
Man Own” (Par)* $9,000 in 6 days.

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-

80)—-“Story of Molly X” (U) with
Henry Busse orch and stage revue.

Lighter than usual but still okay
at $19,000. Last week, “Friend
Irma West” (Par) and “Golden
Gloves Story” (EL), nice $11 ,000

at 16-65c scale.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-651—
“White Tower” (RKO). Sturdy
$7,500. Last week, “Rogues Sher-

wood Forest” (Col), $6,700.

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)

—

“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) and “One
Way Street” (U). Oke $5,500. Last

week, “Great Rupert” (EL) and
‘Master Minds” (Mono), $4,200 in

6 days.

(Par)

Way”
(1,400; 60-85)
(Par) (2d wk)

Last week,

(2,448; 55-
*” (Col) and

Philadelphia, July 11.

Film biz is uneven this session

although cloudy, cool weekend
weather titled first-run grosses.

Strongest entry is “Where Side-

Walk Ends,” which looks big at the

Fox. Also showing surprising
strength is “Iroquote Trail” paired
with “Great Plane Robbery,” With
fine week iri prospect at Stanton.
“Big Hangover” looms okay at

Boyd. The 1,300-seat Aldine shut-

tered for summer after final show
Sunday (9).

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

“Peggy” (U). Weak $5,000 in 10

days. Last week, “Cactus Creek”
(U), $6,200.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Big

Hangover” (M-G). Okay $18,000
or less. Last week, “Father of

Bride” (M-G) (6th wk), fine $10,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“Law-
less” (Par) (2d wk). Down to $7,-

000 after thin $9,500 getaway.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99) —

“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th).

Big $23,000 or over. Last week,
“Caribou Trail” (20th), fair $15,-

000 .

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99)—“Friend Irma West” (Par) (2d
wk). Still smash at $15,000. Last
week, $26,000. ftv
Karlton (Goloman) (1,000; 50-99)

“Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) (3d wk).
Oke $9,000 or close. Last week,
hefty $12,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Bright Leaf” (WB) (2d wk). Off
to $12,000. Last week, drag $15,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (5th
wk). Fine $15,000. Last week, nifty

$20 ,000 .

Ley TWB)Stanley TWB) (2,950; 50-99) —
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) (2d
Wk). Puny $7,500. Last week,
$10 ,

000 .

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99) —
“Iroquois Trail” (UA) and “Plane
Robbery” (UA). Fancy $10,500 or
near. Last week, “Return Frontiers-
man” (WB), $9,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99) —

“Winslow Boy” (EL) (2d wk).
Holding at $6,500 after neat $7,-
500 tee-off.

Detroit, July 11.
Biz continues on slight upgrade

Which began last week. “White
Tower” is climbing to a smash
$20,000 at Palms. “Annie Get
Your Gun” is shaping swell $15,-
000 in second week at Adams. The
Fox is doing oke. with neat $24,-
000 for second ro u n d of “Gun-
fighter.” The Michigan, with “My
Friend Inna Goes West,” looks
fair $18,000,

Estimates for This Week
Fox. (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95) —

“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Armored
Car Robbery” (RKO) (2d wk). Oke
$24,000. Last week, $34,00Q.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“Friend Irma West” (Par)
and “Trial Without Jury” (Rep).
Fair $18,000. Last week, “Bright
Leaf” (WB) arid “This Side of
Law” (WB)* same.
Palm* (UDJ (2,900; 70-95)

“White Tower” (RKO). Terr
$20,000. Last week, “Return
Frontiersman” (WB) and “Kil
Shark” (Mono), $12,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000;

95)—“Cactus Creek” (U) and “S
Hunt” (U). Weak $8,000. L
week, “Good Humor Man” (C
and “Captive Girl” (Col), $9,0

;
Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)

“Skipper Surprised Wife” (M-
and “Sideshow” (Mono). Slow a

000. Last week, “Rogues Sh
wood Forest” (Col) and “West
Wyoming” (Rep) (2d wk), $6,000
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95

“Annie Get Your Gun” (M-G) i

wk). , Fine $15,000. Last we
$17,500.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900;

95) — “Wagorimaster” (RKO) a
Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKO) (2d w
Slipping to $6,000, Last
possible r

“
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Estimated Total Gross
This Week , . ... $2,139,000

(Based on 22 cities, 179 the-

atres, chiefly first tuns, includ-

ing IV. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year . .

(Based on 25 cities and 211

theatres.)

i

Seattle, July 11.

Mid-summer weather and night

baseball will take a heavy toll at

first-runs here this week. “White

Tower” shapes standout with fancy

takings at Paramount, but else-:

where trade is mainly below hopes.
“Peggy” is an exception with stout
session at Liberty.

* “Father of

Bride” continues its extended-run,
being still great at Music Hall in
fourth week.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

84)—“Atrocities of Mariila” (Indie).

Solid $9,000. Last week, “Night
and City” (20th) and “Tirnber
Fury” (EL), oke $7,200,

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
59-$4) — “Irma Goes West” (Par)
and “Golden Gloves” (EL). Okay
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Gun-
fighters” (20th) and “Y o u n g
Lovers” (EL) (3d wk-2 days), poor
$1,500.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
—“Peggy” (U) and “Spy Hunt” (U).

Stout $9,500. Last week, “Cactus
Creek” (U) and “Trial Without
Jury” (Rep), $5,800.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-
84) — “Prince of Peace” (Indie).
Okay $4,000. Last week, “Con-
glaise” (EL) and “Arizona Cow-
boy” (EL), $3,000.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59-
84)—“Father of Bride” (M-G) and
“Shadow on Wall” (M-G) (4th wk).
Still great at $8,000 after big
$8,200 last week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59-

84)—“Bright Leaf” (WB) (2d wk).
Oke $4,500 iri 4 days after good
$7,500 last week.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-

59-97) — “Big Hangover” (M-G)
(2d run) plus vaude. Passable
$5,000. Last week, “Champagne for
Caesar” (UA) plus Count Basie
orch, oke $8,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

59-84)—“White Tower” (RKO) and
“State Penitentiary” (Col). Tall
$12,000. Last week, “Cariboo
Trail” (20th) and “David Harding”
(Col), only $10,500 in 10 days.

Tf vyy

In Port.
; Tower’ 13 x

/i

Portland, Ore., July 11
Hot weather is cutting into fir

run grosses somewhat but stro
fare is enabling many spots
make a good showing this wei
“Comanche Territory” looms sc
at the Broadway. “White Towe
at Orpheum and Oriental, a
‘Rpcketship X-M” at Paramoi
shape nice. “Father of Bride”
packing patrons in third Unit
Artists week.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,830; !

85)— “Comanche Territory” (

and. “Was a Shoplifter” (1

Socko $13,000. Lastweek, “Brie^^ “This- Side
*

Law” (WB), $12,000.

^
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; {

SSr: yvhge Tower” (RKO) a
Girl in Heart” (Mono). Day-df

with Orpheum. Okay $4,500. Li
week, “Friend Irma West” (P;

ww***
^ RuPert”; «

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750* f85)—“White Tower” (RKO) '

a
Girl in Heart” (Mono). Also

.Oriental; Big $8,000, Last we<
Caged (WB) and “Tough J

signmerit” (Indie), $7,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,4(

50-85) — “Rocketship X-M” (L;
and “Baron of Arizona” (Li
Fine $11,000 or near. Last we<
Friend Irma West” (Par) a
Great Rupert” (EL), $9,700.
United Artists (Parker) (890; f

85)—“Father of Bride” (M-G) (w
^i‘ $8,000 near last wee]

flock $9,500.

‘Bride’ Oke 23G, 2d
- Boston, July 11.

Saturday closing of downtown
department stores, night baseball
and ideal summer weather are con-
bining to clip biz at major houses.
Only two newcomers in town;
“Good Humor Man” at Boston only
fair, and “Underworld Story” at
Met, panned by crix and doing
only so-so. “Father of Bride” at
State and Orpheum looks standout
in second. “White Tower” at Me-
morial and “Friend Irma Goes
West” at Paramount and Fenway
shape fair in second sessions.
“Panic in Streets” at Astor is oke
for second starizav

Estimates for This Week
,
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95) —

“Panic in Streets” (29th) (2d wk).
About $7,500 after good $9,000 for
first.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;

40-90L— “Kind Hearts, Coronets”
(EL) (2d wk). Nice $6,000 after
about same for first.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85)—
“Good Humor Man” (Col) arid
“Destination Murder” (RKO). Only
fair $11,000 for 8 days. Last week
“Armored Car Robbery” (RKO)
and “Kill Or Be Killed” (EL), $8,*^

000 in 6 days.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
“Friend Irma West” (Par) and
“Lost Volcano” (Mono) (2d wk).
Off to $3,500 after mild $.5,000 for
first.

"

Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—
“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wk).
Slipped to $11,000 following okay
$15,000 for first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)—“Underworld Story” (UA) arid
“Savage Horde” (Rep).‘ 'Slender
$12,000 or near. Last week,
“Bright Leaf” (WB) and “Trial
Without Jury” (Rep) t $12,500.

Orpheum (Loew) (3 ,000 ;
40-85)—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding up well with $14,000 after
smash $20,000 opener. ,

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
—“Friend Irma West” (Par) and
“Lost Volcano” (Mono) (2d wk),
Fair $9,500 after, neat $14,000 for
first.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $9,000 after first week’s nice
$13,000.

D.C. Soars; Vaude Tilts

‘Hunt’ 32G, ‘Bride’ 28G,

Wham; ‘Tower’ High 15G
Washington, July 11.

Big news in current session is

the heart warming sidewalk traf-
fic jam in front of the two big F
Street Loew houses. It’s been
many a month since there’s been
such wicket activity here. An “all-
star” vaude show at Loew’s Capi-
tol, headed by Jerry Colonna and
the Three Suns, has skyrocketed
“Spy Hunt” into greatest grosser
here for last three months. Right
next door, at Loew’s Palace, “Fath-
er of Bride” is topping even the
recent click of “Annie Get Your
Gun,” and “White Tower” at
RKQ Keith’s shapes hefty and will
hold.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—

“Spy Hunt” (U) plus vaude topped
by Jerry Colonna. Torrid $32,000,
best in months. Last week, “Crisis”
(M-G) plus vaude, better than es-
timated at $22,000,

Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)—
“Bond Street” (Mono). 1 So-so $4,-
000. Last week, “Golden Twen*
ties” (RKO) (2d wk), satisfactory
$3,500.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44r80)—
“White Tower” (RKO). Unusual-
ly hefty $15,000, and holds; Last
week, “Love Happy” (RKO), nice
$10 ,000 .

Metropolitan: (Warner) (1,163; 44-
74)—“Rock Island Trail” (Rep).
Nice $6,000 for small-seater. Last
week, “Return Frontiersnian”
(WB), $5,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—
“Father pf Bride” (M-G). ‘Smash
$28,000, With holiday biz alid scale
helping. Last week, “Annie Get
Gun”. (M-G) (3d wk), firm $13,000
in 6 days and moved over to Co-
lumbia for fourth downtowri week.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)—“Saints and Sinners” (Indie) (4th
wk). Holding to fairly good $4,-
000 after $4,800 last week;
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—

“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col).
Slim $11,000. Last week, “Bright
Leaf” (WB), $12,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)—

“Winslow Boy” (EL) (4th wk).
Slight drop to $5,000 after $5,500
last week.
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Chicago, July 11. 4
Despite the post-holiday let-up

and pleasant weather, current fare

continues strong, Wth thejgeneral

outlook Dn bright side, New en-

tries however, are mainly on

weak side. In contrast, biz is sock

al tlte Oriental and Chicago.

“Duchess of Idaho” is stout

$27 000 at W o o d s. “Iroquois

Trail*' and “The Avengers,” is

lukewarm $10,000 at .United Art-

icts “White Tower” at Palace

looks modest $11,000. ‘‘Good

Humor Man” and “Fortunes

Capt Blood” at Slpte-Lake,

slow $8,000 for second

of
is

round.

Pock Island Trail” is down to

$7,000 at the Roosevelt-in second

week. - V

Soik success of “Annie Get

Your Gun”' at Oriental, with Ames
Bios topping stageshow is help-

ini? to offset the slow openers;

with a great $45,000 for second

week. Chicago’s bill of “Bright

Leal” with Andrews Sisters and

Bob Crosby heading stage lineup

still paces the field with excellent

$47 000. “50 Years Before Eyes”

looms lush $7,000 foF small Loop;

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 98)—

“Bright Leaf” (WB) - with Bob
Crosiiv and Andrews Sisters on-

stage < 2d wk), Excellent $47,000.

Last week, $57,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98) —
“Leave To Heaven” (20th) and
"Northside 777” (20th) (reissues).

Lean $5,000. Last week, “Killer

Shark” (Mono) and “Young Daniel
Boone” (Mono),. $$,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98) —
“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) (2d*’ wk).

Smooth $8,000. Last week, big
$15000.'

Loop (Telenews) (625; 50-98> !

—

“50 Years Before Eyes” (WB).
Heft v "$7,000. Last week, “The
Eagle” (Par) and “Tillie’s Punc-
tured Romance” (Par) (reissues),

.
$5,800.Jlf •

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98) —
Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and Ames

Bros, topping stageshow (2d wk'.
Smash $45,000. Last week, $60,-

500 .

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98) —
“White Tower” (RKO). Moderate
$11,000. Last week, “Lives of

Bengal Lancer” (Par) artd “Beau
Geste” (Par) (reissues), $12,500.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 50-98)—
“Rock Island Trail” (Rep) and
“Johnny One-Eye” (UA) (2d .wk).

Fair $7,000. Last week, $11,000;

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—“Good Humor Man” (Col) and
“Fortunes Capt. Blood” (Col) (2d
uk*. Lean $8,000. Last week,
$12,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

D8'—“Iroquois Trail” (UA), and

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimated- as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

Without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playinL percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come1

.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax. ,

Baltimore,, July
here this week

11 ,

is theBig news
smash biz being built by “Father
of Bride,” at Loew’s Century. Also
in a nice position is “The White
Tower,” at the Town going into a
second session on better than aver-
age response, after nice first week,
Elsewhere; trade is just fair.

Estimates for This Week
Century. (Loew’srUA) (3,000; 20-

60)—“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d
wk). Starting second round today
(TuesJ after t err i f i c $22,000
opener,

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—“Winchester '73” CU). Opening
today (Tues.) after 10 days of “Cac^
tus Creek” (U) hit mild $6,500.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65) —

“Palomino” (Col). . House average
$4,500. Last we'ek, “Wake Island”
(Par) ..(reissue), $3,400. •

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)

—

“Cariboo Trail” (20th) Modest $5,-

500. Last week, “Night and City”
(20th) (2d wk), all right $6,200 oft

heels of solid $9,400 preenv.
Stanley (WB), (3,280; - 25-75) —

“Bright Leaf” (WB) (2d wk). Main-
taining fairish pace at $9,000 after
mild $15,300 for first.

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wk).
Starting second round okay today
(Tues.) after nice $10,700 opener.

IRMA’ FINE $12,000,

CINCY; ‘CARIBOO’ 7*€
Cincinnati, July 11.

Downtown trade is about even
with last week’s holiday bounce,
Top newcomer, “Friend Irma
West,” is just behind holdover of
“Annie Get Gun,” which is pop-
ping loudly after a preem bulls-
eye. Other first-runs, “White
Tower,” “Peggy” and “Caribou
Trail”

,
will do this round,

Estimates for This Week
Albee. (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

“Friend Irma West” (Par), Pleas-
ing $12,000. Last week, “Bright
Leaf” (WB), $10,500.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; . 55-
75)—“Peggy” (U). Oke $8,000.
Last week, “Lawless” (Par), about
same. . -
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding town lead in great $12,500
stride in wake of sensational $19,-
000 bow and theatre’s 1950 record.

Keith's (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)—“Cariboo Trail” (20th). All
right $7,500. Last week, “Rock
Island Trail” (Rep), $6,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“White Tower” (RKO). So-so $9,-
500 in 8 days. Last week, “Sun-
downers” (UA), mild $7,5001
Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100; 55-

75)—“Salome” (Indie) and “Gypsy
Wildcat” (Indie) (reissues). Favor-
able $5,000. Last wdek; “Gun-
fighter” (20th), third downtown
sesh, $4,500.

‘Annie’ Record $16,500,

Denver, July 11.

“Annie Get Gun” is near-capacity
at Broadway this frame, with new
record certain, and indef run on

j
tap. “Gunfighter” is landing big-
gest total, playing in four houses.
“White Tower” shapes lofty at
Orpheum.

,

Estimates for This Week
Alladdin (Fox (1,400; 35-74) —

“Kiss for Corliss” (Col), Fair $2,-
“The Avengers” (Rep). NSH $10,-

: 500 . Last week, “No Sad Song
000 . Last week, “D.O.A ” (UA)
and “Women from Headquarters”
(Rep*. $8,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,073: 98) —
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G). Stout
$27 ,000 . Last Week, “Night and
City i20tb\ $9,000 in 6 days.
World (Indie) (587; 80), — “Her

Wonderful Lie” (Indie) (2d wk>.
Fi4l.1t $3,000. Last week, $3,800$p

at

Indianapolis, July

nothing to shout
except

There is
here -this .week
.showing of “Father
holdover stanza at
still leading town
extra days. on third

11 .

about
the strong

of Bride” in

Loew’s, It’s

and will get
round. Other J

situations are failing to best ideal
ou t door weather. Both “Bright
Leal’’ at Indiana and “Love That
Biute” at Circle are tepid.

Estimates for This Week
. C-ircie (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

ko — 'Love That Brute” (20th) and
.Woman of •Distinction” (Col);
Jfovv $7,500. ' Last week, “Giin-
L filter” (20th) and “Side Show”
Cvlono! oke $10,000.

,
hidiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65) —

Bright- Leaf” (WB) and “it’s
jnvall World” (EL).,-. 'Modest
Sd.Ouo. Last week, “Friend Irma
Avrst’ (Par) and “Timber Fury”

oke $10,500.
4
.Loew (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65) —
’‘ithcr of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).

4/m
Ut $F1,000 on top of sock $14,-

5()0 opener.'
.Lyric (Q-D) (1,600; 44-65) —
Koekctship X-M” (Lip) and

«t;^nr
l

;

ation Haylift” (Lip), So^so
V3.000. Last week, “Return of

onGerman” <WB>, $,3,500.

(Col) (2d wk), $1,500.
Broadway (Wolfberg) ‘(1,500; 35-

70)—“Annie Get Gun” (M-G).
Record $16,500. Holds. Last week;
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (4th \vk>,

fine $7,000. #T
Denham (Cockrill) (L750; 35-70)—“Irma Goes West” (Pan (2d wk).

Down to poor $8,000. Last week,
big $15,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)-^-

“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Guilty
Bystander” (FC), day-date, with
Esquire, Tabor, Webber. Nice $15,-

000. Last week, “Gaged” (WB) and
“This Side' of Law” (WB), good
$14,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74) —
“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Guilty
Bystander” (FC), also Denver, Ta^
bor, Webber. Fine $2,500. Last
week; “Caged” (WB) and “This
Side Law” (WB), $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,60.0; 35-74 1—

r

“White Tower” (RKO) and “Arm-
ored Car Robbery” (RKO). Fancy
$15,000 or near.
Hangover” (M-G) and “Destination
Murder” (RKO), nice $13,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)

—

“Cactus Creek” (U) and “David
Harding”. (Col). Fair $7,000. Last
week. “Palomino” (Col) and “Fath-
er Is Bachelor” (Col), fair $7,000.

Tabor (Fox) (878; 35-74)—“Gun-
fighter” (20th) and “Guilty By-
stander” (FC), also Denver, Es-
quire, Webber. Solid $4,000. Last
Week; “Fortunes Cap. Blood” (Col)

Providence, July 11.

One of first good weather week-
ends cut heavily into all houses.
Claiming best biz is RKO Albee
with “White Tower.” Holding over
for steady runs are State’s “Father
of Bride” and Strand’s “Friend
Irma Goes West.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

“White Tower” (RKO) and “Ar-
mored Car Robbery” (RKO) Eight-
day stand shapes big $16,000. Last
week, “Tarzan Slave Girl” (RKO)
and “Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono),
fair $9,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Bright Leaf” (WB). Dull $7,000,

Last week, “Love That Brute”
(20th) and “House By River” (Rep),

nifty $12,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—“Naughty Nineties” (FC) and
“One Night in Tropics” (FC) (re-

issues). Fair $4,800. Last week,
“Return Frontiersman” (WB) and
“Humphrey Takes Chance” (Mono),
nice $8,500.

State (Loew) (3,200;

“Father of Bride” (M-G)
Fast $12,000. First week,

Strand (Silverman) (2,200 ;
44-65

)

—“Friend Irma West” (Par). Sec-

ond week began yesterday (Mon.).

First week was neat $18,500.

44-65)—
(2d Wk).
$19,000.

‘Bride’ Huge $21,000 In

K.C.; Tower’ Trim HC,

‘ILL Trail’ Rekst 71G
Kansas City, July 11.

Some bigger m o rie y coming
through the wickets in at three

first-runs. Midland’s “Father of

the Bride” is huge $21,000 to lead

town. “White To we i’” brings

switch in policy to single bill at

the Missouri, and getting good
$11,000. “My Friend Irma Goes
West,” in second week, is holding

up nicely at the Paramount. Favor-
able big weather all week with
Under-average temperatures.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire-Apollo (FoX Midwest)

(820, 1,050; 45-65)—“Rock Island

Trail” (Rep) and “Dakota” (Rep).

Trim $7,500. Last week, Esquire

,
solo played “Outrages of Orient”

Last week, “Bigs (Indie) and “Savage Bride” (In-

die), fine $4,500 in 6 days,
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)— “Father of Bride” (M-G) and

“Customs Agent*’ (Col). Great
$21,000, and holds for second.
Last week, “Skipper Surprised His
Wife” (M-G) and “Shadow on
Wall*’ (M-G), 5 days, light $8,500.
v Missouri (RKO.) (2,650; 45^65)

—

“White Tower” (RKO). Sturdy
$11,000 solo. Last week, ‘Destina-
tion Tokyo” (WB) and “God Is Co-VV CCIVj JL vJL tUIKCu x vnj v \ M J-* ' waju • xu w

and. “Fast on Draw” (Lip), $3,000*Tilot” (WB) (reissues), 6 days,

Vogue (Wolfberg) (600;
“Don’t Take To Heart”

60-74)—
(Indie),

Fair $2,000. Last week, “Rigoletto”
(Indie) (2d wk), $1.700.lf

Webber (Fox) (750?^ 35-74) —
“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Guilty
Bystander” (FC), also Denver, Es-
quire, Tabor. Fine $2,300. Last
week, “Palomino” (Col) and “Fath-
er Is Bachelor*' (Col), fair $1,700,

fair $8,000.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

45-65)—“Friend Irma West” (Par)

(2d wk). Good $9,000, Last week,
pleasant .$12,500.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
—“Peggy” (U). Slow $10,000. Last
week, “Gunfighter” (20th) topped

!

average with $14,000. I

Despite five new bills, including
one reissue combo, Broadway
firstrun theatre business is very
spotty currently. There was an en-
couraging undertone of strength
in evidence at several 6f the larger
houses, with trade good in loca-
tions where novel fare or outstand-
ing screen vehicles were playing.
Ideal outdo’or weather over weekr
end and heavy rain all day Mon-
day (10)-put a dent in the boxoffice
take generally.

Pacing the newcomers is the
Roxy, with “Where Sidewalk
Ends,” plus ice show and Vivian
Blaine and Will Mahoney topping
stage bill. Strong all-round bill;

with return of ice shows a definite
asset, looks to hit nice $75,000,
brie of bigger opening; weeks at
house in recent months.

Strand shapes okay $45,000 or
over with “Flame and Arrow” and
Jane Pickens, Buddy Lester and
others onstage; After getting off

to a rousing, start, “Crisis,” with
Ralph Flanagan band and Thelma
Carpenter topping stage show at
the Capitol, tapered, with barely
passable $46,000. ,

Paramount also
is fair at $57,000 with “Eagle and
Hawk”, and Peggy Lee and Herbie
Fields band heading the bill.

Outstanding new entry is the re-
issue combo of “Mutiny on Bonuty”
and “Day at Races,” smash with
$25,000 at Globe. This gives the
house its best opening stanza in
many weeks.

Still in the chips is the Music
Hall with “Next Voice You Hear”
and July 4 stage show. It’s hold-
ing to a nice $135,000, with the an-
nual Independence Day stage lay-
out admittedly helping at boxof-
fice. “Destination Moon” is hold-
ing very well, all considered, with
a big $32,000 at the Mayfair.

Astor, Rivoli and Criterion are
all off sharply in second and third
weeks, with new bills soon to open
at the latter two spots. Astor closes
down today (Wed.) for three weeks
for refurbishing the house. “Edge
of Doom” reopens the theatre
Aug. 2.

.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.). (1,300; 60-$1.50)

—“The Lawless” (Par) (3d-final

wk). Fell to $5,000 in final round
after slim $8,000 for 'second stanza!
House shutters today (Wed.) for
three weeks for face-lifting. Re-
opens Aug. 2 with “Edge of Doom”
(RKO).
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-

$2.40)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (90th
wk). Dropped back to recent pace,
with $5,500; still profitable, after
$6,500 last week. Stays onlF

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55^$1.50)
—“Crisis” (M-G) with Ralph
Flanagan orch, Thelma Carpenter
topping stage bill (2d wk). First
Week ended Sunday night (9) hit
just okay $46,000. Started out big
but heat and new bills opening
Friday hurt. Pic did not get much
from crix. “Happy Years” (M-G)
with Bert Wheeler, Toni Arden,
Sonny Dunham orch opens July 20.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
—“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wlO.
Down to mild $8,000 after fairly
good $16,000 opener.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)—“Mutiny on Bounty” (M-G) and

“Day at Races” (M-G) (reissues).
Hitting smash $25,000, unusually
strong for oldies at this time of
year especially in view of 4Va-
hour show. Holds. In ahead;
“Without Honor” (UA), $8,000.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-

$1.20)—“Destination Moon” (EL)
(3d wk) . Second week ended last

Monday (10) held well considering
at $32,000 after sock $44,000 open-
er, Stays on.jfcf
Palace (RKOT(1,700; 55-$1.20)—

“This Side of Law” (WB) and
vaude. Off with most other spots,
with $18,000 or thereabouts. Last
week, “Skipper Surprised Wife”
(M-G) with vaude, nice $22,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50)

—“Eagle and Hawk” (Par) plus
Peggy Lee; Dave Barbour Quartet,
Herbie Fields orch topping stage
show (2d wk). First week ended last
night (Tues.) was fair $57,000, In
ahead, “Secret Fury” (RKO) with
Jack Carter, Gloria DeHaven, Ray
Anthony orch onstage" (2d wk),
$53,-000. *

Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$l,50)
—“Rocking Horse Winner” (U)
(95th wk). Current session end-
ing today (Wed.) held to neat
$4,500 after $5,00(Uast week, below
hopes. Stays onJf *

.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40). “Next
Voice You Hear” (M-G) plus an-
nual Independence Day stage show
(2d wk). Holding in fine fashion

with $135,000 likely after resound”
ing $150,000 opening week, over
expectancy. Continues a third
week. “The Men” OJA) comes in
next, probably July 20.

Rialto, (Mage) (594; 44-98)—
“Suspense” (Indie) and “Mutiny in
Arctit” (Indie) (reissues). Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead.
“Naughty Nineties” (Indie) and
“One Night in Tropics” (Indie) (re-
issues), good $7,000.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$1.25)
—“If This Be Sin” (UA) (2d wk).
Down to dull $8,000 or less, after
light $11,500 opening round.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)—

“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th) plus
ice show and Vivian Blaine, Will
Mahoney onstage. Return of ic<e
show helping but strong stage lay-
out and pic undoubtedly pushing
biz up to nice $75,000 or over, one
of bettter recent weeks here. Last
week, “Gunfighter” (20th) with
Robert Merrill, De Castro Sisters,
others, onstage (2d wk), $53,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
“Annie Get Your Gun” (M-G) (9th
wk).

. Eighth stanza ended yester-
day (Tues,) slipping down to
$18,000, still good for this stage of
run after $23,000 for seventh ses-
sion. “Three Little Words” (M-G)
set to open Aug. 9.

Strand (WB) (2,776; 55-$2) —
“Flame

.
and Arrow” (WB.) with

Jane Pickens, Buddy Lester on-
stage. ’ Shapes to reach okay $45,-
000 or better opening round.
Holds, Last week, “Bright Leaf”
(WB) with Tommy Dorsey orch
(3d wk), $25,000, which was better
than expected.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50l) —
“Winslow Boy” (EL) (6th wk).
Fifth frame ended Monday (10)
held to $9,500 after fine $10,500
for fourth week. Continues.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
74-$1.50)— “Kind Hearts, Coro-
nets” 4EL) (4th wk). Holding
nicely with $11,000 or near after
big $12,500 for third week, . over
hopes. Stays on.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.50)

—“Third Man"’ (SRC) (23d
wk.) Nearing end of run here, with
passable $6,500 likely this session
after $7,500 last week. “Our Very
Own” (RKO) opens on. July 26.

‘IRMA’ ROUSING 17G,

RUFF; TEGGY’ $8,500
Buffalo, July 11.

Best bet this session is “Friend
Irma West,” big at Paramount.
“Where Sidewalk Ends” shapes
good at Buffalo. “The Gunfighter”
still is okay in second round at
Center. *

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)^

—

“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th).
Good $13,000. Last week, “Father
of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk), big $13,-
500.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Friend Irma West” (Par). Big
$17,000 or. close. Last week,
“Vicious Years” (FC) and Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnaz onstage, smash
$20,000 in 4 days.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70) —
“The Gunfighter” (20th) (2d wk).
Holding okay at $8,000. Last
week, solid $12,500. •

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Peggy” (U) and “Side Show”
(Mono). Mild $8,500 in IT days.
Last week, “I Was Shoplifter” (U)
and “Woman Hater” (U), only
$5,000 in 3 days.

‘Irma’ Fancy $10,500 In

Toronto; ‘tamp’ $14,000
Toronto, July 11.

Holiday exodus is denting biz
but “Friend Irma Goes West” and
“Blue; Lamp” are leading the town,
both nice. Housed in a small seat-

er, “Rocketship X-M” is doing
turnaway biz in second stanza.
Looks in for run, after breaking
house record in opening round.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955: 698; 694;
33-57) — “Black Hand” (M-G) and
“Father Makes Good” (Mono).
Light $10,000. Last week, “Wing
and Prayer” (20th) and “Immortal
Sergeant” (20th), $12,000.

Eglintori, Victoria (FP) (1,180;

1,140; 38-67)—“I See Ice” (Indie)

and “Show G6es On” (Indie), Big
$10,000. ’Last week. “Beau Geste”
(Par) and “Lives Bengal Lancer”
(Par) (reissues) (3d wk), $8,000.

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 46-77)—
“Kind Hearts, Coronets” (EL) (4th

(Continued on page 20)
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“Riproaring . . . should hit the

boxoffice jackpot everywhere.”

-.SHOWMEN’S TRADE REVIEW

“There should be more like this

one . . . should sail a highly prof-

itable course.” -film daily

“Handsomely mounted ... Should

mop up.” -VARIETY

and is loaded with boxoffice po-

tentialities.” -THE EXHIBITOR

“’Rates high as adventure ... a

gripping story.” -m, P. DAILY

“Every irian -jack who has read

and dreamed over Robert Louis

Stevenson’s immortal classic

should bring his doubloons to

the theatre turnstiles ... A sure

“Ranks with the best of its kind. winner.’ -BOXOFFICE

“Goes without saying that wher-

ever,there is a boy or adult famil

tar with this famous adventure

story, he will beat a path to the

nearest theatre.” -m. p, herald

“AH ages are in for a screen treat.

-DAILY VARIETY

*

“Beautifully produced . . . dialog

bold , . . action thrilling.’’

-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

BERT NEWTON ‘ BASIL SYDNEY
*

fRON HASKIN • Screenplay by LAWRENC8 8. WATKIN

• . . THE MOST WANTED picture of the moment) And now there's no more

waiting!

. Spurred in the first 50 cities by the most fabulous tie-in "Treasure Hunt"

ever imagined!... Thousands upon thousands of dollars in merchan-

dise prizes, with big newspapers, radio stations and department stores

participating!

« . . Backed by a national ad campaign of spreads and full pages in four

colors in all the big magazines, and in comic supplements of news-

papers to the astronomic total of 55,027,524 CIRCULATION!
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Paris, July 11.

Economic conditions resulting in

a nosedive of the spending power
for amusements and the usual sea-

sonal drop in attendance have re-

.

suited in 35 legit houses shutter-

• ing. This leaves about 15 open.

Plans for next season include so

far many revivals:, “Clerambart,”

this season’s hit, at Comedie des

Champs EJysees, “Aiglon” at Sarah

Bernhardt, '• “Nina” at Bouffes

Parisiens, “Bobosse” at Michodiere,

“Cheri” at Madeleine and J ?
P*

Sartre’s “Mouches” ;atf Mont-
parnesse.
At the Antoine “Harvey” is to

be produced by Simone Berriau

with a Marcel Achard adaptation.

It will star Fernand Gravet. Aft$r

which, she plans to do either

Sartre’s “Passion,”, with Francois

Perier starring, or Henri de Mon-
therlant’s “Malatesta” as a vehicle

for Charles Boyer. Montherlant is

likely to have another one of his

plays done at the Madeleine, star-,

ring Victor Francen and Gaby
Morlay.
A play that Armand Salacrou

wTote years ago but which was
never produced, “POof,” will be
done at the Edouard VII. The
Michel opens the season with a

revue by Mauricet and Pierre

Yarenrie.
Henri Bernstein is prepping his

new play, “Victor,” starring Ber-
nard Blier and the Simone Renant
at his Ambassadeurs. Sacha
Guitry will have the Gymnase,
where after an early showing of

“Debureau,” he will produce ‘TJne

Folie,” Jean Anouilh is going to
have three plays at the same time
done in Paris at Marigny, Comedie
des Champs Elysees and Atelier.*

At the Athenee, Louis Jouvet
will give his presentation of
Moliere’s classic, “Misanthrope,” •

which will also be done by Gerard
Philippe at the Vieux Colombier.
Following “Misanthrope,” Jouvet
will produce a new play by Jean
Giraudoux, “Lucrece,” at his

Athenee.

FREE AUSTRIAN STATION

FINDS IT’S NOT SO FREE
Vienna, July 4.

Russian pressure on Radio Aus-
tria, supposedly a free Austrian
Station but located in the Russian
sector of Vienna, has led to a crisis

in which Communists and anti-
communists are fighting for con-
trol. Fighting is both figuratively
and literally, ' for a Communist
news broadcaster last week took a
poke at his non-Communist news
chief.

This incident, which led to an
investigation by a Communist-
packed “disciplinary committee,”
occurred when the news chief re-
fused to obey a directive by, one
of the highly placed Commies re-
garding use of Tass material. This
directive instructed news broad-
casters to use the Russian news
agency’s copy among the L regular
news reports without specifying
the source, thus making it possible
for Soviet propaganda to go out as
straight news.

David Rose Gets Govt.

• Coin For Milland Pic

London, July 4.

The second Coronado picture to

be made by David Rose in Britain

is to receive financial backing from
the state film bank. First pic, the

Robert Montgomery starrer, “Your
Witness,” also was supported by a

government loan . . Their, second
venture will be “Full Circle,” with.

Ray Milland in the lead, which,

starts lensing in September. Rose
is due back ; from U. in a few
days to finalize plans.

This is one of 16 films to; have
received financial support from the

Finance Corp. during the last three

months. Others include Anatole

de Grunwald’s “Flesh add Blood,”

the new Jay Lewis film, “Final

Night,” Monarch’s “Lilli of Mar-
lene,” and Independent Artists’

“Man Detained.”

Vienna, July 5.

Vienna’s Communist Scala The-
atre has produced not a single

Russian play and only one outright

propaganda piece. The propa-

ganda play, “The Great Betrayal,”

an anti - Tito drama by Ernst

Fischer, author and leader of Aus-
tria’s Communist party, was a flop.

Garson Kanin’s “Born Yesterday,”
with heavy emphasis on social sig-

nificance rather than comedy, was
about the next nearest thing to

propaganda in the Scala during the
season. Two revivals, “The
Weavers,” by Gerhardt Hauptmann
(who was a pro-Nazi), and “The
Marriage of Figaro,” by Beau- !

marchais, contained dated social

significance.

The Beaumarchais play, on
which the Mozart opera is based,

is said to have helped incite the
French Revolution. But with the
exception of the monologue in the
last act its political message lay in

its impertinent treatment of

royalty, which is tired stuff today.

In the Scala, it proved to be a
lively and funny farce. At one
point, however, the “Volk” ap-

peared on the stage with red ker-
chiefs and banners and sang the
“Marseillaise,” although the action
takes place in Spain, not France,
and at a time before the song had
been written.

k

Other productions, of no po-
litical significance, have been
“Othello,” “Des Meeres und der
liebe Wellen,” based on the story

of Hero and Leander, by Grill-

parzer, Austria’s greatest classical

poet-dramatist, and “Lumpazivaga-
bundus,” a posse (sort of folk

farce) by the 18th Century Austrian
playwright Nestroy.

London Legit Bits

London, July 11,

Colson,’ ‘Bride,’ ‘Cluny’

Vienna, July 4.

“Cluny Brown,” translated
“Heart of the Right Place,” is a
current hit here. “Bride for Sale,”
with Claudette Colbert and Robert
Young, and “Jolson Story,” are en-
joying good runs following especi-
ally nice reviews. “Mr. Blandings
Builds His Dream House,” with
!Myrna Loy and Cary Grant, just
opened to solid crix appraisal.
Alexander Korda’s “Winslow Boy’’
drew lukewarm reviews.
The Pudowkin silent film, “Storm

Oyer Asia,” has been reissued;
Critics said the old . Russian

1

pic-
ture, made in 1928, is still a tri-
umph in film making, and contains
many lessons for modern pro-
ducers.

‘Sword’ Sharp in Sydney
Sydney, July 4.

Universal’s “Sword in the Des-
ert,” which created quite a stir
in other British territories, is cur-
rently doing sock biz at the Ly-
ceum ( Greater Union ) *

“Sword” has been set by GU for
all Aussie key spots.

John Wildberg, who pulled in
his new play “Don’t Lose Your
Head,” after several weeks provin-
cial tryout, is having it rewritten
and will present it again at the end
of July with Harry Green starred
and Karel Stepanek and Roberta
Hiiby featured . . . E. P. Snow’s
new play, “The End of the Earth,”
is being presented by the Company
of Four Players at the Lyric thea-
tre, Hammersmith, for short run,
after which it comes to the West-
End . . . William R. Katzell flew
back to New York after making -ar-

rangements to present “Lend An
Ear” in the West-End in the fall
. . Courtalds, the Rayon million-
aires, who used to back Michael
Balcon in his film ventures, are
behind the Stephen Mitchell’s mu-
sical “Golden City” venture at the
Adelphi theatre to the extent of at
least $80,000 . . . Jack Hylton’s
presentation of “Kiss Me, Kate,”
the American hit, probably opens
at the Opera House, Manchester,
as Christmas attraction for eight
weeks before coming to London
. .. . Tommy Trinder, hack from
three weeks vacation in Cannes, is
starring in Val Parnell’s “Star-
light Roof” revue, which comes to
the Hippodrome, Brighton, July 18
for run . . . Peter Daubeny has ac-
quired a new play opening at the
Ambassadors’ first week in Sep-
tember. Stars Hermione Baddeley
and Henry Kendall*

i

Forwarding Addresses
Maxime de Beix, Variety’s

longtime Paris bureau chief,

finds that more and more show
people are hiding away in the

lesser hotels and apartments,

-with result that quite a few in-

quiries have arisen about
whereabouts of certain people
traveling in Europe. 1

It is suggested that forward-

ing addresses be left with Mr.
de Beix, Hotel George V, Paris,

Where requested he will keep
these sub rosa and act only as

a servicing agency for mis-

directed letters and the like.

Beunos Aires, July 4.

Initial steps towards the estab-

lishment qL an Argentine film col-

ony, patterned after Hollywood,
Were begun recently. The, idea of

haying the film industry concen-

trated in one sector to be labeled

Ciudad Cinematografica was origi-

nally introduced two years ago, but
didn’t start rolling Until recently.

However, indications point to the

project turning into a valuable real

estate development having little

connection with the
,

picture .
busi-

ness.

The future of they development,
naturally, hinges on whether film-

ites think the location, which is

nearby Moreno* a suitable spot for

production. Even if the situation

is found agreeable for production
there’s strong doubt that actors

will follow suit and set up resi-

dence there. Few filrh workers
want to establish residence near
the picture studios..

Pic extras are the most likely

prospects for the Ciudad Cinema-
tografica scheme, but their earn-

ings are so meagre that it’s doubt-
ful whether they could invest in the
purchase of lots even on an install-

ment plan. However, the tremen-
dous publicity surrounding the
scheme will undoubtedly attract a

large number of picture followers
into setting up residence in Mo-
reno.

Vienna Theatres Sked
B’way and London Hits

Vienna, July &
German-language adaptation of

Elmer. Rice’s “Street Scene,” with
the music of Kurt Weill, is being
cbnsidered by Vienna’s Volksthe-
atre. Premiere rights are said to
have been acquired by the
Deutsches Theatre in Goettingen,
recently taken over by Heinz Hil-
pert, one of the German-language
theatre’s foremost producer-direc-
tors.

The Theatre in der Josefstadt
has scheduled John Steinbeck’s
“Of Mice and Men” for the fall.

This theatre will also produce
Maxwell Anderson’s “Anne of the
1,000 Days.” John Patrick’s
“Hasty Heart,” first considered by
the Volkstheatre, has been finally
accepted by Die Insel’ following
its successful Austrian premiere in
the province at Graz.

Die Insel will also produce T. S.
Eliot’s “Murder in the Cathedral,”
while the Burg Theatre has sched-
uled Eliot’s “Cocktail Party,” tak-
ing it away from the Josefstadt
after the latter took too long in
making up its mind. The Burg
Theatre will also produce the Eng-
lish hit “Black Chiffon,” by Lesley
Storm.

London Film Notes
London, July 4.

Boulting Bros., Charter : Films
toppers, offered $25,000 to George
and Alfred Black and H. M. Ten-
nent, Ltd., for their current hit
“Seagulls Over Sorrento” by Hugh
Hastings, which is packing them in
at the Apollo.; But producers -are
asking $28,000 . ,. . For the first
time, an American has been of-
fered to stage the show for the
Royal Film Performance at the
Empire, Oct, 30. Nat Karson has
been chosen by the executive com-
mittee for that honor . . . Michael
Redgrave has been assigned top
role in Renown Films’ pic “With-
out Armour” which starts shoot-
ing the middle of July , . . Arling-
ton Valees, Hollyw l od designer, in
London ordering costumes for the
Harold Flynn starrer “The Bar-
gain,” which is being produced by
William Marshall in Paris and
Nice; pic features Agnes Moore-
head and Vincent Price*

'VAIIIITY'S' LONDON OSFICS
I It. Martin4

* Plata, Trafalgar Square

3-Week Bike Race Big

Boost for French TV
Paris, July ll.

Video will get its biggest^ boost
yet in France when French TV
gives a daily report of the bicycle

race known as Tour de France
which is the biggest French sport-

ing even of the year. It lasts about
three weeks.
The race, taking bikers all over

France, opens July. 13. Two TV
reporters; Michel Wakhevitch and
Henri Piersin, will use 16m pic-

ture cameras to film six or eight

reels daily. These will be rushed
to Paris, developed, and the pre-
ceding day’s race put on TV at

12:30, 6:45 and 9 p.m. Also these
pix will be projected on the Rue
Washington studio large screen far.

those Who do not have sets.

The broadcasts are under the
supervision of Pierre Sabbagh, of

French TV. While the race lasts,

set manufacturers, and retailers

will use a‘ special publicity cam-
paign in plug television here.

Directors London Meet
• London, July 11.
1 A secret agreement between the
Music Publishers Assn; and the
British Broadcasting Co. on song
plugging .was attacked at the an-
nual meeting of the Dance Band
Directors Assn. The baton wield-
ers alleged that 60% of the broad-
cast musical items must come from
the official list. Demanding an end
to the present arrangement, the
band leaders claimed the right to
pick the tunes, that they liked for
broadcasting. The existing system,
they claimed, encouraged plugging
and w^s “an unwarranted interfer-
ence!”
The BBC contends there is noth-

ing secret in the arrangement,
which is a friendly agreement
reached in 1948. Before that time,
they assert, some band leaders
“accepted inducements to plug
tunes.”

I I . 1—1 —

Romulus Films Seeking

New U.S. Production Deal
London, July 4.

Already involved in two Anglo-
American picture ventures, Romu-
lus Films is, negotiating with un-
disclosed U. S. interests for a fresh
joint production deal. In an at-

tempt to Work out an arrangement,
Romulus head James Woolf is now
in Hollywood huddling with Amer-
ican film execs.

Woolf’s objective, it is under-
stood, is to secure U. S/ financial

backing for his company’s next two
British-made pictures. General idea
is to ink American stars to give
their films a fighting chance in the
North American market. Previous-
ly Romulus participated in Joe
Kaufman’s George Raft starrer,

“I’ll Get You for This” and “Pan-
dora and the Flying Dutchman,”
with James Mason.

Italians Do Complete
Switch on U.S. Pix Tags

Rome, July 4.

Italian distributors of American
films use some odd tags in tran-
slating the XJ. S. titles for showing
here; Sometimes the original
moniker does hot make any sense
translated to another language,
but the change in other cases
makes the advertising clearer for
Italo ’audiences.

“Lost Boundaries’* has become
“Tragedia of Harlem” while “Hol-
lywood Canteen” is now known as
“I Have Kissed a Star” and
“Pinky” is going but locally as
“Pinky, a White Negress.”

So. African Femme Spieler
Capetown, July 4,

Radio station at Lusaka, small
Northern Rhodesia town which
broadcasts exclusively to natives,
engaged a n at i v e femme an-
nouncer to attract more women
listeners. 9

Result, however, was a large and
growing fan mail from male ad-
mirers*

Rome, July 4.

With film production booming
here, the swing currently is to
make pictures on locations. With
most of new pix in work virtually
all shooting is on location with the
exception of a few interior shots
done in the -studios. Oddly enough,
Rome has about 11 picture studios
with plenty of space for normal
production but many Italian films
are being turned out in various
spots around the country.

Reason for this trend, obviously,
is that location work is much
cheaper, especially in Italy. Pro-
ducers are able to put in longer
hours (there is no screen. Actors
Guild here). And there isn’t the
large overhead for transportation
to various sections of the city (gaso-
line now is about $1 per gallon).

List Of pix npw in production
points up the location; trend.
•‘Romance of Love,” Danielle par-
rieux starrer, is being done mainly
in the Italian Alps, plus some
scenes near Rome and in Florence.
“The Ivy,” Genona production, is

being made on the Island of Sar-
degna. “Cliffs of Sin,” starring
Gino Cervi, is in work on the
Island of Ischia, twin isle of Capri.

“The Way of Hope” is being
produced near the small town of
Maccarese, outside Rome. Naples
is location used by “Zappatore”
and “Our Destiny,” "

W. Lee Wilder is here from Hol-
lywood making a murder mystery
in collaboration with Union Films
of Rome. He is using the ancient
city of Amalfi, being the first

American to have found this out
of the Way place for picture back-
grounds^ His pic is titled “Three
Steps North.” Cast is headed by
Lloyd Bridges, Lea Padovani, Aldo
Fabrizi and William C. Tubbs.

Johannesburg, July 4.

Advertisers and commercial firms
are complaining that the South
African Broadcasting Co; is mak-
ing exorbitant profits on tran-
scribed programs imported from
Australia, and resold to sponsors
here. Cost price reputedly ranges
from $14 to $22.5d for a quarter
hour program, while the SABC is

charging sponsors $42, plus the
usual cost of air time.

Advertisers are prohibited by a
new regulation from importing
transcribed programs direct from
overseas, the reason being that the
SABC Wants to protect local artists

and productions from the competi-
tion of overseas recordings. These
transcriptions were made in Aus-
tralia some years ago. Original
cost might have been high but
they are now available secondhand
for a few pounds each.

$83,000,000 Invested In

India’s Film Industry
Washington, July 11.

Film industry in India now em-‘
ploys about 100,000 persons and
has a capital investment equiva-
lent to $83,000,000, according to
Nathan D. Golden, Commerce
Dept, film chief. Tt lists 700 pro-
duction units and 3,000 theatres,
including the portable traveling
units.

The . Film Inquiry Committee,
appointed by the government, now
has two questionnaires. , The one
addressed to the film industry asks
data on economy and organization
of production. The other, to the
general public, press and edu-
cators, wants reactions to theatre
facilities, patronage, quality of
films and censorship.

British, Italian Confab
On Production Set Up

London, July 4.

With the blessing of the Board
of Trade and the British Embassy
in Rome, a meeting is to be held in

London shortly between British
and Italian producers.
Asa sequel to a report from its

export committee, the British Film
Producers Assn, decided at their

meeting to appoint, a small commit-
tee to meet the Italian producers
“for discussions on matters of com-
mon interest” when they arrive

here* ‘

!



in; Others, Too
Sydney, July 4. f

The only U. S, distributor operat-

j n}
i

: its own Aussie cinema loop, 1

IMetro is still seeking additional

theatres in which to show product

prior to general release. Metro cur-

rentiv is seeking to set a deal with

the independent Sesqui* a 1,050-'

sealer. Company also has addi-

tional irons in the fire for a cir-

ca, j t splurge via Melbourne, indies,

jyj (‘tro currently controls two key

houses here, the St. James, 1,600-

seafer, and Liberty, intimate 650

’s ‘St. Francis’

Ready for Distribution

Welles .Show Shaky
Paris, July 11.

Orso>n Welles’ legit, “The Blessed
and the Damned," which opened
three weeks ago at the Edouard
VII, is likely to fold next week.
Welles himself, in a speech at an
American Club luncheon, said his
show is playing to virtually empty
houses. He blames the heat.
Other reasons are unfavorable

word-of-mouth and the high scale.

m

Rome, July 4.

.“St. Francis of Assisi,” Roberto
Rossellini's latest directorial ef-
fort, is now in the can and is ex-
pected to be ready for release
early this fall. Both the director
and his actress-wife Ingrid Berg-
man are scheduled to leave for

sealer.' plus two key nabe theatres London on July 15 for distribution

at Bondi and King’s Cross,
j
talks with Sir Alexander Korda.

in Melbourne, Metro has tWo key
! \

Meanwhile, Rossellini’s produc-

HuMtres plus a couple of nabe
f
tion plans are somewhat obscure,

spots, with additional holdings in pThe director denied reports that

Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Un- he would handle “Christ Stopped
(lorstanding here is that Metro, !

at Eboli,” a prize-winning story by
via use of frozen coin, is anxious [.Carlo Levy. However, he added
to control an" Aussie^wide nape
cliain in which to spot second-run
pi (kluct after key dates before let*

t i
no product out on general: re-

lease..-
• . . . •

.
. . . i

Aussie exhibs are protesting

against such opposition from an
American distrib. Many exhibitors

are already buying up freeholds
of t heatres here to step further U.S;

dist rib inroads.
,

There is a feeling here that it

wo n t be long before Warners
j

makes another approach to the
j

local authorities for permission to

erect its own show-window here,
W B owns a choice site right in the
heart of the Cinema zone in Syd-
ney.

Paramount likewise is reported
eager to operate its own chain as

presently being dofoe by Metro.
These major distribs see theatre
buys as a sound investment for
their frozen Chin.

that he would act as a consultant
on that project to Lucian Emmer
who’s been named director.

Paris, July 11.

•
...
After four months’ dickering,

French dubbers called off their
strike against studios here last

week. Windup was hailed a major
victory by dubbing technicians,,
artists and other workers, since
the wage increase under the new
pact averages 85% for all grades,
with some increases ranging as
high as 250%. \

Original demands called for
overall increase of 300%. It is

estimated that the new wage scale
will be reflected by a 35% increase
in dubbing costs.

.
.Most U. S. major distribs main-

lain their own dubbing facilities in
im , n ^ I j, i I Fiance, though there are several

1 heatre restival Itcn I

indie French orgs servicing cus-
tomers from U. S. and film im-
porters • from other countries.
American companies had one: ad

-

! vantage throughout the hassle in
that there was a backlog of pics
already dubbed which was more
than sufficient to fill current needs
under skimpy French import
quota.

Paris Gets Florence,

Zurich International

Paris, July 4,

Possibility" of organizing an an-
nual International Theatre Festival
similar to those at Zurich arid

Florence was broached to the 33
national delegations to the third

annual convehtion of the Inter-

national Theatre Institute last

week. Plan was suggested by the
Institute’s information committee,
which also asked that an annual

;

International Theatre Week be set

All).
.

. [

C onvention, which met from
j

.Tune 22 to 29, Unanimously elected ,

0^, n July
,

K»?er Ferdinand, president o£ the!,. v
new PMy,

>'H‘iuii Societe dcs Auteurs, in-esi- !
Is ^-v vla • . "ullbe pieMned

do lit for 1951. It also selected i

°ct - » at the Arts theatre, Cam

With British Distribs,

on
London, July 11.

Nate J. Blumberg, Universal,
prexy, and Al Daff, executive vice-
prez, accompanied by Bert Henry,
local U chief, left London yester-
day UO) by plane for Glasgow to
begin a week of meetings with the
company salesmeri and exhibs.
Reported that this is one .of the

first occasions on which a Holly-
wood topper has toured Britain in
order to get firsthand reactions
from the men who have to sell his
product and from the theatre op-
erators who show it.

Speaking before a Glasgow merit
of top sales execs of J. Arthur
Rank’s General Film Distributors,
Ltd., today (Tues.), Blumberg
stressed the importance of improv-
ing public relations along lines
adopted by America’s Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
(COMPO). Every , industry mem-
ber, he emphasized, must pitch in
to build prestige and community
goodwill, v

At future : stopovers, managers
and salesmen will be called in from
surrounding territories and con-
fabs will be organized to enable
Blumberg and Daff to meet the
theatre owners, Thfey are skedded
to return here by the weekend for
final conferences, not only with the
London area reps, but with others
as far away as Cardiff.
The U-j chiefs then plan a hop

to Paris with a few days stay in
the French capital, before planing
back to 1ST. Y. on June 20.

24G Advance Set to Soar
London, July 11.

The New York City Ballet Co.
had a brilliant premiere at Covent
Garden last night (10). David Web-
ster, general administrator of the
opera,/ housri, described it as the
greatest artistic success for a for-
eign company in the history ofrthe
theatre. The distinguished audi-
ence included many European vis-

itors and continental critics, and
the artists took 14 curtains.
Maria Tallchief’s ankle accident

in the first piece necessitated her
subsequent replacement by Melissa
Hayden. Advance bookings already
exceed $24,000 arid are expected to

soar following the generally en-
thusiastic press reaction. Troupe
performed “Serenade,’’ “Age of
Anxiety’' and

.
“Symphony in C.”

Rattigan’s ’Sylvia’ Set

For Cambridge, Oct. 9

bridge, with Robert Flemying and
Roland Culver in the cast. It will

Oslo as the .site of the next com

'tsmule was organized under
!

la^>°^

^

llu* sponsorship of UNESCO and is understood to be the
in*iistursui

i* comedy Rattigan originally intend-
conc erns itself with international r. ,^ ** for Rex Harrison, but which the

\ alion in the theatie aits. A
. ] a^er turned down. The author
also planned to have it done first

member nations have “centres”
vliich actively cooperate under
direction

-

of the Institute,.

Convention proposed standard-
fcal ion of basic theatre; ^equipment

j Beaumonts
in order to facilitate international —
theatrical tours. Such standardiza- *i

tum. would refer to lighting faeiii- Basil Dean May Present

on Broadway by the Theatre Guild,
with the subsequent London pre-
sentation by R. M. Tennent (Hugh

Hollywood, July 11.

Twentieth-Fox closed a deal with
J. Arthur Rank for shooting of its

next British production, “No High-
way,” at either Denham or Pine-
wood studios, both belonging to
Rank. This will mark the first

time the company has negotiated
with Rank for one of his studios.

,

In the past, 20th has dealt ex-
clusively with Alexander Korda for
use of his Sliepperton studios, but
the deal is now washed up. Com-
pany had a four-picture commit-
ment with Korda, which ends with
the windup shortly of “The Mud-
lark.”

tics,

st

(x. shape of stage and units of; ‘Heart’ as London Legit
ime measurements,. It also pro-

j t t„iv h
posed that each country provide

j
^ ..

i^onaon, ju y a .

h ee information to visiting tours
i

133811 L,ean
,

on technical equipment, lighting -

and other stage information.
,

j

Basil Dean, who collaborated
Graham Greene on the

draniatization of the latter’s novel,

“Heart of the Matter,” and di-

1 2-Pix-Per-Year Deal

Set for Jamaica Prod.
London, July 4,

Release deal for a program of 12
pix to be completed within a year
in Jamaica, all of which will rank
as British quota, is being negotiat-
ed here by Lester Cutler, exec pro-
ducer of Kingswood Films of King-
ston ,' American distribution will

be through Eagle Lion.
First film, “The Sunken Treas-

ure,” with Robert Preston starred,

7). • j i n l ;
reeled the Richard Rodgers-Oscar

1 dllS DrZ6(1 by Gr&hRm)
! Hammerstein, II. production of the

Dance Too Advanced drama in a tryout in. the U. S. last

.

i spring, may present the play in

... P j i London next fall on his Own or in

m
f^ed Martha

^
Graham

; association with some other man-

OS v A. veisailal triumph of cun-
; agcment. Rodgers & hammerstein

'u'rit onii'o
0pe

*
ln
f

,v
y
0' are understood to have relin-

r n at the„Theaire !
quished their rights to it.

M- ariSS ?‘?s<
!f

sV However,
j

'f

Dean leaves shortly for South

'arcs:
'I

1

.

1’ 1 usion. The classically minded
j

some seasons ago.
I

all wt're-unahfmmfs ;• in the*undi£ !

W«i4e# New Musical
puled talent of Miss Graham. A !

Zurich, July 4,

5
1 1 s

1

1 n gu ished firstnight audience
;

Robert Stolz, preparing his an-
“clud-ing. Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt * nual U. S. concert tour as a con-
and Ambassador David K. E. 1 doctor, has announced completion

Charles Deake is di-

will be a $500,000
has started,

recting. It

budgejter.
'

Kingston Filriis, which also set

up an Anierican
.
organization is

providing dollar fihance. Board
of directors includes Robert Cum-
mings as prexy; N. N. Aschenheim,
chairman; Charles De Costa,

D’Arcy Henriques and N N. Neth-
ersole. David Garby is general
manager. The company is operat-
ing from a former U. S, air base.

Cutler is expected to leave London
in a. few rays, and will probably
return to Jamaica via N. Y.

Sydney, July 4.

Norman B. Rydge, chairman of
Greater Union cinema circuit,

leaves for London shortly to confer
with J. Arthur Rank and other top
British production chiefs. It is

several years since Rydge has been
abroad. He likely will take time to
visit N. Y. and Hollywood.

Rank product is how timed to go
through British Empire Films, ma-
jor distrib outfit under the GU tent.

Rank is virtually a 50-50 partner
in GtJT and BEF on deal made
several years ago. It ^as formerly
handled by 20th-Fox, with release
via the Hoyts’ chain,

.
BEF is currently distributing,

besides Rank pix, Ealing, Mono-
gram, Hygienic, Hallmark and
Eagle Lion. Understood that Rydge
has certain other major distrib

deals in mind. He will bri joined in
London by John Evans, his right-

hand man in the GU organization,
who already is

. there.

Gets Mixed Reception
London July 11.

“Ace of Clubs,” a ne\v Noel
Coward musical, drew a mixed
press following its preem Friday
(7) at the Cambridge. Most re-
viewers were critical of the show’s
“olcbfashioned” construction. How-
ever, firstnighters’ reaction was
mainly enthusiastic aside from a
small number of dissident gallery-
itris.

Presented by Tom Arnold, the
musical play covers a colorful
phase of London night life. In the
main, the offering results in a mix-
ture of wit, sentiment, brilliance
and mediocrity. Several lilting

numbers are nicely sung by Pat
Kirkwood and Graham Payn, stars

of the piece, Sylvia Cecil also

Scores.

With 16 musical numbers in its

makeup, show is staged in a Soho
nitery. Players were' draWii
from the straight** and musical
stage. Among them arri Elwyn
Brook-Jones, Jean Carson, Ray-
mond Young, Myles Eason, Lisbeth
Kearns, Jack Lambert and Patrick
Westwood. Mantovani’s orchestra
supplies the music.

I l

!

(,e gave, her an ovation.
(jn fortunately Miss Graham suf-

^ IT . 1 Rnee injuiy zifter opening

n,
551

,

(,-7) an !^ hasn’t appeared with

J V P.® sinee . The performance
the 28th was cancelled and then

).

e
:

groi,P did two recitals without
1 Sans Martha Graham, the

group doesn’t offer much.

of the score for a new musical

comedy, with lyrics by Robert Gil*

bert. presently entitled “Madonna
on Isle of Capri.” World preem in

Switzerland is set for next season.

Stolz completed a new version

of one of his oldies, “Dance Into

Happiness,” to be done this year

at Beriihavd theatre here.

Bergner’s Aussie Hit

Sydney, July 4.

Elisabeth Bergner- scored a per-

sonal success in “The Two Mrs.
Carrolls” at Palace, here, starting

June* 26, for the Fullers. House is

sold out weeks in advance.
Shgw is nicely produced by Paul

Czinner, Cast^ includes John Rob-
inson, Nina Latta, Ailsa Graham,
Winifred Hindle, Grant Tayler and
Peter Woodruff.

McLeish (Aussie) Chain
Signs U for 30th Year

McLeish circuit of Australia, by
recently inking a new pact with

Universal International Films, set

"what is considered to be a record

for uninterrupted relations be-
tween exhibitor and distributor.
Consummation of the deal for a
block of U-I product makes the
30th consecutive year the chain has
signed with the company.

Repping Universal in the nego-
tiations were Tom Cadwallader,
Australian southern division super-
visor, and Brian Casey, Victoria

branch manager. On hand for Mc-
Leish, largest independent loop in

Victoria, were R. McLeish and R. J.

i

McLeish.

London, July 11.

The “revolutionary” change in
British production, where the bulk
of the output no longer Comes from
major groups but from the inde*
pendents, was referred to by J.
Arthur Rank, making his valedic-
tory address as prexy • of British
Film Producers Assn . The British,
film tycoon quit the post at the
annual meeting last week after
seven years, and has been suc-
ceeded by Reginald P. Baker of
Ealing Studios.
Alongside the indies, who were

active in* production, Rank added
the contribution made by Ameri-
can outfits who; were using iced
Sterling for British film-making.
These changes in the production
set-up had taken place in the last
two or three years, during .which
time output had fallen substan-

.

tially.

Although American arid British
producers were cornpetitors, Rank
insisted that since the Washington
meeting in April, 1949, there had
been no misunderstandings be-
tween the Motion Picture Assn,
and the BFPA, and that the two
groups were on terms of close
friehdship and understanding,. The
de^cision of American interests to
join with other distribs in accept-
ing the government’s tax scheme
was a handsome gesture to a com-
peting industry and evidence of
the improved relationship between
the two industries;.

After expressing his thankful-
ness for the limited assistance to
the industry by’ the revised ad-
mission tax scheme, Rank com-
mented on the improved relation-
ship that existed with the exhibi-
tors as a result of Which they were
able to put up a unanimous recorii-
mendation ,to slice the quota to
30% and also to work together on
other issues.

House of Lords Suggests

Go Comm’l

To Get Research Money
London, July 11.

I Suggestion that British TV
should bri thrown open to commer-
cial advertising interests at times
when normal BBC transmissions
are not being held, and thus raise
capital i c research and * develop-
ment, was made by Lord Brabazori
when he opened a House of Lords
debate last' Thursday (6). Lord
Brabazon, a director of Electric
and' Musical Industries, radio and:
TV combine, revealed that the
treasury had recently allowed a
British firm to pay $250,000 a year
to an American company for its

knowhow. What encouragement
was there, he asked, “to indulge
in research in this country in a
subject in which we were the pi-
oneers?”

,

The sponsored
. TV suggestion

was supported by Lord Balfour,
whp pointed out that Britain had
only two stations in contrast to the
104 in America. He thought the
capital expenditure involved in re-
search and expansion was beyond
the present capacity of the BBC.
Winding up the three-hour de-

bate for the government, Lord
Lucan said the number of TV li-

censes had risen from 7,500 in 1946
to 386,000 last May, and thjxt the
figure Was rising at the rate of
43,000 a •: month . He hoped there
Would be some regional variation
of programs in the near future,

but couldn’t coiririient on
. the idea

of sponsorship, as that

.

was now
being considered by the Beveridge
Committee.
He assured the Lords that re-

search work was given consider-

able prominence in . the BBC’s
plans, and that they were now in-

vestigating the principles of color

TV and definition standards.

Dublin, July 4.

After eight issues, the Irish Pic-;

torial Review, newsreel produced
by First National Films (Ireland

j

has been suspended temporarily.
Advising trade in Ireland of de-
cision W. M. White, chairman, says

decision was taken because of lack

of support from major an^ first-

run cinemas in Ireland.

White added that he expected
further news in the next week or
two which he hoped will be favor-

able.
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hade Stuff—Pictures
Bole of the late Sime Silverman, founder and publisher of Variety

in the development of the career o£ Jimmy Durante, is detailed in
Maurice Zplotow’s piece on Durante, “The Great Schnozzola," in the
July 15 Satevepost Article relates how Durante opened the Club Durant
on West 58th St., with the painful lack of business that followed. Sime
the article relates, ‘got the town talking” about the club and about
Durante, arid soon it was crowded with everyone from “successful gang-
sters to society people. Later, the article relates, it was Sime who
advised Durante to break away from the Durante-Eddie Jackson-Lou
Clayton combination and work as a single.

U. S. State Dept, has endorsed the Walter Huston Memorial Inter-
national Scholarship now being established to finance education of two
English-speaking students from the city of Trikkala, Greece, at the
U. of Arizona. .Initial funds for the annual scholarship will be raised
at the world preem of Paramount's “The Furies," in Tucson July 21. It

was Huston’s last’ film; Barbara Stanwyck, of the film's cast, as well
as John Huston, son of the late actor, are slated to appear at a dedi-
cation at the university. Scholarship is designed to give European
students a closer view of (lemocracy at work in this country.

In an effort to shave production costs, Metro has ordered all pro-
ducers to cut the time lag in getting product out after photography is
finished. Order was inspired by the savings on “The Next Voice You
Hear . .

." which was previewed one week after the cameras stopped
turning. Although studio toppers realize this speed can’t always be
duplicated, producers are being urged to help reduce budgets substan-
tially by reducing period between end of lensing and completing film
for final lab work.

Indies $3,000,000
Continued from page 3

Bank of America Sues Nasser Clan

Results of photographing on standard film the paper rolls of film
which have lain for years in the vaults of the Library of Congress in
Washington, are seen in Warners “50 Years Before Your Eyes." Many
of the early 20th century shots are from material lensed when Thomas
A. Edison and others copyrighted their film by filing entire negatives
printed on paper just as snapshots are printed. These have, in turn,
been lensed on standard film, with the result that oldtime clips are in
good condition.

Ted Gamble’s Riverside theatre, Milwaukee, pulled the rug under
a newspaper story in that town which claimed films were in the dol-
drums. House bought a 700-line ad to proclaim that “more people are
attending the Riverside—our attendance is ahead 6.4%.” As proof,
the theatre reproduced a letter from a CPA firm which showed admis-
sions from Sept. 1, 1949, to June 1, 1950, were 45,000 more than in the
corresponding period of the preceding year.

Time needed to process and print color film has been cut from three
hours to 35 minutes through development of a chemical kit by Arisco
for use by the Air Force. Process makes use of a pre-hardener that
allows processing to be done at 80 degrees instead of the present 68
to 70. Under present methods, emulsion would become too soft at the
Higher temperature. Kit isn’t available yet for commercial use, since
the Armed Forces are buying up the entire supply.

More Glorified Giddyappers
Continued from page 7

Latter film will be produced' by
Robert Sisk and megged by Will-

iam Wellman. “Valley" has Rich-

ard Thorpe on direction, with

Nicholas Nayfack producing.

Paramount Leads
Paramount leads with the num-

ber of high-budgeters coming up,
four, and both Warners, 20th-Fox
and RKO have ihree on the up-
coming agenda, Columbia is prep-
ping a pair, and one each is thus
far planned by Universal-Interna-
tional, Allied Artists and Eagle
Lion. Overall picture, of course,
doesn’t include any of the regular
western Series, which roll on like
the river.

Pine-Thomas last week lauhched
“Passage West" for Paramount re-
lease, and Nat Holt gets away Aug.
1 with “Warpath," after having re-
cently turned in “The Great Mis-
souri Raid." Irving Asher also
just completed a high-cost western,
“Beyond the Sunset," teaming Ed-
mond O’Brien and Glenn Ford, for
his first Paramount producer as-
signment. Hal Wallis later this
year will do “Quantrell’s Raiders,"
and Robert Fellows has “Shane"’
on his production slate. Company
has backlog of five. ' ^

Twentieth-Fox, which has been
singularly fortunate in its top-
budget western productions—wit-
ness “Yellow Skies" and current
“The Gunfighter"—has a trio in
tlie prepping stage, in addition to
another three awaiting release.
Latter are “Broken Arrow," James
Stewart starrer; “Rawhide," Ty-
rone Tower-Susan Hayward dual-
ly and “Two Flags West," tripling
Linda Darnell, Joseph Gotten and
Cornel Wilde.

BOth's Trio
Trio planned include ‘‘Convict

Lake,” which Frants Rosenberg

Breed," to costar Buetel with Rob-
ert Ryan.

Warners' three will be “Raton
Pass," Dennis Morgan starrer,
slated to go before the cameras in
about two weeks, and two for fall

filming. These are “Along the
Santa Fe," which Randolph Scott
will make, and Errol Flynn’s “Car-
son City."

Universal - International, with
three in its backlog, currently is

producing “Kansas Raiders," star-
ring Audie Murphy, Brian Don-
levy, Scott Brady and Marguerite
Chapman. Studio also Is winding
“Tomahawk,” shot mostly on loca-
tion by director George Sherman,
with Van Heflin and Yvonne de
Carlo

,
costarred. Producer Val

Lewton is prepping “War Dance."
Columbia is now in the final

stages of lensing “Santa Fe,"
Harry Joe Brown-Randolph Scott
production. On the upcoming slate

is “Texas Rangers," and Sam Katz-
man will do “When the Redskins
Rode," starring Jon Hall, and a
serial, “Roar of the Iron Horse."
Allied Artists has “Short Grass,"
to star Rod Cameron, set for Aug.
1 start, and Ventura Pictures will

tee off late this week, for Eagle
Lion release, “Rogue River,’’ team-
ing Rory Calhoun and Guy Madi-
son,

tees on the loans or for any other

guarantees
. (except completion).

He. feels' they are not desirable*,

tending to lead into legal difficul-

ties, such as the current suit by
Bank of America against the Nasser

brothers.

Joint Collateral

Ardrey will not, however,, make
loans against individual pictures.

He insists now that any deals must
be on blocks of films with the nega-

tives of the whole group serving

jointly as collateral. That medns
that in the ‘event one pic turns

out bad, the producer's others will

help it to bail out. Each of the

indies under the Col deal will

make a minimum of three and
maximum of six. Wald is talking

about making 12 a year for five

years.

Bank is loaning 50% of the
budget on the initial pic of each
Of . the indies and 60% on subse-
quent films after the first one is in

release. This plan is designed to
allow the income from the first pic

to cover part of the outlay on the
later ones. Decision by the New York Varie-

No overall ceiling has been put ty Club tent on whether to adopt

on the loans, but there are maxi- financing of the Will Rogers sana-

mums on various types of pix to torium at Saranac, N. .Y., as its

be made by the producers. These- major charity should' be forthcom-

differ with the producers. Buch- in8 within a week. A subcommit-

man is making relatively expensive tee °f the New York tent met last

products, Small is turning out week with members of the hos-

some low-budgeters and some high pital’s finance committee to “clari

ones, including the topper of the fy” what obligations and respon

RFC Coy on Loans
Washington, July 11.

Nix by the Reconstruction
Finance Corp. last, Week of
the request of Sana Bischoff
for a production loan makes it

certain that two other similar
requests now pending will also

be brushed. They ate from
Harry Sherman and Waited
Wanger,*
RFC, as expected, is back-

ing away from any loans to

media for fear of being
charged with propaganda,
censorship or merely backing
the wrong entertainment
horse. Agency feels a loan to
an idle producer would open
it to all sorts of: possible
charges in Congress.

Share in Saranac Hosp

Management Sore Spot

In N.Y. Variety Club Aid

lot, “Valentino," at over $1,000,000,
and de Rochemont is making some
low ($150,000) and some medium-
priced pix.

sibilities the Tent No. 35, would as-

sume shpuld it adopt the plan.

This committee is scheduled to

report to Tent 35’s board of direc-

Loans are administered by Bank- tors within a week, at which time

ers v-P. Dan C. Hickson, institu- a decision would ..presumably be

tion, aside from the present made. Board decision, though,

angeling, has indicated its willing- would probably have to be ratified

ness to cooperate with the indies by lull- membership of the tent,

by offering to set up a $20,000,000 A great deal of confusion sur-

financing pool, if a survey shows rounds the question. The tent re-

that this type of production in gen- portedly wants to take over man-
eral has paid off over the past 10 agement of the hospital as one
years. Data is currently being requisite of helping to finance it.

sought from various indies.

Theatre TV
Continued from page 7

Schenck
Continued from page 3

will produce; “Zapata," story of
controversial bandit-patriot figure,

be filmed in Mexico, and
Kangaroo, ’’ a western with an

Australian background, lensed over
there.

RKO within next couple of
weeks will launch “Best of the
Bad Men,” with Jack Buetel
starred. This marks the actor’s
«rst appearance since he starred
years ago with Jane Russell in
Howard Hughes’ “The Outlaw."

Schlom will produce and
William Russell direct. Coining
JJP, too, are “Sun Scarred," story
01 the Texas Rangers, and “Half

films for TV, and thus continue to

make money.
As far as divorcement for both

20th and Metro are concerned, it is

believed they will follow the pat

tern already established by Par-
amount, If Nicholas Schenck de-

cides to remain with the produc-
tion-distribution company, it's be-

lieved he’ll be joined by J. Robert
Rubin, Metro veepee and general
counsel. Joseph R. Vogel, now
veepee of’ Loew's, Inc., in charge

of theatres, will probably take over

as head of the' theatre circuit, with
Leopold Friedman, veepee and sec-

retary, joining him. What outfit

Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew’s vee-

pee and treasurer, will join has not
been reported,
In announcing his decision, Jo

seph Schenck said he preferred to

“retain the production affiliation

with Darryl F, Zanuck, which has
endured for the last 18 years, ahd 1

with Spyros P, Skoiu*as.
v ‘ *

plains the purpose as follows:

“To promote and foster the art

of theatre television in order that I ing this charity. Idea of helping

And the finance committee of the
hospital, which has been negotiat-

ing. with the tent, opposes this

course of action.

Tent 35, formed a little over a
year 'ago, has not yet adopted
what is known as a “major charity."

Bulk of the tent's fund-rasing ac-

tivities would go toward support-

Dos Angeles, July II.

Bank, of America filed suit for

$829,528 against the Nasser family,

charging fraudulent concealing of

assets. Named' in the action are

James, George, Henry, Richard and
Theodore Nasser; their sister, Mrs.

Anne Bushala, and a number of

family corporations such as the Es-

quire Holding Co., Sunset Enter-
prises^ Inc., and the Ressan Corp,

The bank alleges that James,
George, Henry and Theodore
pledged their personal fortunes as
collateral for loans, and then turned
same over- to relatives with “no
adequate consideration involved in
the transfers."

Petitions for proposed “arrange-
ment of debts" under bankruptcy
laws were filed in federal court by
the f6ur brothers and affiliated

companies/. Court was asked to ap-
prove a plan» to protect unsecured
creditors as petitioners stated they
were unable to meet current obli-

gations. Federal Judge Pierson M.
Hall allowed petitioners until

1 July
18 to

.
file schedules of outstanding

obligations, assets and liabilities.

James Nasser stated the action
was “percipitated by premature ac-
tion filed by the Bank of America
on picture obligations. Allegations
made by the bank are erroneous,
unwarranted and unjustified in
that the companies and individuals
sued have assets far in excess of
their liabilities. - Unconscionable
demands by the bank .for prefer-
ences, subordinations ahd collater-

al could not be met by the Nas-
sers. In a matter of months, play-
out of pictures will enable repay-
ment of bank' and other credi-
tors. Assets of studio are free and
clear excepting a small encumber-
ance of $190,000 (Union Bank 8c
Trust, Los Angeles), on property
costing $1,700,000.

“Because marketing of pictures
has been slower than anticipated,
and in order to meet this condition,
it was necessary to file a proceed-
ing for purpose of reorganizing the
business assets, effects of corpora-
tions, and individuals. The court,
in considering the plan as pre-
sented, made an order authorizing
corporations and individuals to
remain in possession of respective
assets for the purpose of working
out plan for creditors and other
parties interested."

this new informational medium to support the hospital was
may fully serve the public interest broached to the tent several
by being made available in thea- months ago, but was rejected June
tres, community centers, and other i

f
reportedly because the tent felt

appropriate meeting places. it was too large an order and be-
Added Pubservice Angle cause it wanted some project in

“To encourage and engage in which it could have a say in the

scientific, sociological and other management,
studies designed to determine the In return for financial support
public need and desire for a thea- to hospital, the tent Would expect
tre television service as well as some voice in its management,
ways and means to use this me- This remains a sore spot in the ne
dium in theatres as an additional gotiations. Hospital has $220,000
public service by making- theatres in cash in its treasury, which, if

available during non-operating Tent 35 took over, would have to
hours for educational and social be turned over to them. Finance
welfare programs and for utiliza- committee naturally opposes any
tion by government agencies for such action.
instructional and training purposes.

lt
.

s expecte(1 though, that Tent
"To make available all data ac- 35 will ask that more of its mem

cumulated in such studies for the bers be placed on the board of
consideration of interested Individ- directors of the hospital. This
uals and groups, including public would give them a greater voice in
and private officials, whose co- the management, in return for
operation might aid in the achiev- their financing. About 80% of the
ing of such objectives. present board consists of members
“To consider and deal with all of the New York tent, but it’s

problems relating to theatre tele- plain that some of them, like mem-
vision, to promote cooperative ac- bers of the hospital's finance com-
tion consistent with the public in- mittee, don’t see eye-to-eye with
terest in advancing the common official tent policy on the question,
interests of the members of this Bargaining will probably boil down
association, arid to promote activi- to who and how many of the tent’s

ties aimed at enabling the motion members will be appointed to the
picture exhibition industry and hospital board in return for the
others further to benefit the pub- tent’s funds,
lie by furnishing a theatre tele- Those present at meeting last
vision service. week were Ira Meinhardt, Harold
“As a non-profit corporation, Klein, Matthew Cahn and David

none of the income of which shall Snaper, representing the tent, and
accrue to any member or other Abe Montague, *Dick Walsh,
persons, to obtain contributions to Charles E. (Chick) Lewis, Charles
have officers and to employ per- M. Reagan and Robert Mochrie,
sonnel, professional or otherwise, representing the hospital com-
in order to effectuate and carry on rmittee.
its objectives and purposes."

Dassin May Direct Indie

Before Next Fox Stint

Hollywood, July 11.

Jules Dassin is huddling with
20th-Fox heads, following his last

weekend howout from megging
20th’s “Half Angel," on his next
possible assignment. Director has
a commitment with the studio for
one picture annually.

If they can’t arrive at a decision
on his next pic, Dassin will take
time out to make an indie for a
new oufit he and Lewis Milestone
set up, returning afterwards for
the 20th-Fox assignment.

MPEA Board
Continued from page 4

The by-laws provide for a board
of from three to 21 directors, with
chairman, vice chairman and other

officers. In addition, there shall

Yank Pix Top Swiss Imports

Zurich, July 4.

Swiss foreign film imports were.
be an executive secretary to han- again strongly dominated by U. S.

die the day-to-day routine and an products in 1949,. Of 1,400 new
executive' committee of not more films, the Yanks delivered 659 en-

than nine members of the board, tries or 47%.
including the* chairman. Proxy In second place if France with

And mail voting are provided for. 294 films.

probably considerably upping last

year’s $1,600,000 take by the entire

industry.

First pix to be released by Gold-

wyn will be “The Bishop’s Wife,"

“The Princess and the Pirate,"

“The Secret Life of Walter Mitty,"

“Hurricane," “The Westerner” and
“Wuthering Heights." Disney’s

pair will be “Snow White" and
probably “Song of the South," th&

latter at the U. S. Army’s request.

Goldwyn’s initialer will be “The
Westerner" is. September. Disney
at the same time will send out

“Snow White" on a;
roadshow

basis. Distribution for both pro-

ducers will be handled by the

Daiei Motion Picture Co. of Tokyo,
which services 950 theatres that

are said to sell about 65,000,000

tickets monthly.

MPEA, if its directors okay the

new deal, will maintain its own dis-

tribution setup. Companies pai>

tipipating are Paramount, Metro,
Warner Bros., Columbia, RKO,
20th-Fox, Universal and Republic.

Not Included is United Artists,

1 which was in the co-op last year.
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Eligibility for membership iii

the Council of Motion Picture Or-

ganizations and the field setup of

the new all-industry public rela-

tions body will foe determined this

week. Initial meetings of the com-

mittees recently set up by COMPO

;

prez Ned /E. Depinet to consider

these matters will be held in New
York.

Membership committee, chair-

maned by Robert J. O’Donnell,

meets at 10 a m, today (Wed.) in

the Paramount board room. Com-
mittee on organization* of which

Harry Brandt is chairman, con-|
venes at the same time tomorrow
iThurs.) at the Hotel Astor.

.

They are part of five commit-
tees ordered set up at the all-in-

dustry meeting in Chicago last

May, when COMPO was formally
organizedT They have been charged
with filling in with details the
skeleton of COMPO’s constitution,

which was adopted at that time*

Finance committee, chaired by
Sain Pinanski, is the only one that
hasn’t met or set a meeting date
yet. Program and planning group
huddled in New York in June and
the personnel committee met last

Thursday <6>. When all have
drafted their recommendations
they will be taken up by COMPO’s
exec board, Unanimous vote of ap-
proval of the 10 constituent organi-
zations represented on the board
is required to make committee rec-

ommendations official.

O’Donnell group will take up to-

day the matter of eligibility of “in-

dustry members” of COMPO.
These are companies or organiza-
tions outside of the 10 charter
members, but which have a vital

interest in the film biz. Eastman
Kodak/would be an example. Also
to be determined is what would
be fair dues for these outfits and
other details of their participation
In COMPO’s Work.

Committee has been constituted
to comprise members who are
fringe motion picture organiza-
tions or who deal with concession-
aires, so that they are familiar with
the potential members and their
problems. In the group are Ed-
ward Lachman, who reps Allied
and owns theatres, but also has a
projector carbon sales organiza-
tion; Herman Robbins, who reps
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica and is prez of National Screen
Service; Ellis G. Arnall, prez of
the Society Of Independent Motion
Picture Producers; William Brandt,
Independent Theatre Owners
Assn.; Charles E. (Chick) Lewis for
tradepaper publishers; Elmer Rho-
den, Theatre Owners of America;
Sam Rinzler, Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Assn,; and AT
Rogeir/ Motion Picture Industry
Council.

Brandt’s committee is made up
of 40 members—purposely large to
take in reps from 20 different ex-
change areas. They will work out
how COMPO should function in the
field, whether through existing or-

ganizations or by setting up area
chairmen or some other method.
They’re also charged With deciding
how the work of COMPO should
be fitted into that of the 10 mem-
ber organizations and vice versa.

Depinet. and Francis Harmon,
COMPO secretary and v.p. of the
MPAA, are sitting in ex-officio on
all committee meetings.

portant factor in the exhib organ-

ization’s councils, was tQ all in-

tents and purposes supplementing
Fabian as a rep of TOA, National

Theatres topper had come east

especially for the meeting,
A further slowdown on arrival

of the day when COMPO is - finally

a functioning public relations arm
for the industry is anticipated

when the budget and finance com-
mittee meets in a few weeks. It

is chairmaned by Sam Pinanski,

Boston circuit op and a TOA
member,
TOA is' expected at that time to

bring up- a new facet, on the

financing that may considerably

,extend the time before any .
plan

can become operative. It will sug-

gest the possibility of exhib con-

tributions to COMPO via .
their

member organizations, rather than
directly. Aim is to strengthen the

position of the organizations by
making them a Vital part of the

financing, rather than weaken their

status by having coin for COMPO’s
war-chest go around them.

Original plan approved at the

last all-industry meeting to set tip

j-OOMPO was for each exhib to pay
10c on each $100 of his film rental,

with this sum to be. matched by
the distribs. Mechanics and book-
keeping would be relatively sim-

ple since it could be handled by
distribs in the normal, course of
billings and collections with very
little trouble.

TOA idea,, on the other hand,
would foe much more difficult. Col-
lection system would have to be
set up by the various organizations

and by COMPO; checking and
dunning would be all but impos-
sible, and there would be a basic

fault that TOA itself previously

objected to. That is, that the pay-
ments would indicate what an
exhib was giving in film rental.

Since there would have to be book-
keeping within the exhib organi-
zation, a theatreman’s opposition
might well learn what terms he
was getting. Under the original
COMPO system, the only person
who’d have access to the info

would be the distrib—who obvious-
ly already knew what film rental
an exhib was paying.
TOA’s aim now in slowing down

the establishment of COMPO is

similar to what it has been from

through a series of love affairs «»X

!

a group of people, the plethora of
,

* P -

love situations making the pic pon-

Mosk.

Jan. 1; Majority Seen

As Two-Week . Rondo r portrait as the tortured Orpheus,

With a majority of pictures fig-
on Various yarteties „r iove affairs.

|

ured as two-week bookings,
! A raconteur, leads the Audience

j

•,*,*, ^ari
° bS round out the

theatre, N, Y., has set product up

to Jan. 1, 1951. The fact that so

many productions are figured as

only good fog two weeks is no par-

ticular reflection on the draw,, but

simply that most shows aren’t able

to show profit longer than that un-
der current Broadway conditions.

Important change in the prod^

net lineup has moved “Guerrilla in

Philippines” up on the schedule to.

early in November because of the

war situation. It originally was
set for after the first of the year.

After “Where the Sidewalk
Ends/* now current, Roxy will

play “Broken Arrow,” “Panic in

the Streets” and “Stella.” Last-

named opens Aug. 18 with Milton
Berle.

derous in its present state. .Deft

cutting might make it okay for

some American spots. .

The raconteur’s first character is

a streetwalker who meets a sol-

dier for"a brief moment and then
he is called back to the barracks.

The soldier next meets a lovely

chambermaid whom he loves and
leaves. The raconteur then leads
her into an adventure with a Sen-

sitive young student. The Student
in turn has an affair with a mar-
ried woman. It goes on and on,

but this is the basic format of the _____
^ Ophuls has used a dearth of

j .

Alter the brilliant “Somewhere
closeups, brilliant decor playing a t m Europe, this is below par lor

Femmes Han Xom
(Women Without Names)

(FRENCH)
Paris, June 30.

Filmsonor release df Navona Film pro-
duction. Stars Simone Simon, Francois*
Rosay. Valentina Cortese. directed and
written by Geza Radvanyi., Camera, Gabor
Pogany. At Opera, Paris. Running time.
95 MINS.- ' .... •

'

'

;
.

Frenchwoman. , . . . . > ., .Simone Simon
Countess .... .. . . . Francolse Rosay
Yugoslavian , ...... . . . . .Valentlna„Ci)rtese
Bavarian. .

Vivi Glot
Pole ... . . . ..... . ... ,lrasema Diiian
Brigadier t ... « •••«•« ,.. *•* • • • ••« • Gino •Ceryl

- Captain . » v» v-* •••**•••* * • tO' r ci'ai I

Guard. . . . . . . . . ... . . .LambCrto . Maggiorani

vital part. Film gains an opulence
in the expertly lensing of Chris-

“Black Rose” opens on Sept. 1, tian Matras. There is much film-

with “My Blue Heaven,” “I’ll Get
By” and “All About Eve” follow-

ing. “For Heaven’s Sake”
,
is the

Christmas pic opening on Dec. 22.

Theatre has spotted “Halls, of

Montezuma” in on Jan. 19 tenta-

tively, because of revived interest

in Marine Corps since ordered to

Korea.

B

mg through carved glass, linen,

silks and mirrors to create the
aura of romance. A catchy song
becomes the theme music with the
picture nicely scored by Oscar
Straus. Anton Wolbrook is prop-
erly suave as the raconteur; Bulk
of the star-studded cast deliver
virtual bits with verve. Danielle
Darrieux and Daniel Gelin -are

standout as the wife and amorous
student. Mosk.

Continued from page S

Paramount also used one more pic

this year than last.

That there’s a marked trend
away from reissues at the better

houses is seen in the fact that only
Chaplin’s “City Lights” and a twin

Prelude a La Gloire
(Prelude To Glory)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Jun£ 24.

Gray Film release', of Miramar produo-
Stars, Roberto Benzi, Debucourt,

Paul Bernard.- Directed by George La-
combe. Screenplay, Jean-Bernard. Luc,/
Paul. Andreota; .camera, Claude' Renoir,

!
At Rex. Paris. Running time, 100 MINS.

....... * ......

.

Roberto Benzi

tion.

Warner bill, “God Is My Co-Pilot”
i M^rachai' ..... Debucourt

and “Destination Tokyo,” were re- j Dunnontex//. /...Paur Bernard

vived on Broadway this year. G«briel - •— *—* •
• v • • • Andl^ Le Gail

Oldies exhumed in the first half of
.

r .

*49 included Columbia’s “Cover .

Pic has a natural exploitation peg

Girl” and “You Were Never Love- i

>

n
,
th® y°un? virtuoso conductor

lier,” dualed at the Criterion;
- Roberto Benzi over here. A simple,

“Treasure of Sierra Madi-e” tWB) !
honest story mterpieted by unpie-

l reasure of Mena Maciie twu)
tentious direction and good tech-
nical credits make this palatable
for some U. S. art houses. Film

the second in Geza Radyanyi’s pro-

posed trilogy of the dispossessed
peoples. This treats with the un-
wanted women herded together in

a camp near Trieste a iter the

war. Pic’s resemblance to recent

films dealing with caged woman
is also against it: Film has some
excellent moments, but on the

whole its message is watered
down. With Simone Simon and
Francoise Rosay in cast, it may do

for U. S, arty spots.

Radvanyi has directed erratic-

ally with some fine moments such

as the birth scene, the attempted
' escape and others not so strong.
' Valentina Cortese is moving as the

expectant mother. Simone Simon
gets away with her coquette/ role

with abandon while Francoise

Rosay is efficient as the ex-

duchess. Film is multilingual.

Pic was made in Italy, and it

makes the Italian prison camp
guards very polite, Which is not

in line with reports of those who
have lived there in such camps.

Mosk.

Treasure of Sierra Madre” tWB)
and “Johnny Belinda” (WB),
twinned at the Strand, plus four
others run as singles at the May-
fair.

points up Benzi’s genius via under-
i statement, and employs good taste

Analysis of films’ staying power jhi the use of the moppet prodigy,

at the Roxy reveals that “Belve-

'50 Years’ Being Held On
In Sock Circuit Draw

“Fifty Years Before Your Eyes,”
Warner's documentary covering the
last 50 years/ riot only held over a
second week in five houses of the
Embassy Newsreel circuit, but may
go three or four weeks in most of
these theatres because of the way
in which the 73-minute feature pic
held up. Film looks to finish its

second session in the five spots
with about $26,000, after a sock
#33,000 in first week.

Favorable word-of-mouth is one
of the main factors in helping “50
Years,” hold up. The comparatively
short running time has made, pos-
sible a rapid turnover in Newsreel
circuit's houses/ which

1

have a total
of 2,500 seats;

the beginning. That is to keep the
all-industry body from attaining a
position of such importance that
it overshadows TOA itself. It

doesn’t want to have a hand in the
creation of an organization which
lessens TOA's own function. .

While that has been TOA’s be-
hind-the-scenes attitude all along,
it has been most cooperative up to

this time in the various all-indus-

try sessions leading up to the birth
of COMPO/ Whether because of
the high enthusiasm and goodwill
expressed by the nine other com-
ponent member organizations at

these conclaves, or for other rea-
sons, TOA has always gone along.
It is for that reason that its talk
of a “slowdown” for COMPQ is

taken less seriously than might
otherwise be the case. However,
TOA’s action in committee meet-
ings—as contrasted to the big
overall sessions—may undoubtedly,
have the effect it desires.

Others attending last Thursday’s
huddle of the Brecher committee
were Barney Balaban, repping Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America;
Maurice Brown, subbing for Will-
iam Namenson of Independent
Theatre Owners Assn, of New
York; William Levy/ subbing for
Gunther Lessing of Motion Picture
Industry Council; Martin Quigley,
Sr., for tradepress publishers; Mar-
tin G. Smith, subbing for William
Ainsworth of Allied, and ex officio

Ned E. Depinet, CQMPO prexy,
and Francis Harmon/ secretary.

Unable to be present -were' Ben
F. Shearer, of Seattle, rep of the
/Pacific Coast Conference of Inde-
pendent Theatre Owners, and
David O. Selznick, repping Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers.

dere Goes to College” took the
laurels in '49 with a four-week
stand. Five others stayed three
weeks. This year “Cheaper by the
Dozen” remained four weeks, but
only three others had enough pull \

to
came

George Skouras
Continued from page 3

circuits, leasing the houses 1o the

latter two chains. Skouras and
UATC each own a 50% interest in

the Skouras web.
Schenck is believed to be the

Story concerns young Roberto, i largest - stockholder in the UATC
an apprentice bricklayer with a I chain, having more than 100.000 of

surprising aptitude for music. He I the 600,000 shares outstanding,
comes to the attention of an ex-

I

UATC has a direct interest in
conductor, the old master trains

j about 15 houses, plus complete
him. Then a second-rate conduc-

j
ownership of United Artists Thea-

tor and his over-ambitious wife
i lres of California, which has an

same
pix, “On the Town” and “Father I pi^tcTthe talent oFyouiTg enzi" '/Rowley United, Inc., operating' fil

of the Bride, copping six^week
;

whi
runs. House, however, screened ing
eight films apiece in each six- fine assets. Benzi’s acting is corn-
month period.

. First half of the '50 calendar ;

!>*'
^ *!ls .

the sc
.
reen with^brilliance

was also marked by some unusual n//,
6

hookinpq at the Canitnl Anri Para 1
^PPdrt IS adequate With Debu- i lotu, ««.

mmfnt i

court et«hing a fine portrait as the
: houses) and Golden State (40 thea-mount which m the past, genei ally aging master, and Paul Bernard • ires) circuits in California. It took

tv U4V VUiVll y VI. J V.S4«AQ . j . , I % « , « J •

copping six-week
! who is Roberto of the story. Edit- ,

1/ouscs, and a one-third interest m
ing and musical background are six olher houses in Texas,

fine assets. Benzi’s acting is com- H also acquired last March 50 o

petent, but when on the podium of Mike Naify’s interest (which was
1 • * J ’ 'almost 100%) of the United Cali-

fornia Theatres. It is the top hold-
ing company for T&D, Jr. »69

screened Metro and Par product
; good as the weak conductor.

exclusively. Fact that Metro is

selling away its. best pix to (he
State and Music Hall accounted for
the Cap’s need for two outside
films both, of which came from
United Artists. Divorcement of

the Par from its parent company
explained its buys of two pix from
Universal and one apiece from
RKO and Columbia.

Mosk.

Drive-Ins
Continued from page 7

Orpliee
(Orpheus)

(FRENCH)
Paris. June 25.

Disoina release of Andre Paulve pro-
duction.: Stars Jean Marais, Maria f'a-

uares, Francois Perier, Marie Dea. Writ-
ten and directed /by Jean Cocteau : Cam-
era, Nicolas ttayer; editor, .r. Sadoul. At
Palais De Chaillot. Running time, 93
MINS.

i Orphee
! Eurydjce. . ; . . . ... .

:

!
Heurtebise . . ;.

j

Princess. ... . ... . .

.

! Aglaonice. . .... ; . .

,

Writer. > . . i , .... .

.

1 over the interest from Schenck,
.
who had personally endorsed a $2 -

I
500.000 note for Naify. Schenck s

' endorsement was on behalf of
/UATC. which indemnified him;

|

UATC is currently engaged in

/breaking lip its joint interests In

circuits wTith the majors, as re-

quired by the anti-trust decrees.
It will continue its deals with indie
circuit's, however, such as Robb &
Rowley and United California.
Schengk has trusteed his stock

io the Bank of America. He is
..Francois Perier

j said to have no other theatre inter-
Maria Casares

; except through UATC.

. ...Jean Marais
...Marie Dea

.....

.

Juliette Greco
. . . . . . ; , .

.

Roger Blin
. .£douard. Derm ithe

Move Seen

bility of the screen/from the high- Cegeetc.

way is also described as a hazard, r—^—
and the design of the entrance and This is an off-the-beaten-track
exit facilities of some drive-ins are ; him that engendei's ' local interest
also blamed for many accidents. ! in its style and theme. Pic is a Continued from page 3

The highway; pffiqial's say. .there/ ‘-huddles-’ with C, J. Tevlin,
«*.e threie alternatives^— ( X) “By ap-

! ^ poetic lnterpreta- ««—

—

P'opriate legislation, eonstfuetton^
have been pushing to complete th*
deal within the 60 days. Tev) ;

-n
^
an

?
ejRro^lb“

!

cessful in its appeal to the intellec-
a,:eas; jtual art house local set. Word-of-

(2) Short of such piohibition. ac-
| mouth would be an important fa c-

cess to the highway to which they
j tor here, with the prestige names

are adjacent may be contixilled by
denying direct access either wholly
or partially. (3) In lieu of statutory

of Jean Cocteau and Jean Marais
helping. Well hypoed pic could be

!
played in very special arty U. S.

Hollywood, July 11.

Possibility that Tsomc phase of
negotiations being conducted by
the Independent Theatre Owners
of America for the RKO chain
Will take place this week, is seen
With the arrival of Charlotte Gross,
executive secretary of ITOA.

Group, which is headed by
Harry Brandi, has been dickering
with Howard Hughes interests for
some time and. Miss Gross may

control* consultation with the pro- 'Situations.
posed owners of the theatre faeil- The modern Orpheus is a Left
ities in the planning stage may be Bank poet envied by his fellow
relied upon as the only safeguard/’ ' writers. He becomes enamored of

The report asserts that local offi-
cials are not strong enough to do
the
controls
states

a strange Princess depicted as in
reality. Death. From then on, the

maintains that they have already
done three, months of hoss^trading
,in one month and is asking that
they take it easy.
Unit has had offers from oi her

studios, however, and is anxious to

either make the deal with* RKO
within the time limit or be free to

talk elsewhere. Partners have
carefully avoided conversations
elsewhere while the RICO negoli-

4 ii /v .
6 r uu

olot follows the eeiipral Ornh^nc !

C15ewiiere ™ue me Jttixu negou-
job and that any legislative :

fabie
^ 1 aitions are proceeding amicably.

"ols .should be handled by the I Cocteau’s scripting and direct- Meantime they are continuing lo
states. It also declares: “Probably

jng give the film its proper key of pi'eP scripts and are ready to go
the most effective remedy tor the

| umvorldliness. Thhnph tW 1 with the first of the 12-a-vear. for

figure in talks while she is here.-; state highways.”

growing/problem of the .drive-in
theatre, is the outright prohibition
of this type of enterprise along

unworldliness. Thqugh slow at
times, the special effects are ex-
pertly handled. Lensing is lucid

.
_

and editing gives fine rhythm to ing fund is designed .* to finance
* pic. Jean Marais etches a fine the first year’s output:

with the first of the 12-a-year. for

five years/that Will be called for in

the pact. The $10,900,000 revolv-
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PICTURES p&RIEff

With the gradual hardening of f
currencies in- most foreign coun-

tries, the American film industry

has adopted a new long-range

strategy in its efforts to free

frozen coin. Rather than accept

dubious deals for immediate thaw-

ing at a heavy discount, Motion

Picture Assn- of America is at-

tempting to get foreign govern-

ments to earmark funds for con-

version of.;, blocked Currency to

dollars at legal rates.

Aim of the MPAA is to regu-

larize the transfer of earnings

Abroad and put it on a routine,

official basis. Feeling is that if

the industry continues to indicate

a willingness to get out its money
on the catch-as-catchrcan basis

that has prevailed since, the war,

foreign governments will never

take steps to provide normal Chan-

•, nels of conversion.

Yank films have thawed a great

percentage of their earnings

abroad in recent years through

“compensation” deals —• the ex-

change of blocked funds for goods

or services that could be later

translated into dollars. The cost

has been high, however, in that

such arrangements entail the giv-

ing of heavy discounts. Foreign

governments have generally looked

With favor on the deals,
>

since they

cleared up dollar obligations at

considerably less than normal cost.

MPAA member companies were
more than willing to go along on

the cornpensation deals while they

appeared to be the only possible

method of getting earnings out of

deep freeze* Most of the world

currencies have strengthened so

much in the past year, however,

that it is felt foreign governments
are in a position to allot a sum
equal to a portion of U. S. film

earnings for conversion of curren-

cies at legal rates.

A practical factor, too, is that

the compensation deals are getting

more and more difficult to find.

As currencies harden, there’s less

call for barter—which is what the

compensation deals in essence

are. As a result, it becomes Some-
thing of a necessity to find other

means of getting money out of the

icebox.
Thus, Motion Picture Assn, of

America prexy Eric Johnston and
the head of the Assn.’s interna-

tional department, John G. Mc-
Carthy, are exerting presure on

foreign governments to open

means of transfer of funds at

white market rates. Such a move
is entailed ip current negotiations

with Italy and will undoubtedly

figure in talks Coming up on re-

opening of the French film agree-

ment. It will be the policy every-

where in the world as new pacts

are made.

Fox Chi Garrick Coup
Chicago, July 11.

Garrick theatre here will

,

show 20th-Fox. films exclusive-
'

ly during its reissue policy,

which teed off Friday (7). Ac-
tion comes as a coup for Fox
arid a nudge to other majors.
Choice of Fox pix, left en-

tirely up to patrons who bal-

lot for their choices, Was sold

to the Balahan & Katz circuit

in a tidy package deal. ‘Patron
response so far has been on
the healthy side.

20th Giving Manhattan

Back to Indians;

Novel Stunts for

‘

Briefs From

Twentieth-Fox, continuing its

fullscale ballyhoo and exploitation

emphasis on upcoming product,

has set plans for several novel
stunts during the next few weeks,
topped by booking a troupe of five

American Indians for a two-week
tour of RKO nabe theatres in Mew
York to publicize “Broken Arrow,”
In addition, the company has as-

signed Princess Yellow Robe, In-

dian lecturer arid director of the

Indian exhibit at Jones Beach State

Park, N. Y., on a national tour to

lecture editors, women’s gx’oups,

critics, etc,, about the film.

Miss Yellow Robe will function
on her lecture tour as Henry Wil-
coxon did for DeMille’s (Para-
mount) ‘‘Samson and Delilah”
earlier this year. She’ll appear in
each city prior to the opening of
‘‘Broken Arrow.” She’ll emphasize
the fact that the film for the first

time in industry h&tdry deals sym-
pathetically with American In-

dians, instead of depicting the
Usual “good” white man versus
“bad” Indian.

Continued from page 5

To Get US.
Practice of the Motion Picture

point that Snaper started the ad-
mission warfare. Matawan and
Keyport, N. J., weeklies of June
15-16 were exhibited by the circuit

prexy with ads for his own Strand,
Red Bank; Strand, Long Branch,
and Strand; Freehold, and for

Snaper’s Strand in Keyport. The
houses are somewhat competitive.
The Reade ads all carried nota-

tions of evening prices of $1.

Snaper’s copy stated: “Regular
admission prices.” Regular fee in
all the houses involved i$ 44c. !

Since the show was slated to

open the following Wednesday
#

and there would be no weekly

MPAA FnrAian li1*01111 papers again until Thursday andluma luicigu uiuup
Friday to a(jvertijge

>that he was
also going to exhibit “S&D” at the
normal scale to meet Snaper’s
competition, Reade was burned.
He therefore had 10,000 cut-

price coupons printed for his three

a e . a i houses* They admitted the holders
AssnL of America s Advisory- Unit

, >t^ A w?s sent t0 Key_

Hollywood, July 11.

Frank Fontaine checked - in at

20th-Fox for his comedy role in

“Call Me Mister.” . . . Stephen
Chase was signed by Republic for

a key role in “The Story of Belle

La Grand,” which gallops this

Week with John Carroll arid Vera
BalstQii costarring . . . Metro’s
“King Solomon’s Mines” went
through a sneak preview and was
turned over to Technicolor; due
for release in November . . .

Edwin L, Marin will direct “Raton
Pass,” starting July 13, with Den-
nis Morgan starring, in Techni-
color ... , RKQ set a July 24 date-

to start “Footiight Varieties,” a
novelty musical to be produced
by George Bilson with 16 acts, arid

Jack Paar. topping the cast.

Republic assigned Gordon Kay
as producer arid Fred. Brannon as
director on “Fightin’, With Kit Car-
son”. . Next picture “by Olympic
Productions will be “Weak Is the
Flesh,” starting Sept. 1 in N. Y.,
with Robert Parrish directing. . ..

Edmund Grainger’s first production
for RKO is “Flying Leathernecks,”
based on a story by Kenneth Gemot
. . Warners ^yill have two troupes
in Gallup, N, M., next week, with
“Rocky Mountain” and “Only the
Valiant” shooting in the same
neighborhood • Pete

.
Smith is

rounding up his 14th annual “Foot-
ball. Thrills,” to be released Sept. 9
by Metro . . . Jody Lawrance’s minor
contract with Columbia approved
by superior court.
“The Untamed Legion” was set-

tled on by Republic as a final title

for the picture formerly titled “Up-
rising in the Forest” aRd “Black
Hills” ... Another Republic change
of title is “Desperadoes of the

j
West” for “Desperado Kings of the
West”

.

Steve. Cochran plays the
top baddie in “Raton Pass,” a Den-
nis Morgan starrer at Warners. . ,

Metro will shutter its entire car-

toon department July 28 to per-

mit the personnel to take a two-
week vacation . * . Emil Friedlander
is coming out of a long period of

retirement to become general pro-

duction supervisor for the Ameri-
can Legion’s musical revue, “Red,
White and Blue” , . . Harry Wild
Will lens ‘‘Macao,” costarring Jane
Russell and Robert Mitchum at

RKO, with Josef von Steniberg di-

recting. • •

Jack Schwarz Productions bought
“Sioux Ambush,” a yarn by Ray-
mond Aldrich, for August produc-
tion as one of the company’s 32

films for Eagle-Lion release. . Pete
Smith completed “Curious Con-
tests,” fourth of his 1950-51 shorts

program at Metro . . . Peg Wells,

American Airlines stewardess, will
|

play herself and double as techni-

cal advisor on Metro’s “Three Guys
Named Mike” . . . New indie produc-

tion outfit, David Lord Produc-
tions, Inc., filed incorporation pa-

pers in Sacramento, with David
Lord as president,, Donald Hyde
and Samuel David as veepees, and
Joseph Justman as treasurer.

Eastman, Technicolor In

$3,000,ii00 Damage Suit

On Color Monopoly Claim
A $3,000,000 damage suit, charg-

ing violation of the antitrust laws

and invasion of property rights, was

filed last week by William E. Celes-

tin, president of Keller-Dorian

Color Film Corp., against the East-

man Kodak Co;, Technicolor, Inc.,
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Semi-Indies
Continued from page I

standing, and reputation of the pro?

ducer and his aides. If he has a
background distinguished by b.o,

and critical success for pix made
at reasonable cost, he is naturally

in position to demand and get

greater authority over stories, bud-
get, casting, publicity-exploitation

and the Technicolor Motion Picture !
and general policies. He may also

Corp, Action was filed in N. Y. fed- get . a percentage of profits of his

era! court. pix and possibly a setup whereby

Suit charges that the three de- ! he can take advantage of the capi-

fendants conspired to rrionopolize
j

tal gains provisions of the tax

interstate and foreign trade in color ;Jaws.

photography, in violation of the
j

lb any event, however, the au-

Sherman arid Ciayton "Anti-Trust tonomy is bound to have a mighty.

Acts; Companies conspired, the
;

big string attached to it, inasmuch

complaint charges, by. cross-licens-

ing copyrights each held, or hold;

or might acquire in the future, arid

by refusing to license competing

firms. Defendants are ; specifically

charged with refusing to license

the Monopak film process* deeriied

necessary in Technicolor produc-
tion,;

1
'

Eastman Kodak is also charged
with failure to carry Out an agree-
ment allegedly made with Keller-
Dorian in December, 1930. Celes-
tin claims that Eastman Kodak in-

duced the plaintiffs to surrender
certain patent rights, laboratory
equipment and technical informa-
tion, in turn for which Eastman
Kodak Was to exploit the Keller-
Dorian process,

,
Complaint declares that Kodak

riot only failed to exploit the proc-
ess, but never had any intention to
do so. Complaint charges Eastman
Kodak with not acting in good
faith, and making false represen-
tations,

Present suit is similar to two
other actions filed in November,
1948, by Keller-Dorian against the
same three defendants. One was a

$250,000,000 anti -trust action
against the three companies, While
the other, was a $50,000,000 patent
rights action against Eastman Ko-
dak, The two suits are still in

court.
Meanwhile, district judge Alex-

ander Holtzoss has granted an or-

der allowing plaintiffs to take depo-
sitions from the defendants through
their officers arid directors. Keller-
Dorian will take depositions from
H. T. Kaimus and David Shattuck,
president and board member of

Technicolor and TMPC, and Thom-
as J. Hargrave, a director of East-

man Kodak.

for Foreign Films in arranging

screenings in New York to help

overseas filmmakers find a U. S,

distributor has been reaping favor-

able reactions from both the pro-

ducers and distribs. Headed by
B. Berriard Kreisler, Advisory
Unit in recent weeks has spon-
sored showings of three imports

port, Sriaper’s town; to distribute
the coupons. They were not
handed out, Reade said, in any of
his own towns, but the plan for
upped admission was dropped and
the houses charged their normal
44c to all but the Keyport 25c
coupon-holders.
Reade asserted that his circuit

had held to the tilted scale policy
and is mapping previews of sev- jin all previous “S&D” playdates,
eral more shortly. IHe pointed but that Sriaper, like-

Previously screened were three
Italian-made pik, “Sky Over the
Marshes,” “Stranger of San
Marino” and “Passion of St. Mat-
thew.” Distribs who attended the
showings were favorably im-
pressed with “Stranger” and ^‘Pas-

sion,” and several are negotiating
for U. S. rights to the fibns.

Owner of “Stranger” is Countess
Dorothy Di Frasso While Bruno

- SeqUin holds rights to. .theJlatter.

Screening service is free, Kreis-
ler stressed in New York last week,
with each of the majors alternating
in supplying cuffo use of projec-
tion rooms. His modus, operandi
on “Stranger,” for example, noti-

fied some 64 foreign film distribs

of the preview date by mail. In
addition, invitees were reminded
by phone on the day preceding the

runoff. As a result, some 24 pert
sons were ori hand, which was con-
sidered a good turnout*

wise, in the only other situation
where they were competitive, had
boosted his charge. That was at
the State; Booriton, N. J. (which
is actually owned by former Jersey
Allied prexy Ed Lachman, but
booked by Sriaper). It follows
Reade’s Community in Morris-
towri. Thus when Reade lifted the
tab from 74c to $1 for “S&D”,
Snaper went up equivalently from
[A6c. ta.74c.

Although the squawks from
other exhibs were disconcerting,
Par was not seriously disturbed by
the Jersey joust. There was little

fear that it might lead to a gen-
eral breakdown of the sales policy,

Since the pic has all blit played
off its initial time around and is.

just about to be withdrawn from
release. It will be sent out again
next January at normal rental,

enabling exhibs to show it at their
regular price scale**

UV Hub Featurette
Boston, July 11.

as the studio is providing the

financing for production. The man
who holds the, moneybag naturally
has the final say. Success of the
system will depend in large meas-
ure, therefore, not only eft the
choice Of the unit chiefs, but how
much the studio topper keeps out
of their hair.

Y. Frank Freeman, who will take
active charge of the par lot when
Ginsberg pulls out this Saturday
(15), will function much more as a

supervisor of the units and less in

day-to-day problems of picturemak-
ing than Ginsberg did, although
he’ll keep a sharp eye on budgets,
which he’ll, of course, have to ap-
prove on each pic.

In addition to the unit produc-
tions, there will also be a group of
pix to be made by salaried house
producers, of which Freeman will

have to take charge. This grou

p

will be pared down, it is believed,

as contracts expire arid new over-
all units can be added.

The new Jerry-Wald-Norman
Krasna unit is reportedly set to

move to Par if turrent negotiations
at RKO are unsuccessful. Wald
plans to make as, many as 12 pix
at year. William

.
Perlberg and

George Seaton have just left 20th-
Fox jobs to swing over to Para-
mount as a unit under the
new setup; and Stanley Kramer is

rumored as a possibility at Par
when his current United Artists
commitment (two more pix) is ful-

filled.

Semi-autonomous units already
on the Par lot include those of Ce-
cil B. DeMilie, William Pine &
William Thomas, Hal Wallis, Nat
Holt, the former Liberty setup
Which includes Sam Briskin, Wil-
liam. Wyler, Frank Capra and
George Stevens, Charles Brackett,
Billy Wilder and George Teiriple-

ton-Alan Le May.
Unit producers holding lesser au-

tonomy (although sometimes the.* *
. i vyiivjuj, \ iaa viiv m » a yvmybAiiivo . viiy

As the resuU of a three-year con- dividing [jIle is rather shady) areMil All KVf LliikFrt I ’kn Kai» r\¥ w _. V

Wilson Easing
Continued from page ;4

will probably he eliminated and a

provision inserted for conversion

of frozen pounds to the coin of

other soft currency countries.

In the meantime, American dis-

tribs here showed disturbance

after, analysis of a recent speech

by Wilson to Parliament. They
saw in it* indications of a possible

government-controlled distribution

setup for pictures. He said: *T

think the House will agree that

the existing distribution services

are inadequate, too costly and too

rigid, and it is;; certainly a question
whether we shall not need a dis-

tribution agency capable, of acting

on behalf of producers, doing a

purely wholesaling job and not a
financial one.”

certed pitch by Hub’s Chamber of

I
Commerce, Universal-International
will start shooting a featurette of

the, Hub city shortly, with an early
October preem likely.

Film will be shot under the su-

pervision of Arthur Cohen, UI’s
director of short subjects, and will

outline portions of the Hub’s his-

torical past, Paul Revere’s fide,

etc., spotlighting such Hub char-
acteristics as “clambakes” and
“bargin” basements. Shooting
will be done in black and white to
permit production on TV arid after
commercial distribution by UI, film
will be reduced to 16m for school
and convention screenings.

Johnston, Arnall Prep for London
Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-

tion Picture Assn, of America, and
Ellis G. Arnall, president of the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, are preparirig

this week to shove off Sunday (16)

for the London monetary talks.

They’ll be accompanied by James
A. Mulvey, prexy of Samuel Gold-
wyri Productions, who’ll partici-

pate as a rep of SIMPP, and Joyce
O’Hara, Johnstqn’s exec assistant.
MPAA chief is slated to huddle

with company ptexies at a board
meeting Friday (14); for a final dis-

cussion preparatory to the London
negotiations, i" Alnall and Mulvey
are also holding talks, although in-

formal ones, all this week with
New York distribution execs of
the indie producer members of
SIMPP,

Continued from page 5

about these small theatres. They
are perfectly willing to let them
close. They cannot be bothered.”
In so-called normal days, PCCITO
declared, small theatres could buy
features from $10 up and some-
times as low as $7.50. “Now the
only thing you can get for $12.50 is

junk, which you are ashamed to
run,” it said.

Winding up its plea, PCCITO
declared: “There are about 6,000 to
8,000 theatres in the U. S. rapidly
facing the possibility of ‘turning
out the lights.’ These are not wart
time babies. They are subsequent
run theatres and theatres in small
communities. Grosses have been
dropping and expenses have been
steadily increasing over the years.
The two lines have crossed. Result
is losses. Something must be done.
The motion picture industry will
suffer greatly if these theatres are
closed. Theatre patrons are crea-
tures of habit arid closed theatres
break that habit*”

Leo McCnrey, Irving Asher, Mel
Epstein, Robert Fellows, s Paul
Jones, Jules Schermer, Joseph
Sistrom and Robert L. Welch.
At RKO, topper Howard Hughes

is trying to set up a plan of having
pix made in various price lines a la

General Motors^ manufacture of
Chevrolets, Pontiacs, Biiicks and
Cadillacs. Each of the units is

assigned a category. Producers in-

clude Filmakers (Ida Lupino-Col-
lier Young), Sam Bischoff, Alex
Gottlieb, Edmund Grainger, Dan-
ny Dare, Herman Schlom, Jack
Skirball-Bruce Manning, Lewis
Rachmil, Stanley Rubin, Harriet
Parsons, Irving Cummins, Jr., Ir-

win Allan, Irving Starr, John
Houseman, Janies T. Vaughn, Rob-
ert Sparks and Warren Duff.

At Columbia, three semi-autono-
mous units have recently, been
added, They are headed by Ed-
ward Small, Sidney Buchirian and
Louis de Rochemont.

.
Ginsberg’* $4,500 a Week

Hollywood, July 11.

Henry Ginsberg, who resigned
as vice president and studio genr
oral manager at Paramount, effec-

tive July 15, after an association
of 10 years with that company, re-

ceived $4,500 a week. Pact would
have expired Nov. 1.

Ginsberg moved irito Paramount
in 1940 after serving for four
years as vice president and general
manager for David O. Selznick.
Prior tq that he was associated With
Joseph M. Schenck, Hearst Inter-

national, Educational Films, Hal
Roach, Preferred Pictures and his

own Sterling Pictures.
Par Prexy Barney Balabari an-

nounced that Par veepee Y, Frank
Freeman is now in charge of all

studio operations* production and
personnel.
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GOID-GETTING SUMMER SHOW!
Yes, it’s just one Big M-G-M hit after another!

Imagine! Tops "Battleground” and "Annie Get Your Gun”
in Memphis opening ! Tops "Father Of The Bride” at Little

Rock, Ark. opening. Toledo is a few dollars behind "On
The Town” New Year’s opening. And those are typical

\

(It's not too late to fight for complete 20% tost

repeal! Vrite.your Senators TODAYl)
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CHICAGO
Ralph Cramblet, U. A. district

manager, granted sick leave and
J. J. O’Loughlin, Los Angeles
branch manager, takes over. When
Cramblet returns he will probably
be assigned a different post.

Warner theatres trying to lure
Jackie Robinson for lobby person- _

al at opening of- “Robinson Story”
j

open tlie town to competition. The
when pic opens at outlying Oak? I purchaser is Mike Guttman, who
land . and Met houses this week.

;

owns a small-seater, the World,
Brooklyn infielder is in town for

i in Aberdeen.
:

'

All-Star game. Because the territory’s indepen-
Metro awarded “Annie Get dent exhibitors “need the chance

Gun” to Starview theatre in Elgin, I to get off their chests” the anger
second time this ozoner outbid

|
they feel toward distributors as a

exhibitors allegedly guilty of false
returns on percentage pictures is

expected to pave the way for a
number of such actions in this
territory.

One more step in carrying out
the consent decree was taken by
the. Paramount circuit when it di-
vested itself of the 675-seat Or-
pheum theatre, Aberdeen, S. D., to

Cal. Court Ends Taurog

regular houses for Metro product.

Attempt of Loop theatre to

maintain its recently adopted first-

run policy has failed after four
months. Formerly the Telenews,
house will revert to old newsreel
policy after current run of. “Fifty

Years Before Eyes” ends. Believed
that current Korean warfare might
have influenced the reconversion
especially since only one Other
newsreel house is operating here
now.

ST. LOUIS
Frank Shelly, . formerly with
anchon* & MarcoV St. Louis or-Fanchon

ganization, purchased Ivanhoe,
700-seater, from Sam Komm es-

tate. House was operated by St.

Louis Amus. Co. under lease.

result of rising costs in the face of
declining boxoffice, according to
Bennie Berger, North Central Al-
lied president, the organization
Will hold a series of regional ‘‘pro-

test and indignation meetings” in

Minnesota and the Dakotas this
month.

Gull Lake, Minn., drive-in, op-
erated by the Home Theatres’ cir-

cuit, doubles as a showhouse and
church. On Sunday mornings re-
ligious services are held on a non-
interdenominational basis. In the
afternoon and evening films are
shown as usual.

For Agency Inactivity

Hollywood, July li.

Norman Taurog, screen director,

was freed of his agency contract
with Charles K. Feldman’s Famous
Artists and awarded a return of
$600 in commissions. He had asked
for $20,200.

Basis for the abrogation of the
contract was the State Labor Com-
mission’s ruling that an agency
must secure employment for a . cli-

ent within a certain period or the
association may be broken off. Tau-
rog was relieved of his $3,000-a-

week post at Metro Aug 9, ’48. He
claimed Feldman wasn’t there to

represent him at the time.

Bernhard In Squeeze
Continued from page 3

the muddle and pull off the EL-FC
merger yet. It’s figured that the
creditors won’t press any further,
since they'd have nothing to gain
through shoving FC into bank-
ruptcy. It’s also believed that pro-
ducers whc to date have refused to
okay transfer of their releasing
contracts from FC to the new ELC
can be spurred into doing so by
refusal of Bernhard to permit them
to take their product elsewhere.
Though the producers might

have a chance legally to get out
of their FC pacts because of the
company’s change of status, Kauf-
man figures the threats have a
nuisance value that will keep the
indieS from the long court' process.
Kaufman also feels that he could
go • to court and force MacMillen8 Nations Send Pix To

t • ibto acceptance of the deal if only
Locarno Film Festival

j
one or two of the promised pix

Rome, July 4. ,

The International Film Festival
of 1950 of Locarno, June 29 to July
9, will show pictures from eight
countries, according to announce-
ment made here.
The entries follow

:

For Italy: “It Mulatto.” (“Twen-
ty. Years of Age” ) ,

“II Cielo e
Rosso” and “One Sunday in Au-

Bennie B^er. North Central
; "xla

Allied prexy, joined I. E. Chad-
. BbSde- and

wick, Independent Producers Assn .

\

,YT
als

,
e

r
°e

o n ,

head, in a plea for more playing
j

Lady Pauame, .For U . Thiee

J

time for independently produced
j

When Willie Comes
product at a luncheon arranged by ! Marching Home and a Warner

J Monogram and Lippert and at-
j

film and one from Paramount,
A; M. Thompson purchased the tended by more than 50 exhibitors,

j

titles not announced. For Great
Royal, Royalton, 111.

|

. Charlie Weiner, vet United Art-iPritam: “Golden _Salamander,”
Berm e Evans beating drums for-. ists salesman, returned • from !

They Were Not Divided, and
“Duchess of Idaho” skedded for

| weekend fishing trip with 14-

pound wall-eyed pike.Loew’s State, St. Louis.

S. R. Stanley and Beryls P. Wil-
liams, Crossville, 111., bought one-
third interest in 460-car ozoner
near Carmi, 111., from Herbert W.
Newcomb.

“Astonished Heart.” Other entries

include films from Austria, Swe-
den, Germany an,d Mexico.

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Twenty-two theatre managers

Gerald Williams sold his Aloma,
|

from all parts of New Hampshire:
Stewardson, 111., to Lewis M, Tat- imade. plans for their participation

in the 1950 “Jimmy Fund” drive

Net now, however, is that Bern-
hard finds himself in a predica-
ment that has won him sympathy
from those familiar with the sit-

uation. Among the Tatter is 20th-
Fox prexy Spyros Skouras, who
in no other capacity than as an old
friend was reportedly pulling all
sorts of strings last week to get
Bernhard off the hook on which he
was entangled,

Situation currently is that EL
and FC merged as of June 12 with-
out an actual corporate merger.
EL on that date took over distri-
bution of FC product and some of

man.
Loew’s, Inc!, renewed its lease

on Orpheum, in downtown St.

Louis, for 10 years.

A new wrinkle in flicker house

for the Children’s Cancer Re-
search Foundation, at a recent
meeting in Portsmouth. Lloyd
Bridghamr owner of the Uptown

Picture Grosses

booking was unearthed locally last theatre in Dover, was named as

week when “Til lie’s Punctured R6-
1 state chairman.

mance” was reissued for one-week
run at Orpheum. Much attention
was grabbed by this silent :

film

though shown with “G. I. Joe,” a

Robert Mitchum-Burgess Mere-
dith oldie.

MINNEAPOLIS
North Central Allied is Sending

affidavits to its members to fill

out in cases of alleged forcing of
pictures which its current bulletin
calls illegal. These affidavits will

be forwarded to the Department
of Justice, the current NCA bulle-
tin states.

Ruling of Federal Judge G. II.

Nordbye that the anti-trust decree
cannot be invoked to block prose-
cution of distributors’ suits against

4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
Direct frem LeGuardia and Newark

Round
Trip Special

1 STOP

CALIFORNIA $80
Fly Now—Pay Lator 1 WAY $88

Miami $35 non-itoR Chicago $24
PluvTnx

rtfu NORTH AMERICAN7^ AIRLINES
Make y«ur advance reservation* how!

BRyant 9-6492
503 Sth Ave. (at 42 St.). Suita 100

UL S-3888
-

Free Tleket Delivery

Hotel St. George
B’klyn

Irregular FI ighta

TRAVEL AGENTS RECOGNIZED

MIAMI
$29

lAacMcy phone: CH 4*3407

Irene Bigelow, ticket seller at

the State in Nashua, narrowly
escaped serious injury when an
automobile went out of control,
plowed over sidewalk and crashed
into the boxoffice where she was
working.

NEW YORK

TORONTO
fContinued from page 9L

wk). Steady $6,000 after last week
got about same.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)-—

“Gunfighter” (20th) (2d wk). Okay
$7,500 after last week’s $12,500.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)-

—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $8,000 after last week’s big
$15,000.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;

1.556; 38-67V— “Night and City”
(20tli) (2d wk). Poor $3,000 in two
davs after last week’s fair $8,0Q0.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 48-$1.15)---

“Blue Lamp” EL). Nice $14,000
James R. Grainger, Republic Last week, “Fortunes Capt. Blood”

sales chief, planed to Jacksonville J (Col), $11,000.
Sunday (9) as first leg on a two-
week sales trip to Tampa, New
Orleans, Dallas, Kansas City and
Chicago. Due back July 26.

Maria Van Slyke, now touring

Shea’s <FP) (2,386; 38-67) —
“Friend Irma Goes West” (Par).

Fine $10,500. Last week, “Lawless”
(Par), $8,000.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 40-88)-—

with Gloria Swanson to bally i Jfr°cketship X-M (Lip) (2d wk).
Smash $6,500 and capacity alter

new record $7,000 opener;
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 42-75)

—

“Winchester ’73” (2d wk). Light
$4,500 after last week’s $7,000.

New Product Ups Mpls.;

‘Gunfighter’ Modest llG,

‘Tower’ 12G, ‘Golden’ 5G
Minneapolis, July 11.

Thanks to strength of product,
there is slight improvement cur?
rently from recent staggering box-
office; “The Gunfighter” and “The
White Tower” are the current

“Sunset Boulevard,” replaces Rex
Taylor

.
as * Paramount’s national

mag contact. She’ll work with
publicity manager Mort Nathan-;
son. Taylor resigned to join
Famous . Artists School, N. Y., as
pub-promotion director.

BOSTON
E. M. Loew, owner of local' the-

atre chain, took over the McFad-
den-Deauville hotel in Miami
^|each for $700,000. Property was
purchased from administrators of
estate of Lucy Cotton, Thomas Mc-
Graw and Princess Eristave-
Tchicherine.

Philip D. Bloomberg, new Own-

LOS ANGELES

er of the Plaza in Salem, installed tonics. Interest in advance of
as prez of Salem Rotary club.

|

“Jackief Robinson Story” did not
pan out so well when film opened
at State. “Bright Leaf,” moved
from RKO-Orpheum to World is

only fair.
"*•'

Estimates for This Week
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

“Gunfighter” (20th). Nothing, but
praise for this one but only
moderate $11,000 is looming. Last

“Friend Irma West” (Par),

.Grosses for this city’s firstrun
theatres during first six months of
year fell more than ,24% below
comparable period of 1949. This
year’s half-way figure is $5,451,900,
while last year’s was $7,250,700. , .

Showing of reissue bills in firstruns i
v
l
e
n
e^»

dwindled this year. Only 13 oldies I ,

were screened, against 26 during’ RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 35-
alMnrf vn.i. “

> 70 “WVl 1 1 ( PITCMfirst half last year.

Jack Chazan bought the 1,952-
seat Lincoln theatre on Central
avenue, from Sherrill C. Corwin,
purchase giving him a total of five
houses m Central avenue. Others
are the Bill Robinson, Florence

70)—“While Tower” (RKO). Ver-
dict very favorable‘on pic. merits.
And looks to hit very good $12,000.
Last week, “Bright Leaf” (WB),.
so-so $9,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 35-70)—

1 “The Sundown e T s” (EL) and
1 “Golden TwentiesMills, Rosebud and Savoy. Total i

’
^ight

capacity, including the Lincoln, is ! ?tt a A^
eek * IroquoisJrai 1”

4,945 seats,
i

Armored. Car Robbery ’

w t> r» n i £ \ - I (RKO), same.
W. B. Pollard, formerly office ! State (

manager of United Artists
'

VI-AIR COACH Lid.
I 10 West 42 Sf , New York C'ly

. ,
-- Los

Angeles branch, has been pro-
moted to L. A. branch manager.
He replaces J. J. O'Loughlin, who
was recently shifted to midwest
district manager, relieving Ralph

1 Cramblet, on sick leave.

4
(2,300; 50-70) —

‘Jackie Robinson Story” (EL)
Anemic $7,000. Last week, “Colt
.45” (WB), moderate $8,5Q0.
World (Mann) (400; 56-85) —

“Bright Leaf”

its staff, including saies chief Ber-
nard Kranze and ad-publicity top-
per Sid Gross. With that, Bern-
hard closed his exchanges and let
go his other help.

His Big Mistake
In that move the FC proxy’s

friends see his principal mistake,
i
Although FC was reportedly losing

|

$15,000 a week and thus hard-
pressed, feeling is that Bernhard
erred in assigning distribution
rights in his films to EL and in
shutting down his offices before
the merger with the Robert R.
Young company was sewed up. It’s

claimed he put himself out of busi-
ness in his hurry to shed his week-
ly Toperating losses, and left him-
self no out in the event the mer-
ger-—which was already on a rocky
path—couldn’t be consummated.
From a purely business stand-

point, EL now finds that it doesn’t
actually need Bernhard at all. It
already has both his product and
his best manpower. Its obligation,
therefore, is entirely a moral one.
If Bernhard can’t produce what he
committed himself to produce

—

major point of dispute is eight new
pix on which he held distribution
contracts—EL is technically and
legally not bound to gb through
with the merger.

.

Currently holding up consumma-
tion of the deal is Bernhard’s in-
ability to get all of the indie pro-
ducers of the eight new pix to
allow him to reassign his distribu-
tion contracts to the new company
that was to have come out of the
EL-FC combination. He completed
all of his preliminary negotiations
with MacMillen and even some
pretty advanced ones on the as-
sumption that all the Indies would
go along with him.
Most of them have. Illustrative

of his problems with the others,
however, is the situation on “Time
Running Out,” a Dane Clark-starrer
in English produced by Victor Pah-
len in France. Pic turned out much
better than anticipated. Now Co-
lumbia, among other majors, is
interested in releasing it, so Pahlen

;

is reportedly eager to drop his deal
with FC. .

Wall Street Angle
MacMillen maintains he can’t

okay the merger without all of the
Product which Bernhard com-
mitted, because, he is on the spot
with the Wall street group headed
by former Floyd Odium associate
David Baird. This syndicate, along
with Dr. Wilhelm Zwillinger, who
previously angeled FC, agreed to.
put up $1,000,000 to start off the
new company to result from the
merger. If terms of the merger are
not carried out by Bernhard, Mac-
Millen claims, the Wall Streeters
would be under no obligation to
put up the coin. In the event the
meld doesn’t go through at all, less
money will be needed.

, }
11 return for throwing his assets

into the projected Eagle Lion
Classics company, Bernhard was to
get stock in ELC plus cash. He in-
tended to use the cash to pay off
part of FC f

s debts, which amount I

to a minimum of $150,000 and per-

:

ing with the bank came in. Since
Bernhard’s creditors were demand-
ing to be paid off before the mer-
ger went through and since the
Cash coming to him out of the deal
wasn’t sufficient for that, he went
to Van Pelt for the remainder. His
version is that Van Pelt agreed to
give it to him. Van Pelt maintains
that it would be impossible for him
to make a loan under the circum-
stances so he couldn’t have com-
mitted himself. He merely agreed,
he claims, to be helpful in any way
he could—a phrase which Bern-
hard apparently interpreted as an
okay.

'

Van Pelt was seen as coopera-
tive in at least one aspect of the
situation. He held loans on the
product of a number

,
of FC indies;

His okay was thus needed before
they could transfer their distribu-:
tion agreements from FC to EL.
He assented to that and also urged
most of the producers to go for the
switchover. Bernhard is reported-
ly somewhat miffed that Van Pelt
didn’t use stronger persuasive
powers with some cf the others,
such as Pahlen, although the bank-
er’s interest, of course, is to get
the strongest possible distribution
for ariy product in which lie holds
an investment.

In an attempt to clear up- at
least pne prong of his dilemhia
and be that much nearer to final

consummation of the merger,
Bernhard two weeks ago made an
assignment of all FC’s assets to its

creditors. This was done on the
advice of his lawyers as a means
of indicating to the creditors that
everything he was doing was for
their benefit, rather than selfishly.

Under such an assignment,
Bernhard takes some risk since
any- three creditors owed more
than $900 can petition ito throw
FC into involuntary bankruptcy.
That would end all hope of a mer-.
ger. However, the major creditors
have agreed to refraip from such
action. They obviously have a
greater chance to get their coin
via orderly distribution „of FC
product through the new ELC
than by clawing at FC’s assets.

Thus it is hoped by Bernhard
that the way may be paved toward
going through with the merger if

he can either line up the balky
producers or get MacMillen to go
for the deal minus a couple of the
eight new pix.

RKO Brief Shutdown
Hollywood, July 11.

For the first time in more than
a

.
year the RKO sound stages are

shuttered, to remain that way un-
til next Monday (17), when tire

Dana Andrews starrer, “The Gaunt
Woman,” gets the gun.

Last picture before the vacation
was a short subject by George Bil-

son, winding July 3.

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT

CONCESSIONAIRES
fflOM COASI TO COAST

oviq : cihiuar

NOW SPECIALIZING^
IN REFRESHMENT
SERVICE FOR.

-in theatres;

SPORTSERVICE Corp.
SPORTSERVICE BLDG.. BUFFALO. N.Y.*WA. 2506

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

u""The Noxt Voice You Hear...
. .

• -James WHITMORE • Nancy DAVIS.
" A Metro-Oeidwyn-Mayer Picture
< ' A

^ X
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.
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j

haps more.
Heart (U), $2,800* J That's where the misunderstand-

1
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Cincinnati, July 11.
Something approximating a civic event is being lined up by

Mort Watters, general manager of the Scripps-Howard WCPO and
WCPO-TV, in celebration of a double-pronged event. To make
the official presentation of the - Variety Showmanagement award
to WCPO-TV as one of the nation’s outstanding video operations
and lo help the TV station commemorate its anniversary, Gov.
Frank J. Lausche will be on hand. (It was Gov, Lausche who also

helped dedicate the station.)

The ceremonies will take place between baseball games (Reds vs.

pirates) at Crosley Field Wednesday, July 19. Prior to the out-
door presentation, there will be a dinner for Gov. Lausche, with
George Rosen, radio editor of Variety, as a guest of honor.

Jn its drastic reshuffle of radio

programming some weeks back,

When it dropped Bob Hope and
bought the morning Arthur God-
frey show, Lever Bros, settled for

« single NBC entry—the Tuesday,
night “Big Town” stanza, plug-
ging Lifebuoy and Rinso.

It now looks as if the Leyer
hierarchy may vamp NBC alto-

gether because of the web’s rer

quest to Sullivan, Stauffer, Col-

well & Bayles, agency on the ac-

counts, to move the show out of

the Tuesday at 10 spot. NBC
wants to restore Tuesday* to its

onetime pre-eminence (when Bob
Hope, Fibber & Molly and Red
Skelton werO out-Hoopering the

held* and is blueprinting a sched-
ule designed to bring up the rear
at 10 o’clock with a major comic
following Hope and Fibber. (Lat-

ter two go the post in the fall with
new * sponsors, Hope being bank-
rolled by Chesterfield and Fibber
& Molly by Pet Milk; Hope gets

9 o’clock, Fibber 9:30, and NBC
plans puttinjg another comic in at

10).

SSC&B reportedly served notice

on NBC that it wouldn't move
‘ Big Town” out bf the 10 o’clock

spot, and if it came to a showdown
would ask the client to move the

show to another web.
Meanwhile, a video version of

"Big Town” has been bought by
Lever for Thursday night on CBS,
to start in October.

Arturo Toscanini will again tour

the country with, the NBC Sym-
phony Orchestra next season, it

was learned last week* While the
famed maestro expressed the de-

sire, upon the completion of his

21-eity concert junket a few weeks
back, to embark on a similar trans-

continental tour and visit cities not
included this year, it was last

week’s
,
revelation that made the

commitment official* >
Toscanini is now in Ttaly. He

resumes with the NBC Symphony
broadcasts in October, and will

take to the road next spring when
he winds up the ’50-’5i broadcast-
ing season.
Meanwhile, the radio-concert

World is still talking of the unpre-
cedented success of the Toscy junk-
et this past season, when he played
to SRO in all cities. While it ac-

tually cost RCA approximately
$200,000, it’s estimated that the
resultant payoff to the company
and the NBC subsid (in prestige,
promotion, etc.) was of inestimable
value.

f

As a possible prelude to picking
np sponsorship of the program on
a network basis, Esso -is testing the
NBC “Voices and Events” program
On a couple of sample markets in
t lie

|

east. .

,
“Voices,” which has a news-docu-

mentary format, is heard Sunday
afternoons, Heightened activity on
ine Korean war front is reported a
factor in Esso manifesting interest
ll* the program.

H. Allen Smith
as it to bo oxpoctod front a
professional humorist waxes

worry with

The Drunken Zootnar

a bright bylino picco in tho

upcoming

5th Annual
Radio-TV Revieiv and
Preview Number of

P'fiBIETY
Out This Month

NBC’s Overall

Pub. Affairs V.P.

Last week’s death of Charles
Hammond, NBC's veepee in charge
of promotion-advertising, has ctied

new speculation on the eventual
designation of a public relations

veepee for the network under an
integrated pattern which would in-

clude press, public affairs and pro-

motion-advertising. The original

Booz, Allen & Hamilton ^organi-
zational blueprint called for the ap-

pointment of a public relations vee-

pee, but up to now nothing has ma-
terialized along those lines.

Last week NBC named George
Wallace, who started his NBC ca-

reer as a page boy, to assume the
directorship of promotion-advertis-

ing in AM, but without benefit of

veepee stripes. In the public af-

fairs division, the web has failed to

move in lining up a successor to

Sterling Fisher, who resigned to

head the Japanese edition of Read-
er’s Digest in Tokyo.
Meanwhile, exec veepee Charles

R. Denny is still filling in pro tem
on administering the web’s AM
phase of activities, pending official

designation of the new No. 1 AM
veepee as called for under the

B-A-H blueprint.

Out of Radio, Letting

Go of Its Sat. at 8 Time
It now looks as if the Sanka

coffee division of General Foods

will let the Saturday night 8 to 8:3.0

CBS period go next season.

Sanka this past season spon-

sored the “Goldbergs'” on both ra-

dio and TV. The company dropped
the AM version, but served notice

on the web that it was retaining

the time period for a new show.

Because of the coffee price sit-

uation, however, it's understood

that Sanka will check out of radio

completely and relinquish the Sat-

urday period. Plan is to retain

sponsorship of the TV “Gold-

bergs ” but in the event Sanka

isn't in a position to ride with it,

it’s considered a certainty that the

show will stay in. the General

Foods house.

In an address before the South
Carolina Broadcasters Assn, at
Myrtle Beach, S. C., last week,
NBC prexy Joseph H, McConnell
gave what is probably the most
outspoken, realistic appraisal of
radio in the TV future, McCon-
nell, in effect, became the first top
network exec openly to acknowl-
edge that, tO fit into the future
economic pattern, radio will have
to reappraise and readjust its rate
structure,

Although McConnell asserted
t

that he “did hot know just when
that time will come,” broadcasters
saw in the NBC prexy’s statement
the Opening wedge in .capitulating
to increasing demands among ad-
vertisers for lower AM rates.

In the wake of McConnell’s let’S-

face-it reappraisal of sound broad-
casting which, he conceded, is

“facing economic pressures and
problems,” there were increasing
reports that NBC was closer to a
rate readjustment than is . gen-
erally supposed. It's reported that
NBC is set to reduce Sunday after-

noon rates as the. starter, slashing
to one-third the cost of nighttime
rates instead of the present one-
half the cost.

While lip to now there have been
two schools of thought on the sub-
ject of networks slashing nighttime
rates—with

v many firm in their
conviction that to do so would be
to sell the medium short and has-
ten its demise—the fact that no
less a personage than the NBC
president conceded its inevitabil-
ity, was seen as accelerating the
action on all fronts.

P&G in Vanguard
Procter & Gamble, radio’s top'

spender, has,, for one, been in the
vanguard on talking up nighttime
rate slashes, but the fear that the
webs, in turn; would up the cost
of its daytime rates has tempered
the agitation, (Buik of P&G coin
is channeled into daytime radio);

McConnell dwelt on the new
sales concept of NBC—’that of sell-

ing low priced shows to permit for
cutrate time and talent sales.

“The heat is on for rate reduc-
tions,” said McConnell. The ad-
vertisers point to the metropolitan
markets where television is con-
centrated, and rest on the fact that
evening radio in those markets of-

fers a less attractive buy than it

did two years ago. In doing so
they are comparing radio’s good
value today with ihs super-value it

offered when it was the only broad-
casting service. They are not com-
paring the values of radio today
with the present values of the
printed media with which it com-
petes. . . . They are overlooking
the fact that after the full effect

of television is taken into account,
national radio during the coming
season will still deliver a larger
audience than it delivered in any
year between 1940 and 1947.

Tackling the Problem
. . Despite these facts,, we

have a problem, and at NBC, we
have been seeking to meet the
problem by building a wide selec-

tion of low cost programs in every
category—programs that will offer

great entertainment values to the

(Continued on page 35) .
;

A Cup of Coffee
Salvatore Baccaloni, comic

basso of the Metropolitan
Opera, has transcribed a
Verdi-type singing commercial
in Italian for coffee—for .Old

Dutch caffe espresso-—which
is being beamed by WOV,
N. Y.; WHOM, Jersey City, -

and other multi-lingual out-

lets. Although he’s not identic

fled on the disk, his voice is

almost as familiar to opera
aficionados as Bing Crosby^ is

to pop music fans.

Basso cut the disk for the
Peck agency after giving the
coffee an endorsement. He
reportedly earned more for

the one-minute stint than he
gets for a full performance at

I the Met.

C^rroli Garrolt
rnvnols why

Tho Future of Television

Rests On Those Who WiU
Write9 Produce and

Direct It

* * *
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On Irate Fathers,

NBC’s Contention
NBC and Music Corp. of Amer-

ica are in a hassle with Howard
Lindsay £.nd Russel Crouse, au-

thors * of the legiter, “Life With
Father,” over the new William
Powell radio show, .“My Mother’s
Husband,” which preemed on the

web last week. L&C have threat-

ened injunction proceedings, alleg-

ing a direct infringement on
“Father.”

At the same time Basil Bass,

!

attorney for Mrs. Clarence Day,
widow of the author of the original

“Life With Father” series, moved
this week to restrain NBC from go-

ing through with the short; Ag-

.
gravating the situation for NBC
is the fact that

,

the Powell airer

represents the most successful

and potentially commercial stanza

to preem on^the web in the past

year. The initial installment won
Critical and lay kudos and agency-
client interest has been perking
almost from scratch.

MCA enters the picture because
it handles Powell and also the
writer of the show, Charles Tax-
well.

NBC doesr’t deny that the char-

acter of the irate parent as per-
formed by Powell follows the same
pattern as the Lindsay-Crouse
characterization in “Father,” al-

though the radio airer is located

in St. Louis Powell, incidentally;

played the lead role in the film

version of “Life With Father.” It’s

apparently a question, as NBC sees

it; of how much a monopoly Lind-
say and Crouse have oh the pres-

entation of irate fathers.

Web and the authors this week
were still trying to resolve, the I

ticklish situation.

‘People’ Status to Be Set

Hus Week; Simulcast

Future status of the Gulf-spon-

sored “We, the People,’’ will be

determined this week. It’s consid-

ered unlikely that “People” wil

return in the fall as a simulcast.

(It presently gets an AM-TV ride

Friday nights on NBC.) The video

version looks set to continue on
NBC because of the web’s more
favorable facilities, but if “People”
comes back on radio, it will be as a

distinctly different production,

wif
’i possibility that it may switch

to CBS or ABC. Latter webs are

making a pitch for the AM prop-

erty.

Young & Rubicam, agency on the

account, was originally mulling
scrapping the radio version in favor-

of picking up an adventure series,

but it’s understood that two sepa+

rate productions of “People” for

AM and TV are now favored by
Agency and client.

Korean fighting, increasing the
public’s interest in national and
international developments, In

boosting commercial appeal of
news and commentary programs
and strengthening AM vis-a-vis TV.
With AM able to get up-to-the-

minute news more rapidly than
video, due to its greater flexibility*

the webs report that tele set own-
ers are giving more time to radio.
Families of |he 1,370,000 service-
men

, plus those of draft-age youths
aiid reservists, are adding to the
swell of listeners going back to
AM for news, according ’ to NBC
news topper Bill Brooks.

All the nets are getting queries
from agencies and bankrollers on
sponsorship availability of news
stanzas. Serutan -s'. summer replaces
ment for Victor Lindlahr on ABC
is newscaster John B. Kennedy.
Philip Morris, on the same chain,
has put Washington newsman Bry-
son Rash in during Walter Kier-
nan’s vacation, instead of having
Kiernan tape his show in advance.
ABC is also prepping a 15-minute
cross-the-board news stanza for
commercial backing.

As the news departments’ stock
soars, the webs are hypoing their
Overseas staffs with correspondents
and stringers. CBS news chief Ed
Chester is reinforcing European,
bureaus as well as the Far East
offices, to cover any possible Con-
tinental emergency. Edward R.
Murrow leaves Saturday (15) for
Korea, giving CBS four reps lit

:the trouble area. Others sent over,
since the conflict began are Bill

(Continued on page 34)

NBC’s initial installment of its
atomic bomb series, “The Quick
and the Dead,” teed off last Thurs-
day (6) night to critical acclaim,
but getting it on the air wasn’t
quite that simple.

It took lots of persuasion on the
part of NBC prexy Joe McConnell
and . news-special events veepee
Bill Brooks to convince all the
affiliates to pre-empt the 8 p.m.
time (8:30 on the Coast) for the.
public service series, but all 167
of them came through. Even prior
to that, Brooks had quite a job
selling the web on giving the show
prime evening time.
As it turned out, the atom show

won NBC its top kudos of the year,

(Continued on page 32)

SHYERS STEPS DOWN
FROM LUX PODIUM

Hollywood July 11.

“Lux Radio Theatre.” will have
a new music director next season,
the first change in 15 years. Louis
Silvers has turned in his baton so
he can take a long rest and get
closer to television in N. Y.

Silvers is said to be well, fixed

and previous to his long-run with
Lux was a music director at threo
major picture studios. No succes-
sor yet but Rudy Schrager, aide to
Silvers, over the long span, is said
to be the leading candidate.

Treacher Disk Series Fer

WNBC Cut for Od; $1,300
Through the expediency of tap-

ing in advance, WNBC; the N. Y.
flagship station, has succeeded ill

bringing in the 13-week Arthuf
Treacher disk jockey series for a
total talent outlay of $1,300, prob-
ably a new low for a star emcei
show. •

Treacher, who plays and com*
ments on Gilbert & Sullivan re*
cording*, wrapped up the entire 13*

week commentary at & single.* Ml*
sion,’ walking, off 'with $100 ill

.A*- 1 each of .the stanzas.
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Canadian Beast
Al Goodman Added To

Toronto, July 11.

With the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp. estimating a $690,000 deficit

this, year, the state-operated radio

system may have to make slashing

reductions in services and person-

nel, unless additional Federal aid

is forthcoming. This was the gist

of a summary report of the Parlia-

mentary Committee on Radio in

which the Federal treasury will be
asked for an immediate $650,000
advance to take care of this year’s

CBG extra expenses. Last year the

GBC' had a $240,000 deficit.

(On citizen protests regarding
Current lack of Canadian television

station outlets, Revenue Minister
McCahii said the CBG is profiting

from U. S. experimental \vqrk and
that the state-operated TV system
would thus save money, with th

e

CBC Committed to the opening of

TV stations in Toronto and Mon-
treal in the fall of ’51, as the first

two units in a projected trans-

Canada. chain.)

However the additional neces-
sary revenue is to be raised, the
25-man Parliamentary committee
voiced the. opinion that the money
for the continuance of the present
Canadian radio system must be
maintained and that, “program and
service reductions would be un-
thinkable.0 There were sugges-
tions that the present annual $2,50
license fee to radio set owners be
doubled, . which would give the
CBG a kitty of oyer $10,000,000; or
that the Federal government make
an outright grant of $1 apiece,

based on population, this amount-
ing to some $13,000,000, and to be*

absorbed in general taxes rather
than the present $2.50 annual
tariff which costs some $600,000 to

collect. Meanwhile, there is a
steady advance of public opinion
that the present $2.50 fee be in-

(Continiied on page 32)

Cincinnati, July 11.

The WCPO Stations in Cincinnati

(AM, FM and TV) announced plans

for increasing size of their plant

this week. M. C. Watters, general
manager, said the addition to the
present building, which overlooks
Cincinnati, will almost double the
structure’s size.

Work is expected to start on a

new L-shaped addition within a

month. The new structure, will

add 5,000 feet of space to the broad-
casting plant and contain offices,

clients’ rooms, audition rooms and
the main lobby. The start of WCPO-
TV operations ’ in July, 1949, in-

creased the staff from 36 to 108
persons.
When the new building is com-

pleted, WCPO’s downtown offices

in the Carew Tower will be trans-

ferred to the hilltop location.

Latest addition to WNBCJs, N. Y.;

disk jockey parade (which includes

Arthur Fiedler, Arthur Treacher,
Leopold Stokowski, Henry Morgan
and Skitqh Henderson) is band-
leader Al Goodman. Latter will

whirl platters of Broadway musi-
cals on Saturdays at 5-5:30 p.m,,

starting in a couple of weeks.
As a house conductor for the

Shuberts, Goodman wielded the

baton on 150 shows, some of which
he’ll spin via waxing. He’ll also

use his own recordings.

N.Y. B’casters

L *t t »

Greater need for promoting AM
•hows these days is resulting in

the airers and talent spending more
time on the road, thereby reaching

new audiences.

One indication Of the importance
©f penetrating into the hinterlands

is the recent 20-year pact which
ABC set w^h Don McNeill on
•‘Breakfast Club,” which requires
him to spend at least two weeks a
year outside of Chicago. Philip
Morris sent Johnny Olsen’s “Ladies
Be Seated” on a tour of the south
in May, gave him a week in North
Dakota in June and during the
summer has skedded a series of
midwest dates, including fairs in
Houston and Springfield, 111.

Another show getting the plug
of personal appearances is John
Heed King’s “Chance of a Life-
time.” On July 17 King takes the
stanza to South Bend to give a
live performance for Bendix, which
has bought the show for bankroll-
ing on ABC-TV early in Septem-
ber. King will take the show to
Chicago for a broadcast from the
Civic Auditorium July 18.

King, who also emcees “Mrs.
Goes a-Shopping” and “Give and
Take” bn CBS, has been doing one-
night stands, putting on two-hour
stunt and qu iz shows for fairs, con-

k ventions, charity functions, etc. He
f Bets $1,500 a performance, fee also

covering prizes, but the charge goes
up if more valuable giveaways are
wanted.

Of Shots, Seek Link With

KSTP 3-Month Strike

Minneapolis, July 11,

Police are investigating the
shooting of bullets at the KSTP
radio station transformer to de-
termine if the incident has any
connection with the three-month
strike of the station’s technicians
union which the strikers now con-
tend is a lockout against them.
Four bullets of Undetermined

origin were fired. One pierced a
steel jacket encasing one of the
three transformers which hang on
the station’s studios and offices

rear wall.
,

The station’s power was cut off

for a time, and aircraft warning
lights on the tower, operating
Trom the transformers, were
dimmed. Police, called by station
employees, plugged the hole, and
oil, which had drained out, was re-
placed, enabling the station to con-
tinue broadcasting.

Prior to the shooting, windows
in the front of the station had been
smashed by bricks.

A hearing in district court will
be held this week on KSTP’s appli-
cation to restrain the union perma-
nently from any . illegal picketing.
It’s alleged by KSTP that automo-
biles of new technicians hired in
Chicago have been crowded off

streets by other cars, that some
autos near the station have been
smeared with paint and that per-
sons entering the. studio and trans-
mitter station have been threat-
ened. Also, it’s alleged, members
of other unions have gathered near
the radio station late in the eve-
nings and some times have taken
over the picketing.

KDAL Goes It Alone
Minneapolis, July 11.

KDAL (CBS), Duluth, Minn.;
boasts the distinction Of being the
only all-night station in the upper
midwest currently, the several
Twin City stations formerly on the
air through the wee hours having
curtailed their operations.
The KDAL stint is a summer

promotion designed to lure tourists
to northern Minnesota resorts. Bob
Daniels, KDAL disker and an-
nouncer, beams cool weather and
Airowhead lake resort region prop-

via watt* and the

NLRB ORDERS WATl TO

MEET AFRA STRIKERS
Atlanta, July 11.

American Federation of Radio
Artists strike against WATL here,
which has been on for over a year,
may be settled shortly following
last week’s decision by the Nation-
al Labor Relations Board that the
walkout was caused by manage-
ment’s unfair labor practices.
Owner J. W. Woodruff was ordered
to bargain with the union.
NLRB decision reverses ruling

in the station’s favor by a hearing
examiner last year.

First concerted drive by AM
broadcasters to ballyhoo radio’s

continued strength and increased

set circulation, as * an aggressive
campaign vs. television’s inroads,

will be launched at a meeting of

New York station managers to-

morrow (Thurs.) afternoon at

WOR’s offices.

Idea steams from a plan in-

cepted by WOR last month that

radio should use its own voice to

counteract the conception that it

has been supplanted by tele. Radio,
say the ’ WOR toppers, has sold
billions of dollars worth of goods
for manufacturers, but has failed

to sell itself.

Thursday’s meeting, at which
reps of both Independent

s
and net-

work stations will be present, will

get a tentative battle plan. In ad-
dition to on-the-air promotion, it’s

expected that the campaign will

involve the various stations allo-

cating part of their newspaper and
trade advertising space to telling

the AM story. Station representa-
tives handling participating out-
lets will also be asked to sell radio
in their ads. >

Object will be to get across the
points that more sets are in use,
that ratings are holding up, that
AM listening in TV homes in-

creases after the novelty factor
wears off, and other statistical

data. It will also plug increased
use of radio via out-of-home
listening.

Set manufacturers will be in-

vited to tie in with the drive. An
overall slogan, along the lines of

“radio is stronger than ever,” will

be worked out for inclusion in all

the stations’ ads and promotions.

Hub’s WCOP Dishes Up

Minn. B’casters’ UN Drive
Minneapolis, July 11.

Minnesota Broadcasters Assn.,
Minnesota Radio Council and Min-
nesota Assn, for the United Na-
tions have joined in a communica-
tions campaign to promote UN
broadcasts.
MBA proxy Melvin Drake, of

WDGY here, urged all stations in
the State, tq get behind the project.
UN is supplying MBA with a copy
of its code for commercial sponsor-
ship of UN programs.

JhLDxvL ciio.Ce CIO- fv'cqdviicy,
,
s tauf.

Cleveland —
• Gretchen Thomas,

onetime WTlC, has been named di-
rector of women’s activities at
WEOL, Howard Hall, WBAP, and
Bud Ford, Chicago, have been
added to the yVTAM production

For Sales Career Series

Boston, July 11.

Promotion-wise WCOP, Hub’s

ABC outlet, in a neat tiein gim-

mick with Hub industrial tycoons,
has reskedded chain’s “Salesman-
A Career” program originally set
for three succeeding Friday nights,
but now set locally on a delayed
broadcast basis for three consecu-
tive nights. Program presents a
panel of experts in various indus-
tries and is slanted towards recent
college grads who are still unde-
cided about business careers.

Station execs figured series
would carry more punch if aired
close together, and notified leaders
in insurance, advertising and auto-
motive fields of their intent. Busi-
ness execs in turn sent out more
than 2,500 memos and bulletins to
members of their respective asso-
ciations pointing up the proposed
series. Slick promotion stunt is

figured to result in neat tailor-made
audience when series is broadcast
next week.

KRSC’s 1 12G Sale
Seattle, July 11.

Indie station KRSC here has
been sold to ElRoy McCaw, owner
of KELA, Centra’ll, and partner in
other Northwest radio stations.
Sale was for $112,000, and followed
lapse of option on KRSC held by
Sheldon Sackett, Northwest radio
station and newspaper operator.

Sellers were P. K, Leberman,
New York, and Robert Priebe and
John Ryan, both of Seattle.

Sale is sv.\ j'rct to- FCC reproval.

.
, , k .

IN NEW YORK CITY . .

NBC press dept, will kudo Ben Gross, N. Y. Daily News radio editor/

on his 25th anni Tuesday (18) with a party at “21.” Mary Margaret

McBride’s WNBC broadcast will originate from the club and Will fea-

ture Gross and celebs he’s helped.

Josephine Lyons, scripter on CBS’ ’**Sing It Again,” is also co-scripter
on CBS’ “Stepping Out,” and

:
not Josephine Ryan, as erratumed ;

. .

.

Lotte Stavisky playing Viennese psychiatrist on ABC's “Hannibal Cobb”
strip. . . .Lorenzo Fuller’s daily disk stanza for WLIB expanded to 90
minutes . . . Richard Lawrence, ex-WVNJ account exeic, now With World
Broadcasting . . \ Joyce Gordon to be featured in “Mr. District Attor-
ney” tonight (Wed.) . . . .Richard Testut, Associated Program Service
g.m., married June 30 to Irene Bennett . . . . Gusti Huber, wife of WINS’
Joe Besch, in Switzerland to co-star in a Praesens film With Dennis
O’Keefe. It’ll be her 23rd pic, but the first in English.

Mo.rris Novik to San Francisco on expansion of Frank Edwards’ MBS
newscast sponsored by the AFL. . . Taking a leaf from the “White
Collar Zoo” and similar photo tomes, actress Patricia Hosley has pres
pared one on herself . .; . . Marjorie Leonard, of Compton’s casting dept.,
and John Olson of General Foods ”1 do-ed” Sunday (9) . . . . Associated
Program Service releasing cross-the-board show, “Melody Magic,” to-

morrow (13) . . . .Lawrence Beilinson, Groiicho Marx’s attorney, in town
to work out legal details of the comedian’s NBC switch. . . Admiral
Music, Inc., j list published “I Have My D»oubtS>” by Milt Kaye, Bill

Bird and Midge Edelman, all of WMGM . ... . Samuel Goldwyn speaks
on Americanism on WJZ’s Nancy Craig show today (Wed.) . , . . George
Bryan takes over for Harry Marble on WCBS’ Margaret Arlen strip for
a month, starting. Monday (17).

Joe Laurie, Jr., has packaged a new 30-minute AM-TV show called
“Stage Struck, or Laurie’s Glory Road,” in which he’ll emcee program
as a sort of Answer Man of showbiz . .. . . Virginia Downes, widow of the
late Orm Downes, the drummer, in town front the Coast for three
weeks to vacation With Wauhillau La Hay, of N. W. Ayer agency .

.

With CBS prexy Frank Stanton now back from his month’s tour of the
northwest, board chairman Bill Paley has shoved off for Europe vaca-
tion . . . Jerry Shard, conductor-emcee for WMCAt has been named pop
music director for Abbey Records . . -vAl Morgan tq sub for Bill Leonard
on WCBS fof a month starting Monday (17) . . . : Raymond Massey, Gene
and June Lockhart and Zachary Scott signed for upcoming “MGM
Theatre of the Air” stanzas . . . .The Jack (WOR) Farrens (she’s actress
Vivian Fox) have named. the new baby Jill Meredith. ... .Nat Polen new
to “David Harum” . . : Sylvia Leigh added t<^ “Helen Trent” cast.

WNEW launching a vocal series Saturday (1.5) with Joan Shaw, MGM
records singer, who formerly was with Paul Williams’ orch .... Bill

Williams’ WOV salute to Newark Monday (10) was turned into a pitch
for Cerebral Palsy League, because so niany letters on the fund drive
were received . . . . Sam Chase father of his first child, Marc.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Cy Howard flew to Bermuda, where he’ll stag it for three weeks and

perhaps dream up a new show for CBS ! .
• .Doug Gourlay, NBC an-

.

nouncer, is quitting radio to become a sales manager in Canada. He is

replaced by 22-year-Old Don Rickies, youngest on the NBC staff. . ..

Jean Hersholt taped two “Dr. Christian’s” so he can join the Bohemians
at their annual encampment up north on the Russian river . . . .Walter
O’Keefe vacationing for a month with his family at Sun Valley . . . . Bill

Johnson, ABC writer-producer, was named Harry Kerr’s successor on
“Lux Radio Theatre.” He’ll book talent and properties and write the
show’s framework . . . . Martin Mooney's “Underworld” will be one of the
eight, summer shows to fill the Robert Young spot for the hiatus . . .

John Swallow, onetime NBC program head, wrote and directed a Kids*
Day program, which Jimmie Fidler emcees . . . . Ed Cashman around for
a few weeks to cut up some touches with the old gang. . . . Diana Bour-
bon is staying on at. Ward Wheelock until September to break in her
successor as radio head of the agency, soon to be named .... Harry
Maizlish back at KFWB after five weeks in N. Y. and Washington to
wrap up the details of his purchase of the Warners station. It’s now
up to FCC for approval.

IN CHICAGO
John Shelton, WOR, N. Y., midwest rep, last week celebrated his 13th

year in station’s Chi office. . . . Harry Kopf, NBC veepee in charge of
radio network sales, in town conferring with Chi NBC sales toppers

. . ABC’s “Chance of a Lifetime,” emceed by John Reed King, due in
for a July 18 airing from Chi Civic theatre. . . . MacLean Chandler exits
assistant time buyer

i
slot at Leo Burnett agency to become assistant to

William Waddel, Burnett radio director. Leonard Matthews is moving
up to time buyer post. . . . WBBM newscaster Julian Bentley this week
starts cross-the-board news series in 6:45-7 p.m. slot. . . .Author Louis
Bromfield guested with Sylvia and Moulton Kelsey last week on their
WGN show . .. . Jim Duffey, ace ’ Chi ABC fiack, vacationing in home
state of Wisconsin. . . Robert Basche, formerly with Henri, Hurst &
McDonald Chi office, is new assistant ad manager for Pabst Sales Co.
. . . Tom Casey’s cross-the-board d.j. show on WENR slated for a ride
on ABC starting July 17 . . . David Lasley moves from NBC Chi radio-
teevee network advertising and promotion managership to account exec
slot on radio net sales staff. Hal Smith exits WMAQ promotion post
to filL net slot vacated by Lasley. . . vABC gabber Paul Harvey given a
day in his honor by Air Force fliers stationed at Chanute Field, 111., last
week . . . . Cleffer Harry Revel featured in cross-the-board musical strip
bowing this week on WGN for Chi Motor club. Bill Hamilton will pro-
duce and gab the series . . . . Clarence Moore, formei* program manager
at KOA, Denver, visiting Chi friends, . . . Sun-Times , has signed for six
quart.er-hour newscasts weekly on WMAQ with Norm Barry gabbing
. . . WBBM announcer Art Mercier, has a fishing article in current
issue of The Outdoorsman mag. . . Fritz Siegal, WBBM violinist, is re-
peating as concert-master at summer Grant Park concerts .... Stu
Dawson, radio-teevee packager, in N. Y. this week on biz.

WKY’s 450G Expansion
Oklahoma City, July 11.

First earth was turned Monday
(10) as Contractors began construc-
tion on a new studio and office
building for WKY and its sister sta-
tion, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City.
The new structure, to cost around

$450,000, will rise on a site just
east of the WKY Radiophone Co:’s
966-foot AM-TV transmitter six
miles north of downtown Oklahoma
City. Completion is set by March
1, 1951.

A. sugg, manager of WKY and
WKY-TV, said the stations had
outgrown both space and facilities
due to expansion of radio and tele-
vision. WKY has occupied its pres-
ent quarters since April, 3936, ^

Airer to Return in Fall

“Longines Symphonette,” long-
hair transcribed show which was
on 125 U. S. and Canadian stations
for a half-hour cross-the-board,
will return in the fall because of
a heavy listener response. How-
ever, whether it returns to WOR,
which was carrying it in N. Y. or
another Gotham outlet, is still un-
decided.
Return of the airer, which had

been on for nine years, was put up
to the audience, with Frank Knight
making a brief announcement to
that effect at the end of each
broadcast for two weeks. Request
drew 10,000 letters. ^

I
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WALKER EDUCATORS: FM
t

FB'EI ALSO tffts SamUTsN lot

Minneapolis, July 11. -

Despite new AM and swiftly in-

creasing TV opposition from KSTP

and WTCN, radio listening appar-

ently hasn’t been seriously injured

jn this area, in fact, WGCQ, GBS

owned and operated, and WLOL,
Atlas MBS affiliate, only Twin
City network stations without TV,

have reached an alltime audience

high, according to Hooper ratings.

The two stations also report sales

at the highest levels in their his-

toiy

Picking up 45 more minutes of

the “A” period, WCCO recently ex-

tended the Class “A” time to 6 and
10:15 p.m. This WCCO “A” time
extended from 6:30 to 10 p.m. orig-

inally. The CBS move eliminated

Class “B” time, at the same time
extending Class “C” time. Ac-
cordingly,, rates were hiked.

WCCO management claims two-
thirds of its listening audience is

unaffected by TV which now is of-

fered by only two stations in the

area. KSTP and WCCO, both of

the Twin Cities; The reason is

that the BMB area shows 118 coun-
ties in very considerable part are

far over the blue horizon and not
reached at all by TV. Hooperwise,
WCCO now ranks among the coun-
try’s top audience stations. It re-

constructed its rate card on the
basis of cost, per 1,000 families and
the new circulation impact. Nine
and a half local commercial half
hours per week help to make the
WCCO situation additionally rosy,

its management feels.

WLOL, the other Twin City net-

work station with a TV and addi-
tional competition problem, reports
that its formula of pop tunes and
sports is turning the trick. Its

shows are chalking up constant im-
provement since ratings a year ago.

WLOL's 1949 sales gross was the
highest in its 10-year history, right
along with the audience increase,

station executives assert.

KSTP and WTCN, the Twin City
TV stations, are NBC and ABC
radio outlets, respectively.

CBS IxeciiHve Producer

Robert P.vHeller
expounds on

The Atrophying

Medium"

on editorial feature In the

5th Annual
Radio-TV Review ahd

Preview Number
Df

Late in July

Now that the Hooper national

ratings are something of the past

and the Nielsen stepup still leav-

ing a four to five-week gap, the

networks, as they anticipated, find

themselves dangling in mid-air in

trying to determine “who gets

what” in appraising the summer-
time programming.

CBS, for example, has initiated

a determined push around the
agencies to peddle its “Songs for

Boston, July 11.

Educators should envision na-
tionwide, as well as state and
regional, FM networks to serve “as
a vast and ; exciting meeting place
for the children of all sections of
our nation,” FCC Commissioner
Paul A. Walker said here last

week in addressing the Fourth An-
nual Institute of Radio-Audio-Visu-
al Education at the Massachusetts
School of Art.

“The static-free, fade-free char-
acter of FM which makes the me-
dium so suitable for re-broadcast-
ing from one station to another,”
Walker declared, “would go far
to making such networking opera-

j

tiohs technically, and financially
feasible.. This type of networking
eliminates the usual networking
costs of telephone lines and radio
relay circuits, Also,’ it transmits
programs in the full 15,000 cycle
range of FM fidelity.”

With the feasibility of FM relays
already demonstrated by the Wis-
consin, Continental and Rural Ra-,
dio networks, Walker said, there
is no need for educators to defer
building stations for further com-
mercial FM development and avail-

ability of more sets. “I don’t think
they ought to wait,” he asserted.
“I think they should do their part
to put programs on the air and
give people an incentive to pur-
chase FM sets. However, there is

no question that an acceleration of
commercial FM would help the
educational stations.”

Applauding the decision of Mi-
chael R. Hanna, manager of
WHCU of Cornell U. and the Ru-
jral Radio Network to carry the
New York Times music and news
programs of WQXR over the re-.

TV OR NOT TV
by

Joe Laurie, Jn •

*' * •*
'

an amusing bylln* foaturo In tho;

upcoming

5th Annual
Radio & TV Revieiv and

Preview Number
of

PfasIETY
Late This Month

Bale” talent show, convinced that
j

§i°nal Walker said: “I am
it’s a natural for fall sponsorship,

.
j

on

Hard on ‘Songs’

Now that practically all the sum-
mer replacement fare has bowed
in, CBS in a once-over-lightly in-

ventory and appraisal is putting its

chips. 'on the Jan Murray-emceed
tin Pan Alley talent show, “Songs
for Sale,” to entrench it as a po-
tential big-league commercial en-
tt y on the

. permanent Columbia
roster.

With client interest already
manifesting itself (show has been
formatted to permit for four 15-

minule bankrollers), CBS is bank-
ing oh “Songs” as the anchor show
in the buildup of its long-sustain-
ing Friday night roster. Web for
some months has been unsuecess-
ful in trying to put Friday in the
Commercial columns, but the genr
eral kudos and sponsor interest
accorded the hour-long talent show
Js expected to spark Friday ac-
tivity in the fall.’

‘ Songs for Sale” also bowed in
laxt Friday (7) as ^a simulcast on
TV, but the expansion into video
Js merely a matter pf convenience
to help fill a 60-minute program
pp. It’s the AM version that has
Joe web excited as to its bank-
roller possibilities.

BUt the fact that Nielsen can’t de-
liver a rating on the initial pro-
gram until some time in August,
says the web is retarding its sales

effort. In previous seasons, the
Hooper bi-weekly report served
the purpose.

CBS researchers in recent weeks

behalf of FM and that it will con
tinue to move ahead.’’

Turning to television, Walker
said its potentialities in the teach-
ing field are “nothing less than
breathtaking.” , While stations are
expensive to build and operate, he
dared, their value in terms of

have been groping with the prob- aduU education
.

far transcends the

lem of how to come up with a sat- And $250,000 to establish a

isfactory makeshift rating on the vldeo outlet, he point Out, js little

summer shows. The Hooper ‘ 36- 1

compared to the millions which are .

city report was considered too
costly an undertaking. Instead, Co-
lumbia is settling for the Pulse 10-

city report, although recognizing
that this doesn’t project the na-
tional reaction.

’Radio Appreciation

Day’ in St. Loo Brings

Out Crowd of 31,500
St, Louis, July 11.

The local Ruthrauff & Ryan

agency, headed by OsCar Zahner,
!

the teaching of languages and cur-

spent by universities for athletic
stadiums, new buildings and lab-

oratory facilities.

“Television,” he said, “opens up 1

a whole new world of possibilities

for the teacher. For the first time
he can show and demonstrate as
well as talk about his subject over
the 'air waves. We all know that
the experiments made in the teach-
ing of surgery have been enthusi-
astically hailed by the medical pro-
fession. Television will prove to
be equally useful In the teaching
of Science, skills for vocational
training, the playing of musical in-

struments, drawing and painting,

Sweets Into Antiques
Bill Sweets, director for Phillips

' 1 j 0

l

’d . whose. resignation report-

1 ^

forced because of a “black-
s

•
'

i's now in the antique busi-
nes

A
s near Manchester, Vt.
Ad in “Stand By,” N. Y. AFRA

pu bncation, announces that “Sweets
now casting antiques . . . We also

a ve some real nice first editions
net some rare radio scripts.”

last week promoted a “Radio Ap-

preciation Day” at Sportsman’s

Park during a doubleheader played

by the Cardinals, and Pirates, se-

lected a “Queen” and “Maids of

Honor” from contestants selected

by 88 stations in the. baseball web,
and the whole shindig attracted a

mob of 31,500 payees, one of the

largest of the season in this burg.

Zahner recruited a jury that se-

lected Charlotte Shields, repre-

senting KBOA, Kennett, Mo., as
|

ra

the “Queen,' and Virginia PunnilL i
of co^op programs, in addition to

Charles R. Denny, NBC's execu-

tive vice-president, goes to Chi-

cago on a “begging” errand next

week, when he’ll sit down
,

with 30

affiliate station operators to ex-

plain the plight of the web.

Denny will tell them that the

network has a lot of new daytime
business, including some lucrative

billings from Manhattan Soap, but
with no piace to spot it, since the
day schedule is sold out. He’ll

further explain that NBC Would
like to put this new business in

the 1 to 2 p.m. periods. However,
that’s something for the affiliates

to decide, since 1 to 2 is station

time and NBC lacks authority to

recapture it.

If the affiliates decide they
would rather hold on to their local

business and forego the network
programming, Denny has no alter-

native but to accept the decision.

In the case of the New York
.flagship, WNBC, 1 to 2 is Mary
Margaret McBride’s time. Whether
or not she moves out of that period
will be resolved by the overall ex-

pression of the affiliates.

Ford’s Dramatic Show

Gets New CBC Ride As

rent events.”

Walker urged that educators]
strike now “while the iron is hot
in staking their claims for a sep-

arate band on TV channels.

Acousticon Show For

400 Grass Roots Stations

Acousticon hearing aid is map-
ping a great increase in its use. of

radio. In the works are purchases

representing KICK, Springfield,

Mo., and Betty Blasingame, repre-

senting WCMA, Corinth, Miss., as
j

its present use of spot radio, and
a transcribed show, “They Truly
Live,” which is to be skedded on

maids of honor.

A representative of the Griese-

dieck Bros. Brewery Co., sponsor

of all play-by-play games of the

Cardinals, dished out awards to the,.

gals. The “Que^n copped a dia-
|

,
a ,, bpinn cut bv the Max-

mond-set wrist watch, a promise of i S*”**

400 grass roots stations.

Waxer will feature Frank Rsfye
telling stories of kindness and
singing inspirational tunes, with
Jim Peterson at the organ. Frank
Pulaski will announce. First 78

two ducats and all expenses to

world series games, if played in St.

Louis. The maids of honor also re-

ceived diamond-set. watches, and

all of the contestants received wrist

watches. Fans cheered the ball

players, arid the gals in bathing

suits also copped a heavy mitt.

Toronto, July 11.

Close on the heels of the com-
pletion of its first sponsorship in

Canada of a 32-week one-hour'
drama series, the Ford Motor Co.

has inked a deal for the program’s
repeat for another similar time-
schedule over the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. network of 44 sta-

tions. Alan Savage continues as

producer-director, with last sea-

son’s $125,000 budget to his writer
and acting talent needs, to be
upped. ,

Determining factor was Savage’s
success, via radio adaptations of

stage plays, novels and films, in

staying up there with a 17 rat-

ing as the Canadian lead dramatic
show, this topping even CBC’s own
high-touted “Stage” series, and
consistently remaining throughout
in the first five programs in the.

Dominion on listener poularity.

With the “Ford Television Thea-
tre” going TV in the .U. S. last sea-

(Continued on page 34)

Washington, July 11.

Favorable action toward step-
ping up Voice of America and
other overseas information activi-

ties is expected this week by the
Thomas subcommittee of the Sen-
ate Foreign Relations Committee.
The subcommittee held hearings
last week o the Benton resolution
to develop “A . Marshall Plan in
the Field of Ideas.”

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, appearing before
the subcommittee, recommended
that the IL S. establish a world-
wide

.
network system . costing

$200,000,000 “to ring the Iron Cur-
tain countries.” He urged expan-
sion of the Voice “as quickly as it

is physically and technically pos-
sible to do so ”

Gen. Sarnoff told the Commit-
tee : “It is tragic that the U. S.

is so far behind Russia” in the use
of radio in the battle “for the
minds of men.” He? said Russian
radio covers large areas of the
world with four times the volume
of broadcasts as we do, that the
Soviet arid her satellites transmit
832 hours a week while the U. S.
sends out only 192 hours, and that
in the past two weeks Russia has
stepped up its programs to North
America (in English) to 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.

Sarnoff estimated it would cost
$50,000,000 a year to operate the
network he proposed. He suggest-
ed that “we build stations wher-
ever there is a free government
that will permit us to do so.” Addi-
tional high power stations, he said,

should be operated by the U. S.

in Germany, Japan, Tangiers and
the Philippines. The possibilities

of television should also be con-
sidered, he added]

Sen.] Karl Mundt (R., S. D.)
argued in support of his bill to
create a bipartisan commission to
study methods, including video, for
telling the American story abroad.

Boston, July 11.

The dismissal of a damage suit

against WLAW, Lawrence, brought
by the Massachusetts Universalist
Convention* Boston, was upheld by
the U. S. Court of Appeals here
last week, following similar action
by the lower court several months
ago.
The Universalist organization al-

leged in the suit that WLAW had
refused use of its facilities for a
script prepared for Easter Sunday,
April 17, 1949, broadcast. Group
claimed it was in direct violation
of contract with the station and
was seeking damages arid a court
order requiring station to put sama
text on air next Easter,

Station execs countered with
opinion that broadcast intended to
challenge the Resurrection “at the
very moment all Christians and
their adherents are devoutly cele-
brating this event,” and was riot

in the public interest considering
the “distinctive character of Easter
Sunday.”

well-Sackheim agency, with Ed
Kushins directing.

Acousticon started backing Nor-
man Brokenshire in “Easy Listen-

ing” on WJZ, N. Y., a program of

“good, news” following Drew Pear-
sori and George Sokolsky, Sunday
(9).

N. Y. Central Rides Skitch

Deal was set last week for the
New York Central R.R. to bankroll

three periods a week of the Skitch
Henderson m o r n i ng s how on
WNBC, N. Y.

Pact gives Henderson a near sell-

out.

PARISIAN MUSIC HALL

’sO.ii).
A 13-week series of half-hour

musical shows featuring American
and Continental talent called “Gay
Paree Music Hall,” transcribed in
Paris, has been set to circuit the
NBC owned-and-operated station*
throughout the country. WNBC,
the N. Y. flagship, tees off the se-

ries Thursday, July 20, in the 7:3®
to 8 p. m. period.

Lee Zimmer will emcee the se-

ries. Pierre Crenesse, head of the
French Broadcasting System in this

country, and Ted Cott, manager of

WNBC, negotiated the deal.

The NBC o.&o. stations will have
exclusivity on jthe series in those
areas, with the shows to be carried
by indies in other parts of the coun-

I try.
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proclamation by New York’s Mayor William O’Dwyer of July 36-

23 as Television Week is drawing various segments of the industry
-manufacturers, dealers and telecasters—into an all-out promotion-
project was started by the mayor as part of his drive to make

Gotham the nation's video capital. Set makers, who are bringing
out their fall lines during the week, hopped on the bandwagon.

VVhile support by other N. Y. tele outlets is still being wrapped
ul >. WOR-TV is prepping a five-hour salute to tele and WNBT,
NBC-TY’s local key is readying a half-hour show; Tagged “Pre-
dictions,” it will- forecast what's ahead for the medium and will be
emceed by Tex and jinx McCrary with a lineup of stars still to be
announced, ;

•

Handling arrangements for the city is Frank Donohue, of the
Department of Commerce. Politico’s interest in the TV Week is to

h-ypo N. Y.’s recognition as number One center in video program
production and to offset Hollywood’s threat, OT)wyer is stilt eager
ioi; the building of a television city which will insure the metrop-
olis' preeminence in facilities. He hopes to make TV Week an
annual affair;

As part of the ballyhoo the city will be covered with an official

tcoyee poster, which will; also be
;
used by participating outlets for

station breaks: Manufacturers are being asked to contribute one
set apiece for donation to hospitals and other charitable institu-

tions.;'
v

.

Despite predictions of continued

consumer demand 'for television

receivers, major manufacturers,

unveiling their 1951 lines this

week, revealed a general slash in

prices, ranging from 10-25%. Price
cuts are believed attributable

mainly to the hot competitive war
in which the set producers have
become engulfed, but reflect also

lower costs due to mass production
and new engineering develop-
ments.

Besides the cut in prices, the
major trend of the new models
is towards larger-sized viewing
tubes. Manufacturers, without ex-

ception, have eliminated the TO-

,

inch sets, ’which once formed the •

bulwark oi the industry, in favor

j

of 12 or 12 r 2 -inch models as their
]

smallest. DuMont, pushing the
trend a Step further, has aban-
doned all 12112, 14 and 15-inch
jobs, making a 17-inch tube its

smallest. Underlining DuMont’s
belief that public tastes have obso-
h'U'd the smaller-sized tubes is the
web’s introduction of a 30-inch
direct -view receiver, the largest
of its kind ever offered.

'Tube, is incorporated in its

“Club 30” model, which® has AM
and FM radio and a plug-in at-

tachment for a phonograph, and

a

Buddy Rogers
COftf«M*f

And Then I Went

Into TV”

an interesting byline faatiira in Hia

5th Annual
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.Preview Number of
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By GEORGE ROSEN
With Lever Bros, installing a

“Lux- Television Theatre”
,
in the

Monday night 8 to , 8:30 tipie on
CBS ( an hour prior to “Lux Radio
Theatre”), the rivalry among spon-
sors of dramatic TV showcases will

hit a new high in the fall. Oddly
ehdugh, too, it projects Monday
night as the most competitive on
the video schedules in the realm of

dramatic fare, with the “Lux Tele-
vision Theatre” bracketed the same
evening with such entries as the
NBC-Robert Montgomery “Lucky
Strike Theatre,” CBS-Westing-
house “Studio One” and “Chevrolet
Tele Theatre.” __

Decision of Lux, to slot its video
dramatics on Monday night, despite
the fact that it’s virtually com-
peting with itself on AM, is predi-
cated on the same reasoning as ap-
plied to

‘‘Lux Radio Theatre tha t

Monday, night now, as then* con-
j.*tinu£s as a stay-at-home night, with
I
the filmhouse audience sloughoff,

I etc.

i
With “Kraft Television Theatre,”

,
“Philco Television Playhouse,” the

' Armstrong “Circle Theatre,” and

|

the new Schlitz-sponsbred “Pulitzer

!
TV Theatre” among the flock of

' other dramatic entries going to the
’ post in the fall, the problem of

j

properties, it’s conceded, is des-

!
tined to become extremely acute.

!
With film properties still out of the

i .question, the Lux production - boys,
despite 15 yeftrs of close liaison

. with the Hollywood studios, are
settling for non-pix stories and ma-
terial, hewing to the same pattern
as the other major dramatic pro-
grams by using adaptations of
legiters, novels, etc. However, the
Lux video stanza will use top film

names wherever studio; commit-
ments permit.

Scripters’ Holiday

That the upcoming TV season
will bring the more able scripters
and adapters into -fullblown ma-
turity is certain. In circuiting the
video dramatic field the more skill-

ful writers and adapters have their
’50-’51 careers carved out for them,
since the competition for product
will be so keen. It's estimated that
the coming season will find a whole
school of TV scripters in the
$20,00t)-$25,000\a year class.

.
Con-

CBS'

Harry Ackerman
discusses

The Future of Coast

Television
*

im'InNrnting editorial feature

in tha

5ih Annual
Radio-TV Review and

Preview Number
of

Out This Month

fed Wynn was signed to an ex-
clusive radio-television pact this

week by NBC in another of the
web’s counter-offensives in its tal-

ent fight with CBS. Contract calls

for the Comedian, whose CBS
video show was dropped by Camel

S.
cigarets at the finish of the. season,

[
to do 11 TV shows a year for NBC,
which would be at the fate of one
per month. In addition, while' no
definite radio plans have been set,

he is also committed to NBC if he
decides to reenter AM.
Wynn will move from Hollywood

to N. Y. before the fall season
starts and is tentatively set to take
over as one of the rotating emcees

|

on NBC’s big Sunday night variety

:
show, which is to be sponsored by

; Colgate. Fred Allen and Eddie

|

Cantor have already been inked

[
for the show.

i

If Wynn does not join the Col-

gate show, NBC is considering
him as the star of his own show

The past few weeks have Wit-

nessed one of the major battles for
TV supremacy, involving the big-
time soap manufacturers, includ-
ing Procter & Gamble, Col gate-

Palmolive-Peet and Lever. Bros.,
with at least two of the companies
(P; & G and Colgate) jockeying for
topdog position by shelling out for
two of the highest-budgeted TV
shows to date,

P & G last week signatured a-,;-

deal, at $31,000 a throw, to spofispr
the Bernard Schubert-packaged
series of Broadway musical come-
dies and revues of the past 20
years. The program -Will alternate
with the Robert Montgomery
“Lucky Strike Theatre” Monday
nights on NBC-TV in the 9:30 to

10:30 -period and will be in direct
competition with “Lux Radio Thea-
tre” on CBS. P & G-series, which
will plug Camay Soap (Pedlar Be

Ryan agency) and Tide (Benton &
Bowles), will tee off Sept, 11, with
22 productions scheduled for the
initial season.

Colgate will sponsor the Sunday
night 8 to 9 round-robin Comedy
on NBC-TV, Which will rotate Ed-
die Cantor, Fred Allen and two ad-
ditional comics still to be selected.

On the basis of the present blue-
prints, the show may run as high
as $50,000 a week.
Meanwhile, Lever Bros.

.
has

moved into the TV soap picture,

bowing in the fall with “Lux TV
Theatre” Monday night on CBS
and “Big Town” Thursday nights,
on the same video web.

Hunt Foods, via Young it Rubi-
. .. . ...

i i
, .....

, v a ! sidering that that s way above aver-
has been tentatively^ set to retail

j

cam agency, has pui chased t e age earn ings in radio, it’s indicar
ai about $1,000. Set was demon- Bert Parks musical show packaged I tive of TV’s already coming of age:

tm^cmivention Friday ' ( 7 Hie
|

by Louis G Cowan and its teeoff
1 Even during the past season.

Hold Pierre. N. Y., where it de-

1

in the fall will represent the first ,
the production boys weren’t averse

livened a clear, brilliant picture,
j
major commercial push to give a to reprising properties, mainly legit

Tube has a 90-degree deflection
. bigtime aura to daytime video pro- tv
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Phllco Televisioni Play-

<l.‘l>ih than in diameter. Thus, if
;

*>•““>*"*• j.house. • tor example doinig itswn
Hair-hour program will be slot-

, version of a play that had been

Milton BioW is of the opinion
that television must soon change
the entire economic face of the
American seefte; change merchan-
dising habits; possibly hurt certain
industries which, naturally, would
like to maintain the status quo; but
may, in time, help these first-tb-be-

hit businesses to new heights.
He cites what radio did to the

phonograph business, at first, until

for” the Wednesday "night 8 ~to" & !
the industry retooled into combi-

slot. in which position he also nation ..wdjorphonogwph players,

can be housed in. conventional- i

(Continued on page 32) ted three times a week. Network ;
done the previous year by Kraft, or

and time are still to be designated, :

v*ce versa -

with David Levy, of Y & K, and That Lever Bros, has ambitious

0.1 » . j, :
plans for its Lux TV showcase is

Cowan currently. finalizing details
; evident from the top budget allo-

for the fall preem on a talent-pro- cation voted for the stanza and the
duction basis, it

.

represents a
J
productional aedbutrements (via J.

$15,000 a week investment, top Waiter Thompson agency), which
coin in the daytime sweepstakes,

j

wm find william Keighley dou-
It represents Hunt Foods’ initial

j

bling from the Coast-originating

TV splurge and its first network
j

AM stanza (a feat made possible by
Over the past couple of weeks. ! bankrolling, either in AM or tele, the fact that he’ll be cut in from

Hie networks have been conscious ! _ With CBS and NBC boasting New Tdrk for the radio version).

Of a gradual drotmihg of resistance (

SRO conditions at night, the move while starting pff as a half-hour
I, • ...

” , i ; • i into daytime TV • by major. hank-...ppfev 'TJgver Bfos.has hopesof ex-
'i

iJaI'l of clients in buying
I rollers will be accelerated in com- nanding "I.ux TV Theatre” to anon -interconnected stations for
i ,w'wAf»k<: ’ with the webs maPoins- ITr ;

• — " A- • ti
tlu'ir Drof?rain«; Thp thnt so [fog weeks, witn tne weps mapping fUM-hour once it integrates itself

. : i . ,
*

|

.ambitious csfiipsiSns to brighten
! infA the video brofirani* patternuny national.; sponsors have re-

! up the before.dark channels.
lplp lne vipep

nuuned aloof from playing “kine ; ' i

11 ”

"

time.” preferring to stick to -the.!

t able route, has been a source of

!

perplexity- to the webs in view of.!

little added oost involved in
’

buying the additional time on the !

noii-interconnected circuit.
|When Texaco comes back in the „ . . «.

fall for its Tuesday, night showM
,

'

R
5
_fibancjng of;^rlY

11 will be with change of heart. !

Er0(^ ltctions is going f01waid,t
picking up practically every NBC three financial syndicates being

would go once a month. Based on
the success last season of Robert
Montgomery’s “Lucky Strike The-
atrej’ “Ford TV Theatre” and
other Shows aired on an alternate

week basis, the web is convinced
that the every-other-week system

!

can hold audiences. Thus, if a big
I enough show is built around

|

Wynn, NBC thinks he Can go once

|
a month and still maintain a good
rating. Nash-Kelvinator report-

edly has an option on the Wednes-
day night slot, but whether it

1 would take Wynn has not been de-

;
term in ed.

Fact that Wynn will move to

N. Y. from the Coast, from where
his CBS show has

;
been kine-

scoped, is believed to represent an-
other black mark against the kine
process for bigtime network pro-

gramming Comedian's show origi-
'*

at pop prices, and the diskers
soared to new prosperity, far in

excess of the original.

He cites certain magazines being
down as much as 15% in seven big
TV cities, and only off 1-1 else-

where. Blow concedes that tele-

vision is a > great usurper of one’s
spare time. He also feels that,
video made the mistake of calling
itself something entirely different
from radio. The adman’s attitude
is that, like sound in relation to
silent films, TV is but an additional
dimension to radio. And as the
talkers displaced the silents, it’s

inevitable that video will make
radio obsolete in thd same degree,
in time, he concludes*

I nally was bankrolled by Speidel,

,

i with Camels picking it up when
1 the watchband outfit exited after

113 weeks:

Hollywood, July 11.

ON

stmiori available for. the l^ui' pvo- Negotiated for $400;000 loan Iden-

Similarly, sponsors of (tie tihed with one of the glOUM » CoU
; HiHiifday Night Revue" are climb-

i

Fred Levy, Louisville capitalist and ,

hig aboard the nori-intercpnnected 111 show business. .

.

.

sl” lions.
j

Partners with Fairbanks in the !

4
Recently the Old Gold-sponsored 1 TV film producing company are

|

(h iyinal Amateur Hour” pacted : Frank Mullen, formerly with NBC
for all available stations and “Kraft ' and G. A. Richards stations, and
T 'levision Theatre” bought 13 ad-

1

Ritss Johnston, late TV film head
oUi.onal "outlets on the kine routes I for NBC. 1

NBC’s Summer Lead
With the four major tele-

vision networks now in . tire

summer hiatus period, NBC is

in the most favorable financial

position with .16 hours of pror
gram time sold per week.
CBS, which lost more of its

regular season sponsors than
did NBC, is runnerup with
seven hours.
DuMont web lost none of its

banknollers during the warm
weather and so is in third,

place with six hours of time
sold; ABC trails, with its

sponsored time presently
totaling three-and-a-half hours.

Deal for Roxall drug stores to
j

put the American Guild of Variety
j

Artists show on ABC-TV has fallen

through, because drug manufac-
turers found opposition from other
chains and independent .pharma-

cies] Rexall’s idea had been for

the drug makers to participate in

I
the package, but the firms felt in-

! dividual druggists would oppose
: the link with one chain. BBD&O
was handling the deal for Rexall.

“Cavalcade* of Bands” and
. “Cavalcade of Stars,” both on the
DuMont video web, are bankrolled

1
by Drug Store Products, Inc., but
this represents a tie-up with 10

|

different local chains, and tliere-

‘/fore doesn’t face the same beefs.

PHILCO TAKES + HOUR

of McNeill fall
Chicago. July 11.

ABC has grabbed the first spon-

sor for Don McNeill’s tele entry
this fall, with the pacting of Philco

for ! 30 minutes of the hour-long

show scheduled to teeoff Sept.

Philco ordered 39 connected and
non-con neeted stations for the

Show, which has been given the

Wednesday night 9-10 spot.

Philco, along ^ with Swift and
General Mills, Which bankroll Mc-
Neill’s “Breakfast Club” on AM,
were given first crack at the teevee

show. ABC remains on the hook
for the second half-hour as Swift

has decided against picking up its

option on the TV Sho\v and GM
also had* not. exercised its option ,as

S of today (11). Last half hour will

be pitched to other clients unless

ABC grants GM extension of its

option.
“Breakfast Club” cast' will be

used on the video show, which is

expected to be patterned after the
AM version. Show, will originate

in Chicago
»
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TOUR HIT PARADE
With Eileen Wilson. Snooky Lan-
p

son, Dorothy Collins, Hit Pa-
• rtders and Dancers, Fosseand
Niles, Raymond Scott orch; An-
dre Baruch, John Laing, an-
nouncers

Director: Clark Jones
Choreographer: Tony Charmoll
SO Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
DUCKY STRIKE
NBC, from.New York

(BBD&O)
BBD&O, agency on the Lucky

Strike account, did
f>

itself proud
Monday night (10) when it trans-
formed radio’s “Hit .Parade” \show
into a half-hour musical stanza of
solid visual values^ Here, in fact,

in the first of four “test” programs
which will determine whether “Hit
Parade” is to remain on the per-
manent TV roster, was visual evi-

dence of how skillful planning, ex-
pert production and direction and
a full appreciation of video’s tech-
nical facets can blend themselves
into a topriotch musical program
pleasing to both eye and ear. As
such, “Hit Parade” as revealed on
Monday may well set a pattern for
radio shows whose TV versions
haVe suffered from the simulcast
treatment.

There was no attempt to take
the easy way out in “Hit Parade’s”
TV projection on the top seven
tunes (plus extras) as a :

talented
cast comprising Eileen Wilson,
Snooky Lanson, Dorothy Collins
(also doubling into her standard
.Lucky Strike commercial tunes),

Raymond Stott’s orch and ‘the'Hit
Paraders and Dancers extracted
maximum sight arid sound values
in a pleasing, swift-paced variety
of songs, dances and instrumentals.

Tunes spotlighted for the open-
ing program were “Hoop-Dee-Doo,”
“I Wanna. Be Loved,” “Let. Your-
self Go” (extra), “I Don’t Care If

the Sun Don’t Shine,” “Count
Every Star,” “Lullaby of. Broad-
way” (extra), “Third Man Theme,”
“Bewitched,” “Waitin’ for the Rob-
ert E. Lee” (extra), and the week’s
No. 1 tune, “My Foolish Heart,”
for the windup. Each number was
appropriately backgrounded with
Paul Barnes’ stunning sets and
Rose Bogdanoff’s costuming.

The vocal talents of Lanson and
Misses Wilson and Collins were
neatly integrated into the tunes
paraded forth, with assorted back-
ground assists by the dancing and
singing Hit Paraders. Tony Char-
mOli’s choreography neatly com-
plemented the terping of Fosse and
Niles—-in each instance a show-
manly pictorialization of the tunes
on display.

Even the numbered Intros to the
top seven tunes were played for

top camera values.

Only the commercials were lack-

ing in imagination, save for Miss
Collins’ “framed” chirping.

BBD&O and ,Lucky Strike have
a natural for next season if the
same qualitative showmanship is

maintained. Rose.

THE GLOOM DODGERS
With Willie Shore, Peggy Dietrlck,

George Cisar, Geraldine Kay,
Bruce Lindgren, Hope Summers,
Forrest Lewis, Tommy Ralston;
Don Gordon, announcer; A1 Diem
orch; Low Hite & Stanley, guests

Director: Greg Garrison
Writer: George Anderson
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
CHICAGO DODGE DEALERS
WENR-TV, Chicago

( Ruthrauff & Ryan)
Entertainment values on this

variety session featuring cOmic
Willie Shore range from so-so to

good with frantic antics of Shore
furnishing most of the high spots.

The package shows evidence of
originality, moves at a good pace
and is generally pleasing.

On basis of show seen (9), need-
fed refurbishing is in the music
department, which was fair at best.
Backing by band under A1 Diem’s
baton was poorly integrated, near-
ly swamping Peggy Dietrick’s
chirping of “I May Be Wrong.”
Some slowdown of Shore’s stage
activities would also strengthen
the show.

Comic’s materia! was good for
the most part. Especially effective
was his work with guests Low Hite
& Stanley, midget arid tall man
duo. Regular feature of the show
Is a gag situation built around

,
the

Grimms, killjoy family, and the
Brights, happy family. Shown on
this stanza was the reaction of the
two groups to a wire telling of
arrival of relatives. Idea came off
well, thanks to good acting.
Grimms were played by Hope
Summers, Forrest Lewis and Tom-
my Ralston. The Brights were
George Cisar, Geraldine Kay and
Bruce Lindgren.

Commercials showed imagina-
tion, with gabber Don Gordon
working with films. Good interest-
holding stunt had Gordon deliver-
ing casual plug while seated as a

S
iember’of studio audience, with
hore assisting.
Lensing ana lighting were top-

notch* Dave

,

THE STORK CLUB
With Peter Lind Hayes, Mary

' Healy, Sherman Billingsley, Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Lahr, Robert Mer-
rill, Mr. and Mra Jack Haley,
Robert Q. Lewis, Stan Freeman,
Cy Walters; George Bryan, an-
nouncer

Producer; Irving Mansfield
Director: Fred Rickey
Writer; Eli Basse
IS Mins., Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:45 p.m.
CBS-TV, N. Y.
Peter Lind Hayes and Mary

Healy, bowing on “The Stork Club”
at Sherman Billingsley’s ornate
saloon, Were beset with more dif-

ficulties than is usual with pre-
mieres. The program made its

debut at the scheduled time of 7:45
p.m., but technical difficulties for
nearly 12 minutes forced a post-
ponement to 9 p.m., cutting in on
the

. hour’s time allotted “Songs
for Sale,” another CBS-TV pre-
miere, that night (Friday). Show
is due for a thrice-weekly, Mon.-
Wed.-Fri. airing.
Under such circumstances, the

names aligned for the initial

stanza had to wait around, arid the
freshness arid edge were taken off
somewhat. This situation may
have partially accounted

.
for the

general letdown that the show pro-
vided, but it’s indicated that some
basic bugs in the format need
ironing but.

Prograin isn’t much different
than most shows of this type, ex-
cept that the TV replica of the
Gub—Room -at~the- Stork—provides^
an unusually ultra setting. Unusual
also is the unorthodox table-hop-
ping by the videogenic Mr. and
Mrs. Hayes, arid if any of Sherman
Billingsley’s customers ever burst
into song as did Bert Lahr, Robert
Merrill and Mary Healy, the boni-
face would probably eject them.
Yet that’s what the show did on a
couple of occasions. Miss Healy
and a self-conscious Lahr did a
duet out of “Burlesque” and Mer-
rill sang “Some Enchanted Eve-
ning”
Hayes and Miss Healy, his wife,

are an ingratiating Couple, an ideal
casting. The pair are endowed with
personality, looks and intelligence.
They could carry off more talk
than they did. The Interview as-
pects of the show were neglected,
and it’s likely that some well-de-
signed gabfests would pack more
interest than the song sessions.

Robert Q. Lewis and Jack Haley
(with Mrs. Haley) who showed up
at the preem were virtually
sloughed off. Billingsley makes an
affable appearance and he prob-
ably looked most natural, of all in
his accustomed role of boniface.
The Hayes-Healy t a 1 k had

sparkle but, again, mechanical de-
lay may have taken off some of
the inherent . spontaniety.
_ The production was excellent,
introductory credits were well-
presented and Inge n u ity was
shown in camera work. Musical
backing was by the piano team of
Stan Freeman and Cy Walters.

Jose,

BILLY BOONE AND COUSIN
RIB

With . Carroll “Kib” Colby, Patti
Milligan, others

Producer: Judy Dupuy
Director: Don Richardson
Writers: Colby, Miss Dupuy
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
With its “Mr. I. imagination”

scheduled to resume in the fall
under Nestle’s Candy sponsorship,
CBS - TV is merely marking time
with a filler on its Sunday night
6:30 to .7 slot. As

.
such, “Billy

Boone and Cousin Kib” is an ac-
ceptable show, albeit It’s a rather
pointless affair that won’t keep
too many kids Indoors during the
summer. Program basically is a
series of parlor games attuned to
the moppets, linked together by
the facile drawings of Carroll
Colby as emcee.;
Colby is the “Cousin Kib” char-

acter of the title, with “Billy
Boone” the hero of a cliff-hanger
comic strip, which he draws i,n the
final minutes of the show. On the
preem (9), Colby had the /kids in
his studio audience try to guess
the Subjects of his drawings be-
fore he finished them, and then
had a couple of them act out some
of the sketches In a charade-type
game to furnish clues for the kids.
Every few minutes Colby tossed in
an aside to: the cariieras to grab
the interest of his home viewers.
Little Patti Milligan did an okay
job as his chief assistant.
As with most su?h shows, the

Cameras panned sporadically
among the moppet guests to show
their reactions. If their attention
was any indication, then the show
also was accepted okay by the kids
in their homes. Unlike “Mr. I.,”
though, which educates while It

entertains, this one is strictly for
entertainment purposes. Show is
packaged by video Events, with
scripts supervised by Dorothy L.
McFadden of Junior Programs,
Inc, « StaU ,

FORD STAR REVUE
With Jack Haley, Janii Paige,

guest; Continentals, Mello-Larks,
David Broekman orch, ethers

Producer: Sylvia Friedlander -

Director: Dick Berger
Writers: Hugh Prince, Boh Wels-

kopf, Billy K. Wells
66 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.
FORD MOTOR CO.
NBC, from New York

(J., Walter Thompson)
NBC has whipped together an

hour Vaudco-revue presentation for
the Ford Motor Co. as summer
replacement for Kay Kyser, in-
stalling Jack Haley as the star
and eiricee. On last Thursday
night’s (6) preem, there was an
obvious attempt to endow the riiu-

sical show with major production-
al accoutrements in a bid to vest
the summertime channels with a
peak season flavor, But it didn’t
quite come off that way.
The transplanting of Haley from

the Broadway musicomedy-revue
scene to TV was none too auspi-
cious, and although on one or two
occasions the Haley spark mani-
fested itself, /- he was generally
bogged down by some sorry ma-
terial.

.
.

Somehow the hour show rieyer
managed to get rolling. Aside from
the poor sketches * and scripting,
“Ford Star Revue” suffered from
lack of originality, hewing to a
hackneyed vaudOo pattern, with
even the choreography for the
dance numbers suggesting left-

overs from major productions of
season.

Aside from emceeing, Haley in-
tegrated his comedies into several
sketches, including a satirical bit
on how he became a summer TV
filler; another with one- of the
show’s few rewarding bits on poll
takers as Haley went into a “Leave
My Pulse Alone” vocal, and a wind-
up saloon brawl that was generally
pathetic.

Spotlighting of the Continentals
sextet, with their distinctive ar-
rangements, ranging from Gersh-
winiana and Latin tunes to a sock
“Shiek of Araby” parody, gave the
program its top moments. It’s a
standout act on anybody’s show,
Janis Paige, the pix looker, did
a couple of vocals, with her ballad
suffering from poor mike syn-
chronization. Her attendant byplay
with Haley, could have been elimi-
nated completely.

Bill Callahan opened with some
effective taps. Roy K. Marshall’s
Ford-slanted scientific vignette was
inserted along with film commer-
cials on the new Ford models.
It will take more than was evi-

denced on last week’s preem to
keep viewers indoors bn hot
nights. Rose .

RANSOM SHERMAN SHOW
With Sherman, Nancy Wright,
Johnny Bradford,' Art Van
Damme quintet; Visionalres,
guests

Producer: Ted Mills
Director: pave Brown
Writer: Doug Johnson
30 Mins.; Mon.-Thru-Fri., 7 p.m.
Sustaining "

NBC, from Chicago
It looks like NBC grabbed a

teevee natural when it latched
onto Ransom Sherman. His low-
geared whimsey and relaxed
emceeing fit snugly into the pleas-
ant half-hour strip. Although cur-
rently slotted iri the early evening
spot usually occupied by the vaca-
tioning “Kukla, Frari and Ollie”
group, it was apparent from the
segment caught (5) that the se-
ries is aiming for an afternoon pe-
riod iri the fall. It was Sherman’s
afternoon “Club Matinee” that
brought him his radio following
in the ’30’s,

,
His patter, including a funny bit

about an alumnus letter from his
alma mater, neatly sandwiched the
musical portion!? of the show.
There was a goodly supply of easy-
to-take music, with Nancy Wright
and Johriny Bradford registering
well with their chirping. The Art
Van Damme quintet, as usual, did
a fine job in support. The Vision-
aires, four men and a gal, added
a nice touch with their bright
chirping of “Hello, My Baby.”
As Sometimes happens with

these light touch type of shows,
one sketch on this stanza, in which
the cast did a takeoff on an old-
time melodrama, failed to jell.
Show was also marred once

When someone missed a camera
cue. Except for this one fluff, show
was well lensed and handled.

Dave .

THE DETECTIVE’S WIFE
With Lynn Bari, Donald Curtis,
Michael Wager, others (

|
Producer-director: Franklin

Schaffner
Writer: Milt Lewis
30 Mins,; Fri. (7), 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from New York
- Replacing Ralph Bellamy's “Man
Against Crime,” the Charles Irving
package “Detective’s Wife” makes
a fairly amusing whodunit. It’s

(Continued on page 32)
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SONGS FOR SALE
With Jan Murray* Jaan Edwards,
Mitch Miller, Johnny Johnston,
Jack Robbins, Rosemary Cloon-
ey, Tony Bennett

Producer-director: Herb Moss
60 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
n,c.Tv w v
CBS-TV ’

Is V filling the Friday
9 p.m. slot with a simulcast of the
radio stanza, “Songs for Sale.’* It’s

essentially an aural stanza, pic-
turization of which adds very little

to that which is available to radio.
Television of “Songs” puts the
cleffers* craft very much in the
limelight on this time segment; iri

addition to the radio and TV vm>
sions of this show, the opposition
ABC has slotted “Tin-Pan Alley”
halfway during the “Songs” dis-
play,
As video fodder, “Songs for

Sale” is handicapped by the
greater concentration on* sound.
There are few added items for the
viewer/ except possibly a gander
at the participants arid a closeup
of the lead sheet of the song being
played. Since the display is de-
signed for listening primarily, par-
takers aren’t at the video best.
Comedian Jan Murray is stymied

by the fact that its impolitic for
him to indulge in sight gags. An
occasional double-take or

.
grimace

is about the only thing that can be
attempted.
The format, which calls for the

majorbowesing of tyro songwriters,
is better ear-entertainment. Mur-
pay indicated':a^ood’Victe^^^
ality with a good sense of ad-lib.
He took it easy with the contest-
ants,: who do brief autobiogs of
their tunestering ambitions, and
went for laughs only where plau-
sible; He imparted a generally fast
pace to the proceedings.

.
The panel of experts, compris-

ing songwriter-singer Joan Ed-
wards, Columbia Records artists
arid repertory head Mitch Miller,
singer Johnny Johnston and music
publisher Jack Robbins know the
music field. They were polite in
their brushoffs and the advice they
volunteered was generally sound;
Miss Edwards ana Johnston, pro-
vided a well-designed songs ses-
sion, and others showed up fairly
well in interviews. The entire
panel took the opportunity to plug
items in which they’re currently
commercially interested. Rose-
mary Clooney and Tony Bennett
give good renditions of the tunes
under consideration.
One of the contestants had all

the earmarks of being a pro-enter-
tainer and probably come on for aTV audition. He was Dick Collier
who did a laughing song that com-
municated infectiousness to the aur
dience; In fact, his amateur “song”
was so palpably special material
that BMI, which screens (and
eventually publishes) the songs,
should not have included it. Other
tunes were generally below the
calibre of pro' cleffers and product
auditioned indicated that there’s
still a shortage of material for pub-
lication. The winnah gets $200 and
* BMI publishing contract.
The preem session Was 'delayed

for 15 minutes because of neces-

“Jy. re-preseriting “The Stork
Cluh*

M another prernlere, which"
couldn t be televised earlier that
evening because of technical diffi-
culties.

.CAMERA, ACTION
With Walter Woolf King, emcee;

T. StcVens, William Dozier;
guests

Producers: Alan Armer, Walter
Grauman

Director: Bud Cole
30 Mins;; Tues., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

‘Lights, Camera, Action,” origi-
nated by NBC in Hollywood and
kinescoped for the eastern sta-
tions, is just another ripple in the
S.°?v. of t^ent-search programs
that have hit television during the
last year. Aired on the web’s
eastern and midwestern affiliates
as an eight-week summer replace-
ment for Procter & Gamble’s
vacationing “Fireside Theatre,”
the show will do little or nothing
to- glue setowners to thejr re-
ceivers on.warm Tuesday nights.

Originating on the Coast as it
does, the show has an advantagem spotlighting the talents of the.many young performers who go
westwards trying to hit the big-
time in- films. But it suffers from
comparison with its predecessors
in the east. In fact, with its for-
mat of having actor-baritone Wal-
ter Woolf King introduce the acts,
complete with the film studios*
clapboard ”^jt parallels almost

exactly ABC - TV’s “Hollywood
Screen Test,” and, since compari-
son?,, are unavoidable, “Screen
Test” does a better job.
Show caught (4) was well-paced,

with singers interspersed between
two dramatic bits. Skits, while
capably enacted, were unimagina-
tively scripted. King did an okay
emcee job, interviewing the guest
acts for their show biz back-

THE BIG TOP
With Joe Novell and his Dalma-

tians* the Three Freddies* LynnA Margot* the Two Adams* Hip
Raymond* the Bruno Family* Ed
MacMahon, Jack Sterling* Quaker
City String Band* Joe Basile and
his orch

Producer: Charles Vanda
Director: Joseph Tinney, Jr,
60 Mins.; Sat.* 7 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from PhlUy
“The Big Top,” hour-long pro-

duction of circus and novelty fare
staged by WCAU-TV in Camden’s
Convention Hall, is the first major
CBS-TV network show to be put on
live outside of New York. Credit
for this entertaining/ fast-moving
and likely entry goes to Charles
Vanda, former executive producer
for CBS on the Coast and now v.p.
in charge of television at WCAU.
Use of the huge auditorium in

neighboring Camden, N. J., is a
big asset arid warrants the trou-
ble of carrying lines and digging
up weekly crowd, through plugs
over air and station’s newspaper
owner, the Philadelphia Evening
Bulletin. There were 3,000 per-
sons (preponderantly kids) at the
Saturday night (8) show, and the
applause that greeted acts, plus the
solid whoops of the youngsters
made for sOck reception and
heightened circus atmosphere. Use
of Ringmaster Jack Sterling, in
conventional camy barker getup,
to handle the introes also contrib-
uted to flavor. Opening parade of
driummajors/Toustaboutsand-ftags,-
clowns, acts, mummers' string
band and Joe Basile’s orchestra all
added up to flashy and spectacular
start.

Acts, strictly tent show in cali-
bre, are booked by Vanda through
George A. Hamid. After the open-
ing fanfare, the show swung into
fast action. Acts were virtually all
visual arid naturals for tele me-
dium. Opener was Joe Novell and
his Dalmatians, vaude standard
was well set arid the finale with
the mutts clambering! all over No-
vell as he tries to play the piano
got roars from the toddlers pres-
ent.

The Three Freddies, Swiss jug-
gling and balancing act, reached
climax with Freddie Angel gyrat-
ing and whirling a half dozen plates
and hoops atop a pole balanced by.
a partner. Stunt was okay for
cameras,,although the lenses didn’t
pick up the whole act, concentrat-
ing only on the juggling upper
half. Lynn and Margot, from the
London music halls, followed with
comedy instrumentals. Male mem-
ber of the duo racked up laughs
by playing such unusual “instru-
ments” as floor lamps* umbrellas,
hotwater bottles, etc.

The Quaker City String Band,
colorful unit in musketeers cos-
tume (from Philly’s Mummer’s Pa-
rade) took over for the intermis-
sion break, marching and drilling
about the auditorium as they ran
through a couple numbers. They
were succeeded by Sam Linfield’s
Crazy Scouts, gal and five iriale

tumblers. Two of the men are
midgets and offered a variant of
the burley boxing routine. The
Two Adams (man and girl) were
seen in clever stunt cycling. More
comedy followed in Hip Raymond,
another music hall import, whose
specialty is a tiny car which holds
him and an inexhaustible supply of
furniture and gadgets.

For the grand finale, the Bruno
Family offered some absorbing
viewing as they tumbled and dis-
ported on the high wire without
benefit of a net. For the kids and
to bridge the breaks Ed JMacMahon
(WGAU staffer) headed a group of
clowns in customary pantoloofi an-
tics. >

Show should prove sock family
fare and the camera concentration
upon one thing at a time allows for
fuller appreciation of what goes
on. Man you get at the genuine
Big Top,” where the distractions

are too numerous. Camera work,
however, lacked sharpness. Audi-
torium backgrounds have a tend-
ency to go dull, Montage attempt-
ed to show enjoyment of kids on
one side of screen, while act is
shown on other side were not han-
dled too well. Failure of a camera
at close lost stunt of showing cred-
its on strongman’s back.

Although “The Big Top” goes
out over CBS web for full hour

producing" station
*

WCAU-TV only picks it up at 7;30.
Station is committed to “Buck Rog-
ers” show during the first segment,

•V .
.

; Gagh.

grounds in an informal way.
ticipating talent on each v
stanza is judged by two gues
this case, actress K. T. St
6nd film producer William D<
with the winner gettting :

bond and a chance to compel
a screen test and a $500 bond
subsequent program winners,
Production, direction and c ?

work
, were adequate.
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READY

To Spark ’50-’

DuMont web is going in for big-f

finie programming. With
.

NBC and

CBS currently battling it out for

top talent and top ratings in the

video sweepstakes, DuMont execs

consider the present time a good

opportunity to step in with some

good shows of their own to take

some of the play away from their

competi t o rs; While the web doesn’t

plan to go in for the million-dollar

talent deals of the other two, it

upped its program budget for next

fall over. 50% above what it has

been, and is currently setting up a

n uni her o f new house packages.

t iiict' problem which DuMont

.

must solve befotfe it heads into a i

bi<v| ime programming operation is
j

Whether such a move would be
;.^conomically„ieasible..,.;Web^

time is practically Sold but on its

saleable shows and, while it has

not yet rounded the profit corner,

is rapidly, drawing near that point:

IS umber of saleable programs Du-
Mont has to offer is far fewer than
that of its competitors, however,
since it programs fewer network
hours than its rivals. As a result,

the web must decide whether it

Would be making or losing money
by opening up in new time slots,

which could be done by replacing
some of the current film shows it

airs on a participating basis with
fullseal e network productions.

While keeping this factor in

rag

-Eddie pavis, the writer and ex-
hackie, lias arrived in New York
from the Coast to put the finishing

touches to a new TV situation

comedy he’s packaging c a l l e d
‘'Tenement- House;”
Davis is ohi the prowl for a lead,

who wall play a “Mr. Fixit” janitor,

and some writers.

Hollywood* July 11.

KTLA’s Klaus Landsberg has
sighed contracts with the Paul
Kohrier agency, through Walter
Klinger, for the purchase of 13
new British pictures. Landsberg
has the exclusive rights to TV pix

turn has already been taken with

(Continued on page 55)

here^pd may purchase them for

... , , ,
. . c ,

national distribution following the
mind, the webs execs feel confi- lines of WPIX, which leased na-
dent that now is the timeTor their uionally the Alexander Korda films.
Ui? move. First step in that direo- Thls paclcage 0f Aims include

two already made and 11 more to
be completed by October of this
year. Alexander Pall is producing
for Alexander Films Corp. Pix
will not be shown in theatres prior
to local telensing.
Though more than half the films

made in Britain during the past
decade have never seen a projector
in this country these, are the first

to be offered to television other

DuMont television rushed in [

than those having already played

this week to buy exclusive rights ' ^,e 'heatie cnciuts.

to the Saturday night sports events . v . ... .
—

—

at Madison Sq. Garden, - N. /inri l/ iiii/’n o *1*11
which had been dropped the pre- (. K\ YANKS i TV
vious week by CBS. Sponsor has

1 J 1 ’

not yet been set but DuMont is re- i

ported to , have several near the
;

inking stage. Price paid by the
;

CBS television, in a move to
web for the rights has not been

: save both money and the rapidly-
revealed but it is. believed to ap-

j dwindling supply of TV story
proximate the $125,000 that CBS

i properties, yanked three sustaining
liad almost shelled out.

[
dramatic shows off the air this

With CBS and NBC expected to
! week. Trio, which for the most

battle it out for Saturday‘ night
j
part had been aired only a few

yaudeo honors in the fall, DuMont i weeks in their present formats,
exces think the Garden sports

j have failed to generate any spon-
sclredule puts them in an advan-

j
s0l. interest during that time

iaijeous position to deliver a low
cost-per-thousand package to what-

Whether they’ll return in the fall

j

is problematical.
ever advertiser decides to pick up t Programs are “Comedy The-
tbe tab. CBS will have its Ken

(
a(re .” which had held down the

Wj- ^rai* Sinatra
; Sunday night period from 9:15 to

(eking NBC s Saturday Night : 9.45. “Starlight Theatre,” aired
Mondays from 8 to 8:30 p.m., arid

M
bucking
Revue.” Since these are all basi-

cally variety programs, DuMont is i <.gure As Fate >. in the Tuesday
m-rta.n that any viewers destine • -

nlgKl * l0 siot.r.CBS-h»a planned-

Washington, July 1 1;

.

The Seriate Advisory Committee
on color television, appointed at

the request of Chairman Edwin C.

Johnson (D.-Colo.) of the Senate

Commerce Committee to provide

an independent appraisal of the
status of tint, reported yesterday
(Mon.) that the development is

ready for the public. The advisory
group also concluded that, only one
system should be licensed but it

gave the FCC, which is expected to

mak? its decision within two
months, only a. technical basis for
selecting the system.

In declining to recommend a
specific system, the committee,
which
Condon, director of the National
Bureau of Standards, explained
that the many social and economic
factors involved in shifting from
black and white to color are “not
properly the concern of the tech-

nical analyst.” But the commit-
tee was hopeful its report “will

provide a comprehensive and un-
derstandable basis oil which the
technical factors may be considered
in arriving at a decision.”

In a. chapter bn comparison of

the systems and conclusions* the
committee expressed the belief

that a sound basis for a decision

could be provided by its ratings of

the performance characteristics of

the three color processes (CBS,
RCA and CTI) and that “the only
missing element is the relative

weight to be accorded each main
category; When such weights are
assigned, a preponderance of ad-

vantage for one system over the

others can be found.”
A tabiliary summary of per-

formance characteristics was
broken down^ into eight main
categories, of ~which five subdivi-

sions .were listed as having “out-
standing importance.” Of these

five, CBS was rated superior in

two, RCA and CTI scored superior
in two,, and all were equal in one.

In 13 oilier categories. CBS was
superior in three, RCA was
superior in three, CBS and RCA
exceeded in three, CTI and RCA
excelled in three, and CBS. and
CTI ranked highest in one.

List Principal Categories
Principal categories listed in the

summary were adaptability (to re-

ceive colorcasts in black and
white), color fidelity, compatibility,

continuity of motion, convertibility,

effectiveness of channel utilization,

flicker - brightness relationship,

geometric resolution and super-
position performance.

In commenting on possibilities

(Continued on page 34)

(Continued on page 32)

to

Bronston’s Vidpix Of

Series of classical music pro-'
gi imys. filmed in Europe With some
ui (he top symphony orchs, has
been set for distribution to tele-

vision networks arid stations in the

V- S. by International News Serv-
ice's TV department. Films were
t urn ed- out- -by —Samuel - Bronston

.

Hollywood producer, under the
“cgis of All Nations Production
Corp.

Specific, sales policy has not
been formulated for the pix, ac-
rord-irig to Robert H. Reid, man-
a<er of the INS department. It’sW peeled. though, that they’ll be
pilclVed first to a national adver-
ti.ser as a “prestige” package and
[ben to networks, Who might want

buy them. Reid is also consid-
*nnS the possibility of renting
Jbem to local stations throughout
i in? country for the start of a clas-
* l

5‘3) music film library. Films, in
Addition, will be made available

(Continued on page 32)

'to give all three a free ride
' throughout the summer, if neces-

j

sary, in order to line up bank-
! rollers' for the fall. In , view of

; TV ’s prod uction costs, however;
the web h a s decided to retrench

i
sl igli.lly until the start of the fall

season and so will replace tbese
i.; either with film shows or with less

cosily productions:
• Behind, the decision to take the

(Continued on page 35)

m

Pure Oil Buying ‘Said’

Panel for 18 Markets
Pure Oil Co. is buying NJBC’s

“Who Said That? ” panel show on
TV for 18 markets. Co-op show al-

ready has 10 sponsors, which makes
it probably the most successful of

the co-op programs in video.

Show is heard sustaining in

N. . Y.,' Pure Oil deal not including
it.

•••'

Washington, July 11.

The first fcxperinierit In the use
of television in briefing census
enumerators appears to have been
a success and indicates future use
of the medium as an educational
arid training devise, according to

the Department of Commerce.
Evaluation of the experiment,

says a recent report of the Person-
nel Division of the Bureau of the
Census, has not yet been complet-
ed, but “it already seems obvious
that it . Was worthwhile to con-

duct an experiment which would
give some indication Of the useful-

ness of television in mass training,

such as is the training of our
140,000 enumerators.”
Advantages now evident from

TV training, the Bureau reports,

“are that every enumerator in-

volved receives the. same 'stand-

ardized instruction given by an ex-

pert narrator who presents the

subject matter with skill and pro-

fessional finish which very few
crew leaders can do. It makes it

possible to use a great variety and
amount of visual aids, which in-

creases the effectiveness of instruc-

tion and hence the speed of learn-

ing: Arid then there is the psy-
chological something which we all

feel when we see a program that

(Continued on. page 55)

I

*

’s Brace
DuMont w.cb this week pacted

with Bond Stores to pick up the

tab on its “Hands of Destiny”
starting in the fail, and also lined

up Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn
department store, to sponsor a

new show on WABD, its key N. Y,
outlet, in the 11:30 to noon period
cross-the-board.

Deal for “Destiny,” set through
the Grey agency, is for a full 52

weeks. Hall-hour mystery program,
scripted by Larry Menkin and
Charles Speer, will be moved into

the Friday night at 9 slot starting

Sept. 8. - A&S show will take over

half of the “Television Shopper”
hour, with the latter program being

trimmed to the 11 to 11:30 period.

Washington. July ll.

Television set sales took a big

dive here last month. June volume
totaling only 6,400 as compared to

an average of around 9,000 so far

this year.. Town’s poor set busi-

ness, in view of intense price com-
petition! has got

1 many so-called

“experts” trying to figure out the

j
reasons.* Number of receivers here
is far below Boston, which has
only two stations, or Baltimore,

which ihas only three. Washington,
with four stations, has only .143,000

sets as of July 1.

One theory,for the situation here
is that the high average cultural

and economic level of the populace
isn't conducive to television buy-
ing, particularly at the present pro-

gramming stage of the medium. It’s

speculated, too, that the town is

more color conscious than else-

where, what with the FCC having
held hearings for nine months and
CBS and RCA having held public
demonstrations locally. Of the

many thousands who have seen
color here, it’s thought, some may

1 be holding off for tint.

NBC-TV ON SUNDAY

CLASSICAL BINGE
NBC television is going high-

brow for eight Weeks this summer.
As replacement for “Philco TV
Playhouse” Sunday nights, the web
has scheduled a series of hour-
long adaptations of plays by
Shakespeare, Ibsen and other clas-

sicists. Seven legiters will follow
the one-shot scanning this week

i (16) of the Ballet Theatre in

j

“Giselle.”

Plays, bearing the overall, title

of “Masterworks Theatre,, are
slated to start ^Tuly 23.with Ibsen’s

“Hedda Gabbler,” in Which Jessica
Tandy, Walter Abel. Margaret

j

Phillips and Kent Smith have been

|

tentatively set to appear. Among
the others to be aired are Shake-
speare’s “Richard ill” arid “Othel-
lo” arid Robert Brinsley Sheridan’s
“The Rivals-” Four of the plays

will be produced by Curtis Can-

|

field, head of the . Amherst ( Col-

lege) Masquers, While NBC pro^

ducers Fred Coe and Albert Me-
Cleery will each handle one.

Washington, July II.

RCA came back fighting in its

reply yesterday (Mon.) to CBS
color claims filed with the FCC.
•Whereas, Columbia had submitted
a 370-page persuasive finding two
Weeks ago while RCA and CTI
each confined themselves to short,
rathef mild briefs, RCA -s reply
comprised 200 pages while CBS
turned in only a 60-page tome and
CTI contented itself with a 36-page
response.

In somewhat indignant language,
RCA charged Columbia with try-
ing to be “clever;” with seeking
its objective by “irinuend,o,

,
' arid

by attempting to give the impres-
sion that its system has “every-
thing” arid the others nothing.
What particularly seemed to burn
“RGAwaSthatCBS'fOllrid'ColriplCT-"'
ity in the RCA color “in the very
fact that it is an electronic sys-
tem.” RCA has been priding it-

self all through the FCC hearings
that its tri-color tube system is

“all electronic” while branding the
Columbia color w h e e l system as
“mechanical.”
RCA told the commission that it

must pass on a “system,” not
merely on the “apparatus” of to-
day. But even if the CBS system
could use a tri-color tube instead
of a disk, RCA contended, the field
sequential method has other de-
fects. It has “far less” resolution,
only one-ninth of the “flicker-free
brightness” of the dot sequential
system, and is “entirely incompati-
ble,” said RCA.
RCA accused Columbia of tid-

ing to “play down” the RCA ad-
vantage of compatibility and ig-

(Continued on page 35'

Chico Marx Into Mon. Spot
Martin Gosch’s “Sugar Bowl,”

which will star Chico Marx, will

go into the Monday 9 p,m. slot on
ABC-TV instead of Thursday at

10. Tentative starting date is

Oct. 2.

Casting for the musical stanza,

Which Pharmacraft and American
Safety Razor will back alternately,

starts in two weeks. George Bass-

man has been named musical su-

pervisor arid Stanley Prager has

been brought in from the Coast
for a featured role.

NBC television
. this week

wrapped up another half hour for
the upcoming fall season, pacting
with Quaker Oats to sponsor
“Americana” in the Sunday after-
noon 5 to 5:30 period. Show, a
Martin Stone package, is slated to
preem Oct. 1, with time having
been Cleared to date on 20, NBC in-
terconnected outlets, as well as

.

KNBH, Hollywood, which will re-
ceive the show via kinescope.

“Americana'” was aired via NBC
last year under Firestone sponsor-
ship. For its new ride, Stone plans
to dress the quizzer with top name
guests and variety acts in an at-

tempt to make it represent Ameri-
(Continued on page 55

)

Nat’l ‘Miss Television’

Mapped in Chi Along

Lines of ‘Miss America*
Chicago. July 11.

Nationally coordinated and ex-

ploited “Miss Television of 1950”

contest will get under wav with i

n

a few days under the banner of

Radio Features,. Inc; Contest, will

be confined to a sing le stal ion in

each city with national finals to

be held Sept. 2 at Chicago Fair’s

“Miss TV Day.” Winner Will re-

ceive up to $35,000 in prizes; Wal-

ter Schwimmei’. prez of RF. rind

Chi Fair officials hope to make
this contest assume the importance
of the Miss America contest . » in

Atlantic City. Schwimmer is cur-

rently. dickering for a network shot

of the finals.

Deal calls for individual stations

to conduct at least six half-hour

telecasts during the elimination

contests; with femmes to first ap-

pear in street clothes to demon-,
strate talent, arid later the same
evening to don bathing suits to

show off their beauty. Weekly Win-

ners are guaranteed $250 in prize*

by RF, and each city*s finalist

minimum of $1,000 in awards.

A total of 20 stations lrtv#

(Continued on page 55)
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Canada Dry

(J. M. MaHws)

M AM Candles

(William Eity Co.)

t

Peteri Shoo Co«

(Henrf, Hunt I McDonald)

Super Clrcut.,*

Iwdoy 5;00*^:00

Admiral Corp«

(Kudner Agency* Inc)

P. Lorlllard A Co#

(lennen & Mitchell)

Stop the Mudc«..

Thunday 1:00 • 9,00

Ronton Art Metal Works

(Grey Advertising)

90 Questions . . •

Friday 1:00*8:30

Kellogg Company

(Kenyon A’Eckhardt)

New Program
» *

Sunday 6*00*6:30

Blatz Brewing Co*

(Kastor, Farrell, .Chesley 8,

Clifford)
M

Roller Derby . .

.

Thursday 10:30*11:00

Packard Motor Car Co*

(Young A Rublcam)

HoHday Hotel...

Thursdoy 9:00*9: 30
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THE QUICK AND THE DEAD
With Bob Hope/ Helen Hayes, Paul

Lukas,. William L. Laurence, Bob
Trout, others

Writer-producer: Fred Friendly
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
Sustaining'
NBC, from New York
NBC last Thursday (6) night in-

augurated a series of four docu-
mentary programs featuring Bob
Hope as “private citizen/taxpayer
and pu bi i c-spirited American” \vh

o

with co-narrator William L. Laur-
ence, science reporter for the New
York Times, explores the atomic
Situation.' 5

.

Called “The Quick and
Dead,” it was an exciting docu-
mentary that fascinated the lis-

tener while divulging the history

of the atom bomb in simple yet

dramatic form.
Major credit for the program

belongs to Fred Friendly, writer
' and producer of the series; for a

well-wrought exposition which in-

I CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF
> LOWER BASIN STREET*
With Jane Pickens, Escourtlers,
Henry Levine, Gene Hamilton

Writer: Welboume Kelly

|

Director: Robert Adams
! 30 Mins.; Sat., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from N. Y.
After a six-year layoff, '‘Cham-

ber Music Society of Lower Basin
Street” has returned to NBC vir-

tually intact. Some of the person-
nel has changed, notably Jane
Pickens in the spot originally held
by Dinah Shore, but the overall

. impression is the same as of yore,
the - Main cause for the evocation of the

nostalgic response is not the per-

formers, however, but Welbourne
Kelly's program notes. Once again,
Kelly is gently ribbing the musi-
cal stuffed shirts with his sophisti-

cated, slightly precious commen-
taries. Gene Hamilton, the com-
mentator on the original “Chamber
Music Society” show, treats his

tegrated with a professional hand
; lines scholarly without tipping off

transcribed excerpts by actors and
those who actually" took part in

the development of the bomb.
Hope’s contribution, however,

cannot be minimized. It was a

sober-minded Hope who kept th

e

theme rolling by his judicious ques-
tions. with just the right degree,
of calmness and breeziness, yet at

no time underselling the impor-
tance of the documentary arid its

meaning. Of course, Hope's words
were, written for him, as were
Laurence’s as the co-narrator, yet
a weil-chosen professional surely
could have heightened the value
of the scientific answers that were,
handled by the N. Y. Times sci-

ence expert.
Friendly did a skillful job

throughout. The “biography of
the atom bomb” is one of the most
exciting disclosures in centuries,
and in dramatizing the story of
the atom and the neutron he man-
aged to vest it with a suspense that
might have done justice to a su-
perior thriller. The writing never
became too technical, nor did it

exceed the time limit Friendly set !

for himself when scientific explana-
j

tions were in order. !

All in all. it was quite an achieve-
j

ment to send even an elementary
lesson in physics over ’the air and
.’aring forth exciting dramatic fare.

Rose:

; th e jokers in Kelly’s verbal
flu via.

v

Musically, this is a firstrate ses-

sion framed around Miss Pickens’
superlative singing style and Henry
“Hot Lips’' Levine dixieland com-
bo. Although tagging this as a

h ot j a zz show would be a misno-
mer since the music dished Up is

more .polite than lowdown, this
airer gives some refreshing mterp*
veta tions Of the ragtime classics.

Miss Pickens beats out solid vocals
on “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,”
“St. Louis Blues” and “I Can’t
Give You Anything But Love,” also
skillfully foraying into the folk
field with a rendition of “Blue Tail
Fly.’- The EscoUrtiers, male vocal
sextet, furnished good choral back-
grounds while. Levine's slick crew
beat out straight dixie instrumen-
tals on “Muskrat Ramble” and
“Jingle Bells.” There wasn’t a
current plug tune in the neighbor-
hood.
Arthur Fiedler, conductor of the

Boston “Pops” Orchestra who
guested on the preern show, blend-
ed With the pervasively kidding
tone illustrated by the description
of Levine’s combo as “Basin
Street s Barefooted Philharmonic.”

Heim.

THE CASS DALEY SHOW
With Cass Daley, Lurene Tuttle,

Fred Howard, Willard Water-
man; Robert Armbrusiel*, musi-
cal director; Arch Presby, an-
nouncer

Producer: Frank Kinsella
Director: Frank Gill, Jr.
Writers: Gene Stone, Jack Robin-

son
30 Mins.: Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, froni Hollywood
The rusticity and standardized

character of this situation comedy
won’t get many laughs in sophisti-
cated Imuseholds. By now this
sort of small-town family misad-
ventures is familiar, as is Cass:
Daley's characterization of the
well-intentioned gal Who tries to
help others out, but only succeeds
in fouling up the situation. There’s
the stock pattern of her trying to
vamp her baker beau, but lie’s
only ^interested in jelly rolls, etc.
However, situation on the series

opener Thursday (6) had a warm
touch, in Miss Daley's over-con-
cern for her father, whom she
fears is ready for the scrap heap
at 42. She uses her trick voice
well, and among the more pleas-
ing bits were her two songs, in-
tegrated neatly into the action.
Supporting cast did a nice job.

Bril.

IT PAYS TO BE IGNORANT
With Tom Howard, Harry
McNaughton, Lulu McConnell,
George Shelton; Townsmen
Quartet: music director, Tom
Howard, Jr.; announcer, Richard
Stark

Writers: Tom Howard, Ruth
Howard Howell

Producer: Tom Howard
Director: Edwin M. Marshall
30 Mins.: Wed., 9 p.m.
DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS
CBS, from New York

(B B D & O)
OfX and on various nets since

1943. “It Pays to Be Ignorant” re-
turned to CBS Wednesday <5i

bankrolled by the Be Soto-Plv-
mouth dealers of America. Same
noisy, 'harum-scarum quiz satire
format prevails as in the past.

J

Veepee in charge of dispensing
, corn is Tom Howard. He's ably as-

i
sisted in the fun-making, by 'a panel

i

comprising II a r r y McNaughton
;
Lulu McConnell and George Shel-

|

ton.

! If dialers are interested in tired
vaude wheezes and Joe Miller vin-
tage gags, this half-hour stanza
is their meat.

WANTED
With Walter McGraw, narrator;
Fred Collins, announcer

Producer: McGraw Associates
Director: McGraw
Writer: Peg McGraw
Music: Morris Mamorsky
30 Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from N. Y;
NBC looks to have a contender

for fall network sponsorship in

this one. Produced - by McGi’aw
Associates/ indie package agency,
“Wanted'’ is an authentic. crime
documentary of actual criminals
still at large, with the story dra-
matically tpid via recorded state-

ments v of people actually con-
cerned,; Show ties ill the listen-

ing public by asking them to be
on the lookout for the thugs and
also brings listeners into the
search actively through a cross-tie

with local newspapers, which e/ich

week, publish a photo of the crimi-.

nal,

,
Preem show, giving the case his-

Cf-
;
toiy of bandit Willie Sutton, who
js generally referred to now as

Pub 1 i c Knem y. No, 1 ,
indicated that,

the program's striving for authen-
ticity is a bright idea. Participants,
including various police officers,

prison officials, porters and. secre-

taries of places robbed by Sutton,
etc

,

were evidently unrehearsed.
Thus, their statements, while
sometimes ungrammatical a n d
sometimes comical (as with a

femme bank teller from Queens,
N..Y,, with a Brooklyn accent) al-

ways sounded real, In fact, in a
few cases they sounded so real

that listeners might have got the
impression they were hearing pro
actors.

Story was spun with as much
dramatic impact as a fictional who-
dunit, picking up Sutton’s career
with the robbery of a Broadway
jewelry store in 1930, carrying it

through a couple of prison breaks,
more robberies and culminating
in his most recently-recorded
crime this year. Statements were
recorded by the package outfit's

field men in all parts of th$ coun-
try and were well-edited for a

fluid, punchy story, heightened .by
natural background noise?: for

sound effects, and a well-scripted
and read commentary .by Walter
McGraw, head of the Outfit. Lis-

teners were given a description of

the criminal at the finale by an
unidentified person claimed to be
a pro stool-pigeon, who report-,

edly insisted that his voice be dis-

guised in order to escape any
recrimination by Sutton.
Program is somewhat similar to

CBS’ “Somebody Knows,” which
preemed the preceding night.

Latter show, however, dramatizes
the crimes via pro thespers.

“Wanted.” for better ratings,

might adopt the CBS program’s
idea of offering a reward for in-

formation leading to arrest and
conviction of the criminal. Sial.

BROADWAY'S CHILDREN
("The Ransom of Red Chief”)
With Brandon DeWUde, Myron Mc-

Cormick, Louis Sorin, Humphrey
Davis; Frederick DeWilde, nar-
rator; Bert Wayne, announcer

Writer: Harry Olesker
Director: Jack Grogan.
Producer: Richard Pack
30 Min?., Sun. (9), 1. p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW N. Y.
The N. Y. indie. WNEW, has an

excellent idea in this new .
series-1—

to showcase the talents of Broad-
way legit’s youngsters, who quite
likely will be the stars of tomor-
row. This is also a propitious time
to sked such a series, because
there has been a wave of brilliant
youngsters on the boards this
season.

Unfortunately, the idea didn’t
come off in the first* of the series
that preemed Sunday (9): Pro-
ducer Richard Pack and director
Jack Grogan picked an admirable
choice in eight-year-o Id Brandon
DeWilde, from “The Member of
the Wedding,” and gave him ex-
ce i lent support!ng falen t in Myroni
McCormick and Louis Sorin. But
the script they chose for the open-
er was only mildly amusing and
somewhat

.
dated^-the O. Henry

short story. “The Ransom of Red
Chief,” Plodden dialog by Harry
Olesker didn’t help, and good per-
formance by the cast went to
naught.
The story was tlie yarn about

the two soft-hearted con men Who
kidnapped an obstreperous child
for ransom, and then found them-
selves with the town terror on
their hands. The brat played at
Indians with them, mad£ their
nights miserable, almost scalped
them, and enjoyed himself so
much that he had to be booted out
before he’d go home from the
hideaway. Script had m’ore pos-
sibilities than eventuated.
But Young DeWilde showed the

real trouper lie is with his imper-
sonation of Red Chief, and Mc-
Cormick and Sorin were expert fts

the perplexed kidnappers. >Mc-
Cormick carried the major part of
the support off with flavor, while
Sorin, without an accent for a
change, was good. Humphrey
Davis made a brief bit as a taci-
turn storekeeper stand out.

Bron.

j

CONFIDENTALLY YOURS
j -With Jack Lait, Joseph Julian,

i

Ethel Everett, Peter Capell, others;

r Bob Warren, announcer; Jack
Miller orch.

I

Producer: Richard McDonagh
j

Directo r : Ed Downes
• Writer: David Harmon
1 30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.

;

Sustaining

i

NBC, from New York
i

Jack 'Lait.. editor of the New
York Daily. Mirror and a reporter

Townsmen Quartet and a small,- for the past 50 years, recalls to
band conducted by Tom Howard' l memory some of his favorite crime
Jr. intervene at intervals evidently i stories in this half-hour weekly

! “crime-does-notrpay” stint. NBC
has followed up his success with
“New York Confidential” and “Chi-

DEEMvS TAYLOR CONCERT
Producer - Announcer: Duncan

Pirnie
30 MiiiSi, Mon.-thru-Frl., 4:30 p.m.
WQXR, New York
The versatile composer - critic.

Deems Taylor, turns disk' jockey
lor this half-hour cross-the-boa id
segment of classical music. Pro-
gram offers a standard classical
program with the comments and
Supplemental information supplied
y Taylor.
Stint is not unusual in theWQXR programming scheme, in

which stress is laid on good music
with dignified presentation. Tay-
lor. however, combines a charming
delivery with interesting com-
mentary to

1

put the program a
notch above the others of its kind.
Time schedule allows for a

maximum of three pieces, two of
necessarily short. First
the series featured
“Hutsitska Overture,”
‘Fantasie Impromtu”

and Dance from
“Age of Gold”

ba llet. This gives Taylor plenty of
room for comment but hardly
•nough time for longer selections.
Duncan Pirnie, who introduces

Taylor and plugs the WQXR pro-
gram guide, maintains a dignified
level* both vocally and literally.

Chan.

to permit Howard senior and his
cohorts to catch their breath.
Panel’s zany repartee and mutual
insults undoubtedly comes within
the scope of escapist entertainment
to judge by the g u s t y studio
laughter. But most stay-at-homes
Will find it decidedly wearing.

Cilb.

which are
show in
Dvorak’s
Chopin’s
and the Polka
Shostakovich's

TALES OF TEXAS RANGERS
With Joel McCrea, others •

Producer-director: Stacey Keacli
Writer; Irwin Ashkenazi
30 Mins.; Sat. (8), 9:30 pm.
GENERAL MILLS
NBC, from Hollywood

(Knox-Reeve$) . .

Hopping on the western band-
wagon, 'NBC. has come up with
“Tales of the Texas Rangers,”
which has a semi-dociimentary
flavor in that the cases are based
on the Rangers’ files. Preem Sat

-

tirday (8) spun an interesting yarn
which had a factual grounding in

setting up by Texas banks of
$a,000 rewards for dead bank rob-
bers. That kind of offer, the
Rangers felt, was ah invitation for
desperados to kill innocent men
for the 5 G’s, and the tale con-

j

cerned the tracking down of a pair
of gunmen who pulled the ruthless !

stunt.
|

Filmstar Joel McCrea registered :

Weil as Ranger Jace Pearson, who
will carry through the adventure •*.

Plot was Simply and directly han -

died, and while the outcome was
never In doubt, it sustained inter-
est Bril

dry

was
his

i cago Confidential,” b o t h written
i
with Lee Mortimer, by calling the

i show “Confidentially Yours.” Ac-
tually, there’s nothing at all con-
fidential about it, hut it rates high
in the category of ''true crime

i stories.
Lai t serves as. a sort of narrator,

telling something about the char-
acters in his stories. He’s given a
big buildup at the beginning of
the show, with the announcer tell-

ing ho\v close be is to the. greatest
criminals in the country. He

. breaks into the story once in the
: middle in his narrator role,

; closes the show with some
comment about the tale.

1 First story in the series
about a gangster who, after
girlfriend helped him to escape
from Devil’s island, helped turn
her over to the police* in return
for some nioncy promised him.
Twist occurs when

. police find a
murder gun he had hidden in the
girl’s apartment while arresting
her there.

Material, which Lait supplies, is

interesting. Dialog written by Bob
Harmon is topnotch, emphasizing
realism and a good deal of humor.
Acting was good. Joseph Julian

was sufficiently meansounding in
his role as the double-crossing
hood, while Ethel Everett was
okay as a mean but lovesick girl-
friend. Supporting roles were
well done. Music by Jack Miller
hand was appropriate. Chan.

THE BLUE RIBBON SPORT OF
KINGS

With Don Ameche, Jack Drees
Producer: William Warwick.
Director: Ralph Knowles
37 Mins.; Sat., 4:30 p.m, (CDT)
PABST SALES CO.
NBC, from Chicago

( Warwick & Legler)
Built around a topflight schedule

of feature I’aces at Chi Arlington
and Washington tracks, this bang-
tail session is sure to be a hit with
the fans. With Don Ameche. a nag
enthusiast himself, handling the
emceeing reins and expert turf
caller Jack Drees working the race,
beer company sponsor has a strong
summer offering.

Color is done by Ameche who
sets the scene and. interviews
celebs at the paddock. On show
caught. (8) which featured the Ar-
lington Park Lassie Stakes, pic star
showed his racing knowledge to
good advantage in his give-and-
take with jock Ken Church and
Harry Daniels, trainer of Your
Host. Pleasant but perhaps less in-

teresting to bangtail fans was bis
chatter session with Gloria Swan-
son which dealt chiefly with Holly-
wood talk.
Actual race came at the end of

the show with Drees following the
fillies! with con trolled excitement
for an excellent call.

A few minutes of tire early part
of the show was given to Drees for
a roundup of the latest baseball
scores and sports bulletins—a good
addition to the

.
racing broadcast.

Idea was handicapped; however, by
the fact that N. Y, NBC special
events department aired the same

CLOUD NINE
With Lon Saxon, Elaine Rodgers,
Hal Stark, Art Peterson, Larry
Alexander; Frank Smith orch

Producers-Writers:
,
Perry Wolff,

Charles Romine
30 Mins.; Fri., 8 p.m*
WRIGLEY
CBS, from Chicago

( Ai'ihur Meyerhoff)
Off on a three-week net ride as

part of the Wrigley summer buy,
“Cloud Nine,” WBBM sustainer, is
quite at home in the big league.
Show, blending some , excellent
music with a gentle fantasy, makes
for fresh, pleasant listening.

Story is transported into land of
make-believe via the mythical
cloud. On this stanza (7), tale
moved to Paree 5nd involved the

g
ursuit Of a beautiful French model
y a transplanted American. Wispy

story was nicely unfolded by music
and; dialog.

Although story line was well
written, it plays a secondary role to
the musical turns which really
make the show. Expert thrushing
by Lon Saxon and Elaine Rodgers
and neat arrangements by Frank
Smith and WBBM-CBS orch high-
light the session. Miss Rodgers,
taking the part of the model, rang
the bell with “Comme Si, Coniine
Ca” and “You’re Different.” Saxon.

,

scored with “La Vie en Rosfe.”

In the tliesping department, Hal
Stark was strong as the visiting
American and Art Peterson did
nicely as the chief pilot of the
’magic carpet cloud- Larry Alex-
ander was okay

,
in his brief part.

..." Dave. :

SOMEBODY KNOWS
With Jack Johnstone, narrator;

others
Producer: James L. Saphier
Director: Johnstone
Writer: Sidney Marshall
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
CB$, from Hollywood
“Somebody Knows” is CBS’ entry

into the crime documentary sweep-
stakes. In as a 13-week replace-
ment for “Suspense,” the Show
should corral most of that pro-
gram’s audience during the sum-
mer months and establish itself as
a good bet for fall sponsorship. It

has an added audience lure in the
$5,000 reward offered by Saphier
and CBS each week to any person
submitting clues or evidence lead-
ing to the apprehension of the
criminal,

Series is to be based on actual
unsolved murder cases, each of
which is dramatized by a cast of
professional actors. Thus, the ini*

tialer last Thursday night (6) pre-
sented the case of Mrs. Gladys
Kern, a Los Angeles woman mys-
teriously killed by an unknown
man to whom she was trying to sell

some real estate. Show sounded
authentic, with the story, embroid-
ered by actual street addresses, po-
lice records, etc.

Honors for the preem go to Jack
Johnstone, who did a fine, job both
as narrator and director. Cast,
working with a well-penned script
by Sidney Marshall, worked the
story, over thoroughly, achieving a
good share of suspense and excite-
ment. Story Mas broken down into
many short bits and episodes but
these were excellently bridged by
Johnstone’s narration. That idea
of fading his voice in over the ac-

tors’ helped keep the yarn running
tightly.

Johnstone tied the listeners inlo
the show aptly with a personal not«
that the criminal is still at large.
To protect anyone submitting info,
Sapliier has adopted a ‘‘secret wit-
ness” plan through which the iden-
tity of the informer can remain
unknown even to police authorities.
CBS marred the show slightly by
injecting a lengthy plug for upcom-
ing house packages at the midway
spot, thereby, almost breaking tbe
mood of the story, Stal.

.... SPORTS ROUNDUP
sports dope as a sustaining feature

! With Ed Lange
on net only, about six minutes be- ! J5 Mins.: iMoji -thru-Frl., 6:15 p.m
ifii'A 91 Ann nf nroi'dinintf nrArti'o-m : 1 . !lore at end of preceding program.

: Commercials, with brief lead-ins
by Ameche and Drees, were tran-
scribed singing plugs that were
short and punchy. Dave.

CORRESPONDENTS’
SCRATCHPAD

With Don .Hollenbeck, editor-em-
cee: George Herman. Rex Davis,
Howard K. Smith, Tony Crayeri
various interviewees

15 Mins.; Sat., 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from New York
Behind-the-scenes stories t h a t

don’t ordinarily hit. the news pages
Were dusted off Saturday (8> by
CBS .News in “Correspondents’
Scratchpad.” Session is a collec-
tion of several transcribed inter-
views garnered by tbe net’s cor-
respondents. Don ^Hollenbeck hais
capably welded the program to-
gether with occasional explanatory
comment.

Particularly interesting was cor-
(Continued on page 34)

Sustaining
WROW, Albany
The sports knowledge of Ed

Lange, until recently a basketball
and baseball star at Siena College,
is not being properly tapped for
bis new program, on the basis of
broadcasts heard. He stuck to
wire reports and area sports pub-
licity releases, making only one
brief reference to a former Siena
player now in organized baseball

.

Comments, in-person eloseups, and
interviews M'ere conspicuously, ab-
sent, although it is undei’stood
Lange has conducted several of the
last-named.

The commentary interview, and
play-by-play field would appear to
be his metier—certainly so far as
basketball goes and probably base-
ball, top. No one Currently On the
air hereabouts possesses Lange’s
experience in the cage sport, and
none has won such a reputation.
Perhaps WROW is waiting until
the fall to give him the gun.

Jaco.



Because this exciting NBC documentary series is radio’s first attempt to explain to
*

the layman the true nature of the atom and hydrogen bombs.

the quick and the dead is not a glorified physics-made-easy course. It’s a sincere

effort to inform ... not alarm . . . the public about that tremendous force, atomic energy.

Of the opening broadcast Jack Gould of The New York Times wrote : “. .

.

the first-

program was a brilliant use of the showmanship of the entertainment world to explain vividly

and simply the most portentous undertaking of the world of science”.

it’s important that yon hear /

—Z — 1
—

:

T H E QUICK A N D T HE D E A D

- Produced by NBC News and Special Events Department • Written

and Directed by Fred Friendly • Supervised by William F. Brooks

with BOB HOPE • WILLIAM LAUBENCE PAUL LUKAS

HELEN HAYES • And many of the principals in the atomic project

thursday 8:00 p. m. E. D. T.
A service of the fiadio Corporation of America

JULY 13

JULY 20

JULY 27

THE A BOMB

. THE H BOMB

FROM HERE ON
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GREATEST

VOICE’
t

Said Former King Victor Emmanuel

Stage -
Star of

Records - Radio — Television

TOP recording star in Europe.

His records have sold in the mil-

lions.

Just completed a sensational

tour of the continent.

Press Relations:

SIDNEY ASCHER ASSOCIATES

Personal Management:

JOSEPH CAROL
LOngacre 5-6397

Destined to become America's

favorite delineator of popular

songs in English — FrencRx—
Spanish — Italian.

Business Manager:

JOSEPH RAYMOND
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Inside Stuff-Radio

respondent George Herman’s con-
versations with Formosa governor
K. C. Wu, followed by some man-

]

in-the-street. chitchat with two 1

panel manages to supply interest-

ing incidental information. Panel
maintains a high standard, conver-
sationally and information-wise.

anonymous Formosans. Princeton Allyn Edwards is an excellent mod- most pertinence for show business.
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! another quesfion When eorn^sa-
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Formosans emphasised that they’d
;
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to hold the atten-

j

Writerai%lorten Fine, David

tion of all sections of the listening - * FiIlnH iwu
public. Hollenbeck also inserted ^
pickup of a British labor meet, a 30 Mins., Thurs., .5 p. .

talk with a tiger hunter as well as

!

an interview with the St. Louis
]

C*&
h^

ro
T̂ h

*! “L whodunit
Card’s manager who discussed the

|

The
'JL\L prc

pennant race. . By far the best was :
senes

u in
tiip Fnvmnca dicourse Tf “Scratch-

i-network Thursday (6) night, is in

' as deeply in future shows as it rnen ^: ^01 FBI in Peace and Wai.

did last Saturday, it’s bound to win
a Wide following; Gilb.

THE NEWSPAPER GAME

It. .projects to the radio audience
inside stuff on police lineups,

wherein criminal suspect s are
paraded before detectives and vic-
tims for identification and eventu-

With Allyn Edwards, moderator;
. 'ally are.made to pay for their mis-

Basil Rathbone, Betty Forsling,
;
deeds

Bruno Shaw, Joseph Durso
Producer: Dick Pack

_ Director: Jack Grogan
” 30 Mins.; "Stiri^ 5'M

p.h'ir
''~

Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.

employment as an usher by a large
New York film theatre and 'later

was hired through the intervention
of the State Commission. The
second deals with the refusal of a

big finance company to hire a Jew-
ish girl as bookkeeper and a later
reversal of stand, through efforts

of the Commission. Both are fac-

tual, although fictitious on names,
Platters announced that a perma-
nent policy of hiring qualified Ne-
groes, in the first instance.’ and
qualified Jews, in the second, re-
sulted (film palace now. has 16 Ne-
gro employees).

Transcriptions are educational,
expository and. exhortative; they
have a message delivered with di-

rectness rather than sublety. Con-
sidering the N. Y. State. Radio Bu-
reau’s limited budget, a creditable
acting and production, job is

achieved. Noticeable in spots is

bers of the State Commission
Against Discrimination, or of .local

advisory councils, participate.

WXKW spotted “The Case of John-
ny Wilson” July 6 at 9:45 p ;

m. (
j

Competing stations are helping plug Norman BrOkenshire, who’s
following the Original Amateur

;
marking his 27th anni in radio this week and also switching from WNBC

Hour; and “The Case of Frieda
1 to WJZ Abc’s Gotham key. Brokenshire is guesting with Joe O’Brien

Goldstein” is due at the same hour 1 and jerry Shard on WMCA, Bill Williams on WOV, Hal Tunis on WOR-
J^ 13

-
; , „ v 4e +ii« i

TV and Ted Steele on WPIX. Tex and Jinx McCrary of WNBC and
The first diamatization na.

' Ted Husing of WMGM will also give him plugs.. In return Brokenshire
is cross-plugging his guest appearances via his two WJZ shows, from
4-4:30 and from 6:30-7 p.m. He’s also got a sponsor, Acousticon, for
his Sunday ? 1:15-11:30 p.m. show.
Andre Baruch iis taking over the Cross-the-board 9:30-10 a m. spot

Brokenshire vacated' on WNBC, with a stanza of Bing Crosby disks.

Stint marks a turn of the wheel for Baruch, who was Crosby’s first

announcer when the Groaner started 20 years ago.

NBC, incidentally, has launched its first disk jockey stanza on the
network, Wayne Howell having started an afternoon half-hour show last

Saturday (8)> Airer* will be used to plug other shows oh the web.

American Cancer Society will resume its script service in the latter

part of August, as part of its concept that year-round public education
is as important as the annual fund-raising effort. Plan call's for pro-
ducing minute statements by cured caiicer patients, station breaks and
scripts. ACS is also prepping a series of 13 quarter-hour waxers,
“Music America Loves,” and a cycle of 13 dramatic shows. Tele sta-

tions will be offered a set of six slides and a 20-second trailer.

Earl Hamrier, jr., of McCann-Erickson’s copy department is joining
Walter King’s AM-TV department to work on the project.

overspeed and unevenness in dia- June.

“Voice of America” program, “With a Recording Van Through
America,” is a growing success in Germany, according to State Depart-
ment, Show has been broadcast to Germany Friday nights since mid-

Writer Lillian Schoen and di-

rector Martin Andrews have turn-‘
edLout documentalies for

Tdco7

However, aside from the lineup
angle, f 0 r m a t of this initialer, i

which might have been captioned ]

^'Th^^B^h^Sitter-KiHei^h^ved'-to^
the traditional whodunit •' pattern. 1

. . l4 . Capsule melo dealt with a man-,

v.
An interesting and informative

; hunt for a killer who had been
discussion of^current, and recent

:

polishing off teenage gal baby-sit-
news is provided by this half-hour,

• ters . At the outset a mother of
,panel quiz. A four-man panel, three one 0f the victims positively iden-

1

lftn rnfl i |stR anH onp pf1,pt:t frn™ an ~ 1

tified an elderly crackpot in the
! Costello and Bill Downs, who join-

Continued front page 21
journalists and one guest from an
nfhpr fiplrt-'. ic oivPTi nnp of th> ,ffivp

““ -»'£'*''+*? i‘V I
v^osieuo anu x>in iotner neia is given one 01 me nve

iineup as the man who had been :
. ,w s” which go into the lead para-

| Qgj^g her daughter j
ed Pepper Martin.

“Voice” reporters by cars, train and plane cover the U. S.. taping
interviews with housewives, workers, students and farmers, They are
then broadcast in Germany, together with a running translation. The
progYam^ AlueiTcan ~dlscussm]^'^
country.

girapns 01 a newspaper story-—
} After some slick sLeuthing the

[

NBC has dispatched Bill Dunn

The’panrf its Kpi-ea -'.correspondent,'..'with

'-S’ i» «»-“ ‘own swimniing pool, : Mr- and Mrs - °'orge lhomas,

story'^o^'th&^Engfiih'
ptay “I toe

the C0U“ti0^
rec
Q
enf‘events'^ltofugh^f Story wTs' unraveled in a su5-

sional historical question pops up. ?®ns?(ul,
I

^?
nn

^r'
w'^10u

^
Humorous events are used, too, giv- S

1

^
Vng the program a good deal of in- attention all the^way, thanks

formality, And out of deference
j

j9 M°rton Fine and David
: Reed to its rens in the

tn thp a question ' ^in s compact script and Elliott
:

3ha jacx ±teea 10 11s reps in me
1

hfs fieldls
F

asked
St>

Witti Basil I

Lewis’ tight direction. Bill John- i

battle area^ supplementing Walter

ster covering Tokyo. The web has
increased its news staff to 56 men,
although little expansion Mvas need-
ed since most of its foreign staff-

ers were kept on after ^the war to

handle teevee news film. ABC has
added a stringer in Korea, bring-
ing its lineup of staffers and string-

ers to 30—seven more than it had
during World War II.

Mutual has added Pat Michaels

Claim TV Color Ready
^ Continued from page 27

of future developments, the report l ent performance and costs of ap-
said that “the CBS system has 1 paratus, deserve consideration, but,

progressed furthest toward full re- !’ in the opinion of the committee,
alization of its potentialities, with- I

such matters should take second
in the confines of the field seqiien-

j

place in the technical assessment
tial system. It is not likely, for

;

of the systems.”

example, that the color fidelity will
]

In vetoing the adoption of mul-
improve beyond the highly satis-

j

tiple standards, the committee
factory state now achieved. 1 urged that a decision

, (on stand-

“The CTI system, being less :
ards) be made on the basis of tests

fully developed, has somewhat !
conducted prior to commencement

greater possibility of future im-

]

bf the service. “Moreover,” the re-

provement, particularly with re- i

poi't said, “these analyses and tests

spect to correction of faulty regis-. !

well under way and the .final

m
Rathbone, currently in the arena
version of “Julius. Caesar,” the
guest, two different recordings of
Marc Antony’s funeral oration
were played, with the panel re-
quired to identify the play, the ac-
tor, and the time he appeared in it.

In the course of the program, the

stone and Joseph Kearns turned
]

in good jobs as the sleuths who
ferreted out the murderer and
supporting cast was adequate in
respective assignments. Edba.

Courtesy of M-G-M
Now appearing With
DONALD O'CONNOR

In "THE MILKMAN"
(Universal-International)

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

and Edith Simmons. News veepee
Abe Schechter reports an influx of
letters to affiliates commending its

expanded coverage. MBS’ UN se-

ries Sunday (16) will include rec-

ords from UN sessions on Korea
;

as well as direct reports from the !
method.

Orient.

i
tration and small area color dis-

tortions, and the development of
convertible receiver circuits using
a tri-color tube. But in other re-

spects the CTI system cannot rea-

decision can be made without un-
warranted delay.”
Members of the committee, in

addition to Dr. Condon, are Donald
G. Fink, editor of Electronics;

sonably be expected to overcome
j

Stuart L, Bailey, Washington con-

certain inherent limitations im-

:

suiting engineer; Dr, William L.

I posed by the choice of scanning ^veritt, dean of engineering of the
' U. of Illinois; and Dr. Newhern

“The RCA system also has cOn- !
Smith of the Bureau of Standards.

San Francisco newsrooms of the • siderable opportunity for improve-
_ _ _ . _ r: a. n. * j? f* *

OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED
Writer: Lillian Schoen
Director: Martin Andrews
15 Mins.; Sustaining
WXKW, Albany

Thirty stations in New
State were broadcasting one
both of the dramas in the “Oppor-
tunity Unlimited” series last week,
to mark the fifth anniversary of
the Ives-Quinn law banning dis-
crimination in employment because
of race, creed, color or national
origin. Certain of the broadcasts
are being followed by interviews
or panel discussions in which mem-

: webs have been placed on 24-hour
basis to process material coming
from the front; Mini-tape record-
ers are being sent" to the war zone
because of the lack of direct broad-
cast facilities. NBC has set up a

,

listening post in Tokyo to monitor
York

. North and South Korean broad-
or ! casts and has reestablished its post

in Gotham to monitor Radio Mos-
cow.
NBC, the only web which gath-

ers its own tele news film, has one
staff and three cameramen at the
front. Most video stations, in an
effort to keep up with AM’s war
flashes, are skedding bulletins be-
tween programs.

ment Within the confines of
.
the

scanning standards proposed for

;

this system. The registration of
the color images, and the balance

;

of the color values in both large!
and small areas can be expected to !

improve substantially with ad-
vances in camera design. Convert-!
ible circuits, to convert existing]
sets to color, using the tri-color

:

tube and auxiliary components.

!

can be developed.”
The report said that “principal

importance should be attached to

those fundamental capabilities and
limitations which relate to the
choice of scanning method. ...
Other factors, relating to the pres-

I

that register

IN DETROIT

We're proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK

DR. CAtDWELL

KOLYNOS TOOTHPASTB

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER

OLSON RUG COMPANY
PURITY'S TASTEE BREAD

STANBACK HEADACHE
REMEDY

SULPHA 8

PURITY'S GRENNAN CAKES

B. C. REMEDY

BLONDEX

BORDEN'S INSTANT COFFEE

CAMEL CIGARETTES

Follow these leaders and boost your sales

WJBK-TV, a CBS
and Dumont affiliate!

WJBK-AM * T V-DETROIT
NATIONAL Scales HEADQUARTERS: 527 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17. ELDORADO 5-2455

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Ford’s CBC Show
Continued from page £3

son (and TV stations in Canada not
|

scheduled for operation until the
j

fall of ’51), the motor-makers de-

:

cided to retain their Canadian list-

ening audience by taking a gamble
,

on a sponsored one-hour weekly

;

drama series that had never been
:

done here before. On Savage’s in-

;

sistence that he be given a free
hand in creating a Canadian com-

,

mercial; radio
; theatre, Using noth- !

ing but Canadian talent rather than !

American guest-stars with a
1

Canuck supporting cast, he won ;

that point, this evidenced by last
‘

season’s success and the re-inking

:

of the pact. /

With hew series commencing-
Oct. 6, Savage will again have to

:

depend upon American writers,
though he prefers Originals from
Canadian authors and the Usage of ,

sonic Canadian theme or locale. 1

Presumably unable to get these in
any quantity, Savage has tipped off
agents that he will be at the Algon-
quin, N. Y., on July 17, for five
days, to line up possible material.

Cincinnati r— Malcolm. Richards,

;

locally popular for a four-year
,

jockey stretch on WCPO, joined

,

WSAI this week to fill a three-'
hour a.m. slot. He left Cincy five
months ago to twirl platters at
WJBK, Detroit.

)

announcing

the opening of a new
cinescope studio organization,

prepared to give you—’the advertising agency

and the tv package producer-—a half-hour produc-

tion video recording: complete with studios, cameras

and all necessary equipment, experienced, profes-

sional engineers,; scenery, lights, even a director * . .

and three hours camera rehearsal time—all that you
need to get a 16mm sof print of your show. The
price? > > v$400 COMPLETE!

CineiCo, Incorporate J,. it alio fully

equipped and eminently qualified

to take your "idea” and product
It from script to kinescoped film;

do direct film shooting utilising all

our facilities for top film work at d
TV sensible price,

CLAY YURDIN ROBERT MUSIL
LEONARD BECKMAN

CitiftsCo., Ihe., 95-26 Sutphlii Blvd., Qutens, N. Y. OLypmid 8-8800
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TVSet for Sept. 30
Kansas City, July 11.

Network television shows by
live cable are due here beginning

Sept. 30, according to word re-

ceived last week from NBC and the

A. T. & T. by WDAF-TV, the Kan-
sas City Star video outlet. Along
with notice of the completion date

for the cable; Dean Fitzer, general
manager of the video station, said

that programming may be stepped
up to begin as early as 2 p.im
daily. The station currently oper-
ates evening hours only, beginning
at 6 p.m.

First live show likely will be. the
Notre Dame-North Carolina foot-
ball game Sept. 30, according to
announcement from the Star.
WDAF-TV is taking five games via
the DuMont net. The cable also

is expected to make available
shows- from CBS, ABC and Du-
Mont as Well as NBC.
The new network link also will

bring live show's to Omaha, Daven-
port and St. Paul. The link be-
tween Chicago, Davenport and

1

Omaha will be by microwave re-

;

'lay%-“While-*t4ie'-Kansas-'City--link'iS“

a coaxial underground cable from
Omaha.

RCA Rebuttal
Continued from page 27

noring the problem broadcasters

would face with an incompatible

system. It also questioned the

importance CBS attached to its

convertibility. There’s no reason
to suppose conversion is practical,
RCA asserted,* and anyway when
tri-color tubes are available con-
version Would be “just as practi-
cal” With the RCA system as with
the Columbia.
CBS, in its reply brief, charged

that RCA’s findings are “On their
face clearly self?contradictory, in-

complete and superficial.” RCA
hasfi’t been complying with FCC
requirements for public . reaction
tests, said CBS, and now in its “so-
called” findings, it •has completed
the pattern of its cavalier treat-
ment of the Commission itself, of
color, and of the issues before the
commission. It has persisted to
the last in its attempt to prevail
and to forestall CBS colpr by such
casual treatment of the issues and
the commission’s instructions.”

WOW-TV’s Oct. 15 Hookup
Omaha i July 11.

WOW-TV, local video outlet,

will receive NBC network pro-
grams live for the first time start-

ing Oct. 15, Station Will be hooked
on to an exclusive Chicago-to-
Omaha NBC circuit.

American Telephone & Tele-
graph’s coaxial cable 1 i n k to
Omaha, meanwhile, is expected to

be opened for service starting
Sept. 30.

Continued from page 27

‘Hit Parade’ to Follow

‘Sat. Nite Revue/ If Click
NBC television, forging another

link in its Saturday night program-
ming plans for the fall, has tenta-

tively set the video version of

“Lucky Strike Hit Parade” to take
over the 10:30 to 11 slot, if the pro-
gram’s trial run this summer proves
successful. Show would follow

!

the web’s top-budgeted, two-and-a- j

half hour “Saturday Night Revue,”
j

which resumes in September on a
multi-sponsorship basis.

‘‘Hit Parade” teed off on TV
Monday night (10); For its test,

NBC and BBD&O, which handles

,

the Lucky Strike account, plan to
air. it three more times, alternating
it with “Lights Out” in the, Mon-
day 9 to 9:30 p.m, period.

McConnell
Continued from page 21

St. Louis—Bob Hille, gabber at
KXOK, copped the golf champion-
ship from others of the station
and KXOK-FM. Hille bested El-
mer Muschany, production direc-
tor; Ralph Gentles, public rela-
tions head; John White, William
O’Connell and Jack Slayton, sales;
and James Bishop, musician. It

was the station’s * fourth annual
tournament.

programs Off for the summer is

also the Web’s reluctance to dissi-

pate available story properties at

a time when viewing traditionally

slumps. With a number of new
dramatic shows Scheduled for the
fall to join those which were aired

last year, the TV nets fear a short-

age of material that will be even
more acute than it has been in the
past. By dispensing with the
three shows this summer, conse-
quently, CBS hopes to line up a
backlog of properties for. its spon-
sored shows next season.

Tigers’ Kin TV Show
Detroit; July 11.

WJBK-TV has skedded a week-
ly, half-hour program featuring
wives and children of Detroit Tiger
baseball players. Program is a
natural since Detroit has got
World Series fever in a bad way.

public and will deliver maximum
listeners at the lowest practical
cost. We know that the advertiser
is concerned with his total costs,

and if \ve can provide time and
talent combined at a lower price
through-ourrprogram development;
we will be helping to preserve the
present economic structure of net-
work broadcasting.

“Nevertheless, the time will in-

evitably come when radio’s facili-

ties rates will have to be reap-
praised and adjusted in order that
it can continue in good economic
health; I do not know just when
that time will come, but such an
adjustment will have only one ob-
jective—to keep the cost of adver-
tising on radio in a proper rela-

tion to its value, so that no other
medium can match radio’s effec-

tiveness at its cost. So long as
sound broadcasting retains this ad-
vantage, it will live and grow and
have advertising support, r

New Haven -— Richard J. Mona-
han, Marine combat vet of two
Pacific* invasions, has taken on

i

the post of commercial manager
at WAVZ. He was previously
affiliated with the sales depart-
ments of KHMO, in Hannibal, Mo.,
and WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.

New York
.Henry S. White, until now asso-

ciate director of GBS-TV pro-
grams, named radio and TV busi-

ness manager for the web . . . New.
weekly hour-long talent search

show, titled “Stairway to Star-

dom,” teeing off tomorrow night

(Thurs.) via WATV, Newark .

Jack Carter to Europe, where he’ll

guest on. BBC-TV in London. His
NBC show in the fall will originate
from the Hudson theatre, N. Y.,

instead of Chicago * . . . Writers:
for Television, agency specializing
in the marketing of TV scripts,

formed* in N. Y: by Barbara
Stanger, formerly with the Comp-
ton agency '.<

. . in' line with the
tie between the N. Y. Daily News
and the Chicago Tribune, the
News’ WPIX is running a series
of three documentary films on the
recent trip to Europe of the Trib’s
publisher, Col. Robert R. McCor-
mick . . David Shaw was writer
bn “Zone of Quiet,” aired last
week on CBS-TV’s “Comedy Thea-
tre” . . . Buck Forker, until now
program-promotion •ehief-ofWPTXr
named ad manager of the station

. . . Jim Owens has joined DuMont
web as sales service representative
. ; . Clinton Foods Co. inked for
13-weeks’ sponsorship of DuMont’s
“Susan Adams’ Kitchen.”
“TV-Radio New Program Serv-

ice,” weekly bulletin listing data
on new shows available for pack-
aging, will be launched by Mitchell
C. Hodges on Aug. 1. Included
will be info on title, running time,
format, estimate on cost, whether
scripts or platters are available,
etc.

.

Puppeteers Cora and Bill Baird
to Martha’s Vineyard for week’s
vacation after kinescoping advance
“Snarky Parker” shows for CBS-
TV. . . . Blatz beer has renewed
the Roller Derby on ABC-TV for

52 weeks. ... The George Wal-
lachs (he’s a WNBT director) have
named their second child, born
Monday (10), Gregor Leigh.

Anthony Hennig upped to biz
manager of ABC-TV program dept,
and Theodore B. Sills, Writer-di-
rector for several film* studios, has
joined the web’s production staff.

. . . Diane Werfel, ex-N. Y. Board
of Education, new production su-
pervisor Of DuMont’s Roscoe
Karas show. . . . Joe Field, Comp-
ton publicity director, left yester-
day . (Tues.) for Coast to work on
fall campaign for Procter & Gam-
ble’s “Fireside Theatre.”

Hollywood
William Elliott is projecting a

series of half-hour western films
for television, to augment his regu-
lar motion picture

.
program.

Saddle star has just finished a
pilot reel arid plans to sandwich
in telepix between his theatrical
films . , ; Dr. Josef Ranald has com-
pleted two

;
15-minute vidfilms

tagged “Your Revealing Hands.”
Ranald expeett- ; to ,'complete a
series of pix by Aug. 1 . . . KLAG-
TV is instituting a double feature
night as an alternate With its

telerising of the Hollywood Stars
baseball games ... Ron Ormond
is launching remaining seven tele-

vision films in his package of 13,
which are being made under
“Tales of Famous Outlaws” head-
ing. Lash LaRue stars and Fuzzy
St,"'J6hh~rsf^ture^'VTTXeari'^^“
brough leaves the motion picture
industry for three months to
handle television chores. Yar-
brough has been set to direct the
“Beulah” show which is being
filmed for fall TV’mg

Chicago
Chi CBS v.p. Les Atlass and

Phi! Wrigley scanned Gene Autry’s,
six vidpix at a private WBKB
screening. Film star and agent
Mitch Hamilburg also sat in. . . .

Danny O’Neil headlining cross-the-
board quarter hour strip on WGN-
TV Which bowed Monday (10) for
Grand Central Motors. Charlie
Gries, pianist, featured iri the show
produced by Shep Chartoc and
Don Cole, . . . Consolidated Royal
Chemical Co. (Kranks Shave
Cream) is new participating spon-
sor on Herbie Mintz’s “Gone, But
Not Forgotten” strip on WNBQ.

. . Harry and Cleo Fowler, hus-
band and wife puppeteer team,
launched half-hour puppet show,
“Uncle Egbert,” on WBKB Sun-
day :

(9).
' '

and during the night— from Maine to

of any station in America.
*

at a

.*

m
Frankly, how can you not buy

WOR to sell what you want to sell?
'

r

PS, We can. qualify and improve on these statements in a very

colorful and quite engaging folder which you may have by merely

droppirig a postcard to WOR at 1440 Broadway* in New York *

.

or calling LOngacre 4-8000.

tore

\
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Decca’s Decision to ‘Go 45’ Seen

The battle of the phonograph +
speeds fell into an armed truce

—

which may become permanent-^
with the announcement Monday
(10) that Decca Records and it's

subsidiaries, Coral and Brunswick.
Would release all n.ew sides start-,

ing Aug. 15 ih. 45 rpm, as well as

the standard 78 rpm.
With the 33 rpm speed firmly

established in the classical field,

the decision of Decca ; had been
awaited by the public and the

recording industry to determine
Which— the 33 or the 45— would
lieodme supreme in the pop field

.

The move by Decca leaves Colum,-

Col’s Back-Door Out
Chicago, July 11.

Edward Wallerstein, Colum-
bia Records prexy, left him-
self an out today (Tues;> on
the 45 vs. 33 rpm battle of the
disks with the assertion that
•‘as soon as we, or our deal-

wrsv
_feel'‘that-any-appreciable"~

Columbia pop business is be-
ing lost by our not haying 45,.

We will make pop hits on 45.”

In response to Decca's an-
nouncement of entering the

/

45 rpm field, *Wallersteih took
the position that, at the mo-
ment, “LP with us happens to

be quite strong Without the
aid of any deals or pressure
merchandising.”

Merc’s New One-for-Four

to

Chicago, July 11.

In a drive to offset the summer
platter sales slump, Mercury Rec-

ords is announcing an operator's

bonus plan entitling operators to a

one-foi*-four bonus on purchases.

For each : 1,000 disks pledged,

the diskery doles out 250 extras.

If only 500 are pledged, lQp are

tossed in gratis. Operators needn’t

buy in one: clip, but have one
j

month to. stretch out their pur-
chases. Plan goes into effect July
15 and terminates Aug, 15/

Three-for-one plan Which disk-
ery initiated for dealers, is se-
queled by the operator's plan. Re-
cent LP trade-in for 3316 and 45’s
has not had any definite reaction
.as,yet

(Week ending July 1 )

London, July 4.

My Foolish Heart Sun
Dearie . •» ... . .Connelly
Bewitched . ... . Sterling
Oh You Sweet One ... Sterling
Let’s Do It Again . . > . Lennox
Piano Roll Blues . . . ... Leeds
Jealous Heart. . , .New World
Daddy's Little Girl . ... . Yale
C’est Si Bon . . .

.

.

.

. .Maurice
Two on a Tandem . . . . . Merrin
Cornfields ... V , . . .

,

Arcadia
Chattanoogie Boy , . . . . .

.

Pic

Second42
'

Quicksilver . , .
• . . . : ,

.

.Morris
Load of Hay . . .... ... . Fields
Down in Glen . , .

.

v.

.

. Wright
Me and Shadow . . . F. D. & H.
Enjoy Yourself. , : : . Morris
Night Floor Fell In . . Southern
End of Rainbow. ... . . .Cox
Sunshine Cake . . .

.

i Victoria
Cherry Stones . . . . ... Fields
3 Wheels on Wagon . . . . Wood
Old Zuider Zee . . Prpwse
Stock and Barrel .... . Victoria

AFM SUSPENSION ON

bia the only major diskery turn-
ing out pops in 33 rpm.

Decca’s move Was intended, ac-
cording to Milton R. Rackmil, its

president, as a stabilizing factor
within the industry, and it is

viewed as such. With Decca's de-
cision to go 45, came the assurance
from Rackmil that 78 production
would be continued as before.
“There are approximately 16,000,-

i
000 78 rpm phonographs still in

use by the record buying public
* and Decca will continue to supply
to these users the type o*' record-
ings for which the company is

known,” Rackmil said.

The public now will need a 33
machine or converter for its cias-

Col. Lone Holdout
Conversion to 45 rpm by

Decca leaves Columbia the
only major diskery manufac-
turing at only two speeds.
Decca, like every other ma-
jor except Columbia and many
minors, is now set up to de-
liver three speeds-—78, 45 and
33 rpm.
Most diskeries release pops

in 78 and 45, with classics and
selected pop albums in 33. Co-
lumbia, with no 45 manufac-
turing, releases both pops and
classical in 33 rpm.

Hollywood, July 11.

Suspension from membership in

the American Federation of Musi-
cians Of Edward Paul, musical di-

rector of Jerry Fairbanks Produc-
tions, has been lifted, following a
hearing June 1 in Houston. Paul
had been suspended and fined $1,-

000 for alleged violation of the
union’s television regulations. Fine
is being held in abeyance.

Paul, who Wfls charged with re-
cording for film TV programs, was
notified, last Week of his reinstate-
ment by Leo Cluesmann, national
secretary of the AFM executive

. Muzak, Inc., is setting up a new
division Which will service planes,
ships; and trains with tape-record-
ed music. Music piping service
has been experimenting with dif-

ferent types of recordings for con-
veyances for the past few months,
anc^ has chosen tape-recording on
basis of its successful showing.

Several transportation compa-
nies have already signed for the
service and others have expressed
interest.

.
One programming angle

of the new service will he the use
of songs relating to the destina-
tion of the. Voyage. For example,
a trip to Miami will feature songs
like “Moon Over Miami.” Other
music, of course, Will be included
in the hour and half-hour tapings.

This is the first instance in which
the actual location will be the

Jocks

,

By HERM SCHOENFELD

board. Under AFM regulations, I
source of the music. Muzak here-

musicians can play for live and
kinescoped shows, but not for ’tV
films. Paul, an AFM member for
35 years, and Fairbanks had pe-
tioned charges Were unfounded.
Exec board voted to rehear the
case at its convention in Houston.
Lifting of the suspension followed
the hearings.

tofore has. piped all music into lo-

cations.

|

Tallu to Cut Record
i Deal is reportedly being set for
Tallulah Bankhead to cut two sides
for a major diskery. Negotiations
are currently on with one major,
and if this deal does not jell, an-
other is reported interested.
Miss Bankhead will cut one

Eddie Marshall, Oklahoma hill- ! standard, blues-type number, and
billy vocalist, has been inked to an /plans are for Johnny Mercer to
exclusive disking pact by RCA ViCr }

prepare special material for the
tor in the first addition to the com-

i
other side. An orchestra and

pany's roster of . folk artists during i chorus would be directed by Joe
the last year. i Bushkin.

Eddie Marshall’s RCA Pact

Louis Armstrong: “C’est Si Bop”-
“La Vie En Rose” (Decca). This is

Armstrongs best commercial disk

since the coupling of “Lucky Old
Sun” and /‘Blueberry Hill.”

Satchmo rides these Gallic-accented
numbers with that superb legato

phrasing and graveltoned tremolo
that has made him preeminent
among jazz vocalists. This cut of

“C’est Si Bon” will give this time
the heeded impulse to keep it high
in the hit lists, Armstrong should
also grab a healthy share of the
play being given to the fast-climb-

ing “La Vie En Rose.” Jocks Can
spin either side for plenty of kicks,

Tony Pastor Orch: “Miles Stan-
dish”-“The Major and the Minor”
(Columbia). “Standish,” a take-off

on the classic poetic tale, provides
a good framework for Pastor. Good
lyric is neatly vocaled behind a

bouncy aiTangement for fine re-

sults. Flipover is a solid instru-

mental featuring Pastor’s crisp

trumpet.

Bob Crosby Bob Cats: “Charles-
ton'V‘Black Bottom” (Coral). These
sides are reaching back to the
1920’s and could catch on in the
current-wave of revivals. They’re
dreSsed in a hot dixie tempo
with Crosby dishing out the vocals
in a free wheeling style.. Decca,
Coral’s parent company, has
also cut the two numbers with
Eddie Condon’s orch which plays
them with an equally driving beat.
Peggy Ann Ellis handles the vocals
on the Condon disk with appropri-
ate zest.

Three Suns-Larry Green: “Petite
Waltz”-“Jet” (Victor). Three Suns
have been hitting a nice pace on
their recent flock of Victor releases
and “Petite Waltz” will help main-
tain their acceptance. Instrumental
combo bites into the three-quarter
tempo with an assist front Larry
Green on the keyboard for attrac-
tive results. Reverse is another
listenable pairing of Green and the
trio on a tune which is consider-
ably milder than the title suggests.

Louis Priina Orch: “Here Pretty
Kitty”-‘‘Buona Sera” (Mercury).
Prima’s vocal attack, in the Louis
Armstrong genre, can infuse nov-
elty even In the tritest tune. In
“Kitty,” he has some cute mate-
rial, not especially suited to his
style, but which he handles with
class, sharing the vocal With
Keely Smith. On the bottom deck,
Prinia solidly projects an Italian-
styled romantic number with back-
ing by his orch and a vocal chorus.
Arthur Godfrey: “Hawaii”-

“Driftin’ Down the Dreamy Ol*
Ohio” (Columbia). Lots of wax has
been put on this Hawaiian tourism
plug but -this cut punches it across
most effectively. Godfrey and the
Chordettes team for a twangy,
tongue-in-cheek saleable side. Re-
verse has a huge ensemble of God-

PftRIETY

1. BEWITCHED (10) (Chappell)

2. HOOP-DEE-DOO (8) (Morris)

sical records, something which has
met with general acceptance. In
the pop field, the public cart use
its 78 machine or a 45 machine.
With the latter, it will be unable
to play the records of only one
company, Columbia.
Announcement of the move by

Decca came at the convention of
the National Association of Music
Merchants in Chicago, where prac-
tically all executives of recording
firms and phonograph manufac-
turers are assembled. Whether
the announcement will have any

,
effect on Columbia’s policy of
maintaining 33 pop production
will have to await the return c*

Pr Ted Wallerstein, Columbia presi-
dent, from the convention to the
home offices in New York.

Col. Holds *33* Fort
With Decca the only major in-

(Continued on page 40)

Dallas, July 11.

Lehman Engel, musical director
of the State Fair Casino Operettas,
will conduct complete recordings
of the madrigals of Monteverdi for
Allegro Recording Co., beginning
in October.
The first of the five books of

Monteverdi's madrigals contains
21, each written for five solo voices.
Engel estimates that the book will
occupy two sides of two 12-inch
LP ’records.

• •

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10.

• • • * .

THIRD MAN THEME (15) (Chappell)

I WANNA BE LOVED (7) (Supreme)

MY FOOLISH HEART (13) (Santly-Joy)
"

.. ..

ROSES (5) (Hill-Range)
. . .

I DON’T CARE IE THE SUN DON’T SHINE (3) (Famous)

SENTIMENTAL ME (14) (Knickerbocker) . . . ,

.

,

.

. .

.

IT ISN’T FAIR (16) (Words-Music)

MONA LISA (1) (Paramount)

Week of July 8»» » »

j Gordon Jenk ins . . . . .... . .... Decca
|
Bill Snyder . . . . ....... Tower

\ Perry Como Victor

) Kay Starr .Capitol

\ Anton Karas London
I
Guy Lombardo .......... .Decca

Andrews Sis-Jcnkins .... . .Decca

y Gordon Jtnkius.

.

... . . , . .Decca
(
Billy Eckst ine . . . .... . . . M-G-M
Sammy Kaye . ...... . .

.

. Victor

Patti Page

.

.-V... . .Mercury

| Ames Bros. . .. . . ... .....

.

Coral

) Russ Morgan , . . . . .

.

. . . ,

.

Dccctt

Sammy Kaye . .... . , , . . . Victor

••
.
4 •-.» 4

( King Cole Trio .

I
Victor Young

.Capitol

, Decca

Second Croup
BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (AcuflLRose)

OLD PIANO ROLL BLUES (9) (Leeds)
’

;
/ . ;

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER (Church)

COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton)
SAM’S SONG (Sam Weiss) .

.

VAGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE (Jefferson)

TZENA, TZENA, TZENA (Cromwell)

C’EST SI BON (Leeds)

WANDERIN’ ^Republic)

RAIN (Miller)

I’M GONNA PAPER ALL MY WALLS (Goday)
A-RAZZ-A-MA-TAZZ (Robbins)

i ALMOST LOST MY MIND (Hill-Range)

NOLA (Sam Fox) .

</

» > > * 4 4

Kay Starr :

.

\
Jubilaires: .

| Larry Cook :

\ Frankie. Laine. . .

.

\ Ralph Flanagan

... Hugo Winterhalter

Joe “Fingers”

Vic Damone .

. . . . . Frank Sinatra

. . . Capitol

. . ’Capitol
. . . .Abbey

, . Mercury
. .Victor

...Victor
Carr:. . . , Capitol

...

.

. . . . Mercury
< . , .

.

. . Columbia

-t »»•••»

i e • '

4
. 4 ,4' •

•> • >

t - • « 4 ft

» • ft » M
* %. • 4

yjenkins-Weavcrs. ....... . . Decca
(
Mitch. Miller . ..... . , . .Columbia
Johnny Desmond .. ... .

.

.M-G-M
Sammy Kaye . . . . . . . .Victor
Frank Petty Trio. ...... ^M-G-M .

Patti Page . . . ... . ....... Mercury
Kay Brown

. Mercury
I
Fran Wan cn ....... Victor

’ ’

’) King Cole Trio ,. ...... Capitol

Lcs Paul Capitol

1Figures in parentheses indicate number o] weeks song has been in the Top 10.1
*********'*****

•
* 1 1 1 1 11 * » M l D inm i M

frey, Janette Davis, the Chordettes,
the Mariners and 20 ukes giving a
lilting workover to “Ohio,” Archie
Bleyer’s orch accomps.

Lucky Millinder Orch: “My Lit-
tle Baby”-“Lct It Roll Again”
(King), These initial sides by Mil-
linder’s band for King are stand-
out for their type. Though slanted
for. the blues and rhythm market,
“My Little Baby” is a fine tune
that could earn wider attention
with jock cooperation. Big John
Greer gives the vocal an impres-
sive treatment. “Let It Roll. Again”
is one of those all-out rocking num-
bers with salty overtunes, Greer
handling the lyric with a driving
heat.- - .>

Sy Oliver Orch: “I Ain’t Got No-
body”-“Wagon Wheels” (Decca).
Oliver, who has been responsible
for some of the best backgrounds
for Decca vocalists, has sliced an
interesting disk out of these tw^o
contrasting oldies. Neither of these
sides are slated for peak sales over
the counter but jocks can use then!
for a change of pace. Oliver gives
a firstrate vocal on “Nobody” in a
hot blues style, ...while.' “Wagon
Wheels”-is dress.ecL.rn ..a fine ar-

rangement.
Una Mae Carlisle: “Long’-’Gone”

(Columbia). Twro fine sides tailored
to Miss Carlisle’s unusual blues
style. Both numbers are in a slow
rhythm vein with Miss Carlisle giv-
ing neat -variation with her expres-
sive phrasing. Don Redman’s orch
supplies excellent backing on both
sides..

Murray Arnold-Jack Ross Quin-
tet: “I Never Knew”-“Flying
Saucer” (Coronet); Murray Arnold,
pianist-vocalist with the Freddie
Martin orch, discloses standout tal-

ent on “I Never Knew',” a fine
rhythm ballad. Arnold bounces the
lyric with a smart beat, backing up
with a neat keyboard arrangement.
Jack Ross Quintet provides a solid
background. Reverse is a good
rhythm instrumental item, also rat-
ing jock attention.

Platter Pointer*
Alan Dale turns up with fine

ballad in “You Wonderful You,”
Percy Faith orch adding a lush
background (Columbia) . . . Hoagy
Carmichael wltl^Four Hit4 and A
Miss have a good time on “Coney
Island Washboard^ Blues” and
“Some pays There Just Ain’t No
Fish” (Decca) ... Machito’s orch
bangs out more hot chile rhythms
in “Cleopatra Rhumba” and “FI
Sopon” (Mercury) . . . Count Basie
has solid jazz sides in “Bluebird
Blues” and “The Golden Bullet”
(Columbia) . , . Phil Harris has a
pleasant uplift item in “Dig-Dig-
Dig-Dig For Your Supper” (Victor)
... Kitty Kallen gives a spirited
vocal on “If You Smile at the Sun”
(Mercury) . . . In the blues vein,
jocks can snip ivory Joe Hunter*
“I’ve No Reason To Complain”
(King) . . . Walt Solek orch gives
an okay polka version of “Tzona
Tzena Tzena” (Columbia) . , . Ken
Griffin, accomped by an Hawaiian
guitar, has additional fine organ
sides in “Harbor Lights” and “Jo-
sephine” (Columbia) . . . The
Honeydreamers have a good jock
and juke side in “I’d Like to Wrap
You Up and Put You In My
Pocket” (Victor) ... Solid dixie
music by Phil Nauoleon and his
Memphis Five on “Bonaparte’s Re-
treat,” Betty Ann Grove vocalling
(Columbia) . . . On the same label,
Les Brown’s orch gives an ace ren-
dition of “A Foggy Day” . . . Tex
Beheke and Helen Lee neatly vo-
cal “Tunnel of Love’’ (Victor),. . .

Eddy Howard has a fine side in
“My Heart Isn’t In It” (Mercury)

Louis Jordan and His Tympany
Five dish out some nervously hot
rhythms in a two-sided number,
“Blue Light Boogie” (Decca) ...
Guy Mitchell neatly handles “To
Me You’re A Song” (Columbia).

Standout hillbilly, western, blues
and rhythm, jazz, polka, etc.: Wild
Bill Moore, “Balancing With Bill”
(King)

. , . Stuart Hamblen. “Blood
On Your Hands” (Columbia) ,

Bernie Wyte Polka Band, “Tutti
Frutti” (Vidor) . . . Eddie Vinson,
“Eddie’s Bounce" (King) . . .

Frankie Yankovic, “Beer Barrel
Polka” (Columbia) . . . The Three
Flames, “Chewing Gum Mama”
(M-G-MY , , . Doc Dawson, *‘15011001
This Fool” (Red

. Jay) . . . Porter
Johns, “I’m So Blue I Could Cry”
(Decca) . . . George Cates, “On tiie
Beach’’ (Coral) . , . Spirit of Mem-
phis Quartet, “He Never Left Me
Alone” (King).

Oltnan to Coast
Abe Olman, Robbins Music chief,

leaves for Coast today (Wed!) for
screenings of several new Metro
and 20th-Fox pix,

Olman will go over music with
film toppers and return to New
York in about two weeks,
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By HERMAN SCHOENFELD
Chicago, July 11.

Riding on the healthy Upswing
of business during the first half

of this year, record companies, in-

strument makers and radio-phono-
TV industry are currently priming
for an even heftier profit windfall:

during the coming 1950-51 season.

Widespread anticipation of spec-
tacular boom in all phases of
music and appliance field, except-
ing sheet music, is setting the
tone in Chicago's Palmer House at

four-day convention of National
A ssn. of Music Merchants.

Boom psychology, which is per-
colating down from the 250 exhib-
iting manufacturers to the over
9,000 retailers at this-GonGlaver-ha.s
been generated by two-factors-^
the critical international situation

and international stabilization of
platter industry. Conjunction of
both factors is spurring large turn-
out of retailers to shell out their
ready cash on merchandisable
goods while they can get it.

While no attempt is being made
to inject an artificial war scare

into the gathering, Korean head-
lines are taking their natural

course, here as elsewhere, of pro-
moting the belief that art increas-

ing segment of U. S. industry is

slated for conversion to war pro-
duction before long. Experience
of last war has taught retailers

lesson of sellers* market, short-

ages of non-essential goods in situ-

ation of free-flowing consumer
coin.

That's the dominant underlying
long-range element operating at

the convention. Immediate factor

boosting retail outlook was the
bombshell announcement by Decca
at opening of convention that it

was moving into 45 rpm field.

(Continued on page 41)

Leaving Friedberg For

Libidins for 1951-52
One of the biggest, as well as

most unexpected, switches in the
concert managerial field was inked
last week, when Vladimir Horor
Avitz, one of the world’s top pianists

and son-in-law of maestro Arturo
Toscanini, signed with David Libi-

dins. Deal starts with the ’51-’52

concert season. Horowitz has been
managed by Annie Friedberg, an-
other independent manager, for

about 10 years, and will be .with her
next season. He was with Columbia
Concerts (now Columbia Artists

Mgt.) prior to that.

Switch is the latest, and most
important, in a series of changes
this year which have seen Jennie
Tourel leaving Columbia for James
A. Davidson Mgt. (also for ’51-’52);

Helen Traubel and Gladys Swarth-
out moving to Columbia; Gregor
Piatigorsky and EnZo Mascherini
switching to Sol Hurok, and Eerru-
cio Tagliavini leaving Columbia for
Jack Adams & Co. The Horowitz
switch caught the major bureaus
< Columbia and National Concert &
Artists Corp.) napping.

Horowitz, who gives about 35 to
50 recitals a season, and draws top
concert fees, Will be under Libi-
dins’ exclusive management for the
U: S. Other accounts on Libidiiis'

roster are Wanda Lafidowska, Lilli

Kraus, Busch String Quartet, Igor
Youskevitch and Ruth Posselt. Libi-

d i ns also books the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo. He’ll start booking
Horowitz in October.

, Oxford In

Santly-Joy and Oxford Music,
affiliated N. Y; publishing firms,
have inked a two-year pact with
Campbell-Connelly, British pubs,
for representation of their catalog
in Great Britain and possessions,
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1950.

Starting in 1951, Campbell-Con-
nelly will also rep ‘ the Santly-Joy
firm on the Continent also, Santly-
Joy was previously repped by
Campbell-Connelly except for a
recent lapse Of three years when
the U. S. company Avas repped
abroad by Francis, Day and Hunt-
ed another British' piiblislTIhg ITfm7

To Plug Disks
Hollywood, July 11,

.

Capitol Records shortly will

start pouring coin into television

for the promotion of its record-

ings.. Firm, which currently,

dishes out $200,000 yearly for the

promotion, of its wax in other
media, is exploring the realm of
video film briefies. Plans are to

set up distribution for three-min-
ute films along the same lines as
it has organized the transcription
distribution business.

Capitol is combing the woods
for a producer with coin enough
to film a backlog of three-minute
pix which can be synchronized
with firm’s records. Though Cap
will handle all expenses for dis-

tribution and shipping of platters,

company will not put up produc-
tion money. Cap plans to turn
over a percentage of coin derived
from stations subscribing to the
video transcription library. It has
been estimated that these pix will

run between $600 and $700 apiece.

To date, Cap has mulled three
possible forms these films can
take, Pix can be made using live

action to depict the accompanying
vocal recording; they can be com-
pletely pictorial depicting the
mood of the platter or producer
can use Cap artists mouthing song
in sync with his own recording.

Capitol's Hal Cook is on a three-

week trek of the television mar-
kets today in an effort to gather
all possible data on the acceptance
of these briefies by video stations.

Cap's prexy, Glenn Wallichs, be-
lieves the plugging of firm’s tunes
on TV will be very important to

the sale of platters just as radio’s

disk jockeys are today.

The big band is doing a fast fade
from the radio and television
studios. Cashing in on the trend,
ho,wever, are several small combos,
some instrumental soloists and ar-

rangers whose specialty is making
a few pieces sound like a full or-
chestra.

One of the groups riding the
crest of the economy wave is Alvy
West's six-piece unit, just signed
to back Don Cherry three nights
weekly on NBC, starting tomorrow
(Thurs.). One device used by West
on some of his radio chores is to

tape tunes and play them back
With the men filling in on other in-

struments, thereby getting the ef-

fect of twice the number of pieces.

Together-wifch--the -use ©f-smaller
units is the development of a dif-

ferent style: of arranging and new
instrumental lineups. Instead of
the usual string, brass, reed arid

rhythm setups, webs are Using or-

gan, accordion, French horn, oboe
and bassoon in unusual combina-
tions. Idea is to have an accordion
or organ fill out an alto sax line

when a tenor sax is used, etc.

Ben Ludlow, who handles music
on several Mutual shows, re-

enforces his five or six piece Com-
bos by using an echo chamber.
Arranger Bob Monroe and organ-
ists John Gart and Paul Taubman
are also in ‘ demand because of
their ability to maike small groups
sound larger.

Some network directors feel

that, aside from its coin-saving ad-
vantages, the smaller combos are
desirable because they can. estab-

lish more distinctive styles. How-
ever, many windjammers argue
that there is no substitute for full

orchestration. They’re also bitter

at the practice of some house orchs
dispensing with the services of
musicians to replace them with
men who can double or triple,

They feel that some excellent
artists are being lost in the shuf-
fle to get musiemakers who are
only so-so on three instruments.

Flock of Musicals
As is detailed in the Legit

sedtion this week, the Rock of
legit musicals on the produc-
tion agenda for 1950-51 augurs
an unusually fruitful season
for diskers, artists and the
general music business.

Name songsmiths like Rodg-
ers* Hammerstein, Irving
Berlin, Cole Porter, Lew
Brown - Ray Henderson - Otto
Harbach, Yip Harburg-Harold
Arlen, Frank Loesser, Johnny
Mercer-Robert Emmett Dolan,
Dimitri Tiomkini-Arnold Hor-
witt, . Morton Gould-Edward
Eager, Harold J. Rome, Alec
Templeton-Stella Unger, Alan
^Tay“'Lerner-Ffedericlt~Lowe7

~

the late Kurt Weill with Max-
well Anderson, John Latouche-
Jerpme Mofoss, an heretofore
unP^jduced George M. Cohan
score, Puccini melodies with
Kay Swift lyrics, and a musi-
cal possibly by Hugh Martin,
are an obviously vast fountain-
head of new melodies.

Parker 5 New Albums
Charlie Parker, now using his

*ty:ingOpackgroUnd ensemble at the
Birdland in N. Y., will make two
more albums for Mercury in the
“Parker With Strings” vein.

Original album for Mercury
went over Well enough for Parker
to set up a band for night club
dates with same instrumentation.
Mercury will cut the two albums
in December.

Louis Armstrong, who called off

his summer bookings recently be-

cause of a projected stomach op-
eration, is resuming his tour of tHie

country \vith his five-man combo
following, a doctor’s okay, Arm-
strong opens at the Blue Moon in

Washington, D. C., this week, fol-

lowing with a date at the Blue
Note in Chicago,

Armstrong’s crew, including Jack
Teagarden, Earl Hines; Barney
Bigard, Arvell Shaw and Cozy
Cole, has undergone a slight re-

vamping as a result of Cole’s frac-

tured wrist, suffered during the re-

cent Bop City, N. Y., stand. J. C.

Heard is pinchhitting for Cole un-

til the latter is able to. return.

Star of David Record Corp. char-
tered to manufacture records, with
offices in New York and capital

stock of 100 shares, no par value.

Xsidor Magidojff was filing attorney.

"Marguerite’ Promotion

Ties in Disk Jockeys
A unique manner of plugging a

new song via disk jockeys has been
prepared by Ellis Allen and Ray
Bloch, partners in Holybrook Pub-
lishing Co. Firm will push plugs
of its “Oh Marguerite” with a 131-

week, $20,000 nation-wide contest
beginning Saturday (15), in which
deejays will be allowed to partici-

pate as well- as publicize.

In return for promised plugs,

the disk jockey gets all recordings
thus far made of the song and a

script and transcription giving
contest rules and prizes. Contest
is open to all girls named Mar-
guerite, and is a beauty contest
judged by John Robert Powers.
First prize is $10,000 in cash and
merchandise, and there are $5,000
in prizes for 100 followups. Also
set up is $5,000 for 101 deejays.

Allen has contacted about 3,100

disk jockeys, Of these, 450. have
already replied;' saying that they
will plug the tune. Allen estimates
that by date set for air release Of

the tune, which is Saturday (15),

he’ll have 15,000 plugs set up.

Merchandise and, cash were pro-

mpted free by Richard Robbins ad
agency in return for product plugs
in contest announcements.
Tune has been cut * by four or

five diskeries, including Signature,
Which has the Bloch recording.
Transcription has been cut on the
back of the Bloch version of the
tune.

Major local New York video sta-

tions and Local 802, American Fed-

eration of Musicians, have settled

the issue of musicians’ scales in an

agreement closely patterned after

the national AFM’s pact with the

TV networks. New Local 802 pact,

covering WCBS, WOR, WJZ and

WNBT video outlets, sets a pay

scale that’s approximately 71% of

the rate paid by Class A radio sta-

tions. It’s retroactive to June 1.

For a 25-hpur week of playing
for mixed commercial: arid' sustain-

ing shows, tooters will get $137.
For musicians working 25 hours
weekly on suStainers only, scale is

set at $108, while for a 20-hour
workweek, pay will be $113 if some
of the shows are commercial.

Basic rates for temporary side-

men are set at $15.30 for a 30-min-
ute Video show and $19.55 up to

one hour of programming. For
the first hour of rehearsal, rate will

be $6.30, with additional pay for
costuming and makeup. For simul-
cast shows, musicians will get $15
extra for commercial shows and
$7.50 for sustainers. Bandleaders
will get double pay when working
with combos comprising four men
of over.

By ABEL GREEN
Decca veepee David Kapp, chief

of artists and repertoire, echoes

one of Irving Berlin’s favorite

gripes about recent trends in play-

writing and play production, by
recalling that in the early days
of songwriting, “two writers just
got together, did the best they
knew how, and left it to the pub-
lishers and the pluggers to work
out the ‘angles.* . Today there are
too many songwriters and publish-

ers working the ‘angles,’ on a
catch-as-catch-can basis,, and too
few are concerning themselves
with the fundamental •— good
songs.”

Berlin likewise recalls that in

[former years Gebrge-S.—Kaufman--
and Moss Hart, Marc Connelly arid

Edna Ferber, George Kelly, Mor-
rie Ryskihd, Lillian Heilman, Noel
Coward, Maxwell Anderson, Sam-
uel Shipman, Aaron Hoffman,
Philip Barry, Sam Behrman, and
the like, did first things first—
they wrote plays. When their art-

istic efforts were done, they either
consulted managers or, in the case
of writers of this stature, they
worked along With likely impresa-
rios.

“Today,” Berlin observes, “too
many writers won’t sit ^ down at

their typewriters . until a . 100%
bankrolling for 50% of the show
has been worked out, or there are
angles with picture companies, or

;

the managers have fully financed
the venture. Then they tell the
writers to start writing. To me
this is all wrong.”

|
Kapp’s analogy in the music

business is that his company
i (Decca), as with the other major
labels, are forever besieged by
songs on a hit-and-miss basis. The
theory is that if the publishers
land one out of 10, that’s okay
with them. Kapp doesn’t mind this

' as much- as what this lack of artis-

tic integrity implies. “Certainly,

(Continued on page 41)

PMMM Parley Votes

Standard Uke Tuning

Salt Lake City, July 11.

Jerry Gray band racked up a

$6,441 gross on a four-night stand
here to break in its first road date.

Crew, in at $2,000 guarantee
against 60%, exited Rainbo Han-
devu with $3,864*

BUSHKIN SIGNS COL.

EXCLUSIVE FOR 88'ING
Columbia Records has pacted

pianist Joe Bushkin for his exclu-

sive services as a solo pianist. A
unique feature of the contract

leaves him free to sign ’with other
labels as a bandleader* and vocalist.

Meanwhile, Bushkin’s 10-week
stint at the Park Sheraton hotel

has been extended for three more
weeks. Ten Mutual and NBC re-

motes will be broadcast each of

the three weeks. His scheduled
Aug. 17 opening at Cafe Society
Downtown will have to be pushed
back to Sept. 6. Cafe Society is

reported setting up a Wire for

Bushkin’s stint.

Bushkin’s initial Columbia re-

leases are set for early September,
Percy Faith will supervise record-
ing sessions. Ernest Anderson
repped the former Tommy Dorsey
and Muggsy Spanier pianist in the

Columbia deal. General Artists

Corp. set the Park Sheraton book-
ing while Joe Glaser of Associated
Booking Corp. repped him on the

Cafe Society date.

Chicago, July 11.

Officers and members of the Na-
tional Assn, of Musical Merchan-
dise Manufacturers, meeting at
the Palmer House Sunday evening
(9) on occasion of the National
Assn, of Music Merchants Conven-
tion, now in session, proposed and
adopted the following resolution
in unanimous action, “that the As-
sociation, while recognizing ’ the
possibility of various tunings for
the ukulele, approves and recom-
mends continuation of the use of
the traditional A D F sharp and B
tuning as the correct tuning for
the standard size ukulele.”

Among those attending the tun-
ing meeting were Jay Kraus, of the
Marmony Co.; .William Nelson, of
the Vega Co.; Fred Marin and
Mario Maccaferri, of the French
American Reeds: Co;, Inc., manu-
facturers of the “Islander” uku-
lele which, made of ; the plastic

styron, is being produced in large
quantities at a popular price.

Fred Martin, prexy of the
NAMMM, said that a telegrarri ad-

j

vocating standard tuning sent to
Maccaferri by May Singhi Breen;
whose name is synonymous with

S

the ukulele, led to conferences
with Arthur Godfrey, who assured
them of his full support for a
standard tuning of the ukulele.
On the strength of this assur-

j

ance of Godfrey’s cooperation

I
which came at a time when the

j
ukulele is enjoying nationwide
popularity, Martin and Maccaferri
arranged to have this matter pre-
sented at the annual meeting of
their trade association.

Standard tuning of the ukulele,

Martin further states, means that
students, especially those in jrecre-

ational. musical groups, can now
play together without changing the

1 tuning for various pieces of music.
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Wednesday, July 12, 1950

Release 50-28

recognized hits. The trade is urged

to keep ample stocks of these 'records

on hand, or to reorder promptly when

current stocks begin to approach the

“sold-out” stage.

O . , . designates that record Is

one of RCA Victor's “Certain

Seven" — among the leading

numbers on the trade paper best sell*

ing retail sales charts. Obviously, sure
things!

rap (j l a it

PHIL HARRIS
Dig-Dig-Dig Dig for Your Dinner

I’ve Been Floating Down the Old Green
River 20-3825—(47-3825) *

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

TEX BENEKE
The Tunnel of Love
Whispering Rain . . . ..... . 2Q-383Q—(47-3830)*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

FRANKIE CARLE
The Lollypop Ball

Crazy Little Moonbeam 20-3831—(47-3831)*

THE THREE SUNS and LARRY GREEN
Petite Waltz

Jet
:

20-3834—(47-3834)*

THE HONEYDREAMERS
I’d Like to Wrap You Up and Put You

in My Pocket

Love Goes ’Round On a Meriy-Go-Round
20-3821—(47-382 1 )

*

PEE WEE KING and His GOLDEN WEST
COWBOYS

Blue Grass Waltz

Get Together Polka . . . 21-0354—(48-0354)*
s.

JUNE CARTER with THE CARTER
SISTERS and MOTHER MAYBELLE

The Baldheaded End of the Broom
Root, Hog or Die 21-0355—(48-0355)*

mm
S-SysS-S

mw&

Larry Green .with the Honeydreaniers

.

20-3726—(47-3726)+

P§mm

•JW'WAV

gitl
w.v.vvi

mm
Nv.v.v.w

*v.w.v/ •

pill

$®m.\v.v,V>,

mm
«*:•>>>>. .

mm-
m-
spSS&S

.

*tp|
1

mm
fm
Ml
1
flff

iM
figmm
H
1

Hugo Winterhalter

• >

........ ... . ... . . . ..... ... ... 20-3697—(47-322D+

Eddy Arnold ..21-0342—(48-0342)*
V ‘

<

'
*

Hoop Dee Doo
Perry Como with The Fontane Sisters . . ^

.

.20-3747-^(47-3747)*

m Movin’ On
Hank Snow . . . . .

.

. . 21-0328—(48-0328)+

Q It Isn’t Fair

Sammy Kaye Orch With Don Cornell ................. 20-3609—(47-3115)*

O'

d
©
0
©
&

0
©
©

Little Angel with the Dirty Face

Why Should I Cry
Eddy Arnold ...

My Foolish Heart

21-0300—(48-0300)+

Mindy Carson 20-3681—(47*3204)+

Sammy Kaye Orch. .

Third Man Theme
Freddy Martin Orch

20-3754—(47-3754)+©
.
20-3797—(47-3797)*

Tony Martin • • M • f • ..... . . . . ........ 20-3755—(47-3755)+

4

o . . . indicates records which

have enjoyed
1

better than

average initial consumer acceptance

and stand an excellent chance of enter-

ing the top-selling hit category. The

trade is advised to watch these records

carefully in order to maintain stocks

consistent with demand.

Ill
imi

ill

IsipH«»
Wmwm
pipi
||li|

llilfb

mm

B.
Mir

P
M

RHYTHM

GENE GILBEAUX
I’ve Got What It Takes

Dynaflow • . . . .......

.

22-0091—(50-0091)+

BERNIE WYTE and His POLKA BAND
Tutti Frutti—Polka

Joey’s Got a Girl—Polka
25-1166—(51-1166)+

15 rip.m. catalof number*.

o La Vie En Rose
Tony Martin ... . 20-3819—(47-3819)+
(Number two. Retailer*; Pick, Billboard.
July 8: Number orte, Billboard’* Pick,
July 1.)

Sam’s Song
Freddy Martin . . 20-3798—(47-3798)*
(Number five. Operator’* Pick.)

Three Little Rings
The Fontane Sisters

20-3814—(47-3814)+
(Number seven. Operator’* Pick.)

My Destiny
Hugo Winterhalter’s Ork and Chorus

20-3822—(47-3822)*
Rich ork-chorus cleffing in dance time of
an enticing ballad could be Winterhalter’s
follow-up to "Count Every Star.” Peter
Hanley contributes a fine solo vocal chore.

Wanderin’
Robert Merrill with Hugo Winterhal-

ter Ork and Chorus
10-5142—(49-1243)+

The Metopera bary tonsils of Merrill 6how
remarkable pop flexibility in this moving
slicing of the Sammy Kaye hit. Winter-
halter’s ork-choral backing is perfect.
Tho it’s In the Red Seal (longhair) series,

deejays and dealers should find brisk pop
appeal in the slicing.

TIPS: Coming Up Noxf Wooli:

Fran Warren's Greatest Record

“I LOVE

m

The start who make the hilt

are on RCA VICTOR Records .R&i dA

RCA VICTOR DIVISION RADIO CORPORATION Of AMERICA, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

Co v,
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DECCA

presenting

A Great

FATHER and SON

TEAM

THEIR FIRST

and

BING

singing

SIMPLE

MELODY
coupled with

SAM'S

SONG

DECCA 271 12

Price 75c

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
--

Pt Jw
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o
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1

Variety
Survey of retail disk best

sellers ,
based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com*
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
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1 1

NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)

“Mona Lisa”—1010 . 5 2 , 4 3 4 4 6 8 5 .. 2 8 • f /' 3 66

2 2

ANTON KARAS (London)
“Third Man Theine”^-536 ...

.

• •/# 9 9 3 « 'A' 3 1 1 • 4
'

'

7
'.

8 _54

3 3
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“I Wanna Be Loved”—10716. TO 1 •

• 4 • 4 4 4 •
.

«

''2
: 10 42

.

4 . .7..

Gordon Jenkins (Decca)
. . VBewiiclted’V--r24983 . . . . ,

. v . 3 • • i • « '

« 4 • • 3 1
i

• • • • 41

5 4 .

ANDREWS SIS.-G. JENKINS
“I Wanna Be Loved”—27007

(D)
• •

•' * »
,

2 • ••• 10 3 4 4 3 4 . • • .4 4 33

6 5

KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”—^936 . .. • • • 8 • 4 .• 5 t • . .

*• « 3 1 ,'4 9 26

7 13
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“My Foolish Heart”—24830 .

.

• * «i • • « » « 6 • m./ 1 .* 7 « * 5 4 4 - • • 25

8 6
BILL SNYDER (Tower)
“Bewitched”—1473 . • • . . • • • » * • • 6 .« •

*
• •

.

2 '

4 4 "9 » . • • • '

4 9 4 .« ?3

9 8
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”—10623A > > * » 8 • • i 2 .

» •
‘

• 4 • 4 22

10 17
AMES BROS. (Coral)

“Sentimental Me”—60140. . .

.

* • • •' 4 4 7 lb • •
,5.'

t 2 9 9 • •

'

4 m 20

11 14
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

“Roses”—20-3754 ........... • • • • • i • •

.

• » . • » • f • 9 9 • 9 3 2 19

12A 11
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Didn’t Slip, Pushed”-^38818 •

. • f • 1 « • • 4 4 .
6 ' • •. • i 9 9 •49 4 • • • • • • 15

12B
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”. . . . .

.

• » • • • 5 • »

•

2 « • • • • •;
• '9 4' 4 4 • « «' • > 15

13A 8
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Third Man Theme”—24839

.

• » •* 7 • i 9 . * • • • • 4 4 4 4 2 • •' «

-

.
• • 13

13B 17 .

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Hoop-Dee-Doo”—20-3747 . . « • • 10 . • 7 • 4_ • ' • * * * 8 •
•' 6 • • ' 4 :

9

13

14
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

“Count Every Star”—20-3697B. .

.

• •' 4 • • 6 4 4 '.4 9 4 4 • .• • • * 4 • 12

15A
.

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)

“Goodnight Irene”—27077 . .

.

« • • • 5 « • • •• 4 4 4 4 i •

.

.• «

'

• 4 6 11

15B
JOE CARR (Capitol)

“Sam’s Song”—962 . . . • • « •• • « • 5 • • 4 4 4 .• •< 4 4 6 11

16A 15
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885 « • » • 4 • • • . •

.
• 4 4 4 10 4 4 9 4 9 • * • 4 4 10

16B 16
LES PAUL (Capitol)
“Nola”—1014 • • •

'*
• • • « # « *4 • * •« 4 4 4 4 1 4 • 10

17A 9
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Hoop-Dee-Doo”—38771 • •. • 6 »• « ••

. 4 7 • • 4 4 • • 4
.

'• 0 4 • • 9

17B
DAVE BARBOUR (Capitol)

“El Mambo”—973. .... • • • 1.. 2 « • • • « • • 4 4 4 • « « 9. 9
,
• A • 9

17C TO
MEL TORME (Capitol)

“Bewitched”^—1000 ......... • « • « • « • « • * 2 9 •
.

9 9 4 • » m 9

1 2 3 4 5

FIVE TOP
SOUTH PACIFIC YOUNG MAN WITH ANNIE GET YOUR HARMONY TIME DIXIE BY DORSEY

Broadway Cast
A HORN

H. Jam«*-D. Day

Columbia

GUN The Chordettes Jimmy Dorsey

ALBUMS Columbia Hollywood Cast Columbia Columbia

MM850 C198 M-G-M CL6111 Cl96

ML4180 CL6106 E-509 CL6095

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
. ( Based on Points Earned)

No. of No. of
Label Records Points Label Records Point*

Decca . 147 Victor .

.

44
Capitol .

.

131 Columbia 34
M-G-M . 64 Tower ... 1 23
London .

.

54 Coral , . .

.

20

DECCA
RECORDS

New York
Victor releases Vaughn Monroe's

first album of western songs this

month . . Joe Bushkin is transcrib-
ing for piano four Irving Berlin
tunes for Irving Berlin Music . . .

Abe Olriian, Robbins-Miller-Feist
chief, off for Coast for screenings
. . . Recording company home of-
fices virtually empty of executives
this week; with most of the top-
pers out in Chicago at the Nation^
al Assn, of Music Merchants meet
. . . Newly formed Irving Tanz Mu-
sic’s first song has been cut by
Decca . . Cliuey Rayes has com-
bined with a couple of songwriters
to add to the mambo catalogs with
Hornpipe Mambo,” which has
been picked up by Duchess Music
. . Charlie Parker will cut two
more albums featuring his strings
in September.
Ray Stillwell has formed a four-

i piece combo and opens at the
I new Club 30, on the Pennsylvania-

West Virginia border# around Aug.

Chicago
MCA stronghold at the Edge-

water Beach has been overrun by
GAC* with booking of Frankie
Carle band July 20. Initial book-
ing was two weeks, but has been
extended to run through Aug. 17.
Carle will be followed by Jimmy
Dorsey who stays till Sept. 7 . . .

Jock Tom Casey’s cross-the^board
show on WENR is scheduled for
network airftig July 17 . Ray
Pearl into Vogue Terrace, Mc-
Keesport, Pa., for eight days, July
26 . , , Tex Beneke slated for
Indiana State Fair, Sept. 4 for five
days , . . Howard Miller, WJJD
disker, will conduct Chicago Her-
ald-American “The Record Spot-
light” column'. . . Chubby Jackson
and new unit into Blue Note here
Aug 4 for two Weeks . , . Hal Otis,
rebooked for Sherman hotel July

12 for four weeks . . . Orrin Tucker
pegged for Riviera-on-the-Lake,
Geneva, Wis., on July 23 for two
weeks . . Lawrence Welk into
Trianon July 22 till Sept. 10. Op-
position at northside half of com-
bine will be Dick Jurgehsy wlio
bows at the Aragon, July 18 for
four weeks . . . Wayne Gregg to
baton at Lakelawn ballroom, Dela-
vah, Wis., on- Aug. .1 for six days
. . . George Bradley, former WAIT
jock, has shifted to WAAF to m.c,
hour cross-the-board variety spot

. . Claude Thornhill to Kenny-
wood Park, Pittsburgh, July 17 for
one Week , . . Billie Bishop band
to bow at Dutch Mill ballroom,
Delavan, Wis., for two Weeks, July
14 • *

•
1!??,

nny strong orch, Mar-
Whiting, George Gobel and

Billie Rogers,, all garnered for
Vaughan Hospital show July 12..
Program is sponsored by Sachar
lodge of the B’nal B’rith.

(Continued on page 43)

Decca’s Decision
Continued from page 36

dependent diskery not having
made its choice up to Monday, it

was inevitable that it carry a bal-

,
ance of power. The 45 lineup had
RCA-Victor, Capitol, Mercury,
London and a group of minors,
with Columbia alone holding the
fort for 33’s. In the battle between
Victor and Columbia, the fact that
the two were subsidiaries, gov-
erned in part by considerations
outside the recording field alone,
was involved. Fact that Decch is
a purely recording firm added to
the weight it carries within the
industry.

Decision, s h o u 1 d also come as
something of a relief to jukebox
manufacturers and operators, Willi
Decca generally

: considered su-
preme in juke sales and plays,
many operators and most manu-
facturers were awaiting a decision
by the diskery to determine
whether they should convert to
the slower speeds ahd which speed
they should convert to.

Up to last week, the jukebox in-
dustry refrained from making any
move. Then Wurlitzer announced
free conversion privileges for both
33-and- 45 -on its new - model--T250

*

along with tie-in sales from Colum-
I bia arid Victor. Operators could use
either converter. Likelihood now
is that operators will convert to the
45’s. It’s also very likely that
manufacturers, who with only one
exception, have stuck to standard
78 machines, will now begin to
make 45-equipped boxes. Manu-
facture of 45 machines would mean
a great savings in material and
time.

Until Decca can set itself up for
the output of 45’s, it will* use Vic-
tor’s pressing facilities. This is not
unusual, since Victor, which has
been encouraging use of 45’s, has
lent its facilities to other firms
while they made the switch.

First release of Decca in the 45
field will come Aug. 15, with 50 of
Decca’s bestseller albums and a
number of pop single standards by
Bing Grosby, Guy Lombardo, the
Andrews Sisters and Fred Waring
going out to distributors. There-*
after,- all new sides will be released
in 78 and 45 speeds. Also, as soon
as conversion takes place, more
standard singles and selected new
albums will be released in the new

Decca will continue, meanwhile,
to convert its entire album catalog
to 33. Most of the albums being re-
leased in 45 have already been con-
verted to 33, and plans are for
Decca to convert the rest of its

catalog to 33, regardless of whether
the albums will be released in 45
rpm.

Anti-V.I).Disks Placed

In 300 St. Loo Jukeboxes
St. Louis, July 11.

The anti-venereal disease disk,
“That Ignorant Cowboy,” has been
placed in more than 300 jukeboxes
in the St. Louis area, according to

|

Dr. E. Early Smith, local* health
commissioner, with the cooperation
of the Missouri Music Machine Op-
erators’ Assn., and the National
Association of Broadcasters.

tm mm mm mm mm.mm t
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(The 35 standards with the largest radio audience < nr* u i

in order of total ACl points received in ACl surveys dvrhinif
helow

July T, 1949, to July 1, 1950,)
surveys during the year,

v m
No. of
Weeks
in ACl
Survey Song Title

1

2
3
4

"5:

0
7

3
9

10 .

11

12

13

14

15

16

] 7

18
19
*

20 .

2L
22
23
24,

,

.25

26
27
23

9
24
7

19
13
15
4

15
11
12
6

13
9
9
12
13
4
4.

i i

7
10
8
9
4
7-

8
8
4

Publisher

29'"' ~ ~7~

30 8
31 3
32 5
33 8
34 2
35 5

White Christmas... .. u i-

Tea for Two ......
’

' !
•

]

' •••••••••••••• Berlin

Santa Claus Cornin’ to Town .'.'.Y.Y" Feist
1*

Bru
g
e
n
sltes

BegUine ' ' ' ' ‘

a ii mu!- - •%* 1
• . ..Berlin

All the Things *ou Are . . ; . . . . . . , .

.

Channel!
’S Wonderful .

. * '"h™
w?n

n
ti
y
r wT/5

?
5

f,

or You ' •• •• • •• i iltemiek ,

^ ;
’

'

1 ' ‘ • • • • • . Harms
What Is Thu Thing Called Love . . . . , .... . HarmsB ue Moon. ... . . , ......

t .Robbins
Just One^ Those Things

, . .....
. , Harms

Dancing in the I^arlt . . . ....
. , .. . . . . Harms

lake WIe Out to the Ballgame. . ... , , , , ,

.

.Broadway
Star Dust, . . . .

. .......... .

,

.Mills
September Song . , ....... . _ , . ....

.

. Crawford
Lmbraceable You .... ... ... . . ........

.

. .Harms
r«
0V

?H.- ' L'
' * •

* v:
* ••• • • • ’ . . Famous

iwelfth Street Rag . . . < ......... ......

.

Shapiro-B
Cnnstmas: Song. . . . ... . . . . .

.

Burke & V H
' ^ !

c® Tico . . . . . ... , . .. . • « . . . . . ... . . . . . .

.

>

.

Harris
Always ......... /i ... .Berlin
This Can't Be. Love . . ... , . . . . ... ,

.

. Chappell
Don't Blame Me. .. ... . . . . ..... . . . . . . , . .

,

.Robbins
Stv-Louis -Blues r r _v i , j-«fT-»-rw-Handy——. ... ...

Alexander’s Ragtime Band , . . . Berlin
April Showers.

, . . Harms
April in Paris. . . . . .......... ’Harms
!RXan I Love . . . . . . .... ... . . . .... .... ..

. . .

.

Harms
June Is Bustin’ Out All Over . .

.

7 ."
.

,

. T B. Harms
I Can’t Give You Anything But Love . . . . Mills

5 Continued from page 37

il means that songs are ground out
by the ba le, Jack quality, and the
answer is that, more and more,
1 lie recording lists revive, old
songs. You can never keep 'La
Vie en Rose’ down, and when we
decided that maybe a lush string
arrangement, and a new lyric
would further this excellent Edith
Piaf bal lad, Hernian Starr ( War-
ners) saw it out our way with
result that the hew lyric, retaining
Hie original title, will carry the
song further than it did when it

was relabeled ‘You’re Too Danger-
ous, Cherie.’ Look as ‘Bewitched*
Bothered and Bewildered.’ Or look
at the many different ways we will
all make ‘Third Man Theme.’ In
England they called it the ‘Harry
Lime Theme,’ but call it almost
anything—you can’t keep a good
melody down. Look at all the dif-

ferent ways we recorded ‘Inter-
1

mezzo’ years ago, for instance-—
salon, vocal, dance, violin solos,
symphonic,

“Good songs will find their level,
but it is now the .iob of the music
business to help themselves, and
our business along with It, by not
dumping anything and everything
in our lap that ‘this will be a great
Andrews Sisters number,’ or ‘It’s

surefire for Bing,’ or ‘what Jolson
can do with this one!’ etc. I’d like
to see what the publishers can do
to help the entire music business-
publishing and recording alike

—

improve its standards.

“t know’ that when Jack (the
late Jack Kapp) and I were raised
in Chicago, Walter Donaldsoir or
lsliam Jones would come in on
periodic visits to sit down and try
and write' some good songs with
* the late! Gus Kahn. Well, we
know they must have been exceed-
ingly good songs, because so many
have survived and been revived.
I’m a writer of sorts myself, so I
know the fever attendant to some
of 1 he hit: ’n’ miss type of song?
writing, publishing, plugging, re-
cording and all that goes with it.

‘Return to Basic Premise’
‘‘I think it Will be much health-

ier for the music business to go
back to making money from . the
basic premise, i.e., music publish-
ing. Now publishers rely too .much
on what should be by-product in-
comes;— recording, performances^
synchronizations, etc,— and hot
enough from music publishing.
After all, the gravy should (and
could ) come from this segment of

i«
e business. Who can laugh off

1 8-22c wholesale on a sheet of
niusic, if it sells a half-million to

J million copies. It's much better
than two or three million records
“-you don’t haw, to be a quiz kid
to add that up.’’

This ties in with the recent ef-
forts by the music trades; sparked
by the Songwriters Protective
Assn, veepee Charles Tobias and
Leeds Music’s Arnold Shaw to do

something about revitalizing sheet
music sales.

It also ties in with Otto Har-
bach’s recently expressed fear, to
Variety, that the new Govern-
mental payoff system, as decreed
to ASCA P, on a per-performance
basis, is fraught with invidious po-
tentials for “every songwriter who
is not his own songplugger.’’

Tlie Decca executive's concern
is part of the pattern that the To-
bias-Shaw movement is also con-
cerning itself with in relation to
the entire music business. It is

comparable to the COMPO (Con-
ference of Motion Picture Organi-
zations) progra i currently being
explored in the picture business—
to ally all segments for betterment
of the common whole.

'Boom Ahead'
Continued from page 37

I-

Decca’s decision ends controversy
surrounding battle of speeds in

pop field.

Major DIskeries on Hand
Bright outlook in record market

is tipped off by scope of participa-
tion of major diskeries, along With
several indies, on exhibition floor,

RCA-Victor, Columbia. Decca,
Mercury, Coral, London and
M-G-M have come up with biggest
booths and largest turnout of top
execs ever yet at NAMM gather-
ing. Victor, London and Mercury
are making particularly effective
pitches for their disk swap-in-
plans and are reportedly drum-
ming up landoffice business.
Bulk of other exhibs are show-

casing latest TV by major manu-
facturers, similar to demonstra-
tions held in New York recently,
and various instrument lines* with
heavy accent on ukeleles and ac-
cordions. Instrument men de-
scribed biz to be solid although
heavy phase of order-writing is

expected to take
.
place tomorrow

(Wed.) and Thursday betore the
convention’s close.

In a report to retailers, William
R, Gard; NAMM exec-secretary,
disclosed sales of music siores in
first half of 1950 topped last year’s
half-period by. 10%; He declared
current inventory position of re-
tailers should be conducive to
volume buying. C. Frederick Mar-
tin, NAMM prexy, declared that
Uke production in 1950, as result
of Arthur Godfrey’* continuing
push of the instrument, would be
about 500,000.

Sheet music publishers, except
for Mills, B. F. Wood, J. J. Rob-
bins and a handful of -others were
conspicuous by their absence.
Failure or the other firms to try
hitting the music retailers with
copy displays was seen to be con-
tradictron ’ t\1th the pubs’* turrfent
efforts to hypo sheet music sales.

OIICIIKSTKAS-MUSIC

COAST DISK BOOTLEG

RING BROKEN UP
Hollywood, July 11. .

Mercury Records, officials have !

broken up the newest of the disk
1

bootleg rings to operate in this
area, but ringleaders have escaped.
Bootleggers have been dealing
solely in race and jazz classic stuff
and have swiped platters from such
labels as Imperial, Aladdin and
Specialty as well as Mercury*
Ring

, Was discovered w h e n
master of Dinah Washington’s “I
Wanna Be Loved” was lifted from
the . Mercury plant along with
labels. Shortly thereafter, retail-
ers began to get copies of the boot-
leg disk.

McAllen, Tex., July 11.

. Permission had been granted to
Mexican military bands to play
here last week despite protests
made by the Aifferican Federation
of Musicians.

The immigration service stated
that the bands could cross the bor-
der to participate in the Indepen-
dahc4T>ay fiesta •

:

The earlier AFM protest had
been based on an old law prohibit-
ing foreign, laborers; entering* the

,
U. S. unless there is a shortage of
similar U. S. labor. However, there
are no union bands in the lower

1 Rio Grande valley.

Camilla Williams, ^Tegro soprano
lead with the N.Y. City Opera Co.,
returned to N.Y. this week from a
successful concert "toiir of Vene-
zuela. She gave three concerts
in Maracaibo and two in Caracas,
all to full hohses. Both were re-
peat engagements, soprano having
sung there last year.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

ANY INFRINGEMENT ON THIS COFY.

RIGHT WILL RE PROSECUTEP TO THE

FULLEST EXTENT OF THE LAW;

Most Talked-About Song in Music History-

Word's by Mitchell Parish

Music (First Two Farts) by Issochar Mtren

Fart) by Julius Grossman

Words by
MITCHELL PARISH

Lively

TZENAITZENA ,
TZENA - ^

Music (First TWo ParU) by
ISSACHAR MIRON (MICHROVSKY)

(Third Part) by
JULIUS GROSSMAN

.
. A7

TZE-;NA, .TZE-NA, TZE-NA, TZE-NA, Don't you know that you’re the dar- ling of.

D d

-i— the reg. i - ment?.

G A7

TZE-NA, TZE - NA, TZE- NA, TZE- NA.

D

All the soLdiers want to see you, Why
D G

don't you con - sent?.

the band

A

some sol - diersgai - ly rid - ing,

D Em7 A7

out fromwhere-ev ? er - you

G

are

you smile lit tie for the col - onel,

D trn7 D

Throw some

n

kiss - es
,
to the rest.

i>+ g

Bash - ful lit - tie Tzc - na,

P A7 P A7 D Pdiin A7

don't fraid of all the sol - dier boys, for

G

All the boys a-dore you,

D

Call tog for you* TZE - NA, TZE - NA, TZE - NA,

Ctgrri|ki 1ISO by MUIe Ifasie, lac., ISIS 1roadway, New York 19,NT.
latcraatleaal C«pjrl|k( Sttinl Midt ia U.9.A. ' All Ki^hts ScMnrcd

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Chicago 4 SIDNEY MILLS, Gen. Prof. Mgr. Hollywood 03
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First substantial action in the+~

sheet music industry's drive to

hypo sales jyjll be reported to an

industry-wide,meeting today (Wed.)

when a subcommittee exploring

new sales outlets reports the prog-*

ress of talks With the head buyer
of the Woolworth chain* 1

Members of the, four-man sub-

committee would not make public

the results of their conference
Monday (10) with A. E, Thorwald-
sen, Woolworth’s buying rep, stat-

ing they wished to report directly

to the industry meeting today. But
one spokesman said the results of

the conference were “very promis-
ing” and intimated that it might
have been a step toward “break-
ing into the entire syndicate store

setup.” .

In addition to the report from
the “new outlets” committee, as it

is called, a committee under the
direction of Charles Tobias, Song-
writers Protective Assn, vice-presi-

dent, which was set up to explore
-^plugging" sheet sales threugh_radio
and television, Will make its initial

report.

It’s expected that a third com-
mittee, which is investigating feas-
ibility of counter demonstrations of
music, will, also report. Meeting
may also complement the member-
ship of a fourth, public relations
unit, at today’s meeting. Last all-

industry conference delayed nam-r
ing the full, committee because of
the absence of Walter Douglas,
Music Publishers Protective Assn*,

chairman.

Members of the group that met
with Thorwaldsen were Tobias,
Arnold Shaw of Duchess Music,
Berriie Prager of Robbins Music
ahd Tom Hughes of Shapiro-Bern-
stein. Today’s Session will be held
at MPPA headquarters, in Rocke-
feller Plaza.

SUCK TAKES OVER AS

RCA-VICTOR GEN. MGR.
Walter A. Buck was-1 formally

elected yice-prexy and general
manager of the RCA Victor divi-
sion at a meeting of ..the company’s
board of directors Friday (7). Buck
steps into the post formerly held
by the late John G. Wilson.
Buck

.
served as Operating vice-

prexy of the diskery since January,
1949. He is a retired rear admiral
of the U. S. Navy;

on
(Based on copyrighted Audi-

ence Coverage Index and Au-
dience Trend Index, published
by Office of Research, Inc., Or.
John G* Peatman, director.
Alphabetically Lifted .

)

Week June 30-July 6
Gone Fishin’ . . . . . . . ... .Feist

If Sun Don’t Shine ; . . .Famous
Stars & Stripes . . Church-H&R
There’s No Tomorrow. . Paxton
Third Man Theme . . .. Chappell

5 Top Standards
Bye Bye Blues . . . . . . .

,

Bourne
Donkey Serenade ... Schirmer
Anything But; Love, Baby.Mills

:

I’m An Old Cowhand. . . .Feist
Yankee Doodle Boy . . . . Vogel

THIS YEAR EVERYBODY WILL
CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING
A with

HILL & RANGE
SONGS, INC.

A new angle in current flood of

summer promotional campaigns to

sell disks is being added by RCA-
Victor, which, beginning July 17,

is offering a series of free 45 rpm
records to purchasers of its 45 rpm
machine* While primarily designed
to increase phonograph sales, the
Victor plan will also help record
dealers, since obtaining the free
records requires a visit by the cus-

tomer to his record dealer once a
month for six months.

Plan is primarily this : Purchaser
of a 45 rpm player attachment gets
a coupon book entitling him to six
free 45 records, which must be
picked UP at the shop at which the
purchase was made. Only one cou-
pon may be used each month. Cus-
tomer is entitled, to any 45 rpm
record he wishes.

.
Promotion will get a big news-

paper push. Victor will advertise
the plan with 500-line ads in 40
newspapers the day before the
plan becomes effective. National
magazine ads are being readied,
and mats are being prepared for
distributors who wish to advertise
the plan on their own. *

H. G. Baker, veepee in charge of
the Victor home instrument de?
partment, in announcing the plan,
described it as “the greatest store
traffic builder” ever made avail-
able to record dealers. He pre-
dicted increased sales in all the
dealers’ products because of the
“multiple exposure” to customers.

( July 1, 1949 to July i, 1950)
The 35 listed below arc in order of total ACT points received in ACI (Dr. John G. Peatman)

surveys during the year. (Songs in stage or film productions are indicated. Songs currently active at*
marked with an asterisk. Songs whose activity began prior to July 1, 1949, are noted by the date— ( 1949 ) .

)

No. of '*

Weeks
in ACI
Survey Song Title Production Publisher

My Foolish Heart. My Foolish Heart . .... . , . Santly-Joy
Dear Hearts and Gentle People. . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • * Y. • ... ..**...••• .YE. H. Morris
I Can Dream, Can t I . ...

,

• • • • « • • • • . . . « « ... * . .* . • • • • • « *

.

Chappell
if I Knew You Were Coming * . . .. .Robert
A Dreamers Holiday . . ..... . ... . . . • . . . ; . ..... . . . ........ ... ...... . . . . , . Shapiro-Bernstein
It Isn t Fair • • • •* * » •. . . . ... . » • . « ... . . . . . .

.
*.. . ... . .

.

.. . . .. . . .

.

..... . .
.

. . . ,Wor.ds & jMiusic

Music,, Music, Music . ..... . .. . .. ... » « ..... .. . ... ... ......... .... «. . . . »v» •

.

. » . Cromwell
Deane . . > . . .• . Xiaurel 1

Don t
1 Cry

,
.Joe *

.
- . • * • » . •> , • . , . . « v..v. . , . . , . . . . . . . . ...... . ... . .

,

.. fl&ims
Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy. . . . . .... ...

.

'»
. Acuff-Rose

Enjoy Yourself . . . . . . ....... . . . . « * * . . * * . .... * . « . ... . . . , . ...

.

. ... . £.11. JNiorns
A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes. * ... Cinderella ........ . . ..... . . . .

.

. Disney
Old Master JPaint'er .. » * * .... . . . • . . ... ... . . . . • . .

«
*. ..... , . . liobbins

That Lucky Old Sun. ... . . , , . . ... . , ...... .... . . .... . . . . . , . ..... . .Bobbins
Some ; Enchanted Evening (1949). . . , . . ... .South: Pacific. . . . . . * . .> . . . .

,

. .Chappell
Third Man Theme. . . , .... . . . . . . ...... ...The Third Man . . . . ....... ....... Chappell
Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye. . . . . .......

.

Jolspn Sings Again . . . . . . ..... ... Feist
Daddy s Ijittle Glrl .

. * . . . .. . «*« * * ... • . * , . y *. » . , .. . fidaciin

Hoop-Dee-Doo » . . . .

,

.... ,* * . .... .... . * . < » . # . . . ....

.

•

.

.. . vE. H. Alorris
Bye Bye, Baby. . . . . . . Y, . . ... ... .Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. . . . . .

,

J. J, Robbins
You’re Breaking My Heart! . . . . . ... .Robert
Bewitched * « . . . . .

.

. . .* . . « . . .. . . C^happell

;

Younger Than Springtime (1949) ; . . . .... .v. . South Pacific . . ............... ... Chappell
There’s No Tomorrow ....

.

..Paxton
Room Full Qf Roses . . . . . .

.

* *

.

. . . * . . . 4 . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . , . ... ... ..... Hill & Range
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo . . . . . . . ....... ; .

.

,y. . . Cinderella . . . . . . . . . ....... . .

.

; .Disney
I Don’t Care If the; Sim Don’t Shine . .Y . . ... ; . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . ... . . . .

.

. Famous
Let’s Take An Old-Fashioned Walk. . . . Miss Liberty,:. . . ... ... * ; . * . .

.

. Berlin
Someday You’ll Want Me to Want You (1949) . , ... . . .... * . . ... *

.

.Duchess
Candy - and Cake .... . , '. . . , , ,

,

•*. , ...... •*».,. . . , . , » ... ,

.

• ... , . ,(3xford
Maybe It’s Because (1949) . . . .

.

'. * Y.

.

.Y Along Fifth Avenue. ; ... » . . . . . .... Bregman-V-C
Just One Way to Say I Love You (1949) . . . . Miss Liberty . . , . . . . . . . . . v . . . ; . .

.

Berlin
There’s Yes Yes in Your Eyes (1949) .Y . . . i , Witmark
Sentimental IMle * ... . . • . . . . . , . -.».»»« . v. y . , . . . ,. . ...... ... . ICnickerbocker
Old Piano Itoll filuos ...... . .v. . i. , y , . * . .

.

• .'. * . .
,'.... *> ... .;. ... .‘. . ...

.

XjeedS.'

1 20
2 24
3 26

-4- 19 -

5 24
6 ' 17
7 20
8 20
9 19

id 17
n 26
12 24
13 16
14 20
15 28
16 18
1^7 29
18 28
19 11
20 24
21 23
22 13
23 25
24 20
25 26
26 18
27- 13
28 20
29 25
30 20
31 23
32 17
33 20
34 15
35 11

Salmaggi

Alfredo Salmaggi will present

his Popular Price Grand Opera Co.

in a special Puccini-Verdi festival

at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., for a week
in September. Impresario gave
four performances there two sea-

sons ago. This time he’ll present
five operas, preliminary to his reg-

ular Brooklyn Academy of Music
season; which starts about Sept. 30.

Operas skedded are “Madame
Butterfly,” Sept. 6; “Tosca” (7);

“La Boheme” (8); “La Traviata”
(9), and “Aida” (10). .

Gabriel
Simeoni will conduct* Salmaggi
has been complaining for years,

that N. Y. music critics Won’t come
over to Brooklyn to review his pro-

ductions, and that very few attend
his al fresco Randall’s Island, N.Y.,
presentations. One of the purposes
of the Carnegie Hall festival is to

parade his new singers before the
critics, and get some reviews on his

shows.

ing

Into N.Y. Jazz Nitery
Symphony Sid all-night disk

jockey show will emanate from the
Birdland, N. Y., jazz nitery, start-
ing Aug. 1. Tuesday to Sunday,
midnight to 5:45 stint over WJZ
may also broadcast live talent
from the night club.
Program was set to move into

the Birdland by William, Warren,
Jackson and Delaney agency, which
sells -time for show. Sponsoring
will be participating.

i

While Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer Is Resting Until

September When He Gets Set For The Greatest Ride
In History—BE {HAPPY WITH

‘CANE
BOTTOM
CHAIR’

By Johnny Marks and Willard Robison

Ray McKinley (Victor)

Glen Moore. (MGM)
Merle Travis ..... . (Capitol)

Phil BUI* • • • • .... . . . ... .

.

. (Hudson)

ST. NICHOLAS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway Now York 19, N. Y.

Week of June 30-July 6, 1950
Richard Himber’s new development is logging broadcast perform-

ances lists tunes in the survey based on four major network schedules.
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental,
2 points for sustaining vocals, 3 for commercial instrumental, 4 for
commercial* vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories, New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a commercial vocal in all three
territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings of
commercial shows. The first group consists of the top , 30 songs.

First Group
Songs 0 Publishers

Bewitched .... . ... ..................... . . , . .... Chappell
C’est Si Bon ........ ... . * . . . ... . , . ... ..... ... . ... , . . . ...... ,

.

. Leeds
Count Every Star Paxton
Cry Cry Cry .Advanced
Darn It Baby That’s Love—“Tickets Please” . . . . . . . , . . . .... Chappell
Down the Lane .... . ..... . . .

.

BMI
i

Gone Fishm . . ...

.

. . .Feist

j

Home Cookin’—t“Fancy Pants” . . . ... . . ...... ... ........

.

Famous
Hoop Dee Doo , . . Morris
I Didn’t Know What Time It Was Chappell
I Didn’t Slip, I Wasn’t Pushed, I Fell. . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... ...

,

.Remick
I Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine .......... Famous
If I Had a Magic Carpet . . . , . .Shapiro-B
If You Were Only Mine ....... .... . ...... . ... ..... .

.

Robbins
I’ll Always Love You—1’My Friend Irma Goes West” .Famous
I’m Bashful ... .......... ........ Y. ... ...... . .

.

.Santly
I Still Get a Thrill Words-Music
I Wanna Be Loved * . . . , ... ..... . Supreme
f'® Vie En Rose .......... . .»•*•,..<««»,,..

.

Ilarms
Mona Lisa—1“Capt. Carey, USA” ; Paramount

!

My Foolish Heart—t“My Foolish Heart” .... Santly I

Old jPiano Roll Blues ...... . . . . . . . . ........ . . ...... . ,

.

.Leeds
'

;
Picnic Song ,, ,

.

,Chappoil
|
Play a Simple Melody * . . . . . . , . ..... ..... . . . .

.

. . . Berlin
'

j
Sentimental Me. . .... , ..... , , , . . , , . ... . . .

,

Knickerbocker
Sometime . . ... . , . . , , ... ; .... ... , , , , , * . , , , * ... . ... . . . .

.

.Witmark <

Stars and Stripes Forever .Church-H&R
the

,

Windows of Heaven
. . . Pickwick

Thmd^Man Theme— t“Third Man” ...... ............. .Y*

.

.Chappell
jTonight . , . . . . , . . : * . * ....... ...... . . . ...... Miller !

i
•

—

'

Second Group
A Little ?jt Independent . . . , . J . . ,

.

r. BVC
American Beauty. Rose . • .. . . . ... , . . . . . . . . , .... .

,

.

.

Jefferson
A-Razz-Ma-Tazz .

• J. J, Robbins-A" You lonesome Tonight ..B0Ume

If
1 Knew You Were Coming . . ; ., ...... .... Robert

Tn
m
*h

J
°?/>

n
Pap

* Y-
A

.

1

i
MY,WalIs With Your Love Letters Goday

:
j"

Jsn’t FaiY ,

0f q.°
4e" rCamS '

' ’ ’ ; • ' '

'

/

'

'

;

’
• • • • • • • • v • • Beacon

1

Mambo
h
.Tanfhi

00 Y'Duehess of idaho" . .

Y'.
f.' . Robbins

My DCsto ° V
• ’ ‘ ' ’

*

* ' •••••• • > ’ • ••••*• • * • • - Beer

On AnOrdiiiary Morning Yv *.*• * ‘ * * " * * *

; Roses '. v.

i a ‘ ‘ •*•••••• • * * YShapiro-B

200 NEW CLEFFERS ON

SPA ROLLS DURING *50

Membership of the Songwriters
Protective Assn, has spurted sharp-

ly ahead in the last year with 200
new cleffers being added to the
rolls* Many of the writers have
not yet had any of their tunes pub-
lished but are joining to get the
benefit of SPA’s basic agreement
with 275 publishers. Among the
major publishing firms, only Chap-
pell and Paramount have not en-
tered into an agreement with SPA,
SPA execs, meantime, are tak-

ing steps to bar small pubs who,
though not signed with the writers*
organization, are using the SPA
basic agreement in pacting writers*

Bushkin

Mat.? ERNEST ANDERSON* 340 E. 62 8t., N. V.

Safn-s Snm*
' ' " " " ‘ '

'

- • -
’ 1 • • • • • • • • • • • -Hill & Range

Stay W«h the HappYPe^ie-i“Peep' ShoW"
' '

'

:

,
Sam

They. Say It’s )Vonderful-lrAnnie Get Your Guii'’’’

‘ ‘

'

bS
You Dreamer You

* * ’ ‘ ‘ Cromwell

t Filmusicah Legit Musical.

For Your Next Record Date

I

'Lincoln' Standards That Jump

A Holiday

m
1619 B'woy, New York 19

RAIN
rtcortfidbjr

TOMI ARDEN .... ......Colombro

HUY COTTON London
LARRY FOtlNE ..............Dbcco
DAVE HAMILTON ...H«tdt

HONEYDREAMERS ....RCA Vlcfor
DEAN MARTIN .... . .. . ..Capflol

EDDIE ‘PIANO* MILLER Rainbow
FRANK PETTY TRIO M-G-M
PAUL WESTON Capitol
OENE WILLIAMS ...,.<....Mtrcury

and mof coming

miller music corporation
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SEI.I.EHS

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this arid last week.
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1 1 “Bewitched” (Chappell) . . ....... 5 2 1 .... 4: 1 2 1 1 2 2 i 1 mV
.

3 “Third Man Theme” (Chappell) ,

.

1 6 2 1 7 2 1 1 4 3 92

3 2 “My Foolish Heart” (Santiy-Joy). 4 5 2 6 3 4 4 5 8 • 2 2 77

4 4 “Old Piano Roll Blues’’ (Leeds) .

.

:O .7- '' 4'
1 4 3 ' V 4 . 6 4 8 a 7 71

5 5 “I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme),

.

7 6 8 3 2 * • .
2 7 .

: 7 3 7 4 65

6 7 “Hoop-Dee-Doo” (Morris) . .

.

• • 3 3 » • 7 5 4 3 5 •; 5 4 4
• 53

‘7. 6 “Sentimental Me” (Knick’bock’r)

.

6 8 5 • • •
.

6 • • 3 5 0Kl 10 43
’8 8 “Mona Lisa” (Paramount) . . .

.

1 9 9 5 5 • . • » 6 « • 4 .• 6 • 5 42
' 9 9 “Don’t Care, Sun Don’t’’ (Famous) 10 4 7

'

• • • 9 * *.
‘ 9 6 9 8 6 31

10 • “Count Every Star” (Paxton). .V.

.

• « • 4 • *' * 9 8 • • • 8 • • -

.
4 • /- • * 15

11
‘

10 “Stars Are Windows” (Pickwick)

.

8 • •

;

7 6 • • •

*. • f 1 • • » 9 4 b 14

12 12 “Cross My Fingers” (United) ...

.

* • • 1 • « * •+ • • 3 • • • •
- A • 8

13 11 “It Isn’t Fair” (Words-Music) . . .

.

• «
. 4 V

,

•*
. 4 4 • 5 1

•
. S.

• •' 10 • •.
'm

14A * * “Buffalo Billy” (Laurel) . . . . • • 8 * * .
• • • 9 • • • 4 ' • « 5

14B “Bonaparte’s Retreat” (Acuff-Rose) « • '* * * 1 . • * • • • • • • • 9 4 4 • • 8 5

15 12 “Simple Melody” (Berlin).

.

• •
*'

'• 4 .• • 7 • ,» .
•• • • • A « • • « 4 4

16 15 “C’est St Bon” (Leeds). • • • • - 10 9 3

• Saddled with a ban on vocal

dubbing that’s being interpreted

in different ways by musicians’

locals 'across the country, reps of

the major diskeries will attempt to

dear up the situation in talks this

week with policy-makers of the

American Federation of Musicians

and leaders of Local 802 in New
York. Company artists and reper-

tory chiefs are anxious to reach a

working agreement with union

execs before the heavy waxing ses-

sions begin in August.

Diskery reps have already indi-

cated that they will hew to the line

in not using vocal dubs atop of

previously recorded instrumenta-
tions. Companies, however, are
pressing for the AFM to relax the
application of such contract pro-

visions that prevent the cancella-

tion of a musician’s date once he’s

engaged. It’s asserted that the con-

junction of th'e dubbing ban with
the no-cancellation clause might
lead to lots of waste for instance,

when a Vocalist becomes too ill to

attend a scheduled recording ses-

sion.

Diskeries point, out; moreover,
that the AFM locals have not been
applying both clauses uniformly.
.At RCA. Victor on the Coast recent-

ly, Mario Lanza was unable to at-

tend a recording session due to ill-

ness, and LOcal 47 on the Coast
agreed to a postponement of a date

that called for 65 musicians. With-
out that postponement. Victor
would have had to shell out about
$3,000, with nothing produced.

In a similar situation in* ‘New
York, however. Local 802 leaders
refused to grant an extension to

Victor despite the fact that Perry
Como was ill and over 20 musicians
were engaged. ' Victor ducked tak-
ing a loss in that predicament by
ringing in Eddie Fisher as a last-

minute pinchhitter for Como. Disk-
ery reps, however, are afraid of
similar situations cropping up in

the future when substitutions can’t

be used.

LIST, SETTLES CLAIM
Willard Alexander Agency has

been taken off the American Fed-
eration of Musicians’ unfair list

following a settlement of a claim
made by Local 802, N. Y„ for com-
missions due on a series of dates

played by Vaughn Monroe’s orch
in Florida 18 months ago. Union
charged Alexander had failed to

pay the full 5% of Monroe’s Coin

to the Musical Entertainment
Agency,
Alexander settled the dispute by

paying the outstanding amount of

$573 despite his claim that the

-MEA was entitled to only a 2V£%
share. Agency head, however, is

mulling a court action against the

union.

On the Upbeat
Continued from page 40

Hollywood
Ray Anthony trekking around

the Coast Visiting disk jockeys to

blurb his band . . * Frank DeVol
etched four more sides for Capitol

v
. . . Kurt Sykes 10-piece orch, with
canary. Lynn Franklin, at the
Casino, San Clemente, Cal., for
two weeks on a scale plus peecee
deal ... Miguelito Valdes orch did
a short at UI . . . Bill Synder band
booked for two frames at Chicago
theatre, opening Friday (14) at flat

$4,500 per week.

Kansas City
Muehlefcach Hotel is extending

Its policy of bigger name bands for
the Terrace Grill and has set Ted
Weems to follow Jack Fine into

its dinner spot... Buddy Waples
Orch has replaced Johnny Byrn in
the Drum Room at the President
Hotel. Byrn has taken a date at

the Commando Club, Henderson,
Ky . .

.

Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats
return to El Casbah of the Belle-
rive Hotel for a fortnight beginning
July 14. . Mary Rains imported to

take over the organ at the Famous
on Baltimore . , . Tex Beneke crew
played a one-nighter in the Pla-
Mor Ballroom July 8, with a heavy
advance sale making it a bignight
at the boxoffice. . .Kenny White
Orch playing the midweek dates at

Fairyland Park ballroom . . . Five
Scamps in for Friday-Saturday-Sun-
day deal at the Mayfair club south

NEW REVIVALS

‘Exactly Like You’

‘You’re a Sweetheart’

*
Standards by

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND

\

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
Ulf RfM^way, N. Y. It

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller

“Mona Lisa”
Retail Sheet Music Seller

“Bewitched”
“Most Requested” Disk
“I Wanna Be Loved”

Seller on Coin Machines
“Bewitched”

Best British Seller
“My Foolish Heart”

of town. . .Jesse Price and his
Capitol crew opening Milton’s
Town Hall Ballroom in the down-
town loop. . .Hoby Shepp and
Cowntown Wranglers playing
square dance dates on weekend at
Fairland Park.

Passion Attendance Up
Oberammergau, July 4.

Passion Play attendance to date
is beyond pre-estimates. First
month drew 115,000 admissions
against 60,000 in similar period of
the last (1934) show. Figures were
released by Burgomaster Raimund
Lang.

Travel agencies report continued
heavy demand for Passion tix, with
British and Americans dominating
tourist ranks.

Golschmann’s 20-Year

St. Loo Symph Tenure
St. Louis, July 11,

Vladimir Golschmann, maestro of

the St. Louis Symphony, will hang
up a new record for being the con-

ductor of a symph orch with the

longest tenure in the U. S. next

October, when he mounts the po-
dium for the 20th consecutive year.
Although coin for overcoming an
impending deficit has not been col-

lected, the symph organization has
reengaged the entire personnel of

the orch and inked the guest artists

who will appear here.

HARRIS TEXAS AFL PEEXY
San Antonio, July 11.

William J. Harris of Dallas, has
been re-elected prez of the Texas
Federation of Labor for another
term. He was elected at the final

session of the state convention
held here.
v

Trumpet-playing prez was also
recently re-elected to the board of
directors of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians which met re-
cently at Houston.

William Conrad, former trumpeter with name bands, and his wife,

Marianne Dunn, former torch singer, have renounced the dance band
world for the Volunteers of America. They’re now stationed at Detroit.

The pair was “converted” by a minister of the Evangelical United
Brethren Church. Conrad now works with truck collectors. His pretty,

blonde wife serves in the group’s public school clothing center.

Miss Dunn's parents, Major and Mrs. John H. Dunn, were former
vaude stars. They’re in the Volunteers in Akron.
Conrad formerly played with GeneKrupa, Ted Weems, Joe Venuti,

Frankie Masters and others. Miss Dunn sang with Jack Teagarden,

Ted Weems and others. She appeared in “Birth of the Blues” (Par)

with Bing Crosby in 1942.

First example of failure of the so-called “functional music” sent over

FM came last week when an indie outfit selling the package to a num-
ber of Topeka department stores folded. Most restaurant and store

music is piped over telephone, lines but a number of firms are making
use of the “supersonic beep,” a method by which commercials are elim-

inated from an FM broadcast and the broadcast transmitted through

the store. Legality of use of FM for this purpose isn’t quite clear, the

Federal Communications Commission haying declared it illegal but

done nothing to stop its use. Topeka setup Used broadcasts of FM
station WIBW but somehow commercials seeped through and public

acceptance declined. One instance of successful use of FM in the

functional music field is Marshall Field in Chicago.
•

1

a

Decca veepee David Kapp figured that after flying 56,000 miles so

far this year he will stay, anchored for the summer in New York. Apart

from shuttling to the Coast several times, to wax Bing Crosby’s 13

sides, among others, he clippered to Hawaii as part of his anticipation

that the comeback of an Hawaiian cycle was imminent, sparked by

Arthur Godfrey’s ukelele plugging, etc. While in Honolulu, Kapp signed

several key artists and Is readying a number of hula releases, particu-

larly featuring Alfred Apaka.

A New Jersey scientist has worked out a four-part harmony system

for single violin. John A, Graydon, of Hawthorne, N. J., said he’s spent

37 years and about $25,000 working out the method, and now he doesn’t

know what to do with it. Method, which permits simultaneous har-

mony from the same violin, is being artistically perfected by concert

violinist Michel Piastre. But Graydon claims he doesn’t knoW how to

make use of it commercially*

Dick Leibert, famous organist of Radio City Music Hall,

has a new Wurlitzer Entertainment Organ and is enthu-

siastic in his praise.

“It’s a really wonderful instrument for. restaurants,

supper clubs and other places that are looking for good

entertainment at reasonable cost,” he says. “It is re-

markably fast and lively in action, and the.range of tonal

colors is superb.’

*

x o

Built in the tradition of the “Mighty Wurlitzer,”

this new Wurlitzer is a complete organ. Two full 61-note

keyboards^ A 25-note pedal clavier. An unlimited variety

of tonal colors at your fingertips. Compactly built, easy

to install, and easy to move about. And it is the lowest-

priced standard two-manual organ you can buy.

For complete

information,
mail the

coupon below.

r
—— •

World’s Largest Builder of Organs and Ptanoi

Under One Name

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, Dept. V
North Ionawanda. New York

Gentlemen: I would like to khow more about the new
Wurlitzer Organ, Please send illustrated booklet.

Name.

Address.

City- _Zpne State.

i— ——— -
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Night Club Reviews
Aator Roof9 IV* V.

(HOTEL ASTOR)
Tommy Dorsey Orch '(16

1

wit l i

Frances Irvin, Alan Holmes Orch
(

5

) with Marita

;

$l-$i.25 eorer.

The master’s touch is Still evi-

dent in Tommy Dorsey and a fine

band in these days of poor band
business. Dorsey and a lineup of

15 men play smooth, well-arranged
music along the style that made
Dorsey the man to be copied in

t lie early 194Q’s, If anything, Dor :

sey and his band have improved,
Their arrangements are more
subtle and more melodic; their

rhythm easier and their playing
softer and more finely shaded. It’s

a fine group, both for dancing and
for listening.

Instrumentation Consists df five

saxes, four trumpets, three trom-
bones and four rhythm. Dorsey’s
trombone section carries more of

a load than those of most bands;
carrying much of the melody while
saxes fill in and trumpets riff. Sec-
tion is tightly knit and plays well
together. Trumpets use mutes most
of the time, getting a sharp and
clear-cut effect. Saxes are smooth,
and use of one or two clarinets
.gives the section a sweet sound,
in the slower numbers. Use of the
fast-disappearing guitar softens
rhythm.
Book contains many of the

standard DorSey arrangements,
some hew arrangements of oldies,

and current plug tunes. Standouts
are a bright arrangement of “I
Get Kick Out

.
of You,” a well-*

j

defined “Continental,” and a

dreamy “I’m in the Mood for

!
Love.”

Vocalist Frances Irvin handles
both ballads arid rhythm

;

tunes
. nicely, and trumpeter Johnny Am-
oroso does a fine job with ballads.

Band makes a neat appearance,

i
and Miss Irvin decorates the stage

i nicely.

Alan Holmes and his orchestra
'fill in when the Dorsey band is

off, playing foxtrots, and supplying
the Latin-American music. Group
does a good job with rhumbas and

;

sambas, and Marita’s Spanish vo-

cals are good. Chan.

L tor. N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

COMEDY MATERIAL
For AII Branth** of Theatrical*

GVASON'f FUN-MASTER
THt ORIGINAL SHOW BII GAG flW
• Nos. T thro M ft $1.00 ooch . •

(Sold In Sequence Only)
SPECIAL—FIRST 15 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL—ALL 3$ FILES FOR

. ONLY SIS

• 1 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
—all 3 dlff. Books for $10—

• MINSTREL BUDGET ...... $25 e
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS./ •«. bk $1$ •

—all 4 dlff. Vols. for $10—
HOW TO MASTER. THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), $1.00
NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 New York I f Dept. V

JACK 'PARKER

PEACOCK
CLUB

JACKSONVILLE

Thank You,

ROLAND MUSE

Publicize Your Act with

COLOR POSTCARDS
New Low Prices,1 Immediate Delivery!
Amacing now Litho-Color Process
givoa you beautiful full-color post-
cards at low cost. True original
colors of yourself or your act printed
from Kodachromos with space on
back for your publicity message
Here's e proven way to advertise
build new. contacts. Prices are low
Satisfaction GUARANTEED! ALSO
Low Cost Black and White Glossy
Photo Reproductions.

Send for FREE SAMPLES and
New Low Prices TODAY)

HANKJEl IITHO-COIOR PRODUCTIONS
314 W, Superior Street

Oept. V -7 5 Chicago 10, III.

Frank Libuse has virtually be-

come
(
a Latin Quarter perennial.

During the past two years he’s

played several engagehients there
and in the process has shattered
the aplomb of many a diner. His
mad waiter bit startles the tour-
ists, amuses the natives, and his

presence provides a guarantee of

at least one sock turn. The aid of

Margot Blander is an added asset

during the off-the-floor and regular
portions of his session.

The change of headliners makes
for good summer fare. It’s not as

potent as the spring edition of
this revue, but it’s still good enJ

tertainment. This despite the fact

that Lou Walters was beset by sev-

eral difficulties in staging current
stanza. Miriam Lavelle couldn’t
make it because of an injury and
Les Zoris, French import, couldn’t
overcome visa difficulties.

Making their Ni Y. cafe bow is

the team of Tommy Dix and Edith
Fellows. Both have proven them-
selves capable solo performers in

theatres, cafes and legit. They are
excellent singers and can hold at-

tention individually. Their session
here is productive of hefty ap-
plause. Their small physical stat-

u re gives them a cute appearance
and they try to capitalize on that
feature with what could be cute
material. Since they’re not ac-
complished comedians, some of
their material doesn’t . always hit

the intended mark, but they al-

ways return in a sock manner with
their singing.

* Other additions to the show in-

clude Mons. Choppy, Mio’ was first

:
brought to this country several

i years ago. It s a Continental

novelty. Choppy, in the garb

of a Left-Bank artist, paints

j

caricatures on the backs of statu-

esque babes, There’s a slight con-
tinuity entitled “Marriage in Brit-

tany” in which he depicts various
members of a wedding party.
Finale is a picture of the bride-
done in frontal position. The fine

.points are covered, but there’s
plenty of other revealmenf . De-
spite slow movement of the . act;

the closing portrait provides a

hearty exit-

Other new turn is Gloria Gil-,

bert. whose ballet spins are still

among, the best. Goes over well.

Rest of the layout, including
the Kanazawas and singer Ralph
Young, are holdovers. Pat Kansas
is the new femme production sing-
er. Vocally she’s okay but her
projection of lyrics Could stand im-
provement. Costumes and staging
are tops. Jose.

B^neliwaikg Clii
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

. . Chicago, July 11.

Xavier Cugat Orch. (Id) with
Abbe Lain?, Dulcina, Tato & Julia,

George Lopez , El Gringo, Dick
Bentdis, Candido, Otto BolivQjr,

Otto 'Garcia, Jimmy Currey; $1.80
admission; $2.30 minimum.

Xavier Cugat brings in ’ his own
unit in compact 45 minute show,
which stacks up as a natural for
the outdoor dance pavilion. Fine
showmanship and exuberance of
the group comes as a pleasing re-

spite from the more aloof Dorothy
Hild shows, vacationing during Cu-
gat’s two week stand.

Latin maestro wastes no time
warming up, and in a few seconds
establishes a spirited Latin atmos-
phere. Between the sidemen and
the entertainers it’s hard to deter-
mine just wlib does the most run-
ning around. With “Chiquita” and
“Siboney,” tee-off numbers, audr

! ierice is easily captured.
! Band features lush blonde vocal-
ist, Abbe Lane, who runs through
“La Vie En Rose” and “You Never
Had It So Good” in fine, low reg-

lister style. Dance team of Tato
and Julia eontrib a couple of rhum-
ba numbers, garnering heavy re-

sponse. Act is capped by a South
American jitterbug interpretation.
Easily the crowd pleaser of the
group is Dulcina, doing trojan work
on the stand With singing and
fancy fbotwork, apparently never
motionless for entire show. Less
inflammable but equally restless
is Afro-Cubari singer, Otto Bolivar,
doing nicely on “Babalu.” Orches-
tra backs vocalists well, soft pedal-
ing the brass and improvising
smoothly, with reeds and rhythm
heavily employed. Beat section is

excellent, Well supplemented with
maracas, hand drums, and a marim-
ba. Instrumentals vary between
stock and Latin; the latter carried
along well With forceful trumpet
work of George Lopez.

Additional specialty numbers in-

clude a solo by Lopez on “Peanut
Vendor” and tamborinist. El Grin-
go, who thumps with ferocity.

Cugat himself is cool and off-

hand in his clowning chores, and
occasionally runs off a violin pass
age.

unit that rounds out the bill nicely.

His rhythm * version of “When I
Grow Too Old to Dream” is solid,

and he brings the house down with
a long, torrid version of “Flyiit’

Home,” In which maestro rides his

tenor sax for about eight choruses,
Audience made him play a couple
more as an encore.

Barnet orch does t good job of

backing Farrell. Chan.

n OM Iock < Till)* Miami
Miarni Beach , J li 1y 9.

Martha Raye Ben Yost's Vik

-

ings, Al Norman; Frank Linald
Orch ; viininnim $3.50,

Hop rily. X. Y.
BUI Farrell. Charlie Barnet Orch

(17 ) . with Bill Derry, Arnett Cobb
Orel i (7); 98c. aduussiem, $1.50

i minimum.

Operators in this area have held

to the theory that “names” can

draw only in winter season. Result

has been, booking of lesser knqwns,
to sparse business, Come summer-
time. But now.

.
with . the area

pie rily populated, Ned Schuyleri

has brought in Martha Raye to

this intimery in t he . heart of the
beach. With sellouts for dinner and
supper shows lor first lour nights
and reservations healthy for bal-

ance of week.

From the looks arid reaction of
the opening night audience, there
were plenty of tourists wVio’d obvi-
ously never seen the frenetic sing-,

ing comedienne. And credit Miss
Raye with hitting With them from
walkon, holding them all the way
and building to a begoff. She’s still

projecting the same basic routines
she’s been doing for years. But. a
good deal of the “blue” stuff is

gone. Does numbers she’s been as-

sociated with in pix and stage ap-
pearances to build steadily. Tops
with a fantastically costumed bit

with the Ben Yost Vikings for
additional, howls and. applause.

Vikings score solidly in their
robust harmonies pf pop and op-
eretta flvnes. Al Norman emcees
and could use some fresher gags,
but clicks Via his hoofing. Frank
Linale and small unit rate kudoes
for slick backgrounding. Lary.

f ocoiinut Cirove* L.A.
(HOTEL AMBASSADOR)

Los Angeles, July 4.

Clark Dennis, Jan August, Skim
nay E n nis Orch ( 14 > ; cover, $1 .50,

$2 ;

Terrace Room, Xr
. Y.

(HOTEL NEW YORKER)
Bemie Cummins orch (11) with

Kay Marlyn; Ice show starring The
Rookies ( Neil Ro$e, Meryl Bax

-

ter), Jean Arlen, Buck Penning-
ton, the Blade Beauties. . Staged
and directed by Dorothie Little-

field, original music, Hessie Smith;
orchestrations, Norman Krone; cos-
tumes

,
John Bauer; emcee,. Arthur

Johnson skaters, Mary Over, Flo-
rence Budny, Helen Sisk; Sally
Tepley. Cover .$1 weekdays; Sat;,

holidays, $2.

Prospects that Congress may au-
thorize a reduction in the 20%
night club tax encouraged the Ho-
tel New Yorker management, to
revive . an ice show policy it

dropped a year ago; Federal bite
so affected the hostelry’s Terrace
Room that the spot cut out live
entertainment this spring in favor
of dinner music. With the future
now bright for a tax slice, Bernie
Curiamins’ band^plus a rink layout
moved into the room Thursday
(6). .•

'
'

Psycholpgically, the ice show
isn’t likely to be hurt .by the hot
weather for the air-cionditioned
room along with the refrigerated
rink makes for a two-pronged hire
to snare the summer tourist trade.
While the new blades session falls
short of the quality of some of
its predecessors, nevertheless it’s

a sprightly 37-minute spectacle
that’s bound to please the payees.

Cummins is a familiar hatoner
at the New Yorker, haying ap-

(Contiimed on page 46)

BO B B Y

WHALING
and

YVETTE
Juif Concluded

ROXY
New York .

Thanks to SAMMY RAUSCH

Bebop devotees should find the
current bill at Bop City much to
their liking. Charlie Barnet’s new
band! while it apparently hasn’t
adopted a definite style, plays
plenty of Dop. Arnett Cobb’s combo
is fast and hot And singer Bill
Farrell satisfies both the customer
who comes to listen to a ballad
singer and the bop purist who
looks for disebords and prolonged
notes, that typify the bop-balladeer.
Entire show runs better than 90
minutes, but that’s okay for the
customer who pays to listen, since
same numbers are used in all

shows. ...
Farrell, who’s no stranger to the

room, goes over solidly. Opens
with “AIT of Me,” runs through a
brace of his recordings, and closes
with “It • Isn’t Fair.” While his
body movements and facial contor-
tions are somewhat unconvention-
al, they, keep attention riveted
upon him. There’s no doubt about
his ability to hold this audience.
The Barnet band is constructed

with possibly an overbalance of
brass, featuring five trumpets,
three trombones, six saxes (includ-
ing Barnet) and three rhythm.
Unit’s book is interesting. Group
plays a “progressive” arrangement
of “Rhapsody in Blue,” purpose
of which seems more to create in-
tricate and unusual musical effects
rather than to express the beauty
ancT imagery of the music itself.

Also featured is Dave Matthews’
“Portrait of Edward C. Ellington,”
on which band does a nice job of
imitating the various distinctive
effects inherent in the. Duke’s mu-
sic*

’

Barnet band has one of those
ba nds-wj th in-a-band , an eight-piece
unit led by trumpeter Ray Wetzel.
In young Bill Derry, though, Bar-
net has come up with a real sing-
ing find. Derry sings “I Only Have
Eyes For You,” “Caravah” and a
couple of other standards in a
straightforward style with lots of
feeling and poise.
Cobb has a tight! v-knit iurnn

Highly acceptable entertainment

!

in this 45-minute layout which!
holds the spotlight at the Ambas-
sador Hotel for the current fort-
night. Toplined are a couple of
solid singles who please mightily. 1

In the vocal department Clark
Dennis shines with his easy tenor-

j

ing of a wide range of ditties. It’s
'

an . ingratiating stint, done with
polish and personality and neatly,
paced to include everything from
“Get Happy” to a begoff version
of “The Lord’s Prayer.” Cannily
realizing that tire audience came to
hear singing, not talking, Dennis
keeps the patter to an absolute
minimum. As a result, he’s able
to

4

get nine numbers into his turn
without crowding, and he gets off

to solid returns.

Pianist ics of Jan August get
their first local showcasing in this
date though his platters have long
been popular. Rhythmic. style and
ease of manner wins him hefty re-
turns as he runs through a series
of numbers from Dixieland to De- .!

Bussy. Turn, of course, includes
his top platter click “Miserlou.”
Melodics are dished with top tech-
nique and styled with imagination
to click easily.

Showbacking and lerp chores fall

to Skinnay Ennis orch. a holdover
from the previous layout, who wins
favor with Grove patrons through
a well-stocked 1 i b r a r y, smartly
shuffled.

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently:

CAVALCADE OF STARS TV
and LIDO COUNTRY CLUB

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

155 West 44th Street, New York
Luxemburg 2-4489

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS

Prize Is Professional

Engagement of One Week
at Grant's Riviera

(Duplicate Prises Awarded
in the Case of Tie)
AUDITIONS AT 7 P.M.

ALL TYPE PERFORMERS INVITED

3rd TIME AT New York Palace July 13th

YVONNE MORAY
I’m Not a Blonde . . . But the

Gentlemen Prefer Me!
PHIL OFFIN, 48 W. 48th St., New York

"THE ROARING 20's," Now In If* 14th W«*k, at th* Blackhawk, Chicago — Hald Ovar Until Labor Day

TOMMY
Whast Uniqua Talents in Staging and Choreography Caused This Unanimous Acclaim:

JSTX&SP'?"*'''”*' —w- '
ft.

w;'

.
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Indications that casino adjuncts

of nightclubs will have an increas-

ingly hard time to stay open are

Seen by the fact that municipal

and state authorities are clamping

down on such operations around
Covington and Newport, Ky. The
Yorkshire and Alexandria clubs

were closed last Week.
As a result of the anti-gambling

raids, virtually all talent buying

in that area has been suspended.

Some niteries are trying to make
the run without green-felt adjuncts

but are not expected to last long.

Renewed series of raids in area

around Cincinnati further indi-

cates that gaming: activities in all

parts of the Country will have
tough sledding while heat is on
via the Senate Grime Investigating

Committee ,
headed by Sen, Estes

Kefauver (D., Tenn.I.
Nothing has yet been settled as

far as activities at Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., is concerned, de-

spite the fact that major cafes are
slated to bring; in expensive shows
starting July 29. The Piping Rock
has booked a series of headliners
which comprise Morton Downey,
Sophie Tucker and Joe E. Lewis.
Lilli St. Cyr and a line of 24 have

Hub Hotel Sets Acts
Circus Room of the Bradford

hotel, Boston, will be booked by
Beckman & Pransky out of New
York, starting July 20.

Bob Russell has been signed for

the initial show under t^e new
booking setup.

VIC HYDE
Blackpool (England) Gazette says:

- WELCOME tO NEW ARTIST
(Headline)

"Welcome to a bright artist new to

Blackpool, Name is. VIC HYDE,
’Honorary Mayor of Niles, Michir

gan, USA,' and he puts a lot of pep

into this week's show at the Pal-

ace Theatre.

"Vic combines hovel trunopetincj

with a slick line in comedy. Last

night his reception was a big one

and he deserved every handclap

of it."

Headlining

SAVOY HOTEL
i

.

. London — July 17
i

•

1 ...
Mgt.: Foster's Agency, London

USA: Horrabin Ent. Serv.. Des Moines

been booked for the show at Ri-
ley’s, being produced by Noel
Sherman.

Situation is also expected to be
tighter in Florida. Many Spots
there, including the Colonial Inn,
Hallandale, have been under Sen-
atorial scrutiny.
The decline of gaming activity

has made itself felt in the talent
agencies. Many cafes which had
been using name talent are unable
to afford top entertainers unless
main room operations are covered
by casino takes.

Hazel Scott Settles

Contract Snarl in Time

For Longhair Date
Boston, July 11.

Compromise arrangement where-
by Maurice Rocco Will substitute,

for Hazel Scott for one night at
the Frolics club, Salisbury Beach,
Mass., freed Miss Scott for a longr
hair stand at the Yale Bowl,’ New
Haven, skedded for last night
(Tues.), under auspices of the Yale
Bowl Concerts. Miss Scott, who
had been playing the nitery since
Saturday (8), had been booked for.
this concert stand by Columbia
Artists Mgt. on an old commit-
ment.

Cafe at first had refused to let

the pianist out for one night, and
had gone to court, where Judge
John E. Swift of the superior
court here, had issued an injunc-
tion to prevent her appearance at

the Bowl.
Firm of Goldfarb, Mirenberg &

Vallon, Miss Scott's managers,
subsequently arranged the com-
promise and Miss Scott will return
to the cafe tomorrow (Thurs.) to
play out her engagement there
ending Saturday (15).

TOP NAMES SET FOR

A.CS 500 CLUB POLICY
Atlantic City, July 11.

First stab at names in night club
business is due here next month
according to plans at 500 Club.
Operators have advertised Martha
Raye, Sophie Tucker and Joe E.
Lewis as big midseason attrac-
tions.

Kitty Kallert opened at spot last

week (6) with A1 Fisher and Lou
Marks. Also incoming are Phil
Brito and Jackie Miles. Last big
name stars there were Martin and
Lewis three seasons ago.

Berl Ives Plans Paris

Nitery for Folk Singers
Amsterdam, July 4.

Burl Ives plans to open a night-
club in Paris called "The Bluetail
Fly.” Spot would feature folk-

songs of all countries with* Ives
himself as part of show.
He returns to Europe in Janu-

ary to give his first concerts on the
continent.

Lucille Ball-Amaz Unit

Nifty 30G, M’waukee
Milwaukee, July if.

'''

Lucille Ball-Desi Amaz show at

the Riverside theatre here, first

vaude bill in weeks, is crocking
records with lusty $30,000 shaping
up.

House Will try another eight
acts ;of vaude Aug, 1.

Elimination of the 5% bookihg
office fee now in effect in the
booking of vaude houses and a
maximum of 30 shows weekly in
theatres Will be sought by the
American Guild of Variety Artists
in its negotiations with Circuit the-
atre operators. Confab is slated
to start Friday (14).

Union originally signed a five-

year pact in 1940 and this agree-
ment, is still in force pending
pacting of new contract. Cur-
rently, union permits 36 shows; for
performers getting'- under $750
weekly and an Unlimited number
of performances for acts getting
over that amount.

Other union demands haven’t
been disclosed as yet.

Heinrich Hermsen, aerealist

billed as The Great Trisco, was
awarded $2,500 by the Workmen’s
Compensation Board of N. Y. State

as a result of injuries sustained
last- year at Madison Square Gar-
den while working for the Ringling
Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus.
Act

;
was given $32 weekly com-

pensation. Case Was processed by
the American Guild of Variety
Artists.

Award was based on a decision
handed down in the case of Tor-
rence vs. Ringling which declared
that circus acts are entitled to
benefits. Appellate division of the
N. Y. supreme court upheld the
decision despite Ringlings’ appeal
on the ground that act was an in-

dependent contractor rather than
an employee. Court of Appeals
denied a subsequent appeal.

Hildegarde’s Draw Hypos

London Cafe Bookings
London, July 6.

With an average of 400 a night

during the past four weeks, the

Savoy hotel has been chalking up
peak grosses for its Hildegarde

cabaret season. Besides packing
the main restaurant, the Hilde-
garde season has also had its im-
pact on other branches of this fa-

mous hostelry, such as the main
bar.

The Hildegarde booking has
changed the whole character of
London cabaret and has shown
what can be done with a big name
attraction. She got £ 1,000 a week,
plus five rooms 'in the hotel for
her entourage.

The limited capacity of many of
the West End night spots knocks
them out of the running as com-
petitors in the cabaret stakes. De-
spite their "A”

.
charges for food

and liquor, they are not prepared
to pay anything but "B” money for
acts*..

Danny Kaye Lures 110,000

To Jersey’s Steel Pier

Atlantic City, July 11.

Danny Kaye played to a record

110,000 admissions during his

stand at Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

last week. Comedian did a total of

42 shows. Other performers on the
bill were the Dunhills and Georgia
Gibbs* Louis Prima orch was the
ballroom occupant during Kaye’s
engagement.

Kaye opens Friday (14) at' the
Radio City, Minneapolis, and fol-

lows with a one-nighter at the Ak-
Sar-Ben temple, Omaha, He’ll trek
back to the Coast and will return
east in time to work the Cana-
dian National Exhibition, Toronto,
starting Aug. 25. Comic, shortly

afterward, will start work on his

film, *‘On the Riviera.
0
for 20th*

DANNY CRYSTAL
n'

//

'Young Man
About Coriiedy

Currently:
Return Engagement

MONTE CARLO
PITTSBURGH

*
JULY H

ED SULLIVAN
TV SHOW

JULY 20 (2 WEEKS)

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL
ATLANTA

'

AUGUST 23 (2 WEEKS)

NORMANDIE
ROOF

MONTREAL
*

Special Material by
CHARLES ABBOTT

Personal Management:
MAY JOHNSON COMPANY. INC,

T4I FIFTH AVI., NEW YORK CITY

Music by
HARRY COHEN

PLaza f*2ftl
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Hollywood, July 11. .

1

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
have signed with Music Corp. of
America on a deal similar to that
under which Frank Sinatra left

General Artists Corp, for MCA
some years ago.
Comedy team switches from

Abner j, Greshler in a deal Which
calls for Greshler getting full

commissions for the remainder of
the time in which the contract is

in force. Team, late last year, re-
newed with Greshler for a three-
year term. When that contract
is over, full commissions will go
to MCA.
Team had been feuding With

Greshler for the past couple

Set Palladium Record

London, July ^11.

New Palladium house record has
been set by the Jack BCnny-Phil
Harris-Rochester combo, which
concluded its three weeks* stint last

Saturday (8), With two shows
nightly and one midweek matinee,
the takings established a new high
for a 13-show week.
There has not been an efnpty

seat during the three weeks,- and
at almost every show the standee
accommodations have been filled.

months. * In fact, the American
Guild of Variety Artists board had
been taking testimony on a case
surrounding the circumstances un-
der which Greshler had booked*
the team at the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, a date which had
never been consummated, Gresh-
ler according to the testimony, had
signed for the team without the.

comedians’ knowledge on a non-
AGVA form. Uni o n, therefore
rilled against the Latip Casino op^
erator, Harry Steinman. But in
the process of hearing this case,
union, reportedly, ruled that a
breach of conduct bn the part of
Greshler existed, and was consid-
ering a hearing to Suspend latter’s

AGVA . franchise. Steinman, in-
cidentally, has announced he will
sue Greshler with Martin and
Lewis as co-defendants, for $14,000
based on the contract Which called
for $7,000 weekly for two weeks.

Plenty Complaints
During the course of the hear-

ing, it’s alleged the comics made
other complaints against Greshler,
and was to have made application
to the union for a release from
his management,

Virtually every major, agency
have been angling M & L. . Offers
had been made by topi percen-
teries. It’s reported they took the
MCA offer because it indicated
that no legal difficulties with
Greshler would ensue under this
kind” of deal. Nonetheless, it is

(Continued on page 46)

NX imiUSES UUILI)

SET SCALE
Publicists Guild, newly organ-

ized association of flacks, will hold
a special meeting tonight (Wed.)
at the Warwick hotel, N. Y., to

ratify salary scales.

Committee on economic sched-
ules has been working on salary
setups for some time. After Jan.

1, of next year, all press agents be-
longing to this group will handle
clients on a contract basis only
with scales expected to vary, based
on earnings of the performers

!

repped or type of cafe or res-

taurant being pressagented.

Musical Quiz Bows
In Nitery Version

Dallas, July 11.

"Tunes for Treasure” a musical

quiz emceed by Don Robey, band-

leader, Will be an innovation at
Pappy’s Showland nightly. The
nightclub version of the radio quiz
show follows a similar format with
the bandleader playing a group of
songs, the titles blended to suggest
an event, personality or place, with

! the first person in the audience to
give the correct answer receiving
a prize.

About 15 to 20 prizes Will be
awarded nightly, and a jackpot
question added. Prizes for the lat-

ter will be an automobile, with
prizes added if unanswered. ^

Currently:

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Atlanta, Georgia

Direction: %

EDDIE ELKORT
Ley: A Leslie Grade/ Ltd.,. Inc.

250 West 57th Street

New York, N. Y.

•
. :if.
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Night Club
Continued from page 44

Lonn & Eddie’s. A. I.
Eddie Davis, Nola Pardi, Jean

Mapli, Bourbon & Bayne ,
Wayne

Thompson, Irma Henriquez; Art
Waiter .

Orch;. minimum $2, $3.50. New York
Mindy Carson s i g n e d for the

Roxy theatre, N. Y., in October..
Frank

.
Fontaine is slated for

j

Tovrace liooill. 1 .
| liols swimming pool and flagstone

1 tourist mecca, has' rounded, up

peared at the ' hotel several times lo(
}.^

sv' imm gp some fresh young talent lor the . . - ---- -

o r • ,

since its room opened in 1930. ,

pa
^
10,

,

, r , - + current show/And in his custonvary
;
an October stand at the Capitol,

Sweet, and danceable, bis outfit is J Show^rims^smoothjy stint following the other perform- i
N. Y. Cy Coleman will make

built around four reed
'and three rhythm. Its

an*"occasional pop oclS tSS
j

to line. that ever showed in Reno
;

for more than Elia Fi^erald head^ the .show

Vocalist’ Ka^ Marlyh displays a and their costumes are classy and J $Qore of. years . His reprising of
;
there. . .Savanna^ Churchill

fair voice in handling a couple !

original. ;j ‘
,

the acts for intros, after his en- combining with .the Stnders (4) a

of ditties i
Lewis follows for; pandemonium ergetie song and gag turn, pays . off> singing -group, Turn is set for the

International flavor of the rink reception. He admits in his opening:-, both to the performers (through
;

lhunderbird, Las VegaS, Aug.

show brings in Scottish, Swiss, number, “Be Yourself, ” that he’s impressing their names and per- •
'

V-JWWY
(

D^sey and Tony Pastor
,

French' and West Indian back-
|
“corny.” But it’s a high grade corn sonalities on the audience) and to bands both slated for Paramount,

;

convenient peg on
|
that comes only after aging and the payees, some of whom were , N. > dates m September or

t
Oc-

;

' " perfection ofthesame routine-, '-caTled onstagetodoa whirl with tober. . , . Ethel Smith, sole U; S.
;

and sticking to it for three or four the femme terpers. headliner on the Palladium, Lon

Philadelphia, Jtily 11 .

Vice squad detectives and agents
of the State Liquor Control Board
raided the Club Del HIo, largest

North. Philadelphia nitery, early

Saturday (8) and arrested the al-

leged owner and a half dozen bar-
tenders. v

Police claimed to have found 11

teenagers among the more 1 than
,200 patrons. Thirty-five detectives

and agents staged ‘the raid, at

12:30 a.m. during the height of a

jam session.

grounds — a
. .

which to hang lavish costumes and
native melodies. Standout of the

tober.

_
headliner

bill is comely Jean Arien, who 1 new eras. Co :starfing with Davis is lithe
'

^bn, bill for Aug. 7, is haying a ;•

scores with her rapid spins and
j Elroy Peace arid Paul While keep Mola Pardi (New Acts ) , who does .

three-cornered -mirror- built tor her

general adeptness. Neil Rose and 1 •* • - ~

Meryl Baxter : as “The ; Rookies"
strike the comedy note with pt

faUs for strong applause:
Buck Pennington clicks

Sailor at Large” . sequence <mu
|
uie preci

to a lesser degree in a. Calypso
> ow” with Lewis, and it s still socko. range widely from the tango to a

scene. As the “Blade Beauties,’'
j . Gei.aWine DuBoisi saucy, vivaei- Dixieland strut and wind with a

Mary Over, Florence Budny, Helen
. eVe'fiil" clicks on glamor and $ock. fast-paced Charleston. One

S’sk and Sally Tepley are a versa-
-j afiflitv in her songs “After You’ve novel number, which gets over

tile: quartet that makes for an eye-
! q arfd “Smiles ” with Lewis 1 well, although 4t can use some

filling chorus, An affable emcee,
j feam ing with her for “The Body I

additional polish, has the boy die-
j
15

Arthur Johnson, also warbles the j

' d Face” worked up for. top
!

tate a letter, while the gal acts
j

lined
production numbers in okay fash- i

' ^,,i ncintf Honn0.nuntn. i i„iu

ion.
j -returns.

Dorothie Littlefield’s staging and

Martin & Lewis
Continued from page 45

known that Greshler has threat-

direction represents a good job
with the exception of permitting
“The Rookies” to tarry a bit too
long with their slapstick. Entire
layout is on the wholesome side;

with suggestive remarks and se-

quences eschewed. This policy will

have a strong appeal to the family
trade and conservative hinterland-
ers. However, when falls rolls

around a dash of sophistication
conceivably would attract more lo-

calites to compensate for diminish-
ing tourist biz. Gilh.

Chicago
Chicago, July 11.

Marion Hutton headlines at the
Lake Club. Springfield , 111 , : July

. Eddy’s Kansas City has
up Professor Backwards

out the sense, using dance-panto- - July 13, Metro Tones, July 28, and

Reed Sisters harmony group, ‘ mime for punctuations. Irma Hen -

1

Joey Bishop, Aug. IQ . , : Lang
give good account in their song riquez. a fair flamenco dancer who - Troupe set for Lions Convention,

session is held over does some typical ' Chicago July 19 . . Chez Paree

Lewis’ unit is augmented here .
Spanish items and a good Mexican 1 has the Charliyels* Borrah Minne-

by Andre. Andree and Bonnie in hat dance.
;
vitche’s Rascals and Joan, Merrill

their slick adagio routines. Singing by Jean Marsh, a \vell- two weeks beginning ^July 14

Greshler’s $1,000,000 Suit

Hollywood, July 11.

_ „ 7. , T .v , Abner J. Greshler will toss a
Lewis and his group then take poised and deep-voiced thrush, is

;

Dolly Ka.v set for the Tic-Toc, Jslil- !$iq00,000 suit at MCA for ‘To-
’

»
SepL 1.:

: Imancinff inti luring away” Dean

deal. Percentery agreed to pay

off some $50,000 to
:
several per-

sonal managers which cut into th

o

majority of the swoofier’s salary.

GAC. which had beeti booking
Sinatra got 5% commissions de-

spite the fact that all of Sinatra’s

engagements would be handled by.

MCA.
'

over for a neaj; finale that rocks good. She opens with an original,

the house and has ’em begging ; “A Song About Me,” which smart- !

waukee
Johnny O’Brien pacted for the

for more. It’s a glowing tribute
; ly gives out with vital statistics. Seattle Aquatennial Aug. 11 . . .

to the high-hatted tragedian of
;
“My Foolish Heart” is put over : Chordsmen into the Pickwick

song and foolery. Curt, ’ well, although her Gershwin med- Club. Syracuse, Ind. July 27 . . .

—————- •
! ley would register better if it in- '? Selma Marlowe Dancers open at

Blrclland. X. Y. eluded more familiar tunes. the Golden Hotel, Reno, July 12;
""

’ is handled by Miss Marlowe will also direct the

|

ehoreogtaphy at the Sioux Falls,
• S. D. State Fair . . Victor Borge

•
—— !

headliners at: the Chicago theatre,

t’atfp Society Muwidown Augf il ... Abraham Castro, ___

Following his successful record- (NEW YORK) I Mexican City booker, in town look- :manc i ng them with promises, and
White & Elroy Peace, Feed

] ing experiment for Merdury Rec- Billy Daniels, MadMoiselles f3), ing over acts . . . Divena unit set
s l̂6 the sum he’ll sue for is what

i, George Moro's Line '<12
)

,

1

or(is with a string ensemble, saxo- Al Sears Orch (5), Cliff Jackson; the Johnny Jones Shows.
, jie believes would be the cumula

^Andree & BoJiifie, . Leans
| phonist. Charlie Parker is playing y/iininium $3.50.:

*

‘-j
‘

New Riverside,
Reno, July 8.

Ted Lewis, Geraldine DuBois,
Paul White
Sisters

Cliarlie Parker Orch (il), Stan...^mce' chore^ is handled

Getz Orch <4 1
. Gene Avimons ,

"

a5 ne -Thompson (New Acts).

Orch (7) 98c admission, $2 mil

i

i-
;

^

mum.

mancing and luring away
Martin and Jerry Lewis, be said

today. He insists he has Guild con-

tract with the team that has two

and a thalf years to r,un and was
“shocked and surprised” at their

signing with MCA. Greshler is

consulting lawyers and will make
choice of one familiar w ith mo-
nopoly actions.

He charged MCA with ro-

Andre, fWiaree oc jooi.wne, . ueuns
j nhonist

Orch (16); no cover -or minimum.
|
his first engagement with the

OM A 4 . , .. T !
group. Instrumentation and music

The. first real threat to the Las
, are unusual. Combo features Park-.

Vegas type of flash an glamour,
j er on sax,^nd has an instrumenta-

the^ new Riverside theatre-restau- i-ti6n of three rhythm, three violins,
rant; premiered to Reno’s notables a viola< cello, harp and oboe. End
last . week, under aegis of Mert

| product is beautiful string music
in background, with Parker’s alto

sax eloquently providing a jazz

_
. , r , „ . interpretation to the songs played,

give Las Vegas a helluva I Audience, essentially jazz fans,
run.”. From the reception given

1 gave U nit a fine reception.

Sd^i*Sl-&e^ by -'250 ^lect
i Because of the string insttu-

g
The ’ new dUeati-e-reslaui ant j,

’ mentation. Parker has had to re-

RenoV first .look al* tasteful yet
l steict himself to slow standard-

swanky architecture and decor
The interior is finished
native stone and redwood. The

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bettway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., July 11.

tive figure foE life of contract in

all fields which the pact covered.

He declared exclusive five-year

radio and television contract with

NBC was negotiated by him last

Wertheimer. And Ted Lewis made
known Reno’s intentions by stat-

ing. “More places like this and
we’ll give Las Vegas a

Cafe Society Downtown with
Billy Daniels and the MadMoiselles
< 3 > indicates that it can do. well
willi turns that have made good
on the upper east side. Cafe had
the biggest opening in years and
is now negotiating with Gigi Dim- . ,

.........
slon and Joe Bushkin for the next and Johnny Nolan, IATSE boys

j Finkelhoffe with comics starred.

George Stone, Joe Noiaij and
! June 28. Break doesn’t affect pic-

Steve Robeson motored in from
, ture. “At War With Army,” which

N. V-.-Ci to chat with Victor Gain ba
j w il 1 be made by Greshler and Fred

» I a L M M. « • \TAV#»M T A IP 1\A1 ’ L’ I a -a- -a 1 - «M * J 1 _ - f . . wi n. J .

bill. who are beating the rap.

Daniels, colored tenor, has selling Jenny Foley, of the Capitol
ways.. He can turn on the pash theatre" Chicago, left for home
at will, but he’s wise enough not; and v. iv k with an absolute all-clear.

to .be a johnny-one-note on that She n.acte it in eight months,
subject. He mixes his numbers to William Morris Park playground

RUBY RING
Now Appearing for

E. J. FERNANDEZ
HONOLULU, HAWAII

14TH WEEK
Direction:

KALCHEIM & SMITH
R.K.O. Ildg., New York City

JUdson 6*3345 «

Was.” All personnel but Parker

;

play from a score, while he ini-,

provises. Excellent arrangements
! have been done by Jimmy Carroll.

Stan Getz quartet is an unusual-
ly smooth jazz combo. Getz plays
a soft, almost feathery-toned tenor

j gj lie Angel, get the show off on
! i. L _A. ... A L..-A Z i. A — J * A 1 AM _ ^ _ w

.
1 %mf.

type' of listener. One of the strong ! ]ng
points .of his turn is_ the ^backi ng

. xbe H. C, Beredgers of Harris-

'

tjyen him by pianist Bcnn> Payne,
burg, Pa., in to visit Charlie Kaitf-

11W>eS ln °n ^armonies an<
^ hold, former Yost theatres tec h-

The MadMoiselles a zanv trio i

nici^n ‘ who is progressing : nicely,
i ne MaciMoiselles, a

_
zany tuo

; Colony will have a full measure
of music this summer. Deerwood
Adirondack Music Center an-

nounces 16 concerts, featuring the

Adirondack; Symphony orchestra

and Deenvood’ Choir.

William Morris, Jr. will speak at

who recently bowed at the uptown

a solid note.. Gals have what looks
like a home*grown act and as such
brings a note of freshness to cafes.
They have a good sense of humor
in their burlesques of singers,
dancers and an assortment of sub- monthly meeting of the Rotarians.

jects. They’ve taken an old chest- • Agency topper will discuss, “lele
nut such as “Lydia” and given vision and it’s future.”

sax with restraint and imagination.
Al Hague' > piano work is sensitive
in solos and fills in Getz’s tenor.

Bass and drum rhythm is strong.

Gene Ammons orch. which was
doubling at the Apollo theatre,

had some tFaf fic. trouble opening
night, and was unable to make the

,
nut such as “Lydia" and givqn

first two shows. Hague and bassist enough twists to make it seem like ' Thomas .LaBrum, in from Philly

Tommy Potter -of the Getz combo • new material. The big girl is the i to chat with Harry Nason, who’s
.filled in with soft ahd sensitive pivot of the turn and the other doing okay after recent surgery.

Chan. two show enough ability iii comedic
,
Marie (Warners) Gallagher,

support. At the present, they’re
;
visiting her daughter, Dolly

good for intimiries and with

!

Gallagher, who is flashing good
more experience will develop into ! clinic reports.

‘

a turn for mass audiences. ! Laura (Loew’s) Sloan back from
The Al Sears band slvowbaeks a 10-day furlough in Cleveland,

capably. Cliff Jackson continues
with his OK relief pianologv.

Jose

,

with soft
intermission music.

TRIXIE
ii
International ing Artist

//

Now
Appearing

New
York

Opening August 17th, Atlantic City in

1951 Ice Capades for 5th Season

Direction: WM. MORRIS AGENCY

Also

ESCO LARUE
Opening August 17th, Atlantic City In

1951 Ice Capades for 5th Season

AGVA Cites H’wood Cafe,

On

Yanks Unpaid Chirp hood.

Wilton (IATSE) Birdsong
furlough to visit family.

After a six -month observation
period Otto Hyman got his first

out-of-tbe_san pass for the boat
cruise or Jewish Center Sister-

Hollywood. July 11.

American Guild of Variety Art-

1

Write to those who are ill.

rruiViJLLau VIIJUU VCIIUTLV XM t" I f«r u A n /f>• . 1

ists yanked chirp. Alyce Lewis: out
;
Walters Angling Miranda

of the Deauville, Subset 'strip! Fnr N V Tatin Dnartpr
bistro, and branded club “unfair.”

i

1 01 L‘aUn quarter
charging singer hadn’t, been paid

: The Latin Quarter, N. Y., is ne-

in six weeks. gotiating' for Carmen Miranda for

According to AGVA Coast top- a late August date. If deal is set,

per Eddie Rio, spot hadn’t signed
j

n0 departure from Lou Walters’
a minimum basic agreement; Rio 1 policy of middle-bracketed names
said repeated union efforts to sign anticipated,

club were nixed on grounds no ’ Walters feels that a potent
talent was being used, Rio put an

i

lure needed during the lat-

aide, on watch who found Miss ter
,
part of the summer when

Lewis performing. Vet vaude
|
fbost of his regular trade is away,

team of Noble and King, booked to
open Wednesday, were notified
they cannot appear*.

Simultaneously, AGVA pulled
singer Emma Lou Welch out of

studio
hadn’t
paying

CHICAGO FAIR

Until July 16th
‘

“The Langs wind up show,

with some tricky teeterboard

acrobatics to loud ap*

plause !“ —Variety.

Managtm*nt:

HARRY GREBEN
203 N! Wabash

.
Av«nu* • Chicago

COLORS IN RHYTHM
TOUftlNC FOX INTERMOUNtAlN

THEATRE CIRCUIT
Miihagemiht:

MATTY ROSEN/ New York
SAM ROBERTS/ Chicago

bandleader Jerry Wald’s
club. Union said Wald
signed agreement, was
chirp.$60 when minimum scale for
soloist is $85. [

SEN JANE

B0CHELLE and BEEBE
"Arid Roehello and Boebe ara. as always just tha J>ast accantric danc* toam

in. tha businaYs/^Dally Variety.

NOW—Elltfflore Bowl, L.A. Mqt.: Al WiUon, 1501 Irbadway, N.Y.C.

t i
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WEEK OF JULY 12

NumtfU in cohn.cHc^b^th bm. opening d.y of show

In P«r*n»h»s*4 Indicate* circuit (PM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independent;
(L) Lo*w; (M) Mo*«; <P> RICO; (S) Stall; <T) Tivoli (W) wSrJJr!<WR) Walter Read#

Louise Hoff.
Hamilton Dcra
Jack Russell
Eddie O'Neal Ore
„ Silver Frolic*
Sonny Mara
Jihimy Nelson

Jackie Van
Little Buck
Bud Prentice Ore

Vino Garden*
Jan Bart
Mickey Sharp
Mel Cole Ore

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 17

pnlph Flanagan O
Tnclma Carpenter
Los Gatos
Biillantihc
Music- Hall (I) 9

Let Freedom Ring
Mormon Wyatt
Alan Carney
peg. Leg Bates
BoOkettcs
c’orps de Ballet
Glee Club

Ore ^

palace (R) 13
Mayo Bros
Walter Walters Jr
Valentine & Rita v

Yvonne Moray .

.

.ioe Jackson Jr
Bc'n Yost
Ambassadors

A l Trahan
Mt.i’a Toomey ‘

.

Paramount (P) 13
Peggy Lee. '.

'

Pave Barbour 4
Bill Darnel
Herbie Fields Ore
George Wx?ight

Roxy <1)14
Vivian Blaine
Will Mahoney
Carol Lynne
George Banyao .

Trixie
Strand (W)U

-

jane Pickens Co
Buddy Lester
Laurette & Clyma*

. Florian Zubach
BUFFALO

Buffalo (L) 14
3 Suns
Jerry Colonna;
A A D Russell
pryde 4 Day

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 14

Margaret Whiting
Bill Snyder Ore
Homer Si. Jethro
Kabibble Sc

Douglas
. Oriental (I) 14 .

4 Ames Bcos
Ted Sc Flo Vallet
Johnny O'Brien
Carl Sands Ore

CINCINNATI
. Albee (R) 13
Wells Sc .4 Fays .

Chester Dolphin
Eileen Barton
Tommy. Hanlon Jr
King/ .Cble 3

DETROIT
Riviera (P) 1 5 Only
Asylum of Horrors

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 13

R 4r.M Norman
Woody
Geo O'Hanlon
Albins •

Rose Marie
MINNEAPOLIS

Radio City <P) 14
Danny Kaye . .

Georgia Gibbs
3 Dunhills '

SAN FRANCISCO.
Golden Gate (R) 11
Llohel Hampton O
Curley Hammer
Kitty, Murray .

Will Mastin 3
. WASHINGTON

Capitol (L) 13
4 Evans
Yvette.
Benson & Mann
Rudells .

Howard (0 14
Orioles
Tiny Bradshaw . Bd
Lyllctte
Foxx St White
Mack* RUSS 4c O

BRITAIN

Gene Melville
Billy Ma'xam
Harveys
Alec Janies 4c I
3 Days

Palace (M) 10
Rex Roper Sc Pat
Donald Peers
Wilcox Bros
Eddie Gordon

. Sc N
Godfrey 4c Kirby
Raymond Smith
Pygram Sc Brandon
Cal-sony Bros
Fred Brezin

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M). 10

2 Valettos
Reg . Dixon .

Kortz & . Eugene
Kay Cavendish
Allen Bros & June
Joyce Golding
Roger Came
A 'J Powers
Kent Bros
NOTTINGHAM

• Empire (M) 10
Curzon 3
Reid 4c; Squires
Linda Sc Lana
Morris St Cowley
Charles Warren 4c
.Jean v
2 Cromwells '

Gene Crowley

Roger Smith
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 10

Tommy Trinder.
Barbara Perry
Lois Green
Les Marchants
Bentley Sis
Hall Norman 4c L
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (1) 10

Curley Jay
Allen. Medley .

Jack Muldoon 4
Les Morgan
Lana Del Rio.
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 10

Lee Brooklyn
.

Jill. Manners
Michel
Joe Poynton
McKenna 3

YORK
Empire (l) 10

Harry Rowson
Iris Barrie
Phyllis Newton
Phil Rivers
Denis. Hobday
Jon Boldini
Bernard .Jones
Ian Hynes
David Bros
Garland St Roberts
Gold-Dlg’in* Lovlies

AUSTRALIA

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) It
Jack Haig
Guy Eurldge

ff

John Doye.
Ann Peel .

.Biga 4c Dorita
t pen 4c King
3 Orlandos
Sybil Dunn
(Jiarles Doakes
Marietta Dancers
Nudes Parisian

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 10
Forbutt
Piddingtons
Drag®
V ivienne 4r Irene
II adlo Revellers
Forbes 4c Barrie
Semprine
Don Cummings

BLACKPOOL
Grand (I) 10-

Josef Locke
J Radcllffe Co
Francis 4c Gray
Joan Stuart
Annettes Ladies
Jimmy Wheeler
l.arry Drew
Opera House (I) 10
Tessle O'Shea
Nat Jackley
Terry-Thohia*
(iypays 3 \
Jerry. Desmondo
3 Glanders
Ben Yost Guard*

Palace (I) 10
Roily Rolls
Gene Marvey
V 4c J Crastonlan
Benson Dulay Co
Robb Wilton
Rex 4c Bessie
Skeets Martin
Linare*
Tower Circus (I) It
Charlie Cairoll
Paul C.o
Ernie's Sealion*
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes
Jacques A Maryse

. 7 Ashtons
Roberto Chlesa Co
3 Peters
Baudy’s Animals
Knie’s Horses
3 Goetachis
Dorchesters
Lacunas
Jimmy Scott
Annettes
Circusettes

Balcombes
Winter Garden
Pavilion (I) 10

Jimmy Edwards
Jo,v Nichols
Dick Bentley
Costello Twins
Nino .Wonder Dog
St Clair 4t Day
Bagsi 3

BQSCOMBE
Hippodrome <> it
Billy Whittaker.

.

Mimi Law.
B A M Clayton
< faifweAther

,
I'hil Lester
Pat Hagen ...
Sonny Hughes
Elizabeth Parsons
Lnc -Marsh
J
li Diddle Diddle
Debs
Terry's-/ Juveniles

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 10

Joe Stein
Max Carole

.
Grosetto 3
5 Daiiyg
Honnie Stewart
* led Sloan
•Jackie Farr
Melville Blrley
Eric Lloyd
led Riley

U1 BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 10
Norman Evans
Geuy Sc Austin
“ Paul King
-Senor Carlo*
Bil 4c Bil
J Cordells
Maple Leaf 4
John Tiller Girl*

_ BRISTOL
Empire (I) it

Dixie 5
B.ob Handers
Mary O'Neil
Jack Denman

S Ascot

Slim Harris
John Porter
Johnny Dorr
Edna Dean
Cliff Bryan
Frankie Yates Co
Hippodrome (5) It
Lena Horne
Tovarich Tp
Sirdani
Tipsy 4c Brow
Fred Lovelle
Joe Black
Eva 4c Lilliane
Mills 4c Belita

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 10

Eltham 4c Sharpe
Marianne
Merry 3
D 4t S Stephens
Magyar Ballet

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 10

Bertha Ricardo .

Irving 4c Girdwood
5 Smith Bros •

Margo Henderson
Sam Kemp
Jack Anthony
Joan. Rene
Stewart John*
Bond Rowell
Gordon Shaw
Lynnctt Ray
I 4c S Davis
12 Colincttes
EAST HAMPTON

Metropolitan 0) 10
Rhodes 4c Lane
Dorothi Neal
Paul Newington
Avril 4c Grant
Tommy Dee
Bon Soir Mesdames
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 10

Georges 4c

.

Lennette
Nicholas Bros
Yale 4c plane
Deep River Boys
Harry Worth
J Hubert Watson
Olga Varona
Joan Hinde
Harry Bailey

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 10

Bebe 4c Belle
Allan- Jones
Johnson Clark
ELwardos
Alec. Pleon .

Cookes Ponies
Ilackford & Doyle
Fayne 4c Evans

GRIMSBY
. Palace (I) 10

Dresser 4c Dale
Elroy
Mifelov
Cassidy Kids
Henry Vaddcn
Mussaire
3/ Zaros

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 10

Woods 4c Jarrett
Eddie Williams
Pep Graham
Morrocos .

Shorty Mounscy
Lewis Hardcastle
Harlem Belles
4 Tune Tattlers

LEEDS
Empire (M) 10

Issy Bonn
Patricia & Rudy
Lcn Clifford 4c F
Musical Elliotts
Maurice 4t Ray
John Tiller Girl*

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 10

5 4c M Harrison
Bob Andrews
Edward Victor
Martell Sis
Madrigal 4c Joyce
Gordon Ray GUIs

LONDON
Palladium <|4) 10

Frank ’Sinatra
Virginia Lee
Max Wall
Maudie Edwards
Pattison 4c Jackson
Wilson Keppel 4c B
Krista 4c Kristcl
Pierre Bell
Palladium Tiller

Girls
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome <S) 10
Josh White
Peter Seller*
Harry Kahn*

ADELAIDE
Theatre Royal

(T) 17
Armand Perren
Marion Davies
Elimar
Devine 4c King
Gerda Bornstad
Cnribi
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappln
Wim De Jong
June Lindgren
Jacques Cartaux
Jimniy Elder
Joe

. Whitehouse
Alice Bronimann

Melbourne
Tivoli (T) 17

Guus Brox 4t M
M. 4c H Nesbitt .

Wally Boag
Babs. Mackinnon
Marquis'4c Family
Detroy .

[^Chevalier Bros
Helen Bobinina

Rob Murray
Eugene's Fl’ng B't
Celebrity 8

.SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 17

Arthur Askey
Valerie Tandy
Roy Royston
Gil Johnson
Charles :. Norman
Ray Johnson
Audrey Jeans
Charles Rolfe*
Bobby Mack
Wilma Harrison
Frank Thring
Ernest Maxin
Robert Burns
Anthea Askey

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON
Grenada (1) 10

Johnny Lawson 3
Jackie
Peter Raynor
Kemble Bros 4c C

NEW T02K GITY
Blrdkano

Charlie Parker
Geng Ammons

Bop City
Bill Farrell
Charlie Barnet
Arnett Cobb Ore

care. Society
Billy Daniels
Madmoiselles
A1 Sears Qrc
Cliff Jackson

Copacaoane
Mindy Carson
Romo Vincent
DiGatanos
Russ Emery
M Durso Ore •

Alvares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl
W. C, Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy
Noble Sis*le Ore.
Chic Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Los Gltanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarlta Herrera
D*Alonso Ore

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi
Jean March /

Wayne Thompson
Bourbon 4c Bayne
Irma Henriquez

Little Club
Ernie Warren Ore
No 1 Fifth* Avo

Downey 4c Fonviile
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Olive -White
Althea
Christine Scoviile
Alvcrda
Marsha- Stevens
Joe LaPorle Oro
D’Aquila- Ore

Park Ave
Billy Daniels

Scotty Graham
Chas Stewart
Hotel Ambassador
Jules -Lahde Ore

Hotel Astor
Tommy Dorsey Ore

Hotel Biltmore
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Joel Shaw Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Bernie Cummins O
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B. Pennington'
Arthur Johnson

Hofei Plaza
Fosse 4c Niles
Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Oro
M Bergere
Emery Deutsch
Hotel Roosevelt

Teddy. Powell Ore
Hotel Stafler

Blue Barron 6rc
Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Oro
. Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse
Tommy Dix
Edith

.
FeUows

Margot Brander
Choppy
Gloria Gilbert
Ralph Young
Naaman Dcrs
Art VVaher Ord

Penthouse
Paul.Taubman

Riviera
Jackie MUes
Szonys
Eddie Fisher
Pat Terry
Arden Line
Waiter. Nye Ore
Pupi Campo Ore

Versailles
Don Cornell
Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Ore

Village Barn.
Gerry Fitzgerald
Tex Fletcher
Freda Wing

4 Some.
David Blight

Waldorf-Astoria
Sammy Kaj-e
Modernaires
Mischa Borr Ore

M. P. Critic
»

Continued from page Z

we feel the least we can do is to
give over our national theatre to
American musicals.

“This rule has been in effect for
four years and I think I can prom-
ise our transatlantic guests that
for years to come they will And
Broadway attractions at o\ir inner
temple of Britisli drama.”
The M.P. then, switches his at-

tack to “the London Coliseum,
where “Mr. Roberts” is skedded to
open this month after three years
with “Annie,” then to His Majes-
ty’s
—“the stage which

;
Beerbohni

Tree bestrode like a colossus,”
where “Brigadoon” has been play-
ing solidly for more than 15
months, and finally to the Pair
ladium,' which maintains interna-
tional vaude with almost 100% re-
liance on American topliners. ,

With “Harvey” having folded
July T after completing exactly 18
months in the West End, the num-
ber of

. Broadway productions in
London will be maintained after
“Mr. Roberts” opens at the Coli-
seum July 19. These include a
trio of musicals, “Carousel ,

1’*

“Brigadoon” and “Oklahoma.” One
revue, “Touch & Go,” and two
dramatic offerings, “Streetcar” and
“The Heiress.” The latter is
scheduled to close next month to
make way for the film. There’s
also an Anglicized version of
“George Washington Slept Here,”
in which the principal character
has been changed to Queen Eliza-
beth.

In addition, two of London’s
principal arenas are currently
playing American spectacles. “Ice
Capades” is having a successful
season at the Empress Hall, Earls
Court, and “Skating Vanities” is
attracting large crowds at the
mamoth Wembley Stadium. “Aqua
Parade” will follow on here after
the current show has finished.
Two American dance attractions

are booked here, with a three-
week season at the Piccadilly be-
ginning July 17 by Martha Graham
and her company, and the N. Y.
City Ballet Co., opening at Covent
Garden July 10.

Beverley Baxter’s survey failed
to mention, however, that “Cock-
tail Party” had to be preemed
in New York because no theatre
was available in London, its West
End presentation

: being deferred
about four months.

DON CORNELL
Songs
30 Mins.
Versailles, N. Y.

Nick and Arnold’s ornate east-
siderie is currently the scene of
Don Cornell’s entry into the big-
time. This onetime vocalist for
Sammy Kaye, who’s been, in busi-
ness for himself since January, has
been making an excellent splash
via Victor waxings and impresses
as a likely candidate for the tall

coin. '

.

The Versailles, it’s recalled, some
years ago booked Perry Como just
before his potentialities were fully
realized. Booking, at that time,
provided impetus to Como, also a
former band vocalist, and greatly
aided: his career.

.
Cornell is cur-

rently at the same point Como was
at that time, The former. Kaye
singer isn’t quite ready for a N. Y.
prestige spot such as the Ver-
sailles, but his appearance here
will give him excellent identifica-
tion with class locations, and pro-
vides an important selling point
to further his career.

For the short time Cornell has
been away from Kaye, he’s made
excellent strides. He makes good
use of body, hands and gab, and
has an ease of projection arid per-
sonality that sells to audiences.
General appearance and virility of
pipes also help.

Cornell's biggest splash is his
disdlick “It Isn’t Fair,” with other
numbers of equal potency. Open-
ing show here had Cornell per-
forming for 30 minutes without
wearing out his welcome, .

T
Singer’s bow was hampered by

sparse musical backing. Having
worked with a full-bodied crew
behind him, he’s apparently ac-
customed to a full swell of instru-
ments to provide color. Under
present circumstances it’s a matter
of getting the feel of a smaller
combo. .

^ Jose.

DANNY MARSHALL Sc FRANKIE
Songs, Comedy
10 Mins<; One
Palace, N. Y*
Danny Marshall and his gal part-

ner, Frankie, make a fair impres-
sion with their mix of vocals, im-
pressions and gagging. Team is

handicapped by a lack of fresh ma-.
terial and an overworking of their
gags. Refurbishing would give a
better chance to project their tal-
ents,
Marshall tees off with a good

impression of . Frankie Laine but
it ipeans little except to those who
havd seen the singer in person.
The Peter Lorre impersonation has
become stale and should be avoid-
ed. Unfortunately, it’s also the
basis here for most of the comedy
exchanges between Marshall and
his partner, who plays a dumbdora.
She also pitches for laughs with
a carbon of Humphrey Bogart’s
mannerisms with James Cagney’s
voice. None of this, however, is
sufficiently fresh to impress.

Herth,

BOBBY JULE
Juggler
10 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.

" '

Young juggler has an attractive
appiearahee, pleasant personality
and a good, standard act suitable to
most presentation houses. He’s
adept at the juggling or bouncing
of rubber balls and tossing Indian
clubs. The gags or. bits he inter-
polates for comedy breaks are amus-
ing, but they’re overdone. Act
would be improved by eliminating
some of them.

Otherwise, Jule holds the audi-
ence with his expert twirling of
first three, then four, pins, and his
dexterity with three, then five rub-
ber balls. He looks like a smart,
likeable kid on his way up. Bron,

NBC’s Star Suds
Continued from page 1

CHICAGO

Blackhawk
"Roaring Twenties'
Mlmi Kelly
Joel Friend
Ray. Hyson
Margaret. Banks
Jesse Elliot
Ray Arhett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry,
Perry Mitchell
Sherman Hayes Ore

Chez rare*
Joan Merrill
Gharlivcls
Mlnevltch Rascal*
Stan Gower ;

D Dorben Dcrs
Gee Davidson Ore
Chico Ore

Helsings
Georgic Gi bel
Jayhe W«F n
Billy Chan., .t Ore

Hotel B 5 -.inarch
Sons of West
Brad- Sc Judy
Harry Rodcay

johnny Alladin Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Xavier. Cugat Ore *

Abbe Lane
Tato Sc Julia:
Dulcina
Otto Garcia
Dick Benedis
El Gringo

Hotel Steven*

Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shod*
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Farrar Sc Carter
Douglas Duffy
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdears
Mary A Fitzgerald
Phyllis Miles
Maxwells (2)

Frank Master* Oro
Palmor House

Mickey Deems
Nelle Fisher
Jerry Ross

already auditioned. For Boyer the
net. is planning a cross-the-board
“Adventures of Michel,” based on
the 30-minute nighttime stanza.
Concept is that the daytime airer
would hypo the evening program’s
audience, arid vice versa.

In addition to the rating study,
NBC researchers used Horace
Schwerin’s qualitative analysis on
the bearthrob serials. Results show
that, despite attacks from critics
and some listener groups, the soap-
ers are holding their popularity.
NBC theory is that the only type

of airer which can beat CBS’s Ar-
thur Godfrey is the soaper. Latter
group averaged a 7.7 rating, while
variety shows (bolstered by God-
frey and ABC’s “Breakfast Club”)
pulled 7.0. Third group was chil-

dren’s drama /chiefly ABC’s and
MBS’ late afternoon shows) with
6:8 .

In the three years Godfrey has.

been a competitive menace to the
other webs in the late morning,
NBC found, only four shows came
up with substantial audiences.
These were “Road of Life” and
“Brighter Day”-r-both serials—-and
“Breakfast in Hollywood” and

j

“Betty Crocker/’
j

Program type breakdown fol-

;

lows:

FLORIAN ZABACH
Violinist
12 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.

Tall, handsome blonde fiddler

has an ingratiating, easy manner,
plenty of poise arid a heap of
talent. Coming up by way of

radio and tele appearances, he’s

landed solidly as a prime class

vaude act, as well as a smooth
emcee arid orchestra fronter. In
the current Strand, N. Y., show
Zabach opens arid closes the bill

with a brief fiddling refrain* and
brings on the acts with short, well-
chosen intros. When it comes to

his turn as solo performer, he
makes the house sit up.
.

First number, a fast-taken ren-
dition of the Rumanian folk-tune,
“Hora Staccata,” shows Zabach’s
skill, while in the sizzling novelty
number that follows, “Hot Canary,”,
he not only shows a change of pace,
but brings out all his Violinist tricks.

Player has a good tone and a world
of technique, which he displays by
deft fingering and bowing, double-
stopping, string plucking, trills and
other fiddling pranks. Closing
number, “Tea for Two,” played
first in a lazy, schmaltzy way, and
then briskly swung, further proves
his talents. It's all good, commer-
cial stuff and highly enjoyable.

Bron.

THE ERVINGS (4)
Acrobatic
9 Mins.; Three
Palace, N. Y.

The Ervings, comprising two
gals and two men, have a good
standard opening act for vaiide
bills. In a combination tumbling
and teeterboard turn, combo hits

,

a good pace in a well-timed and
varied routine.

Quartet opens with a conven-
tional series of pyramiding teeter-
board stunts that grow increasingly
more complex and difficult. Top
feat, involving a somersault by a
blindfolded gal off the teeterboard
onto a suspended chair, is a sock
Windup stunt. Herm.

TRIXIE
Skating Juggler
7 MinS.
Roxy, New York

Trixie has been associated with
many ice shows in the past few
years, and before that did a jug-
gling turn satis skates.

Pert blonde, assisted by the
Roxy’s Blades and Belles, balances
rubber ball and spins plates, all the
while moving on skates. Solid bit
is one in which she spins plates
while bouncing a ball off her head.

Trixie is adequate as a juggler
alone, on skates she’s excellent.
Good for any type of bill whrro
there’s ice. Chan.

NOLA PARDI
Dance
5 Mins.
Leon & Eddie’s, N. Y.
A Coast performer in her first

Gotham booking, Nola Pardi han-
dles a brief Afro-Cuban routine
in a slick, sock manner that leaves
the payees asking for more. She
has a trim, muscular figure that’s
well suited to the voodoo ritual

wh ich she perforins li ghtly and
gracefully.

Finale is a frenetic rite, which
Miss Pardi does on a darkened
stage under violet light. Illusion of
nudity, with the glowing: death’s
head and another skull on her
bosorn, registers effectively. How-
ever, her final frantic scream
which winds the turn is probably
offbeat for more sophisticated lo-

cations and should be cut. Bril.

WAYNE THOMPSON
Sonjvs

! 7 Mins
Lcoii & Eddie’s, N. Y.
Wayne Thompson, serving as

Singer-emcee at Leon & Eddie’s,
has an engaging personality but
needs riiore poise and polish, He
does a fair job with the “South
Pacific” tune, “Nothing Like a
Dame,” and comes across better
'with the romantic item, “Be-
witched.”

j

He’s more at ease introing the
acts, Bril.

i

Continued from page 7

Category
Serial drama ; . , . >

.

Variety . . . ... ....

Children’s drama..,.
Quiz giveaway.....
General drama . . . *

.

Popular music.,...
Aud. part..........
Quiz panel. . . .... ..

NeWs comment. . . .

.

Gossip-interviews
Miscellaneous talks.

Serious music. . ...

Devotional

No. of
Shows

31
4
6
4
1

3
10
2

4
6
5
1

2

Average
Rating

7.7

7.0

6.8

6,3

5.7

5.1

4.9

4.8

2.9
\ 2.9

2.9

2.2

1.9

Total average 5.9

JESSIE, JAMES & CORNELL
Dance
7 Mins.; One
Palace, N. Y.

This is a fast-moving hoofing
act styled along conventional lines.

Neat-looking colored trio hit the
boards with some tricky tap-terp-
ing steps although the bulk of
their repertory doesn’t set them off

sufficiently from similar turns.
Team has a good specialty in-

volving the spinning of huge plat-
ters on one finger while running
through some acro-stunting. Boys
work smartly in ensemble and also
take off on solo stepping, standout
bit being an ice-skating shuffle
rdUtine. Herin*

; some TOA members that the Com-
mission was planning to move tele-

vision broadcasters entirely into
the ultra-high frequencies; which
might open up the present very-
high frequency channels to theatre
TV. According to the FCC chair-
man, the Commission’s proposal to
.open up the UHF band for general
telecasting is designed solely to add
new room to the existing structure.

“It is true,” Coy said in his let-

ter, “that, during the color TV
hearings, questions concerning the
effects of such a move were asked
of several industry witnesses.
These questions were purely hy-
pothetical and were not based on
any official action heretofore taken
or presently proposed to be taken
by the Commission."
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Announcement last week off

the forthcoming opening of a new
theatre ticket agency in west 44th

street, N. Y., at Shubert Alley,

caused a furore in Broadway man?

-age-rial- circles. It was reported

that treasurers of Shubert theatres

have already been instructed to

cut allotments to other brokers to

provide a supply of tickets to the

new agency. The new office will

be located directly
:
across Shubert

Ailey from the Shubert theatre.

The new outfit, to be called the

Liberty Theatre Ticket office, will

be headed by Jacob Tischenkel,

president; George Slater, vice-

prez, and Nathan Tischenkel,

secretary-treasurer. Slater, until

recently with the Tyson-Sullivan

agency* is understood slated to be

in active charge of the new outfit.

The Tischenkels are said to be as-

sociated in the ownership of a

drugstore at the corner of 45th

street and Broadway.

Application for the .
new agency

has been filed- with the N. Y, Dept,

of Licenses, but action will not be
taken on it until the applicants’

fingerprints have been checked by
the police department and various

other matters, such as the finan-

cial responsibility of the agency
owners, are determined at a per-

sonal hearing. It’s pointed out

that, provided the applicants have
no criminal records and the appli-

cation form is in order, the license

department has no authority to

withhold a franchise.

Although it’s figured that a new
theatre ticket agency would nor-

mally face a tough job in getting

established on Broadway, particu-

larly considering the steadily

shrinking number of productions

on the boards, the Liberty outfit

(Continued on page 51)

Charles McClelland

Plays Geo. Washington

In Green’s ‘Faith’ in D.C.

Washington, July 11.

With the selection of Broadway-

lte Charles S. McClelland to head

a largely amateur cast of 140,

"Faith of Our Fathers,” the Paul

Green historical drama, is set for

a six-week run here starting Aug.

4. Cast recruited from local col-

leges and little theatre groups,
with a sprinkling of Equity play-
ers, is already in its second week
of rehearsal at George Washing-
ton’s Lissner auditorium. Another
fortnight of on-the-spot rehearsal
at the Sesquiceritennial amphithe-
atre is skedded before the all-in-

vitation, brasshat preem there.

McClelland, a vet of 20 years in
legit; was tabbed for lead largely
because of his massive size. The 6-

foot, 3-inch, 200-pound actor was
nearest in stature of all candidates
to George Washington, whom he
portrays in the symphonic drama.
The new 4,000-seat, $583,000 Out-

door amphitheatre will be scaled
up to $2.40 for the show, With low-
priced non-reserved seats pegged
at 90c and juve admission at 60c.
Potential gross is $5,000 nightly,
U’ith $24,000 Weekly, considered
sock.

Travel agencies all over the
country will handle tickets, which
went on sale locally over the week-
end, while special attempts to lure
groups via discount and commem-
orative state nights will be made.
Dr. L. Poe Leggette, head of the

George Washington U. department
of speech and of the university
theatre, heads the production. Di-
rector is William Vorenberg, also
oi G, W., and formerly of the Prev-
incetown Players and Broadway,
besqui director Paul Massman and
executive chairman Carter Barron,

frf!
e

,

w i°pper, hope to pattern
Faith” after Williamsburg’s “Com-

Jjon Glory,” and Roanoke’s “Lost
Golony,” with perennial produc-

First Drama Quartet To
Tour Shaw’s ‘Dim Juan’

Hollywood, July 11.

iSir Cedric Hardwicke, who.
closed here Saturday night ( 8) in
R, L. Stevens’ revival of Shaw’s
“Getting Married,” signed imme-
diately afterward to costar with
Charles Laughton and Charles Bo-
yer in a tour this winter in a pro-
duction of the “Don Juan in Hell”
scene from the same author’s
“Man and Superman.” A top
femme name remains to be signed
for the show, which will be billed

as the First Drama Quartet.

Mady Christians, who also
starred in “Getting Married,”
heads east today (Tups.) to play
the lead in a tryout at the West-
chester Playhouse, Mt. Kisco,
N. Y., prior to Broadway, Stevens’
plan to reopen “Getting Mamed”
in New York in the fall with a
replacement for Miss Christians
may be stymied by Hardwicke’s de-
cision to tour with “Don Juan.”

Hardick-’Married’ Set?

Stevens yesterday (Tues.) dis-

counted the report that Hardwick
might not be available for a. fall

presentation of “Getting Married,”
indicating that the star had assured
him of his intention of resuming
the revival..

For Fall Bookings
Washington, July 11.

With Marcus Heiman still ap-

parently determined not to reopen
his National theatre here on a

non-segregation basis, indications

are that the independent Gayety
will get regular legit bookings
here this season. The house, which
switched from films last spring to

bring stage entertainment back to

the Capital, has a number of shows
set for thie fall. Moreover, the man-
agement sayS it has been assured
of getting Theatre Guild bookings.
The Guild, which announced

about a month ago that it would
again have a subscription setup

here this season, has now report-

edly begun actual preparations for

the subscription campaign. Al-

though the matter has not been
clarified, it’s expected that the sub-

scription arrangement will apply
only to the Guild’s own shows,
since Heiman and Lee Shubert
control the American Theatre So-

ciety part of thie operation.

Any lingering chance that Actors
Equity might be persudaded to

modify its non-segregation rule to

permit the reopening of the Na-
tional on a racially discriminatory
basis disappeared last week, when
the League of N. Y. Theatres, at

the start of negotiations for a new
contract with the union, withdrew
its request that the ban be recon-

sidered.

Albert Johnson to Do

‘Brooklyn’ on Broadway
Scenic artist Albert Johnson will

solo produce Eddie Davis’ revue,

“So This Is Brooklyn.” Chore-
ographer Catherine .

Littlefield, who
wanted in on the venture, had to

bow out because of her forthcom-
ing staging of the new Sonia
Henie ice show. Davis, former
hackie turned radio gagman, and
Johnson didn’t want to wait.

Gagster, who has
.
been punching

up the comedy on the new
Olsen & Johnson musical, ‘‘Tsk,

Tsk, Paree,” which preemed on
the Coast, rushed back to Broad-

way over the weekend on a new
video series. He is also collaborat-

ing with Andy
;

Rice, vet vaude
scripter, on another revue, ‘‘So

This Is Broadway.” The “Brook-

lyn” show would break-in guess-

where*

Emphasis on musical shows, a
notable factor on Broadway in the
last two or three years, will ap-
parently be greater than ever this
season. The increased number of
tune shows, at least in relation to
straight plays, will probably in-
clude all kinds, from serious opera
to slapstick revue.

Fact that the trend toward mu-
sicals has grown steadily during
the period of unprecedented pro-
duction costs seemingly stems
from the spectacular boxoffice suc-
cesses of a few hit tuners. Thus,
such smashes ds “Oklahoma,”
“Carousel,” “Annie Get Your
Gun,” “Brigadoon” and "High But-
ton Shoes” influenced the produc-
tion of “South Pacific,” “Kiss Me,
Kate” and “Where's Charley?”
and the latter had something; to do
with the production of last Season’s
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” and
“The Consul.” As long as even an
occasional musical pays Off hand-
somely, numerous others will be
produced, regardless of cost.

Among the more certain presen-
tations on the 1950-51 musical
schedule are “Call Me Madam,”
“Guys and Dolls,” “Anna and the
King of Siam,” “Bless You All,”

“Out of This World,” “Toyland,”
“Seventeen” and* “Big Time,” with
Michael Todd’s “Peep Show” al-

ready on the boards to lead the
pack. Other probable entries in-

clude “Tsk, Tsk, Paree,” “Desire
Under the Elms,” ‘Taint Your
Wagon,” “Tree Grows in Brook-
lyn,” “Twain on the River,” “Mes-
ser Marco Polo,” “Musical Comedy
Man” and an untitled adaptation
of Puccini compositions^
“Madam,” with songs by Irving

Berlin, book by Howard Lindsay
apd Russel Crouse, with George

(Continued on page 50)

The Playwrights Co. is running
into some daffy situations in book-
ing the “Lost in the Stars” tour
for next fall. For instance, the
management of the Murat, In-
dianapolis, turned down an of-

fered booking for Oct. 23-24 with
the explanation that the Maxwell
Anderson - Kurt Weill musical
wouldn’t be able to earn back the
theatre’s expenses for two days
and that a three-day stand would
be too long. On the other hand,
the Victory, Dayton, asked that an
offered one-nijhter be expanded
to two nights or preferably two
nights and a matinee.
An odd angle of the Indianapolis

situation is that Todd Dunpan, star

of the show, is an alumnus of
Butler U. there, considers it his

real hometown (although he was
actually born in Louisville) and
has a sizable local following, as
evidenced by his reception when
he.' played there in “Porgy and
Bess” and appeared in "concerts.

The Playwrights’ Co. has renewed
the Offer for Oct. 23-24, but
couldn’t add a third date even if

the theatre wanted it.

In contrast to the Murat man-
agement, Edwin Lester, managing
director of the Los Angeles and
San Francisco Civic Light Opera
associations, was so anxious to get
the show as part of his Coast sub-
scription season, that he guaran-
teed the Playwrights’ Co. a profit

|

of $40,000 for the engagements in

•the two towns.

Raise Chorus Dues
Chorus Equity dues will be in-

creased from $12 to $18 a year, ef-

fective Aug. 1. At the same time,

the . union’s initiation fee will be
raised from $25 t$ $50. The ac-

tion was taken yesterday (Tues.)

by the Actors Equity council, on
recommendation of the chorus
affiliate.;

The CE’s present dues and en-
try fee have been unchanged for

about 20 years.

‘Pacific’ Date in Dallas

In Oct. May Be Extended
Dallas, Jhly 11.

With available tickets for the
engagement already nearly gone,
the scheduled run of. “South Par
cific” here Oct.. 7-22 will probably
be extended an extra week.

,

Ap-
proximately 51,000 of the available
103,200 seats were gone in the

Ticket brokers who loaned $100*-
000 to Michael Todd for the pres-
entation of hi$ “Peep Show” revue
are ignoring a request from the
League of N, Y. Theatres for in-
formation on the transaction. The
agencies point out that Todd is not
a member of the League; so that
organization has no jurisdiction in
the matter. Todd himself says he
resigned from the League on two
occasions, but a League official de-
nies it.

'

'

first week’s deluge of mail orders,
so it’s excpected that the entire
supply will be gone before Sept.

15, when the regular sale is sup-
posed to open. For the now-sched-
uled 16^-day stand, the musical will

play 24 performances in the State
Fair Park auditorium.
Other Texas towns, including

Houston and San Antonio, have
been notified by the Rodgers-
Hammerstein office in New York
that the show cannot accept, other
bookings in Texas; or Oklahoma
this fall. However, it’s hoped that
the third company of the musical
may be brought there before next
season.

Although they are brushing off

the League’s move in the case, in-
dividual brokers admit privately
that they are .incensed at being
“pressured” to advance money to
Todd; According to one broker,
the “suggestion” that they should
put up the coin came from an un-
specified . representative of the
Shuberts, who operate the Winter
Garden, N. Y., where the musical
is playing. Since they are depend-
ent on the Shuberts for tickets for,
that show and others playing the
same firm’s houses, they could not
refuse the bid, it is claimed.

No Investment
They might not object to lend-

ing the money to Todd, the brokers
say, if it were in the form of an
investment in the show. In that

>•

Washington, July 11.

Latest push for a new legit thea-
tre ini Washington will come from
Rep, Arthur G. Klein (D., N. Y.),

who plans to introduce a bill for
a Government - financed Franklin
D. Roosevelt Memorial theatre in
the nation’s capital. The Klein
bill is expected to be introduced
within the next week or so.

While it is recognized that there
will be no time to push the meas-
ure this Congress, at least mem-
bers of the House will have a
chance to become acquainted with
it, the New Yorker believes.

The Congressman is also seek-
ing to get the House judiciary
committee to undertake a staff

study of legislation which would
place juke boxes under the copy-
right laws and would permit the
AFM to obtain royalties from in-

strumental music played in the
jukes. The union endorsed the
idea of suqh performance copy-
right privilege for its members, at

the recent Dallas convention.

Case they would stand to profit on
the deal if the revue proved .a

click.
. But as it is, all they can

hope to do is get back the coin,
without any prospect of sharing in
the possible profits. Also, they
argue, they would be willing to ad-
vance the money if it took the
form of a “buy” and they were per-
mitted to charge a higher fee for,

(Continued on page 51)

U.S. and British Equity

On Alien Restrictions
London, July 11.

British Actors Equity has re-
newed its offer to American Equity
for. exchange of membership cards
and consequent abolition of initia-

tion fees on both sides of the ‘At-

lantic. Previous proposals on these
lines, it is said in London, have
been rejected by American Equity.

This is the latest move by the
British organization in an en-
deavor to counter the new unit
company rule of American Equity,
which may affect a number of
British legit productions scheduled
for early Broadway presentation.
Until such time as the issue is re-

MOBILE PRODUCTIONS OF

, Jo Mieiziner, who designed the
scenery for “Mister Roberts” and
“Death of a Salesman,” is working,
out plans for mobile productions
of the two shows, for one-nighter
or possibly truck-and-traiier tour-
ing. He’s taking his time with the
project, however, as there’s little

likelihood of the cut-down edition
of either play being toured before
the fall of 1951.
With both shows, the problem is

not only to gfet a lighter physical
production tojtransport, set up and
take down* but also to simplify the
operation of each one in perform-
ance. The idea is that fewer men.
would be needed for taking the
scenery in and out, as well as in

working them backstage. In that
way, both the shipping and the
operating costs would be sub-
stantially reduced,
The present touring editions of

“Roberts” and “Salesman” are

solved, British Equity is maintain-
ing the equivalent of the $100 in-

itiation fee charged by the Ameri-
can organization. The 5% salary
levy imposed in the U. S. is not
repeated

r
here.

According to Actors Equity of-

ficials in New York, the “offer” of
British Equity is meaningless, since

restrictions oh U. S. players in

England are imposed by the Minis-
try of Labor. Moreover, the
Ministry’s rules are largely gov-
erned by the wishes of British

Equity. Thus, exchange of mem-
bership cards and abolition of in-

itiation fees could not take place

unless British Equity persuaded
the Ministry to lift its restrictions

on American actors in England.

The Tatter is precisely what of-

ficials of Actors Equity has asked

British Equity to do, as a prelimi-

nary step toward reaching an
agreement for exchange of mem-
bership cards and mutual abolition

of initiation fees. But British

Equity only a few weeks ago

turned down the suggestion, as it

lias repeatedly done in the past.

playing regular road stands and
traveling by rail. The cut-down
productions probably won’t be sent

out until these current tours are

concluded. Meanwhile, Mieiziner,

now in London to supervise the

final preparations for the expanded
“Roberts” production, is readying,

the musical adaptation of “Desire
Under the Elms,” which he will

present on Broadway this season
in partnership With Harry Fleisch-

mann. He also has several design-

ing assignments for the fall and
winter*

Murphy Directs ‘Blue’

x Hollywood, July 11.

George Murphy will make his

bow as a legit director late next
month, staging the Paula Stone-
Michael Sloane production ‘‘Little

Boy Blue.”
Musical, by Albert Miller, who

also penned lyrics to the 18 tunes

by Max Showaiter, is slated to play

here and San Francisco before
i heading east for a November laow

I on Broadway*
:
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Princeton, July 11.

Princeton summer theatre may
fold unless stronger bookings can

be arranged . ,

Producer - director

Herbert Kenwith is negotiating

with several film pames to appear

here. He says he’s ‘'reasonably

certain’' of being able to present

Margo in “The Respectful Prosti-

tute,” with Noel Coward’s “Bed
Peppers” as the curtain raiser, the •

week of July 24;

. Despite the terrible business last
j

Week with Larairie Day in “Angel i

Street,” Kenwith says the house

has done well so far this season.

He anticipates good grosses on

Eve Arden in “Over Twenty One,”

the current attraction, as well as

next week’s bill, Burgess Meredith
In “Harvey ” A believer in name
policy, Kenwith claims that his

house cleared a profit of $12,000

during the first five weeks of oper-

ation last year. Most of that Sum,
he adds, was lost during the last

four weeks of the season when
•‘weak” shows were offered. It is

mainly this factor that prompts his

big names-or-shutter decision.

Despite a well sold opening for

Miss Day in “Angel Street” last

week, the bottom practically fell

out of the b o. during the middle

of the week, but picked up Satur-

day night (8). Week’s gross was
so poor Kenwith would only de-

scribe it as “embarrassingly low.”

Operating nut was about $5,600.

Worcester Playhouse Perks

Worcester, Mass., July 1 1

.

The Worcester playhouse, which
was on the verge of folding two
weeks ago, is now doing healthy
business with a $1 top and is set

to continue through the balance of 1

the summer. After doubling re-

ceipts with a $4,000 gross on “Ju-

nior Miss,” producer
:
Guy Palmer-

ton is holding over his current bill,

C musical edition of “10 Nights in

a Barroom,” for a second week.
**No More Ladies” will follow, after

Which the spot will have its first

guest star booking with Susan Pe-
ters in “Barretts of Wimpole
Street

”

With higher operating overhead
than in previous seasons, Palmer-
ton was about to close the 704-seat
Ctrawhatter three weeks ago. How-
ever, patrons expressed enthusiasm
When he made a series of curtain
speeches offering to cut the scale

to a $1 top, and attendance has
fince Justified the move.

free mats to children, accompanied
or otherwise,

At Guilford’s Chapel playhouse,
the July 1 opening night exceeded
the 1949 premiere gross slightly,

but biz tapered off on subsequent
days, then rebounded for the Week*
end. At his new low scale of $1.20
top (Sat. $1.80), Lewis Harmon
must do two-thirds capacity to
break even. He is again running
“show buses” from nearby towns
to hypo biz.

Ivoryton’s opener was Nigel
Bruce in “Yes, M’Lord,” with best
figures confined to fore and aft

segments of the run and mid-week
taking an appreciable dip. Advance
on current week of Shelley Win-
ters in “Born Yesterday” has perk-
ed up the till considerably.

Wickford (R. I.) Barn Opens
Wickford* R. I., July 11.

Group of students, mostly from
Brown and Pembroke, opened a
non-Equity strawhat in the Wick-
ford playhouse, formerly a film
theatre, last week with a revival
of “Hay Fever.” This week’s pro-
duction is “Personal Appearance.”

Victor Whitlock, Jr., a Broadway
stage manager, is director of the
outfit.

Asking for It

Now that RCA is supplying

the entire bankroll for the

Irving Berlin-Howard Lind*

say-Russel Crouse musical,

“Call Me Madam,’V the big

corporation is learning about

the problems of show* biz.

Communications outfit has

been besieged by its artists,

stockholders, staffers and deal-'

ers, all wanting to buy a
V
1%

or 5% piece of the show or

tickets for two down front.

Said one RCA topper, ”It’s

worse than ‘Howdy Dbpdy’ or

the Arturo Toscanini con-

certs.”

Inside Stuff—Legit
William McDermott will be musical director and first pianist for the

production of “The Medium” and “The Telephone” at the Arena, N, Y. t

opening next Wednesday (19), as he was for the production which
toured the strawhat circuit last summer.. Although staging will be
changed for the arena setting, production will be done with two pianos,
same as a year ago. With the exception of Mrs. Watson George in the
lead of “The Medium,” the cast will be the same as the touring troupe.
Strawhat version was substantially the same as done originally on
Broadway, except that the sets were cut down.

‘Cymbeline’ in Montreal
Montreal, July 11.

As part Of the Montreal Festi-
vals, Shakespeare’s “Cymbeline”
will be presented July 19-29 for
the first time in Canada, at the
Open Air playhouse here, with
Komisarjevsky directing the pro-
duction. The performance will be
acted in a natural outdoor setting
somewhat similar to the Regent’s
Park production in London.
The Open Air playhouse is now

in its fourth summer.

•Moon,' $10,400 On Cape Cod
Hyannis, July 11.

Cape Cod Music Circus, opening
4, was in the black for its

first week of operation with a gross
of $10,400 for “New Moon-.” The
initial bill drew a good press and
word-of-mouth comment, and sub-
scription sales for the balance of!
the season have spurted.

“Chocolate Soldier,” opening to-

night (Tues!) looks set to get a
capacity audience in the 800-seat

|

tent. Next week’s offering will be
“Rio Rita,” for the regular Tues-
day-Sunday run. Robert Jarvis is

staging the first three presenta-
tions.

This Slimmer in Concerts
Jan Peerce will cover half the

world this month as part of a sumr
mer schedule of concerts. The Met
Opera tenor returned last week
from his first, visit to the C&rib*
bean and South America, where in

a combination tour and vacation,
he gave two concerts in Bogota,
Colombia, June 22 and 24, and
two in Kingston, Jamaica, June 26
and July 2.

He’s singing with the Robin
Hood Dell orchestra in Philadel-
phia tomorrow (Thurs.). Then
Peerce files to the Coast for his
stint in the full-length concert film
which World Artists is making for
20th-Fox. •* He’ll record Saturday
and Monday (15-17) and be filmed.
Tuesday through Thursday (18-20)

.

Then he flies back to N. Y. for an
appearance at Lewisohn Stadium
Saturday, July 22.

On Monday, July 24, the tenor
planes for Israel, arriving July 27
for his first visit to the Holy Land.
He’ll give 14 concerts, including a
few with the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra, winding up Aug. 28.

Then Peerce flies to Europe, for
his debut in England, giving his
first* concert in London, Sept. 10.

He’ll do a three-week tour of Brit-
ain. Then he returns to the U. S.

for his fall concert and opera sea-
son, beginning with a recital at
Hampton, Va., Sept. 28. Sol Hurok
is booking.

Rose Silverman Millstein, whose two-year-old plagiarism suit against
the authors and producer of “State of the Union” was recently dis-
missed by Federal Judge Simon H. Rifkind, points out that she agreed
riot to appeal the case in consideration of having to pay only $250
court costs arid not an additional $7,500 counsel fees. Her. four-page
Tetter also Criticizes the court’s decision in the case.

Michael Todd is putting a new sketch into his “Peep Show” revue at
the Winter Garden, N. Y„ probably Friday night. (14) or early next
week, It will involve a Pullman car and a sleep-walking girl who
follows the sound of bells. As Todd explains, “Everybody has criti-

cized everything but the sketches for being dirty, so I had to fix that.”

&
Continued from past 49

^Whistle’/ So-so, New Hope
New Hope, Pa,, July 11.

Local favorite Henry Jones, in a
lopnotch production of “The Sil-

ver Whistle,” gave Bucks County
Playhouse satisfactory but not
ffmash stanza last week. Starting

Out with SRO trade opening night,

July 3, the- Robert E. McEnroe
fomedy demonstrated' to local ob-
servers that this is not too hot a

tummer for straiwhats. Production
got terrific word of mouth and no-
tices, yet “Whistle” failed to sell

Out as is customary in this deluxer.
Jones, in Jose Ferrer role, turn-

ed in a standout performance
*
with

Enid Markey, Judith Parrish and
Wallace Acton featured in excel-

i
ent company that also included
tuth White, Gene Blakely, Sara
fieegar, Jane Marbury, Truman
femith, Carl White, Harry Mehaf-
fey, James Doohan, Fred Beir, Rob-
ert Nutt and Allen Kramer. Rob-
ert Caldwell staged at a lively pace
Against exceptionally fine setting
py David Reppa. Whole thing add-
id up to better than average stock
presentation.
Faye Emerson, who has a strong

graw from television, opened last
bight (Mori.) in Sam Wanamaker’s
tryout of imported comedy, “Pa-
gisiomne,” to the best advance of
the season. Theron ... Bamberger
Icheduled ninth performance with
Triday matinee (14) to take care
« some of overflow. “June Moon,”
[eatunng Harold J. Stone and Con-
rad Jams, is set for July 17, with
Pasu Pitts^ in “Post Road,” July
14; and Victor Jory in “The
Iplder,” July 31, to follow.

$4,200 ‘Flame’ In Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., July Lb-

Satisfactory $4,200 was grossed
last week by Sarah Haden in “The
Sacred Flame,” at the Berkshire
Playhouse here.

Producer William Miles reached
back 22 years to do the drama,
which had only 24 performances
then, but apparently hold? contem-
porary interest because of the re-
cent euthanasia case in New Hamp-
shire.

Marth^ Scott 6G, Chevy Chase
Chicago, July 11.

Chevy Chase theatre, at nearby
Wheeling. Ill,, racked up a nifty
$6,000 with Martha Scott in “An-
other Language,” which Closed
Sunday (8>, after a slow first part
of week.
Imogene Coca in “Happy Birth-

day” is already virtually sold out
for the first week of two-week en-
gagement, Opening tonight (Tues.).

Conn* Silos In Slow Start
r - . ,

New Haven, July 11.
Opening biz at three nearby

Vtrawhats thus far this summer has
peeii only so-so, with first week’s
lake no clear Indication of what

Ahead. At Clinton, Conn.,
The Church Mouse” was consid-
rably under par despite an en-
irtainirig production. The early

ling .(June 27) could have been
onsible for this, as biz is re-

iotted to have picked up on the
Uowing (holiday) week with “Peg

i«3S
r

-S
eart,,> sPot /

s experiment-
,

ing with a eome-on in the form, ofi^nerformances.

‘Waltz’ Clicks, Lamberiville
Lambertville, N. J., July 11.

St! John Terrell’s Music Circus
continues tor zoom. “The Great
Waltz” last week gave the en-
larged tent its fattest gross of the
season.

;
Virginia Haskins, Robert

Shackleton, George Lipton headed
the cast of Moss Hart operetta,
which had ingenious cut-out sets
and decor by Charles Evans on the
arena stage. Fifth bill of summer
was staged by Glenn Jordan of
Lewis & Young staff, who came
in from the Coast to relieve Bob
Jarvis.

:
Latter is now staging

Cape Cod Music Circus at
Hyannia, Mass.
Looks as though 1,310-seater

will continue consistent pace.
“Bloomer Girl”- with Dorothy
Sandlin, Dick Smart* Virginia Gib-
son, and Edith King featured,
opens tonight (Tues.) to best ad-
vance of year. It significantly is

the most modern musical yet pre-
sented on Music Circus card.

Policy of everyone featured
equally with no stars, a reversal of
first year arrangement, seems to
be paying dividends. Weather was
fine and clear for all six nights
last week. Tuesday opening and
Sunday finale seem to be weakest

Michael Todd has arranged for
his son, Michael, Jr., currently go-
ing around the world on a
freighter, to quit the ship when it

gets to the Fijis next week and
fly home, where he’ll remain until
returning to Amherst College in
the fall . . Another $50,000
dividend was paid this week by
“Kiss Me, Kate,” bringing the
total distribution from the two
companies to $694,000 so far . . .

Thomas Mitchell, star of the tour-
ing “Death of a Salesman,” will
swap roles Sept. 18 with Albert
Dekker, of . the Broadway . troupe
. . , Backers of “Cry of the Pea-
cock,” which opened and closed
three nionths ago, have riot yet re-
ceived any financial accounting
from producers James Colligan
and Donald Medford ", . . Gertrude
Apple has joined the staff

,

of
Courtney Burr and Malcolm Pear-
son, producers of the forthcoming
“Season in the Sun,” by Wolcott
Gibbs, to be staged by Burgess
Meredith.

Actor Billy Redfield is returning
late in July on the maiden voyage
of the Diemerdijk, after a tWo-
month vacation in Europe . . . Saul
LancOurt, of ! Leblang’s ticket
agency, has gone to

.
his Hopewell

• Junction (N. Y.) farm for a month
! . . At one performance of “South
Pacific” last week, when Billie
Worth was subbing for the ailing
Mary Martin, there was not a sin-
gle request for a refund. At other
shows, all returned tickets were
immediately sold to hopefuls wait-
ing in the lobby for just such a
contingency. There was the limit
of standee trade at all perform-
ances.
With Leo Freedman on a 17-day

Caribbean cruise; Abner Klipstein
is pressagenting “Mister Roberts,”

I “Wisteria Trees” and “Detective
Story,” with Sol Jacobson as tem-
porary associate . . . Arena man-
agement denies the Critical Digest
accusation that the “Julius Cae-
sar” ads misquoted the reviews,
and the publication says the quotes

! were “miscontexed” as per thea-
trical custom . . . Gian-Carlo Me-
! notti, composer-stager of “The Gon-

,

sul,” and Chandler Cowles, co-pro-
.• ducer of the show, sail July 22 for

I

Italy, where the former’s “The Me-
j

dium” will be filmed . . . Morton
Gottlieb left over the weekend for
the Coast, where he hopes to set
a deal for the production of a mu-
sical

Abbott directing, Jerome Robbins
doing the choreography and Ethel
Merman starred, will be presented
by LCland Hayward as one of the
first items on the fall list. “Guys
and Dolls,” based on Damon Run-
yon characters, will have songs by
Frank Loesser, book by Jo Swer-
ling, assisted by Abe Burrows and
Peter Lyon, and will be produced
by Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Martin.

O&H Sked ‘Anna’

“Anna and the King of Siam,”
with music by Richard Rodgers
and book and lyrics by Oscar Ham-
merstein, II, is being adapted from
Margaret Landen’s novel and will

star Gertrude Lawrfence. “Bless
You All” will be a revue presented
by Herman Levin and Oliver
Smith, with songs by Harold Rome
and sketches by Arnold Auerbach.
“Out of This World” will be the
Cole Porter adaptation of

;
the

Amphitryon legend, to be pro-
duced by Saint Subber and Lern-
uel Ayers.

“Toyland” will be the E. Y. Har-
burg - Fred Saidy - Harold ATlen
satire of big business, to be pre-
sented by Cheryl Crawford. “Sev-
enteen” will be the John Cecil
Holm-Stella Unger-Alec Temple-
ton adaptation of the Booth Tark-
ington story, to be produced by
Sammy Lambert. “Big Time” will
be Joseph M. Hyman’s revue with
sketches by Arnold Horwitt and
Lee Rogow, and music by Dimitri
Tiomkin.

“Tsk, Tsk, Paree,” is the Olsen
& Johnson revue that recently
tried out on the Coast. “Desire
Under the Elms” will be the Jo
Mielziner-Harry Fleischmann edi-
tion of the Eugene O’Neill play,
with music by Morton Gould and
lyrics by Edward Eager. “Paint
Your Wagon,” with book and lyrics
by Alan Jay Lerner and music by
Frederick Loewe, is second on
Cheryl Crawford^ list for the sea-
son. “Tree Grows in Brooklyn,”
being adapted by George Abbott
and Betty Smith from the latter’s
novel, may have a score by Irving
Berlin, with Abbott producing.

“Twain on the River” has been
adapted by Maxwell Anderson
from Mark Twain stories, and will
have music by the late Kurt Weill
and an unselected additional com-
poser. “Musical Comedy Man,”
with unpublished George M. Cohan
song, is scheduled for presentation
by Milton Baron and Ben Marden.
The PUccini show, with the score
adapted by Deems Taylor, lyrics
by Kay Swift, and libretto by Louis
Verneuil, will be presented by Mil-
ton Shubert, with Ezra Stone
directing. “Marco Polo” will be
the Robert Nathan treatment of
the Dpnn Byrne story, with music
by Robert Emmett Dolan and
lyrics by Johnny Mercer, to be
presented by Donald Oenslager
and Stanley Gilkey.

Tliere are Various other prospec-
tive musical productions, more or
less definite. Hugh Martin is do-
ing a musical version of “The Good
Fairy.”; Arthur Kober is adapting
his play, “Having Wonderful
Time,” which Max Gordon and
Hubbell Robinson may produce
with a score by Harold Rome. The
Shuberts Are planning a new edi-
tion oi the “Ziegfeld Follies.” A
third entry on Cheryl Crawford’s
slate is “Golden Apple,” with
libretto by John Latouche and mu-
sic by Jerome Moross. Lyricist
Lew Brown, composer Ray Hander-
son and librettist Otto HarbaCh are
readying a show.

Also, Irving L. Jacobs is seeking
a composer to supply the tunes for

“Chautauqua,” for which Vincent
McConnor lias written the book.
There may be a musical edition of
the Arthur Schnitzler play, “The
Affairs of Anatol,” And Langston
Hughes’ drama, “Mulatto,” has
been musicalized as “The Barrier.”
Madeline Capp and Greer Johnson
have announced “Light Fantastic;”

a revue with sketches and lyrics by
Mike Stewart and music by Shel-
ley Mo^well, Irma Jurist and Leo
Schumer. Sylvia Siegler and Lou
Cooper may team with Peter Law-
rence in the presentation of Ben-
jamin Britten's London success,

“Let’s Make an Opera.”

Also, Bernard Hart has an-
nounced a revue, “Happy New
Year,” with music and lyrics by
Ky Swift and Ralph Freed, and
sketches by Billy Friedberg «nd
Aeron Rubin. Louis Bromfield,
Jule Styne and Leo Robin are
readying a musical, “Helen in
Memphis.” The Paul Wellman
novel, “Bowl of Brass—Kansas,
1850,” is beirig musicalized as “An
Old Kansas Custom.” Herbert and
Dorothy Fields may provide the
book for some unpublished songs
by Jerome Kern, for which
Rodgers & Hammerstein would
produce.

Max Gordon hopes to present a
musical edition of the Joseph
Fields-Jerome Chodorov drama-
tization of the Ruth McKenny
stories, “My Sister Eileen.” George
Abbott would like to present *a
musical version of his straight play
success, the John Murray-Alien
Boretz comedy, “Room Service.”
The Shuberts ho^e to do a musical
called “Saints and Sinners,” based
on the circus fans* organization of
that name, while Cheryl Crawford
reportedly hopes to get someone
to make a musical treatment of the
Paul Vincent Carroll play of tile

same title.

In the straight opera classifica-

tion, Gian-Carlo Menotti is ap-
parently too busy at the moment
with London and other productions
of his “Consul,” arid with the
Arena presentation and a forth-

coming Italian filmization of “The
Medium,” to have time for new
compositions. But Maro^Blitzstein
is reportedly readying a new, orig-
inal operatic work. And Michael
Todd is industriously substituting
new versions, of old burlesque

i sketches into his current revue,
‘Peep Show.”

‘Ear’ Will Stay in Chi
Till Fall tendon Date

Chicago, July 1L
William R. Katzell huddled here

;

Sunday (9» with company of “Lend
an Ear” and piJTriiised to keep the

revue here until it is ready to

leave for London early in the fall.

He said lie had decided not to con-
tinue the show’s tour, in the face
of adverse business, as furtber
bookings would be too short and
indefinite.

Co-producer is casting here for
the British company and is a 1 so

reading several musicals, including
‘ 4Lady on Horsel i ck by Frank
Herrenden, and “Lucky for Me,”
by Dan Hodden.

katzell Back to Eng.

William R. Katzell, who returned

,

to the U. S. about a week ago after
several months in London, is re-

|

portedly going back to England in

.
two or three weeks, after a brief

stop-o£f In New York. ^
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Total Legit Grosses
The following are the comparative figures hosed on Variety's

boxofficc estimates for lost week (the 6th < week of the season)
aiid the corresponding week of last season:

This
BROADWAY Season

Number of shows current ...... 18
Total weeks ployed so far by all shows . . .

.

118
Total gross for all current shows last week. $361,500
Total season's gross so far by all shows. .. $2,777,800
Number of new productions so far. 1

ROAD
(Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring Shows reported 9 10
Total weeks played so far by all shows ... . 61 67
Total road gross repoi-ted last week. . .

. $204,300 $248,000
Season’s total road gross so far . . , . .... . ; .

.

$1,523,700 $1,671,900

Last
Season

15
102

$342,600
$2,506,300

1

Chicago, July 11.

Midweek holiday took its toll at

Chicago legiters last week. Light
business first part of the Week was
reported by all three shows, Wed-
nesday matinee (5) was also lean,

but weekend picked up a bit.

While advance on “Mice" and
• Ear” is moderate, “Oklahoma”
has spurted as a result of mail bid-

ders throughout the midwest.
Estimates for Last Week

“Lend An Ear," Great Northern
(15th wk) ($4.94; 1,500). Lean
pickings at about $13,000.
“Oklahoma" Erlanger (11th wk)

($4:33; 1,334). Dim at $15,500.
“Two Blind Mice," Harris (9th

wk)’ ($3.71; 1,000). Not too bright
with $10,000.

San Francisco, July 11.

Second in the Civic Light Opera
scries, “Rose Marie," which
premed Monday (3), got a boff
b.o. reaction at the 1,550-seat Cur-
ran, First w'eek gross hit a capac-
ity $40,000, with house scaled to

$4.80.
“Death of a Salesman," with

Thomas Mitchell, slipped a bit at
the I,775rseat Geary, chalking up
an okay $17,700 for itsthird stanza,
at a $3.60 top.

New Agency
Continued from page 49

may have an easier time if it ac-
tually has the support of the Shu-
berts. The managements of other
independent theatres have indi-

cated they would not allot tickets
lo a new broker. * But producers
of several hits playing Shubert
houses, although deploring the
entry of a new agency into ain al-

ready-overcrowded field, privately
admit that they have little chance
of preventing allotments from go-
ing to Liberty.

It’s estimated that the overhead
for a major ticket agency in a
choice location such as Liberty’s
would run to around* $50,000 a
year, including rent, salaries and
commissions for an outside man
and a staff of trained sales clerks.

At a 75c commission per ticket,

’That would take an awful lot of
sales," one established broker re-

marks.

THIS WEEK
“And Never Been Kissed"—

Robert Daggett playhouse, West-
boro, Mass. (10-15)/

“Duet or One’ —Repertory the-
atre, Chautauqua, N. Y. (11-16),

“Easy Does
;
It”^-Green Man-

sions, Warrensburg, N. Y. (12-14)..

“Life of the Party* —Country
playhouse, Westport, Conn. (10-15).

“Maria Mitchell" — Straight
Wharf theatre, Provincetown,
Mass. (10-15).

“Miss Mabel**—Falmouth play-
house, Cohnamessett, Mass. GO-
15).

“Open Season"—Duxbury (Mass.)
playhouse (11-15).

“Parisienne" — Bucks County
playhouse, New Hope, Pa. (10-15).

“Professor Cupid”—Ford’s the-
atre, Yerbank, N. Y. (12-16).

“Roiind We Go"—Green Man-
sions, Warrensburg, N. Y. (15-16).

NEXT WEEK
“Dorothy" -r Hillbarn theatre^

San Mateo, Cal. (21-22).

“Happier Harvest" — Putnam
County playhouse, Mahopac, N, • Y,
(18-23).

“Live Wire"—Ogunquit (Me.)
playhouse (17-22).
' “Miranda" — Duxbury (Mass.)
playhouse (18-22).

“Miss Mabel”—Olney (Md.) the-
atre (18-22).

“My French Wife"—Matunuck
(R. I.) playhouse (17-22).

“Parisienne"— Cape playhouse,
Dennis, Mass. (17-22).

“Revue on a Shoe * String"—
Green Mansions, Warrensburg,
N. Y.. (22).

“Spring for Sure*'—Robert Dag-
gett playhouse, Westboro, Mass,
(18-23).

Current Road Shows
(July 9-22)

“Death of a Salesman"—Geary,
S. F. (10-22).

“Kiss Me, Kate"—Shubert, Bos-
ton. GO-22).

“Lend An Ear"— Great North-
ern, Chi (9-22).

“Mister Roberts" — Colonial,
Bost. GO-22).

.

“Oklahoma" — Erlanger, Chi,
(9-22).

“Rose Marie"—CuiTan, S. F.
GO-22).

“South Pacific"— Philharmonic
Aud., L. A. ( 10-22 ).

“Two Blind Mice”—Harris, Chi.
(9-22).

Shoyr in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy-Drama)
, R ' (Revue >

,

M. (Musical), O (Operetta),

“The Live Wire" (c) —Mike
Todd; director, Garson Kanin.

SAURY KEY TO BLAIR

STAYING IN ‘PACIFIC’
Whether or not Janet Blair con-

tinues as femme lead in the tour-

ing “South Pacific" beyond next
fall apparently depends on whetftfer

she and the management come to

financial terms. The actress’

present contract has a four-week
termination clause, which she re-

portedly plans to exercise prior to

the Chicago engagement next No-
vember, unless she gets a salary

raise. Oscar Hammerstein, II, co-

producer and co-author of the
musical, goes to the Coast this

weekend with John Fearnley,
Rodgers & Hammerstein casting

director, to try to iron out the sit-

uation.
When Miss Blair was originally

set for the part she was not given
a run-of-the-play contract, as

neither she nor the management
was sure how she’d work out in

the part, so neither wanted to be
committed to a term deal at any
specific salary. Now that she’s es-

tablished in the show, Miss Blair
is understood to want a substan-
tial raise for signing to stick with
it. In case an agreement isn’t,

i‘eached with Miss Blair, the lat-

ter’s understudy, Estelle Loring,
who - is highly regarded by the
management, may get the assign-
ment.

‘SING’ CLICKS AT 40C

IN 7 TIMES AT ST. L
With one performance lost due

to a cloudburst, “Of Thee X Sing,"
presented for the, second time in
the Municipal Theatre Assn/s Al-
fresco Playhouse in Forest Park,
wound up a seven-night stand
Sunday (9) with"a neat b.o. score.
The musical satire was first offered
here several seasons ago.
A total of 64,000 patrons paid an

estimated $40,000 on the line. The
piece and cast, notably Joan Hallo-
way, Joey Faye, Richard Went-
worth and Phil Seeds, all making
local bows, along with Wilbur
Evans, a longtime fave, copped,
plaudits from the crix. ‘ Out-
standers in support were Edwin
Steffe, Carolyn Tenner, Leonard
Elliott and Maureen Cannon.
“Robin Hood," presented in the

open air theatre five times previ-
ously, the last during the 1946
season, opened a one-Week en-
gagement last bight (Mon,) with
new faces in lead roles. They are
Anne Bollinger; soprano of the
New York Met, and Lloyd Thomas
Leech, 1 tenor of . the New York
Opera Co., Lois Hunt, William
Menda and Viola Roache. They
clicked along with Mary Hopple,
Edwin Steffe, Richard Wentworth
and Evans Thornton. Dance spe-
cialties by Ruthanna Boris and
Leon Danielian also scored. A
mob of 9,600, the largest opening
night attendance of the season,
grossed approximately $4,000,

,000, Hub
Boston, July 11.

Hub’s legit fare continues fairly
strong in spite of the expected sea-
sonal slump. “Kiss Me, Kate” re-
mains at the Shubert and “Mister
Roberts" at Colonial.

Estimates for Last Week
“Mister Roberts,** Colonial (18th

wk) ($3.60; 1,'500). Considering ex-
tended run $12,000 was okay,

“Kiss Me, Kate," Shubert (3d
wk) ($4.20-$4.80; 1,700). Dipped
With the holiday and weather to
about $30,000.

Than Normal

‘Pacific’ OK,
‘

Local Operetta Group

Rents Seattle Filmer
Seattle, July 11.

The Sterling chain’s Uptown
theatre has been leased for a two-
month period by the Windsor
Light Opera Guild, Inc., for pro-
duction of light opera and popular
plays, First bill, “H. M. S. Pina-
fore," ends a two-week run Sun-
day (16) and second, “The Drunk-
ard,’’ will preem July 20.

The 750-seat theatre is scaled at

$1.25 top, with perfoimances set

for Thursday through Sunday. Bill

Moeller is director, and Betty Gor-
don and Francis McKay head the
cast of “Pinafore,"
A number of local radio per-

formers are set to appear in “The
Drunkard.’’. _

Post Quits Norwich
Norwich, Conn., July 11.

Ted Post, stage director of the
Norwich summer theatre for the
last three seasons, has exited the
assignment. No reasons for the
move have been given, but the mat-
ter is understood to involve charges
and counter-charges filed with Ac-
tors Equity.
Herb Kneeter is producer of the

spot.-

Brokers Beef
Continued from page 49

the tickets. But under the legal

limit of 75c per ticket, there is no
margin to earn back the amount of

a “buy."
There’s apparently little chance

of the brokers’ organization taking
any action in the matter. The
group is not strong enough to try

to buck the Shuberts, it’s ex-
plained, and any attempt in that

direction would bring wholesale
defections on the part Of the mem-
bers and result in the breakup of
the organization.

N. Y. Commissioner of Investi-

gation James H. Shiels, who was
informed of the situation, through*
an item in the drama columns of
one of the New York, dailies,

doesn't intend to iook into it fur-
ther. No, Violation of the ticket

code of the license department is

involved, he says, so the matter is

something for the theatre itself to

handle.
The commissioner reveals, inci-

dentally, that his department has
not yet made any spot checks of

broker records under the new
code, but will probably do so early

in the fall. With attendance on
Broadway relatively light during
the summer, there is probably lit-

tle scalping, so the work of ex-
amining the brokers’ books and ac-

counts will not be undertaken until
the expected boxoffice upturn
takes place.

' Business on Broadway, already in
a ; severe decline, took another
abrupt drop last week. The down-
beat was even greater than normal
for the post-holiday period and, ac-
cording to statistical records Tor
the last few seasons, is the Worst
in recent memory. All the estab-
lished shows except “South Pa-
cific” felt the slump, several of
the. bigger hits sagging below the
break-even point for the first time.

Attendance was off the first part
of the week, apparently because of
the July 4 holiday. It failed to
recover thereafter, and reached
brutal proportions at the Saturday
(8) performances. - Feeling among
Broadway managements and brok-
ers is that, in addition to the ad^>

verse seasonal Conditions, the war
news and the almost ideal weather*
last week reduced theatre-going.
There appears to be little prospect
of a. tourist influx for some time,
and although a brief upward flurry
is due within the next week or
two, no marked improvement is ex-
pected before mid-August.
The total gross for all 18 shows

last week was $361,500, or 60.94%
of capacity, a drop of 10.22% from
the boxoffice volume of the pre-
vious Week, when the total gross
Was $426,500 for 19 shows; As an
indication of how fast the business
falLoff has been, the gross of two
weeks' ago was $479,700 for 19
shows, or 79.55% of capacity.
There were no closings last week,

but “Mister Roberts,” “Wisteria
Trees” and “Texas, LIT Darlih’ ”

Will lay off next Saturday night
(15) for four weeks. There may be
two and' possibly three or four
permanent closings in the next
week or so unless Conditions im-
prove.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy)

, D ( Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical)

, O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic figures refer ,

respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i,e., exclusive of
tax.

“Cocktail Party,*’ Miller (25th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Pre.
vious week, $13,800; last week, al-
most $11,200.
“Come Back, Little Sheba,"

Booth (21st wk) (D-$4.80; 712; $20,-
000). Previous week, $9,900; last
week, over $7,300.
“Death of a. Salesman," Moros-

co (74th wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,-
800). Previous week, $11,000; last
week, nearly $10,900.

“Detective Story," Broadhurst
(68th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,160; $26,000).
Previous week, $8,500; last week,
about $8,000.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"

(31st wk) (M-$6; 1,628; $48;244).
Previous week, $47,300; last week,
nearly $43,600.
“Happy Time," Plymouth (24th

,

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019)! Pre-
- vious week, $22,300; last week, al-

j
most $16,100.

“Kiss Me, Kate," Century (79th
wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $46,650). Previous

; week, $38,000; last week, about
i $27,000

“Member of the Wedding,** Em-
pire (27th Wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082;
$24,000). Previous week, $16,300;
last week, about $13,000.

“Mister Roberts," Alvin (124th
Wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276).
Previous week, $21,900; last week,
$21,500; lays off Saturday night
(15) for four weeks.
“Peep Show" Winter Garden

(2d wk) (R-$7.20; 1,519; $53,200).
Previous week's first five perform-
ances.. $36,300; last week’s regu-
lar eight performances, $46,900;

i topped capacity Monday night GO).
“Peter Pan/’ Imperial (11th wk)

(M-$4.80; 1,400; $34,500). Previous
week, $32,000; last week, about
$26,500.

“South Pacific,**- Majestic (65th
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,166). Still
getting the standee limit at all
performances; $50,600.

“Texas, L*il Darlin* »' Hellinger
(33d wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).
Previous week, $12,800; last week,
$11,000; closes Saturday night (15)
for five-week layoff.
“The Consul,” Barrymore (17th

Wk) (M-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $28,200).
Previous week, $21,000; last week,
about $16,000.

,

“Tickets, Please,’* Coronet Glth
wk) (R-$4.80 998; $26,600). Pre-
vious week, $12,000; last week, !

reached $10,000.
“Where’s Charley?" St. James

(90th Wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $38,700).
Previous /week, $30,000; last wCek,
about $25,000.

“Wisteria Trees,** Martin Beck
j(15th wk) (D-$4,80-$6; 1,214; $33,-

000). Previous week, $13,000; 'last
week, $10,500 tfcys ’ off Saturday
night (15) for four weeks.
. Stock
“Julius Caesar,** Arena (3d Wk)

(G-$3; 500; $10,600). Previous
Week, $7,200; last week, $6,400;
Closes Saturday night (15); next
offering, the Gian-Carlo Menotti
double-bill, ‘The Medium’’ and
“The Telephone,” opens July 19.

Future Schedule
Festival Theatre (opening bill*

“Parisienne"), July 24. Fulton;
“Daphne Laurepla," Sept. 18,
Music Box; “Southern

;
Exposure,**

Sept. 26; Biltmore; “Black Chiffon,"
Sept; 27, Mansfield; “Season in
the Sun,** Sept. 28, theatre

,
un-

specified; “Affairs of State," Oct.
2, Royale ; “Giaconda Smile," Oct;
3, Lyceum; “Call Me Madam,"
Oct. 9, Imperial; “Legend of
Sarah;” Oct. 11, theatre unspeci-
fied; “Curious Savage,” Oct.. 12.

theatre Unspecified; “Lady’s Noi
for Burning/* Nov. 6, R0yale.

Los Angeles, July 11.

Weather and the war scare com-
bined last week to hit local legit

biz, only “South Pacific,” as ex-
pected, failing* to skid. Frame saw
the windup of “Getting Married,"
which shut down here after two in-
the-red weeks, but plans a Broad-
way reopening in the fall, under
ANTA sponsorship.

Estimates for Last Week
“Getting Married," Biltmore (2d

wk) ($3.60; 1,636). Dour $9,000 on
the windup; two-week total of
around $19,000 meaning a loss of
about $13,000.

“Miss Liberty/* Greek theatre
(1st wk) ($3.60; 4,400). Open-air
house’s season got off to a slow
start; $39,000 take was some $6,000
below costs.

“South Pacific,” Philharmonic
Aud (7th wk) ($4.80; 2,600). Frac-
tionally off; $57,100 is close to all
house will hold under current
policy.

AL FRESCO ‘SHOW BOAr

Louisville, July 11.

Iroquois Amphitheatre launched
its six-week summer season of mu-
sicals Thursday (7) with “Show
Boat," Jerome Kern and

. Oscar
Hammerstein, II, perennial, lo a
capacity audience in the 3,500-seat

"

spot. Featured were Robert Sha-
fer, Gloria Hamilton, David Burns,
Terry Saunders, Sammy White,
Dorothy Keller, with a local sing-
ing Chorus of 24, corps do ballet,

and an augmented orchestra..

Opening bill continues through
next Sunday night (16) and is un-
der the direction of Denis DuFor,
Subsequent shows will play for one
week, at prices ranging from 60c
to $3.

'Male Animal’ a Click

Columbus, July 11.

First local, exposure to theatre-

in-the-round was successfully

brought off at Ohio State U. Sta-

dium theatre last Wedncsday-Sat-
urday (5-8); With near-capacity,

Crowds viewing “Male Animal/*

Odd angle was that the James
Thurber-Elliott Nugent comedy
was presented beneath the very

stadium and on the campus it

satirizes. Both Thurber and Nu-
gent are OSU grads, and a lot

of their material came straight

from their student days.

Actors for the troupe are recruit-

ed from the student body and from
anyone in £°]umbiis who wants to

audition. Although both Dispatch

arid Citizen critics thought the pro-

duction was okay, Samuel T. Wil-

son, of the former paper, wanted
to reserve his decision on arena
staging uritil he saw a performance
of a drama with which he was riot

so familiar as “Animal.” Norman
Nadel, of the Citizen, pronounced
the first commercial use of arerik

style in central Ohio an unqualified

“overwhelming success/'
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Parisienne
Theron Bamberger presentation of Fes-

tival Theatre production of comedy in

three acts, by Henri Becque* adapted by
Ashley Dukes. Stars Faye Emerson,
Francis Lederer, Romney Brent, Helmut
Dantine. Staged by SamWanamaker; set-

lng, David Reppa. At Bucks County
playhouse, New Hope, Pa„ July ^10, 50,

at S3.6Q top. ^ _ .
•

. „
Clotllde Dumesnll. . . . . ... . Faye Emerson
Adolph Dumesnll\ Romney Brent
Lafont Francis Lederer
Stmson .... . , • «

*

Helmut Dantine
Adclf . » • «. f * • * • • * • » • * • * • *. • Mary Jlcii s

This first Festival Theatre offer-

ing was accompanied by a .
minu-

scule of festivity when it made its

American premiere Monday night

(10) at Theron Bamberger’s local

playhouse, There Was little gaiety

on stage and less on the other side

of the proscenium as Sam Wana-
. maker and Terese Hayden’s inter-

esting cast made valiant efforts to

apply: artificial respiration to Henri
Becque’s 50-year-old script. As an
example of tum-of-the-century
French comedy, “Parisienne” may
have a clinical interest for drama
students, but is so modest in its

plotting and so pedestrian
t

in its

lines that the producers’ object in

exhuming it remained, at. final cur-

tain a mystery.

Action, if that’s the word; in the

single drawing room set, concerns

a typical French triangle, or—-in

this case—a quadrangle, with wife

(Faye Emerson) temporary alienat-

ing one lover (Francis Lederer) so

that she may use another .(Helmut

Dantine) to advance the fortunes

of her ineffectual spouse (Romney

“OF THEE

I SING”
• First Off-Broadway Pro-

duction of George $. Kauf-

man's and Morrie Ryskind's

Pulitzer Prize-winning musi-

cal comedy . . • Now Playing

at CHICAGO 1950 FAIR'S
Music-m-the-Round".

Brent), First two-thirds of the pro-

ceedings are largely scenes of mis-
understanding between Emerson
and Lederer* with latter constantly

in and out of apartment under
proboscis of the unsuspecting
Brent. Dantine appears briefly in

the third act,

In telling, neither Becque, nor
Ashley Dukes* who did English
adaptation, has provided the bright

lines or epigrams the play so sorely

needs. Piece comes to life briefly

at the end of the second act when
Lederer really goes to town on
long monologue section. Matter .of

fact, this comes out essentially

Lederer’s. evening. He’s a delight

as dissolute-seeming* harassed
boulevardier.

Miss Emerson is scarcely Gallic

in type or in performance, but re-

mains a pleasure to look at, espe-

cially in those fin-du-siecle gowns
of the period. No TV-necklines,

but memorable.
Brent and Dantine do well in

smaller roles and local designer
David Reppa has provided an ap-

propriate gilt and satin background
for this French model-A that comes I

complete with soliloquies and
everything,

Sam Wanamaker will no doubt
iron out minor rough spots during
this week in New Hope. Despite

brief and reputed hectic rehearsal

period, opening performance was
reasonably smooth, and production
promises ultimate elegance and
polish. “Parisienne” plays Dennis,

Mass., next week and is scheduled
to arrive at the Fulton, N; Y., July

24, first of quartet including Ibsen,

Riggs and Strindberg, that the Fes-

tival is presenting during its pro-

posed eight-week season in Man-

petent job as the nurse who is

called in to perform certain un-
described. private chores for the

|

mermaid. Camille Pickett and
David Janssen account ““for minor
roles in the ordinary high-standard
Playhouse manner. v

Philip Van Dyke, just iri from
the Pasadena playhouse, staged the
piece smoothly despite only four
days of rehearsals. Tom Jewett’s
set looks inexpensive but serves
Well. As is always the case here,
no expense has been spared in cos-
tuming the femmes.

.
Don*

Miss Maliel
Falmouth, Mass., July 10.

.

Richard Aldrich; by arrangement with
Alexander Irice and Joel Schenker, pre-
sents comedy in three acts (five scenes)
by R. C. Sherriff. Stars Lillian Gish; fea-
tures Harry Bannister, Wallis Clark,
Charles Frahcl?* Gwen Anderson, Marie
Carroll, Mark Roberts, Victor. Beecroft,
Bethell Long. Staged by Arthur Sircom;
settings, George Hoerner. At Falmouth
playhouse, Coonamessett, Mass.* July 10*
'50; at $3.60 top.
Mary, . . ..... , . . . . .. .

.

.Gwen Anderson
Maid . .... ... . ... ..... . .

.

. Caroline Lovell
Peter ................. ... Mark Roberts
Mr. Watkins. . . . . . , ; .

.

. Victor Beecroft
Mr. Smallwood . . . . ....

.

.Harry Bannister
Dr. Harrison. . . . . .. . . ; . . ... Wallis Clark
Mrs. Wilson . . ...... Marie Carroll:
Vicar . . . . .

.

. Charles Francis
Miss Mabel.. . .V. , ... . . . . , .

.

.• .Lillian Gish
Vicarage Maid ......... . . . .. .

.

Gail - Munson
Police Inspector. . ; . ... . . .

.

.Bethel! Long
Constable., . Joseph ; Cline

hattari. Just4

Miranda
; Oguiiquit, Me., July 7,

Manhattan Repertory Theatre Co. pres*,

entation of Mrs; .Walter Hartwig and John
Lane production of comedy .in three acts

(tour scenes) by Peter Blackmore; stars

Anna Lee; features June Dayton. John
Newland, Vicki Marsden, Daisy Atherton,
William Whitehead.- Directed by Philip

Van Dyke; setting. Torn Jewett. At OgUn-
quit (Me.) Playhouse* JUly 3-8, 50; at .$3

Betty ......
Isobcl Lambert ...Vicki Marsden
Lady Marten (Clare). . . . ; . • Anna Lee
Sir Paul Marten ; . . . ... . .

.

.John Newland
Charles; . . . ....

.

.David Janssen
Miranda Trewella. June Dayton
Nurse Carv.

.

i
.

.

Daisy .Atherton

Nigel Hood . . . ; . . . . .

.

.William Whitehead

ii

m

MEYER ZOLOTAREFF—CHICAGO
HERALD-AMERICAN: "ORCHIDS
TO JESS KIMMEL. the brlllqnt stag*

director and adopter of the satire

-on- American foibles. Ha did a

great job of condensing by pack-

ing the acting, singing and chore-

ography Into 60 minutes' space . . v

Magnificent production . . . delight-

ful presentation • • . best entertain-

ment."

CLAUDIA CASSIDY — CHICAGO
DAILY TRIBUNE; * . Most joyous

political satire yet written . . still

a let of fun . . . JESS KIMMEL has

handled the, |eb with affectionate,

discretion . . . A good shew ... .

shrewd production."

ROBERT POLLACK — CHICAGO
SUN-TIMES: ". . . OFFERS BIG-

GEST THEATRICAL BARGAIN IN

TOWN! Compact, one-hpur ver-

sion . • . from torchlight parade to

title song, shows no wear and tear.

Charles Blake, producer, and JESS
KIMMEL, director, have cut a
grand show down to 60 minutes, re-

taining all of the best features of

the wonderful score . . . and book
. . As Ira Gershwin himself puts

It: 'Who could Usk for anything
more?"'

VARIETY: "Tab musicals OK . .

doing a sock job . . . STAGING
BY JESS KIMMEL IS OF BROAD-
WAY CALIBRE!"

!

My sincere THANKS to you all . .

and my deep appreciation to Kent
Chandler, Crosby Kelly, Dick Beck-
hardt, Charles Blake, the splendid

cast; and all thie rest of the char-
acters Involved for making it pos-

sible!

JESS

KIMMEL
Direction: WM. MORRIS AGENCY

A lightweight offering pleasantly

opens the tryout season in Maine
strawhat circles. Acted and dressed

beyond anything -the script justi-

fies, “Miranda” as staged here gets

by nicely with friendly stub-hold-

ers. It hasn’t enough for Broad-
way, though, and Hollywood has.

already done a better job on a

similar, theme for unsensational
returns.
When the Peter Blackmore

comedy was first produced at the.

i Embassy theatre, London, some
years back, the immediate titilla-

tory reaction earned it a spread
in Life mag. Amateur group in

Wellesley Hills, Mass., gave the

script a whirl six months ago, with
some properties used there bor-

rowed for this production. Inci-

dentally, the comedy might appear
to be a natural for suburbanite

,
amateur outfits, where the polite

i
bawdiness of situations and the

;

one set, plus simple casting would
have obvious attractions.

Plot has a fashionable surgeon
introducing a mermaid into his

London flat on a queen-for-a-

:
month deal as a reward for saving

:

him from drowning. A previous
agreement with the siren has the
medico, played by John Newland,
representing the creature to his

: wife and the neighbors as a human
;

invalid whose lower extremities
must he kept well swathed as she
lolls around or is toted in. and out
Of the flat by the males of the cast.

Her odd appetites and reactions
vis-a-vis human males 'and seafood

|

begin telegraphing the firstact cur-

|
tain from the moment she ap-
pears, but it still gets a resound-
ing whoop from the audience here.
Entire action, in fact, seems a

• series of build-ups for the curtains,
with the final fishy payoff sighaliz-
mg the script for what it actually
is—a padded revue skit, kept from
airing its noisome ingredients by
the perfumery of the drawing-

' room gab.
Anna Lee brings to the role of

the surgeon’s distraught Wife more
character shadings than her barren
won’t-you-have-another-drink lines
deserve. June Dayton gives the
mermaid the bounce and pixiness
of a mature Corliss Archer. Her
overwhelmingly healthy presence
provides a misleading aura of
wholesomeness to the production.
John Newland and William White-
head, the latter as a sappy Blooms-

i buryite, work herd to round Out
• somewhat, their cardboard parts, as
does Vicki Marsden as a victimized
neighbor. Ogunquit vet Daisy

' Atherton turns in her usual com-

"Miss Mabel,” . the pleasantly
contrived comedy from the pen of
R. C. Sherriff, which London audi-
ences enjoyed last year and Mme.
Pitoyeff has been doing in Paris,
had its American strawhat pre-
miere at Richard Aldrich’s Fal-
mouth Playhouse tonight.* With-
out benefit of much-needed prun-
ing it Will get ih coining tryout
weeks, the piece ran into a long
evening which stirred up chuckles
but little real laughter. Producer
Alexander Ince and Joel Schenker,
after Olney, Md., Newport, R, I.,

and possibly One or two other
strawhats, plan bringing the play
into Broadway about mid-October,
with estimated financing of $50,000.

This story of a smalltown Eng-
lish spinster eliminating, her
wealthy widowed sister from the
local scene with a serving of poi-
son mushroom soup after forging a
will takes a great deal of telling,

and at present length runs danger
of audience restlessness. Lillian
Gish sustains “Miss Mabel” with
inimitable characterization. She
shines through a cloud of some of
unnecessary dialog about her de-
sire to have the community that
loves her benefit from a fraudulent
will. Miss Gish reaches her peak
in the final scene, facing the law
which is so exacting in matters of
homicide.

Outstanding in the supporting
role of Vicar Wilson’s wife is Marie
Carroll. Harry Bannister, with 81
sides for the solicitor’s role, can be
forgiven for several memory lapses.

Gwen Anderson and Mark Roberts
handle the love interest capably.
Charles Francis keeps the vicar in
convincing character. Victor Bee-
croft’s gardener gets off to good
start but strains a bit as piece pro-
gresses.
The two sets, Miss Mabel’s living

room and the vicarage library,

have been commendably and de-
lightfully done by George Hoerner.
Arthur Sircom’s direction makes
the most of the play, which will

need much pulling together before
Broadway can be seriously consid-
ered.

Plays Abroad
Always Afternoon

London, July 5.
Frith Banbury’s production (in associa-

tion with Reunion Theatre Guild) of
drama . in three acts by Dido MUroy
from a story by Shelagh Fraser. Directed
by Frith Banbury. At Embassy* London,
July 4, ’50.

Jane Armituge. ....... .Margaret Diamond
David Harper ....... . . . .

.

Roderick Lovell
Andre Soublron . . , . . Christian Marquand

;

O. F. Phillipson .... . . . . . : Ernest Thesiger
Laurie Phillipson ...... Margaret Johnston

.

Suzanne Perier . .....

.

,V. .Cecile Cheyreau

A somewhat disjointed psycho-
logical study that misfires despite
some interesting, if improbable,
situations. With a modicum of hu-
mor aqd some modern reaction to
farmyard morals, it is marred by a
slow-moving first act. With con-
siderable revision it might stand a
chance as a West End candidate
and could be turned iqto good
screen material;

Locale is a villa in France. A girl

arrives from England with her
brother to look up her old school
friend; She finds an 'odd menage,
the girl tatty and be-trousered and
shamelessly living with a French
boy under her husband’s roof. Her
spouse has no recriminatory objec-
tion, having reluctantly married
her as a foriri of paternal protec-
tion following the death of her par-
ents. She is afraid of the world,
runs wild and has a phobia/about
being laughed at.

A sudden love develops between
her and the visiting Englishman,
but when he persuades her to get a
divorce and return home with him.
and his sister she gets all tangled
up mentally.

/
After an hysterical scene, she de-

cides to stay put and continue her
irresponsible existence minus her
native boy friend,

Margaret Johnston handles this

difficult role with intelligence,
making a charming gamine. Ernest

[
Thesiger makes a kindly philos-
opher of the complacent cuckold,
and Roderick Lovell is all that is

manly and likeable as the suitor.

Christian Marquand, a French film

actor, does well in his first English
speaking part, conveying the fiery

temperament of the Latin lover.

Margaret Diamond makes a cool

contrast as the happily married
friend. Clem.

spot them for newspapermen? The
newshawks of both sexes wear big
cameras around their necks and
take notes in big books, too.
Grete Zimmer’s picture of Mary

Dugan does riot fit the original
concept of a smart, cool babe who
knew what she was doing even
when in deep trouble. She sees
Mary as a sloppy, beaten-down babe
that no one could ever believe got
$1,000 a week from her lqver. Miss
Zimmer tells most of her sad story
in facial grimaces designed to
scare babies if not audiences. Her
contrast to the cool and precise
performance of Fritz Schmiedel as
district attorney arid Egon Jordan
as judge make her all the sorrier
figure,

All in all, it is a valiant attempt
to give “Dugan” new life, and most
Viennese crlx and public like it.

'
' Isra.

Per Fall Mary Dugan
(Trial of Mary Dugan)

Vienna. June 27.
Play by Bayard Veiller., Features Grete

Zimmer. Fritz Schmiedel, Hans' Frank,
Harry Fuss

.
Dagny Servaes. Directed by

Gustav Manker; set by Gustav Manker.
At Volkstheatre, Vienna.

Va Faire un Tour au
Bois

(Go Take a Walk) :

Paris, June 27.
Michele Verly presentation of farce-

comedy in three acts by Roger Domes.
Directed 'by Roland Pietri. Sets by Mar-
tine. At Theatre Gramont, Paris.
Gaston Lemercler. . . . . . .... Marcel Andre
Chrlstlane . ....... .... . . .

;

, Janey Mourey
Bernard Mailleau . ... * t .....

.

Hubert-Noel
Helene Lemercler, , . . .Marie Marquet
Marcelle Hardy , i . . . . . . .

.

. Michele Verly
Francois Vernet. . .

,

Jacques-Henri Duval
Lise Vernet Monique Artur
Astorius , . . . . ... . ... Paul

.

Demange
Dupont-Chartier . , ..

. . . . .

.

Raymond-Girard

Roger Domes has had the amus-
ing idea of writing a comedy about
a domineering woman whose life
(and through her doriiiriation of the
lives of everyone around her) is

guided by astrological predictions.
The complications include interfer-.

erice in her husband’s affairs, and
the love affairs of her godson and
his fiancee. Add to this a young
stranger who is mistaken for a
celebrated astrologer and the cele-
brated astrologer who is considered
an imposter, and one has about as
much confusion as the human, braih
can stand.
Thanks to the acting, however,

particularly by Mary Marquet as
the wife, and Paul Demange as the
astrologer, there are some really
funny moments in a farce that is

too long drawn out and too com-
plicated to be amusing in its own
right. Fred.

Report from Danbury, Conn., in
last week’s issue referred to Victor
Gilbert as having drawn a gross
Of $9,000 as star of “Chocolate
Soldier” at the Melody Fair. The
name should have read Billy Gil-

bert, of course . , . “Spring for

“Mary Dugan” iri almost any
language is and remains one of the
writing masterpieces of the dis-

trict attorney and dame school.
It is remarkable, especially con-
sidering the play’s age, to observe
how few wasted words the Veiller
Script offers and how skillfully

things are kept in motion on a
static and unchanging courtroom
set. Thus, its reappraisal here
boils down to matters of directorial
conception and performance .

m
This Vienna production is strong

With Viennese, who are not used
to high quality or even realistic
action, and don’t get it here. To
a Yank auditor the disturbing thing
here, as with most transcriptions
of essentially American plays to
the German stage, is the strange
local conception of American types.

Thus, director Manker’s choice
of idiotically costumed and weird-
ly directed reporters in and out of
practically all scenes was both Un-
necessary and sometimes offensive.
Manker believes that U. S. female
reporters wear bobby sox, blond
wigs and sometimes slacks in the
courtroom. Also that they chew
gum arid flash their camera bulbs

Zoo Opera Season
Best in Several Years

Cincinnati, July 11.

Cincinnati Summer Opera at
the zoo drew 12,430 persons at six
performances last week. Capacity
of 2,800 seats was overflowed by
several hundred standees Friday
night (7) for “Madame Butter-
fly*” With Kanazawa and Conley,
and Saturday night (8) for “Der
Rosenkavalier*” With Rornari. Pe-
tina and A 1vary.
Robert Sidell, managing di-

rector, says attendance is the best
for a number* of years. Scale is

from 65c to $4.

1. a p VT. bMiii uiiu uaou men LauiCA a UU1UO
bert, of course - • • Gilbert

: in the judges eyes in the middle
is boniface of Stonehendge, class
eatery in that sector . . “Spring
for Sure,” next Week’s tryout at
the Daggett Playhouse, Westboro,
Mass-, is a musical with book by
Catherine McDonald, score by Mil-
ton Wason and lyrics by Miss Mc-
Donald and Wason. The following
week the same silo will test “Wind-
fall,” a comedy by William Happ
. . . Colin Keith-Johnston, who
closed last week in “Getting Mar-

(

ried” on the Coast, planes east
today (Wed.) to start rehearsals in
“The Winslow Boy*” in Which Basil
Rathbone and Meg Mundy will be
costarred for a strawhat tour;

j

Freeman Hammond, ABC-TV di-
rector, is staging two shows for the !

Cragsmoor, N. Y., theatre, the cur-
1

rent “See How They Run” and
next. Week’s “The Traitor;”... 1

Borah Burman, son of Howard
Burman, Variety correspondent in
Baltimore; assistant pressagent at
John Huntington’s Spa theatre,
Saratoga, N. Y. Beatrice Rice is

treasurer, with Marjorie Shirley
and Edith Card! assistants * . *

Eleanor Wilson will play her origi-
nal Broadway role next week in
the Wellesley summer theatre pro-
duction of “Silver Whistle,” star-
ring John

.
Carradine.

of grave speeches. And, of course,
the male reporters always keep
their hats on. How else Would we

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE 1130

Play, Brokers and
Authors' Roprosontativos
29 West 45th Street, New Yerk

7423 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46* Cel.

Jv 1. SPERAN3
Certified Public Accountant

EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
New York LA* 4-1944

Est. 1932 ,

Available Sept. 1st — The Ideal Setup far

THEATRE "IN THE ROUND" PRODUCTIONS
' a -.

.
.

",
1

- •
,

;

1

. . j 1

.
.

Arena type building with circular balcony.
Seats

| ,500. 2Q x 28 center stage with over-
head lighting equipment. 12 dressing rooms*
Within 10 mile radius: 350,000 people, 10
colleges. This amusement center now in its

25th year of successful operation. Write,
'phone or wire.

JOSEPH T. FAHEY, c/o VALLEY ARENA
Holyoke, Mats. Phono 4220

In "ROBERTA"
PAPER MILL PLAYHOUSE MILBURN, N. J.

JUNE 19 TO JULY 22
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Korea Crimps Tax Cut
Continued from page 2

jie continued, '‘if we can get rid

of this tax. Motion pictjjtf.es •'are

now a recognized part ofHhe press.

1 would he the last to suggest ex-

cises on newspapers and ; maga-

zines, but there is really no differ-

ence. Motion pictures are a me-

dium of communication covered by.

the First Amendment to the Con-

stitution and have been so recog-

nized by the Supreme Court.”

9,000 Pix Houses in Hanger
: Sullivan said that, aside from the

580 theatres which closed in a re-

cent .
six months period, another

9,000 houses “were close to the!

ved ink." He told of a survey by
the National Theatres chain which
revealed that in situations where
there was TV saturation, the box-

olfice was off as much as 40%,
whereas it was down 20% evert

where there was no video.

“Complete relief is heeded be-

cause of our mounting costs,” said

•Sullivan, “We have promised to

pass tlie full Savings on to the
pu blic. The public’s amusement

House-passed bill. He; asked only
that if any other branch of enter-
tainment gets more relief, legit
should get the same treatment.

Met Red Seen at 415G
William Mariice, for the Metro-

politan Opera Assn., expressed full
satisfaction with tiic House bill,

which restores the pre-war excise
exemptions to Opera and symphony
orchestras. He ’estimated that the
Met will run $415,000 in the red
ed. For the 1949-50 season, he said,
next season, unless the tax vis lift-'

the opera had a deficit of $318,000,
as .against a pre-season estimate
that it would be only $200,000. The
higher figure for next year, he
said, Was based upon the new con-
tracts.

;

Charles E. Sands, of the (AFL)
; Hotel and Restaurant Employees
I a n d Bartenders - International*
Union, Claimed that the niteries

1 were discriminated against in the

,

bill which cut the general admis-
sions tax from 20% to 10%, but
; only reduced the nitery bite from

Literati

1/egiter HypOes Book
Opening of the Jean Arthiir-

Boris Karloff starrer, “Peter Pan,”
at the Imperial, N. Y., April 24,

proved a bonanza for the publish-

ing firm of Grosset & Dunlap
which gets out two. versions of the
James M. Barrie fantasy. At the
time: of the preem, company was
selling the classic at “Peter and
Wendy.” An abridged . volume for
children sold for 50c. While the
other was slanted at adults for $1.

Interest in the show reportedly
spurred such a demand in the New
York area for the .two books that
G&D retitled them at “Peter Pan.”

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK I

444 By Frank Scully

Washington, July 11.

Continuing to punch away for complete repeal of the 20% Fed-
eral boxoffice tax, Abram F. Myers and Gael Sullivan disclosed
here yesterday (Mon.) further evidence of how much grosses have
slipped, claiming elimination of the tax bite will help the industry
out of its slump. Testifying before the Senate Finance Committee,
the two film spokesmen, representing the Council of Motion Pic-
ture Organizations, revealed that the local admission tax in Pitts-

burgh has dropped during the last six months from $74,067 to

$48,742, representing the decline in attendance at Pitt filmeries.

In addition, they said, the local boxoffice levy in Chicago slumped
from $139,279 last October to $108 i

562 in April.

Myers and Sullivan pointed out that “a number of circumstances
outside the control of the motion picture industry have combined
to bring about its present plight,” Industry suffered from the
usual outdoor amusements this spring and summer, they said.

Chief reason, however, “is that the people during the war years
were unable to purchase such items as homes, automobiles, refrig-

erators, washing machines, television sets, etc.” Now that controls
on these have been relaxed and installment buying has been made
easier, the public’s spending money is going into durable goods,
they said.

“The motion picture industry,” they .
averred, “relieved of this

unfair tax burden, will be able to stand on its own feet. It seeks
no Government subsidy or price support. It merely asks that in

common with other members of the press, such as newspapers and
magazines, it be relieved of this special form of taxation which it

has borne for so many years. The admission tax Was revived in

1932 as a depression tax. We now ask that the tax be repealed in

order to help it (the industry) out of its depression.”

budget lias shrunken, largely be-
cause of increased costs* of other
things, such as the price of food.”
James F. Reilly, of the League

of New York Theatres, testified

that the gross* income of the na-

tion’s legit houses in the 1944-45
season was $80,000,000. In the
1949-50 season, he said, it was
(town $50,000,000. He pointed out
that the live theatre Is subsidized
in other countries, while it is taxed
in the United States. However, he
said legit had no objection to the

20% to 15%. “We should have the
same tax as others who alsO fur-

nish entertainment,” he contended.
Norman Bomze, legislative chair-

man of the tavern business, said

the small - tavern was badly . hurt
by the nitery tax, and emphasized
that he was speaking “not for the
lush night clubs, but for small
taverns which use local musicians
or an entertainer to encourage
patronage.” He also argued for a

reduction in the gallonage tax on
liquor.

Miami Resort Bally
Continued from page 1

31% increase in the first six

months of the year and the dollar
counterpart reflects a 43% hike in

the same period. One N.Y. depart-
ment store is said to be ordering
10 times as many copies for its

book department as it did a yea?
ago- •

'
'

;

CHATTER
Hiram Haydn, Crown editor-in-

chief, has switched to N. Y. editor

for Bobbs-Merrill.

Jimmy Durante profiled by
Maurice/ Zolotow in current (15)

issue of Satevepost.

“The Way of a Gaucho,” by
George Herbert Childs, sold to

20th-Fox; Prentice-Hall book will

be filmed in Argentina.

Article, “Making Friend s

Abroad,” by French National Tour-
ist Office’s Norman Reader, to ap-
pear in July 16 This Week.
Frances Ruth Keller, wife of Im-

possible Pictures prexy Leonard L.
Levinson, has penned kid-tome,
“Contented Little Pussy Cat,”
which Platt & Munk has published.

Universal Pictures is distributing
a 5,000-word serialization of the
film “Louisa” to key newspapers
on an exclusive basis in each city.

Studio is also prepping mat serial-
izations of pic.

Random House marking its 25th
anni this year, sans hoopla. Pub-
lishing house says that its anni-
versary list, one of its most am-
bitious catalogs, is the best way Of
celebrating the event.

“Newspaper Hall of Fame,”
stunt by publicist Ade Kahn on
behalf of Bill Bertolloti’s Green-
wich Village nitery, is draped
around an autographed photo
from W. R. Hearst to the boniface.

Tallulah Bankhead has written a
piece on Louis Armstrong for the
September showbusiness issue of
Flair. Article was written with
staffer Shaba Ager, daughter
Cecelia (ex-Variety ) Ager. Actress
got $1,000 for the 2,000-word piece.

tels are turning down reservations
(especially the aircortditioned

ocean-front plusheries) for the next
six weeks. JThis obtains despite all

forms of gambling, including ordi-
nary bookmaking, not in action,

thanks to state and national inves-

tigations on crime and chance set-

ups.

Heavy load of tourists brought
reopening this past week of several
niteries here, including the 5

O’clock Club, Clover and Bar of
Music. All were sold oiit for sev-
eral nights after announced pre-
miere, and all look to continued
heavy reservation loads. Add to
this the current sock patronage
'which spots featuring strippers are
attracting; the consistent weekend
business attracted by the hotel-
vale lounges which are booking top
acts, where available, and the pic-
ture here; easily approximates the
Winter season, although the Copa
t-ity and Beachcomber, as well as
the casinos further up the line,
are closed,

. v

Copa City looks to reopen soon,
if current negotiations go through,
as an arena theatre for legit for a
minimum 10-week run. Ned
^’huyler, due to officially take over
the big place on Tuesday (11), is
J'oncly to assign operation of the
eIl, b to Sandy Scott and a group
ho are ready to put up guarantees

tm* the period, once they get the
Danny and Kitty- Davis are

tuuclying an official opening on the

15t.h at their nitery vvith,the same
idea, with “Bom Yesterday” the
initial play projected. Both opera-
tions will be Equity staffed.

Top acts are playing the hotel

circuit, which comprises the Sax-
ony, Sans Souci, Delano, Delmoni-
co, Sherry-Frontenac, Martinique,
and there just isn’t enough of the

better type of talent now in the

area. Same talent problem applies

to tbe dozens of stripperies around
the Beach and in Miami. Shortage

of the unveilers has led local agents

to get on the wires to Chicago and
Cleveland, as well as New York, to

seek out the femmes. Right now
they're all \yorking a local route

that comprises some 20 spots.

The Chamber of Commerce and
the Hotel Association are gleeful

that the greater Miami area has

finally, come into its own as a year

’round resort. The 5,000 here for

the Elks convention, with others

coming up, provides a picture of

how the town is straining at the

seams. Rates are in the $5-$10

bracket for non-airconditioned ho-

tels, wi th the .
Carrier-constructed

types from $10 to $14. That’s for

two in a room which, wintertime,

calls for $18-$35.

Most surprising factor is that

tourists from New York, .
Pennsyl-

vania, New Jersey and other north-

eastern states are
.

topping the

southern and midwest arrivals.

Previous years they were strictly

from snowtimes* „ „

Liberty, Miss., July 6.

Armored in a Harris tweed suit, a Scotch tam-o-shanter, long under-
wear and winter dialog, I motored (in a closed car, naturally) to L. A.’s

Griffith Park on the eve of July .4 to see. Gene Mann’s production of

“Miss. Liberty,” that frail filly of surprising stamina from the Irving

Rerlin-Robert E. Sherwood stable of Broadway musicals.

it was staged outdoors at the Greek theatre, a 4.400-seater, and every
Greek and his fraternity brother was' there. Of the Broadway cast,

Mary McCarty was about the sole survivor of any importance, and
around the Hollywood faubourgs she is looked upon as .a local girl, due
to the fact that she went to Immaculate Heart College, which is within
yodeling distance of the Greek theatre. A robust 'girl,

.
built more

p
along the lines of the original model of Mile. Liberty, Miss McCarty

Sales Of thb- 50c edition show a
j

had been trained from childhood to withstand the rigors of a California
summer,; where 90 degrees at noon and 45 degrees at 10 p.m. is routine.

In the second act, when she reprised “Homework,” the hot vapors of
her melancholy exhalations could be seen all over the immense arena.
Wrapped in my woolens, as I watched her exhale, I felt as. if I were
riding along in a one-horse open sleigh on the way to Grandma’s for
Christmas dinner in Woodstock, Vt

/ Was lit Dry Ice?

It reminded me, too, of one time I had watched a picture being shot
in North Africa on awinter s night. It was supposed to be a summer’s
evening, but the star’s steaming breath kept spoiling the illusion. So
thq, director, with a heart as cold as a Moscow mule, ordered the shiv-
ering star to suck on ice before each '“take” to step her breath from
clouding the negative.

Milling around the entrance to .the Greek theatre' before the opening
of “Miss Liberty,” I ran into. Tommy Hill, the cartoonist. He had a
tale to tell that indicated how badly authors are sold by publishers.
“You see this blanket?” he asked.

I looked at a beautiful alLwool blanket that must have cost $25 if it

cost a ha’penny.

. “I was in Canada last year,” he explained, “and I had the copy of
‘Rogues Galiery’ which you gave me. A trader of Indian blankets,
enamored by its opening chapter, asked me to let him read the rest of
it. But I was pulling out the next day. J told him I simply couldn’t
do it. He promised he’d mail the book back to me. I asked him what
security he had to offer. So he gave me this blanket. Isn’t it a beauty?”

How To Sell Books
It certainly was. In fact it looked to me as if Hill had made more

on a loan of one copy of a book than I did on a year’s royalties, indi-

cating that publishers must be catering to the wrong people. After all,

Harold Bell Wright made millions by selling away from bookstores to
feed stores.

To get inside the Greek theatre I had to flash my old credentials of
Gate Crashers Local No. 7. Naturellement. The regular tickets were
sent to the Abyssinian office of Variety or something.

Gene Mann, who was working up a fine lather herding the 4,400 cus-
tomers (all carriage trade) into the Hellenic corral, couldn’t believe his
mailing system had gone awry, but to me it’s an old story and not
peculiar to his organization but to mine. I’ve had to crash everything
from sideshows to national frontiers in my time. In fact, I believe I’m
the most unaccredited correspondent in the history of journalism,
During the war before this one, with guards all around the White

House, I got to a press conference on the premise that I had a pair of
hand-tooled duraluminum crutches President Roosevelt wanted to see.
It turned out he wasn’t even in town, but Steve Early and Marvin
McIntyre were so fascinated by the way I handled my elbow*-action
aides, that they begged me to come back later and demonstrate them
for FDR. Then they gave me his car and his chauffeur for the rest of'
the day.

v A Mugs; In Ermine
As we drove past the guards, who had viewed my entry with grim-

visaged suspicion, I got a salute and, of course, being a Variety mugg
trained in protocol I returned it as one to the manner born. Ethiopia

' was without an ambassador at the time, so the guards might have mis-
taken me for Haile Selassie’s bird-dog.

|

For the kindness shown to me by the President’s aides, I had a
i pair of my sticks dispatched to him. They were made to his measure,
but due to priorities they had to be made of tube steel, which is three
times heavier than duraluminum. I’m afraid the weight of them
discouraged their use. I received them back after his death and they
didn’t look as If they had been Used much.
My own models have propelled me over half the world. They even

worked me up to the arm of Miss Liberty on Bedloe’s Island years
before Messrs. Berlin and Sherwood got around to their gay musical
about the immortal lady and what she meant to the circulations of"
M. Bennett’s Herald and Herr Pulitzer's World—both, alas, as well ai
their owners, long since dead.
The Scully Circus visited Bedloe’s Island late in 1941. We took three

of our kids. Like most New Yorkers I had never got around to paying
the lady my devoir when I could have done it by hopping over from
Park Row any day. But on the eve of Pearl Harbor’s destruction, I
drove across the country with the Scully Circus and set out to see cer-
tain historic objets d’art for the first time. The Statue of Liberty was
one of them.

The Heart of the Nation
It’s amazing how little New Yorkers know about the statue. Some of

the best informed said we could drive to within 100 yards of the base,
so you can imagine what the ignorant! were handing out by the way
of. travel directions.

Actually, you get there by leaving your car at home and taking a
tug-sized steamer from the Battery. I remember the Skipper, our
first-born, aged 10 at the time, climbed up the inside of her arm. It
Was 150 feet up. The Vibration scared him a little, v

“I thought I felt her heart beating,” he whispered? awed and obvi-
ously frightened.
As far as “Miss Liberty” is concerned, the field Is still fairly wide

open. It seems to me at least as many shows could be done around her
attempts to enlighten the world as have been done about various Billy
the Kids trying to shoot her lamp put.
The scene-stealer pf the Coast production was not Mary ; McCarty,

Kenny Baker or Beverly Tyler, but that grand old coutouriere of gowns
and fiddles, Odette Myrtil. She played the often-clinked, phoney
French countess and even yanked out her fiddle to seduce James
Gordon Bennett—a scene, I suspect, that wasn’t in the Sherwood-
Berlin original production. The hills echoed with laughter and applause
every time she finished a scene.
The last time I had seen her was at dinner, 10 years ago, en famille

with the Albert Parsons Lewins, She had spent the day designing
dresses for a fashionable lady who kept hitting the bottle between try-
ons, Her lord and master had lost all sense of smell. Thus, when his

i

lady walked down the stairs in her new gown to meet the assembled
guests he had no idea she was hanging on his arm for succor, until

20th Brass
Continued from pagfe 1

Zanuck’s supervision, are ear-

marked originally for showing in

churches, schools and before com-
munity groups. They range in

running time from 20 minutes to

an hour and so are expected to be
converted to TV use with little dif-

ficulty,

TV Production Dept.
With these as a starter, it is be-

lieved the 20th execs may decide
to put regular video programs on
film, for sale to sponsors and net-

works. Top officials for both the
film industries have consistently

maintained that up to 80% of all

video programs, some day will be
on film. While the major Holly-

wood studios are expected to pro-

vide a large share this material,

one has yet actually started in

production.

Twentieth several years ago set

up a TV production department in

N. Y. for the express purpose of

turning out films for TV. Unlike
other vidfilm. producers, however,
20th would lens the films only on
specific assignments from broad-
casters or sponsors^ A few spot
commercials were produced but,

when orders for the longer sub-
jects/failed to roll in, the- depart-

ment was virtually abandoned.
Among 20th’s other TV activities

in the past have been a year’s pro-

duction on NBC-TV’s “Camel
Newsreel Theatre,” which is now
produced by the network itself,

and setting of the deal for March
of Time to turn out “Crusade in

.

Europe,”

MM n* .
fv\*A

It has also been rumored that
;

20th, along with some of the other
major companies; might open up
to video some of its old feature

product on which the theatrical

boxoffice value has been exhaused.
This has been denied, however, by
company spokesmen.

she collapsed at his feet. It was dreadful and strictly from Minsky.
Under the circumstances it was doubly delightful to see Odette again

acting low comedy instead of living it. For one who had studied violin

in Brussels under Eugene Isaye she has traveled a strange trail ana
always jin the best of humor. “Countess Maritza,” “The Cat and the
Fiddle- and “Roberta” would all be worth reviving to see her por-
traying her old parts again. Like Miss Liberty from her belle Franc#,
Odette seems indestructible.
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B. G. (BUDDY) DE SYLVA
B, G. (Buddy) DeSylva, song-

writer,' music publisher, play-

,vl
.jght and film and legitimate

producer, died July 11 in Holly-

wood at 55. story, on page 2. .. .

LODEWICK VROOM
todewick Vrooiri, 68, producer,

Manager and press representative

of many Broadway productions,

died of a heart ailment in New
York July 4. :/•-.•

J ’

Born in St.~John, N. B„ Vroom
came to this country at an . early

age an d promptly identified him-
self with the theatre. He began
liis 40-year association in the the-
atre as press representative for
Charles Frohman and remained
with. him until his death aboard
the Lusitania, in 1915. He then be-
came connected with Henry Miller
and Gilbert Miller ajs press repre-
sentative and; manager. Later, he

.-..produced''-- a revival of Gilbert &
Sullivan operettas; and was pro-
ducer with the New Opera Com-
pany, of “Rosalinda” in 1942.
Since that time he served as

general riianager for Rita: Hassan
and Barnard Straus, and also, was
manager. of the Henry Miller the-
atre,-. N. Y. He was a member of
live Players Club and Dutch Treat
Club; he was also a former presi-
dent, of the Association of Theatri-
cal Agents and Managers. Sur-
vived by a son, Paul, also a theatre
manager.

Rooney, Sr., died in Glendale, Cal.,
July 9. Although she retired when
vaude went underground, she did
a comeback with “Ken Murray’s
Blackouts’- on the Coast in 1848
and also appeared with it at the
Ziegfeld, N. Y.
Miss Rooney entered showbusi-

ness when a youngster in an act
With her brother, Pat, called “Chips
Off The Old Block” (referring to
their famous dad, for whom young
Pat was named) at Tony Pastor’s
Music Hall, N. Y. When Pat mar-
ried Marion Bent and teamed in
ah act with her, Miss Rooney met
and married Clayton Kennedy, with
whom she did an act for years.

in addition to her brother, she
is survived by two sisters, Josie
and Julia; also former troupers.

RONALD GRAHAM
Ronald Graham, 38, radio and

JULIA ANDERSON
Mrs. Julia Breaker,

. 86, Danish-
born author and actress, < known
professionally as Julia

.
Anderson;

died in New York, July 3.

On May 14, 1888, Mrs. i Broaker
appeared in the role of Inez in “A
Wife’s Secret” at the Theatre Co-
mique in Harlem, with Rose Stahl,
who was later to win renown for
her performance in “The Chorus
Lady” and other plays.
She was married to. Frank

Broaker in 1886. He died in 1941.
In 1890 she retired from the

stage to devote her full time to

writing and community service
work. Three of her plays were
produced in New York. They were
‘•The Day After,” in 1895; “Jack

JACK PULASKI
In loving momory «f my d*or Jack

(tb»e) who Uft mt July 16th, 1948.

-Lil.

Metro in Australia since it was or-
ganized 26 years ago.

HELEN HOLMES
Mrs, Helen Holmes Saunders,

58, known in the silent film days
for her serial, “The Hazards of
Helen,” died after a heart attack
iii Hollywood, July 8,

Known professionally as Helen
Holriies, she was discovered by
Mack Sennett .in''.1912 and special-
ized later in hair-raising stunts
that made her famous..
She had been operating a small

antique business in her San Fer-
nando home arid had an extensive
collection of rare dolls.

Mrs. David balaban
Mrs, Katherine" Katfc Balaban

,

widow of David Balaban, a co-foun-
der of the Balaban & Katz theatre
Chain, died July 8 in Miami. For-
merly of Chicago, she had been
traveling since the death of her
husband a year ago.
Her survivors are a son, Max-

two daughters, Gail arid Gloria

;

her mother, Mrs. Rose Katz, . and
three brothers, Harry, Marcus arid
Louis Katz.

MARRIAGES
Legit Financing
Continued from page %

Patricia Northrup to Ray Hyson,

;

Chicago, July 7, Bride is principal
j

player in Chi ^Oklahoma” cast;

!

he’s in “Roarin' Twenties” at the
\ . *_A AAA .. . ,

Blaekhawk, Chi, ' er, having taken $50,000 which he

Sara Dillon to Shepard Coleman,
-‘ s *>ut UP among friends. Ralph

Chicago, July 8. Bride is comer Hart, another businessman investor

dienne in Chi company of “Okla-
; in Blondes/' also has a hunk of

homa”; he's a musician. 1

“The Medium” pic. Other share*
Lucia Parks to Tommie Timlin, holders include playwright Moss

Boston, June 19. Both are dancers.
! , T , , . T

Patricia Johnson to Warren
j

Hart, legit producer Joseph Hy-

Schmoll, Plymouth, Wise., July 3. man, Hollywoodite George Sidney,
in the ^our“

|
radio package producer Mildredmg Oklahoma.

, Fenton, Irvin Wolf; exec of the

GEORGE W/ REIFF
George W. Reiff, 71, former

vaude performer, died in Cleve-
land, July 7; v

. Early in his /career he and his
brother, Julius, played the Coli-
srium theatre in London and their
act was the hit of the bill. For
more than a quarter of a century
Reiff toured the country iri the
vaude act, joined by Burleigh Mur-
ray, who later became his wife.

Survived by wife,
'

television singer who had been
featured in several Broadway mu-
sical productions, died July 4 in
New York. He suffered a heart
mtack a week ago.
Born in Hamilton, Scotland, he

fame to this country at the age
>f 10. He was educated in public
schools in Alameda, Cal., and at-

tended the University of Califor-
nia, where he filled baritone sing-
ing roles as a member of The
Players.

Graham, who entered radio in
San Francisco, had pajrts in sev-
eral large commercial broadcasts
alter winning the nation-wide At-
water Kent Radio Prize. In 1937
lie came to New York for his first

Broadway role in “Virginia,”
From 1938 to 1944 he had im-

portant parts in. Such Broadway
p I ays as “The Boys From Syra-
cuse,” “Du Barry W a- Lady,”
"The Lady Comes Across,” “By
Jupiter” and “Dream With Music.”
He was seen also in a number of

Cortney’s Wife,” in 1905, and
“Rainbow .Follies of 1922,” written
in collaboration with James Dy-
renforth.

CHARLOTTE LEARN GARRITY

July 6, 1947

Wo miss you Darling—

Your Husband, Son and Daughter

.

JOHN, JOHN, JR., AND PATRICIA

LOWELL BRENTANO
Lowell Brentano, 55, author-

playwright and son of the founder
of ‘the Brentano bookstores chain,
died of heart ailment in New York,
July 8.

Upon leaving college he joined
hisjfather’s firm but left it in 1933
to devote his time to writing of
plays and novels. Among his plays
Were “The Spider” (in collabora-
tion with Fulton Oursler), . which
had a Broadway run in 1926; “Zep-
pelin” (in collaboration with Earl
Crooker and Elbert Moore); ‘‘Fa-

mily Affairs,” “Danger—Men Work-
ing” and “Great Lady,” a musical,
In addition, he had also written
many novels and articles for vari-
ous publications.

Survived by mother arid a sister.

SAM BERNARD
Sam Bernard, 61, veteran legit

and screen actor, died in Holly-
wood, July 5. However, despite
similarity of names, he is not to

be confused with Sam Bernard of
Weber & Fields Music Hall fariie

and later Broadway musicomedy
star, who passed away in 1927.

Survived by wife and two sisters.

E. L. REIFF
E. Lewis Reiff. 67; former treas-

urer of Keith theatre, Philadel-
phia, died last week at his home
in Primos, Pa.

Iri recent years, Reiff conducted
a mid-town insurance agency. His
wife and a daughter survive.

Wally Downey’s sister, Maude
Ruggeri, 52, died in Salt Lake
City, June 29, of cancer. Surviv-
ing are her husband, Dr. Charles
Ruggeri, and two children. Downey
is the music publisher and foreign
consultant to ASCAP.

Trudy Lucas to Joe Arnes, Chi-
cago, July 7. He’s of the Ames
Bros, vaude and nitery act;

May Co. in Pittsburgh, Clinton
Wilder, Ellis Slater, David Cantor,
stage meager of “The Consul,’*

Felicia Schiff Warburg to Robert a°d Charles Pratt, assistant stage

William Sarnoff, New York, July 7.
1 manager.

He's son Of Brig. Gen .David Sar-j- In addition to Miss Powers, Leo
rioff, chairman of the board of • Coleman, of the original company.
Radio Corp. of America, and with j will be iri the film; Also a possi-

National Broadcasting Co.
;

she’s bility is Evelyn Keller, although
non-pro, Lowendahl is still . testing other

Stieila Mary Whelan to Richard
;

singers, Only three additional prin-

Fulmer Decker, Stamford, Conn., rcipals are needed. They have not

July 8. Bride is a concert singer 'been inked yet.

and legit actress.
. [

Menotti, who is directing a “the-

AnVktr fA idiv-c+aA atre-in-the-rourid” version of ‘•The

Wood^New^Yrirk July^’O ^IIe^s a Medium,” to open at .the Edison

television director, with. Young ^
Rnhiram a^enev rect the film. Since this is liis*first

- Anna Buck toPfc Dick F.infeld,
;

«“
Sari Francisco, July 7. ,He ?s the as co-director

son of 20th-F0x veepee Charles and chief cameraman.
Eirifeld and in the Signal Corps.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Cy Wagner, son,.

Chicago, June 29. Father is radio

Mfenotti is also expanding the. 60-

minute Broadway version to 75... t

o

80 rninutes. for the film, by adding
music, No distrib has beeri set. for

the pic, although Lowendahl has
been approached by Selznick Re-

Entertainment Agency there, j
the majors who ate interested mitertamment Agency there, tne

*J\

aj0
-L
s wn° ai

r,
int
TA

s
AA ,A »

» , . . ' possibly* handling it, Lowendahl
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Salmaggi,

lintfi iA, finkhed hpfore
tughter, New York, July 1. :

fimshed before
daughter, IYtW .

. A ULU, ,W WAJ A. i

•

fl
J A _ |

Father is company manager of maKinS. ** a“ai *

TV In Census
Continued from pace 27

George Ziegler Lawson, 53, who
for 12 years was in the advertising
art department of Warner Bros;
Theatres in Philadelphia, died in
Peririsauken, N, J., July 5. Survived
by wife, son and daughter.

films, including “Ladies in Wash-
ington.” At his death he had been
active in radio and television.
He leaves his. wife, Florence

SuncLst roni. an actress; his mother?
* sister and two brothers.

MARTY BARRETT
Ma rlv Barrett, 46, an actor

*mce childhood, died in Monti-
rello. N. Y., July 4, after suffering
« heart attack.

Ba ite It wa s the son of the late
Jiicob Baritz, a star of the Yiddish
fmge, who died while appearing
m a performance at the Second
Avenue theatre, N. Y., in, 1931.
1 ne younger Barrett had finished

.

* pcrlonriarice at a Monticello ho-
1 el when he was stricken.
_

Barrett began acting as a child
on the Yiddish stage and went on
Vo burlesque and vaudeville as a
^median. He last appeared on
Roadway in . 1948 iri the role cre-
oted by Joey Faye in “High
Button Shoes” and was with the
miuonal company of that produc-
Hon in Chicago.
surviving are his wife, Goldie

'Msman Barrett, wha appeared
"''H] him

. in a vaude act; his
mother-, and two brothers, Irving

Leslie. Barrett; Former is
oooKer of one-niter vaude for
"riO theatres.

FRANK J. HOLLAND
Frank J, Holland,. 67. actor and

producer, died July 8 in Fort
Wayne, Ind.

Holland was singing on Ihe
stage of the Iroquois theatre, Chi-
cago, bn Dec. 30, 1903, when a
tragic fire broke out. A vaude-
ville performer, circus owner and
producer, he had written “Good
Morning to You,” theme song of

Don McNeil’s Breakfast Club radio
program. His autobiography,
“Trials and Smiles of Show Busi-
ness,” is in the process of publi-
cation.

Since retiring from show busi-

riess. he had worked with a surgi-

cal supply firm;

JOSEPH D. MeELHINNEY
Joseph D. McElhinney. 45; iden-

tified with the motion picture in-

dustry in. Seattle and the Orient
for 25 years, died in Seattle,

July 2.

McElhinney was a distribution

representative for 2Qth-Fox in

Singapore at the outbreak of the

Second World War and was in-

terned for 43 months. Before

the war he was a film salesman in

Montana for 13 years. .

After the war lie returned to

Seattle as salesman; for Eagle Lion
and later became branch manage?.

Mother of David A. Lipton. Uni-
versal - International ad - publicity
director, died in Chicago July 9.

She also leaves three other sons
and a daughter.

Popular Price Grand Opera Co.
and managing editor of music mag.
international Lyric Courier.

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harmon,
daughter, Hollywood, July 4. Fath-

1

er is a writer-producer.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Baumberg, is being produced just a split sec-

son, Brighton, Mass., June 25, ond before we see it; The whole

SLffiS? program becomes^ a vital, living

Mr. and Mrs. Max Allentuok, presentation which holds our at,

son, New York, July 8. Father
.
tention and increases our interest.”

is general manager for legit pro- However, the report points out,
ducer Kermit Bloomgarden; ,. ... . . .

mother is legit actress Maureen ^Gre are some disadvantages m
Stapleton. using video for training, oarlicu-

Mr and Mrs Sid O Rove larly in the lack of communication

daughter, Kew Gardens, n! Y., ie-
.

between the classroom^ and the in-

cently. Father is an artist in Uhi- structor. • Also, the inflexibility of

versal-International sales promo- the tiirie schedule, imposes a
tion dept. * rigidity yhich prevents serving

Mr. and Mrs. Robert William (he needs of individual classes.

Jackson, daughter, New York, July ! The video training experiment,

9. Father is son of vet agent Billy conducted in conjunction with the
land Rosalie) Jackson: 1950 census, had its initial tryout

Mr. and Mrs. William B. 'Moss, in l^te March in cooperation with

son, Santa Monica, July 9. Mother
;

the Special Devices Center of the

is Jane Withers, screen actress. Navy Dept. Ten geographical zones

Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Hall, Jr., on Long Island served as locations

daughter, Englewood, N. J., July with five classes of 20 urban e’ui-

8. Father is a radio announcer and mcrators each trained entirely by
sori of Jack Pearl’s straight man.

Marvin Lee Sutton, 57, chief of
the lighting fixture department at
20th-Fox for 15 years, died in Hol-
lywood July 8 of cerebral throm-
bosis.

Husband, 52, of Belle Meyer,
secretary of Sam SeideJman. Eagle
Lion Classics foreign manager,
died of a heart ailment in New
York July 8.

Mother, 70, of Dick Gabbe, of

the personal management firm of
Gabbe, Lutz & Heller, died in New
York, July 3.

Mother of Fanny and Kitiy
Watson, vaude team, died iri Buf-
falo, N. Y., July 8. Another daugh-
ter also survives.

Continued from page 27

video and their crew leaders, while
; fi ve others were trained in the con-
ventional manner^ as were other
enumerators throughout, the coun-
try. The latter 100 is to serve as

,
the control group for the experi-
ment.

can life at every level, including ! The training program was tele-

singing and dancing. Roy Rogers cast from Sands Point. L. I., via

and Dale Evans, who are sponsored closed circuit, to five class rooms,

by Quaker on radio, have been two at Sinds Point and three at

tentatively set to top the guest list the U. S. Merchant Marine A ca d-

on the preem. erny, about 15 miles away. Tire

Deal marks/ the return of the Video teaching • was interspersed

Stone outfit into the packaging throughout the regular training

business/ Stone recently had de- ,

program on each of four days.

S 3U70
Continued from page 27

cided to devote most of his activi

ties to merchandising items en-
dorsed by “Howdy Doody,” Jackie
Robinson, etc.., maintaining only
the “Howdy” „show on TV. With
the pacting of “Americana,” NBC’s
Sunday programming will have their pacting lor exclusive video

Burr Tillstrom’s “Land of Oz” fol- rights to the Saturday might sports
low from 5:30 to 6 and the “Hopa- events at Madisori Sq. Garden
long Cassidy” westerns from 6 to 7. ,v NeXt move . ho or
Agency for Quaker Oats is Sher- • -Next.. move • might, ne

MATTIE ROONEY
Mattie Rooney, 72, former vaude

Performer and sister of Pat

PERCY TELFORD
Percy Telford, district manager

of Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth,

for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of Aus-
tralia, died July 8 in an automobile

accident there. J O, Steedman,
Melbourne branch manager, and
J. P. Briscoe, Adelaide branch
manager, who were accompanying
him, were seriously injured.

They were en route to Sydney
to attend a branch manager’s

meeting. Telford had been with

Mother, 47, of Rosalind Patton,
vocalist in the Elliot Lawrence
orch, died July 1 in Philadelphia;
Survived by two daughters.

man & Marquette.

Brother of Arthur McManus of
20th Century-Fox’s St. Louis sales

staff died of pneumonia in Panama
June 27.

‘Miss Television'
Continued from page 27

move ‘ might ne on

Sunday nights, whjere NBC will

have its big-name-! variety show
bucking directly against Ed Sulli*
van’s high-rated “Toast of 1he
Town” on CBS. DuMont believes
that it could turn out a good hour-
long dramatic package in that
Sunday night at 8 slot and, even
though such a show might not draw
the ratings of the two competing

Monroe Wayne, 47, engineer for

Decca Records since that firm was
organized, died July 6 in Santa
Monica, Cal.

Father, 66, of Candy Candido,
comedian, died July 5 in Santa

’ Monica, Cal.

Mother, 66, of Patricia Duff of
Warners studio, died July 7 in

North Hollywood.

signed with Schwimmer since the

plan was announced here last

week. He hopes the final lineup
will include about 50 outlets. Eight

;
vaudeo presentations, it could still

stations report contests have been pay off handsomely for an adver-
sold for local sponsorship. ! User,

Plans for the 1951 contest are
j

Also in DuMont’s thinking is an

j

more elaborate. This year Radio
\

expansion. Of its present daytime
[Feature’s franchise goes for $1, but

j

operation once the current base-
tap next year will be steeper. In

|

ball season, winds. DuMont pio-

! 1951 it’s planned to make the local neered in daytime video and .made
I elimination contest a six-month the venture pay off. Since talent

buildup/ with the local winner, to for pre-supper programming usual-
walk off with $5,000 to $10,000 in : ly costs less than the top names on

;

prizes, arid the national winner to ! nighttime video, the web thinks
‘. be griaranteed from $25,000 to $50,- that spending some of its new pro-
1

000 in prizes, plus a year’s video gram budget for daytime expan-
, contract. j sion might be a wise move.

^



HIS MAGIC PIANO '

and his ORCHESTRA

THANKS:
to the late Ernie Byfield and Frank Bering, Jim

Hart and Pat Hoy for the opportunity to Score,

Conduct, and Play "Salute to Cole Porter",

"Salute fo Rodgers and Hammerstein", and "The

College Inn Story", the most successful shows ever

produced at the College Inn, Hotel Sherman, A
total of 75 weeks.

THANKS:
to the many Disk Jockeys, Coin Machine. Opera-
tors, Record Dealers and Distributors for their

wonderful support in launching my first record

"BEWITCHED".

THANKS:
to Harry Levine (booker Paramount Theatres)

and Nate Platt Managing director Chicago
Theatre.

and THANKS

:

to Arena Stars Incorporated, Ralph Wonders and
Leonard Romm for assuming the difficult duties of

personal management, and allowing me more time

to devote to "OSCAR" the Magic Piano; for their

unceasing efforts in guiding my career and ar-

ranging for the privilege of playing to the gen-

eral public in theatres, hotels and clubs through-

out the world.
0

Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

OPENING JULY 14

CHICAGO THEATRE

for 2 WEEKS

TOWER RECORDS

Personal Management: ARENA STARS INC
366 North Camden Drive, Beverly Hills, California

RALPH WONDERS, Pres.
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Bohemia’s Bustin’

Out All Over G.V.
By JOE COHEN

Greenwich Village is now one
of the busiest nitery sectors in

New York. Business in the bars
and niteries is believed to be at

an alltime peak, exceeding even
the lush wartime years. The Vil-

lage is again the mecca of tourists

as well as natives in the know.
The flourishing’ bistros and tour-

ist traps have been able to snag
this peacetime bonanza by virtue
of taking the most lucrative cafe-

show elements of the old “bohe-
mian” Village and ‘have combined
them with items found on 52d
Street, Harlem, Broadway and the
eastside. The potpourri encom-
passing virtually all * cafe-going
tastes is paying off.

In addition, boplfaces in this

section, have added a few gimmicks
of their own. In some spots after-

hour drinks are available. There
are B girls in many cafes, and en-

couragement of the patronage of

male and female Krafft-Ebingites.
These AC-DC customers provide a
picturesque part of Village bars
and niteries, and a cuffo automatic
draw for the joints. For many, a
drink at the bar can constitute an
evening’s entertainment. Flutter-

ings of the boys and athletic stance
of the femmes have long been a
primary attraction to this part of

New York town.
Despite the current accent on

type of entertainment not readily
available elsewhere, the legit spots
are hitting a good stride. Spots
such as Bill Bertolotti’s, El Chico
and others are attracting a staple
element as they have done for
many years.
Cafe Society Downtown has a

varied business beat, depending
upon the headliner. The Village
Vanguard, now closed for the sum-
mer, was one of the more pros-
perous spots. Nick’s and Eddie
Condon’s have long been gathering
spots for the swing aficionados and
for the classicists, Elsie’s Music
Box (also shuttered for the sum-

(Continued on page 55)

War Looks to Accelerate

Veterans Hospital Shows
Washington, July 18.

The Korean war crisis may
change the fall campaign plans of
the Veterans Hospital Camp Shows
which is the peacetime equivalent
of USO-Camp Shows. VHCS,
which had been planning a fund-
drive around October, is expected
t(

?
amalgamate with the Asso-

ciated Services for the Armed
Forces in a single drive to raise
monies to provide entertainment,
jot only for the Armed Forces, but
for the wounded vets of World
War II as well.
Extent of U. S. involvement in

the current Korean war will dic-
tate whether ASAF will go on a
wartime expansion. In that case,
Jts likely that ASAF will be the

agency in the setup with
VHCS as a subsidiary agency. It’s

(Continued on page 16)

GODFREY PLUGGING 2D

STOCK PRODUCT ON CBS
Arthur Godfrey has finalized his

new stock venture deal, involving
Reddi-Wip, a whipped cream prod-
uct. Starting Oct. 1, Godfrey takes
over the 2:30 to 3 Sunday after-
noon period to plug the product,
in which he now owns a hefty
chunk of stock.
Program will be a digest of the

previous week’s morning shows,
similar to the show which Chester-
field sponsored Saturday nights on
CBS.
Reddi-Wip marks stock venture

No. 2 in Godfrey’s programming
roster. During the past season
he’s been teaching uke lessons on
TV for Hi-V, an orange juice con-
centrate. He owns a big piece of
it.

LP Side on the Air
*

The stepped-up “battle of the
speeds” among the major com-
panies, which finds Columbia Rec-
ords as the lone holdout on em-
bracing 45 rpm, will be taken to

the people via radio starting Sept.

10. On that date, Columbia starts

sponsorship of a Sunday afternoon
(1:30 to 2) program on its parent
company network, CBS, to plug
LP records.

Columbia Records had a similar-

ly sponsored program last season,

but on a very limited network and
for a limited time. In the fall,

however, CR will expand to 75

stations and plans a full season
promotion campaign to make lis-

teners LP conscious.

YANKS’ KOREAN UPBEAT

UPS TV, FILM STOCKS
More * encouraging news from

American forces in Korea, specifi-

cally that GIs were starting on the

offensive, was all that was needed
to make a better stock market yes-

terday (Tues.). Radio and TV
stocks, which have been in the

forefront of selling in recent days,

were Strong leaders in the upturn

on the Big Board. Several picture

company issues firmed up, with

strong bujung reported both in WB
and RKO common.

Strongest gainer among tele-

vision shares was Zenith, which
showed a gain of $2 on the day.

Emerson was up 87^0 and RCA
climbed 75c, while Philco ad-

vanced $1.25.

Berle’s Drama 1-Shot

Hollywood, July 18.

Milton Berle on Friday (21) will

cut a tape for “Rave Notice,” an

original by James Poe for CBS
“Suspense” airer. It will be broad-

cast in the fall. It’s a backstage

tale, one of few times Berle has

essayed drama.
Berle was confined to his hotel

room today (Tues.). He broke a

tooth biting into a roll.

•> «.

By HERB GOLDEN
Rapidly rising temperature of

the erstwhile cold war has every
facet of show biz appraising its fu-

ture in the light of total mobiliza-
tion. The o.o. makes it immedi-
ately apparent that the changes in

prospect are far greater and more
significant

. than those that began
with World War II 10 years ago.
Most important change promised

is a reversal of the positions of
films and television. Ascendancy
of TV as the new giant of show
business during the past three
years looks certain to be arrested
when and if economic and indus-
trial mobilization occurs. Con-
versely, films promise to climb to
new highs, reversing „the down-
ward trend since the war.

Similar turnabout of the re-
lationship of TV and AM radio ap-
pears to be in the cards. War in
Korea has already placed a pre-
mium on news broadcasts and if

production of new tele sets is

stalled, AM is figured certain to
stabilize its slipping position as a
show biz factor. (See stories in
Radio and Television sections.)

Newsreels, which had been slid-

(Continued on page 53)

Rain Socks N.Y. Stadium

Concerts; lOOG Loss Seen
For the first time in its 33-year-

old history, the Lewisohn Stadium,
N. Y., concert management is lop-

ping a week off its schedule this

summer, due to a dented b.o. Con-
tinued bad weather and increased
operating costs are chief reasons
for the cut. Unavailability of cer-

tain big stars, who appeared in

previous seasons and proved sure-
fire draws but made other plans
this summer, is believed to be an-^
other reason. Season, now in its'*

fifth week, will be cut down from
its usual eight-week setup to seven.

Rained-out nights and overcast
skies on other evenings have
nicked the b.o. and budget so
badly, that deficit for the 1950
season is likely to reach $100,000.
Stadium series usually runs be-
hind each summer, with loss made
up by donations from public-
minded citizens. Last year’s (’49)

deficit was about $65,000; two
years ago, it was $84,000.

16-Year Quick Change
Eddie Cantor, when he vis-

ited Israel early this month,
found that some of his old
Goldwyn pictures had been
revived. At an Israeli state

function several days later,

one of. the governmental of-

ficials, who had just seen one
of the films, commiserated,
“What Israel has done to you;
you seem to have aged over-

night, Mr. Cantor.”
The comedian had to explain

that “Kid Millions” was pro-
duced 16 years ago.

CONNIE MACK FINALLY

OKAYS HIS FILMBIOG
Philadelphia, July 18.

Connie Mack confirmed a report

last * Thursday (13) that he has
finally consented to the filming of

a motion picture based on his life.

The 87-year-old Philadelphia Ath-
letic manager-president, has stated

more than once in the past that he
would never give his okay for any
film story yfhile-he was still alive.

Deal was set by Christy Walsh.
Mack announced he would go to

Hollywood in January or February
of next year to look things over.

“The picture, as I understand it,

will not be based wholly on base-

ball, but will also contain incidents

of interest to women and chil-

dren,” Mack said.

Local sport circles think Mack's
change of heart was brought about
by' the poor showing of the A’s this

year, both on the field and at the

turnstile. The film company set

to make the picture wasn’t re-

vealed.

Record Biz In

Following the nosedive in May,
the record business curve has been
climbing steadily in the last two
months. Except for the July
4 week, each week has been
succeedingly better, according to

disk distrib indexes. Pickup has
been felt both in the pop and long-

hair fiefd, with the latter getting a

special boost from the swap-in
plans inaugurated by RCA Victor,

London and .Mercury records.
Resilience of the current record

market is seen auguring well for

the fall and winter market, when
retailers generally do 25% of their

annual business around Christmas.
In previous years, no noticeable

pickup in trade was felt until mid-
August.

RADIO TO NIP AUDIENCE

SCARES; CENSOR PLUGS
The screening of commercials is

returning to a wartime status at

the networks, with CBS already
notifying its continuity acceptance
department (censor boys) to be on
the alert for any copy that might
tend to throw a scare into the lis-

tening audience. The other webs
are mulling similar precautions.

Revival of the ruling which was
put into effect through the dura-
tion of World War II applies to all

spot announcements, regular com-
mercials, etc., and is particularly
aimed at the type of . plugs that
simulate news flashes. (The ruling
was relaxed immediately after the
war was over.)

The new ruling reportedly stems
from a spot announcement used by
Look magazine which, in plugging
some of the mag articles? used a
news flash technique that had
scare connotations that might
easily have been misinterpreted by
listeners, in the opinion* of the
web.

NBC’s deal to provide 100%
financing for Irving Berlin’s new
Broadway musical, “Call Me
Madam,” plus the likelihood that

the company may also bankroll “A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” the
forthcoming Berlin-George Abbott
adaption of Betty Smith's novel,

is making pix exhibs nervous. They
see it as a reaction to Holly-

wood's own lack of interest in

Broadway recently, which they fear

may open many top properties to

the call of TV, ‘ /*

Besides the “Madam” and pros-

pective “Brooklyn” deals, it’s fig-

ured that CBS may be involved in

the financing of the musical edition

of “Having Wonderful Time,”
which Arthur Kober is adapting
from his original play, with Harold
Rome slated to provide the songs
and Phil Silvers mentioned as a
possibility for the lead. The show,
to be titled “Wish You Were Here ”

is to be presented by Max Gordon,
with Hubbejl Robinson, Jr., CBS
vice-president in charge of broad-
casts, as silent partner who will

raise the $200,000 bankroll.
Exhibs—and many distribution

execs—are fearful that if the pic-

ture ^tudios continue their reti-

cence bn buying hit legiters, well-
known and partially pre-sold
Broadway hits will find their way
to tele, making that much more
competition to theatres.
Surprising number of major

Broadway successes of the past
couple years have been given the
Hollywood go-by. With the pres-
sure on for production economy,
prices have been considered too
high. Many of the plays and mu-
sicals likewise are not suitable for
filming, despite their popularity,
which means an expensive writing
job to get them ready.
Above all, story department ex-

ecs point out, success on Broadway
is no assurance of equal success of
'a picture version. Many films based
on top plays and musical hits have
fizzled. That’s not entirely the
point, say the exhibs, because these
same properties would probably
make very strong TV attractions.

NBC*s $200,000 investment in
( Continued on page 47 >

'Domestic' TV Format

As Electioneering Aid
New Orleans, July 18.

A new wrinkle in electioneering
bowed on television here Friday
(14) over WDSU-TV when Con-
gressman T. Hale Boggs of the Sec-
ond Louisiana District appeared be-
fore the cameras with his wife
and three children.

In a setting of the living room
of a home, Boggs, seeking re-

election, said that he believed it

“fitting to have children on a politi-

cal program because most of the
grave decisions today will affect

their generation more greatly than
ours.”
Also making brief addresses and

singing on the program were Mrs.
Boggs, and the children, Barbara,
11; Tommy, 9, and Corinne, 6V£.
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Taxes, Better TV Cue

Danny
rushing

Minneapolis, July 18.

Here in person at Radio
Kaye says he is not
into television, ^despite

flattering offerings and a feeling

that he’s a “natural” for the medi-

um.
He’s waiting for an improve-

ment on TV, and income tax con-

siderations also enter into his de-

cision, he said.

Washington, July 18. +
While American troops are bat-

tling oh the Korean war front, ci-

vilian and military reps have al-

ready set. in motion the wheels for

full motion picture and radio-tele

coverage of the war. Newsreel

coverage is following the pattern

of World War II, with the com-
panies pooling their efforts and

sharing the combat footaige sup-

plied by the Armed Services.

The something new that has

been added is video, whose kinship

to both pix and radio is more
marked than ever in its new role

of war reporting. TV newsreels

do.not share in the film companies’

pool, but do have access to the of-

ficial military footage on equal

basis with the newsreels. Televi-

sion thus emerge as more marked
competition, to the theatrical reels

than ever, in addition, a new
trend was noted over the weekend
when Gene and Charles Jones, top-

flight D. C. newspaper tensers, teed Paris, July 18.

off for Tokyo to cover the war for Janet Wolfe, ex-Broadway ac-
NRG-TV: —

. ; . tress in the Orson Welles produc-
Covcrage bv newsreel lensers at- -

.

; t . , . , , „ .

Inched to ' General . MacArthur’s
,

H°n
»

Unthinking Lobster, m
headquarters is being supplement-

|

Paris, was involved in an escapade
ed almost daily by combat footage

| recently that gave the gendarmes
from all branches of the Armed

, bad half-hour, incident started

to the motion picture and TV com-
j

when Miss Wolfe, at a shooting

panies after being screened at the • gallery with U. S. performers
Pentagon for security. Each com-

, Eartha Kilt and Josh White,, got

Parisian Prosties,

Shooting Galleries No

pany is responsible in turn for

making prints for its competitors.
The Pentagon, caught off guard

in most ways by the emergency,
scored perfect timing in both films operating in the vicinity,
and radio i A new radio studio and

into an argument with the proprie
tor over an alleged overcharge. In

the crowd attracted by the uproar
were a number of streetwalkers

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

Hnldovcr, Raxy- Theatre, New
York. •'

. ••

Variety, July 12, $aifl: “Current
bill at fpe Roxy . .... a strong draw,
Will Mahoney’s dalieing; and clown-
ing are sock;
'“Mahoney . . draws yocks the

moment lie steps on the stage. He
runs through his sturiibling .bit,

and tells a couple of anecdotes be-r

fore climbing on his xylophone. His
tapping is not only musically ac-
curate but graceful as welL”—-Chan.

Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Bob Shorts

Hollywood, July 18;

Metro shorts production chief

Fred Quimby, after an extensive
search of files, came up with hun-
dreds of stills from five briefies

made by the late Robert Benchley
and sold them for publication. Wyn
Publishing Co. of N. Y. will pay
Metro for the material, which will

be published as “The Eeql Bench-
*ley,” with foreword by Howard
Djletz. This is one of the few .times
a studio has been able to utilize

all stills profitably.

Shorts, made between 1934-37,
are “How to Hleep,” “How to Train
a Dog,” “My Tomato/’ “How to Be
a Detective” and “No News Is Good
News:.”-

to

ge

With police currently engaged in

a drive to clean up vice in the
French capital, several of them
seized the opportunity to arrest a

flock of girls and rush them off in

the patrol wagon. Seeing an op-

corr^spondents, Who 1 p*’tu,fy t0
v ’

• Miss Wolfe slipped in with the

a new screening room,* sharing
sound controls, had just been com-
pleted when the crisis arose. Both
are proving valuable for on-the-
spot briefings and recordings, as
well as broadcasts.
Radio

griped through World War II for
better facilities without success,
now have their own Pentagon
pressroom and are originating
broadcasts after the twice-a-day

( Continued on page 47)

Tax Cut Nix No Surprise;

COMPO D.C. Work Praised

femmes and was carted off to the
hoosegow. The “regular” prisoners
were at first resentful because
Miss Wolfe’s argument with the
shooting gallery Operator caused
their arrest, but they broke Up
when she claimed to be hungry
and demanded that the patrol
wagon driver stop arid let. them eat
at the plush Carrere restaurant on
the way to the station house.

At headquarters, the actress ex-
plained that she didn’t have her

Washington! July 18.
* Action of the Senate Finance
Committee in shelving the new tax

j

identification papers or passport
bill last week was entirely ex-

j with her, but the authorities re-
pected both in and out of show

j

leased her with a lecture When
business and appeared to cause no i th£v realized she was an “impos-
excitement anywhere. From what Iter.” Subsequently, she and her
could be learned in Washington,

[
two Yank companions forced the

reps of the entertainment field—
{ shooting gallery boss to reduce

despite their disappointment at l their bill
losing a 50% reduction in the ad- . ;

•

-

. ,

• ’

missions tax and a drop of from
20% to 15% in the nite on nitery

,

tabs—felt that the Finance Coni-

;

mittee was doing exactly what had :

to be done.
j

Opinion on Capitol Hill was that \

the Counci L of Motion Picture Or- 1

ganizations (COMPO) had done a ........ ..

.

firstrate job of presenting the case w<
;
r
? ^°wn to a thm $190,000, low-

for a reduced admissions levy and es^ m years, U. S. Commerce Dept,

that, if and when a cut comes, the
;

reported! last week. Figure, was
admissions were surely be taken-lower than even the $215,000 for

care of. There is lio indication .of*
[

1949,

a tax increase at present, and no For the first five months of this

increase in the admissions excise is year, the melon for the stockhold-
exnected no matter what happens, ers amounted to $11,243,000, about
The Senate Finance Committee $2,000,000 behind the $13,293,000

acted upon a request from Treas- for the same period of 1949.' Com-
ury Sec. John Snyder, who told .riierce Dept, says the publicly an-
the Committee any reduction at nounced dividends in any industry
this time would be unrealistic. He amount to about 60 or 65% of all

said new taxes might be the next dividends actually paid to stock-
step. 1 holders of that industry.

190G, LOWEST IN YRS.
Washington, July 18.

May film industry dividends

as IlVgVlW|

Try Tracking Him
Hollywood, July 18;

Roy Rogers and his manager,

Art Rush, are hunting for an elu-

sive Larry Sunbrock. Neither

they, nor Rogers’ home studio, Re-

public, like the idea of the roving

promoter billing his brdrtc busters

as “The Rogers Rodeo, with Roy
and Trigger.”

They’ve alerted what practically

amounts to a manhunt through the
south and midwest but Sunbrock
keeps circumventing them. Com-
mented a studio official: “He must
know the state laws better than
the lawyers. The -towns he plays
are pretty^close t the state line

and he keeps crossing them to

avoid any ’entanglements’.”

Deepest cut of all to Rogers and
Rush is that Sunbrock has played
their home towns of Canton and
Portsmouth, Q, All they want him
to do is to change the billing of
his rodeo so it won’t be too easily

mistaken for someone else, since

Rogers does a littL of rodeoing of
his own. The “Roy” with Sun-
brock’s set is a chap named Cow-
boy Roy Simpson.

Try as they have, Rogers Re-
public and Rush, can’t catch up
with him because no one hut Sun-
brock knows where he’ll be play-
ing the next day, He has no
schedule and works the one**

nighters out of his hat.

Hollywood, July 18 .

Television Authority and the
Screen Actors Guild bounded into
the ring again late last week when
Kenneth Thomson, repping SAG,
and George Heller, holding forth
for TVA, battled Out the teevee
jurisdictional problems with hot
words. . /.

Thomson answered Heller’s
statement of early last week say-
ing, in part, that “Screen Actors
Guild was shocked but scarcely
surprised by George Heller’s "re-
action to SAG’s latest offer that
removed all possible legal barrieis
to TVA negotiations for actors in

L |\IIA L Ln j

the field of live television.!/ Heller
rirst DOOR IS 1/11$ ID J3I1«

j

had previously termed as

Garry Davis, former musical
comedy actor who founded a ’post-

war world citizenship movement:
Jn Europe, is busily working in

N. Y. on his first book; but also
mulling a return to show biz.

Question is whether to come back
as just a song-and-dance man in a
musical, sans any political over-
tones, letting his mere presence
serve as reminder of his world
aims, or in a show that would stress
the aims of his movement. He’s
flirting with the idea of doing a
propaganda; type Of show, assem-
bling a group of competent enter-
tainers for the purpose, but the
dangers of being associated with
any political group in these high-
strung times may discourage the
idea. Davis’ movement, he feels, is

above political party bickering.
His first book, “Credo,” story of

his adventures and beliefs, will be
published by Farrar, Straus & Co.,

Jan. 1, ’51. First draft is done,
and Davis is now editing and re-

vising proofs. Meantime, a 24-

page pamphlet titled “From War
Pilot to World Citizen” has been
published as sort of digest by the
Libertarian Press, of Glen Gard-
ner, N. J. Last December, Davis
started a world citizen; publication
in Strasbourg, in three languages,
called Cristal, and a U. S. edition
is due soon. This is a co-ordinat-
ing bulletin for world citizenship.

The actor, son of the band-
leader, Meyer Davis, renounced his
U. S. citizenship last year, and al-

though he’s reapplied for it, is still

iilous” the SAG’s offer to waive its

rights or claims to jurisdiction
over live video stating that the
Screen Guild has no rights over
live teevee therefore cannot;waive
its claims in the field.;

Thomson shot back that “Heller
knows full well that SAG at no
time offered to waive rights to
jurisdiction over/ live video be-
cause SAG never claimed juriscV *-

tion rights in the field of live tele-
vision.” In a press telease dis-

persed by SAG and lated July 5,

the Guild did say it "would “waive
any rights or claims it might have
in pending National Labor Rela-
tions Board proceedings regarding
actors in live television, provided
that tile television networks and
Television Authority proceed im-
mediately to negotiate a contract
for performers.”
Thomson’s reply to Heller’s early

last week % statement further de-
clares, “In Mr. Heller’s reported
reply to SAG’s statement, which
urged TVA to start negotiations for
performers in live television,
Heller has said everything except
what he intends to do about the
plight of live television actors.
SAG’s prime- purpose in its latest

( Continued on page 47 )

DOS Delaying Return To

s
David Q. Selznick. won’t be heaci-

,
. L . .. .. xxi ,

ing back to Europe until well into
technically an alien or stateless therfail, according to present iridi-
person.

SDGA TO SET PACT

Hollywood, July 18.

Screen Directors Guild of Amer-
ica, at a board meeting last week,
heard a report that it will soon
complete its first agreement with a
television station. Pact would be
its first major victory in its juris-

dictional battle with the Radio-
Television Directors Guild.

cations. Producer is understood
planning to delay sailing on over-
seas production deals until his
wife, Jennifer Jones, completes her
present picture commitment. She
will appear in Paramount’s “Carrie
Ames.” playing opposite Laurence
Olivier. Shooting starts next
month.

Postponement will probably push
back U. S. release of “Gone to
Earth” until about Christmas.
“Earth”, was jointly produced in

England by Selznick and Sir Alex-
ander Korda and some additional
shooting with Miss Jones, who
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Sunbrock Yields Frozen

$12,057 Back Taxes to U.S*
Cincinnati, July 18.

By agreement in Federal court

here last week, $12,057 seized by
the Government in 1944 from
Larry Sunbrock, promoter of sun-

dry shows for application on in-

come and admission taxes he owed
the Internal Revenue Bureau, was
forwarded to Uncle Saha.

Heavy snatch was made on re-
ceipts of a rodeo Sunbrock engi-
neered at Crosley Field. His form-
er, wife, Mario Pope Surtbrock, and
Jack Andrews, then filed Suit for

|

recovery of the money, alleging it

[
was theirs as proprietors of the

|
show, and not Sunbrock’s. He was
represented merely as their em-
ployee.

SDGA board discussed the alli-|
. T ,

ance which is being effected ini !
s be m London.

N. Y. between the RTDG and the!'
Le "’|S Stone, Selznick s exec aide,

eastern Screen Directors Guild, i

V^ently returned from Europe. He

SDGA said that although the !

working on details of two P'x
to be made in England, two in

France and two in Italy, to be joini-
J.v made with a local producer in

each country.

20th’s ‘Heaven’ to Suspend
If IVebb Has the Mumps

Hollywood, July 18.

Moppet Gigi Perreau, featured

Man 21n AnHprcon PupIpJ 1
i
hy the.20th-Fox prexy. He reportlyiauan ivnaerson ractea edly was SCheduied, together with

For 20th Featurette
Hollywood, July. 18.

Marian Anderson was added by
World Artists to the list of long-
hair artists who'll make shorts

j

for 20th release this year. She'U
;

sing arid appear in dramatized in-
cidents from -her own career.

WA, headed by Rudolph Polk
j

and Bernard Luber, are currently

j

shooting a featurette with Nadine
Conner .and Jan Peerce.

• il* CA M >* -

Gotham group had sought affilia-

tion with the SDGA it had been
turned down by the Hollywood
union.

Board disclosed a letter from
the SDGA to the SDG of N. Y.
written in May, in which SDGA
said it turned down the Gotham
union's bid to form a national* or-
ganization with authority divided
between east and west and with * n 20th’s “For Heaven's Sake;*’

some of the eastern union’s activi- >yas removed to her home yester-

ties financed by SDGA. day (Mon.) with mumps. A few—
..

~

;
. .

hours later, Clifton Webb col-

•'SkmilW TTiiiio-hfpr npnth lapse<1 on the set» with doctorspKOUras uaugmer ueain fearing he’s a victim of the same
Cancels 20th Press JMeet m^ lady- schedule allows

;

for

^ lf 11e
’

s not sufflcieiiUy «-Monday (17) of Spyros P. Skouras*
: co ‘ thph orndiictinn w ill

daughter, Dion^rsia, forced cancel-
! cnoninrf

‘ ’ production win

Imc^caned^Jo?

‘

Absence of Miss Perreau for 10
ence called for Monday afternoon

days wou ,

t shooti„g.

Dickin$onf
s Defense Post

Washington, July 18.

_ _
,

Edward T. Dickinson, Jr., named
hibitors a break in view of the cur- yesterday (17) as assistant to the
rently slumping boxoffice. v

j

joint Secretaries' in the Defense
Other 20th execs declined to dis-

;

Dept,, was for a while, after the ,

cuss the reported plan, preferring , war, vice-president of Universal
to wait for Skouras. Twentieth ' Pictures in charge of educational
prez and Lichtman returned over ' films.
the weekend from a week’s scries

; He left Universal in July, 1948.
of huddles in Hollywood with pro-

;

to become director Of program re-
duction veepee Darryl F, Zanuck : ordination for the Economic Co-
and studio exec Joseph M. Schenek. ! opei’ation Administratidfi.

veepes A1 Lichtman and Andy W.
Smith, Jr., to reveal a new change
in sales policy designed to give ex-
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Veil of mystery that hangs over

details and implications of last

week's change of control of United
Artists was drawn eVen tighter yes-

terday (Tues.) by Paul V. McNutt

arid Frank L. McNamee, new board

chairman and president, respec-

tively. The silver curtain they have

hung on the identity of their prin-

cipals and their intentions has

served only 'to heighten trade

opinion that there’s lots more to

the deal than is currently visible.

With speculation and rumor rife,

McNutt and McNamee called a

press confab yesterday attended

by more than 25 trade and lay

newsmen. McNutt announced at

the start that the conference was

scheduled primarily “to prove that

we don’t have horns” That’s just

about all it did prove.

McNutt either outrightly refused

to answer queries or stated that the

new management was so unfamiliar

with plot or plan of UA.: that it

hadn’t made up its mind on any

questions concerning personnel,.fu-

ture operations, production poli-

cies, financing of producers of any-

thing else.

He refused to go beyond the

statement that he held as trustee

90% (3,600) of the 4,000 shares for-

merly owned by Mary Pickford

and Charles Chaplin each. He said

that none of the 12,000 shares now
in the treasury has been touched.

Despite reliable trade reports

that the principals he represents

have a two-year option to purchase

the remaining 400 shares that Miss
Pickford and Chaplin continue to

hold, he refused comment on the

subject. He said he didn’t know

(Continued on page 55)

Sale of United Artists con-
trol last week really looks like
the beginning of a new era, ac-
cording to a yam told by the
new prexy, Frank L. McNamee;
He said in New York this week
that following inking of the
contracts Charles Chaplin
walked over to Mary Pickford
and kissed her. She looked up
in surprise and .virtually with
tears in her eyes said, “Why,
Charlie, that’s the first time
you’ve done that in all the
years we’ve known each
other.”

.
v

The former co-owners of UA
have for years been at virtual
dagger points. That’s what
made the goodwill scene such
a surprise to McNamee, new
board chairman Paul V. Mc-
Nutt and new secretary Max
Kravetz, who .were present at
Miss Pickford’s Pickfair estate
for the paper inking.

StiH threshing around in the
negotiating stage is the Motion
Picture Export Assn.’s film deal
with Russia. : Soviets have now se-

lected four additional pictures,

UA Producer Financing

Problems Pointed Up In

Indie Goldsmith’s Case
Evidence of the hard time

United Artists producers were
having in getting financing prior

to sale of control of the company
last week, was seen in the experi-

ence of indie I. G. Goldsmith. He
had to temporarily abandon pro-

duction of a third picture because
he couldn't obtain bank loans on
two unreleased ones.

Banks stated flatly that they
would not advance coin against

pix
.
distributed by UA. Their at-

titude is now expected to change,
however, as indications of stability

and financial responsibility of the
new management-ownership group
are shown.

In the meantime, Goldsmith is

MPEA veepee and general man-
ager Irving Maas disclosed in New
York yesterday (Tues.), aside from
11 taken previously. - Two of the
fresh pix, he said, are Metro’s
“Yearling” and “Wizard of Oz.”
Arrangements for _ the latest

batch* were handled by~the MPEA’s
eastern European supervisor Louis
Kanturek who left Moscow 10
days ago. Original deal, as set up
by Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica ptexy Eric Johnston in a Mos-
cow visit two years ago, called for

the Russians to take 20 pictures in-

volving payment of $1,000,000.

To date, Maas revealed some 59
films have been screened for

Soviet officials out of a list of mote
than 200 submitted. Moreover, he
observed, the Reds now want' 38
more for scrutiny. Meanwhile, the

deal has become so protracted that

(Continued on page 18)

Hitchcock East Scouting
heading back to England, where
he formerly produced, in an effort

to raise private capital for his

next pic. He anticipates making
it in Hollywood.
Recently completed but as yet

unreleased by UA are “Three
Husbands” and“The Scarf,”

Goldsmith had expected to pledge
the negatives in a “pick-up” deal
with one of several New York
banks that make that type of loan
on; completed films.

Harry Kosiner, who reps Edward
Small and other indies' on sales,

has also been named by Gold-
smith to serve as his distribution

watchdog. Pix are slated for re-

lease within the next few months.
:
—

—

-7—" “

U Sets 1st Mass Preera

For Art Pic on ‘Money’
First saturation booking ever

given an art picture has been set
by Universal for J. Arthur Rank’s
^Run for Your Money,” an Alec
Guinness starrer. Distrib has
lined up 12 houses in the metro-
politan New York area for a day-
and-date opening on the film next
Tuesday (25).

Dozen theatres plan to pool both
their display advertising arid pub-
licity before arid during the pic-
ture’s run. U is currently map-
ping similar simultaneous satura-
tion openings for “Money” in other
territories.

Towns for Next WB Pic

Scouting locations for his next

fllrh for Warners, Alfred Hitchcock
arrived in New *York from the

Coast Friday ( 14 ) and moved on
to Washington Monday (17). Pic-

ture will be based on a novel,

“Strangers on a Train.” However,
the title will probably be changed
before the director wraps up the

project.
Before returning west the end

of the week, Hitchcock will look

over the setup at the West Side

Tennis Club, . Forest Hills, L. I.

Story calls for shooting there dur-

ing the national men’s singles tour-

nament in early September. Other
location work will be done in a

Couple of eastern smalltowns and
Washington. Director is accom-

panied on his survey by Bill Guthr

rie, Warner location manager.

Mary Pickford arrived in New
York yesterday (Tues.) from the

Coast. She’s east to confab with

Paul V. McNutt and Frank L. Mc-

Namee, who last week took over

control of United Artists from Miss

Pickford and Charles Chaplin.

She’ll huddle on selection of the

member of the board, to which,

she’s entitled, in her new post of

v.p. She goes back to Hollywood

Saturday (22).

London, July 18.

;
American negotiating team met

with Board of Tracld prexy Harold
Wilson today (TuesJ On a new
Anglo-U. S. films agreement and
lost no time in laying its cards; on
the table. It announced flatly that
it was rejecting the offer of the
British government made during
previous negotiations in May.
Yanks sta'ted they wanted a re-

turn to “normal trade relations.”
That means unrestricted remit-
tances to the U. S. of American
film earnings here. It would mean
the transfer to America in the next
year of upwards of $30,000,000, in-
stead of the $17,000,000 more or
lesSr which the British have offered.

U. S. position is taken as merely
a strong trading stance with no
likelihood of acceptance by the
Board of Trade. Latter’s attitude
wasn’t disclosed, but the initial

session lasted under one hour and
no time was set for resumption of
the talks.

Eric Johnston, prez of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America;
Ellis Arnall, prez of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers; James A. Mulvey, also
repping SIMPP, and Joyce O’Para,
Johnston’s exec assistant, arrived
here by air from New York yester-
day (Monday) for the meetings.

Yank Reasons
Americans advanced to Wilson

three main reasons for their de-
mand for resumption of “normal
trade relations.” First is that
Britain’s dollar and general eco-
nomic position continues to show

u
(Continued on page 20)

‘KEEP OUT’ SIGN FOR

TOURISTS AT STUDIOS
Hollywood, July 18.

Major studios have re-affirmed
a long-standing decision not to put
any welcome sign out for tourists
this summer. Board of directors
of the Assn, of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers has put the nix on group
visits.

No one has defined “group,” but
it’s generally understood that only
parties of under five people and
those made up of, press or other
important personages, will get a
look at production. Publicity Di-
rectors Committee will adminis-
ter the general rule on the eight
major member studios.

Double-Checking
With the cold war rapidly

getting hotter, distribs are be-
ing forced to go over all their
reissue prints and some of
their foreign imports with a
fine tooth-comb. They’re look-
ing for any semblance Of foot-

age that . might be construed
as pro-Russian.
Even “The Tawny Pipit,” J.

Arthur Rank production about
a family of birds that builds
its nest in a British village, felt

the shears this week. U. S;

distrib Irvin Shapiro excised a
snatch of “The International”
heard in one sequence.

Buys As It Mujls

DuMont Stock Sale
Paramount is continuing to ex-

plore the possibility of ridding it-

self of its extensive stock interest
in DuMont Television by trading
the shares to its own stockholders.
If that can be accomplished, Par
execs are said to haVe under con-
sideration a plan for purchase of
the American Broadcasting Co. or
other radio and TV facilities.

ABC has already been subject
of negotiations by 20th-Fox. ABC
board chairman Edward J. Noble
and 20th prez Spyros Skouras were
unable, however, to come to terms
on price. Howard Hughes, RKO’s
controlling Stockholder, is also re-

ported to have shown an interest
iri acquiring the Web.
Paramount owns 560,000 shares

of the class B common of DuMont
and 43,200 shares of class A, rep-
resenting about 27% of the out-
standing shares. These were ac-
quired at a cost of $164,000. At
the present market /about $17 a
share), they’d be worth better than
$10 ,000 ,

000 .

While holding this large share in
DuMont, Par is pretty much hog-

(Continued on page 18)

New Product Boosts Biz; ‘Winchester* Takes First;

‘Duchess/ ‘Annie/ ‘Flame* Next Strongest

Launching of new, strong prod-
uct in many key cities covered by
Variety this session is giving the
jn&tional boxoffice picture a bright-
er hue. Milder weather part of

week along the Atlantic seaboard
also is helping.

“Winchester ’73” (U), which was
launched in some 17 big key spots
this frame, is pushing up front to

cop first place easily nationwide.
James: Stewart starrer was helped
by extensive bally, including a big

ad campaign framed to take in

surrounding territory near cities

where pic opened. Western likely

Will hit better than $236,000 in

these keys this session.

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G), an-

other newcomer, is landing second
spot, pushing ahead of ‘Annie Get
Gun” (M-G), which is a big third.

Fourth money goes to “Flame and
Arrow” (WB), an action film along
the old Doug Fairbanks’ style of

stunting. Appears to be catching
on nicely.

Fifth place goes to “Father of

Bride” (M-G), now nearly entirely

on holdover or out of big key
cities, while winding up sixth is

“White Tower” (RKO). Seventh
money goes to “Where Sidewalk
Ends” (20th), just getting started

in key spots. “Irma . Goes West”
(Par) will wind up in eighth slot,

with “Rocketship X-M” (Lip) and
“Peggy” (U) rounding out the Big
10 list ii\ that order.
Pacing the runner-up pix are

“Bright Leaf” (WB), “Good Humor
Man” (Col), “Kind Hearts and
Coronets” (EL) and “Rogues of
Sherwood Forest” (Col) in, that se-
quence.

*

Other new filrris are not faring
so well with but few exceptions.
“Iri Foreign Legion” (U) opened to
good biz in St. Louis despite off-

beat there. “Great jewel Rob-
ber” (WB) looms fair in L. A.
but is mild iri Louisville, light in
Frisco and modest in Cleveland.
“Mystery Street” (M-G) shapes
fine in Frisco and good in Philly.

“Crisis” (M-G), another new-
comer, is rated fair in Frisco; light
iri Cleveland and mild in N. Y.
“Stars in Crown” (ivi-G) is getting
no place in Chi. “Comanche Ter-
ritory” (U) looks fast in Denver.
“Secret Fury” (RKO) is fair in
Providence. “Eagle and Hawk”
(Par), just okay in N. Y., is thin
in Denver.

“In Lonely Place” (Col) looms
fair in Washington. “Night and
City” (20th) is nifty in Providence.
“If This Be Sin” (UA) is dull in
three keys.

(Comp lete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages X0-11)

PICTURES )
" I..' m

. Representations have reportedly;
been made to Ned E. Depinet to
accept the full-time paid post of.

exec v.p. of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations. Move would
entail his resignation from the
presidency of RKO. Depinet is

said to be considering the idea.
RKO topper is now president of

COMPO and has been a sparkplug
in the all-industry public relations
organization since its conception in
Chicago almost a year ago. His
major reason for considering the
exec v.p. spot Is purely a desire to
see COMPO' come to fruition.

If Depinet refuses the post,
there’s more than a fair chance
that COMPO will fold up without
ever really getting started. The
RKO prez is the only man. that the
10 constituent organizations in
COMPO seemingly can agree on
for the job of guiding its destiny.
He’s seen as a needed unifying
force. "

Deal being shaped up for Depi-
net would give him a five-year con-*
tract at $50,000 a year. Since
CQMPO’s dues aren’t slated to
start until Sept. 1 and there’s more
than a little doubt about them, at
the moment, assurances regarding

(Continued on page 47)
- - - ---

i

Weak Ad-Pub Campaigns,

As Much as TV, Causing

B.O. Decline, Sez Gallup
Theatre attendance in May this

year was 17% below that of May,
1949, Dr. . George Gallup’s Audi-
ence Research, Inc., announced last
week. Estimates by the polling unit
show that Weekly admissions this
May averaged 48,700,000 as com-
pared to 58 600,000 a year ago.
May drop offsets the belief that

the downward trend in attendance
had been stopped with the slight
rise in April. “The subsequent de-
cline in May,” ARI report declares,

(Continued on page 20)
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Cost of theatre television equip-

+

irtent, now one of the chief deter-

rents to the average indie exhibi-

tor, may be reduced considerably
within the next year as a result of
other manufacturers entering the
field. Both DuMont and General
Precision Equipment Corp. are
now working on theatre TV units
and it’s believed that when they
are ready to spring their sets on
the market, the resultant compe-
tition with the other two or three
manufacturers will force the costs

down. ..

Theatre TV spokesmen, m£an-
while, expressed little concern this

week that the current Korean situ-

ation might throw a hitch in
their plans. While the Government
might ask TV set manufacturers to
shift over to production of'war ma-
teriel if the situation worsens, it’s

pointed out that requirements of
theatre TV equipment would be
only a "drop in the bucket,” even
if every theatre in the country or-
dered one. Possibility exists, that
the Federal Communications Com-
mission. in view of the war threat,
might defer its pending hearings
on the allocation of exclusive chan-
nels for large-screen video, but
that is believed unlikely.

Within Average Range

Prez on Theatre
Paramount theatre, N. Y.,

Par flagship, will carry Presi-

dent Truman’s talk to the na-
tion on the Korean situation

via TV tonight (Wed.), using
its big theatre screen. The-'

atre will start receiving the
telecast as soon as Truman
starts his talk at 10:30 o’clock.

The Par will use the Para-
moun t intermediate film sys-

tem to throw the televised
speech, on its screen.

Sacramento, July 18.

Kassour brothers, William and
Edward, filed incorporation papers
here for two new companies, Nas-
sour Pictures, Inc., and Nassour
Television Pictures, Inc.

Films will be made under two
new corporate names for theatre

and TV programs.

Overall meeting to reactivate
film industry’s War Activities Com-
mittee of World War II may be

|
called shortly if the current out-

)
look for peace continues to darken.

To date, Paramount and RCA
have turned out theatre TV units,

with each tentatively, listed to sell
• Continued on page 16)

Of Feature Pix m
As

Initial step ih that direction was
taken by the board of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America in New

ic interest in the Korean
> War has been reflected by a sharp
boost in aitendafice at their houses,
executives of three circuits special-

j
firing in newsreels revealed in New
York tiiis week. Business which
previously had hit “an all-time
low,” declared Alfred Burger, head
of the 15-theatre Telenews chain,
has now advanced an ‘'appreciable
extent.” He estimated the hike at

close to 10%.
yNorman E16on> chief of the five-

house Guild Enterprises, pointed
out that already there has been
a marked increase in trade and
predicted that the near future will

show at least a 25% .attendance
hike. International situation, he
said^ is not only “bringing people
back to the movies but is renewing !

their interest in films in general.”
Similar view was held by Burger,

who described the current crisis

as a stimulant that is making the
public more conscious of other
news as well. Korean war- he said,

was a shot in the £rm, for prior :

A ^ I. _ 1 *1 i. * '
• _ . 1 .1 .1 • • _ 11 1 : a

'

Paris Needle
Industryites have been get-

ting a snicker out of the ads
for Charles Chaplin’s “City
Lights” being run in, the New
York papers by the Paris ther
atre, where' the pic has been
playing for the past couple
months. Caricatures of Chap-
lin are being used, showing
the comic saying: “Movies
Are Better Than Ever.” The
needle, of course, is that “City
Lights” Was made in.1930.
Arthur W- Kelly, former

United Artists exec v.p. and
Chaplin’s rep, made an unsuc-
cessful effort to stop the ads.

Other UA officials argued himv
down on the basis that the
caricatures were attractive and
probably acounting for busi-
ness at the theatre.

Buenos Aires, July 18 .

Two significant changes in the
agreement reached With the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America in
New York two months ago is being
sought by the Argentine govern-
ment. It has submitted a request
for the changes to MPAA head-
quarters.

First of the revisions would take
from the U, S. companies their
right to buy theatres: with frozen
coin. Second would prohibit them
from importing into Argentina
films made outside the U. S., ex-
cept where the pic was an actual
production by an American com-
pany. '•

•

Primarily destined to be hurt by
the second change would be Uni-
versal, which distributes the Ji :

Arthur Rank product in Latin
America, and Columbia, which dis-
tributes considerable Mexican and •?.

Italian • product. Door has been
left ajar, however, since Buenos
Aires officials Say they are will-
ing to review each case individ-
ually.

John G. McCarthy, director of
the international division of the
MPAA, acknowledged in New York
today (Tues,) that requests for
such changes in the pact had been
received. He said, a meeting of
the member companies would be;
held shortly to consider the issues.

In the meantime. United Artists,
(Continued on. page 16)

likely he would get the assignment
again. It Would take an all-indus-
try resolution to name him, how-

r nbho^k Tex Julv 18 [
ever, and enlarge his chores from

The city commission here lias
^presentation

.

of “<*ely the

voted unanimously to ban the ^tPA-^ ,
*r'rnpanie.s.

showing: of feature-length and h Possibility is seen income.4uai-
short-subject films in local parks (f.

1 ® that if the Council of Motion

during the summer months. The Picture Organizations finally be-

AmnriUo, Tex., city council took 1 comes an operating actuality, the

similar action there recently.
I

WAC may be. set up as a subsidiary

Last summer, feature films were !

arm of the all-industry public rela-

York last Friday (14) when it

named v.p. Francis S. Harmon as [news as well. Korean war. he said, I
Hollywood, July 18.

MPAA liaison with government j was a shot in the a'rm, for prior ;

TransrAmerican Films of. Buenos
(

war agencies.
! to hostilities news had dwindled to Aires is prepping “The Gaitcho and

! ^ . 01 •/. . n irHarmon headed the WAC dur- I a low ebb. Company only recently ; the; Devil,” most costly film ever
; IjOrQOn ufllltS lO N Y

ing the last war, It is thought
j
shifted its Loop theatre in Chi- : attempted in South America and

j

*

shown in local parks five nights

each week under joint sponsorship
of a grocery chain and the city

recreation department. The renew-
al of the contract was approved
by the recreation department with-

out consulting: the City commission.
When this was called to the atten-

tion Of th ; commissioners, the con-

tract ^as promptly voided.
Attendance at the film programs

was estimated last year as run-
ning. between 50,000 and 60,000
persons.
Members of. the commission

pointed out that the operators of

the 21 local theatres have invested
several million dollars, in their

properties. Their aggregate payroll

is large and they also attfacl many
out-of-town, visitors.

According to a spokesman for

the commissioners, “It isn’t right

for the city to compete With the
theatre or any other legitimate
private enterprise.” Showings of

tions organization. In any case,

it’s figured that Harmon, with his

World War II experience, is the
most likely candidate to head it.

Harmon heads for Washington
from New York today (Wed.) for
initial confabs in his new MPAA i arrive at an agreement.

. <Continued on page 20)

Wald-Krasna RKO Talks

Continue, Though Slow

[first in color, for a September
start,- with Ernesto Ramane direct-

ing and Roberto Gairofalp pro-

jducing. Emelco Studios, largest in
j

South America, with latest Arheri-j

can equipment, is associated in the
enterprise. . i

|

Humber! o Corell, who will be di-

1

rector of photography, is here to
'

j

buy $30,000 worth *of equipment.
|

Hollywood, July 18. [He has already signed Ray Fern-
jSlow progress being made in ! strom as color consultant and sec-

j

their negotiations to close a deal ,ond unit photographer. Film is !

with RKO is causing some fretting ‘ practically all exterior. It will be :

in the Jerry Wald-Norma Krasna i shot from Cape Horn to northern !

indie Unit, but progress has been
|

sub-tropic areas with full govern-

!

steady. Five of the eight weeks : nient. cooperation. Both English'

( have passed in which they were to and Spanish versi6ns*will be made

role. His first huddle will be with
State Dept, officials on use of films

in furthering the Voice of America

simultaneously, with a Hollywood
thesp to be hired fair lead.

Film will be budgeted at 2.-

500,000 pesos ( about $275,000 ) and
daily rushes of latest Ansco color
negative will be flown to Houston

Last week, Wald and David Tan-
nenbaum, his attorney, who will be
prexy of the new unit, met with

program overseas. He’ll probably
j

Harry Watkins, of Bankers Trust
also confab with Army, Navy and

j

Co., N. Y„ and with C. J. Tevlin,

,

Defense Dept, execs on a hypoed i who is handling the deal for RKO > Corp. Lab here for processing, Co
program of providing films for ! owner Howard Hughes. ceU stated that costs in Argentina
troops abroad.

i
Bankers Trust has been inter-

1 are about 25% of those here, daily
j

WAC during the last war coord- ested in establishing a $5,000,000
' studio rental for example being!

(Continued on page 16) revolving credit for the unit, if only $200.
' RKO does likewise. Watkins re-
sported 1y stated after the session

[

that he was well satified with the
1 way the deal shaped lip and would
]
carry recommendations on it back
to the Bankers board in N. Y.
Wald recently left Warner Bros.

Hughes advanced $150,000 to buy

Cleveland, July 18.

Warners. 20th-Fox, Paramount

v. ,*n4. .

m*d
,
separate per-

j
him out of his pact there. Hughes

educational films will he allowed.
1
“ to absorb that if Wald makes a

but feature films, whether short
j

»*»•«
r*
g^nS

t
or long, are strictly forbidden.

TELE HURTING BRITISH

BOXOFFICE. TOO; BROIDY

• operating firms. Each action asks
damages for alleged under-report-
ing of receipts on percentage pic-

tures.

Involved in the suits are the
Stillwell and Bedford theatres,
Bedford, O.; Grand and Broadvue,

deal to produce for RKO. If not,
Wald has the right to pay Hughes
the coin back within the following
eight weeks. Unit is planning on ,

turning out 12 pix a yoar for five
;

veis ,n ^verai sequences.

years.

Bushing ‘Montezuma*
For Marine Sequences

Hollywood, July 18.

Production on “Halls of Monte-
zuma” winds today (Tues.) and
20th will rush editing of the Tech-
nicolor picture for earliest possible
release to tie in with the Korean

!

situation.

First Marine Division, now en-
rout'e to Korea, is shown on maneu-

;

As Exec Asst to Weltner,

Graham Replacing in Arg.
Henry B. Gordon, Paramount’*

managing director in Argentina,
will move in a few weeks to the
post of exec assistant to foreign
chief George Weltner at the home-
office. Buenos Aires spot will be
taken over by Robert L. Graham,
who for several years has been as-
sistant to Latin. American division

-

manager A. L. Pratchett.
Gordon fills the hole in New

York left by transfer of Clay V.
Hake to managing director of Par’s
Australia-New Zealand operations.
He has taken over the job left by
Harry Hunter, who recently retired
after 33 years with Paramount.
Hake was for four years 20th-Fox s
manager in the territory.
Gordon started with Par in 1926

as auditor in Berlin. He rose to
salesmartager in Germany for
Paramount, returning to the U. S.
in 1936 and serving in a variety of
foreign posts with Par. He was
Central American manager from
1938 to 1946, when he succeeded
John B. Nathan to the Argentine
job.

Following a visit to the h.o. a
few weeks ago at which the new
arrangement was made, Gordon
has returned to B. A. to clean up
his personal affairs there. He’s ex-
pected back in New York to take
over his new chores in a couple
.weeks.

„ n . T i to . j - j . TT ,

Watkins Bedded by Fever
Hollywood, July 18. . Cleveland, and the Maple Heights,

! Harry Watkins vp in charge of-
Film- business in England, with

,

Maple Heights, O. Repping. the i Bankers Trust branch in Radio
television for competition, has suf-

;

plaintiffs are Jones, Day, Cockley i city N Y arrived back from the
iered less than in Germany or Reavis as well as Sargoy & Stein

! Coast last- Saturday (15) and was
France, where there is no video to of New York.

|
immediately put to bed with a high

keep customers at home. That is i
^ —

. i fever

th* .« 0i.d. brought .back, by Steve
|

Utah-Neyada Chain Sued \ He' is expected to be away from
Broidy. Monogram president, alter i Salt Lake City* July 18.

*ix weeks of European observation.
|

Eight majors filed separate per-
Grosses in Germany, he said, centage suits in federal court here

have dropped 20%. The drop is against a chain operating nine thea-

his office all this week.

15^o in France and 12% in Eng-
land.

Astor Gets Two Stone Pix

UA for Re-Release
Hollywood, July 18.

tres in Utah and Nevada; Named
defendants dre Hal F, Hawk, as I

administrator of the estate of.
Claude C. Hawk, as well as’ the

j

Claude Hawk Corp., Which man-
ages the houses,

As Pictorial Films Prez
Frank Souie has been named

president of Pictorial Films, fob

under
' ^wing resignation of George Bon-

reporting of percentage are sought :

WAt,v* Foimeily Pictoiial veepee.

Astor

Damages for claimed uuuci-
. ^

*
j
and general manager, Bonwick was

! company prez in 1948.
rights to two Andrew Stone pro-

! j^vers- °and 'sareov &^Ste n aro
1 Soule has been superintendent

cluctions from United Artists, and !.h • (<nn„„^
goy & Slein aie

of administration of Eagle Lion— 8,1
i e-release ' in early August.

;

‘
.• ,

Classics’ iiomeoffice and branches.
1

Prior to t hat, he was sales execu-

Pici res Coro acauired
C6tt

’-
Bagley, Cornwall & Me

: Caitiiy are the plain

will re-reiease ' in

One, “Hi Diddle Diddle,” lensed in
1

five assistant to Republic Pictures’
head Herbert J. Yates. A subsidr
iary of Pathe Industries, Inc., Pic-

1943 and starring Dennis O’Keefjp, I BLASKEY, YET BUYER, QUITS
Martha Scott and June Havoc,

|
Sam Blaskey, film buyer for

piarked the screen return of Pol a some 50 Warner houses in north-
Negri, and is getting a title shift ern New Jersey, resigned last ! torial is a producer and distributor
to “Diamonds and Crime.” (Wednesday (12). He has no im-'inJhe 16m field.

Second, “Sensation of 1945,” mediate plans. I Jules K. Chapman, formerly as-
with Eleanor Powellj W. C. Fields,

]
Starting with the old Stanlev Co. sistant general manager of Film

Sophie Tucker, Cab Calloway and
! of America in 1920, Blaskey joined Classics, assumes Soule’s old post

Woody Herman, is dropping the
; Warners when the two firms were at ELC. L. R. Brager will act as

year from the title. ( merged. his assistant.

N. Y. to L. A.
Mai Boyd
Marlon Brando
Mrs. Eddie Cantor
Alex Cohen
William Delay
Nina Foch
Frank M. Folsom
Betty Garrett
William Gulick
Van Johnson
Ted Loeff
Lou Mandel
Andrew Marton
Edward R. Mucrow.
Larj-y Parks

N. Y. to Europe
Charles Andrews
.Nils Asther
A l Capp
Chandler Cowles
Paiil Draper
Gloria Drew
Carl Fisher
Dave Garroway
Helen Hayes
Walter Howey
Bethel Leslie.

Don Malkames
Gian-Carlo Menotti
Ted Mills
Maynard Morris
John Ringling North
Walter Pldgeon

L. A. to N. Y.
Vit alis Chalif
Hume Cronyn
Vic Damone
William Guthrie
Harold Hecht
Alfred Hitchcock
John Hoyt
Charles Jordan
John Joseph
Henry Koster
Max Kravetz
Otto Kruger
Jack La it

Hedy Lamarr
Al Lichtman
Harry Miller
Pierre Monteux
Claude Morris

:

Morris S. Novik
Edmund O’Brien
Carlos Ramirez
Harry Ruby
Harry Sherman
Murray Silverstone
Spyros P: Skouiras
Bob Taplinger
Franchot Tone

Europe to N. Y.
Leonard Bernstein
Donald Flamm
Ernest H. Martin
Ray McDonald
Shirley Potash
Lee Shubert
Lawrence Winter!
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PROD.

Indie producers appear almost
-f.

certain to get a considerably larger

ratio of coin out of Japan during
the next nine months than the ma-
jors, despite an approximate 25%
increase just won by the Motion
Picture Export Assn, member com-
panies. Three indies have already
received from the Jap government
a total of 12 import permits as

against 78 for the nine majors.
Requests for eight more indie

Import licenses are now pending
and are thought likely to be grant-

ed. Those, plus additional ones
sure to be sought by other pro-
ducers, will probably permit a
handful of independents to send
into Japan one-third as many pix

as the nine top majors combined.
Catch, so far as the indies are

concerned, however, is that they
have not as yet received permis-
sion to convert their yen earnings
in Japan to dollars. However, the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, which was instru-

mental in the obtaining of the im-
port licenses by its members, has
made representations in Washing-
ton and is understood to have been
assured that the indies Will be
granted yen conversion privileges.

SIMPP is reportedly seeking
$500,000, Which Would be one-third

of the sum granted the MPEA com-
panies for the next nine months
and okayed by the co-op distrib or-

ganization’s board in New York
last week, It is hot anticipated

that the Jap government will allow
the indieScthe amount they’re ask-

ing, but any reasonable portion of

it would give them a good deal in

comparison with the majors.

... War Dept. Powers
While the new pact negotiated

by ' MPEA v.p. and general man-
ager Irving Maas is with the Nip
government, as the indie deal

would have to be, considerable in-

fluence is brought to bear by the
U. S. War Dept, and the Supreme

(Continued on page 16)

Noah Dietrich, counsel and ad-
viser to Howard Hughes, acquired
his initial stock interest in RKO
during June, following his election
as a director of the company. Re-
port by the Securities & Exchanges
Commission discloses that he
bought 1,000 shares, which is all

that he presently holds.

J*. Miller Walker, director, v.p.

and secretary, acquired 500 addi-
tional shares of RKO during the
month. He previously held 100.

Of RKO Circuit

St. Loo Ball Management

Smells Sour to Exhibs
St. Louis, July 18.

As if the local films didn’t have
enough opposition during the/sum-
mer season* more sprang up last

week when the management of the
Cardinals baseball team announced
it would gift 8,000 femme fans with
bottles of cologne at two of the

games on the current home-stand
sked. To the first 4,000 femmes
who show up for the Wednesday
(19) contest with the Giants a 3Vi
oz. bottle of the scented fluid will

be presented.
The stunt will be repeated Sat-

urday (22), when the Boston Braves
will be the visiting team. The give-

away is limited to the afternoon
contest on each day, as night games
also will be played on the same
dates.

Film houses have shied away
from returning to the giveaway
policy as a b.o. hypo, but effect of

tlx? new ball management policy as

being watched.

Harry Brandt’s deal to acquire
Howard Hughes’ controlling inter-
est in the RKO theatre circuit re-
mains hot; Syndicate headed by
the New York chain operator is

continuing its negotiations by let-

ter, and phone with Noah Dietrich,
Hughes* counsel and principal ad-
viser, who is on the Coast.

Latest move was the dispatching
the latter part of last week of a
counter-proposal to the most re-
cent communique from Dietrich.
A series of these proposals and
counter-proposals has been going
back and forth. They have result-
ed in a number of compromises on
terms and conditions that are said
to be getting the parties closer to
a deal.

Only la few hurdles reportedly
remain. Chances of consumma-
tion are believed bright, since it is

understood that J, Cheever Cowdin
and other -contenders for the chain
are now out of the picture. Hughes
must unload the theatres by the
end of this year under anti-trust

order of the New York federal
court.

Deal calls for payment of some-
thing over $7,000,000. Basis is a
formula price for each of the thea-
tres set up on earnings of the past
five years.

CROWN SUIT VS. MAJORS

Ruling on Clearances
in the' last arbitration, case
rd under the Consent decree,

the Rivoli theatre of Hartford is

appealing a ruling recently handed
down by arbiter Arthur W. Cham-
bers, Jr., a New Haven attorney.
Rivoli, a subsequent-run house,
wants clearance sliced down to 30
days after a film is preemed in its

area. Chambers disallowed the Re-

quest.

Issue now goes before an ap-
peals board. However, it’s Unlikely
that the board will deliver an
opinion until at least pet. 1.

Parties concerned are each grant-
ed 30 days to file bHefs and an
additional 40 days to submit an-
swering briefs. Inasmuch as the
appeals board has dissolved its of-

fice machinery, the American Ar-
bitration Assn. Will act as clerk.

Hollywood, July 18.

Crown theatre's $1,000,000 dam-
age suit against several major
distribs Was increased to more
than $2,000,000 when Federal

Judge Ben Harrison granted motion
of attorneys Gordon Levoy and
Albert Spar to file a supplemental
complaint. Increase is to cover

damages allegedly suffered since

suit was instituted. March 8, 1949.

Distribs are charged with withhold-

ing product from the Pasadena
house.

Supplemental action adds Metro
to original list of defendants, 20th,

RKO, Par, Universal, Republic,

Eagle Lion, Selznick, Fox West
Coast, National Theatres and United

Artists Theatre Circuit, with Oct.

3 trial date set.

Major film producers, who have
been gradually boosting the num-
ber of features produced each year
since the boxoffice first started to

dip, are mulling the advisability of
cutting their schedules back to 20-

25 top-budgeted films per year.

While such a move would hurt iim
measurably the subsequent-run and
smalltown theatres which require
a greater number qf films the
majors are convinced that only by
trimming their production output
to a minimum of top-bUdgeters can
they continue to show a profit.

During the war years and in the
peak / boxoffice era immediately
following, the majority of films

were enjoying long runs in all

situations. The majors then cut
their production output to the

point where they were releasing
only one or two films per month.
When the boxoffice started to slide

and few films even in the key-city

firstruns could hold out for longer
than two Weeks, however, produc-
ers began to boost their feature
output. Besides giving the sub-
sequent-run and smalltown houses
a steady flow Of product, the majors
found they could Cut the cost per
film by spreading their studio

overhead over a greater number
of pictures.

Now that production costs have
been trimmed to the bare minimum
and with the boxoffice . still- in a
slump, the majors believe that it

would be better for the industry to

concentrate on top-budgeters only,

letting the ^houses which require

(Continued on page 18)

Fabian in EL-FC Confab
Meeting in New York (Mon-

day (17) to attempt to unravel
the Eagle Lion-Film Classics

merger muddle was attended
by circuit op Si Fabian. It

was his first overt link with
the negotiations. It’s under-
stood his appearance was
Wholly in the role of friend of

FC topper Joseph Bernhard,
and that he has no financial or
other interest.

Also at the session Were
Bernard, EL exec v.p. William
C. . MacMiUeh, FC assignee _

•Irving.Kaufman and attorneys.

Metro, 20th Up

CPI Toppers to Coast

For ’Customer’ Huddles
Hollywood, July 18.

M. A. Lightman, Sr., and Sam
Pinanski, toppers of the newly-

formed Cinema. Productions, Inc.,

are due in for huddles with Lester

Cowan on “The Customer Is Al-

ways Right.” They’ll also huddle

with top studio execs, with tele en-

tering prominently into talks. First

CPI board meeting is now slated

for July 26 in N. Y.

Cinema is the new three-dimen-

sional pix setup sparkplugged by

Cowan.

With the Metro and 20thTFox
studios already committed to a
sharp production Upbeat, both com-
panies this week continued the
upward trend by boosting their

number of releases, for the re-

mainder of the year.

Metro sales Veepee William F.

Rodgers set a string of 16 new
films for distribution from August
through December, or over three a
month, while 20th prez Spyros P.

Skouras, following a onceover of

new product last week on the

Coast, revealed his company’s
plans to release 14 features during
that period. Distribution slates

mark a boost for both companies
over the films they released dur-
ing the same period last year,

which averaged two per month.
Reason for the boost in number

of releases is believed the same as

that which occasioned the decision

to boost production— the shorter
playing times now racked up by
even the best pictures. With few
of the top-budgeters able to hold
fur more than two weeks even in

the key city deluxe houses, exhib-
itors have been clamoring for more
product. Situation has been even
worse for subsequent run and
small-town theatres, which change

(Continued on page 55)

Universal has succeeded jn tak-

ing advantage of its improved
earnings to enlarge and extend its

revolving production credit. The
three banks which hold the loan
have increased it by $1,000,000
and extended it fir two additional
years*

Credit, originally $7,000,000, has
been upped to $8,006;000. It Was
Slated to expire two years from
now but will continue until 1954
under the new arrangement. Banks
involved are First National of Bos-
ton (Serge Semenenko)

,
Guaranty

Trust Co., N. Y., and Bank of Man-
hattan Co., N. Y,

Negotiations were handled for tr

by its hew treasurer, Leon Gold-
berg. Former RKO exec succeeded
Samuel Manchnovitch to the U
post early this year. Improvement
of ; the credit Was made possible
largely through a better financial
picture reported by the company

(Continued on page 20)

With chances of the Eagle Lion-
Film Classics merger continuing to
grow dimmer^ EL this week offered
to return FC’s pix to it or to con-
tinue to distribute them, perma-
nently on a profit-sharing basis
with FC. Offer was made at a ses-

sion in New York Monday (1?)
of execs of the two distribs and
the court-appointed assignee, of
FC’s assets.

. William C. MacMillen, EL ’s exec
v.p., proposed that in the event
the merger Is not consummated,
EL would be willing to make a
deal under Which it would distrib-

ute the pix FC’ has already vdeliv-
ered, and any others it could de-
liver in the future. EL Would give
an agent’s commission out of its

distribution fee to FC on such
films.

Similar plan; as a matter of fact,

has been in effect ^since June 12,
when the physical merger of EL
and FC took place. The two sides
have been attempting to negotiate
a Corporate merger since then.

MacMillen again refused to go
ahead with the melding on the
Original basis unless FC topper
Joseph Bernhard could deliver all

eight of the new pix which he
promised in preliminary negotia-
tions. Bernhard has been able to
swing producers of only four of
the films into the EL deal. Pix
which he has sewed up are “The
Second Face,” produced by Ed-,
ward Leven; “Mr. Universe,” pro-
duced*by Joe Lerner and Rex Carl-
ton; “The Wind Is My Lover,”
made in Sweden* with an English

(Continued on page 20)

DENVER SETUP JELLING

. . A $500,000 libel suit against Na-
tional Screen Service Was dropped
last week by Mitchell Pantzerr an
independent poster renter. An or-

der for the suit's discontinuance
was signed in N. Y. federal court.

The action was filed in May, 1949.

Pantzer ;
discontinued the suit

after he failed to make an appear-
ance to testify for a deposition. He
pleaded ill-health, and after an-
other date was set for him to ap-
pear, discontinued the action.

Suit was based on a claim that

National Screen had written a let-

ter charging Pantzer with pressure
tactics in the letter’s attempt to

dispose of claims against National
Screen and his attempt to sell out
to the trailer company. National
Screen denied the charge.

Denver, July 18.

Plans are being developed by
Sandre Films Corp. to build a

studio in Denver to produce
children’s films in color, using
fairy tales mainly as subject
matter. Two such films have already
been made, using “Little Red Rid-
ing Hood” and “Goldilocks” stories,

which a^re to be released under
different titles as yet not picked:
Thirteen more scripts are ready
The films are being made in Coop-
eration with the drama department
of the U. of Denver, and were
edited and will be scored here with
AFM musicians.
Norman Elzer is president, in

charge of the financial arrange-
ments, and Arthur Dreifuss is vice-

president in charge of production.
Besides Dreifuss, who is direct-

ing, Hollywood contributed Claude
Ramsey, Cameraman; Chip Gaither,
sound; Richard Currier, editor, and
Herschel Gilbert, musical director,

for the twro films.

If a favorable deal cannot be
i made with major distribs, the films
will be sold to television. The films

will be two and three reelers. ,

Lipton in N.Y. for Huddles

With U Execs on Releases
Universal pub-a<L director David

Lipton arrived in uTew York from
the Coast this week for a Series of
confabs Wdth h.o. execs on promo-
tion plans for

.
future releases.

He’s finalizing the campaign on
“Louisa,” which has its world
preem in Chicago Aug.. 11, and is

discussing other product.
He’s also confabbing with sales

execs on advance plans for “Har-
vey,” which U is counting on as

its most important release, in a
number of years.

To Discuss ’Extortionate’

Rentals at Dallas Meet
Dallas, July 18.

Reps from all National Allied
regional units, as well as the or-
ganization’s Caravan group will
wrestle with ' “extortionate” film
rental demand at a two-day meet
to be held July 26-27 at Congress
hotel, Chicago. Session was called
by Col. Harry A. Cole of Allied
Theatre Owners here.

In a wire sent to Caravan and
regional Units, Col. Cole stressed
the gravity of the situation. “Dras-
tic action is necessary,” he said, to
cope with increased rental de-
mands that are made despite a
steadily declining boxoffice. Com-
plaints haVe been ’’pouring in from
all over the country,” he added.

“I have myself no definite plan
in mind,” Cole stated, “but believe
that a gathering of representatives
of all regional Qaravan units coup
arrive at some plan for action.
Film companies are taking ad-
vantage of competitive situations
and the bidding system to still fur-
ther hike film prices and terms.”
These boosts, he feels, have been
accentuated by drive-in operators,
many Of whom are newcomers and
unfamiliar with usual film costs.

Anti-Trust Talks in D C.

Washington, July 18.

Talk here is that 20th-Fox is

likely to resume talks with the Jus-
tice Depth’s anti-trust division to-

ward a negotiated decree, despite
the pending request that the Su-
preme Court reconsider its deci-

sion not to hear appeals from the
New York judgment. Feeling is

that the company might come off

better this way than by taking a
chance on what it is liable to get
from the Court.

Negotiations With Warner Bros,
have bogged down, but they may
be resumed in the near future.

Meantime, Loew’s, third of the ap-
pealing majors, Continues to steer

away from meetings with the Jus-
tice Dept. Loew’s is the only one
of ,

the Big Five which has never
sought a solution through dicker-

ing with the anti-trust division.
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Fancy Pants
(COLOR-SONGS)

Paramount release of Robert L. Welch
production. Stars Bob Hope, Lucille Ball;

features Bruce Gabot, Jack Kirkwood, Lea
Penman, Hugh French, JEric BlorO, John
Alexander. Directed by George Marshall.
Screenplay, Edmund Hartmann and Rob-
ert. O'Brien, based on story by Harry
Leon Wilson; •. camera (Technicolor),
Charles -B. Lang, Jr.i editor, Archie Mar-

I

shek; songs, Jay Livingston and; Ray.
Evans; score. Van Cleave. Previewed;

, JN. Y., July 13, '50. Running time, 92 •

MINS. TT •
|

Humphrey .... v. . ...... . . . .... Bob Hope ,

Agatha Flou'd .' .Lucille Ball

Cart- Belknap. . .... . ...

•

-Bruce Cabot
Mike Floud . . . , . . . . , , . . .

;

Jack Kirkwood r

Effie : Floud. ....... ...
. ,

,

. ,'Lca Penman >.

George Van-Basingwell. . . . . .Hugh trench
{

Sir Wimbley. .-, ,, . ; . .... ...... Erie -Blore
;

Wampum. . . . . . ; . . . . ,

;

.-.Joseph. \ italc
;

Teddy Roosevelt,. . . ..... .John Alexander ,

Lady Maude. . ... ...

,

Nornia Vardon ,

Rosalind ..... ........ :

.

. Virginia Reiley
TVvombley

.

'. . .. ; .Colin .Keith-Johnston ;

Wong/. ....... ....... . • . .-. Joe. Wong

1

Mai Granger;

.

Gail Mason ..,

•Larry - Mason
Chippie' Evans ,

Trudy Maxwell,
Vince Wallers.

even/ denart- .A- ai'i Stephans
V- I .

1,1. Pete W rigii

Joe 'Gish'.
Roeco
Peterson

.

Tim * ,
'

Mendel Weiss

Paramount has taken Bob
out into the wide open spaces

.

\

again; in ‘‘Fancy Pants” and the

picture should, click as solidly as .

“Paleface,” his last venture into L:

llie wild and .voolly. ’ It’s, a bright,

bouncy farce with never a serious '

moment, played, in broadest slap-

i

stick by. Hope, Lucille; Ball' and a ,

line cast of comedy characters. If
'

sheer- escapist entertainment, in

Technicolor, can get ’em lined up at

the. boxoffice, .this' one will- keep
;

the wickets spinning as merrily as ..

the; laughs, it delivers.

Yarn basically is a fantastic

satire on how New Mexico almost
] ost

.
its, chance for statehood be-

cause ...of . a ruse perpetrated on
President ; Theodore . Roosevelt;
Hope is a hammy American actor
masquerading as an English lord
among the rough-’n’-tough west-
erners seeking statehood, and lie’s

forced to continue the impersona-
tion when the President conies* a-

'vis.itihg! Role is. excellently tailored
to his unique brand of buffoonery
and

,
he scores in

ment... Script gives him not only mz/ j ,
...

.

some yoekful situations but some Marshak ,

wonderful comedy lines,, which
]Va'd the sneak preview audience

• laughing so much at the screening
•caught < 1'3 1 that many of the
punchlines were missed.

Miss. Ball, too, is at her comedic
peak in this one, matching Hope
gag for gag with her uninhibited
zany isms. The duo also gets a

chance to sell some tunes, . which
add .to the tomfoolery. . Most of.

the: songs, cieffed by Jay Living-
.

sion and Ray Evans, are incidental
16 the plot,, but oiie of them,
“Home Cookin’,” is already getting
plugged and may \yind up a hit.

Script by Edmund Hartmann
and Robert O’Erien based on a
story by Harry Leon Wilson,
zc 6ms /into

.
laugh range with the

opening credits. Hope, billed as
“Air. Robert Hope (formerly, Bob),”
sneaks' in a quick: aside to the au-
dience that “there will be no pop-
corn eating during this perform-
ance.” and the story- rolls from
there with hardly a letup in the
guffaws. . First • couple of reels,

which take place in England, are*

slow by comparison but there’s so
. much action and good, fun in the:

rest of the ; footage that.it doesn’t
matter. •

Yarn bites broadly at British
Ri’.siocracy and nouveau riche
Americans at the. turn of the cen-
tury; Miss Ball,, .touring England
with her mother to try to buy a

li. led husband, finds Hope -posing
a British butler. Ills finesse

Miniature Reviews
“Fancy Pants” (Songs-Color)
ar). Bob Hope, Lucille Ball

in a sock frontier-locale com-
edy; surefire b.o. \

“711 Ocean Drive" (Col).

Fast-moving melodrama about
gambling; O.K. b.o.

“A Lady Without Passport”
iM-G), . Entertaining melo-
drama built around alien-

smuggling racket; fair b.o.
;

“Stella” (20thV. Macabre
comedy, based on a missing
corpse, w ith Ann Sheridan,
Victor Mature,’ Average b;o. .

“Beyond the Purple Hills”
(Songs) (Col). Good Gene
Autry oatunpr.

"Trial Without. Jury” (Rep).

Kent Taylor, Audrey Long in
humdrum whodunit; fair for,

dual; combos; -. !”
.<

. “Gunfire” (Lippert’k Outlaw
yarn is okay secondary outdoor

; act i oner. •
.

“Snow Dog” (Mono). Moun-
tie backwoods mystery is okay
program fare fox’ family and
kid - trade.

“Marshal of . Heldorado”
(Lip ) . Fair Jimmy Ellison-

=

Russ Hayden western.

A Lady Without
Passport;

Hollywood, July 1.
Metro release of Samuel Marx produc-

tion, Stars Hedy Lamarr, John Hodl&k;
feature# James Craig, George Maqready,
Directed by Joseph H, Lewis. Screenplay,

§
award ' Dimsdale; adaptation, Cyril
ume; suggested story by Lawrence

Taylor; camera, Paul C. Vogel; music,
David Raksin; editor, Frederick Y. Smith.
Tradeshbwn June 28, ’50. Running time,
72 MINS.
Marianne Lorress .Hedy Lamarr
Pete Karczag. . ; .

.

.... . John Hodiak,
Frank-. Westlake James Craig
Paiinov. . . .;. .... .George Macready
Frenchman . ............

.

Steven Gerdy
Archer Delby James...... Bruce Cowling
Harry Nordell. .... .... .

.

Nedrick Young
Jack . . ... .«/.'

.

Steven Hill
Lt; Dannahari. . , . ... . .

.

. Robert Osterloh
Lt. . Carfagho ...... .

;

.

.

Trevor r Bardefte
Ramon Santez. , ,

,

. Chai les Wagenheim
A. Sestina- • . . . . Renzo Cesana
Beryl San'driiig; . . , .- ; . , . Esther

,

Zeitlin,
Mr. Sawdrihg;. * . ..... ; . . ; .

., Carlo
,
Trxcoli

Elizaveth AlonescU . . ;

.

M’arta Mitrovltch
Dimitri Matthias i .; Don Qnrner
Navy Flyer . , . , ..... ; . .

.

.Richard Cvaiie
Dancer ; Nita Bieber

711 Deoan Drive
Hollywood, . July |1 2.

.

'it N. Seltzi
O’Brien, Jo-

. There'S an. okay piece 6f
dramatic pulp fiction hiding behind

i
the title of “A Lady Without Pass- r

;
port’”

, A story of alien-smuggling,

,

i localed in: Cuba and" Florida, it does 1

;
a good ;iob of realizing on its thrill- ,.

i er intent . arid has fair chanebs in

!

the general. market. [

i
' Beginning is a bit too cryptic for .

,

quick undersfahdin'g; but when plot i

! Line does take /shape, the story

;

; builds and holds attention'. Joseph
\

H; Lewis' direction spins it along!
Coliinibia- release of Frank N. Seltzer eXDCrt] V neatlv DaCillS the SUS-

*

product ion, Stars Edmund O’Brien, Jo- „ iir'

i

. amie .Dr'u;
,
features otto 'Kruger, Barry- :

penseful sequences and, in. general,;
Kciiey, Dorothy Patrick. Birciled by Jo- : sellihg the Howard Diiiisdale script :

ieph H. Newman. Screenplay, Richard •

>i n rl thA-ffrtMnin? -

. English, Francis Swan; camera, Frank L.
d

-

n
fi.

lWe ^
0 P Pg - • T r r \

,

Planer; editor, Bert Jordan; technical ad- i- Hed.V. LamaiT IS the lady . of the
visors., Lt. william Burns (Los Angeles title. . Lingering in Cuba while, try-'^

to enter the U.S., she is used
Police Department), Edwin Block. Pre-
viewed at Hal Roach Studios. - Running
time. 102 MINS.

ight

:

, . .

.

.Edmund .O'Brien 7

” Joanne .Dm-
...... Donald Porter..

Sammy White
. ; .

,

.Dorothy P.-drick;
...... , . Barry Kelley .

. Otto Kiuger,
. Howard St. John'

. . . ...Robert. Osterloh
, . . .

;

Bert Freed
. . . .

' Car.i Milletaive .

...Charles La Torre
....... Fred Aldrich.
. . . Cli tries Jordan

. . . . . Sidney Dubin

r, >

convinces the mother . that she.

should - import him to their New
.Mexican pioneer town to imparl
Feme culture to her ill-mannered
husband and daughter! ’ By mis-
take. the town’s populace believes
Hope is a British lord and the
family, enjoying the' resultant
envy of their friends, conti’nF’S
the ruse. ’ Publicity, even gels
President Roosevelt to visit.;the.

town, where Hope arranges a
Liilarious fox-hunt' for him. Airs
well until Miss Ball’s jealous lioy-

fivond unnKisks .Hope’s disguise,
W iich leads intd the ’ picture's
za;-,y windup.

Situations and bits of biistness,

Willi nationwide publicity, being
given the operations of gambling
syndicates, “711 Ocean Drive”
should draw . 'appreciable busi-

ness in all types of situations. A
tough melodrama about the opera-
tion of a California wire network
that expands due to th.e electronic
genius of a young telephone worker
played by Edmund O’Brien, the
Frank N. Seltzer product ion should
appeal to tlie adventure, fan as
well, as the average .newspaper
reader who has been following the
Senatorial investigations of organ-
ized- crime,

:

Story concerns a telephone
workgr .with a knack for electrons

.

who joins a syndicate, and expands
its operations with his inventions.
When jibe syndicate chief is killed ,.

lie takes charge of the organization,
and runs into the opposition of an
eastern syndicate. The bigger out-.

At makes overtures which he re-

jects' until he meets :.I oanhe. Dru,
the wife of one *of the eastern lead-
ers.

He agrees to join, the larger, syn-
dicate and to split profits evenly,
but when’ ho finds he has been
•short-changed he. parts ...company
and murders 'Miss.- Dru’s husbaud,
'With, the syndicate. chasing him for
the death of one of their leaders
and the police, after him for the
.murder . of blackmailer. O’Brien
meets his end after a thrilling chase
sequence in Boulder Dam.

Operations of the syndicates are
given a realistic touch by the Rich-
ard '-Engl is’h -Fran ci s

.

Swan screen*
play; and Joseph II. Nowinah’s dw
reet ion. keeps action at a fast pace.
O'Brien is excellent as the hot-
tempered. ambitious, young, syndi-
cate chief. Miss Dili scores in her
role, as a gangster’s wife In. love
whh another gangster. All support-
ing roles are standout, especially
Otto. Kruger as the eastern- syndi-
cate boss, Howard St. John as a

detective, Dorothy : Patrick as.

by John Hodiak, undercover' immi-

'

gration agent, to set up a trap, for

;

the smuggling ring operated . by
George Macready. ;A complication
is the romantic, development be-
tween the lady and the agent, but

.

finale, puts them in a clinch after
’

he rescues her from Mahfoady, and,,

she forgives him for having used
:

her. .-

Add ing in terost is the back- ..

ground footage lensed. in Cuba, It;,

helps to supply. an authentic touch
to the thriller fiction suggested by

,

Lawrence Taylor’s story which
Cyril Hume adapted. Lensing and
sound effects, as well as an. expert-

.

ly themed, music score by David
Raksin,-. all help to suggest

.

the
mood sought by Samuel' Marx’s-,
production. Cuban st reet scones

,

and ' Latin musical .strains.; an
earthy rhumba by cafe dancer Nita
Bieber. are among the good touches
backing the plot runoff. •.

The intrigue of the first half, as
the twD factions pit wits! turns to •

more physical action in the latter :

half when a smuggler’s plane, bear- :

.
ing a party of aliens, crashed in-

the Everglades and the U. S. agents ;

take off through.the swamps l.o run
.
down their prey.:

•

Aliss Lamarr and* Hodiak .carry
off' their assignments excellently,
arid. Macready turns' in another of
his good heavies. James Craig.,

.immigration officer: Steven Gefay,
smuggling agent ;

• Bruce Cowling; •

the . ring's pilot; Richard Crane, a ;

-

Navy flier, are among’ some of the •

others identifiable with good per-,
lormances. Editing holds* the pic-

.

to the handy running
minules. Brog. •

Pear Mr. Proltaclt
“Dear Mr. Phohack” (Rank),

a British import which opened
at the 72nd St. Translux, N. Y„
Saturday. (15), was reviewed

,

’by Variety from London Sept.

21; 1949. Produced by J. Ar-
thur Rank and Ian Dalrymyle,
the film is being released in

the U. S. , by Pentagon Pic-

tures. Cecil Parker is starred.
“Arnold B e n n e 1 1 * s well-

known story,” wrote the re-

viewer, “has been brought up
to date in this film and the
result is 10 minutes of spar-

.

" kling.entertainment arid 70 min-
utes of varying tedium,’-. Pic-

‘ lure’s b.o. potentialities were
appraised as “so-so” for both
the British trade arid the
American market/ Plot re-:

volves around a government
. worker who falls into, a large

inheritance. Original rimriing
tiriie of 91. minutes is retained

. for the U. S. release.

ticular. potency in the stbry-telling.
Interest centers on David Wayne
and Frank Foritaine;; two screwball
brothers-in-law of Miss Sheridan,
who are responsible for Llie miss-
ing corpse of “Uncle Joe”; and the
titters to be found in the footage.
Thread, of the whole plot is Weak,

but does , take on some
.
substance,

as the Wayne-Foritaine characters
become clear. “Uncle Joe” is ac-
cidentally killed in a fall .during
a; family picnic; Believing that no
one would accept the truth, Wayne
and Fontaine bury the body in . a

brush! patch and coerce mama and
tlfeir two wives into silence. They
plot elaborately to. have the world

.

think .‘‘Uncle Joe’ ? is off on another
bender.

’•

Unfortunately, Miss Sheridan;
the

;
oriIy ! level-headed member of

the family. Works for an insurance
company that has a policy with the
victim. She eventually learns tlie

:

truth arid is ppt in the middle
when Wayne ' and Fontaine start
identifying every corpse that turns
up. as “Uncle Joe” so that they can
collect the insurance. Mature is

an investigator, who ' develops ,a

quick romance with Miss Sheridan,
and which Leif Erickson, her em-
ployer-fiance. tries . to break up by
threatening to expose the truth
about her family.
With such a setup, naturally the.

script has to strain to contrive an
ending, but' it all comes off rather
satisfactorily under Binyon’s han-
dling. Among the character tid-
bits to be found, other than Wayne
and Fontaine, are Evelyn Varden,
the dumb, mama; Lea Penman,
“Uncle Joe’s” belo\#d; Hobart
Cavanaugh, Charles Halton and
Chill Wills as the uneredited vil-

lage police chief.. Others are. okay.
Cyril iviockridge’s mrisic score

plays an important part in further-
ing the comedy aims of the Sol
C. Siegel production, adding little

identifying background themes .1 hat
assist. Joe MacDonald’s lensing

. arid - the editing by. Hannon Jones
are . among the good technical
credits,. ' Brog.

Reyriolds, an able rider who doe*
his stuff with Little Champ.
Don Beddoe is the town banker

who heads up the dirty, work
which is only a cover for his loot-
ing of the dead man’s estate. James
IVIillican is the principal henchman
in the skullduggery, Hugh O’Brian
is Autry’s friend who is framed for
the killing; and Jo Dennison sup-
plies a- femme touch to the cast as
Q’Brian’s sweetie. John English's
direction is actionful and furnishes
good touches for the market.

Charles and Nick Kenny cieffed
the title tune

;
for Autry to croon

and latter also does “Dear Hearts
and Gentle People” during a
square dance frolic. Excellent out/
door locations and expert lensing
by William Bradford are two of
the features of Arriiand Schaefers
production supervision! . Brog.

Trial WiifsoiiL 4iiry
.
Republic release, of Stephen Auer pro-

auction. Features Robert Rockwell, Bar.
bra Fuller,. Kent Taylor, Audrey Lone.
Directed - by Philip Ford. ' Screenplay by
Albert ' DeMond, irmn story by Rose Si-'

moil : Kohn, adapted by Lawrence . GOhN 0
man; camera,.. John MacBurnie? .editor,'
Harold Mint’ei'/' Previewed in N. Y., July.
14, '50.

. Running time, A0 MINS,
BilP Peters ... Robert Rockwell
Cdririne' Hollister. . , , . . Barbra Fuller
Jed Kilgore ... . . . . ... ... . .. . , . Kent Taylor
Myra- Peters / . .... Audrey Lung
John Webb
Arthur Gentry . .

.

Riley Wentworth'.

.

.Rheta Mulford . . .:

.

Mrs;’ Mannings. ... . v

Turner
.

.. .. . .

.

Bernice Andrews..
Producer. . ; . . . .

.

Kennedy
Ticket Seller . . ...

.Phillip Mannings . . .

ShuJTalohg . . . . , .

.

: .

, K. Elmo Lowe
. .Stanley': Waxmaii

, . . Johvif: Whitney
. .Barbara Billingsley

. - Ruthelma Slovens-
. W illiam . Grueneborg

. ; . ...Christine Larstm
. . ... , . .Tapms Craven

. . .-'Wiili’am Jlaade-
.. . , .

' / .-. Bill Baldwin
... . .Theodor \’on Ell/.

. . . ... ...

,

/ Sid Marioiv:

Outside of a good performance
by ..Kent Taylor, “.Trial’ Without
Jury” is!, a surprisingly sldw who-
dunit. Maximum of verbiage and
minimum of action, sprinkled - with
trite dialog, afford only a fair on
try for dual setups.
The somewhat original idea of

having a young playwright rewrite
his murder mystery to fit the
known factual details of a recent
slaying, bogs, down with the tedi-

ous details that are! dragged into

the story. Even with the added
odd twist of having said playwright
near the scene of the actual crime
and finally arrested as a suspect,
this never quite comes, off.

Screenplay by Albert DeMond
isn't, very exciting,

.
and director

Philip, Ford's hand! ing seldom
makes the performances vivid
Robert .Stockwell, as a lieutenant
of the homicide detail, is wooden.
Audrey Long, comely newcomer,
does well enough as the heroini
Another new. face. Barbra Fuller;
comes through solidly in the mam
climactic scene, Theodor Von Eli/,

screen vet. is fine in an early
scene—-then is bumped, off.

John MnoBurnie chins in., with a

“lic k camera job, white Harold
Mintfi’ is okay on the editing. -

, Wea r. .

1 u re
time

down
of .72

Si I si

Hollyv'Ood/ July 15.
2(i.l h*Fox rolo-’.pQ of Sol G. ' Siegel pro-

duelion. . Stiirs Ann SberklMi, V.ietor.
Mntuve-; fcjitures David \V;\vnc, R'cindy
Sltusrl. Marion Marshall, Fr.-.nk Foniaine,
Diieeled by Claude Binyon; screenplay..
Binyen, ba^od on a novel by Doris Milos
Disney: camera. Joe ..MacDonald,; music,
Cyril Mockridee; editor, Harmon Jones.
T-radesbewn July 14, \">0. Running' time,
Po MINS.

lllio 1*t:ar^§e 15 it Is

.

(SONGS)
1

1

0 'l iywood. July 1 3..

Colinnbia -release of. Afmand '."-Selvae for
production. Stars Gene. Autry; features
Pat

.
Butt-ram, Jo Dennison., Don Red-due.

James Mrlliean. Don Reynolds-. Hugh
O'Brian, Roy' Gordon, Har.ry Harvey. Di-
rected by Jolm English, Written by Nt.r-
ni -.h S.' Mall; lajnera, William Bradford;
song, Charles and Nick Kenny: e-liter.
Richard . Fanil. Previewed July Ki, 7)0.
Run n.jn g t im e . 69 M I N S.
GtMUi .Autry . .

.

V:iah.cr contributed
.
by the script O’Brien's secretary, Sammy AVhile

cu by director George .Marshall

.

. «u : a to llie fun,, with that fox-hunt
' (liope; of. course, has, never sat a,

horse before, but must participate
1.6 niaintain- his impersonal 'on oi

-'the lord) sure to get talked about.
. Marsh all's facile touch with cod'd
cv’y is evident in the way

.
the east,

milks it for maximum effect Aid-

'

ing Hope and Miss Ball are Lea
.
Periirian; in, a sock characterizat ion;

as the' mother; Bruce Cabot, as the
iasi - drawing boy - friend; Jack
Kirkwood as the

:
gruff but hen-

pecked husband, and Hugh’ F r. nch
and Eric. Blore as a couple o(‘ Eng-
lish gentlcmeri. John Alexander
turns in his usual neat impersona-
tion of Teddy Roosevelt.

.

Production credits lined 1ip l),y

JRaoert L. Welch are top-drawer,
Charles B. . Lang, Jr., contribiries
a fnie job with, the color cameras
and Van Cleave’s score ad
the picture’s fun theme.
Marshek has edited it to a tight

92
4 ‘ L

stoiia
.'ell. De ,VJ a r< o
Carl- Grange!' .

t’laire ... . . . ...

Mary, An.......
Don '

.

Frerl ... . .. . .

.

- Flora v. .

:

.

. Xvfi .-
^
Calhoun •

.

. Pgygy. Denny .

I'l’iin Gvuss ...

.

Mr..';Beeker. . .

.

Farmer . . .

.

Gil .Wright, . . /

Myra.
.
Ralph Denny .

.

. . . Ann Shei-iflan
Victor Mature.

....David Wayne
. .• R;indv Stuart
, Marion Marshall'

Frank Fontaine
. . . Lei! Erickson

Evelyn VarRon
. . I.ea Pehinan
Joyce MacKonzic

Hobart (‘avanaugh
... Charles Ilallon

. . V/ 'rlter Baldwin.
. . .. Larry Keating
. . . . . - Mary Beni'.

Paul Harvey

iViilte, Raw ley . .

.

jVi.olHe. Rayburn . .

.

Amos Rayburn . ,

,

Roeky Mm'g.in . .

.

Chip Beaumont..,
.
Jack Beaumont

- Judge Beaunionl ,

. Sheriff Whiteside
Ross Pardee
Jliu Connors . . ! . .

Tim .

.

Corey .......
Dave Miller, ;

Doghouse ; . . . . , .

.

. . . , '.Himself.

...Pal Rutlram
.

.'
. Jo Dv'hhison,

. Don Beddo.e

.James.. M.dliean

. Don : Reynolds
. l'lugh O'Bnaii

.Roy Gordon
. ll'rry llama-y
... Groeg liarfon
. ; Bob Wilke
. Ralph Penn's

-Frank Ellis-
' John CM!'

. Sandy Sanders:

II()Hywood,: July 14.
T.ippert Pietuies release : of V.Mh. ’rt

Bi>*'ke production. Features Don l-aiiv,
.Robert Lawerj 1

. Wally \ ernon>. ly.troia
.Blake. pirecle.d. by

.
li.erke. Orim'.d

Nero^nnlov. A'ictc’V \\ e.st an t Uerke; i-:-Vn-

era.' Ernest W. Miller; ertilor. A'arl' P-t r-

M)n. Prev-nved July 14, '

o(). Rumiiuf
i me. 59 MINS.
Fen I on I

Fi -mu James, . ..

.

Kelly . . , . . , . . . .

Clem
l'.\ n t hy
Mumi.v . .... .

'Simons
Civ* rile- F.-rd . .

/

l.erner
(M-rhier
.i-'iik'. Sc.n .....
Riley . ....
Rob Ford
Bank ^’resident.-
Jainos Daughter . .

O.'fieer .. .. . .

.

""rs. . James
Flo: ! : .........

Don : v

... . . .Robert T.ov. <-.•

y

. .... .. -Wally- Vc- ni-it

.... .

.

Pamela P' 1 e

. ... : . . Claude Sir- ad
. . l .eonard P«

;

r.a

. . G j.vloik? Pypdb v o

Tommy F.tt n H
..-..../ Dean Rei-iu t

...

.

, . . . . Paul Jordan
, . Steve < 'nidi

.... Roger And-’^v't
. ... Gil Fal'-'vn

. Katlileen Mag'diiMti
. . . Bill Ba ’<•>'

. . . Barbara M'.ooih !1

;..... ; Jane A'duan

!.

-• “Beyond the Purple Hills” stacks
’ up as one of the better Gene Autry
* entries. . Story, and action are good.

as a good-natured*, bookie. Barry
Kelley r as O’Brien’vS predecessor,
and Donald Porter as Miss

.
Dru’s

.

husband.

.

Frank L. Planer’s camera Work
is fluid, Bert Jordan’s editing tight.
Musical score composed by Sol
Kaplan enhances exciting action
scenes. Production design, sound
work and set decorations are all

topnoloh.

Rep Guns Thr^e
Hollywood. July 18.

Three pictures get the gun at

Republic this week, starting with
“The Stoiy of Belle Le Grande,
topli.ni.ng Vera Ralston, John Car-
roll and William Ching.

Ot hers are “Buckaroo Sheriff

dds to Texas.” directed by. fliil Ford, and
. extent.

Archie “Under Mexicali Stars,” a Rex AT- i Ann £

“Stella” gives death a once-over-
lightly t;o spell out a glibly-trea-ted,

;
macabre coinedy- against a New
England -resort background.

,

The
sombre • motivation of a missing
corpse takc?s on a comedic flavor

. with quick pacing and sharp /dia-

log: Played strictly for laughs, and
rating chuckles in its general . de-
velopment, it should-Jiave fair b.o.

i reception. ..

! Claude Binyon both directed and
,

scripted frorii a novel
.
by Doris

Miles Disiiey, He displays a light
touch arid expert character devel-
opment in each pliase of his cori-

tribution. There are some un-
;

.easy chuckles in the footage be-
cause of the. comedy’s, springboard,
but the very strong performances
in the featured and secondary roles
gloss over this to a considerable

attention has been paid to. side
details that, pay off With' kiddie
fans, arid the .two sorigs do not. in-
terrupt; movement. In the Autry

/market, this.; one Will •' get a good
reception.

Norman S. Hall's-' origin ai; script
has Autry as weting. sheriff ip: a
small co vv( own. Role forces him to

' ai'rest a friend 'when the latter's
rich father is murdered, but sing-
ing cowpoke, knows he has the.

.
wrong, man.. In going his wav to
catch the real culprit,. Autry finds
time to indulge in fisticuffs', some'
gun-slinging that is featured bv

. few misses, croon, his two songs
and display! the high school educar
tiori of his horse Champion and a
sm I Champ.

minutes’ running time, SiaL
4

/ I / « J U i . JV’.-O !> ' « J

, , ... ^ .... . Sheridan and Victor Mature
Jen starrer with George Blair di- i headline the east as the stars, but

i
reeling* I neither of their roles has any pur-

t > • > •vi'ffr uP i «. u I/'U? 1.' vet i,

! Equine sequences will particular-
ly please the juves, as will the
fancy gun

.
work of the hero. A n-

. other factor of interest to the small

.
fry will be Pat Buttram’s comedy
'support of Autry and Champ, plus
! inclusion in the cast of moppet Don

. / , > , .f .,-v , a

‘

‘‘Gunfire” is more outdoor mcli'-

di'ama thari cater and crowds a lot

of ('baraclm's into a short 59 min-
utes. .Yarn- brings back .outlaw

Frank James and features aetimv
: till ItMising of the outdoor locale*.

It lricasurt's lip as accept able 'lip*

porting fare for secondary situa

t;io»)s.
'

..

’

'Motivation of the Victor Wed
William Berko plot has Jaiive*;

• again
.
strapping oil his- guns when

a double heads a gang of murfliT'
ing robbers and . st arts

.

plunder! nK

t he ..west, -Double’s .riise to be uus-

laken as James fools e.veryone hut

Robert Lowery! a marshal who bt v*

lievos in James’ innocence. Lowery
lets James stalk the. gang while he

goes his own way in trapping the

prairie gangsters and dual chad
climaxes in a

.
pitched battle be-

tween good and bad.
.

Don Barry doubles as James anil

the impersonator, performing no

Ceptahly as the footage unreels uir

dor Berke’s direction.
.

Lowt'i'y

pleases, and Wally Vernon adds

some cornball comedy as a deputy
for kiddie interest, Pamela Blake

hasn’t much to do as the ferimd
lead. Among the others making, up

the large assortment .of character
are Claude Stroud, Leonard EennJ
Gavlord Pendleton, Steve Contij

and Barbara Woodell.
.

_

. Since “Gunfire” is not a regulinj

I (Continued on page 16)
n 1? k

*• ».
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DIMENSIONt COLOR AND
in East Seen Hypoed

Eastern filmmaking is due for a4
hefty hypo in the near future

through the intensified feature

production schedule of RKO-Pathe,
which may become the first big

film outfit to concentrate on lens-

irig features only in the east. Move
of the RKQ subsidiary into the

feature film production ranks was
spotlighted this week by the resig-

nation Of Harry Michalson as RKO
shorts sales manager to devote all

his time to the presidency of RKO-
Pathe, which position he had held
concurrently.

RKO-Pathe has been absorbed,
for the most part, in production of

shorts, such as “This Is America,”
“Sportscopes,” etc. Company re-

cently extended its activities into

the production of features with
“Tattooed Stranger,” which Was
lensed. entirely in the east. Veepee
Jay Bonaifield revealed .this week
that RKO-Pathe is now looking for
another, story which can be lensed
in and around New York, adding
that Phil Reisman, Jr.j RKO-Pathe
staffer who scripted “Stranger,”
has been assigned to work on an-
other story.

Company is believed to be in an
especially good position to enter
feature production. It owns its

own studios at 106th street and
Park avenue, N. Y., which doesn’t
pose too much of an overhead
problem, since some of the space
is leased to NBC television. In
addition; RKO-Pathe’s features are
expected to be moderate budgeters,
for which a big market is now
available through the recent, elim-
ination by some of the major Hol-
lywood studios of such product.

Sidney /Kramer, heretofore
Michalson's assistant as RKO
shorts sales chief, has been named
to succeed Michalson by RKO sales

veepee Robert Mochrie.

U’s Eastern Sales Execs
In H.O. Huddles Today

Universal - International district

and branch managers of the com-
pany’s eastern division are sched-
uled to arrive in New York today
(Wednesday) for confabs with
W. A. Scully, veepee and general
sales manager. Local situations
in the managers* respective terri-

tories will be analyzed in light of
current business conditions.

Huddle represents the first in a
new series of sales talks: Scully
held similar meets with distribu-
tion personnel last spring; A. J.

O’Keefe, assistant general sales
manager and division managers,
C. J. Feldman, F. J. McCarthy and
Foster M. Blake participated in
subsequent sessions.

G&S Color Pic, ‘Patience,’

Mapped at Amherst, Mass.,

On 4-Week, 125G Budget
Springfield, Mass., July 18.

A motion picture producer who
sang Gilbert & Sullivan in his col-

lege days will turn the college

town of Amherst, Mass., into a film

lot next month, when William
Holdsworth and his Amherst Film
Co., Ltd., start the cameras rolling

for a full-length color pic, “Pa-J
tience.” ^

Set to start shooting Aug“ 1,

“Patience” has a four-week sched-
ule, and a $125,000 budget. Sound-
track recordings will begin at the
Bay State Sound Studio in Aga-
wam July 20, . and rehearsals for
leads and chorus will begin
July 24.

Martyn Green, of the D’Oyly
Carte Co., arrived in New York
yesterday (17) to supervise the
production and sing the role of

Bunthorne. Title role will be sung
by Ethel Boyd, a newcomer; An-
gela by Irene Clarke, of D'Oyly
Carte, and Grosvenor by Rox Alex-
ander.
Mitchell Petryo, chief camera-

man for “Blithe Spirit,’* will do
(Continued on page 18)

to Chairman

Rep Coast Sales Meet
First of a series of. Republic

regional sales meetings get under
way next Monday (24) at the com-
pany’s North Hollywood studios.

Two-day session will be presided
over by distribution chief James
R. Grainger. Other meets will be
held in early August in Chicago
and New York.
Attending the Coast conclave

will be prexy Herbert J. Yates,
asst', general sales manager Ed-
ward L. Walton, as well

x

as the
following branch managers,: Paul
McElhinney, Seattle; Jack C.
Partin, Portland; George Mitchell,
San Francisco; Earl Collins, Los
Angeles; Tom McMahon, Salt
,Lake City, and Gene Gerbase,
Denver.

Film industry may finally get
its chance for a U. S. Supreme
Court decision On whether local

and state bluenosers have the
right to censor films in advance
of release. Judge Samuel I.

Rosenman and his staff of legalises

disclosed this week that they Will

petition the Supreme Court for a
review of the “Lost Boundaries”
ease, following refusal of the
federal appeals court in New Or-
leans last Friday (14) to hear an
appeal.

Ambrose Doskow, attorney on
Judge Rosenman’s staff, said the
High Court will be petitioned be-

fore’ the summer’s end' for a writ

of certiorari.' If the petition is

granted, it’s expected that the
hearing will be held during the
next session of the tribunal. Peti-

tion is being filed on behalf of

Louis de Rochemont’s RD-DR
Corp., producer of “Boundaries,”
and Film Classics, which is dis-

tributing it.

Attorneys will attempt to prove
that local and state censorship of

films is in violation of the First

and 14th Amendments, on the
(Continued on page^ 18)

War Threat Speeding

M-G’s ‘Quo Vadis’ in Rome
Hollywood, July 18.

Production of Metro's “QUo
Vadis” in Rome is picking up
speed and functioning rapidly, in

spite of early delays caused, by
foreign conditions and. technicians

unacquainted with Hollywood
technique. Report was brought
back from Italy by John Lee
Mahin, who prepared the screen-

play for the picture.

An added reason for increased

speed is the threat of war. A gen-

eral outbreak of hostilities would
put “Quo Vadis”; and Metro on
the spot.

Mannix Returning 46 U.S.
Rome, July 18.

Metro studio’s general manager
E. J. Mannix returns to New York
tomorrow (Wed.) after several

months here in which he super-

vised launching of “QUo Vadis.”

More than 40,000 feet of film have

been lensed in Technicolor for. the

picture, bringing production near

the half-way mark.
Producer Sam Zimbalist and di-

rector Mervyn LeRoy have edited

the footage on the scene, sending

it back to Hollywood in completed

sequences. To date, an hour of

film has been completed. Mannix
Is scheduled to resume his studio

post immediately but will main-

tain daily contact with the Rome
company.

Silver City, N. M., July 18.

In an effort *to stem the present'

downward trend of the boxoffice

,

the New Mexico Theatre Assn,
called on producers to develop, and
produce three-dimensional films as

soon as possible and also to lens

all films hereafter in color. Dele-
gates at a recent convention, in

addition, echoed the demands of

other exhibitors for new faces and
for a “contiMied and even flow of

fine motion pictures.”
Exhib organization, which is af-

filiated with the Theatre Owners
of America, endorsed the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations,

but demanded that' COMPO Con-

fine its activities to problems on
a national scale only; Group re-

solved that any “problems , con-

fronting any state organization on
a purely state or local level be
entrusted for solution to such state

organizations, without interference
from COMPO or any similar body.”
New Mexican exhibs, noting the

industry is confronted with “many
varied forms of serious competi-
tion,^ said that technical engineers
in the past have developed films

to their “present state of near per-

fection,” which has enabled it to

meet and overcome much competi-
tion. Claiming three-dimension pix
would go far to making films “the
perfect medium of picture exhibi-

tion,” the group urged producers
to “devote every effort to the de-

velopment and production in the
immediate future of third-dimen-
sional m jcion pictures.”

As for color; the NMTA claimed
the filmgoing public prefers films

in colpr to any other type. Group
also urged full cooperation with
the industry’s fight for repeal of

the 20% boxoffice tax, although re-

peal is now reportedly out of . the
question because of the Korean
War situation.

Group Set to Coordinate

Little League Coverage
A three-man committee was

named this week to coordinate cov-

erage of the IJttle League World
Series by Emerson Yorke, official

motion picture; radio and tele-

yisioiT producer for the league. The
series will be held in Williamsport
Pa., Aug. 26.

Arthur Detittt of Fox Movietone
News will serve as newsreel di-

rector. James Dolan of the Nation-
al Broadcasting Co. sports division
Will handle radio and television,

while Charles Alicoate, of Radio
and Film Dailies, will be in charge
of trade-press liaison.

Hollywood, July 18.

Joe Youngerman, who was Hen-
ry Ginsberg’s righthand man at

Paramount as liaison between front
office and production, has resigned
following Ginsberg’s checkout from
Par. He was a protege of the for-

mer production chief, having been
brought from the back lot to the
front office, and Was relied upon
strongly by Ginsberg. Younger-
man’s duties will be assumed by
Richard L. Johnston, formerly pro-
duction manager, with Frank Caf-
fey, Johnston’s assistant, mov-
ing up.

Y. Frank Freeman, who took
over yesterday (Mon.) as produc-
tion chief, began sessions on studio
inventory of story properties and
scripts being prepped for produc-
tion, He met with 6am Briskin
and D, A. Doran, story department
head Bernard Smith, writers’ su-

pervisor Frank Cleaver and legal

department head Jacob Karp.
Stockpile of stories owned by stu-
dio is being combed with view to

determining which shall have top*
priority.

Freeman declared there will be
no top-bracket changes in per-
sonnel. He said the lot will con-
tinue its long-standing policy of

giving opportunities for advance-
ment to its own staffers. He added
that the company will make as

many pix as possible on its Own
lot. Freeman took over production
reins When Ginsberg resigned last

Saturday (15).

SDG STALLS SECT VOTE
Hollywood, July 18.

Screen Directors Guild of Amerr
ica postponed the election of a
permanent executive secretary un-
til the return of Joseph Mankie-
wicz, Guild prexy, from Europe
early next month.
Vernon Keays, temporary execu-

tive secretary, announced that the
Guild is about ready to sign its first

basic television agreement.

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Hollywood, July 18.

Hollywood, July 18.

In a move to spread the policy
decisions made at the three-day
high echelon sales confab in Los
Angeles last week, Ben Kalmenson,
Warner Bros, vice-prexy over dis-

tribution, is staging a series of

regional meets for the field staff.

Initial field meet was held, in San
Francisco Monday and today
(Tues.) with Roy Haines, western
division sales manager, presiding.
Haines will hold a similar meeting
for the midwest staffers next week
while Jules Lapidus, eastern dis-

trict manager, will follow through
with meets in Pittsburgh, July 25-

26, and Philadelphia, July 27-28.

Regional conclaves Will follow
through on sales push for the 26
pictures to be released during the;

1950-51 season. Meeting of top
execs in Hollywood also set a pro-
duction schedule of 25 to 30 fea-

tures for the next year.
All these pictures are destined

for showing on theatre screens
throughout the world, and def-
initely not for television. That
was the gist Of the three-day meet-
ing at the Ambassador hotel.

Thirty homeoffice, studio and
field executives were told by Jack

(Continued oirpage 18)

Revolutionary advance in set con-
struction, which may well change
the whole format of production de-
signing, is being used in Stanley
Kramer’s “Cyrano de Bergerac.**

Devised by production . designer
Rudolph Stemad, who has been
with the producer ever since the
latter set up his indie shop, new
styling is termed “Waltzing sets.”

Interest already has been aroused
by other studios in the step, seen
in repeated requests to Stemad
to be permitted to visit sets.

Briefly, new format calls for an
ingenious construction of sets on
wheels, built so lightly that often

as few as two men only are re-

quired to move them- There is a
great abundance of “wild walls’*

and other portions of sets which
may be wheeled in and out of

Camera range to make constantly,
changing setups. Various attempts
at revolving stages and sets have
been made before, according to
Sternad, but never passed . the. blue-
print phase.
Used for the first time ih “Cy-

rano” these socalled galloping
gadgets meet the industry’s long
search for mobility, compactness,
controlled shooting conditions, ex-
tra compositional opportunities and
elimination of distant locations.

Stemad has constructed his sets

so that the picture can be filmed
on two stages instead-of eight, as
would have been the case had the
old style of setrconstruction been
utilized. Not only does this con-
stitute a considerable monetary
saving in stage-rentals, but also

time/ Cameras and company do
not have to be constantly moved to

(Continued on page 20)

U S., Canada Censors To

Huddle on TV Pic Rules
Toronto, July 18.

. For the first time "in this coun-
try’s film history, censors of bor-
dering states and Canada s 10
provinces will meet this autumn in

Toronto to discuss jurisdiction over
televised films. According to O. J
Silverthorne, censorship chairman
here, televised films are now com-
ing into Canadian homes via U. S.

border outlets and therefore “the
censor’s usefulness must: be ex-!

tended or jurisdiction re-defined

for, today, the very scenes deleted
from motion pictures for theatre
exhibition are. being seen in the
home through television,”

With home privacy apparently
now coming under bureaucratic
supervision, Silverthorne points
out that certain televised films are
being seen in the home by children
who, otherwise, are protected from
such cinematic sequences in the-

atres. As the TV nucleus of the
State - operated Canadian Broad-
casting Corp,, two stations in a

proposed trans-Canada chain will

be in operation in Toronto and
Montreal. Silverthorne adds that
there will also be “the problem Of
censorship of televised 'films When
the new medium begins operating
in Canada.” He wonders if TV
film showings will override local

censors by showing prints na-
tionally, despite the different

standards of the different prov-

inces; hence the international hud-
dle this fall

ibs Can’t Bypass Pi

Unplayed for ‘Hot’ Film,

Myers Counsels ITOO
Exhibitors can’t insist on play-

ing a new picture to take advan-
tage of that film’s word-of-mouth
unless they have fulfilled commit-
ments on pictures previously
booked, according to Allied States
general counsel Abram J. Myers.
He was answering complaints this

week by member exhibs of the In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio
that Metro was refusing to give
them dates On ‘‘Annie Get Your
Gun” until they had played off

films they had dated earlier.

In asking for Myers’ legal opin-
ion, ITOO claimed the Supreme
Court decrees prohibiting distribu-
tors from making the sale of one
picture contingent on the sale of
others, should apply in the situa-
tion. Myers denied that, however,
claiming tne decrees, in outlawing
block booking, apply only to li-

censing of films and not to their
bookings, “it is my impression,” he
said, “that all companies stipulate
ih their printed contract forms that
the pictures shall be played ‘in or-

der of general release in the ex-
change district.’ That established a
procedure With respect to the pic-

(Continued on page 16)

With 98c Scale Fails

Chicago, July 18.

Chicago theatre's attempt to

hypo grosses with a straight 98c
tariff collapsed under the Weight
of too many walkaways this week.
In a quick turnabout Sunday (16)

house reverted to its standard 50c
minimum to bolster trade for cur-
rent bill, “Flame and the Arrow.”
with Margaret Whiting and local

disk 'jocks onstage. Strong busi-

ness at rival combo house, the Ori-
ental, asking lower levy, cut a
healthy bit out of the Chicago
theatres trade.
The 98c policy, in effect for two

weeks, was okay for “Bright Leaf”
with Andrew Sisters and Bob
Crosby onstage, but staggered
with the opening of current bill.
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‘Forest’ in Green $27,000, ‘Robinson,’

NSH 30G; ‘Bride’ Okay $17,000, 2d
Los Angeles, July 18. 4

Sextet of. jjew bills is helping
the overall gross outlook here this

week. Although only two of hew
entries are measuring up to ex-
pectancy. “Winchester ’73” shapes
great $40,000 or near in five the-
atres, mostly small-seaters. “Rogues
of Sherwood Forest,” in two
houses, is clocking a good $27*000,

“Bobinson Story” is disappoint-
ing with about $30,000 in .five spots.
“Great Jewel Robber” also is mod-
erate at $26,000 in three. “Happy
Years” is very dull $14,000 in two
sites while “If This Be Sin” looks
only slim $18,000 in three.

Second week of “Father of
Bride” is okay $17,000 in two lo-

cations. Third frame of “City
lights” is still good at $5,000 in
Four Star.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097; 2 -

048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; '60-$D —
“Robinson Story” (EL) and “Fed-
eral Man” (EL). Modest $30,000.
Last week, “Where Sidewalk Ends”
(20th), $34,300.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

(WB) (2,756r 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l) —
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and
“50 Years Before Eyes” (WB).
Only fair $26,000. Last week,
“Bright Leaf” (WB) (2d wk),
$21,700.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) 2,-

404; 1,538; 60-$l)—“Happy Years”
(M-G) and “Gunfire” (Lip). (State
only). Minor $14,000. Last week,
“Crisis” (M-G) (10 days), $22,700.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2*,-

(Coritinued on page 18)

‘DUCHESS’ STOUT 15G,

L’VILLE; ‘MAN’ $7,000
Louisville, July 18.

Activity at Loew’s State is cur-
rently so lively it looks like' war-
time biz. “Duchess of Idaho” with
“Davy Crockett” in support looks
solid $15,000. There is a real
downbeat at the other houses.
Rialto, with “No Man of Own,” is

sub - normal. Strand’s “Jackie
Robinson Story” looms slow, pic
playing to virtually an all-white
audience,

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

45-65) — “Great Jewel Robber”
(WB). Mild $3,500. Last week,
“Kill Umpire” (COl), medium
$6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)—“No Man of Own” (Par)
and “Great Rupert” (EL). Light
$7,000 in 6 days. Last week, “Gun-
fighter” (20th) and “Port New
York” (EL), fair $10,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65) —
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
“Daive Crockett” (UA). Class of
town, with lines over the week-,,

end. Solid $15,000. Last week,
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d Wk),
healthy $9,000.

Strand (FA) (1,400; 45-65) —
“Jackie Robinson Story” (EL) and
“Samba” (EL). Modest $3,500.
Last week, “Night and City” (20th)
and “Motor Patrol” (Lip), medium
$4,000.

‘Duchess’ Lofty $18,000,

Prov.; ‘Night’ Nifty 16G
Providence, July 18.

Leaping back into the lead this
week is Loew’s State With “Duchess
of Idaho” for great session. Also
very healthy is “Night and City”
at Majestic. Other stands levelled
off. • .•

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Secret Fury” (RKO) and “Sons of
New Mexico” (Col). Fair $9,500.
Last week “White Tower” (RKO)
and “Armored Car Robbery”
(RKO), nice $15,000 in 8 days.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
“Night and City” (20th) and
“Trigger Junior” (Rep). Packing
them in for nifty $16,000. Last
week, “Bright Leaf” (WB), weak
$7.00,0.

Metropolitan (Snider). (3,100; 44-
65)—“Fighting Command” (Indie)
and “Fury In Sky” (Indie). So-so
$5,800. Last week, “Naughty
Nineties” (FC) and “One Night in
Tropics” (FC) (reissues), fairish
$5,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G). Great
$18,000. Last week, “Father of
Bride” (M-G) (2d wk), wow $12,000,

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
‘

“If This Be Sin” (UA) and “State
Penitentiary” (Col). Started Mon-
day (17). Last week, “Friend Irma
West” (Par) (2d wk), fair $7,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $436,100
( Bused on 17 theatres. )

Last Year . .... ... . $527,000
( Based on 18 theatres.)

0, K.C. Ace

‘Dakota” (Rep), hefty

Kansas City, July 18.
Outlook for current week is for

steady biz in most spots, “Win-
chester ’73” in Tower-Uptown-Fair-
way combo leading with big $18,-
000. “Father of Bride” continues
sock biz at Midland in its second
week. Missouri vis pleasing with
“Bright Leaf.”. Weather continues
cool, a real help to the weekend
trade.

'

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)
—“Tobacco Road” (20th) and

“Grapes of. Wrath” (20th) (reis-

sues). Good $4,000. Last Week,
house was teamed with suburban
Apollo on “Rock Island Trail”
(Rep) and
$9,000.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65) :—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) and “Cus-
toms Agent” (Col) (2d wk). Smash
$14,000, and likely will play a few
extra days, bringing house back to
regular Thursday openings. Last
week, sock $21,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
“Bright Leaf" (WB). Pleasant $11,-
000. Last week, “White Tower”
(RKO) same, initiating solo feature
policy here.
Paramount (United par) (1,900;

45-65)—“Return of Frontiersman”
(WB) and ‘This Side of Law” (WB).
Good $10*000. Last week, “Friend
Irma West” (Par) (2d wk), $9,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)— “Winchester ’73” (U). Helped
along by special shows to big $18,-
000, and likely will hold. Last week,
“Peggy” (20th), $15,000.

‘Peggy’ Fast $12,000 In

Dull Port.
; ‘HumoP^/i

Portland, Ore., July 18.
Outside of the weather, “Father

of Bride” is the hottest thing in
town, in fourth week at United
Artists. “Peggy” looms big at
Broadway. Biz is down at most
other houses, with heat blamed.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,830; 50-

85)—“Peggy” (U) and “Spy Hunt”
(U). Big $12,000. Last week,
“Comanche Territory” (U)- and
“Was Shoplifter.” (U), $13,000.
Mayfair (Parker) (1*500; 50-85)—

“Comanche Territory” (U) and
“Shbplifter” (U) \(m.o). Solid
$5,500. Last week, “Bright Leaf”
(WB) and “This Side of Law”
(WB) (m.o.), $4,000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 50-
85)—“Cariboo Trail” (20th) and
“Killer Shark” (Indie), day-date
with Paramount. Okay $4,000 or
near. Last week, “White Tower’’

(Continued on page 18)

Cincinnati, July 18.

Biz generally at major stands is

in high gear for mid-summer. Rash
of above-par product, injection of
a hotsy vaude layout in the big
Albee and a cool-weather break
are helping. “Great Rupert,” with
vaude onstage, is great. “Win-

'Rogues of Sherwood
looks okay at Palace while

Chester ’73” is smalSh at Keith’s.
Forest”
“Where

Side>yalk Ends” is likewise at
Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-94) —

“Great Rupert” (EL) plus vaude
with King Cole Trio , and Eileen
Barton. Stageshow addition build-
ing to great $26,000. Last week,
“Friend Irma West” (Par), pleas-
ing $12,000 at 55-940 scale.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75) — “Where Sidewalk Ends”

, J'AKIETY

Omaha Mild But ‘Peggy’

Nice 11G; ‘Tower’ 5G, 2d
Omaha, July 18.

With ‘White Tower” going well
at the Brandeis, it was yanked after
five days of its second week to
throw in a couple of so-called
timely reissues, “Destination To-
kyo” and “God Is My Co-Pil6t*”
“White Tower” had done a sturdy
first week and was on the way to
a good second* “Peggy” at the Or-
pheum backed by “Lucky Losers”
is fairly trim. “Guilty of Treason”
and “pirates df Capri” shape fine
at the Omaha. ;

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65)— “Peggy” (U) and “Lucky
Losers” (Mono(. Fine $11,000, and
could be more. Last week, “Story
of Molly X” (U) and Henry Busse
orch, fair $18,800 ’ at 20-80c scale.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)— ‘Guilty of Treason” (EL) and
Pirates of Capri” (FC). Nice $10,-

000. Last week, ‘Friend Irma West”
Par)* (m.o.), $8,000.

,
Paramount (Tristates). (2,800; 16-

65)—“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d

wk). Healthy $11,000. Last week,
smash $15,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wk-5.
days). Good $5,000. Last week, big

$7,500. “Destination Tokyo” (WB)
and “God Is Co-Pilot” (WB) (re-

issues) pushed in Sunday (16).

State (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)—
“Yellow Cab Man” (M-G) and “One
Way Street” (U) (2d wk). Satisfac-

tory $4,500. Last week, nice $5,500.

‘Night’ Mildish

$25,009 in Del
Detroit, July 18.

Traffic at the hoxoffice went
back to a waltz after a couple

weeks of fast trotting. “Night and

City” is shaping only fair $25,000

at Fox. “Peggy” looks slow $8,000

at United Artists. The Downtown
is fair $9,000 for “Rocketship

X-M.” The others are holdovers

that are slipping in the usual ratio

for second and third rounds.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—

“Night and City” (20th) and “Isle

of Samoa” (Col). Fair $25,000. Last
week, “Gunfighter” (20th) and
“Armored Car Robbery” (RKO) (2d
wk), $22,500.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—“Friend Irma West” (Par)
and “Trial Without Jury” (Rep)
(2d wk). Slim $14,000. Last week,
Okay $18,000.

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95) —
“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wk).
Slow $10,000. Last week, swell

$20 ,
000 .

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-
95)—“Peggy” (U) and “One Way
Street” (U). Dull $8,000. Last week,
“Cactus Creek” (U) and “Spy
Hunt” (U), same.

Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
“Flame Barbary Coast” (Rep) and
“Lady for Night” (Rep) (reissues).

Mild $5,000. Last week, “Skipper
Surprised Wife” (M-G) and “Side-
show” (Mono), $6,000.

‘

Adams (Balabah) (1,700; 70-95)

—

“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (3d wk).
Oke $13,000. Last week, $15,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95)—“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) and
“Golden Gloves Story” (EL). Okay
$9,000. Last week, “Wagonmaster”
(RKO) and “Tarzan Slave Girl”
(RKO) (2d wk), $6,000.

y

(20th). Okay $9,000. Last week,
“Peggy” (U), $7,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)

“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (3d wk).
Strong $8,000 trailing big $12,000
for second round.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1.542; 55-
75)—“Winchester ’73” (U). Wow
$12,000 Last week, “Cariboo Trail”
(20th), $7,500.

Lyrfic (RKO> (1,500; 55-75) —
“Friend Irma West” (Par) (m.o.).
All right $5,000. Last week, “Des-
tination Tokyo” (WB) and “God Is
Co-Pilot” (WB) (reissues), $4,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,100; 55-75) —
“Rogues Sherwood Forest” (Col).
Oke $10,000. Last week, “White
Tower” (RKO), $9,500.
Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100; 55-

75)—“Cariboo Trail” (20th) (m.o.).
Pleasing $5;000. Last week, “Sa-
lome” (Indie) and “Gypsy^Wild-
cat” (Indie) (reissues), $4,000. •

i
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Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,156,200
( Based on 23 cities, 183 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-
ing N. Y. )

Total Gross Same Week-
Last Year , . ... $2,414,600
(Based on 24 cities, and 167

theatres.)

Denver, July 19.
Biz is not so good here this week.

However; “Comanche Territory”
and “Duchess of Idaho” are doing
nicely. “Annie Get Gun” is so big
in second Broadway week that it

will hold a third session.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400;' 35-74)—

“Bright Leaf” (WB) arid “House by
River”

, (Rep), day-date with Den-
ver, Webber. Poor $2,000. Last
week, “Kiss for Corliss” (UA), $2,-
500.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-
74)—“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (2d
wk). Big $13,000. Holdsjagain. Last
week, record $16,500.Or
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—“Eagle and Hawk” (Par). Sad $8,-
500. Last week, “Irma Goes West”
(Par) (2d wk), $8,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)

—

“Bright Leaf” (WB) and “House by
River” (Rep), also Aladdin, Web-
ber* Slight $10,000. Last week,
“Gunfighter” (20th) and “Guilty
Bystander” (FC), fine $15,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—“Co-

manche Territory” (U) and “Wom-
an from Headquarters” (Rep), day-
date with Paramount. Good $2,500.
Last week, “Gurifighter”- (20th) and
“Guilty Bystander” (FC), fine $2,-
500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
“Masked Riders” (RKO). Fine $15,-
500 or over. Last week, “White
Tower” (RKO) and “Armored Car
Robbery” (RKO), $14,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

“Comanche Territory” (U) arid
“Woman from Headquarters” (Rep),
also Esquire. Fast $10,000 or near.
Last week, “Cactus Creek” (U).and
“Counterspy”' (Col), $7,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—

“Bright Leaf” (WB) and “House by
River” (Rep), also Aladdin, Denver.
Poor $1,500; Last week, “Gun-
fighter” (20th) and. ‘Guilty By-
stander” (FC), $2,300.

Too Many H.0.’s Slow D.C.;

‘Lonely Place’ Fair 12G,

‘Coronets’ High $10,000

Boston, July 18.
Biz seems to be holding up mod-

erately well this stanza with “Win-
chester .73” at the Memorial pac-
ing the town at sock figure.
“Rocketship X-M” at Paramount
arid Fenway looks fairly strong.
“Woman on Pier 13” at Boston
and “If This Be Sin” at Met shape
not much more than average, latter
being very slow. “Father of
Bride” in thitd frame at State and
Orpheum is still oke,

“Panic in Streets” in third week
at Astor arid “Kind 'Hearts arid
Coronets” in third at Beacon Hill
are skidding.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95) —

“Panic in Streets” (20th) (3d wk).
Slipped to about $5,200 after , fair
$6,800 for second.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;

40-90)—“Kind Hearts and Coro-
nets” (EL) (3d wk). Down to
$4,800 after oke $5,500 for second;

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) —
“Woman on Pier 13” (RKO) and
“Vicious Years” (EC). Fair $10,-
500. Last week, “Good Humor
Mari” (Col) and “Destination
Murder” (RKO), slim $9,000 for 8

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) and “Des-
tination Big House” (Rep). Okay
$5,000.. Last Week, “Friend Irma
West” (Par) and “Lost Volcano”
(Mono) ; (2d wk), mild $3,800.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—

“Winchester *73” (U). Leading
towri with sock $20,000. Last week,
“White Tow4r” (RKO) (2d wk), not
bad $10,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)—“If This Be Sin” (UA) arid
“Iroquois Trail” (UA). .» Lean
$13,000. Last week, “Underworld
Story” (UA) arid “Savage Horde”
(Rep), $12,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk).
Still getting good play at $12,000
after solid $18,000 for second.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

•
—“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) arid
“Destination Big House” (Rep).
Fine $12,000. Last week, “Friend
Irma West” (Par) and “Lost Vol-
cano” (Mono), $10,000 for second
frame.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85) —
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk).
Not bad $7,000 after nice $10,000
for second.

‘Winchester’ Scores Hit

In Philly, 18G; ‘Flame’

Hot 20G, ‘Tower’ 11G
Philadelphia, July 18.

Rainy weekend is helping . first-

runs here this session, keeping
natives at home instead of going
to the shore or mountains. Biggest

total will go to “Flame and
Arrow,” stout at the huge Mast-
baum, but comparatively biggest

session is being turned in by
"Winchester ”73,” scoring a bulls-

Washington, July 18.

With holdovers in many mid-
town houses, biz has slipped again
this week. Sole standout appears
to be “Kind Hearts and Cororiets,”
British, newcomer at Trans-Lux,
which is clicking. “In a Lonely
Place,” at the Warner, shapes aver-
age. “Father of Bride” looks steady
in second session at Loew’s Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (2,434; 44-85)—

“Sierra” (U) plus vaude. Sluggish
$17,000. Last week, “Spy Hunt”
(U) and vaude topped by Jerry Co-
lonna, hot $30,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85)—

“Escape Into Dreams” (Indie). Okay
$4,000. Last week, “Bond Street”
(Mono), same.

'

Keith’s ‘ (RKO) (1,139; 44-80)—
“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wk).
Firm $9,000 after hefty $15,000 last
\y©©lc

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 44-
74)—“Bright Leaf” (WB) (2d run).
Okay $5,000. Last week, “Rock Is-
land Trail” (Rep), fine $6,500.

Palace (Loew’s) <2,370; 44-74)

—

“Father of Bride” (M-G) (2d wk)'
Steady $17;000 after sock $27,000
last week.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)

—

“Woman of Dolwiri” (Indie). Fair
$5,000. Last week, “Saints and Sin-
ners” (Indie) (4th wk), okay $4,000.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—“In

Lonely Place” (Col). Fair $12,000,
about average for recent weeks.
Last week, “Rogues Sherwood For-
est” (WB), better than hoped at
$12,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80)-*

“Kind Hearts arid Coronets” (EL).
Solid $10,000, with weekend biz
sock. Last week, “Winslow Boy”
(EL) (4th wk), okay $4,500.

eye at Stanley. “Mystery Street”

looms good at the Stanton. “White
Tower” looks mild at the Earle.

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Big

Hangover” (M-G) (2d wk). Off
badly to $7,000. Last week, good
$18,000.

Earle (WB) . (2,700, 50-99) —
“White Tower” (RKO); Mild $11,-
000 or near. Last. week. ‘ Lawless”
(Par), $7,000.^ .

Fox '(20th) (2,250; 50-99) —
,‘ Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th)
(2d wk); Good $15,000. Last week,
sock $25,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200. 50-
99)—"Friend Irma West” (Par)
(3d \vk).^Neat $12,000, Last week,
$14,000.

Karlton* (Goldman) (1,000; 50-
99)—"Asphalt Jungle’ (LVI-G) (4th
wk). Tidy $7,000. * Last week,
$8,000
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Flame and Arrow” (WB). Stout
$20,000. Last week, “Bright Leaf”
(WB) (2d wk), dull $12,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—"Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (6th
wk). Fine_$14,000. Last week,
$15,000. mp
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99) —

“Winchester ’73” (U). Big $18,000
or over. Last week, “Great Jewel
Robber” (WB), $7,600.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99) —
“Mystery Street” (M-G). Good
$10,0Q0. Last week, “Iroquois
Trail” (U) and “Great Plane Rrib^
bery” (U), $13,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—*

“Winslow Boy” (EL) (3d wk).
Good $6,000. Last Week, $7,000.
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$18,000; "Flame’-Stage Good $48,

Chicago, July 18.

Downtown business is not match-
ing last week’s. One of few bright
spots ,is “Annie Get Your Gun”
with Ames Bros, onstage at ,,Ori-
ental, with smash $41,000 in third
week; “Flaipe and the Arrow,”
with Margaret Whiting, Bill Sny-
der band and local disk jocks on-
stage, is just good $48,000 at Chi-’

cago,
.

One of best new straight-filmers

is ‘‘Winchester 73” at Grand with
socko $18,000 or near. “Cariboo
Trail” and “Hidden Room” at
Roosevelt is rated neat $11,000..

“White Tower” and “Destination
.Murder” at Palace is brisk at $8,-
iOOO after a shaky first session; In
lnosedive is ‘‘Duchess Of Idaho,”
down to $17,000 at Woods in second
IrOund. “Stars in Crown,” State-
Lake newcomer,

; looms slow
$ 12 ,000 .

!
Estimates for This Week

: Chicago (B&K) (3,000: 98)—
“Flame and the Arrow” (W.B) with
.Margaret Whiting and Bill Synder
orch heading all-disk jockey stage-
ishOw. Good $48,000. Last week,
“Bright Leaf” (WB) with Andrews
Sisters and Bob Crosby
$44.OJ0O.
/Garrick (B&K) (900;
“Yellow Sky” (20th) and
Incident” (20th) (reissues). Pleas-
ant $6,000: Last week. “Leave to
Heaven” (20th) and “Call North- i

•side 777” (20th)) (reissues). $5,000.
/ Grand (RKO) (1,500; 50-98)—
/‘Winchester ’73” (U). SoCko $18.-
000. Last week, “Rocketship X-M”
(Lip), $8,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith -from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.*

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

onstage,

50-98)-—
“Ox-Bow

San Francisco, July 18.

Market Street film biz generally

i

is in the doldrums. One exception

to the current downbea’t is “Win-
chester ’73,” heading for socko
session at Orpheum. Also strong
is "White Tower” at. Golden Gate.
“Crisis” is only; fair at Warfield:
while “Great Jewel Robber” is

Shaping lightweight at the Fox.
“Peggy” looks to be in for good
session at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO* (2,844; 60-

85)—“White Tow>r” (RKO). Strong
$17,000. Last week, “Armored Car

Loop (Telenews) (625; 50-98)— ;

Robbery” (RKO) plus Lionel

‘TOWER’ HIGH $11,000,

TORONTO; ‘HUMOR’ 12G
Toronto, July 18.

,
With outdoors competition hurt-

ing biz generally* “White' Tower”
and “Good HumorMan” are never-
theless /.grossing satisfactory re-
turns. Such repeaters as “Father
of Bride” in third stanza and
“Friend Irina Goes West” and
“Love Happy,” both in. second
frames, also are holding up well,.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarborp,

State LTaylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
33-57)—*“House by River” (Rep)
and “Savage Horde” (Rep),. Okay
$10,000. Last week, “Black Hand”
(M-G) arid “Father Makes Good”
(Mono), ditto.
. Hyland: (Rank) (1,357; 46.-77).—

“Kind Hearts, -Coronet” (EL) (5th

wk). Neat $5,000. Last Week, $6,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)—

“White Tower” (RKO). Good $11,-
000, Last week, “Gunfighter” (20th)

(2d wk), $7,000.'

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67) r—
“Father of Bride” (M-G) (3d wk).
Still lusty at $8,000. Last week,

$11 ,000 .

Nortown, University (FP) (959;

L556; 38-67)—“Love Happy” (UA)
(2d wk). Nice $7,500 after last

week’s big $10,000 for four days
on first week.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390;; 48-$1.15)--

“Good Humor Man” (Col). Neat
$12,000. Last week, “Blue Lamp”
(EL), same.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 38-67)—
“Friend Irma West” (Par) (2d . wk).
Nice $8,000. Last week, $12,000.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 40-88)—

“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) (3d wk).
Big $5,000 after ’last Week’s near-
capacity $6,000. )

‘Next Voice Loudest at 115G, 3d,

‘Hame-Pickens-Lester Oke 48G, 2d

Smash 38G, Mpls.Reverted to newgreel policy. Last ( Hampton orch
, sock $26,000

week, “Fifty Yeqrs. Before Eyes”
]

Fox (FWC). (4,653- 60-95) —
K.WB): big $7,400yfV :

.
“Great Jewel Robber” (WB) and

;

Minneapolis, July 13
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—

• vso Years Before Eyes” (WB). Most boxoffice roads lead .to Ra-
‘Annie Get Gun ' (M-G) and Eight $14,000 or less. Last week.

]
dio City currently where the first

LAmes Bros, topping stage bill (3d “Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Lucky
;
stageshow in a long time is doing

wk). Smash $41,000. Last week,
| Losers” (Mono), $15,500.

j

sock biz. First local date of Danny
$45,000.

. :
! Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656; 60-85) ^ye since he^became a star plus

—“Crisis” (M-G). Fair $14,000. ' SSfS?
I

Last week-, “Father of Bride’’Gibbs is spelling
.

S^S1<
?J

1 -

(M-G) (3d wk), strong $15,000. !

In .the face of such opposition, the

Paramount (Par) (2 646; 60-85»- i

gomg 15 ?ough

“Friend Irma West” (Par) and !

“Side Show” (Mono) (2d wk). '

Palace (RKO) ;(2,500; 50-98)—
‘ White Tower” (RKO) and “Des-
tination Murder” (RKO) (2d wk),
Brisk $8,000. Last week, $10,000.

• Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “Hidden
Room” (EL). Neat $11,000 or near.
La si week, “Rock Island Trail”
(Rep) and “Johnny One-Eye” (U A),
$7,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)—“Stars in My Crown” (M-Q).
Poor $12,000. Last week, “Good
Humor Man” (Col )and “Fortunes
Ca pt. Blood” (CoD, $7,000.
United Artiste (B&K) (1.700; 50-

98)—“Iroquois Trail” (U A) and
“The Avengers” (Rep) (2d wk).
Mediocre $7,Q00. Last week, $10,-
000 .

Woods (Essaness) (1,073;. 98)—
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) (2d wk).
Mild $17,000. Last week. $27,000.

World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Her
Wonderful Lie” (Indie) (3d wk).
(Smart $3,300. Last Week, $4,000,

H

I

eat Clips Cleve. But

‘Winchester’ Lusty 20G;

‘Crisis’ Light $11,000

Pleasing $13,000. Last week,
strong $20,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1.400; 60-85)

—

1

“Mystery Street” (M-G). Fine
$12,000. Last week, “Going My
Way” (Par) (reissue) (2d wkj,
$6,500. / .

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-
85)—“Winchester ’73” (U). Socko
$21,000. Last week. “Kill Umpire”
(COD and “On Isle of Samoe”
(Col), $13,500,
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207;

55-85)—“Peggy” (U). Good $13,-

000, Last week, “Cactus Creek”
(U) and “Thundering Rails” (U)

(2d wk>, $5,000 in 5 days.
Stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener)

going is rough for the remainder
of the field, including newcomers
“Winchester ”73” and “Love That
Brue.” Former is nice at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—

“Jackie Robinson Story” (EL)
(m.o.). Landed here, despite slow
initial State stanza. Tepid $4,000.

Last week, “Colt .45” (WB). (m.o.),

$4,500. ...
Radio CitY '(Par) (4,000; 50-85)—

^Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) plus Danny
Kaye, Georgia Gibbs,, others on-
stage. Big amusement bargain put-

ting life into generally dying box-
office here. Kaye’s first date here
since becoming a star and out-

standing picture also is a big help
in keeping turnstiles clicking. Big

$38,000, but no new record. Last
week, “Gunfighter” (20th) slow

Broadway first-run; business is

suffering from tqo many holdovers
and too much torrid weather in the
current session. Seasonal factors
are much in evidence, with trade
very uneven. Cool, rainy weather
last Sunday (16) perked up the box-
office ail along the line, but the im-
provement was. washed out Mon-
day-Tuesday as the mercury soared
to around 90 degrees.

About the only thing near capac-
ity over last Friday arid Saturday
were the roads leading to seashore
spots and to the mountains. The
Only new- bills during the past week
were the usual weekly changes at

the Palace and a new. reissue setup

at the Rialto.

The biggest money again is going
to the Music Hall in its third week
with “Next Voice You .

Hear” and
the annual July 4 stageshow. Al-

though down considerably from the

first two weks, it still is doing com-
paratively well at $115,000 albeit

not enough to warrant ri fourth ses-

sion.

. Second week of “Flame and Ar-r

row.” with Jane Pickens and Buddy
Lester heading stage bill is holding
nicely with $48,000 or close at

Strand. Combo held up well the
last half of the first round to hit

$55*000, much better than expected.

Roxy also is showing stamina in

initial holdover frame with “Where
Sidewalk Ends” plus iceshow and
Vivian Blaine, Will Mahortey top-

ping stageshow. It is landing fancy
$62,500 in six days, while first week
went over expectancy with fine

$78,000. Week is being trimmed
one day with house closing Thurs-
day in order to give special preem
tomorrow night to “Broken Arrow”
plus new iceshow and Andrews
Sisters.

‘

“Annie Get Yoqr Gun” is show-
ing sustained strength with around
$18,000 for ninth round at State,

about same as in eighth session.

“Destination Moon” continues

strong at $23,000 for third week
ended Monday (17) at Mayfair.

Estimates for This Week
a

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60--$1.50)

—Shuttered for facelifting. Re-
opens Aug. 2 with “Edge of Doom”
(RKO).
Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-

$2,40)—“Red Shoes”JED. (91st wk).

Holding okay with $5,500 or near

(370; 85-$!)—“Kind Hearts, Coro-/ $12,0Q0 at 50-70c scale

Cleveland, July 18.

j
“Winchester ’73” is only film

shooting its way out of the summer
{heat here this week, with great

{session likely at Palace. Likely

(will hold. ^Crisis” is in reverse

[with weak $11,000 at Stale. “Spy
[Hrint” shapes strong at Allen.
[Elsewhere biz is moderate to dull
With few exceptions.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (WB! (3,000; 55-751—“Spy

[Hunt” (U). Strong $11,000. Last
(week, “Where Sidewalk Ends”
|20lh), $14,000.

1 Esquire (Community) (704; 55-
175 (—“Secret Fury” (RKO) (2d wk).
Howii to $3,200 after okay $4,000
last week.

i Hippodrome (WB) (3,700;

•—“Great Jewel Robber”
Modest. $13,000 or near.
•veek; “Bright Leaf” (WB),
•* 15.000.'

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,205; 55-75* —
,*‘G. I. Joe” (EL) and “Tillie’s

(Punctured Romance” (EL) (re-

issues). Slight $2,500. Last week,
“Father of Bride” <M-G) (4th wk),
solid $4,500.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 5.5-75* —
“Winchester ’73” (U). Great $20.-
000 or near. Last week, “White
Tower” (RKO>, $12,500. .

State (Loew’sj (3,450; 55-70) —
“Crisis” (M-G). Light $11,000
close. Last week, ^‘Duchess
Idaho” (M-G) (2d wk), $9,500.

nets” (EL) (4th wk). Held to

$4,000. Last week, big $5,000. «

Clay (Rosener) 1400; 65-85)

—

“Tight Little Island” <U*. Good
$3,500. Last week, “Astonished
Heart” (U) (5th wk), $2,600.

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85) —
“Tight Little Island” (U). Trim
$3,600. Last week, “City Lights”
(UA) (reissue), (8th wk), $3,000.

55-75)

(WB).
Last
mild

or
of

ST. LOO SPOTTY BUT

‘LEGION’ GOOD $17,000
St. Louis, July 18.

Biz is spotty at mainstem houses
this Week, with “In the Foreign
Legion” rated the best draw, of

new pictures, “Duchess of Idaho”
is still doing terrific trade in sec-

ond week at Loew’s. House is

opening at 10 a.m, in order to take

care of crowds. “Rocketship X-M”
is not shaping up too well.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60) — “In

Foreign Legion” (U> and “Spy
Hunt” (U). Good $17,000. Last

week, “Winchester '73” (U* and

“Bomba Panther Island” (Mono);

$16,000.
Loew’s (Loew) 13,172; 50-75! —

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 35-

70)—“Winchester ’73” (U). Jimmy
Stewart starrer doing well in view
of murderous Radio City opposi-

tion. Stout $14,000. Last week,
“White Tower” (RKO). good
$11,000. “Winchester” rates move-
over. '

.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1*600: 35-70*—
“White Tower” (RKO) (m.o.). Oke
$6,000. Last week, “The Sundown-
ers” (EL) and “Golden Twenties”
(RKO), $4,800.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—“Love
That Brute” (20th). Well-liked pic-

ture staggering along to light $7.-

000. Last week, “Jackie Robinson
Story” (EL), $8,000.
World (Mann) (400; 50-85)—

“Fallen Idol” (U) and “Quartet”
(U) (2d runs). Two superior Britisji

pictures on return date doing lean

$2,000/ Last week, “Bright Leaf”
(WB) (2d wk), mild $2,500.

Arctic” (Indie) (reissues), mild
$4,800.
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$l,25)

—“If This Be Sin” (UA) (3d wk).
Getting light $8,000 or more this
round, while last week was $9.00O.
t‘ElIen” (UA) is in next, and prob-
ably will open this week.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-S1.75) —

“Where Sidewalk Ends” (20th)
with iceshow and Vivian Blaine.
•Will Mahoney r onstage (2d-fmal
wk). Doing all right in six-day
week with $62,500, after fine $78,-
000 in first week, over hopes.
“Broken; Arrow” (20th) with ice-
show and Andrews Sisters onstage
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) night
with special preem. Hoijse shut-
tered earlier in day to prepare for
launching.

State (Loew’s (3,450: 55-$l !50>—
“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) (10th wk).
Ninth session ended yesterday
(Tues.) holding in fine style near
$18,000, Very profitable after $18,-
200 in previous week. Stays on.

.
Strand (WB) (2,776; 55-$2)—

“Flame and Arrow” (WB) and Jane
Pickens, Buddy Lester, heading
stageshow (2d wk). • Holding very
nicely with $48,000 after big $55,-
000 opener, way over hopes; Stays,
a third round.

Sutton (R&B) 561- 90-$1.50)—
“Winslow Boy” (EL) ... (7th wk).
Sixth session ended Monday (17)

was $8,800, after fine $9,500 last
week. Stays on.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

74-$1.50)—“Kind Hearts, Coronets”
(EL) (6th wk). Held solidly with
$10,500 in fifth week ended last

night (Tues.). Fourth stanza was
$10,800. Continues.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
j=$1.50)—“Third Man” (SRO). (24th
wk). Looks about $6,000, okay for
length of run, after $7,000 last

hstanza. Stays on, with “Our Very
Own” (RKO) opening July 26.

3 Suns Boost ‘Skipper’

Sturdy $26,000 in Buff;

‘Winchester’, Fine 12G

Seattle; Jo Stewart 12G
Seattle, July 18.

City is suffering from seasonal

doldrums, being very spotty de-

spite four new entries. Of these

only “Annie Get Gun” and “Win-

bather Makes Good” (Mono) (2d! Chester ’73” are measuring up

wk). Still big at $18,000 alter $25,- ! well. Former .Is. smash^ at Music

noo' for first stanza . Hall while “Winchester looms

%iSdUri‘ (F&mT (3,500; 60. -
[

sturdy at Orpheum. “Bicycle

“Irma Goes West” (Par) and
|

Thief looks only fair at Music

“Humphrey Takes Chance” (Mono) Box.

(m.o.). Oke $7,000. Last, week
j

(RKO) and.“Back to
v
Bataan’’

“Marine Raiders” (RKO) (reissues)

.

$8 ,
000 .

'

!

St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 60) —
“Rocketship X-M” (Lip) and “Mo-
tor Patrol” (Lip). Passable $9,000,

j

Last week, “Irma Goes West’’ (Par;

and “Humphrey Takes Chance
(Mono), big $13,000.

Estimates for This Week .

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

84) — “Rogues Sherwood Forest”
(Col) and “Humphrey Takes
Chance” (Mono). Okay $6,500. Last
week. “Atrocities of Manila” (In-

die). big $9,200.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.349;

59-84)—“Irma” (Pari and “Golden
1 (Continued on page 18j

Buffalo,. July 18.

Big news this week is the. way
Three Suns, topping stageshow, is

pushing “Skipper Surprised Wife”
- -r-.- - -

- *to a big figure atlhe Buffalo. “Win-
after $5,200 last week. Continue§k[ Chester ’73” also is doing nicely at

Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 55-$l,50)] Lafayette while “Rocketship X-M”
is fairly good at Pai'amount.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—

"Skipper Surprised His Wife”
(M-G) an‘d Three Suns onstage.
Stage fare boosting to big $26,000.
Last week,* “Where Sidewalk Ends”
(20th), oke $14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Rdcketship X-M” .
(Lip) and

“Baron of Arizona” (Lip). Nice
$13,000 or near. Last week. “Friend
Irma West” (Par), solid $19,500 in
9 days.

f

Century (Par) (2,100: 40-70) —
“Bright Leaf” (WB)/ Oke $0,000
or near. Last week. “Gunfigliter”
<20th) (2d wk), $7,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Winchester ’73” (U) and “Golden
Gloves Story” (EL). Nice $12,000.
Last week, “Peggy” (U) and “Sidd
Show” (Mono), $9,500.

‘Duchess’ Hotsy $16,000,

Indpls.; ‘Winchester’ 13G
Indianapolis, July 18.

First-run biz is Uneven here this
stanza, with “Duchess of Idaho” at
Loew’s furnishing the high spot. It
likely will hold, with the. summer’s
best gross; “Winchester ’73“

. is

drawing nicely at the Indiana but
“White Tower,” at Circle, lias riot

caught on.
Estimates for This Week

Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-
65)—“White Tower” (RKO) and
“Armored Car Robbery (RKO).
Tepid $6,500. Last week, “Love
That Brute” (20th) and “Woman of
Distinction” (Col), $8,000.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
"Winchester ’73” (U) and “Motor
Patrol” (Lip). Nice $13,000. Last
week, “Bright • Leaf” (WB) and
It’s Small World” (EL), $9,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
“State Penitentiary” (Gol). Dazzling
$16,000. Last week, “Father of
Bride”’ (M-G) (2d wk), dandy
$ 11 ,000 .

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65V—“Tar-
zan Slave Girl” (RKO) and “Dyna-
mite Pass” (RKO). So-so $5,000.
Last week, “Rocketship X-M” (Lip)
arid “Operation Haylift” (Lip),

ditto;

Capitol
—“Crisis” (M-G) with Ralph Flana-

gan orch, Thelma Carpenter head-
ing stageshow (3d-final wk). Hold-
ing only three extra days. Second
week ended Sunday (16) night-

slipped to $31,000 after okay $46,-

000 operier. “Duchess of Idaho”
(M-G) and stageshow headed by
Bert Wheeler, Toni Arden , Sonny
Dunham orch opens tomorrow
(Thurs.). ^ k

Criterion (Moss) (.1,700; 60-$1.75)—“White Tower” (RKO) (3d-final

wk). Looks to stay to about $6,000

this round after $8,500 last week.
“So Young, So Bad” (UA) slated to

open Saturday (22).

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)'—“Mutiny On Bounty” (M-G) and
“Day at Races” (M-G) (reissues) (2d

wk). Holding in fine style at $19,-

000 after smash $25,000 operier.

Continues, naturally.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1*736: 50-$l.20)

—“Destination Moon” (EL) (4th

wk). Third week ended last Mon-
day .(17)’ night slipped consider-

ably but still very strong at $23,000
after big $32,000 for second.

X

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
“Good Humor Man” (Col) with
vaude. Doing better than previous
week*, with fine $20,000 in sight.

Last week, “This Side of La^”
(WB) and/vaude, $17,000.
Paramount .(Par) (3,664; 55-

$1.50)—!‘711 Ocean Drive” (Col)

with Louis Jordan Tympany Five,
Fontane Sisters, Rudy Cardonas,
Bob Chester orch. Opens today
(Wed.). Last week, “Eagle and
Hawk” (Par) with Peggy Lee,
Herbie Fields ^prch (2d wk), Qkay
$47,000. First week was fair $56,000;
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)

—“Rocking Horse Winner” (U)
(6th wk). Present round ending
today (Wed.) looks good $3,80
after $4,500 last week. Cohtinu
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40) — “Next
Voice You Hear” (M-G) with an-
nual Independence Day stageshow
(3d-final wk). Down to $115,000
this stanza, after rine $134,000 last

week. ‘‘The Men” (UA) and riew
stageshow open tomorrow (Thurs.).

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98* —
“Gypsy Wildcat” <U* and “Lady
Cheyenne” (U) (reissues). Opened

! yesterday (Tues.*. In ahead, “Sus-
1 pense” (Indie) and “Mutiny in
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• St. Martinis Placa# Trafalgar Square

$6,700, ‘Island’ Fancy 14^G in 2d
London, July 18. +'

Variable weather did not have
any effect on the success of “Annie
Get Your Gun’ 1 at Metro’s Empire
in Leicester Square, where the first

week ended with new highs this

year at house, $31,300. “Annie”
was one of five new West End bills

but the majority of the others did
little more than moderate business,

However, “Treasure Island,” in its

second Week at the Leicester Square
theatre, held very firmly with a

handsome $14,500, ‘‘Odette” is still

doing sturdy business at the Plaza,

fifth Week gross being $9,000.

Republic’s “Sands of Iwo Jima*

on
Paris, July 18.

French version of the clasisic,

“Robinson Crusoe” is currently

being filmed on the island of

Guadalupe in the French West
Indies. Star Film, a; recently or-

ganized firm, is producer.
|

Reportedly budgeted at $200,000,
“Crusoe” stars (Jeorge Marshall,

and is directed by Jeff Musso.
Star holds a television contract

opened with a stouf $6,7Q0 a.t the
-j thorizes the latter to release the

Carlton, w'ay- ahead of pre^nous
i French version dubbed in English,

grosses^ at this house? Iir mpst
, xy pact provides that the film

cases, dual bills .continue to do
, serialized in three chapters of

good average business.
j

30 minutes each. However, the
All estimates are net, but don’t

: deal calls for a three-year post-
include admission tax. Admission

'
p0nement if Star can arrange a

prices listed are inclusive of tax.
j
British co-production in English.

‘ROSE MARIE ON ICE’

Estimates for Last Week Expected that the film will hit

Carltbn (Par) (1,128; 65-$L65)^- local video two years after it is

Sands of Iwo Jima” (Rep-BL).
;

screened theatrically.

Took a sturdy $6,700 in its open-?
j

; .

''

:

mg stanza, and holding firmly.

;

Much better than recent biz here.
j.

Empire (MrG) (3,099; 50-$1.60)--
;

“Annie Get Gun” (M-G) and stage- i

show. Broke house record for
|

year with magnificent $31,300,
which is only a little, short of new

!

high set on opening week of vaud-

London, July 18.

“Rose Marie on Ice,” which
opened last Thursday (13) at the
vast Harringay Arena for a limited
eight weeks season, prior to trans-

fer to U, S., is a lavish $150,000
production. It is spectacular and
colorful, but a bit tedious. The
technique of adding dialog by off-

stage artists slows up the pace. In
any event, the acoustics are un-
satisfactory and much of it is in-

audible. This production is based
on the Friml-Hammerstein operet-
ta of two decades ago.
This new Tom Arnold presenta-

tion, which is directed by Gerald
Palmer, is a triumph of staging
and lighting. But it will need
substantial modifications if it is to

hold its own in America. Barbara
Ann Scott, albeit a polished and
graceful

;
performer, is not wholly

adequate in the title role.

Mexico City, July 11.

London, July 18.

Although provision for film
losses to the tune of $3,900,000
was1 made i* the previous year by:

j

British Lion Film Corp., the direc-
tors believe that this, was an under-
estimate. of the ultimate position
and that a further $1,000,000 will
need to be allocated before pro

Video is skedded to make its offi-
1

duction is out of. the red. Annual
report for year ended March 31
last revealed that the directors an-
ticipate productions made during

film policy last Christmas. Holds

,
indef.

Qaumoiit (CMA) (1,500; 45-$i,,60)
j p|a j bow soon in Mexico. Nove-— ‘ Bitter Springs” (GFD). Ealing
.j- dado's, local daily, has established

,

studios Australian-made outdoorer
. television station XHTV-NOVE-

hit fair $8,100. Continues. [DADES, channel four,, atop the 13-
j

“ie year have a reasonable chance
Leicester Sq. Theatre (CMA) (l-,- story building housing the National • of making a profit and are shown

753; 45-$1.60)
—“Treasure Island” : Lottery! The antenna is claimed to

\

ln the accounts at cost.

(RKO) (2d wk). Still drawing big
j
be the first put up in Latin Amer- Gross profit of the company on

crowds with nifty. $14,500. Holds.
;
ica. Works are being tested. Nov.e-

j

distribution totalled $1,327,000,

London' Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 45-
1 dades expects station to be able to > but operating expenses an<T de-

$1.60)
—“Montana” (WB) and “Em- ' start officially in August,

braceable You” (WB). Neat $4,- • Emilio Azcarraga, top radio sta-

800. Holds, with “Gun Crazy” i
tion-cinema operator and frontline

(UA) slated to follow.
j

video promoter, seemingly has had

New Gallery (CMA*) (1,376; 45- his plans nipped for TV to top the

$1.60)—“Three Husbands” (UA) ! 20th birthday. party of his radio sta-

and “Ellen” (UA). This house re-
j

tion XEW here, which is Mexico’s

verts to first-run policy with strong
j

pioneer broadcaster. Government

double bill to gross $4,700 in initial .
has denied him a permit to set up a

Anderson, Stern Sock

In S. American Tours
Rio de Janeiro, July 11.

Marian Anderson, in her first

South American tour in 12 years,

is doing standout biz. The noted
contralto is here after a month’s
tour of Europe, which comprised
12 concerts in as many major
cities, ending at Genoa June 20.

She arrived in Brazil, July 5, for

three Rio concerts sold out long
in advance, on July 6,^8 and 11.

She’s doing 28 .
concerts in- all in

South America, giving four in Sao
Paulo, eight in Buenos Aires, and
appearing in Montevideo, Bahia,
Recife and Belb Horizonte, before
windup in B. A. Sept. 10,

She will return to the; U. S. for a a jong time .

By ERIC GORRICK
Sydney, July 18.

The Fullers merged their cinena
interests with the powerful Hoys
circuit this week. ' Deal has beet
on the fire for a long time. Fulles
will now devote efforts to the legt
field. Deal was finalized by Ernet
Turnbull, Hoyts’ chief* and Sir Bev
Fuller.

Hoyts will take over tenancy of

the Mayfair, 1,280-seater, here,

Planned to form a new company
later for the erection of a 10-story
office building and shopping block
above this theatre. Hoyts have hac
the house on lease from the Fullers
Liberty, in Adelaide, goes :tb news*
reel policy. The other top Fuller
house, the Strand, in Newcastle,
comes u n d e r General: Thieatrei,

Strand, a 1,229-seat house, has been
a Paramount showwindow there fcf

vacation in October, do a few con
cents, and start hei' heavy Ameri-
can touring in January Sol- Hurok
is booking.
Another Hurok artist, Issaac

Stern, is here for a series of con-
certs that look SRO. The violinist

appeared at Robin Hood Dell,

Philadelphia, June 30, and flew
promptly here, arriving in Rio
July 3. He has 15 concerts lined
up in South; America from July, 3
to Aug. 1. Then he flies back to

the U. S. for a Lewisohn Stadium,
N. Y.; appearance Aug. 10.

Week. Holds.
Odeon, Leicester Square (GMA)

(2,200; 45-$L60)—“Winchester ’73

450-foot high antenna, necessary
for the show On Sept. 18. Govern-
ment considers such a high antenna

‘NORWAY’ TEES OFF IN

‘Willie’ First Locarno

(U) and “Peggy” (U). Disappoint-
j

in the crowded XEW neighborhood

ed at $7,800 in first round but
;

3 public safety hazard.
Azcarraga, however, is advanc-

Odeoh, Marble Arch (GMA) (2,- “g Plans fn build three 2,500-seat

200; 45-$1.60)-—“Tony Draws a ( video . theatres here.

Horse” (GFD) (2d wk). Down to

a moderate $5,500. Holds on.

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 65-$1.60)—
“Odette” (BL) (5th wk). Still in

big. money at $9,000. Holds indef.

.•T

Ŵ r
t
(WB

« Melbourne, July 18.

$4,800 or less. Holds for second . ?ong of Norway opened at His

round. Majesty s here, July 15, for Wil-
lim$on-Ta’t, with Charles Doming,
Doreen Anseli, Robert Bernard,
Marjorie Cook and Hendrick De-
Boer in the leads.

W-T will bring revival of “An
nie Get Your Giih” (3rd year),
with Evie Hayes, into Empire, Syd-
ney, for a fresh run. “Harvey,”
with Joe E. Brown, continues at

I the Comedy here, with “Oklaho-

Home" (20th) was chosen as the
j J3" winding up a lush, run At the

best film shown at the Fifth I,o- 5?,
ya*' Sydney’, to be followed by

carno Film Festival, which ended
j

Streetcar Named Desire.

July 9 in a poll conducted among
j

critics present at the festival. Run-
j

hersrUP finished in this order : !

“Stage Fright” ( WB.) “Domenica
D’Agosto ( Italian ) , and “We Were
Strangers” (Col ) . Spectator opin-

ion, however was about evenly
divided between Italian and U. S.

entries, with the former holding

‘Stage Fright’

Locarno; July 18.

‘When Willie Comes Marching

preciation absorbed over $700,000
and interest on loans accounted
for $378,000. Only $28,000 re-
mains to be carried : forward,
Which is being used to reduce the
debit balance which now stands at
$3,245,000.
The directors have evolved a

new principle of accounting for
production and the method now
operative is that the producer’s
share of receipts must be applied
to covering the full cost of pro-
duction. ' Any surplus realized is
shown as profit
At the annual meeting to be

held Aug. 2, the board will move
a resolution to increase the capi-
tal of the firm - by $420,000 to
$3,081,000. British Lion Studio
Co., shows a profit of $120,000 for
the year and the board is paying
15% divvy on common stock.

TV for Scotland in 1,951

' Glasgow, Juiy 11.

Scotland’s first TV station, at
Kirk o* Shotts, Lanarkshire, Will
be opened sometime in 1951.

This promise was given by Ness
Edwards, postmaster-general, in a
letter to Hector Hughes, M.P. for
North Aberdeen.

Sydney, July 11.

The Robert* Menzies’ government
has given its okay to Aussie key
commercial units to participate in
the operation of television through-
out Australia. Government spokes-
man said TV would bex an estab-
lished fact here within the next
three years.
The Ben Chifley Labor govern-'

ment previously had put up the
red light on commercials for video.

All Aussie key commercials have
agreed to throw in* their full re-
sources in aiding the government
to boost TV here within the alloted
time. It is still uhknown where
technical equipment will be pur-
chased, England, U, S. and Holland
all have in quotations covering
equipment

Sir Ernest Fisk, head of Musical
arid Electrical Industries (Lon-
don), recently spent a lengthy con-
fab with government representa-
tives on tele. It also is reported
that the government may make
dollars available for the importa-
tion of U. S. material to permit
quicker getaway on video opera-
tion.

68 Brit.

For Defaulting Quota
London, ’July 18.

Board of Trade is contemplating
a record number of exhibitor

slight edge on strength of comedy j
prosecutions arising out of their

appeal. Also the fact that Locarno
;

the 45% quota. Some
lies in Italian-speaking section of

Switzerland. No official prize jury
was set up this year.

Smoothly-run festival obviously
suffered from the fact that Venice
is rated this year’s major film

drawing card. Some felt that Swiss
exhibs and distribs, responsible for

choice of films entered, made weak
selections since they had better

festival pix at their disposal.

Near-capacity audiences attend-

60 cases are now being investi-
gated with many others scheduled
for probing within the next few
months.

Almost 2,000 theatres have been
granted either partial relief or
total exemption for the current
40% quota year.

Berg Quits WB in Brazil ,

Fritz Berg, Warner general

ed the showings every night, but • manager In Brazil, has resigned, ac-

generally lacked the international
j

cording to Wolfe Cohen, prez of

flavor characteristic of previous Warner Bros. International,

festivals here and elsewhere. Star ! Replacing Berg is Ary Lima who
attendance was also on the thin

[
will continue to hold down his

side this year, with only Aldo Regular chores of supervising com-
Fabrizi and actor-director Gustav

.
pany offices in Argentina, Brazil,

Froehlich providing name values. • Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay.

( Figures show weeks of run)
London, July 18.

“Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (2).
“Background,” Westminster (9).
“Beau Strategem,” Lyric (64),
“Brigadoon,” His Majesty’s (66).
“Carousel,” Drury Lane (6).
“Castle in Air,” Savoy (32) ;

“Cocktail Party,” New (11).
“Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (3).
“Eliz Slept Here” Strand (38).
“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (32).
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (41).
“Golden City,” Adelphi (5).
“Harvey,” Piccadilly (81).
“Heiress,” Haymarket (77).
“His Excellency,” Princess (8).
“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (10).

’

‘Home at Seven;” Wyndham (19).
“Ice-Capades,” Empress (8).
“King Rhapsody,” Palace (44);
“Knights Madness,” Vic Pal. (18).
“Latin Quarter,” Casino (18).
“Mr. Gillie,” Garrick (19).
“Oklahoma,” Stoll (163).
“Ring Round Moon,” Globe (25).
“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (5).
“Streetcar,” AldWych (41).
“Touch & Go,” Wales (9).

“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rion (110).
“Treasure Hunt,” St. Mart. (44).
“Venus Observed ” St. J’ms (26).
“Way Things Go,” Phoenix (20).
“Worm’s View,” Comedy ,(169).

The Fullers have* been quiety
disposing of their other cinena
holdings for some time past. Sr
Ben Fuller informed Variety quite

a while ago that, it was his intei-

tion to build up a major legit ci-

cuit again. Fullers, by arrang«-
ment with Hoyts, will continue to

operate the Palace here with leg£
Current show is “Two Mrs. Ca-
rols,” with Elisabeth Bergne.v
Fullers also have “One Wild Oal”
at the King’s, Melbourne, and will

in other top shows to the

Princess there.

Sold Out In N,. Zealand Years Ago
Many years ago the Fullers so d

out their entire New Zealand hold-
ings at a record high price to tie

Robert Kerridge loop, deciding :o

concentrate solely on the Aussie
mainland.

Hoyts, opposition to Greater
Union, controls about 150 cinemas
in Aussie. 20th-Fox holds a major
stake in the company. Understood
that GU also has plans for loop ex-
pansion Down Under. Rydge, at

present in London for huddles with
Rank, is due back here soon. Rydge
denied before leaving on the Lon-
don trip that he would dicker with
J. Arthur Rank for a buy back of

Rank’s big interest in the GU cir-

cuit.

Both Hoyts aiid . GU are known
to be concerned at the inroads al-

ready being made by Metro in get-

ting additional theatres in Aussie.
Metro already operates around 10

houses in this area.

To Offset Competition,

LOPERT IN ROME FOR

NEW PRODUCT DEALS
Rome, July 11.

Ilya Lopert, head of Lopert
Films of N. Y., has arrived here to
confer with his associate, Rudy
PolmSen, and also huddle with Ro-
berto Rossellini, with whom he was
once partnered. Lopert still holds
U.„S. distribution rights to Ros-
sellini’s 1948 production, “Machine
That Kills Evil People.” Never re-
leased before, picture is now slated
for a New York preem in October.

Before coming to Rome, Lopert
attended a special screening in
Paris of the Italian-made “Women
Without Names.” French Cancer
Fund sponsored the showing. Star-!
ring Simone Simon and Valentina
Cortese, the film was financed by
Lopert, Robert Haggiag, Robert
Dowling, and Robert Goelet, Sr.
During his local stay, Lppert also
will scrutinize fresh product.

Martha Graham Forced
To Cancel London Preem

London, July 18.
Dancer Martha Graham, sched-

uled to open at the Piccadilly yes-
terday (Monday), was forced to
cancel the performance because of
a serious leg injury.

Incident may likely cause her to
abandon her entire season. Mean-
while, a final decision depends
upon her medico’s report tonight
(Tues.).

Manchester, Eng., July 18.

Universal head N. J. B1 urn-

berg, reportedly the first prez of

an American major film company
to mix with British provincial
showmen and distribution person-
nel in the field in 25 years, hud-
dled here over the weekend wlh
industryites from Liverpool, Led*
and Manchester.
Blumberg, in addressing tie

conclave, stressed the important
of manpower to the film busineis.
Greater effort on the part of

every person within the industry
throughout the world,Ahe added,
will be required in order to meet
competition from other industries
as well as other branches of Oft

amusement field.

Before going to Manchester,
Blumberg was cited by J. Arthif
Rank and John Davis at a L<n-
don luncheon for the contributiin:
he’s made to strengthen arid in-
prove Anglo-American film rea-
tions. In turn, the Universal chef
praised the Rank Organization’s ss-

sistance to his own firm, whth
helped U to move into the bisk
this year.

Blumberg, Daff at Paris Mee
Paris* July 18

Following a meet
,
of Universal

,

territorial managers here, N. J.

Blumberg, company prez, and A1
Daff, foreign chief, are returnrig
to N. Y. Due to the biz recess i>n,

the general tone displayed by sde*
execs at the session was to miet
exhibitors halfway rather tiari

spurn playdates entirely.

Redgrave to Lecture in U. S.

Amsterdam, July 11
British actor Michael Redgriv*

will lecture in tJ. S. under auspices
of National Arts Foundation next

year.



“Picture of the Month. It will stir your heart. You must
see it and experience it for yourself.”

—Louella Parsons in Cosmopolitan Magazine

U

—Look Magazine

A tonic for the spirit, truly inspirational entertainment.
—Hedda Hopper

tf

• u. n

U

— Walter Winchell

smart talk is that it will

and comment.”
—Billy Rose

t

wind up with plenty of*

New York’s Mayor William O’Dwyer said on a recent
it. A mar-

• * 99

was

“Definitely an Academy Award contender.”
—Sheilah Graham, nationally syndicated columnist

“The year’s most provocative picture. An unforgettable

way to learn the real meaning of love.”
—J. Fred Henry, Publisher of Sereenland

“A fine film.’"

t*MeCall's Magazine

“Special merit award. Proves movies are better than ever.”
—Parents' Magazine

“Picture of the Month.”
—Seventeen Magazine

»n!

“It will tug at the heartstrings of thousands.”
—Bill Leonard (CBS)

of the Month.”
—Redbook Magazine

of the most inspired to come out of Hollywood
or more.”

—Louis Sobol, nationally syndicated columnist

of Hollywood’s most

a

They are talking about "THE NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR .

M-G-M’s remarkable picture shortly to make its bow to the

nation following a brilliant World Premiere at Radio City Music

Hall. Watch for announcement or consult your M-G-M Branch

about the 60 “PRESTIGE PERFORMANCE TRADE SHOWS/'
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Washington, July 16. +

The successor corporations to the

old Griffith theatre circuit are a

blind to continue the monopoly or-

dered broken up by the Supreme
Court, the Government charged
last weekend in a new brief filed

Ruby on 3-Week Eastern
j

Plugging Tour for ‘Words’

j

» wjvv/iiu ... u _
,

Songwriter Harry Ruby planed I

with the federal court in Oklahoma.'-'-from -Hollywood to Washington last.
1

^ x

'
‘

•, • • . night (Tues.) to start a three-week 1

Griffith has been broken into the &

VideO Independent Theatres, Inc.,
j

and Theatre Enterprises, Inc., oper-

ating a total of 247 theatres in 95
southwestern towns, with 65.-. of

the houses in non-competitive situ-
j

a (ions, Governmen t claimed < i

Anti-trust division brief said tire
1

new companies were still using

their massive buying power with

adverse effects upon smaller com?,

petitors. Brief added that there

Was no dissipation of the btiying

power through creation of the suc-

cessor corporations. It further al-

leged that competitive bidding did

not provide sufficient .solution for

tub-thumping tour through the east
\

on Metro’s “Three Little Words,” .

biofilm of Ruby add his late part- S

ner, Bert Kalmar,
j

Cleffer will hit 10 eastern key

.
cities during his tour, holding press

j

interviews and appearing qn radio
j

and. television shows. Film is
;

scheduled for national release in

;

August. !

Russ Tarry
Continued from page 3

:ee of thethe problem and that some divesti- MPEA’s rights on thi'(ms
The specific intent to harm aj e

4

lght
,

of Ibese can now be de-

competitor is immaterial, said the
j

livered.

brief, so long a$ they Were being I Maas just returned from Korea,

SEATTLE
i Continued from page 10

Gloves" (EL) (2d wk). Good $6,000.

Last week, nice $8,000./
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)

—“Return of Frontiersman" (WB)
and “This Side of Law" (WB). Mild

$6,000* Last week, "Peggy" HJ)

and "Spy Hunt" (U), $8,000.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-

84)
—

“bicycle Thief" (Indie). Fair

$44,000, Last week, "Prince of

Peace" (Inclie), $4,200.
Music Hall -(Hamrick) (2,200; 59-

84)—“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) and
4

4

Mystery Street’ ’ (M-G)
$16,000; Last week, "Father
Bride" (M-G) and “Shadow on
Wall" (M-G) (4th wk), big $7,800.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59-

84)—“Winchester ’73” (U). Sturdy
$12,000 for Jimmy Stewart slarrer..

Last .
week, ‘‘Bright Leaf" iWB )

,

(2d wk), $4,600 in 4 days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-52

97)—“Kiss for Corliss" (UA) • ;<2d

run), plus Ray Gordon’s Amateurs
in annual revue. Okay $5,500. Last

week, “Big Hangover" (M-G) (2d

run), plus Vaude, $5,100.

; Paramount (Evergreen) (3.029;

59-84)—“White Tower" (RKO > and
“State Penitentiary" (CoD (2d wk).

Down To $7,000. Last week.
$12,300.

Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of Boston, carries the following in its

current bulletin under the head, “Confusion": “We all went to work
on ‘Movies Are Better Than Ever,’ and did what we thought a remark-

able job, but sometimes it gets real confusing. Qn the heels of this,

‘Stromboli’ was released by RKO, and Ingrid Bergman was advertised

as ‘Flaming Passion/ (As if we and the public didn’t know.) Then Billy

Grady, casting director at MGM» states that for a girl to attain stardom

she must have a goodly amount of both ‘beauty and vixenness/ Now
comes Eagle Lion telling our prospective patrons (we won’t mention

for what picture)/ ‘There are msiny ways of making a woman betray

her honor/ Jim Mason of Cherry Valley, O., writes Pete Wood in con-

junction with the above facts, ‘all of this stuff, is nice for the kiddies,

but—think what harm it can do to us grownups/
“With regard to this, an excerpt from the producer’s code, and we

quote, 'No picture shall be produced which will lower the moral stand-1

i aids of those who see it/ How low can a human get? And as vve said

Terrific
j

in the beginning, ‘Gets real confusion sometimes, doesn’t it?????”’

of :

;

To drum up interest in its fall release slate. Lux Film Distributing

of N. Y, is circulating a 1949 yearbook prepared by Lux Film of

Rome, its parent company. Profusely illustrated with color plates, the

58-page tome has an accompanying text in five languages. Some 14

Lux pictures are listed for distribution. Of these the company is ready-
ing five for U. S. screens. They’re “Mill on . the Pq," “Bitter Rice/’

|
both Italian-made; ; two French pix, “Paris Waltz" and “Oh, Amelia."
plus a Spanish classic; “Ballad of Dolores." Use by a foreign film

distrib of such a splashy piece of promotion is rare.

fine

hurt. where he was huddling with gov-

ernment. and Economic Coopera-
tion Administration officials there

in an effort to reinstate MPEA re-
June Didn’t Bust Out

Lawyers for the majors had a
.. . .

_ ......
comparatively easy time of it d:ui*-

j

leases in. that area. Fresh nlin lin-

ing June when only two blanket
)

ports were halted there in Feb.,

anti-trust* suits were filed against
!
1949. due * dollar shortage,

them First action was that of
j
MPEA exec, who left Korea hours

James A. Christensen and the A r- : before the war began, said lie felt

cade theatre in Salt Lake City fed-. : that the discussions Were “fruit-

‘Winchester’ Wham At

$11,000 in

1 Metro, in a move to build word-of-mouth on its “Next Voice You
•Hear," has decided to hold all trade-screenings on the film in theatres,

starting Aug, 7. Metro sales veepee William F. Rodgers has sent out
personal invitations to civic and business leaders, the clergy and radio
and press representatives. Thirty of the 56 scheduled showings have
been listed for Loew’s theatres,; where they Will be treated as sneak
previews, in other theatres, Metro plans to rent them on a four-wall
basis for the single night or make some other individual arrangement.

eral court, while the other was a

proceeding filed in Philadelphia by

several theatrical poster exchanges.

Christensen claims that the eight

majors and United Paramount, sub-

sidiary entered into a conspiracy to

restrain trade and commerce in (lie

distribution and exhibition of films

in Salt Lake City,

accused some !* distributors, pro-

ducers and National Screen Sendee
with ‘‘monopolizing’’ poster and

trailer business throughout the

country.

Par
Continued from page J

tied by Federal Communications
Commission regulations from ac-

quiring any other TV holdings. It

is thus the company's plan. as. indi-

cated by prez Barney Balaban in

his annual report, to offer the

shares, to Par's stockholders in ex-

ful,” but added, that the matter is

an academic one now.

140 Pix Into Korea
.

Since x Korean operations began
three years ago, Maas estimated
that about 140 pictures had been
released in that country, He also

„ . . surmised that his organization has
Poster

fr0Zen e,rhings of around 250.-

000.000 yuan ($70,000'. U S. orig-

inally went, into Korea at the re-

quest of the U. S. Army, lie said,

and our policy there was to

operate even if there wasn't a

profit.

Amplifying the recently nego-

tiated Japanese distribution pact,

Maas declared that while we are
guaranteed dollar payment for a

minimum of 78 features and shorts,

the Japanese government and
allied officials make no conversion
guarantee in excess of that amount.
Currently he estimated that the
MPEA has some 2,406.000.000 yen

snares, io rav s suick kuucis , . . , , . ; . ,

change for an equivalent quantify .
“

of Par's own shares. This would
be in line, also, with the company's
move in the past few years to re-

duce Its stock outstanding by buy-

ing it up for its treasury
Balaban stated: “If circumstances

should make it advisable to liqui-

date our interest in DuMont, we
shall probably do so by offering it

to our stockholders in exchange for

shares of our corporation on some
brsis bearing a relationship to the

around $6,000 s000-$7,000,000 at the
present rate of exchange.

Montreal, July 18.

batch of entries here this

week but riot. many pix are doing as : ..

well as expected. While ’ »*»*• 8eo.Hew»n.yie«-e(l,m..the.inc.

fighter" at Capitol is dull, “Win-
chester ,’73" at Imperial looms
socko.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T,) (2,625; 34-60)—

“Irma Goes West" (Par). Okay. $14.-

000. Last week,' “Skipper Surprised
His Wife" T M-G), poor $8,000.

: Capitol (C.T.) (2,412: 34-60)—

,

“Gunfighter” (20th). Dull $10,000. >

Last week. “Father Is Bachelor"
(Col). $8,000.

Princess (C, T.) (2,131;* 34-60—
“Ticket Tomahawk" 1 20th) . .

Fair
$6,000. Last week, “Cargo Cape-
town" (Col), $10,500.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
“Bright Leaf’ (WB). Good $13,000.
Last week, “Father of Bride” iM-Gl
(4t h wk). okay $11,500.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60—

“Winchester ’73" (U) and "Armored
Car Robbery" (U). Sock $11,000.
Last week, “Kid From Texas" *U)
and “Jiggs. Maggie Out West” <U>,

$5,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—

“Iroquois Trail" (UA) and “State
Dept." i UA). Trim $7,000, Last
week. “In Navy” lU) and “Pardon
My Sarong” i U) (reissues) (2d wk',
$4,500.

As a boost for Warner’s “The Flame and the Arrow,” its star. Burt
Lancaster, performed acrobatic stunts on a 1 5-foot pole Monday ( 1 7 ) in

Chicago before noontime State street passersby. Lancaster ran through
feats used in the film to dispel the notion that a double was used dur-
ing Vhe filming. To further hoke up the idea, the studio offered $1,000
to anyone who could prove the agile gentleman on State street was not

Lancaster was assisted by. his partner,
Nick Cravat.

H. David Frackman arid Bert Goldberg have set lip Fiackman-Gold-
berg Pictures Corp. to produce films. Papers of incorporation filed in

Albany ii,st capital of $20,000, divided into shares of $100 each. Frack-
nian said in New York this Week that the firm Was merely organized
in anticipation of possible filmmaking, with no specific plans yet for
any venture. A N. Y; attorney, he’s partnered with Bert Goldberg in

Pentagon Pictures, which recently took over 1321 films from J. Arthur
Rank.

.

Marlon Brando made an unscheduled appearance last week in Arthur
Loew s production, “Teresa" (M-G). Actor dropped in on the location
shooting in New York to chat with director Fred Zinneman, who had
recently directed him in “The Men.” Action was on the French Line
pier, showing arrival of a war-bride ship: Zinneman noted thdt Brando
was dressed in T-shirt and dungarees, same as the longshoremen. Actor
was in the next shot, smashing baggage with the other dockhands.

V
Understood that Lauren Bacall's deal for release from her unexpired

Warners contract Will cost her $150,000, but not in a lump sum. Actress
will pay 25ch- of her screen earnings until the 150G is liquidated.
Ticket still bad about 18 months to run. While on the WB lot the
star appeared in seven pictures and was suspended from the payroll
upon seven occasions for rejecting assignments.

Supreme Court
Continued from paf« 1

claim, that films should enjoy the

same freedom of speech as the

press. New’ Orleans circuit court
denied that assumption last week

respective market value of each of by affirming the action of district

the stocks/’ judge M. Neil Andrews of the

Par's interest in acquiring ABC, Georgia federal court, who dis-
..t..,..- _. J: . w

facilities would missed a suit brought against the
censor board which had

or other radio-TV facilities would
be to adjust for changes anticipat- - Atlanta
ed in the industry as a result of

tele. Thinking on theWhole mat-

ter may be changed, however, if

the present war situation worsens.

That would limit TV’s expansion
and make for a corresponding im-

provement in the film biz.

WB Huddles
Continued from past t

banned “Boundaries" in Atlanta.
Film is based on the story of a

Negro family passing for white.

Chief Justice Joseph C. Hutche-
son of the appeals court wrote
iiv his opinion that RD-DR and FC
had contended that the court
should disregard previous juris-

prudence on the grounds that, if

given a ehance. the Suprem e Court
.would overrule the. earlier de-
cision. ' And we should therefore
give it the Anticipatory coup de
grace." he said. He declared that
the appellants' arguments, that the
Supreme Court is prepared to ex-

tend the 14th Amendment to in-

clude films “fall far Short of do-
ing so.”

Supreme Court has heard only
one similar case. That was in

1915. when it refused to hold state

censorship unconstitutional on the
grounds that motion pictures did

„ hot represent “speech'' but pure

prepara- entertainment and so were not en-
titled to the protection of the
First Amendment. Judge Rosen-
man’s staff, with the backing of

the entire film industry, has con-
tended that the Supreme Court
had reversed itself two years ago

__ in the Paramount antitrust case

shot in various sectors of the b.V asserting there is no .doubt -that;

world. Of the total number of the freedom of speech and press

shorts, 14 are two-reefers and 31 giiatamteed it. the Constitution ,ap-

*i*e one-reel ers. i
plies to films.

1.. Warner that the studio will

keep on producing and releasing
pictures the same as in the past

and with the Utmost confidence in

the future. He added: “The only
screens which will carry Warner
productions will be the screens of

the motion picture theatres the

world Over."
Warner announced a backlog of

12 pictures and three in the last

s» ages of production. .
with 16

slated to start in the next few
months and 10 more in

lion.
^

/

Norman Moray. WB short subject

chief, and Gordon Honingshead,
studio shuns head, have set up a

program of 45 shorts for the com-
ing season. Eighteen of the briefies

will be in Technicolor and will be

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 10)

890; 2,812; 50-$l)—“Robies Sher-
wood Forest” (Col) and “Appoint-
ment Crime"- (Indie). Good $27.-
000. Last wTeefc, “White -Tower”
(RKO) and “Rider from Tucson"
(RKO) (2d wk), $20,700.

Los. Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts, Manchester (F&M) (3,398;

1.451; 1.668; 40-$l)—“If This Be
Sin" (UA) and “Reach for Star”
(Rep) (reissue). Slim $18,000. Last
w^eek. “Irma Goes West” (Par) (2d
wk). $19,Q00 in two spots.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)

(2.210: 1,106; 50-$D—“Father of
Bride” (M-G) (2d wk). Okay $17.-
000. Last wfek, $24,500.

United Artists, Rita, Vogue, Stu-
dio City, Culver (UA-FWC) (2.100;
1,370; 885; 1.145; 60-$D—“Win-
chester '73” (UL Big $40,000 or
near. Last week, “Cactus Creek"
<U) and “Lost Volcano" (Mono) 1 2d
wk). $11,800.

• Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$))—
“City Lights" (UA) (reissue) (3d
wk), nice $5,000. Last week, good
$6,600. ^

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$D—
“Paisan” (Indie) and “Open City"
(indie) (reissues) (3d w‘k) ; Scant
SI.000. Last week, with Guild the-
atres. only $2,000.

“PartrO-Show." a scheme designed to give filmgoers a refund or
ered it if they fail to stay for the whole performance, will be tested in

two Brooklyn theatres—the Leader and Kent—starting Friday (21'.

As devised by Murray Kaj; the plan calls for use of a time-stamped
ticket stub. Patrons leaving before the entire show has been screened
pay for only what they actually see.

Majors Mull Prod. Cutback
Continued from page 5

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 10)

(RKO) and “Girl in Heart” (Mono).
$4,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1 .750; 50-

85 >

—“Good Humor Man” tCoh
and “On Isle of Samoa” dndi(').
Good $7,500. Last week, "White
Tower" (RKO) and “Girl in llcai'l”

(Mono). $8,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) 1 3.400;

50-85)—“Cariboo Trail” i2()th' anti
“Killer Shark” v Indie), also Orien-
tal. Mild $8,000. Last week.
“Roeketship X-M" (Up) ami
“Baron of Arizona" (Up*, solid
SI 0,500.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 50-

go 1—“Father of Bride" (M-G) (4th

4 w k). Still stout at $6,300. Last

more product fend for themselves. ; spreading
Most of the theatres which have
been forced to close recently, or
are on the verge of shuttering, are
labeled by the majors as marginal
theatres, which '-would., shut down
even if given sufficient product to

maintain them. Major affiliated

circuits, it’s pointed out, have
backed this theory that the coxuitry

may be overseated at present mar-
ket conditions by closing their own
houses, which have
been showing losses.

Favor Longer Runs
Such (op production execs as

20th-FpX veepee Darryl F. Zanuek
have consistently held that the in-

dust ry would be better off If thea-

tres held each picture for the max-
imum playing time, Cutback in

prod ucl Ion w'oujd thus force the
profit-making theatres to hold pic-

tures for longer Tuns, leaving it

up to the Indie producers U> I urn
out I be lowiM -butlgeters required
lor double-bill houses. If these
latter 'then trek continue !o lose

money and are forced to close even
with product from the indies,

which would III us force I he Indies

(ml of business, then Hint would he
art economic devclopmcnl which
w oti Id have occiu r.i'd any way, ac-
cording lo major company spokes
men}

Anoilier factor which may lead
the majors io cut hark op llicir

amiual . I'cnlure output Is Hie Gov
e rm lie n I mrd c red (I l vr a I i I u re. ( ) 1 1

(
> e

they give up I heir own I heal res,

the produclioii dlshihullun hrins
will mil have lo worry ahoul turn-
ing out enough product to keep

1 1 lioMr Imi ices going. Also, with I he
threat of lelevlsloii gi adtinlly

across the country, it s

to be expected, according to the
majors; that some theatres will be
forced to shut down regardless of
whether they’re fed a steady flow
of product.

Exhibitors, of course, are vehe-
mently opposed to the. whole idea.
They maintain that the majors,
should do everything in their
power to help the struggling thea-
tres oh the assumption that the lowf

consist ently^rentals they might get from some
houses still represent revenue for
dist ribs. Once a theatre is closed,
I hey point out, that revenue ts gone
permanently.

(’oiidniifd from pare T

the sanie chore for “Patience."
Anthony Termini, formerly with
Paramount, is technical supervisor,
and Hooker Howe of Haverhill will
do the costumes, which will be
copied from plates provided by the
D’Oylv t/arte Co.

“Patience” will be filmed in iis

entirety, Holdsworth said, with 303
sconce ami 35 sets, of which 12
w ill be Interiors, to be shot in the
aiiilHorium of the U. of Massa-
chusetts and the basketball cage,
I'lMeriors will he filmed in the sur-
inumllng country side, Sets will
he designed hy Philippe de Rosier.
S|U iliglh'Ut and other nearby cqm-
muhllh's will provide musicians,
mine of w hunt will be engaged
Mom the Springfield Symphony
Oreheslra Doric Alviani, head of
I lie U of M, music deox*'**" --*

will direct,
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our new

...that it is the kind of picture the

more of, and never gets enough of

In?

genuinely fresh and heart-warming
*

to it.

• . • same as AND I.

screen

and form their own opinion of the picture before book-

ing it into any theatre. I want them to see for themselves

how much the picture holds in entertainment appeal and

W. A. SCULLY
Universal-International Pictures

f\

. ^ ;;i

v-V*

./Vs • .

&

Thea gus



PICTURES

dips from Film Row

' MINNEAPOLIS -,fK,“,?er °f Pcoples theatre '

Bade after finishing “Cry Dan-
, c. II. .Tones purchased . Prince

feer,” starring Dick Powell and
i nn fl Texan at Weatherford from

Rhonda Fleming, for RKQ release,
[ Long Circuit. Jim McNeese ap-

Schine disposed of include Opera*
Wooster; Civic and Roxy, Fostoria,

all in Ohio; Arcade, Salisbury, Md„
and the following New York the*

atres: Hipp, Little Falls; old State,

Carthage; Seneca, ,
Seneca Falls;

Palace, Watertown; Pontiac, Og-
densburg; Capitol, Oswego; Cres-

cent^ Newark.

EL Offers
Continued from page 5 ssss

version, and “Interrupted Jour-

ney;” a Britislvmade.

Revised Basis

EL exec Reportedly informed

Bernhard that he was willing to

Sam Wiesenthal, , Their next pic-
1 gay City.

lure will be “Weak Heart,” star-
, Billy

’

J. Miller named manager

!

ring Joseph Cotton, to be ’foilowed ; 0f uptown theatre, Horowitz op-
[

by “Sitting Bull.” They plan to :.<> rated- house here, succeeding ;

organize a separate corporation to Ralph Dodge, who has retired

.

produce pictures for TV.
. ;

from, show biz. i

A. A. Kaplan, circuit owner, in ! Wesley Ilolstine named man-
hospital recovering f r om major agor of. recently opened South
operation. Loop 13 Driye-In here operated by

Ted Bolnick, who recently re-.. •Statewide Theatres.

. signed as. Bennie. Berger circuit
j

_ _ __ _ i rir.

goneraL manager, \vill organize his
y CHICAGO

^V
t
1

} Tn a safety move,; Chi Building
;

Herbert J. VV ogsland

.

C’omniissiOner Christiansen urged j

Oxiord, St. 1 aul neighboihoo J pH.^|- | h e a t r e owners to submit

;

house. _
. tv-- volvnilary annual reports on ceil-:

Harry B. . I ronch._ Miuiiosota
in ^ conditions-' afteiy. inspections- by

.

•

Anius, Co, Pfvxy,. ,n W'V '

\
conipeteut engineers; Action was

discuss circuit in a tiers with l-£^ffv pramptcd ])V some recent cave-ins i

.ard, Goldonson, Paramount The.--.;
jn other cities. ;

atres head.
. ^ . v Hi>rh El lisburg resigned: as -ad;

Republic s . hock Island Ti ajk .manager- of Filmack Trailer Com-

7

grosses m Duluth, Superior and.
,)anv< ..

Fargo almost
.

0

n

P l
’

;
wi t h i t s . box

-
. OAmers here initiated policy .of

Witch
“
C 1 U 111

Pi
^ a ^ throe shows, nightly with mi.dnite.

. V ulvv \ ^ -C harles-’ Sim on ell i , V niy.ei-sa i v-qx--'
at

;

RkO-Orpheum here ot aivy RKO
.j)j 0j lotion, topper, . is in town -for

picture since. -CimleuTla, “Louisa” caiimaign. This is second'

LOS ANGELES Bernhard that he was willing to oper

W. rSpS. M, took 16-year % IfablT to I

’

lease on three Burbank theatres, l

9

COmmit> 1

'<=
the Magnolia, the Major and the fdelivei only pa t of xts commit

s

Burbank, with an aggregate seat- .ment., Original deal called f
;

ing capacity of' 2,177. Formerly Bernhard to get 25< p of a new

,

were controlled bv Charles Minor, company to be set up, Eagle Lion i ___

W; R. Walsh joined United Art- i Classics, with. EL to get 509o and 1

ists exchange here as office nvana-
; a financing syndicate to get the

,
“poi
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|
to study in detail the new method*

J

Latter feel it may provide the an-
i swer to bigger production values in
live video studio shows.

Sternad stresses, however, that
. it is not a technique demanded for

all pictures, especially those of the

.
parlor-.bedroom-and-bath • variety

l
with simple sets. But it definitely

,

1 opens the door to large-scale! lav-

i

1 ish period pictures at less cost.

Weak Campaigns
— continued from page 3 s

ists exchange here as office nvana-
; a financing syndicate to get the

,
“points, up the fact once again, that

ger; . succeeding Bert Pollard, re- 1

other 25r c. Financiers were , to the .experience of one month is not

Cently upped to branch manager, turn over ,at least l^o of their enough to determine a trend. Not
-. -

—

'

: - shares to EL to assure it control, until attendance has. stabilized for

NEW YORK Bernha rd^ .and Irving Kaufman, :

J
Pe1^0^

of several months will it

Jerry : Pickmaa: Paramoiml's as- who was. assigned bSvth?,covrt''t'o:;-^.'P^We^^^^c0^uaoft-
sisiant.pub-ad Chief, in Tucson set- ; preserve PC’s assets lor benefit of the trend downward has ri

Uiig W'orld pi^em of . “The Furies,”
;

its ereditprs; took MaeMillen’s new .;

oait.eu.

which opens Friday f 21). He goes /proposals under advisement.' ' An- The. Gailup report points out :.

on, hew product; Kaufman

hssing pix or obtain ade- ing inroads on attendance, “lack, of

stitutes. ;; adequate advertising aiid. publicity

the fading prospects; for . current .
pictures” is probably

is determined to make contributing at least as much to

rvrsrr.r,/Mrr< f
every ettui't to push the merger. ,:ttie attendanee decline. It enlpha*

DETROIT
.

' TliaPs thought' by all Cpncernecl to s^zes that some pictures
,

are doing

Guild Theatre Corp.,. headed by be the best solution to. the extreme- biismess. and they are usually

Albert D.czel and Leon Weingair-
;
ly muddlec situation that has - those that receive strong advert; s-

den, .acquired
.
the /(ioO-seat .Colony grown out, of the ‘.‘merger withbut and publiehy . campaigns. ..R.e-

from Joseph' Ehul
. pn long-term a merger ” Prospect of. Bernhard’s P°r i declare s one^ reason . tpr the

lease. Name of house will .be • taking the pix back.- as per Mac- sharp decline in .altenclance is: fact

cliangod- to. the' Coronet, Operator >nilen’s Mouclay offer, is thought •
t-.hat as attendance 1 ell . advertising

of several niiduest fran
_

ex- bjcrbjy- unlikely! since he lnivS no mid publicity budgets were. cut.

changes. .
.
Dezel. l'ccenllv ;

.

joined .'distribution .'setup .anV
>

..ian.ger and"’- As important as strong ad-pub
vv.ith \\ cingarden of • f lint, Mich.,, be'd probably have

;
considerable campaigns,, the • report goes on, is

to- set up Guild. difficully getting any other releas-. the need for a. “pretested, sales
- " Mu . — '

i :

' fnrr
' Hpiii -pnqd.as olTered by EL. ‘message.” “Without it.” it’s em-

. B
Problems Pile lTp jph-as-ized., “thp advertising and ex-

Rptf* rAIII MacMi.iicn is getting .• anxious
:

ploi.tation effort can very easily go
V-v/V' U8 VvBBl either to consummate the merger wide of the mark!”

ploil.alion topper, . is in town :

for
“l.ouisa” campaign. TI)is. is second.'
time that U has planted a .film in

INDIANAPOLIS Ibis house in
.

six months.
'

Sam Abrams. Realart sales man- - i - A n tr
ngev. recuperating from injuries. KANSAS CITY
sustiiinort in autfl. Hci-ideiit several ' Tv, 0 u,w Su its , «i,i ( .|, W o,-P .

'

,, ... ,
•.

alarlc-d in l!)l7 by .Glow \V. Diekin-
Katk-DoUo

^

1 1nyiii os . oxiomlin^ son iu.;u i ;,i' indie jO-(hoalro oir-
nialiuot ilout'.s (o stnnuUilo hi/.,

edit jn tliis area, soekiny damages
\ anoiy Joiit ^o. 1.0 Iioro voted

ol: Sl.aOO.OOO from major dim dis-
0 invito Varioly. Tntornmional to .

|rHwtofs . . >< flt i 0nat Thojitros and
Jml.d w l n t o r mootmy in Indian- 0 rf>(, rs . wert1 dismirsecl lu're 'J’iutrs-

m's'
i.

1- T • ,
• ... ,, dav.'.l ji bv Federal Judge Albert

lioataii-lwin drive-in. with 2 -
.A;;Kllloe. at joint request of the

000-oar eapaeit.y now using both-
l>la inf .

i |fs ,; 1jnd defendants,
sereens with, spilt .double lentures. ‘ ibelcinson said a settlement liad
One him. ,s run on. one side, w itb

1T;u .hod nut of court.
second pu* on » other screen;

;

:
.

~

.

Ted /Mendelssohn, who..-'.resigned. "qT I HI l|Q
re-eentl>' as l- .hraneh manager te O I . LUUiO
devote lime to theatre interests, set Mrs. Albert H, Toma elei'ted
Up I'nit.ed Film. Booking Service., piv/ of Belter Films Council of St.

changes. ..Dezel.' recently joined
with -Weingardeii: of • Flint, Mich!.,

to set up Guild.-

lOOTo Brit Coin
ploi.tation effort can very easily go
wide of the ' mark!”

iru .Mn-uinsMH.m, \\ no . rosi^neu CT I' HI 11 Q-
:-cent]>' as l- .hraneh manager te O I . LUUiO
evole lime to theatre interests, set Mrs. Albert H.. Toma elei'ted.

p 1'nit.ed Film. Booking Service, piv/ of Better Films Council of St.

'

Tom lluilhvan. f o r m e r 1 y of . Louis.
‘ayuea, took •

’ over 4^10 Rex at ‘ Mtire. than 1 1 5,400 paid to see
IVIon'te/uma.

. eigluiv a iV,n ti a 1 Moolah Temple—— Sin iners’ .circus .Which- ran- for- live-

HOUSTON : Howard Pryor Sold his Hart.

Neale- -''Gordon succeeded L. A. Hartville. Alo., io Mrs. Marie
HOUSTON

f Continued fr'oiiv pafie I

an upward trend, plus t lie fad that-

the Korean war mprrtis large dollar

•expenditures." in sterling areas,

w hi eli will still further help
Britain.

Second, it is feared that (lie in-

centive plan for American prod'iicv

tion in. Britainmight be regarded
as a precedi'nt and followed by
other gbvernments.

Third, the Yanks have pointed
up the . worsening position of the
U. S. film- industry economically.
They, say it- makes a belter break
from' England imperative.

done
Wi.ls<

or get a permanent solution, one
way or the other, since the pfob-

~

lems continue to pile up with EL .

releasing FC pix ' sans contract.

EL has been making regular pay-
rnents out of earnipgs to produ-

'

cers of the FC product and. the, Cago
banks that financed it.

;;
back

EL v.p. , is said to; he ' desirous ture
of making the merger, if Bernhard So
can deliver the eight' new pix or ibe

-

their equivalent, in the hope Willi

Continued -from ' page 4

cago arid Totenews ip Cleveland,
back to! reels from a straight, pic-

ture policy.

Somewhat less enthusiastic about
the hike fii newsreel grosses w as
William Girdon. veepee of Trans-

Neale Gordon succeeded I;. A. Hartville. Alt)., to Mrs. Mane-
Ward* as manager- of Texas, Rrla Evans-.'

and Skv Yu here.: lie comes hero Loren Cluster, head of Cluster

from Albaiiv while Ward is being, theatres, lighted his mwv tlnO-car

Iransferred to CTraham by 'Child-,
ress Circuit. . ..

Adds F Dorsey, of staff at Pal-
ace. Henderson, nained manager,
replacing Alfred E. Prior. 'who he-

°w SPECiALIZ!
Y

G
\

THEATRES/

“^^PORTSERVICE Corp.
SPdRTSERVtCE BLOG.* BUFFALO, N.V>WA 250P

o/oner. two miles south of Salem.
111., lie also operates l.hree other
'houses' in Salem.

BUFFALO
Cinema. Buffalo’s new -tdSmal

arty - --pot opened here by Morris
l
5

,
Slot nick and Philip Cohen.

House. lias 80e; top. w.ith coffee and
cigarettes free..

End of first year of -three-year
di \ est i • ure program under Schine
Cdiain decroe finds that ot 40 thr-

. res - ordered t o ho sold ,hy eon rt

.

nhe.ot a third had been disposed
.ot up by ,1 mie 24. Properties which

“amed cHi:n!k' !e

Johnston Gets Free Hand at hast to tlie point of putting up

Albion Pictifre Am. of America- ^^V,mcrger

that he can revive, interest of the j.ux Thcatres, Business has “picked
financing syndicate, m sinking coin U p“ at. the chain’s 'sole newsreel
into the proposed Eagle Lion Clas- house—the Translux at. Broadway
sics. Group headed by David Baird, and.4Dth street, N. Y'.—he said, hut
a Wall-Streeter, and Dr. Wilhelm despite the rise, it’s unlikely that

;

Zwillinger. long a Bernliard back- a.nv of the circuit's other 14 tliea-
er, had promised to put up S1.000.-

t res will return to reels on an ex-
Q00. They since have given notice elusive basis! Several Years ago the
that they consider the time limit loop operated three other outlets
passed, MaeMiPen feels that their as newsreeku's. aside- from the
interest might be revived—perhaps Broadway theatre.

.Motion Picture Export. Assn, hoard
gave lyric Johnston prMly much
of a free hand in dealing with the
British’ at a session in New York
last Eli day >14 '.prior to his de-
parture Sunday ' IIP.; There v, as a

lengthy discussion of the forthcom-
ing ncgoLaiionsj making! clear -Io
the MI^A A-MPEA proxy the ma-
jors’ thinning on life British pact,

so.ro spc. i tic instructions wore re-

quired.
'

Tiu-re was \ irtual uiianiiriiiy; tlvat

the iriC'.'ittive. plan
.

proposed by
Board oHTrade -ppez Harold Wilson
to promwe Production by Ameri-
can companies' in Britain was un-
dosirab'ie. Johnston’s instruct ions
vere. in rerier.al. to work out an

' agivemcni \v;.t h out this feat ure and
* guaranteeing the MPAA companies
an improyhment mi the. S17.000.00ff
of com edibility they were granted
annually under the 'former • two-'
year agreement which expired
June IS.

On behalf of more than

500/000 appreciative children ar U Aids
-Cbritimu'd 1.0m

* . y .
• x 1 nv s 1 mm

tor the first six months ot its liscal exterior sire
\-eai\ H w on t from .

it $4dd ,ff 00. 'loss blocks 0
1'

' it

l’er the similar.
-.

period- of 1040 to a
lief pro til .of $272,00.0! this year

arrangement could be . w orked out
with Bernliard. on lire basis of de-
livery of four of the eight contest-
ed pix.

‘Gyrsno’ Sets j
UohUamd from p.iju* 7 —

—

: -
1

1

other' stages-^th.ey remain practi-
ealiy immobile, wliile t'b.e sets are
brough! to them.

Fight Sets Broome. 3(>

This is seen in the fact ttui.t di-

rector Michael Gordon is ppcratiiig
on eight major sets at Motion Pic-
ture Coni of. ' which-, hrqken down,
serve as 2d sets, due to tlie. eyejo-
rainic nature of conslructiori. * A
substantial elvunk of 17th century
Paris, w ith; winuing streets, alky s.

courtyards and buildings,
.
is made

available to the camera almost
without any gi-eat. chang.e in the
camera setup,, all on one double
stage, whieli. through •const nn’lly

shifting of sets, allows an uninter-
rnplcd r.hythn.i. of production. At.
least 10 days of location; Work
thereby is eliminated.

Also criminated -is the need for
exterior street const ruct ion, six. ,

blocks of it. The single double
stage is handling; ffff

r
;• of the: Jose •

Ferrer starred, company moving off
,

giroct fro-n LiiGuartHa and Newark

Round
Trip Special

1 STOP

CALiFQRNIA $8Q
Fty N6w— Pay Later

g
=<='>

** way

WAY S8B

Miami $35 non-stop Chicago S.24
Pi- «. T >,x

im
M.>he >iti,T ridyanre ro'trvalijns nc''

!

BRyant 9-6492
:•<' r -

1 h . A\c. at H St.), S’.iJte f i«0

UL 5-38S8
F n e. Ti\'k« t Di-livcry'

H-..tO St.
* R'klvn

l-~rf(ju;.ir Ft.g*.ts

extend heartfelt thanks and appreciation

to all of those in the entertainment world,

dnd of the Press, who so diligently contributed

their time and effort in making

our first national campaign a great success.:

SOB HOPE KATE SMITH
National Co-chairmen.
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'Buldinjts and set pieces can

ness imd opportunities; They arc
•urging further

!
production econo-

mies ami creator ell’orl.' by the com-
pany to improve the earnings posi-
tion.

Credit is similar lb that held by
virtually every other company lor
financing oi its; producliou. .f'mvre

was no immediate need for either
the increase in amount; or exten-
sion of time, but U toppers figured
it would lie luMtor to arrange (lie

riowMeal now when rates are favor*
:

bo himod and adjusted to make
new; compositions of all kinds;
C ompleto liiobili.ly of every .piece’
proves a' time-saver in c\

;cry
respect; Y

Ari aspect; which suggests itself
t.lirtni Hli the compactness, mobility
and controlled Mmol ing conditions
it allows. Sternad states, is the
adaptability of this type Of set con-
struction (o the very limited stage
spam' of television studios. ,

Phis application already lias been
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MARLON BRANDO ^ TERESA WEIGHT
in STANLEY KRAMER'S

'THE MEN”
Roleascd thyo United A rti sts

Spectacular Stage Presentation
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Broadcasters, particularly around the N Y, headquarters of the
networks, appeared particularly disturbed as an almost ominous
quiet settled over the industry during the past week. It was a week
of singular inactivity in practically all phases of operation (save for
an upbeat in news coverage due to the Korean situation).

For an industry conditioned, particularly during the transitional
era of the past year, to a: continuous succession of transaction, the

:
prevalence of the status quo over the past week suggested a calm
before the storm.

:
; ^

The lull in activity is attributed chiefly to a period of indecision
induced by the Korean war situation, with many clients unwilling
to commit themselves until they can size up the economic pattern
a little better.
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A, new philosophy is taking hold

in radio, with less and less accent

on the sponsor who sleeps with a

rating pocketpiecfc Under his" pil-

low and increased attention being

focused on the sales effectiveness

of programs. (For years the. cliam-

r

Gardner, NBC Agree on New Terms
Blatz Beer has cancelled out on+

Ed Gardner’s “Duffy’s Tavern,”

heard Thursday nights on NBC.
Packaged at $15,500 a week, the

show wasn’t fetching the kind of

ratings Blatz considered commen-
surate for that coin.

Blatz!s notice that it was blitzing

out on “Duffy” sent Charles (Bud)

Barry, NBC program veepee, hop-

ping down to Puerto Rico (show’s

originating point) last week, in an

effort to come to some understand-
ing/’ NBC is still tied to Gardner
for another year on art exclusive

contract for. Ills services, “Under-
standing” involved paring down the

asking price for the package, with
Barry revealing Upon his return to

N.Y. this week that the show will

be brought in at a cheaper figure.

This, in turn; is cuing new over-

tures to' Blatz to reconsider and
pick up the tab for another year.

Although there’s been criticism

in some quarters that a “Tavern”
isn’t what it u^ed to be since Gard-
ner’s been domiciling in Puerto
Rico, the show, whether it goes

sustaining or resumes as a com-
mercial in the fall, will remain
quartered in P.R.

Edmund Chester
(Director of CBS Newt)

discourses on

News Gathering in the

Atomic Age
*

an interesting editorial feature

in the

5th Annual
Radio & TV Review and,

Preview Number
of

'fcRIETY
Out Next Week

Something different in indie

station program availabilities to

clients has been innovated by

WOV, the New York bilingual sta-

tion. In essence, it’s a carryover

into radio of the original blueprint

mapped for sponsorship of NBC’s

“Saturday Night Revue” on TV,

whereby participating sponsors get

continuous plugging over an ex-

tended period of the evening.

WOV is now selling on a “Daily
Triple” basis, whereby participat-

ing clients are offered three dif-

ferent shows aimed at three differ-

ent markets and three different

audiences. Programs involved are
“1280 Club,” “Prairie Stars” and
“A Ramble in Erin,” the station’s

three major nighttime showcases
which extend over the greater part
of the evening.

Station’s sales concept (“a three-
way . market penetration and
three-way sales impact for a single
rate”) may set a commercial pat-
tern in indie specialized program-
ming.

Blow to NAB
Resignation of Maurice B. Mitch-

ell as director of Broadcast Ad-
vertising Bureau to join NBC
sales is viewed by trade toppers as

a hard blow to the National Assn,
of Broadcasters, BAB’S parent
body.

Mitchell’s exit follows some
other key personnel resignations

from NAB, as well as the bowing
out of CBS and ABC and several
important local stations. It’s con-
sidered a deflation of the industry
organization’s prestige, because
BAB’s sales promoting, more than
any other NAB activity, had kept
many member outlets in the fold.

Reason for Mitchell’s move is

reportedly the insufficient funds
NAB allocated to the ad bureau,
with the latter’s budget havipg
been pared from $250,000 to $168,-

000, as well as the fact that plans
to establish it as a Separate body
were stalled. BAB’s hardhitting
campaign to increase broadcasting’s

Share of the advertising dollar, by
presentations that lashed but at

printed media, had won pretty gen-

eral support among the kilowat

ters. Only segment that had op-

posed Mitch’s pitch was the news
paper-owned stations.

Because the BAB had been so

closely pegged to Mitchell's per-

(Continued on page 34)

pions of a “better radio” have
viewed this as the :panacea, blam-
ing rating-happy clients for the
state of American radio.)

The new orientation of sponsors
is attributed primarily to (1) , the

fabulous success stories in product
sales chalked up by TV bank-
rollers who aren’t particularly con-
cerned about hitting the Top 2Q in

ratings; and (2), the increasing
trend over the past season toward
low-cost radio programming and
acceptance of moderate ratings, so

long as the show is selling the
product.

Viewed as significant is the fact

that, with but a few isolated cases,

most of the sponsors who have
cancelled radio shows in recent
months have been motivated not

so much by unhappiness oyer
ratings as by economic expedi-

ency, channelling the coin into

daytime radio, TV or some other
media.

Auxiliary Factors

There are- auxiliary* factors, too,

that have 'contributed toward tak-

ing the client emphasis off top
ratings.

(1)

. Despite those dark fore-

bodings of a year ago over the fu-

ture of NBC in the wake of the

CBS talent raids, giving Columbia
top-dog status on top-rated shows,
NBC in reality is very much in the
network picture, going ’ about its

business Of selling low-priced pro-
grams and actually getting through
the ’49-’50 season with fewer un-
sold nighttime segments than CBS.

(2)

. The generally-confused pic-

ture in regard to ratings, with
more and more time buyers and
sponsors embracing the Broadcast
Measurement Bureau concept that
station coverage is more important
than a Nielsen rating.

(3. The “disbelief” accredited to
popularity ratings aggravated in
recent months by the SRO racked
up by Arturo Toscanini* and the
NBC Symphony Orchestra in its

cross-country junket (in the face
of negligible radio ratings); ^he
ability of “Original Amateur Hour”
to jampack 16,000 into Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., for a paid-
admission benefit broadcast (in the
face of only moderate ratings), and
the disappointing? boxoffice of the
Jack Benny personal appearance
tour (when the Nielsens had him
as the consistent No. 1 leadoff man
on the Top 20 throughout the past
season).

WVET Coin Pressure

RCA SWITCHES
'

TAG TO
‘

its Bid for Takeover
Washington, July 18.

The Security Trust Co. of Roch-
ester, N. Y., has applied to the FCC
to withdraw its application for a
takeover of WVET in that city.

Reason given was that increased
earnings by the station had put it

in position where it was repaying
its bank loans.

AT EXPENSE OF ABC
For the past few months Hormel

has been sponsoring its Girls Band
program on two networks, ABC
and CBS, while pondering which
one to drop. It now looks like Co-
lumbia will get the full Hormel
budget, with the ABC show slated
for axing.

Hormel last week notified CBS
that it was expanding the show
from 61 to 97 stations, effective
Aug. 19. While no cancellation has
come through at ABC, the move is

anticipated.

RCA, new sponsor of “Take It

or Leave It,” will change the label

of the airer to “The $64 Question”
starting Sept. 10. Move was made
because of identification of that

show with Eversharp, which has

bankrolled the stanza for many
years. Jack Paar will continue to

emcee the show for RCA.
“Take It” package is owned by

Blow agency, which has represent-

ed Eversharp for many years.

RCA in taking over the* show had

to have Blow rep them on that deal

because of its ownership of the

package. Previously RCA radio

billings Were held by J. Walter

Thompson. Understood Blow is

frankly pitching for other
.

RCA
business.

WVET, the 5,000-watt Mutual.af-
filiate, was established by 38 .

vet-

erans. At the time of the bank’s
application, station owed $105,000.
Now the debt is down to $96,000.

Berry Long to WNBC
Berry Long, sales manager of

KOA, Denver, is being brought in

to become sales manager of WNBC,
Gotham key of NBC.

He’ll take over half the job
which Don Norman vacated to

switch to KNBH, Hollywood. With
the post now, split, general man-
ager Ted Cott is hunting a sales

topper for the video outlet, WNBT.

X

NBC'S TELEVISION VEEPEE

Sylvester L. (Pat)

Weaver
ha* ^dissertation on Video's

Bloody Sweat and
Cheers

a byline feature In the upcoming

5th Annual
Radio*TV Review arid

Preview Number
of

Out Next Week

A three-network battle for 45
minutes of nighttime billings— a
hefty piece of change in the AM
picture today—was accelerated this

week in the wake of reports that
Blatz beer Was cancelling out on
the Thursday night 9:30 “Duffy’s
Tavern}’ show on NBC.
The “Duffy’s” exit would pave-

the way for the moveover of the
Old Gold-sponsored “Original Am-
ateur Hour” from ABC. The fact
that RCA had previously cancelled
out on the Thursday at 9 “Screen
Directors Guild” show, now throws
open the 45-minute availability for
“Amateur- Hour.”

However, ABC, which recently,
won a 13-week/Summer renewal on
the amateur program carrying it

into September, doesn’t intend
yielding the billings without a fight..

As ammunition, it points to the
fact that over “the past sesason
“Amateur Hour” frequently topped
the CBS “Suspense” show in the
opposition time slot and equally as
often topped all ratings for the 9 to
9:45' time.

CBS meanwhile has stepped up
its pitch to Old Gold and Lennen
& Mitchell, agency on the account,
in a bid to win over the show and
lucrative billings, offering any Fri-

day night segment that the client

desires.

OG still has a few weeks to
think it over.

INT’L SILVER BUYING

TUNE-0’ FOR CANADA
International Silver has bought

rights for “Tune-O,” musical bingo
game, for a full year’s airing in
Canada. Contract was signed with
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Ltd.,

Via Young & Rubieam.
“Tune-O” was tested earlier this

year over CKOC, Hamilton, On-
tario. The airers, which are lo-

cally produced, are running on sev-*

eral hundred stations in the U. S. f

Hawaii, Alaska and Canada. Prop-
erty is owned by Richard H. Un-
man,©! Buffalo, N. Y. ;

Kirby Back in Uniform
Washington, July 18.

Col. Edward M. Kirby, chief of
radio public relations during World
War II, is back in uniform at the
Pentagon to train and indoctrinate
public relations officers for the
armed services. While he is sup-
posed to be back for a limited pe-
riod of about three weeks, the
worsening situation in Korea could
result in him taking a much longer
tour of duty under Major General
Floyd M. Parks, chief of informa-
tion for the Military- Establish-
ment.

Before the war, Kirby was direc-
tor of public relations for^ the
l.NAB.“

Radio program on which an: ar-
ray Of names from show business,
the arts and sciences were to have
discussed the case of the “Holly**

Wood 10” has been turned down by
all the major networks. In every
case, the refusal WaS based On the
show’s subject matter, since- no
script was submitted or requested.
Bid for time was made in Writing
to CBS, NBC, ABC and Mutual
without followup calls by phone
and in Person. Sponsors of the
proposed broadcast are understood
planning to protest the case to the
FCC, more with the idea of making
it a matter of official record rather
than with any hope of action.

Speakers who were to have ap-
peared on the program, in many
cases m e r e 1 y identifying them-
selves and saying a sentence or so,
reportedly included Joseph Barnes,
George Braziller, Robert Capa (by
recording from Paris), Olin
Downes, Langston Hughes, Garson
Kanin, Richard Lautei'bach,
Thomas Mann, Arthur Miller, Dr.
Alexander Meiklejohn, H. A. Over-
street, Dr. Linus Pauling, Artur
Schnabel (by recording from Lon-
don), Robert St. John, Vincent
Sheehan, Edgar Snow, I. F. Stone,
Billy Wilder, Tennessee Williams,
Ira Wolfert and William Wyler.

Sponsors of the show were said
to have included Jules Dassin, Gil-
bert Gabriel, Jack Goodman/ Ruth
Gordon, F. Hugh Herbert, Kanin,
Elia Kazan, Anatole Litvak, Miller,
Louis Untermeyer, Richard Watts,
Jr., Wilder and Wyler.
The show was offered to nets

about the end of June, for: broad-
cast within the last week or so, at
about the time most of the mem-
bers. Of the “Hollywood 10” were
due for sentence for contempt of
Congress in refusing to answer
questions of the House un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee, It’s un-
derstood the broadcast would have
been a half-hour. Several top ra-
dio writers, including Norman Cor-
win and Millard Lampell, were to
have done the scripting.

Wildroot Washes

Out on ‘Spade’
Reports that Wildroot was

checking off its “Sam Spade” Sun-
day night mystery show on NBC,
sent the CBS sales boys into a
flurry of activity this week. Co-
lumbia would like to recapture the
show and its billings (it was previ-
ously a Sunday at 8 .

attraction on
CBS) to fill an existing Saturday
night gap. As such, it would go as
a companion piece to CBS’ “Gang-
busters.”
However, Wildroot is now

willing to settle for its morning
pickup of Arthur Godfrey and let
“Spade” go by the boards. Client,
it’s Understood, has been disap-
pointed over the program’s show-
ing in the NBC Sunday time (op-
posite CBS’ Edgar Bergen), never
managing to capture the audience
it commanded in previous years
while on Columbia.

Barry -Gray, post-midnight gab-
ber on Gotham’s WMCA, who for-

merly aired over WOR, N. Y., and
WMIE, Miami, is being auditioned
for several shows on NBC.
One is a reprise of the Ed Wolf

package, “Better Half,” which for-

merly was on WOR. NBC program
veepee Charles Barry feels that
Gray’s candid and acid approach
may click with the femmes on ths
cross-the-board afternoon particl-

pationer. An evening half-hour

stanza and an NBC-created"Video
show on which comics would guest

are also being discussed. Gray is

being repped by Buddy Allen.
«
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PER-DOLLAR DECLINE
on

Radio and Television Steering Committee of the Assn, of Na-
tional Advertisers which has been stydying the relation of AM and
TV audiences in,a campaign to pare AM time rates, has asked reps
of the four, major webs to huddle separately with it on July 26.

.
ANA prexy Paul B/ West, in his invite to ,the AM nets, stressed

that bankrollers are becoming increasingly concerned at the de-
cline in radio time values due to ^video’s inroads. West added
that this problem will become more acute as TV grows and that
both sponsors and chains could benefit: by confabbing on the ques-
tions involved.

o
At the ANA-networ^, parleys the. steering committee will air its

recently: completed study of AM listening trends. - Committee is

headed by Bill Smith, of the Thomas J. Liptori Go. in Hoboken.
CBS proxy Frank Stanton said tlie web. is willing to attend, but

wants all four nets to meet the ANA jointly. He added that ho
commitment; can be given at the session,

V

111

Meeting of New York AM sta-4

tion managers last week, called to

promote radio as a sales and en-

tertainment 'meeting, wound up
with the participants deciding to
«

shout about AM in their own in-

dividual ways, rather than fouling

the medium collectively.

Because of life peculiar charac-

teristics of the 10 outlets taking

part , (network and indie, AM and

FM; saiis-TV and -TV^afTiliatcd;

English and .
multi-lingual v, sta-

tions agreed that each would-,

dramatize in its own way the radio

story—that AM’s “now at its high-
est, point.”

Parley, called by WOR, drew
some of the top figures in local

Gotham radio, including Norman
Boggs, WMOA; Ted Cot t, WNBC;
Mumiv Crabhorn. WJZ; Bernice
Jiidis, WNEW; R. C, Maddux.
WOR; Is. T. Murphy, WINS; Elliott

Sanger, WQXR: Hartley Samuels.
WFDU; Dick Swift, WCBS, and
Ralph Weil; WOV.

Discussion raised some signiti-

carrr questions. Sonic of the execs
felt that pulling tlie issue in terms
of AM lighting TV was bad. that
it aids the panic-psychology of
“radio is getting hurt by video”
anfl dramatizes a “non-existent
threat-.”

Query was \also raised as to

whether t fie all-radio promotion
Idea was. to be aimed at the trade
or listeners or both.. Feeling appar-
ently was that you can’t win dial-

ers by “.radio is better than over,

before” slogans, that better pro-
gramming and promotion of in-

dividual stanzas will do the trick.

Trade, it was stressed by some top-
pers, also won’t be impressed by
air plugs alone.

. Concrete plan, agreed on was
Ihe exchange of. research and pro-
motion data, .with stations' “feel-

ing each, others’ Pulses.” Concept;
K that the' outlets will let others
Use material they’ve collected on
the industry as a whole as “Amer-
ica’s lowest, cost selling medium.”

WHOM (N. Y.) PREXY

Fortune Pope
airs his views on

gunge
Radio Comes Into

Oivn in 1950
* * *

an editorial feature in the

5th Annual
Radio-TV Review and

Preview ISurnher
of

Out ISext.Week

Detroit, July 18.

Under the banner *

‘The . ifi rst

commercial radio station in the

world to reach 30 years of age,”
WWJ is planning special events to

celebrate its birthday Aug. '20.

An anniversary program will be
held the night of Aug.. 19 with list-

eners as. well. as celebrities- invited
to participate.

'

Plans are being made to have
people who heard \VWJ\s. early
broadcasts, or contributed to them,
to take part, in the program. Sta-
tion. is seeking mementoes—early
pictures of WWJ stars, letters - re-

ceived in acknowledgment of fan
mail, or the original little crystal

sets sold here—so they eq'ri be dis-

cussed on the program.:

Celebrities to appear on the show
haven’t been announced as yet.

-‘Hour’ Benefit Set

In Frisco to Aid

legal Action as Mutual

Martha Rountree and Lawrence
Kpivak. co-owners of “Meet, the

Press.” are threatening legal action

a g a i n s t Mutual’s “Reporters’

Roundup,” . .which the net will

]»reom An g. 1 0 in tile 9 ;
30 p .m . slot.

Packagers .of-,. “Press” claim that

MBS, which cancels the stanza

Aug. 4 after five years on the web,

told affiliates it would air: a pro-

gram similar to “Press.”

With NBC-TV now beaming the.

video '-version of “Press” on Sun-
days at 5 p.m., negotiations are.

under way for NBC to carry the
prosk confefeTiqe show' as a simul-
task Y j
‘Roundup” will have newspaper

reporters lire questions at person-
alities in the news, with three of
Ike queries coming from listeners.

Everett Holmes will moderate. i

Ted Mack and the production
crew of -’Original Amateur Hour”
will fly from N. Y. to San Francis-,

co lor a special benefit, at Cow Pal-
ace, which will benefit the Dis-

abled War Veterans'; Performance
Aug. 17 will be along lines- of that

.si;
i
ge d;

' a 1
.
ill a cl i son Squa re G a.rden

,

N. Y., recently, on behalf oi the
N. Yv Foundling Home* when.
000 .jainpacked the arena for the

event.

The “Amateur Hour” ABC show,
for the. Aug. 17 date will be tran-

scribed in advance on the Coast,

As WEBR President

„ Buffalo. July 18 .

Paul E. Fitzpatrick, Democratic
New' York. State Chairman and
President and Director of WEBR',
announced this week that due to

pressure of private and political

affairs he has . resigned his official

connection with the station.

Fitzpatrick is mentioned as a

democratic possibility for Gov-

ernor,

Ammunition for bankrollers lay-

ing: down a barrage to force the

;
AM networks to lower their rates

is provided in the Nielsen.' listen-

ers-per-dol lar figures, These show
a marked drop in the circulation
advertisers are getting for each
buck spent on time and talent.

Checking reports in April—re-
garded as a typical month—for the
past three years show the, variety-

comedy shows dropping from 255
listehers-perMollaix in *48 to 225 in

’49 and; 218 in *50. General drama
reveals a more marked decline,

from 281 in ’48 to 223 in ’49, and
198 in ’50. Mystery drama dived
from 390 in ’48 to 329 in ’49, and
276 in ’50. Other .'.'categories show
similar slides.

. .

Part of this dip is not real, ow-
ing v to the fact, that in. February
of last year Nielsen changed the
basis of his ratings. Previously lis-

teners who tuned in one minute or
more were counted, but in .49- Niel-

sen included only those dialing for

five minutes or more. This 'is gen-
erally estimated as reducing the
audience figure by 15%. However,
in most cases the' decline is more
than 15%, Which indicates tele-

vision’s inroads.

A puzzler in the data is the drop
in: the daytime serial classification,

From 899 listeners-per-dollar in

April, ’48 the . figure dropped. to»

806 in. ’49 aiid 690 in ’50. Ripley
is that’ video alone shouldn’t ac-

count for such a steep falling off

in daytime hours.

|

AM exponents explain that the

! Nielsen figures, which cover only
! network radio, don’t fully repre-

sent the true picture. Independent
:

stations and local programs are im-
i portant and are holding up, they
say, but . don’t show in the data.

Additionally, it’s stressed, the
large volume of out-of-home listen-

ing (to car, portable and tavern
radios! isn’t tallied.

Radio advocates, say that while
there may be a recession in circu-

lation during, the past fewr years
there was no increase in rates dur-
ing the preceding period, when re-

ceivers and dialing showed a steady
growth; Some admit, that it was a

tactical mistake not. to up time
costs during those years instead
of giving the backers a hefty “bo-
nus circulation.’’ Particularly dur-
ing the war period, when adver-
tisers were begging for time, rates
should have been hiked to a de-
gree co nmensuratc with

,

circula-

tion, it’s argued.

Latest issue erf. the Nielsen Re-
searcher, however, states that “de-
spite TV’s inroads radio is still a
belter buy than it was a few years
ago. There has.been a* big increase
iii the number of radio, homes.”

The bulletin adds that when
video enters a home it greatly in-

c.’eases tne total time spent with
broadcast media. Nationally, TV s

share of the total broadcast audi-
ence from 2-5 p.m. wag 8% in

April. Its share of the 5-8 p.m., au-
dience 'was 18% in April and its

share of the 8-11 p.m. audience
was 23%.

Korea Impact on AM
Impact of the Korean crisis

has not only hypoed ratings for

hews .programs but has boost-

ed the whole level of radio lis-

tening, a special survey by C.

E. Hooper indicates.

The study, made for NBC
news veepee W i 1 1 i a m F.

Brooks, compared listening on
*

July 5, 6, 7, 10 and 11 of this

year against the July 1-7 week
of ’49. It showed early eve-
ning news stanzas’,, ratings
boosted by 76%

Study indicates that the
level of all radio listening was
lip 24% this year over last

year, for the period covered.
All non-news programs in the

span studied benefited by an
11% increase. The average for
all news programs on all net-
works was boosted by 63%.

QUIZMASTER

Reed
thinks

8

Everybody JVants to

Be a Quiz Kid
* '

tin amusing byline feature In the

5th Annual

rRadio-TV Review and
Preview Number

of •

Out Next Week

• NBC’s ambitious Tuesday night
comedy parlay designed to restore
that evening

.
to its onetime emi-

nence .envisions a Phil Harris-Alice
Faye, in its future, according to
present network plans. Plan is to
bring up the comedy duo at the
rear, at 10 o ’‘clock, to follow Bob
Hope and Fibber & Molly,

Major; speculation, however, cen-
ters on what it does to the NBC
Sunday night lineup, since the
moveover of Harris-Faye leaves
the Sunday night strip bereft of

Chicago, July 18.

NBC. is in the process of wrap-
ping up two chunks of business

here that practically assures a fall

television sellout and strengthens

the morning radio picture. Al-

ready set is the pickup by Armour,
meat packing Company, of the

Wednesday night 10:30-11 (EDT)

period on the full video net. Also

expected to be finalized this week
is Armour’s buy of the cross-the-

board 11:1.5-11:30 morning slot on

the radio web which has been sus-

taining for the past several months.

No shows have been picked def-
initely lor either the teevee or ra-
dio periods but it looks likely that
televersion of “Stars Over Holly-
wood” will be used. Show, an MCA
package, is sponsored by Armour
on CBS radio. If picked up for TV,
program Will be filmed from -Holly-

wood fpr a Sept, teeoff.

Foote, Cone & fielding is the
agency.

Gen. Mills’ ‘Armstrong’

General Mills is moving its kld-
* slanted JMack Armstrong” on ABC
! out of the 5:30 p. iii. slot and into
1 the 7:30 p. m. period* on Tuesday
! and Thursday. At the same time
the airer will be given more adult

j

appeal.

! In its new position “Armstrong”
I
will fill out the Monday-Wednes-

1 day-Friday 7:30 p. m. strip which
. GM’s “Lone Ranger” occupies. Idea
: is to have both 30-minute shows
go after the same kind of young-
and-old adventure-mirided audi-

: ence.

DC'sM FM Hike
Washington, July 18.

A 50% increase in the number
. of FM sets in the Washington area
in seven months is reported by the:

: American. Research Bureau. This,

1
according to Everett L; Dillard of

j

the Continental FM Network, in-

! dicates continuing public interest

: in FM;
'

j

In October, the Washington area
i had 51.282 FM families according

j

to the survey, with the figure

i
climbing to 78.000 FM homes in

j

May. Dillard found that TV had
(been a big boost fori FM listening
. since so many: video receivers also

: have FM sets built in.

any conicdy shows to buck the
formidable CBS Sabbath roster,
With equal speculation on the ben-
efits that will accrue to Amos ’n

r

Andy On Columbia.
For the past two years A&A and

Harris-Faye have been slugging it

out in the 7:30 period and while
recognized as two , top comedy
shows, both suffered in the process,
with Rexall finally bowing otit of
the Harris sponsorship and Lever
Bros, serving notice oii CBS that
it would iike to be relieved of
future bankrolling of A&A, despite
the fact that the Lever Contract
still has a year to run.

.

CBS’ inability to resell . A&A,
however, has cued Lever Bros,
willingness to continue for the
additional semester. With the Har-
ris-Faye competition out of the
way, it gives A&A a free play for
audience dominance in the comedy
sweepstakes; which could conceiv-
ably alter the thinking v of the
Lever hierarchy in regards to the
show.

Exit of the Harris-Faye tearri
from the Sunday time, coupled
with the reported Wildroot cancel-
lation of “Sam Spade” at 8, poses a
Sabbath predicament for NBC, with
the web playing “sustaining time”
clear up to 8:30 p.m,, when' U. S,
Steel resume.’, on “Theatre Guild
of the Air.” That’s a lot of open
segments on an evening that once
ruled the rating roost among all
the networkg.,

NBC Yanks Wm. Powell

Airer to Get Off Hook

In $5,000,000 Action
NBC last week yanked “My

Mother’s Husband” two days be-
fore its second broadcast, as Mrs.
Clarence. Day, widow of the author
of the “Life With Father” stories,

started suit against the web and
other parties • involved for $5,000,-
000 in N. Y. federal court. The
Day interests, together with How-
ard Lindsay and Russel Crouse*
authors of the “Father” logiter,
charge “Husband” with infringe-
ment of their property.

The new action followed denial
“without prejudice” of the Day
move for an injunction bv N. Y.
Federal Judge Alexander Iloltzoff.
That meant the Day interests were
free to press proceedings against
“Husband” on other grounds.

NBC- substituted Ilona Massov in.
“Top Secret” for “Husband”'in‘the
Sunday evening spot. A spokesman
explained that NBC feels it. had a.
legal right to air the Music C’orp.
of America package, but that the
resultant ;

.
bad pu blici ly ah d al iena-:

tion of L&C wouldn’t be worth the
gamble.

“Husband” placed William Pow-
ell, who starred in the NBC. stanza,
in a ticklish position, as ’he also
starred in the “Life With Father’'
pic.

i

I

SCHREIBER UNDER KNIFE
, Chicago, July 17.

Frank Schreiber, general man-
ager of WGN and WGN-TV, under-
went an emergency appendectomy
last Thursday (13) at Passavant
hospital. .

.
His condition is dascribed as se-

rious but improving.

i

•

WNBC, N. Y., lias signed James
Melton for a series of four broad-

casts next month airing the tenor’s

collection of songs about autos.

Station will also transcribe a
I group of safety spots featuring

|

old auto horns from the Melton

|

museum of antique, cars. Mqge-
' urn’s exhibits, of old motoring cos-
tumes and animated model cars
and trains will also be used on
WNBT’s “Easy Does It” stanza.
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WHO COUNTS
!

Folloioing is a partial list of House packages currently bevn g
offered by CBS for fall sponsorship to, agencies and their clients.

Prices quoted are gross talent and production costs. For any show
^originating from a theatre

, a??, extra $450 is asked if it’s a network
program, or $250 if it's: aired oh a local basis.

DRAMATIC SHOWS
“Sure As Fate 11 (Hour) . . . . . ...... .

.

. . $16,400

t

’s the Thing" (Hour) ... .... ......

.

“Play’s the Thing" (Half-hour) ........ . ;

.

• Stage 13" (Half-hour)
‘‘Escape" (Half-hour) . , , . . . ..*• . . . . ...

“Starlight Theatre" (Half-hour) .... . ...

. _ VARIETY SHOWS
k Club" (15 minutes) .

15,538
9.800
8,060
6.800
8.135 /

t • • • • .4“Hen Blue Show" (Half-hour)
Herr Lahr Show" (Halfrhour)

“Prize Performance”
( with Cedric Adams—half-hou r

“Sing It Again" (Hour) . . .

“Garry Moore Show" (Half-hour)

“Garry Moore - Show" (15 minutes)

13,750
(for thrice weekly)
15,000
17,620

QUIZ SHOWS
“Beat the Clock" (Half-hour) . . . . ; . . ,

.

“We Take Your Word” (Half-hour)
“Winner Take All" (Half-hour)

MISCELLANEOUS
“Week In Review 7 ’ (News) (15 minutes) •.

.

“In First Person" (15 minutes) . . . . >

“Capitol Cloak Room” (Half-hour)
“Football Film Program” (Half-hour)

ra TV Theatre" (Hour) . , .

.

9,450
.yviv,,:/. 4,900
15 minutes, includes theatre)

16,250 (five weekly)
3,250 (per night)

i 8,425 (five weekly)
1,685 (per night)

4 ( • ft •

5,025
4.250

.
4,550

650
675

1,975
3,275

30,000

CBS television, now that it’s inf

a position to push its own house
packages to prospective clients, has

lined up a string of over 25 pos-

sibilities, ranging from 15-minute
political interview programs to

hour-long dramatic shows and
vaudeo productions. While mort
of them have been given on-the-air

showcasings from time to time, all

have been kinescoped for agency
and sponsor auditioning.

Scanning of the asking prices be-

ing asked by CBS for the packages
reveals the web has held the line

as far as TV production costs are

concerned. Average gross talent

and production budgets are about

the same as similar shows cost last

year. Web salesmen, in addition,

reportedly are emphasizing to in-

terested clients that CBS is not

out to make a profit on the pack-

ages but will take its earnings from
the tim e sales involved

.

Hour-long dramatic program, for

example, such as “Sure As Fate,"

is listed at $16,400, While a half-

,

h out* dramatic show, such as Wyllis i

Cooper’s “Stage 13," is up for sale

«

at $8,060. Half-hour variety show,!

such as the Ben Blue program, is
\

being offered at $15,000, while a !

half-hour weekly strip show, such

as the Garry Moore program, is of-

fered at $16,250 on an across-the-

board basis, or $3,250 per day.

Half-hour film program,, such as

CBS’ projected weekly college

football roundup which is to be

(Cohrmued on page 35)

. Present, shortage of story prop-

j

erties for television, which produc-

i
tion execs agree may become des-

i perate in view of the number of

i new dramatic
41

shows scheduled for

j launching in the fall, could be

;

solved if producers Would increase

i writers’ pay and encourage more
|

: orginal stories, That’s the opinion
|

of Maeve Southgate, who resigned
|

;

this week as NBC-TV story editor
j

|
to open her own consulting service

'

Ion story properties to agencies, !•

j

sponsors and networks*
j

Script is more important to TV
I than to any other medium, Miss
Southgate^said. If a story is good,

she declared, the show can hold

audience attention even if produc-
i tion, direction and lighting are bad.

I Experience has proved that the

converse is not true. Yet, she de-

clared, while everybody complains
.about the shortage of good scripts,

when it comes to producing a show,
the writer is usually paid less than
any of the other contributors to the

program.
!'. Miss Southgate worked as an edi-

i tor in Paramount’s homeoffice
| story department for 11 years be-

. fore joining NBC. Based on her
experience with the web during the

;

last year, she said too many scripts

j.
submitted to her “lack the neces-

|

sary beginning, middle and end."
In addition, she maintained that a

good story is good for any medium
and that the necessity for^a writer
to learn a special technique for

i

video “is not the bugaboo it’s made
put to be." An observant scripler,

I she said, can learn whatever he
• should know about the technique
: by sitting in on the dry rehearsals
' for his show.

Underlining her contention of
1 the importance of stories to TV,
1 Miss Southgate pointed out that
1 other media have advantages which
can cover up for a weak script,

j

Motion pictures’ large screen, for

,

example, can provide sufficient
i background in the way of scenery,
action, etc., to divert the audience,

I while in radio a fair script can get
by on the mental ^images it evokes
in listeners and on the usual musi-
cal bridges. Attraction of live ac-

j,
tors on the legit stage can cover
up for a weak play. TV, for its

part, can provide a ‘“greater im-
mediacy of emotional impact with
the viewer," Miss Southgate said,
“and it’s also possible to portray
deeper characterization s m o r e
quickly in TV. But these unique
advantages can only be brought out
if the story is good,"

In. her new consultant service,
J Miss Southgate hopes not only to
' minimize the present script short-,-]

Chicago, July 18. .
age but to save agencies, sponsors

Ma jor Chi department stores. !

an d networks the thousands of dol-

whicii for the most part have here-
j

which she claims
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PS.HIETY
Out Next Week

Television to date has suffered
little or no ill effects from the
outbreak of hostilities in Korea.
Because of the close relationship
between video and the electronics
equipment necessary for war, how-
ever, the industry is anxiously
i waiting President Truman’s sched^
uled “fireside chat" tonight ( Wed. )

>

at which time he is expected to
announce how much plant mobili-
zation will be necessary under the
present crisis.

What might happen if the Kore-
an situation leads the U. S. into
a third world fracas is anybody’s
guess, but the consensus amdng TV
industry execs is, that while TV
might roll to a halt at its present
stage of development, it will not be
forced to shutter entirely, as it did
during World War II. In Washing-
ton it’s reported that the FCC
might completely sidestep its plans
to announce a color system at the
end of August and to lift the freeze
on new- stations. An expanding
war

;

would keep the freeze on all

along the line.

In case of a general war, of
Course, it’s expected that the manu-
facturing end of the business would
turn its facilities over entirely to

production of radar and other war
materiel. That would mean not

Problem of clearing stations still only * that no new stations would
hasn’t stalled ABC-TV’s pacting of

,
(Continued on page 32)

additional sponsors for the fall
:

season, with the web having inked
General Mills to back another
show,. GM, which already backs
the “Lone Ranger" vidpic series,'

has bought the 7:30 p.m. half hour
j

period on Saturday evenings, via

Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample and
|

Knox>Reeves. Stanza is still un-
decided, backer having narrowed

j NBC and the Gillfette Safety
down the choice to a show featur-

j^a2°r corp. were insured of a
ing Stuart Erwin and his wile and

| eontinlled pickup of b 0 x j „ g
a Masterson-Reddy-Neison pack- matches from Madison Sq> Garden,
age, “Live Like a Millionaire. 1

1

Deal brings the number of new
advertisers signed for autumn to

18, including Bendix, Hudson,
Dodge, Philco, Schlitz, Chrysler,
Sun Oil, Procter &. Gamble, Best
Foods, American Dairy Assn., Gen-
eral Shoe, Ironrite, Green Giant
(Minnesota Canning), Arthur Mur-
ray, Gruen Watch, Pharma-Craft
and American Safety Razor (latter

two alternating on “Sugar Bowl")’.

Interesting point is the net’s

concentration of automotive bank-
rollers, with Hudson, Dodge,
Chrysler and Packard all backing
stanzas and another motor account
near the inking stage.

Good Bet

tofore moved slowly toward the

adoption of television for advertis-

ing purposes, are showing signs of

hitting the new medium with .a

rush, come fall. After closely eye-

ing the video sales impact and in

one Or two cases making tentative

entridfe, store ad chiefs have pretty

generally made up their minds
that it’s time to get aboard

is now
wasted in a search for good scripts
in each 13^week cycle of a show.
She would line up the writers and
work with them on a script until it

is completed. For any possible last-
minute rewrite job, the scripter
would follow the show through dry
and camera rehearsals.

In her editorial consultant ca-
pacity, Miss Southgate hopes to be

Chicago, July 1$.

ABC’s Chi operation set itself

for an expanded fall net and local

tele schedule with the leasing Mon-
day (17) of additional studio space
in the Daily News Building. Two-
year lease for two and a half

floors in the News building former-
ly occupied by WGN-TV ends, for
the time being at least, ABC’s hunt
for video elbow room here,

Web rental starts Aug. 1 with :

new studios expected to be in use
bv Sept. 15. Included in the lease
are two studio areas, one 38x43
and the other 34x46 feet. New
space, coupled; with present quar-
ters in the Civic Opera Building,
is Likely to be more than enough
Avhen the heavy fall schedule gets
Under way.

Chi ABC veepee John Norton re-

(Con tin ued on page 34)

ai iv a timer vv awyu t w* i' •• >

When the retailers’ tele plunge !
}* som

f,

pf the pitfalls

gains momentum, as it’s expected
J

l4*t writers usually fall into by

to do this fall and winter, video consulting wJth producers^of each

expenditures are likely to greatly
! fjj

oxV bPtore the forinat is finalized,

exceed current and past radio coin.
I

* think it is possible to save them

Chi AM outlets down through the
!

npt only money, she ^said, “but

years, with a few exceptions, failed a,so their headaches and ulcers.

to grab a sizable proportion of the ,
'

retailers’ ad dollar, most of it go--. tr » /lifkijpi* *rif OilAlir
ing to newspapers. Tele stations. JkRA OHAut IV OllOW

(coptir^d°^^2 )

; CANCELLED BY AYER
Harriet Hubbard Ayer has de-

cided to drop “Glamor-Go-Round,"
,
the 15-minute Ilka Chase starrer,’

Leo Carrillo has been set by at the close of its current cycle

William Morris to emcee the rather than move it to a new time

KLAC-TV “Dude Ranch Varieties”
;

slot when Lever Bros, takes over

show. Program has been sold to the present period in th,e fall. Last

the kaiser-Frazer dealers for $1,- stanza will t aired Aug. 40.

600 week.y, time and talent. .
i Show is now broadcast Thursday

Carrillo will get $250 weekly for nights from 9:30 to 9:45, but Lev-

the chore. Also on the .program ers has taken over the 9:30 to 10

are Jane Frazee, Ratidy Brooks and I
period for its “Big Town" show.

the Plainsmen. Joe Landis will [Harriet Hubbard Ayer is also a

dlvec^
1 Lever subsidiary.

Carrillo Emcees
Hollywood, July 18.

Friedman, Barstow On

Cantor-Alien TV Series;

Former’s 26 Concerts
Charles Friedman will be Eddie

Cantor’s general production head
on the comedian’s NBC once-
monthly television series; which he
will originate from New York.
Dick Barstow will stage the dances
and there will be a permanent line

of six boys and six girls who may *

get extended solo opportunities as

they develop. Same duo will of-

ficiate also on Fred Allen's pack-
]

age. Idea is for two other come-
dians to sandwich between Can-
tor and Allen.

Cantor, who just got back from
a trip, to Paris—with a three-week
detour to Israel, for whom he has
been doing an intensive fund--

raising job in the U. S.—will do
his TV work from New York, criss-

crossing the country from his Bev-
erly Hills and Palm Springs homes.
Some trade reports had it that he
and Ida (Mrs. Cantor) were giving
up their permanent Coast resi-

dence, particularly in view of the
five daughters having their own
marital and/or other interests.

Janet Cantor, recently married,
and Marilyn Cantor, comedienne,
have always preferred their own
apartments in N. Y. The Cantors
sold their big house in Bevhills for

$75,000 but will move into a

smaller house nearby.
Cantor will inte. sperse his TV

work with 26 one-manr shows, a la

the concert he did at Carnegie
(Continued on page 32)

N. Y., next fall When the N. Y.
Boxing Managers . Guild and the
International Boxing Club last

week settled their hassle over the
share to boxers of the rqdio-TV
fefes. New pact guarantees each
main eventer $2,250 from each of
35 cards to be promoted at the
Garden and St. Nicholas Arena,
•n. Y.-i . .

Boxers last year received $1,000
each as their share of the money
paid by . NBC and Gillette for TV
rights. New .. contract also calls

for the fighters to have the choice
of taking 25% of the night’s broad-
cast receipts if that share is

greater than the $4,500 guarantee.
Percentage cut could be more if

the Garden and IBC receive more
for rights this year than the
$17,000 for each. Friday night card
they received in 1949.

Two factions also agreed that
kinescope recordings of the fights
are permissible but that the kine
cannot be shown until 72 hours
after the fight is held. In addi-
tion, no kine can be shown in a
city on a night when a live fight
is being staged and each print can
be shown only once in each city.

EMERSON, COMO SPLIT

NEW 2-SPONSOR STRIP
Perry Como and Faye Emerson

will divide the 7:45 to 8 p.m. strip

Monday through Saturday oh CBS-
TV in a two-way sponsorship par-
lay.

On Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays, Como takes over the
time for Chesterfield. Pepsi-Cola
has bought Miss Emerson for the
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
segments.

Bendix Buys ABC Show
Chicago, July 18.

. ABC wrapped up another bank-
roller for its fall splurge with the
pacting last week of Bendix Home
Appliances, Inc., to sponsor video
version of “Chance of a Lifetime"
in Wednesday night 7:30-8 slot.

Audience participation show to be
emceed by John Reed King, who
also emcees radio version, will bow
Sept. 6 from New York.
Deal was handled by Tatham-

Laird, Chi agency.
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BALLET THEATRE
(“Giselle”)

With Nora Kaye, Igor Youske-
vitch, Diana Adams, Mary Burr;
Dimitri Romanoff, Edward Catoh,
Norma Vance, Holland Stouden-

j

mire; Ben Grauer, announcer;
NBC orchestra directed by Max
Goberman

Producer-director: Garry Simpson
Technical, director: Don Pike
Choreography: Anton Dolin
60 Mihs.; Siin.°« (16), 9 p.m.
Sustatining

NBC-TV, from New York
Television tp date has been sin-

gularly successful in its occasional

excursions into the longhair

branches of the arts. The NBC
Symphony-Arturo Toscanini con-

certs; the NBC and CBS operatic

ventures; such Shakespearean
adaptations as “Julius Caesar”—
these have been notable triumphs

for video.

Add to the . list last Sunday
night’s (16) Ballet Theatre per-
formance of “Giselle” on NBC.
Here, in fact, was a stunning per-
formance, the TV adaptation com-
ing off with a aplomb comparable
to a Met production.

It’s difficult to single out for
credit any particular person for
Sunday night’s achievement. For
any fine ballet performance is the
result of a perfect integration of
artists in many fields. Yet a ' TV
ballet performance needs the added
dimension of a fine technical assist.

And this it certainly received in

the “Giselle” videocast. If any-
thing, here was ballet not only
transferred from the stage to the
TV screen, but adapted with full

cognizance of the new medium.
Practically overcoming the pre-

vious inadequacies of the cameras
when dance numbers were first at-

tempted on television, the range of
the cameras in this performance
was controlled with a sensitivity

and precision that matched the
dances themselves.

Although a full hour in length,
this TV performance of “Giselle”
held interest without any strain.

Endowed with two of the finest

dancers in American ballet, Nora
Kaye and Igor Youskevitch, and
ably supported by the ensemble,
the staging, costuming and music all

adequately complemented* the pre-
miere dancers. There’s little doubt
that the choreography by Anton
Dolin was less inspired and slow in

the second act, dance of the phan-
toms, and TV once more was han-
dicapped by its inability to project
a darkened stage (as in the macabre
graveyard scene), but these were
minor flaws in the overall produc-
tion.

The Ben Grauer story narration,

with its simple yet effective visual

background, was quite superior to

any program notes that the usual
balletgoer receives, and was all

done in finely moderated style.

“Giselle” must assuredly have
been equally exciting viewing both
to the balletomane or a novice to

the art. Rose,

ROBERT Q. LEWIS SHOW
With Mac Murray, Pat Lytell, Nat

Cantor; George Wright trio

Producer-director: Fred Rickey
Writers: Roy Allen, Bob Crine
15 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
ARNOLD BAKERS
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

(Benton & Bowles)

CBS comic Robert Q. Lewis ap-
parently is trying to match the
weekly broadcast hours of Arthur
Godfrey. Besides his own radio
and TV shows, he takes over next
week as summer replacement for

! Godfrey on the latter’s ayem pro-

!
gram and Sunday night (16) he

' teed off a second weekly video

j

airer. Maybe Lewis should stop to

j
consider that too much of even
a good thing can be overdone.

New “Robert Q. Lewis Show,”
judging from the preem, is a mild

j
satire on the quarter-hour chit-
chat formats popularized by Faye
Emerson arid Wendy Barrie. That
format, however, didn’t fit Lewis
too well. Show was overloaded with
his typical zanyisms, all played
strictly deadpan. Much of the
material was clever and some of it

was probably pitched over the
heads of the average vieWer. But
it’s the kind of stuff at best that

! requires a studio audience and it’s

i doubtful that viewers, sitting in

j

the intimate atmosphere of their
living r O p m s , got too many
chuckles.

Lewis handled himself well on
the preem, despite the apparent
discomfort of a misplaced sacroiliac
which he explained he got during
the show’s rehearsal. He inter-
viewed guests, such as Mac Murray,
who ate candy wrappers, bow ties

and everything in sight; midget
Pat Lytell, whom Lewis introduced
as his producer-director, Fred
Rickey, and the George Wright
trio, billed as the “132d Field
Artillery Band.” Some of the gags
were obviously too cute.

Comedian did a neat job on the
Arnold Bread commercials. Show
replaces the Faye Emerson stanza
and will probably be moved into a
different time slot when the Fred
Waring program returns iri the fall

to the Sunday night 9 to 10 period.
. Stal. .

RENDEZVOUS WITH MUSIC
With Carol Reed, Dan Gallagher,
Rosemary Barigham, Andy Mc-
Cann* Mary Jane Bone, Tommy
Johnson, Teddy Katz, Tony De-
Simone Trio

Producer: Gallagher
Director: Ben Squires
30 Mins,; Tues., 9 p.m. .

Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Philadelphia

NBC-TV still experimenting
with its summer schedule, has gone
to Philaedlphia for “Rendezvous
With Music,” feeding the show to
the net from Philly’s WPTZ. But
show has little to offer except a
commendable idea, in that pro-
ducer Dan Gallagher was evidently
attempting to evolve a new format
for vaudeo productions. Such ideas,

though, need talent and imaginar
tion and “Rendezvous” showed
little of either.

Gallagher evidently had NBC-
TV’s “Cameo Theatre” in mind,
since his idea basically involves
spotting the talent against dark
backdrops on a stage without sets.

Special lighting by Carl Wegger,
Jr., helped the “vaudeo-iri-the
round” illusion, but that’s as far as
it went. Because of the amateurish
talent and production, the lack of
sets gave evidence more Of a tiny
budget than of a new format.

Carol Reed, as emcee, wais bur-
dened with some c 1 o y i s h lines
which fell far short of their at-

tempt to estbaiish intimacy, but
she did okay in the volacizing de-
partment,

.
along with Gallagher.

Rest of the acts seemed amateurish.
Sole exception was the Tony De-
Simone trio, which scored with a
couple of instrumental turns and
backed the other talent capably.
Ben Squires’ direction and camera
supervision were okay.

Gallagher’s idea might still be
workable and it’s to be hoped that
either WPTZ or the network gives
him. more money and better sur-
rounding talent for another crack
at it, ShaU

SIDE BY SIDE
With Ruth 'and Cliff Gillette;

guests

Produeer-Director: Bill Robb
30 Min., Thurs., 7 p.m.
Sustaining
KEYL, San Antonio

A new summertime telecast

which should find favor with local

viewers is this one featuring Cliff

Gillette, local orchestra leader and
pianist, and his wife, Ruth, who
is also featured vocalist with the
band. Pair offer a wide variety of
songs, both in solo and duet, plus
a piano solo and guests stars. In
addition there is an audience par-
ticipation portion which should
also draw the viewers.

Midway in the program, an in-
vitation is extended to the viewers
to call in to the outlet and the
phone is answered by Miss Gillette.

Callers are invited to give Gillette
the titles of the favorite tunes for
him to play, if they stump him,
they are awarded an album of popu-
lar records. ,

THE SHOW KIDS
With Bill Bailey, emcee
Producers: Shep Chartoc, Don Cole
Director: Bill Taylor .

!

60 Mins.; Sun., 11:30 a.m.
MRS. KLEIN’S POTATO CHIPS
WBKB, Chicago
“The Show Kids” is another va-

riation- of amateur show theme.
This time the tyros are under 13
years old with the switch that the
moms or pops instead of the kids
are interviewed before the turns.
The idea might have seemed good
on paper but the combination of
the proud parent and weakly tal-

ented youngsters made the show
caught (16) more embarrassing than
entertaining for the most part. De-
spite of the essential cuteness of the

|

tots, video demands more than a
grammar school parents’ day show.

Emcee Bill Bailey, working with
parents who in the main were less

poised than their offsprings, dis-

played an easy manner and gave
the session its sole professional
touch. Dave,

a very entertaining
Gillette was at a
in his introductions
he gets a few more
his belt he should
The informality of

lends itself well to

Duo make
although

loss for words
at times. As
airings under
find his stride,

the pair also
the show,

Miss Gillete has a pleasing per-
sonality and can sell a song well.
This is evidenced by her person-
ality and charm before the cam-
eras. Her voice range is easy on
the ears and she can handle any
type song' with ease. Music on the
telecast is well selected and ranges
frourmodern hit tunes to several
old favorites in new arrangements.

Settings are simple and camera
angles are effective. Theme nat-
urally is the Old song, “Side by
Side.” Andy,

Two new CBS teevee packages
seem to be finding their stride

—

“Stork Club” and “Songs for Sale.”

Ever at ease, Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy are pacing that class

bistro’s thrice-weekly, quarte r-

hours suavely; boniface Sherman
Billingsley of the boite is even
more relaxed, even unto losing

that hair-piece, which wasn’t nec-
essary in the first place. Ingredi-
ents are a natural because- of the
famed glamor of this nitery.

“Songs” certainly evidences Jan
Murray’s facility as an important
video comedian. He has ease,

charm, poise, personality and taste.

He is wise in going along with the
amateur songwriters in the “in-

terview” portions; eschewing ob-
vious opportunities for toppers,
saving these to bounce off the more
professional panelists. Nick Kenny,
Joan Whitney, Joe Bushkin and
Barry Gray handled themselves
even better than the' initial quar-
tet who were all good - . “We, the
People” was distinguished by Atra
Baer and her husband, Martin Kal-
rnanoff, appearing on the simulcast
to accept a $1,000 Robert Merrill
contest award for an original one-
act opera “wherein, for once, the
barytohe isn’t the villian; usually
the tenor gets the giri,” as Merrill
well put it. In usual fetching style
he warbled one of the arias from
the original opera. Miss Baer, who
works in the “Cholly Knickerbock-
er” dept, of the N, Y. Journal-
American, is h umori s

t

Arthur
(Bugs) Baer’s daughter*

MRS. AMERICA '

With Walter Herlihy, Anne Russell;
guests

Producers: Sid Stern, Carol Skydel
Director: Leslie Gorall
45 Mins.; Sat., 1 p.m.
Participating
WJZ-TV, New York

This World Video package, which
occupies a segment in the “Market
Melodies” period, provides an in-

teresting 45 minutes for femme
viewers: Although it was initially

a promotion for the Mrs. America
prelims which Palisades Park runs,
it integrates entertainment and hu-
man interest features.

Format has four fraus competing
each week as candidates for the
Mrs. New York title. The women
are well selected—-as to looks, culi-

nary ability and unusual hobbies
or talents. On the show caught
Saturday (15) there were gals who
made afghans arid poCketbooks,
played the trumpet and painted.
Their gab with Walter Herlihy and
displays of their avocations were
well handled. Additionally, each
was given a problem—such as call-

ing up a dept, store complaint bu-
reau or teaching a son how to play
baseball—which raised the airer

out of the straight tete-a-tete

groove. Women were also lined Up
for a sandwich-making handicap*
for an amusing, somewhat educa-
tional routine.

Herlihy conducts the proceed-
ings smoothly and without con-
descension. Anne Russell does a

slick job with the particinating
commercials. Bril,

VISITS WITH SPA SUMMER
THEATRE PLAYERS

With Howard Reig, Guests
10 Mins.; Thurs., 4:45 p.m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Video tieup which John Hunting-

ton has effected for three years
between his Saratoga Summer
Theatre and WRGB is one of the
few, probably, promoting a straw-
hat. This season it takes the form
of interviews between Howard
Reig, WRGB staffer, visiting stars
and regular company personnel.
First shot—of 15-minute length-
brought Diana Barrymore, guesting
in “Light Up the Sky,” and Klaus
Kolmar, publicity director, on
camera. The second >presented
Leonore Lonergan, one of the
principals in the package, “Gay
Divorcee,” and Kolmar.

Stanzas are frankly promotional
and as such avoid critical and con-
troversial angles. They do give
viewers an opportunity to see arid
hear “names.” The Barrymore
block had more flair and fire, the
uninhibited young lady speaking
her mind directly and unequivo-
cally. Miss Lonergan talked gra-
ciously about “Divorcee” and her
stage career, in a characteristically
throaty voice. Kolmar is surprising-
ly photogenic; his accent is quite
marked. Reig handled the inter-
views well. Jaco,

Although Groucho Marx has been set by his radio spbnsor,
DeSoto-Plymouth, for an hour video series on NBC next fall, it

remained for CBS to “sneak” the comic on TV Monday night (17).
(Deal had been set some time back while Marx was still riding the
Columbia colors.)

Guesting on CBS’ 15-minute “Parade of Stars” show Sponsored
by Popsicle, Groucho took over the stanza for a video version of
his AM quiz program, capsuling the qqestion-and-answer byplay
to permit for three participants. As TV fare it was disappointing,
representing little more than a filmed pickup of the Marxian radio
quips. From an audio standpoint, it packed the same .qualitative
laugh payoffs as the AM show, but visually It added nothing.

It’s obvious that the projected hour-long NBC video show will
have to embrace the Marxian zanyisms of films and stage (with
perhaps the quiz format as a supplementary insert), TV requires
more than those rapidfire ad libs, despite their sock reaction as an
audio attraction. For a quarter of a century Groucho has demon**
strated his visual animations. It’S a cinch that TV will evolve the
right format for him. Rose.

THEY LIVE IN BROOKLYN
With Diiio Terranova, August Ci-

olli, Richard Seff, Aristide Sigis-
mondi, Loma Lynn, Nino Rug-
gieri, Lionel Wilson

Producer-writer; Nicholas Conseri-
tino

Director: Robert McCahon
Asst. Director: Don Garfein
30 Mins.; Thunrs., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WPIX, N. Y.

A serialized story about a middle-

class Italian-American family,

WPIX’s “They Live in Brooklyn”
Obviously calls for comparison with
such other family-nationality shows
as “Goldbergs” and “Mama.” This
one stands up well in comparison.
With a fair script and a cast of

competent actors recruited mostly
from the Italiart-language stage, the
show should grab its share of view-
ers, from among the Italian as well
as non-Italian public.

Judging from the stanza caught
( 1 3), producer-writer Nicholas Con-
sentino apparently doesn’t try to
inject too much plot into his half-
hour of airtime, which is all to the
good. By sublimating the story
line to the delineation of charac-
ters, Consentino permitted the ac-
tors to establish themselves in
their roles, which is. the value of a
show of this type. Cast* incidental-
ly, is in the Italian-American stere-
otype both as to speech and man-
nerisms, but they handle their roles
adroitly enough to forestall any
charges of minority discrimination.

Last Thursday night’s (13) show
was: a simple tale about the father
and his old crony, whom he hadn’t
seen for 15 years, trying to cook a
romance between their son and
daughter, respectively. Plot was
Worked out amicably enough for a
pleasant half-hour’s viewing. Dirto
Terranova Was fine as the father
and Augusta Ciolli, while a little

to# strident, was okay as the moth-
er. Richard Seff and Loma Lynn
scored as the son and daughter
and Nino Ruggieri turned in a nice
job as the old friend. Lionel Wil-
son, as the son’s buddy, and Aris-
tide Sigismoridi, as a neighbor,
rounded out the cast.

Porbably because of insufficent
camera rehearsal, the show lacked
the polish of some network dramat-
ic stanzas but the production and
directiori were competently han-
dled. Shal.

LANNY ROSS SHOW
Director: Dick Sandwick
15 Mins.; Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:45 p.m.
Sustaining

DuMdnt, from New York
Lanny Ross came over as. poised

and pleasant, video personality on
this 9tanza which subbed for Hazel
Scott last week during her brief

hiatus. On each of the telecasts

Ross experimented with a different

approach, that of the show ca%ght
Friday (14) being an Interview-
game format.

After an introductory tune, Ross
gabbed with toupee king Louis
Fedder, while the latter demon-
strated on a balding male model.
It made an amusing, and warm in-
terview, winding up with one of
the hair-pieces apparently walking
off the set by itself. Game Segment
consisted of the tenor’s warbling
five tunes, initial letters of which
spelled out an an acrostic word for
home viewers to guess. Ross’ vo-
calizing was polished arid appeal-
ing, and was given simple produc-
tion aids—such as his cutting out
a paper doll while doing the song
of that title, with a statuesque gal
sauntering by causing him to
switch his affection from the cut-
out.

Stanza would probably jell better
With a more unified concept,
instead of straddling the chatter
and game formats In the limited
15-minute/ period. Additionally,
show

f
would benefit from Ross’

spending more time in the singing
dept. BrJt.

DANNY O’NEIL AT HOME
With O’Neil, Bud Greise, Gus
Rhodes; guests

Producers: Shep Chartoc, Don Cole
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:30 p.m*
GRAND CENTRAL MOTORS
WGN-TV, Chicago

(Gordon Best)

It’s apparent from this and a few
other car dealer sponsored shows
appearing on the Chi scene that
the dealers and agencies are learn-
ing about showmanship. Faced
with increasing competition in this

four-station situation
,

a few of
then! have come to realize that it’s

entertainment and not 15 minutes
camera excursions around the ex-
terior of a shiny new car that’s
needed to capture and hold an audi-
ence.

This cross-the-board strip built
around singer Danny O’Neil will
grab its share of the early evening
viewers, with chances good that a

,
lot of them will make it a habit
of visiting his “home” regularly.
On show seen (13) visitors were
treated to some nice thrushing by
the. host, some fairish interesting
chatter with the guests and some
brief but effective remarks about
sponsor’s cars. Major strength of
the session was O’Neil’s genial hos-
pitality, which added a sincere note
to the “home” theme.
Regulars Bud Greise, pianist, and

Gus Rhodes, O'Neil’s real-life
chauffeur, work nicely in the ad lib
session. Brief visit on this stanza
with disk jockeys Jim Hamilton
and Linn Burton added little, as
the conversation was perhaps too
tradey for home viewers.

Live commercials done by O’Neil
were . especially effective arid fitted
well into the format. Good idea is
the filmed lead-in and closer, which
has host driving up to his house at
start of show and chauffeur putting
car away for the windup. Dave,

.
- • •

‘
*

SARATOGA RACEWAY

.

With Howard Tupper, Roy Shudt,
Howard De Freitas, others

Producer: Bill Mulvey
60 Mins.; Mon.
Participating .

WRGB-TY, Schenectady
New program represents WRGB’s

most ambitious pickup, telecasts
originating at the Saratoga Spa
trotting track. There may be some
question whether public interest in
harness racing is so widespread,
but for summer video, the origina-
tion carries a certain appeal. The
hour is rather long and slow for
vievvm~not particularly concerned
with trotters and pacers. Sport is
not new to

:WRGB audience, Gen-
ou^eI having taken

the NBC telecasts by Clem Mc-
Carthy from the Roosevelt Race-
way last summer.
Show, sponsored on a partieipat-'

ing basis by Brown’s Beans, Sara-
toga Vichy and p°lly Brite dish *
cloths and pan cleaners, is emceed
by Howard

, Tupper. Roy Shudt,
who works the course public ad-
dress system and likewise calls the
races for radio stations, describes
three events and participates in an
interview. Howard De Freitas,
track publicity director, teams with
Tupper on background and inter-

V

vmws with owners, drivers and
officials.

Tupper. turns in an adequate job.
De Ereitas acquits himself cred-
itably. Shudt, very sure in calling
t*?e

,

races — p a. system slightly
distorts voice:-—came through nicely
on interview caught.
Each sponsor draws two lengthy

Plugs, plus; a tabbing by Tupper.
Howard Reig offers, from Schenec-
tady studios, his familiar but exr
tremely convincing

. “track tout”
Plug for vichv water. Elaine
Drooze, of WROW, Albany, com-
petently handles off-screen spiels
for beans and cloths. Former ties
in substantial prize offers for gues*
sing number of beans in jar.

Jaco.
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NBC. CBS ‘BATTLE OF REPLIES’

Fee to Skyrocket Next Month oo
Hollywood, July 1 8, 4

Screen Directors Guild ol‘ Amer-
ica lias sent a

.
letter to all te ! e-

vislon directors not holding or-
ganization’s membership, cards, in-

forming: them, of two hazards that
will be encountered unless they
join the SDGA prior to Aug. 1

.

This letter, signed by Philip
Booth, head of membership com-
mittee of the SDGA, relates that

* all video directors may join the
Guild for $10 initiation fee, plus
•one dollar monthly, until Aug. 1;

After this date, TV directors will

be required to pay $600 initiation

fee if they, at any time, join the
Guild for the purpose of making
television films.

i

Letter states, “There will be no
additional initiation fee for any
member who joined prior to Aug.

!

1 and who becomes a director of !

television films, but any second as-
1'

sistanl director or any television
director or assistant director who
becomes a member of the Guild on
or after Aug. 1 and who thereafter

|

becomes a director of television i

films shall pay an additional initi-

ation fee equal to the difference!
between the original fee paid by

j

him and the sum of $600 which is

the sum hereby fixed as the initi-

!

ation fee for television film direc-

,

tors effective on or after Aug. 1.”
j

Second warning the letter makes

A. E. Duram
(CBS-ty Market. Research Counsel)

posts o

“Wanted—
Dead or Alive? 9

y

'ft, ft .

a provocative byliiie pieco in rh«

upcoming

Sih Annual

Radio-TP Review and
Preview Number

of

'PSRJETT
Out Next Week

cMcuivc vh ua ajLi,ci nug. a. i Hollywood, July 18. ;

Second warning the letter makes ABC and Walter Wangqr have 1* S
fa

n

~

to these non-member directors struck a deal whereby the^>icture f tnrC
states, “our contracts with tele- producer will turn out pilot films of ^, rDS The kresDonsible"
vision film producers preclude any- , two series for television. One will <!! prl'f in
one not a Guild member from di- star Dorothy Lamour and the other •L UP*

Washington, July 18; I

The NBC vs. CBS “Battle of Re-
j,

plies” over the color television '.is-

1

Sue flared up anew this week with •

the receipt by FCC Chairman!
Wayne Coy of a letter from Sam-

!

uel I. Rosenmari, counsel for CBS,
. which blasted RCA’s “reply” of ;

last Week as full of “irresponsible
j

and inaccurate charges, gross dis-j

tortions of the record, half-truths \

and mis-citations.” In his letter, 1

Rosenman calls on the FCC to
;

: “ignore this (RCA) document in its .

,

entirety.” ' ....
. ]

RCA had charged last week that

.

Columbia, in its color claim find-
j.

ings. was trying to be “clever,”

was seeking its objective by “in-

nuendo” and was attempting to

i
give the impression that its system
“has everything,”

In his “reply to a reply” Rosen-
man wrote the FCC:

‘‘I am writing you in reference .

to a document filed on July 10.

*1950, by the Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica and entitled ‘RCA Statement in

Reply to Proposed Findings of

Fact and Conclusions.* I request
‘ that the Commission ignore this

document in its. entirety for the
foWowiiig reasons:

“As CBS pointed out in its ‘Re-

ply,’ filed July 10, 1950, RCA ut-

Mannie Maiilieiin

'

dlscqssti

Video Dermatitis

*

oii interesting byline feature in the

..5th Annual
Radio-TV Review and

Preview Number

Out Next Week

one not a Guild member irom di- star Dorothy Lamour and the other V^?”??**'*™**-
recti ng such motion pictures for a half-hour Aladdin fantasy. If net Tnlv *1 fh **?»£? 1

television release.” chiefs like the sample they’ll have .clear by its July 10 state-

him turn them out in batches of «12L
latter document ouroort-

mt w w ABC is supplying the coin and.A?* -V
Mai, I nnA I nn Wanger win set up production oh

. “IS 1

the Roach lot. Wanger made the
InSh as eomDared with i

pfe
S
i of* recet JMt A

«e tW’SV

'

had been negotiating wUh CBS but “^ of^J?af” i

t a led to c m off. ,
,
tingiiished from # rebuttal material

j
in the RCA ‘reply,’ purporting not

Iff * I *L * II !
only to relate to every aspect ofRerio, July 18.

Twelve TV relay stations costing : 1V1US1C LIDHiriCS itISO the CBS system, but to Columbia’s
$1,000,000 will soon stretch across

;

. - - .. motives and its good faith, and th e

Nevada, as one of the last links of
j ImDOrtflllL I V AdlUnCl* ' credibility of-ila witnes«es. "Tiittle.

a transcontinental chain. The an-
j

P ' ! if any, of this material was include

nouncement of the project* which
| MiiTQir Paefc hi OlinAtc ed in RCA’s original ‘proposed

is lo be completed by Jan. 1, 1952,
|

IllUadn I ablu "1 VUlIvIO findings.’ All Of this despite the

followed the FCC’s authorization; Despite .tele’s emphasis on visual fact tl;at RCA ftself contends that

of 55 microwave relay stations be-
; elements, TV outlets are finding there was nothing in the CBS find-

tween Omaha and San Franciscp.
|

that music libraries are an impor- ings that was not indicated .in the
|

Highest relay point will be ML ' tant ingredient in programming, record. (See the first sentence ofj
Rose, which overlooks Reno.

j
according to Richard Testut, gen- RCA’s statement: ‘The theme of

i

The circuit will make it possible eia l manager of Associated Pro'-
;

(Continued on page 34)
;

for the east and west 4o see each /feram Service. The Muzak subsid-
j

—:— ^ — !

other’s video productions and for Viary has inked 61„of the country’s WCRCTER PlfiARSPRIIY^ I

all the intermittent stations such 105 video stations"
I

"" liDu 1 LIY UUAIU J
I

as Reno, to catch the acts, too. APS’ special TV library consists
, 1I7DTV riDDEN CDADTC——— — of 2,000 selections—all instrumen- i ifllA uAlVUCn iJlUlYld

RINGFISH (TIM MOORE)j3ffSSSS£
SFT A SFT TO SHOOT '

ev and time s^6t Jin8les »
as well as Garden sports events to be tele-

ULi I, nan ULi iv uuvyi
i

fanfares, bridges and mood music vised this year over WPIX. The
Honywood, July 18..

|

that cam be used for standby pro-.1 co.Sp0nSor with Webster has not
Amos n* Andy is finally ready grams, themes, sign-ons, etc.

i
. . . , mu ^u .. cn

for t he . television cameras. Outfit has prepared musical lead-
,

ye ^een signed. The othet fiO

Tim Moore, an obscure name in ins for various types of sponsors, events will be fully sponsored by
'i *

1

i _ ^ ill l i.’
1 i i. _ i • j :i . _ 1 1 : .v i « «

it failed to come off.

Music Libraries Also

Important TV Adjunct;

Minneapolis, July 16.

Local newspapers are publishing
a flock of letters from readers com-
plaining because during the home
stands of the Minneapolis and St.

Paul clubs, baseball monopolizes
TV on both Twin City stations
from 8 p.m. until the games are
finished, KSTP and WTCN tele-

vise all the Minneapolis and St,

Paul home contests, respectively,
excepting those on Sundays and
holidays.

It’s a problem for both stations
inasmuch as baseball is one of the
best sources of income' for them,
with sponsors and other advertisers
actually bidding for the time. The
prpblem will be aggravated, too, in

September when the coaxial cable
sponsored shows start coming in

and the demand fpr evening time
greatly increases.

Point has been made that the sit-

uation 'emphasizes the need for
more channels for the Twin Cities.

However, none of the 10 radio sta-

tions other than KSTP and WTCN
contemplate any TV in the near fu-

ture, as far as can be learned, even
though more channels may be made
available.

4 Washington, July 18.

If the War situation should caiise

:
the FCC to continue its freeze: on
television, the nation’s colleges,
champing at the bit to get into
video, are going to keep on wait-
ing a while, longer, r

. Education, which has done con-
siderable experimentation in the
field of AM and FM radio and
films, regards video as potentially
head and shoulders above radio as
a teaching medium. Chief stumb-
ling block in the field is the cost
of TV stations and their operation.
Thus far, there is only one tele-

vision station, in the United States
owned by an institution or school
system. That is WQI, at Ames,

,

Iowa, owned and operated by Iowa
State College. Iowa State also
owns and operates non-commercial
AM and FM broadcast stations.
The newer video outlet sells time,
however, to help meet its cost of
Operation.

This is apparently the pattern
which will have to be followed by
other universities because of the
crushing financial burden of tele.
In ^acf it is done now with some
university and college FM and AM
properties. , No fewer than 11 AM
and six FM educational broadcast
stations are either partially or
mainly commercial.
Aside from Iowa State College,

this is the picture on television:
Michigan State College lias $100,-

000 salted away to build a station.
Several other institutions, suclx as
the Universities of Illinois. Wiscton-

(Continued pn page 34»
. s

W

as Reno, to catch the acts, too.

KINGFISH (TIMMOORE)

WPIX GARDEN SPORTS

On Cfai Hikes
Chicago. July 17.

First of the expected television
rate increases came last week with
the release of WNBQ’s new rata
card which goes into effect Aug. 1.

An hour of Class A time on the
Chi. NBC o. and o. goes up from
$750. to $1,000. Minute spots and
station breaks were boosted from
$125 to $200.
WNBQ’s. last rate card was is-

sued Jan. 16 at wdiich time tele set:
circulation in the Chi area was
about 400,000. Number of sets now*
is estimated to be above 600,000.
Rate rises are

.
also in the works

at the other three Video outlets.
WGN-TV is reportedly hoisting its

Class A time from $750 to $90 per
hour with spots going up from $105
to $150, effective Oct. 1.Format as Godfrey Sub to $150, effective Ocf. l!

To iIni».n .Pers,na»j xaLOGG HELPING IN
yet been signed. The other <60

events will be fully sponsored by

%clubs and niteries, will be rocketed
j

such as banks, auto dealers, appli-
; Local Chevrolet Dealers, Inc.

to the best break of his career < a nee stores, beverages, etc., which N. W. Ayers & Sons placed the
when he playst the ICingfish, lhat

i can be used by local. bankiolleis. Webster contract last w^eek, Chev-
he has been approved by Freeman ; •

;—

^

1—

-

—
: rolet Dealers pact had

.

previously
Gosden and Charles Correll, other- i it API TIT’ PD ADC been signed through Campbell^
wise A&A, is like money in the

| ( AuAHl uKADij
j

Kwal(L€!o. Telecast series tees off

!

_ .

.

. iim nmrmv nin Oct. 15 wdth the first of six ses-

•

Neither Gosden nor Correll will ' ARRTTj AN]) STERLlNu sions of the rodeo. Station will i

take any part in the television o£ >

ftlUYIl/ m\U UlLiUU u
: televise hockey, basketball, r-

other than supervising production. With “Sing It Again” set lo tee horse and doe show’s and

Dryer to London On

1

1

v . . „ , . . !
televise hockey, basketball, rodeo,

. With “Sing It Again set lo tee horse and dog show’s ana track
off Sept. 30 on a simulcast basis;

: fleets
CBS has already sold 45 minutes '

^ -

..
,

of the hour-long musical jackpot

t ..show. Arrid and Sterling Drug, the
j NR/"' Dacac HIaoI Fay1

, fwn shnn.kfirs who now bankroll llUv; vlUoCp 1/Cdl 1 UILasting dneriocK noimes
;

two sponsors who now bankroll 1 viUoCp l/Cdl I UI

upt°t’o
p
T^

ed
'

Center Theatre Takeover
final selections of British actors : § 1

0WUS
^ °

i , a NBC last week closed a deal

for . Drver & Weenolsen’s “Sher-

Show is to be aired Saturday

nights from 10 to 11. Arrid will

In a bid to hypo the buildup of
Garry Moore as a TV personality,
CBS is expanding the format of his
present half-hour, cross-the-board
show to permit him to take over
the full 8 to 9 hour on Wednesdays
as the summer replacement for
Arthur* Godfrey’s Chesterfield
shbw.
Moore, who is on the CBS roster

of “commercial availablities,” is

currently slotted 7 :30 to 8. He
keeps the same time on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursday and Fridays.
Moore moves into the Wednes-

day hour starting Aug. 2, when
Godfrey checks off for eight weeks,
and returns under a hew multiple-
sponsor basis, with Chesterfield
Only keeping 30 minutes of the
show.

The science-fiction program craze*
is sweeping from radio into TV.
Kellogg, via' Kenyon & Eekhardt
agency, has negotiated a deal with
CBS whereby it takes over the
6:45 to 7 p.m. strip oh a three-
times-a-week basis> In a bid for
juye kudienCes it will install a
science-fiction series in the period.
Show preems late in September.

deal

have the 10 to .10; 15 segment, with with Rockefeller Center to take HARTMANS' 2-YEARlock Ilohnes” vidpic series, which
g;te?rling picking up tlie tab fiom over the Center Theatre for use as

starts production next week.
10 30

While in England Dryer will

launch lensing of the second series

of “Shadow's of the Mind” whodun- UFA
ll vidpix.——————

- , . WO
DET. STATION HIKES KATES wl*a pj

Detroit, July 18. and Q

W .1 BK-TV has increased its Class Qiu
A rifles from $600 to $800 an hour, board

10:30 to U. a television studio. Center is tlie
j

rr*_" " ” third theatre taken over by the

WOR-TV’s Brace .( Sales

WOR-TV, N. Y.-, L h i s >veek
,
which shows will emanate from

wrapped^up saics to HiC'kock hells
the theatre, it's believed it will

1

WOR-TV’s Brace of Sales

and Quaker Oats.

Quaker is buying the cross-thc-

•ard 6:45 p.m. “Time for Beany”

be used for variety §how’s.

Center is ..part of Rockefeller

months guarantee
won’t be upped. fective Aug. 16. $3,000,000 to $6,000,000.

TV PACT WITH MCA
Paul and Grace Hartman signed

a tw’o-year television contract this
w :eek wnth the Music Corp. of
America, with MCA now lining up
a show for submission to net-
works and agencies. Comedy-dance
satirist team expect to concentrate
on video following the close of
their current Broadway revue,
“Tickets, Please.”
Hartmans had a half-hour situ-

ation comedy series on NBC-TV
last year.

Ed and Pegecn Fitzgerald, now
airing Wednesday arid Fridays-
from 7:30-8 p.m. on WJ2-TV; N: Y.,

will get an hour cross-the-board at
11 a.m. when the ABC-TV flagship
goes seven-days-weekly i n Septem-
ber. They’ll probably also get one
evening period,
One reason for the move, be-

sides the growing commercial in-

terest in daytime video, is that the'

web has sold out. tlie 7:30 p.m.
strip. Additionally, the Fitzgeralds
prefer to concentrate on daytime
video in light of their type of audi-
ence and multi-spbnsorships. Tele
shows are in addition to the Mr.-
and-Mrs. team’s morning AM strip
on WJZ. They have gotten off the
Saturday and Sunday morning
stints, doing the breakfast patter,
which they pioneered, only five
days a week.
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Anybody who either is a client or has one, knows how

rarely a sales increase can be traced to any one

cause—even the likeliest. Take Gabriel Heatter. Seldom

in his long career as one of network radio's top salesmen

has he been given full credit for a single-handed sales

success. Usually, other factors may have helped.

Sales of a hair tonic soared 324% in four years— but
i

Heatter carried only 65% of the advertising budget.

An insurance company converted 95% of all Heatter-induced

inquiries into policies—but they also got inquiries elsewhere.

How it can be told... how Heatter lifts sales single-handed ,

let Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles tell it:

“Sales on Noxzema Shave Cream are way up—around

25% so far this year. This is one ‘success story’

you don’t have to share with anyone (except

Dr. Bunting and his fine prbduct). As you know, the
.*

/

only advertising on Noxzema Shave is Gabe Heatter.”

There you have it—clean. A worthy product, six years on the

market, gets advertised on no other medium but Mutual, by no

Other salesman but Heatter. . . and sales get lifted a solid 25%.

Gabriel Heatter sells at 7:30-7:45 every weekday evening.

Mondays for Noxzema, other nights for other national

manufacturers. And right now, there's an immediate

opportunity for Heatter to sell for jtou — an availability

that's worth your inquiry today.

gif* Couldn't your product use an airlift, coast to coast?

There's a Mutual man within reach of your phone or wire... now.

utua

l
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THERE’S MUSIC IN THE AIR
i
INNER SANCTUM

With A1 Goodman orch, Eileen! (“No Rest . for the Dead )

Farrell, Hayes Gordon: Tliram ! With Arnold Moss, Everett Sloane,
|

Sherman, narrator; Dan Mac- Charlotte Holland, Gilbert Maen;

Connell, announcer i Paul McGrath, host; John Hicks,

Producer; James Fassett !
announcer „

Director: Oliver Daniel Producer-director: Iliman Brown

Writer: Sherman Writer: Milton Lewis .

60 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m. 30 Mins.; Tliurs. (13), 8:30 p.m.

Sustaining: Sustaining

CBS, from New York • ABC, from New York
r irtV.+ cKmmm. tc Vtv/v Complete with its laminar creak*
Light summer listening is pio-

. ing-door intro; “Inner Sanctum”
vided by this melange of show ^id has returned to the airwaves, this

" ‘
‘ time on ABC. Under the aegis of

Himan Bro\yn, it’s still a smoothly
;

produced entry that should attract

music sessions^ etc. If the pthers 0rch, with vocals by soprano Eileen
: 'On “he °preem ^hursd 13 v the

ADVANCE RELEASE
(“Voices of Walter Schuman”)

With chorus ""and orch conducted
by Schuinan; Don Wilson, an-

nouncer
Director: Robert Packham
Writer: Frank Tasjilin

30 Mins,, Thors., 6:30 p.m.

Sustaining
NBC, from Hollywood

NBC is presenting a neat, idea in

this series—an eight-program ses-

sion previewing v a r i e d airers

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI SHOW
|

NORMAN BROKENSHIRE SHOW
With Stokowski; Jack Costello, an- » With Brokenshire, emcee; Martha
nouncer

!

Lou Harp, Bob Huston, Bernie
Green orchProducer; Ted Colt

Director: Lee Jones
30 Mins., Tues. (11 ), 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. V.

Perhaps the most learned as well

Producer-director: Dick Charles
30 Mins.; Sat*, 9 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from New York
With the Norman Brokenshire

sliow, ABC puts in a pitch to snare

in the world is on me air cur-
r
{hat Saturday night at .B audience

rently for a four-week period, in that has been monopolized ^in the
T,f*onnifi SfnkftWKki The eminent ! Past by NBC’s “Your Hit Parade.”

as provocative classical disk jockey
in the world is on the air cur-

renuy iur a iour-wec^ ^chuu, m
,

v---

Leopold Stokowski. The eminent
j

Past Dy — » ; rrr* **;;

•

former conductor of the Philadel- ,
MusicaL format is built around—a— M v ! Bernie Green s all-string band, vo-phia Orchestra and N. Y. Phil-

harmonic-Symphony is doing a

special series: of four programs for '

v"* •* -« r .. r _ . j i.l. ^ '
I

calists Martha Lou Harp and Bob
Huston, plus emcee Brokensiiire’sspecial senes,, ui iu.ui pi ugi ditia. xwi

i
:—' -'•r*.-

WNBC . N. Y., featuring the mu-
j

syrupy intros.
. J

sic of . Johann Sebastian Bach, on - :
Saturday nigh L s ( 1 a ) pr^,.,

the 200th anniversary of Bach’s
;

a .highly listenable package with

death; For longhairs generally, as Miss Harp’s plaintive
;

- chirping.

ieem was

,
"qfiite‘^

was heavy ml%he
0
gore^invoivihg

“sanized and led. by Schuman, a through lack of material. On' shoy
; murd6r strangling, bludgeoning

Coast choral arranger and con- : caught, his narration was taped,
an(J: stabbing Alld there was the

.
ductor, Group .consists oi profess and Sherman managed to get. that

[ ironic formula of the man. who
. sional singers who are obviously fact in at least a half-dozen times, j j^g ruthlesslv onlv to learn that
w ell-trained, and who possess The few times he did give the back-

; he could have gained his objective
sterling voices. What makes them a ground to a song being, played,

if he . hadn’t Overreached himself,
standouts are the unusual Vocal ar-

.
makes a far better basis for coin- Nevertheless, the yarn had sus-

rangements they use, the excel- mentary
.

pense arid a feeling of terror, which
Aside from: this, the show was

:

arose from the depiction of the
kilier as someone who will stop at

nothing. This point, however, was

ienee of the assisting orchestra arid

the general freshness and original-: hne listening. The Goodman orch
it \ of the approach to this pro- did an excellent job on iristru- r
gram. These various factors coni- mental versions of tunes like a • hammered home a little too obvi-
biried for a most enjoyable half mediey from “Kiss Me, Kate,’’

j
ously in spots. Cast gave the ve-

hour Thursday. } ‘•Dancing in the Dark,’’ ‘‘Tico Tico’’
! hicle a good reading, with Arnold

Program had a cute! intro, with and “Waltz in Swingtime.’’ Full -Moss starred as the implacable
the chorus, en masse, inquiring of . violins, niellow bi;ass, arid topnotch murderer and Everetl Sloane as
announcer Don Wilson who lie was. I arrangements made for fine rendi- ' the “victim who Veturns from the
Dialog between chorus in toto arid i tions of the show tunes.

I dead,” The return, typically, was
J * •

•
' ^ _ -A.

* X l—'“ * » 1 tJ' „ •' _
1

_ ‘September „ „ „
done towards tlie close. Method of

j tbe Use of Wonderin’.’'’ Gordon’s believe,
introducing the song numbers was -"baritone was a bit w^ak in snots • Paul McGrath handled the role

also original.
! bu? was wafm enough to cln-y

P
the Of cynical, macabre host well. His

Program, which Tan 1 a varied male singing chores. His best ef-

,

sardonic quips and ghoulish laugh

course from church numbers and . fort was on “Long Ago and Far
|

make a good trademark and cut the

spirituals to jazz tunes arid cqw- Away.” Pair teams up well on an mysterioso gloom with some Hal-

bov ditties, had many clever, un-

[

excellent arrangement of ‘ People ' lowe enish humof. Bril.

usual aspects. One was an ar-

.

Will Say We’re in Love.”
|

~~—~—

~

rangement of the Scherzo from
: with some adjustment of the

;

THE QUIET ANSWER
Tchaikovsky s . Fourth Symphony,

;
script, this show should emerge as with F^liev Flvnn nari

sung a. cappella, without o relies-
j a summertime favorite for listen-

1

^ narrator: Dave
Moore; Frank Smith and WBBM
orch

Writer-produceir: Perry Wolf
30 Mins*; Mon., 8 p.m.
Sustaining

tra, and with the chorus doing a
; ers who like taseful renditions of

vocalise^ without \vords. Another i popu iar standards. Chan.
was the rendition of the Russian •

••

church hymn, “Hospodi Polmilui.”
consisting of the two words re-

,

SONGS BY SHAW wrrm
peated constantly, rapidly, then in: With Joan Shaw, Four Aces; Bill

ca
f , w

varying sh ad e s: of power and
; Gordon, announcer Radio

.
can do a hangup public

;

tempo. Group sang, the spiritual.
|
Director: Steve White service 30b when The peed arises. !

“Rock of My Soul,” first straight, I 10 Mins.; Sat., 7:35 p.nv.
;

Such a 30b is WBBM’s probing
then in Slightly swung version. It f Sustaining ,

doeumentaiw on Chicago race re-

opened with a medley built around
. WNEW, New York lations—- The Quiet Answer,

the POP tune; “It’s a Most Unusual PrCvimmlv limited to nil cries Series is an expansion of a one-
Day,” and ended with, a cowboy rorord«? Toan Shaw makes her

;

shot aired last February. Working

ailU 41/L 0V1I1V VA UII,V IUVWV AW 1 *.

bodied orchestral, arrangements
ever made of the great composer’s
piano rind organ pieces; Another
side of Stoky is revealed in this

sCries^-an engrossing commentator
rind disk jock whose magic podium
flair is duplicated over the ether.

His slow, deliberate, simple de?.

livery, with its slightly foreiga ac-
cent (an always intriguing side of
the British-born maestro), is sharp-
ly effective here, as Stoky talks
about the great Leipzig cantor and
his works. He’s a good speaker,
with an unusual appeal, bred as
much by his delivery as his reputa-
tion. The comments are in plain,
everyday speech, brief and to the
point, and fresh rather than hack-
neyed in the material used. In a
few well-chosen plnrises, Stoky
gives a word-picture of Bacli that
is refreshing as well as illuminat-
ing* v •- •

On the opener, he talked about
Bach’s family, ancestors, personal
habits and his iriusic. He spoke
briefly about the Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor, and then played
the work. To illuminate one side of
Bach and his music, Stoky next of-
fered the Aria froiri the D Major
Suite; to illustrate another side,
Stoky then presented a chorale
from the Easter Cantata. All the

|

recordings were Stoky’s own. with
various orchestras he had led, us-
ing his own arrangements. Whole

•UW
. )

. • MAJIM

While Brokenshire occasionally
slopped over" somewhat with his
flowery prose, his eloquent utter-
ances instead of hampering the
show added a dash of color to the
session. But although a good sus^
triiner, the Brokenshire show lacks
the names, drive and bally to' really
get in there and hold its own with
the opposition. Gilb.

CURLEY BRADIjEY—THE SING-
ING MARSHAL

With Leo Curley, Forrest Lewis,
Maurice Copeland, Muriel Brem-
ner, Arthur Young, Fred Smith;
Don Gordon, narrator

Producer-director: Mary Afflick
.Writers; Bob arid ,

Billie McKee
Sustaining
30 Mins.; Sun., 5 p.m., CDT
Mutual, from Chicago

Mutual has the makings here of
another strong western adventure
series if some of the com is

wrung out of the script, Weekly
half-hour is currently riding in the
vacationing “Roy Rodgers’’ spot
and will move to 7-7:30 p.m., CDT
period when Rodgers returns
Aug. 6 ,

Action series works from a good
premise—piaydown of violence,
stressing brain work rather than
gun play by hero. Cast is expert,
headlined by experienced hand,
Curley Bradley, who played Tom

series is a feather in wnrK V an *

Mix for several years in the nowsenes is a ieatnei jn WNBC s cap.-
, defunqt series of the same name.

DlO/l, ' —

long arid pretentious.
interpretation u ... ,

I melody. , On basis of show caught j f]
as come up with a hard-hit-

<15), all she manages to do is tie 1 ting discussion of the city s racial

herself up in interpretative knots. pr°
'
lem

^ v

Chirp sang three songs, “I Cried !

although show
for You,” “Don’t Take Your Love

; ^ ll

COFFEE AT THE PLAZA
With A 1 Sherman, Patricia Maeoun,

Cecil Willis, Scott Marshall, \ *
»» and ^De'ed^I Ido *’ Onlv 1 handling avoided danger-

Love,” did she manage to catch
; ^ 1

PV^
5**

*1

1 ”

some of the basic melody, arid her.
;

hvsh-lnish topics,

rendition was routine at best. On but a lot more will profit,

the others, her voice was lively; Program,, w h i C h dealt chiefly

others
Producer: A1 Sherman
30 MinSi? Wed., 5:15 p.n».

Sustaining
WCFM (FM), Washington, D. C.

half-hour

THE CALL BOARD
With Norman Thomas, Dr. Angel-

ica Balabanoff, Harry Fleisch-
maii, Aaron Levenstein, A1 Her-
llng; Kevin Kennedy, announcer

Producer-director: Lou Frankel
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining

Show has the potentialities of
capturing inore than the kiddie
audience with a less contrived
story and more singing by Brad-
ley, the vocal marshal. Who scored
with a pleasant baritone on show
heard (9).

Tale ori this
. session evolved

around a rodeo horse race between
entry by financially hard-pressed
widow who needed t he purse and

to tl^ filmery it plup. Certainly,
|

Show ran sinoothl>. one
^ lucniuur ui me mute tn

the .Capital is a gold mine lor
i wX sLrt Sunce^^^^^ s<me I

League.
.
anti-Negro outfit, to one

t cresting personalities, such as
;

with snort announcement ot song
f m Raipb Bundle of the United

Miss Maeoun of the Canadian In-
!

backed
?

by piano rambling Bill
j N tions

01 ine vrniea

iormation Service, and^Cecil Willis, ' Gordon s announcing was axed. 1

, Editorializing bv scripter and
director of the Cross Roads (straw-

t.nnn. 1 . .

hat) theatre, who are drawn to mo- •

WFDR-FM, New York I M.MVTf »»*AW AAWVAVVA 1 U^, piUJC ai|U

This half-hdur stint, prepared! "u® 1?,vI
eA Vil^in Jinv Ellerbe

by The Call Assn., publishers of :

,

d
llef:

the Socialist Party organ, and pre- ' >pug
h
r
S h

°v
e‘

sented over the liitergational i i„t

e
»«<£'

^

n:df ,

co,1 *'se
;

Ladies Garment Workers” Union; l?
n
fesJFM outlet, naturally takes a sub- * g0°? d<?al

°f
jective view of current news haDueninhi

08
rhhiAri

V
n
e
«‘‘V

t0
c”i

PV
events and political philosophy, .ha? cmiirt

C
i!^!.L

C
't!I!£, ?, u

l
V
a'

Nevertheless with thi^ in niinH !
•

t could- have been built for

the listener will find an
series of diseussions on the pro-

[ palnpered^heuroHc^ io a ,-eal"h^

Show is divided ihlo two .»»rts.-
jKite ..the’wiBner^Thfr'old'For the first 15 minutes, a panel

consisting of Harry Fleischman,
mirror switch was used, too. This
time the marshal flashed tlie mir-

narrator was kept at a minimum.
It‘ Wras the actual voices of the

With Williarii Stearman,
Marin, Michael Horton;
Waldccker, announcer

Arthur
|

&nd Dr. Bunche that told the
Frank .

story. To show the actual lack of
knowledge about other racial
groups, listeners were taken to the
homes Of a white family living in

!

a mixed neighborhood, Caught in
- tlie recorded comments of the
family were the reluctance of al-
lowing colored neighbors to attend

Uon pictures^ like “Gigi.” the
j- THE ^ORLD AT MID-CENTURY i

bigots, the “yes-butters,” a sociolo-
French film shown at this particu - 1 i ^ ~ . ......
lar occasion.

A1 Sherman is on the right track
in keeping the conversation on an-; PriVucerStlrtwTSinformal level, but he overdoes -il

-

in allowing the talk to overlap, to !

<16) ’ ® P
. tlie confusion of the listener. It is i

a mistake also for the moderator i

from New York

to iriject himself too much in this !

..This was the first of three broad- wwi WW1CU ut.1KUUU]
type of program, to the point where

|

casts supposed to give an analysis
: tbe parisb church^ and the in for-

a
n
pnneipal guestis almost letLout %

the mation
.
that 'ha°ve

arid has to be virtually recalled at ' f," m®^Vrn ^entuiy, »tdnza t>un anv religion anvwav M

the last minute. The ^unexpeeted”
;^ee^g atrefsltb dhai

I

wUli
V

'the
: “I»wing fui“er the darker side

guest angler.is somewhat question-. :

Americik
g
arinhe ‘pnetfie

* of
,
the Picture, a taped description

able,, Scott Marshall of Hollywood Aniericas and the Pacific. of the white supreiuaev pholosonhv
Technielor doesn’t just /•happen”

;

While there was a good deal of 0f the White Circle League was
to drop by after seeing “Gigi” to material offered, the handling was

,

outlined by a m e iri b e r Then
throw in a plug .for Natalie KaU generally pedestrian, with, unin- 1

against this view front the far
nms. It would be much better to terrupted talk by three MBS over-

•

right, the far left was given its
tell the audience that it has been seas correspondents. For the most

.

inning with a discussion of the
arranged for certain guests to join part it was an uninspired catalog-

! Marxist answer to race relations
the party. ! sounding report, with little depth . After airing these approaches to

This reviewer was a little puzzled :
to the interpretations..Of the three

, the problem, described as the
by frequent remarks by the guests !

stringers, Michael Horton rounded “noisy answers ” the last half of
as to “how good” the coffee was.

i
up the most interesting reportage,

: the documentarv was given over
Perhaps radio commercials have

!

by virtue of fairly vivid descrip- to the constructive or the “ciuietcome to make us suspicious of i
tions of France today and the in- anSwers.” Heard during this nor-

such remarks, unaccompanied bv a “reduction of some human interest tion was a factual analysis of tlie
hfand name. At any rat e,' the corn- angles.

: | Negro-white situation -presented by
merits regarding Brazil s tlviel cx- . Arthur Mann, speaking from a sociologist and Dr. Bundle's lomr-
port seemed pointless and distract- London, described the Labor range views,
irig and it would be so eas> to

. Party’s non-violent social revolu- • Recorded segments were effec-
point out that serving coffee to tion and William Stearman. broad- tively bridged by Frank Smith’s
patron^ is the way the JRaza shows casting from Vienna* stressed the

[
orchestrations. Show moved at a

hospitality to its custoniers. country’s improved economic situa- : brisk pace and consistently main-
Choice of semi-cJassical records tion, and William Stearman, broad- : tained a high-interest level

as interval music is good but it
"

would have been better to have had .

live singing as the
^

slated.

„ j •
, c mi o ’ V***'- vwu uiaioncii iiJSIlUU U 1 C lull-

edifoi of The Ca l. Aaron Leven- ror’s reflection info the eves of the

?w"’
A

-
H«*- i

bad man just, as he was drawing a

irII?^
re

i

e
fKn

d director ot the
; bead on the winning jockev.Forced Laboi Commission, dis-
j

Proficient thesping and* good
?.
oun.d effects got the most out of
the involved tale. Bradley sounded
like a cool Western marshal is
supposed to sound and his singing
of “Wagonvvheels” came off nicely.
Supporting cast and narration by
Don Gordon were first rate.

boy” and
characters

Dare.

fleeting Socialist policy or their
own -views, which usually parallel
the former anyway. Talk is never
dull though, with, the panel on
show caught discussing Korea, re-
lation of housing to the national

.

economy, Public welfare plans of
! Stereotyped %o"or£l

mant?“
ernment ***' polHUal sa

‘

'.
CWnese

P
house bovmanucs.

|

weren’t necessary.
Second half of show features

Socialist Party chieftain Norman
Thomas, usually answering que$-

!

THE MELODY FIVE
tions on politics written into him, “With Harry Revel: Bill Hamilton,
On occasion, though, he interviews • announcer
soirie political .prespnality. On* Frodticer: Hamilton
show caught, he interviewed Dr.

!

15 Mins.; Mon.Thrii-Frl., 6 p.m.
Angelica Balabanoff, who turned CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB
from Communism to Socialism iri

j

WGN, Chicago
.1921, after serving as secretary of

;

(Agency Service Corp. )

the Third Internatioriaje undei- Len -
1

Because qf its time slot, catching
rincITiotsky. Dr. Balabanoff had' the motoring commuters, this cross-'

3 ust been, detained without -ex-,
|

the-board musical strip is good
1

P;
.

bri . at Ellis Island after ar- programming for the motor service
riving from Italy

^

'for a visit- arid
;

sponsor. Chirping by ihe Melodv
.frigJed his questions on

;
Five, vocal combo, and featuring

the details of her detention;. He
:
songwriter Hairy Revel playing

also had her describe her break one of his own hits, adds up to a
with the Communists; and Italy's pleasant, relaxing interlude for the
position in postwar Europe;

[
early evening dialers.

. Taken TIT ltc \uhrvl A f ho nt»Arfpnivi ' Nostalgic notM m.'i plfprl- I IVa coc.

I
lmui ii la uahciiiimiii Uiasea

j

Ui pi,v l.vcs vuuc
I

should find it interesting and en- ; Operi.” Selections- by the Vocal
, tertaining. , Chan, i

group also eschewed current pop
: ———^—-—

—

— •

i tunes, going back to faves of yes-

, Y |

teryear. Group, made up of the
Plioenix—Larry Jonas has re- Dickens Sisters and Tom Collins

j

signed as continuity director of
KOOL in order to accept similar
r»AC1 tlAM ii'Slli XT I *1 TM. •

and Michael Boridon, worked nicely
with such ditties as “I’ll See You in•

. , 4
. r_

'

l r(
' i v -va* uMVii wmivo do . 1. .11 g

position with KRIZ. new Phoenix j My Dreams” and “Speak to Me oi
* indie* >

i Love.”
•

Dave.
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In television, the shSw’s the thing. But
hot everything.

At least, not to Campbell-Ewald, You
see, we’re in the advertising business

,
and

with us selling comes first.

We take the stand that a good show is

basic. But the best show is no more and no
less than a vehicle for the advertising com-
mercials. Not once, in the course of procur-

ing and servicing some thirty successful and
varied television shows, have we forgotten

that the show is the means, the commercial
the end.

As our clients know, Campbell-Ewald
gives each) show its full share of attention

—

the professional conscientious attention of a

staff who know show business, and who set

up shop when commercial television started.

A** annual national exhibition

OT ADVERTISING and editorial,art

ART DIRECTORS CLUB

But that’s only part of the story.

»

The wdrk really begins when the
Campbell-Ewald television staff . . . sales-

men, really, but technically executives, pro-

ducers, writers, film men and show super-

visors . . . roll up their sleeves and get down
to the business of telling the client’s story.

Telling, and selling.

Selling house-hold appliances, services,

automobiles, television sets, public utilities.

Selling with the skill of long and full

experience in a most highly specialized

visual medium.
This extra consideration, this special em-

phasis of the television commercial has paid
off. Our clients have told us so. So have the

Art Directors Club of New York, who
honored us this year with their First Award
of Distinctive Merit. The. public and trade

press have told us. And the final, irrefutable

judges of advertising . . . Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Consumer . . have said it with fan mail

!

To Campbell-Ewald, the show’s the thing '

that puts the advertiser’s message before the

public. And if the message does its job . . .

then, and only then, do you have advertising

well directed, in the Campbell-Ewald
manner.

* *

Art Directors Club of New York, 1950 exhibition.

Awarded Campbell-Ewald Company: for conception and

execution of One^minute film commercial, “Giiber’s Secret”

First critical recognition ever given to television advertising.

H. T. EWALD, President

from, the Press

“ (Campbell-Ewald)'commercials once more
,

integrated cleverfy into the show, and
since they are entertaining, can be counted
on to do a good selling job.” ( Variety)

“ (Campbell-Ewald) ... TV film commer-
cials are simple, effective and typical of
goodTV film-making*” (Sponsor Magazine)

“One of the neatest jobs of commercial
handling.” (Radio Daily)

.“ (Campbell-Ewald) Commercials perhaps
the most interesting and effective in TV.”

(Television Magazine)

rom the

“Wonderful and well put together : : 1

the commercials were good and clever.”

“What made it especially enjoyable was
the fact the advertising was subtle . ; 1

please continue . .
.”

“. . . may I compliment you on your Very
much to the point’ and ‘delicate tirning*

of your advertising ...”

. . finest show we’ve ever seen on tele-

vision^—the discreet advertising was cer-

tainly refreshing.”

“We have enjoyed your telecasts very
much. . ; ; Your method of advertising is

very good.”

*Excerpt'sfrom viewer mail.

Petr o 1 t N E W YORK C H I C A G O L O S A N G E L E S S AN FRANCISCO
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Korea Effect on TV
Continued from page 25

take the air but also a halt in pro-
duction ot receivers. If that hap-
pened, sponsors might question the
feasibility of spending TV’s heavy
coin requirements to reach a limit-

ed market, particularly when they
themselves might be short on con-
sumer goods, On the other hand,
it’s pointed out, the top advertisers
might decide to continue their TV
sponsorship if only on an institu-

tional basis.

Manpower Drain Likely

In addition, the outbreak of a

World War might drain the key

engineering and exec personnel

from the manufacturers and the

Networks, It’s reported that the

Government is planning to estab-

lish a string of radar stations up
and down both Coasts, which would
requite experienced technicians to

man. Majority Of such engineering,
personnel is now working in the
TV industry. In addition, many of

the top network execs , such as

NBC's Sy’vester L. (Pat) Weaver,

hold reserve commissions, in vari-

ous brancjies of the service.

So far the Army has set over

$30,000,000 in contracts for radio

sets and other electronic equip-

ment, but none to the leading

manufacturers. During the la's t war
the electronics industry turned out

Walkie-talkie radios, radar equip-

ment. etc,, to the tune of nearly
$5,000,000,000 in the peak year.
Biggest order so far; more than
$12,500,000, went to Lewyt Corp..
with other recipients, including
Espey Manufacturing Co., Ray-
theon, General Electric, etc. In-
formal estimates of the Radio-TV
Manufacturers Assn, are that over-
all requirements for the industry
for Korea are not expected to’ ex-
ceed 20% of the industry’s output,

• and may be held to 10-15^o.

As for the broadcasting end of
the business, the major networks

i agreed that spqnsors are still wait--

:

ing in line to buy whatever time
; is available for the upcoming sea-

son, That would indicate, according
to industry spokesmen, that the
top-spending advertisers think TV
will have *. future even in case
of war. Sole exception to that- was
;the decision of a major oil firm
last week to nix its projected spon-
sorship of a ‘ Writers’ Theatre”
show on NBC, at least unlit it is

determined how the situation will

develop in the Far East.

Another opinion Voiced is that

the outbreak Of a new war might
give radio a. chance to reestablish
"itself at the expense of TV. While
radio circulation would also he cur-
tailed at its present level, that
level today far exceeds TV. Thus,
'advertisers might decide to reverse
the trend by diverting their
budgets^ from video back to the
older medium in order to reach
the maximum audience.

Dctroit-e'People’s Outlining. CO.,

one of Detroit’s largest depart-

ment stores, has picked up the

tab for WJBK-TV’s new ‘Tiger

Wives” program, Show will fea-

ture wives and children of Tiger

baseball players. The lialf-hour

program is shown Sunday nights.

Contract is for 13 we

A four-city poll just concluded by Daniel Starch & Staff reveals that
the 10 leading television set manufacturers have 75% of the home set

market, with the remaining 25% scattered among 60 other manufac-
turers. The top five manufacturers, R,CA, Admiral, Philco, DuMont
and Emerson, have 60% of the market, the poll reveals. Starch con-
ducted the poll in 2,000 homes in New Yorki Chicago, Philadelphia
and Boston. One conclusion of poll is that the leading manufacturers
are getting more and more of the market, pointing up “the inevitable

demise of numerous also rans.”

A new low in age brackets for top video awards was hit last night
(Tuesday) on the “Original Amateur Hour” on NBC-TV, when the first

annual $2,000 scholarship and trophy was copped by seven-year-old

! Shirley M. Crouch, of Herron, III; She’s an aero dancer. Selection
was based on phone and mail response. •

TV agencies, advertisers and webs have been asked by the Advertis-
ing Council to cooperate in a public service allocation plain starting
this fall. Similar to the AC’s eight-year-old plan

;
in radio, the TV

setup invites weekly programs Ho carry an AC message every sixth
week, with airers beamed three-to-five times weekly to carry a pitch

i once every third week.
Procter & Gamble veepee Howard J. Morgens, chairman of the AC

. radip-teig committee; said that vidpic shows aren’t being asked to

participate because of technical difficulties.

Columbia Pictures has concentrated its New York broadcast ad cam-
paign for “711 Ocean Drive” on television, bypassing AM. Col is using
some 20 spots a day covering all Gotham tele outlets. About 30 dif-

ferent spots* some using clips front the pic, are being screened.

THE TROLLEY STRIKE HAS ENDED AND**

Nf. iR r/r f. \ j; r y o \ e i n
video knows the back-

ground.

Du r i n g Atlanta’s re-

cent 37-day transit strike,

the South’s largest department
store turned to WSB-TV a.s a means
of serving its many patrons.

Telecasting directly from an im-

provised studio in the store, Ricli’s

personnel and WSB-TV staffers

modeled, demonstrated and dis-

played merchandise for strike-

bound shoppers.

And like most everything else

Rich’s does—the customers loved it!

Telephones jangled. Incoming

trunklines jammed. Results were

apparent. Said *a store executive:

“H e sold something of everything

we displayed on television. We are

pleased with what we have seen

already

”

.• » *

And so it is that a programming

idea wli id i o ii gina II v was conceived

as an emergency measure is now
blazing a t ra i I for both retail* busi-

ness and for television.

For now, high above Forsyth

Street in its fabulous ‘‘Bridge
’ BltI.DIng,” this great store has alio*

rated 2,400 square feet of tremen-

dously valuable display space to a

permanent television studio. It U
equipped and manned by WSB-TV.

Rich’s telecasts—- a solid hour a

day, five days a week — continue

indefinitely, on WSB^TV.

Once again it has been proved

that when seen through “The
Kves of the South” television ii

sellovision!

O N f EACHTREE STRUT
ATLANTA

R«pr«>#nteol by Edw. Potry.S, Ci»., Ine.

Chi Dept. Stores
Continued from page W

however, with the in-home demon-
stration potencies of teevCe, are
hoping to eventually stake out a
major claim "In the department
store field.

Should the switch to video make
a meaningful dent in space buy:*

ing, it would cause something of a
dilemma in the case of newspaper-
owned TV stations, such as WGN-
TV, owned by Chi Trib publisher
Col. Robert McCormick.
One of the . biggest store deals

currently cooking will launch
Goldblatt BrOs., major entry into
video. State St. outlet is dicker-

j

ing With stations for a eross7the-

i
board daytime hour for a store re-
mote. Deal has not been finalized
as yet, but WBKB looks to have
the inside track.

The Fair Store, which has been
bankrolling half-hour weekly ‘•Fair-

teen Club” on WGN-TV for past
six months, is giving thought to
additional video time after the hot
weather season. Store is spending
$100,000 yearly oiv radio and TV.
New tele projects will be picked
up at the expense of radio, Fair ad
chief’s report.

Wieboldts, also mulling fall tele
plans, contemplates no change in

fits present AM picture. Retail

I

outfit, one of the most substantial
users of radio, dropped its weekly
halt-hour live musical show on
WBBM two years ago, reportedly
to eventually put the savings into

• teeyee. No change is planned for
the cross-the-board a m. halLliour
record and chatter show on
WMAQ which company has spon-
sored for past 14 years.

Marshall Field store, which ran
!
"Uncle Mistletoe,” puppet strip on

i WENR-TV last fall and winter, is

{
working on new tele ideas through

:
Foote. Cone & Belding agency. No

:

decision has been made whether
• new plans will include a revival of
j

‘‘Mistletoe,’’ which was considered
;

a successful venture.
!

Carson, Pirie Scott, another
;

State St. major, ,is testing medium
:

with weekly sponsorship of the
4>

five-minute Dorsey Connors show
on WNBQ. Reportedly well satis-
fied with response, store looks set

1

,for a fall expansion.
Some indication of the enthusi-

. asm with which store ad toppers
;

are eyeing video is found in the
reports that retailers iii non-teevee
markets have been asking ..their
trade associations to work on the

for an early lifting of the
freeze so the medium can be avail-
able to them.

j.

Cantor
Continued from page. 23

Hall, N. Y., March 22. lie returns
to Carnegie Sept. 30. He Stafts on
NBC-TV Sept. 11, alternating
every four weeks with Fred Allen
;and two other comedians, who may

j

be Ed Wynn and Martin & Lewis,
unless both get their own shows.

I iVr&L and; Buick are talking at
i
present. Allen and Cantor, how-
ever, prefer the less intensively
qnce-monthly setup. Colgate-Palm-

i olive-Peet sponsors
,
the entire

{

series. Jimmy ‘Durinte is also

{

mentioned for one of the comedy.
: Spots since M&I/S film .

(Hal
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...the first coast-to-coast, national beauty

conducting “Miss U.S. Television” Contest

—Chicago

WWJ-TV—Detroit

—Birmingham

WCPO-TVc—

KTSL-TV
—Huntington, W. Va.

—Hollywood

KPRC-TV
—Cleveland

—Houston

WAAM-TV—Baltimore

—Oklahoma City

—Minn.-St. Paul

New Orleans Salt Lake City

ii

Contest

Saturday, Sept 2, 1950

Culminating the nation-wide^ity-by-city search for/‘Miss U.S.

Television” will be an entire day designated as "Miss Television

Day” at the Chicago Fair with a network telecast climaxing the

judging.

Beautiful awards to the Weekly win-

ners in each franchised city.

city finalists.

forthe girl selected as “MISS U. S.

TELEVI S I0N” a really TERR I F I

C

jackpot of outstanding awards and

a contract for regular appearances

on television.

Rupileate Prizes Awarded

in the Cate ef Tlee

W
presented by

WALTER SCHWIMMER, Pres.

TV publications in the United

States, including TV GUIDE—
New York, TV FORECAST-
Chicago and all other associ-

ated TV publications through*

v
" out the country endorse this

contest and will cooperate on
“Miss U.S. Television" promo-
tion and publicity.

g*Note:
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Inside Stall-Radio

York . Sion, at 67 W. 44th St. That’s
down the block from its rival, Tele-

Bob Jamieson upped to station s Vision Authority, at 15 W. 44th St.

relations chief at DuMont, with —r-—-

—

George W.Taust succeeding liim
: .Hollywood

as traffic manager for the web • . • FGC : has authorized Don Lee
Disk jockey Art Ford, in conjunc- Television to Convert its experi-

tion with Matty and Don Simmons, < mental station, KM2XBD to full

have formed a tele packaging fn m. is authorized to use its com-
First show is “TV Board of. View, m'ercial call letters, KTSL'. .' John
which will have a panel discussing l. Franklin’s suit against Gladys
film and legit shows . . . Cara WiH RUbens and the estate Of Maurie
liains played role of the gun moll

. Rubens to establish himself as part-
011 CBS-TV’s “Web” oh the pro- :

ner in, and originator of the tele.-r '

grain’s July 4 preem . . . Robert vision program “Sandy Dreams”
Carrington (formerly Mark Rob- was settled out of court . .. Iloosicr

.

ertsV joined DuMpnt’s....
:

a'nno'un(cing • ...jiot Shots -haVe been set for a once >
staff . . . Ed Kobak. editing a weekly show over KTSL. Program

gets under way .Tuesday (25)^Shpw
will roll for 30 minutes each week

. Los Angeles viewing area how
has total of 596,673 television re-

;
ceivers according to latest statistics .

• compiled by Electric League
Everett Grosby has inked a con-

,

Popular Demand” and “We Take tract .with Jerry Coutneya for pro-

!

Your Word” off: to. Provincetown :

diiction of 52 . tele-pix starring
for a tworweek vacation, during two chimpanzees caged at .Cour-
which he hopes to finish a play he’s

;
neya‘s World Jungle Compound

writing, titled “The Emperor’s En-
j
Ben Gage packaging pnce-weekly

i

. « « « 4* >».'•% J >V «« VB ** A •A 4* * ^ L /v'

Broadcasting toppers are getting behind a drive to aid the Veterans
Hospital Radio Guild, which helps hospitalized vets set up “networks’*

in their wards. Formed by a group of actors headed by Jeah Tighe,

One More TV Dramatic

Sefiest-Nash Via CBS
Nash Motors pacted yesterday

with CBS television for a weekly
half-hour dramatic series on the

j the guild gets talent, execs" and .technicians to guide the GIs in. wiring
full CBS live and non-interconnect-

j

the hosps and producing shows; as a spur to occupational therapy,
ed web. starting Sept. 21 ; Show; Board of governors, which is aiding in VHRG planning, publicity,
to be titled “Nash . Airflyle T.hea-

' fund-raising, etc., includes: Ted Cott, WNBC; Thomas Luckenbill, Esty
tfe,” Will hold down the Thursday agericv . ancj Read Wight, J. M. Mathes agency, co-chairmen; Alan
night 10*30 to 11 slot.

•

! Brandt. WNEW; Charles Baltin, WHOM; Dick Swift, WCBS; CarL
• Program, which will be forced

! Haverlin, Broadcast Music, Inc.; Frank Burke, Radio Daily; Betty Fors-r
to compete for scripts with, the - ' "

flock of other new dramatic
scheduled -for TV : launchi

fall, plans to utilize top logit and others.
film actors . whenever possi.bl 0 . It

marks Nash’s debut as a TV : pror

gram bankroller.

“Handbook on Television,”
Mctiraw-Hill will, publish.

which
Jesse

Thomson is assisting him . Every
facet of video will be explored and
it’s estimated it will take 18 months
to collate the. material . .. Herb
Sussan, director of CBS-TV’s “By

Take

:
Diminishing dialer interest; iii giveaways is pointed up in the Ter

i vamping which Philip Morris is giving “Ladies Be Seated,” noontime
! strip, on ABC, which will be retitled “Johnny Olsen’s Luncheon Club”
! starting Monday (24). Giveaway elements will be de-emphasfized, with
addition of more games, music, audience participation and human in-

terest. Among thcynew features will be use of amateur jiive talent
(six-iO year's old);!

. Move also reveals the .growing..; attention bankr.ollc.rs- are. giving to

;

daytime radio as . television whittles into nighttime AM audiences. New

Morse’s N.Y.-to-L.A.

Shuttling for
'Carlton E. Morse a rT i \ o cl in N. Y.

yesterday (Tries.) to. tee off first

.;

telecast of NBC-TV s ‘One /l\Tan s
; format is also being designed with an eye to its potentials in television.

Famffy u n d.e 17 Sweetheart soap ,
. incidentally, PM hoped for cross-plugging with Don McNeill’s

sponsorship
T 1

“Family”
Eva Marie

. “Roscoe Kearns, Inside
! 30-minute video prograpi.’ “At the

Detective,” renewed byDuMont fof Trails;”, for fall telecasting from ;

an additional 13-week cycle -. . . -his Westchester eatery. Gage will
Robert L. Hutton, Jr., named man-

;
emcee . Ruth Warrick and hns-

agef of TV promotion for Edward
[
band, Carl Neubert, will film a 30-

Petry Co...-.' . Shirley Mellner, aide
; minute Mr. and Mrs. vid-program

to emcee Sandy Becker and assist-
; at Hal. Roach studios : , Jerry Fair-,

ant producer on WCBS-TV’s new
. banks Production will open a :

July 29, 7:30-8 • p.m.

gets a .new Claudia.

Saint, ; Under 1 lie how
setup, Richard Klcmmer will pro-

duce and Edgar Kahn direct, Exee
producer Morse, will commute
evefy/^iTjee'Ave.eks.-betwcCft-Gbll'iani

and - Hollywood, whence;; the
.
AM

.version originates.

“Breakfast Club.” also on ABC. and the eventual parlaying of a “Din-
ner Club.” but McNeill reportedly isn’t happy over the “Luncheon
Club” switch.

evening “Variety Quiz,” tagged
|

Connie B. Starr for the show, mak-

:

ing her initials “CBS” , . . CBS
sales Vcepee j. L. Vaii Volkenbiirg
off to Michigan for his annual fish-

ing trip. He ls taking a miniature
hand radio along to keep up on war
news . . . NBC tele vcepee Sylvester
J,. (Pat) Weaver elected to the boar cl.

and exec committee of the Amen-
1

can Heart Assn,
j

Robert L; Hutton, Jf., ex-Wom-
j

an’s Home Companion, has been
appointed TV promotion manager

'

for ^Edward Pe^ry Co. ..... Newton i

Meltzer, p r 0 g r a m development
chief for Telenews, has resigned
to freelance . Liebmann Breweries

re bought 1.3 five-minute spots
on WJZ-TV to plug its “Miss Rhein-

'

gold” campaign . . Doris Brown of i

CBS-TV’s “Lucky Pup.” flew Salur-
...day 11 5> to visit her family in

Scotland . Bill Becher, formerly
ass’t-producer on “County Fair.”,;

iiow scriptcr on '“Winner Take All” .,

hiid “Beal the Clock”. Screen
Actors Guild lias moved to larger 1

quarters, in. anticipation ot' expan-
;

branch office in San Francisco.
Outlet .

'\yill be headed by
Crofot.

‘Mitch’ Switch
. fftntimn'd from page 21 5

Bad!e of Replies

Ctur : e»-y of M-G-M
Now appearing with
DONALD O'CONNOR

in *VNE
(Universal-tnfernational)

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

Continued from page 27

the CBS. Proposed Findings and .

Conclusions was indicated during
the hearing.’)

;

‘Gross Distortions'

“Further, the RCA 'reply’ is

filled with irresponsible
.
and in-

accurate charges, gross distortions

of the record;, half-truths, mis-
citations, and errors, going to the
very' heart of the matters before
the Commission. Had any of this

material been included, in the orig-

ina l RCA .
‘proposed findings’—

where it .obviously belonged IfiRCA
wanted to use it at all—CBS, could
have dealt with it in an orderly
way.. Instead.- possibly.' realizing'

that, such an attack could not with-
stand analysis, it reserved its ma-
"terial for a '‘.reply.’.' knowing that it.

won' d Unis be immune „from • an\
-

relnillal.

“The purpose of this taetie is as

Obvious as it is unfair. CBS docs
not request an opportunity to re-

ply. not only because it believes
Ilia t further delay is contrary to

the public interest, but because it

believes that RCA’s document has
so far passed beyond the. hounds
of accuracy; arid it^procedure tile

hounds of fair play, that the docu-
ment should be given no weight,

aceordjngly. requests-. . only
be ignored,
its consid-

shnalizcd sales approach, it’s fig.-

ured the bureau may have di (Veulty

gelling a. replacement ''who’ll click

quickly. However, NAB general
’

manager William Ryan said, that .

the pattern for B-AB's expansion
has been established and. that a

'successor f r 0 in. the broadcasting

What’s believed to be
:
something new in radio-TV station sports pror

motion is the free
;
golfing .instruction being offered by the KSTP, Min-

neapolis, sports department to Twin City youngsters 14 years of age arid

: under. Golf-minded chiidreri desiring the free instruction arc asked

J

to register with the station Which gives them a printed membership
;

card entitling them to the tutoring.
Instructors are all PGA pros Avho, to help make converts to the game;

at the juvenile stage, are donating their services. Classes are scheduled
for Tuesday. July 25, on two Twin City courses; Instructions for four
week starts July 28, and ends Aug. 18. “All pupils will be eligible for
entry in a championship playoff' in the Twin Cities.

ABC Chi Expansion
Continued from page 25

fused to reveal the rental tab

or how

J-.
1

on

the.field would be picked immediately, the new studios or. how much
Name >neil«oned fremienll^ for /web expects to spend in additional
the post is that of WOIC. Wash-
ington, general manager Eugene
Thomas;

.
Latter is leaving WOIC

,

ABC's cm-originaUon program
with its purchase by WTOP and

been reported as slated
for general managership of WOR-
Tv. n. y.

"

Joining NBC on. Aug. 15. Mitch-
ell will. work under radio sales vee-
pee Harry C. Kopf in developing
new approaches for bringing fresh
bankrollcrs into AM,

Continued from page 27

sin. Michigan. California- and
Washington, are actively seeking
television channels.

equipment.,

ABC’s Chi-origination

I'niing is due for a considerable re-,

• vamping the next few months, with

, several new shows skedded for

launching arid a trio of current sus-
' tainers getting the axe, New Chi

ABC shows already sot are “Aero-,

bat Ranch,” bowing next month for

the General Shoe Corp., and the

Don McNeill tele, entry in.Seplem-

.
ber, . Half-hour of the 60-minute
McNeill show- has' been -.picked up
by Philco. The half-hour “Ra«eh”

‘ prograrii is believed to be the first

morning network tele show. Due
for a web slot soon is “Paddy, the

1 Pelican.” puppet strip which has

Alan Hartman to
Alan . Hartman, salesman for

V-.MGM’ Radio Attractions in Ins post

as Music Corp. of America agent,

has joined the I’redcric W. Ziv Co.

Hartman will assist Alvin E. En-

ger, Ziv sales veepoe, in the N. Y.

office.

HUBER'S WHODUNIT
Harold Huber, joins the radio

whodunits with 'I . Cover Time)*
Square.” wherein he- plays a Broad-
way columnist. It's a William Mor-
ris agency package.

W. H. Weintraub wfll probably
buy- it lor Airwick.

that the RCA document
by the Commission in

' Oral ion of ffre merits.”

We're proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK

CHASE & SANBORN'S
' COFFEE

COLGATE DENTAt CREAM

CROSLEY REFRIGERATORS

GARRETT WINES

IPANA TOOTHPASTE

LAFRANCE

OAKITE

PHILIP MORRIS

COLGATE VEL

BIRD'S EYE FOODS

BON AMI

BROMO SELTZER

Follow these leaders and boost your sales!

, .
i ^ fj

,77 W/BK^TV, a CDS ^
,l" add bgmont affiliate. !'

More than. 100 other colleges and
. been showcased locally on AVENR

universities', seven medial' schools

and more than 45
- municipal' pub-

lic school systems have- indicated

.
their interest in video. Some of

these now operate sound, radio sta-

tions.. Several say they would
to set. up video st a. turns of. their

own. But most of them, for the
time being, -.would merely like to

get free, time on commercial' .tele-

vision stations to present non-com-
morci.al educational programs; The
'National Ass’n. of Educational
Broadcasters is also much inter-

;

ested in the- sit nation
.

'

Strongly pushing behind the
scenes is the U., S. Office of Edu-
cation, whose radio educaiion.ar.di-

j

vision cooperates in every, way
I with Schools and colleges to spread
educat ion via radio and video.

I Dr. Ronald R. I.owdermilk, a lop

I

radio education soecial' l of the
> L. By Office of Educat ion.: points

j
out theit televis ion has a ^ d v f- i 1

1

it 0
place in Hie field of education to

handle material of not ' ..eivoiigh

j
value, -of permanee to put on .film,

or.something that has -to be .^h.o.wn,
•' ciuiekly, without' time to make a

i

film.

Feeling is that T\ will ii-ave a

j

kick like a lniile for teaching' pur-
! poses, providing a! much stronger

{

force; than, radio, because it offers

;
pictures as weli as sound.

y Whenever FCC docs get around
;

to lifting the freeze, the educators
are. going to be on hand to

.
insist

that soine channels be saved for
them. They; will, argue that the.
Commission has the same duty to
protect .them- 'in -this field as in FM
radio where some channels were
set aside for educational purposes.

TV, ABC Chi station, for past
months.

Also originating' fro in here • are
the hour-long Sunday

. “Super C'iv-

cus.” co-op :' sponsored, and “Tin
llkc Pan Alley-TV,” half-hour sustainer,

, Chi ABC toppers expect they'll get •

at least another hour, and possibly ’•

two, of w;eb programining when
the. call picture takes shape. The
weekly . wreslting. and boxing re-
motes fed to the net are expected
to stick.

Scratched will be “Majority
Rules;” Sunday nighf quiz, panel,
which, goes off next week ,(23) after
a 10 months sustaining ride.' Like-
wise for “Dr. Fixum” and the “Car-.

'

olvn Gilbert Show,” both Sunday
sustainer.;

Due for a hypo at the end of. the .

summer is WENR-TV’s local day-
time programining, which .currH.fi-
ly includes the "two-liour cross-the-
board “Boh. and Kay” stanza and
ihe weekly “Beulah: Karney-Ivay

.
Morrow” show.- •

PIRECTOR-WRITER
2 YEARS

TO P VAR SSTY .DRAMAT1C
SHOWS

Available After Sept. 1st

Bon V61 04, Variety

154 W. 46fh St ; , New York 19, N Y.

-AM « TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES. HEADQUARTERS.; 527 LEXlNGt0N : AVENUB

-
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- > ’
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7

t . ELtXbRADO 5-2455
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* Rep res 6 nfd'dfi Nat io” na
{
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r
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Baltimore -— Nick Campofreda,
onetime professional football plac-
er arid wrestler, has been named
sports- director of WAAM. inclic
television station here. He’s cur-
rently seen on the station 011 two
shows,“Tee Vec WAAMborce” and
“Quiz-O-Grams.”

j

MC ON

With His Own 45-Minute

w

Contracted for USA-TV Beginning August 6

Mgf.: HORRABIN ENT. SERV.
DES MOINES, IOWA
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Gloversville, N. Y»—George Bis-
sell, president of WENT, has an-
nounced the appointment of Irving
F. Teetsell as general manager,

Boston— Bob Clayton, WttDH
disk jockey, limping around on
crutches as result of saddle horse
stepping on his foot. Accident
didn’t prevent Clayton from ap-
pearing on his afternoon “Boston
Ballroom” disk show.

Richmond, Va.—Ralston Brooke
has joined the staff of WRNL, 5,-

000-watt affiliate of ABC here. He
will he. in charge of* publicity and
promotion.

er at Norfolk. Coldeman Cody,i
assistant merchandising manager,
a captain in U. S. Air Force, has
been assigned to Bedford Air Field
for his two-week chore.

Albany, N. Y. — WPTR was
awarded a certificate of apprecia-
tion by the Army and Air Force
Recruiting Service for its coopera-
tion in broadcasting “Voice Of the
Army” aiid other shows. Capt.
Bernard Gilman made the presen-
tation; Louis W, Schine, vice-
president of Patroon Broadcasting
Corp., accepted it on 15 - minute
program.

Summer Doldrums
Baltimore, July 18.

Joel Chaseman; publicity di-

rector and assistant program
manager of WAAM, ABC out-

let here, is currently doubling

at WTOP, CBS affiliate in

Washington, from 12:30-2 a.m.,

for disk jockey Gene Glavan.

In addition, he’s doing TV
shows fpr the vacationing

Tommy Dukehart aiid for Lynn
Poole.

To. top it off, he’s handling
the summer relief stretch for
Herb Caban* WAAM program
manager. And he’s still doing
his Sunday night sports round-
up for the station,

CBS House-Built Roster
Continued from page 25

narrated by Red Barber, will go for
$3,275.

While Harry Ackerman, CBS
Coast program and production
head, reportedly is readying a
string of new house packages, the
only Hollywood origination in the
present list is the Ben Blue stanza.
If bought on a nationwide basis
from Hollywood, the show would
be kinescoped as the Alan, Young
show now is, but the web is willing
to move the program to N. Y. if a
sponsor would rather have it aired
live.

CBS is currently able to push its

house packages because it is al-

most completely sold out in Class
A time for the upcoming fall sea-

son. Demand for what time is still

available far exceeds the supply
and the web consequently is able,

for the most part, to call the turn
on the agencies and Clients as far

as determining what show; they
will buy and how many affiliate

stations they will take.

St. Louis—Robert Irving, 33, has
jumped f rom, voice-jockey at

KXYZ, Houston, to gabber at

KNOX, local OBS outlet.

Minneapolis—Jack Huston, for-
merly of WLW, Cincinnati, has
joined the WCCO staff here. He’ll
emcee the “Say It With Music”
show, among other assignments.
George Grimm, WCCO newscaster,
and news Commentator, and Min-
neapolis Star and Tribune column-
ist, is off to report Korea for his
sheet.-.;

Cincinnati—Changes of music li-

brary personnel at local stations
have Betty ' Geisler with WCPO
after four years at WCKY, where
newcomers are Janet Kendall, for-
merly of WCTS; Lois Stevenson,
previously a* buyer for a record
shop; Faye Hauer, bowing in radio,,
and Fred Hall as production mam
uiger.

Albany—Alex Blake, formerly of
WNET, Gloversville, is now doing
a .'’-Count Midnight” disk jockey
Show over WOKO, Albany.

Des Moines—Tom Lewis Shu-
mate has resigned as program di-
rector of KSO, Des Moines, to be-
come manager of KAYL, Storm
Lake, Iowa. He succeeds Lee Gor-
don Rasmussen, Who is to be man-
ager of station KFJF, Webster City.
Shumate, known to listeners as
Tom Lewis, joined KSO in 1946.
Previously he was with KMOX, St.
Louis, for 12 years.

Columbus — Mrs. Aim Evans
named director of program -pro-
motion for WBNS and WELD-FM.
replacing Barbara Haddox, who has
been shifted to the post of assistant
in program promotion at WBNS-
TV.

Memphis — John H. Cleghorn,
managing director of WHBQ at
Memphis, has announced the ap-
pointment of W. G. “Tommy”
Thompson as promotion director.
Prior to joining WHBQ, Thompson
was with WHB, Kansas City, Mo.,
two years.

Boston—-Two WCOP staffers
whq hold commissions as reserve
pilots are oil annual t^ur of duty
with the U. S. Armed Forces.
Newscaster Jack Chase, a lieuten-
ant in Naval Air Force, will serve
two-week stint as Squadron Lead-

COMPETE WITH FORD
Schlitz Brewery’s “Pulitzer TV

Theatre” has

'

gone to ABC-TV,
where it will take the Friday 9-10
p.m. slot starting in mid-Septem-
ber. It will mean a knockdown
battle between two highpriced dra-
matic stanzas, with “Ford Theatre”
keeping the' same time period on
CBS-TV, although on an alternate-
week basis.

“Pulitzer,” which will dramatize
some Pulitzer Award plays as well
as other legit vehicles, is to cost
$35^000 weekly for an annual time-
and-talent nick of $2,500,000. Co-
lumbia U. will get part of the coin,

as custodian for the prize fund.
Deal Was negotiated with Dean

Carl Ackerman, of the Columbia
Graduate School of Journalism,
by the William

,
Morris office.

Young & Rubicam is the agency.

Set AM-TV Series

Hollywood, July 18.

New radio-television packaging
Outfit, Rangers, Inc., will produce
and do Its, own selling of “Forest
Raxgers,” half-hour oater layout.

Show will be taped for ether and
filmed for video with the first pro-

gram due to be wound : for both
media by Aug. 15. Cowboy star to

top line still is being sought.

Eugene Woods, who Is handling
complete financing, Is prexy. Other
members of the outfit are Stuart

Reynolds, Leslie Thomas, Herbert
Lytton and' Walter W. Faner,

EVERY CAUL IS A BUSINESS CALL
...When you’ve got “Hollywood on the Line,”

a new series of 13 films especially built for tele-

vision. Each program features a simulated long-

distance call to a famous movie star. And each of

these person-to-person calls is a business call for

you. For “Hollywood on the Line” uses the

proved box-office appeal of big-name Hollywood

talent to attract television audiences ... and to

make sales for your product.

Each star is shown being interviewed infor-

mally.. . at home, in the studio or on location.

Each interview is conducted by a local live"

personality hand-picked by you. He places the

call from your 6tudios and is then shown (live)

interviewing the star (on film).* And he intro-

duces your sales story into the picture painlessly

and effectively. To get “Hollywood on the Line”

(subject of course to prior sale in each area), just

call your nearest Radio Sales office.

A CBS-TVSyndicatedFilm—representednationallyby

Radio Sales with offices in New York,

Chicago, San Francisco, Detroit, Memphis, LosAngeles
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Igoe’s Ruling in Miracle, S-B Case

Music industry is still puzzled f
by several aspects of the Chicago

Federal Judge 'Michael Igoe’s deci-

sion in the Shapiro-Bemstein-Mir-

acle Records case, classifying rec-

ords as “publications” and subject-

ing them to the restrictions of the
copyright laws. A written ruling

oh the plea to amend the original

decision handed down by Judge
Igoe has failed to clear lip the gen-

eral confusion, although it does im-
ply certain possible clarifications,

according to trade legalites.

Judge Igoe first ruled that the
fact of Meade Lux Lewis' record-

ing and selling “Yancey Special,”

the subject of the infringement ac-

tion, before copyrighting the song
constituted an abandonment to

j

copj right. He said he could see no
j

practical distinction between sheet
music and records—both were pub-
lications.

Industry reps raised, aside from
legal objections, two practical ob-
jections. First, they said, if a re-

cording is a “copy,” Under the copy-
right law, it would have to bear
copyright notice on the label. Fur-
thermore, they argued, absence of

such notice on ali records made
since 1909 (date of the passage of

the copyright law) would throw
the compositions thereon recorded
into pubWc domain.

Secondly, they pointed out that
modern industry practice is to

make recordings of a tune even
before the tune is bought by a pub-
lisher. That is, if a publisher sees
a. likely tune, he or the cleffer will

make a~test recording, then con-
sider the question of copyrighting
it. Ruling would upset what is

considered a near-essential indus-
try practice.

Industry Slant
Industry attorneys had argued

before Judge Igoe the legal techni-
calities involved in copyright reg-

istration, claiming that phonograph
records did not fall under any de-

scription of “copies” as defined by
the copyright office.

Judge Igoe had also ruled that
what constituted abandonment was
production and sale of records be-
fore copyright. Records made for
industry use would presumably not
be sold. Furthermore, intra-indus-

try recordings would not reach
every “city, town and hamlet.”
Lawyers interpret this portion of

the ruling as a tacit approval of the
industry practice, and feel it does
not limit or prevent the practice
from continuing.
None of these questions will be

determined with any degree of
finality for some time. Chi federal
appeals court, to which the case
is being carried by Shapiro-Bern-
stein, is in summer recess. Earliest
possible date for a hearing on the
appeal is late fall. And should
Shapiro-Bernstein’s appeal fail, it's

likely the case will be carried to
the U. S. Supreme Court. So it's

possible that the questions won't
be settled for good for a number of
years. Meanwhile, the industry can
probably carry on as before, with
just a little more care.

Arttpn Karas, Austrian instru-
mentalist who touched off the
zither dither with his “The Third
Man Theme” disk for London Rec-
ords, has been set by the diskery
for his initial job as accompanist
to a vocalist.

He’ll make
Kay Armen.

several sides with

SETS

In
;
a unique departure for

companies, Remington Records is

sponsoring a series of live recitals
for its longhair artists during the
1950-51 season. Diskery has al-

ready contracted for .two Carnegie
Hall, N; Y.,. dates, and company
reps are now setting dates in con-
cert halls in over a dozen other
key cities. * Remington is planning
to feature one of its new symphony
groups at Carnegie Hall.
Among the artitsts, pencilled in

fpr recitals are Giovanni. Martinel-
li, Giuseppe de Luca,. Karin Brart-
zeU, George Enesco and Stella Ro-
man.

Court Asked to Decide

Who Has Renewal Rights

To 60 Fleeson Numbers
Whether the heirs of songwriter

Neville Fleeson hold renewal rights
to some 60 songs which the lyricist

wrote with Albert von Tilzer was
put before N. Y. federal court last

week in a suit brought by Broad-
way Music and Art Music. Named
defendants are Jerry Vogel Music,
and Fleeson’s next of kin, Calvin,
Thomas and Marian Fleeson.
Tunes in question were all re-

newed in 1946, '47 and '48. Broad-
way and Art claim that, they are
the owners of the rights since
Fleeson wrote the numbers for
them from 1919 to 1921 when he
was an employee for hire. Vogel,
according to the complaint, has
claimed before the American So-
ciety of Authors, Composers and
Publishers that the heirs are en-
titled to royalties.

Plaintiffs ask an injunction to
stop Vogel from asserting that he
owns the renewal rights to the
songs, request the court declare
and determine all parties' respec-
tive rights in the matter and seek
damages from the defendants’ al-

leged infringement. Fleeson died
in 1945.

s Radio City M.H.
Raymond Paige has been named

to succeed Alexander Smallens as
conductor of the Radio City Music
Hall, N. Y., symphony orchestra,
starting tomorrow (Thurs.). Snial-
lens' threeryear pact with the the-
atre expires at that time.
Paige has permission to take out-

side radio, TV and recording as-
signments. He also plans building
up an organization at Radio City
along the lines of Fred Waring’s—
with Orchestral and choral groups,
soloists, etc., for special use.

Paige, one-time conductor of the
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Holly-
wood Bowl Symphony, and Pitts-
burgh Symphony Orchestra, also
was musical director of the Army
Air Force radio show, RCA's “Mu-
sical Americana,”*“Salute to You,”
“Skyway to the Stars” and “99
Men and. a Girl” airshows.

Smallens is currently conducting
concerts at the summer concert
series of the Philharmonic Sym-
phony Orchestra at Lewisohn Sta-
dium, N. Y., and will take a vaca-
tion when the season is over. Plans
after that aren’t definite.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending July 8)

London, July 12.

Bewitched \ . Sterling
My Foolish Heart. . ... . Sun
Dearie ........ . . .

,

Connelly
Piano Roll Blues . . . . . . Leeds
Oh You Sweet One. . Southern
Let's Do It Again . . . .

.

Lennox
C’est Si Bon , . . . . . .

.

Maurice
Remember Cornfields i Arcadia
Daddy's Little Girl ... . Yale
Jealous Heart .... . New World
Two on a Tandem . . . . .Merrin
Quicksilver .Morris

Second 12
...

#

Chattanoogie Boy . . .... . Pic
Load of Hay • , . ... .

.

Fields
Down in the Glen. . ... Wright
End of Rainbow. .

.
'. . .

.

i
i

.

Cox

.

Me and My Shadow . . F.D.&H,
Your Heart, My Heart . . Wright
If I Loved You ; . . Williamson
Sunshine Cake . i . . . . Victoria •:

Night Floor Fell In. . Southern
Old Zuider Zee . , . . . .

.

ProVvse
Enjoy Yourself. ... .

V

-

Morris
3 Wheels on Wagon. B. Wood

Growing recognition of the coin

in western music was pointed up
this week by tying up of 37 .oatunes

by Sidney Mills, Mills Music execu-
tive. Mills has just returned to

New York after a month's tour of
the country, spent in procuring the
tunes. Mills said he would be en-,

tering the folk and western field

“more strongly than ever.”

An indication of the eagerness
with which record companies look
for the oatunes is the fact that
every one of the songs Mills has
bought has already been recorded
at least once. Not only have they
been recorded by the smaller dis.k-

eries specializing in the country
tunes, but by the major diskeries
too.

Hundreds of minor diskeries and
publishers have

.
been flourishing

with country and western songs.
Artists have been developed, most-
ly in the midwest, in radio stations
specializing in country and western
music; Entire yaud circuits fea-
ture theatre showings of special
radio programs. Advent of Broad-
cast Music. Inc., gave impetus to
the publishing firms, with the re-
sult that Acuff-Rose, which has al-

ways specialized in the folk and
western field, has achieved the
status of a major publisher. And

By HERM SCHOENFELD

Martha Tilton: “There Isn't Very
Much to Do Now”-“ril Always
Love You” (Coral). “Now” is the
best side Miss Tilton has made
in a long time. A fine ballad with
a torch theme, number . is pitched
up on a slow beat with Miss Til-

ton's stylized vocal backed by the
Four Hits. Solid juke fare. Re-
verse, from the pic, “My Friend
Irma Goes West,”

:

makes a strong
coupling, Miss Tilton getting an
assist from the Lee Gordpn
Singers
Dinah Shore-Jack Smith: “The

Tunnel of Love”-“With the Wind
and the Rain”

;
(Columbia). Al-

though duets are slipping in ac-
ceptance/ this team-up of Miss
Shore and Smith on “Tunnel’* lias

click possibilities. This is a
smartly bounced version of a
clever item that’s getting lots of
waxery attention. The cut is far
snappier than Nat Cole's for Capi-
tol or the Mills Bros.' deadpan Ver-
sion for Decca, On the Columbia
flipover, Miss Shore forceably
projects a dramatic ballad with
Harry Zimmerman's orch and
choir furnishing the atmospheric
background.
Danny Kaye: ‘‘Ladies, Ladies”-

“Pigalle” (Decca). “Ladies" has
thO kind Of beat and cute lyric
on which Kaye’s special talent can
shine. Kaye gives this side a fast,

but straight vocal, saving the
comedy routine for “Pigalle.”
Both sides have novelty appeal.
Johnny Desmond “Just Say I

Love Her”-“If Anybody Does, You
Do” (M-G-M). “Love Her” a ro-
mantic ballad with an Italian-
styled melody, provides good ma-
terial for Desmond who gives it a
commercially sentimental treat-
ment. Coupling is a change-of-
pace rhythm ballad, Desmond
beating it out on a slow measure
with a good choral and orch back-
ground.
Ames Bros.: “Siltin' 'n' Starin’

'n' Rockin’ "-“Can Anyone Ex-
plain” (Coral). High-riding Ames
Bros, have a moderate chancy
with; “Rockin’ ” a melody stem-
ming from an old folk tune. Lyric
has some cute

.
ideas and Ames

Bros, supply an appropriate har-
monizing style. Reverse has a big
jock and juke potential. It's a fine
tune with catchy figures on which
the vocal combo rides to an im-
pressive result. Roy Ross orch
accomps.
Margaret Whiting: “You're Mine

You”-‘Tve Forgotten You” (Capi-
tol). Miss Whiting's full and warm

Miss Whiting’s attack. Les Baxter
chorus and Frank De VolV orch
lend rich backgrounds.

Evelyn Knight: “All Dressed Up
to Smile”*“Cherry Stones” (Decca).
“Smile” is one of those happy-
style items that might go high in
pop rating. Bright beat and lyric
are handled by Miss Knight with
a verve that could send this item
winging. Reverse is another likely
time. Based on a British lovers*
game, “Cherrystones’* is lightly
tripped out by Miss Knight* for
charming effects. Ray Charles
Singers and rhythm combo ac-
comp,

Georgia Gibbs: “Then I’ll Be
Happy”-“I Was Dancing With
Someone” (Coral). Miss Gibbs
packs plenty of punch into her
vocals and she

:
socks across

“Happy” with the steam this oldie
requires. On the coupling, Miss
Gibbs shows her versatility with a
fling at a good ballad which she
renders with feeliiig, the Mello-
men choral group backing
strong jock potentialities.

Cates orch accomps.
Ethel Smith: “Cuban

“Mambo Jambo” (Decca).
the. renewed interest in

rhythms, •' Ethel Smith has
ioned a Sharp disk out of

Roy Acuff, a performer in his own J vocal style gets a full display on
right, has sold 25,000,000 records.

Show Tunes, Inc., has been char-
tered to conduct a music publish-
ing business in New York, Capital
stock is 200 shares, no par value.

these tunes, making for a solid

disk. “Mine You” is a fine ballad
that could crack the hit lists On
the basis of this lush arrangement.
“Forgotten You” is another fine
slow-tempered number suited to

>++ r + >

L BEWITCHED (11) (Chappell)

< *

8.

9. TZENA, TZENA, TZENA (1) (Cromwell)

I 10. ROSES (6) (Hill-Range)

Week of July 15
»++»» »»»»»

2. I WANNA BE LOVED (8) (Supreme)

3. HOOP-DEE-DOO (9) (Morris) . , .

.

4. MY FOOLISH HEART (14) (Santly-Joy)

5. THIRD MAN THEME (16) (Chappell) • • • « i i • •

|
Gordon Jenkins

.

| Bill Snyder . . . .

.

j Andrews Sis-Jenkins

.

{ Billy Eckstine . . . . . ,

,

\ Perry Como . . .

.

j Kay Starr , . ....

fGordon Jenkins

.

/
Billy Eckstine

\ Anton Karas
} Guy Lombardo

• • • • e •

.Decca
Tower

* . Decca
. M-G-M

. .Victor
. Capitol

. . Decca
.M-G-M

. London
. . Decca

6. MONA LISA (2) (Paramount) i King Cole Trio Capitol

I DON'T CARE IF THE SUN DON'T SHINE (4) (Famous)

SENTIMENTAL ME (15) (Knickerbocker) ......

’

} Victor Young
. Patti Page .

,

A Ames Bros,

i Riiss Morgan

( Jenkins-Weavers
'

l
Mitch Miller ...

Sammy Kaye

» • t. •

. . . Decca

.Mercury
.Coral

. . .

.

Decca

.. . . . Decca
. Columbia
. . . .Victor

Second Croup

BONAPARTES RETREAT (Acuff-Rose)
SAM'S SONG (Sam Weiss)
IT ISN'T FAIR (16) (Words-MuSic)

OLD PIANO ROLL BLUES (9) (Leeds)

VAGABOND SHOES (Jefferson)

NOLA (Sani Fox) .

.
• • • « » * •

> • « M • • • •• mmm

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER (Church)

COUNT EVERY STAR (Paxton)

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE (Jefferson)

RAIN (Miller) , ... . ... . . .... ; . . . . . ... ,

.

WANDERIN' (Republic) , .

,

I'M GONNA PAPER ALL MY WALLS (Goday)
GOODNIGHT IRENE (Cromwell) ...

LA VIE EN ROSE (Harms) ........
I DIDN'T SLIP, I WASN'T PUSHED, I FELL (Remick) .

Kay Starr '.

.

Jpe “Fingers" Carr

.

Samniy Kaye

\ Jubilaifes

l Larry Cook .

Vic Damone
Les Paul . . . .

.

j Frankie Laine . . . . . . . . .Mercury“““*
i Ralph Flanagan.

, . . . .

.

.Victor
Hugo Winterhalter. .... , . Victor

; Capitol

. Capitol

; Victor

i Capitol
.Abbey

. . Mercury

. . . Capitol

!••• • • • • % • t

• ••••• -I •

Frank Sinatra.

Frank Petty

Sammy Kaye
Patti Page . . . . .

.

Jenkins-Weavers
Tony Martin

.

Doris Day . .

.

.Columbia

.M-G-M
.Victor

. . .Mercury
. Decca

Victor

Columbia
IFigurea in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in th« Top iOJ ^ .Art Morton, backed by»++»»» # e >44 46 f f t f * t I f t t 4 i H r ‘ . . t 1 Weston's orch, has a solid

1 * > » , M M M

M

Side in "Thinking of You” (Capitol)

up for
George

Cutie”-
Riding
Latin
fash-
these

two numbers. Her tricky console
work is particularly colorful with
the Bando Carioca combo lehdijng

solid instrumental support.

Album Review
Norman Grahz Jazz at the Phil-

harmonic Vol. 12 (Mercury). An-
other in this long series of jazz

albums etched at
,
actual concerts,

this three-disk set furnished some
more of that driving music typical

of previous JATP sessions. With
the accent once again on sax vir-

tuosos, usual quota of excitement
is furnished by such crack jazzmen
as Flip Phillips and Lester Young
on tenor sax; Charlie Parker on
alto; Roy Eldridge on trumpet;
Tommy Turk, trombone; Buddy
Rich, drums; Ray Brown* bass;

and Hank Jones on piano.
Guy Lbmbardo Orch: “Silver Ju-

bilee 1925-1950” (Decca). The rea-
sons for Guy Lombardo’s consist-

ently high standing in the last 25
years are made clear in this new
long-play set

.
featuring a few

of this crew’s all-time faves. The
sweet instrumentation, the accent
on melody, the clean arrangements
are all evident on this disk. Beyond
these qualities, Lombardo’s organi-
zation, which has remained remark-
ably stable over the past two de-
cades, reveals more variety in its

sounds than is ordinarily attribut-
ed to it. The rendition of “St.
Louis Blues,” for instance, borders
on the hot style. Most of the num-
bers in the set are in the sweet
vein, including such . clicks as
“You’re Driving Me Crazy,” “A
Sailboat In The Moonlight,” “Boo
Hoo,” “Swingin’ In A Hammock,”
“Moonlight Savings Time,” “Little
Dutch Mill” and “When The Organ
Played At Twilight.”

Platter Pointers
“Goodnight Irene,” which was

launched by Gordon Jenkins on
the bottom deck of “Tzena Tzena
Tzena” for Decca, is bustin’ out all
over With all the diskeries rushing
to climb aboard. For Columbia,
Frank Sinatra has made a listen-
able cut of the tune while Alex-
ander Bros, warble it in okay style
for Mercury. DecCa has also given
in a hillbilly version with Red
Foley and Ernest Tubbs dueting.
Among the best and most unusual
is the blues interpretation by Gun-
ter Lee Carr for Decca . . .“Tzena”
has also turned up in a smooth
dance beat version by Ralph Flana-
gan for Victor . . . “Lady of Fatima,”
a religious item, is another tune
stirring some excitement. Latest
two cuts are by Red Foley for
Decca and Kenny Roberts for Coral

. . Ken Griffin has executed a
listenable long-play disk for Co-
lumbia, featuring organ renditions
of Irving Berlin standards .. . .

Climbing a b o a r d the current
Hawaiian kick, Columbia has also
issued a ‘Hawaiian Festival'\ L-P
set by Lani Mclntire and orch . .. .

Ray Anthony has some sweet trum-
pet solos in “Youne Man With a
Horn” for Capitol . . . Cute jock fare
in “I m Bashful” by Arthur God-
frey and Janette Davis for Colum-
bia . . . Lonnie Johnson has a fine
cut of “Jelly Roll Baker” for King,
an old Jazz standard which is too
salty for jocks or jukes . . . Coral
has reissued several Jimmy Dorsey
faves, 1 n c 1 u d i n g “Cherokee,”
“Swamp Fire” and “Fingerbustin’

”

• • Johnny Parker h£s «a cute num-
ber in “Two Weeks With Pay”
(Capitol)

.

,
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Mqsic publishing industry’s drive

to hypo sheet miisic sales has:

passed the talking; Stage and en-

tered into the specific planning

evcle. Activities from, now until

fall will center about tw.o goals:

creating greater demand, for sheet

music and utilizing untapped out-

lets for present demand.
While no •industry-wide, , meet-

ings will be held till fall, commit-
tees are already at work drawing
up specific proposals to submit to

the next meeting and. then to the

industry at large. Most important
o f these ,

and the one with the big-

gest :30b on its hands, is the “out-

let” committee, headed by Bernie

Prager of Robbins Music.
“Prager !s three-man committee,

whose other' members are Arnold

Shaw of Duchess Music and Tom-
my. Hughes of Shapiro-BernStein,

has been investigating possibility

of putting sheet music back on the

counters of the 'more than 5,000,

syndicate, or chain stores in the.

nation. Committee, met last week
with the chief buyer of the largest

of these chains for an. exploratory

talk, and-was requested to return

in early fall with a specific pro-

posal. At the last industry-wide
meeting last Wednesday M2), the

in Case
Chicago, July 18.

Although the speed situa-

tion iii the disk industry is

settling down, Zenith Radio
Corp. isn’t taking any- chances
on future developments with

.

its hew 'automatic record
.changer; Machine has, been
designed to play from 10 to 85
rpm, lusty* in case;

Asked whether the
.
new

machine could' play 16-inch
platters also, a Zenith exec
said:

,
“Gosh,, don’t tell me

they’re going to pull that, on
:

us now.’ 7

Run for Prefin

Cutting loose from the ’ frantic

release scramble in the disk in-

dustry since the end of the . last

War, the major companies are

making a determined
. effort to

“return to normalcy” starting this

fall.’
;
New policy will

.
call for a

drastic cutback in the number of

pop releases with each company
planning to concentrate its fire on

! a few tunes instead of the current

j

practice of covering any entry that

! causes the .slightest flurry in the

j

market.

j

if the diskeries carry through

;

their intention of narrowing their
’ sights,, it will bring with it a major
i

change in current relations with
publishers. Seriousness of. the

record companies’ new policy* is

already reflected in widespread
concern, among the pubs over the
future. Always facing hurdles in

placing songs with the waxeries,

minor pubs, in particular, now
are girding to meet a virtual “iron

!
curtain” once the cutback plan
goes into effect. -End result, how-

1 ever, is seen as beneficial to the

Oops, Wrong String
• Arthur Godfrey’s persistent
plugging of ukuleles may have
resulted in the current boom
of that industry, but it’s taken
only on^ pan to involve him in
a legal suit. A tike manufac-

;

turer is bringing action against
Godfrey because he allegedly
rapped a specific uke brand on
his CBS radio show and then
repeated .the slam on his video’
show. -

A summons from' New York
supreme; court was served ori .

Godfrey last week.

industry since pubs will, likewise

With opposition groups in New ;

compelled to take on only solid

Local 802,. American Fe d-,
: f°^

s wllh the market thereby be’

to

: ,
. Chicago", July 18,

Dampening the prevailing op*
timistic mood at last week’s con-
vention of the National Assn, of

Music Merchants, record retailers

from all sectors of the country ex-
pressed concern at the meet’s fail-

ure to tackle two of the industry’s
greatest evils*—invehtory: over. ^
stocking and pfice-cutting;
Although happy over the stabili-

zation of the speed situation
•brought about' by Decca’s niove
into the 45 rpm field,* retailers, at

the same time, voiced a general
fear that the three-speed setup in

the disk industry would inevitably
lead to cumbersome and over-sized
inventories. “How are we going to
service our customers adequately
without stocking up all types of
disks, and where are we * gonna

.
get

the money to buy that stock?’.’ was
}.a widespread plaint of retailers,
i who claimed they took a bad beat-
! ing during 1949.
1;’ .. In a move . to allay these fears,

.! .Decca execs declared they didn’t
1 intend to. foist their upcoming 45
1 rpm line upon any retailer. Disk-

York’s

That diskeries mean ' business

„ rid of the more -meretricious •]

committee, was ordered to draw up eralion of Musicians, marshalling
|

numbers. Big pub firms, with the
i

a proposal within five weeks. ' their fprees for the union, elections i top songwriters, are welcoming.'
Chain store buyer indicated that m December, the’ administration !

^-he prospect;

to put. music back into his stores.
ko ,. • faoin£? th p nrosnect 1

publishers would have, to give the
, ( .;

g '•
;

..
15 ’ p about limiting releases is. also in-

chum a greater markup tlinn us
,

°1 a withdrawal from the race 01
i Seated by a new attitude towards

!

customary, and also take eare of
. its standard-bearer, prexy Richard

j

their artists’ roster. Instead of
i

all shipping and billing in; a een-
: McCann. McCann has reportedly

j

inking performers at the drop of i

tralized manner. In return for this, based his pullout from the, ticket! a bat, diskeries are now combing
;

on a series of personal reasons, through their stables with an eye!

which may force the Blue ticket towards weeding out the lesser

.

leaders to let him go. ' i-nanies. RCA Vidor, for instance,

|

ery spokesmen asserted that the
; ,

•
.

. • new type platters would be. made
As a windup to a complicated

j available at all distrib points for
series of dickers,, Paul Weston ! servicing to retailers who have a

moved into Columbia"Records last
;

demand for them.. Decfca toppers

week as the diskerys artists and said, We don t caie- what type of

, . ... „ ; . .
records they buy, because were

repertory, chief and musical direc-
; in the business of selling music;

tor on the Coast. ! Weston, who re- ' not record speeds.”
cently ankle.d the top musical spot

i

Allied , to the overstocking prob-
at Capitol Records presumably for

j

lem, the practice of price-cutting
an exec berth at RCA Victor, was

j

Wgs reported by retailers to be on
pacted by Col’s exec viee-prexy the upgrade. Development of the
Goddard Liebersoh after. Weston’s

j
long-playing and unbreakable disks

the chain would devote about a

*n’ stores to an experimental
period in " which it would sell

copies. '

.

Problems facing the commit tee

are those of price, and centralizing

their output ' to meet the chain’s;

lerms. It must get each publisher

to okay the price at which it will >

sell to the chain, and also make
each publisher agree to abide by
the decisions of whichever jobber
is selected: to handle the shipping

and billing. Committee has al-

ready met with Larry • Richman,
Mu si c Dcalers Service topper, wh o !

has had ,a great. deal of experience
in dealing with syndicate stores in

the past. 'Committee will also

sound out a number of other job-
• bers. ;

•

industry reps are unanimous in

their belief that if they can crack
one pi' the big chains, they can put •

copies into all of them.. They feel

that they must' present an attrac-

tive proposal to the buyers and
committees of the

!

i ifdust ry rep
.
summ ed

;

.merchandise
chains; One
it tip:

there’s
ing sheet music.”

Projected withdrawal .of Me- !
(Continued on page 40)

Cahn, ‘which may be announced
|

—-—*—
when the administration organizes

j

its caucus after Labor Day, may 1

touch off an internal fight for lead-
ership in the Blue ticket, camp.
Top candidates for the presiden-
tial post are Charles Iucci, local’s

exec secretary, and Sant Suber,
first vicc-prexy, with Iucci seen as

haying the edge on Suber in sup-
port among the Blue followers.

Leaders of 1 he Unity ticket, the
main opposition group', meantime,
are attempting to line up a full , . . ..

slate in support of their presiden- ' Resisting the institution of a

tial candidate, William Feinberg; “closed snop” for disk, talent, reps

It's expected that the Unity group 0f the major record companies will;

will complete its ticket in Seplem-
tjie ir initial. counter-proposals

do the American Federation; of Ra-

dio Artists tomorrow (Thurs: ) at

!
a negotiating session for. a pact to

cover all disk talent other than

deal with Victor went up in smoke
Weston headed for Hollywood Sun-
day (16) to take over the spot held
by Ben Selvin, who is retiring to

tlie real estate business.

her.

“We’ve got. to show them
money Id be made in sell-

SET DEAL TO RECORD

200 BACH
Project to make

recordings the more

musicians, Original demands made
by AFRA are slated to be rejected
as loo high and too complicated.*
Diskery group, headed by Coluin-

. „ r , , u i * r* • i t
bia Records attorney Ken Raine, is

istas ol Jo.hanii .Sebastian. Ba.ch Iia.^^
Xpec |. e(j j 0 for a substantial

been started by the newly formed reduction: in AERA’S..; proposed

available on

than 200 can-

has brought along a flock of maft^-

order houses which are offering
substantial discounts on new mer-
chandise. While previously limited

:
to a few major cities, price-cut ting

Weston’s appointed to Victor’s
;
has; how been extended to the liin-

stafT was virtually; cinched a month iterlands with resulting headaches
ago after extensive , talks . vvith ; for legitimate outlets.:

lUanie Sacks. RCA’s artists ' rela-
j

Inability of retailers to force
lions chief.. It’s understood latter disk distribs to crack down on the
had set up the deal with the late price-cutters was highlighted by
RCA exec vice-proxy John G. Wil- their failure to set up their own
son with the understanding, that organization! Several Chicago. re-

Westonwas to replace. Walt ITceb- (ailers attempted to set up a record
"

ner as the diskery \s Const musical retailer association at the NAMM
director. While Weston was e.n convention, but the response from
route to N. Y., to finalize the deal, visiting merchants , was disappoint-
Wilson died and Ifenri. Rene was ing. Organizers of the projected
appointed to Victor’s top Coast retailer group have set up a skele-
spof. Other Victor execs wore re- ton. organizational framework with
luclant to undermine Rene by. ink- hope of attracting other retailers
ing Weston, so latter was tempo- by mail,
rarliy left. out in the cold. ^ ^

—

While Weston’s moveover to C’o-

1ura bia settles' the a.& r staff, pi ct.ur

e

at both' companies for the time be-
j

ing,. the switch will have a direct •:

bearing oil Dinah Shore’s status

'when her pact \yith Col runs. out

at the end :of- the year,. Miss
Shore’s fehce-jumping to Victor is'

regarded ns more likely than ever
tContinued on page 40)

for the sum bier period,

stepping up its factory

to cover demand

Bach Guild in association with

Vanguard Recoi ding Co.

Seymour Solomon, assisted by
group of music professors, will act

as musical director for the project.

• Recording has already begun 'in

Europe, with .fonalhan, Sternberg.,

Phil Spitalny joins the.RCA Vic-
(

American conductor, and Lorna

tor roster on a two-ply deal which Sydney. Australian soprano, among
calls for the recording company to the recording artists. Guild expects

take’ over; his old masters,. plus new. the project

cliskings;
'

.
Spitalny. who did a rather cx-

1 ra(>rdinary business by direct mail
order with his Xmas album as w ell

as ah album of hymns; .will get

wider circulation under the Cam-
den (N. J.) aegis. In addition, RCA’s
Manic Sacks has set him for. some
important symphonic recordings of

standards and pops.
Spitalny. and his all-girl orches-

! 45 rp ni royalty dispute with RCA
Ira come - into the Waldorf-As !

which will also record

wdi'ks 0 f Bae li \s
.
so ns . a nd ' succes-

sors, 1 0 take at, least five years;

Herman Starr,

Herman Starr, head ol

Warn er ip u s ic group ,

• settled

,

.tlie

his

toria’s Starlight Roof, N. Y., next
Thursday (27),

Another new Victor acquisition
is Dick Contino, a Horace Jleidt

contest winner. He’s an accordion
specialist. Deal is for two years
and tees off with a windjammer
album,

'

.0—^

Don Keid orch opens Friday ,(21)

for two weeks at the Pleasure Pier,
Halve,stohj, replacing Niqk Stuart
band.

scale which ranged up to $75 per •

session for soloists down to $15
for members of choruses larger

'

than 14 voices. Companies, how-

:

ever, are reportedly prepared, to 1

grant some kind of a minimum
;

..wage for xVl RA members. Current-

'

ly, rates are set by a give-and-take
method in which each performer

' gets whatever the traffic will bear.

In general, AFRA is aiming at set-

ting up a uniform syf?tem similar.

10 the one operating in the radio
"transcription -fi eld'.

.

'

While t.hu disk companies are.:

,
reportedly willing to establish a .

‘ basic agreement in the pop field, 1

they are bucking any attempt . to
; apply any . such agreement to other.

;
divisions. Companies

;
are partieu-

;

;

lariy reluctant to give AFRA juris-

!

diction over the
.

folk, western,. 1

blues aiid rhythm, fields since, it’s

;

alleged, any minimum scale here:
would be likely to raise costs to

ah uneconomical level..

SOPH TOCKER TO

ROUTINE FOR MERCURY

Unusual

Decca is

production to cover acm ano on
three fast-breaking tunes. Top sell-

ing disk, which-, is brcakfhg at a

pace similar to Red Foley’s “Chal-

r 1 -.o tanoogie Shoe Shine Boy” last
cago. July 18. ;

, , >, . ,

Mercmy. Records' has.
;

pacted .
js tlie traiy -and Bing Crosby

Sophie. Tucker for a f2-inch long- duets on “Simple Melody” and
play disk to he cut shortly in New

. “Sam’s Song.” Platter is. something.
York. ' Plotter will feature a coni- of phenp.m in. view of Ihe fact . that
plote showy presentation on top Gary C.roshv’s first prol’essioii-
side, simulating the star’s’ mlery al chore.
routine. Alternate -side will be
compj'ised of .six or seven tracks

ol‘ old standards.
Nitcry routine will be purified

si irht 1y for coUnte i\ oustom ers but
will still retain a dash of the orig-

inal flavor. Priced at $4.85, tlie

packet will be plugged in clubs
where the; star appears.

Ames Bros, in New 3-Yr,

'.Victor in an. agreement last week
' that will give the Music Publishers

: Holding Corp. the standard one

•and three-quarter cent cut per

;

disk. Warner group had been

;

holding put for the statutory 2c
' rate. Other pubs agreed to ac-

cept a proportionate reduction in
;
Artie Shaw band on a recent Decca

royalties on the 45’s when Victor date, has been inked by the corn-

launched the new line last year, pany to a separate disking pact.

Manie .Sacks, RCA’s artists rela- 1 Cherry is slated to cut four sides

tidns cjiief, worked out the deal
\
with. Victor Young's orch back-

with Starr last week. grounding.

top grossers for Co-

1 Other : strong Decca entries,

Which arc stirring
. up oxcil ement

in . face of the hot weather slump,
are Gordon Jenkins’ “Goodnight
Irene” and. Louis . Armstrong’s
French kick of “La Vie E.n Ro^e”
and “C’ei’t S3 Bon.” Jenkins’ disk.

. also, surprised Decca, since ji was
expected that th ;* fiipover, “Tzcna
Tzena Tzcna,” would make the

; noise. Tunes on both sides are
owned by Howie Richinan , al th 0uglP
“Tzena” is now tied up in

.
a legal

action brought by Mills Music.

;
Acceptance of “Irene” li a s

Decca Inks Bon Cherry
Don Cherry, vocalist with the

Ames Bi os

ral Records, have been inked by proved so strong that Decca. and
the Decca suhsid to a renewal pact its subsid. Coral Records, are turn-
running for three more yefirs. « .ing it out in seven different v;*r-

Yocal group has the three tpp i sions; Red Foley ahd Ernest Tubbs
sellers on Coral’s current release ' have cut it for the folk division;

chart. “Sentimental Me,” “Rag Gunter ivee Carr has done i
f a

Mop” and “Stars Are the Windows ! blues ancl rhythm style, and other
of Heaven.” Quartet was launched 1 artists ' on it include Lenny Dee,
with their click 011 “Rag Mop” last Cliff Stewart, and Dotty Dillard
winter. ‘and Jack Shook.
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This week’s

R«Uai« 50-21

V

POP L L A It

PHIL REGAN
Three Little Words
You Are My Lucky Star

20-3833—(47-3833)

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

CLAUDE THORNHILL
Sweet arid Lovely’

Honolulu . . 20-3842—(47-3842)

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

RALPH FLANAGAN
Tzena Tzena Tzena

Pink Champagne

,

FRAN WARREN
I Love the Guy
Let’s Make Love

20-3847—>47-3847)

20-3848—' 47-3848)

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

ray mckinley
Rockabye the Boogie

Boogie Woogie Washerwoman
20-3849—>47-3849)

DALE EVANS
Havaii-Na

A Two-Seated Saddle and a One-Gaited
Horse .. .21-0360—<48-0360)

TO 'U X T il Y

CHARLIE MONROE and
His KENTUCKY PARDNERS

So Blue

Without Me Are You Blue
21-0361—<48-0361)

ARBEE STIDHAM
Squeeze Me Baby
Feel Like I'm Losing You

22-0Q93—<50-0093)

“Musical Smart Set

ANDRE PREVIN
Three Little Words. . .

.

. P-291—i\VP-291)

*45 r.p.m. catalon numbers.

NOTE: . All tttnd} In (his panel are listed ilphaMitill} bj *©ng title.

mm

Hit

MM'mm
wm$
Pit

$mm :

xWSSSSf

ill
Pi£lwm
vXvXv>X

);!•' !v!vX\WvMw

Hmmmm.

. . . indicates records which

,

according to actual sales, are

recognized hits. The trade is urged

to keep ample stocks of these records

on hand, or to reorder promptly when

:
current stocks begin ' to approach the

•

1

“sold-out” stage.

O . . . designates that record is

one of RCA V ictor’s /‘Certain

Seven” — among the leading

numbers on the trade paper best sell’"

ing retail sales charts. Obviously, sure

things!

Larry Green with the Honeydreamers. ... , . ... , .20-3726-M 47-3726)*

Gene Krupa r. 20-3766—(47-3766)*
Pee Wee King. .21-0111—(48-0114)*

Hugo Winterhalter . ... * .. ...

.

v . 20-3697—(47-3221)*
• l

Eddy Arnold • •« •

perry Como with The Fontane Sisters

Tm Movin’ On
Hank Snow

I Wanna Be Loved
Fontane Sisters

La Vie En Rose

21 0342—(48-0342)*

20-3747—(47-3747)*

21-0328—(48-0328)*

.20-3772—(48-3772)*

Tony Martin .

.

Melachrino Strings
. . . , . . . ; . .

.

20-3819—(47-3819)*
..... . . . . .

.

20-3739—(47-3739)*

. .• •'

#

20-3681—(47-3204)*

My Foolish Heart
Mindy Carson

Roses
Sammy Kaye Orch , .... ......... .'.

. ............. .

.

,20-3754—(47-3754)*

Why Should I Cry
Eddy Arnold

Valencia
: Tony Martin

f • » • 4 21-0300—

i

48-0300)*

20-3755—(47-3755)*

iffy.-

. . indicates records which

liave enjoyed
.
better than

average initial consumer acceptance

and stand an excellent chance of enter-

ing the top-selling hit category . The
trade is advised to watch these records

carefully in order to maintain stocks

consistent with demand.

o
o

Gone Fish in’

"

Three Suns
with Texas Jim Robertson

20-3824— < 47-3824

1

Number' five. Country and Western Disc
Jockey Pick,. Billboard, July 15.)

I Cross My Fingers
Perry Gpmo and Fontane Sisters

20-3846—(47-3846)
(Number two. Retailers Pick, Number
Tour; Disc Jockey Pick, Billboard, July 15.)

I’m Bashful
JVTindy Carson . . . . 20-3801—<47-3801

)

(Number six. Coin Operators Pick, Bill-,

board, July 15.)

I Thought She Was a Local
Sammy Kaye ... 20-3828—

>

47-3828)
(Number five, Retailer* Pick, Billboard,

- JiilylS.)

O
O

The Phantom Stage
Vaughn Monroe . .20-3818—>47-3818)
(Number five,. Retailers Pick* Billboard,
July 15.)

Sam’s Song
Freddy Martin . . 20-3798— <47-3798)
((Number three, Disc Jockey Pick, Bill-
board, July 15.)

Thanks, Mr. Florist
Vaughn Monroe 20-3773—>47-3773)
(Number twenty, Most Played Disc Jockey
Records, Billboard, July 15.)

TIPS:

Fran Warren's Greatest Record—
"I LOVE THE GUY"

(Note to BiUboardr Please set (his as you
did in July 15th Issue deleting the line.
“Coming Up Next Week.")

ft
if

wm
W0
lit
wm-

wmwm

The start who make the hits

are on RCA VICTOR Records JR

^ f t & Mi, 7tlg
RCA VICTOR DIVISION

A C'ft v\ A ^ J

RADIO CORPORATION OE AMERICA CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

to 45
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DECCA

presenting

pecca’s Newest

Singing Star

His Latest

Release!

THINKING

OF YOU
coupled with

HERE IN

MY ARMS
DECCA 27128

OTHER
HON CHERRY

HITS

THE 3RD MAN THEME
MONA USA

with VICTOR YOUNG
DECCA 27048

OUR VERY'OWN
MAD ABOUT YOU

with victorYoung
DECCA 27067

JUST SAY I LOVE HER
with ARTIE SHAW
DECCA 27085

Single Records 75c each
(plus tax)

DECCA
R E C O R D S

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com*
parative. sates rating for this

and last week,
.

Rational

Katin?
Week Ending

July 15
This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title
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1

NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)

“Mona Lisa“^”1010'. . . . > .

.

5 .4- 7 5 1 6 2 • 2 2 1 6 2 89

>2 6
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Bonaparte’s Retreat”:—936 ... . . 8 •.
-•

' •
•

. • 1 1
'

1 ; *4 4 4 ‘4 3 41

3A « ' 4

GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)

“A Simple Melody”—-27112 . ; . ... 4 1 4 * » • . •
•
4 'M 4 ‘ •» • ‘ 4 8 . 37

3B 3
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“I Wanna Be L6ved”-r-10716 .

,

6 • 2 ' • * • • 4 • • .
'• • 8 3 .

.' 6 37

.

..

4 2
,
ANTON KARAS (London)
“Third Man Theme”— 536 . 10 10

:

1 8 • 5 3 • • 4 * 4 4 4- .. 10 34

5A 5
ANDREWS SIS.-G. JENKINS—(D)

“I Wanna Bit Loved”—27007. . 2 .* 4 • • . 4 * < • • • • 3 • •' '4 • ' * . * (
4 »• 31

' 5B 12
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Tzena,* Tzena, Tzena”—27077 . . .

.

'
-• t 3 6 2 • >

. •. 8 •• V *

.

» • 2 ... 31

6 15
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
.“Goodnight Irene”—27077 . . ... . .

.

• * . • . • 1 • • • • .4 • 1 1 30

.7
.

4
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Bewitched”—24983 .... . . . ./. .

,

9 • • 2 • • « • • •- 4 7 4 4". .. , 4 4 4 .4 4'. 22

8 16
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885 . . . i 1 <r t

.
• « •• • •' 3 . • • 9 4 4 8 • ;

' 4 4 20

9 10
AMES BROS. (Coral)
“Sentimentail Me”—60140 . . . . . .. .

.

• • 5 • • ' • •
• 5 • • • / 5 • * .• 10 4 4 10

10 • •

VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“Vagabond Shoes”—5429 ........ • 4. • «

.

* * 2 • 8
.

'

• • .* . • • 10 *. • 3 - i' 18

11 •

GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Sam’s Song”—27112. ...

.

. . . . ... • • A • • a 10 • • • • 3 •
1

4 ... .4- 16

12 7 ;

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“My Foolish Heart”—24830 .

.

« • • • • • » • a • • • 4 1 • i 6 • -4 4 • 4 4 .‘44 15

13 12
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Didn’t Slip, -Pushed”—38818 . .

.

8 ' • a • •,

.

1. • 5 • • • 4 L . 4' 4 84 14

14A 0
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”—10623A 7 « » '• • f * 3 • • • • 4 . • « 4 • 4 4. 4. • 4 12

14B 16
LES PAUL (Capitol)

«Nola”—1014 . . . • « a • « 6 • 8 • • • •» • • 4\,. 12

15 a •

DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Count Every Star”—27042 • t a • i t • • 8 6 » • • • • 4 6 • . 4

.
«. 4 11

16 * «

Mi WHITING-B. HOPE (Capitol)

“Blind Date”-r-1042 ... • • « • 8 9 ,• « • « • • • •
* 6 4 4 • • .

'#4 10

17A 13
PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Hoop-Dee-Doo”—20-3747. • • 7 • 8 • • • • • * • » • « • 9 » • • • 9

17B 17
MEL TORME (Capitol)

“Bewitched’V-r-1000 • • » • • « •* • - • t 2 • 8 • • h * . 8. .4. • 9

17C 13 ,

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Third Man Theme”-—24839 .

.

• • • i • • • • 8 • • •’ 9 • • « 4 4 • • • • . 9

17D ..

LARRY GREEN (Victor)

“Bewitched”—20-2329

A

• • • • • > • » • -4 a t

'

4 4 *2 4 4 4 4' 9

18A 17
DAVE BARBOUR (Capitol)

“El Mambo”—973 1
• a a 3 • » . « • a- , 4 « • 4 • • f 4 4 4 4 8

18B • * .

FREDDY MARTIN (Victor)

“Sam’s Song”—20-3798 • .• • - • 3 • • • • 8 8 8
.
• • • • 8

1 2 3 4 5

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

SOUTH PACIFIC

Broadway Cast

Columbia

MM850
ML4180

YOUNG MAN WITH
A HORN

H. James-D. Day

Columbia
C198

CL610.6

ANNIE GET YOUR

GUN

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
E-509

HARMONY TIME

Tho Chordsttes

Columbia

CL6111

DIXIE BY DORSEY

Jimmy Dorsey

Columbia

Cl96

CL6095

Label
Decca
Capitol
M-G»M .

Columbia

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
( Based on Points Earned)

No. of

e » 8 8

Records
. . 9

... 6
2
2

Points
202
169
49
34

Label
London
Victor .

Coral
Mercury

No. of
Records Points
. . . 1 34
. . . 3 26
... 1 19
... 1 18

()n the Upbeat

Composer Jim Morehead entered
St. Clair hospital, N.Y. last week
for an operation . . . Peggy Lee
and husband Dave Barbour open
at the Chicago theatre, Chicago,
for two .weeks July 28 . . . Nat
“King” Cole’s trio follows Mel
Tornie into the Mocambo, Holly-
wood, July 25 for two weeks . . .

Johnny Desmond pencilled in for
date at the Paramount,. N. Y., in
September If he can vacation from
the Chicago-originated “Breakfast
CluhJ’ V . . -Stan Fishelson, trum-
peter with Harry James orch, joins
Sonny Dunham’s crew for its GapL
tol, N.Y., date Thursday (2Q) . . .

Gene Krupa adding new femme
vocalist to band when he reaches
New. York in mid-August. Frances
Lynne was released last week . . .

Elliot Lawrence opening at the
Orpheum theatre, Omaha, July 21
for a week, then goes into the Club
Trocadero, Henderson, Ky., July
29 . . . Ben DeCosta is new road
manager for Amos Milburn orch
which set out this week for 42 one-
niters in the south , . . Bandleader
Ray Anthony flown to California i

by Capitol Records for a disk jockey
tour as a forerunner of . engage-
ment at the Hollywood Palladium
early in 195L Anthony rejoined his
band Friday (14) to open a week
at Surf

.

Club, Virginia Beach
> Teddy Powell cuts his
initial four sides for London Rec-
ords July 20, under supervision of
Tutti Camerata. Powell has also
been signed for three U.S. Treasury
Department shows, Aug. 6, 13 and
20 .

Chicago
Dick “Two-Tn” Baker has been

voted into ASCAP membership .

.

Songwriter Egbert Van Alstyne,
who wrote “Memories” and “Pretty
Baby,” is recovering from recent
illness ..: Dick Contino tp. . top
Oriental theatre stage show July
20, for two weeks ...Army has
Snagged Teddy Phillips band for
San Antonio camp shows Sept. 8
for one week . Ted Weems into
Surf Club, Virginia Beach, Va.,
for one week, Aug. 11. .

.

After a
week’s one nighters, A1 Trace will
reappear at La Martinique here
Aug. 4 for three weeks. . Leo
Pieper into Delavan Gardens, Dela-
vap, Wis., July 25 for . one week.
Pieper band is slated for Music
Box Ballroom, Omaha, Sept. 6/

for one week.

.

Elaine Rodgers,
WBBM singer, pacted by Oriole
records, cuts four sides for Chi
indie house this week ... Joe San-
ders to baton at Riviera Ballroom,
Lake Geneva, Wis., Aug. 4 for one
month ... Sherman Hayes band
pacted for Peony Park, Omaha,
Neb. Aug. 15 for six days . .

Kansas City
Henry Busse orch played a one-

nighter at the Pla-Mor Ballroom
last Saturday to hefty biz . .

Gunnar Sondberg back in town
^heading a trio at Putsch’s on the
Plaza . Don Tiff trio out of
Putsch’s and into Little Room of
the Antlers hotel, Colorado
Springs, both dates being set by
Midland Attractions . . . Nelson
Trio replaces Professor Backwards
as attraction at Eddy’s Restaurant’
on the downtown Baltimore strip.
• * * • Jack Fina orch heads east-
ward after closing in the Terrace
Grill. Tuesday (18) for New York
and its first major theatre date at
Hie Capitol there, with Margaret
Whiting on the same bill . f . jQan

and Charles Sydney Freed,
violin-piano duo, furnishing tunes
in. the Muehlenbach Rendezvous.

Cot Exclusive
Benny Goodman this week was

signed to an exclusive three-year
pact by Columbia Records. Good--
man will record with groups 4e«:
cided upon by the clarinetist and}
Columbia trtist and repertoire
men. Columbia also bought up a,

series of! old Goodman masters re-
corded during his famous Carnegie
Hall concerts in 1938 and. 1939. ;

?

Pacting of Goodman is believed
to have been a result of the signing:
last week# by Columbia of Paul;
Weston as Coast a & r chief. Good-
man for the pa t three years has
been at Capitol Records with Wes-
ton as his musical director Ahere*
Columbia officials hinted that 'Wes-
ton's switch may bring more Capi-
tol artists to the Columbia fold.

. Just what and how Goodman
will record was not dfcclosed. He’ll
probably make records with units
of varying sizes. There is also a
strong possibility that he will re-'
cord classical sides, capitalizing
upon his success with, classical
Units in recent months and the
reputation he has built in past
years as a classical performer.
Goodman started out recording

for Victor, but later switched to
Columbia, where he recorded dur-
ing' the peak of his popularity. A
little over three years < ago/ he
switched to. Capitol, which he exits,
in current pact.

Weston to Gol.
Continued from page 37

i
now in view of the strong possibil-
ity that Jo Stafford will join Col’s
fold late this year. Under her pact
with Capitol which provided that
she could pull out after six months’
notice if Weston left the company,
Stafford will be a free agent in No-
vember.

Columbia ' is reportedly angling
for Miss Stafford in a move to
buttress its stable of distaff vocal-
ists. If Miss Stafford goes to Col,
il*s likely Miss ! Shore will accept
the big coin offer pitched up to her
by Sacks for Victor.

of Pops
Continued from page 37

with nearly 50 artists under com
tract, is currently planning to re-
tain only the big grossers. Fewer
artists will facilitate spreading of
tuQ®s an^ong the remaining ones,
Diskery repertoire chiefs be-

lieve the new policy will mean
a greater chance for the plug
tunes. Instead of having to buck
the myriad disks now flooding re-
tailer counters, the accepted num-
bers will get a chance to build
over a greater period of time. As
part of the new strategy, diskerj
execs may etch a single nunibei

>
several artists rather than

i
putting each artist on a different

i number with the long-shot chance
that one disk may break through

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S

ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC COUP.
lilt Broadway, N. Y. It
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RCA STEPPING IIP

CATALOG OF 45 RPM’S
In ine with its rapid 45 r.p.m.

expansion program, RCA Victor is

issuing a large flock of the .slow.-

speed disks next month. Supple-

ments to the catalog wiH include

several albums and longhair sin-

gles previously obtainable only on

standard disks. Releases follow

Victor’s policy of making its top

78 r.p.m. material available, in both

speeds.

In the category, Victor is issuing

a brace of jazz sets, featuring Mil-

dred Bailey, Jack Teagarden, Louis
Armstrong, Coleman Hawkins,
Dizzy Gillespie and Irving Fazola.

Top Songs on TV
Week of July 7-13

( Based on copyrighted Audi-

ence Coverage Index arid Au-

dience Trend Index,
published

by Office of Research, Inc., Or.

John G: Peatman, director

.

Alphabetically Listed.)

Bewitched . . . .... ..... Chappell
Hoop-Dee-Doo ....... .Morris
I Wanna Be Loved. .Supreme
My Foolish Heart. . Santly-Joy
Third Man Theme . . . Chappell

Top Standards

Bim Bam Bum . . . . . .

.

Robbins
Blue Skies . . . Berlin
It's De-lovely . ; . . .

.

. Chappell
Let Yourself Go. .... . .Berlin
Night And Day . .....

.

Harms

Mpls. Symph Orch inUed
Last Season for 194G

Minneapolis, July 18.

Minneapolis Symphony Orches-

tra’s 1949-50 season operating

deficit was $194,312, total earned
income having been $173,705 as

against $368,017 in expenses. Guar-

anty fund pledges and income on
invested funds, however, amount-
ed to $186,590. Thus the season’s

deficit '
was cut down to $7,721.

.

Stanley Hawks, Minneapolis Star

and Tribune vice-president, has

been elected the orchestra associ-

ation’s president.

Lawrence -Winters; baritone : of

the N. Y. City Opera Co., and ex-

|

legiter, returned, last week from an

|

eight-week European concert tour
1 that covered 10 countries.

/
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FRIENDLY
Lyric by Mack Gordon • Music by Harry Warren

Refrain, Slowly
C Dm7 G7 C Dm7 G7 C Am Dm7

f f r 1 r r r » f r
FRIEND-LY STAR, where can you be hid-ing Smile for me from out of the lone4y

Dm7 G7 C Amft / Cdim

«.«

FRIEND-LY STAR

inn

i/a
!s?r

here close to me, In your eyes I will see my FRIEND-LY STAR.

Copyright 1950 HARRY WARlfffo MUSIC, INC.

Sole Selling and licensing Rights ior the United State) ond Conado controlled by LUO
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Survey Week of July 7-13, 1950

The top 30 songs qf the week (more in case of ties), based ori

the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks , Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Or. John G. Peatman, Director.

An American Beauty Rose ...... . Jefferson
- Are You Lonesome Tonight ... ••••*» ».»•.• . » . . • Bourne
Bewitched* « • ... .\.v»'« • *> ... ... . • . * • ....... ..

.

•^•Chappell

Blue Prelude ........ • . » •* . » ».. .» ....... ..... ... • » . Republic..

C’.est Si Bon . . • . * « •«..«, *. • • • * • • • •••»•»• • Leeds
Count Every Star , . . . . . . ; . ... . . . . .... .• .... . ....

.

Paxton
Darn It Baby That’s Love—^“Tickets, Please". ... . .Chappell

Down the Lane > > .... « . . • ... ... ... • • •

.

.:38J\I1

Gone Fishm *

. . .. . . .

1 * . . ... . « . . . . * • • .

.

• * • . .

.

Feist

Home Cookin’—1 “Fancy Pants" ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Famous
*. lioop—IDee—^loo -

. . . , . . . ... •-. • * . . .. ... hlorris

I Didn't Slip I Wasn’t Pushed I Fell. . . .

.

Remick
I’d Do Better Up In the Mountains . . ..... ... . . . .

.

.Broadway
I Don't Care If the Sun Don’t Shine . . . . . ... . y . .

.

.Famous
I Still Get a Thrill . ... . . . . . . .

,

.Words-Music
I Wanna Be Loved . , , ; . ; . . . . .... ... .... . •> . .

.

* . .Supreme
If I Had a Magic Carpet . , . . , . . . , . . . .

.

Shapiro-B
La .Vie Tn l^ose. . . .. . ... . ..' . *.-« ... » «... ..... .. , .

.

Harms
Mambo Jambo . . . . . ; . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . i . ... .

.

. .Peer
Mona Lisa—t

"Captain Carey, U. S. A ” . ... . . . > ... .Paramount
My Foolish Heart— ‘‘My Foolish Heart" ,. . San.tly-Joy

Old Piano Roll Blues . . . . .... .Leeds
Our Very Own— “Our Very Own" ... . . . . .

.

r . • Spitzer

Play a Simple Melody .. ... ... .. .Berlin

l^lois^>s Hill -

Sam’s Song • • • * • • • • • * iSam Weiss
Sometime *• ... . i .' . .. ^ . . . ... .IVltinark

Spaghetti
.
-Rag* ... . . • # . »• . ... .-. . . . *

.

•Shapiro^B
Third Man Theme—-i “Third Man" ... . . . ... .... ... .Chappell
T^ena Tzena Tzena ... ... . . ... ..... . . ..... • ... .

.

.Undeterm’d

The remaining 20 songs of the week (more in case of ties),

based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu-
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office

of Research; Inc., Dri John G. Peatman, Director.

Ask Me No Questions . . . ..... ... . ..... ....... . . . . .

.

Witmark
Buffalo Billy . ......

.

« * . ... • » »

.

.Laurel
Cry Cry Cry ...... •’ • . . . . ...... ... .......... .^Ldvanced

Heart of Stone .............

.

. . ., .Pic

I Didn't Know What Time It Was . ... . . . . . . . ...

.

.. Chappell
I Hadn’t Anyone Till You . ...... ..... . . . ... . . . .

.

.ABC
If I Knew You Were Coming . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ... .Robert

If You Were Only Mine ... . . . ... . : . . ... .Robbins
I’ll Always Love You— 1 “Friend li ma “Goes West" . . Famous
I’ll Build a Dream House ........Campbell
I’m Bashful . . . ... 7 . . . .... ... Santly-Joy
In the Valley Of Golden Dreams . . ............ . . Beacon
It Isn’t Fair , . . ; .

.

Words-Music
My Destiny , . .

.

> . . ........... ....... . ...... ...Disney
Picnic Song ; . . > . . . .............. .w,...,....

.

.Chappell
Stars Are the Windows of Heaven . . . . . . . . .... Pickwick
Stay With the Happy People—*“Peep Show"*. . . . . . Morris
Sweetest Words I Know Life
Tenderly ....... ... . ,

.

! Morris
Tonight . .... . . ...... . . . .... ... . , ... ... Miller
Tonight Be Tender To Me . . . .. ; .... , . > . . . ... . .... Life

, Violins From Nowhere . . .... , .... . . .

.

BVC
You Never Had It So Good . . . . ... ..... . . . . . ..... .Pemora

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.

Uke Outlook Continues

’50; Aids All Strings

Chicago, July 18.

With 1,500,000 ukuleles already

sold over the counter, music mer-

chants are looking forward to at
j

least another six months of high
j

demand. Foreseeing the continued
j

boom, delegates to the recent

music convention in Chi be-

moaned the inability of manufac-

turers to meet the current demand,

with order filling the only point of

concern.

Meanwhile, the pint-sized banjo
j

panic moves westward, fattening i

outlying merchants and perplexing
|

the wholesalers who can’t quite ex-

plain the current fad, or exactly
what keeps sales climbing. As the
uke demand has crept westward,
eastern sale:, have tapered slightly,

but by no means to a pre-boom
level.

While the uke outlook continues
bright for the balance of the year,
merchants are relying on heavy
guitar sales when uke purchasing
skids. Major dealers feel that con-
sumers will ultimately graduate to
the daddy instrument, with the
smaller instrument having acted in
an introductory capacity. Dealers
further believe that the uke is a
tool to further a far-reaching string
campaign rather than to act as a
hit-and-run profit grab.

Merchants, meanwhile, are not
looking too closely at the prover-
bial gift-horse, Whether the cur-
rent boom is tho result of hypos
by Arthur Godfrey or Chi’s Eddie
Hubbard or the Hearst Newspa-
pers, or whether it’s but one facet
of a nation-wide reversion to the
Flaming Youth era is bewildering
but unimportant to dealers. Most
important, however, is that the
uke has started the ball roiling for
increased home instrument circu-
lation*

Attempts by record; companies
to bolster sales and public interest

by combining talent on various

sides is resulting in some unusual
combinations. Mercury Records,
for example, is cutting four sides

this week with Jerry Bird, a steel

guitarist, and the Harmonicats. -

Bird-Harmonicats session is be*
ing held in St; Louis today (Wed.)
by Harry Geller, Mercury artist

and repertoire chief. Bird has
hitherto been restricted to the hill-

billy section, but the Harmonicats
have been something of a shifting

team. Unit was. combined recently*

with Jan August for Mercury's
version of “Bewitched."

Mercury will attempt to combine
talent wherever, material and con-
venience permit. American Federa-
tion of Musicians dubbing ban is

preventing greater use of combina-
tions, but when artists are play-
ing the same area, as in Harmoni-
cats and Bird case, recordings will
be made,

Mercury lias already teamed
Frankie Laine and Patti Page. Top-
pers are now mulling idea of com-
bining Laine with the Golden Gate
Quartet. Main problem would seem
to be ability to catch the two to-
gether at a time when material and
recording facilities are available*

Ben Siegert Exits Col.
Ben Siegert, Columbia Records*

blues and rhythm department head*
has exited the company.
He was brought in last year from

King Records, Cincinnati waxery
specializing in folk and “blues disks*

to revitalize Col’s releases In that
field. Replacement for Siegert has
not yet been set.
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Sheet music industry's drive to sell more copies gets a big indirect
boost hr the June-July issue of the Music Educators Journal, organ of
the Music Educators National Council. In a three-page article. Frank
H. Groff, supervisor of music for the West Hartford (Conn.) public
schools, strongly endorses use of popular music in high school musical
instruction, Pop music, he says, lends itself to instructional purposes
because students enjoy it—an important factor in learning—and be-
cause it has as much structural and medolic value to the learner as any
of the classics. The magazine is read by most public school music
teachers throughout the country.

Organist Ettiel Smith, who heads a music publishing company bear-
ing her name, has turned composer for the first time with “Cuban
Cutie.” She waxed it for Decca last week and is scheduled to play it
next Wednesday (26) on the Garry Moore WCBS-TV show. This guest
shot, incidentally, will mark her last U. S. performance before sailing
July 29 on the Queen Mary for her London Palladium date of Aug, 7.

University, of California at Berkeley sets a'precedent for Coast col-
leges Sept. 16 by having Spike Jones headline a pre-season football
rally to which admission will be charged. Jones Will get $3,000 against
60% with the split rising to 65% if the gate tops $5,000. Deal was
set by MCA, which will reap the 10% commission even though' Jones’
pact with the agency expired June 15. Zany batoneer apparently is
holding out for a national video sponsor before making a deal.

Recent legal wrangle over authorship of “Powder .Your Face With
Sunshine” brings to light that Carmen Lombardo was the main cleffer
of the tune although he shares the credits with Stanley Rochinsky.
After Rochinsky showed Lombardo the original version of the number,

, latter retained only the title and completely revamped the song. Lom-
bardo’s firm also publishes the tune.

Of New Tower Releases
Dick Bradley, president of Tower

Records, indie Chicago label, is in

New York setting up promotion for

a series of new Tower releases and
huddling with distributors here.
He’ll devote most of his time to
setting-up a campaign on Bill Sny-
der’s newest side, “My Silent
Love.”

Cutting of “My Silent Love” was
cued by Snyder’s success with an-
other Oldie, “Bewitched/'- Bradley
says Snyder will record standards
whenever they are adaptable to
Snyder’s pijftno style and look as if

they can break. He said he has
ordered an initial pressing of 50,000

Tops of the Tops

Retail Disk Best Sellejr

“Mona Lisa”

Retail Sheet Music Seller
“Bewitched”

<‘Most Requested” Disk
“I Wanna Be Loved”

Seller on Coin Machines
“Bewitched”

Best British Seller
“Bewitched”

on* “Love,” having received 35,000
Orders for the side last week at the
National Assn, of Music Merchants
conference in Chicago. Bradley re-
turns to Chicago at the end of this

week.

ADAMS GETS *6,350

IN SUIT VS. KAY STARR
Berle Adams, former manager of

songstress Kay Starr, won a $6,350

judgment against the chirper in

N. Y. supreme court last week be-

cause she allegedly failed to pay

part of her earnings to him. Miss
Starr had agreed to hand her one-

time rep 5% of her earnings over
a three-year period in. return for
his dropping a breach-of-contract
suit against her.

Adams instituted the action last

summer. He asked $100,000 dam-
ages, claiming Miss Starr had failed
to abide by the terms of a 'man-
agerial agreement between them.

Way Out as Old
Latest reports from record deal-

ers indicate that the public is

beginning to weary of the novelty-:

type music that has been flooding
the market in past months, and is

taking to the straight ballad and
old standards. A look at record
best-seller lists would seem to sub-
stantiate these reports.

While the novelty binge hasn’t

quite abated, duet novelties, for

example, .seem to be on the way
out. Only malerfemale vocal duet
selling strongly at this time is the
Georgia Gibbs-Bob Crosby side of

“Play a Simple Melody,” music of

which calls for at least two voices
anyway.

On the other hand, Mercury Rec-
ords teamed its two top perform-
ers, Frankie Lalne and Patti Page,
on four duet sides, none of which
ever really broke, Victor has
scheduled some more Tony Martin-
Fran Warren sides, but this duet
hasn’t had anything resembling a

hit since “I Said My Pajamas.”

Along with the abatement of the

novelty song has come a re-

surgence of standards that have
been inactive for years. Ball was
started roll i n g with Richard
Rodgers’ “Bewitched,” Which is

still up on the best seller lists.

“Are You Lonesome Tonight” is

another oldie that has made a

comeback. “Play a Simple Mel-
ody” caught on at the . tail end of

the nostalgia cycle. Latest stand-

ard to make its way up to thq top
again is “I Didn’t Know What
Time It Was.”
Two more olcftes which are com-

ing in for recognition by record

Music Cavalcade Book*
The '’Variety Music Caval-

cade” will be published in
book form this fall by Pren-
tice-Hall at $4 with additional
material to augment the Mu-
s i c a 1 - Historical Cavalcade
which has been running seri-
ally in these columns. The
new text will include a cross-
reference on titles, to enable
easy tracing of the proper
year, credits, etc.

Julius Mattfeld, the CBS
musicologist, has updated the
text which will include as
much of 1950 as possible be-
fore publication deadline.
Abel Green, editor of Variety,
has added other pertinent in-
formation to make the book as
complete and practical a refer-
ence fof radio and film studios,
television, disk jockey and
broadcasting program build-
ers, and the like. There Will
also be an Opera Cavalcade
along with all-time Best
Sellers.

The “Variety Music Caval-
cade” is being brought out as
a separate volume in response
to considerable demand for
this work between hard cov-
ers. It may be ordered in ad-
vance through Variety.

companies are Worry,’
which was cut by two major labels

last week, and “My Silent Love,”
which has just been released by
Tower Records, Chi indie label.

Tower waxing is by Bill Snyder,
who started standard ball rolling

with the initial waxing of “Be-
witched.”
Some industry toppers feel that

reversion, from the novelty-type
music is due to fact that record
companies jumped on anything re-
sembling a song, just so long as it

was in the novelty vein, This is

the criticism of Decca veepee Dave
Kapp, who feels that it’s far better
for a diskery to release several
sides of the same good song by
different artists than to have each
artist doing a different song de-
spite poor quality of the song it-

self.
'

RCA Custom Div. Cuts Taty

.

RCA Victor’s custom records
division, which manufactures disks
for several indie labels, has cut its

prices oil all sheilac and vinylite
pressings. .

“

Revised price structure will
cover the three speeds and lessens
the gap between costs for, initial

orders and re-orders.

Universal Song Writers' League
of New York, Inc., has been char-
tered to conduct a music publish-
ing business in New York, with
capital stock of $20,000, $5 par
Value. *

Tele

Cues Cap Drive For

Own Classical Catalog
Hollywood, July 18.

Encouraged by the success of its

Telefunken catalog, Capitol Rec-
ords is embarking on its own clas-

sical repertoire. Check of monthly
statements showed Cap execs that

Telefunken sales continued profita-

ble when pop platters were nose-
diving, so the decision was
reached to launch a new division

entirely separate from the foreign

catalog acquired two years ago.

Outfit was a Reich music trust be-

fore the war and prexy Glenn
Wallichs set the deal through U. S.

Occupation Authorities in Ger-
many.

Newly-signed by Cap are such
longhair artists, as coloratura Yma
Sumab, pianist Leonard Pennario
and the Hollywood String Quartet.

Others recently signed include
J

Jacques Rachmilovich, former ba-

toneer of the Santa Monica Sym-

.

phany, violinist Louis Kaufman,
and Harold Byrnes’ L, A. Sym-
phony, violinist Louis Kaufman,

|. j§

and platter pushing as the waxery
moves toward the day ’ when; it

hopes, its classical catalogs will

offer stiff competition to RCA and
Columbia. Decca still sticks solely

to pop stuff.

I Name Band’s Solid Biz
Bridgeport, July 18.

Pleasure Beach, municipally op-

erated ballroom* hit biggest wedk
in years with Harry James’ 2,800

and Guy Lombardo’s 2,600 within

six nights, July 9-15, each at $1.50

plus tax.
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WONDERFUL
Lyric by Jack Brooks and Saul Chaplin • Music by Harry Warren

i / . iwm
kVIVMHUM

In glad I met

l-v .

a i in

KjnmriH vrv.r
*r-

true* youVe min* now, YOU WON-DBR-FUL YOU.

Copyright 1950 HAW WAfttEN MUSIC* INC
Sol* Soiling and ticeniing Rights for the United Sfotsi ondCanodo controlled by MJiMHt MUSIC CORPORATION

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seventh Avenue * New York 1°
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The death last week of Buddy De Sylva recalls how Lew Brown.

Ray Henderson and he wrote ‘'Sonny Boy.” The three had gotten

together one day in 1928, while A1 Jolson was on the Coast mak-

ing a picture, and wrote a mock-ballad entitled Another Night

With You.” As a gag, they mailed it out to Jolson. Latter mime-

diately wired back “It's terrific,” telling them of his intention to use

it in the picture. It was retitled “Sonny Boy,” and the ‘ gag sold

4.500,000 records and 2,500.000 copies.
.

-

Louis Bernstein recalls how the team was formed m 1925.

De Sylva had just written a show with Lawrence Sellwab and

Frank Mandel, and had come to ask Bernstein to help finance it.

Bernstein turned him down, but while De Sylva was in his oftice,

he introduced him to Brown and Henderson, who were writing for

Shapiro-Bemstein at the time. The three got together, and S-B

published their first effort, “Alabamy Bound.”

Meanwhile, the three met Robert Crawford, who was working at

Irving Berlin, Inc. Crawford got some manufacturers to back their

show, “Queen High,” and thereafter Crawford handled the finan-

cial end of the team's activities He became president of De S.,. B,

& H,
Bernstein also recalls that Fddie Cantor’s trademarked ‘ If You

Knew Susie” was originally introduced by Jolson, who sang it in a

show at the Winter Garden: jolson then passed it on to Cantor,

who made it a hit.

Hollywood. July 1 8.

The band derived from Freddy

Martin's ‘Rand of TomoiTow’' tele-

vision show has been set for two

cycles from each of the major mar-
kets, Bands formed in each of

these cities was to go out as a

Martin uiiit in the same manner
as the Horacj Heidt units were dis-

at the Palladium ballroom
j
persed, Martin layout over KTTV

and with a recording contrac, at
j^ todate. howeye^ :

RCA-Victor.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based oh reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

fating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

1

Title and Publisher
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shelved unless program can be sold
j

1 1 “Bewitched” '.(Chappell)-.. . . . . 4 i .:;2;-

'

3
.

1 3 1 1 2 2 1
.;
5

2 2 .

•

“Third Man Theme” (Chappell) .

.

3 2 1 4 5 :

1 ' • ,
• * 3 4^ 2 8 ~85

3 3 “My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joyh • « 3 / 5 D 2 2 . .• « .
2 1 7 5 2

' 74

i 4 ;
5 ; “I Wanna Be Loved” (Supreme) .

.

• ... 5 6 1 3 El , 2 5 5 •• « 3 3 67

5,;.. 8 “Mona Lisa” (Paramount) . . . .. . . :

.

1 6 4 5 '

4.; 9 5 9 » * 8 8 4mm
6 : 4

.

“Piano Roll Blues” (Leeds) . .. . . .. >

.

5 10 10 B 6 .8 3 7 EDI 4 M '• 45

..7 ...

' 10 “Count Every Star” (Paxton)
r

• .
• 7 8 9 7 5 10 4 6 3 9 • ' 40

$ 6 “Hoop-Dee-Doo” (Morris) . ....... •
'• 4

.
• : '.«• 4

' 4;- ; 4 .. 6 * 6 6 36

9 9 “Sun Don’t Shine” (Famous) . . ..

.

a- « •
:

8 ;v- * > 6 8 8 3 .7 29

10 11 “Stars Are Windows” (Pickwdck)

.

•
-

• • • , - • .
6 V8 • 4 • • • . •. • *

4
1 ...7 .• *

‘ 22

11 7 “Sentimental Me” (Knick’bock’r)

.

*
:

7-
• .•

’

7
•

« « ' 8 1 • « » 10 '

i * . 17

12 14B “Bonaparte’s Retreat” (Acuff-Rose) i »
.

•
'•

; •

.

« t • • 4 8 "l-O" 11

13A •: -• “Sam’s Song” (Spitzer) . . .

.

7- 9 • « • « • '•
•. *.

''

7 •
• 10

1?B" ' • .• “No Other Love” (Disney) . . . . . . • • k « • • • • . 4 . . • * « A. 1 10

14
1

“Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) . . . 2
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Martin auditions talent ^
weekly to a network station for national

on his KTTV program and from !
beaming. Program is running

the aspirants a panel of judges
j

KTTV $1,750 weekly.

picks those witl the.most outstand-

ing possibilities.. These are being

grouped into an orchestra which
will appear as “Freddy Martin's

Band of Tomorrow.” Martin will
{

retain a percentage of this band.
j

When completely formed,, this
j

group will go into the Palladium !

as an added attraction. In addition, 1

Copacabana, N. Y.. is negotiat-
ing for Jane and Betty Kean and
the Lind Bros, for its hext show.

Action Over 'Mama' K.0;’d

On a

TEDDY POWELL ORCH (11) drums, one of the larger crews to

Roosevelt Grill, N. Y.
j
play the grill this season.

Returning to New York for the i

Despite the increased number
t of mstruments, Gray keeps the

fiist time since he formed his new
j
V0jume wen under-, control to

band two years ago, Teddy Powell
t heighten the melodic effect in this

crew mas been:set by
J
™

.. f- ment of the copyright laws caused ,

- - - -• — -----
two-sided recording session o *

• n; y. Federal Judge Gregory ! takes over his regular stand here Tunes lean heavily to the old

Original Dlan^was to have ' Mar- i -
Nnonan

.

last ...week to . toss out the i in August, is laying special accent leaves and long standards; although

tin conduct program in 13-week
*Fl<?yd

j

Failure of Bobby Mellin’s Algon-
quin Music to observe a require-

fits neatly into the hotel room for-

mat of straightforward rhythmic

intimate room, a technique much
to be desired here. Outfit is now

. - •„ u . .
,
well into its second season since

dance music. ?owell, who may be Gray returned to the bandstands
held over until Guy Lombardo

j after a year's iayoff.

(

Salty” Holmes, London Gramo-
phone, Columbia, Decca and RCA-
Victor.

In .an action filed last spring. Al-
' gonquin charged that Mills’ “I

! Found My Mama” was lifted from
its “Mama Blues.” Both songs
were written by Holmes. Algon-

I quin picked up “Mama Blues” from
- the Hilliard-Currie Corp. several
I years ago. Disk companies Were

|
named defendants through having

• cut the Mills tune.

.

• Loophole that won Mills and the

! .
waxeries a dismissal ' w’as . a pro-

vision of the copyright law which

1 a a , j ; states that “no action or proceed

-

’ OR Ufc
J j

ines should be maintained for in-

Lomtodd tradition in the Boose-
|
cal department, tunes are handled

veil -Grm.
i by Jane Henry, blonde warbler on

Crew departs from the conven-
. rhythm numbers, and Billy Ray- I

tional instrumental setup with a m0nd, youngster whose forte is

layout of only -two trumpets and
; ballads. It all adds up to listen-

three on rhythm framed against
! able, dansable rhvthms in a proven

violins, including Powell’s.
;

brand of musicianship.
Following its stand here. Gray !

crew works south, from here on
several weeks of one-nighters. •

Quin;
i

Exhilarating NeW Hit Song

!

TZENA
TZENA, TZENA, TZENA

THANKS,
MR, FLORIST

VAUGHN MONROE, RCA-VICTOR
JACK OWENS, DECCA

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

Til 9 Broadway,, New York. 1 9 , N. Y.

ines should be maintained for. in-

fringement of copyright in any
work until : ... deposit of copies

1 and registration of such work shall.
!

be complied with.”
Algonquin allegedly properly de-

posited two copies with the Regis-
ter of Copyright, but admits a cer-

tificate of registration Was not ob-

tained. Judge Noonan held that,

i although the plaintiff claimed it

‘ applied for such a certificate, it

does not appear that a re-pleading
would correct the defect, because
as yet the proper registration is

. lacking. Complaint was dismissed
'“without prejudice,” meaning that

the suit can be resumed when the
error is adjusted.
Samuel Jesse Buzzell repped

Mills and the disk companies.

six
Band, however, gets a pleasin6
Variation iir- its arrangements via
the doubling of three of the fid-

dlers on clarinets, saxes and a flute,
1

With this flexible aggregation,
Powell achieves a bigger impact
than the usual medium-sized band.
Utilization of the full fiddle section
is reminiscent of the old Isham
Jones orch, although there’s no
specific attempt at aping any def-
inite musical mannerisms.

In fact, when virtually all cur-

NBC St MBS
WIRES

P
^HERATON HOTEL

Mgt.: ERNEST ANDERSON. 340 E, 52 8t„ N. Y.

JACK FINA ORCH (13)

With Ted Nichols
Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City

Under the recent policy set up
by the Muehlebach tov bring some
bigger name bands into its deluxe

rent dance bands are pitching up • supper room. Terrace Grill, Jack
music patterned after the name ! Fina orch is the third on the list,

bands of the late 30’s and early
\

Two-week stand is the first date for
40’s, Powell achieves the unusual
by playing in a simple style of his
Own. The dance tempos are dish-
ed with unmistakably clarity over
a soft but definite rhythm base
with either one of the trumpeters
or the fiddles carrying the melodic

the Fiiia crew in the Terrace Grill,

and as is to be expected band
brings a.steady biz during the din-
ner and supper hours,

Fina has surrounded his key-
board with a capable crew, setting
up an ‘ instrumentation of four

It'* Muiic By

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yostorday't

HEAD
(Shapiro, Bornsfoin, Inc.)

line. Trumpets, incidentally, rare- reeds, three trumpets, three violins
ly play wide open, the brass be-, drums, string bass and his own
ing mellowed by the use of mutes i sparkling piano; This line-up
or felt covers.
Orch covers the full rahge of

dance tempos although the pre-
dominant numbers are in the fox-

i
trot Vein. Book includes stand-
ards, current pops and occasional
novelties. Vocals are nice!V han-

gives each of three principal sec-
tions a representative voice in the
rhythms, making for full.: Well-
rounded tonations. While he1 pro- !

vides plenty of specialty work and
a wide variety of tempos in the

i portfolio, Fina. puts the emphasis

America's Foremost Instrumentalist

HERBIE FIELDS

idled by the band ensemble and : on dahsability.
one of the sidemen. Herm.

.

|

As a leader. Fina rates as per- 1—
- Sonable, and. crew averages on the i

GRAY rACA ? A (\a\ !

young side, adding considerably !;

i Wtth" Bill ‘»A <14)
J

1 to- general impression. Youthful i

MrtrWfhh?h-^S^’
Ra/'!,<>nd

,

Ted Nichois. Ivandling vocals, fur-

!

I

Hotel, Kansas City
[
there this impression ' and warbles

;

I
Lineup of name bands w'hieh the

;
a pleasant ballad. Fina also has a

'

' Terrace Grill of the Muchlebach is trio to w ork out on vocals of novel-
.

! using as. a magnet for trade dur- ^ rhythm numbers. Quin, i

|

ing the Centennial summer cele- 1

~
'

PAXTON MUSIC
/ / V/ tP

1619 BROADWA v
• Nf^Y

and His Orchestra
Just Concluded

.

and Continuing Theatre Tour

RCA-Victor Record Artists

i 8 agam*
Exclusive Wa.'o 'em’."

'

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York
j

Chicago I Hollywood
7$ 5 Avfj P? 9-4600 I 203 No. Wabash I 9151 Sunset Slvd.

(Hollywood
9151 Sunlet Slvd.

bratlon here continues with the
Glen Gray orch in a fortnight
stand. Although Gray has played
the town a number of times, this is
his first date in the deluxe dinner
room of the Muehlebach. It’s a
pleasaflt. date . for both the hotel
and the band, as biz is okav all
around.
Music which the Gray crew of-

fers follows the established Casa
Loma pattern, which has stoodwhigh
ip the public fapey for two dec-
ades. That pattern ismostly'mel

J*' VI *11 . » Ta “a •

Weeixis 25th Ann i in K.C.
Kansas City. July 18.

Anniversary celebration will be
tendered Ted Weems when he
opens with his orch in the. Terrace
Grill of the Muehlbach hotel here
Wednesday (191. It was 25 years
ago this week that he had his first

booking in the Muehlebach, the
date being set personally by Jules
Stein, now chairman of MCA. .

Booking of Weems into the Grill
Continues recent policy set up to

low and full with^ a brand "of mel- -Hiring stronger band names, to the
ody in which Gray features a trio
of trombones. Instrumentation
also includes pair of trumpets, five

hotel during summer of the city’s
Centennial celebration. Weems fol-

lows Jack Fina, Glen Gray and
• reeds, piano, string bass and Joe Reieliman into t lie room.

SAVE ME
A

BY P. TCHAIKOWSKY., NICK

KENNY, AND MILTON BERIE

Alii
l£l9 B‘way, N«w York City

r
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AGVA May Modify Stance on CufFo

A compromise on the elimination

+

p

of the $50 franchise fee for agents

by the American Guild of Variety

Artists is pending. Union is cur-

rently preparing a hew code of

.
talent agency operation in which
percenters who currently belong
to agency groups , will continue to

be licensed through such organiza-

tions, but union will have -final

say on all disciplinary matters.

f

• Changes will be adopted with a
revision of Rule B, code governing
relations between AGVA and the
Artists Representatives Assn. Both
are currently operating on origi-

nal Rule B which expired last

Jan. 1.

AGVA convention, this past
June, adopted a resolution elimi-

nating the $50 franchise fee in fa-

vor of free licenses. New rule was
to becpme effective in October.

The new. AGVA code may be
protested by ARA, but it’s figured
if both sides cannot come to agree-
ment, AGVA will invoke the con-
vention . resolution.

Amended Rule B will give union
greater powers over agency con-
tracts with performers.

Cape Cod’s Summer Arts
Plymouth, Mass., July 18.

Mayflower hotel here is booking
acts twice weekly during the sum-
mer. Archie Robbins, Jan Bart and
Steve Evans have already worked
there while Georgie Tapps, Monica
Boyar, .Eddie Garr and Henny
Yoiingman are under negotiation.

Dance team of Renee & Root,
who recently returned from a
European tour, are On the staff at

this resort inn.

JACK PARKER

ORPHEUM
THEATRE

OMAHA

G. A. C.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

CLASON'S FUN-MASTER
"THE ORIGINAl SHOW BIZ GAG HIE"
• Nds. 1 thru 35 <9 $1.00 each •

(Sold In Soquonco Only)
SPECIAL—FIRST 13 FILES FOR $10
BIG SPECIAL—ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY $25

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •—oil 3 dlff. Books for $20-r
• MINSTREL BUDGET ....... $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS , ea. bk. S25 #

—all 4 dlff. Vols. for $80—
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), $2.00
NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St.. New York 19 Dept. V

STEENBERG TAKES OVER

SHAMROCK BOOKINGS
Dick Steenberg, executive as-

sistant to oilman Glenn .McCarthy,
operator of the Shamrock hotel,

Houston, has taken over the book-
ings of that inn, replacing Bill

Burnham, who headquarters in
New York. Move was made be-
cause of duplication in booking
setup. McCarthy and Steenberg
always. had final say on the. talent

expenditures and both come into

New York frequently to line up
acts.

Hotel currently has Connie
Haines, and Larry Storch, and
Artini Sc Consuelo open next
Tuesday (25). Also Set are Jack
Carson for Sept, 5 and Eddie
Bracken, scheduled for Sept, 19.

According to Steenberg, Mc-
Carthy is not planning to sell the
hotel. Reports had been current
that Conrad Hilton, head of the

Hilton chain operating the Wal-
dorf-Astoria, and Plaza, hotels,

N. Y,, had been negotiating for the

Shamrock.

Pic Stint May Delay
De Wolfe’s Waldorf Date
Billy De Wolfe may bow out of

the opening show of the Wedgwood
Room of the Hotel Waldorf-As-
toria, N. Y., because of a film as-

signment. Comic, slated for the
Oct. 2* display, has asked for a re-

lease in order to do a picture.
Because of possible bow.out of

De Wolfe, Kitty Kallen’s date for
that display is also up in the air.

Originally signed to appear with
De Wolfe, her date now will de-
pend on whether a non-singing
headliner will be pacted.

Hollywood, July 18.

Fanchon & Marco dive into tele-

vision next Monday (24) with
presentation of a complete video
program on stage of the Manches-
ter theatre. It’s the first step in a

deal worked out by David X. Miller

and his associates to package vid-

shows for in-person showing in

number of circuit’s houses.

First show will be Dick Haynes’
KLAC program. He will emcee
and present six variety acts that

have appeared on video. He’ll re-

peat on three successive Monday
nights at other F&M houses and if.

idea clicks, Miller, production head
Joe Lowe and public relations man
Bert Richman will package other
video programs to play on other
week nights over F&M circuit.

Show will not be telecast, al-

though break into video, is seen as

eventually leading to circuit’s ac-

tual production of vidshows that

can be picked up while being pre-

sented on stage. Circuit is paying
cost.

Acts appearing with Haynes are

Lita Grey Chaplin, Radio Rogues,
Lani Mclntire, Don Levy, Borden
Twins, Billy Grant Trio. They’ll

receive regular one-shot rates, with
Haynes and show’s packagers to

participate in profits.

WATKINS SUES FOR SLICE

Kansas City, July 18.

City Centennial celebration
closed last week with attendance
total of more than 500,000 for the
various show biz evehts staged
as part of the official program. In-
cluding parades and sundry other
activities, attendance for the cele-

brations from June 3 through July
10 topped 1,100,000, according to

the Centennial Assn.
Biggest attendance magnet was

the city’s own production, “Thrills
of a Century,’’ staged in the new
Starlight theatre in Swope Park.
Performances from June 3 through
July 10, with exception of a few
raijiouts, totalled 147,000; Show
was a slow starter with only
about 3,000 persons nightly ffor the
first week. It built steadily until

final week was a sellout, last per-
formance drawing 7,900 for the
record of the run. Prices ranged
from 75c. to $3.

“Holiday on Ice,” blade unit
brought in as top professional
show, played to 62,000 in a 9-day
run, at prices ranging up to $3.

“Water Follies of 1950“ in seven
days in the Municipal Auditorium
played to 26,000, at $3 top. Local
fashion industry musical, “Big
Birthday,’’ drew 10,000 in four per-
formances in the Music Hall. Other
figures: “Beau Brummel” show,
two nights,

,
6;500; revival of the

Epperson Minstrels, three nights,

6,000; square dance fiesta, three
nights, 21,000; Indian Village,

50,000; and Industrial Exposition,

115,000; two parades, 325,000 each.
On the financial side, backers of

the “Thrills” pageant will get some
of their money returned to them,
although exact sum has not yet
been calculated. One of the out-

standing contributions to the city

has been $150,000 furnished by the
Centennial Assn, for building of
the Starlight theatre. As a result
town has an outdoor theatre seat-

ing 7,600, and henceforth will have
series of summer shows there.

' Los Angeles, July 13.

Sammy .Watkins, bandleadei

,

filed suit for $33,500 against Dean
Martin in L. A. superior court. He
wants 10% of the singing comic’s

earnings since 1943. At that time,

he claims, Martin agreed k to pay
that percentage of his earnings in

return for Cancellation of - his Vo-

calist contract

Martin’s attorneys declare he
was relieved of the obligation by

going through bankruptcy in N. Y.

last year, When he and partner

Jerry Lewis were at .
the Copaca-

bana.

ISH MICHAEL

Currently CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago

- MCA -

AFM Reclassifying

Borderline Acts In

New Deal With AGVA
The American 5

’ Federation of

Musicians has started reclassifica-

tion of performers who were forced
to resign from American Guild of

Variety Artists and join the AFM;
First group consisted of Edwards
Bros., a hand-balancing trio in

which one of them plays the piano.
Another is Fred Hess, monologist,
who does a bell-ringing bit.

According to the recently signed
agreement between AGVA and
AFM; musicians’ u n i o n will re-
classify all performers whose union
status, is ^questionable.
Movement is afoot to have {the

AFM repeal the 10% travelling tax
on performers who recently joined
the AFM because of the pact be-
tween both unions. Musical acts

are also asking AFM to repeal ban
against doubling when in the juris-

diction of an AFM local in another
area.

Hotels No Place for Percenters

WILL FIGHT 20% TAX

New Orleans, July 18.

Congressman F. Edward Hebert,
Louisiana Democrat, said here Fri-
day (14) that he will “do every-,
thing I can” to prevent the gov-
ernment’s 20% tax on Mardi Gras
from being put h*to effect.

Hebert said the recent ruling by
the commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue subjecting New Orleans Car-
nival; organizations to the tax is

“one of the most important matters
of a local nature which need at-

tention in
.
Vashington.”

“I can’t believe,’’ "he said,

“that Comm. George Schoene-
mann is familiar with the purpose
and activities of New Orleans’
Mardi Gras organizations, other-
wise such a ruling Would never
have been issued.”
He. said the ruling will “strike a

serious blow” at Mardi Gras, which
annually attracts thousands Of
tourists to this old city on the
Mississippi’s levees.

Chicago, July 18.

Although the. Chicago Lake
Front Fair hit the 500,000 admis-
sion mark last weekend, financial
take has been far below par, with
the management already employ-
ing bargain ducats. Last week
ticket stands in the Loop and on
fair buses had salesmen peddling
a general admission plus an attrac-

tion, a $1.10 value for 85c. Even !

with the discount tickets, business !

remains weak with all attractions
reporting low grosses. Pageant,
one of the strongest attractions at

last year’s Railroad. Fair, has also
dropped in attendance.
Cypress Gardens Water Show,

one of the few paying attractions

last season, is off: also but at-

tributes this partly to rainy
weather. Attendance has been
heavy in the morning, but most
are non-amusqment seekers. In
the evening, logical time for heavy ;

theatrical b.o., general admission
has been light.

N, Y. City Dept, of Licenses is

on a campaign to get talent agents

to move out of hoWl offices into,

regularly constituted office build-

ings. Campaign started a short
time ago. One of the first targets
was the Plymouth hotel, which had
converted a floor into office space.
Plymouth, it’s believed, was arbi-
trarily selected, and agents in other
inns, are expected to get notice of
revocation of ' licenses on these
grounds. Department frowns on:
the too convenient hotel aspects
for businesses which accent em-
ployment opportunities for femmes.

License Dept, drive has already
netted some auxiliary results.

Harry Lenetska has been sub-
poened for operating without a
license. Sid Sayre has had notice
of license revocation, but it’s likely

that latter will not he prosecuted
because he suspends his N. Y;
office in the summer to work in
the" borscht -belt. He has told the
department that he’ll, locate in
othqr quarters when he returns to
New York in the fall. Both were at
.the Plymouth.

Matty Rosen, who also had been
operating^t the Plymouth, was
given a hearing and a $25 fine was
suspended because of the circum-
stances surrounding his ease. Rosen
declared that he had move^l into
the Plymouth believing that it

would be okay because Sayre al-
ready had a license issued to him,
and made application for a permit,
He also proved that he was ne-
gotiating for new office space and
has since moved into the Bond
Building. Rosen’s license was

(Continued on page 48)

RENO HOTEL SOLD
Reno, July 18.

Golden hotel here has been
taken over by the syndicate which
also operates local Bank Club.
No changes in operation are
planned. Clay Rambeau will con-
tinue as manager.

Spot uses shows booked out of
Hollywood.

VIC HYDE
Currently Headlining

SAVOY HOTEL
London

Doubling BBC-TV
Mgt.: FOSTERS, LONDON

USA: HORRABIN, Des Melriet

Wally Overman
COLORS IN RHYTHM

TOURING FOX INTERMOUNTAIN
THEATRE CIRCUIT

Management:
MATTY ROSpN, New York
SAM ROBERTS, Chicago

Enken’s Miami Cafe
Miami Beach, July 1*8.

Leon Enken, former co-owner
with Eddie Davis Of Leon & Ed-
die’s, N. Y., will open a new
Miami spot sometime next month.
Cafe, to be located on Biscayne
Blvd., will have a policy similar

to 'that currently in effect at

L. & E.’s in New York.
Enken, who dissolved partner-

ship with Davis some years ago,
operated Leon & Eddie’s, Palm
Beach, and at one time managed
the Clover Club, Miami.

mm

M

mm

Vll Theatres of the Stars

MARCUS LOUT

am

BOOKINGAGUCT
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

:

e lit BUILDING ANNEX
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.

. nyC* jUdson 2*2000

160 Wait 46th Straat# N. Y. u

LUB IN GENERAL MANAGER

H. PIERMONT booking manager
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; Heart.” Les is featured on “Little

i Brown Jug,’ for additional ap-

plause. _
Crew then calls on Joe Vera to

t vi sit in at the keyboard as they turn
bers like fiddle Faddle and

. 0llj; their recorded version of “Be-
“Hora btaccato.

. ,

! witched” Threesome goes classic
Thelma_ Graech handles vooals

. witH > 4Sardai* March.” and

Cafe Rouge*. X. Y.
(HOTEL STATLER)

, Thelma uraeen nartuie* vur»ti.> „ . . ,, ,+u ” anri

mm Qvch
;

vevy :

..

vers
fe,

o£

(3 »
;
$1.25 $2 couer. phonist Tommy Lucas also is -good •

.— on other vocals. Entire unit im- -,« • j <in|k ^if tnaaat

Sliep Fields makes a. iligld de- parts a feelittg of ease and smooth- « !««? 1
' amf J 17.

parture from the norm in his stint ne
5^1imv Flora unit moves over The Vagabonds, Marie Lawlor,

intimate atmosphere for 30 min-
utes is not an easy task, but is

accomplished by songstress • with
charm and confidence. Piano ac-
companiment by Les Crosley is per-
fectly timed. In addition there are
two bands for dancing, both led by
Don Carlos. Myro.

ness
. . . Jinimv Flora unit moves over ....... . .

at the Cafe Rouge. Bandleader not
from the Cocktail Lounge to fill, Curios & Linda, Tony Lopez Orch

,

orilv offers the customary dance
:

in the 9 to 10 p.rm spot, playing
;

Woody Wpodbury^n LPuv̂ fr^ttJe
music, but each evening puts on t wo niosUy rhumbas and waltzes.

15-minUte shows, one for dinner Chan.

and one for supper. It’s a good
‘ '

•—
.

gesture that makes for a warmer (liez Pat'Ce* f'fil
reception from the customers. *

Chicago, July 14.

Ability to put on the show, even jban Merrill^Les Cliarlivels (3L
1C ...iniilnc ' ctPlVK —

Mdeanibo* llollyivood
Hollywood, July 12 .

Mel Torme, Roger Spike r Orch
(6), Latin Aires 1 5.' ;

cover, $1.50,

$2 .

_ _ Vocal stylizing will hold the

JachTLiitl^'and Trio in Vagabond ! spotlight at this Sunset Strip bis-

Room; minimum $L50, $2,50.
j

?ro for the ^next. eight weeks with
incumbent Mel Torme leading the

though' it runs 15 minutes, stems gorr(l /l Minevitch's Harmonica Ras
from 'the versatile makeup of ,ie

'

cals with Johnny Pttieo ( 6 V Doran
band. Group plays in two & . France, Stan Gower ,

Dorothy
©he the Fields trademark. Kip- Darken Dancers (12 •) . Cee David-
pling Rhythm,” and the other a. son orch ( 10 ) ,

Chito Band f 5 >

;

simple,; melodic dance style, stress- min imum $3 .50 , cover $ 1 .

ing violins. Rippling style features

use of a set of blocks by the drum-
mer. an accordion aiding, the

Jack Goldman preemed his re- parade of talent that will, include

furbished (after fire six weeks ago) King Cole Trio, June Christy and

Clover Club last week, with spot
!

June Hutton. In on a percentage

now' one of the . most attractive in !

de«>l, Torme should
.
do both the

the area. club and himself some good since

From opehing night (Sunday,
:

-Wj
i

particular style has a growing

July 9) the Biscayhe landmark has following. Recent platterings won t

been sellout for-the-.two shows [-‘hurt either.
. ...

nightly. And with it. biz in , the I

Qpen|ng night eflort. was a trifle

iounge with longtime faye. Woody
:

°n the long side and 1 01 me needs

w • Woodbury, and the Vagabond i

to make a few changes. There
Although this is only a two week Room with Little Jack Little and ;

are >
Q* course, arguments as to

booking, and poSsiblv lower bud-
; his trio, also on the sellout side.

1

tonal_quality but the fact remains
k fieri 1

1

-Ad uuumufi! .
:

,y.i. w, “''*7
: fUS IUU, dlhU UI| IIIC SCMVIUI 7, 7 -

.
•

• ,, _
rhythm, staccato tiumpet hgm.es>

, geted than previous displays, it
, Main attraction are The Vaga- Torme is a personable young

and. flute
in' j

stacks up as entertaining "fare. bonds" The*^oursmne. .' who ;6ffer
|

who has developed his; pair

reeds. Straight melodv -st,-
I What makes it more .unusual tor

; comedy songs and zaiiyisms with
;

ticular style to a fine point and
phasizes the four-man violin

: the regulars is absence Of a name 1 their instrumentals, are definitely purveys it with a professional
tion, writli mellpw saxes and tium

, corfledian ,
practically a must at this the act they come to see. polish. Current stint is marred

pets. bistro. Show, however, is neatly . Room itself is enlarged (to 450 •
only hy an unnecessary story synop-

Both styles are easy to dance to.
s balanced with the chorus, aided /seating) and is kept filled for the ' sis that accompanies three “Annie

t A KAfK nrA nlforn of oH tfk hrPJlV ' Imt iha f»Anlr /lunoo VAntinoc Kv : i...-. a I Get YOur Gun” tunes and by aand both are alternated to break
j
by the sock dance routines by two shows nightly. . . .

up each set. Book includes stand- ' Doran and France. The .Vagabonds set up .their, v'indup.Dixieland skin-beating ses-

ards like “Rosalie” and “That Old
j

l0S Charlivels, three French’ standard stuff, but have added biz. !
sion that doesn't quite fit. Best

Black Magic” and
,

current plug, youngsters, amaze with their
tunes.

! speedy spins and tumbles, with the
Violin section features a girl, lads doing fast garb switches, and

.

Carmel, who is showcased during
[

following each other in dervish-like

French' standard stuff, but have added biz,
,

... „
.

. ,. .

such as the bridge opening bit in
[

Pa
,

r^ P/
^he turn is some socko

the ‘T Wonder’' number that is !
takeoffs on .Sinatra, Como. sEck-

local and ffinny. 1 stine, Lame and Haymes vocaling

Supporting a c t s are adequate. (“Blue Moon” and Torme also

A stiff fight by operators of cir-

cuit theatres is expected on the

American Guild of Variety Artists

proposal?, for a new contract Cir-
cuit reps met last Week in the of-

fice of Major. Leslie Thompson, of
RKO labor relations dept, and it's

anticipated that a set of counter
proposals Will be made.

Among the proposals by the
union is the elimination of the 5%.
booking office fee, limit of 30
shows weekly for all categories of
performers, an upped scale, and
transportation from « engagement
previously played. Latter is ex-
pected to be one of the major
bones of contention since it would
militate against bookers hiring acts

out of Chicago or the Coast for

eastern theatres.

the show. Dressed neatly in same ;:leaps. Trio is about the fastest to
j

Marie Lawlor is an attractive gal I easily tosses pif a Deguiiin^.

colors as rest of band, she makes a
[

hit this town in years. Aero danc-
pleasing appearance on >the stand : ing is interspersed with some fine

and plays an excellent violin in her clarineting, a la Harry James, plus
solo spot. Music during show con- - ^

sists of violin medley, and num-

* SING
* LEE

Just Closed

CHICAGO FAIR

‘ Sing Lee Sings gets the nod as

the top act.”
—Variety.

“A family troupe that special-

izes in doing things so high it

makes most people nervous to

think about it!”

-^Chicago Tribune.

Op»iiinq

RADIO CITY
MUSIC HALL. N. Y.

July 20

Maoagtment:
SAM ROSEN AGENCY, IS Taytor St.

San Francisco

who sings well-arranged songs. At i

witched.’
. .....

times the facial expressions are a .Okay showbacking conies; from
bit overdone, but overall, she gets

j

Roger Spiker crew which .clings

a violin solo by one of the trio., by nicely with her medleys and i
f°- f|ie straight teipath while the

Group does some exciting roll- pops,. Carlos and Linda.Offer La- :

Latm Aires lead the way tor The

Overs for hefty applause. : tino rhythmed routines to nice re- sinuous stuit. ivap.

Joan Merrill, lush brunet, opens
. «.. .

with a fasty, “SunnySide of the 1 Woodbury emcees efficiently
while Tony Lopez s orch back-
grounds in top manner and fills the
floor for dance sets.

Street,” which does effective job
of quieting the audience after the.

first act. Songstress makes an ef-

fective switch with a toreher.
“Don’t Say Goodbye ;

” which also
gets, nifty reception. Follows with

AMBASSADORS’ FOLDO
Parle live., \. V.

Charlie Steiuart, Scotty Graham,
“Sing You Sinners,” “How Did He [Clarice Crawford, Dorothy Denny;
T .nrtlr ” hoi’ Socf niiinVwii' anH

London, July 18.

Hildegarde returns to the Hotel
Savoy here next summer at a prob-

able tilt over her recent 1,000

pounds deal. This despite a 2,000
Look,” her best number, and,closes \no cover or minimum.
strong- -.with “A Thousand Violins.”

Regardless of what top harmon- ! Fanchon & Arnold. Park Ave- I
guineas (£2,100)

ica
.

playing the six Borrah Mine- 1 nue Restaurant, in confining sum- !
Cafe de Paris,

vitch Rascals might dish out., it's
i

mer activities to the downstairs

Detroit Nitery Razed,

Loss Set at $200,000
Detroit, July 18.

A $200,000 two-alarm fire razed
the Club Bali, swank nitery last

week. The fire, which broke out
in the morning, trapped a kitchen
helper in a basement cooling box.
He was rescued after four firemen
were overcome by, smoke.

Fire Marshall Ed Hall said de-
fective wiring behind the bar ap-
parently caused the blaze which
damaged five adjacent stores.

The
.
club’s owners, Frank Coul-

son, Fred Hammond and John
Maher, said the loss was covered
fully; by insurance. They liad pur-
chased the club three months ago.

offer from the

Les AmbassadeUrs* Foldo
Paris, July. 18.

Pierre Louis-Guerin is calling
j

his season at the reopened Les

!

the topdrawer panto antics of lit-
;
room, have, installed a small, corn-

tie Johnny Puleo that convulses pact show that provides restful
the customers. His sad. soulful- :

diversion. Performers are mainly
eyed expression, his gouging and i on the instrumental side which
fighting with his cohorts gets yocks neatly. fills requirements of the

» Amba.ssadeurs quits next week, I

aplenty. Miniature Hopalong Cas- i spot. Under the present format, after an abortive try to run the
sidy caps best returns Between '

it’s ,a good sip-and-listcn^room that
piush bistro with Kav Thompson &

the clowning rest of the Rascals entices a good deal oi late trade. jgoys the Bernard . Bros, and
wm^applause with their straight Qne of the potent features of tile i Michel Enier’s big band as altrac-
harmoixicaing_o£ Sweet Sue and :

:
show is organist Charley Stewart, I tionsPeg of My Heart.

! who endows the Hammond with a ti.’ n ,.noj T,.n 0 19 fi-nm thp
1

Doran and France are welcome keen insight into musical structure , . Vne 1 “
.

apd A1
,

01
?
1

j

holdovers—with some fiery new l and literate readings of a Yvide ;

start the Parisians, while intrigued

dance numbers. Stan Gower, on ' catalog ranging from. pops, blues to
j

^ Miss Thompson s terps and ar-

1

production vocal backing and em - i semi-classics'. This Negro instru-
j

rangements, couldn't quite * dig i

.-teeing, does a fine job on both; Cee I mentalist rates considerable atten-
v“aw — ”' oc’ *** anYl

! Davidson orch registers strong in ‘ tion during his turns.
.showbacking and on customer

' Another staple in
.
this spot is

does nicely Scotty Graham, a migratory singer,
who brings tunes up to the ringside

dance tunes. Chico
in the rhumba relief sessions.

Za hr

KI C abasli. K. t .

(BELLERIVE HOTEL)
Kansas City. July

The Harmonicas (3>. Joe
Orch. (5

)

cover $.1 , $ 1 .50.

14.

Vera

A goodly crowd turned out
here for the opening of a two-
week stand by the llannonicats.
playing the dinner room of the

1

! for good effect. Tunes are espe-

j

dally effective in the candle-light
I
atmosphere of the room.

Clarice Crawford -provides a
session at the piano, chiming in
with an occasional song. She’s a
skillful 88er, and voice, a well-de-
veloped soprano, reaches the en-
tire room without benefit of the
mike. Sepia singer similarly rates
attention.

Dorothy Denny plays a compara-

her— she was too “special” and
“too American” even for the hep
international patronage. Tfiomp-

j

son act has London bookings.

REX

CiirrtnH.y:

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Atlanta, Georgia

Direction:

EDDIE ELKORT
Low A Loslio Grade, Ltd., the.

250 West 57th Street

New York, N. V.

PATRICE . .
JAN

HELENE
Currently;

ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO

!
Bellerive for the third time. They tively quiet piano to cohiplete the
are an established draw in this 1

talent lineup. Joso.
room, and summer biz, which has -

——-7 —
been nothing so strong recently; • l.ondtMi
perked from their first show.

j

London, July 12 .

Orch leader Joe Vera gets show !
Julie Wilson, with Les Crosley;

under way with some ..fancy work Don Carlos Bauds;, minimum $3.50.
•at the keyboard on “La Cumparsa”

[

and “Somebody Loves Me.” liar- ! In her second cabaret appearance
; monicats take over from there for

;

in London, Julie Wilson has the
a half-hour of .their solid bar- advantage of a well-planned room
monies and special rhythms. They

,

in an exclusive club. Layout at

|

romp through 4TLover,” “Galloping, the Embassy, without being elab-
! Comedians” and “Harnionica '

~ tu*.

i Boogie” for solid returns. Jerry
Murad breaks it up a bit with

Pbilly Casino's License

Lifted on

some comedy antics with AT Fiore I tainer.

orate, favors the artist, and the
class of patronage attracted is ever
ready to applaud a good enter-

and Don Lee and trio sock across
their by-now standard “Peg O’

Television

Philadelphia. July 18.
|

Suspension of the Latin Casino’s
liquor license for a 45 day period,

‘

effective AugUvSt 4. was announced /

Thursday (13) by the Slate Liquor •

Control Board.
j

The license is issued to Harry
Steinman, cafe’s operator. Board
charges sales on Sunday and after

hours, service of liquor to minors
,

1

permitting minors to act as enter-
j

tainers. >

It has been customary for most
liquor licensees when cited for
suspension by the Liquor Board to
haye the. alternative of paying a
fine at the rate of $10 per day for
every day of the suspension. The
Latino Casino fine will come to

$450 and it is expected that the
club will pay the fine rather than
close its doors for 45 days.

BOBBY
WHALING

and

YVETTE
Opening July 23

STEEL PIER

Atlantic City

The character of Miss Wilson’s
j

Pat Pagnotta, who formerly op-
appeal emerges more clearlv at the i erated his own talent agency, has
LV^Ummm.. i: ‘V I iu. t..t- ^ r»i .1. IW«

Suppt r Clubs

Recjrdir^s
EXCLUSIVE MAH ACE ME HI

PHIL EDWARDS
A \

Embassy than on her previous en-
gagement at the dual Berkeley
Square spot, the Colony, and the

[

Astor, The act has been shrevvdly
adapted to include the best of the
old numbers and some new tunes.
Each is rendered with a eule and
pointed ’sophistication.

The chanteuse tees off with
“Most Gentlemen Don’t Like Love>”
and follows with a new arrange-
ment of “Ballin’ the Jack.” in which
she is supported by a mvthical
"Harvey.” Then “To Keep ; My
Love Alive” and ‘‘Manhattan Tow-
ers Album” for additional plaudits.

\
However, her stylized versions of

i “If a Man Could Be” and “Louis-
ville Lou” still click strongly with

j

the customers.
j Occupying the solo spot in this

joined the Jules Ziegler office.

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

151 W. 44 St., New Yerk LU 2-44M
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

^TALENTCONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional Engagement

(Du»lio«t6 PrlzM Aw«r4«4 l« tht Cat* ai Tia)

Jt

Puppet Artistry on Ice

SID KROFFT
Opening JULY 20TH (4 WEEKS)

CHASE HOTEL, St. Loui*

Opening AUGUST 17

NICOUETT HOTEL, Minn.
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Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full Or split week ^

Letter In parentheses indicates circuit <FM) FanChon Marco; (I) Indenendeht-
(L) Loew; (M) Moss; (P) Paramount; (R) RkO; (S) Stoll, (W) Warmer)

<WR) Walter Reade

Jack Russell
Eddie O'Neal Oro

Silver Frolics
Sonny Mars
Jimmy Nelson
Jackie Van'-'

little Buck
Bud Prentice Oro
Me) Cole Ore

Vine Cardens
Jan Bart
Mickey Sharp

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol <L) 20

Bert Wheeler
Sid Slate
Stan Fisher
Lou Willis Jr
Sonny Dunham Ore
Music Hall (I) 20
Town Topic
Sing, Lee & Sing
June Winters
Mark Dawson
Ricky Holden
Nip Nelson
Raymond Page
Roekettes

Palace . (R) 20
Yonely
Pat Rooney Sr
Jack Cordon
Stumj & Stumpy.,

(four to fill)

Paramount (P) 19
Louis Jordan 5
Fontane Sis
Bobby Van .

Rudy Cardenas
Bob . Chester Ore
George Wright

RoXy (I) 21
Andrews Sis ,

•

Carol Lynne
• Phil Romayne
Terry Brent
Boy Foy

Strand (W) 22
Jane Pickens Co
Buddy Lester
Laure.tte Ac Clymaa
Florian Zabach

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 21

Margaret Whiting

Bill Snyder Ore
Homer Ac Jethro
Kabbible Ac
Douglas
Oriental (I) 21

Dick Contlno
Herbert Ac. Saxon

.

Helene Ac Howard
.

3 Winter Sis
Carl Sands Ore

CINCINNATI
Albce (R) 20

Wells Ac 4 Fays
Chester Dolphin
Eileen Barton
Tommy Hanlon Jr
King Cole 3

! DETROIT
B'way (P) 22 Only;
Asylum of Horrors

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 19

King Bros
Tanya
Naitto Dogs
Jack Marshall
Stewart: Ac
Blackburn Twins

Omaha
Orpheum (P) 21

Mills Bros
Elliott Lawrence
.Geo Connolly.
Parker Ac Doll

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 20

Gautiers Steeple
Chase

Martin Ac Florenz
Leo De Lyon
Ryan & McDonald

BRITAIN
ASTON

Hippodrome (!) 17
Dick Tubb
June Scott
,Les Cooper
Mile. DuRoy
Anton Petrov
Mildred Hammond
John Gerrard
Noon Bros
Gridneff Ac P
Geo! Ac Lydia
Eden Lovelies

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 17
Donald Peers
Frank Marx At iris
Alec Pleon
Wilcox Bros
Ed Gordon Ac NanCy
Godfrey Ac Kerby
A J Powers’
I'ygrnm & Brandon
Aerial Kenways

BLACKPOOL
Grand (I) 17

JobCf Locke.
J Radcliffe Co
Francis Ac Gray
Joan Stuart
Annettes Ladies
Jimmy Wheeler
Larry Drew
Opera House (I) 17
Tessie O'Shea
Nat Jackley
JerFy Desmonde
Terry-Thomas
Ben Yost Guards
5 Olanders
Sheila Mathews
Maureen Slmi
TiUer Girls

Palace (1) 17
Merry Macs
Jeah Kennedy
S White Ac Anil
Fred Brezln
Marion Sanders
J Hutch Ac Stan
Frances Duncan
Bebe Ac Belle
Joe Church
Tower Circus (I) 17
Charlie Cairoli
Paul Co
Ernie's Sealions
Gilbert Houcke
Pierre Alizes-
Jacques Ac Maryse
7 Ashtons
Roberto Chiesa Co
3 Peters
Raudy’s Animals
Knie's Horses
3 Goetachls
Dorchdsters
Laconas
Jimmy Scott
Annettes

Circusettes
Balcombes
WINTER GARDEN

Pavilion (I) 17
Jimmy Edwards
Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley .

Costello Twins

.

Nino Wonder Dog
St Clair At Day
3 Bass!
Peter Grant
Patricia Hartley

.
Bobby Beaumont

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome <0 17

Billy Whittaker
Miml Law
B Ac M Clayton
C Falrweather
Phil Lester
Pat Hagen
Sonny Hughes

.
Elizabeth. Parsons

. Eric Marsh
Hi Diddle Diddle
Debs
Terry's Juveniles

BRISTOL
... Empire (I) 17
Jack Haig
Gay Euridge
John Doye
Ann Peel
Riga Ac Dorita
Keen Ac King
3 Orlandos s
Sybil Dunn 1

Charles Doakes
Marietta Dancers
Nudes Parisian
Hippodrome (S) 17
Bartlett Ac Ross

.
Douglas Harris
Cliff Sherlock
Loren Lorenz
Billy Carol
Moray Bros it D
Elwardos

CHISWICK
.
Empire (S) 17

Josh White
Don Cummings
Max Bacon
Celeste.
Rowleys •>

Mr. Lyon
Dunn At Grant
Dey. D & Dey

DERBY
Grand (S) 17

Lee Lawrence
Jose Moreno Co
Spanglers
Alan Clive
Eddie Reindeer
Terry Hall
R Ac M Lamarr
Reid Ac Dorothy
EAST HAMPTON

Palace (I) 17
Margit Kollar
Eltham Ac Sharpe
Marianne
Merry 3
D Ac S Stephens
Magyar Ballet

EDINBURGH
Empire <M) 17

Bertha Ricardo
Irving Ac Girdwood
5 Smith Bros
Margo Henderson
Sam Kemp
Jack Anthony
Joan Rene
Stewart Johns
Bond RoWell

’

I Ac S Davis
12 Colinettes
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 17

H Ac A RoSs
Sam Costa
B At M Konyot
Nitwits
Swan At Leigh
Bobbie Breen
Joe Ortnes
Scott Sunders

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 17

Grafton Sis Ac J
Nicholas Bros
Allen Bros Ac Juno
Deep River Boys
Fran Dowie
D Ac J O'Gorman
Allen Ac Lee
Joan Hinde

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 17

Harry Rowson
Iris Barrie
Phyllis Newton.
Phil Rivers
Denis Hobday
Jon Boldihi
Bernard Jones v
lan Hynes
David Bros
Garland Ac Roberts
Gold Dig'in' Lovlies

LEEDS
Empire (M) 17

Reg Dixon
Curzon 3
Margery Manners
Roger Came
Mcdlock Ac Marlowe
Scott At Foster
Flying .Comets
Victor Scaforth
Ryan Ac Young

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 17

Woods Ac Jarrett •

Eddie Williams
Pep; Graham
Moroccos
Shorty Mauhsey
Lewis Hardcastle
Harlem Belles
4 Tune Tattlers

LONDON
Palladium (M) 17

Frank Sinatra
Virginia Lee
Max Wall
Maudie Edwards
Pattison Ac Jackson
Wilson Keppel Ac B
Krista Ac Kristel
Pierre Bell
Palladium Tiller Gls
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER
Palace <M) 17

Lena Horne
Les Kayner Ac B
Bernard Miles
Rex Ac Bessie
Myrons
Hdrry Bailey
4 El Granadas
Fayne Ac Evans

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M> 17

Mills Ac Bobbie
3 Monarehs
Malta Dog RcvUe :

Marc Ac Geo .

Sampion—Zurani
5 SerenaderS
Melody Maids’
Libera
Richard Bell

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 17

Eddie Connor
Koba K Kaled

Tom Lockwood
Fred Wllkia
Eric Corrie
Jack Laurie
John Corrie
Adigo Co
Janet Frazer
Geo Sandiford
Hobble Co
12 Lovelies
NOTTINGHAMV Empire (M) 17

Allan Jones
Hattpn Ac Ernest
Arnley. Ac Gloria
Tattersall Ac Jerry
Cooke's Ponies
2 Sophisticates
Hackford Ac Doyle
2 Valors

PORTSMOUTH
Royal <M> 17

Norman Evans
Geay Ac Austin
F Ac Paul King
Senor Carlos
Bil Ac Bll
3 Cordells
Maple Leaf 4
: SCUNTHORPE

Savoy (I) 17
Dresser Ac Dale
Elroy
Mifelov
Cassidy Kids
Henry . Vadden
Mussalre
3 Zaros

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 17 .

6 Sweet Notes
Issy Bonn'
Patricia Ac Rudy
Len. Clifford Ac F
Musical Elliotts
Maurice Ac Ray
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire <S) 17
Morton Frazer Co
Lizbeth Webb
Iris Sadler.
L Loyal Ac. Micky
Ravic Ac Rene
Dave Park
Tom Truman
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 17

Stuart Ac Gray
Squadronaires
Raymond Smith
Morris Ac Cowley

Bemand pigeons.
Manley Ac Austin

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 17

Hal Monty
John Denis Co
Rosemary- Andree
Kirk Stevens
Flack Ac Lucas
Margarite Ac Charles
WALTHAMSTOW

Palace (I) 17
Charlie Ellis
Shen-TunS
Paul Ac Pauline
2 Konyots
Marie Joy
PUula Coutts
E J Wood
Peter Kenyott
Dan Jarrett.
16 Dancing Feet
Wood green
Empire (S) 17

Charlie Chester
Fred Ferrari
Ken Morris .

Arthur Haynes
Edwiha Carol
Len Marten
Boliana Ivanko 4
Marriott Ac Wenman
5 Brahims
Tiller Girls

YORK
Empire (I) 17

3 Atlahtas
Defty’s Hackett
Joe Hale Ore
Benson Dulay
Hughie Greert^

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON
Grenade (I) 17

Shamvahs
Eddie's
Terry O'Neil
Kovacs .

MONTREAL
Roxy (I) 20

Fifi D'Orsay -

Leticia
Ray English
3 Jay Walkers
Lynn Ac Margot
Darnys Ac.

Mercedes
Steve Basco
Will Skinner Ore

NEW TONE. CITY
Blrdtano

Charlie Parker
Gene Ammons

Bon Solr
Jimmie Daniels
Baby Hines
Norene Tate
Garland Wllsen
Ellis Larkin 3

Bop City
Illinois Jacquet
Ella Fitzgerald ...

Cy Coleman 3

care society
Billy Daniels
Madmoiselles
Al Sears Ore
Cliff Jackson

Copacanane
Mindy Carson
Romo Vincent
DiGatanos
Russ Emery
M Durso Oro.
Aivares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Gloria LeRoy ...

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Oro
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

El Chico
Roslta- Rios
Los Gitanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D*Alonso Ore

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Nola Pardi
Jean March
Wayne Thompson
Bourbon Ac Bayne
Irma Henriquez

Little Club
Ernie Warren Ore
No 1 Fifth Ave

Jimmy Lee
Christine Barrett
Downey Ac Fonville
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Olive White
Althea
Christine Scoville
Alverdft
Marsha Stevens

Joe LaPorte Oro
D'Aquila Oro

Park Avo
Scotty Graham
Chas Stewart
Clarice Crawford
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Oro

Hotel Astor
Tommy Dorsey Ore

Hotel Biltmoro
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Joel Shaw Orb
Hotel New Yorker
Bernie Cummins O
Rookies
Jean Arlen
B. Pennington
Arthur Johnson

Hotel Plaza
Fosse Ac Niles
Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Oro
M Bergere
Emery Dcutsch

Hotel . Roosevelt:
Teddy Powell Oro

Hotel Statler
Blue Barron. Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro

Latin Quarter
Frank Libuse
Tommy Dix
Edith Fellows
Margot Brander
Choppy
Gloria Gilbert
Ralph Young
Naaman Dcrs
Art Waner* Oro

Penthouso
Paul Taubman

Riviera
Billy Vine
Szonys
Eddie Fisher
Pat Terry
Arden Line
Walter Nye Ore
Pupi Campo Ore

Versailles
Don Cornell
Emile. Petti Ore
Panchito Ore

!
Village Bari*

Gerry Fitzgerald
Tex Fletcher,
Freda Wing

4 Some
David Blight

Waldorf-Astoria
Sammy Kaye:
Modernaires
Mischa Borr Oro

CHICAGO
Blackhawk

"Roaring Twenties'*
Miml Kelly
Joel Friend
Ray Hyson
Margaret Banks
Jesse Elliot
Ray Arnett
Bobo Lewis
Bobby Barry
Perry Mitchell
Sherman HayCs Ore

Che* pares
Joan Merrill
Charlivels
Minevitch Rascals
Stan Gower
D Dorben Dcrs
Cee Davidson oro .

Chico Ore
Helsrngs

Gcorgie Gobel
Jayne Walton
Billy Chandler Oro
.Hotel Bismarck

Sons of West
Brad At Judy
Harry Rodcay ^
Johnny Alladin Oro

H Edgewater Beach
Xavier Cugat Oro
Abbe Lane
Tato Ac Julia
Dulcina
Otto Garcia
•Dick Benedis
El Gringo

Hotel Stevens

Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda
Jerry Mapes. .

Jack .
Raffloer

.

Farrar Ac Carter
Douglas Duffy
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdear*
Mary . A Fitzgerald
Phyllis Miles
Maxwells <2)

Frank Masters Oro
Palmer House

Mickey Deems
Nclle Fisher
Jerry Ross
Louise Hoff
Hamilton Dell

WALTER WALTERS, JR.
Ventriloquist
10 Mins.; One
Palace* N. Y.
Walter Walters, Jr., is carrying

on in the family tradition with a
well-designed ventro act usin^ a
multitude of dummies ^nd a f6w
voice-throwing tricks that show ex-
cellent technical training. Walters,
however, has still to reach maxi-
mum effectiveness. He’s hampered
by a lack Of material.

Walters also has yet to jget the
knack of projection, but that, too,

is a matter of further experience.
He has a well-dressed act, nicely
designed dummies and tricks that
are Unusual in this field. He should
make the grade with more, time
around the circuits. Jose.

JOE JACKSON, JR.
Comedy Cyclist
12 Mins.; Fully
.Palcic*p’ N .

During the latter years of the
late Joe Jackson’s career, there
were times when Joe Jackson, Jr.,

would go on and da the act with-
out anyone in the audience know-
ing of the substitution. The classic

tramp-bicycle turn, as done by
Senior Jackson for many years, is

one of the ‘finest acts of its kind.
The present edition has caught all

its humor and charm. It’s a sock
act for any sight media,i

Jackson, Jr., has been around
for sometime. He has displayed
this act in large ice shows, but this

is his first theatre date in New
York, Jose,

fense,” ABC, and “The Air Force
Hour," on Mutual.
Meanwhile, the web$, mo$t of

which had men in Tokyo When hos-
tilities broke, are expanding their
staffs in that zone. Bill Costello,
head of CBS’ Far Eastern service,
who had just returned to D. C. in
April,- was immediately, dispatched
back to Tokyo. In addition, Bill

Downs, just back from Berlin to

.

the CBS newsroom here, is already
in the.war zone, while Edgar Mur-
row left here Saturday (15).

ABC shares Jimmy Cannon with
the N. Y. Post and John Rich with
INS, in addition to Ray Falk. Mu-
tual has Edith Simmons, Wife of
Walter Simmons, Chicago Tribune
correspondent, who also feeds the
network. Pat Nichols is qlso cov-
ering for Mutual, while Robert*
Stewart, web stringer in Manila,
is currently, trying to get clear-
ance to proceed to Tokyo, George
Thomas Folster is NBC rep, with
net seeking clearance for more
men.

"

Charles Dillon, Navy radio yet of
World War II, is chief of radio .for

Armed Services Public Informa-
tion, and is in charge of coordinat-
ing radio and, wideo coverage of
the war. Col. Edward Kirby, war-
time topper for the Army, is back
in uniform on temporary duty as-
signed to training and orientation.
Newsreel activities at the Penta-

gon are in charge of Col. Bertram
Kalish, ex of Pathe and Para-
mount, who came here from the
Signal Corps Photographic Center
at Astoria four months aga Donald
Baruch is in charge of short suhn
jects and reports no accelerated ac-
tivity in that line as yet, though
War footage is already being eyed
for a documentary. Joseph Yovin,
film vet, is in charge of all photo-
graphic activities in Public Infor-
mation.

f

NORA TOOMEY & CO. (3)

Aero
9 Mins. Full
Palace, N. Y.
Nora Toomey aided by two

femmes has a pleasing aerial turn
which should fit vaude require-
ments. Act is laid out so that the
assistants take turns on the rope
and swinging trapeeze. Each are
accomplished performers.
Major part of the turn comes

when volunteers are invited up
from the audience and Miss
Toomey answers the call. She does
a good comedy bit on the bar that
gives the turn a strong closer.

Jose.

JIMMY VALENTINE & RITA
Dance
8 Mins.; Three
Palace, N, Y.
Jimmy Valentine and Rita have

appeared previously on video but
this is their -first date in a Broad-
way vauder. Valentine, an amputee,
is partnered with a comely femme
in a ballroom turn that has a good
deal of grace. He makes his lifts

and turns excellently and gets
around on the stage with a great
deal of ease; While Valentine is

handicapped by use of a crufch, it

doesn’t hamper his terps.
Turn is suitable for most vaude

houses and video. Jose.

Continued Irom page 2

press briefings by Dept, of Defense
reps. NBC’s Ray Sher, for ex-

ample, originates news broadcasts
over the direct Pentagon to net
lines twice daily, while ABC's
John Edwards is using the facili-

ties for special broadcasts.' Others
still prefer to use their own D. C.

studios. In addition, NBG has set

up a mobile TV omit outside the
Pentagon, and sends frequent news
pickups by Bob McCormick via

microwave length to its Wardman
Park Hotel studios.

War front radio coverage is ex-
tensive and well coordinated, with
network efforts being supple-
mented by two military corre-
spondents, Maj. .Wesley McPher-
son, who is covering Air Force and
Army activities, and Ensign Jack
Siegal, assigned to the Navy. Both
men are making actual combat re-

cordings with portable self-pow-
ered tape recorders, in addition to

broadcasting from Tokyo oyer -^cir-

cuits borrowed from the nets. All
broadcasts are beamed to San
Francisco over established facili-

ties and transmitted via telephone
from there. Radio correspondents
shuttle between front . and head-
quarters.

Hot spot news recorded by mili-

tary correspondents is being of-

fered the nets on an equal basis,

while other feature material is

planned for use on the regular
service programs, “Time for De-

TVA-SAG Fight
Continued from page 2

offer Was to do everything possible
to expedite some protection for
members of TVA---the now unpro-
tected actors who work in live tele-

f9 .

vision*

Heller answered this statement
by relating that TVA had

,,started
negotiations with the networks and
ad agencies oh May 4. These nego-
tiations, Heller said, were abrupt-
ly brought to conclusion as a result
of an SAG wire which informed
the webs that TVA could not nego-
tiate for film television. TVA must
be able to dicker for both live and
film TV if any contracts are to be
signed, Heller declared. TVA
exec stated that . the new Guild
was willing to insert a clause in
any contract to the effect that such
a contract would be subject to the
National Labor Relations Board’s
decision governing motion pictures
for television. This, Heller be-
lieves, gives the SAG ample pro-
tection; Until this can. be done
there can be no negotiations with
anyone, according to Heller. “If
Mr. Thomson is sincere,’’ Heller
said, “Why doesn’t he allow us to
go ahead with negotiations?”
Heller pointed out that when TVA
started negotiations with the net-
works and ad agencies last May,
the SAG sent wires to these webs
and agencies wishing them luck:
not to TVA.

More Logits
Continued from page 1

the forthcoming Ethel Merman
starrer gives it first call on TV
rights; Hollywood, in somewhat
similar vein, used to make pre-pro-
duction deals on legiters that gave
the investing studio initial call on
the property. But there has been
virtually no Broadway angeling by
Hollywood recently, and even very
few successful plays bought.
Among current shows of some

standing on which there have been
no deals for pic rights are “Death

|

of a Salesman,” “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” (price tag $400,000, with
Paramount having privilege of
meeting any offer since it produced
a non-musical version), “Kiss Me,
Kate,” “Mr. Roberts,” “South Pa-
cific,” “Texas Li'l Darling,” “Happy
Time,” “Cocktail Party,” “The Con-
sul,” “Member of the Wedding,”
“Where’s Charley?” and “Wisteria
Trees.”
Among the past season's shows

of varying success which failed to
find buyers of film rights were'
“Clutterbuck,” “Miss Liberty,”
“The Enchanted,” “I Know My
Love,” “The Innocents,” “The
Man,” “Rat Race/ “Velvet Glove/*
“Touch and Go,” “Now I Lay Me
Down to Sleep” and “

Depinet-COMPO
Continued from page 3

H

the contract are something of a
problem To meet that, Theatre

.

Owners of America; COMPQ’s
largest and wealthiest group, is

understood seriously considering*
if necessary, guaranteeing the con-
tract.

TOA’s Proposal

It was a TOA proposal at a ses-

sion of the management and per-
sonnel committee of COMPO in

New York two weeks ago that re-

sulted in a recommendation to the
exec board that Depinet be depu-
tized as exec head of the organiza-
tion. TOA’s objectibn at that time
to the appointment of anyone else
to the post threw off the commit-

,

tee’s plan to select three men from
among whom the exec board could
make its choice.

TOA argued that it was prema-
ture to consider manpower before
a program; and budget were drawn
up. As a result, the committee
recommended that

,

appointment of
an exec v.p. be shelved tempo-
rarily: TOA has now revised its

viewpoint to a willingness to see
the paid job filled if Depinet isYhe
mam

Since TOA is lukewarm, at most*
about COMPO altogether, and is

prepared to walk out without too
much provocation on the matter of
the exec v.p. and several other
points, Depinet’s acceptance of the
job becomes a vital issue. If he
finds it propitious to leave his RKO
post, it is virtually certain that the
COMPO constituent organizations
will unanimously accept him for
the exec vice-presidency.

Despite the RKO chieftain's

identification over many years with
the, majors, he’s held in great
esteem by indie, producers and the-
atremen. As prez of COMPO and
chairman of all the sessions that
gave it birth, he has won universal
approval for his skillfull guidance
and objectivity.

As for leaving RKO, the presi-
dency has been reportedly a con-
siderable strain since acquisition
of controlling interest in the com-
pany ,by Howard Hughes two years
ago. His principal reason for stick-
ing, inasmuch as he is well-fixed
financially, is said to be loyalty to
the staff he has built up. There is,

in turn, great affection for Depinet
in the distribution organization, so
that he is said to fear that his de-
parture might lead to changes that
would displace some of his staffers.

Only other person beside Depi-
net who has any wide support for
the COMPO post is Arthur L.
Mayer, veteran publicist and thea-
treman, and now film adviser to
the Economic Cooperation Admin-
istration. However, Allied States
Exhibitors Assn, is solidly opposed
to him, sensing some sort of af-
finity between Mayer and the
majors; Result is that he seems to
have no chance, since any action by
COMPO’s exec board, on which
every one of its 10 constituents is

represented, must be unanimous.

Scrapping on Issues
.

Evidence of. lack of such una-
nimity on a number of issues was
seen jn the session of COMPO’s
committee on organization last

week. Group, chairmanned by
Harry Brandt, got' into a three
hour scrap over whether COMPO
should set up area organizations
with area chairmen or act purely
as a central body, allowing estab-
lished exhib and other groups to
operate locally in public relations.
TOA was 100% against the sub-

division plan, but Was voted down,
and the committee recommended
such a scheme to the exec board.
Some local TOA organizations are
said to be prepared to walk out if

the area plan gets final exec board
approval—-which . it Can’t, since
TOA won’t vote for it.

TOA had a strong quintet at the
meeting: Sam ' Pinanski, Charles
Skouras, Robert J. "O’Donnell, Rob-
ert Coyne and Robert Wilby. An-
other set-to is expected, inciden-
tally, when Pinanski- s financial
committee, meets. It’s the last of
five bodies, appointed by Depinet
to draw up operating plans for
COMPO.
Another of the committees,

on membership; chairmanned by
O'Donnell, met last"week. ? It 'met
no difficulty in agreeing* on a bfoad
elgibility formula for “industry
members”—companies or organ-
izations in the motion picture field

but not associated with any of
COMPO's charter-member groups.
It was agreed that, a comprehensive
list of elgibile, groups would be
prepared by O'Donnell, Ed .LacJi-
man, Herman Bobbins and Charles
E, Lewis.
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Palace. IV. Y. I Side of the Street’* and ‘‘If ^Could
i fliatT, i.

With You,*’ interpolated with
Mayo Bros, C2), Walter Walters,

\ ^at singing> plus fast terping,

Jr.;> Jimmy Valentine ^ P“a;'while still whamming piano. De-
Yvonne Moray, Joe Jackson ,

Jr.: I

Sp^e the physical drain on his

Ben Yost Ambassadors ( 5 L At
. amaz ing st mina, this amazing

Trahan with Lady Jaiiei Nora Too- three-in-one performer was gener-
alei/& Co. (31; “The Good Humor

, ous jn encores and left his listen-

Man” (Col), reviewed in Variety

May 31, 50.

Wnesday, July 19, 1950

and
edy

One of the most important

facets of the current Palace layout

is the demonstration of the time*

. liness of several types of turns,

Carded are a couple of perform-

ers representing the second gen-
^ v

eration of standard turns of several
ler

decades ago. Joe JacksOn, Jr., w
the fam jius tramp-bicycle act made
famous by hi$ late father, and
Walter Walters, Jr,, in a

of ventriloquism (both New Acts*,

indicate that tastes in variety

- haven’t changed too much*

Present program also, attests to

the durability of acts of the Keith

-

Albee era. A1 Trahan, who has had
several different partners during

his long tenure on the boards, in-

dicates tliat his pianistic rough-

house is still good for laughs. .A

'.well-built- femme foil, billed as

Lady. Jane, assists nicely. How-
ever, Trahan was on longer than,

necessary fcr optimum : effect.

;

The Mayo Bros, (2v open with
a good line of taps, but get off the

keel momentarily, with a weak dis-

play of humor. Total efforts,

though, are on the plus side. The
Ben Yost Ambassadors (5 V also

hit it well with their well-arranged
songfest.

ers wanting more at bow-off.
|

Following opening production
;

number with the line girls, Rollini

is on for his clever ladder work
and then his
ing with the rings on a teeter-

. board placed across a cylinder for

•some neat balancing. He wins nice

reception, as does Ted & Art -Mil-

wit h'- their zany patter, uke

Palladium, Lomlon
London, July 11.

Frank Sinatra ,
Virginia Lee,

Patterson & Jackson, Max Wall

,

i Wilson ,
Keppel8t Betty,

Maudie Edr-

I wards, Krista Sc Kristei, Pierre Bel,

l
Tiller Girls (16), Woolf Phillips’

Skyrockets Orch.

guitar
songs.

S’- -kv cycle including club juggling, Dan-
jdisplay nv Dennis Derhabs should- not have

;
Audience enthusiasm becomes

greater with each new Hollywood
arrival. All the big IL S. names

adroit hand; balanc-
(

who’ve played the Palladium this

,
season have had memorable ova-

j.
tiohs

. The welcome to Frank Si-

Inatra in his initial stint in Lon-
, don was also overwhelming. The
! excitement of the fans who lined

(

the streets outside the theatre hit

a similar level inside the theatre.
Sinatra'

follows with “My Foolish Heart.”
Changes pace with a’ Dixie beat Oft

‘Razz-Ma-Tazz,” which doesn’t seem
to be her idiom. Then wraps up a
medley of her disk toppers and
does a cute duet with her pianist,

Buddy Pepper. For a strong .closer

she carols her first disciick, “It

Might As Well Be Spring.” Zabe.

Radio City, Mpls.
Minneapolis, July 15.

Danny Kaye ( 2 ) Georgia [Gibbs,
Dunhills (3), „Fred Heiseke’s
House Orch (16 );

“Asphalt .
Jun-

gle” (M-GY, .

Hotels No Place
45

he

accomps to their qom*
work On the uni-

;s a perfect one-man

If the local public doesn’t
out en masse for this tremendous

i-screen show; it’s about time

spotted on the same bill as
}
thralled for almost an

the previously appearing Rollini;
.]

loaded with ., his, .bes
..but: :

Dennis, . too, scores solidly; 'spaced, by amusing patter
Line contribs two zestful prbduc- — —

x

tion numbers, with the; blonde
Nonha Davis lending neat assists
in- each with he,r warbling.

. ,

'

. McStay.

CapiioL WasGi
Washington;, July 16.

Yvette. Benson Mann., 4 Evans.
The Rudeils (31, Sam. Jack Kauf
man
< Uv.

Though there’s
;

sparkie in current

there’s plenty of

Value in the -four

Continued from page

okayed early this week after

moved to new quarters.

Previously, it had been deemed
that offices in hotels were okay if

space was located on a' floor, com-
pletely converted to offices. How-
ever, the department is apparently
going in for strict interpretation

of the employment agency code,
which provides that agencies must
have a separate entrance and exit*

Exception is made for office build-

ings,
.

Getting the agents out of hotels

is apparently a new idea by the
)he percenter has

hour. It is ! ment map. If Danny Kaye, mark- i

heen located in a .
hotel for nearly

numbers; j
ing his first appearance here since

j

years, and had .licenses issued to

and hit he hit the jackpot, plus other fine/ him annually. A not li e r .agency

ms: .
' acts, can’t pull ’em, then vaude is recently spent a large sum m mak<

any preliminaries. Si-
1

through as a b,o. factor. . -. ".j ing renovations in a hotel. Several

natra goes into his act with “When
|

Friday’s 6 p e n i n g show at
percenters moved into hotels dur-

|

You’re Smiling” ;to generate, excite- i;30 p.m. brought , out a promising
;

inS the War when office space was
ment ancj elicit a thunderous ova-

. turnouti but the 4,000-seat house i
scarce, and most have been granted

j
tion. And. so through the rest of .'was bv no means capacity and for ' licenses. Licensed agents located

• his stint, with each, tune giving.; the 4:30 p.m. performance (one of in hotels will be. getting letters

i equal satisfaction. His toppers are four lor the day—five on Saturday i
stating that permit, was issued in

“Soliloquy” from “Carousel.” “Be- and Sunday), there Were plenty pf error and license is revoked, Unless
witchedV and “Old ' Man River,’

; ehipty seats. This despite ail ef-
i
new space is taken immediately,

with a Crosby parody on the lat-
j

fectiye publicity and campaign, [the offending agents will be yanked
;
Kaye is a performer who excels i

into court for operating without a

!,age quality, and includes -twovbther .:{{} ^ He’- f coft-mnf io”*
llCenSG ’

A : IT. C oIoa lmrn ,

l,lt 5 a COnSiaiU jO>
j

——
;

ny Dennis perhaps should 7 not have
j show which .holds the audience en-

1

to wipe the town? off the amuSe-
j

. _ L' * A. *. L
*

• ^ ^ _ liM.l • - - I 11 - . II 1 . f ^ J "Vii ' .

; for maximum
! . Without

House Orch ( 18 >
;

"Sierra
' 1

, t e r.

. !. Remainder of the bill is of. aver-

little marquee I U. S. acts, also, first-timers here,

Capitol lavout, |

Patterson & 'Jackson, colored dup,
.

• " ’
i enhvii uni-Vi flinir Anivitwltl ilanAl'yiiJ

entertainment

every minute lie’s on the stage,

’

. ;
scbve

.
with

:

tteir cpineay dancing
. . and. singing, Robust style and agil-

aCts. There’s 1 ity get them oVer neatly, Virginia
ing:

surprises, giving.
a sne-
amazr

variety and interest in the
; Hit. of the show, is • Yvonne Mo- 1

ray. the energetic, pint-sized singer balanced, swiftly paced show,
whose comedy accent on tunes puts Yvette, blonde: and eye-filling,
her^^ in the; top applause brackel;

:^ Headlines bin
It’s her third appearance at this ,

11 ea 1 nea 01 1

house and her reception hasn't song style.

with her usual hep
Gal is smart enough:

well Lee’s comedy .acrobatics are nicely
; timed and ..earn good niitting.
‘

. Maudie Edwards, recently back
from a vaude tour of the U.- S.

and ‘ Canada, fails to make the
grade, owing to mild material.

dimmed even to the regulars.

Jimmy Valentine & Rita, and
Nora Toomeny & Co. ( 3 i

,
. . both

New Acts, help complete the satis-

factory session. Jose.

to keen changing pace and format She\s a. competent artist, but West

demonstrations of superlative
artistry and remarkable versa-
tility. stirring up laughter easier
than a canary sings.

!
At show caught he clowned Wi tli

the orchestra, cut up numerous
]
funny capers, sang, had the audi-

i
ehce ‘ join in his comedic vocaliz-

ApaSlo, X. Y.
Errol Oarhef Trio, Larry Dar

veil. Chubby Newsome, Conway &
Parks, tile Quinlans
meat'’ Markham' & Co;
Williams Band (11):
Agent” (Col).

with the times; Chantoosey sings :

in a lower key than in the past and
hps, acquired a manner that com-

,
bines the brassy quality of Ethel
.MCrman with her own softer per-

,
sonality. Yvette depends more on .

her own pipes and ability than on
‘ novelty, yet there’s a touch of the
latter in her . “Dearie,” which

End vaude fans demand something
,

in8

(2), "Pig-
(3 Paul
“Customs

ter. takes a little time to warm up,
but eventually wins them over.

Following, the now familiar pat-
tern, each half of the show is

______ opened by the Tiller Girls with a

serves as a springboard for some satisfying high-kicking routine for.

ing to its increased pleasure, (tlie

more than she does here. Wilson, i

small fry, so plentifully present.

Keppel & Betty click in their dance :
undoubtedly were having the time

routines. Max Wall’s comedv pat- ;
°f their lives . as they let off

Harlem’s Apollo comes up with
a . solid layout for current session,,

the last bill until Aug. 17.
.
Dur-

ing the interim house will. undergo
considerable renovation and upon
reopening will switch to Thurs-
day openings instead of Friday.
Which had been its policy for

many; years.
Errol Garner Trio,, instrumental

group, and Larry Darnell,, slick

baritone, share top billirig and
rate it as far as audience apprecia-
tion goes. Garner’s; keyboarding
flanked by bassist and drums, win
happy returns for solid workouts
On “Just You, Just Me.” “Stairway
to the Stars,.’’ “Body and Soul”
and “Penthouse Serenade.” Dar-
nell, a personable lad with robust
pipes and plenty know-how in

projection, wraps up the .distaffers

and practically stops the show
With a 'foursome of ballads such
as “I Love. You My Baby.;.’

Get Along Somehow” and other
Items. Offs to hefty applause.
Another sock contender in the
vocal division is Chubby Newsome,
whose sultry versions of “Poor
Dog,” “Wrong” and “Hip Shakin’
Mama”, register high on the ap-
plause meter,
- Paul Williams Band, comprising
three rhythm, three reeds and
five brasses; back show capably
and really cook in their own slot

with “Blow,. Blow,” “Juice Bug”
and “Hucklebuck,” with maestro

. spotlighted on alto sax, for solid

:

returns.
The Quinlans, mixed ofay roller

duo, get over neatly in their fancy
stuff ah$ . thrillers via clever,

whirls and lieck-holds. '. Conway
and parks,, male comedy team,
keep .

’em howling : With , their
.

comedies and hoofing. . “Pigm.eat” !

Markham & Co., house coinics.”

also register laughs in their com-
edy blackout skit. /Edbu.

Casino, joronio
Toronto, July 14,

Maurice Rocco, Ted St Art Miller,

paring Dennis, .Rollini, Bob Good-
man, Norma Davis, Charles
Gregory Girls (16), Arch Stone
House . Orch; “Show Them’ No

:

Mercy” (20th)*

Pleasant and entertaining 70-

lhins. stage: layout, headed by Mau-
rice Rocco, is doing top biz, with
Bob Goodman tieing together as &

glib and smooth m.c. Rocco, as the

marquee topper, was the show-stop-

per when caught. In' full-stage, this

master boogie-stylist who spurns

the use of a piano stool, alternately

caresses the keys in such straight

playing as “Moonlight Sonata” but

Scores best response with his ter-

rif one-hand playing of “Sunny

takeoffs on yesteryear greats. , It

comes as a surprise when the pe-
tite gal suddenly booms out with
a Caruso-like “Pagliacci,”. follow-
ed by some Harry Lauder and
George M. Cohan. “Wish I Were In
Love Again,” dual language vei>
sion of “La Vie Eh Rose,” and
“How Deep Is the Ocean” round
out a bctter : than average, and en-
thusiastically received song rou-
tine.

Benson & Mann do a fine job
with the comedy chores. Contrast,
between the
Mann and- the
booking little

on. Team starts slowly but builds,
via some gags, a zany applause
contest and a surprisingly good
vocal from Benson. Wind with
some buck and wing to “Take Me
Out to the Ball Game” for hefty
mill. ,

Two generation terp team con-
sisting oi' the'; Evans and their .son
and daughter add a sentimental
note to some varied and appealing
modern rythmsi This is fine family
entertainment, with showinanly
presentation as- well as good. tech-
nique. Costumes are effective, and
routines well planned for sock ef-

fect.- Accent is on precision type
of tap terping. although there’s
some applause; winning aero turns
from Miss Evans.

Rudeils get ear-splitting .recep-
tion for' their pace setting trampo-
line act-. Plenty of laughs, as well
as line , aero stunts in this . one.

..Lowe.

their initialer, and a hoop dance in
j

Sammy Praeger. at

second part of bill. Kresta &
Kristel contrib a neat, trapeze act.
Pierre Bel. slick juggler, manipu-
lates tennis rackets and other
items for nice returns.

.
Skyrockets Orch. as usual, give

firplrate musical .support to tlie

bill. My ro.

Jim
( 15 ),

Cliii

Chicago, - July 14...

Haniilton, Bill. Snyder Orch
Jim. Lounsberry,

.
Michael

( WB

)

This is the fo u r t h edition of. Idea 1

jockey show,, which unfortu-
nately lias fallen into a rut. With
the same acts,, plus a good emcee,
possibly. Bill Snyder, the show
would jell much betier. Instead,
t lie mutual admira tion* society of
Bie platter spinners (Jim' Hamilton,
Jim Lounsberry. Linn Burton.
Ernie Simon ) seems to bog clown
the proceedings.
Snyder has formed a new band

on the strength of his top selling
disk hit, “Bewitched.” and brings
his 15-pietv combination into the
Chicago for its debut.- While un-
ci ersland ingly a‘ little slow on its
first theatre backing of acts, it

/conies through nicely in its three
orch numbers and docs a st andout
,io)^ in b.u-king chirper Margaret

; Whiting. Band o turns \\ it h its.'new-
esl disk. “Pidjng the Offbeat,”

.
which shows off t he brass section

,

;to advantage*. In the nextJo-closing !

spot. . nr'.cstfd takes, over at piano ;

for. s-pii’iledr rendit ion of. “Rf Mom-'j
ho” and

.
then . “Bewitched.” New

, liand i.has .lour s( rings, four saxes,
two.

. trombones. J:\vo rumpets. and
• three, rhytlml willr rhost of tlie ar-

• jj-jLu J ranging leaning toward the strings"
st, . 1 v- 1 i

'

V-' and. reeds.Myron Cohen, dialect comedian.
. MiclO/U T-Vton'm-Vc

r

1 't/ or
current bill here and °ets over v,?

1

V •

.

and M'- Kalnb-
woll

' U ^ h hie have teamed up a la Martin and
.

. , , . . :

Edvvis but play it different 1 v. Doug-.Show opens with nice production lasffwho has been a cafe singer fornumber by the Holiday
.
Dancers, several years. ' docs

w -

, whose aero stint'., is t
' ‘ *" ^an ^-v I^h Ka

mix nice patter into., act

• steam h goes into his dialectics,

;

provided samples of. his remark-
able gift for rapid-fire lyricizing

' and. does some nifty stepping with
[the Dunhills. His ad libbing adds
I to the informality* With his own

the piano and
i working in front Of tile locally as-'

1 sembied bang-up orchestra:; Kaye
j

starts off by doing soine amusing
conducting of the band as lie puis

j

it through the paces of “Tiptoe
: Throught the Tulips.” He sings
• the “Gypsy Song” from “Inspec-

.

1 tor General” in dialect and then
: demonstrates how a “ham” singer
' would render “Begin .the Beguin”
off-key. His ‘.’Ballin’ the Jack”

:gcts thunderous applause. With a

,
twisted cane given .to him by Sir
Harry Lauder, he sings several of

unous .Lauder songs and
numbers ho picked up. dur-
is visit in Scotland, After

paying’ a, tribute to Lauder he lias-

the audience help himduring his
v o c a 1 i z i n g of

’

‘ Minnie th

c

Moodier. He brings back the
Dunhills to dance with him . and
after about 45 minutes he departs
to thunderous applause.
Dynamic Georgia Gi bbs,

.
also

here for the first time, ihvesls
her- numbers with vivacity, sparkle
and individual, touches. . comcdic
touches and original stylizing. She
docs, only three. “Taking a Chance
on ' I!oye.” “Bewitched” a n d
“Dearie.” but every one is a soeko
performance in itself, (hanks to
her magnetic style, vocal ability

and the boi'f arrangements.
For rhythmic and precision step-

ping. The three Dunhills. well sel-

up and nifty appearing youths,
probably have few peers. Individ-
ually and in ensemble they scintil-

late. A dash, of acrobatic dancing
spices some of tlie routines.

.Ilees. .

Hollywood, July 18.

American Guild of Variety Art-
ists remqved its “unfair” listing

from the Deauville, Strip spot,

after operator John Walsh paid
chirp Alyce Lewis $375 in back
salary. Singer had been yanked
from the spot by the union; -

Walsh, who works in the spot in

addition to running it, became a
member of AGVA on payment of

$56 initiation fee, and put up an
advance week’s salary for vet team
of Noble and King, current at the
nitery.

Circus
.

performers
:

were desig-
nated as employees by the N. Y.
supreme court fast week. Decision
by Justice Henry W. Goddard was
based on a plea by Ringling Bros.,

. Barnum Bciiley Circus for a re-
fund of $3,105 paid last year to the
collector of Internal Revenue, as
so.eial. security taxes on performers

. wilh tlie show.
Ringling attempted- to get the re-

fund and cited the. "Radio City
.Music Hall, N... Y., case which found
that Music Ilall performers, other
Ilian those of its' regular • staff,'

were independent con t r a c t 0 r s.

Court, however, declared that the
Ringling circus exercised more con-
trol dyer its perforinei’s U'"n Cm
Music Hall did arid therefore its

latent come under .'.-category o* c*n-
ployees.

Decision parallels a ruling made
tno weeks ago by Hie N. Y. State
MTirkmen’s Compensation Board,
Aihicii rutecl that circuses are liable
For injuries to performers.

uaranac Lake

Atlantic City. July 13.

• Myron Cohen,:- Sara Ann
Cabe, Coco. St eve & Eddy, Holiday
Dance.rs.. Johm n y McConn ell House
Orch eLucky Losers”

:

(M ono > .

-

ID 9 yiaaj'D a su , »9 a 53 asal

Miami, July lfi.

Rose ' Marie. Geo.roe O'llanlbh,
The Albius. Woody Woodbury. Don
SrMary NormaiR Les Rhode House
Orch; "Colt .45” ( WB >

.

There’s a. -satisfying, lineup ..here

.

this week; Topliner ' Rose; Marie
clicks in nor song session, which
includes ipme

d

y-ti ne 1yr i cs . . She
sells pons and' ot her tunes expert 1 v.

««ng way to C:oco. Stev, and job ,
Sf a

^
t-» •

- bible, l.oi niiei K.«i\- Kyser coniic. He .Added attraction v.-ic. riimstdi'

good rekirns
06 pattei: into • a^ lor

nJnH/fn
0C?

n

"

s
7
ni

^ c
oarlW1s of George O’llanlon, who goes overgood, iclmns. ^ t oil * JDovvnoy. Ink Spots*, Tony nicely

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake. N, Y., July 18.

.

CJivy .Gu.ri^e'rman, ex-vatidevilli-'
an u ho made tlie

. grade here and
decided to slay (m permanTnlly,
is ?i<nv on the staff, of local station
WXBZ. •

Harry Graysou. sports writer, in
(

0

chat - witli. Margie Regan..’

.

Birthdaygreetings, are in order- to
Helen Grupp, Harry Nason, Margie
Regim, Waller tCBS) Ronianik and
-Edwin-.i-IATSE) Gaiscr, all at
etv Club's hospital.

Sara Cabe, in strapless Martin and Frankie. Laine for nifty . from films
its in song stanza. }'9VU CPS * Partner gets laughs with wavs gets

Ann McCabe
evening gown, hits
Toppers are “OVer The Rainbow,”
and a FrimL medley for,; nice re
turns.

Holiday dancers return for

Essaying the ‘character

an-

the meek type, who al-

Jus dimwit- jokes and poetry. How-: potency of a stint via . slick im-
* T 11S

*

Rn b l’vsh of Harry preshes and comedy patter for solidJa nes he gets off a
;

fine -trumpet . relurhs. .

t
Woody Woodbury emcees in af-

otber slick production number, Jethro, lnllblly duo, fable manner. A local fave via. his
featuring Ginger Harris, acrobatic PJ!’

*'0,
J

with solid longterm i tint at the Clover Club,
dancer.

’ a
; |

PR»nMng ol /gmtar^ and the keyboarder introes .the
; acts

Cohen closes with 20 minutes of i G 1
$ui ts-

a
eh)\vif

S
aVair»ivi

: -

•' In vJ
1

,5
wrl

story telling. Has audience wdth kej grenade “
“Music MiisicvHW-n*

i'"-lcks
-
/ ' the -" sluMiolders

aini the Way and ^eePShowling.
I Encore with a quickie parodv on

After sock session of previous. ; Room Full of Roses.”
"

Danny Kaye show, current layout
\

Miss Whitingi in her second local
appearance in several vears, tee.s
off well ‘..with “It’s Wonderful” and

slot

via

seems mild
fair biz.

and geared for only
Walk.

pianoing and songs.
Rollerskating and aero antics of

Don and Mary Norman hit for full
i measure, as does the satirizations
on ballroomology by the Albins.
Les Rhode
bly.

vShamus Club drive is; on in the
c.o'ony for funds, to tide it over .

Ike summer season, Club furnishes.,
1 rce milk to the kiddies at the
William Morris Memorial Park..
Benny Resslor is prexy of club.
Helen O’Reilly, nitery hostess

who “cured” lierC became bride of
LOren Miller recently.
Laura (Loew’s) Sloan cheered up

by visit from the Robert E. Schlic-.
Ifers, who flew; in from Cleveland.

.
Adirondack Opera Group and

DeerwoOcl Players have set their
stiminer program. It will ' include
“Claudia,’! “G l a s .S' Menagerie,”
“Yes M.v Darling Daughter,” “For
Love Nor Money,” “Night Must
Fall,” '“Pinafore” and “Figaro,” .

Ralph Maura, of the National
Theatre Supply Co. of. Albany, in

to install a nevv picture screen and
overhaul projection

.
machine.

The Colin Schafers and Berne

I

Garber in from N. :Y. C. to visit

! Lawrence (IATSE) Garber, who is

house orch backs capa-
;

showing nice progress.
i Write to those who a rtf' ill.
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Paul Green Historical hramae

P'SniEfY

Success at Last

LEGITIMATE

By FLORENCE ,fifc L0WE '

Washington, July IB,

Series of outdoor historical

dramas, highlighting early Ameri-
can history and spread through the

country on a regional oasis, ap-

pears to be taking shape with com-
pletion of "Faith of Our Fathers,”

the third such production by Paul
Green. "Faith" preems here Aug. 4.

Dedication of Pulitzer Prize-win-

ner Green to the establishment of

a native American theatre in local

communities has already netted

the. author and two Southern areas

handsome profits. First play-

wright in history to have had three

Outdoor amphitheatres built espe-

cially for his use* Green emerges
as a practical technician rather

than the starry-eyed dreamer he is

sometimes painted. Despite what
appears to be an impractical cold

shouldering of Hollywood, and in-

frequent forays into Broadway.
Green, can boast of consistent b.o.

. returns seldom achieved by any
other playwright;
"The Lost Colony,” based on the

establishment of the first English

colony in America and the birth

of Virginia Dare, the first English

child born in the New World, can

in its 14th successful season* boast

a long-run record. Off the beaten
track, in an outdoor 3,000-seat

theatre originally built for a single

season, it had drawn over 500,000

paid admissions to the tune of

aboiit $1,000,000 when the 1950
season opened.
"The Common Glory,” recreat-

ing the saga of the Virginia colony,

has, like Its North Carolina prede-
cessor, become a yacation pilgrim-

age for thousands of tourists. Now
in its fourth season in the amphi-
theatre at Lake Matoaka, in his-

toric Williamhurg, the drama has
played to over 250,000 people* and
gets perennial "repeaters.”

Saga of Virginia

Latest Green opus, "Faith of Our
Fathers,” the Sesquicentennial
tribute to George Washington, to

be presented in Washington’s new
4,000rseat, $485,000 outdoor amphi-

( Continued on page 50)

MacDONALD-RAYHOND

MAY TOUR 'GUARDSMAN’
Princeton, N. J., July 18.

Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Raymond may star this summer
at the Princeton strawhat in Mol-
har’s "The Guardsman” and then
play other silo dates. Herbert Ken-
with, producer of the local spot,

says the couple have agreed to the
deal if he can obtain the release

of the production rights from. Hans
Bartsch, the author’s agent He
also hopes to interest Miss Mac-
Donald and Raymond in a fall tour
of play.

Kenwith said he originally tried

to interest Lynn Fontaine and Al-

fred Lunt in appearing at his thea-

tre in a revival of the comedy, in

which they last appeared more than
25 years ago. He Offered them a
guarantee of $10,000, which he be-

lieves is the highest sum ever of-

fered to any stars for a single ex-

clusive summer theatre appearance.

Ross to Direct Miami’s

Kittjr Davis Arena Stock
Miami Beach, July 18.

William Ross arrived last week
from New York- to direct produc-
tions of the theatre-in-the-round
stock company at the Kitty Davis
Playhouse, here. The resident
company includes Dorothy Elder,
Charles Campbell, Jane Ralnford,
Frank Dudley, Dorothy Raymond,
William Turner and William For-
ester, with Ed Morris as stage
manager. The first bill, opening
Sunday (23),

,
will be "Born Yes-

terday.”

Before coming here, Ross was a
tv.k. stage manager on Broadway.
He’s a- member of the Actors
Equity council.

WMl VIUU ttl II V*
Laramie, Wyo., July 18.

William Saroyan’s new play, "A
Western Awakening,” .

will be pre-
miered here Thursday night (20)
by the U. of Wyoming creative
workshop theatre, with Dr. Richard
Dunham directing.

.
The author is here to supervise
production*

For Traube’s ‘Gioconda’
"Gioconda Smile ,” Shepard

Traube’s production of AldOus
Huxley’s London melodrama hit,
is financed at $60,000. Among the
41 bankers are Roger L. Stevens,
$6,000; Ralph Bellamy, $2,400;
Elizabeth Arden* Harry E. Gould
(owner of the Lyceum, N. -’ Y.,
where the show Will play), Huxley,
Dwight Deere Wimari and attor-
ney William Beckendorf, $1,200
each; Chorus Equity official Ruth
Richmond and Jane (Mrs. Law-
rence) Tibbett, $600 each; Norman
Cousins and Leonard Traube (pro-
ducer’s brother), $300 eftch, and
Florence (Mrs. Harold) Rome, $100.

There is no provision in the
partnership agreement for over-
call.

'

La Jolla, July 18.

Almost two decades of work
will pay off for Pat O’Brien,
who opens here Aug. 1 in the
La Jolla Playhouse, revival of
"The Front Page.”
Eighteen years ago, O’Brien

starred on Broadway as Hildy
Johnson, the fast-talking re-
porter. Now, having made the
grade, he becomes Walter
Bums, the managing editor.

In ‘Barrier Setup
»

*

Backers of the Joel Spector-
Michael Myerberg presentation of
"The Barrier” may get a break
through the show’s novel financing
setup./"' That is, if the production
is brought in for less than the
budgeted $50,000, their percent-
ages Of 50% of the profits will be
increased accordingly. General
practice in play financing is to dis-

tribute profits on the budgeted
amount, regardless of how much
the production actually costs*

In the case of "The Barrier,” if

the show is brought in for $40,000,
for instance, the backer with $1,-
000 invested would receive 1V6%
of the profits, instead of the nor-
mal 1%. In other Words* the back-
ers stand to benefit if the manage-
ment saves money on the produc-
tion. On the other hand, Spector
and Myerberg are protected if the
outlay goes Over the budget, since
there is provision in the partner-
ship agreement for a 15% overcall.
As an example of how under-

budget producing can occasionally
work out, there was some quiet
beefing two seasons ago when a hit

show, financed at $100,000, was
brought in for only about $50,000.
In that case, some of the backers
complained to friends ‘ that the
presentation was "over-financed.”
As a consequence, they pointed
out, their percentage of the net
was only half as much as it would
have been if the play had been
budgeted at $50,000., Even if their
share of the $50,000 investment
had been halved, they could have
Used the difference to put into
some other production, they
claimed.

to Resume in Fall;

Profit So Far

Jory, Wife, Daughter

In Barn Appearance
Saratoga, N. Y., July 18.

Victor Jory, in "The Spider” at

the Summer theatre this week is

supported by his wife, Jean Inness,

who has appeared in several Broad-
way productions and many films.

This 19-year-old daughter, Jean,

also has a role in the thriller. She
plans to follow her parents’ careers

after graduation from the Wash-
ington U.

Jory , an accomplished magician,
will play a sleight-of-hand ex-

pert in the meller revival*

Eunice Healey Options

BVay Eatery Comedy
Euhice Healey has optioned a

musical comedy, "The Golden

Touch,” with book, music and
lyrics by the team of Bud Burston
and Allan Sherman, for production

in the fall. The show has a locale

in a Broadway restaurant similar

to Lindy’s, and the leading char-

acters are a young busboy, his girl

and a conniving patron of the spot.

No director is set for the produc-

tion, which will be budgeted at

$200 ,
000.

Miss Healey already has an op-

tion on "No Ark on Ararat,” a

drama-fantasy by Catherine Hos-

Chicago, July 18.

Decision of the Theatre Guild to

shutter "Oklahoma” at the Erlang-

er here next Saturday (22) Was a
direct result of the recent boxof-
fice slump. The intention previous-
ly had been to I.eep the Rodgers-
Hammerstein p e r e n n i a 1 open
through the summer, even if it

involved a moderate loss, since it

will cost around $15,000 to reopen
the musical in the fall, when the
tour will resume.

Until the last two weeks, when
business went through the floor,

that policy seemed practical. But
with a gross of only about $15,500
for the previous week and not too
much better last week, it appeared
likely that the operating loss over
the remainder of the summer
would be considerably more than
the cost of reopening. Since most
of the cast are already getting the
$80 Equity minimum, the company
payroll of approximately $6,500
could not be cut, so the $21,500
operating nut couldn’t be reduced.

Even at the reduced business
through June, the show was mak-
ing a small operating profit. After
netting more than $8,500 for the
four weeks ending. May 27, the
production had losses totalling ap-
proximately $2,000 for the two.
weeks ending June 10, when the
respective grosses were $18,100
and $21,100. But it grossed nearly
$23,200 and $26,600 for the next
two weeks, giving it a profit of

almost $2,500 on the four weeks
ending June 24. That brought the
"operating profits on the season to

more than $152,200.
There have been profits of $75,-

000 distributed during the last sea-

son. So, figuring on the $20,000
originally spent for the re-purchase
from Metro of the rights to "Green
from the Lilacs,” basis for "Okla-
homa,” plus nearly $11,900 ex-

penses in connection with the Lon-
don production, there was approxi-
mately* $45,400 available for distri-

bution as of July 1. That would
bring the total profit on the show
to around $4,225,000 thus far.

‘ROBERTS’ CUTS SCALE

FOR CHICAGO RETURN
Chicago, July 18.

National company of "Mister
Roberts,” which returns to the Er-
langer here July 31 for a month,
after setting a year record at the
same house last season, is lowering
its price range and will run at $3.71

top instead of the previous $4.33.

On Saturday matinees the main
floor will be $2.50 and the bal-

conies, $1.80, the lowest scale here
since the war.

Cape Cod Circus Drops
Sundays at Church Bid

Hyannis, Mass., July 18.

In a letter to the board of direc-

tors of the local Baptist, church,
Richard Aldrich* managing director

of the Cape Cod Music Circus, to-

day (Tues.) announced that there
will be no more Sunday perform-
ances at the spot after next week-
end. The Change, Aldrich stated,

has been made in deference to the
recent request of the church direc-

tors; The church is located across
the street from the Circus; Ald-
rich’s letter thanked the church for
the use throughout the summer of
the parish hall for rehearsals.

Under the new schedule, the
final performance, "Rio Rita,” will

be Sunday night (23). "Sohg of
Norway” will Open

,
Tuesday night

(25) and play through Saturday
night* July 29* with the- regular
matinee and an additional matinee
Saturday. Monday night perform-
ances for the balance of the sear
son will begin the following week,
July 31* with "Vagabond King,”

Tactic’ Sale 175G

For Oct Date, Dallas
Dallas, July 18.

The State Fair Auditorium had
banked around $175,000 last week
of a possible $360,000 (with tax) for
the run of "South Pacific” during
the State Fair season. There will
be 24 performances in the 16 days,
Oct. 7 to 22. Only mail orders are
being filled and the management
expects all of the 103*272 seats to
be sold out before the box office is

scheduled to open Sept. 15.

: It’s reported that the engage-
merit may be extended an addi-
tional week.

The revival of "The Mediurii”
and "The Telephorie,” opening to-
night (Wed.) at the Arena, N. Y.,

may pay off the remaining deficit
of the original production of -the

Gian-Carlo Menotti bne-acters.
The Arena’s theatre-in-the-round
presentation of the operas will
break even at about $5*500 and
can net about $5,000 a Week, it’s

estimated.: Half of the profits will

go to the original production*
which earned back about $46,000
of its $50,000 investment.

! The original dual-bill presenta-
tion, by Chandler Cowles* Efrem
Zimbalist, Jr., and Edith Lutyens,
ran 211 performances at the
Barrymore, N. Y.; subsequently
toured the road arid strawhats,
and was produced in various for-

eign countries. Menotti’s newest
work, "The Consul,” is current at

the Barrymore as f a presentation
of Cowles and Zimbalist.

The fact that its critical raves and
boxoffice smash have contributed
to Menotti’s reputation is figured
likely to hypo business at the re-

vival of “The Medium” and "The
Telephone,” particularly since the
Arena, in the Edison hotel, is; di-

rectly across the street from the
Barrymore.

Barter Theatre Group

A B.O. Flop, Lams Troy
Albany, July 18.

The Barter Theatre road com*
pany’s Theatre Fair at the Troy
Arena ended abruptly last Tuesday
night (11) after two evening per-

formances of "Three Men On a

Horse.” Because it did "absolutely
no business.” the troupe dropped
the curtain and moved elsewhere,
reportedly to the Lake George
area. Performances were scheduled
through Saturday (15), "The Tem-
pest” being advertised for Wednes-
day, Thursday and Saturday nights.

Ad copy lor the Shakespeare opus
appeared in an Albany paper
Wednesday (12), but local radio
dates for several of the actors that
day were cancelled.

In addition to competition from
established summer theatres in

this section, the Barter group en-
countered rainy weather Tuesday.
Copy for the week first appeared
here the Sunday before the open-
ing, apparently much too late to

help much at the boxoffice. Com-
pany received a favorable review
on the first show* although

.
men-

tion was made of "coriipetitioni”

from a nearby switching engine.

Forrest, Philly, Loses

Sign to City Statute*
Philadelphia, July 18.

The Forrest, town’s leading legit
house, owned and operated by the
Shuberts, was the first casualty un-
der the new strict enforcement of
a city ordinance banning signs
from extending more -than 12
inches over the sidewalk on Wal-
nut street, where house is located.

Theatre’s electric ; sign, erected
in 1927, was taken down Thursday
(13). It took a five-man crew three
hours to remove the landmark.
Other signs remaining on Walnut
street are slated, to go. They in-
clude several on other theatres and
nlteries.

Resolution condemning blacklists
based on political grounds was
adopted last week by the Actors
Equity council. The measure,
passed by Unanimous vote, is

undersold to have resulted from
the recerit publication by Counter-
attack, a weekly newsletter devoted v

to exposing subversive activities*

of a booklet titled "Red Channels,”
listing numerous alleged leftists ill

radio, legit and the related arts.

However, the booklet was riot

Specifically mentioned in the Equity
resolution.

After adopting the measure
deploring the use of blacklists, the
Equity group decided to withhold
publication of the matter until its

affiliate, unions, particularly the.
American Federation of Radio
Artists, could take similar action,
so that all such statements could
be released simultaneously. The
AFRA local board in New York,
reportedly passed such a resolu-
tion by only a slim majority, how-
ever, and Equity has riot yet had
a chance to consider What to do
further.
As far as known, there

.
have

been no instances in legit of actors
losing; jobs because of blacklisting,
but there are believed to be a
number of such cases in radio and
television:

YORKE TAKES ON ’BRIG’

FOR FALL TOUR SKED
"Brigadoon,” which recently

completed a two seasons’ tour, will
be

,
sent out again in the fall by

John Yorke, ’ general manager for
Cheryl Crawford, producer of the
Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe
musical. Yorke has acquired the

*

production for a weekly payment
of $1,500, including both author
royalties and rental of the scenery
and costumes. He figures he Cain

tour it for about $17,500, including
around $5,000 a week theatre
rental. Tour will open Sept. 1$
in Princeton,
Yorke is also going ahead with

production plans for the Kurt
Unkelbach comedy

,
"Hurry

v

the
Dawn,” for which he hopes to en-
gage a major femme star,

Cronyu Set to Direct Wife

Jessica Tandy in Trane’
Hume Cronyn is set to direct

"Hilda Crane,” drama by Samson
Raphaelson, which Arthur Schwartz
will present in the fall* The play
will star Jessica Tandy (Mrs. Cro-*
nyn).

Due Friday (2i) from the Coast,
Cronyn will immediately huddle
with the author and producer, then
go to Boston to costar with his
Wife in a Cambridge Sumirier The-
atre premiere of Edmund Wilson’s
"Little Blue Light,” opening Aug.
15.

Copa City, Miami Beach,
Becomes Strawhatter

Copa City, Miami Beach, Will
start operation as a summer thea-
tre next Tuesday (25) with "The
Heiress,” headed by John Carra-
dine. A $3,000 bond was posted
with Actors Equity Assn, this week.
Stock operations are planned until
Dec. 9, when the spot will probably
revert to nitery operation

.

Sandy Scott will head the thea-
tre- arid Charlie Horowitz will be
production coordinator. Latter will
rehearse some shows and principals
in New York,

Houseman ’Lear’ Stager
John Houseman will direct the

forthcoming revival of "King
Lear,” starring Louis Calhern,
which Rooert L. Joseph and Alex-
ander H; Cohen have scheduled for
rehearsal Nov. 27. Ralph Alswang
will design the scenery.

Brown’i Command Bid
Sydney, July 18.

« Joe E. Brown* currently appear-
ing On the Melbourne stage in
"Harvey," was invited to the Com-
mand Performance here next
month* It Is the biggest event of
the theatrical year in Australia.

. Brown Is a favorite here because
of his entertairingpnt of troops
during the last wan
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the zany goings-on as the Shawan-

•! tvt« 'gunk mountaintop entertainers
j

Ogunquit, Me., Julj iT-
i ctrui?t?le through " Philip King's *

Manhattan Repertory Co. Presentation SpUggie ^^nrougn x'nmp xwite»
;

of Michael Todd production of comedy in dizzy farce. See How Tney Run
|

three acts by Gbrson Kanin, Directed provides a StrenilQUS evening’s
by author; setting, Tom Jewett: costumes, Anternrisinff Grass- •!

Forrest Thaver. At Ogunquit (Me;) play- ,

W OIK ior Uie eniei prising uidgs
>

house, July 17,
J
5Q; at $3 top. moor troupe and consequently, even

.. Peter Turgcon the spectators are slightly breath- •

DouSl«'
e
chand°"? leSS

. *
at the end °f the «****<*;.

... Scott McKay sprint. ..
|

. . Rex Williams The Philip. King comedy starts ;

.... . .... N

e

Enro t

e
t

lt
i?eT5 off innocently enough with, an i

.7;?.';.'’ Chester Stratton. ; amusing first chukker that deludes i

John Drew Colt the audience into expecting a typi-

»

. .Charies^ch^phn^Jn-
]<;n g]isb drawing room piece,

j

.‘.'.77 " Pat Harrington But from the opening of the second
. Carmen Mathews act until the final certain it is sheer

* * ;

7 7 Murvyn Vj^e
;

madness arid mayhem. The play
- Heywood Hale Broun seems too synthetic for Broadway.

..... . -7 j The action takes place in the
A mildly entertaining comedy

; hall of the vicarage in . Merton-
that hits an easygoing strawhat

j

Cum-Middlewick, England. ReV^
audience for a loop may still not Lionel Toop, the vicar, finds rela-

j

have all that it takes for Broadway,
j

tions with his parishioners—and
|

The updating of the New York one in particular—somewhat strain-
j

opening to Aug. 3, after further
|

ed as a result of the activities of
j

preparation at Atlantic City, will /his American former actress wife,
call for no’ drastic rewrite job. The ; Penelope. This situation offers •

as-is status of “Live Wire” merely
j

enough elements iri itself for a
j

calls for minor changes in empha- . night in the theatre, but obviously
sis for mild-run potentialities. No

; it wasn’t enough for the author,
amount of revamp work would

j who also tosses in an escaped Com-
bring the basic theme to more than mie spy—just as if things Weren’t
that. •

! complicated already.
Script has

.
a dozen stage-struck

j

Peggy Loft is outstanding in the
youths weathering:

out the ‘hous- featured role of Penelope Toop
ing crisis' in a Quonset hut set and Robert Wright turns in a good
down m a parking lot near Radio

j6b as C0rp. clive winton, an

John. Tobc, Jr > . ,

.

Ursula Poe........
Mr. Finch..........
Leo Mack ... , .

,

Horace Lundquist.
Mitchell Mack
Granny. Scbenck . .

.

Ev. Brogan . ...*. .

.

Rip Hulett. ... , .V, ;

.

Sant Maghakian . . ,

;

Sol MargoliS '

.

. Mike Shannon
Dorothy Parrish
Liz Fargo . - ...
Brian Freer . .

.

Harry Holland.:

zealous party-line daughter more
seriously than any of her comrades.
John Baragrey, out of TV, is a
handsome fellow escapee. Scott
Moore as a police judge, Sam Ras-
kyn and Eugene Ruyman as collec-

tive farmers, and Bettina Cerf (also

associate producer) as the repre-
sentative of Kafko’s longhair ele-
ment, make impressions.
Eldon Elder’s best setting is the

interior of the town president’s
house.

Aim! Xever Been Kissed
Westboro, Mass., July 16.

.
Robert T, Daggett production of com-

,

edy in three acts by Aurand Hairris. from
j

novel by Sylvia Dee. Staged by Bruce !

Brighton; costumes, Irving Storey, Jr; At •

Robert T. Daggett Playhouse; .W estboro,
‘

Mass., July 11; '50; at $1.80 top,.

Millie Myers. . /. . . . .Lilyan Wilder
Flory Patterson. . ......... i Laura. Leo
Gilmore Picker .Terry Johnson.
Mrs. .Patterson . ... . . . . .Margaret Sheehan.
Mr. Peabody . Bruce Brighton
Mary .Patterson ........ . ...Renee Michelson
Charlie McCulley . Peter Bradley
Betty Ferguson .Janice Brown;
Douglas Shaeffer, .... ..... . . Dale Engle
Christine Roberts/. . . , . . : Suzanne Cole :

Gertrude . Mason' Dawn Washburn
Phillip. Peabody, . . . . .V. , . John Carrollton

Y._Foregoing bare state- American soldier with whom she
ment tips off a theme of reference
that automatically dates back; Ka-
nin himself says that the script

had toured in XJSO shows during
World / War II. Frank Overton

• « . . . . ,• v .. ,
i
clicks as the Rev. Toop.

: Phoebe
1 Q1 in a t

e
h^5

: MacKay also scores aS Miss Skillon,

happened shice ^ccelerated^recent f
self-righteous parishioner who

mstei locales with guys worrying
!

th^'impuSive Pene^^
°f

merely about getting past casting
me impqlslve Penelope. Medo.

secretaries.
The production is a repository

of sock performances. Cut-away
Quonset milieu with predominantly
male-type action is reminiscent
not so much of the obvious “Com-
mand Decision,” which it neverthe-
less derives from, as of earlier sub-
marine epics, with entire com-

The Life of the Party
„• ,

Westport, Conn., July 12.
. .
" estport Country playhouse presenta-

tion of David TutaeV production of com- ,

edy in three acts (six scenes) by Lawrence
\Langner. Stars -John Emery; features

Louis Hector, Lea Penman, John Bara-
grey. Associate producer, Bettina Cerf.
Settings and lighting, Eldor Elder; cos-
tumes, Estelle

. Morrison. At
. Westport

panies going to destruction in the I

u^.y Westport, Conn., July

midst of sardonic lines, with ' ; , v
weaker individuals cracking.

! ; : l :: :-r.::<a&5S?-5SS8S3E^
Oppressive element here IS sup- ; Prof. Luka ... . Joseph Sweeney

plied by the hopeless employment. ; '*£**£ Seni,y

situation as it^hits sincere Individ- Antfn . . ,

p
. .7. .T. f.

*. '.’7’
. lSSS Hectw

The first tryout of the Robert T.
Daggett playhouse On the Boston-
Worcester turnpike was “And
Never Been Kissed,” which Aurand
Harris dramatized .from the novel
of Sylvia Dee, who is also a song
lyricist.

It is a mild little gomedy appar-
ently more suited to school groups
than the professional theatre. The
laughs are too. gentle and infre-
quent and the subject matter too
juvenile to warrant serious consid-
eration from the pros.

Principal characters, played by
Laura Lee arid Lilyan Wilder, are
early-teen girls suffering the first

love pangs. Miss Lee has a new
crush each month, thus the acts are
described as? The Month of Charlie;
the Month of Douglas, and the
Month of Phillip. Peter Bradley;
Dale Engle and John. Carrollton
play the boy friends.
Bruce Brighton, Who directed,

also portrays the middle-aged
wooer of Miss Lee’s mother; Lee.

tials looking for careers in show \ Postmaster

business. The phony, as depicted
j

- • • •

here by Scott McKay, makes the
|
Bob?hinsiri.V.*.*. .7.7.

grade handily, amidst the wreckage Dobchinski.

of his associates’ complacencies,’
which aren’t patched at final cur-
tain by the author’s philosophizing.
Cast turns, in compelling perform-
ances, with Kanin’s principal job'

.Dwight Marfield
Lea Penman

.Hazel Dawn, Jr.
Sam Raskyn

Eugerie Ruyman
Mishka. . ... ........

.

.. .

.

Frank J. Perry
First Police Officer ......... Albert Allen
Second Police Officer . . Conard Fowkes, Jr;
Ivan . . , ; John Emery
Ossip .John Baragrey
Peter Kent Montroy

_ Abdulni-. Albert Allen
inow apparently to turn off some of Stefan ...... .Kent Montroy
the individuality, which in large7rh67

roma ‘“‘ Bettina cerf

ffrniininfft pan amount ' Others: Alvan J. Miller, -Robert Whiting,groupings can sometimes amount
, Sam Willson, Stephen Sondheim, Eunice

to mugging,
> |

Hood, Georgette Spelvin. Carol Panish,
Jack Gilford, as an experienced I

Jeanne Swanton, Sandra Swantoff. Alvan

sardonic hand around the Quonset.
! JfflSSSL

,

W
c
hon^ gSkSTSi!*-

turns m a job that earns him a
band on several occasions. Sheila
Bond, libelously depicting a Rock-
ette,. supplies romantic interest in

an appropriate manner. Murvyn

The “Party” of “The Life of the
Party” is Joe Stalin’s small-town

i
model. It’s a good title for a bad

Vvg Bives h^ lO Dercenter nar? a 1
play

’ unhappily timed in these
75a?T

1V
51

S
1 f Hr?;ffiW r, nnt •;

post-Korea..weeks' when Soviet Rus-
tradey authenticity that may not ,, . ^ilv h talcpn Ar»v wav
register with all audiences. Car‘

| b^t Teriously.^
be tak n any May

Ills Freneli Wile
Matunuck, R. I,, July 17.

A1 Jones presentation of Theatre-by-the-
Sea production of new comedy>in three
acts (four scenes), adapted; from . Henri
Becque's “La Parisienne, . by Charles
Deane, in association with Richard^ Dis-
cher. Stars Edward Everett Horton, Vicki
Cummings. Staged by Howard Magwood;
Setting, Danny Johnson.- At Theatre-by*
the-Sea, Matunuck, R. I., July 17, *50; at
$3.60 top.

Clotilde Dumas . / . .... , .

.

Vicki Cummings
Adolph Dumas .... Edward Everett Horton
LaFont . . . ....... ... .

.

. Matthew Smith
Simpson ......... . .

.

.Robert Cunningham
Adele ...... .Patricia Huber
Davette. . . . . . . ... ...... .Harry. Kadisoii
Mrs. Simpson : . . , . . . . , . < . .

.

. Virginia Sale

cast totally lacking in singing abil-

ity is a mystery, especially a show
with as many solo spots, as this.

With practicailly evfery other line a
song cue, it would seem practical,

from the audience standpoint, to
have principals with voices less

reminiscent of a local Rotary Club
annual minstrel show. As a matter
of fact, they would undoubtedly
inject more enthusiasm and cer-

tainly more humor into the dull

proceedings.

As for the book, it concerns it-

self with a hassle . between the
townspeople of a Maine resort town
and a wealthy summer resident
Who refuses the natives use of a

lane leading to the beach over his

property. Lacking punch . and 'tie-

void of humor, the interminable
first act drags through 10 scenes,

each one introducing at least two
songs, some of which under more
favorable circumstances might be
be fairly tuneful.

There is little doubt that the
“Open Season” will be a short one.

Eve Arden
Continued from page 50

' Louis Verneuil coiriedy, “Affairs
i of State,” which had been sched-
uled for Aug. 14, the management

• has filled the date with “Miss
•Mabel,” R. C. SheiTiff play stai-
: ring Lillian Gish. Although she
i has long been a resident of the
Connecticut countryside, the ac-
tress has never b e f 0 r e plaved
Westport.

y

1 New $4,000 air-conditioning sys-
tem will be turned on at the Play-
house this week.

Ace of Clubs
London, July 10;

Tom Arnold production of musical in
tyvro acts by • Noel Coward. Directed by
Coward-.' At. Cambridge, London# July 7,
'50.

Plnke Leroy . . .. . . . ,.

Harry. Hornby . . ..

.

Rita Marbury . . . . . *

Benny Lucas . . . . . .

.

Felix Felton , . . . . , .

.

Baby Belgrave . . , ,

.

Joseph Snyder .
. > .

.

Inspector Warrilova

. . . . . . .

.

Pat Kirkwood
........ Graham Payn
........

.

Sylvia Cecil
. . .

,

.Raymond Young
.. . . . . .

.

Myles Eason
.... .Jean Carson

...Elwyn Brook-Jones
.....Jack Lambert,

men Mathews and Peggy Cass, as

a twosome from Life mag, are to

the spitting image. All others
acquit themselves well, which
should resolve present productional
worries down into matters of script.

Kanin's staging leaves too many
opportunities for overplaying in

largish onstage groupings. Tom
Jewett’s set leaves nothing to be
desired, indicating a readiness to

be transported anywhere. Don.

'Soe How They Run
Cragsmoor, N. Y., July 12.

Cargsmoor Playhouse presents comedy
|>y Phtllio King. Features Peggy Loft and
Robert Wright. Staged by Freeman mm-
jnond. Setting designed by Willis Knigh-
ton; At Cragsmoor (N, Y.) playhouse; July
10, '30; at $2.40 top.

Jflaid.'-.

Miss Skillon
Rev; Lionel Toop .

,

His Wife. . .

Corp. Clive Winton
Intruder ......
Bishop of Lax
Rev. Arthur Humphrey . Lathrop Mitchell
Sgt. Towers. . .

'.
. . .

.

Elaine Winters
Phoebe ^ackay
.Frank: Overton

Peggy Loft
B.obert Wri?ht
Walter Kohler

Freeingn Hamm

Picturesque 1 i 1 1 1 e Cragsmoor
Playhouse almost literally shudders
and quakes under the impact of

FURNISHED APTS.
448 W‘ 55th St,

3 Rooms Furnished, $130
Newly Remodelled Building

immediate Occupancy
See Supt. Premises

ADVANCE
PUBLICITY AGENT

A-1 man er office only to help box-

office for nationally famous attraction.

Must travel.

FARHAS, SChuyler 4-6100

Lawrence L a n gner's satirical
comedy—he acknowledges his in-
debtedness to Gogol’s “Revisor”
for most of the plot (filmgoers
thought first of the recent WB
“Inspector-General”)—is drafted in
broad and frequently heavy strokes.
Maybe Langner, of the. Theatre
Guild and the Westport Country
Playhouse, was trying to show up
the crude propaganda techniques
of Commie party-line playwrights.
On both entertainment and preach-
ment counts, however, “Life of the
Party” fails,

The ludicrous story exposes the
holes in the Soviet System as it

pertains to a small town, Kafko,
where the officials and others who
have been mismanaging the place
fearfully await a Kremlin purge.
A pair of escaped correction camp
prisoners, one of them a liberal
playwright who has seen freedom

,
-. operate in America, is mistaken

George Wolf
: f0I. the Moscow investigators. The
twist is that the enlightened dram-
atist, when he isn’t getting drunk
and making love to the town coun-
cil president’s daughter, introduces
the principles of life, liberty and
the pursuit Of happiness to Kafko
and brings ^ new era.

The performances are as exag-
gerated as the play. They have
not been helped by the direction
(no stager is billed, although David
Tutaev, a former British director
whom Langner credits as having
collaborated in writing and pro-
ducing, is listed as producer). John
Emery lacks weight as the fugitive
playwright and fails to impress in
the tnoments when he is called to
state the case for democracy.
The knowing Lea Penman is

among the few who take the farce
in stride as the ex-Czarist wife of
the town council head, a character
played without aplomb by Louis
Hector. Hazel Dawn, Jr„ plays the

Shakespeare may have said “the
play’s the thing,” but here is an
instance where the players man-
aged to give a fairly entertaining
evening’s performance despite an
overly ambitious script. : Here, too,
was a switch, with Edward Everett
Horton, though top-billed, playing
nothing more than a supporting role
as the ipeffectual but delightful
husband of Vicki Cummings, also
getting a greater share of the lilies

is the jealous-ridden, adolescently-
inclined lover . (Matthew Smith). It

hardly seems likely that the vehicle
will ever replace “Springtime for
Henry” in Horton’s repertoire.
As the flirtatious tease, Miss

Cummings lends graceful eye-ap-
peal and handles the lines skill-

fully. As the ever-present lover,
Matthew Smith is insistlngly jeal-
ous and provides laughter. The
script also manages some slapstick
When the police (Harry Kadison)
investigate the disappearance of
Dumas’, senatorially-pompous uncle
in a too-heavy second act. Horton,
who is suspected, is here hidden
for a time in the garb of a woman
and ma.nages to hoke it comically.

Tightening of lines, cutting of
second act, to^fielp build up a very
short last act, may help the piece
move a little faster. Malo.

Open Season
Duxbury, Mass;, July 15.

Duxbury Playhouse presentation of
musical comedy In two acts by Alvah and
Alison Sulloway. Staged by A1 Moritz;
scenery, Kendall Ware; danc<*s, Joe Bill
Hogan; pianists,; Baxter Moore, John
Holden. At Duxbury (Mass.) playhouse,
July 11, '30.

Stanley Webber .Judd Mathison
George Rodney, . . . .... .... Travis Childs
Elmer Wren John Blaisdell
Mrs. Withington . . ... Virginia Donaldson
Cornelia Bostwick: Ruth Coffin
Jake .... . .

.

.Leonard Roller
Toni v . .

.
; . . ... .

.

> . Howard Atlee
Bill Rodney ....... .Patrick Welch
Oliver Nichols Biddle IV....J. W. Adanis

• 7 -a - * • - Gloria Gall
Charles T, Winton .... . Richard Foorman
Betsy Winton : . . ... Kathleen Kerr
J

1

,
** • • • • •••• .. .Mary Elaine Palmer

Mrs. Webbfer . ... ......;

.

Susan Walker
Les Woodward . ....... . . . . ,

.

Ken Brooks
Moderator; . ..... , . .... .... Kendall Ware
Mr. Barnes . . ...... .

.

.Donald Lussfer

£?
crk» 7 Bob Hale

Mrs, Rodney Mary Ann Stout
Dancers. Singers: Elizabeth Caldwell,

Joanne Platt, Ruth Ullinah, Mary Ann
Stout, Rowena Whitehouse, Anita Wlnsor,
^nnê ?r^er * E11lot Fedcr. StcDhen Pluta,

Bill Hoean. BlU Pope, Ellen Field,
Judy Wirt, Pat MacDonald, Sally Glaven.

j

Leonard. Roller, Bill Lewis, Douglas Lebn-
1 ard. Bob Hale, Bernard Weiner, Mike
Cralne, Gene Tolfree.

Why this strawhatter should at-
tempt a musical production with a

The expected Noel Coward
touch of slick sophistication arid

acid humor is missing from his

new all-British musical, but his

name continues a potent boxof-
fice lure. Usirig a Soho nightclub
as his backgrourid and with a
cliche-ridden plot, a d e q u a t e

enough as a peg for the show, he
has written arid directed a produc-
tion which ranges from brilliance

to mediocrity, and which has only
moments* of sharp wit to offset the
long sentimental passages.

The resultant production is,

therefore, an odd mixture. There’s
no lack of tuneful, scintillating

numbers. Two or three at least,

from the show’s 17, soon may be
popular hits. But the best num-
bers have nothing at all to do with
the plot. “The Three Juvenile
Delinquents,” who make their ap-
pearance iri both acts, would be
superb in revue. Here they are
used as front-of-the-curtain acts,

and their numbers, in true Coward
vein, are sure show-stoppers. ;

The night club setting is artfully
used, although the method is rem-
iniscent of the technique employed
in “Broadway.” The c h o r u s is

more than mere dancing girls and
plays an active part in the story
which concentrates on the romance
between the night club singer (Pat
Kirkwood) and a sailor (Graham
Payn), who accidentally get mixed
up in a plot to s e i z e missing
emeralds.

With the aid of a partly revolv-
ing stage, quick scene changes are
effected between the nightclub and
the back office where the crooks
operate. It’s an adroitly used ex-
pedient to maintain the pace, arid
will doubtless intrigue many of the
out-of-towners who see the show.

The Coward score is mainly in
a sweet, sentimental key. There
are, however, two or three excep-
tions, particularly two of Miss
Kirkwood’s numbers, “Josephine”
and “Chase Me, Charlie,” which
have a vivacity quite distinct from
-the; general run of the romantic
tunes. Dancing plays only a small
part, but two of Graham Payn’s
numbers are accompanied by pleas-
ing routines/ arranged by Freddie
Carpenter.

Within the limitations of their
material, the two principals hold
the audiencie effectively. Pleasing
voices and an easy confident man-
ner make them ideal romantic
leads. Sylvia Cecil, playing the
night club operator, twice stopped
the show with her fine soprano
singing. Elwyn Brook-Jones is
clever as the tough crook and Ray-
mond Young does well as his un-
happy accomplice. Jack Lambert
is a sympathetic police officer.

Coward’s direction is smooth,
and is handicapped only by the
quality of liis own material. Myro.

WINS $500 PLAY AWARD
New Haven, July 18.

.Nicholas E. Baehr, second-year
playwriting student at Yale drama
department, has been awarded the
$500 Blevins Davis Playwriting
prize for 1949-50 for the best origi-
nal script written in the depart-
ment during the past year.

His play, titled “The Great Ex-
citement,” will be the department’s
first major production for the *50-
’51 season.

I
,

*Born’ Better, A. C.

!
Atlantic City, July 18.

! “Born Yesterday," Garson Ka-
nin comedy at the playhouse on the

j
Million Dollar Pier, will be held

1 over for a second week. With Mar-
|

gie Hart starred, spot has been do-,
irig better than expected business,
'and an extra performance wgs
given Saturday afternoon (15k
Meanwhile, reviewers from the

local dailies are burned at the
Playhouse management for putting
them in the rear of the house.
Critic for

v
evening paper walked

out, declaring that he never cov-
ered any show front rear locations
and didn’t intend to start now,

'Soldier’ $1 1,800, Hyannis
Hyannis, Mass., July 18.

The gross jumped to $11,800 for
the second week of “Chocolate
Soldier,” ending Sunday night (6)

at Richard Aldrich's Cape Cod
Music Circus here. “Rio Rita”
opens the tent spot's third week to*,
night (Tues.).

Maurice Evans in '‘Devil’s Dis-
ciple” played to capacity last week
at the Cape playhouse, Dennis,
Mass., but Lillian Gish did only
fair business in “Miss Mabel” at
Aldrich’s other strawhat, the Fal-
mouth playhouse, at Coonamesset,
Mass.

Convert Ohio Pic House
Yellow Srings, O., July 18.

;
The Yellow Springs Area theatre

is offering five plays, each to be
given over two weekends for a 10-
week season instead of weekend
films, at the Little theatre, local
filmery.

First offering, for July 7-9 and
14-16, was “Room Service.”

Sturbridge, Mass., Reopens
Sturbridge, Mass., July 18.

Town Hall theatre got its third
season under way here last week
with “Life With Father.” New co-
directors are William Martin and
Howard Orms.

Players back from last season
include Cathy Martin, Jack Perry,
George Gordon and Elaine Bullis.
New faces are Suzanne Young,
Felicity Robinson, Peter Buchan.
James Asp, Aubrey Moore and
Doris Payne.

Company already has sliced price
J.
of half of the seats from $1.65 to
$ 1 .20 .

1st Straw in Bradford, Pa.

Buffalo, July 18.
Shea's theatre/ Bradford, Pa., is

offering that city’s first summer
stock. Programs are being adver-
tised in the Buffalo dailies. Open-
ing bill, “On Borrowed Time,”
features Guy Kibbee, with a cast
including Joseph Fallon, Beth
Varden, Helene Heigh, Bill Shan-
non, Jim Parisi, Mark Eliot, David
Perkins, Jan Landreth and Charles
Peters.

Ella Gerber, last year at the Fair
Haven (Mass.) summer spot, is di-
rector.

Show 'Em How It’s Done
Buffalo, July 18.

Difficulty in making six scene
changes during the three acts of
“Three Men On A Horse,” last
week at the strawhat Grand Island
Players barn, impelled the manage-
ment to inaugurate an innovation
on the

.
final nights Of the Tun.

Instead Of blacking out for the
changes, footlights were left on and
entire company participated in
making the changes in full view
of the Audience.

Little Theatre Renovates
Schenectady, July 18.

The Schenectady Civic Players,
local Little Theatre group, has
awarded a $17,500 contract for
renovations and f e pairs of the
Ciyic Playhouse on South Church
street. Contract represents the
first major program of the kind
sirice the Civic Players purchased
the building in 1929 and trans-
formed it from a Masonic lodge
structure into a theatre.
The refurbishing work is ex-

pected to be completed before the
Civic Players open their 23d sea-
son in September. Local radio
and television people are asso-
ciated with the Players,





CHATTER

Negro Actors Guild sponsoring

g boat ride and outing Aug. 14.

Gene (Colony) Cavallero’s

daughter joined Ben Sonnenberg s

flackery.
Sardi’s, show biz eatery, shutter-

ing July 24 for two weeks for

alterations. . - •

Georgie Price’s autobiog. What
Price Georgie?” in final chapters

of its authoring.
Walter

,
Pidgeon enroute to

Britain to star, in Metro's “Calling

Bulldog Drummond.” *
. .

Lee Shubert due in on the
Queen Elizabeth tomorrow (Thurs.)

from a European junket.
j

Raymond Duncan, brother of the

late Isadora Duncan, in from Eu-
rope yesterday (Tiies.) on the

Caronia/
Donald Flamm, former operator

of station WMCA and now a legit

producer, back from a five-week

London, visit.

John Ringling North, circus im-
presario, and cartoonist A1 Capp
sailed fpr Europe last week on the

lie de France.
Professional' Children's School

mulling a TV package, a la AQYA,
the Lambs, etc., with scholarships
to the winners.

Fred and Ella Bradna (Ring-
lings) hosted concert manager
Humphrey DoulenS at their Sara-
sota (Fla.) home.

Robert Hi Chase, formerly a film
publicist for Western Electric,

joined Murphy-Lillisj Inc., film
producers, as assistant to prexy.
Frank Sinatra, after clicking at

the Palladium, London, phoned
Toots Shor after the first sho# to
tell him that he made the grade.
Sam Siritzky returned to New

York from Paris last week and
then headed for the Coast to ink
Charles Boyer for a pic in France.

- Jack Goldstein now public rela-
tions counsellor for Eddie Cantor;
left Hal Horne to concentrate solo
on the comedian’s general activi-

ties.
- Indie publicist Ted Loeff’s first

trip east from Hollywood in eight
years. Headquartering at Eagle
Lion; among his clients are N.
peter Rathvon.

Metro homeoffice publicity staf-

fer Mitchell Rawson broke his leg
over the weekend in a* fall at his
home and is recuperating at St.

Vincent’s hospital.
Joan Blondell auctioning her

26 - acre Irvington-on-the-Hudson
estate July 29. Originally owned
by jeweler Tiffany, property is

assessed at $150,000.
Beatrice Lillie’s advent into the

Plaza’s Persian Room is not her
nitery debut, as erratumed last

week; she’s been in Gotham bis-
tros in the 1920s and thereafter.

Nina Foch planed to Coast Mon-
day (17) to co-star in Metro’s up-
coming “An American in Paris
Actress recently completed “i

Benny, the Dip,” for the Danziger
Bros.

Roland Young, Nils Asther and
cameraman Don Malkames planed
to Paris last week en route to Ma
drid where the trio will make a
film tagged, “That Man from Al-
giers.”

R. J. (Bob) O’Donnell handed
Bernard Baruch the 11th Annual
Humanitarian Award of Variety
Clubs International in eceremonieS
held Friday (14) at the Fox Movie-
tone Studios. -f

. RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom to
Frisco and the annual Bohemians
Grove get-together. May forego a
detour to L.A. because of business
pressure attendant to the RCA
television fall line.

Leonard Bernstein, Who re-
turned Friday (14) from Israel,

will go back for the fourth time
In December to prep the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra for its

tour of the U. S. next year.

.
Larry Parks and Betty Garrett,

who returned from a British vaude
tour last week, to the Coast
to launch “Stake Out” which they
are making independently in asso-
ciation with Lou Mandel.
Meyer Davis got a record long-

range booking last week. When the
Thomas Letters of N. Y. had their
first child, a daughter, they en-
gaged the maestro and orCh to play
for, the girl’s debut ball Scheduled
for June 4, 1968.

week at Cape Playhouse. Luise
Rainer does “Lady From the Sea”
at same house, starting July 24.
Opening night of “Chocolate Sol-

dier” was a sellout at Cape Cod
Music Circus. Advance sale is be-
yond expectations of managing di-
rector Richard Aldrich and associ-
ate producer Julius Fleischmann.
“Bobby” Jarvis back to Lambert-

ville, N; J., for Terrell’s Music Cir-
cus after directing “The New
Moon,” “Chocolate Soldier” and
“Rio Rita” at Hyannis for last three
weeks. Glenn Jordan moved from
Terrell Circus to Cape Cod tent
Monday (July 17).

By Maxima de Beix
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)

Jack Benny in town. •:

Arthur Laurents at Carroll's.,

Cliff Fischer an<d Eddie Lewis to
London, for weekend.
Orson Welles interested in the

Tour de France bike race.
Robin Fox, London solicitor, in

Paris with MCA’s Larry Evans.
Bob Tausig showing Paris to

Milton Shubert and Ezra Stone.
Muriel Campbell scouting Lon-

don and Paris for TV material be-
fore going to Italy.

John Wildberg here from London
to get Borrah Minevitch to loan
him writer John Paxton for a Cor-
nel Wilde script.

Constance Hope and Dr. Milton
Berlin to Coq Hardy with Hilde-
garde and Anna SOsenko, but not
before MCA’s Dave Stein and Lar-
ry Evans Stalked them oh arrival
from London, with offers for Rivi-
era bookings.

Thirsty opera-goers who, after
the show, care to pay 480 francs
($1.35) for a shot of whisky can
try the restaurant of the Cafe de
la Paix. That’s what the check
says. If tourists complain to the
Tourist Office, latter shrug their
shoulders and forget it, too.

Wednesday, July 19, 1950

David E. Griffiths reelected

prexy of Kinematograph Renters
Society.-
David .

Niven's first novel,

“Round the Rugged Rocks, 1 ' set for

N. Y. publication next spring.

Tom O’Brien, general secretary

of National Assn, of Theatrical and
Kine Employees, tipped for a

peerage,
LUpino Lane’s efforts to reopen

the Gaiety failed, and building has
been sold to the Indian government
as an office block.

Publicity for current production
of “Taming of Shrew” at Open Air
theatre says play is not adaptation
of “Kiss Me Kate ”

Highest bid for the Winter Gar-
den when offered for sale by
auction was $390,000; offer not ac-

cepted and house will now be sold
privately.

“Always Afternoon,” currently
playing the nabe Embassy, is

skedded to move to the Garrick
With its original cast headed by
Margaret Johnston.

Indie producer Nelson Scott is

to film the: story of Salvatore
Giuliano, the Sicillian bandit, with
Kieron Moore in the lead and
Marc Allegret directing.

show, “Black and White,.1950, at

the Talia,' -

Carmen Carbonell and Antonio
Vico in “Militares y Paisanos,”
comedy by Emilio Mario, at Eslava
theatre, Valencia.
Font del Lleo nitery near here

opened its doors under Ritz man-
agement after being closed since

1936. Bill includes Laura, Remi
Martel with Carmen, Louise and
Dunbar.

By Margaret Gardner
Lee Shuberts back to Paris.

The 30 little Petits ChanteurS de
la Cote d’Azur, off to Montreal for
a concert,

Irving Netchers (Rose Dolly),
tired of Cannes’ casinos and sun,
off to Deauville.

H. W. Holzer in Cannes, prepar-
ing a series of TV shorts of the
Riviera for U. S.

Sol Lesser, accompanied by son
Julian and brother Irving, at the
Colombe D’Or in St. Paul de
Vence.

Rita and Aly Khan, accompanied
by Mr and Mrs. Charles Vidor,
have rented the Errol Flynn yacht,
«“Zaca,” for a tworWeek cruise.

Apdre Sella, director of Hotel
du Cap, host at luncheon for Ad-
mirals Ballantine and Swetzler (of

Mediterraneon fleet), Merle Obe-
roh, Suzanne Blum and Robert
Lehman.
Jean Sablon’s Riviera rest at his

Agay villa interrupted by cable
-

from agent Marty Goodman, re-

quiring singer’s presence in Rio de-
Janeiro July 27. After tour of
South America and Havana, Sablon
returns to New York for February
opening at Waldorf-Astoria.

By Maxwell Sweeney
Empire, Belfast, reopened with

vaude after shuttering for vaca-
tion.

Christopher Lynch, in from
N. Y:, inked for concert at Dublin
Gaiety. /’•

'

Radio Eireann’s Pat Holland
heading for appointment on Afri-

can Gold Coast,

Director Paul Rotha here to set

locations for “No Resting Place”
in County Wicklow.

Minister Richard Mulcahy nixed
proposals for government to set up
educational film unit;

Comedian Jimmy O’Dea back in

Dublin after tour and readying a
new revue for August.

Longford Productions will do
new play by Seamus Bourke,
“Limpid River,” next season.
Brendan Smith Productions do-

ing > strawhat seasons at Port-
stewart and Buflin’s Mosney Holi-
day Camp.
Margaret Haslett, former actress-

announcer with Australian Broad-
casting Co., now gabbing from Ra-
dio Eireann.
Major E. Qt Derrington back to

London after mulling plans for In
ternatiQnal Ballet season at Dublin
Gaiety.

Irish National Film Institute
will stage symposium on “Youth
and Films” in Dublin Mansion
House on July 26.

Paul Taggart, Catholic Broad-
casters’ Assn., in from U. S. to tape
impressions of Ireland. Planed to

London and Rome to complete
Holy Year material.

By Pete Williams
Frances Kessler, of first violin

section of Baltimore Symphony, at
Provincetown’s Flagship.

Robert Panofsky, accordionist
and pianist, booked for season at

the Club Moors, PrOyincetown.
Most enthused over Cape Cod

Music Circus are Fred Allen, his

wife Portland Hoffa, and Gertrude
Lawrence. Allen is summering at

West Harwich.
• Dennis King up, starting re-

hearsals with Gertrude Lawrence
for American preehi of “Traveller’s
Joy” opening at Falmouth Play-*

house, July 24.
t Faye Emerson and Francis Led-
irer up doing “Parisienne” this

to
‘June

By Sol Jacobson

Robert LaFollette, Jr., in
catch Playhouse opening of
Moon,”
Don Walker working at his Sole-

bury home on musical for Russo
and Ellis.

Edward Duryea Dowling and
Monte Proser down to look over
Music Circus’ “Bloomer Girl.”

Blanche Yurka, Lester Meyers,
Arthur Schwartz and Harriet Ames
in to o,o. “Parisienne” last week.

Carter Blake, Playhouse director
in .1940, back this week, to stage
current offering, “June Moon” with
Conrad Janis.

Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt sent
birthday cake to ex-daughter-in-
law, Faye Emerson. She Opened in

“Parisienne” at New Hope.

By Les Rees

Northwest Variety clubroom re-

opened after being shuttered three
weeks for refurbishing.
Jimmy Nederlander here pre-

paring for another season at

Lyceum, legit roadshow house.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room to

close in August for enlargement;
reopens in September with name
floor show policy.
Danny Kaye arrived by plane

from Chicago two days affead of
his Radio City date here to get in
some golf and baseball games,

Jerry Conway resigned as man
ager of Hotel Radisson Flame
Room to become personal manager
of Jack Owens in Hollywood where
he will also free lance in public
relations. Dorothy Townsend, his
assistant

j succeeds to publicity spot
while Martha Coppins in New York
will book room.

Locarno
By R. F. Hawkins

Italian star Dina SasSoli is at

the Grand.
Italo director Giuseppe De Santis

at the Grand.
Lilian Harvey visited Locarno

during Film Festival.

Jacques Sernafc, starring in two
Festival pix, here for personals.

Isa Pola returned to Rome to
appear in “Angelo Tra La Folia.”

German actor-director Gustav
Froehlich and wife, here for world
preem of his pic, “Die Luege.”
Aide Fabrizi and Lianella Carell

trained in from Rome for opening
of their pic, “Benvenuto Reveren-
dd.”

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Heat wave is so bad that theatre

biz is way off.

Rosaleda, summer nitery, has
Aurora Lincheta, Cuban singer.

Rornea theatre’s musical, “Taxi
Key,” marks Rina Cell’s comeback

Screen rights to Jose Pereda’s
classic, “Sotileza,” purchased by
Cifesa.
Josita Hernan, who left pix for

the stage, returning after two years
to film a Morocco Story.
Film director Manuel Tamayo

again at work after breaking two
ribs fractured in accident.
“Johnny Belinda,” which had a

run of over nine weeks at the
Tivoli, is playing a return date.
Madrid Espanol theatre com

pany at the Comedia with Jose
Lopez Rubio’s legit play “Celos de
Aire.”
Producer and radio scripter Joa-

quin Soler Serrano opened new

Berlin

ECA funds to double the size of

Funkturm exhibition hail.

Pianist Grant Johannesen in

town for concert at Amerika Haus.
Start-Film in production on a

musical-cultural pic featuring Wil-
helm Furtwaengler.

Communist controlled DEFA film

outfit now at work on a cold war
pic, “Thunderstorm.”
Marianne Davis and Courtney

Wright in town to produce a mu-
sical for Special Services. :

Soviet-controlled pic, outfit,

DEFA, shooting a propaganda film

about American potato bug.
First Betty Grable picture^ ever

to be shown in Berlin, “Down Ar-
gentine Way,” now at Marmorhaus
theatre.
The night club atop the brand

new Maison Francais building on
Kurfurstendamn rated a rival of
best Paris spots.
American films currently show-

ing here include, “Ali Baba,”
“Snake Pit,” “Road to Zanzibar,”
“Invisible Man” and “Macbeth.”
Russians may have to give up the

building which houses Radio Ber-
in, They lease the structure from
the British and the lease expires
shortly.
Song writer Michael Jary held

prisoner by the Russians for two
days. He was taken off the train
and arrested at Schwanenheide-
Buechen.

By D, L. Grahame
Greyhound race track and pro

bike racing latest sports to catch
on here.
Frank Founce talent, shopping

for his new Latin theatre in L. A.,

skedded to open Aug. 30.

C. Anthony Graham, BBC rep
in Mexico, to Britain With his wife
for a three-month vacation.
Munoz-Roman Spanish musical

comedy troupe a hit at Teatro Iris

with $1.15 top, new high at house.
Sander Roth, father of pic star

Martha Roth, organized a string
quartette which is booked until
fall.

Players and theatre unions boy-
cotting Seki Sano, Japanese pro-
ducer, because he criticized Mexi-
can players and theatres.

Hollywood
Burt Lancaster left on 13-city

tour.
Monte Hale booked for Oregon

State Fair.
Jean Hersholt celebrated his

64th birthday.
Grade Allen and George Burns

in from Houston.
Paul Hehreid returned from

Vienna and Paris.

Mel Torme in from San Fran-
cisco for nitery work,

Sally Bliss changed her film
name to Carla Balenga.
Gene Lockhart in from Broad-

way for film assignments,
Adele Mara to San Francisco for

preem of “Rock Island Trail.”

Alvino Rey broke his right hand
whirling propeller of his plane.

John Sutherland in from N, 'Y;

where he discussed television film
deals.
John Lee Mahin back from Rome

after winding script on “Quo
Vadis.”
Rhonda Fleming hospitalized in

Santa Monica with appendix
trouble.
Mort Blumenstock and Ben Kal-

menson in town for huddles on
Warner lot.

Kay Parsons of the Hudson River
Showboat moved into Charley
Foy’s nitery. ..

Maureen O’Hara rejoined the
“Rio Bravo” cast after a short va-
cation at Catalina.

Lester Cowan in from N. Y. to
round up players for “The Cus-
tomer’s Always Right,”

Sid Rogell announced the United
Jewish Welfare Fund drive, will

continue “as long as necessary to
meet our share of worldwide
need.”

By Gordon Irving
Filming of “These Are My

Daughters” in Scottish Highlands
postponed until next year.
Jack Radcliffe, Scot character

comic, in Henry Hall show at the
Grand, Blackpool.
Dave Willis, Scot comedian, took

over as m.c. at Bute Arms Hotel,
Rotheasy, Clyde coast holiday re-
sort.

Three Arts Ballet into Theatre
Royal, Glasgow, in place of Evelyn
Laye in “September Tide,” which
opens later.
* Drage, Vivienne and Irene, Ca-
nadian dance combo, on same va-
riety bill with Abbott and Costello
in Glasgow.
“North British,” 40-minute docu-

mentary about manufacture of
railway locomotives in Glasgow,
preemed in that city.

Danny Kaye and Milton Berle
planed in last week for All-Star
game.

Cecil B. DeMille here for Con-
fab on filming of “Greatest Show
on Earth.”

^
“Mister Roberts” is pegged for

return date at the ErlSnger foliow-
ing “Oklahoma.”
Adrienne Moore fills understudy

spot vacated by Alma Bond in
“Tw° Blind Mice” company.
Burt Lancaster, who is starred in

“Flame and Arrow,” in’ town for
one-shot personal at the Chicago
when it opened there.

By Geeno Garr

Cuban songstress Emilia Estaco
appearing in revue at the Fohtalba.

Legit star Nelida Quiroga ‘ and
her company will visit Spain this

fall.

Carmen de Santana, back from
Paris, is appearing at Villa Rosa
nitery.

Monique Thibaut is touring
northern Spain with her revue
company. v

Mari Begona now at the Teatro
America, Havana, will star in a
new revue here this fall.

Mari Tere Amoros set for tour
of Central America after appear-
ances in Mexico this fall.

Annabella, after conclusion of
work in “Don Juan,” left for Paris;
plans

.
to return to U. S. in Au-

gust.

Maruchi Fresno to play femme
lead in the new Nieves Conde pic,

“Balarrasa,” being produced by
Aspa Films here.

Composer, Manuel Pizzarro and
his tango orch from Argentina
opened here prior to date in Paris
where he first appeared in 1919.

Mexican warblers Juanjo Reyes
and Tacho Fernandez and La
Mulata Blanca, Brazilian singer,
in .a revue set to tour resort spots.

Producer Robert Erwin here for
confab with Spanish directors
about his plan of producing a pic
in Spain with local and Hollywood
players. 0

By Ted Friend
Victor Borge at Mark Hopkins.
Charles Campbell to Washington

for three weeks,
Miguelito Valdez opening rUn at

the Fairmont Hotel.
The Red. Skeltons and the Robert

Youngs at the DeMarco,
Herman Wobber tossing barbe-

cue at his peninsula home for
Drama Crix Circle.
Boyd Sparrow, managing direc-

tor of Loew’s Warfield, named to
board of California Theatres Assn.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Laurel and Hardy at the Grand
hotel,

Mitzi Mayfair in town: from
Hollywood.

Producer Gene Markey in Cairo
on production deal.

British film actor John. Mills and
wife are vacationing in Rome.
Swedish dancer Mady Obolen-

sky, signed t© do choreography for
“Quo Vadis.” >

Charles MacCauley doing pub-
licity on “Three Steps North” for
W, Lee Wilder.

Robert , Taylor went to Siena
for a few days to appear at the,
Palio, 12th Century horse races.

Morton Downey planed out of
Rome after several days heVe on
ANSCO Films and Coca Cola
business.

By Lary Solloway
Mother Kelly’s may shut down

this week after brief try for sum-
mer biz, Will reopen in November.
Soon to be completed civic audi-

torium will get a full sized stage.
City Council this week awarded
contract to build one.

Kefauver (Congressional) Com-
mittee hearings here spelled con-
tinuance of clampdown on gam-
bling in any form either in Dade
or Broward counties for coming
season. Means possible shutdown
of Club Boheme among others
come Hialeah time.
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Facing It

Touchy subject of major film
companies getting into the
TV field—^which has exhibs
screaming — was successfully
ducked by Paul V. McNutt,
United Artists’ new board
chairman, yesterday ( Tues. )

.

He said: “Anyone entering the
entertainment field must take
TV into consideration.”

Paul N. Lazarus, exec - aide
to former prexy Grad Sears,
explained that the company
has been operating successful-
ly in the tele field for two
years. He added that it has re-
stricted itself to product espe-
cially made for video, except
in the case of one feature.
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j.Skouias Theatres, was killed in an

will be brought up to the nine iXnees foi^ mere offibe sokce^ ior I, ‘ 1 „ , ,m.rtne wfili
1 auto accident at New Rochelle,

mpmhpre paiipri fn,. +1.A KxV I ^ • g
f
s I(

i5 : •

€ p
i Mr.- and .Mrs. .Julius Rosenberg, sional band work, touring with

,N y, jU ]V 14 Youth was drivingmembeis called f01 Ainder the by- xts sales, .booking and accounting twin sons, Boston, July 10. Father various organizations. Later he his own car bresnmahlv
?
Ins/ rnh

g
laws. Chaplin and Miss Pickford force. is owner of the Hi-Hat/Hub nifoiy was featured on Keith and Or- S 0

",
n
d

t?‘

•

,Kd Ttf a tree fowill be permitted, to name one oheum vaudevilie circuits. In 1919 SaS1 J"
member each, with McNutt’s group
appointing the other seven. McNutt
refused to say what type of per-
sons his principals will name—or
When they might he named.

More Mystery

Bohemia’s Bustin’
Continual from J

irier) provides a haven for fugi-

Mr. and Mrs, Bill Wendell, Phebm va
?j?i

®yi

!iftu
l^,

iisa’s ^and^ addition to father, he also leaves
daughter, Detroit, July 2. Father he was soloist wrth bousa s Band, mother and a sister.

is an annoutfeer at WWJ there. During the next six years he was ———
• •.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Stabile, son, first cornetist with the Victor Talk-
[

.

Harry Ilayes, 47, United Artists
.

Santa Monica, July 10. Father Vis !

lnB Machine Co. and also had ap- salesman m Minneapolis, died in

a bandleader. ;

peared on many radio programs.
;

that city July 8.

Wife of Andrew Jacobson. Hub

MARRIAGES

McNutt thiew fuel on. the mys- tivijs f”om the Met and Carnegie
'

Ne*yJJfc B. WALTER HUFFINCJTON I lVife of Andrew Jacobson,. Hub
t.e,.y ef the sudden transfer of con. Hail. The.'Village Barn gets a heavy Brown

^

)

is ’a maBaz'ine Writer- father B. Walter Huffingtoh, 41, direc-
;

bandleader, died in Boston, July 1<>.

^ 1,111 laR
»

::'
c*k hen-parly tride.

I is member of Appleton & Field, ''tor qf station relations for National! —— —
had known of the availability of. Talent Budgets longhair piano team. Assn: ot Broadcasters, died of a

' MADDiAhri.
the deal prior to last Christmas. I Village talent budgets are gen- Mr. and’ Mrs. David S. Pyle, ’ heart a 1 1 a c k at Winston-Salem,

j

1 here Avas also a hint that a part erally in an expansive mood. Cafe daughter, Bloomington, Ind., July! N. C., July 13, wliile on a two-week I
. Edith R. . Somer to Robert W.

may hawe been played in it by Society’s current budget is one of n. Jack McCurdy, film industry tour of southern radio stations,
j

Soderberg,
,
Las Vegas, July 9.

George (Bud.) Ornstein, Who is spe-
; its highest- in more than a year, vet, is child’s grandfather. Prior to *joining tne NAB stall

j

Bride is a screenwriter; he’s a ra-

cial rep for UA in Rome and is and inve&tment is paying off. The Mr: and Mrs, Samuel Kaufman* mst May, Huffington
.
had been dip producer-writer,

married to Miss Pickford’s niece,
:

Savannah, the major Harlemese son, July 16, New York. Father is general manager ot Mu- Janet Riley to Werner Klemp-
Gwynne. Ornstein entertained operatidn, has a heavily-populated in the. NBC press dept.; mother-is

. Vaci&' ^r
’ Westboro, Mass., recently.

McNutt In’ Rome a couple of show which includes an eight-girl Dorothy Darling; legit and radio
| Americ^ members of company at

months a so and apparently heated ..line plus, one of the sexiest shows
‘

®4ars !

be Red ’ Barp theatre there; jh.es

m™-e-
n the “ ««*»...“ to. be ,^n

- daughter"' BrSoxville. N, ^July |.
Huffin|pn broke into broadcast-

of conduct^ °tto

Iin tbat pait of town the Bon Soir,
j-ather is supervisor of NBC's *"8 *n

.

1*37, serving as_writer, com- _J. ^ 4Also refused by McNutt was has adopted an eastside policy pat- “^e the peoDle.
chirification^bf the role played by

;

terned after Le Ruban Bleu and Mr. and Mrs.

cy pat- ^etthe People"—
1801 “ mentaforpvoduceFand saielman at I „ ^tte Moon fo George A. Rutter,

;1ihI!»
Mr anflfo.' Charles Ryweck, WTAR Norfolk V.,. From lS *

getting son> New York, July 16. Father is he went to WPIT/m Raleigh, N. C., secixtary at Monogram
;

ing in 1937, serving as writer, com-
mentator, producer and salesman at

Max Kravetz, a Los Angeles dis- • the Blue Angel, Cafe is
ov,M ,

*,^. f * ^
tribution and theatre vet. Kravetz, ' performers of reputation to per-

jn ’Columbia Pictures pressbook and
.

WPID, at Petersburg, Va. . Joan Krakeur to Eliot Elisofon,

Who Will serve as secretary Of the 'form. ' Vmrti 1Q4R fr> 1.»4R hfi was rpairinnl Rlimsnn N .T Jnlv 1R Bride is
dept. From 1943 to 1945, he was regional Runison, N. J./ July 15. Bride is
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Underlining the prime impor-
tance that top sports events still

hold iii television, the DuMont
network and Gillette Safety Razor
Corp. are reportedly . engaged in

hot bidding for exclusive video
rights to the 1950 World Series,

which has already raised the ante
to $510,000, Gillette is Said . to
have matched an initial DuMont
bid for that amount, with the net-
work having until the end of the
month (next Monday) to up its

bidding figure.

Top DuMont execs this week de-
clined to deny or confirm the re-

ports, d eclaring they had “no
comment” to make at this time.
It is known, however, that under
the deal held by Gillette and the
Mutual web for radio rights to

the Series, Gillette has first and
last refusal for TV. Thus, if Du-
Mont ups its bid to $750,000, which
it reportedly will do, Gillette still

gains the rights if it wants to
match that within 24 hours.
DuMont reportedly has the back-

ing of Chevrolet in its bidding,
with the car company desiring to
bankroll the Series over every pos-
sible interconnected TV outlet.

Campbell-Ewald agency now han-
dles both the DuMont and Chewy
accounts and Chewy, in addition,
has already inked to sponsor the

(Continued on page 99)

Ruth St. Denis at 75

Plans Return to Dance
Ruth St. Denis, 75-year-old mod-

ern ' daheer', and pioneer ' in the
field, is returning to the concert
stage. Richard Brill, her manager,
is lining up a tour for the coming
year. * She’ll be joined in some of
these engagements by her oldtime
partner, Ted Shawn.
Miss St. Denis played to an SRO

house July 14 when she appeared
at a benefit performance for the
Ruth . St. Denis foundation at the
1,400-seat Esquire theatre, Chi-
cago. Scale was $3 top.

BARRYMORE’S BARD

SERIES IN NBC REPRISE
Four streamlined dramatizations

of Shakespearean plays, starring
the late John' Barrymore, are being
reprised by NBC for airing .on.1

Thursdays at 8 p. m., starting
Aug. 3.

The broadcasts were originally
produced by NBC veepee John F.
Royal back in 1937, and disks were
recently discovered as the web went
through transcription files for its

“Voices and Events” stanza. Voices
are being put on tape with new
music and sound effects dubbed in,

with James Fleming editing. Plays
will be “Hamlet,” “Richard III,”
“Macbeth” and either “Twelfth
Night” or “The Tempest/*

Series is being aired as a kudo
to the anniversary of the Shake-
speare Memorial Theatre at Strat-
ford-on-Avon; and has the coopera-
tion of the English organization.

1929 Swanson Fiasco

Is Finally Reviewed

As a Museum Piece
By HERB GOLDEN

This is a film review 21 years
late.

The picture: “Queen Kelly.” The
star: Gloria Swanson. The direc-
tor: Erich Von Stroheim. The cost:

$800,000.
Reason for the delay: The pic-

ture was never released in the U. S.

and no critic has ever before been
allowed near it. Why such reserve
becomes apparent on viewing
“Queen Kelly.”
' One of the last of the silent films,

it also marks the epitome of those
happy Hollywood days of the '20s,

wheii cost was no object and a
whim a call for action. The story,

the performances, the direction
and the sets are as fantastic a me-
lange as ever were assembled or
that ever attempted Will Hays’
threshold. It was the year follow-

ing “Queen Kelly” (1930), inciden-

tally (or maybe not), that the in-

dustry adopted the Production
Code.
A few prints, variously edited,

lay forgotten in vaults for 20 years.

(Continued on page 119)

Andrews Sis 50G
TV Film Auditions

In a unique bid for a television

deal by a name attraction, the An-
drews Sisters will make two 30-

minute film shorts on the Coast to

showcase their own ideas for a

video format. Lou Levy, manager
of the trio, plans to shell out about

$50,000 for the audition shorts, but
is backstopping the coin by design-

ing the pix for regular theatre ex-

hibition in case a video bankroller

doesn't pick up the tab.

Andrews Sisters, currently at

the Roxy, N. Y„ were renewed last

week for another year on Camp-
bell Soup’s “Club 15,” CBS radio

airer.

By GEORGE ROSEN

As the nation moves more and

more into an all-out war effort to

stem the Communist tide in Korear

the whole economic pattern attend-

ing radio vs television is due for

an almost complete overnight

change.

For the first time since TV
projected itself as the No. 1

“glamor baby” among industries,

bringing in its wake a tobogganing
in radio business, the four major
networks are breathing easier. Un-
til only a few weeks back almost
panicky over the wholesale deser-
tions of AM bankrollers into* Video,

creating an almost unprecedented
situation of cream nighttime avail-

abilities on all the networks, the

(Continued on page 99)

Film Industry Income

In 1949 Shows Rise Of

$4,000,000 Over 1948
Washington, July 25.

National income of the motion
picture industry (production and
theatres) last year totaled $871,-
000,000, a gain of $4,000,000 over
’48, the Dept, of Commerce report-
ed today (Tues.) in its survey of
current business. Wages and
salaries paid out by the industry
totalled $659,000,000 for 1949,’ up
$4,000,000 from the previous year.'

Income to amusement and rec-
reation enterprises other than mo-
tion pictures amounted to $741,-
000,000, down $1,000,000 from ’’48.

Wages and salaries paid out by
these enterprises totalled $568,000,-
000, a $14,000,000 gain over ’48.

Income to radio and television
broadcasting services totalled $276,-

(Continued on page 118)

Doing a Fandango
Hep show biz tourists going

abroad at this time of the year '

are taking the extra precau-
tion bf obtaining Spanish visas.

None is needed for most of
the Marshall Plan countries,
but it is figured that if any
crisis breaks out on the Conti-
nent it would be a matter of
hours

,
for the " Communists to

sweep to the Iberian border. ,

Switch World War I

to Hit at

Current Korean crisis has cued
revival °f at least one patriotic

song. First step in dusting off

some songs' of World
.
War I vin-

tage was /taken this week when
Harry Link, general professional
manager of Feist Music, called in

the original lyricist of a 1915 song,
“Don’t Bite the Hand That's Feed-
ing You,” to modernize the lyric.

Song was written in 1915, after

the sinking of the Lusitania, by
Jimmy Morgan and Thomas Hoier.
Latter, who is now an actor and is

appearing in the New York cast of

“Kiss Me, Kate,” is working on a

new set of lyrics. Original words
reflected anti-German sentiment
in the U. S. New lyric would be
directed against Communists.

In Baby-Sitting

TV's Advantage On

Release Time Brings

Newsreel Beef to Govt.
Washington, July 25.

Rivalry of newsreels and tele-

vision, which dates from TV’s in-

fancy days, broke out this week in

open warfare as a result of the bid
for hews on the Korean hostilities.

Feud Came to a boil Monday (24),

when the five newsreel companies
simultaneously instructed their

Washington bureau chiefs to ask
the U. S. Dept, of Defense to fix

release dates on all footage shot
by the Army Signal Corps in Korea
which would insure the reels of an
even break with tele stations.

Videocasters are expected 'to fight

the request bitterly.

To date, the Signal Corps has
(Continued on page 96)

Strawhat Circus to Take
To Subway Circuit in War
Tent shows will avoid the fate

of other strawhats, if War condi-
tions spread, according to St. John
Terrell, who owns three such set-

ups# Where gas rationing and lack
of cars caused many barns to close

down during the recent war, or
forced some to take to hotel ball-

rooms in major cities, tent shows
won’t be badly affected. They’ll just

fold canvas and move away.
Terrell, who owns the Lambert-

ville, N. J., Music Circus, which
he operates; a tent at Dennis,
Mass., which he leases, and one in

Miami, which he operates winters,
says his outfits can be taken down
and put up elsewhere almost over-
night at virtually small cost. He
says' he has sites picked Out in the
metropolitan areas of Philadelphia
and New York now, should war
snafu out-of-town operations.

Following through on its idea
that the baby-sitting problem may
be a major hurdle in the b.p.
toboggan which has hit so many
theatres, the Loew circuit this
week took its first concrete step to
heip the cause along. The chain
dispatched two of its flacks to
the Parkchester housing devel-
opment in east Bronx,. N. Y’., to
huddle, with reps of the Parent-
Teachers Assn, in ah effort to form
a string Of baby-sitting clubs in
Parkchester sector. Action is the
first in a series of moves along
similar lines planned by the
chain.

Both Loew and Century circuit
execs are convinced that the prob-
lem of what to do with the kiddies
when the folks plan an evening at
the local flickery has been stymie-
ing the attendance figures. So far
as Loew’s is concerned, discovery
was first made by Helen Lupo,
manager of Loew’s Broadway in
’ (Continued on page 118)

Albany, July 25.
New York's Gov. Thomas E.

Dewey has told the American
.Guild of Variety Artists that an
investigation will be made of the
stopping of performers’ cars on
their way to mountain resort en-
gagements. Henry Dunn, union’s
administrative secretary, wrote
Gov. Dewey last week complaining
that on several occasions, automo-
biles of Negro performers were
stopped by N. Y. State Troopers
in the Tuxedo Pane area. Dunn
contended that contents of the
cars were strewn on the road and
occupants were delayed for long
periods of time while a search
took place.
Dunn in his letter stated that

searches took place only when
there were Negro performers in
the auto. In one instance, there
were Negro and White entertainers
riding in the same car.

Duplicate letters of complaint
were sent to the National Assn, for
the Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple and the National Urban
League.

Subject was recently taken up
at N. Y. AGVA branch meeting
and a resolution was passed con-
demning the practice.
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Loom as Surefire Concert Fare
Concert managers are ' finding a"

sure thing now in Rodgers & Ham-
mei’stein nights. The number of

orchestras, both indoor and out-

door, that include Rodgers & Ham*
merstein nights in their repertoires

has increased steadily since the

first of such programs was offered

at Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., in

1948. So far this year, about 15

R&H concerts have been done. In

some spots the demand for tickets

was so great that the program,
which is packaged by an R&H sub-
sidiary, Williamson Music, Inc./

was repeated two and three times.

Seating: capacity in most situations

played is around 10,000. In most
cases the program plays to SRO.
Next month the St. Louis Munic-

ipal Opera will offer a Rodgers &
Ilammerstein week from Aug. 14-

20: The same program will be pre-

sented each evening. The Denver
Symphony has an R&H night
skedded for Friday (28). So

;
has

the Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., for
its final night; Aug,, 5, Fairfield,

Conn., Aiig. 18, and the Hollywood
Bowl, Aug. 26. Dates are still be-
ing set for the remainder of the
year with some concert managers
already planning R&H nights for
next spring and summer. . Roches-
t( r, N, Y.; Columbia, S. C.; Seattle
Wash

;
Chicago, New Orleans, New

Haven and Milwaukee are' among
other places where R&H concerts
were given this year.

In 1948 the R&H package con-
sisted of excerpts from “Allegro,”
‘Carousel,” “State Fair” and
“Oklahoma.” In 1949 the program
remained pretty much the same.
However, this year selections from

(Continued on page 118)

Harlan Back to Pix Work;

Anti-Nazis in Protest
3

Berlin, July 18.

A German organization, Union
of the Victims of the Nazi Regime
(VVNt, is protesting the decision
of the public prosecutor’s office in
Hamburg clearing Veit Harlan,
film director, of Nazi taint. They
declare that the decision isn’t jus-
tified -and will only contribute to
destroy confidence in justice in
Western Germany. Public support
is now being organized against the
film director and Domnick Pic-
tures' Goettingen, for whom Har-
lan will start work soon.

The way was cleared for Harlan,,
who produced and directed the
anti-Semitic pic “Jew Suess” for
Joseph Goebbels Thursday (13)
when the public prosecutor’s office
at the Hanseatic Court of Appeal
at Hamburg withdrew a reversal
of Harlan’s second verdict of not
guilty. Domnick studios an-
nounced that this decision positive-
ly cleared the way for Harlan’s
comeback.

Blackpool Shies Off $3

Top at 2 Sinatra Shows
London, July i8.

Though the impact, of Frank
Sinatra* was very strong at Black-

pool, the fans Weren’t prepared to

pay the fancy upped admission
prices for his one-night stand.

Hundreds of seats in the $3 bracket
were empty for each of the two
performances Sunday f16) gt the

vast £>pera House;
Impresario Harold Fielding, ,

who
promoted -the show, could only
comment; “There can’t be mti^h

money about these days.” In addi-

tion to paying. Sinatra around $3,-

500 for the engagement, he also

booked Woolf Phillips arid the
palladium Skyrockets orchestra,

and the whole party was flown by
charter plane, returning to Lon-
don the same night, Transport
alone cost him upwards of $600.

Appearance of Sinatra at Black-

pool was the first occasion on
which a U. S. topliner had inter-

rupted his Palladium stint for an
out-of-town booking of this char-

acter. The resort is the entertain-

ment mecca of the. North, catering

mainly to industrial workers, and
is regarded as Britain’s Coney Is-

land. :
"

;

Two Warner-Pathe Nfws

Cameramen Kidnapped

In Germany; Russ Dumb

Wednesday, Julf 26, 1950

Dies

Wall St. Bears in Fast

Show Biz Pul

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

.1 ust concluded
;
a -delightful en-

gagement at the Roxy, New York.
• Remainin.g on the North Ameri-
can Continent, next stop Canada.

Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Impact on Other

•Ml

Berlin, July 18.

Warner’s Berlin chief, Bill Mc-
Clure, hasn't been able to get any

news from the Russian occupation

officials or the East German Gov-
ernment authorities as to the
whereabouts of two Pathe camera-
men (German) who disappeared on
the autobahn en route from Berlin
to Bremeihaven on an assignment
two weeks ago. The Fritz Rogge
and Heinz Tocktrarri, driving a
Warner’s car, had in their posses-
sion 2.000 feet of film shot in Ber-
lin and two cameras. They never
arrived at Helmstedt, the border
checking point. Rogge, a free-

(Continued on page 118)

Home of the Braves.
Boston, July 25.

WNAC, in a sportsminded pitch

to Hub fans, switched station

breaks to “WNAC, Boston, Home
of league leading Braves” when
National leaguers moved into the
top spot last week.
However, it only lasted one day

for the club was knocked off the
pinnacle when it lost its next game.

Washington, July 25.
!

Impact of television on other
amusements was reflected in fig-

ures published in the July Survey
of Current Business, monthly or-
gan of the Office of Business Eco-

)

nomics of the Department of Com-
;
merce.

A breakdown of personal con-
sumption expenditures in 1949
estimates that the U. S! public
spent for radios (including TV
sets), phonographs, records, pianos
and other musical instruments a
total of $1,989,000,000. This com-
pared with $1,760,000,000 in 1948.
The increase of about $230,000,000
was due to TV, a Department stat-

istician told Variety, and was ac-

complished despite a big drop in

radio sales and a falling off in the
record business.

The impact of TV set buying
;
was shown in less spending for

!
theatre admissions, professional
baseball and football attendances,
book purchases and book rentals.

Admissions to motion picture
houses in 1949. totaled $1,342,000,-

1000 as compared ta $1,364,000,000

j
in 1948. Admissions to legitimate
theatres and opera were $92,000,-

! 000 in 1949 as against $96,000,000

I
in 1948. Expenditures for profes-
sional baseball games were down
;

from $68,000,000 in 1948 to $66,-

!

(Continued on page 119)

Wall Street bears, who showed

peak activity in show biz. stocks

just before the Korean fracas

broke, are how pulling out of the

entertainment field at a fast clip.

A s( eep drop in short holdings has

been registered in every amuse-
ment company listed, on the

,

New
York exchange board.

.
This trend

is confirmed by official figures

just released by the exchange it-

self.

In the past 30 days, short hold-
ings in Paramount have fallen off

to 7,260 shares from a previous
high of 1 1,560, Warner Bros,
echoed with a dip to 4,085 shares
from 6,955, Universal, another
favorite hunting ground for bears,
is also below the 5,000-share figure.

Biggest dive of all is recorded
for Radio Corp, of America, where
short interests are now at 38,222
after a high of 61,132 shares was
registered last month; Other radio
stocks also show a decline in in-

terest by bears as witness a dip to

2.375 shares from 7,050 by Ameri-
can Broadcasting Co.

Rochester’s Validates,

Grand Opewnfl

tomorbow MU
THURSDAY, JULY 27«h

i Abbott & Costello Click

In Bow at Palladium
London, July .25.

Abbott & Costello, bowing at the
Palladium here, clicked heavily in

a 60-minute show which included
some of their high-pressure gags
and antics. Comics mixed boister-
ous clowning and slapstick to leave
the audience limp.
The Merry Macs, making a re-

turn visit to this house, scored
strongly with a batch of new num-
bers.

Abbott ' & Costello preceded
i
their Palladium visit with a .vaude

;
tour of the provinces.

London, July 25.

Eddie Anderson (Rochester) is

playing four weeks of British va-
rieties, at Birmingham, Liverpool,
Glasgow and Leeds, following his
basic stint with Jack Benny & Co.
at the Palladium, here.

Benny and his wife, Mary Living-
stone, are currently on a motor
trip to Italy, via hired car, while
the Phil Harrises (Alice Faye) are
dittoing to Switzerland, with Har-
ris driving a Triumph purchased,
while here two years ago. In Paris,

Benny met the William S. Paleys,
who, too, have gone off to Switzer-
land on a holiday. The Bennys and
Harrises reunite Aug. 8 for sailing

home on the Queen Mary.

Chased Home By War
Irving Fein, p.a. for Jack Benny,

returned on the Queen Elizabeth
[last weekend, and left for the

|

Coast pronto. Also aboard were
Mrs. Jack Buchanan, Ezra Stone,
Adam and Sophie Gimbel and Lee
Shubert.

!
The Gimbels and Shubert are

lypical of Americans who cut their
European stay short because of the
war crisis and hurried home. The

j

producer was to have spent five

j

more weeks in Cannes.

ALLAN JONES PLANNING

INDIE PIX PRODUCTION
Glasgow, July 18.

Allan Jones, here in vaude.
plans to set himself up as an inch;

pendent film producer. He will

first produce, and star in, a west-
ern musical, titled “Buckaroo.”

Jones’ present: vaude tour.
;

of
Britain lasts until January, 1951.
He is travelling and living in a de-
luxe motor caravan;

nly on the Coast at 65
-+ Hollywood, July 25.

'l:
Arthur Ungar, editor of Daily

Variety since its inception in 1933,
died suddenly at Del Mar Monday

.Out* (24) afternoon, a few hours afterv he had started a much-needed vaca-
owed tion. He would have been 65 on
tocks

|

Aug. 27.

racas I
Ungar had gone swimming sliort-

f thp b’ alter he and his Wife * the former

j

Ella Mae Bequette, arrived at Del
eJlP-

! Mar as house guests of Mr. and
s has

;

Mrs, Harold Hopper. While swinv

rtuse-imin£- he twisted his leg and was

New put 10 after a doctor diagnosedf

, ;
it as a pulled tendon and made

trend
; arrangements for x-rays to be taken

lures
1 the lollcwing morning. He sudden-

re it-
:

l.v lapsed into a coma and died be-
fore an ambulance, summoned iYom

;
the Scripps hospital in, nearby La

hold -

1

Jolla, coujd reach tlie Hopper
n off home.
vious In addition to his wife, whom
Bros,

;

he married in 1923 in Chicago, he
hares is survived by three sisters: Jessie
other AVadsworth, Hollywood agent; Mrs.
nears, Edrta Newman of New Hyde Park;
gure. N. Y., and Mrs. Molly Puester of

nrded St. Louis.

/here Services will be held Thursday
8,222 (27), at 1 p.m., at the Hollywood
i was Cemetery Chapel, 6000 ,Santa
radio Monica Blvd., Hollywood. Rabbi
n in- Aaron Wise will officiate; no lion-

lip to orary pallbearers; cremation
j

to,

meri- • follow.

j Arthur Ungar had devoted most
of his adult life to show business,

j
as a theatre manager, exhibitor,

j
producer and tradepaper editor.

! He knew every phase of the busi-

l\-
' ness, from burlesque to carnivals,

UIl : and from nightclubs to films. He
i • /became a Variety mugg when lie

FIDS was 29 and, for more than 35 years
_
r

I he w rote about show business, its

1 people and its problems.
'y 1S

j
Born in Chicago, he moved with

h Vit“ his family to New York while still
:pool, a bov He studied law at New
£

*J.

lS
• York U, practised briefly, and then

« Co.
, turned to the two fields that better
fitted his spirit, newspapers and

tving- showbusincss. He -began in. N. Y.
notor and then shifted around, as news-
while

|

papermcn w ere accustomed t o do-
ll are

j
ing’in t hose days, serving “hitches'*

Har-
j

on papers in Buffalo, Chicago,
hased,

j

Cleveland and Pittsburgh. , Typical
Paris,

j
of 'other newspapermen of his era,

aleyst, 1 lie was a two-fingered hunt and
itzer- i peek typhst, a method he never bet-

sand i tered, but to the
.
day before his

ailing ‘ death he would peck out his stories

and editorials in the same way.

iContinued on page 112)

enny,

?
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h
e $5,000,000 Goal For

itone. Cantor Midwest Tour
i Lee Eddie Cantor, who returned front

Israel two weeks ago, will spend
^ ai

!

ie the next few days on a fund-rais-
ing lour for the United Jewish

3

ti
C Appeal. Cantor left last week lor

• \he the midwest, where he hopes to
1 five ra j se $5,000,000 personally.

Speaking last' week at a UJ'A
. luncheon in New York, just prior
to his departure for Chicago, Can-

Dill tor warned an audience of about

HAtf 1 *000 (hat “we are in a Avar in

I ION Korea and we don’t know w here
we ll be fighting next.”

18. At the luncheon, Cantor was
raude. presented with contributions and
inch;

: pledges to the Appeal .from New
; will ! York totalling $1,500,000, which' Ire

west- turned over to the national unit
).” of the UJA. He described his trip
ir

;

of to Israel, asking for greater sup-
1951. port for the UJA in order to con-
a de- tin ue bringing displaced persons

into! Israel.
.

li/ohlcL rf-atnoul

Waldorf Astoria Hotel

NEW YORK

The Hoar of Charm
All Girl Orchestra and Choir 4

Under the Direction of \ •

piiilspitaiM

Judy's Loyal Public
Metro studioites have been

surprised at the strength of the
public’s sympathetic reaction
to the highly publicized trou-
bles recently experienced by
Judy Garland, Company’s sus-
pended star. Recent sneak pre- •

view on the Coast of “Sum-
mer Stock,” Technicolor mu-
sical in which Miss Garland
heads the bill; brought .a raft
of cards from the audience in
which unsolicited Commissera-
lion with the star’s lot was ex-
pressed. Understood a number
of the cards noted . that the
actress had added avoirdupois
but qualified that observation
With the sentiment “we’d ra-
ther have her fat than not at
all.” Acfreso’ troubles started
\yhen the studio ordered her to
take off w’elght*

i v k i.
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London, July 25.

While the negotiations here for

a new Anglo-U. S. films pact are

currently stalemated, it appears
fairly clear that the Yanks have
already won significant gains over
Board of Trade prexy Harold Wilr

son’s “take-it-or-leave-it” offer that

concluded the talks last May.

Definitely eliminated, it is be-

lieved, is Wilson’s proposal for an
incentive plan to spur XJ. S. pro-

duction in England. Secondly, cur-

rent stalemate is over the Amer-
icans’ demand for unlimited con-
vertibility of earnings in Britain

as against Wilson’s demand for a

$17,000,000 ceiling.

That means that the Yanks are
certain of a minimum of the $17,-

000,000, which is what they got
under the old deal that expired
June 13. Wilson had proposed in

May that this be cut if the quan-
tity of U . S. production here dur-
ing the next two years was hot
equal to that of the past two.

Defeat of Wilson’s incentive plan
and the prospect of bettering the
1948-50 agreement is clearly the
result of State Dept, intervention.

While the U. S. Embassy in Lon-
don has taken only a mild interest

in the dealings in the past, it sur-

prisingly steppecL-m-with both feet

this time—with startling results.

Adding to the amazement of Eric
Johnston, Ellis Amall and James
A. Mulvey, the American negoti-

ating team, the State Dept.’s inter-

vention this time was not at the
request of the industry.

.
The ini-

tiative came from Washington, the
objection being on a matter of

(Continued on page 30)

Said to Up B.0. 10%
Novel method of granting film-

goers a partial refund or credit if

they fail to stay for a whole per-

formance was credited with boost-

ing grosses of two Brooklyn nabes
by around 10% in a test at those

houses Friday (21); Tagged “Part-

O-Show,” the scheme was devised

by New York business man-picture
fan Murray Kay. It calls for use
of a time-stamped ticket.

Attending the test at the 600-seat

Kent and 1,600-seat Leader, both
in the Coney Island section cf

Brooklyn, were reps of the Loew,
RKO and Randforce circuits as

well as observers from a number
of indie loops. Although their

delegates were said to be favor-

ably impressed there was no indi-

cation this week as to when, or if,

the chains would institute the plan
in their own houses.
With the Kent and Leader scaled

at 60c top, patrons drew a 15c
credit toward a future admission
when leaving before two hours.

Audience reaction to the plan was
favorable and a number of Friday
payees cashed in their credits over
the weekend. Both filmgoers and
exhibs generally conceded that

Kay’s scheme provides a definite

incentive for a customer to return
to a theatre as well as luring those
Who are interested in only a single

feature.

Arthur Schwartz’s first filmusical

score in four years Will be “Excuse
My Dust,” for Metro. He’ll write
it with Dorothy Fields, who did the
lyrics for the Broadway musical,
“Stars In My Eyesv

’ (Jimmy Du-
rante-Ethel Merman) which he
composed 10 years ago.
Schwartz goes to the Coast Aug.

IQ, and while there will also o.o.

some people for his first straight-

play production, “Hilda Crane,” by
Samson Raph&elson, which Hume
Cronyn will stage and which Will
star Jessica Tandy (Mrs. Cronyn),
in the title role. Schwartz produced
a revue, “Inside USA,” two sea-
sons ago,

Paris, July 25.

Following huddles in London on
the Angio - American monetary
agreement, MPAA prez Erie John-
ston is due here Friday (28) to
negotiate an improvement in the
terms of the 1948 Franco-Ameri-
can films pact. He is expected to

remain in the French capital about
five days.

..

U. S, film companies Want admis^
sion of more Yarik product into
France plus a reduction in the
playing time quota for domestic
pictures. The French are prepar-
ing to resist such demands.

On Circuit Sale
Noah Dietrich, RKO board chair-

man, and Tom Slack, counsel for

Howard Hughes, are in New York
from the Coast this Week in the

final stages of negotiation for sale

of control of the RKO theatre cir-

cuit to a syndicate headed by
Harry Brandt. Dietrich and Slack

are principal advisers on negoti-

ations for Hughes, who is obligated

under court order to dispose of his

24% interest in the RKO chain be-

fore the end of this year.

This is expected to be the de-

cisive week in the months-lqng ne-

gotiations Which have been carried

on by the Brandt group for acqui-

sition of the Hughes stock. Deal
reportedly all but blew up Mon-
day (24), but was said yesterday
to be “back on the track,” with
chances excellent for consumma-
tion of an agreement.

Dietrich and Slack arrived in

New York last Saturday (22) and
Were closeted all day Monday and
part of yesterday with Brandt and

(Continued on* page 10)

New Tri-Dimension

Polaroid Process

Hoped as Pix Hypo
Reason for the joint exhib back-

ing of an experimental, tri-dimen-

sional film with a new process per-

fected by the Polaroid Corp. is the

hope of these theatremen that a

public clamor for this type of nov-
elty pic Will jolt the industry into

rapid action. That sentiment was
expressed this week by Fred
Schwartz, head of Century Circuit,

N, Y.> and treasurer of Cinema
Productions, Inc., new company
formed to back a string of novelty

pix.
Schwartz thinks the industry

needs some big development to

hand television a setback and give

the boxoffice a big boost. He real-

izes that the industry has grappled

with the technical problems in-

volved in making three-dimen-

sional films for many years With-

out finding an answer which would
overcome all objections. At the

same, time, circuit operator is con-

vinced that if one tri-dimensional

opus demonstrates a strong public

demand for this type of super-

realistic film, Hollywood Will go
all-out on the technical questions.

'Schwartz is backed in his belief

by such potent circuit execs as

M. A. Lightman, prez of Cinema
Productions; Sam Pinanski, Si

Fabian, George Skouras, Frank
Walker, Harold Stoneman, Sam
Rinzler and Mitchell Wolfson. All

these exhibs are putting up cash

to back the production and some
of them will serve on the board.

Each angel is chipping in an equal

sum.
On a rival tri-dimensional proc-

ess recently developed by Vita-

!

- (Continued on page 24)

United Artists' neW

.

; hjanage-
ment; asrits first haajorjrtioye, ;is at-

tempting. currently to set /dp a

$10 OOO;O0Q company, tied
1

closely
to UA, for the financing of .

indie
producers. Plan of the UA toppers
is for the new company to advance
second money and guarantees for
about a dozen pictures a year to
be made only by leading producers
and directors.

v
•

Among those with whom the
Paul V. McNutt-Frank L. Mc-
Namee-Max Kravetz combine re-

portedly is talking is Daniel Mc-
Carthy, A & P stores exec, .who
reps the Hartford estate Which
controls the chain and of which
Hollywoodite Huntington Hartford
is a beneficiary.
Also closeted with the new UA

management arid v.p. Mary Pick-
ford Monday (24) was a rep of
Walter E. teller & CO., Chicago
factoring outfit. It has been ac-

tive in film financing at various
times, and would possibly advance
production coin.

Investors in the neW financing
company will not only have repre-
sentation on its board, but places
are being held for them on the
board of UA. In addition, some
of the backers that McNutt has

(Continued on page 27)

Ginsberg in N.Y
Henry Ginsberg, who resigned

Tecently as Paramount’s production
chief, arrived" in New York from
the Coast Monday (24). He said

he has no future plans.

Visit east, which is of indetermi-
nate length, is on purely personal
affairs, Ginsberg stated. He.added
he was in New York “for a little

change of atmosphere” and the
riiarriage of his brother.

Hollywood, July 25.

Stanley Kramer, Hollywood’s 36-

year-old white hope, is “jes’ sittin’

and listenin’ ” as offers pour into

him from studios, agencies arid

would-be angels. Indie producer
said today (Tues.) that despite the

myriad of reports that have con-

nected him recently with Para-
mount, 20th-Fox, United Artists

and other studios, he hasn’t m’ade

UP his mind on his future and has
no coirimitments except his cur-

rent one to UA.
As a matter of fact, Kramer said,

he’s not even listening yet. He’s

Salient fact that emerges as the
story of the surprise United Artists
deal of two weeks ago continues to
unfold is that Max Kravetz is 'head
man in policy and operation of the
new setup. It is he who brought
in Paul V. McNutt—who in turn
brought in Frank L. McNamee—
and his is the principal hand in
plotting the future of the company.
McNutt as board chairman, Mc-

Namee as president and Kravetz
as corporate secretary, have organ-
ized a partnership of their own for
the administration of their joint
interest in UA. They comprise
three-fourths of an executive board
that operates the

1

company, but
Kravetz carries the heavy vote via
a tacit compact among the partners.
It was he who got the deal together,
and it is he who is most familiar
with the affairs of UA and its .fu-
ture needs.
McNutt carries plenty of weight,

Of course, as the man who brought
the money into the deal and who is

trustee for all of the 8,000 shares
of UA stock outstanding. But he
is cognizant of his Own lack of
knowledge of the film biz, and ap-
parently has great faith in Kravetz
—who is the man who sold him the
whole idea.

McNamee, exhibitor and former
(Continued on page 4)

Korean Situation Cues

Circuit War-Pix Buys

In Sharp About-Face

Theatre realty market is going
into a complete flipover in a dra-
matic shift of demand-and-supply
which sterns from the first reper-
cussions of the heightened threat
of another world war. In the past
couple of Weeks, Circuit operators
who keep a habitual eye on the
potential theatre buys around the
country have noticed a sudden
withdrawal of most houses up for,

sale. The machinery has been
started, sparked by Korea and all

its implications, for an upward
shift in the price tags on theatre
realty.

Sudden threat to new building
which any war possibilities pose,
plus the recollection that flickeries

stand to gain business-wise iri the
event of a third World War, are
regarded as the two big factors be-
hind the tightening of theatre sup-
ply. By the same token, circuit

operators are more anxious than
ever to expand their holdings via

(Continued On page 30)

just telling anyone with a deal to

Wait until he’s finished shooting
and editing “Cyrano” in about a

month and he’ll sit down and talk

about it then.
Kramer asserted that no one had

been authorized to negotiate^ for

him. Several agencies, including
Music Corp. of America, have been
attempting to put deals together
that would associate the producer’s
indie unit with a major studio. He
said that he’d be glad to talk the

(Continued on page 24)

C. J. (Pat) Scollard, longtime
h.'o. exec at Paramount, has re-

signed, effective next Monday
(31). Scollard served with Par as

labor relations exec and rounded
out these chores by handling other
administrative matters^. He has
been with the compariy for the
past 11, years.

Scollard’s future plans are un-
disclosed.

Circuits throughout the country
previously fed up with the cycle
of War pix, both new and old, are
again showing a revival of inter-
est in the shooting epics because
of the Korean situation. Reports
from the field indicate that exhibs
are convinced that the wide excite-
ment -oi the public over Korea and
its military events is reawakening
a taste for battle scenes. Previous-
ly, distribs of Oldie war films had
been advised by the circuits that,
they intended laying off the book-

continued on page 27)

EVELYN and her MAGIC VIOLIN
Opening tomorrow night (Thursday, July 27) on the STARLIGHT

ROOF at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel In New York with THE HOUR OF
CHARM, all girl orchestra and choir under the direction of PHIL
SPITALNY.
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COMPO Moves to Set Up Unified

War Effort Liaison; TOA Balk

Kravetz Looms
Continued from page 3

In a week of rapid develop-

rnents targeted at bringing about

a unified industry liaison with the

Government under the COMPO
(Council of Motion Picture Or-

ganizations) banner, considerable

ground was covered, but at least

one snarl remains to be untangled.

It. is the Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica's independent move for war
liaison as detailed herewith.

COMPO’s exec board met Mon-
day (24) and talked over proposals

io use the all-industry org as front

for the film business, with all of-

ficers and directors acting as a com-
mittee of the whole in liaison work.

Reportedly, the Theatre Owners
of America, which had no reps at

the meet, is balking at the sugges-

tion. Apparently, TOA’s opposition

Js directed more against the meth-
od which COMPO; would employ
than the channelling of the work
through COMPO. However. TOA-
ers are said to be adamant on
the subject, since they fear the

machinery would -mean that one or

more industryites in their black-

book would carry the ball.

It is said that efforts so far to

t\in over TOA have been met with
rebuff. Along with other COMPO
members, TOA holds an absolute
veto against any program which
does not meet its approval. Fact
that no TOA reps attended the

board meet was not deemed sig-
\

nificant. Gael Sullivan, TOA exec'
director: Charles P. Skouras, Na-

1

tional Theatres head, and - other •

TOAers were in Washington on

!

that day, contacting Government
(

officials to present a program of

j

theatre cooperation. It was a date
prev iously—set—to-41i«-COMPO cal 1

,

and was to have been with Presi-
dent Truman, who, however, had
to disappoint the TOAites. A wire
read by COMPO prexy Ned Depi-
net from Sullivan and Sam Pinan-
»ki pledged support in “fighting

Communism.”
Rembusch’s Wire

COMPO exec meet was called to

bait, a race by various elements of
the industry to Washington, It was
(convened after Trueman T. Rem-
busch, National Allied prez
out strongly for war activities to

be carried out by COMPO “which
Is the only all-industry organiza-
tion including in its membership

(Continued on page 112)

2 U.S., 1 Italian Pic

Nixed by Legion
Two Hollywood films and one

1 Italian import were affixed Class
; “B” labels last week by the Na-
1

tional Legion of Decency. Colum-
bia’s “Convicted,” with Glenn Ford

j

and Broderick Crawford, was
trapped for its “sympathetic treat-

ment of the revenge motive” as
; well as a “low moral tone.”

RKO branch manager, came into

the picture at the last moment and
thus, naturally, is a sort of junior

partner among the trio. It is ex-

pected that he’ll take a' role of in-

creasing importance as he catches

up with a knowledge of the com-
pany that Kravetz has acquired

through 10 months of intensive

work in getting the deal together,

and McNutt has been getting since

Kravetz first interested him in the

company last January.

Exactly how strong or
the partnership agreement
among the three men is one

TOA Presents Its Own Program

To Symington in Re War Effort

Kurnitz Follows Vidor

Abroad on Indie Prod.

IS

Of

United Artists’ '“Three Hus- ;
many facets of the deal that is un-

bands” was criticized for its “light ‘dear as- yet. It has been learned,

treatment of marriage” and reflec-
! however, that it is solid enough to

tion of the acceptability of divorce. 1
insure Kravetz that after all his

“Revenge,” an Italian pic distribut;

. Harry Kurnitz, who is in a

,

three-way partnership with Charles
Vidor and Edward G. Robinson in

an independent film production to

be shot in Italy, flies to Europe
next week to o.o. some of the back-

binding grounds which director Vidor has

surveyed. Vidor and his wife, the

former Dorfs. Warner, returned re-

cently from abroad where they

4: Fast action is being taken by the

|

Theatre Owners of America to

i forestall the fixing of crippling

regulations on theatres, such as the

brownout and . other Government

steps taken during the last war.

TOA will present a program of

theatre action next week to W.

I

Stuart Symington, chairman of the

i National Security Resources board.
1 Meanwhile, Symington is expected
to hold off on any plan of his own.

! Gael Sullivan, TOA’s exec di-

work in bringing the transfer of

ed by Distinguished Films, contains control to fruition it won’t be pos-

“suggesttve
tions.”

costuming and situa-

In Mud Helped

Paul V. McNutt got into the pic-

ture business as board chairman of
United Artists two weeks ago on a
fluke. It was the result of a slide

j
in a mud puddle taken by Max

|

Kravetz, now corporate secretary
jot’ UA, in Union station in Wash-
ington last January,

j

Kravetz injured his knee in the
fall, so much so that he had to be

: ca rried onto the train and required,

medical attention. The big man
with the silver hair, who was also

boarding the train, was noticed by
:
the little Los Angeles businessman

sible Tor McNutt or anyone else to

push him out. Kravetz, like Mc-
Namee, made no financial invest-

ment. his contribution being his

knowledge and services.

Fourth member of the exec board
operating the company is Mary
Pickford. Her presence is part

sentimentality, part an appreciation
by Kravetz for her help in swinging
Hie deal and part respect for her
business acumen and the continuity

she can give through having been
an owner of the company since it

was founded 31 years ago.

Pickford, Chaplin Iifterest

Miss Pickford and her former
co-owner, Charles Chaplin, each
continues to hold 400 shares of

stock in what Kravetz says was
strictly a matter of their sentimen-
tal desire to continue an interest
in UA. However, these shares, rep-
resenting 10% of the total out-
standing stock, have been vested in

McNutt—as-frustee, as

took their 15-yeai-old son, Wainer, M.ec tor meets with the NSRB head
out of school in Switzerland. Kur- { ., uN n u! nrt i A v.

nitz is currently in N. Y.

Indie pic is tentatively titled

“Snow Wine,” from an original by
Hugo Butler and lan Hunter.

Early Signing Of

Argentine Deal

urs~

90%.

Deal reportedly is that Miss Pick- =

mentioned Presidential
j

-ford and Chaplin are to get $2,700,- I

Cross-Claims Filed

In Towne Try to Nip

i Contract With UA
Chicago. July 25.

Newest action to arise in the
Towne theatre’s $1,500,000 judg-
ment against the majors, which
mas awarded last spring, was con-
tained in an answer and cross-
claim filed before Federal Judge
William J. Campbell in Chi. district

court yesterday (24). The Mil-
maukee house is attempting to in-
validate a distrib contract entered
into with United Artists in 1946.
Terms of the contract negotiated

in 1946 called for the sale of one-
third interest in Towne in return
for right to show UA pix. Un-
der these terms,
shares of Towne
sold to the major
$10 000, UA would
one-third share of
judgment.

Contract, held in escrow since
1946 by Lazarus Krinsley, came
into Judge Campbell's jurisdiction
»s a result of Krinsley’s action last

meek to withdraw as escrowee and
have contract thrown to court jur-
isdiction. UA, which wants the
original contract to stand, and
Towne, which wants it negated,
mill be left to fight it out in court
between themselves.

Cross-claim, filed by Towne at-
torney Tom McConnell, declared
that acquisition of the stock by UA

taking ah interest in his plight. A
few hours Jater Kravetz walked
into the diner and found the only
vacant seat at a table with the sil-

very-haired man and two of his

friends who called him “Governor.”
When “the Governor” left the

table a short time later, Kravetz
learned from his friends that he was

came
; McNutt. McNutt is former Governor
of Indiana, in addition to ex-Htgh
Commissioner of the Philippines,
former War Manpower Commis-
sioner, international lawyer and
frequently
aspirant. Kravetz was reminded
that McNutt had represented some
interests that had beaten him out
in an effort to buy up steel scrap
in the Pacific and that he had
brushed up against him (in name
only) in some other deals for war
surplus. This led to a discussion
of possible steel deals and a prom-
ise by McNutt’s friends that they’d
have him call Kravetz in New
York.

In the conversation with the
Governor’s traveling companions,
Kravetz also casually mentioned
that he had been interested since
last September in a deal for acqui-
sition of control of United- Artists.

He spoke briefly of the company’s
history, problems and its poten-
tialities. He told them how he had
gone to Clark Clifford, former

.
other

i

|

An option arrangement will per-

!
mil the McNutt-Kravetz-McNamee

i combine to acquire ownership of

the Pickford-Chaplin shares in the
event of a financial reorganization
—which is anticipated eventually

: by the group, although they are not
sure exactly what shape it will take

i yet. While Miss Pickford and
.
Chaplin will each have one rep on

;

the nine-man board, the duties of

j
these directors will be primarily

I to watch out for their interests un-

|

til they receive final payments for
their stock.

000 each for the 3,600 shares parted
with.. Each is said to have received

;

$500,000 already, with the rest to
;

be paid in two years on non-interest-
j

bearing note. Next payment is due
'

Jan. 11, 1951—six months from the !

date of the closing of the deal. A '

default, of course, would find Chap-
lin and Miss Pickford with their
company back.

While other deals being talked
for purchase of the company re-

;

cenUy envisaged considerably less

|

money, Kravetz does not feel the
$5,400,000 purchase price exces-

! sive. He has justified it to the Mc-
jNutt syndicate on the basis of a

1

study of assets, important among
j

which he lists a 25% interest in
1 four Los Angeles theatres, a one-

|

third interest in the Towne theatre,

i
Milwaukee (which recently won a

Foreign managers of the film

companies this Week voted to ac-

cept two changes to the Argentine
film pact as proposed by the Peron
government, and thereby cleared
the way for an early signing of the
deal. Distribs, all members of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
acted after inducing Universal to

drop its objections to one of the
modifications. This change would

have—the bar "a~vompaTry^froiTrTJringing into^

the Latino country any film of non-
U. S. origin under the blanket li-

cense granted by the pact.

U was initially opposed to the
revamped agreement, since it

blocks that company from import-
ing into Argentina British-made
pix of J. Arthur Rank. Eagle Lion,
another Yank distrib handling
Rank’s film below the Rio Grande,
is also objecting to the change.
EL, however, is not a member of

the MPAA and has no voice in its

deliberations.
Apparently, U was mollified by

an understanding among the man-
agers that they will seek an easing
of restrictions against non-U. S.

films released through American
distribs. The Peron-proposed

in. Washington next week when
the exhib org. official Expects to

have the proposals in shape.

Sullivan confabbed with Syming-
ton earlier this week and described
the latter as “very receptive” to

the suggestion that TOA come
forward with its own program.
TOA campaign aims to convince

Government officials that the the-

atres are the best asset the coun-
try has to present adult educational
programs in the course of the
present emergency. One TOA
suggestion will envisage parttime
conversion of flickeries into class-

rooms. .

Exhib program will also include
presentation of documentaries on
mobilization plus fast circulation

and screening of special Govern-
ment messages to the public. All

this is to be framed in the TOA
proposals to demonstrate that the
theatres are ready to go out 100 r h

in cooperating. TOAers believe if

they can get this idea across it will

put the theatres in the “essential”
bracket along with war industries.

TOA Execs Await Meet

In Houston to Discuss

Exhib-Distrib Code
Theatre Owners of America’s

executive committee has voted to

suspend' its fight tor the establish-
ment of a fair exhib-distrib prac-
tices code until the exhib group
can take up the question at its

next annual convention. Action
by the exec board puts a brake on
further moves until Oct. 30, when
TOA-ers convene in Houston. TOA
has been campaigning for a selling
code to regulate a number of in-

change does not actually ban these I

t

d
“;I% H

su!%cts ' i"c
!

ud‘ng compel!-
ci-,. „„ tive bid sales, arbitration, volume
films, but rather makes it neces-
sary for a distrib to obtain a spe-

cial license in place of the blanket
passport provided for Yank pix.

Columbia is also affected because
of its wholesale handling of Mexi-
can films. Col did not raise any
objection to the changes.
Other modification which was

(.Continued on page 24)

in which 200
property were
for an initial

be entitled to
the $1,500,000

opened his own Washington .^aw
office. He explained that Clifford

(Continued on page 29)

TOA CHIEFS DIVIDED ON

2 KEY COMPO QUESTIONS

presidential counsel, when he i $1,200,000 anti-trust judgment, of
which UA’s prospective share is

$400,000), UA’s 50% interest in the
Odeon circuit in England, and the
$1,000,000 life insurance policy the
company holds on Joseph Schenck,
dating back to the time -he was
prez of UA.

While the Odeon stock has a po-
tential value of somewhere around

Theatre Owners of America’s $3,000,000, it has been virtually
top officials and exec committee worthless as far as UA is con-
members are apparently divided

j

cerned. UA has no voting power,
on two important questions which

;

is not permitted by British govern-
COMPO (Council of Motion Pic- intent regulation to convert divi-

ture Organizations) is posing to the i
dends into dollars—and can’t even

theatre group. Mixed reaction
j

get dates for its pix on the J. Ar-
from these officials were received

|

thur Rank-controlled circuit. Kra-
bv the TOA h.q. following their

j

vetz sees all that changed under
circularization via letter in an in-

formal survey. Letters went to all

members
plus the

of
14’was result of coercion, and came

as “fruits of monopolistic practices : have been named to one
and restraint of trade.” McCon-

1
other COMPO committee.

the exec committee
|

TOA members who
j

or an-

I

nell seeks to invalidate contract oh
strength of the Government’s anti-
trust action against Paramount
Pictures in 1948. At that time the
U. S. Supreme Court decided that
acquisitions so made should be di-

vested.
UA, meanwhile, asks that the

contract be delivered it per se,

’while Towne is willing to tender
the major the original $10,000 pur-
chase price for the return of the

stocks

Two chief questions were asked i

in the letters. First, whether the

:

TOAers believed that a tax of
l/10th of Vb on rentals to sup-
port COMPO “would be collecti-

1

ble.” Second, whether COMPO
should be permitted area organiza-
tions or be confined solely to an
advisory slatus in the tei’ritories
while operating on a national level.

,
Because of the mixed returns to

,

these questions, TOA’s action in

:

COMPO remains- ft question mark.

the ministrations of McNutt,
whose reputation now is as an in-
ternational lawyer. UA’s troubles
with Rank are said to have started
when he and former prexy Grad
Sears got into a heated tussle and
Sears told the British tycoon off.

Kravetz is counting on McNutt,
among other things, to make Rank
forgive and forget,

Kraveiz has a long history in the
picture business, dating back more
than 25 years. He once operated
his own exchange and later was
associated with some of the major
distribs. He also ran theatres.
More i-ecently he has been dealing
in metal scrap and war surplus
materials. I

L. A. to N. Y.
Berle Adams
Phil Benjamin
Mori Blumenstock
Anson Bond
Kd Cashman
Robert Clarkson
Charles Coburn
Alex Cohen
Mack David
Richard Derr
Richards English
Nanette Fabray
John Fearnley
Virginia Field
Sam Fuller
Henry Ginsberg
Nancy Guild
Oscar Hammevstein, II

Lisa Kirk
Russell Lewis
Robert L. Lippert
Jerry Livingstone
John Meredyth Lucas
Jeanette MacDonald
William MacMillen, Jr.

Sigmund Romberg
Jack Votion
Howard Young

N. Y. to Europe
Betsy Talbot Blackwell
Virginia Bruce
Edmund A. Chester
Samuel Chotzinoff
Chandler Cp^vlcsx

Louis Elliman
Frank Farrell
Gian-Carlo Menottl
Leo Mi tiler

Rose Murphy
Jan Peerce
Richard Pleasant
Ethel Smith
Barbara Stanwyck.

of prints and clearances.
Tabling action follows comple-

tion of a drafted code by a sub-
committee headed by Walter
Reade, Jr. Draft has been ap-
proved by the exec board but it has
been decided .to make no further
move until the members at large
can vole on elaboration and
amendments of the proposed all-

industry book of rules.
Board acted because of the

widespread interest expressed by
rank-and-filers to provisions in the
code. Org has a tremendous file

which includes suggestions for pro-
visos from all parts of the coun-
try. In view of the interest shown
by grass-rooters, it is expected
that the code will be one of the
lop subjects for discussion at the
Houston meet.

Under the original plan. TOA
committee was to seek distrib ac-
ceptance of the code after approval
by the exec committee. Tabling
forestalls the likelihood of an ex-
hib-distrib battle until late in the
fall.

N. Y. to L. A.
Sam Coslow
Irving Fein
Krcole Gi aziadel
’Fed Husing
Robert. Merrill
Leo Mishkin
Edmond O’Brien
Barbara O’Neil
Frank M. Seltzer
Shirley St and lee
Len White

Europe to N. Y.
Sherman Sc Marjorie Ewing
Peter Glenville
Charles Green
Hildegarde
Maria Jeritza
George S, Kaufman
Dorothy Kilgallen
Richard Kollmar
Lee Shubert
Anna Sosenko
John Wildberg
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Ifs good sense

to hold extra

time when you

Boole M-G-M’s

happy Techni-

color musicals I

%

ANNIE GETYOUR GUN
(Technicolor

)

America’s Sweetheart!

DUCHESS OF IDAHO
(Technicolor)

Shapes Up Sensationally!

Continues to delight the nation.

Sets new records as critics and fans

cheer. Word-of-mouth insures fine

hold-over business.

M-G-M presents "ANNIE GET YOUR GUN” star-

ring BETTY HUTTON • HOWARD KEEL • With
Louis Calhern • J. Carrol Naish • Edward Arnold
Keenan Wynn • Color by TECHNICOLOR* Screen
Play by Sidney Sheldon Based on the Musical Play
with Music and Lyrics by Irving Berlin and Book
by Herbert Fields and Dorothy Fields • Musical
Numbers Staged by Robelt Alton • Directed by
GEORGE SIDNEY * Produced by ARTHUR FREED

Imagine! Tops “Annie" in 3 out of

4 latest openings. The perfect

summer show. Just what the folks

are looking for.

M-G-M presents "DUCHESS OF IDAHO” starring

ESTHER WILLIAMS • VAN JOHNSON • JOHN
LUND • With Paula Raymond • Connie Haines
Clinton Sundberg • And Guest Stars: Lena Horne,
Eleanor Powell •AROBERT Z. LEONARD Produc-
tion* Color byTECHNICOLOR •Written by Dorothy
Cooper :and Jerry Davis • Directed by ROBERT
Z, LEONARD • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
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"SUMMER STOCK"
(Technicolor)

They’re Waiting For Judy !

Every preview gets an ovation!

You’ve got a gold-mine of star-

powered musical joy to. give the

eager fans!

M-G-M presentsJUDY GARLAND.GENE KELLY
in "SUMMER STOCK" co-starring EDDIE
Bracken • gloria De haven • Marjorie main
Phil Silvers • With Ray Collins • Color by
TECHNICOLOR • Screen Play by George Wells
and Sy Gomberg • Story by Sy Gomberg Music
by Harry Warren • Lyrics by Mack Gordon
Directed by CHARLES.WALTERS-*-Produced bv

JOE PASTERNAK.

"THREE LITTLE WORDS”
(Technicolor)

t

The Best Yet!

It tops a summer of big M-G-Musical

hits! Winchell says: The coasters

report it’s a *Don’t Miss It/”

M-G-M presents FRED ASTAIRE .RED SKELTON
VerA-ELLEN • ARLENE DAHL in "THREE LITTLE
WORDS” • Keenan Wynn • Gale Robbins • Gloria

De Haven • Color byTECHNICOLOR • Based on the

Lives and .Music of Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby

ScreenPlay byGeorgeWells • DirectedbyRICHARD
THORPE • Produced by JACK CUMMINGS
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Copper Canyon
(SONG-COLOR)

Hollywood, July 21.
Paramount release of Mel Epstein pro-

akin to the tobacco tycoon of that

yarn arid there are other, resem-
blances that put a familiar touch
to “Baby.” Romance between Miss

aucti^TTarV Milland; Hedy . La*
,
Drake and Morgan follows an ob-

marr* Macdonald Carey, Mona. Treeman,
| yjous, antagonistic line before the

Harry Ciarey, Jfr. Directed by John Far-
l 0vnpr>tprl finalp rlinrh

'

row. Screenplay, Jonathan Latimer; .
expectea nnaie Ciincn.

.

atory, Riehard English; „ camera (Techni- Miss Drake s character has a
color), Charles b. Lang, Jr.; pixie feel and she gets over the
Warren; song, Jay Livingston, ’Ray .E\ . 'WapIt.v fpiTtmp tiipplv ATor-
Trade^hown July 19, 50. Running time, Sllgntiy WaCKy iemme nicety, 1*101

83 mins. .
: gan and Scott have fairly stock

Johnny Carter.. . ... . ..... - Ray characters, competently handled,

Lane rravi? '^V.'.V.’.'.'.MacSonaid Carey Gwenn delights in his role. Also,
Caroline Desmond. * ... Mona Freeman there are a number of good small

' ’ 1Ia
Franh”

r
F

,

a’yicn parts scattered around. One of
.’.'. Hope Emerson , these is ably done by William

Taylor ' Holmes TiVawleV •

Peggy Knudsen .

r

; ;

.

Pe
james Burke I Bretaigrie Windust’s direction

•

.' Perc.V; Beiton moves the story at a smooth pace
;

. . . . .

.

• ph
Francis

n
pferibt and keeps the plotting from ap-

Erno ^vcrcbes pearing too forced. Kurnitz also
n-..l T AAO . w’ J J •

I 1 1 i. ' 1 '

Lt. Ord
Mullins
Ma Tarbet.

.

Theodosius Roberts
Cora
Job Bassett
Stamper
Sheriff, Wattling
Moss Balfour
Professor . ^

Bat Laverne. . . .
Paul Lees produced, supplying excellent phys-

m£L • cetrsia B.
a
<*°u"

:

jc»l values to back up comedy in-

i
tent. Peverell Marley s lensing is

!

... .
good, the editing is tight and,

‘- Copper Canyon” dresses up. its
- another credit is the smart score

j

pioneer west drama with Techni- by David Buttolph that is in
Color and an above-average c?$t. On keeping. Brog.
the strerigth of these two factors,

Miniature Reviews
‘Copper Canyon” (Song-

Color) (Par). Outdoor drama
with a western look for the
action trade.

“Pretty Baby” (WBh Fairly
amusing situation comedy
with okay b o. prospects,

“Convicted” (Col). Above
a v e r a g e prison picture,

enotigh off-beat to hold atten-
tion.-

“Beauty on Parade” (Col),

Weak story buttressed by plen-
ty of bathing gal s.a.; suitable
for dualling.

shipwrecked on the island many
years before, has taught the natives
English and has adopted their

,

Golden Rule attitude towards life.

Contrast between. Hall’s love of
money arid the ethics of the
islanders, provides the conflict in
the story. When Hall repairs his

Mono-Lippert
Continued from pace 7

loss of $463,090 for the correspond-
ing period of the previous year on’UVWL J • T T IAV1A AA14A* * W MM4* U .1 K AH RA i HHA *'»* • A «

plane and starts to fly back to civi- ?
gross of $7,724;778. Lippert, be-

lization, the island is struck by a .

mg a privately owned corporation;

volcanic eruption which wrecks the
j

..files; no statement, but is known to.

ship again and injures Miss Cabot,
j

have been doing quite well re-

cently,
Lippert frarichise-holders, num-

bering about a dozen, were called

At this point, Hall realizes happi-
ness can be had without money,

|

signals a passing sailing vessel and
• goes back to face the criminal raps to New York for a series of meet-

* j

against him so that he can return.
)
ings starting yesterday (Tues.) at

“On The Isle of Samoa” 1 Just hbw he is going to blow down which, it is believed, the company
nl 1 ‘Rvppllpnf- - South Spas • 1

the theft, of a transport plane isn .t
. tnnnpr will pxnlain asOppts nif the(QoL) Excellent South Seas

lbcaled programmer.
“Mule Train” (Songs) (Col).;

Gene Autry socks over another
action-tuner,

; , , , topper will explain aspects of the
made clear, but curtain falls on a

: contemplated merger^ Since both

tv „ a Lippert and Mono have full lay-

craft and WUl^m^Berke’s
0
expert ’

outs of exc¥nges, some owned and

_ i direction keep the story interesting
^drne franchised, there would

-
i
and provocative. Acting of Hall,

it should rate comfortable - returns

in most playdates, although it is

riot always satisfactory action en-

tertainment

Convietod
Hollywood, July 22.

Columbia release of Jerry Bresler pro-

Crawford; features Millard. MitOhell.
Dorothy Malone. : Directed by Henry Le- .!

Vim Screenplay, William Bowers, ‘Fred
Niblo, Jr., Setpn I. Miller; based on play
by Martin Flavin; camera, Burnett - Guf-. !

fey; editor, A1 Clark:. music, George Dum
ing. Previewed July 21, *50. Running
time, 89 MINS.
Joe Hufford . . ... . . . , . Glenn,. Ford

The plot in the Richard English;, st^ tl

«^n -Ford, Brodick
Story is good, but Jonathan Lati-

mer’s scripting;
;

flings around an
uncomfortable amount of dialog for

what is basically an action picture.

However,, this is compensated for

to some extent by John Farrow’s _
directorial handling Of the players

j

George lCnowland.’ ... Broderick Crawford
arid the hangup movement he in- Maiioby . .. ... . . .

.

Millard Mitchell

jects into a number Of chases ana., Captain Douglas ........ Carl BentonReid
physical combat sequences. '

j

Ponti ; .y-. < .••;-Frank;- Fayien

.

• ho3 s(-<! flup efars but it is- -
Mapfts. , . AVill Geer

_
A.ast DDasips nve Slats out u is

Bertie Williams :. ...Martha Stewart
Ray Mllland,

.
Hedy. Lamair .and 4 Detective Dorn.. ....... Henry O'Neill

Macdonald Carey who carry off the !
Detective Baley . .

.

Douglas Kennedy

footage. Period of the tale is just f
“ BradUy.. ......

after the war between states, and
,
Eddie . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . .

. ^ Frank Cady
the locale is the copper country ; y • • • •••••' • • • •

of the west. Southern miners in
••curl

t

v.
a
:

:^ .*.*
.*

the area, are still having to fight
j

Luigi— •

the war because of unfriendly i
Owens. .

.

northerners, latter being egged on
by Miss Lamarr and Carey so that

they Can obtain control of the

mines for Yankee interests..

.John Doucette
Ilka Gruning

John A. Butler
... Peter • Virgo

Whit Bissell

capably handled by Carl Benton
;

Miss Cabot and Greenleaf
,
partic-

Rieid, Frank Fayien, Will Geer, ularly the latter, is first rate-

Henry O’Neill, Douglas Kennedy Screenplay by Brenda Weisberg
and others. and Harold Greene is simple and

Jerry Bfesler’s production supers charming. Eiditing is_tight. Camera
vision properly values the story

| ^or^ -Bradford, and
and the prison atmosphere rings nmsic by Miseha Bakaleimkojff add

true. Burnett Guffey has given it
j

Srea^y to the production. Dag.

good lensing and A1 Clark’s edit-
ing keeps the footage dowrU to 89 Uliile Train
minutes. George Duning’s score is

permitted to intrude too much. ,“ Hollywood, July 25.

. Columbia release of Armand Schaefer
production. Stars Gene Auti4

y; features
Pat Buttram, SheiJLa Ryan, Robert Liv-
ingston, Vince Barnett, Syd Saylor, Sandy
Sanders. Directed by

.
John English.

Screenplay, Gerald Geraghty, from story
by Alan James;, camera, William Brad-
ford;. song, “Mule Train,” by Johnny
Lange, Hy-: Heath,. Fred Glickman; editor.

Beauty on Parade
Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald

production. Stars Robert Hutton, Ruth
Warrick, Lola Albright. Directed, by Lew
Landers. .. Screenplay, Arthur E. Orloff,.
George . BvickerV. fronii story by Orloff; _ _
camera, Vincent Farrar; editor, Aaron i-HVciTard^anu7*^Revfewed^Juiy‘’.20r‘'>

56;
Stell; music, Miseha Bakaleinikoff. Trade-

|
Running time, 69 MINS,

shown ,N. Y., July 24, '50. Running, time. Gene Autry, ................... Himself
-• . . .. Smokey Argyle . . ........... .Pat Buttram

. . . .Robert Hutton - Carol Baiinister :.Sheila Ryan

“Convicted” isn't quite as grim
a prison film as the title would

;

indicate. It has several off-beat

Milland is a debonair vaudeville i
to^its development, keeping

marksman whom the southerners [ft from being routine and helping

seek to aid their fight. On the sur- i ^ chances in the general melo

66 MINS.
Gil McRoberts
Marian Medford...
Kay Woodstock
Jeffrey Woodstock;.
Gloria Bartoh . . . .

.

Sam Short . . ....
Johnny Fennell.

.

Mona Booker . : ...

Murph
Walker

..Ruth. Warrick
. .Lola Albright

. . John Ridgely
.Hillary Brooke

Sam Brady. . . : , . .Robert Livingston
Clayton Hodges. . . . .

.

:

. . . ... Frank Jaquet
Barber Mulkey-. . . . . ..... . ,Vince Barhett
Skeeter , Syd Saylor

. ,j ^ -
i uivcv tci gj\i uuj awl

. . Wally Vernon Bud. . . ... . . < . . ...... .

.

.$andy Sanders
. . Jimmy Lloyd
. '.Donna Gibson
.

.
Frank Sully

Robert C. Hasha

face Milland nixes the job because
it would mean revealing, his; true

identity as a Confederate officer

stilL wanted by the Union Army on
a theft charge. Undercover, Mil-

land schemes to trick the heavies
and one of the more pleasurable
aspects of this is his wooing of Miss
Lamarr: He comes through solid-

ly, either in the saddle or boudoir,
making the character likeable.

Miss Lamarr is a charming sight

In color and in the period costume?.
Carey’s role, of a ruthless gun-
slinger supplies colorful menace
to the footage and his death duel
with Milland after Miss Lamarr
has gone over to 'the latter’s side

is one of the better action mo-
ments. Mona Freeman and Harry
Carey, Jr., don’t get much, of a

break in the footage with their, sec-

ondary romance. Good character
studies are furnished by Frank
Fayien, Taylor Holmes, James
Burke, Percy Helton and Paul Lees.

Hope Emerson is wasted in a small
spot.

Charles B. Lang, Jr.’s color cam-
era work gives a beaiutiful display

to the physical values supplied by
Mel Epstein's production guidance.
Title tune, an erstwhile pop num-
ber by Jay Livingston arid -Ray
Evans, is scarcely heard among the

background folk music. Brog,

Pretty Buliy
Hollywood, Jrily 22.

Warner Bros, release of Harry Kurnitz
production. Stars Dennis Morgan, Betsy
Drake, Zachary Scott; features Edmund
Gwenn, William Frawley. Directed by.
Bretaigne Windust. Screenplay, Everett
Freeman, Harry Kurnitz; from story by
Jules Furthman and John Klorer; cam-
era, Peverell Marley; editor., Folmar
Blahgsted; music, David Buttolph. Trade-
shown July 18, '50. Running time,
92 MINS.
Sam Morley ............ .Dennis Morgan
Patsy Douglas. ... . . . . ....... Betsy Drake
Barry . Holmes. ......... •• Zachary Scott
Cyrus Baxter . . . i ... .... Edmund Gwenn
Corcoran ... . ......... . William Frawley
Sidney . ... ..... . . . ; ...

.

. Raymond Roe
Powers. .... ..........

.

.Ransom Sherman
Peggy. ..... ...... :. . •

,

.Sheila Stephens
Miss Brindel, . , . . . . , .... Eleanor Audley
Henderson . . . . .

.

• George Chandler
Receptionist. Barbara Billingsley

Mrs. Enfield-Hyphen-Hatcff.Lillian Bronson

“Keg” '.Rollins. . . . . ..... . . . Gregg Barton
Latigo ........ .....; ...Kerine Durtcan
John MacKnight . . ..... Roy Goi’don
Chalmers. . ...... . . .

.

Stanley Andrews
Bancroft . . . . . ........... .Robert -Hilton
Bradshaw . . . . ... . . . . . . .

.

. . .

.

Bob . Wilke
-J-udd j Holbrook-

drama market. Star names also
will assist ticket sales.
While plotting is essentially a

[

masculine soap opera, scripting
j

Supplies plenty of polish and good
dialog to see it through and hold

'

the attention. Glenn Ford is con-

1

victed of manslaughter after a man 1

he has slugged in a, barroom brawl
dies. . Broderick Crawford is the
d.a., who obtains the conviction,
although sympathetic to Ford and
his predicament.
Crawford continues to follow

Ford’s prison career and when he
takes over as warden of the state
pen makes life more bearable for
the young con. Ford is in and out
of solitary several times during
his prison stay, apparently attract-
irig trouble even while trying to
avoid it. Just as he is ready for
parole he witnesses the killing of*

an informer by another convict.
His refusal to break the prison
code and squeal jeopardizes his
parole and when it seems there is

no way out of this latest predica-
ment, the killer confesses and Ford
is a free man.

Neither Henry Levin’s direction
nor the scripting permit such a
soap opera setup to become maw-
kish, holding it on art adult line
that plays well at a fairly good
pace. Scripters have contributed
light dialog to some of the se-
quences to balance the more
dramatic scenes and the convict
characters toss them off expertly.
Romance angle between Ford

and Dorothy Malone, the daughter
of Crawford, also is kept within
believable bounds. The good per-
formances of Ford and Crawford
are strongly backed by Millard
Mitchell, the likeable convict who
turns killer for revenge. Miss
Malone also does well and there
are a number of smaller roles

Bill Cummings- . ...... , .

.

.Robert Carson
Charley Stewart. . . . . . . . . .Pat O’Malley

“Beauty on Parade,” which in a

large measure consists pf animated

cheesecake stills from bathing

beauty contests, is an incompletely “Mule Train’’ is a cinch for ex-

thought-out item that’s • stiffly
Potation, purposes, this latest

lensed. HowSver, the gals, gams -i

Ge,»e Autry oatune making wlth

and well-filled surf togs have some
appeal and it should get some
double-bill bookings

Story leans heavily ort the bath

the action for best audience re-

sponse. Star socks over former
“Hit Parade” title number in fine
style, and yarn is type which is

! best suited to his talents. Film
ing beauty angle, starting with the

, has been put together by producer
old-fashioned beach attire and

;

Armand Schaefer with eye to

“Pretty Baby” is a screwball
situation comedy that proves to be
fairly amusing in most of its

phases. A competent cast and
smooth direction carry the ball to

put it over for a generally okay
boxoffice outlook.
Comedy springboard d e r i v e s

principally from a life-sized doll

used by Betsy Drake to insure her
a subway seat. She’s a small cog
in an advertising agency operated
by Dennis Morgan and Zachary
Scott, and has n a m e d the doll

after the agency’s biggest client,

irascible babyfood manufacturer
Edmund Gwenn. Believing the doll

real, Gwenn takes a fatherly in-

terest in Miss Drake and footage
is kept alive by the contrived situ-

atioris introduced for chuckles.
Some stages of the plotting in

the Everett Freeman-Harry Kurn-
itz script is reminiscent of “The
Hucksters.” Gwenn’s character is

, HJ ) i • f 1 i

Bitter Biee
“Bitter Rice,” Italian-made,

which was tradeshown in N. Y.
yesterday (Tues.), was re-
viewed in Variety from
Genoa, Nov. 16, 1949, under its

Italian title, “Riso Amaro.”
Reviewer Hawk tabbed pic as
“a good and well-exploitable
entry.” However, r e v i e w
stated, “director Giuseppe de
Santis has come up with an ex-
tremely uneven picture, rang-
ing from moments of sweeping
grandeur and beauty, to others
bordering oil old-fashioned
corn.” Located in the rice
fields pf the Po valley, story
deals with a garigster couple
who hide out among the wom-
en laborers who work the land,
The physical attributes of

Italian newcomer Silvana Man-
gano were Cited as being one
of the film’s principal exploita-
tion angles. Pic, which spot-
lights Doris Dowling, Ameri-
can, in one of the starring
roles, is being distributed in
the 17. S. by Lux Film. .

' J J it 1

coming up to today’s bare-midriff.
Basically it’s a rewrite of the silver
cord theme, with Ruth Warrick
cast as a former beauty queen who
gave up a glamor career for mar-
riage, trying to compensate for her
frustrations by pushing her daugh-
ter (Lola Albright) for the Miss
U. S. A. title. The mother’s in-

sistence on shoving her kid to the
top of the eharm heap almost
wrecks her own marriage arid her
daughter’s romance.

In the end Miss Albright al>
dicates her beauty throne for love
and Miss Warrick settles back into
the groove as the dutiful frau. It’s

an over-simplified statement Of the
marriage-vs.-career theme arid the
parental-doiriination idea.

Robert Hutton does a good job
as male, lead, a newsman who weds
the beauty queen, and Miss Al-
bright gets some naturalness irito

the part of the ingenue. Miss War-
rick and John Ridgely, as’ the
battling parents, are hamstrung by

pleasing general public as well as
Autry fans.

Autry is a 17. S. marshal in this
one, helping out an old desert-rat
pal who is being framed so latter
will lose his natural cement claim.
Heavy is a contractor and owner
of a near-defunct freight line,

whose advantage it will be to ac-
quire this ciaim so he can pull his
freight line out of the hole on a
dam-construction job he is about
to undertake.

Into this pattern are woven fist

fights, gun battles, chases and
mountains toppling oyer on a
wagon train, blasted by the heavy
to kill Autry. Star packs plenty
of action in his portrayal, and for
particular juve appeal there’s the
outstanding comedy of Pat But-
tram.. Champ, star’s hoss, while
not accorded any particular foot-
age, still is decided factor in keep-
ing moppets entertained.

Top supporting cast is headed
by Sheilai Ryan, as femme sheriff,

some franchised, there
necessarily have to be considerable
adjustme.rit.

Lippert has two companies, Lip-

pert. Productioris, Inc., a producing
outfit, arid Lippert Pictures, Inc.,

the distributing setup. It is under-
stood that only the latter would be
involved in the merger; Lippert
would continue the former to make
pix for Mono release. The theatres
owned by the 4 1.-year-old exec in

the $an Francisco territory are
not, of course, involved in the deal.

Lippert is doing exceptionally >

well currently with “Rocket Ship
XM,” which is a comparatively
high-budgeter for the indie. It is

also doing moderately well with
another, “Baron of Arizona,” arid

has still another coming up, “20,-

000 Leagues Beneath the Sea.”

. Success of “Rocket Ship” has
Lippert desirous of producing ad-
ditional pix iri heavier-budget cate-

gories than the approximately
$75,000 he ordinarily spends. It is

understood he is sounding out: his

franchise-holders on the possibility

of a group of these for next year
in the event nothing comes of the
merger talks. FrartChise-holders

John ^liHan
|

ordinarB-y-rnake him cash advances
on his pix to fiitance them.

Screen Guild, out of which the
Lippert setup has grown, was or-

ganized about Six years ago by dis-

satisfied Film Glassies franchise-
holders. It was to be a co-op. Lip-
pert owned the San Francisco and
New York branches and his pro-
duction unit. He became unhappy
with the setup, reportedly because
of lack of cooperation from some
of the franchise-holders. As a re-

sult, lie made a deal to convert SG
to Lippert Pictures, Inc., and to
liquidate SG product for a 5%
overhead Charge. He then started
to buy out franchise-holders and
set up his own exchanges. He also
built h.o. manpower, bringing in
Arthur Greenblatt as general sales-
manager.

Control of Mono is exercised by
prexy Steve Broidy and a syndi-
cate of three other execs, plus the
franchise-holders, who hold a large
block of shares. Broidy, exec v.p.
George Burrows, producer Scott
Dunlap and secretary Sam Wolf
late last year acquired 100,000
shares of stock held by Florida in-
dustrialist Louis Wolfson. Added
to what they previously owned,
this gave them a powerful grip on
the company.

stilted, obvious dialog and fail to
|

convince. Bril. \ something new for an Autry west-
ern; and Robert Livingston, the

On the Isle of Samoa
Hollywood, July 20,

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald
production. Stars Jon.

.

jtfall; features Su-
san Cabot, Raymond Greenleaf, Henry
Marco, ALKikume, Rosa Turich. Directed
by William Burke. Screenplay, Brenda
Weisberg,. Harold Greene: story, Joseph
Santley: camera, William Bradford; edi-
tor; Aaron Stell; music, Miseha Bakaleini-
koff. Previewed July 19, '50. Running
time, 65 MINS.
Kenneth Crandall. ... . . , . , . . . Jon Hall
Moana . . . ; .... .> ... ... . ... Susan Cabot
Peter Appleton: , . . . .Raymond Greenleaf
Karaki ... . . . . ........ . .

.

Henry Marco
Chief; Tihoti. . ., . . . . . .

.

A1 Klkume
Waini. . .... ... . i . .. . . . ... ...

.

.Rosa Turich
Laki. , . . . . . .... .... .... ,, ..Leon Lontoc
Mutu .... . .

.

* Neyle Morrow.
Papita ..............

.

.Jacqueline de Wit
Nick Leach ...

.

Beri Weldfen

i l

“On the Isle of Samoa” is an ex-

cellent programmer for any situa-

tion, Making fine use of South
Seas background footage, including
scenery and native dances', picture
tells a tale of simple dignity and
a way of life far happier than can
be found in more complex society.

Story has Jon Hall crashing in
a stolen plane on an uncharted
Pacific island after stealing the
contents of his gambling partner’s
safe. . Natives of this island are
gentle, peaceful and handsome,
particularly the femmes. Susan
Cabot, one of the most fetching,
falls for Hall. Raymond Greenleaf,

ft
fient

.

1
? l

,

^throught Oxfprd^\lyui
t

contractor. John Mil jan also is

in for brief bit of business in

colorful role, Vince Barnett has
comedy bit as barber, Syd Saylor
is deputy.

Camera work of William Brad-
ford is a potent force in making
film a pictorial treat, and John
English’s direction is carefully
paced and maintains action at top
tempo. Johnny Lange, Hy Heath
and' Fred Glickirian wrote title

song, which is brought, into ac-
tion in slick manner. Gerald
Geraghty wrote screenplay , from
story by Alan James. . Whit.

A Girl in a Million
“A Girl in a Million,”

British-made, which opened
at the Little Carnegie, N. Y„
Saturday (22), was Reviewed in
Variety from London, June 5,
1946. Though reviewer Rege
noted “story is light, but has
many laughs,” he considered
pic’s chances in the U. S. “not
bright for any real returns.”
Yarn concerns an inventor
who after divorcing a nagging
wife remarries only to have
the second gal pull the same
routine as. the first
^Hugh Williams and Joan
Greenwood have the lead
roles. Release in the U. S. if

Aides
Continued from page 3

his reps. Talks are at such a
stage of finality that the two
Hughes execs failed even to go to
Dover, Del., yesterday for the an-
nual RKO stockholders’ meeting.
Both sides are now waiting for

verification and check of figures on
RKO theatre earnings which have
been compiled by accountants
over a period bf months. The deal
is based on a formula hinging on
the earnings for the past five years
of each house in the circuit.

The figures gathered by the
statisticians thus determine the
purchase price. That’s why such
care is being given to the weighing
and checking of this data. It is

expected that the price for Hughes’
interest on this basis will be
something over $7,000,000.

Should the figures stack up as
anticipated,’ the negotiations will

advance to the coritract-drawing
stage later in the weqk. A rough
contract was formulated some
months ago and has been the basis
around which trie deal has been
talked, buit it must be smoothed
out in great detail by the legalites

before It is ready for inking.
Brandt’s associates in the deal

have never been disclosed. Pur-
chase, however, it is understood,
will be made via the Translux
Corp., of which the New York in-

die circuit operator is * principal
pwner.

i i i. j ;
/ i t. D f i i J
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of Releases
Following is a company-by-company breakdown of releases for

the last six months of 1950 as compared to the first six months and
the two six-month periods of 1949:

1950 1950 1949 1049
(July-Dee.)* (Jau.-June) (July-Dee.) (Jan.-June)

Metro 20 19 16 15
RKO . 17 18 16 14
20th .. ............... 16 14 13 17
Warners 14 13 14 13
Paramount 11 • 11 10
Columbia .... . ... • ... 27 30 28 29
Universal . .

.'

. , . ... . . .

.

17 16 18 19
United Artists . .... .

.

12 12 10 12
Republic . . . . . . , ...... 21 22 19 16
Eagle Lion Classics . . . 30 •

Eagle Lion . . ...

.

23 22 18
Film Classics —r- 8 4 7
Monogram .

.

20 19 19 18

Total ............. 205 202 190 188

Profits report by United Para->
mount theatres covering the first

six months of its operation as a di-

vorced chain demonstrates that UP
will be able to meet its $2 per
share yearly dividend rate despite

a sharp drop in the net take over
the strong postwar years. Actual
operating profits for the half-year

amounted to $47609J)90-
:with a thin

second quarter supplying $1,626,-

000 of that sum. Total, however,
was fattened to $5,660,000 by capi-

tal gains garnered from the break-
up of partnership circuits and sale

of individual theatres under the
anti-trust decree.
While no comparative figures for

the same period in previous years

is available, a study of UP take
for the full 12 months in past years
is significant in pointing up the

dip. In 1949, last year that Para-
mount operated as an integrated
company, the theatres turned in-Jr

profits of $17,575,428. Of this sum,
$6,904,072 came from capital gains

WB Long on Shorts
Hollywood, July 25.

Warners is increasing its 1950-51
shorts lineup from 42 to 45. .

Program consists of 14 two-reel-
ers and 31 one-reelers on all sorts

of themes, including comedy.
music, history, sport and drama.
Eighteen will be in Technicolor.
In addition to the short subjects,

the studio will turn out 30 car-

toons, same as last year.

Hollywood, July 25.

Metro is sending six pix before

Including undistributed earnings
j

the cameras in the next 30 days in

of affiliated cdbipanies.

Comparison with the big post-

war years shows a greater disparity.

a drive to complete 43 films dur
ing the 1949-50 fiscal year which
ends Aug. 31. Total represents a

In ’48, for instance, take was $16,-;
big boost over the previous 12

727.477. Actually, operating net
,

months when the Culver City lot

was greater than in '49 since capi- turned out 36 films. In declaring

tai gains was the lesser figure of
|

his intention of filling the 43 pic

$3,311,423. Total for ’47 was $17,-
,

schedule, Dore Schary, Metro pro-

504,564 while the peak figure was
;

duction chief, expressed “optimism

hit in 1946 when the theatres

brought in $20,880,042.
If UP can hold its net at the

piesent level, there will be no dif-

(Continued on page 112)

Exhib TV Outfit Seeks

To Speed FGC Hearings

On Theatre Channels
Backers of the Natlona* Exhibi-

tors Theatre Television Commit-
tee, newly formed outfit aimed at

promoting large-screen Video, are
hopeful that the Korean war will

speed the Federal ' Communication
Commission’s hearing date on
channels for theatres. NETTC
sponsors plan to press that point
with the FGC with the idea of get-

ting the federal agency to reverse
its previous position. FCC has in-

dicated that no hearing 4? contem-
plated for many months yet.

It is expected that the NETTC
will take action on the proposal
for an early hearing even before
the 21-man board of the new group
is elected. To back its pressure
for an early allocation of channels,
the outfit will point out to the FCC
the- advantages of being able to
reach the public via theatre video
during the current emergency.
General meeting of the group

will be called in Washington some-
time in August by Frank Walker,
Comerford theatre exec who is

board chairman, and Gael Sulli-

van. exec director of the Theatre
Owners of America, who is also an
active sponsor. That meeting,
which will convene on 15-20 days
notice, is intended to formalize op-
erations and elect the 21-man
board.

Considerable care in choosing
directors will be exercised so that

(Continued on page 29)

and confidence in the future based
on the success of releases since the
first of the year.”

Decision to go ahead with the
six remaining films and to slate

42 for 1950-51 was made after re-

cent telephone conferences among
Nicholas M. Sclienck, M-G prez;

Louis B. Mayer, first veepee, and
Schary. Confabs also resulted in

agreement to lense 27 films be-

tween Sept. 1 and the end of

April, 1951.

Some 40 pix will be released
generally during the present
calendar year. F ou !r other films

are marked for special handling.
These are “Annie Get Your Gun, 1 ’

“Stars in My Crown,” “Next
Voice You Hear” and “King Solo-

mon’s Mines.”
Films Will go before the cam-

eras at a pace of three-four
monthly “to insure maximum
economy and efficiency,” Schary
said. Among the new faces will be
Vic Damone, Maria Elena Marques,
Leslie Caron, Kay Brown, Fer-
nando Lamas and Monica Lewis.

Six pix to be started within 30
days are “Across the Wide Mis-
souri,” “Mr. Imperium,” “The
Great Caruso/-’ “Three Guys
Named Mike,” “An American in

Paris” and ‘‘Red Badge of Cour-
age.”

Distributor response to exhib
pressure for additional product
promises to lift the number of re-
leases by about 8% for the last six

months of 1950 as compared with
the same period a year ago. July
to December will see 205 pix sent
into release by 11 distribs as
against .190 for the last half of '49.

Tilt for the current second six-
month stanza is not so startling in
comparison with the first; six

months of this year. There were
202 films released from January
through June of '50. That com-
pares with 188 for the same semes-
ter in 1949,

Totals for 1950 as against those
for last year will be 407 to 378.
That’s an upturn of about the same
8% that is reflected in the last-half

comparisons.
Not all the studios have heeded

the call for added product which
exhibs have 'demanded as a means
of beating the drop in grosses.
Theatre technique is to attempt to
attract greater trade Via shorter
playing time and more changes.

Studios which have responded
figure to take advantage of this
trend to reduce the overhead per
pic by spreading it out over a larg
er number of productions. Among
such lots is Metro*- whieh-^will-be
up eight in the number of pix re-
leased during the year for a total
of 39; RKO, which will be up five

for a tally of 35; and Republic,
which will tilt by eight to 43.

Releasing slates for the first half
of ’50 and the second half in most
cases have kept a pretty even keel,
with the biggest difference coming
from Paramount with three more
during the. latter part of the year
and Columbia with three less.

Sharpest Difference at EL, FC
.
Sharpest difference in the re-

leasing schedules for the last six
months of 1950 as compared to the
same period ill 1949 was made by
Eagle Lion and Film Classics, now
releasing jointly as Eagle Lion
Classics. Outfit has about 30 pix
slated to go out in the July-
through-January period this year.
During the. last six months of '49

Eagle Lion sent out 22 films, while
Film Classics issued four. Metro,
which released 16 pictures during
the last half of ’49 also has four
more scheduled from the half-way
mark this year.

Reissues are -excluded from the
tabulation of releases.

Wampum Bally
Tulsa,. July 25.

As part of Its ballyhoo for
the “Broken Arrow” preem
here last week, 20th-Fox ar-

ranged to have Sophia ^ Hamil-
ton, 18-year-old Osage Indian,
crowned “Princess Broken Ar-
row” by the annual powwow of
visiting tribes. Gal was asked .

to appear on a local television
show by 20th field exploiteer
Jimmy Gillespie and readily
consented, only to be overruled
by her father, who declared
she would have to" be paid for
the one-shot.
“How much?” was the anx-

ious inquiry.
“Three dollars,” was the

prompt reply.

The Princess collected.

Hollywood, July 25.

-Hollywood has been through

Hoare in N.Y. From
London for SRO

Victor Hoare, foreign mahager
for Selznick Releasing Organiza-
tion, arrived in New York last

week from his London head-
quarters for several weeks of con-

fabs,
He's huddling with SRO execs

on a review of past biz and plans

for release of several foreign-lan-

guage pix which Selznick owns for

distribution abroad.' ’ ^

FBI Unearths New

Batch of ‘Hot’ Prints
t

FBI probe in Brooklyn has un-
earthed another batch of “hot” 16m
prints which were being distrib-

uted without authorization of film
companies. Group Of 15 prints
plus four shorts have been turned
over to Sargoy & Stein/attorneys
to the majors on copyright matters.
Identity of those surrendering the
prints is not disclosed.
Ten of the pix were produced by

Warner Bros., two by United Art-
ists and twq by Paramount. FBI
has been conducting a continuing
investigation to pick up “hot”
prints which, come mainly from a
big number turned over to the
Armed Services during the war.

many cycles-^crime, high-budget
western, psychological drama, who-
dunit, Comes now the latest, and
perhaps the most topical—^the air-

plane cycle.

Films in certain Instances will
be tied in with the current situa-

tion in Korea, in others with strict

technical development of particu-
lar plants and training of fliers.

One studio, Republic, is rushing
preparations on its “Wings Over
the South Pacific,” to take advan-
tage of the Korean war, In every
case, with public as air conscious
as it is, particularly as regards
conflict, films wilT be a natural for
exploitation purposes.

Herbert J. Yates, Republic
prexy, who has emerged a leader
in hopping onto hot subjects

—

witness his “The Battle for Korea,”
to fit in with opening of hostilities;

“The Red Menace,” picturing the
sweep of Communism-—this week
abandoned plans for “Devil Birds,”
story of Marine Air Wing, in favor
of above - mentioned “Wings,” a

tribute to U. S. Air_Force B-29s.
“Wings” will be Republic's most

ambitious project of the year, ac-
cording to plans, and will star

John Wayne, John ‘Carroll, Rod
Cameron, Forrest Tucker^and Wil-
liam Ching. Story revolves
around use of B-29 bomber in

i

World War II, but will be accorded
headline interest by showing the
fighting power of. these planes in

the Korean war.
RKO will have no less than

three air pictures on its slate, in-

cluding Edmund Grainger’s indie,

“Flying Leathernecks,” to be re-

leased through RKO as first of pro-
ducer’s five-picture deal.

Grainger puts his film, to be di-

rected by H. C. Potter, before cam-
eras in late August. Film, dealing
with Marine Air Corps, periods it-

self in last war, but script may
(Continued on page 27)

Cal. Theatre Group Elects
San Francisco, July 25.

The California Theatres Assn,
has announced election of its ’new
officers and board of directors.

L;, S. Hamm, of the West Side
Theatres, was elected president,
and Ben Levin, of General Thea-
trical, 1st v.p. Other officers: J.

j

Zigmond, Paramount Pictures, 2d
v.p,; Graham Kislingbury, North
Coast Theatres, secretary; H. P.
Franklin, Aaron Goldberg Thea-
tres, treasurer. Abe Blumenfeld,
Lee Dibble, Spencer Leve, George
Nnsser, Boyd Sparrow and C. V.
' lor were elected to the board,
iv i d Hulda McGinn was reappoint-
ed in charge of public relations,

j

Charles M. Thai! was also reap-
1 pointed *g‘ executive manager.

Cohen Goes Thataway
Giddyappers will gallop on New

York’s Sixth; avenue if Max A.

Cohen goes ahead with present

plans for the Avenue theatre, the

lease of which his Cinema circuit

acquired this week. Cohen is con-

sidering rechristening the house
the Corral and playing double-fea-
ture westerns exclusively.

Theatre becomes the 17th in
Cohen’s chain, It has been dark
the past few weeks, following re-
linquishment of the lease by
Lopert Films. Latter had oper-
ated it for the past three years on
a predominantly art policy.

Owner of the property is the
family of New York attorney Terry
Jackson, with whom the lease, was
negotiated, Also trying to obtain
the lease wag circuit operator
Harry Brandt.

Hollywood, July 25.

Hollywood has a new secret
weapon to use against television.

It’s youth.
Some studio chieftains believe

that once you get the kids away
from the home receivers and hack
into theatres the elders will fol-

low.. •

Suiting action to the thought, at
«Ieast two of the. cinema's yets are
charting the course. Both are us-
ing a device richly baited for the
experiment—the hard-riding west-
ern. Harry “Pops” Sherman, who
made most of the latter day Hop-
alongs, has under wraps a young-
ster he scouted at a rodeo, whom
he has high hopes of developing in-
to a worthy successor to Bill Boyd.
He has been searching the border-
ing states for a young buckaroo,
and 150 miles to the north in the
small town of Porterville he found
20-year-old Ray Holloway, who has
been riding, his dad's ranch since
he was old enough to hold the
reins,

Republic's Herbert Yates is an-
other who goes along with the pre-
vailing school of thought that Hol-
lywood will have to uncover some
new stars if it is to offset TV’s
competition. Like Sherman he be-
lieves a good start is in westerns.
Which carry the strongest . appeal
to the youngsters. It so happened
that Jimmie Fidler was thinking
along .the same lines, so they got
together and a series of outdoor
action pictures With a new 14-year-
old rider was the end result. His
name is Michael Chapin, best
known for his work in radio
although not entirely unknown
around the picture lots. He has
also done a little television. His
first picture will be coming along
soon; as will the Sherman sage-
brusher, and all studios have
alerted their front offices to keep
tabs on the experiment.

Par, DuMont Labs File

With FCC for Control

Of Television Stations
Washington, July 25.

Paramount Pictures and Du-
Mont Television Labs last week
filed, under protest, an application
with the FCC to trahfer control
of DuMont video stations (WABD,
New York, WTTG, Washington,
and WDTV, Pittsburgh), inasmuch
as the Commission has held, in a
proposed decision, that Par’s 28%
interest in DuMont constitutes
control. Paul A. -Porter, counsel,
who filed the application, ex-
plained that the actioii was more
or less a formality in view of the
divorcement of Par studios fyom
its theatre holdings. Par’s Los
Angeles TV station, KTLA, is now
held by Paramount Pictures—
while its formerly held outlet in
in Chicago, WBKB, is now the
property of United Paramount
Theatres, which holds Par thea-
tres.

The issue of whether Par con-
trols DuMont was the subject of a
hearing before the Commission,
and a proposed decision was issued
in December, 1948. Oral argument
has. not yet been on this decision,
and both DuMont and Par take the
position no such control exists.
It’s understood that the application
to transfer control will have no ef-
fect on the proceeding.

In a letter accompanying its ap-

(Continued on page 112)

Heston’s Bally Tour
Charlton Heston, Wallis-Hazen

production unit's new Star con-
tender, is being. sent on a 12-city
tour of the country by Paramount
in the fore of the major's release
of “Dark City,” first pic starring
the thesper.
Heston shoves off Aug. 8 in Bos-

ton and winds up in Atlanta Aug.
25. Round of interviews and ap-
pearances is planned for the actor
to famliarize the public with his
name and face.
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Th«s« Am Soma 0<

Th« Most Memo*
rahl« Scents Eves

Seen On The Screen:

starring'

BARBARA

SIEGE OE TBS
STRONGHOLD.
Something to grip

all moviegoers. A
truly great saga of

the west. Its draw

should be tremen-

dous!” says Show-
men’sTrade Review.

<*\

THE TAMING. “Expertly

put together by Hal Wallis,”

says Variety. And the romance

between Barbara Stanwyck and

Wendell Corey is headlined “tor-

rid and volcanic” by Boxoffice.

THE REVENGE. “Epic dimensions’

reports .M. P. Daily—with “star quota

enhanced by Stanwyck, Huston, Corey

and Anderson,” adds The Exhibitor,

T-;
:

GILBERT

MAN AGAINST WILD BULL,
All critics—from trade papers to

national magazines— are prais-

ing what theHollywood Reporter

calls “Walter Huston’s great

valedictory performance.”

Screenplay by

Charles Schnee
From a novel by

Niven Busch
(Author of “Duel in the Sun")

THE BETRAYAL.
Another sock sequence

in this drama of bad-

lands and bandmen
that inspired Film
Daily to say: “Hal
Wallis had . turned the

boxoffice trick again!

Has strong appeal/*
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LA ; ‘Flame’- Arrow’

in 2, fords’ Nifty 35G in 2

Los Angeles, July 25. t
With three of five new bills hit-

a decided perky pace, over-
all business is looking up in the
current f r a m e of first-run$.

f'Flame and Arrow,” at three sites,

is going grea

t

guns at possible

$45,000 or better. Comparatively as

good is “711 Ocean Drive” with
sharp $38,000 in two spots. Video
bally on this one influenced an
estimated .70% of all ticket buy-
ers, audience check disclosed.

Although “Three Little Words”
is taking a fast $35,000 in two lo-

cations, elsewhere the
;

pace is

slow. “Cariboo Trail” is a very
light $23,500 in five situations

while “So. Young. So Bad” is cop-
ping a slow $20,000 in three houses.
Second round of “Winchester ’73”

is dipping to $18,000 at five sites. .

Estimates, for This Week
Los^ Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire , <FWC) ( 2.097

;

<2.048; 1,719’ 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l>—
“Cariboo Trail” (20th) and “It’s

Small World” (ED: Slim $23,500.
Last week, “Robinson Story” (EL)
and “Federal Man” (EL), $30,000.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . .

.
$496,600

( Based on 18 theatres ,

)

Last Year . . . .$494,000
( Based on 18 theatres .)

Minneapolis, July 25,

Even though Danny Kaye has
departed after a huge week. Ra-
dio City continues in the chips,
thanks currently to a straight film,

“Annie Get Your Gun.” Although
it drew barbs from one columnist-
critic, it’s easily the town's stand-
out boxoffice attraction and getting
a brisk play.
However, the present headache

: for the theatres in these days of de-,WBI

tJ^i sitiori from the city’s annual.

** v
at

i

“Aquatennial,” a summer mardi
Robber iWB) and 50 Years Be-

, orac ^j^h big parades attracting

“Flame
$45,0.00

foie Eyes (WB\, $27,100. (hundreds of thousands, plus nu-
-Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) meroutf other outdoor and indoor

<2,404; 1,538; 60-$l )—“Three Little
: attractions.

Words” (M-G) and “Trial Without
j

In the face of such competition;
Jury” (Rep) (Loew’s only).. Fast ) the other principal newcomers
$35,000. Last week, “Happy

j aside from “Annie,” include
Years” (M-G) and “Gunfire” (Lip- “Good Humor Man,” “Rocketship
pert) (Loew’s only), $10,400. XM,” the reissued “All Quiet on

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) 2,890; i the Western Front” and “The Skip-
2,812; 50-$l)—-“711 Ocean Drive” :

per Surprised His Wife;” important
(Col) and “On Isle Samoa” (Col), i

in about that order, but more or
Sharp $38,000. Last week, “Rogues less lightweight.

.

:

Sherwood Forest” (Col) and “Ap- It’s the third downtown week for

pointment with Crime” (Indie), “The White Tower” and the sec-

$25,700.
j

ond for “Winchester ’73.”

Estimates for This WeekLos Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts, Manchester (F&M) (3,-

398; 1,451; 1,668; 40-$l)—“So
Young, So Bad” (UA) and “Mule
Train” (Col). Slow $20,000. Last
week, “If This Be Sin” (UA) and
“Reach for Star” (Rep) (reissue),

$17,200.

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan)
<2,210; 1,106; 50-$D—“Father of
Bride” (M-G) (3d wk-5 days'h Okay
$8,000 on 4 days. Last week, $18,-
900 .

United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,
Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC)
<2,100; 1,370; 885; 1,145; 60-$l)—
“Winchester ’73” (U) (2d wk).
Dropping to $18,000. Last week,
$37,000.
Four Star (UA) (900 60-$l) —

“City . Lights” (UA) (reissue) (4th
wk). Okay $3,800*. Last week,
$5,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$l) —

“Paisan” (Indie) and “Open City”
(Indie) (reissues) (4th wk). Slight
$500. Last week, $900.

New Films Up Omaha;

‘Annie,’ ‘Winchester’ Hot
Omaha, July 25.

Business jumped noticeably with
the leaders, “Annie Get Your Gun”
at the State, “Winchester ’73” at

the Paramount, stageshow arid

“Buccaneer’s Girl” at the Orpheum
and “711 Ocean Drive” at the
Brandeis. The others are from
fair to poor. -

Estimates for This Week
state (Goldberg) (865; 20-75)—

/‘Annie Get Your Gun” (M-G),
Smash $10,000 or thereabouts and
holdover. Last week, “Yellow Cab
Man” (M-G) and “One Way Street”
(U) (2d Wk), good $4,800.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-

80.)—“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U) and
Mills Bros.-Elliott Lawrence stage-
show Smash $23,800. Last week;
“Peggy” (U) and “Lucky Losers”
(Mono) very good $11,000 4

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-
65)-—“Winchester ’73” (U). Big $13,-
500. Last week, “Father of Bride”
(M-G) (2d wk), good $10,500.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

“711 Ocean Drive’’ (Col). Sharply
lipped to $8,200. Better than some
weeks past. Last week, “White
Tower” (RKO) (2d Wk), $5,000 for
four days* “Destination Tokyo”
(WB) and “God Is My Co-Pilot”
(WB) (reissues), good $3*300, three
days.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)

—“This Is My Affair” (20th) and
“Johriny Apollo” (20th) (reissues).

Neat $6,000. Last week, “Guilty
of Treason” (EL) and “Pirates of
Capri” (FC)r- exceptionally good
$10,000. >in . (

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —
“Skipper Surprised His Wife”

(Continued on page 27)

BASEBALL NIPS SI. LOO;

‘ARROW' TOPS AT14G
St. Louis, July 25.

Biz at the mairistemmers slowed
to a walk during the series between
the Dodgers and Braves with the
pennant-chasing Cardinals, and

|

only modest grosses are being hung
Up currently. “Flame and the Ar-
row” is the best. “Duchess of
Idaho” is still hefty as a h.o.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60) — “Flame

and Arrow” (WB) and “50 Years
Before Your Eyes” (WB), $14,000.
Last week, “In the Foreign Legion”
(U) and . “Spy Hunt” (U), $16,000.
Loew’s (Loew)- (3,172; 50-75) —

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) and
“Father Makes Good” (Mono) (2d
wk), $6,000, following $25,000 for
initial stanza.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60) —
“My Friend Irma Goes West” (Par)
and “Winchester ’73” (U), $13,000.
Last week, “Irma” (Par) ’ and
“Humphrey Takes a

.
Chance”

(Mono), $6,000.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 60) —

“White Tower” (RKO) and “Golden
Twenties” (RKO), $12,000. Last
week, “Rocket Ship X-M” (SG) and
“Motor Patrol” (SG), $9,000.

‘ARROW’ POINTSTO SOCK

$17,000, PROVIDENCE
Providence, July 25.

“Flame and Arrow” at the Ma-
jestic is the topper this week
despite a very pleasant weekend
which had most traffic leading out
of town. Loew’s holding steady
in second week of “Duchess vof

Idaho.” Other stands marking
time.

Estimates for This Week
AlbCe (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Woman on Pier 12” (RKO) and
“Fighting Stallion” (RKO). Fair
$9,800, Last week, “Secret Fury”
(RKO) and “Sons of New Mexico”
(Col), okay $9,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
“Flairie and Arrow” (WB) and
“Trial Without Jury” (Rep). Sock
$17,000. Last week “Night and
City” (20th) and “Trigger Junior”
(Rep), nice $16,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—“Cariboo Trail” (20th) and
“Sideshow” (Mono). Fairish $7,500.
Last week “Fighting Command”
(Indie) arid/ “Fury in Sky” (Indie),

slow $5,800.

State (Lbew) (3,200; 44-65) —
“Duchess of Idaho” . (M-G) (2d

wk) . Steady $11 ,000 after good
$18,000 in first sesh.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-
65)—“711 Ocean Drive” (Col).

’Opened Monday (24). Last week
;

“If This Be Sm” (UA) and “State
Penitentiary” (Col), weak $7,500.

‘Duchess’-Vaude Neat

32G to Pace D.C., 16G For

‘Winchester,’ ‘Irina' 17G
Washington, July 25.

Things are rather quiet in the
town’s filmeries except! for the
Capitol, where “Duchess of Idaho”
is drawing heavy biz, and. Keith’s,
where “Winchester ’73” got off to
a good start and is sure to run a
second week. Trans-Lux is doing
okay with a holdover of “Kind
Hearts,” and Metropolitan, with a
couple of reissues on war themes,
opened fairly well.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G) plus
vaude. Hot $32,000. Last week,
“Sierra” (U) and vaude, light
$19,000.

Dupont (Lopert) (386; 50-85) —
“D.OiA.” (UA). Okay $5,500. Last
week, “Escape Into Dreams”
(Indie), fair $4,500 (eight days).

Keith’s (RKO) (1,139; 44-80) —
“Winchester ’73” (U). Healthy $16,-
000. Good for 2d week. Last Week,
“White Tower” (RKO). Okay $9,-

500 for 2d week.
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 44-

74) — “Wake Island’ * and “So
Proudly We Hail” (Par reissues).

Nice $6,000'. Last week, “Bright
Leaf” (WB) (2d wk). So-so $5,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74) —
“My Friend Irma” (Par). Fair
$17,000. Last week, “Father of
Bride” (M-G), (2d wk), Okay419j000
for nine days. ,

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)
—“Woman of Dolwiri” (Indie) (2d
wk). Fair $5,000. Last week,
$5,500.

Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74) —
“Great Jewel Robbery” (WB) and
“50 Years Before Your Eyes” (WB).
Fair $10,000. Last week, “In
Lonely Place” (Col). Less than
expected $10,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (650; 44-80) —

“Kind Hearts” (EL) (2d wk). Very
good $8,000 or better after nice
$10,000 last week.

Island’ 9%G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,290,000
( Based on 25 cities, 207 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, includ-
ing N.Y.)
Total Gross Same Week

!

Last Year , . . $2,446,600
(Based On 24 cities and 171

theatres.

)

ip • • y

Crisis

Philadelphia, - July 25.

First-run theatres with new
. > . ,

.

product have been doing better

than usual due to cool weather
among other factors. Fox With
“Broken Arrow” is leading the
town, doing smash business. Boyd
with “Treasure Island” is ditto
Goldman with ‘‘Crisis,” Stanton
with “Underworld Story,” and
Translux* with “Kind Hearts and
Coronets 4

' are also big. M
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99) —

“Treasure Island” (RKO). Big $16,-
400. Last week, “Big Hangover”
(M-G) (2d Wk), $7,000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99 )—

“White Tower” (RKO) (2d wk).
Light $6,500. Last week, $10,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99) —

“Broken Arrow” (20th), Smash
$30,000. Last week, “Where Side-
walk Ends” (20th) (2d wk), $15,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

,
uyi-Q).

,
yery

,
good

$16,500. Last week, “Miy Friend
Irma Goes West” (Par) (3d wk),
$12,5003*

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)
—“Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) (5th wk).
Holding up at $7,000, Last week*
$7,500.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)

—

“Flame arid Arrow” (WB) (2d wk).
Good $14,300. Last week, $20,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50r

99)—“Annie Get Your Gun” (M-G)
(7th wk). Still*up, $10,000. Last
week, $14,500^jf

Stanley (WBT (2,950; 50-99)—
“Winchester ’73” (U-I) (2d wk).
Holding at $12,200. Last week,
$17,500.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
“Underworld Story” (UA), Tidy
$12,500.* Last week, “Mystery
Street” (M-G), $11,000.

Translux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—
“Kind Hearts and Cororiets” (EL).

!lg Last
v
^ek* “Winslow

Boy”, (EL) (^4 wk)i W09.

Boston, July 25.
Mid-summer biz just about mod-

erate this stanza with “Duchess of
Idaho” at State arid Orpheum
getting best play. Newcomer
“Happy Years” at Met shapes oke
but :

“71 1 Ocean Drive” at Boston
and “Return of Frontiersmen” at
Paramount and Fenway only fair,

“Winchester ’73” in second frame
at Memorial is skidding, with
“Panic in Streets,” in 4th week at
Astor, and “Kind Hearts & Coro-
nets,” at Beacon Hill, are just
hanging on.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200;. 50-95). —

“Panic in Streets” (20th). (4th wk)
wAbout $3,000 for 4 days of final

week. $4,900 for 3d.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (780;

40-90) ‘‘Kind Hearts and Coronets”
.(EL). Off to $3,800 for 4th week.
Fair $4,600 for 3d.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) “711

Ocean Drive” (Col) and “A Canter-
bury Tale” (Indie), fair $10,000.
Last week, “Woman on Pier 13”
(RKO) and “Vicious Years” (FC)
not bad $11,000.
Fenway - (NET) (1,373; 40-85)

“Return of Frontiersman” (WB)
and “This Side of the Law” (WB).
Mild $4,500. Last week, “Rocket-
ship X-M” (Lippert) and“Destina-
tion Big House” (Rep) thin $4,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3.500: 40-85)

“Winchester ’73” (U). Off to about
$11,000 for 2d. wk. Good $18,000
for 1st.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-83)
“Happy Years” (M-G) and “The
Avenger” (Rep). About $11,500 for
6 days. “Flame and Arrow” opens
today (25). Last week, “If This Be
Sin” (UA) and “Iroquois Trail”
(UA), thin $10,000 for six days.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G). Leading
town with oke $20,000. Last week,
“Father of Bride” (M-G) wound 3d
Week with nice $12,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 4Q-85)

“Return of Frontiersmen” (WB)
and “This Side of the Law” (WB).
Unexciting $10,000. -Last weeky

“Rocketship X-M” (Lippert) and
“Destination Big House” (Rep)
so-so $10,500.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
“Duchess of Idaho” (M-G). Oke
$11,000, Last week, “Father of
Bride” (M-G) neat $7,500 for 3d
week.

H.0.s Clog Toronto;

Toronto, July 25.
.. Current progress of subway con-
struction, with trolley detours skirt-
ing the heart; of town and discour-
aging downtown evening travel, is
badly hurting biz. Plethora of hold-
overs makes for somewhat satisfac-
tory grosses rather than new-prod-
uct smashes. Two-film combo at
four houses j “Johnny One-Eye”
and “Customs Agent,” is leading
the town,, with reissue of “Blos-
soms in Dust” crowding for top
honors. “Peggy” is initially dis-
appointing.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
33-57)—“Johnny One-Eye” (UA)
and “Customs Agent” (Col). Bfg
$14,000. Last week, “House bv
River” (Rep) and “Savage Horde”
(Rep), $10,500.

Eglinton, Victoria (FP) (1 ,180:
1,140; 38=67)—‘‘Interrupted Jour-
ney” (London Films). Fair $7,500.
Last week* “I See Ice” (Indie) and
“Show Goes On” (Indie) (2d wk),
ditto.

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; 46-77)—
“Knid Hearts, Coronets” (EL) (6th
wJO. Okay $4,000. Last week,
$5,000.

’

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 37-59)—
"White Tower”

^ (RKO) (2d wk).
Satisfactory $7,500. Last week, big
$12,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 38-67)—

(Continued on page 21)^

Pittsburgh, July 25.
Penn is continuing its string of

clicks with “Duchess of Idaho,” on
heels of “Father of Bride” and
“Annie Get Your Gun,” and will
be. far up front on the week. May
even stick around another stanza
to give Loew house third holdover
in a . row. “Treasure Island”
opened disappointingly at Stanley
over weekend and doesn’t look to
catch on but “Winchester ’73” got
away fast at Fulton and hasn’t
gone off the pace, which means a
holdover here* too. “Rocketship
X-M” is stirring up some interest
at. the Warner and there’s a little

bit of action, too. for “711 Ocean
Drive” on strength of campaign.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1.700: 45-80)—

“Winchester *73” (U-T). .James
Stewart starrer should wind up
nretty close to $11,000, big here.
Ho’ds over. Last week* second of
“So Young, So Had” (UA) in 4
days did okav $4,500 on top of $9*-
00n on first full week. V

Harris (Harris) (2.200; 45=80)—
“711 Ocean Drive’* (Col). Notices
reacting somewhat but heavy ex-
ploitation campaign will be of help
and looks like around $9,500. . “In
a Lonelv Place” (Col) got $8,500
last week in 8 days.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300: 45-80)—

“Duchess of Idaho”; (M-G). Despite
a collective thumbs-down from the
critics, this is obviously in the
warm-weather groove and will

click off around $17,000 or better.

May stay. Last week, third of
“Father of Bride” (M-G), good
$12,000, giving Spencer Tracy-
Elizabeth Tavlor - Joan Bennett
starrer around $53,000 on the run
before it movpd to Ritz.

Stanley
;

(WB) (3.800: 45-80)—

.

“Treasure island” (RKO). Expect-
ed heavy getaway oyer weekend
failed to materialize and dis-

aopointing $9,500 seems to be
about the ticket for Walt Disney’s
live “action picture. Last week
“The Great Jewel Robber” (WB)
and “50 Years Before Your Eyes”
(WB) only so-so at $10,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)—.

“Rocketship X-M” (Lippert). Good
front bringing lot of the drop-iri

trade and the comic book trade
should keep it up around $7,500,
not bad. Last week, “Friend Irma
Goes West”. (Par) on m.o. from
Stanley pretty good at $6,000.

K.C.. 15G IN 3 SPOTS
Kansas City, July 25.

Biz mostly in moderate vein; for
the week, “Abbott arid Costello in
the Foreign Legion” at three Fox
Midwest theatres leading. In simi-
lar vein is “Rogues Of Sherwood
Forest” at the Midland, and “For*
tunes of Captain Blood” at the
Missouri:

Paramount continues its tem-
porary dual feature policy with
“Great Jewel Robbery” and “50
Years Before Your Eyes” to top
average biz. “Tight Little Island”
continues unabated in sixth week
in the art-house Kimo, and likely
will go into seventh week. Weather
continues unseasonably cool and
wet.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)—“Winchester ’73” (U) and
“Golden Gloves Story” (EL) (move*
over). Holding own at $3,000. Last
week ‘Tobacco Road” (20th) and
“Grapes of Wrath’’ (20th) (reissues)
got strong play and stayed nine
days for good $5,200.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 50-75) —

“Tight Little Island” (U) (6th wk)
seems to have struck a steady level
and will continue extended time.
Current week $1,900; last week
same.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)—

‘Rogues of Sherwood Forest” (Col)
and “David Harding, Counterspy”
(Col). Average $12,000. Last week,
‘Father of the Bride” (M-G) and
“Customs Agent” (Col) (2d wk)
stayed nine days for hefty $16,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65) —
“Fortunes of Captain Blood” (Col)
and ‘‘Kill the Empire” (Col). Mod-
erate $9,000. Last week, “Bright
Leaf” (WB), solo* good $10,000.

Parariiount (United Par) (1,900;
45-65) — “50 Years Before Youf
Eyes” (WB) and “The Great Jewel
Robbery” (WB) continues dual pol-
icy here $10,000: Last week, ‘Tte-
tum of the Frontiersman” (WB)
and “This Side of the Law” (WB),
same.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2;100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
—“Abbott and Costello” (^. Top-
ping average $15*000. Last week,
“Winchester ’73” (U) strong all thP
way and stayed 10 days for nifty
$24,000*

.
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Lions Powwow Ups Chi; ‘Crisis’-Vaude

at
Chicago, July 25. -f

Week-long Lions Club conven-
tion, which brought 10,000 dele-
gates to the loop area, acted as
shaft to. business this session.

Only; harassment was inclement
weather. Oriental's entry of
‘‘Crisis" and Dick Contino onstage
to lure juves promises good biz,

with first-day grosses soaring over
initial take of previous pic, ‘‘Annie
Get Your Gun." Only mediocre,
however, are other arrivals. "Spy
Hiint" and “Armored Car Rob-
bery" at:- the Palace are moderate.
Bowing at the United^ Artists is

/‘Convicted" and companion, pic,
•‘The Palomino/' both satisfactory.
Garrick continues . its reissue
policy with “Angel and the Bad-

man” and “War of the Wildcats,''

and nifty biz.

Chicago’s combo of “The FI ame
and the Arrow/’ with Margaret
Whiting

i Bill Snyder 'orch', and
disk jockeys onstage, holds steady
in Second round. “Winchester ’73"

also has steady grip in second
week at the .Grand. Only sore
spots are “Stats in My Crown/’ in
second week at State-Lake, and
“Duchess of Idaho," in third, week
at the Woods.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 50-98' —

‘Flame and the Arrow" (WB) with
Margaret Whiting and all-disk
jockey stage show (2d: wk>. * Fair
$44,000. Last week, $50,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98) —
“Angel and Badman" (Repi and
“War of the Wildcats" (ex “In Old
Oklahoma") (Rep) (reissues). Good
$6,500. Last Week, “Ox-Bow In-
cident" (20th) and “Yellow Sky"
(20lh\ $5,000.

Grand (RKO) (1*200; 50-98) —
“Winchester '73" (U). (2d wk).
Neat $11,000. Last week, $18,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 50-98)—
•‘Crisis" '(M-G) and Dick Coiitino'
headlining stageshow. Pacing with
$52,000; Last week, “Annie Get
Your Gun": (M-G) and Ames
Bros, onstage, $41,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98) —

.

“Spy Hunt" (U) and “Armored
Car Robbery” (U). Moderate
$8,000. Last Week, “White Tower"
( RKO) and “Destination "Murder"

. (RKO>. $10,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500;' 50-98)—

“Cariboo Trail" (20th) and “Hid-
den Room" (E-L) (2d wk). Light
$7,000. Last week, $11,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—"Stars' in My Crown" (M-G) (2d
wk Poor $9,000. Last week,
$12 ,000 .

United Artists (B&K) (1/700; 50-
98) — “Convicted" (Col) and
“Palomino" (Col), Moderate $10,-
000. Last week, “Iroquois Trail"
VUA) and “Avengers" (Rep), $7,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98>—

“Duchess Of Idaho" (M^G). '(3d. ,wk).:

Slim $10,000. Last week, $18,000.
-13J1 Ocean Drive" (Col) opened
last night (24);

World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Fanny"
(Indie. Sound $3,500. Last week,
“Her Wonderful Lie" llndie),

$3,300.

Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playihL percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

•: come.

.

The parenthetic admission
prices; however, as. indicated;
include the U, S. ariiusement
tax:

'Winchester’ Aims For

Detroit, JUly 25.
“Winchester -73" is hitting a

bull’s-eye—at 50 paces it looks like
a sensational $21 ,000 at the Palms,
Other biz is on the upbeat, too.
‘’Iroquois Trail" shapes Up well^at”
the United Artists, “Crisis" is fair
at the Michigan and “Foreign Le-
gion" is oke at the Madison.
“Annie" is holding Up well in the
fourth week at the Adams. “Night
and City" is slipping in second
round at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)—

“Night and City" (20th) and “Isle

of Samoa" (Col) (2d wk). Slim
$16,000. Last Week, $25,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—“Crisis" (MG). Fair $17,-

000. Last week, “Irma Goes West"
(Par) and “Trial Without Jury"
(Rep), $14,000 in 2d week.

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—Win-
chester ’73" (U). Sensational $21.-

000. Last Week, “White Tower"
(RKO) $10,000 in 2d, week.

United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)

—“Iroquois Trial" (UA) and “Des-
tination Big House" (Mono). Good
$14,000. Last week, “Peggy” (U)
and “One Way Street" (U) $10,000,

Madison (UD) (1,800- 70-95)—
“Foreign Legion" (U)' and “Young
Daniel Boone" (Mono). Oke $11,-
000. Last week, “Flame of Bar-
bary Coast" (Rep) and “Lady for
Night" (Rep) $5,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—

“Annie Get Your Gun" (MG) (4th

wk). Fine $10,000. Last Week,
$13,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70^
95)—“Rocketship XM" (Lippert)
and “Golden Gloves Story" (EL)
(2d wk). Dull $5,000. Last week,
$8 ,

000 .

‘Duchess’ Great At
$12,500 in Seattle

Seattle, July 25.

Second weeks prevail for “Bi-
cycle Thief" at Music. Box, “Annie
Get Gun" at Music Hall and “Win-
chester ’73" at Orpheum, biz war-
ranting holdovers. “Duchess of

Idaho" looks good, too.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 59-

,’ 12G, I
’

Louisville
,
Jilly 25

.

Big news this week is the preem
of “Stella," given the full treat-

ment with 20th-Fox publicists on
the

;

ground to whoop it up.

Parades of Shriners and American
Legion units, a big square dance

in Lincoln Park, and premiere

Wednesday (10) at the Rialto made
the occasion a three-day affair,

j

P.a.’s of Victor Mature, home
itown boy, and five starlets, each
'named Stella, at all sorts of pro-
moted events, winding up with

. stage show which included Frank
Fontaine in a routine of impres-
sions, all got the pic off to a rous-

B4 ,;
—“Lawless" (Par) and “Iron v.

C-rOwn" (State’s rights'); • •/•Indicated
-.i ,

71
Jv

Dceanr.Drive (Col .

slow; $5,500. Last week, “Sherwood
; <t?nno

P/ni'tffcct VPftli an/I jl68ltny ,.$8,000. Lj^SI

84 '—“The Capture" (RKO) and ling start.

“Colorado Ranger" (L i'PP e r O, “711 Ocean Drive" at the Mary
Headed for slow $2,500. Last week. ' Anderson is showing up smartly
split, “Bright Leaf" (WB) (3d wk> 'at the wicket.. Other houses are

with “Peggy" (U) and “Spy Hunt" I indicating dull biz.

wk), totaled oke $3,900. Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877: 59- . , . , . OAn

84'—‘‘Lawless" (Par) and “Iron Mary Anderson (People s)..l 1,200;

C
slow
Forest" (Col) and “Humphrey,- •.

Takes Chance" (Mono), Okay
<snn

C " C 1 Robt>ei

$6,200. j

(WB) puny $3,500.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.349: i
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

59-84)—"In Lonely Place" (Col)
j

45-65)—“Stella" (20th). Preemed
and "Hi-Jacked"( Lippert). Paced Wednesday (19) To packed house,

for fair $6,500. Last week, “Irnia ‘ Looks like, nice $12,000 on stanza.

Goes West" (Par) and "Golden Last- week “No Man of Her Own
Cloves" (EL), mild $5,800. ^rea

tu
Ruj?er ^ (E1

1
‘

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84) light-. $7,000 for abbreviated week.

—"Duchess of Idaho" (M-G» and , State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65 >
—

“House by River" (Rep). Look to
’ “Winchester ’73" (U) and “I Was

great $12,500. Last week, “Return < Shoplifter" tfJ). Up against hefty
of ' Frontiersman" (WB) and “This

|

eompetish, Likely fairish $11,000.

Side of Law" (WB), slow $5,300. !
Last week “Duchess of Idaho”

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)
' (M-G) and “Dayey Crockett" (UA),

—"Bicycle Thief" (Italian) (2d \vk>.j solid $15,000.
Expect okay $3,000 after fair) Strand (FA) (1.400; 45-65) —
enough $3,700 in opener. I "Rocketship X-M" (Lip) and “Op-

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59- eration Haylift" (Lippert), mildisli
64'—"Annie Get Gun" <M-G» ancT $4,000. Last week, “Jackie Robin-
“iVfystery St." (M-G) (2d wkt An- son Story” (EL) and “Samba" (EL>,

(Continued on page 27) light $3,800,

‘ARROW’ STURDY

12G, TOPS INDPIS.
Indianapolis/ July 25.

There are no sensational returns
at local deluxers. A streak of rainy
weather drove theatregoers inside
arid hurt outdoor attractions.
“Flame and Arrow" is the stand-
out, at the Indiana, “Duchess of
Idaho" is holding up well in second
week ; at Loew’s. “No Man of Her
Own," at Circle, is fair.

Estimates for This Week.
Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—“No Man of •Her Own" (Par)
and “Wagonmaster” (RKO). .Modest
$8,500. Last week, “White Tower”
(RKO) and “Armored Car Rob-
bery" (RKO), ' tepid $6,500.

Indiana (Gamble-Dolle) (3,300;
44-65)—“Flame and Arrow" (WB)
and “50 Years Before Your Eyes"
(WB). Nice $12,000: Last week,
“Winchester *73" (U) and “Motor
Patrol" (Lippert). Fair $11,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

“Duchess of iadho" (M-G) and
“State Penitentiary” (Col) (2d wk).
Dandy $10,500 on top of great
$16,000 opener.

Lyric (Gamble-Dolle) (1,600; 44-
65)— ‘Back to Bataan" (RKO) and
“Marine Raiders" (RKO) (reissues).
So-so $4,500. Last week, “Tarzan
and Slave Girl" (RKO) and- “Dy-
namite Pass"
$5,000.

San Francisco, July 25.
Biz is dull, with weather to

match, causing big vacation exodus
to warmer climes. All holdovers
are Off badly.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; ’60-

85)—‘‘White Tower" (RKO) (2d
wk). Only $9,000. Last week, 8
days, strong $17,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-85) —

“Rock Island Trail" (Rep) and
“Golden Gloves Story" (EL) plus
p a. opening day of Adeie Mara,
Forrest Tucker and Chill Wills.
Thin .$11,500. Last week, “Great
Jewel Robber” (EL) and “50
Years Before Your Eyes” (WB),
mild $13,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)~ “Skipper Surprised His Wife"
(M-G). Fair $13,000. Last Week,
“Crisis" (M-G), fair $14,000.
- Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)

—

“Return of the Frontiersman"
(WB) and“This Side of the Law"
(WB). Mild $14,000. Last week,
"My Friend Irma Goes West" (Par)
and “Side Show" (Mono) (2d wk)
$13,000.

- St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)

—

“Mystery Street" (M-G) (2d wk).
$8,000. Last week, nice $12,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (4,448; 55-

85)--“Winchest*er ’73" (U) (2d wk).
Okay $10,500 (for 6 days. Last
week, hefty $21,000.
United Artids (No. Coast)

(1 207; 55-85)—“Johnny One-Eye"
(UA). Tepid $10,500. Last week,
“Peggy" (U) $13,000.
Stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener)

(370; 85-$U—“Kind Hearts and
Coronets" (EL) (5th wk). Nice
$3,300. Last week, oke $4,000.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85) —
“Tight Little Island" (U) (2d wk)
(reissue). $2,800. Last week, fine
$3,500.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

“Tight Little Island" (U) (2d wk)
(reissue). $2,600, Last week, good
$3,300,

DENVER UP; BIG 34|G

FOR ‘WINCHESTER’

Broadway first-run film business
is hitting a slight upbeat during
the current stanza, attributable
mainly to several promising new
pictures and a weekend break in

the tofrid weather. Number of
longrun holdovers continued to

perk Strongly, with bills at only
one or two houses actually on , the
skids./ .

'

Radio City Music Hall again
leads in . the parade with the inital

Week of "The Men" and stageshow.
Stanley Kramer production, with
some fine reviews to back it up,}
is heading for a $133,000 stanza,

far from a record at the Hall but
still mighty good in view of the
weather and current boxoffice con-
ditions.

“Broken Arrow’ ’is also aiming
for a boff opening found at the
RoXy of about $90,000, following a
fullscale ad-publicity buildup by

(RKO). ^Sluggish^OtlFFox. Initial week actually

comprised only six-and-a-half days,

since the house Shuttered last

Thursday afternoon (20) to prepare
for an open-to-the-public preem
that night. Also sighting top
money is “711 Ocean Drive" at the
Paramount, with;the Louis Jordan
Five, Fontane Sisters, Rudy Car-
denas and Bob Chester orch on-
stage. Bill looks to hit a smash
$80,000 for its opening round, with
at least a part Of the fine biz cred-
ited 4o Columbia’s unique satura-

tion television Campaign.

Only new bill on the weak side

is “Duchess of Idaho" at the Capi-
tol

,
with stageshow topped by Bert

Wheeler, Toni Arden and the Son-
,ny Dunham orch. About $45,000
is expected for the opening session,

fair but below hopes. “So Young,
So Bad" is sighting a sturdy $17,-

500 for its initial frame at the Cri-

terion.
Big holdovers are continuing at

a steady pace, topped by ‘.‘Flame

and Arrow," which is building to

a solid $30,000 third round at the
Strand, aided by Jane Pickens and
Buddy Lester headlining the stage
layout. “Annie Got Your Gun"
held to a big $13,000 for its 10th

week at the State, and “Destination
Moon" racked up a hefty $15,000
for its fourth week at the Mayfair,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 60-

$1.50)^— House closed temporari-
ly for renovations. Reopens next
Wednesday (2) with “Edge of
Doom" (RKO).

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-

$2.40) — “Red Shoes" (EL) (92d
wk). Still going strong, with $6,000
or close, after $5,400. previous
week. Continues, x '*

Capitol (Loew’sF»,820; 55-$1.50)

—“Duchess of Idaho" (M-G) and
stageshow topped by Bert Wheeler,
Toni Arden,. Sonny Dunham orch
(1st wk). Initial .frame ending
tonight (Wed.) heading for fair but
disappointing $45,000; Previous
round, final 10 days of “Crisis"
(M-G) plus Ralph Flanagan orch,
Thelma Carpenter on stage, mild
$52,200.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$l.75)—“SO Young, So Bad" (UA). (1st

wk). Initial stanza ending Friday
night (28) heading for $17,500,
sturdy under present conditions.

Last week, third and final round
of “White Tower" (RKO), mild
$5,500.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.2Q)—“Mutiny on Bounty" (M-G) and

“Day at Races" (M-G) (reissues)

|
(3d wk). Continues to generate

• steam, with fine $12,000 in ‘sight

for current round, after big $15,000
in previous week, Continues at

least one more.
Mayfair (BrandO (1,736; 50-

$1.20) — "Destination Moon" (EL)
(5th wk). Fourth week ended

ended last night (Tues.) hit fair
$3,000,' after good $3,800 for pre-
vious round. “All Quiet on West-
ern Front" (Realart) (reissue) opens
today (Wed;)ic ,
Radio CitylMuslc Hall (Rockefel-

lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“The Men"
(UA) With stageshow (1st wk).
Preem stanza ending tonight (Wed.)
is Sighting great $133,000. Last
week, third round of “Next Voice
You Hear" (M-G) with stageshow
dipped to pleasant $108,000.

Rialto (Mage) (594: 44-98)—
“Fuller Brush Man" (Col) (reissue).

Opened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead,
“Gypsy Wildcat" (U) and “Lady
from Cheyenne" (U) (reissues),

mild $4,500.
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-

$1.25)—“If This Be Sin" (UA) (4th

wk). Final round closed last night
(Tues.) after five days with weak
$3,100, following light $7,800 pre-
vious frame. “Underworld Story"
(UA) opens today (Wed ). V ^

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$175)—
“Broken Arrow" (20th) with An-
drews Sisters and iceshow on stage
(1st wk). One Of hot bills this

round, with sock $90,000 for week
ending today (W’ed.). Last week,
second-final round of “Where Side-
walk Ends" (20th) with Vivian
Blaine, Will Mahoney and ice show
onstage, good $62,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$l .50)—
“Annie Get Gun" (M-G) (11th wk).
Tenth round ended last night
(Tues.) slipped slightly, but still

big at $13,000, after fine $18,000
for previous frame. “Three Little

Words’’ (M-G) due in Aug. 9.

Strand (WB) (2.776; 55-$2)—
“Flame and Arrow" (W»B) and
Jane Pickens/ Buddy Lester head-
ing stageshow (3d wk). Holding
solid with $30,000 for curent frame,
after very sturdy $40,000 in previ-

ous round. “Kiss Tomorrow Good-
bye" (WB) with new stageshow
opens Aug. 4.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Winslow Boy" (EL) (8th wkX
Seventh week ended Monday night
(24) held firm at $8,500 after big

$8,800 in previous week. Continues.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

74—$1.50)—“Kind Hearts, Coro-
nets’ ’(EL) (7th wk), Looks set

for lengthy run, with brisk $9,000
for sixth week ended last night

(Tuesi), after huge $10,500 in pre-

vious round. Continues.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-

$1.50)—“Our Very Own" (RKO).
Opens today (Wed.) Last week,
25th-final round of “Third Man"
(SRO), satisfactory $8,000
$9,000 for preceding stanza.

after

‘FATHER BRIDE’ WOW
)VVVj

Cincinnati, July 25.

Winners at all downtown houses
add up to a hot-weather feast.

“Father of Bride" is wowing for
lead over two other hotsy new bills,

“Stella” and “Flame and Arrow,"
both helped by personal visits of
their stars. “Love Happy" is a fa-
vorable newcomer. “Winchester
’73" is top holdover.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

“Flame and Arrow" (WB). Swifty
$13,500. Hypoed to lotsa press and
radio spreads on visit Thursday
(20) of Buri Lancaster, who bally-
hooed high perch act with Nick
Cravat in front of Cuvier Press
club and repeated it on Albee
stage. Last week, “Great Rupert’’
(EL) plus King Cole TriO. Others
onstage, whopper $25,000 at 55-94c

Denver, July 25.
. w • • . •

• iK imri- I
1 Util W Ik./.- • i uuiui w^v> iv

,

SusnwfM >s up generally. 'Win- Mcnday night (24 1 skidded slightly,•WW- ...— tnn mnn.v »(• I

bu ,^ h|fty ,t $15,000. PreyloOS 'Chester" is copping top money at

four theatres and “Annie Get Your
Gun" gets a fourth week at ithe \

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)
—

“Stella" (20th). Great $14,000.
Aided by p.a. Friday (21) of Victor
Mature and troupe for extra atten-
tion. Last week, “Winchester ’73"

(U), all right $8,500.
i week hit big $20,000. GontmuesX Grand (RICO) (1,400; 55-75)1—

0 - ] Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—, “Father of Bride" <M-G). Wow
Broadway. Fiuies is PaclcinS | “Peggy" (U) with vaude. Doing

,

$18,000. Holds. Last week. “Annie
Denham for a holdover,

1 about average for this house under I Get Gun" (M-G) (3d wk), good $8,-
Estimates Yor

^

This Week
| Vaudfilni policy with about $19,000

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74) —
, sight for week ending tonight

l

“Winchester .’73" (U) and “One
{ (Wed’)

]

Way Street" (UV, day-date with
Denver, Esquire. Webber. .

Fine
; $5,000, Last week, “Bright 'Leaf’

*

j

(WB) and “House by the River"
! (Rep), poor $2,000.

500.
Keith’s (Mid-States)

Last week, “Good Humor
;

75)—“Winchester ’73”
(1.542; 55-
(U) (ho.).

Man" (Col), slightly better at $20.,- Pleasing $7,500 after swell $11,000
j 500. “Mystery Street" (M-G) with • bow.
vaude opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

f
Lj’ric (RKO) (1,500: 55-75)—

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50) '.“Back to Bataan" (RKO) and “Ma-
rine Raiders" (RKO) (reissues).

, i. „ Ocean Drive" (Col) with.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (l,5a0; 3o-

: Louis Jordan Five, Fontane Sis- J Okay $5,000. Same last week for

|

74);

—“Annie Get Your Glm” (M-G) t ters^ Rudy Cardenas, Bob Chester
;
“Friend Irma West" (Par) (m o.).

I
(3d wk), Big $9,000 and holding.

;
0rch heading stageshow (2d wk), ! Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
First stanza ended last night (Tues.)

j

“Love Happy" (UA). Favorable1 Last week, big $13,000.
> Denham (CockriU) (1,750; 35-74)
i—"Furies" (Par). Big $15,000.
holding, Last week, “Eagle and
HaWK" (Par) poor $8,500.

. Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74) —
; “Winchester *73" (U» and "One
Way Street" (U). day-date with

i (Continued on page 27)

with sock $80,000 or near, best this
house has done „in months. Last
Week, “Eagle and Hawk" (Par) with

j $8,500.

$10,000. Last week, “Rogues of

Sherwood / Forest" (CoU, mild

Peggy. Lee, Herbie Fields orch (2d
wk), okay $45,000. .

Park Avenue (UV (583; 90-S1.50)—^"Rocking Horse Winner" (U) (7th
i \vk)> Six days of * final session

Shubcrf (Mid-States) (2,100; 55-
75)—“Where Sidewalk Ends" (20th)

(m.o.V. Average $4,500. Ditto last

Week on . “Cariboo Trail" (20th)

(m,o.). • *
’
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T

ith GRANT WITHERS BARBRA FULLER • NOAH BEERY JIM DAVIS

ani BOB STEELE * DOUGLASS DUMBRILLE * Screen Play by Kenneth Garnet

Story by Thames Williamson and Gerald Geraghty • Associate Producer and Director JOSEPH KANE

A DEDI im 1^ D Im IDE Republic Pictures Corporation
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Paris, July 18. 4

Joint international production is

here to stay, according to Andre
Sarrut, French producer. Fore-

casting a tremendous increase in

the use ot the arrangement, Sarrut,

in describing its modus operand!

to Varjety, characterized it as the

“Schumann plan of the motion pic-

ture business.’-

In theory :

t
multi-partite produc-

tions call for joint contributions

of money,- talent or other elements

by producers of two or more coun-

tries; working On a pro-tern part-

nership basis on individual films.

Pic is lensed in one of the coun-

tries having quota requirements so

that it can qualify as local prod-

uct. By complying with certain

technicalities imposed by one of

the other "countries having a quota,

the film can also qualify there.

. Theory has been worked out by
the completion recently in France
of ‘‘Pardon My French” by Tri-

partite Productions, an unincorpo-
rated group made up of Sagitta

Films of France, headed by Sarrut;

Cusick International Films, N. Y.,

and Five Ocean Films of England.
Pic, shot on location in Cannes,
features . Merle Oberon and Paul
Henreid. French and English ver-

sions of film were made, simultane-

ously. Sterling expenses for most
of the cast and technical crew were
put up by Five Oceans; Cusick con-
tributed dollars, and Sagitta made
all franc outlays. Picture, qualifies

under both French and British

quotas. Sarrut believes that this

is the first time the three-way pro-

duction formula has been applied.

Cost of “Pardon,” now in final

editing, Will run "about $400,000.

Taking advantage of initial ex-

perience, it’s believed that this cost

can be pared to abotit $350,000 for

subsequent films in two languages.
Plan Helps Over 2 Hurdles

Motives behind this type of ven-

ture are basically simple. An*
- American partner Can take advan-
tage of lower production costs in

foreign countries oh certain types

of pictures and eliminate head-
aches of obtaining playing-time in

quota countries where pictures

qualify as local product. This is

particularly attractive to indie pro-

ducers in U. S. The foreign part-

ners, in addition to ending up with

multi-quota pictures, have an op-

portunity to make pictures with

some assurance of getting Holly-

wood quality Non a modest budget
and product that will find markets
throughout the world, including

the U. S.

Next item on Tri-Partite’s agen-

da is “The Long Dark Hall,” based

on a Nunnally Johrison screenplay,

to be shot in England; Present
plans call for initial photography
this month, though there may be
a delay due to casting difficulties.

Bex Harrison and Lilli Palmer are

slated to star, but there is talk that

Harrison may give priority to . the

G. B. Shaw pic, “Androcles and the

Lion,” to be filmed in Italy by
Gabriel Pascal.

London, July 25.

The N. Y. City Ballet Co. grossed

$30,000 in its first two weeks at the
Covent Garden Opera House. Sec-

ond week net at $15,700 was $1,400
up on the opening week. Advance
bookings continue to be good, with
business improving day by day.

Last Thursday (20) a smart so-

ciety audience saw Frederick Ash-
ton’s “Illuminations” on its first

London presentation. The piece
received a critical, press and was
summed up by “The Times” with
the comment: “All the,talents work
together in a bad cause.” Maria
Tallchief, who has- returned to the
cast, was acclaimed for her per-
formance in “Firebird.”

i __——

-

‘Consul,’ ‘Porgy’ Set For

Fall Bows in Vienna
Vienna, July 14,

The Vienna State Opera has ac-

quired Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “The
Consul” and has announced it as

Ritchey to 0.0 Situation

In Japan for Monogram
In an effort to speed up distri-

bution of Monogram and Allied
Artists product in Japan, Mono-
gram International prez Norton V.
Ritchey plans to leave New York
shortly for an on-the-scene study
of the situation.: Two companies
previously released in that area
through the Motion Picture Export
Assn, but withdrew to ink a sep-
arate deal last February with
Shochiku 4

Film Enterprises.

Agreement calls for Shochiku to
handle a “substantial” number of
Mono and AA films over a five-

year period. But none as yet has
been distributed due to occupation
authorities* delay in processing
permits for individual films. After
Monogram International broke the
ice, a flock of independent U. S.

producers also secured licenses
authorizing them to export pix to

Japan.

French Producers Fear

Yank Double-Bill Rood,

Paris, July "18.
,

Recent decision to raise total

projection time of pix programs by
20 minutes lias brought an outcry
from Gallic producers. Producers
claimed this was due to pressure
from U. S. film interests in Wash-
ington and would lead to satura-
tion of French screens by U. S. pix
through the growth of the double
feature. The double feature was
banned in France by a decree .in

1946 which set the length of a
program at one hour and 50 min-
utes, not counting the news. This
meant one feature film and a short.

M. Fourre-Comeray has denied
any sort of outside pressure in this

decision. He stated the National
Film Office took this step because
conditions of electrical supply and
film stock were much better.
Kodak in France can now supply
all the film needed and previous
electrical * difficulties had been
solved. He stated that this made
the 1946 law obsolete.

He also stated that the recent un-
freezing of admission prices had a
lot to do with the decision. The ad-
mision hike led to reduced attend-
ance and it was thought* that a
more diffuse program would help
get people back to the theatres.
However, an article of the film law
states that there can only be one
film per program which can be
longer than 50' minutes. This
leaves the problem in the shorts
field.

Out of every five weeks in 13,

French distribs are required to

show only Gallic pix. This means
that with the lengthening of the
programs the output of Gallic
shorts will have to be stepped up
considerably. At present the
French theatres are sorely in need
of shorts and are being stocked by
the American output. This ob-
viously phoney double' feature
scare is just flack being thrown up
to keep public opinion on the
French film plight,

4

and to try to
get a solution in the forthcoming
autumnal Franco-American film
discussions.

London, July 18,

Stephen Mitchell’s English musi-
cal, “Golden City,” at the Adelphi,
is playing to $6,400 despite rave
notices, with nut around $8,400.
High nut is due to big overhead,
with management having come to
agreement with cast to take 20%
cut till biz improves . . Carroll
Gibbons, former maestro at Savoy
hotel ahd now entertainment di-

rector of Savoy group, which in-
cludes the Berkeley and Claridge’s
hotels, is collaborating with Archie
Menzies in writing a musical. Gib-
bons and Menzies have big backer
who is prepared to invest $80,000,
with script expected to be deliv-

ered around October.

the opening for the fall season.
The VolksOper, belonging to the

State Opera but playing lighter
fare in a Separate house, will

premiere George Gershwin’s
Porgy and Bess” in the fall.
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Film footage imported into Ire-

land in May totaled 797,085, ac-

cording to the Central Office of

Statistics. This compares with

j

900,218 feet in the corresponding
1 month last year.

PkniETY
Forwarding Addresses

Paris.

Maxlme de Beix, .Variety’s
longtime Paris bureau chief,

finds that more and more show
people are hiding away in the
lesser hotels and apartments,
with result that quite a few in-

quiries have arisen about
whereabouts of certain people
traveling in Europe*

It is suggested that forward-
ing addresses he left with Mr.
de Beix, Hotel George V. Paris,

where requested he will keep
thgse sub: rosa and act only as

a servicing agency for mis-
directed letters and the like.

His phone number, Littre 75^64.

Buenos Aires, July 18. -

Criminal court: of appeal has
confirmed the charges against Dr.
Nestor M. Crespo, head Of Lumi-
ton Studios, of embezzling $300,000
worth of Lumiton Corp. stock.

Charge was brought by former
prexy Miguel Guisasola. Lumiton
Studios prexy will have to stay in

jail because bail was refused.
All this has made no difference

ihr Lumiton’s activities, with two
pix set to go into production** this
month. A delegate from the film
industry union stands in as tem-
porary producer, with films made
on a co-op basis. The unusual la-

bor deal was worked out by Dr.
Crespo before charges were
brought against him, with supervi-
sion being done from prison, since
he still is Lumiton, board prexy.

‘‘Native Son” is being; done by
Argentina Sono Film’s* ‘Studios
with Pierre Chenal directing and
U. S. Negro novelist Richard
Wright, starred. Manner in which
it was being turned .out so rapidly
to date is an eye-opener to local
producers, Sono Film is winding
up “Marihueana,” based on dope
smuggling in this country,- Leon
Klimovsky is producing.

Guaranteed Pictures is set to go
on a historical yarn, “Facundo,”
with Santiago Gomez Cou in the
lead. Direction is to be done by
Miguel Tato, better known as the
film critic, Nestor. Once, press
attache of Jap embassy in Argen-
tina during the war, he never was
friendly to U. S. film distributors
or Hollywood. Nestor also was
known as

?

a writer and picture
commentator for the Nazi-financed
press here during the war.

'

BBC Tests Color TV
London, July 18.

The British Broadcasting Corp.
has given its first press demonstra-
tion of color TV, but at the same
time has given an assurance that
it wouldn’t be introduced until the
whole country had been covered
by a black and white system. This
would take at least another four
years.
The method demonstrated Was

the rotating disk principle, similar
to that used by CBS in America.
Other systems are to be tried be-
fore it’s decided which is the most
suitable to be introduced in Britain,

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London, July 25.

•‘Ace of Clubs,” Cambridge (3).

“Background,” Westminster (10).
‘‘Beau Strategem,” Lyric ( 65).
“Brigadoon,” His Majesty’s (67).
“Carousel;” Drury Lane (7),

“Castle in Air,” Savoy
1

(33).-
“Cocktail Party,” New (12).

“Dish Ran Away,” Whitehall (4).

“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strang (39).

“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (33).
“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (42).

“Golden City,” Adeiphi (6).

“Heiress,” Hayiharket (78).
*’

“His Excellency,” Princess (9).

“Holly and Ivy,” Duchess (ll).

“Heme at Seven,” Wyndham (20).

“Ice-Capades,” Empress (9).

“King Rhapsody,” Palace (45).

“Knights Madness,” Vic, Pal. (19).

“Latin Quarter,” Casino (19).

“Mister Roberts,” Coliseum (1).

“Oklahoma,” Stoll (164).
“Ring Round Moon,” Globe (26),

“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (6).

“Streetcar,” Aldwych (42).

“Touch & Go,” Wales (10).

“Traveller’s Joy,” Crit’rlon (111).

“Venus Observed,” St. : Jas. (27).

“Worm’s View,” Comedy (170).
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Set by 3 N.Y. Distribs

Bolstering their product Slates

for the fall season, three foreign
film distributors have acquired
eight new imports. Majority of the
pix were picked up by Discina In-

ternational Films, In a deal Inked
with

:
Alcina Films of Paris last

week,, company secured U.S. dis-

tribution rights to the French-made
“Miquette et sa Mere,” “Mlrpir,”
“Danse de Mort” and “Bluebeard.”

Spalter International Pictures is

editing an Annabella starrer,

“Eternal Conflict;” for fall release

as well as “Red Angel,” with Thilda
Thamar. Lopert Films’ *acquisitibns

include a German entry, “The
Original Sin,” produced by Camera
Films, plus the Italian-made “Dif-

ficult Years,” Latter Was turned
out by Brigugtio Films, with Luigi
Zampa directing.

No Mex City

‘Iwojima,’

‘Neptune’ Big Grossers
Mexico City, July 11.

There are no summer doldrums
for local cinemas here this year;

Latest grosses for top pix, nearly
all U. S., and frontline first-runs,

are creditably* high for this rainy
season and in view of strong com-
petition from horse racing, foot-

ball and baseball.

Metro and Republic share top
honors among the three biggest

grossers. Metro’s “Three Musket-
eers” topped all with $31,500 gross

at a .new swanky first-run, and fol-

lowed that up with Neptune’s
Daughter,’ which did $23,750 in

14 days. Rep’s “Sands of Iwp
Jima” took in $24,675 in 14 days
at Cine Alameda. Selznick’s “Fall-

en Idol,” now in third week at

select CinC Chapultepec, did good
biz with $21,150 during its* first

fortnight there.

WB had no complaint with a
solid $19,875-gfoss in 21 days with
“Inspector General” at the Real
Cinema, another new deluxe spot.

Other important grossing U. S/pix
are Warner’s “Young Man With
Horn,” $6,350 in seven days at

Cine Alameda and RKO’s “Tarzan
and Slave Girl,” $5,875 in a week
at the Cine Teresa.

[
Also very

strong was. Universal’s “Blue La-
goon,” grossing $22,175 during the
21 days it played the Cine Metro-
politan.

v

However, best of current toppers
is the Spanish pic, “Spanish Rare-
bits,” which in 55 days at Cine
Arcadia, did $43,685. Leading
Mexican pic now is “Mark of the
Skunk,” featuring Tin-Tan. It is

grossing $13,955 in two weeks at

the Cine Metropolitan.

t—

M

ontevideo, July 18.

Although the Argentine Broad-

casters Assn, has been striving

hard to get the Peron government
to lift its ban on quiz programs,

it has proved unsuccessful to date.

Clampdown on such broadcast's in

Argentina started move than a

month ago when the pinner of a

cash prize, answering the quizmas-
ter’s query on what he was going
to do with the money, said he in-

tended giving it to* the Socialist
Party, to which he belonged. This
was virtual 'lese majeste, because
no political parties in Argentina
have managed to air their views
since President Peron went into
office.

At first Radio El Mundo, on
which the quiz show was broad-
cast, Was suspended for 34 hours,
and the quizmasters of the pro-
gram had their radio licenses can-
celled. Then all such programs
were banned in Argentina on the
excuse that they were filling no
educational purpose. However, it

is believed that the government
fears such audience-participation
shows may some day enable its

opponents to get on the airwaves.

Advertisers have been hard put
to figure some substitute for quia
shows, which were very popular
in Argentine, the ban actually
dimming public interest in radio.

Arnotj* UA Aussie Head,

Joining Hoyts’ Loop
Sydney, July 18.

Clive Arnott, in charge of the

Aussie zone for United Artists,

moves out Sept. 9 to join the

Hoyts’ cinema loop as assistant to

Chief booker Frank Graham. Ap-
pointment was confirmed by Ernest
Turnbull, Hoyts’ Aussie chief; this

week. Chartes Thorburn, UA’s
secretary, moves into the seat 'va-
cated by Arnott, with Ron Michaels
becoming gspt.

Arnott has been with UA for
many years. He moved to Hoyts
When Sid Albright quit to take
over the leadership here for 20th-
Fox.

"

Into Japan for Korean

War; More Permits Pend
Tokyo, July 15.

Stepped-up tempo of news cov-
erage ,m the Far East with out-
break of the Korean war has re-

sulted in a heavy influx in Tokyo
of radio and television newscasters,
as well as newspaper and agency
scribes. To date a dozen radio and
TV reps are included in the 200-
odd applications received from cor-
respondents since the South Ko-
rean invasion for accreditation in
General MacArthur's Far East
Command.

Already arrived in Tokyo are
William Costello and William
Downs for CBS, William Dunn of
NBC, Patrick F. Krone, who will
represent both Mutual and Inter-
national Television Newsreel, and
Bernard J. Forbes of the British
Broadcasting Corp. Costello is a
former CBS staffer here, and Dunn
was in Manila with NBC when the
Korean fighting began.

Others who have applied for
Army Dept, okay are Edward R.
Murrow (CBS), Robert Stewart
(Mutual), Charles O. and Eugene
S. Jones (NBC-TV), and Forrester
Mashbir and Sanford Spillman
from KSFO and KPIX-TV in San
Francisco.

Only American radio - and tele
reps in Tokyo at start of hostilities

were George Thomas Folster of
NBC and his tele cameraman,
Julius Zenier. None of the webs
maintained staffers in Korea.

Joint Anglo-Italian Pix
Production Setup Mulled

London, July 25,

Joint Anglo-Italian production

has been discussed at meetings in

London between producers of the

two countries. A small joint com-
mittee has been set up to study the
situation and make proposals to
overcome the practical difficulties.

They will also consult the labor
unions in both countries.

The producers also considered
ways and means of improving dis-
tribution of Italian pix In Britain
and British pix in Italy,

MEX FILM STRIKE IN

Mexico City, July 25.

Pie trade is breathing easily
again; With the last-minute nipping
(20) of a strike which the national
cinematographic industry workers
union (STIC) aimed against Mex-
ico’s' top studios, Churubiusco-'
Azteca, Tepeyac and Clasa, to en-
force demands for a 50% pay hike
and a 30-hour week for its mem-
bers, mostly technical and manual

Peace was made with a
wage boost only in a pact the
studios reps and STIC chiefs
signed before Minister of the In-

terior Adolfo Ruiz Cortines. Gov-
ernment has much coin in the pic
biz, reportedly more than $5,000,-

000. The strike, thrice put off, was
set for July 22,

VAN GOGH FOB WILCOX PIC
London, July 18.

The next Herbert Wilcox produc-
tion is to be based on the life of

Vincent Van Gogh with Trevor
Howard as the star.

Studio work, of course, will be in
Britain with exteriors' in the Van
Gogh country at Arles and Mont-
martre
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Paramonatf N* V.
Bob Chester Orch (15) with

Alan Foster; Rudy Cardenas, Fon-
tane Sisters (3 ) , Bobby Van, Louis
Jordan and Tympany 5 (6); “711

Ocean Drive'* (Cot), reviewed in

Variety July 19, *50.

Current bill at Paramount stacks
up as diverting entertainment
which will appeal to the youriger

mu M1AA' mivtltRAaudiences. There's a nice: mixture
here of experienced acts like

Louis Jordan and Bob Chester,
j

pieces selected. Ordinarily aq or-

a lively square dance giving the
show a strong curtain.

A newcomer to the Hall is maes-
tro Raymond Paige, who made his

debut with the MH Symph Thurs-
day (20). Paige is a good podium
personality. There’s a deal of vigor
in his batoning. His movements
make sense to the audience, but
more important is the fact that he
knows how to cater to mass tastes, j

His opening selection, a potpourri
of Rimsky-Korsakov compositions,
skims the colorful highlights of the

Roxy, N* Y.
Andrews Sisters,

,
Carol Lynne,

Boy Foy, Phil Romayne fc Terry
Brent

,
H. Leopold Spitalny's choral

ensemble line; Vic Schoen, musical
director; “Broken Arrow'* (20th-
Fox ), reviewed in Variety July
14, ’50.

With the Andrews Sisters top-
ping the bill with a new routine,
Roxy's current layout is loaded
with entertainment values. Adding
color, laughs and pace to the lush
ice show presentation in this house*
the sisters are displaying some
adroit showmanship in their an-
nual return to Broadway.

Completely, revamping their ma-
terial since they were last seen in
New York, the Andrews have a
fresh and surefire song-and-comedy
tUm. They open with a couple of
straight reprises of their current
Decca disclicks. “Piano Roll Blues”
and “1 Wanna Be Loved,” and take
off from there: on a sock series of
novelty numbers, standout being
“Hawaii.” Patti Andrews, as usual,
holds down the pivot spot with

arounT his waist ahd goes through i
a brace of entertaining acts, it’s

;

some standout vocal Solos and her

an excellent top-hat routine, all at j
singer Toni Arden who steals the | freewheeling body nio v erne n t

,

" ’ -
* show.. It’s been a rare event in re- I double-takes and gagging, Gals do
cent years in New York vauders i

some cute ribbing of television in

when a femme vocalist can really I Qne their tubes, but this must

era! effect is excellent, to win a capture art audience by just stand- !

be kidding On the. square .Since the

solid sendoff.
1 ing and singing, but Miss Arden I

visual impact of this team makes

- He's followed by the Fontane j does and and has them begging ,

them a natural for the new me-

Sisters <N-ew Aptsh who acquit
t

' Bov Fov’s routine is equally
ihemselve^nicely ^ in

^

jour .numbers.
I
solid in its genre. Foy has a classy

plus the youthful exuberance of chestral overture of this length
Rudy Cardenas, the Fontane Sis-

j
might have gotten scant attention

ters and Bobby Van. * but tunfes selected and interest

The Chester orch opens bill i from the podium get hefty re-

with a rousing “Stars and Stripes
j
sponse. Jose,

Forever.’’ Then. Chester brings on
Alan Foster, vocalist, for a couple

of ballads. Foster has a deep,
pleasant voice and shows poise

i;*piu»i9 n. v.
Sonny Dunham Orch (15), Lou

and re^traintr Goerover nicely- :%*£&> Toni Arte*, SUm Fisher,

oc’ unirenaT in ff.
rBett Wheeler Sc;. Sid Slate; . “Duch-Rudy

,
Cardenas

; css of Idaho" (M-G), reviewed in
gling routine keeps the audience

. VAnIEtY June 14 <50
gawking. Youngster juggles cock- - ’ ••

•’ '

tail shakers, throws balls behind
|

v -v , ... - _
his back into special pockets tied! While this bill, at the Capitol has

fill. V/AVVliVUb ~ ----- — 7
.

a breathtakirig pace.
.

Perhaps the

pace is too fast, since he does mis-

cue a couple of times. But geri-

FONTANE SISTERS (3)

Songs
n Mins.
Paramount, N. Y.

Hitherto restricted for the most
part to radio and recordings, the
Fontane Sisters now must contend
with the visual problems of sing-
ing before an audience.

Girls are on for four numbers
at the Paramount. As a vocal trio,

they’re good. They harmoriize nice-
ly, and solo parts are carried well.
At show caught, they sang two
pop ballads, a rhythmical version
of “Mississippi Mud” and an ex^
cellent version * Of the mice’s work
song in the film “Cinderella.” In
the latter, they show fine
tialities for humorous lyrics.

In the matter of movement, they
are a bit clumsy, arid lack of ade-
quate preparation is apparent.
However, they make a neat and
fresh 'appearance.
At present, they are ready for.

the vaude deluxers. With some
careful coaching on how to move,
and the preparation of some more
routines like the “Cinderella” bit,

they will be ready for the plushier
niteries. Chan,.

BERT WHEELER * SID SLATE
Comedy
15 Mins,
Capitol, N. Y.

Bert Wheeler teams with Sid
Slate for one of the staple com-
edy vehicles—the comedian being
heckled by partner, As such, the
two are excellent. Wheeler, with
hi£ plaintive, high-pitched voice, is

the perfect foil, Vhile Slate’s gruff
voice and demeanor convey the
heckler well.

But 15 minutes is a long time to
stretch what essentially is a simple
situation gag. And the actual ve-
hicle itself doesn't permit much in

the way of variation in the script.

So while the turn does produce its

quota of laughs, there are. gaps,

and the whole thing begins to get
tiresome after a few. minutes.

Tall, blonde, Sherry Shadbume
breaks the monotony for a couple
of minutes trying to render a vocal
that's constantly broken up by the
zanies. .

Chdh.

turn in Which he executes some in-

tricate juggling While riding on a
unicycle. Parlay of both skills in

Dancer Bobby’ Van tees with a l
and sharp rhythmic perception,

singing routine. Draws laughs She also has a
.
capacity for re-

with his impressions of Hollywood ; straint that almost completely ob-

personalities singing “It’s a Good viatcs the need for , showmanship a Smartly paced string of stunts
Day.” Then goes into his dancing, ;

by adding an intensely dramatic was notent audience imDact
impressing With a .carbon of :Ray

[
quality to her singing. V;./ I Re

P
st of the show is on ice- with

Bolger and displaying lots oi
j

Dressed in a neat gown, chirp
; Carol Lynne performing gracefully

energy and imagination in nis et-
j

does little in the way of movement
j

in a production number framed
fort to ape Fred_ Astaire, but none

. around the stage. She simply
J
around a Joharin Strauss waltz.>

line and overall
makes for rich e.ve-.

l ately, received, but “Bewitched” ( appeal.
Louis Jordan’s Tympany^ Five

; and an Italian lyric of “Sorrento” I Phil Romayne and Terry Brent
has been enlarged to six, but it

, both are sock. She swings into a ! round out the bill with ahother
doesn’t really make .any differ-

j fast “Keep on Smilin’,” and closes
; iceTborne number in which Miss

ence. If anything^ the unit^^is
; solidly with a dramatic “Tempta- Brent is tossed around in a series

. of difficult acrobatic twists. This

Bill is opened by Sonny Dun- routine, however, suffers slightly

ham’s instrumental version of

MARY MON TOY
Songs
7 Miiis.; One
Palace^ N; Y.

Oriental songstress has hefty
pipes and shoWmanly approach in
her song stanza. Teeing off with a ..neck-hold spins and general rough-
ballad, “This Can’t Be Love,” for house necessary for proper inter-
appreciable returns, she follows
with solid “Sorrento” arid winds
with selection from the opera,
Carmen,” latter giving her the best
opportunity for vocal calisthertics.

j escaDe attention of the gendarmes.
However,-some^improvement—iir^jbr' a sock^finish. TeartTrepiirediy

TAMARA & orloff
Dance
10 Mins.; Full
Palace, N. Y.

This terp twain offers a

dance routine, highlighted by an
Apache number that’s a sizzler for
speed and execution. Both are
talented i

work Avell together arid

hold audience via hazardous whirls.

pretation.

After supposedly strangling the
gal, male grabs up the limp form
for a death dance, presumably to

noisier and more enthusiastic than
r tion.”

ever in its encouragement of the

antics of its leader; Unit does

etandards like “Beware,” and adds
^ . .... LAAffS in IlfAA rt 1

from being in the same tempo as

a new boogie woogie
“Blue Light Boogie.”

number,
Jordan’s

baiting of the audience and mem-
bers of the band, his style of

vocalizing and his frenzied hoofing

may not be in the realm of pure

art, but they are showmanly.
Audience eats it up.

.

Chester, and band back acts

nicely. Chan .

Music Hall, !#•' V*
Russell Markert production,

«Town Topics,” With :
Sing Lee

Sings (3), Nip Nelson, June With-

ers, Mark Dawson, Corps de Ballet,

Rockettes, Singing Ensemble, Mu-
sic Hall Symphony directed by Ray-

mond Paige ; Settings, James
.

Stew-

art Morcom; lighting, Eugene
Braun; costumes, H. Rogge; ballet,

Florence Rogge; Rockettes ’ dances,

Russell Markert; singing ensemble
direction, Kay Holley. '‘The Men ’

(UA). reviewed .in Variety May
24,-50.

“Valencia.” Lou Wills, Jr., comes
j

Lynne’s number.
- A- J ' — ' ' *1 T * A A I a ' €_? l^i\] *>* «
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Radio City Music Hall displays

generally have runs that span some
sort of holiday, and some special

observance is mandatory. Current
session runs into a normal summer
period With no major celebration

in sight for some time, thus there’s

a semblance of normalcy in its

program.
Stanza is well-designed affair

with slick Music Hall routines and
studded with acts suitable to its

huge structure, It makes for light

and pleasant fare but needs faster

ensemble numbers to give a greater
semblance of variety.

Probably one of the more un-
usual facets noted in the past few
shows is the fact that the Rock-
ettes, one of the most highly-
trained precision groups, aren’t
getting the response they’ve been
accustomed to. Generally, once
that magnificent mass of cheese-
cake starts kicking its way toward
an audience, the mitting hits a high
crescendo. There’s been an absence
of such response of late even
though the routines continue up
to par.

The Corps .de Ballet work is as
eye-filling as ever. They’ve taken
a summery motif and surrounded
it with some good choreography
that produces excellent dance-de-
signs that merits applause. Probab-
ly some faster music than the
Kreisler medley employed might
have given stanza a faster start.

The Singing Ensemble scores in
aevsraLspots with a college medley
and other items in. pleasing har-
monies. June Winters and Mark
Dawson take solos effectively.
The outside turns are also assets.

Nip Nelson’s caricatures of radioS alities get their quota of
.. Sing Lee Sings’ troupe of

acrobats (New Acts) puts over an
assortment of tricks.
The lively finale is built around

• massive city-street setting with
A 'A .5. HJA « * A ;

On with some comic hoofing, then
does a fine impression of Ray Bol-
ger soft-shoeing “One in Love
With Amy,” His aping of Fred
Astaire isn’t too accurate, but his
closer, a combination soft-shoe

j

dance and aero routine, is strong.

Dunham then does a trumpet
impression of Randy Brooks and
Bunny Berrigan and a trombone
impression of Tommy Dorsey. The
impressions of Brooks and Dorsey
were close, but that of Berrigan
was way off.

Miss Arden is in the No. 2 spot,
and she’s followed by harmonicist
Stan Fisher. His “Slaughter oh
10th Avenue” and “Malaguena”
are strong, as are “Sugar Blues”
and “Tiger Rag.” “La Vie En Rose”
seems a poor choice for a theatre
audience, and “Roumanian Rhapi-
sody” as a closer extends his • stay
a bit too long.

Bert Wheeler, with Sid Slate
(New Acts), draw laughs fairly con-
sistently, but the entire routine
seems to consist of Slate’s baiting
of Wheeler. As such, it runs oyer
quite a bit more than it should and
tends to drag.
Dunham orch is good in backing

the acts. Chan.

H. Leopold Spitalny’s choral en-
semble and the pit orch under Vic
Schoen’s

.
baton give the show a

rich framework. Herm.

Steel Pier, A. C.
Atlantic City, July 19.

Buddy Rogers, Denise Darcel,
Bobby Sargent, the Lamberts, Hal
Sand dancers (10), Johnny McCon-
nell house orchestra; “T.arzan and
the Slave Girl” (RKO).

Buddy Rogers demonstrates ver-
satility as a musician, Denise Dar-
cel proves she is entertaining in
person, and Bobby Sargent shows
that he is a comic of ability at the
Steel Pier’s Music Hall this week;
Hal Sands Dancers open show

with neat tap-and-rubber balls rou-
tine, followed by Billie and Jean
Lambert, who feature the girl bal-
ancing the boy op her hands.

,

Bobby Sargent next with fine im-
personations of the Slovak miner,
the dumb inductee and Groucho
Marx are a surprise of the show.
He had to beg off.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, -July 23.

Martha Stewart & Blackburn
Twins, Jack Marshall, King Bros.,

Tanya , Naitto’s Dogs, Les Rhode
House Orch; “Secret Fury.”

Components of bill . on tap this

week make for good variety, with
applause meter hitting a high score
most of the way,

. In the Martha Stewart-Blackburn
Twins combo, the stubholders view
one of the more refreshing acts to

play here recently. Blackburns pur-
vey nifty hoofery, with “mirror”
dance a highlight. Miss Stewart
is an eye-appealing thrush whose
delivery fits her vocal style neatly.

When trio combine for their song
and dartce bits they really cook.
Their timely flag-waving lyric to

“Dearie” (pointing up Korean con-
flict) wins rousing applause;

Jack Marshall is also solid with
the stubholders via deadpan come-
dies. Character impreshes are
cleaner and holds them all the
way.

Naitto’s trained canines enliven,
proceedings, with pooches display-
ing varied line of tricks.

Violin stint of Tanya sets well.
Slick balancing Of King Bros, round
bill out in zingy fashion. Lary.

stage demeanor would improve her
impact, although she rwent over
well in the No, 2 spot here.

Edba.

exaggerated mugging and fine com-
edy dancing. Saxon holds up the
singing end capably. After a comic
entrance they do a\ harkback to

i
old Aaude days in hoked version

I of “By the Light of the Silvery
Moon.” Their skit on psychiatrists
needs perking up. Saxon sandwich-
es in a few vocals, whiie Herbert
breaks him up by parading back
and forth in grotesque masks. It
makes for plenty laughs and ap-

]
plause.
Midway in show Carl Sands orch

plays a medley of summer songs
with Smith Howard vocals for a
heat hand. Zabe.

has built up a rep in Latin-Aineri-

can theatres and niteries and
I should do equally well here.

Edba.

Oriental, Chi
Chicago, July 20.

Winter Sisters (3), Helene &
Howard, Tim Herbert & Don Sax-
on, Dick Contino, Carl Sands Orch;
“Crisis” (M-G).

Rogers picks it up, playing trom
bone number after few minutes of
patter to bring on the Sand dan-
cers, Rogers and Charles Bowen
play a nice double piano before he
brings on Denise Darcel. Blonde
looker, dressed in black strapless
evening-gown, sings four numbers,
“If I Could Say to You in. English
What I Think of You in French,”
“La Vie en Rose,” “C’est Si Bon,”
and “Chattanoogie Choo . Choo,”
the first and last in English. She’s
also in the current film,, Rogers
wraps it up, hopping among Mc-
Connell musicians to play drumsT
piano* reeds, bass, and winding up
with accordion. Show nicely bal-
anced and above par for this house.

Walk,

Although current show is strict-

ly a routine vauder, it makes
one concession to name value in
Dick Con lino, accordionist. Hand-
some lad has been doing a single
for the past $ew months, dropping
his former unit. Working solo,
minus former extraneous chores,
he seems more relaxed and
groovey. Teeing off with own boo-
gie number, he follows with an-

! other fastie, “Mombo Jombo,” well

ft A S. i tv -i :. A

suited for nimble keying. For
change of pace he pulls all stops
on “Bewitched.” However, his big-
gest applause getters are “Marie”
in which he doubles on the vocal
and flashy “Lady of Spain” for sock
closer.

Winter Sisters open neatly with
their acrobatic flips and dancing^
Blonde trio are fast and . do some

good unison work to give the show
pace. Helene and Howard click in
satirical ballroomology. The maul-
ing of male by femmo is still a
laugh-getter. The Charleston, donem slow motion, with flicker light-
ing, is another standout routine.
Tim Herbert and Don Saxon Is

another singi r and comedian team.
Herbert has a lot to offer with his

jii: .J ^ t*.

Palace9 xY.Y.
Pat Rooney, Sr., Joe Morris &

Susan North, Stump & Stumpy,
Jacques Cordon, Roy Benson, Mary
Mon Toy, Taniara & Orloff, Yonely,
Don Albert -roh; “Peggy” (U-I),
reviewed in Variety June 14, 50.

There’s' plenty solid variety in
the Palace’s current lineup, the
eight-act layout comprising four
repeaters and similar number of
turns making their initial bids for
Broadway favor. Among the latter
are Yonely, Parisian musical
clowri, making his U. S. debut;
Jacques Cordon, unicyclist-juggler;
Mary Mon Toy, Oriental songstress,
and Tamara and Orlpff, terp

j

twain. • All are reviewed under
New Acts. However, the mixture
of old and new makes for a well-
paced show that provides a wide
range of diversifying entertain-
rnent.

Among the repeaters, Pat
Rooney,. Sr., in his third appear-
ance since the house revived
vaude a year ago, fares best and
practically cops the show in the
closing spot. The v0 hoofer,
rounding out a half-century in
show biz, gets a rousing reception
from his walk-on and holds them
throughout. His slick waltz-clog
to “Good Old Trolley Ride” in-
stead of “Daughter of Rosie
O’Grady” is boff as ever apd his
impression of Joe Frisco’s “hot-
stove” shuffle dance, uncanriingly
authentic; is another potent ap-
plause getter. Spacing hoofery
with a few gags, he essays an
Irish reel to “Irish Washerwoman”
to bring down the house.
Preceding Rooney, Joe Morris

and Susan North win chuckles in
a reprise of the old Morris &
Campbell act, with Morris stoog-
ing in an upper box to heckle his
glamorous partner for neat re-
turns. Roy: Benson, comedy
magico does neatly with his
bafflers; mainly the stick and salt
tricks for maximum returns.
Stump and Stumpy, male Negro
comedy team, win plaudits with
their hoofing and clownantics.
While some of their gab seems no
longer fresh through continuous
usage arid frequent appearances
in Broadway stands they’re still
sock as ever. Don Albert’s house
orch backgrounds in superb style.

Edba.

yonely
Musical
9 Mins.; One
Palace, N. Y*

Yonely is a French import mak-
ing his U. S. bow here. Effecting

clown makeup and garishly garbed,
he pantos through a succession of

musical selections on toy fiddle and
trombone and then switches to reg-

ular-sized violin for legit playing.

Both segments are handled wel 1 for
laughs and applause.

Outlandish garb provokes laughs
from walk-on and accounts for the

ill-fit, since that’s where he se-

cretes the instruments. In addi-

tion comic gives out with nice turn
on miniature squeezebox for neat
palming. He’s okay for family
vauders, Some niteries and tele.

Edba.

SING LEE SINGS (3)

Aero
9 Mins.
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.

Oriental troupe comprising two
lads and a girl are accomplished
aero workers and tumblers, with
some juggling for good measure.
They’ve obviously been around for.

some time, but have escaped at-

tention of Variety's New Acts file.

Many of their tricks are stand-
ard. They open with the waving
of silk-streamers, perform some
tumbling and hand-to-handihg and
finale wherein one of the members
builds up a line of chairs for hand-
standing. It makes a good peg
for applause.

Act is good for any sight me*
dium. Jo$e.

JACQUES CORDON
Juggling Unicyclist
7 Mins.;. One
Palace, N. Y.

Jacques Cordon essays a slick
juggling turn atop a unicycle. Set-
up is similar to that of Boy Foy,
with exception that Cordon’s one-
wheeler is perched on a table for
more showy effect.

After . a rope-jumping bit, lad
segues into a routine of standard
tricks with balls, sticks and sundry
other items, at the same time; do-
ing some neat balancing feats that:

are breathtaking.
As constituted, act is okay for

Vauders, mass niteries and tele.

Edba.

Heavy Advance Sale For
Atlantic City Pageant

Atlantic City, July 25. *

Advance sale of tickets for forth-
coming Miss America Pageant is

above last year, with approximate-
ly 20% of the house, all the choi-

!

cest seats, already gone.
I

Leriore Slaughter, director of the
i big event, staged in the main aitdi*

torium of Convention Hall the
week after Labor day, put tickets
on sale early in the spring as

l orders poured in.
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Collier’s Time 'Profile*

Collier’s is about set to publish
(in five installments) a ’’profile’* of
Time, Inc. This, project has been
held up several times for rewrite

and now is said to consist prepon-
derantly of direct Quotations from
Time. Until the text is actually

available nobody knows how tough
the series is, but magazine men un-
derstood sortie time back that it

was plenty rough. Lawyers for Col-
lier’s have had their say and so
have others connected with man-
agement who argued: ’’why buy a
feud?” :

. Editor Lou Rupple reportedly
remained adamant, although meet-
ing most of the Objections via the
rev/rite route. Rupple is riding
high at Collier’s just now because
of circulation and advertising
jumping under hypo of his city-

desk style of editing a magazine.

in-chief of Mademoiselle, flew to

Paris Saturday (22) for the fall and
winter Paris fashion showings.
Andy Rooney, former Stars and

Stripes staffer and now a writer
for Arthur Godfrey, is ghosting the
CBS personality’s blog for Double-
day.
Tome written by convicts in an

American prison, ’’Dictionary of
American Underworld Lingo,” will
be published by Twayne on Aug.
15. It was penned under the di-

rection of the prison chaplain.

Warren P. Munsell, Jr., com-
pany manager of .; ’’Detective
Story,” and freelance mag writer
Bruce Bliven, Jr., collabed on a
showbiz piece for the current
Esquire tagged “The Golden Agei

of the Spectacle.” Yarn describes
! American showmanship’s ’’eight

all-time triumphs.”

Sheep-Sitter
Switch on babysitting was politi-

cal commentator Waverly Root’s
request to the Lake Tarleton Club,
Pike, N.H., to provide him with a
sheepsitter on his farm at Chelsea,
Vt., which is 35 miles away.

Boniface Walter Jacobs sent over
a bellhop to keep the ewes and
rains company while Root deliver-
ed a lecture at the Tarleton Club.

S & $’ Show Biz Books
Flock of show biz items on Simon

& Schuster’s fall list includes a re-
vised edition of “Men of Music;” by
Wallace Brockway and Herbert
Weinstock; “The Rodgers and Hart
Songbook,” edited by Richard
Rodgers, with a preface by Oscar
Itammerstein 2d, due in November;
’’Concerto Themes,” by Raymond
Burrows and Bessie C, Redmond,
a companion volume to their “Sym-
phony Themes”; an anthology of
Reader’s Digest wit and humor,
titled “Fun Fare” edited Jby the
Reader’s Digest editors; and
“Vienna’s Golden Years of Music;
1850-1900,” by Eduard Hanslick,
translated and edited by Henry
Pleasants 3d.
Ed Stasheff and Rudy Bretz,

both NBC and Television Work-
shop practitioners, have collabed
on “The Television Program: Its

Writing, Direction and Produc-
tion,” which Wyn will publish late
in the fall.

Bobbs-Merrill bringing out John
T7 McCutcheon’s “Drawing From
Memory,” the autobiog of the dean
of American cartoonists. Same
pub issuing Niccolo de Quat-
irociocchi’s “Love and Dishes”;
lie’* the bonifaci of El Borracho.

Continued from page 3

Hal Block’s ’Funniest Lines*
Radio-TV writer Hal Block has

sold a piece to Colliers on “fun-
niest lines” as recalled by the
nation’s top comedians. —
Among comics contacted for the

article are Bob Hope, Milton Berle,
Eddie Cantor, George Burns arid

Fred Allen. Article is tentatively
slated for the Sept. 16 issue.

New Digest-Size Mag
Phillip Andrews, editor and

publisher of the travel mag, Globe,
is bringing out a 10c digest-size
mag, Flash. Slightly larger than
Quick, mag will feature topical
picture stories. First issue is

dated September.
Martin Snyder will be amuse-

ment editor.

Realtor’s Western
Lou Horiig, head of the real

estate department of the Fox Mid-
west Amusement Corp., Kansas
City, is taking a literary fling with
a book to be published this fall.

Volume will include history,
research, anecdotes and incidents
about old Westport, the pioneer
town which was at the head of
The Santa Fe trail and is now a
mart of Kansas City. Honig has
titled the tome “Westport—Gate-
way to the Early West.”

Ireland Revokes Bans
Ban on “Hunger of the Heart”

by Rearden Conner, “Who Was
James Carey?” by Neill Bell, and
“In a Harbour Green” by Benedict
Kieiy, has been revoked by Irish
Censorship of Publications Appeals
Board.
Board has also lifted ban on

English periodical, Home Notes,
published by C. Arthur Pearson
group.

deals over with them when *• Cy-
rano” winds up.

Kramer is committed to deliver

one more to UA following “Cy-
rano.” It will probably bd ’’The

Children,” which will go’ into pro-

duction late in the year to com-
plete

:
his five-picture deal. Mean-

time, Mary Pickford, UA v.p., has
requested that Kramer make no
distribution commitment With any
other company until he talks with,

execs in UA’s new regime. Board
chairman Paul V. McNutt, prexy
Frank L. McNamee and secretary

Max'* Kravetz are expected on the
Coast in a couple weeks.

It was reported during the past

week that the Kramer unit would
go over to Paramount on the same
basis as the Hal Wallis-Joseph Ha-
zen setup. Thatwould give him pro-

duction autonomy, plus financing1

and distribution.
•-O''
Kramer denied that he has held

any discussions with Paramount,

j

It is believed, however, that Lew
Wasserman, MCA prez, is working
on such a deal and will present
it to Kramer when the time is ripe.

Producer, who was recently mar-
ried, has been planning to go to

Europe in September or October,
following the windup of “Cyrano.”
It would be a Combined honeymoon
and public relations move on be-

half of “The Men,” current pic,

which will be going into release

in England about that time. How-
ever, upset condition at UA and
the number of new, deals that are

being thrown at him has Kramer
uncertain as to whether he’ll be
able to go abroad until his plans
are more settled.

While
,
he’s unwilling to close his

ears to any* proposition offered

(they’ve included a chance at be-

ing production topper on a major
lot), Kramer’s preference is to

keep his unit intact and turn out
about five pix every two years.

He’s been making three in two
years, which is not quite economi-
cal to keep his staff employed full

time.

Demand for Kramer’s services Is

based on success of his “Cham-
pion,” “Home of the Brave” and
expectancy on “The Men,” which
preemed at the Music Hall, N. Y.,

last week.

Still on the Hook
While none of the recent *nr

ti-trust suits filed against Para*

mount along with other major

companies names the United

Paramount . chain specifically

as a defendant, that, circuit as

Well as other affiliated circuits

which may be divorced in the
future under the Government
decree are on the hook for po-

tential damages arising any
time in the pre-divorce period.

In the case of Par, suits filed

lately do not make mention of

divorcement. These actions all

name the old company, Para-
rrfount Pictures, Inc., which
was dissolved at the end of
•1949.

Par’s v
reorganization plan,

which sets forth relations of
the two new companies specifi-

cally provides that UP will

bear half the costs arid dam-
ages, regardless

.
of who is

named a defendant. This pro-
viso will undoubtedly be the
pattern for similar agreements
between other parent film com-
panies and their separated chs
cuits.

Continued from, page 7

of settlements and trials. Damage
claims are well oyer $200,000,000:

Biggest damages in the last covey
of suits is sought by Victoria Amus.
Corp. of Lawrence, Mass. Victoria

demands $3,000,000 treble damages
in an action brought in the federal

district court in Boston. Plaintiff’s

theatre is the State in Lawrence.
Besides the eight majors, Republic,
Monogram and Eagle Lion are

named as defendants.

In the federal" district court.

Miami, Albert Poliak, Aaron H.

and Beatrice Courshon, as trustees

of the Parkway theatre, slapped a

$1,009,500 suit against the eight

majors. Suing for claimed monop-
oly practices from 1938-1943, plain-,

tiffs contend they were forced to

sell out to the Wometco circuit be-

cause of an inability to obtain
product on reasonable run and
clearance.

Third action filed this week was
brought in the federal court, Pitts-

burgh, for $600,000 damages
against all majors but Universal.
Named as additional defendants
were Penn-Federal Corp. and the
Warner Bros, circuit. Action by
Thomas A, and Flora, M. Gilbert
asserted that plaintiffs were
forced to sell out to Warners be-
cause of “long and oppressive
clearances” and “undue prefer-
ences.”
^Current battle over drive-ins and
their status in the industry was
also the basis for an action.
McConnell Read Corp,, operator of
North Drive-In theatre, Cicero,
N. Y., filed action in Albany for
$225,000 in treble balm. Named in
the suit were the eight majors, Re-
public, Film Classics and Eagle
Lion. Suit charged defendants with
giving an unfair product break to
Kallet theatres which operates the
Regent, Syracuse, and Kallet
Drive-In, Camillus, N. Y.

CHATTER
Profile of jClark Gable, “What

Keeps Gable Clicking,” in August
issue of Coronet,
Warners “Three Secrets” will be

printed by Good Housekeeping
mag as a two-part serial* starting
in August.
Alan F. Pater, president of

Vantage Press, opened offices in

Hollywood, with Laura Saunders
a* West Coast representative.
Betsy Talbot Blackwell, editor-

Tri-Dimension
Continued from page 3

Continued from. page. 4

rama, Schwartz is less optimistic.

Since the Vitarama technique
(backed by Rockefeller money) re-

quires three projectors and a
curved screen, Schwartz believes
that it would not be suitable for
the ordinary theatre, Polaroid
process requires spectators to use
special glasses reminiscent of
three-dimensional stunts pulled by
theatres many years ago.

Pioneer pic will be produced by
Lester Cowan, who is also a vee-
pee of the new company. First
film, labelled “The Customer’s Al-
ways Right,” goes into production
by the end of August. If it comes
up with the right results, exhibs
plan a series of sequels. Film is

figured as costing under $600,000.

According to reports, almost all

majors as well as a number of
laboratories are currently experi-
menting with tri-dimensional tech-
niques. No one has yet found the
answer in the form of a simple
method useable without added ap-
paratus such as glasses, industry-
ites say.

,

promptly accepted would bar the

use of frozen coin for the purchase
of theatres. This switch never

presented any great problem, since

none of the companies had tangible

plans in that direction. Argen-
tinians feared that theatre-buying

activities would artificially jack up
the price on houses,

There is hope that the affirma-
tive vote will lead to an early ^re-

sumption of pix shipments. The
pact has been inoperative, although
Dr. Ramon Cereijo, Argentine
financial minister, okayed the draft
several months ago when he was
visiting this country. Film execs,
however, are not prone to regard
any deal as set until a formal ink-
ing has been put through,
Argentine has no trade treaty

with either Britain or Italy. It
feared that British or Italian pix
would come into the country with
American distribution labels,
thereby skirting the ban placed
against films originating from these
vorboten sources. Since the U. S.
film deal grants an overall license
to all pix channeled through Amer-
ican distribs there would have been
no government barrier to block
non-U. S. pix,

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
**********

*
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By Frank Scully »+>«

*

** ***

Dogtown, July 21.
Though among the first of irate citizens to demand that democracy

vindicate its claims to courage, fair play and superiority over other
forms of government by firing all the top hats arid brass buttons that
came up with wrong answers in Korea, J’iri riot so sure now that our
leaders were as stupid as score would indicate. Even the best brains
can’t always foresee certain developments before they arise.
As proof of this, at the present : moment I am reeling and writhing

in a bed, under which is a French poodle and a litter of newborn
puppies. Their mother started deliveries about 4:30 a.m. and com-
pleted her amazing iriission by the time Kate Smith came over the
mountain, which on the Coast is 9 a.m.
We never planned it this way at all. Like Geri. Douglas A. Mac-

Arthur, I consider this an outrage if not close to giving aid and comfort
to the enemy. This bitch knew tend I use the word in its technical
rather than its indignant sense)-^she knew we had everything planned
for her to have her coming out party in a lying-inn under a nectarine
tree in the garden. This was ;neither imperialism nor paternalism on
our part. I realize that, to a French poodle with a love of liberty run-
ning back hundreds of years, the sight of adults building a wired eri-

ciosure and .pounding fence posts might have seemed anti-American,
but “protective custody” is not peculiar to totalitarians alone.
Of course she saw what we were doing. She must have seen, too,

that \ye worked hard getting the stockade in shape for her and her
expected event. Figuring she might havq more than one puppy, we
replaced a small dog house with one made , of an old desk of mine.
Sylvia, Joan, her friend, Pat and I sweated and tugged to get every-
thing ready for the displaced pups. But nine is certainly coming oyer
in strength.

~

'

A Litter For Walker
I remember Jimmy Walker once writing me that he had been offered

a stateroom “with 10 berths.” “That’s not a stateroom,” I wired, “that’s

a litter!”

Little did I think the levity would come home one day and haunt me
—right under my own bed.
Somehow Candy had got out d? her wired enclosure in the garden,

slipped into the house, climbed the stairs arid quietly let me have the
facts of life firsthand.
The first I knew of What was going on was, when I breathed a pe-

culiar odor like a combination of salty marsh grass, drie*d codfish and
live grasshoppers, followed by a high-pitched complaint that could
have been a cat, a banshee or some Sinatra from Sumatra trying to

avoid a call from his draft board.
I was so full of sciatica and sal hepatica at the time that I couldn’t

have moved beyond the 38th parallel if I tried. I looked under the

j

bed rind saw the first pup hightailing toward the hall. I called for
L .

help. Soon Scullywags were all over the place. Some were laughing.
Some were saying, “A typical Scully production—4 a.m. and probably
all girls.” Others were trying to assist at the well-spaced aecouche-
ments, only to .learn that French poodles don’t need outside interfer-
ence. In fact they do everything, even to cleaning up aftpr it’s all

over, thereby leaving no trace of the labors, which is certainly more
than can be said for their masters at any age.
The real name of the mother of this amazing litter is not Candy, but

Tourmaline Candide. The father is Tony, owned by Sonny Tufts. This
is a rare mating, as both are all-brown, and all-brown poodles are nearly
as hard to find as all-white Russians in Shanghai.
They don’t get into the papers as often as Lassie, or Daisy, or Asta,

or Corky, or Banjo, or Beans, because they never went to the American
School for Dogs. In fact being descended from the court of the Kings
of France, they are all privately tutored and start with PhlD’s. <Dogs
of Philosophy.) From there they work up to the best of all breeds.

People think the mother of
.
these puppies is the famed Tina, but the

fact is Tina died several months ago. This Candy is not her puppy but
is related to her in a thoroughbred way. When it became obvious that
Tina was too old to have puppies, though she still could outrace, out-
swim and outsmart everything from wild ducks to jackrabbits at the
human equivalent of 75 years of age, we bought a brown poodle puppy
and persuaded Tina she had suffered from amnesia one indiscreet night
and that Candy Was the result.

Synthetic motherhood being about as common as the prewar model
around Hollywood, Tina took to raising Candy as if nature had planned
it that way. They grew to look like twins. Indeed it was hard for
people of the boulevard to say for sure which one had the Toni.
But Candy never quite absorbed Tina’s brains—her skill at catching

a ball over the shoulder like a Notre Dame end catching a pass, her
ability to pick all utility positions on a baseball team, or her ability to
pick up a spare meal in a goldfish pond or a chicken-run and leave
practically no trace of the larceny.

I say “practically no trace” for she never quite swallowed all the
white feathers of a leghorn. As a result, many persons thought that
she was a special breed of poodle—all brown with a white moustache.
Candy lacked another oddity of Tina’s in that she showed no interest

whatsoever in dachshunds. Tina was known to have enamored a tied-
up male dachshund. As this was before fraternization and the French-
German reapproachment in the Saar Valley, Tina’s interracial toler-
ance was looked upon as a public scandal.

Candy’s Nutria Nine Now Booking
It must have occurred to Candy that While she could never play ball

with the skill and speed of Tina, she might overcome this by the* force
of numbers. So she developed a full team. It will probably be called
Candy’s Nutria Ninewhen playing the Gopher Circuit next season.
One of the players will of course have to be on loan from Sonny

Tufts, as the ground rule is that the owner of the sire has first choice
of the litter. This ground rule can be waived for a fee, but since the.
fee is $50, the Scully Circus prefers to pay it out in pounds of flesh.

It’s quite possible, too, that the kids may decide to break up the team
and sell their pieces in the syndicate. Pups like these are worth from
$100 to a G. Not one has any white splashes or other coloring. All
are as brown as a guy named Joe E. They probably will grow full
size, though a loveable runt is usual in a large litter/ If one shows up,
I’m claiming him.

Only a few days before this Dionnean debacle, Rudy Vallee came to -.

luncli with a. miniature poodle of his called Mr. Pom, We invited
Vallee, but not the dog,..which proceeded to leap on chairs, tables and
people and turn, the living room into a Greyhound bus depot restroom.
.1 look to Candy’s raising her brood on the outdoor type. Whether
she will raise them, to be a ball team depends on how their masters stick
together. One part-owner, Sylvia, 16, thinks she will sell out her inter-
est to help get enough money to go to Europe next summer. Pat wants
to sell hers for college funds. Nonny wants to keep hers, and the Skip-
per in tar off Norway has not been consulted as yet.

— s for Moreen, she, in her fifth big week, is nevertheless too small
to protest a deal being cooked up before her very eyes. The deal is
that after one puppy goes to the Tufts there will only be two puppies
for each kid, leaving Moreen in the cold completely. She’s already
being told, Your, turn will come later.”

Anyway we look at it, it’s a dog’s life, not only for dogfaces and their
dogtags but the rest of us. Few of us will know life in such idyllic
terms as Candy—-the French poo lie that had more witnesses to her
accouchements than an empress had in the days before the French
Hevoiution. Only this morning Sylvia said, “I’ve made too much form-
ula for the puppies; Do you want what’s left for the baby?” See what
1 mean?
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He gives the scene its heartbeat...

THIS meeting of mother and child is no
make-believe—not to the movie-goers!

To them, it is as real as life itself,

thanks to the director of the picture.

Through his perceptive handling of ac-

tion, dialogue, and camera, he has given

the scene its human touch, its heartbeat

. . . made the audience feel its warmth, its

mood—and live the moment, one with

the personalities on the screen.

And this achievement is the mark of

his mastery of the dramatic; the gauge of

his creative contribution to the motion
picture art.

But if such artistry is to have full ex-

pression, the director must have the as-

sistance of film that gives him ample
freedom to achieve the effects he desires;

This freedom he finds in the family of

Eastman motion picture films.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS
FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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Following last monthV decision of the U. S. tax court in Washington
in ruling that proceeds from a sale of a play pr story to films is taxable
as ordinary incoirie rather than representing capital gains, N. Y. federal
court recently handed down a ruling that takes a different $Jant on
similar situations. Case was that of Misbourne Pictures, Ltd./ where
world rights to certain films were relinquished except in British terri-

tory and Australia.
Washington’s tax court’s decision, showbiz CPA J. S. Seidman points

out, also held that disposition of film rights is a sale for tax purposes,
Involved in the decision was Joseph A. Fields,; who co-authored '‘My
Sister Eileen” and subsequently received $35,181 as his share after
Columbia' Pictures bought the play. Tribunal noted that picture rights
weren’t property used in Fields’ trade or business but were properties
hold primarily for sale.

Misbourne Pictures case, Seidman observes, holds that there is no
sale, but a * royalty arrangement where certain territorial rights are
reserved. In its ruling, the N Y. federal court decided that the buyer
acquired possession of the original negative, cut-outs and sound track.
4 Nevertheless, ’’ says Seidman, “because of the retention by tlie seller of
the British territory and Australian rights, the amount the seller re-

ceived^ was held to be a royalty ahd not a sale. Royalties are taxable
in full, whereas the proceeds of a sale can, under some circumstances,
qualify as a Capital gain.”

Jerry Finkelstein, chairman Of the New York City Planning Commis-
sion, wants to spot enough garages and parking areas throughout the
entire theatrical district so that going to the theatre will be a delight,

not a chore. With that in mind he is carrying on a campaign among
builders and parking place operators to provide garages and parking
areas throughout the theatrical district. His campaign thus far has re-

sulted in an application for a 600-car garage pn the old Hippodrome
theatre, site on Ave. of the Americas; This will be a sub-surface garage
to employ the old sub-cellars of the Hippodrome theatre not demolished
When the theatre was razed. Another garage application generated
by Commissioner Finkelstein is a new three-story structure taking in

West 51st and 52nd sis. between 6th and 7th avenues, one. of the
first garages planned for construction lor the theatrical district in some
years. The commissipher figures that the turnover in this 214-car
garage will take about: 600 cars oft the streets every day. He is listen-

ing to anyone with a parking space or garage idea for the theatrical
district.

‘The Jackie Robinson Story,” Eagle Lion’s filmization of the Dodgers’
Negro second sacker, is currently getting wide bookings in Dixie with-
out any rumblings over its pro-racial tolerance implications. Pie’s re-

ception in the south illustrates again, as did "Pinky” and "Home of the
Brave,” that a film friendly to the Negro cause is a safe, bet in almost
any situation below the Mason & Dixon line. Point is more so in the
"Robinson” pic since it dramatizes the fight for the acceptance of Negro
ballplayers in big league baseball. Film played in Atlanta without
censorship action and is now waiting a ruling in Memphis front Claude
Binford, local censor. Besides Georgia, it has been shown in Mississippi,
Tennessee and the Carol inas. Film, moreover, has done solid business
in a number of southern towns.

4 ENGINE DOUGLAS DC-4S
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Round
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Plu» Tan

NORTH AMERICAN

AIRLINES
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Continued from page 11

both geographical representation
and small-and-large theatre opera-
tions will be fairly proportioned.
Five major film companies, all of
which have joined NETTC, will be
assured Of representation as well

as each theatre group partici-

pating. Rotus Harvey, of the Pa-
cific Coast Independent Theatre
Owners Assn.; Leo Brecher, head
of Metropolitan Theatre Owners of

New York, and Harry Brandf. prez
of Independent Theatre Owners
Assn., are slated for election.

Understood that efforts will be
made by Walker and others to in-

duce National Allied to change its

stance on theatre TV in the light

of a recent letter by Wayne Coy,

.
FCC chairman. Letter, written in

an exchange of correspondence
with Sullivan, indicates that the
FCC will not go for the broad
range . of channels asked by Allied.

Indications are that no real push
will be staged by NETTC to ob-
tain Allied membership unless the
group first, drops its demands for
wide channelling. Allied is the
only big org which so far is re-

maining out of the NETTC.

with a long siege of pneumonia,
and McNutt was about to shove off
again for a trip around the world.
But McNutt already had the wheels
grinding. In the interior, however,
Kravetz, who .will be 56 shortly,
was out of cash. He figures he
spent a total of $34,000 putting the
UA deal together. Miss Pickford,
alijhough she didn’t have too much
fjflntaUL the McNutt ' negotiations,
advances him coin then and at va-
rious times to live on. Her part-
ner, Charles Chaplin, on the other
hand, was completely cold to Kra-
vetz. Kravetz was never able to
meet him until the McNutt financ-
ing wag' pretty much in the bag
and he had to see Chaplin to sell

him the idea—Which he did with
the aid 0f Miss Pickford;

It was only a short time after
McNutt returned from his trip that
he had the financing set, and he
and Kravetz went to the Coast to
meet Chaplin and Miss Pickford
for the finale. At that time McNutt
recalled that his deputy as War
Manpower Commissioner, Frank L.
McNamee, had been in the film
business, and McNamee was sent
for from the Coast to become prez
of the new setup;

Push EL To Got Break
Cofitimic;d from page 7

i-.-;

Stenchers Empty Theatre
Chicago, July 25.

Stench bombs touted 80 persons
from an indie-operated theatre at
the Chicago Fair Sunday (23).

Police said the bomb - throwing
was the work of goons as a re-
prisal to the employment of a non-
union projectionist.

$57,500 to FC. Kaufman claims
that that is unreasonably small.

EL is not doing any new selling

on FC product, since it feels it has
no legal right to do so. It is mere-
ly servicing the contracts already
sold by FC. Since EL has no con-
tract with the producers who own
the FC pix, it figures that they
might squawk at any of the rental

deals it would make and it might
be in for a law suit.

Before EL can ink pacts with
any of the owners of the films, they
must be free of their FC commit-
ments. That requires them to

formally Write to FC, informing it

that it has defaulted and the pic

is being taken away from it. Pro-
ducers could legally do that, since
their contracts with FC have
clauses that declare the company
in default if an assignment to cred-
itors is made by the court, as has
been done.
Only owner of FC films that has

done thatsis Realart. FC was han-
dling a flock of its reissues. Fol-
lowing formal notification to FC, it

signatured a new pact with"EL;
Holding up the merger of the

two distribs is the alleged inability

of FC topper Joseph Bernard to

deliver eight unreleased pix for

which FC held distribution con-
tracts. Owners of four of the films

are said to be withholding permis-

|

sion for Bernhard to reassign their

i
pacts to the new company, Eagle

i
Lion Classics, that was to have

\
been set up. >

|
EL is expected to get most or

l all of the eight new films, whether

|

via FC or directly. There have
! been rumblings of law suits against
producers by FC if the pix go any-
where else and it is believed that
other companies won’t want to take
chances of getting in the middle.

Bernhard issued a press release
last week in which it was said
he “expressed sharp irritation oyer
published reports that Filin.

Classics had failed to live up to its

end of the deal that was to bring
about the merger of Film Classics
and Eagle Lion.” He was quoted
as stating: “The battle for fair and
just treatment should not be fought
in the press. Film Classics will

continue its course of compelling a
proper arrangement between the
two companies through whatever
phases may be necessary until the
existing inequities have been elimi-
nated. The assignee of Film
Classics undoubtedly will use the
degree of forcefulness required.”
Statement was interpreted in

some circles as hinting a possible
law suit against EL if the merger
is not consummated.

FOR STUDIOS EVERYWHERE...

RECORDING
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WESTREX PORTABLE
MAGNETIC RECORDER RA 1231 RECORDER WITH

AUTOMATIC RECORDER CONTROL

Westrex now offers to studios complete equipment

for photographic, magnetic and diskrecording.

With the new Westrex magneti? recording system,

all original recording is done magnetically, making
immediate playback possible. Magnetic film, used

for editing and cutting, can be erased and re-used.

RE-RECORDING

Western electric
RE-RECORDER

A complete line

of Westrex and
Western Elec-
tric re-recorders

provides facili-

ties for 16 and 35 mm, 100
mil standard, 100 mil and
200 mil push-pulL photo-
graphic recordings, and for
magnetic recordings.

RE-RECORDING AND
SCORING CONSOH

Re-recording and scoring
consoles are Offered irv

standard sizes and types
as well as in special de-
signs for the requirements
of individual studios.

. . . FOR THEATRES OUTSIDE U.S.A. AND CANADA
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had introduced him to a number of

Wall Streeteks, but Tie soon discov-

ered that most of them had already

been approached bv former UA
exec v p. Arthur W. Kelly and
others interested in obtaining

financing for the company. They
knew more about the deal than he
did,. Kravetz soon discovered, and
he gave up that tack as pointless.

As a matter of fact, at the moment
he was pretty discouraged.

A few days later McNutt phoned
him in New York. He asked him
to come down to his office on a

Saturday afternoon when they

could just sit and talk. The conver-

sation was briefly about steel. Then
McNutt asked about this United
Artists business. He said it kind

of intrigued him. kravetz went
through his story. McNutt said, he

was about to take off for a Latin

American tour and he’d think about

it. Seven weeks later, in March,
Kravetz cabled McNutt in South
America that other deals were, get-

ting hot and they’d have to hurry,

McNutt cut his\trip short by a week
and became active in lining up
financing, following a meeting that

Kravetz arranged with co-owner
Mary Pickford.

Shortly after Kravetz came down

LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS

*iL*

Westrex Master, Advanced" and
Standard Sound Systems, all using

Western Electric Hydro Flutter

Suppressors in their sound heads,

meet the requirements of every

theatre, large or small.

For maximum flexibility, Westrex

amplifiers are available in power
ranges from 15 to 100 watts. All

give clear undistorted reproduction

even when operated at full capacity.

Westrex backstage systems for

theatres and studio review rooms of

every size use the world-famous

Western Electric loudspeakers;.

These .systems range from single

Unit systems to large multiple unit

installations.

Westrex also offers a complete lihe

of projection equipment, theatre

supplies and accessories.

Rosoarcb, Distribution and for tho Motion Picture Industry

Westrex Corporation
111 EIGHTH AVENUE, NEW YORK II, N. v

HCU.YWCOD division 4
4
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Clips from Film Row

NEW YORK
. Ben Kaufman has been taken on

by Metro as the major’s field ex-

ploiteer In the Albany-Buffalo ter-

ritory. Kaufman formerly held
similar jobs with both Universal

and United Artists, Exploiteer will

work under Dan S. Terrell, exploi-

tation chief.

Among changes in managerial
setup disclosed last week by RKO
Theatres Chief Sol Schwartz was
the naming of Russell Emde as out-

of-town division manager for the

eastern sector. Headquartering in

New York, he’ll supervise the New-
ark, Cleveland,' Syracuse and Roch-
ester areas. With RKO for the past

22 years, Emde had been in charge
of RKO New York and Westchester
theatres for years. Another switch

was that of Joseph Alexander, who
becomes division manager of RKO
Theatres in Cincinnati, Dayton and
Columbus. Long with the circuit,

he previously was assistant Ohio
division manager.

. Harry E. Rosenquest, vet Warner
Bros. . theatre exec, named film

buyer for New Jersey zone for
Harry Kalmine, Warner theatre
prexy.

Irving Drutman, foreign film
publicist, handling special bally-

hoo campaign for Lopert Films’
new Italian import, “Difficult

Years.”

towns. Did $3,000 in four days at

little Fairmont, Minn,
North Central Allied still plead-

ing in vain for exhibitor affidavits

to back up charges that some dis-

tributors are forcing pictures in

violation orthe consent decree.

CHICAGO
Burglars who ransacked Film&ck

Trailers June 3, seized by police
Thursday (20). Loot consisting of

a $4,800 movie camera, 35m. pro-
jector valued at $5,000, intercom-
munication sets and a film maga-
zine reel, all recovered.
Chuck Teitel, World Playhouse

manager, arranged with Chicago
Fair to have 500 free ducats to the
World distributed in return for
three plugs daily over the Fair’s.

p,a : system.
Morris (Moe) Wells, vet theatre

owner and song publisher, ill at

St. Luke’s hospital.
Leonard Grossman, owner of the

Lena theatre, took over the Symph-
ony theatre.
James Gregory and Pete Pen-

agoes, Alliance Theatre officials,

touring Indiana for meetings with
circuit managers.

member of MPTOA of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois vice
George Kerasotes, Springfield, 111.,

resigned.

Fred Wehrenberg Circuit ready-
ing pfans fpr construction of 700-
car ozoner on 27-acre site near
Lemay, Mo., south of St. Louis. It
will be the first house of its kind
in that area.
George Kerasotes, prez of the

Kerasotes Amusement Co., lights
a new 650-car ozoner near Decatur,
111., next Week.

Short circuit in the wiring in
the Gem, Trenton, ill., caused a
fire and $150 damage to the sound
system.

DALLAS
Clair Hilgers, for- many years in

the film biz here as exhibitor and
distributor, entered private biz
here. He was* southwest manager of
20th-Fox branches in Kansas City,
Oklahoma City, and here. Hilgers
and John Franconi, partners, re-
cently sold out their Realart fran
chise for Texas to Power Pictures.
Van Roberts, manager of Delman

theatre here the past year, left to
join Jefferson Amus. Co., Beau-

4

mont. Jack Crow replaces Roberts
at Delman; Crow formerly man-
aged the Arcadia.

MINNEAPOLIS
Charles Feldman and Mannie

Gottleib, Universal eastern sales
and district managers; respectively,
passed through en route to Lake
of Woods fishing vacation.

Foster Blake, Universal western
sales manager, in town.

Two newer “independent” Twin
City area drive-ins, Hilltop and
7-Hi, running up big grosses with
70-day availabilities on percentage.
Area’s other four drive-ins play
last runs.

Leon Bamberger, RKO exhibitor
relations head, visiting married
daughter at Lake Minnetonka,
Minneapolis suburb.

Road shown “Samson and De-
lilah” chalking up surprisingly
large grosses in small Minnesota

CALGARY
Valley, Peace River, Alta., sold

by P. Erickson to J. T. McDonald,
former Turner Valley, Alta., thea-
treman who has sold his interests
there. House will be renovated.

Vimy, torn dpwn last fall, re-
placed by new Capitol. Owners
are William Kieryluk, N. Kieryluk,
D. Sherbaniuk and J . Farina."

—
Crest Drive-In, Regina, built for

$70,000 by Rothstein Theatres,
Ltd., opened at*Yorkton, Sask.
It’s believed the community is the
smallest in Canada to have a
drive-in. Theatre ‘ accommodates
400 cars and is the first in Sas-
katchewan to have individual
speakers. Manager is Leonard
Manahan. Rothsteins, of Winni-
peg, now have nine theatres, three
of them in Yorkton.

ST. LOUIS
Mr£ Regina Steinberg, operator

of theatres in University City/ Mo.,
and Madison, 111., elected a board

INDIANAPOLIS
Guy Graig retiring as Columbia

branch manager, effective Aug. 1.

Vet salesman, Abe Gelman replaces.
Harry Zeitel assumes Gelman’s old
post.

Oscar Kuschner leaving buying
and booking post with Cantor cir-

cuit this month, but mum on future
plans.

Y. & W. Mgt. Corp. opened new
500-car drive-in on U.S. 41 near
Su-lIivanr-Also opening of 650-car
Ski-Hi drive-in at Muncie, Aug. 5.

BOSTON
William Cuddy, formerly RKO

salesman here, transferred to
RKO’s Buffalo exchange, where he
will be office manager.

'

Robert M. Zeitz, son of Harry
Zeitz, prez of Zeitz theatre chain
in New Bedford, appointed assist-
ant to his uncle, Morton Zeitz,
treasurer of circuit.

J. Alcide Beaumier, operator of
Lincoln theatre Quincy, and Joseph
Averback, Weymouth theatre,
on mend from recent illness at
Hiib’s Beth Israel hospital.

State Dept.
Continued from page 3

principle. Government officials

were perturbed at the implications

of the incentive clause.

(1) Being a model for other coun-

tries, as the quota was some 20

years ago, and

(2) Being imposed on other

American industries in Britain and
elsewhere.

While Wilson has not said defi-

nitely that he will eliminate the

incentive plan, he made it clear

that he will not push it if there is

agreement on all other scores. Only
likelihood of its revival is if the

Americans stick to their demands
for free* convertibility and refuse

to settle for the $17,000,000.

Yanks, in their request for un-

limited shipment of dollars, pro-

posed a sliding scale formula, which
maintains free convertibility as a

basis but makes allowance for Brit-

ain’s economic position. Since the
Americans are pointing out that

England’s dollar and gold balances
have greatly improved and Wilson
maintains that the country can nev-
ertheless not jeopardize necessary
imports of cotton, wheat, etc.,

Johnston, Arriall and Mulvey pro-

posed that convertibility swing
with Britain’s economic tide.

Wilson yesterday (Monday) nixed
the plan. He said the alternative

to. limitation on coin freezing would
be to limit the number of pix im-
portations or imposition of new
taxes.

Another session with Wilson, was
slated for today, but didn’t mate-
rialize and may be held tojnorrow.

tFailure to reach a compromise'“dh
Wilson’s insistence on the $17,000,-

.000 ceiling might be followed by a

move to prolong the 1948-50 agree-
ment. Extreme alternative, thought
to be highly unlikely, would be
withdrawal of Hollywood product
from the British market.

Wilson’s preoccupation with Cab-
inet meetings growing out of the
Korean crisis have made frequent
talks difficult, but both sides are
anxious to achieve a settlement if

possible before Parliament ad-
journs Friday (28). Observers here
are neither pessimistic or optimis-
tic, but waiting to see who will

give ground first.
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20th at Postwar Peak

In Bookings, Chi Meet

Told; Ozoner Biz Big
Chicago, July 25.

Reports culled from 20th-Fox

division sales managers here today
(Tues.) reveal 20th is now doing

top business unequalled since the

war’s end. At the start of a two-

day sales meet at the Drake Hotel,

•the sales chiefs disclosed a total

number of playdates already set

for “Broken Arrow” in all key
cities during August, for example,
is a record-breaking 680.

More than 420 bookings have
already been set for “Black Rose”
during the Labor Day week and
advance reports on “My Blue
Heaven,” upcoming : Betty Grable
starrer, show more theatres have
booked the film than any other in

which Miss Grable has starred.

Drive-In theatres are also going
strong. Twentieth contracts with
the ozoners have increased 520%
over this time last year, which the

sales chiefs claim represents a
boost far in excess of the number
of new drive-ins which have gone
into operation since last year.

Korean crisis, they said, has also

led to a strong demand by subse-
quent run houses, as well as for
repeat bookings, of such war films

as “Big Lift” and “Three Came
Home.”

Lux GirlI
//

Virginia is lovely in her newest

role as the lady fair of a dashing

outlaw. Her ihillion-dollar complexion

gets gentle Lux Toilet Soap caret

“Active-lather facials keep my
skin just right for close-ups/’ she

says. “I smooth the creamy lather

in well, rinse, pat with a soft towel

to dry. Leaves my skin so fresh!”

You’ll find Lux Soap’s active

lather gives your skin new beauty—
so quickly! Try this fragrant white

soap screen stars recommend.

BURT LANCASTER • VIRGINIA MAYO
corstarring in the Norma -F.R. Production

"THE FLAME AND THE ARROW"
distributed by WARNER BROS.

/Mu'Jfiotvtnjlocaf/y

9 out of IQ Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soa

War Threat
Continued from page 3

old, established houses since the
prospects ~of‘ new building is that
much dimmer. All of which, of
course, is spelling an upped de-
mand posed against a diminished
supply, which can only mean boost-
ed asking prices.

There are still marginal houses
around to be picked up, although,
even in this bracket, exhibs are
spotting a shift upwards in price
graph. As for the more desirable
theatres, the tendency noted lately

of a gradual decline in
.
prices has

been stopped sharply. Early in-

fluences of the war threat is to act
as a stabilizing factor in both halt-
ing expansion plans of growing cir-

cuits and the inclination of exhibs
who have been skating on thin ice

to fold up their operations.

Several circuits in New York, for
instance, which have been eager to

take advantage of the shifting pop-
ulation trend to the suburbs are
now inclined to call a halt to build-
ings plans. One circuit, op said
this week that his chain had no
new building prospects except in
very special cases. It was his point
that materials are already so high
that it is impossible ordinarily to
amortize the cost of a theatre and
still land in the black.

Towering nut that an exhib must
lay out for building materials is

working towards keeping theatre
prices of old houses at an abnor-
mal high. Exhibs are forecasting
a further climb in these costs, since
most of the material is required
for expansion of war facilities.

Hence, what was uneconomic be-
fore is even more so now.
Good theatre properties have

been commanding prices between
five and seven times the average
theatre take of any particular prop-
erty. This average has been fixed
by using the lush early postwar
years as a guide. The prospects
now are that the price will climb
to 10 times an average year, with
marginal houses, when they are
offered, coming into the five-seven
bracket,

D.

THROUGH TAUSIG’S DOORS

THE TOPS IN SHOW BUSINESS
We have ierved . .

.

4

CLARK and McCOLLOUGH
ABBOTT and COSTELLO
BEDINI and ARTHUR
AVON COMEDY FOUR

, . . and a host of others

b

PAUL TflUSIG 8 son, Inc.

Our $0th Year as Specialists in

World Travel for the EntertainmentWorld

Official & Bonded Agents for all Air &
Stoamthip Linos • Hotel Reservations

29 WEST 4£th ST. • NEW YORK 19, fcT.

Ttltphonesi lUxtmburj 2-U11, 12, 19, 14
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AI PARIS MUSIC HALL
ith Dominique Tirmont,

,
Simone

Alma, Jacqueline Francois, Luis
Mariano, Noel Chiboust orch;
Lee Zimmer, emcee

Producer: Radiodlffusion Fran-
caise

80 Mins,;. Thurs; (20), 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, New York

“Gai Paris Music Hall” is tran-
scribed in the French capital by
Radiodiffusiori . Francaise especially
for. the NBC key in Gothatn. It

captures a good deal of the festive

feeling usually associated With the
""Champs Elysees, arid will offer

some of the top names of Gallic
show biz as well as those on the
way up.

An American, Lee Zimmer, es-

tablishes a droll mood with some
bright comment. /‘French radio,”
he stated* “is supposed to make
listeners think, so here's a provo-
cative piece of orchestration.” The
spooling intro cued in a solid item
of le jazz hot, /‘Slalom,” well ar-
ranged and with, some intricate
clarinet passages.

; . Zimmer also
kidded the conception that RDF
stanzas are all weighted down with
“themes.”
Music on the -airier’ was gay and

upbeat, with Dominique Tirmont
singing a lilting “Hey, Taxi” and
the orch doing ‘‘Tico Tico” with
some fine vibraphone solo work.
For change Of pace chanteUse
Simone Alma did “For My Birth-
day” and Jacqueline Francois
chirped the continental ballad,
“You Without Me.” Star on the
broadcast was an effective roman-
tic singer, Luis Mariano, who in
a relaxed yet dramatic style of-
fered “Maria Louisa” arid “Paris, I

Love You.”
While the tunes are vocalized in

French
,
program stacks up as a

highly listenable musical entry for
the general listener, with special
appeal for francophiles. BriZ.

DRESS REHEARSAL
With Mary Bennett, R o b e r t

Flournoy, Robert Lawson, Frank
Ryan, Herbie Koch; Jim Walton,
Narrator

Writer-producer: Charles “Bud”
Johnson

Associate . Director: Pete Katz
30 Mins., Wed. (19); 9 p.m,
WHAS, Louisville

Town’s pioneer station is justly
proud of its 28 years of service to
the Kentucky and Southern Indi-
ana area, and this show conceived,
written arid directed by Charles'
“Bud” Johnson, makes note of
airer’s 28th birthday in a vein
which brings out the station’s high-
lights, but never gets too ponder-
ous or too serious.

Opening is an oral montage of
headlines from local newspapers
of July 18, 1922. Interesting to
recall prices of Oldsmobile cars at

$5,000, ads for a Chautauqua series,

baseball news with Joe McCarthy
at that time manager of the Louis-
ville Colonels, and Rogers Hornsby
at his peak as a major league bats-
man. Tom Mix was featured at a
downtown ' theatre, and station’s

offerings were listed as “pro-
grammes.” All set the mood, which
coUld give oldtimes listeners a
nostalgia for the Old days.

Pertinent facts about the open-
ing of the station in the old Couri-
er-JoUrrial Building, with Credo F.

Harris as chief factotum. Emmet
Graft as the sole technician, and
local’ musicians, singers, as the
talent. Recorded voice of Harris
putting the station on the air was
effective, as was a recounting of
the entertainers who provided the
audience interest in the early days
—Ford arid Glenn, Jones and Hare,
Amos ’n’ Andy, arid other w.k.
names of that era. Nostalgic bits

were the family listening on the
crystal set, first airing of the Ken-
tucky Derby, airing of Floyd Cal-
lins rescue attempts’ from Sand
Cave, the 1937 flood, when “Send
a boat” went out over the WHAS
waves hundreds of times, war
speech of F.D.R., a portion of

which was heard from an old re-
cording, abdication statement of
Edward VIII, Lindberg’s epochal
flight, and news of bombing of
Pearl Harbor, all high spots in the
WHAS history, and emphasizing
that the station has ever been a
“servant of the community.”

All this was predicated as a
*Dress Rehearsal” for the station’s

present outstanding position in the
community, with widened scope in
farm service, etc. In a light vein,
narration visioned what could
happen 28 years hence, when an-
nouncer Says “You have just heard
a broadcast of the return of a
rocket ship from the moon.” This
is WHAS. Theme of the airing was
that the first 28 years is but a dress
rehearsal for what is ahead.
Pledged > that the station would
continue its service to the com-
munity, as its creed has been that

“Man does not live by bread
alone.” It’s a penetrating point,

and was Well documented by the
station’s record in the public’s

“interest, convenience and rieces-

aity,” Wied.

ADVANCE RELEASE
(“What’s With Herbert?”)
With Phil Foster* Ralph Mooney,
Bea Benaderct, Peter Leeds*
Doris Singleton, Florence Halop,
Bob Sweeney, Hal March* Jerry
Hausner, Lou Bring, Eddy King

Producer; Max Hutto
Director-Writer: Charlie Isaacs
30 Mins., Thurs,, 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from Hollywood
With the “Advance Release”

series, NBC attempting to re-
vitalize fall radio by coming up
with new personalities for presen-
tation later this year. A schedule
Of eight programs is being pre-
sented via transcription in which
various newcomers will be given a
showcasing. It’s a sapient use of
summer airtime and indications are
that the network will hit upon a
suitable performer to warrant fur-
ther exploitation.
“What’s With Herbert,” second in

series, puts Phil Foster on exhibi-
tion. This cafe arid vaude comic
who has also made appearances on
video, registers as a likely candi-
date. His Brooklynese accent and
demeanor indicates that he could
be a strong enough center-piece
for a show. He knows how to ex-
tract the final measure of Comedy
from every line without bleeding
the script and registers personality-
wise. Foster was surrounded by
a radio-Wise cast that contributed
staunch support, and production
was ori the okay side.

Sole flaw in the initial presenta-
tion was script

j Which over-gagged
an essentially plausible situation.
Lines ultimately became ludicrous,
even though they carried a strong
laugh-content. The yarn centered
on Foster’s unwillingness to take
on any kind of employment for
fear that it might retard realization
of his ambition to become a philos-
opher. Of course, this isn’t exactly
the kind of basic situation to tie

onto a character who’s supposed
to be 30, and it’s too puerile to be
taken seriously. Some revamping
of the story line could put this idea
into a show worthy of later pro-
gramming. Jose.

JOHNNY OLSEN
LUNCHEON CLUB

With Johnny Olsen, Penny Olsen;
Benny Goodman, guest (24); Bob
Maurer, announcer; Al Greiner,
organist

Producer: Warren Bryan
Director: Ed Downes
25 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12 Noon
PHILIP MORRIS
ABC, from New York
.Philip Morris has changed the

format and title of its “Ladies Be
Seated” and transformed the show
into the riot-too-different “Johnny
Olsen Luncheon Club,” Show is a
ladies’ audience participation af-
fair, with the emphasis more on
framing questions to bring out hu-
mor than to excite competition in
the quiz Vein. What it seemed to
come down to on show caught was
to have the audience shriek over a
funny answer by one of their mem-
bers instead of shrieking over the
prize someone might or might not
win. .

Johnny Olsen frames questions
like “Why is your husband the
Perfect Lover?”- and has a couple
of visiting ladies come up and an-
swer. That is essentially the for-
mula of the show. It’s broken up
by an occasional guest appearance,
Some gags by Olsen or his wife,
Penny, and a song by Olsen. All
this, plus, of course* the Philip
Morris commercials,

Olsen is a bit too voluble, at
times talking so fast it’s difficult
to make out what he’s saying.
Penny Olsen, in her occasional
venture into the spoken word, pre-
sents a slow drawl that is a relief*
from the artificial tenseness of
others iri the cast. Olsen’s vocal on
“Ain’t Misbehaving” was amateur-
ish. ..

Bob Maurer is also a bit over-
enthused on his commercials. A
“cigaret test” with a Kentucky
schoolriiarm as subject sounded
more embarrassing than convinc-
ing.

Olsen’s interviewing of guest
Benny Goodman, on the other
hand, was done with restraint and
intelligence. Go odma

n

handled
himself with poise and spoke with
clarity arid directness, Chan.

THREE STAR SPORTS FINAL
With Jack Brickhouse
15 Mins.; Sat., 5:45 p.m.
WGN, Chicago
Jack Brickhouse, who knows his

sports and his sport fans, fills a
need on WGN’s schedule with
this quarter-hour Sports roundup.
Brickhouse’s crisp delivery and the
completeness of the report makes
it \a satisfying rundown of the
Sports picture for the enthusiasts.
Show heard (22) was straight

reporting, ranging from the day’s
baseball scores to the Mackinac
yacht race. Should the budget of
spot news slack off in later weeks,
subsequent shows might be spiced
a bit with some feature or “back-
ground” stuff by gabber. Dave.

CUKT MASSEY
^Scheduled all summer and now In

its Second Consecutive Year on
CBS for Alka-Selitzer is his “CURT
MASSEY TIME,” on which London
Records’ top baritone co-stars with
Martha Tilton and Country. Wash
burne’s orchestra.

aquatennial time
With Eddie Caiitor, Garry Moore,

Janette Davis, Cedric Adams,.
Tony Grise, Velvatones, Choral-
aires* Ben Yost’s Vikings, Jean
Johnson, David Silverman, Lee
Potter, Jr„ others .

Producer: Bob Sutton
Director: Bill Shepherd
Writers: Bob Sutton, Ed Viehman
Musical Director: Wally Olsen
30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.
CBS, from Minneapolis
“Aqua Time” kickoff for two-

hour show, 30 minutes of which
went out over CBS network, staged

and broadcast by CBS’ Twin City

station, WCCO, especially for the

Minrieapolis Aquatennial, annual
civic celebration here, is third such
of a series and again proves a good
example of how radio can program
and promote in a community’s be-

half; Before a live capacity audi-

ence of approximately 10,000 in the

municipal Auditorium, scaled at $6
top for the show, Cedric Adams,
now a CBS network as well as local
radio and newspaper personality,
handled the reins ably and utilized
the occasion to introduce the coast-
to-coast audience to the 10-day
water festival here.

Eddie Cantor and Garry Moore
headed the star rollcall for the
hangup show produced and, for the
most part j

locally written and uti-
lizing much local as well as im-
ported talent; They followed effec-
tively in the footsteps of Arthur
Godfrey and Bob Hope who topped
the two preceding years’ shows.

Starting the ball rolling, Moore
and Adams fired a succession of
well-primed gags framed on the
Minnesota Land of Lakes locale.
Well-identified with the Moore
brand of huirior, sequence included
some neat plugs for Northwest in-
stitutions and industry. Live audi-
ence approved heartily.

Proof that not all entertainment
skill is cornered on the east and
west coasts was a “Wind Is Green”
production number sung by localite
Tony Grise arid Minneapolis vocal
group Velvatones, backed by the
local 75-voice Choralaires. This
segment attained Hollywood sound
with strings. Bill Green, a former
Modemaire and now a Minneapoli-
tan, created the tasty sounds.

Civic angles were especially
smoothly handled. Jean Johnson,
the summer festival’s reigning
queen; David Silverman, Minne-
apolis Star editor and the Aqua
prexy, arid Lee Potter, Jr., its chair-
men, sent out warm and convincing
invitations to one and all to come
to Minneapolis for the festival, and
Adams and Moore seconded the
motions.

Borrowed from the Hotel Radis-
son Flame Room, Ben Yost’s five
Vikings hit a vocalizing high oh a
show long on song, but also plenti-
fully endowed with comedy. Ja-
nette Davis from the Godfrey show
also went to town in a chirping
way with “Whoop-Dee-Doo” and
“Baked a Cake,” the latter utilized
as a parody gimmick to thank
show’s sponsors for their invitation
to her to participate.

.
Show’s high point, of course, was

Eddie Cantor’s contribution. A
hunk of nostalgia, it provided
thrills for those iri and out of show
business. The medley of Cantor
standby numbers won thunderous
approval.

Living up to its slogan “Good
Neighbor to the Northwest,” this
WCCO “Aquatennial Time” repre-
sents a tremendous overall accom-
plishment coordinating informa-
tion and eritertairiment into a neat-
ly packaged civic relations show.

Kamrn.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Ensign Frank J, Roehrenbeck, Jr., son of WMGM-s general manager/

was killed in a plane crash when landing on the carrier Midway last

week .... Patsy Campbell plays femme lead ori ABC’s “Chajldu” to-

night (Wed.) . . . Miriam Hoffmeir, head of NBC’s prograrri analysis

dept., has a new daughter—-her second. . . .WINS has signed $ three-

year pact to use Associated Program Service’s music library exclusively

. . . .Mutual will preem “Sportsman’s Clqb of the Air” on Aug. 10 at

8:30 p.m. Milo Boulton is emceeing. . . Ann Thomas added to “David

Harum” . . , . Arthur Kohl new to “Romance of Helen Trent” . . . .Nelson

Olmsted to “Backstage Wife”. . . .Cameron Prud’homme and Helen

Carewe new “Young Widder Brown” players .... “Front Page Farrell”

additions include Peggy Stanley, Mary Orr, Richard Newton, Daniel

Ocko and Helen Claire,

Len Stevens has been named assistant station manager of WVNJ,
Newark; . John C. Thomas, Jr., joins the Faught Co. . . . Oliver Daniel,;

(CBS musical director, Air-Franced to Europe last week for the Salz-

burg festival. ...Ray Diaz, ex-NBC, has been appointed ABC’s director

of program operations. Florence Morris* manager of the web’s central

booking division, has resigned after eight years, . . Myrna Loy Signed

for upcoming “MGM Theatre of the Air” broadcast, . . . J. L. Van Vol-

kenburg, CBS sales veepee, vacationing in Michigan : . . .Quincy Howe,

Who becomes associate prof at the U, of Illinois journalism school in

September, Will spend some time on the second volume of his “World
History of Our Owri Times” It’s a girl for the Ray (“Cpokoo Club”)
Knights.

John Derr, of CBS sports, in Maine for a week of golf. . . .WMGM
program director Raymond Katz goes to Coast Aug. 2 to confer on
talent, stories, etc:, of “MGM Radio Attractions” . . . The Arnold Stangs
(Joanne Taggart) have tagged their son, born Monday (24), David
Donald . . . Carol Barnes, of BBD&O to Florida for week. ; . .Mary D.
Chia$e arid Josh White back from Europe this Week. . . .WOR news chief
Dave Driscoll on three-week vacation , . . Bob Ferres, ex-David O. Selz-

nick and Famous Artists Corp., has joined John Gibbs agency ... ;.

Alian Stevenson to be featured on NBC’s “Top Secret” Sunday (30) ,

.

CBS talks director Helen Sioussat to Hamilton College today (Wed.) to
1

talk at annual school of politics . . . .WNEW is airing “don’t hoard”
warnings by leaders of various industries.

IN CHICAGO
Rex Schepp, former proxy and principal owner of KPHO and KPHO-

TV, Phoenix, rejoins CBS as member of Western sales staff effective

July 31 ... New account execs at J. Walter- Thompson Chi office are
Jack W. Laemmar and Harold Tasker. . ; Life story of Truth McFarlin,
WLS Negro tenor, was told on WMAQ’s “Destination Freedom” docu-
mentary Sunday (23) ....NBC Chi press chief Jack Ryan vacationing
in northern Wisconsin. . . .Toni Co. has renewed “Chance of a Life-
time,” “Quick as a Flash” and “Carol Douglas” on ABC. ., .Bill Shaw
of N. Y. Radio Sales in town last week. .

.

.Marty Hogan will emcee
special WCFL broadcast of Governor’s Day activities at Camp Williams,
Wise., Sunday (30) ... Clyde White, WGN supervisor of engineers, cele-
brated his 25th year with station Bill Snary and Peggy Murdoch
copped singing roles on ABC’s revamped “Junior Junction” .... Arvin
has introduced a new Hopalong Cassidy radio. . . .Ralf Brent, WBBM
sales manager, is vacationing in the east ... .Dick (Two Ton) Baker,
subbing for vacationing Tom Moore on cross-the-bOard morning strip
on WGN. . . Nick Kenny in for a guest shot on ABC’s “Tin Pan Alley
—TV” . . .

.

As of Aug. 14, Chi Ford dealers will sponsor John Harring-
ton’s afternoon news show on WBBM ... . WGN’s noon hour strip, “Host-
ess House,” gets a 29-week renewal from the Borden Co. j ... Fran
Allison and hubby Archie Levington off to N; Y. for a two weeks’ va-
cation. . , . Earl Nightingale emceeing “National Consumer Panel” which
bowed last week on WGN. . . . Larry Alexander filling in on WBBM ’s

twice-daily “Gold Coast” show during George Watson’s vacation.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Tom McCray took up his new duties at NBC as manager of radio

operations and turned native almost overnight. Chamber of Com-
merce should tag him for a testimonial fast. .

.

CBS top brass are on a
shuttle between the two coasts. No sooner did Adrian Murphy and
Frank Faulkner come and go, than Kelly Smith barged into town. Also
on the move last week were Hollywood’s own—Howard Meighan, Merle
Jones and Austin Joscelyn. . . Jay Jestyn (Mr. D. A.) seeing the town
with True Boardmian. . . . Phil Gordon chose the other way around and
is being packaged for radio by NBC. He was the first on the net’s tele
station here with his song and piano act. .

.

Jane. Ridley left ABC to
take an executive post with the George Irwin agency .... Barney Old-
field, who used to be a radio gee-whizzer around Lincoln, Neb., has
shoved off for the Korean front with a public relations unit for the
Army Air Forces, He now rates a big salute as lieutenant-colonel. ...
Sam Fuller gulled stakes at Young & Rubicam for a TV post with NBC
in Gotham. He has been supervising radio shows for the agency . . .

Ell Leslie and Leo Tyson are expanding their business management to
include packages for radio and television. . . Gale Gordon remembered
he started in radio as a singer on KFWB in 1925 so that now puts him
in his 25th year, . . . Louella Parsons took her tape recorder dov(n to
Del Mar racetrack opening to interview the celebs for her program .

.

Hay McClinton due out this week to brief Harry Witt on the Coast
operation of his new commission house. . .Harry Ackerman is working
on Al Jolson to bring him back to radio, but then there are other forces
at work to wean him to TV . . .

.

Harry Malzllsh east to wrap up the loose
ends 6n his purchase of KFWB . .

.

.AFRA made the belated discovery
that: Buddy Douglas, the Coast edition of Philip Morris’ Johnny, was
shorted on his pay so they got him a bundle. Wouldn’t you just know
that he d go out arid buy the biggest car on the lot? Arid running around
town in a midget. MG is the massive- Ed McConnell. . , .Jennings Pierce
quit his public relations job at NBC to become manager of KMED,
Medford. Ore. He had been with the network for 23 years.

MORNING SPORT PAGE
With Sam Molen

.

5 Mins., 8:20 a.m. Mon.-thru-Fri.
KMBC, Kansas City

In keeping with, a new emphasis
on station’s sports coverage,
KMBC’s sports director, Sam
Molen, recently inaugurated this
morning session of sports news, as
well as a late evening period. New
schedule gives Molen a total of
four sportscasts daily through the
week, three of therii in the evening.
The morning period is the only
a.m. one the town has had in many
a moon, and gives him a chance to
bring listeners up to date on late
evening developments, results of
late night baseball games, fights,

and other indoor events while they
are still comparatively new news.
Also gives an opportunity for giv-
ing a. bit of advance dope about
the lineups for the days coming
events, and permits of a bit more,
commentary than the crowded
evening sportscasts,

Idea: is still new here, but re-
sponse via mail from listeners in-
dicates there is a welcome niche
on the dial for this one. Molen as
dean of K.C. sportscasters is well
equipped with info and lore in his
field, and gives the session his
standard handling, Also gets a one-
two punch from being hooked in
with station’s regular newscast
at 8:25. Quin.
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JustJhow sizeable or dependable

an account any anti-histamine

brand will be next fall is a sub-

ject of some pointed Speculation

right now in New York advertising

circles. Some seven new brands

were created in a hurry last fall

and their aggregate advertising ap-

propriations amounted to over

$10,000,000, a big chunk going to

radio. This followed the sensa-

tional launching of the cold “cures”

Via national breaks in Reader's
Digest and other publicity chan-
nels. Factories could hardly keep
up with orders through the winter
and anti-histamine tablets were
actually shipped by airplane at the
peak of the first flush of demand.

Questionable future after sp

brilliant a beginning relates to the

subsequent blows given the prod-
uct; First the Federal Trade Com-
mission called the new drugs for
“misrepresentation.” This rap was
settled by compromise but left its

stigma. Skepticism as to effective-

ness of anti-histamines then began
to pile up. Individual doctors and
various state medical journals have
gone out of their way to set up
their own experiments and an-
nounce findings at variance with
those advertised hy some of the
brands.’ This has made plenty of
adverse newspaper copy.

.
• • * A '

It had been expected last win-
ter that anti-histamine tablets
would be widely advertised this

summer as cures for hay fever but
this angle has been softpedalled,
if not entirely dropped. Hence
there is much interest as to the ad-
vertising intentions, come fall and
Winter of 195Q, of the new product.

Washington, July 25.

CBS was granted a permit by
the FCC yesterday to go to 50kw
power for its station, KCBS (for-

merly KWQ), in San Francisco. At
present KCBS operates On 740kc
with 5kw power. '•*

Simultaneously, the commission
issued a final decision denying the
application of Pacifica Foundation
to establish a lkw daytime, station
on 7J0kc in Richmond, Calif., be-
cause of possibilities of interfer-
ence problems, disposal of the
Pacifica application was necessary
before the power boost could be
granted CBS. _

In Savannah But

Washington, July 25.

The FCC gave CB^a clean bill

of health last week when it ab-

solved the web of violation of net-

work regulations, charges of allow-

ing Gov, Thomas E. Dewey of New
York to make a political talk in

the guise of a report to the people,

and allegations of discrimination
against the American Council of
Christian Churches in the amount
of time allocated to the organiza-
tion.

As a result, the Commission
granted- renewal of license to CBS
owned stations WCBS and WCBS-
TV in New York; KCBS in San
Jose, Cal.; WBBM in Chicago;
WCCO in Minneapolis; WEEI-FM
in Boston; and WTOP-FM in
Washington (owned 45% of CBS).

Commission advised the web
that its practice in representing
affiliates in the sale of national
spot advertising violates none Of
the provisions of the chain broad-
casting regulations. The agency
said, however, that an issue in the
proceeding which is to determine
whether advertising representa-
tion contracts betweep networks
and licensees should be changed
has not been disposed of.

. It is expected, in view of the
Commission's action, that charges
of violation of network regulations
brought by the National Assn, of
Radio Station Representatives
against NBC and ABC Will also be
.dropped,

In a letter to Paul E. Fitzpatrick,
chairman of the Democratic State
Committee of New York, referring
to a complaint made .in May, 1949,
the Commission said it recognizes
“that public officials may be per-
mitted to utilize radio facilities to
report on their stewardship to the
people and that the mere claim
that the subject is political does
not automatically require that the
opposite political party be given
equal facilities for a reply."

Washington, July 25.

United front effort of radio sta-

tions in Savannah, Ga., to prevent
Eurith D. Rivers, Jr., son of the
former Governor, from operating
a station in the city backfired yes-
terday (Mon.), with the FCC citing
the Savannah Radio Council as
“self-appointed guardians of the
public interest having no real or
substantial interest of their own in
the administrative determinations
involved.”

In a memorandum opinion on
the Council's petition of last March
to set aside the Rivers grant on the
ground that practices of Rivers'
station (WEAS) in Decatur in sell-

ing time for religious fund solicit-

ing programs raises a question as
to his qualifications, the Commis-
sion said that the Council had no
standing to oppose the grant, and
it therefore dismissed the case.
The Commission said the Coun-

cil “advanced no theory under
.
(Continued on page 94).

Over Station Refusal To

v Geoff Davis, disk jockey and
sportscaster of WINS, N; Y., is re
signing from the indie at the end
of the baseball season in October
because of the outlet’s anti-platter

spinner stance. New program top
per John Bradford feels that it's

necessary for the station to have
control of programming, including
music selections, rather than “ab-
dicating” to the deejay’s taste.

. Davis, who will freelance, be-

lieves the man at the mike should
be allowed to select the records he
spins. Formerly with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Davis has been
at the Crosley-owned outlet for

four years doing pre- and post-

Yankee game broadcasts and sev-

eral regular recorded airers.

WMPS’ BANNER GRID

By BOB CHANDLER
Public desire for variety shows

over radio and television has
brought abofit a revival of amateur
talent programs unrivalled since
the depression days of the early
30’s, when they were more neces-
sary than desirable. Success Of the
amateur shows on video has caught
thie public fancy to the extent that
-they are making inroads in radio,

which has none of the visual ele-

ment that -contributes to the suc-
cess of the TV talent shows.

The use of amateur talent has a
number Of factors to recommend
it, insofar as the networks are con-
cerned, The public wants variety
shows—professional or amateur.
The amateur; talent, while satisfy-

ing public demand, is far easier on
the bankroll than the average pro-
fessional variety bill. Also,' use
of the tyros permits the network
to showcase a name attraction
Without filling in. the remaining bill

with high-priced talent;

Thus, the networks have gone
out on an amateur talent binge/
Many of the shows are compro-
mises, using “unknown profession-
als,” Others are carryovers of
older shows, like Sammy Kaye’s
“So You Want to Lead a Band.”
Still others, like Arthur Godfrey's
“Talent Scouts,” are a blending of

the top name attraction and the
amateur formula. But all, essen-
tially, are thriving through the
public’s acceptance of the talent
program.

CBS is probably the leading pro-
ponent of the latter type. During
the summer the web is replacing
the Godfrey show with Cedric
Adams and his half-hour “Prize
Performance;” Web also has Rob-
ert Alda heading a half-hour stint,

“By Popular Demand,” and Robert
Q. Lewis with a full-hour show,
“The Show Goes On.”

NBC is devoting the same
amount of tele time to its three
talent stints, Ted Mack’s one-hour
“Original Amateur Hour,” Sammy
Kaye’s half-hour “So You Want to

Lead a Band,” and a new half-hour
program, “Lights, Camera, Action.”

ABC has Paul Whiteman and his

“TV Teen Club,” for one hour, and
the half-hour “Screen Test,” in
which fairly well-known profes-
sionals try to see how they’d look
in pictures. DuMont has not yet
programmed any of the talent
shows, but is currently prepping
one which would run an hour and

(Continued on page 92)

Memphis, July 25.

WMPS, local AB.C affiliate, just

engineered the first football pack-

age of the coming grid campaign
in this area by inking the Univer-

sity of Tennessee’s full slate during

the 1950 season. It is the biggest

football deal announced here thus

far>
The package was ironed out by

Harold R. Krelstein, WMPS vee-

pee, and Gen. Robert Neyland,

head football Coach and Athletic

Director of the highly-favored

Southeastern conference Volunteer

football machine. Westinghouse
will pick up the tap for full 11-

game sked which. Will ojSen with

the airing of the Mississippi South*

em tilt from Knoxville on Sept. 23.

Omaha, Neb., July 25,

Navy Secretary Francis * P.

Matthews, has been made president
of WOW, Inc., here in a reorgani-
zation of the management following
the death of John J. Gillin, Jr.,

president and general manager.
Assistant g.m. Lyle de Mqss was
named acting general manager.

Matthews had previously been
Vice-president.

"""

, t ; l-—

ABC GETS ADDITIONAL

BLOCK DRUG, TONI BIZ
ABC is getting additional day-

time biz from Block Drug and Toni
Shampoo. Toni, whose, daytime
saturation campaign on the web
was due to end Aug. 4, has ex-

tended the drive through Sept. 15.

It backs 15 minutes of “Quick as a
Flash” and 15 minutes of “Chance
of a Lifetime” and the five-minute
Carol Douglas strip, all cross-the-

board.
Toni would have picked up the

shows for longer periods, but Block
Drug will sponsor the Tuesday and
Thursday segments of “Flash” for

52 weeks, starting Sept. 19. Deal
was set through Cecil & Presbrey

Sudden death of John J. Gillin,

at 45, of a heart attack last

Wednesday at St. Mary’s hospital,

Rhinelander, Wis., terminated ope
of the ifyost successful radio-TV
careers on the American scene. As
president and general manager of
WOW, Omaha, and one of the
major spearheads of the National
Assn, of Broadcasters, the indus-
try association, Gillin played a
dominant role in shaping industry
patterns.
Two days prior to his death

Gillin, with his wife and two chil-

dren, departed for a vacation at
Boulder Junction, Wis., where he
was stricken. Only a .week pre-
vious, Gillin had been the recipient
of a,gold Variety key, symbolic of
his designation as “Showmanager
of the Year” in the annual Variety
Showmanagement Survey pub-
lished in May.
The following text of the Show-

manager Award perhaps best illus-

trates the role Gillin played in the
past quarter of a century in helping
mold radio—and later TV:

Radio's Growth
“The story of Johnny Gillin is

the story of the growth of radio
into one of the major and vital

industries of the country, It is

the story of a man who, at 45, is a
typical example of a successful
young American business man who
reached the top ‘the hard way.’

“It is no exaggeration to say that

Johnny Gillin knows more radio
people, and is known by more of
his colleagues, than any other sta-

tion manager in America. Modest
to a fault, he will talk about radio
as long as anyone will listen to him;
but trying to get him to tell about
himself, and the role he has
played in radio’s development,
would tax the abilities of the most
capable interviewer.
“‘Radio is the most fascinating

business in the world,* Gillin has
said. ‘I am in it because I love it.

It is fast, exciting, and thrilling.

It includes a lot of headaches, but
(Continued on page 94) '

Washington, July 25;

A preliminary plan to form a
Broadcasters Defense . Council was
to be presented to a group of net-
work and ; station executives at a
meeting here today (Tues.) with
NAB officials. Expected to attend
are the Washington veepees of the
four • webs, NAB directors Ben
Strouse of WWDC, Washington;
Eugene Thomas of WOIC (TV),
Washington, and Frank U. Fletch-
er of WARL, Arlington, Va.

NAB will be represented by Wil-
liam B. Ryan, general manager;
Ralph W. Hardy, government re-
lations director; Robert K. Rich-
ards, public relations chief, and
Charles A. Batson, head of the
television department.

Formation of the council was re-
quested by the White House after
NAB took the initiative in alert-

ing broadcasters, through its mem-
ber service, to. use their facilities

to stop war-scare hoarding and
calm fears of food shortages, Re-
quest to form a council followed
an offer by NAB to assist the Gov-
ernment “in any feasible way” in

the present emergency.
Plan, as drawn in first-draft

form, provides for broadcaster rep-
resentation immediately, in mili-

tary, civil mobilization, censorship,
information and manufacturing
areas. It would draw on the na-
tion’s top radio talent in these
fields, on appointment by NAB
prexy Justin Miller.

Creation of the body was called
for in a letter

,
from John R. Steel-

man, assistant to the president,
asking NAB to “take immediate
steps to organize the entire broad-
eating .industry in some manner
in which it would be instantly
available to .the Government as re-

quired.”

Steelman expressed gratification

for the cooperation of radio sta-

tions and networks in stressing
that part of the president’s message
to Congress last week regarding
the* absence of food shortages at
the present time. “The fact that
you people initiated this without
receiving a request from the Gov-
ernment;*’ wrote Steelman, “is es-

pecially gratifying.”

Along on 13-Week Pact

Dallas, July 25.

A $100,000 deluxe farm tour

sponsored by WFAA and WFAA-
TV will leave here Sept. 12 for an
18-day trip through the Pacific

Northwest.
The tour Will include 200 farm-:

ers, cattlemen and businessmen. It

will cover 6,000 miles and visit six

states and British Columbia ac-

cording to Murray Cpx, tour leader

and W.FAA farm service director.

Trip will be made in a train of

17 cars, including, sleepers, diner,

baggage and club card. Theme of

the tour is “Show Texas to . the

West'' and everyone is expected to

wear high heel boots and big hats.

From the looks of things, Sanka
Coffee (General Foods) will be com-
mitted to ride along with the Sat-
urday night at 8 period on CBS for
another 13 weeks in the fall. Cli-

ent, currently taking a summer
hiatus, has asked CBS to try and
sell the time, preferring to exit

radio and stick With its TV version
of the “Goldbergs.”
However, CBS has been unable

to peddle the time as yet, and has
notified General Foods that unless
a new. buyer comes along, Sanka
Will have to play along with the
13-week commitment. If the lat-

ter materializes, the sponsor will
put a mystery show (as yet not
picked) into the time in place* of

the radio edition of the “Gold-
bergs,” which it dropped.
Young & Rublcam Is the agency.

Chicago, July 25.
"'/

Bevy of NBC toppers meeting
with some 30 key affiliate station
operators here last week failed to
get the web off the hook on which
it was hoisted when it found itself

with more daytime biz than net-
work time. After hearing exec
veepee Charles R. Denny’s pitch
for an additional hour now in the
station time category, the affiliates

offered nothing more firm than a
’

promise “to think it over.”

As Denny 'outlined the ease, NBC
has three back-to-back strips on
fall order pending station clearance
in the 1 to 2 p.m. (EDT) station
time slot. To bypass the locally

lucrative noon hour period in the
midwest, the plan offered was to

beam the shows live in the 11 to
12 (CDT) period with a taped re-

broadcast in the 1 to 2 p.m. slot

in the eastern zone.

Since station time is involved,
the affiliates’ acceptance of the
proposal is strictly voluntary and
should they nix the plan, web will

be forced Jo forego the pending
billing. Oct; 1 is the deadline for
the Meal. •

Present to glad hand the station

managers were most Of NBC’s top
brass including prexy Joseph Mc-
Connell and chairman Niles Tram-
mell. Also in the party was a 'host

of veepees including Harry Kopf,
Charles (Bud) Barry, Williafn

Brooks, and Gus Margraf. Hugh
Beville, director of NBC research
department and Easton Woolley,
director of station relations, were
also on hand.



TELEVISION

NBC’s ‘Rotate Comic’

TV Blamed Again
Cleveland, July 25,

Television gets another
brickbat tossed at it.

Cleveland’s license commis-
sioner Stanley P. Nemec is

upset because the city’s,

amusement tax shows a drop
of over $43,000 for the first

six months of the year as

compared to 1949/
The city gets a 3% cut on

the price of all amusements,
and Commissioner Nemec says
taxpayers are staying home
watching ball games, prize

fights and movies with the
city ‘‘not getting 3% on those
TV shows.’’ !

That idea of rotating its top-
-ft

name comedians, which NBC-TV
instituted with plans for its Col- v

gate-sponsored Sunday night show
j

in the fall, has been made perma-

1

hent policy at the web. In a move :

to protect the longevity of the high-

priced comics it has been putting

under exclusive contract recently,

or with whom deals are now pend-

ing/ NBC will have none Of them
take the air on anything more than

art alternate-week basis at most.

With Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor
and Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
set as three .

of the four . emcees
who will rotate on the Sunday
night show, the web this week de-

cided to follow' the same idea for

its Wednesday : night 8 to 9 slot.

Ed- Wynn, who is already under
contract, and Jimmy Durante and
Danny Kaye, With whom NBC are

now negotiating, are expected to

emcee a variety show in the
Wednesday night period every
third week. Hour has not yet been
sold but the web hopes to have !

three different bankrollers come in
j

on a rotating basis also. According ;

to NBC execs, six sponsors are deft-

j

nitely interested in the idea. '

,

Rotating plan, of course, is fa-

j

vored by the comedians as much as
i

it
r?

the web. Reasons are two-
, Television manufacturers, while i

fold; First, the comics, are afraid of
. pledging their full cooperation with

'

wearing out their welcomes with \he Government ini case of a na«j
viewers by going on once a tional emergency, also advised
particularly because^ of the difn- their dealers and distributors this
culty in lining Up fresh material week to place their orders for the
for weekly appearances* Second, an

rest of. the year in advance of the
\hour s television show requires usua i mid-August buying period,

irom one to two weeks of planning Consensus was that, while there is"
and rehearsal

_

and the name, come- nQ nge(j f0I,
“pan ic buying,” getting

dians dis ike the idea of. spending
: as many orders in as soon as pos-

so much time on videq at the ex-
s[ble will help alleviate any short*

p
,

eps
.

e ^ their other show biz ac- ages that might occur.
tivities.

- . . . . Meanwhile, the first in what may
Even undeiv the plan of working

a series of television set price
once every three or four weeks,

rj se,g was announced yesterday

GODDARD’S SHELL OIL

NEWS STRIP ON WNBT
Shell Oil this week pacted with

1 WNBT, key outlet of the NBC web
jin N. Y., for the 6:25 to 6:30 p.m.

i slot Mondays through Fridays;

With Don Goddard as newscaster,

the show will start Aug. 14 on a

two-week sustaining basis until

•Shell picks up the tab Aug. 28
on a firm 52-week commitment.
Agency is J, Walter Thompson.

RCA in

Wednesday, July 26, 1950

on

Issue Hurls New Charges at CBS
Washington, July 25.

! RCA this week continued the

i

“Battle of Replies” with CBS in

|

the Vedior television controversy
now pending before the FCC,
RCA. charged that the letter sent
to the FCC last week by JudgeDallas; July 25.

J. B; Taylor, Inc * 'local adver*
|

Samuel Bosenman, CBS counsel, in

Deal was set up by Jim Gaines,
j tising agency, has set un a depart-

j

answer to the RCA ‘‘Statement in

head of NBC’s owned-and-operated
: ment to produce Jive television !.

Reply” filed previously, comprised
stations/who reportedly convinced

; j^ows and has named Cecil statements ‘‘entirely unjustified
the oil outfit it could take on the

, Gx^hame to head it; and unjustifiable.” In addition,.
TV budget without giving up any

;
_ , p nrf>1p«f for an ad according to RCA counsel John T.

of its AM time, most Of which is
J; Judge Rosenman’s ‘‘char-

slotted on NBC radio outlets.
. LoneJnin ! aoterisations" of the RCa state-

WNBT station manager Ted Cott !
> ment “are not true.”

plans to give the show a full ad-
• advertisers to examine Lo- i Noting Judge Hosenman s alle-

publicity buildup, with ft>H-PW :

ca l talent Will be used in the pro-
\

gallon that CBB in its findings had
ads scheduled in

newspapers during the
shakedown run.

Decision to program the five-min-

:

i
ute newscast in that time period

j

is in line with WNBT’s attempt to J

take the 6 to 7 p.m, hour away :

from kids in favor of adult shows, i

i Station will have a new Tex Me-

!

: Crary-Jinx Falkenburg show, titled
:

I “N. • V* Closeup,” going from 6 to

6:25, starting next month, with :

“Easy Does It,” an informal musi-
;

cale, going from 6:30 to 6:55. Five-..

. minute weather report rou rids out
1

the hour.

two-week duction where ever available. gathered 4
*all the major and rele-

;
vant evidence,” Cahill Claimed that

/while CBS “did purport to deal
extensively with the evidence, on
many vital issues it failed to refer

to evidence that is contrary to the
position it urged.” Effect of this,

according : to the RCA counsel,

“could be highly misleading to the
Commission and prejudicial to

RCA, in view of the CBS preten-
sion to completeness.” ' For ex*
ample, Cahill said:

“CBS endeavored to dispose of
the fatal limitation on picture size

V
DuMonf network y entered the

, jnvo ive(j jn it$ disk apparatus by
talent contracting sweepstakes this

referr jng to a survey in which a
week by pactmg Duddy Rogers to , l2 i ^inch color picture and 'a 16-

,
an exclusive nighttime Video con-

ineh monochrome picture were
tract. Tnking is a^direct- fonowiip-

shown to persons for an expression
• to DuMont s recent decision to in- 0 f preference. CBS says that on
crease its programming budget and cross-examination, ‘an attempt was
is believed to presage a move by oiade to show that the. question as
the web to go after other name f^cir preference involved fac-
persopahties as NBC, CBS and
ABC have done.

NBC will provide each of the com
ics with hiS own producer and

.

crew, in Jiiie With the web’s new 1

emphasis oil the Unit system of

production. Thus, Cantor Will work •

with Charles Friedman on his show, :

while Allen will probably have his
,

stanza produced by Ted Mills, NBC
j

Chicago producer, who handles the
\

“Garroway at Large'’ program.!
Web, incidentally, is still not set

;

on a fourth comedian to join the
Sunday night lineup/

was
fTues.) by Emerson Radio and

Hollywood, July 25.

Television isn’t hurting baseball
attendance in the major leagues
near as much as other factors.

Television president Benjamin Scanning a two-year survey of TV’s play
Abrams. Abrams- announced im-

( Continued on page 36)

Strips Irk Agcys.

effects on sports, Jerry Jordan, son
of the Ayer agency weepee, told

a luncheon of Television Commit-
tee of Los Angeles Chamber of

/Commerce that the other debbils

:
are unfavorable weather, shifting

team performance, rise in the num-
: her Of novelty-happy tele lookers.

DuMont program chief James L.

Caddigan plans to build an hour-
long variety show around Rogers.

,

Show is to be aired on Friday
nights starting in September and
will form the bulwark of a project-
ed heavy buildup to that night, On
which DuMont hopes to take the

away from its competitors.
While CBS has the heavy-rated i

“Ford Theatre” returning in the I

fall to alternate With a new hour-
long series sponsored by Magna-
voX, Friday is the only night of

,

the week on which NBC has none
of its top-budgeted shows sched-
uled. Thus DuMont, it’s beelieved.

tors, other "than size’ and quoted
an inquiry by (FCC) chairman
t Wayne) Coy to that end,

“CBS was twice guilty of omis-
sion in this respect. It failedT ilt

frankness to the- Commission when
it omitted to respond to the chair*

man’s inquiry as to whether any
factor other than size was involved,
by not pointing out that its own
exhibit (No. 332) specifically state*

(Continued on page 98)

DiMaggio on TV

. and a normal leveling-off of ticket figured Friday as the best choice
buying. on which to make its bid for top

Undertaking the survey since he ratings,

came out of college, young Jordan Rogers’ show is expected to take

Chi agencies and video pack- ! exposed a raft of figures to prove over the 8 to 9 p.m. slot. While on NBC and WOR, N. Y.. for Col-
agers , aren’t: too happy over

|

his point/ Most significant was that
:

programming plans for the rest of gate for several years, has been
WNBQ’s growing emphasis on I Pittsburgh, the only non-televised the evening are still tentative, it’s bought for video by Maiden Wine,
cross-the-board programming of niajor team, showed an attendance ’ expected that DuMont will sched- through Weiss & Geller. It Will

Chicago, July 25, Can You Top This?-’. which wa*

house-built local shovys which they /depreciation of 18% against an all-

feel has practically closed the
j

team average slough .of 10%. In
door to the smaller advertiser. The

j
Philadelphia; where nearly half the

> .Chi NBC station is reportedly (families own sets, the national
Lionel Trains is buying a video evidencing litFe interest in once- - league turnstile count was 30Vo

version of NBC’s “Joe DiMaggio weekly outside packages, pie-
|

over last year's attendance level.

Show” on NBC-TV in a 13-week ferring to concentrate on building
j

Statistically, Jordan supported
deal to hypo Christmas sales, .up its own strips.

- his contention that the novelty of
Stanza will be filmed, at a weekly I The agencies and packagers

j

watching games on home sets wears
production cost of around $5,000, - argue that _the cross-the-board i off in a year to two and attendance

ule its “Hands of Destiny.” from 9 go into the Tuesday 9:30 p.m. slot
to 9:30 and “Roscoe Karns, Inside on ABC-TV in October.
Detective” front 9:30 to 10. Then
“Cavalcade of Stars,” another

(Continued on page 36)

to be aired in all video markets on
j

trend ppses definite handicaps to

Saturdays at 5:30-5:45 p.m., start-
;

the client in the market for a

lng Sept. 23. i weekly quarter or half-hour show.
The joint Barry-Enright and Station toppers, however, point out

NBC-TV production will have Jack
!
that most of the current strips

Barry and the Yankee baseball
j

now being carried on WNBQ and
star as .co-emcees, interviews with those planned for afternoon sched*
athletic celebs and clips from juiing in the fall are sold or being

sports newsreels, A g e n c y is : offered on a rotating or participa-

spurted in those cities where the
analysis was made. In towns, whose
teams are up in the pennant race,

the drop-off was slight and in many
cases on the upbeat. The also-rans
suffered marked losses but the

Underscoring the confidence
among the nation’s top advertisers

blame can’t be put on television, that television will continue in

[
Jordan declared.

“I Cover Times Square,” drama
with a newspaper-columnist hero,
has been picked up by Seeman
Bros, for Air-Wick; Skedded for
15 ABC-TV stations (of which

;
three Will be on kinescope / “Time*
Square” goes into the 10 p.m.
Thursday period starting Oct. 8.

Agency is William Weintraub.
!. General Mills will insert a
stanza starring Stuart Erwin and
his wife in ABC-TV’s Saturday
7:30-8 p.m. period, starting Oct,
2j. Outfit will use 56 stations, of
which 40 will be live.

Buchanan:

TV’s

Off:

Hits Rating

(ion basis, thus spreading the cost.

|

Thinking apparently is that by
the development of cross-the-board

! shows, station can build up def-

^ inite viewing loyalty and give

some degree of permanence to its

schedule. Coupled with their ap-
parent lack of interest in the

(Continued on page 36)

20G Barrington Talent

its

operation despite the Korean war,
both Nash-Kelvinator and Sylvania
Electric this week pacted for half-
hour shows on CBS-TV, starting in

the fall.
.
For Nash it was the sec-

ond half-hour optioned on the web
during the last Week.

Sylvania manufactures' TV sets
and electrical appliances, while
Nash turns out cars and refrige r-

ators. All these items are expect-

. .
Hollywood. July 25, ed to be among the first to be ing unit idea originated by the late

:
* , « nnl

1

/
ndvancing^AValter Wanger

, stopped in case the Korean situa- Major Edward Bowes, has been
• $10,000 for each of the two pilot tion gets worse. Fact that both I wrapped up for submission to

DV MDC <1 irutc> CUAW i Pi .. 11 produce as hiS entry into /outfits are planning 39-week rides agencies arid clients. Packaged by
Dl fiDAi LlutllD dill/ VI television. Under term's nf th#» +!,» ^

Television apparently will pay

;

off for advertisers even in the so-

called fringe time segments. In

the first complete Pulse report for
;

NBC-TV’s “Broadway Open House”
;

in N. Y;, which pioneered the 11

p.m. to midnight hour, the show, Package producer Lester rx.
: save under that figure but finished

was revealed on one Friday eve- » Lewis slapped. NBC^ with , an th"
|
product must be acceptable to the
network.

Test film.S’ running 27 minutes

New televislon serie$ , w hich will
incorporate both a talent search
for dramatic actors arid the tour*

Vf television. Under terms of the deal, on TV during the upcoming season ! indie producer V. N; Barrington
xj

Wanger will receive all lie can i s believed to indicated a bright < under the tentative 'title of “BigA A.», ,• no |7A .1 lM /Inn T n of n rtl i nn . Ilf AninUA >1 !• . _ a .
• _ » I . •«« * . > . _ _ •

(Continued on page 90)

ning tJuly 7) to have topped fnngcment suit in N. Y. supreme

everything else on the air that court last week charging that the

of DuMont’s “Captain Video.” Pro- series;. Wanger will be cut / T OR C, HEIDT IN
gram racked up pulse ratings by .^est. He asks an injunction t0

jn for a percentage of a sale and!
quarter-hours of 10.4, i0.4, 10 and '’“‘t1?

1
*^ f,-nm

make complete series of 13 of each
:

9<
L. ...

del,Ved flom
! should there be a firm offer for'

f.utu.V for video regardless of the 'Break,” the show recentlv had a
war threat. -trial run at WFIL-”’V. PhiladeU

Bot h_ Nash and Sylvania pacted
,

phia. Producer plans to have The

Show did even better in key mar- the alleged piracy

ket areas outside N. Y. Now that NBC’s “Lights,” Lewis claims,

its Class A time is almost com- not only infringes on his “Screen
|

pletely sold, NBC is using the Test” but also represents unfair

Dulse figures to pitch its other competition. He points out that he

fringe time availabilities to agen- requested NBC to discontinue the

ties and prospective clients in an

attempt to line up more bankroll-

ers for the fall. Web has already

made sales in the late Saturday and
Sunday afternoon hours and is now

(Continued on page 90)

sponsorship.

show aired live from N. Y. under
a $20,000 weekly talent and pro-
duction budget.

i
Barrington sees the show as tak-

ing the sponsor’s advertising nies-

j

si/ge directly to the people via re-

tv ;

la ’ 1 outlets which are to be tied in.VBS-TV_wiU exchange time pe-
’

on the talent search, and also a.riods of “Truth or Consequences”
:
a method of takirig legit theatre

DETROIT'S 263,400 SETS Sh°W n^ l
'6u.t,into the sticks via the travel*

Detroit, July 25. ; nianned^

^

Y
I

inr unit!§- Format has a gradual

_ ,

Television set sales reached a would' follow iriimedHfelv 5ft .1

buildUp for th« talent, .which: is to

program voluntarily but it re-
i

of 263,400 in the Detroit area Arthur Godfrey “Talent -I
^

^soleeted first _in auditions in lo

fu.^ca. Originating on tlie Coast, !
< W ’was announced by! pTOgram”thu7\aVinT

,

two
S
talen/

*

C
*}

fi
,
lm

.

e
.
ries > where the audience

“Lights" is kinescoped for eastern iWXyZ-TV which conducts a month- ! L0grams back-to-back
1 e 1 s«!ects

,
41?rce contestants for eaclr

NBC affiliates as a summer re- ! ly P°'l distributors.
!

“t nr r.” yn ',i.. ivi„ra.,.. *’J3
c(er role to be cast.

placement for Procter & Gamble’s
i “Fireside Theatre.”

During June, 15,780 sets were . berth with Heidt getting
i sold and delivered.

I day spot.

T 0r C” Will get the Monday;; a TVA* ^14- rtA 4*4- 1 . . rrL ..... « . - r
• .7 •

Thurs-
^

show in 15-minute skits, with a
(Continued on page 99)
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Just as Procter & Gamble entrenched itself at the tpp of the
heap in daytime radio, with the bulk of its $20,000,000 radio budget
channeled into; soap operas, so, too, is the company*determined to
rule the daytime TV roost.

P & G, it’s been learned, has alerted its seven advertising agen-
Cits to submit recommendations for five one-hour video shows a
week, with Aug, 15 fixed as the deadline for the proposals. It
would represent the bulkiest TV programming buy in TV to date
and certainly the most ambitious splurge among national bank-
rollers into, the; daytime video sweepstakes, representing several
millions in annual time-talent billings.

In order to avoid time and program conflicts, the networks have*
blueprinted the following availabilities for the P & G agencies:
ABC, anytime between 11:30 and 12:30 p.m : CBS, 1 to 3 pm.,
NBC, 3 to 5 p.m. ?

Chicago, July 25.

Several independent package
producers in Chicagp have held a
number of hush-hush meetings
With attorneys in recent weeks to
discuss the possibility of filing anti-

trust Suits against at least two tele-

vision networks.
Stemming from CBS walking

away with some of NBC’s choicest
radio shows, the networks are put-
ting concentrated effort on selling

web - owned programs. Desir-
able time on the video networks is

almost gone, and program -content
is the yardstick under which the
networks are measuring requests
for time options. And, most
naturally, the networks don’t hesi-
tate to point out the high quality
of their own programs. Yet, one
agency interested in a web proper-
ty reportedly was offered any
open time slot, with little or no

(Continued on page 36)

Liebman’s Mexico Siesta
Acapulco, Mexico, July 21.

Max Liebman, producer-writer of
NIJC-TV's “•Your Show of Shows,”
is resting here before returning to
New York on Aug. 5 to launch into
the 90-minute Saturday night va-.

riety show.
The stanza returns from its sum-

mer hiatus Sept. 9.

New Rate Hike

For NBC o&o’s
;

'

,
.

'

*
. . /

Buick Motors returns to tele?

vision this fall in a new Series for
which the sponsor hopes to get
Cecil B. DeMille as producer.
Buick, through the Kudner agency,
bought the Wednesday night 9 to

10 slot on NBC. Specific format of
the show—whether it’s to be a dra-
matic series, musical comedy, etc.

—has not been determined.
Series, if DeMille accepts the

bid, will mark his TV debut, in a
production capacity and also repre-
sent his first stab at radio or TV
since he bowed off “Lux Radio
Theatre” following his run-in with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists. Producer has not been re-

instated in AFRA’s ranks since his

refusal to pay a $1 levy for politi-

cal campaign purposes, and it has
not been decided what punitive
measures AFRA .will attempt to

(Continued on page 92)

Lo, the Poor Indian;

Princess Blames TV

For Scaring Off Kids
Detroit, July 25.

Princess Rosebud Yellow Robe is

displeased and discouraged over
the revival of old .western films on
television.

Here’s
.
her explanation : “Those

of us interested in the Indian’s wel-
fare spent years lobbying in Hol-
lywood to get sympathetic treat-

ment of Indian warriors in movies
and were making lots of headway.
“Then what happens? Television

comes and the old-fashioned con-
cept of the Indian as a complete
barbarian arid a horrible, senseless
killer is being instilled in Ameri-
can children all over again.”
As a result, the Sioux princess

said, she has had this personal ex-

perience: In her work as lecturer
for the New York Board of Educa-
tion she often enters kindergarten
assemblies in Indian dress only to

have some of the children run
screaming from the room.

Princess Rosebud Yellow Robe
was in town to publicize “The Bro-
ken Arrow.”

NBC television, in line with its

new network rate hike, has also
upped time charges for its owned-
and-operated stations, at the same
time trimming drastically the fre-

quency discount schedules on spot
announcements and station breaks.
Increase in the five o.&o. cities is

based in each case on a boost in
set circulation, which gives adver-
tisers a lower cost-per-thousand
than previously.
Under the new rate structure, to

become effective Aug. 1, an hour
of Class A time on WNBT, N. Y.,
will go for $2,200; compared with
the $2,000 heretofore charged.
Washington's WNBW will ask $450
ah hour; Cleveland’s WNBK will

get $525, and Chicago’s WNBQ will
(Continued on page 98)

WNBT CENTRAL PARK

SHOW OUT; “TOO COSTLY’
WNBT, NBC’s N.Y. flagship, find-

ing it too costly to program its

cross-the-board “Date in Manhat-
tan,” has decided to axe the hour-
long show and replace it with
another show based on a woman’s
daily magazine format. “Date,”
aired from 11 a.m. to noon, has
originated via remote location from
the TaVern-on-the-Green nitery in

N. Y.’s Central Park. With the re-

mote costs amortized only against

the single station, WNBT found
the package too expensive to main-
tain.

“Magazine” format will comprise
film shorts tied together via live

commentary. That idea will also

permit for more participating . spon-

sors, which the station has found
to be the most lucrative method
of day-time programming. Ed Her-

lihy, who has emceed “Date,”, will

probably be retained as emcee on
the new show.

Lorillard vs. Lorillard

p; Lorillard Co: will be bucking
itself in video starting Tuesday,
Aug. 22, when “The Web” moves
to 10:30 p.m. on CBS-TV. “Web”
is backed by Lorillard’s kingsize

brand, Embassy, while its Old
Gold brand sponsors

.

the “Origi-

nal Amateur Hour” on NBC-TV,
also on Tuesdays, from 10-11 p.m,

During the half-hour, loyal Loril-

lard execs will have to do some
quick dial-switching to catch both

shows.

In what practically amounts to

open Warfare on the networks,

three of the major station rep out-

fits in the country (Blair, Katz and

Free & Peters) have joined forces

to sell TV programs on a national

spot basis. . It marks the first time

in station rep annals that they've

moved into the program phase of

operation in direct competition

with the webs, although restricting

their activity to filmed shows.

As their initial venture, the

three rep companies have obtained

exclusive sales rights to the “Sher-

lock Holmes” TV film series that

the firm of Dryer & Weenolsen
Productions is currently filming in

England, along with the “Shadow-
in the Mind” psychological mystery
Series the same firm is also; pro-
ducing abroad. These are not only
being offered to the 31 video out-

lets represented by the three com-
panies, but are on the block for

competitive sale - on all stations

through their respective reps. And
as long as the networks are left

out in the cold, the group will by-
pass any commissions on the sale

Of programs under this share-and-
share-alike arrangement.

Stations to Benefit

The three station r^p outfits take
the position that “the economic
health of all television stations de-
pends largely on the’ sale Of pro-
grams to national advertisers on a
spot sale basis, so that the stations

will have large blocks of revenue-
producing time sold in such a man-
ner that the bulk of the adver-
tiser’s expenditure will accrue to

the station.”. Thus, they point out,

under the spot sale arrangement
the stations will get the benefit of
72% of the rate card, whereas on
network shows only 30% of the
rate card coin is channelled into
the station coffers.

However, the move-in on the
webs goes deeper than that. It’s

no secret that the reps have been
smarting under the NBC-TV ex-
cursion into spot sales via its “Sat-
urday Night Revue,” which has
since spread into other network
program activity.

Under the station rep sale con-
cept, the plan has a flexibility

which permits advertisers to select

time, date, station and market at

will, in contrast to the “buy me,
buy my network” edict of the
webs.

The reps are only asking option
time of the stations. Since three
major companies are involved, it

puts 45 experienced TV salesmen
in the field. Only films will be ac-
quired, n.o kinescopes.

Coordinating the three-way set-

up are Ed Codell, of the Katz
agency; Jack Brooke, for Free &
Peters, and Wells H. Barnett, Jr.,

for Blair-TV.

+ Sponsors who bowed off tele-

50G Says You^e' Right
Eddie Cantor, speaking last

week at a luncheon for the
United Jewish Appeal in New
York, announced a $50,000 con-
tribution to the Appeal by Wil-
liam S. Paleyy CBS board
chairman. v;

Cantor, who starts a tele-

vision stint over NBC this fall,

quipped:
“Maybe I’m on the wrong

network?”

small and middle-sized bankrollers
may boomerang against the net-
works in four or five years when,
they need new sponsors; according
to advertising exec Emil Mogul.

As a result of the indifferent
treatment they’re getting from
video, Mogul forecasts, many small-
er 'spenders may shift from tele
to other media. As an example,
Esquire polish (which last season
backed “Blind D^te”) may put its

Coin into magazines.

The agency chief feels that
moderate-spending accounts are
getting a pushing-around from the
webs. One net, he said, told a
small firm asking for time that it

was completely sold out of had
all available time optioned, yet two
weeks later announced a sale to a
lafrge backer.

Salesmen covering the average-
sized agencies, he added, are kept
ih fhe dark about choice openings
and similar information, while
those handling the bigger agencies
are tipped off. The effect is to
keep TV in the hands of a “charm-
ed circle of heavy spenders and
top agencies.”

“Contrasting with this treat-
ment,” Mogul toljd Variety, “is the
attention which printed media give
all advertisers, large and small.

1 (Continued on page 36)

AUTRY GETS ANOTHER

SPONSOR FOR TV PIX
Chicago, July 25.

It looks like cowboy star Gene
Autry will be devoting more and
more time to his vidpix operations.
With six half-hour films recently
completed and picked up by Wrig-
ley Co., his radio sppnsor, for CBS
slotting starting last Sunday (23),

an order was placed last week by
E. J. Brach & Sons, Chi candy

vision this year for the usual sum-
mer hiatus period might have
missed a good belt. Compilation
of local and network rating serv-
ices by the NBC research depart-
ment shows a drop in both set-in-

use and average program ratings
from April through June. Since
some of the. top network shows
which did not take a vacation have
maintained highly respectable rat-
ings, however, the network chiefs
attribute most of the drop ih view-
ing simply tp the dearth of good;
shows available.

In addition, it’s pointed out, set
circulation has zoomed month-by-
month since April. Thus, even
though the sets-in-use figures have
declined, the' number of new view-
ers would probably have mere than
compensated for that drop. And*
while the national network figures
are down, certain key markets,
such as N. Y., show an actual in-
crease in viewing this year as com-
pared to last, year: Thus, the
N. Y. Pulse had a 26.3 sets-in-use
for June, 1949, while the percent-
age for: June, .1950, jumped to 30.8.
Since national network ratings did

not become available last year un-
til August, the web sales chiefs
could only speculate this year on
how viewing would hold up during
the summer. Now,, however, with
this year’s figures to’ go on, they

(Continued on page 36)

Baltimore, Jiily 25.

Fifst in a series of annual tele?
vision seminars for college stu-
dents, in which three top eastern
universities will participate, is be-
ing lined up by WAAM, Baltimore
indie station, for a possible kick-
off next February or March. Col-
leges cooperating in what is to be
called the “First Annual Baltimore
TV Seminar” are American tJniv.,

Washington; Johns Hopkins, Balto,
and Tempte Univ., Philadelphia.

Steering committee, comprising
Willett Kempton of American U,
Lynn Poole of Johns Hopkins, Dr.
Franklin Dunham of Temple and
WAAM’s pub relations chief Joel
Chaseman, decided after a recent
planning session to invite top video
execs from all phases of the indus-
try for the panels and discussions.
Tentative topics include produc-
tion, personnel relations, education
by TV, research and TV’s effect
on college-age persons.

Summer Stock Players

Now Incubated by TV,

At Least at* Ogunquit

ANTI-COMMIE PLAY

FOR ‘CAMEO THEATRE
First television dramatic series

to take an editorial stand pn the
Communist problem will be NBC-
TV’s “Cameo Theatre.” Producer*
Albert MeCleery has set an anti-

communist ptay, penned by Guy
DeVry and titled “Line of Duty,”
for tonight (Wed. ) ,

which identifies

the villains of the piece as Com-
munists.

Whether the show could be con-
strued as editorializing on the part
of NBC remains to be seen. If that
could be proved, the Communist
party could ostensibly demand the
web to sell it a half-hour for rebut-
tal under the revised Mayflower
ruling. Play is set in a mythical
country which has been under
Communist rule for some 20 years.

When a military mistake is made,
the army attempts to place the
blame by passing the buck down
through its chain of commahd. Re-
sultant action leads the people to

revolt against their rulers.

company, for 13 telepix to be
spotted in 15 markets.

J„ Walter Thompson agency
handling for Brach is buying the
time on the stations for the series
skedded for a Sept. 17 teeoff.

Handling for Autry is the iiewly-

fprmed Atlass Amusement Corp.,
headed by Les Atlass, Jr., son of
Chi CBS chief Les Atlass;
Autry expects to get rolling on

the additional pix around the
first of the : month in Hollywood.

MCA’s Split-Down-Middle

On Day, Night-Programs
Music Corp. of America is going

in for further departmentalization
in the television division. MCA,
which several months ago separated
radio and video, is now dividing
the tele department into daytime
and nighttime division. Roger Car-
lin has been named head of the
daytime dept.

Overall tele sector is headed by
Herb Rosenthal, who will super-
vise both daytime and nighttime
sections.

Ogunquit, Me., July 25.

Time was when casts of summer
theatre productions were capsule-
profiled in the program notes
mainly as vets of the Albany play-
house, Toronto stock, or one of the
“Oklahoma” companies. Now it’s

all a tele story, if a Survey of the
two recent programs of the1 Ogun-
quit playhouse is any cross-section..

Of the aggregate 25 members of
the casts of Michael Todd’s “The
Live Wire” and Mrs. Hartwig’s
owii staging of another tryout, the
previous “Miranda,” 22 describe
last winter as an exclusively TV
season, with two of the balance not
working and the other actually,

playing winter stock.

Video shows proudly mentioned
include “Ford Television Theatre,”
“Believe It or Not,” “Colgate The-
atre,” “PhilCo Television Play-
house,” “Lights Out,” “The Clock”
and down through the list.

One Equityite at OgUnquit rue-
fully remarked last week: “This
looks like about the only theatre

there is left. For me, you can
knock off the strawhat or summer
limitation. I’m professionally a
sister of ‘Howdy Doody’.”
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Mpk. TV, on Coaxial Eve, Preps

Minneapolis, Juty 25. 4

With Coaxial Cable Day due in

September, the two Twin City

NBC, CBS and DuMont TV opera-

tions, KSTP and WTCN, will have

their availabilities in the evening

bracket stretched almost to the

‘Here’ s to Fun’ Musicomedy

be a PRB package, produced by
Boyd and Mike Jablona.

Rogers’ deal with DuMont gives

the web an exclusive on his serv-

ices only for nighttime video ac-^

tivities. He’ll continue his present
daytime radio and projected TV
series on WOR-TV, N. V. Contract
also means that Rogers is com-
mitted definitely to remaining in

N. Y.. instead of transferring back
to Hollywood.

New musical comedy series for

television with a book that will

bursting point. The big problem 1 havc continuity from week to week

for them in this 14th ranking view- has been packaged by indie pro-
Continued from page 33

consideration
whether program

given as to

would fit into
, , ducer Jack Partington, Jr., under

«t area will be how to accommodate
; title of “Here’s to Fun.” Part-

all the shows. I jngton has Tensed the show on 16m ']' surrounding prograinmihg.

Frograrn expansion has been
j

film for audition purposes, but
!

This, the packagers maintain, is

rabid, both davtime and night; for ' plans to have it aired live when he a form of coercion which could be
both! stations and much more im- . sells it.

|

prosecuted under the Sherman
pends henceforth, It promises to

|

Show is to be scripted by Ted
j

anti-trust laws: If they go through

be an hour by hour program battle , Luce, who’ll also direct, with orig-.

between the; two outlets bpincideht I i nail songs to be cleffed each week
with the coaxial inaugural. ! by the Mace Neufeld-Bob Arthur, ... .

. ,
. .

Since television came to the
!

team, Don Gohman and Cherry
i

and network ownership be

Balaban Robbins. Permanent cast enae<3t

with the threatened legal action,

they will ask that the close tie be-
tween network commercial pack-

-.Twin Cities on April 27, 1948,
, t

KSTP-TV programming has con- i

comprises Hy Anzel, comedian who
fined itself to ' mid-afternoon and

j

appeared m • “Oklahotna"; Wilton

When and Mary O’Fallon as vocal-
I iLia.. r* ' - TT^.l'TI ‘ 1 _ •

full evening schedules.
WTCN-TV began operations July 1

1 949, it went on a full afternoon
as well as night DuMont-type op-
eration.

Now, with the increase in sets

and viewers, KSTP-TV has ex-

i ended telecast operations from a

26-hour schedule in 1948 to 42* %
hours per .week. At latest . report
KSTP sends out 15*4 hours of net-

work-kinescope, eight hours film;

six hours studio, and *13 hours of

remote. By Oct. 1. KSTP-TV
plans to be lensing full blast on

ists; Serena Hall, comedienne, and
dancers Bob Herget and Jean
Caples, who will also do fhe chore-
ography. Chorus of two boys and
two girls will also
week;

Ad agencies aren’t too happy
with the prospect of buying net-
work-owned programs because this
leaves the admen with a minimum
control of the show. Then, too,

some agencies have expressed fear
that if they sponsored a network

appear each ! property of the quality, rating and
staying-power of a “Lux Radio
Theatre,” the advertiser would
be over the

. network barrel when
,
the usual three or five-year option

J
expired. It's felt here that the

Continued from page )$ j

network at that point could, and
probably would, under threat of
loss of program and time slot,are already making plans for an

all-out pitch to retain their bank-
* f

01 ce the advertiser into a long-
! term contract at a “staggering”plans to be lensing lull blast on • rollers for 1951. Each of the webs hud^V h

. noon to midnight schedule W
\ some kinrf 0f a bonus de»l for i XTslidays a week and a more limited
: “(NBC lor ex- 1 *«**««». stiU fav<* controlling

schedule the seventh days, KSTP :

® X offers a 35% «rne dto
: ‘-

he,r P> ogl;ams to the point of
«««» ic oananLdoT, !

d V*y > oners a M , o time ois-. loekevinff to annthpr r»pf\vorlr ifnow is operating on a seven-day
week.

KSTP afternoon bracket will

©pen with film, whodunit, western

variety across-the-board. Balance

of the program pitch will be wom-
an-type appeal, cooking schools,

count) and so, even if the top-
spending sponsors want a hiatus,
they can pitch to the smaller ad-
vertisers on a low-cost, eight-week
basis.

As had been anticipated, the big-
gest drop in summer viewing oc-

ti »r. A soap TV program will be
\

^

d
!??

: ca'Jy evening hours

added for variety. ICid shows will !

1 daylight savings time in foiec

have their inning 5 to 6 p.m., while

ce i

jockeying to another network, if

that seems best, as has been their
wont in radio. With this feeling,
it isn't hard to see why, even
though not openly, the agencies
are prodding the indie packagers’
thinking along the anti-trust lines.

Indies, point out that over 50%
of the fall commercials on video
networks are web-owned packages.

6 to 6:30 will be reserved for news,
sports, local and national film of

day’s events.

On channel 4, WTCN-TV will

continue to beam a run of shows

in a mood compared to AM’s block

programming. From 1:30 to 5 p.m.

currently WTCN has been project-
ing a strict woman’s appeal block;
5 to 6 p.m., kid stuff; 6 to 6:30 p.m.,
weather, news and sports, and from
6:30 to 11- p.m. and sometimes
later, network kinescope and base-
ball, rounding out the schedule.
Station has been operating this pat-
tern since early last Winter. Ex-
clusive of test pattern, it has in-

creased its programming to 50
hours and 45 minutes seven days

'

a week. At time of debut July i,

1 949; WTCN was only operating a
12 hour program schedule five days
a week.

Further program expansion finds

WTCN set to run a feature movie

throughout most of the country, it

\

was expected that the public would
not tune in their sets until after
dark. Thus, the 30 network shows

;

on the air from 7 to 9 p.m. between
April and June slumped 31% in

; ratings during that time. Thirty-,
, . ,

‘ one shows rated between 9 and ,

jnediate price rises in TV sets of 3

ill p.m. in those months, however,.*0 ak factory level, and
showed a drop in average ratings :

warned that further increases may

TVMfrs.
Continued from page

,, 34 j

Of only 19%.
While it has been proved in

radio that a certain program’s time
of broadcast might have much to
do with its audience pull, in TV it’s

only the program that counts. Ac-
cording to the web eXecs, a spon-
sor providing a good show during
the summer could have drawn a
good audience. For example, they
point to the N. Y. Pulse report,
which shows the “Original Aitia-

|

be made later “in view of increas-
1 ing difficulty in Obtaining critical

materials and advances in prices of
i certain components.”

j

, Abrams said current rise reflects
' Company policy set down in June,
I when prices in new line released
! then were announced as interim
‘prices. At that time, he said, it

was pointed out that prices would
be raised in “the near future.”
Abrams added that he would try to

teur Hour” with a 19.1 in May and
j

hold the new price line as long as

an 18 in July; “Voice of Firestone,” i.
possible.

New York
Ed Peck, usually cast as a cop,

is put of harness for a whiles to

play a thief on Mepasha Skulnik’s

show, a flack on “The Clock” and a

murder victim on “The Web” . , .

Joseph W Bailey, manager of the

Gray agency’s AM-TV dept.; has
joined the John E; Gibbs Co. to
supervise its radio and tele pack-
ages. V

S. J. Perelnian Working up a tele

i stanza, based on his New Yorker
|

pieces and, starling. Arnold Stang
i ... John Wingate to emcee WOR-
;
TV’s “The Mobilization Story,”

,
Weekly newscast to be aired Thurs-
days at 8;30 p.tii. . . . Treva Frazee

j

featured On ABC-TV’s “My True
;
Story’ 1 Friday (28). .. . Half-hour
show starring Gertrude Niesen be-
ing prepared by Nasht Productions.
William Morris agency is sales rep.

|

Edgar van Blolim, manager, of
the Paris Cinema, N.Y., on Ted

j

Steele's WPIX video show
.
to dis-

cuss 1950 reactions to Chaplin’s
: 1931-produced “City Lights,” and
TV versus pix;

I Eugene Thomas, general maria-
. get* of WOIC, Washington, has

;

been named general manager of
WOR-TV. Latter station is sell-

ing its D. C. video outlet to WTOP
. . RCA board chairman David

Sarnoff will- “Meet the Press” on
his Voice of America expansion
proposals on the NBC-TV stanza
Sunday (30), “MTP” producer
Martha Rountree, incidentally, is

planning a new series, “Washing-
ton Party,” with capital celebs tak-
ing part . . . Lou R. Winston has
been appointed Coast rep for Of-
ficial Films, handling television
. . . Samuel R. Zack’s “Let’s Ar-
bitrate” starts on WOR-TV Thurs-.
day (27) at 7-30 pin,

Consolidated Cigars picked up
11 more DuMont stations for its

“Plainclothesman,” aired Wednes-’
day nights, raising the total to 16

. . Joseph L. Merkle, previously
DuMont stations relations chief,
joined the ABC stations depart-
ment as regional director for TV
. . . TV/Films and Television Caf-
toons. producers of film commer-
cials, have merged facilities to pro-
vide more space under one
roof . . . Lou Averbach, formerly
with Paramount's sales depart-
ment, named general sales mana-
ger of Video International . . .

Home Craft Publishing Co. signed
for a series of five-minute sports
interview shows on DuMont, to be
aired immediately following the
Web’s Saturday night wrestling
matches from Chicago . : . “One
Man's Family” returns to NBC-TV
Saturday night (29) in the 7:30 to

8 slot, under Manhattan Soap
sponsorship .'

. . Look magazine
profiling Faye Emerson in its

Aug. 1 issue under the title.

‘‘Young Lady in a. Hurry . .

Jessica Dragonette guesting on a

number of TV shows including
“Dinner at Sardi’s” tonight (Wed.)
and “The Fitzgeralds” Friday (28).

a sale in the east . . . Cass Daley is

on the verge of taking a TV deal
with NBC.

Chicago
Milt Friedland moves up to

traffic manager post at WBKB
. . . Ted Shaker is new member of
TV sales staff at Chi office of

Katz rep company , , . Less than

a week, after its debut, WNBQ’s
salesman Dick Cahill peddled Leu
O’Connor's Sunday afternoon news
telecast to First National Bank for

52 weeks . . Pic star Edmond
O’Brien, in town in connection
with opening of Columbia's “711

Ocean Drive,” making the local

tele show circuit . . . ABC's sus-

tained “Dr. Fixum,” due for a can-
cellation Aug. 6 . . . Paul Stadel-

man,. magician and
;
yenUilpiquist,

replaces magico Bill Baird on
WBKB’s “Holsum Magiq Show. ’ ’

; . Author Nelson Alghren played
himself on the NBC “Studs Place”

stanza last week . . . WGN-TV’s
participation in Radio Features’

hunt for “Miss Television of 1950”

started Saturday (22) from its Chi
Fair studios . . . Atlas Brewing
Co; Is now bankrolling Joe Wil-

son’s thrice-weekly sports roundup
ort WBKB . . . ABC sportscaster

Wavne Griffin vacationing in Ber-

muda V Felix Adler; Ringling

clown, guested bn NBC’s “Quiz
Kids” last week / . “Majority
Rules” exits ABC Aug. 30 to be
replaced by “Sit or Miss,” audi-

ence participation show • . . No-
audience rule lias been revoked on
Ransom Sherman’s NBC strip from
the Studebaker“Theatj’e

v BuT 'vist^

tors are asked hot to applaud . .

Paul Galvin, Motorola _pr.exy.-Te-:

ports tele and radio sales lor first

half of the year are more than,

double last year’s, total for same
period.

Small Fry
Continued from page 35

which had an 11.6 in May but I
Illustrative of the pledges being

jumped to 13.2 this month, andj made was that sent to President
“Candid Camera,” which dropped

|

Truman by RCA board chairman
from a 24.6 in May to a still re- !

David Sarnoff. . Wiring his cprigrat-

1:30 to 2:45 p.m., Monday through ;

spectsble 19.8 in July. ulations to the Piesident on the

Friday. This will increase their lo- .

Some of -ihe good summer rat-
; .I?!

1

a . _ ,i 4 . , _ ^ . mgs might be due to the fact that
a nd total piogiams six hours

;

a g00d show lias little in the way
and 15 minutes each week. The

;

of competition during the dogdays.
1:30 film block will be serviced That, according to the network
with the same pix which ‘pulled a chiefs, should provide them with
27.1 Hooper in Philly. Also in line

;
further ammunition to sell their

with opening new areas of pro- ? summer time, on the assumption
ning, “Movies for Kids,” a net • that bankrollers staying on throughgramming.

the summer get that bonus audi-
ence.

release, starts Aug. 19, Saturdays.
JO a.m. This is the strat of a
moppet block.

Latest figures from WTCN re-

veM network kinesedpe occupying
10 hours, film 13 hours, studio -15

hours 15 minutes, remote 12 h«ufs
30 minutes.^Most remarkable lea- hour-long vaudeo program, will go
tu re of WTCN operations, perhaps, i . .././* /
Is its studio originations dominat-

^l0m ^ Q
.

1 * Latter show pio-

Jng most of Re schedule.
' neered Saturday night program-

Fact that TV operations for both
!

m * n g and was one of the tbp-rated
KSTP and WTCN are on a pro ftt-

Coniimied from page 34

able basis now, according to their

Wednesday night (19), Sarnoff said;
“Speaking lor RCA and its sub-
sidiaries, which include NBC and
RCA Communications, and. for our
officers and employees at home and
abroad, I pledge you our fullest co-
operation in the national ellort.

We are at your service.”

Arthur Freed, prez of Freed
Radio Corp., which makes the
Freed-Eijsemann TV sets, revealed
that his company is already en-
gaged in G(5veminent work, and
also pledged its entire facilities t

o

be at the disposal- of the Armed
Forces if required. While adVisihg
'dealers to make their buying plans,
earlier than us it a l, Freed predicted
that manufacturers for the most
part “will generally protect their
existing channels of distribution

„ , ,
, by allocating their supplies equi-shows oa the au- tor almost a year.
! tably among all dealers.”

, . ,
•

. , ,

Switch to Friday nights was made
heads, and that set ownership in possi bJ e by DuMont’s signing last
the aiea has skyrocketed dqring week for the Saturday night sports

Vno J?n
St estimated events at Madison Sq. Garden,

300,000 makes it all the more jn- ; N. Y

when the supply will far exceed
j
lol. DuMont sorting

8

later
8
in
W
thethe demand, station managers

.
foil

y
QB

.

en
j
a

.
e

.

oI
. .

lhe.^jfl ' be 'a halMmur vnudeo presenta-
: tion, Mat Boyd. Rogers' 'personal

aale of IV sets in the area sub- manager and his partner with
Manually, unless international sit-

: Marv Pickfmvi in ptTr -t*,,' 4 "r
iiatioa is an important deterring

Jn PnB
- Inc " ,ndle

I
lacturers,

;
d.slnbutors and dealer

factor and credit conir
bJanftet on the
jfointed out. Half-hour program will probably ! tailment of. fiorin.ar activities.

Frank A. D. Andrea, prez of An-
drea Radio Corp., meanwhile pre-
dicted the war scare may “create
the biggest TV boom in the history
of the industry this fall.” If the
action in Korea expands in scope,
lie said, “there is. no doubt that
electronics manufacturers will be
required to change over quickly
from production of consumer goods
to war materials. The inventory of
TV receivers now held by inanu-

trolls out a
«gen<L*yv was.alsd pacted by will be quickly, depleted by enter-

hncfnncc *
lei

I?VMont> ^ a s assistant pro- tainnieni-hungry families confront-
:

business, it s ducer of the Friday, night show, ed by gas rationing and other cur-

Hollywood
Ken Murray taking time out

from his vacation to line up guest

stars for his Budweiser show .

Harry Ackerman is talking to Ben
Blue for a featured comedy role on
the Frank Sinatra show ... KFMB
in San Diego* is now taking six
half-hour Shows a week direct from
KECA-TV . . . John. Giiedel cut.
short his sabbatical to ready the TV
debut of Art Linkletter for a food
packer . . . Klaus Landsberg took
up his option .on Harry Owens and
the Hawaiians will be back on
KTLA in September > . . Milton
Berle drew his brother, Phil, as
NBC director on a series of trail-
ers to herald his return irf^the fall
. . . Kaiser-Frazer is interestod in
Danny Thomas for TV but. not at
the present, asking price of $7,500
. . . Networks will pool their talent
for an all-indoor show to dedicate
joining of L. A. arid Fiisco by mi-
crowave Sept. 15. Norman Black-
burn, who was active in a similar
type show to mark the co-ax link-
ing of ,N. Y. and Chicago, will co-
ordinate the talent and production
. . . Ed Cashman, producer of Tex-

;
aco Star Theatre, Ambled back east

; after passing three weeks with his

:

family . , .. Carl Dudley back from
a swing of the eastern markets with

;

a sheaf of orders for commercial
film

.

... ABC claims a speed rec-
ord in."turning out “The Buggies”
in six and a half hours via the Vita-
pix process . . . Frank Stemple and

,

KTTV ironed out. their difficulties
on the Busier Keaton show and
it goes back on the station within
a few weeks. Comedy stanza will

1 be filmed to better its chances for

Whether an account buys an eighth

of a page three times a year or a

full page every month, magazines
assign hep salesmen impartially

and spread the welcome mat. The
man who calls on a J. Walter
Thompson also calls on small agen-
cies, not some errand boy.”

Mogul fears that tele is being
turned into a blue-chip industry
in which only the commercial
giants can afford to play, particu-
larly because of unrealistic rates
stations and webs are charging.
Additionally, in their drive for
program control the chains are
favoring their own packages. This,
means that agencies, which Mogul
feels could produce most shows for
half lhe. networks’ prices, can’t
bring smaller advertisers 'into the
field.

Many agencies are scored by
Mogul for playing into the network
hands b*y allowing the webs to pad
bills for production expenses. With
the agencies getting 15% of the
total nut, some outfits don’t com-
plain when charges for extras such
as piano-moving, additional stage-
hands, etc., are thrown jri. How-
ever, this raises the level out of
the. reach of smaller firms, Mogul
believes.

Charge that stanzas backed by
modest bankrollers aren’t good'
programs, which explains their
shunting around, is denied by the
agency, topper.. He says that some
dogs

.
are kept on despite poor

ratin gs , because they’re sponsored
by big companies, white betjer
airers of the lesser. firms don’t get’
such consideration.

Continued from page 34

short-time, in-and-out bankroller,
WNBQ execs feel it’s to their ad-
vantage to exercise control oyer
the shows by building them them-
selves,

,

In
v support of their case they

point lo the 10 to 11 p.m, weekday
period occupied by five cross-the-
board shows, which are sponsored
either straight across or on a
rotating basis. Station is cur-
rently carrying only three priced-
week stanzas during the week.
Trend toward house shows is

more pronounced at the NBC out-
let than at the other three Chi sta*
lions. Indies WBKB and WGN-
TV as well as ABC’s WENR-TV
still welcome 1 outside packaged
shows for which a sponsor can be
found.
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Mutual’s Making Hay

In The Grass Roots
By FRANK WHITE

(President, Mutual Broadcasting System)

Frank White

When Variety asked for a Mu-
tual article for this issue, I dug
up a copy of the “White Paper re

Mutual” which appeared Imre R
year ago. Tak-
ing a deep]
breathy I re-

'

read it in the
1 i g h t of the
past 12 months
-r- and found
X don’t have to
eat a single

word.
,
Early last

fall we summed
u p, i n o n e
short phrase,
our concept of

how an AM network can sell mer-
chandise profitabi y. Ever since
then, our Mister Plus has beep tell-

ing in print why—because 4

‘The
Difference Is Mutual”-—our adver-
tisers accomplish things with net-
work radio which can’t be done
elsewhere . ••. . from getting into
the medium at the lowest dollar,

cost and getting the most out of it

per dollar, to building hookups to

match their markets and lifting a
solo voice in one-fourth of the
country where competition is re-

mote.

Increasingly, our clients agree
that “eachr 6T these" differences“ is~

unique. And each plus seems to be
heightened by the very factors
which allegedly menace the whole
system. Television inroads? Plain-
ly, they can have least effect on an
audience built and shaped the Mu-
tual way. Shrinking budgets?
Plainly, a sensible rate card paves
the most attractive route to net-
work radio’s mass millions.

How It Works

And this is no mere blueprint

—

it is a proven, working formula.
Last winter a cold-remedy maker
needed all the ears he could get, in

a hurry—and got them with two
programs on Mutual for the price
of one eleswhere. A tobacco firm
saved enough on a high-rated
mystery show here to buy a TV
half-hour in 31 markets. And a

car manufacturer floodlighted his

new-model news by sponsoring 30
Mutual programs three times,, in

three saturation waves, coaSt-to-

coast.

There you have three examples
Of practical, present-day advertis-

ing problems—met and solved by
the practical application of network
radio as we work it here; Each
one is a case of sound, ingenious
thinking. Each one is also, I think,
a potent, retort to all short-sellers
of this medium.

In reviewing this past year, I And
considerable comfort in the plans
which we laid and our efforts to
realize them. There were moments
when our season-long . ‘‘Game of
the Day” idea in baseball seemed
like it should have stood in the
clubhouse-^but our Objective of
putting some added dollars within
the reach of our affiliates has come
through superbly, thanks to some
3,500 cooperative sponsors. By
adding this feature to our ex-
clusive World Series and All-Star
baseball coverage (extended last

fall for seven more years, by the
Way), Mutual has enhanced its

leadership in broadcasting out-
standing sports all year -round.

[
• No Warm Weather Wilt

j

We’re now midway through the
least calendar-wilted summer in

Mutual history, with a solid Sun-
day afternoon and early evening
schedule. For fall, our weekday
afternoon “kid strip” is already
completely booked. 'And on the
news front—with audienCe^nteresF
currently at a new peak—Mutual
continues to deliver more news
more often (and more of it spon-
sored) than any other network.

But perhaps the clearest signs

that our navigation is on-beam are
those that come from outside
sources. Two separate, independ-
ent research studies, for example.
Mr. Nielsen’s Homes-per-Dollar in-

dicates our clients are getting the
largest money’s-worth in the busi-
ness. And Mr. Crossley—making
half a million phone calls in 42
states—has just proved that our
solo affiliates hold a virtual audi-
ence-monopoly in the one-station

markets of America . . . all within
the designated primary area of

Other networks.

If by any chance this sounds as

though we’ve simply waved a trick

wand to create a new Mutual, let

me set that straight immediately.
It has been a rugged year—and we
have found that in network radio

operation today there is no substi-

tute for solid, old. fashioned hard
work.

CY HARRICE
Radio Announcer Television

Mark Woods

Home Is Where the Console Is
By MARK WOODS

(Vice-Chairman, Board of Directors, ABC )

There was a time, when network radio had not fully developed and
television was still a laboratory problem, that the nation’s humorists
found a favorite theme in the ‘‘home is only a place to sleep” quip and
cartoon. The recurring idea was that all the members of the family

dashed into the house for dinner from school, office

and the bridge table; stayed only long enough to

eat and arbitrate the use of the family car; went
their several ways for an evening of recreation
elsewhere. Like most such staple commodities of
the humor industry, it had enough element of truth
in it to have a wide appeal.
Now the jokesmiths, amateur and professional,

have found a new home-and-family situation to
exploit—television and its power to hold the whole
.household.

Without intending any disrespect for the elab-
orate techniques of research, I feel pretty sure that
this changing fashion in humor shows as clearly as
anything can the impact of television as a new

•ocial force^ in this eyerchanging, ex-expanding nation.

Up to now, most inventions and new social customs tended to break
down rather than reinforce, the traditional values of the family living
in a home-centered atmosphere. The influence of the church has always
been strong in behalf of this tradition, but, aside from that, the trend
has generally been the other way.

These aids to getting away from home ranged from such useful labor-
aaving devices as the washing machine and the vacuum cleaner, through
the popular-priced automobile, the abolition of Latin as a compulsory
requirement for college entrance, and the double feature movie, to
the tavern jukebox with its implicit potentialities for encouraging
juvenile delinquency.

Business men, and particularly those allied with advertising, have to
look at the facts that they inescapably encounter in their own homes,
those of their friends, and at all income levels. So we who are trying
to build television are niissing the whole picture of what we are ac-
complishing if we become so involved with technical problems, with
judgments of professional critics on production quality, that we over-
look what television is doing to and for millions of people who know
what they like and are blissfully unconcerned about its artistic nuances.

Vot that television isrt’t a great cultural force and cannot become
a Greater one. It brings into the home ail the combined advantages of
the theatre, vaudeville house, concert hall, opera house, schoolroom,
newsreel and department store. It gives the advertiser a better and
more effetive means of telling the story of his product. However, most
important of all, television does all this well enough so that the home
has been restored to its proper place as the focal point of family life.

By CAROLINE BURKE
(NBG-TV Producer)

I know a little boy who ate too
many sundaes and became very ill.

r"know"5P~littte girl who ate too-

many candy bars and got lots of

cavities in her teeth. These kids

had friends who couldn’t: sleep be-

cause the horror stories they read
in comic books frightened them too

much. Some of the radio programs
they listened to gave them the
heebie jeebies, too. And what hap-
pened to the kids? Their pedia-
tricians and their teachers advised
the parents on how much of these

things the youngsters could take.

Some of the parents agreed and
limited the kids’ consumption.
Some of the parents agreed but
couldn’t control their kids. And
some of the parents shrugged their

shoulders and took no action.

And there’s What happened to

them. Some of the children who
weren’t controlled grew up healthy

and normal and some didn’t. And
the ‘laissez faire’ group fared
about the same way. All of which
doesn’t prove much except that

some kids can take things that

others can’t.

But, in all of these instances,

mothers and fathers chose, or

chose not to choose, for their off-

spring. All realistic parents took
the responsibility; They didn’t

blame the sundaes and the candy
bars, the comic books and the

radio, the books and the methods.

By JOSEPH H. McCONNELL
( President, NBC)

Since the early pioneering days of radio, when everythingwas un-
tested and untried, there probably has never been a period of such
intense activity, planning and thinking in the broadcasting industry
as we are witnessing today.

Radio, as a mature and developed service, is it-

self a full-time job for the broadcaster who must
exert himself as never before to shape the medium
to changing conditions. And television, which has
shot out of its infancy, passed through its adoles-

cence and is approaching Its adult stage in so short

a span, poses the additional problems of a develop-
ing industry which has power and influence far

beyond its age and experience.
The going may be tough at times for the harried

broadcasters, but the challenge is stimulating and
the objectives are great ones; to preserve and
strengthen sound broadcasting as a basic entertain-

XtiKPnh ii Mornitnoii ment and information service and an effective ad-

vertising medium; and to develop television to its

maximum potential as quickly as possible.

The success television lias achieved in a few years of commercial
Operation is one of the miracles of our times. .We know it as a social

force which tremendously extends the range of experience. Through
television, the great performers of show business, the leading personalia

ties of our country, the world of sports, the momentous news event#
themselves pass in parade through our living rooms.

These same: compelling qualities make television the most forceful

advertising medium the world has ever known, arid a powerful; demon-
stration and sales medium as well. No wonder it has received such
all-put public acceptance and advertising support, which brought it to

the level of a billion dollar industry in the space of three years.

But television is too dynamic and demanding a business to permit
us the luxury of mooning over its past accomplishments. Much remains
to be done to perfect the creative skills that will ultimately produce a
true television art form that uses the medium to its full advantage.
Ways must be found to free the talent of the country—and all of it—
to participate in this new medium of home entertainment.
The great power of the television commercial must be harnessed

and refined so that it reaches maximum effectiveness, as we learn
more about the untapped resources of the med ;um to persuade, inform

^aiTd"Tmpll(s^ knov^ledgewiilTiTicrease-the^values--
of television to the educator, to the political leader and to every citizen

who seeks from the medium an enlarged uhderstariding of the issues
and problems of our society.

These advances in quality will be matched in the next few years by
expansion in size, as interconnections spread out across the contibent,
as hundreds of new stations go into operation, as the number of tele-

vision families increases from 5,000,000 to 20 000,000, Color television
will give television a new dimension and will present a vast new field

for further creative work.

It Jual Won’l Say Die
:!

When Taken Properly

In the child’s TV viewing the
parents are in the same situation.

They must see that TV is taken
properly by their children and if

they do, they will find that TV en-

riches the children’s experiences,

broadens, stiinulates and eventual-
ly educates them. No broadcaster
or advertiser is short-sighted

enough to want to harm his grow-
ing-up public. We screen every-
thing which goes on the air and
take advantage of all the surveys

|

and research being done. Besides
adhering to the general rules
which broadcasters have evolved,
each script is analyzed individually

for its content acceptability. One
can’t help thinking of the many

j
bloody battles seen in the western
movies shown on every TV station.

They have become an American
folk idiom as easily accepted as the
brick which Mouse used to throw
at Krazy Kat.

Broadcasters examine their own
work and ask for outside guidance
when needed. We also have the
ablest researchers to work on these
arid further problems. We care
about the public good and our own
solvency, two things which are for-
tunately inextricably intertwined.
After all art antagonized mother is

not going to buy Himpy Glimpy
Dod Food if its program has given
her mite the horrors. Next time
she will find! a way to divert junior
from watching it.

We have the benefit of the many
surveys made by schools and
thoughtful groups; We all heard
and read about the conscientious
poll made by the Burdick Jr. High

With television already so powerful a medium, and with so much in
store for it, there are those who take a dim view of radio’s life expec-
tancy. They come to praise television and bury sound broadcasting*
but an institution as massive and vital as radio will riot be talked to
death. It has all the ingredients for continued strength as a service
to the people and a basic advertising medium—universality of cover-
age, economy, flexibility and an appeal which has made it a part of
the daily lives of Americans.

Like all living things, radio is undergoing Changes—in its program
offerings, its sales forms, its methods of operation and its economic
structure-—and it will undergo more changes. We should welcome
this adaptability of radio, which is one of the signs of its vigor.' But
before we place too much weight on trade tfilk about an adjustment

j

in sound broadcasting rates, let us remember'that radio, unlike every
' other competing medium, has not raised its facilities rates in the past
• 10 years to reflect increased circulation, higher operating costs, or the

[
vast bonus audience of out-of-home listeners or listeners to secondary
or third home sets. While prices for all other goods and services have
spiralled, radio is still sold at 1940 rates and delivers a great: deal
more than it did it 1940.

When the time comes to. reprice radio in order to maintain it As
an outstanding advertising buy, all of the interests which have a stake
in the medium should participate. Broadcasters; will wish to reex-
amine the relative values of morning, afternoon arid evening time to

determine which rates should be increased, which should be reduced
and which should be continued. But the cost of facilities is only part
of the picture. The cooperation of musicians, actors, writers, pro-
ducers and technicians will also be essential in keeping the price of
radio at levels which will assure volume operations and will provide
for continued employment arid opportunity in a strong and useful in-

dustry.

School of Stamford, Conn., which
gave us the astounding figures
showing that their students aver-
aged per week 31 hours in class.

30 hours at the TV set at home.
These figures seemed rather ap-
palling- until Burdick completed
their survey of the parents’ reac-
tions. Burdick parents find that
TV is doing their children good.
The kids have developed new in-

terests from viewing TV. Contrary
to the plaints of adult book dealers,
these youngsters read more be-
cause they want to get in full the
stories they see and like on TV.
They become Interested in new
sports: the roller derby, sailing arid
the not unmixed blessing of Wres-
tling. “Watch the World” has
stimulated them to more reading
of the news in the newspapers and
to visiting art museums; “We Take
Your Word” sends them to the dic-
tionary when they find unfamiliar
ivords in their own reading. And
above all, families are watching
TV together and sharing common
experiences.

Parent as Teacher

This is another way patents can
Create plus values in their chil-
dren’s TV viewing—by sharing in
programs viewed, guiding tastes
according to their own judgments
and explaining things riot under-
stood in family viewing. Parents

watch the news of the Korean War
for their own information, and
children learn history while it is

happening. John Cameron Swayze,
Don Goddard and Doug Edward#
are teaching geography arid history
with their films and animated
maps. The Korean War is a mat-
ter of adult education, but the
more out children understand what
concerns the world, the more in*

tegraled family life will become.
And, with knowledge comes a cer-
tain realistic security, bulwark
against fear of the unknown . How
much better to have our children
know that we are all concerned
with the news when it comes on in

the early evening. How much- bet-
ter for Susan to know why Dad is

preoccupied and worried than to

think he is angry because she has
made a wreath pf his prize mint
sprigs.

The best gift the broadcaster can
gtve to youth is the stimulus of his

intellectual curiosity. Our goal is

to make him want to look up a

work, read a book, visit a museum,
take apart a flower to exarriine its

stamens arid pistils. We can in-

still in him a desire to find out. to

look searchingly, to listen inquir-

ingly and to believe intelligently.

TV opens many worlds to the

young viewer. Like a good guide,

the parent should decide how far

he 'can travel each day/
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RCA Prexy Sees Medium Bringing Whole New Concept of Showmanship Into Being—-Cites

Eventual Fusion of Radio-TV Into One Great Service, but Each

By SYLVESTER L. (PAT) WEAVER
The history of the “Saturday Night Revue” can well be

titled Blood, Sweat and Cheers. We killed ourselves on

this opera, and before the dawn it was really dark. Then,

at long last, the bravos! Even the Variety award!

“{Saturday Night Revue” was the

final crystallizing of several plans

which had two basic concepts, The

first was that a means must be found

to give high cost attraction program-

ming to the average budgeted adver-

tiser, so that the base of the television

medium's income could be broadened,

so that the development of program-

ming could , continue with sharply

higher talent expenditures for better
Weaver talent and ihore ambitious produc-

tions, and with the rotational feature so that a television

commercial would reach the all-set circulation during a

—campaign^— <—__—

_

•, ... ^
The second Concept was that all-evening programming

offered a chance to give better program quality and bet-

ter program service to the home, and would therefore get

the circulation.
vThe first all-evening idea was one called

tentatively “The City,” or “American Scene,” developed
while I was at Y&R, wherein the episodes Of the “Aldrich
Family,” the “Goldbergs,” a mystery like “Mr. D.A.,” a
romantic interlude (“Silver Theatre”) etc., were routined
with shorter vignettes for pace and contrast, and^ inte-

grated by an me of the Mr. Omm type. NBC will 'get to.

this one in due time. The second all-evening idea was
based on"Saturday Night’' activities, and was to have iri-

. cluded a miovie
,
a legit revue, and a party. The third was

the all-evening variety, form, easy to join at any time, and.

we hoped, difficult to depart from.

Having set the advertising *base of the show, the philos-

ophy of the circulation attraction, we needed to imple-

ment same. Max Liebman was my choice on the revue
form, because while, at Y&R I worked with Max on his'

television show before he hit the air, and had expected
his first show to be on Sunday night at 8 on NBC for a
client. We croppered and the show opened for someone
else. Later, when available, I could pot sell the show as

a unit and so incisrptirating it4n the “Saturday 'Night”

plan meant a way to achieve my long ambition. With the

incomparable Sid Caesar performing with the opulent the-

atre of the “Show of Shows” as the last hour and a half,

we looked for a solid, direct exuberant, variety type of

show for the first hour. And there was Jack Carter! I

was trying to sign Jack to NBC on a long-term deal, not
only because he is talented as a comedian, but because
he has that X factor that is not always shared in this

business. He is likeable.

The fate of the “Saturday Night Hevue” was not, of

course, known to us. But I haabeen getting up off the
floor for so long on the plan that the staccato beat of the
rebuffs that came accelerating into our lives didn’t bother
me personally as much as they did some operators. I was
in trouble in so many directions, that I just had to move
along without giving heed. For you will recall that the
advertising plan was considered unsaleable, the cost was
considered too high, the Undertaking on a gamble basis

meant a very high dollar loss if we were hobbled, the
show was considered too usual, also too daring, etc. And
just to make matters more acute, even Washington dis-

played interest. We had no theatre for the Chicago show
which finally opened under the most appalling handicaps,
and even in New York, we had problems.

Then I Went Skiing

Shortly before the series opened, I cased the situation

and as an astute old hand in the racket, left for Switzer-?

land for a week’s skiing, as fearlessly reported by Variety.
This meant that when the crises started to mount, I lis-

By FRANK, M. FOLSOM
Television’s impact on show business is greater in 1950

than in all of its previous years combined; Virtually
every phase of the entertainment world feels its influence
today and, judging from the speed with which its audience

is growing, it. will play an increasing-
ly important role in the months
ahead.

Top performers of stage, screen and
radio, as well as oldtime and budding
variety entertainers, are turning by
the hundreds to this magnetic art,

which combines the triple appeal of
sight, sound and million-plus audi-
ence. New names and* faces likewise
are appearing almost daily, attracted
toward the seemingly irresistible goal
of television stardom. • \

Frank M. Folsom Less than four years after its post-

war debut, television; has changed
looking and listening habits in many parts of the nation.

It has brought into being a new concept of showmanship
and become a powerful stimulus to the entire sirt Of broad-
casting, as well as to the older arts of stage and screen.

Television programs are improving, and they will con-
tinue to grow in public favor as broadcasters make greater
use of its Wonderful and unique quality of immediacy, its

ability to bring into the home the thrills and enchantment
of distant performances and events as: they occur. IjAore-

^QKer,_hecause-jff.lts_extraQEdinari.ffexihUity^iLijanL.draw..
upon all of the older entertainment media .as it develops a
new and significant art form.

Within the past few months, television programming
has shown the benefit of the concerted efforts on the part
of producers to develop originality of presentation. Parr
ticularly is this true in the handling of educational and
news material. In addition, considerable progress has
been made in building dramatic shows, revues, comedy
spots and other entertainment features on new formats of
merit. /

Experimentation in programming is as vital to the
advance of the television art as it was in the early days
of motion pictures and radio broadcasting. After all,

audience reaction represents the only true measurement;
solely by heeding suggestions and criticism from the pub-
lic can the producers, directors and performers .find out
what the public wants.

By H, ALLEN SMITH
Close onto five years have elapsed since the man brought

the television set to our house and I have spent more
time than I ought to admit staring at the thing. Except
when fancy company comes, which is seldom, the members

of my tribe eat dinner out of their
laps. That old oaken dining room table
which Nelle bought at the auction in
Flushing is crusted with barnacles,
rotting away from desuetude. We
din© with Kukla and the Fitzgeralds
and John Cameron Swayze. This
state of affairs has brought a radical
change in diet. It’s different to eat
a steak or a pork chop from the lap,

especially when the eyes are fixed on
Fran Allison; consequently we eat the
softer foods and our hamburger bill

at the grocer’s is astonishing. Lately
We have taken to bring the dog’s bowl

of horsemeat into the living room, so he can raise his head
from his victualing now and then to growl at Ollie. It is,

in a way, a pretty sad situation and I confess it solely
for the purpose of showing that TV is popular at my
house.

H. Allen Smith

It becomes obvious immediately that I am a person of
low critical acumen; yet I know what I like. I have made
up a little list of casual questionings and observations that
have come into my mind from time to time as I forked my
meatballs in front of TV. They represent my own opinion,
and not necessarily the views of any worthwhile person.
Leave us now unload:

Open the Door, Refrigerator!

10,000,000 TV Families byEnd—1950
|

In the last six months I have spent counless hours quiet-
ly and contently watching the opening and closing of re-
frigerator doors. During that period my scoreboard shows
I have seen 3,212 refrigerator doors opened and 3,210
closed (two were left standing open). I would like for
some refrigerator company at this point to employ a little

variety in door-opening. Get some suspense into it. Show
us something in the nature of a surprise when the door
swings back—a copperhead poised for the kill, Groucho
Marx leering from back of the beer bottles, Ed Sullivan

A good indication of the success being achieved is seen
in the phenomenal growth of America’s TV audience. The
number of video families has more than doubled since
the first of January, for a total of 6,600,000 at mid-year. At
the present rate of receiver sales, this number may ex-
ceed i0,000,000 by Dec. 31. There are now i06 television
stations on the air; compared with 71 this time last year.

The scientific and industrial phase of television is keep-
ing pace with the public’s enthusiastic response. Today
television engineers and manufacturers are producing far
better sets, at prices far below those that marked the post-
war introduction of video service.

Here again, public taste has been a guiding factor in

deciding which type of sets should be built. Instrument
purchasers are better informed and more perceptive about
television receivers than ever before. Just as the manu-
facturer’s knowledge of TV circuits, engineering and de-
sign has grown tremendously since the beginning of a
full-fledged service, so has the ability of the buyer to
evaluate the receivers.

New factors are receiving the consideration of today’s
television buyers. Many sales are based upon tone alone,
a consideration virtually overlooked by the consumers and
manufacturers alike during the period, at first, when they
were much more interested in observing the miracle of
sight-and-sound pictures. Brand names have taken on new
values, with a large percentage of sales resulting from
word-of-mouth advertising* in which outstanding features
of a particular set draws popular attention.

Other important points now considered by the television
prospect include tuning, that is to say, controls which are
readily accessible and pictures that do not need frequent
adjustment; styling of sets to provide maximum decor in
the home; and value, as carefully distinguished from price
—in other words, a wariness of so-called bargains in favor
of full, honest quality of receivers.

frozen in a block of ice.

* >t< *

There is a TV camera used in the Schaefer commer-
cials which, think, defies the laws of nature. Between in-
nings of the Dodger games this camera drinks a glass of
beer. The camera ' has a human-looking hand which
reaches out and picks the glass off the bar and fetches
it up to its mouth, and tilts it slowly, and down goes (oi

comes) the beer. This happens six oi* eight times in the
course of a single ball game. The wierd part about it is

that the camera never seems to feel those beers. Seem*
to me that along about the seventh glass, things ought ta

fuzz up a trifle. Some day I hope to see that guzzling cam-
era (on a day when it hasn’t eaten any breakfast) go a lit-

tle crazy and maybe try to spit on the bartender.

* * *

One of the great comic attractions of TV is provided
by Eloise McElhone. Not just Eloise sitting there yack-
ing. When the camera has her in closeup, on “Leave It

to the Girls,” we sometimes turn off the sound and then
watch her go. Guaranteed to spill your neighbors right
out of your chairs.

* * #
. *

All fight announcers should be required to put in three
months studying the technique of Jimmy Powers.

* * *

I wonder if any of you adults have caught the Wends
Barrie show. Here is a. girl around 10 or 12 years old
who typifies the breed—full of little gurglings and gig-
glings and flouncings and baby talk. She calls every-
body Bunny and has just the bestest time. Whenever I

see this cute little girl on the screen it takes me way
back to my childhood, and I sometimes get out my doll
and play with it while Wittle Wendy is performing. Mj
doll’s name is Faysie.

= * * *
tened to complaints while dreaming of Davos, and they
seemed relatively unimportant and soluble.

For the key point through the travail was that if the
plan was right, as it was, then if all hands did their job
well, eventually the circulation success of the show, and
the ' values offered under our plan would overcome the
really basic objection, which was simply that we were un-
conventional and therefore strange and not ajcomfortable
purchase for most human beings, until they got used to

thinking about the new plan. Us mutants never worry
about those problems.

I must say, however, that in presenting the plan to the

agencies and clients originally, we got a most enthusiastic

welcome. For the needs of advertising demand a new ap-

proach to the old radio pattern in making television an
effective medium. And this 'is widely recognized.

Recently, the FCC okayed the basis on which the “Sat-

urday Night Revue’’ is now sold. It was, of course, sold

out for fall long ago. That ended the first chapter. And,
as I have been trying to recall the horrors of our passage
from the announcement of the plan at Greenbrier in Sep-
tember to the FCC approval in June, I am reminded of

the reason why we are able to stay in this business. I

can’t remember the crises too clearly because they seem
so relatively minor compered with the ones I have today.

Believe me, this comedy theatre project • .

.

Radio’s Continued Growth
|

While discussing television, attention must be given to
radio broadcasting, which continues to provide an inval-
uable service. During the first half of this year, radio
averaged 35,000,000 listeners every evening of the week in
America. Its potential audience of families having sets in

their homes comprised 95% of the population, more than
all newspapers and seven times bigger than television.

Contrary to general belief, radio broadcasting has .pro-

gressed steadily since the advent of television. In the
years between 1946 and 1950, the increase in the number
of radio families—or circulation—was twice that of all the
newspapers and the four leading magazines combined, v

Radio sets now are selling at a rate that can mean
10,000,000 new installations by December. On July 1 there
were 2,122 sound broadcasting stations on the air, 157
more than were in operation at that time a year ago and
1,200 above the prewar figure.

Radio broadcasters in such numbers represent a power-
ful force in the life of this country. They possess the
most massive and comprehensive medium of communica^
tions to be found in the land. Their programs are on the
air hour after hour, day after day, week after week. And
surveys show that more people are devoting more time to
radio than to ahy other form of recreation.
At some future date, there will be a fusion of radio

It doesn’t speak too well for the race in which I am an
accredited member, but Up to the middle of 1950 the
greatest performers yet to appear on TV have been the
two monkeys Who eat the bananas.

. j|t >i< ,)<

What ever happened to Eddie Mayehoff? We used to
see him three or four years ago and he was IT for tele-
vision. And while we’re on the subject of TV comics,
isn’t it about time that Art Carney got a little more recog-
nition? In the role of “Newton” on Morey Amsterdam’s
show he’s funnier than some of the boys who collect their
weekly pay by the barrel.

* * * .*

Why is it that baseball cameramen, otherwise judicious,
always manage to sweep away from scenes of tumult and
ferocity? A lively rhubarb is still , the best part of any
ball game to many of us.

* * •

Why don’t I shut my ungainly mouth?
i' i'. i i \ \'

\
i

and television into one great’ service. Bui for many years
to come, each will prosper in its own right. The transi-
tion will be an orderly supplementing process in which
the world’s two most amazing scientific developments will
provide increased listening and viewing pleasures to
people 'everywhere.
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Legit -Video - Vautleo Comedians Appraise How Television May Provide

Real Cure for That Fabulous Invalid—the Legit

By GRACE and PAUL HARTMAN
"Parasites! They’ll ..take every- tal ball and see this as only the

beginning of television in the legit-

imate theatre, Broadway legit of
the future may have a television

camera set in with the balcony
spotlights. Monitor sets backstage
Will pick up the full-view pictures
of the stage so that the stage man-
ager, electricians and crew won’t
have to Work from the lopsided
view they get from the wings. In-
stead they will see the effect of
their lights and curtains just as
the audience, does and can work
for greater perfection.

;
Pity the poor ticket-holder who

discovers too late that he is sitting
behind the drummer who Will beat
his eardrums to a pulp, or behind
the musical director who will ob-.

struct his view of all the musical
I numbers by standing up and wav-
ing his arms frantically. In a
video-monitored theatre the or-
chestra can be taken out Of the pit
altogether to play in a studio
where its music will be properly
balanced by a sound engineer. The .

performers onstage will no longer
have to sing over the orchestra to
reach the audience beyond; there
will no longer be a curtain of mu-

doubling^-from ‘•All-For-Love^-atfsic-separating^the;singing.nr danc-

thing we’ve got and let us die like

a dog!”

You have heard it before and

you will hear it again—every time

the world, comes up with a new
medium ; entertainment. .

Right now the blast is against

television, but let’s flip the page

and look at a bit of the record.

Maybe it is a man-bites-dog item

but -‘Tickets Please,” our musical

revue at the Coronet Theatre

(N. Y.l, came right out of televi-

sion and will, we hope, go back

into television after its Broadway

rum The show was born in a tele-'

vision studio* was nurtured by

Video Writers and directors, and

we auditioned some of our very

best talent by watching the televi-

sion set in bur Long Island living
j

room.

Here’s how it happened: last

year we were, packing for a Eu-

ropean vacation after a season of

the Mark Hellinger Theatre to pur

Textron video series at NBT. Sud-

denly, summery-theatre managers

asked what musical we were pre-

paring for the cowbarn Circuit.

When we told them there would

be no production, they claimed

that they had held certain weeks

apen just for us.

“But we have ho show written
”

we explained, “and that job would
take months.”

The statement stopped them

long enough for them to remem-

ber that we had just done 13 orig-

inal sketches on television. They

suggested putting the best of these

comedy-situation pieces together

is the basis for a new revile;

A ham is a ham is a ham. We
tore lip the boat tickets and called

In our television writers— Harry
Herrmann, Edmund Rice, Jack
Roche and Ted Luce. Meeting
deadlines was the first lesson they
had learned in the school of radio

arid television, so a half-dozen skits

- were ready for first researsals in a

matter of days. Herrmann took

over the directorial
,
chores and

used the video technique of stag-

ing to obtain new comedy effects

for the theatre. Art added ' by-

product of this TV direction was
to cut down the amounts of ex-

pensive scenery and props neces-

sary- to the average revue. And
Buck Warnick, who arranges mu-
sic for NBT’s ‘‘Show of Shows,”
quickly provided a score.

‘‘Tickets Please” was our biggest

success on the summer-theatre cir-

cuit, and Arthur Klein grabbed the

option to bring it to Broadway.
The first day of rehearsals the

television bugaboo bobbed lip,

“Your sketches are too static for

the stage,” they said, “A minimum
of movement may be required in

video, but it’s death in a theatre,”

they complained. “You’re always
piled up in little groups. Spread
out!” they roared, We went

.
run-

ning in all directions, but it wasn’t

funny McGee, Gradually we
lapesed back into the original form
of the cowbarn revue, and audi-

ences began to laugh again.

“But the critics won’t stand for

it!” they shouted, The critics

came* saw, and decided in our
favor—-all eight of the supreme
Broadway judges.

I
Basically a TV Show

ing actor from the theatre patron
Of course, the - fun of crystal-

gazing into the future is spoiled by
the current wailings of theatrical
producers, backers, actors, stage-
hands, etc. The tears flow in
oceans, and the anger blows them
into typhoons. It is hard to find a
smiling face on Broadway, and
don’t bring up “South Pacific!”

The angel carries a copy of the
May 31 issue of Variety which an-
nounced that of 57* theatrical pro-
ductions prepared for Broadway
during 1949-50 season, only seven
on that date had showed a profit.

“You call this a business?” fumes
the backer and turntf his wrath on
th * producer.

The producer rages at the theat-
rical unions for making production
costs so high that even major “hits”
receiving full critical acclaim and
winning drama prizes cannot make
back their original investment.
“We try to keep actors and .stage-
hands alive by giving them work.

and this is the thanks they hand
us!”, cry the producers.

And the actors and; stagehands
show themselves poverty-stricken,
drag put charts and statistics to

mostly unemployed and without
hope in the world. “Qh, for the
good old days when a manager
backed his own repertory com-
pany* put his stars under yearly
contract; and kept his actors and
crew working steadily so that they
knew how next week’s bills were
to be paid,” they sigh.

Between the thunder and light-

ning there has appeared recently
another ray of hope. The giant
RCA fortune behind the NBC radio
and video network will supply all

financial backing for a Broadway
shoWr-^“Call Me Madam,” written
by Irving Berlin, Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse, with Ethel
Merman as its star. The giant ex-
ploitation power of television’' and
radio will be directly used to help
a Broadway production, and RCA
Will get television, radio and pho-
nograph-album rights to the musi-
cal.

So, in the dilemma of a profes-
sion in which the costs are too high
for th<T individual backer and pro-
ducer and the taker-home pay too
low for all participants; the giants
of that bugaboo, Television, may
come to the rescue of the legiti-

mate theatre. Television is used
to dealing in big-money figures

which stagger the legitimate the-
atre. And video needs a field in

which it can successfully break in

and build up its important shows
before broadcasting them to the
world. “Tickets Please” has proved
that television techinque need not
spoil a Broadway show but, on the
contrary, can make it. With tele-
vision at its side, the Broadway
theatre may once again get back
its Hopes, Durantes* Jolsons, As-
taires arfd Marx Bros.

“is there a doctor in the house?”,
appeals the Broadway producer.

Could be.

“But television will change the
theatre!” protests the die-hard.

And isn’t progress usually at-

tended by some form of change?

m
gwriter

By ABNER SILVER

When Tin Pan Alley was in its | Chicago. I asked if there was any
infancy, one could always get a

j

compensation. “None,” he said,

songwriter to make a personal ap-
but they pay your expenses^give

pearance in a picture house, vaude-
j

writer-> r politely informed him
ville theatre, cabaret, saloon, any-

j

that I already had a wrist watch
where. All the owner had to do ' and a typewriter, which <by the

was light lip his marquee—“Song- way
\\

t^c program gets free for

:

writers’ Night.” He would three-
( it_the producer gets paid, the

sheet them or run slides throughout cameramen, the stage crew, the

the; week heralding the event— j

musicians, the singers, the an-

jamming the place on a poor busi-
!

P*a » they all get paid.

. Z . L.- but the one person about whom
ness night. Later on, this stunt

, whole program pivots, and the
was replaced by dishes and bingo. one person who creates the lis-

For that, the owner, would, shell
j

tener interest without whom there

but; but for songwriters! nix!
|

eouldn t be a program, that person

When I first started Writing, ^
. ahee on the cuff. For a minute niv

remember seeing people like Irv- s mind did a double-take. J felt
ing

.
Berlin, WoJfie Gilbert and I sorry for the poor producer, prob-

ably working on a small budget.some of the biggest names in. the

Alley at such theatres as the Mt.
Morris, in Harlem, and City Thea-
tre on 14th Street. The words-and-
musickers would even subway it

to Coney Island.

With the bdvent of radio, the

But when liis scout casually men-
tioned that “Tin Pan Alley TV”
spends $25,000 every week for one
program! Holy Toledo! You could
have knocked me over with Milton
Berle’s money belt. It reminded

same1 thing happened, but. on a !
me of Joe E. Lewis’ hilarious song,

“Tickets Please” is still basically

a Video product. So much so that

television cameras could be set up
at any performance, and there

wouldn’t be a dozen changes to be
made in the sketches to satisfy the

most demanding cameraman. TV
trade schools use -‘Tickets Please”

as a video model in teachings their

students, and even our musical di-

rector, Phil Ingalls, has been called

in to lecture to television pupils

on the uses of music with this

video technique.

As for us we- gaze into our crys-

! higher plane. Prominent writers
again obliged with cuffo guest ap-
pearances on sustaining and spon-
sored programs. The payoff? , ;

a “thank you,” a fountain pen and
a song plug.

Came TV and again the song-
writer gimmick. Was given another
hypo; The public was curious to

take .a squint at a sorig creator. In
radio, they could only hear him.
Now, they could see him in action.
Once again the writer became box-
office. But for loot? . . . are you
kiddin’!. Recently, I was ap-
proached by a scout for a Tin Pan
Alley TV show emanating from

The Groom Couldn’t Get In.”

To quote this talent Scout fur-
ther, “I approached most every
important writer on the street,
The only ones to turn* me down so
far, were Irving Berlin and you.”
“Well; at least I aril in good com-
pany,” 1 replied. He continued,
“we’ve already had Charley Tobias*
Mitchell Parish, Al Hoffman, Ned
Washington and Nick Kenny, and
for future programs we have also
lined tip Irving Caesar and three
othe great writers.” Then too,
. . . it’s aggravating to think that
evert if you turn them down, they
can pretty near always get your

r

By MAJNNIE MANHEIM
Hollywood.

Since my last report on eigaret choreography which appeared in

Variety (April 26), I have studied Rnpther phase of television that

requires almost instant and immediate attention.

I refer to the itch. I realize this is a harsh word to attach io th«

leading stars who cavort before the cameras, but those who are dost
to me know that I am one to call an itch an itch;

Before I offer a remedy for this television dermatitis; I should first

like to submit my lay diagnosis. Let us (examine the various star*

and the portions of their anatomies that they are forced to scratch

while they are performing before the TV cameras

If you are as careful a TV viewer as I, you will note that Ken
Murray, When not flicking his cigar, scratches the top of his head.

Whatever causes Murray’s itch on his head we don’t know, but it is

father pronounced. Many times he is forced to remove his familiar

hat to reach his. titillatiori. His assistant, a character called Oswald,

was seen grabbing his entire nose and scratching it with gusto. It

is quite likely that the lights at CBS cause certain petty perplexities,

so to speak.

Ed Sullivan, also on CBS, and a very competent m.c., suffers from a

slight disturbance^that causes him to rub his right eyebrow with the

pinky of his left hand. Sullivan is a switch scratcher* as he has been
known to use. either his right or left pinky to reach for the annoying

surface. I consulted an expensive Beverly Hills dermatologist on
Sullivan’s

,
case and was informed that Ed probably had no dermatitis

but was a victim of a nervous ailment: Sullivan will have to consult

.

his own doctor as I have no provision in my budget for any one else’*

ailments.
‘

-

There’s a comedian named Jerry Lester, who m.c.’s a TV show from
Chicago who is bothered quite a good deal with a disturbance on that

portion of the skin between the nostrils and the upper lip. Mr. Lester

gnawed at this space 11 times during a recent telecast—evidently to no
avail as he seemed^to^be^oth^red'^n^ubsequontr-sessionsr-although-

the gnawing was slowed down to a mere rubbing of the aforemen-

tioned surface.

We come now to Mr. Television himself-—Milton Berle. Since Berio

is NBC and Sullivan is CBS, my theory regarding the CBS lights is

disproved, as Berle also rubs and scratches his eyebrows, or those

portions immediately and adjacent thereto; However, Berle’s scratch-
ing is done with great finesse. I mean by that that, he doesn’t dig—
but simply flicks in the manner of one removing foreign matter from
one’s eye. Berle and Sullivan are both to be commended for their
polite scratching. Berle is a back-of-the-neck scratcher, too—just below
.the hairline in long shots.

Others I have seen scratch > are Ed Wynn, Who is an all-over manj
Abe Burrows, forehead, top of the head and back of the neck; Bob
Hope, a novice on TV, emulates Berle and Sullivan to the extent that
he scratches in the same approximate areas. And then, the worst
offender, if this be an offense, and I’m not sure it is, is one of the
pitchers on the Hollywood (Pacific Coast League) baseball learn who
is annoyed during night games by his posterior.

| ;
A Rib Counter

You will note that 1 have confined my observations to the male of the
TV performers. The reason for this is that practically none of distaff
side, that I know of, has suffered publicly with any form of dermatitis.
However, I did see a woman on ‘‘Leave It to the Girls” orie night,
who was troubled with something behind her right ear but. after she
answered a couple of tough questions, the annoyance disappeared—so
we can call, this a psychological itch.

I do find, however, that most of the girls who. wear nothing above
their breast lines arrive on niy set in rather a bony state and many’s
the night I ve had jolly sport counting ribs and neckbones. This may
be caused by my television set, which is certainly brutal on undressed
babes.. Also, I have a. word anent female singers who wear no yard-
goods- above their cleavages—in addition to their exposed ribs. I note
that most cameramen, when they move iii for a close shot, generally
come in too far—as I have seen the tonsils of several of our most
famous singers. And, I don’t want to mention any names—but if I
were (name withheld) I’d certainly have my tonsils taken out.

Before I return to my remedy for television dermatitis* I’d like to
speak a word about hand-shaking—not palsy—but the kind of hand-
shaking used when pne human greets another. I find that there is a
great deal of handshaking in television—and Milton Berle is way out
front in the use of this form of welcome. Ed Sullivan and Ken Murray
shake well, too, but they’re not in a class with Milton. If you will
note, as I have, Berle shakes twice where Sullivan and Murray shake
but once* Milton greets his guest with a shake—and when the guest’s
stint is over, Berle pumps him again. Sullivan and Murray shake only
when the actor has done with his bit.

Lesser m.c.’s naturally have copied Berle, as so many of them do.
There’s a guy in Chicago who hot only shakes before and after, but
also embraces his guest and gives him a resounding slap on the back—
and at times, adds a kiss.

There is only one exception that I have observed in (his type of
m.c.’ing. and that’s Rudy Vallee. Vallee, although not a regular on TV,
has worked a whole show without a handshake or a scratch. I attrib-
ute this to the fact that Vallee has po

. worries and therefore doesn’t,
have- to scratch,

Before I ever make a final report on TV and. its current epidemic
of dermatitis, I shall have to inspect the antics of Fred Allen, Eddie
Cantor and others who will be on television . next season. However, I
predict that neither of these gentlemen will use the handshake and the
scratch as it will be old hat stuff by the time they appear;
My remedy for television dermatitis—a TV salve to be applied by

all performers before they appear in camera range—and that goes
especially for that pitcher On the Hollywood baseball team.

collaborators to appear with your
songs.
So . . . as the late Willie Howard

would say “fellow workers unite!”
It’s about time we writers put
our heads together, all of us-r-

Billy Rose, Sifemund Romberg,
Otto Harbach, Ira Gershw i n, Yip
Harburg, Sammy Fain, Burton
Lane, Harry Ruby, Sam Coslow,
Allie Wrubcl, Paul Cunningham,
Charley Tobias, Frankie Loesser,
Fred Coots, Fred Ahlert, Milton
Ager, Sammy Adams,.Mack David,
Edgar Leslie, George Meyers, Lew
Brown, Jack Gellen, Al Bryan, Jule

i
Ptyne, L.eo Robin and other boys on

i
the Coast too. Let’s hire Lindy ’s

I

banquet room and formulate. a plan
that will gain us the respect we
so rightfully deserve. Maybe we
can form some sort of clearance
society to establish a minimum
scale for writers. .If a minimum
scale could be established, no
writer would ever care to go on
gratis* The programs ’necessarily
would arrange with this so-called
clearance society to OK. a guest apr
pearance. In this way, no writer
who is a member of such art or-

ganization would ever be unpaid.
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In Which Some Hep Behind-the-Scenes Radio Operators Scan the Horizons and Reflect On the

Patterns That Will Influence AM’s Continued Growth in the

Wake of Video’s Upheat

By TED COTT
(Manager, WNBC-WNBT, N. Y.)

In making book on radio in 1950, it is pretty obvious
that programming will sit at the head of the table of con-
tents; Radio must make news, and the only tie-line it has
with the public is its programs. New ways, better ways,
more exciting ways must be found to develop a sense of
radioactivity.

Manufacturers of all kinds know that eacji season they
must refurbish their “line,” improve their products, de-
velop new promotional ideas., add some new gimmicks,
add new items for their Sales displays; Radio, tdo, must
realize that its programs are the products that are the first

selling point to the consumer.

The one chance radio has to make news is with pro-
grams. Do you remember back to the days when radio
made news with its Magic Key program? The orchestra
in Chicago accompanying a singer in New York; Admiral
Byrd and the faint sounds we all strained for to hear what
was going on at the South Pole? These technical tricks
today ate not enough; But the impact these to-do’s made
then is a compass to indicate today's directions.

In a
;
way radio is very much like a department store.

Just as Saks’ or Gimbers work to promote store traffic

in order that customers may be intrigued by different
^counters, so must the radio Station embark on a program
designed to develop kilocycle traffic. While radio cannot

. run a series of Are sales, or mark down! programming
Interest for a two-week period, it can accept one impor-
tant lesson from the department store and that is the
“loss leader’’ item.

; What Makes . News

Stores know, that one item advertised to the hilt will
bring the people through the aisles and make them acces-
sible to other merchandise. In the same way radio to
Stimulate interest in the medium should program off-the-
beaten-patli material. That; for example, and to quote from
our own experience, is the basis for the short term series
recently scheduled by WNBC. Leopold Stokowski as a
disk jockey—that made news. Arthur Treacher doing a
Gilbert and Sullivan deejay stint—that was news. Henry
Morgan .taking over a children’s show—-that made space.
And the news made listeners. We don’t believe that Sto-
kowski playing his magnificent Bach records would rate
With a Grouclio Marx, but it did bring audience traffic to
the 660 position for WNBC. This kind of fractional pro**

Cramming makes sense, and the kind of sense that is con-
vertible into dollars. In lowering the sets-not-in-Use fig-

ure, radio must appeal to the specialized interest. And it

must use more imagination in getting people’s attention.
We need more headline ideas. It is not right for radio in

J950 to program entirely for the mass audience. It must
call the roll and intrigue the radio non-user. To

.
get him

we have to give him something he hasn’t been getting up
to now—and what’s more must make it attractive for him.
Of course, it should be remembered that fractional pro-
gramming calls for appeals to fractional audiences in
order to increase the whole, but only fractions of your
time schedule can be used for, this purpose.

One of the better cases in point is the recent short term
aeries bill Mr. Brooks put on, ‘‘The Quick And the Dead.”
This series really caused excitement, made people tune to
NBC stations and the chances are good held them for the
following program and caused early tune-ins and acquaint-
ed them with an NBC feature they hadn’t heard. There-
fore. it’s these “special” shows that radio must turn to to
get the plusses.

Radio must make its fall line more attractive than it’s

ever been. We, in our corner of the dial, have started
from top to bottom with new signon and signoff announce-
ments by such top writers as Corwin, Gboler. Untermeyer
and Fannie Hurst; It’s never too early to start, never too

By WILLIAM B. McGRATH
( Managing Director, WHDH , Boston)

Boston.
If anyone can tell you today what radio programming

will be like: 10 years from now, he lias a better crystal ball
than I hay,e, All you have to do is reexamine some of the
prognostications about AM since television arrived, and
you’ll see how far off base people who are supposed to
know can get. After all, isn’t this the year (according to
Mr. AyleSworth) that radio is supposed to have its coro-
nary? Even Hooper and Pulse can’t agree what’s going
on—so I don’t mind throwing in another guess, of which
there will probably be as many as there are people in tor
out ) of the industry.
When TV sets have saturated art area AM may have to

settle for as little as 15% of the evening audience. This

is not particularly frightening to independent stations who
have been settling for that for many years. Before TV
in most major cities the four networks used to absorb 85%
of the nighttime audience, leaving 15% for the independ-
ents to fight over.

TV is changing that picture. It’s getting its big audi-
ences from that 85% and the network affiliates are finding

their evening audiences being whittled down to sizes much
smaller than they are inclined to discuss. This was a

. natural process since the networks’ best features Were
among the first of the better TV shows—"Stop the Music,”
"The Goldbergs,”

.
“Suspense,” "Quiz Kids,” ’‘Life of

;

Riley,” "Break the Bank;” "Kay Kyser’s College,” "Leave
It to the Giris,’’ "The Aldrich Family,” "Lights Out,” etc.,

etc.—and dear friends— ‘Arthur Godfrey.”

Once these shows were televised and you owned a tele-

vision set, to listen on AM alone was like going to movies,
closing your eyes, and just listening to the; sound track.

On the other hand, independent station have found their
nighttime audiences pretty much intact even in areas
where there is a television set in every third home. The
reason must be they are programming those shows that

are not, or cannot be, televised.

What are some of those shows.

For one, experience has shown that, so far, last minute
news cannot be adequately televised. A crook won’t wait
until you get the cameras set. up in a bank before he
knocks off the cashier. Nor will the stork, etc. On-the-

.scene filming generally has been confined to fires, floods,

and cats in trees. Consequently, for the person who wants
—his~news ^up-to-4he—minute-^and how did the Dodgers
make out?—there is that regular AM news he’s had the
habit of listening to for the past 20 years. ...

Music-rthat’s something that was conceived for the ear,

and sight doesn’t add much—if anything. People still

like to use their own imagination now and then—and mu-
sic affords one of the best opportunities. Or don’t young
couples still sit in the front room with the lights out?

I suppose that generally there are two things to keep
in mind in future AM programming. Find those features
that interest people and which cannot be televised“nd
schedule programs for those who have no access to a TV
set—and they are plenty. In addition to non-TV homes,
there are automobiles, beaches, camps, factories, kitchens,
bedrooms—and the neighbor down the street who prefers
canasta.
That should keep you busy for the next 10 years.

By DICK PACK
(Program Director, WNEW, N, Y.)

What is television going to do to meet the challenge of
radio?

Is video really through? . . .

You want figures and facts to document the issue? For
instance; TV production costs zooming and zooming. TV
losing its novelty appeal all the time. Radio gaining audi-

1

ence in the home and out. More radio sets being sold
than ever before. Radio a better news medium, better
for music. Radio more relaxing, easy-to-take, etc., etc.

It’s a swell human interest yarn. There’s real drama in
the situation of the harassed television programmer and
his problems: how to build a new panel show that won’t
lqok like all other TV panel shows. Where to find a jug-,
gling seal who hasn’t been on every variety show. How
high is up and how low a lady’s neckline? . . . And then
to top it all, our frantic video program exec must cope
With AM radio, which is stealing audiences away from him.

Sure, it’s just as much fun to speculate about what tele-

vision must do to compete program-wise with AM radio
as vice versa. And just abbut as productive.

The insistence with which some people are demanding
that radio answer "What are you going to do about TV?”,
you’d think (a) TV was a lot further on the road to ma-

' turity and national circulation than it is now; (b) radio
stations never had to compete with themselyes or any
other media before.

Remember, the successful stations in New York—and
in many other cities-^have come up the hard way

—

against really tough competition. Stations that have
reached the top bracket in a market as rugged as N. Y.,

have sharpened the- Weapons of their programming and
selling and promotion in a hazardous arena. Arid the
weapons that a top station has used to build and hold
audiences all these years in a towri like N. Y.—against
some 30; other AM stations—are basically no different
from those it must use now, when there are still those 30
other AM stations, plus seven TV outlets to compete
against.

It’s significant that those AM stations which today are
in the strongest competitive position are generally the

same stations which were in a strong position before tele-

vision. The AM stations that are weak today would be
weak, even- if television were still nothing but a gleam in

Dr. Szowrkin’s eye. There are Am stations that could
never compete against radio—why expect them to com-
pete against television?

Obviously, the top independents are already equipped
to deal effectively with TV competition, just as they have
successfully met the competition of network stations. If

anyone has to change basic program formats as TV ma-
tures, it will be network radio. But even then, the net-

work outlets will not have to experiment; all they’ll have
to do is to follow the program trails already blazed by
the 'indies.

For the most part I believe that radio—rand certain#
independent radios—will not need any radical new gim-
micks or formats to hold its own—arid then some—against
video. The patterns and techniques have already been
created and tested; although not all stations are yet using
them well, or using them at all. Radio already has what
it takes to go on winning friends and influencing sponsors
for a long, long time. Whatsit takes is more of the same.
And the same is showmanship and first-rate programming
—Especially in the field of music and news.

By ELLIOTT SANGER
(Manager, WQXR, N. Y.

)

' . .
*

. • .

Just a year ago I wrote something for Variety entitled

“The Specialist Is Here-tri-Stay,” pointing put that there *

Would always be a place for the individual radio station

which supplied a service with which television could not
compete, either on a cost or on an entertainment basis.

Since then TV has had a tremendous growth. It has be^
come the fastest-growing entertainment medium and is

now an even greater threat to radio, the movies, the thea-
tre and the boxoffices of sports events.

But the case I made out for the AM independent then,
is stroriger now than it was a year ago. It has been bol-

stered by the record of the well-programmed stations in

markets with the most intense television Competition. In
New York, where there are a third as many TV homes as
radio horiies, I believe that most of the. independent sta-

tions are holding their audiences and are doing better
businesswise than they were 12 months ago. It now
appeal's that the large network shows will suffer more
from video competition than will the independent special-

izing in a form of radio entertainment Which does not
cross swords with the newer and more glamorous entry
into the home entertainment field.

The specialized radio programming has established it-

self. It encourages habit-formation by the listener who
no longer needs to shop around the dial. Consistency
in a station’s daily schedule attracts the listener who is

seeking a certain type of program and by keeping his

radio dial set he will not be disappointed.

By now it should he evident that television is not going
to supplant radio— it is another form of entertainment.
True, it is a competitor of radio, but radio arid television
are two different media just as newspapers and maga-
zines are.

|
In Defense of FM

. |

Radio has many advantages which TV cannot match:
It Will always be the fastest method of transmitting news.
It will always be the most satisfactory way to broadcast
.music, It does not require undivided attention as the
screen does. It may be used by an advertiser whose
budget would explode under the stress of television costs.

And then there is FM as an important ally in the future
growth of radio, I know that FM has been written off by
many “experts” who have not wanted to see FM succeed.
But FM holds the promise of economical specialization in

radio which will open new audio markets. An example
of this is to be found in the network of 14 stations in

New York, Connecticut and Pennsylvania which is broad-
casting programs of good music and news originating in
New York City at WQXR. This is a step which enables
stations over a large area to present a specialized pro-
gram service with the economy of one centralized pro-
gram staff and Without the expense of telephone lines.

This I* believe is the first time that the radio specialist
has expanded his horizon beyond a local operation, and
if specialization is the best answer to TV on the local
level, there is no reason why it should not succeed on a
regional basis and perhaps eventually as a national serv-
ice. The enthusiasm Which has greeted this new de-
parture in network programming is just another proof
that specialization; is the strongest weapon AM has as it

faces tlie future.

By SAMMY KAYE
Bands peed not worry about

falling out because of television.
The new medium will absorb a
quantity of musical aggregations
while the others will continue per-
forming as they are now. So, tele-

vision will not cause the mass uh-
j employment in the music field as,

for example, films did to vaude-
ville.

Of course, these observations are
based on the current status of the
television field. Perhaps, In years
to come, things, will change, but
they can only change for the bet*

ter. As video is primarily for the

entertainment of the public, bands/

will fare well,

The biggest problem will not be
employment of musicians on TV,
but the position of hands as re*

lsted to billing. Obviously, live

music Will always be on the video

menu, but name bands cannot con-

ceivably be employed for the pur-

pose of lending music, to a show
spotlighting anyone but the band
Itself. That is where ingenuity

must be applied. .

A straight musical format must

be ruled out immediately. If the
bandleader steps out of his baton
wielding role, it must be done with-
out any loss of identification. Mu-
sic must be first, but augmented
with visual entertainment.

It has already been accomplished
by a number of bands, so the path
is already paved. We have found
“So You Want to Lead a Band”
as successful a gimmick in video

,

as It was on radio and in ball-
j

rooms. Additional touches have •

been added which makes it highly ;

adaptable to television. "Lead a
'

Band” affords the orch the oppor-
tunity of dishing but visual enter-
tainment as well as music.
Fred Waring and Paul White-

man have taken musical numbers

i . .

l and turned them into full set pro-
ductions. The public has indicated
!: its taste for these musical shows.

Orchestras are distinct because
of style and presentation. Each
has its following. If ballrooms

• succeed in booking different bands
every week, there is no reason why
the video audience should riot be
receptive to viewing musical pro-
ductions presented by different

bands. Theatres, which cater to a
viewing audience, have no quaiths
about giving top billing to many
orchestras each year. Yet, a thea-
tre presentation of a band falls

far short of what can be presented
on television with the help of set-

tings, camera technique, etc.

Dance bands' can crash televi-

sion. Their success depends upon,
the format which sells them, arid

those formats will come fast and
furious as time progresses.

Television, in turn* will give

bands a welcome boost. Just as
pix made in-person appearances of
stars quite lucrative, so can tele*

vision increase the b.o. appeal of
bands. An impression on the eve
is far greater than one on the ear.

A good impression, repeated often
enough

,
will result in a greater de-

mand for all musical units.

Musicians as individuals need
not fear the camera. Employment
Will increase as television expands.
Bandleaders need only to exert a

little cranial effort and the silver

carpet awaits them.,
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PAEAN TO PIONEERS
By HAL KANTER

Hollywood.
It is lamentable that Daniel Boone had been gone so many years

before an appreciative citizenry got around to erecting the famed life-

size statue of the sturdy woodsman in Tecumpapaw, Tenn. Nor did Sir
Malwyn Everglades ever live to appreciate the fact that the swampland

he stumbled upon in Florida was named at last, in

liis honor. Other pioneers like Jim Buckner
Grand, who discovered a canyon in Arizona, Elijah
Panama, who fostered a canal, and Eli Whitney,
who first mixed the popular southern drink, cotton
gin, were dead ere their names became honored
for their contributions to geography, science and
comfort.

In light of this fact, it might be well for all of

us to pause in our headlong flight along television’s

road to radio’s crypt and pay some sort of homage
to the pioneers in the medium which promises so
much to so many.

True, various available media have already noted
the contributions of some few men to the scientific

aspects of television. The Encyclopedia Britannica points out that it

was as far back as 1884 that a gentleman named P. Nipkow proposed
the first means for analyzing a picture into a form suitable for electrical

transmission. A Nipkow disk, as his proposal was known, utilized an
autographed portrait of A1 Jolson, the elder, for its first experiments.
However, it was the invention of the thermionic amplifier by Dr. Lee
De Forest in 1907 which made possible the practical application of the

j

fundamental principles of mechanical television. This, too, is noted in
j

histories of the medium.
Other pioneers, such as Boris Rosing who proposed the use of a

cathode-ray tube in 1905; V. K. Zworykin, who invented the iconoscope
j

in 1923, and J. L. Baird, who was already transmitting TV in England-
in the early 1920s, have all been duly credited in various published

i

works. But we have a large group of unsung pioneers in other fields !

of television whose lights have been dimmed in the dust of the years,
j

Hal Kant©*

JAY STEWART
Emceeing

Carnation Family Party, CBS.
Surprise Package, ABC.

It's Fun To Be Young, CBS.

Who Else?
Sing to the efforts of Milton Berle, the first man to stand in front of

a television camera and kiss his own hand. And note, too, that it was
this same Berle who blazed a pioneering, trail as late as 1947 when. he.

became the first to use the “check your brains and we’H start even”
joke on television. ~ *

If Mr. Corwin is in the house, will he compose some lines in praise
of No-Neck Nussbaum, the first athlete to wrestle on television? The
date was 1923 and Nussbaum volunteered to engage in the Greco-
Roman sport with any opponent. No match could be found for the
heavyweight and so he made his electronic debut wrestling himself.
It is perhaps interesting to note in passing that today, at the age of 83,

Nussbaum is still active in the sports arenas under the nom de guerre
“Lavender Louie, the Reeking Greek from Battle Creek.”

Shout the advance made by Ed Sullivan who blazed a unique trail: he
showed the industry that you can entertain audiences at home by pho-
tographing audiences in a theatre.

One of the truly great forward strides in the early days vras taken
by Elliot Umminger of New York City. He was the first producer to

engage a writer to prepare television material. Yet it was his cousin,
Frederick Umminger, who took an even bolder step when he became
the first television producer to pay a writer for material.

Let’s not overlook the contribution of Leota June Stewart, the tooth-
some belle of Baltimore TY who, in 1938, was the first woman to bend
over in front of a camera. Sharp-eyed coutourier Leland Stanford
McDowell immediately sensed the potential of that position and nursed
it along for six weeks, when he gave birth to his radical design, the
dress with the TV-neckline. This adaptation of the Indians’ breech-
cloth makes it possible for any well-assembled young lady to attract an
audience without adding to limited production budgets such nonessen-
tials as orchestra, script, sets or entertainment.

Nathaniel J. (“Shlep”) Krause, an electrician in a Los Angeles TV
studio, was the first technician in the new medium to wralk in front of
a camera during a dramatic moment on a telecast. Mr. Krause’s action
took place the night of Oct. 13, 1935. Since Oct. 21, 1935, Mr. Krause
has been associated with a utilities organization in Waco, Texas (in the
meter-reading department) little realizing that he was the forerunner of
a vast horde of ubiquitous technicians.
Noteworthy is the contribution to present-day television of II. Milson

Banque, who, in 1921, tplecast the first English motion picture: “Tiffin
On the Thames.” starring Sir Bedford Lukes-Chittledown and Googie
Ravenscroft. (“Tiffin On the Thames” will be seen again tomorrow
evening on Channel Six, the following night on Channel Two and twice
on Channel 11 next Sunday).

Of course there are many other pioneers whose deeds should be
mentioned here but time prohibits thorough research at the moment.
Besides, we cannot spend all of our (rime in retrospect: we must look
forward, knowing that television is not yet out of the woods and there
is room for many another pioneer to hack a trail for others to follow.
Why, the theatre alone is still chock full of goodies yet to be stolen.

TY Critics

—

At Home And
On Doorstep
=By LOUIS G, COWAN=

GEORGIE PRICE
AMERICA'S MOST VERSATILE TV ARTIST
Addr.it: 40 lMv«r Street, N«w York City
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Face it. TV critics are as im-
portant to TV tomorrow as any
network— performer—writer— or

producer.

Be that critic the viewer at

home, or the critic that arrives on
the doorstep in the daily paper, he
is going to be a vital influence.

Why? TV is yet in a relatively

fluid state. Policies and program
formulae are being hammered out

now. In the mad rush to fill time
and orders, a great many mistakes
have been and will be made.

We’ll see some wonderful ideas

go sour because of mistakes in de-
velopment.

Other mistakes will be made due
to corner-cutting. Others, believe
it or not, will happen because too

much is being spent.

Yet others w ill occur because of

opportunism. Others, for other
reasons*

In all this, the critic must take a
hard typewriter in hand. In clear,

unmistakable terms, the critics

must stand guard for the taste,

morals, proper use of a potentially
great new information, entertain-
ment, advertising medium.

In the trade, the general feeling
is that TV critics cannot kill a show
as surely as a theatre critic can de-
molish a Broadway play, even with
the same deadly words. There are
too many examples of critical

frowns on commercial hits. If

the cash register rings, what mat-
ters the critics’ scorn. Also, the
critics aren’t always right. They
aren’t. But that doesn’t lessen the
responsibility, or the powerful and
needed influences

Now, today, with the important
new season just ahead, those pro-
ducing and those criticizing must
have common goal—the long-term
good health and value of television.
A healthy baby, it can grow to
healthful youth and adulthood.
This really magnificent medium
for the conveyance of ideas can
serve this nation well.

The critics too must be tolerant
and alvare of the multitudinous
problems facing the industry. New-
ness and experimentation lead to
mistakes, many of them unavoid-
able. Critics must accept this, and,
where possible, help. An unneces-
sary acidulous phrase should be
skipped. But where warranted,
used by the bucketful.

Those on Critics’ Corner are
bound to grow eyesore and ear-
weary this next season. So much
new will be here. I hope visual
fatigue will not mean printed
pother and poison. . They must
keep their vision clear for the im-
portant, well-aimed shots. They
are going to be needed.
The small army of back and

front camera people —-*• writers,
directors, cameramen, actors, mu-
sicians, designers, stagers, etc., etc.,
will try hard in this very critical
TV year to do a good job. No one
deliberately tries to do a bad one.
But they—and the public—need

the critics almost as never before.
Here’s wishing all producers a
great season. And to the critics
good, really good, hunting.

With Our Backs to What Wall?
By JERRY WALD and NORMAN KRASNA

Hollywood.
• There seems to be an indecent haste to hury the motion picture
industry, and as two young men who were neither invited to the burial
ceremony, or are assured that there is a corpus delicti in the first
place, we wish to protest. We wish to protest simply on the grounds
that the motion picture industry, now in better than its 50th year,

,

is basically sound; still the leading medium of the entertainment world;
jand quite prepared to hold on to its old customers and capture many
a new one. In other words, soothsayers and prognosticators notwith-

j

standing, we think the movies still have lots *o offer the public, and

j

that TV, the best medium yet for selling reducing tablets, dog food and
cereal boxtops, is undoubtedly here to stay, but that it has some very
severe limitations. In fact, in the bandwagon rush which seems to be
going on in some quarters, these limitations aie either minimized or
ignored, and it is our intention here to sketch out in general terms
what the future of the movies as affected by TV will be.

Basic to any discussion about motion pictures and TV—and you
will note that we do not say “versus”—is the fact that they do not com-
pete for the same thing. TV is admittedly more accessible to the
spectator, but there the advantages seem to end. TV and the movies
are competitors for time, not for money. If the spectator is out for
entertainment at the lowest minimal cost, he’ll buy a fige-cent comic
book, or solve a crossword puzzle which he gets for nothing in his
three-cent daily. But if the spectator is willing to spend money for
his visual entertainment, it seems fairly obvious to us, at least, that he’ll
either go to the legitimate theatre or the movies. As showmen and
as creators of entertainment fare, we’ll go our on the proverbial limb
far enough to say that visually and technically, TV has not come up
with anything different yet.

Overlooking the fact that people do like to congregate—which ac-
counts for some 2,000 years of the stage and tneatre and more recently
tfie downtown or neighborhood movie house—there are other factors
which indicate that movies can and will offer the public its best enter-
tainment. The specific technical facts of poor linearity, bad camera
work, atrocious set lighting, indifferent sound mixing has discouraged
many TV viewers who want to like television.

\ TY Short on Technical Skills
[

But in time these technical factors may be corrected. Perhaps the
TV industry will scrap several billion dollars worth of broadcast and
reception equipment so that linearity—the number of lines on your
screen—can be increased and improved to the point where some of
your eyesight will be restored. Perhaps cameramen will understand
some of the basic subtleties of lighting, an understanding which the
film industry has achieved after 50 years of steady experimentation and
application. Perhaps the sound men will understand the intricacies of
registering and mixing and other concomitant faculties. Perhaps the
cameramen will learn how to get in focus, hold on objects, switch,
lenses and compose scenes in interesting, eye-appealing dramatic fash-
ion. Perhaps these highly technical skills will be developed in time. We
still have the creators to think about.

It is a fact, in Los Angeles, at least, that stations by policy would
prefer to sell one-minute spot announcements at $185 each, to the more
arduous selling chore of signing up sponsors for 15-minute or half-hour
shows. Simple economics prove that six one-minute spots on a half hour
show—the Los Angeles average—nets the station more money than the
sale of a 30-minute period to one sponsor. Besides, a disk jockey making
with the jokes, breaking himself up with periodic yaks, talking to a
dewy-eyed, breasty “secretary” about pointless vacuities, costs less to
the station than an ambitious, well-planned and well-staged half-hour
show with a script, a cast and competent directorial skill. In fact, one
Los Angeles station now has as its fundamental policy the programming
of nothing but one-minute spots, and the gradual easing off of all other
kind of shows. If the policy is economically successful (it is demon-
strably successful, from a programming point of view), other stations
will inevitably follow. We have a right, therefore, to ask: what happens
to entertainment? To visual appeal? To adult fare under these circum-
stances. The last place many people nowadays go for entertainment is
to their dog food-used car-friendly dealer laden TV screens.
V e hear loud protests from fellow creators who have done fine and

commendable things on television, most of them without exception inNew York City. We throw down the .gauntlet, and face this angry
coterie and defy them to show us more than three hours of solid enter-
tainment, taking the best of the best, during any one week, with the
possible exception of special sports events. Your local movie house
offers you three hours of entertainment all at one sitting, without su-
perannuated cowboys, scratched and scarred vintage film and tired
variety acts.

We are not- the ones to say that, the film industry, hasn’t turned outsome bad pictures, made some bad mistakes, and been occasionally
derelict in its duty as an entertainment medium. By the same token
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XV-PU'
A Sketch

By EDDIE DAVIS

ftcenet The living room of a typical suburban home , in

one of the many residential sections of Brooklyn. The
room is cream-colored, with papered panels above the

wainscoting. The paper is a rose-colored floral design.

In the SR wall are double French doors. At the center

of the rear wall is the entrance door. At the SR side

of the entrance door is a sofa, and at the SL side, a

table, on which is a radio. Against the SL wall is an
upright piano, which will be hollowed out on the in*

side, so that it can be easily lifted. It is not played.

Downstage right is a table on which is a large boiol

of fruit and a table model television set.- There are

several easy and occasional chairs in the room.

At Rise: A married couple in their early 40s are seated
listening to the radio. From the radio, the last few
bars of a dance record is being played. Then the

*

roice of the ANNOUNCER is heard.

ANNOUNCER
These recordings were the presentation of SQUINTO

TELEVISION—the set that you get for the asking.

Yes, ladies and gentlemen. Just for the asking
SQUINTO TELEVISION will put a brand new television

set in your home for a free demonstration.

There are no strings attached. You are under no obliga-

tion. When we have demonstrated SQUINTO, and if you
are not satisfied, our SQUINTO men will remove the set

promptly and courteously. And we’ll still be friends.

;WIFE
That’s what they all say.

HUSBAND
-Oh., no. . They’re pretty reliable. I phoned them to take

back their set today, and they’re sending a man right over.

WIFE
What will you tell him is wrong with their TV set.

HUSBAND
I'll tell him TV is PU.

WIFE
I hope he won’t take offense at that.

(The. doorbell rings.)

WIFE
L4s she goes to the door

)

That must be him now.
(The SQUINTO representative enters. HE speaks in a

“Con Man” fashion.)

SQUINTO
Hello, and greetings, from Squinto Television. No stoop,

no squat, just Squinto.

HUSBAND
And stinko.

SQUINTO
I was sent over to take back your set. What’s wrong?

WIFE
The screen is too small. We could hardly see HOPA-

LONG CASSIDY.
HUSBAND

All I saw was part of his horse.

SQUINTO
What part?

HUSBAND
I can’t tell you—but that’s one part that’ll never see the

feed bag.

SQUINTO
What you need, is a set with a larger screen.

WIFE
No! Not that! What we need is for you to take the set

back. (SHE points to the table /model.)

SQUINTO
(Ignoring the WIFE’S remarks'* Yes. Squinto can’t be

beat. Can’t be matched, and can’t be surpassed.

HUSBAND
And can’t be sent back.

SQUINTO
(Opens the door, and calls outside) One Television Set!

Extra large on the screen.
(SQUINTO’S two HELPERS enter, carrying a large con-

sole model television set.)

HELPER
< Still holding the set.) Where does this go, Boss?

SQUINTO
Up against that wall. ( Pointing to the position of the

sofa. >

WIFE
But the sofa’s there!

SQUINTO
We’ll move it. (To HELPERS) Hey, boys!

(The HELPERS put the set down, and lift the sofa.)

HELPER
Where does this go, Boss?

HUSBAND
I’ll show you.

>

(The*HUSBAND leads the HELPERS, who are carrying

the sofa, around the room, until they have returned to the

spot it originally stood in.)

HUSBAND
Here’s a good spot.

(The HELPERS set the sofa down in its original posi-

tion.)

WIFE
( Pointing to the television set just brought In.) What’s

to be done with this?

SQUINTO
(Pointing to the sofa.) It goes right there.

WIFE
But the sofa is there

—

SQUINTO
(To HELPERS.) Boys!
(The HELPERS stand the sofa up on its end. They

* * 1
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Future of TV Depends on Those
Who Write, Produce and Direct It

Bv CARROLL CARROLL
Hollywood.

This is my annual chance to win a big-block C-for-Clair-

voyance by prophesying that it’ll be chilly this December,
or that the history of TV indicates that it has a great

future.

Carroll Carroll

The fact Is I’ve talked to some for-
mer TV fans jvho think it has a great

past! That “former TV fans” already
exist shows how far the medium has
already traveled. The “former TV
fans” I’ve talked to attribute their re-

treat from television to the fact that
they used to see more events of pub-
lic interest. Today they are commer-
cials and it's expensive to drop same
“in the public interest.”

The foregoing digression in no way
alters the fact that there are now
twice as many television sets in

American homes as there were last

year. Chances are very good this figure will double by
next year. Still the fact that there are “former TV fans”

is not unmoot. It points simply to the truth that the num-
ber of sets in homes is not the important number of the

future. The big numeral of tomorrow will be the num-
ber of sets that are watched.

As rnore-and-more sets add their glamor to the Ameri-
can living room; and more-and-more sponsors compete
over more-and-more channels lor a growing audience,

TV’s going to start slowly down the lane that radio and
motion pictures know so well; that long, long trail that

winds into the knowledge that how many you attract is

in direct proportion to how good the stuff is you offer,

how well you build your ideas into shows.

This building will eventually depend on how well the

young writers, producers -and . directors are., taugllt Land-
encouraged by the men now' supplying the material that

must continue to flow in growing quantity and improving
quality. If we are now doing the best w'e can, let’s face

it; the young men coming up must be inspired to do bet-

ter if we’re ever to satisfy an inevitable growth of so-

phistication among TV’s veteran viewers. They are al-

ready developing critical faculties that will soon make
them very careful choosers; first, of w'hat TV show they
w'ant to see, and second whether all the TV entertainment
available at any given time is worth their attention.

When radio found out that second-rate, catch-as-catch-

can programming, talent and production would not hold
vast audiences, it turned to the bigtime theatre, vaude-
ville and picture world for the best it had to offer, And

radio offered attractive money for what writers, produc-
ers and talent had to sell. When talking pictures found
out that just to talk was not enough, that they couldn’t
substitute words for pictures, they knuckled down and
found people capable of effecting an amalgam of sight and
sound. TV is rapidly reaching the point where it must
quickly discover these two things, Novelty and cheap
operation cannot permanently replace real entertainment!
And pictures alone are never going to replace the welt
written words radio has been supplying, TV, too. must
reach for creative talent and achieve an" amalgam of sight
and sound.

Nothing interests me less than the outcome of the fear-
v
ful. fight for survival between TV. and The cinema. It

must turn out as such things always do. The best, what
the people w'ant most from each, will live. And, in this

tensely competitive area, the surviving personnel will be
those who have something important to give, and are will-

ing to give unstinlingly of the very best they have.

This may be the turn of events in the entertainment
world to distinguish the Sixth Decade of the 20th Cen-
tury. Maybe in the next 10 years the good,that good men
do good will be cherished, the rest rejected. There are
already indications of this. There is a rapidly vanishing
middle and lower-ground in show business. Only hits

survive. There are just the living and the dead. It’s a
buyer’s market. And it is wonderful to think of an era,

or even a decade, a year, a month, or even a few days
w'hen it will be just as easy to be successful by being
good as it is to succeed by being loud.

The sheer demands of economic pressure may actually
bring this about. There will be less room in high places
for yes-men and super-salesmen who are skilled only at

selling themselves, a talent and commodity that decreases
in value as profits decline.

Which brings us back to those who are going to write,
- direct—and .pi^oduce-the- TV-shows-- in .the.mext 10 years, ..

The total future of TV rests on their shoulders. Whether
they succeed, or fail, depends on how willingly, carefully
and tirelessly the men who now know how, listen to the
tyros and attempt to apply their experience to new' ideas
born in brains that haven’t become fenced in by formulas.

There will always be a pool of talent from which to
draw7

. But those charged with the drawing must be vigi-

lant, careful to choose the best men, not the opportunists;
the men who will give them the best work, not merely
the least trouble.

The future of TV land, of course, every business, ark
or profession) lies in how well the men who know’ it best,
teach it to the men best qualified to make it better!

then set the television set along side of it.)

SQUINTO
(To HELPERS.) Now, up to the roof. men. Attach the

aeriai, and we’re all set. (HE is rubbing his hands in

glee. >

HUSBAND
(To WIFE.) Now I’ve got him. honey. (To SQUINTO.)

We can t have an outside aerial. Our landlord W'on’t allow
one on the roof. (HE snaps his fingers iti SQUINTO’S
face . ) There

—

SQUINTO
No outside aerial! (To HELPERS.) Boys! An inside

aerial.

HELPERS
OK Boss.
< The HELPERS press a button on the set. There is the

whirring of machinery, and fin'ally a loud explosive noise,

as indoor aerials spring from every part of the set. The
HELPERS exit. But before doing so, they help themselves
to some fruit from the b6wl on the table.)

WIFE
Good heavens, what’s this?

HUSBAND
A great invention—while I’m watching “Howdy Doody,”

you can hang the laundry on it.

SQUINTO
I’m glad you like it. (Holding contract out.) Sign right

here.

HUSBAND
I sign nothing. In this home, I’m the boss.

WIFE
And if you don’t get out you’ll have to fight my husband.

HUSBAND
She's the boss.

WIFE
Look. I don’t want this set—that set or any set—

SQUINTO
I know just the set you want. (HE opens the door and

calls out.) One set with a phonograph! Heavy on the
mahogany!

(The HELPERS enter with a still larger television*

phonograph set.)

HELPERS
Where does it go, Boss?

HUSBAND
I’ll show you.
(HE walks the men all around the room and leads them

out the. rear door THEY came in. HE noiu quickly locks

the door, and spreads HIMSELF against it.)

HUSBAND
Now. I’d like to see them come in.

—
( The French floors SR open from the outside, and the

HELPER.S enter with the set they just carried out.)

HELPERS
(To SQUINTO.) Where do. you want this, Boss?

SQUINTO
(Pointing to the piano.) Right there, boys.

WIFE
But the piano is there!

SQUINTO
Boys!
(The HELPERS stand the piano vp on its end. They

then place the television-phonograph set next to it. After
helping themselves to some more fruit, they exit.)

WIFE
(Frantic.) This looks horrible. I never want to see an-

other television set as long as I live.

SQUINTO
Ah. But you’ll change your mind, after you see out*

special model. (HE opens the door/and calls out.) Boys!
Bring in one Super-Duper Dynaflow Model.

(The HELPERS enter with a model as big as a house .

THEY set it down stage center, which is the only empty
space left now. One HELPER helps himself to the last of
the fruit in the bowl. The other HELPER, picks up th*
empty bowl and looks at it.)

HELPER
Cheap skate! (HE walks out with the bowl, as THEY

both exit.)

SQUINTO
There you are—our super-special. The only set that

-automatically shuts off Milton Berle. And it’s only $2,000.

HUSBAND
(Startled.) $2,000!

SQUINTO
Yes, and look what you get with this set, a built-in repair

man.
(SQUINTO turn's the set around, and we see a repair

man inside, busily engaged in fixing the set. SQUINTO
turns the set back.)

SQUINTO
But it jvon’t cost you a cent. I’ll show you how to get

your money back. (HE opens the door, and calls out
again.) Boys! (The HELPERS enter with a large gaudily
colored popcorn machine.) And with this machine, come*
a lifetime supply of popcorn.

(The HELPERS have exited, and are now returning unth
large bales of popcorn, which they are dumping all over
the place.

)

WIFE
(Screaming.) Look at our home. Full of popcorn.

HUSBAND
(Hopelessly.) You ought to be glad it isn’t frozen

custard.

SQUINTO
(Holding the contract out again,) Now, sign right here.

WIFE
Sign darling, sign anything—anything to get him out of

here,

(The HUSBAND signs the contract, and hands it back
to SQUINTO.)

SQUINTO
See—you thought I was gonna high-pressure you. and to

show you I’m regular, I’ll be the first one to buy your
popcorn.

(SQUINTO puts a nickle in the popcorn machine. Id

lights up, making loud popping noises, and shoots a delug*
of pojycom all over the room.)

HUSBAND
What do you know, we hit the jackpot.

BLACKOUT
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This I Remember
By MARC DANIELS

Our first TV show, five seasons back, Ruth Gordon’s “Years Ago,”

which seems that now. And the wonderful performances of Ray

Massey and Eva LeGallienne in spite of the pioneer conditions. No
dressing rooms, construction going on all around, brick dust in the

air and constant hammering through rehearsals. Ray lost his temper

for the only time in history when he was hit on the head by the micro-

phone boom ... a blow that would have felled a lesser man. He
apologized immediately to everyone. Eddie Albert and Janet Blair

redoing the last 30 seconds of “Joy to the World” for the kinescope
because we didn’t get off the air on time. Fay Baiiiter in “Night Must
Fall” and Eddie Horton in “The Man Who Came to Dinner,” making
.us the Ford Wheelchair Theatre for awhile.

Paying off Lilian Gish’s dog for performing in “Outward Bound”
with chopped meat and bones. Josephine Hull having a short nap
after dress rehearsal in the cemetery of “Arsenic and Old Lace;” She
eaid, it was “the quietest part of the set,” Boris Karloff’s feet sticking
into the pictures as he sat at the top of the stairs waiting to enter.

Bergess Meredith and Hume Cronyn de-aging 25 years in three min-
utes in “One Sunday Afternoon.”

Meeting Robert Morley at the airport when he flew in from England
to do “Edward, My Son” on television. Telling him about the pro-
duction which had been rehearsing for six days without him and then
finding a message at his hotel to say the whole thing had been can-
celled while we were at the airport.

“What a Show That Was!”
|

!

i

The astonishing work of Sam Levene, Audrey Christie, Glenn Anders, !

Phyllis Povah, Barry Nelson, and the others of “Light Up the Sky,” !

who got up in the parts to make the replacement for “Edward” in four
days. ’

. .

'

j

Freddie March rooting for the Dodgers in the World series. Asking I

for the game to be put on tfye monitors in the stud’o during five min- I

ute breaks and eating his lunch glued to the screen. Lilli Palmer
rushing into the control room at three minutes to nine to give me a big
kiss as she started the second Ford TV season with Freddie in “Twen-
tieth Century.” (Could I forget?)

Basil Rathbone .justly demanding a cushion because sitting in the
prop tree was too much for his ethereal posterior aslftr~BKhk'in “Oh

'

Borrowed Time” The truly magnificent performance of Walter Hamp-
den as “Gramps.” Judy Holliday making a quick costume change in
4‘She Loves Me Not,” in front of a camera. It was the only way we
could know if she was changing fast enough. George Gould, our tech-
nical director, has always regretted my not cutting to that camera
to give the audience some behind the scenes cheesecake. Faye Emer-
son in “Skylark,” starting her neckline career on the floor in one of
Paul du Pont’s no neck dresses. That dress was never meant for a
low angle shot. The canary in “Little Women” who wouldn’t sing at
rehearsals, but did the sound effects man out of a job for the per-
formance. Meg Mundy’s miraculous quick thinking in following an
emergency on the air cut in the same show. The terrific fight scene
between Dane Clark and Jabez Gray in “The Farmer Takes a Wife.”
Geraldine Brooks being surprised in the same show when the potato
peelings she dumped in the “canal” bounced back at her. The won-
derful turnout of established players from the “Ford Theatre” to be
extras in “The Barker.” June Lockhart, Barbara Robbins and Teddy
Newton among them. Lloyd Nolan's great performance as Nifty. Pepe
Schildkraut’s mad' dash back from the end oi the hall outside the
studio for his richly deserved bow in *Vucle Harry.” That shot should
have gone on the air.

The courage of Jack Carson in coming back to play “Room Service”
right after his father’s death. Especially difficult because the third
act is about a fake suicide and,mock mourning. The nonchalance with
Which Brian Aherne made- a 30-foot dash from one set to the other
in the middele of a highly dramatic speech in “Dear Brutus.” Sam
Leve designed identical sets so that we could make people disappear.
The “Little Minister,” Tom Drake, who could never find his pulpit,
because the set was so full of scenery. Leueen McGrath, Ian Keith
and others making a classic come to life in “School for Scandal.”
The hair raising failure of the power supply unit four minutes before

air in our “on location” performance of “Subway Express.” The stars
of this incident were the CBS technicians who substituted a spare unit
in exactly two minutes. And I remember two seasons of exacting and
more than wonderful work by the supporting players, the staff of the
“Ford Theatre,” and the cameramen, technicians, stagehands, and
others at CBS. Two very full and gratifying seasons.

‘ :
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KEN ROBERTS
“$1,000 Reward,” NBC
“Tops in Pops,” WMGM
“Candid Camera,” TV

MCA ARTISTS

TV OR NOT TV
By JOE LAUlflE, JR.

Well, another year has been added to TV’s birthday! So how’s the

kid doing?

It has become part of our home life like the refrigerator, washing

machine and radio. It isn’t a “must” any more. You don’t hear any

more jokes about the TV parties where the neigh-
bors ate up your food and drank your liquor. The
guys and the gals in the barrooms hardly look up
at the set, unless when draining their glasses and
have to look up. You can carry on a conversation
with the bartender without getting shusshed, and
dirty looks from the other customers. You meet
fellows that are not ashamed to say they missed a
TV program. Kids are going to bed without their
guns. In other words TV is now getting the same
treatment as the rest of Lady Showbiz’s children.

If the show isn’t good, they turn it off. The roofs
are clogged with antennas, you are no longer the
only guy on the block that has a TV set. They are
now like bellybuttons, everybody’s got one!

Sure, the novelty is still on in many parts of the co.untry for TV,
but as for the big cities like New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, San Francisco, etc., it has settled down and
sometimes suffers from the opposition Of other branches of the amuse-
ment business.

Joe Laurie, Jr.

Artists Service
Scuyfer 4-5700

Everybody

Wants to Be
A Quiz Kid

— By JOHN REED KING
Longhaired professors in their

ivory towers are busy finding ap-

propriate four syllable words to

describe quiz show contestants, be-

cause John and Jane Q. Public are

barraging networks for tickets to

attend.

The “experts” have blamed quiz

shows for everything but the

Korean situation. Maybe I’m naive
but I can’t see anything wrong
about taking home a free refrigera-
tor or a washing machine for an-
swering a couple of questions.

Right now I talk to as many
contestants as anyone in radio.
Mornings I do the “Missus Goes
A-Shopping” show on WCBS,
afternoons it’s “Chance of a Life-
time” and on Saturday “Give and
Take.” In my experience as quiz
show ringmaster, I’ve found mike
guests to be a cross section of
America. Sure, we’ve had con-
testants that began every sentence
with “Uh . . . we’ve also had Phi
Beta Kappas who could answer
questions about everything from
aardvarks to zoology.

I like a special type of con-
testant for my shows. I look for
the lady who can out-shout every-
one in her vicinity. The one who
got the best cut Of steak in the
supermarket and elbowed her way ,

(Continued on page 50)

You see, the average guy and gal wants to run with the “herd.” They
aren’t gaited to sitting around a furnished room or drab apartment
alone, or even with the wife (which in many cases is like being alone).
When something funny or sad comes up he wants someone, even a
stranger, to share it with him. When he laughs he wants to laugh out
loud. You can’t do that sitting and watching a TV set, or listening to
the radio, alone. After a tough day’s work a guy or gal wants to come
home, wash up and put on a jiew set of threads and go out to see and
be seen. He wants to go out with the “herd.” It takes away the lone-
someness. Who knows, you may meet someone, maybe do a bit of flirt-

ing. You don’t have to be a wolf, you just want to go out and look for
adventure, and you’re not going to get it sitting home watching a TV
set or listening to the radio. They go to a pic house that’s cool in
summdr and warm in winter (many homes haven't got that service),

sit in the rest room whose carpet alone costs more than the furnishings
of the average apartment. Some don’t even go in to see the picture.

|
People

- Want WiimefB

Going to the theatre or to sports events is a habit. You break the

habit by being gypped by bum shows and high prices. Thie same as

TV and radio—fans tune you out when you stop pleasing them. There

is nothing that TV can do to hurt the theatre, the pic shows and sports

events that give you a topflight show for the right price. People like

Winners, they won’t go to see a ball club in the second division, nor a

picture in the Z class, nor a badly-matched fight. Of course, show peo-

ple have had alibis since the first show went on. They alibi bad busi-

ness and blame it on everything but their show . . . rain, heat, cold. I
even remember the time when they blamed it on Henry Ford (“Gee,
he’s got ’em driving around the country, they don’t come into the thea-
tres anymore ... he is gonna kill show biz”). Yes, they said that for a
long time. But the “South Pacifies” are packed, Fusari and Graziano
packed ’em in at the Garden, “Annie Get Your Gun” wowed ’em . . •

while TV just took care of the overflow and made new audiences.

What TV needs now is to get away from the copy-cat programs!
That is what hurt pictures, radio, vaudeville and night clubs. TV needs
writers with fresh viewpoints and material. There are plenty of actors
and comedians around that can deliver good lines. But when comics
(and that goes for the best of them) have no WOIDS, brother, they be-
come tragedians! TV can never hurt the theatre or sports. I don’t
care how well a pic comes over, it is not like being “on the spot.” It

is like a soldier in Korea holding his girl’s picture from Brooklyn. It

is so much better being even in Brooklyn with the girl.

Show biz should feel about TV like the old maid who complained
about boys and girls kissing, hugging and necking. She was asked,
“Would you want to change all that?” She answered, “No, I don’t want
to change it, I WANNA GET IN ON IT!”

Guest Again
_ By MOREY AMSTERDAM-

WXYZ Burns Midnight

Oil for 1 1th Hour Pickup

Of Sponsor, Gold Cup Race
Detroit, July 25.

Some fast and furious maneuver-

ing all through the night Friday

(21) enabled WXYZ-TV to televise

the famed Gold Cup races on the

Detroit River Saturday (22).

A sponsor was. found Friday and

the details were not settled until

11 p.m; Friday. The sponsors were
Philco and the Philco distributor

here, Buhl & Sons. Agency was
Denham & Better!dge.

Sponsorship came, incidentally,

after newspapers had bemoaned
the fact that the classic was not

going to be televised or broad-

cast.

WXYZ crews got to work at 11

p m. Friday and just had all the

lines and equipment ready when
the race began at 1:30 p.m. Satur-

day. Three cameras were set up
at the Detroit Yacht Club, the
Boat club and at the Bayview Yacht
club in front of which the boats
make their turn for the downriver
run.

Event was televised from 1 : 30 i

to 5:30 p.m., with time between
heats being taken up by the “Pat ’n’

Johnny” platter-chatter show. Don
Wattrick, Fred Wolf and Larry Mc-
Cann handled audio for the race.
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NELSON CASE
In. radio, announcer for Lowell Thomas and Ivory Soap (just signed

for the fifth year), as well as dramatic leads in such shows as Dupont’s
Cavalcade of America and the Armstrong Theater of Today.
In Television, host of the new Armstrong's Circle Theatre: just con-

cluded second season with Ford Theatre, and guest appearances on Philco
Playhouse and Hollywood Screen Test.

In motion pictures, narrator and leading man in a wide variety of short
subjects—-theatrical, educational and Industrial,

. .
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“If you think he’s funny on his

own show, you should have seen

him on “Shlermy’s Varieties.”

Shlermy, of course, is the show
belonging to the other guy with

whom I had the pleasure of yuk-a-

puking a few time-honored jokes.

But, people always tell me I’m

funnier when I’m guesting. They
get to thinking, maybe, they’re

getting short-changed when they

catch me on my own clambake.

The truth of the matter is that

any comedian usually will be fun-

nier on somebody else’s show. It’s

like opening at a club with a brand
new surefire routine.

Visiting with the . other guy is

beneficial, -especially if he has a
higher Hooper. You can always
snare a few listeners, viewers and
jokes for your own multi-million
dollar package.

So, from a financial, as well as
a promotional standpoint, guesting
pays off, whether it be in shekels,
or listeners for your own show
which, of course, is financially
helpful to your own sponsor. It’s
simply dollars and cents, which
Duz everything.

Material for a guest artist (I

draw, too) is the least of a comic’s
problems. His host, and 86
anonymous helpers they Call
writers, provide the visiting Elk
with adequate lines (enough to
make, a noose.) It is an accepted
practice to give the heaviest yaks

* 4 * it
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to the visitor while the star, on his
own show, makes like a dope.
Thanks to the ex-laxity of tele-

vision, considerable leave is given
to depart from scripted routines
to work in the freer-flowing ad
lib. Usually, the ad lib routine
is funnier because a lot more work
goes into its preparation.

I have been fortunate in the
number of guest appearances I
made last year. Exactly 96 pro-
ducers sought my services. It
turned out that they were associ-
ates on the same show. I obliged
their request by okaying the shot
with the 30th in command who
happened to be waiting at my
table at the Old Roumanian. Fi**
nally, when I made the appear-
ance, a baseball game cancelled
the show so I sat in on a klobbyosh.
tournament with 90 producers.
The other six had the flu.
So as not to delude those who

may think I am -popular, the oc-
casion for so many appearances is
quite accidental. As a sideline, I
collect dues for the Grand Street
Boys. As my territory is the net-
works, I frequently find myself a
hasty substitute for some short of
cash guest who decided to take
a powder.
My experience via the ether and

cable has convinced me that
guesting in the right places never
hurt a soul. It’s a great publicity
outlet and an excellent audience
builder for your own stanzas. And
most important, you never know
when Shmonsky and Pronsky are
watching. They’re still open on a
few good weeks of borschting.
Guest again? Why, I’d love to. ,

i t. ‘ ' * 4 I i I ; r, >., , I l ) t
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ARE RADIO
Radio’s Labor Pains

By M. S. NOVIK
(Public Service Radio Consultant and Radio Consultant to the ILGWU

IAFL} and UAW [CIOJ)

It is less than three years since

the first progressive American la-

bor union went into the broadcast-
ing business. Prior to that time,

and for some months afterwards,
criticism was leveled at the unions
ior attempting to operate a “house
organ radio station.” Facts have
proven that this criticism was
academic. Stations like WFDR,
New York; WDET, Detroit; WVUN,
Chattanooga, and KFMV, Los An-
geles. are not labor stations, but
community stations.

The ILGWU (AFL) and UAW
(CIO) have put into practice their

belief that a union-owned radio sta-

tion should and can serve the com-
munity. The ILGWU and UAW
have sought to give the community
a radio voice. They adopted the
medium of FM at a time when
everyone had high hopes for it.

While they, along with other FM
station operators, have had cause
to complain at the kicking around
FM has received, they’ve gone
ahead improving their progam
schedules and enlarging their serv-

ice to the local communities.

Summing up WFDR’s first year
of operation, Variety said, “Man-
hattan’s liberal network FMer,
sponsored by the ILGWU . . , prac-

tically hasn’t stopped to come up
for air, launching 74 special events
ranging from participation in the

FEPC mobilization to covering the

water crisis. It has done a fine job
on balancing the commentator
scales via its presentation of lib-

eral thinkers.”

Among the special events singled

out were a series of five half-hour
programs dealing with civil liber-

ties and broadcast in conjunction
with the American Civil Liberties

Union; coverage of the British

elections; the N. Y. Herald Tribune
Forum, broadcast in its entirety;

and the weekly program produced
in conjunction with the co-ops.

WFDR has carried more special

events programs than any other

Indie in Gotham.

interested many leading musicians
and Hollywood personalities in the
station. One* program, “The Lis-

tener Talks Back,” was nominated
for a Peabody Award by the South-
ern California Association.
WCFM in Washington, D. C., is

j

not owned by unions, but by a

'

group of cooperatives and individu-
als. In a short time it* has become
the number one Washington station

for special events, commentators
and discussion programs. It has
acted as the Washington origina-

tion point for the five labor-owned
stations.

The promotion extras that a
j

union station can offer have helped
to make the labor operations a suc-
cess. Such plus items as union pub-
lications, meeting hall billboards

and meetings themselves* make
these outlets attractive commer-
cially.

They carry Over 20 ^programs
weekly on a network basis. Since
Jan. 1 they have had Joseph C.

Harsch and Marquis Childs on a

nightly strip sponsored by Kaiser-
Frazer. Kaiser-Frazer judges the
program not only-on -its -rating^but
also by the different type of siiles

impact with which these stations

boost the product.
Aside from the activities of the

union stations community-wise is

their work in the labor' field

through its coverage of conven-
tions and news and similar pro-

grams designed for the special au-

dience. It adds up to a fascinating

picture of labor radio truly serv-

ing the community at large.

HI CUTS,

TV Production

Costs—Downward?

The Detroit Story

In Detroit, the UAW’s 350,000

members and their families form a

community within a community.
WDET. launched 18 months ago,

was designed to serve not only

these 350,000 but all other citi-

zens of the Motor City as well. The
real success story of WDET lies

noi only in how it integrated it-

self into the community, but in

how I he station promoted itself to

invite health}' sponsor reaction.

It has developed such programs
as the weekly “Community Clinic”

with the Mayor’s Interracial Com-
mittee. No punches have been
pulled. Other series, such as

“Great Books on the Air,” “You
and Your Health,” the “Detroit

Public Library Symphony,” “Young
Americans Town Hall,” “Wayne
University Faculty Roundtable,”
“Young Americans Look at Books”
and the “Central Methodist Church
Lecture Series,” have been out-

standing examples of community
service.

Detroit dared to broadcast a

forum on “What Should Michigan
Do About the Sex Deviate?” and
the UAW’s WCUO in Cleveland
aired a dramatic show' titled, “Dad-
dy. Am I White?”—the true experi-

ence of a Negro in war and peace.

Following the same credo the

ILGWU’s Chattanooga outlet,
WVUN, has taken the lead in air-

ing local political and community
problems.. It has taken its micro-

phone for the first time into City

Hall and broadcast public hearings
on community problems. With its

tape recorder, it has picked up for

rebroadcast the plea of not only

the Mayor, but the man in the

street in their plea for registration

in order to be able to vole. It has
cooperated with the local symphony
and small theatre groups, and
from its inception carried the first

regular
1

daily symphonic program
in Chattanooga.

In Los Angeles, KFMV has for

two years been carrying all the lib-

era 1 labor and special events that

are broadcast in the east. It has

By RICHARD J* REDMOND
( CBS Director of General Tele -

vision Operations)

New scenic design and construc-

tion techniques, better prop storage

layout, more studio space and im-

proveej. scheduling techniques for

everything from rehearsal halls' to

ticket printing, are everywhere in

evidence at CBS-TV. With this

type of planning, w'e can expect

television production budgets to

stay low or go low'er during the

fall- of 1950. if—and this is impor-

tant—producers and directors also

pre-plan far enough in advance.

Up to now', television formats

have been fluid. Stories haven’t

been w'ell enough set for the kind

of show' organization which make
for big economies. During 1949-50

there w'ere, how'ever, enough set

formats to make production con-

ferences possible three weeks in

advance. And w'hen this happened
designers had time to redesign

and writers had time to rewrite.

If this trend continues, and there

is no reason why it shouldn’t, pro-

duction budgets will start down-
ward.
During the past eight months,

CBS-TV has learned great econo-

mies through reusage of sets and

props. The time-honored “flat” of

the theatrical world was put

|

through a dizzy pace, sometimes re-

!

used in its first coat of paint, some-

|

times repainted three weeks in a

i row, first' playing a door hacking
! in “Suspense” and then, perhaps,

;

a library wall in .“Studio One ”

By EDGAR KOBAK
(Business Consultant )

In my career I’ve had a lot to do

with rates but the biggest mistake

I made was not to get all that the

media was worth. Perhaps’ the

rates are too low now. But, that

is tough to prove to any intelligent

buyer. Buyers are depending more

on facts and figures than they “did

in the early days of this great

medium.
Tw'o years ago I made a plea for-

an industry study of the present
rate structure, not the rates by sta-

tions or networks, but the habits

we got irtto in charging for time
segments. I still believe that the
media should start on this basic

study, one which cannot be done
by a few stations or a single net-

work but by the stations and nets.

This is the time to take stock and
clean up bad practices and unfair
and unbalanced charges for certain

segments of- timer-some -urrfaii^-ta

the media, others to the buyer.

It , is the responsibility of the
buyer as well as the seller that

the job be done right. Most buy-
ers are anxious to see that their

suppliers stay in business and make
a profit, or they lose their source
of supply and service. At the pres-
ent time the sellers are being
pressed into deals, special and
otherwise, which in many cases are
unsound. These are not good for
the buyer and not good for the
seller. Advertising media have
progressed and stood the test of

pressures by maintaining rates and
their structures and giving everyone

!
the same rate for the same time
and space demands. When deals
are in the making, the trend works
toward bigger and better ones and
then everyone loses money as well
as self-respect.

TV and Dept. Stores

Are Going Places
By WILBUR STARK

For 15 or 20 years, radio has
been wooing department stores.

The industry long relished the
juicy billings that would follow a
“going steady” arrangement. But
no go.

Off and on, the stores have
made single dates but refuse to

tie up with a more permanent ar-
rangement. They claim that radio
doesn’t have the visual impact of
newspapers. The store execs
admit that if you talk long enough
about a sofa, an umbrella or a
dress, the listener will get a pic-

ture in his mind. But—-and it’s a
big BUT—it would be too expen-
sive. The time cost to describe
one item would be prohibitive.
So the newspapers have been

getting the bulk—bulk? Prac-
tically all!—of the advertising.

Then along came that impish
kid brother, television, and radio
began to sulk. The kid seemed to

be making a far stronger impres-
sion in months than radio did in

years— -Department „xtor&SL...weF^

Reappraise Charges

Wall Spells Low Costs

Chairs, tables and lamps also ex-

perienced the same busy life dur-

ing the winter Of 1949-50. Props
—that is the same props served

“Godfrey and His Friends.” .“Sus-

pense,” “Toast of the Town” and
“The Goldbergs,” or Robert Q.

Lewis” and ‘Man Against Crime.”

By June, 1950, reuse and lowered
rentals made possible low cost for

those producers who wanted low
cost,

Bigger and convertible has be-

come the 'by-word for all new CBS-
TV studio space and

p
three new

(Continued 0ti page 86>

This is the time for cost studies
to reappraise the charges made for
time periods. Instead of getting
panicky by pressure from some ad-
vertisers, media should counter
with an intelligent overall approach
to the situation and bring out a

realistic rate structure. In some
cases the rates will prove lower,
in others they will be higher, but
they will be fairer; Instead of
being put on the spot by tough
buyers, the seller should take the
offensive and come up with new
ideas and new rates. And here are
a few points that should go into
such a study.

To get the best results from such
a study, there should be a com-
plete management separation of
AM and TV. Unless the separation
is made, cost studies will be diffi-

cult to make and analyze. And
while the job is being done, studies
should be conducted on the cost
of programs, an important factoT
in the cost of advertising.

Coverage should also be a part

|

of the study, particularly for na-

j

tional coverage. Tliere are weak-

|

nesses in every network lineup and
• studies must be made to make sure
good listening delivery is /really
being made. More coverage- from
within, with perhaps the same
overall rate, may have to be made
available. The day of the broad
brush of coloring on the maps is

I

over and better methods of pjre-

j

senting coverage fact? are being
made available. And perhaps part
of this answer is FM (horrid idea),
but it may be a part of the plan
which will "Save some AM station
areas and networks.
Here is a resume of the points

made several years ago and I think
that they are even more pertinent
today:

Advertising rates of all media
i

are under closer scrutiny now than
they have been for some years past.

!
Rising production costs in all fields

i

have made the cost of distribution
an increasingly pressing problem

•to manufacturers and distributors,

(Continued on page 50)'

coy at the beginning (ypu "know
how girls are) but then fell head
over heels in love with TV and
didn’t care who knew it.

Now TV and department stores

are going -steady. And what a

hot romance!
Let’s analyze it. We’re not

really authorities on love but,

alter eight months of daily depart-
ment store-TV operation, we think
we have the answer. We’ve
studied it very carefully, we’ve
made graphs, we’ve made surveys,

we’ve made charts. We even have
charts showing that displaying

given merchandise on a show will

sell better or worse with different

camera angles. Fm not kidding.

Our daily resultsjcheck indicate

that sales results are definitely

affected by camera angles and
shots, introductions, wrap-ups,
close-ups, long views, etc,, etc. All

phases which played no role in

radio and yyhich we struggled to

learn in eight months of* TV shows
for Saks-34th St. (The Kathi
Norris Show) and Gimbel Bros.

(“Just for You”). And we’re very

proud that Stark-LaytOn has made
more than a dent in this field.

Within the last month, we’ve re-

|

ceived requests from 14 Stations

|

and department stores to duplicate

'these shows in other major cities.

!

i Intimacy As Key
[

The keynote of the entire op-

eration is intimacy — or personal-

ization. Let’s look at it historically.

Many years ago, when transporta-

tion was bad, a. man with a

wagon came around to every
housewife. The wagon was loaded
with pots, pans, clothes, house-
wares, etc. And the women
learned to rely on—or distrust

—

the wagon man. It was very per-

sonal trading—based on personal

confidence. When the trend

swung to neighborhood stores, the

same factor existed—the personal

reliance on a friend. With the

advent of department stores, buy-

ing cfegenerated into a cold mass
operation. Who knows the clerk

behind the counter? Whom can
you ask, “Tell me, is this really

good?”

—

and believe the answer?
And that’s where TV comes into

the picture.. Because of the inti-

macy of the camera, the house-

wife immediately accepts or re-

jects the personality representing

the department store. And when
she is accepted, the loyalty—and
confidence—that is built up is in-

credible. Sometimes it seems to

me that if Kathi Norris told her
viewers that the best washing they

can give their clothes is to jump
off the George Washington Bridge
—there would be a mass leap. Psy-
chologically speaking, the viewers
are delighted to relieve themselves
of the responsibility of making
final decisions. Call it a mother
complex, a father complex, a sub-
limation-—I don’t care. The net
result is almost unquestioned ac*

ceplance of recommendations.
O/ cqur^se.

k
ps in Kathi’s show,

"store is 'further humanized by-

having executives, salespersons
and porters appear as guests. The
entire operation becomes so per-
sonalized that the loyalty of the
viewer to the TV personality is

transferred to the hitherto cold,
impassive store.

I ‘11 give you an idea of what I

mean. One TV announcement
sold 73 knife sets at $8.00 each
for* , department store. Similar
short -one-time r announcements
(coupled with the friendly face and
voice, of course, of the person they
now trust and regard as a friend)
sold 37 dresses at $2.99 each; 164
Venetian blinds at $2.49 each; 172
towels at 89c. each; 8 sewing ma-
chines at $19.95 each and 23
chaise lounges at $22.95 each.

If department; store advertising
is handled properly, six to 10
items can be shown on a. single
half-hour program, plus material 1

about various services of the store.
This may seem over-commercial
yet it’s actually a reflection of
-woman—fealk.— Seventy-five—peroent-
of women’s conversations revolve
around the household — “Johnny'
needs new overalls. Do you know
where I can pick up good ones
cheap?”-;—“My, what lovely drapes.
Where did you get them?”—“Let
me tell you about a new recipe I
found for chicken cacciattore”

—

etc., etc., etc. This is borne out
by newspaper surveys that women
read newspapers primarily for the
ads. Take your household. I’ll

bet yotl nine sponsors against one
sustainer that you can’t get the
front section of your Sunday news-
paper until the little woman has
gone through it page by page for
the ads. And when you do get it,

it looks like a clipping service has
been through it—everything torn

|

out, and I don’t mean articles on
the Korean situation.

Personalization

the

i An interesting corollary to this
, is that the TV show cannot be
handled as a sales operation. It

• must be1 treated the way women
show bargains or exchange recipes

j

with each other in their own homes
S

or even on the street. That’s

|

where the friendliness—the per-
!
sonalization — the confidence —

!

comes into the picture. The view-
|

ers don’t want to be sold. They
|

want reliable chit-chat with a
friend.

1 How do the individual stations
: take to the romance between TV
and department stores? They’re

,
beaming. In addition to the obvi-

i
ous—increased billings—they car

j

check results immediately. Within
• three or four days, they can tell
exactly how many items were sold

|

as a result of a TV pitch. (National

j

advertisers can’t check results for

;

months and then they can't trace

i

results directly to TV, newspapers,

j

magazines or radio).
Therefore, the stations gel re-

sult figures, which .can be used as
ammunition to fire at other adver-
tisers and sell time. Complete co-
operation should be extended by
the stations to department store
advertisers for this reason—-among

.
many others.
As for the department stores,

they’re dizzy with love. And why
not? What wouldn’t they spend to
have a salesman invited into thou-
sands of homes daily to display

i
their merchandise—particularly h
the guest entered as an authorita-

;

tive friend, rather than a sales-
1 man? Tljis can’t be accomplished
any other way except via video.
Then there’s a terrific advam

tage over newspaper advertising
,
insofar as timing is concerned
jThe newspaper locks up the day
’ before—let’s say it’s a relatively

jwarm day—but the next morning
:
there’s a snowstorm. It’s too JaU

;

to feature galoshes or sleds in the

. ad—but not in TV. You can make
jlate switches on minutes’ notice—
as long as it takes to get the rqer-

Ichandise from the store to the

studio for camera display.

:
k
Department stores , are furthei

(Continued on page 50)
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Anonymous Unanimous
By tJAL* BLOCK

I have just been asked to be a charter member of a new Television

fraternity called ‘‘Anonymous Unanimous,”- The purpose of this so-

ciety is to band together in fraternal misery, 'all the poor souls who
can’t remember a person’s name to save their lives. By person, I do

not mean some itinerant Tibetan monk they met at a meeting of the

Audubon Society five years ago. I am talking about people that they’ve

known ever since childhood.

There is nothing quite as disconcerting as attending the premiere of a

new radio or television show, see some important person that you know
very well approaching you after the show, is over, and suddenly realize

that you can’t remember his name. If you are alone you can usually

bluff your way through with such inane phrases as ‘‘Glad to see you.

. . . How are things? . . . What are you doing now? . . . How is the old

gang?”—and other famous quotes from the Encyclopedia Britannica.

However, when blank night reaches you, you are never alone. There,

is always the ‘‘little woman” with you, who stands around like an ex-

pectant M.P, until you have to introduce her. Sometimes you can get

around the embarrassment by saying to Mr. Anonymous, ‘‘Of course,

you know Barbara Klinemine . . ,?” If he says no . . . you’re cooked!
Another way to do it is to say, ‘‘Barbara/this is Mr. Gxvmrsgt”—and
hope for th,e best. If Barbara says, ‘‘What was that name again?”

—

you have a choice of either slitting her throat or joining the French
Foreign Legion.

To forestall either of these failures, at the approach of any familiar
unknown, I usually take two gaint steps in front of the little lady, and
while we are talking I ignore her as though she were Paul Robeson at

a Westbrook Pegler rally.

Once I really hit the jackpot. The little woman I was with refused
to get lost. While I was making desperate conversation, with Mr.
Unknown, he suddenly opened up a leather cigaret case and offered
me a cigaret. On the case I caught a fast glimpse of a gold-stamped
name, “Charles Martin.” I felt like Balboa when he first came upon
the Pacific Ocean, No reason now to immediately mention his name.
I toyed with him,, and then at a certain moment casually said, “That’s
just the way I feel—Chuck.” After that I leisurely said, “Oh, Charley,
incidentally, I would like you to meet the girl I’m with. . . Yep . . .

you guessed it. . . I forgot her name.
The Indians had a much better system. Their names were always

descriptions of the person, so there could be no forgetting. For in-

stance, if you were attending the first night of an Indian massacre
with your squaw and you ran into some vague acquaintance,, you just
said, “Chief Long Nose„ Paunchy Jowels, Receding Hairline, I’d like
you to meet Princess Crooked Mouth No Shape, Dull Date.” What a
cinch! It makes & fellow kinda sorry that the Indians sold Manhattan
for $24.

Lay That Lens Down
By MARK GOODSON

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Music—ABC

News Gathering In Atomic Age
By EDMUND CHESTER

( Director of CBS News )

In the past 10 years a new era

has developed in the handling of
news by radio.

Ten years ago it was a common
thing to present a strip of five 15-

minute news programs a week with
but one man doing the job. To-
day, at CBS News at least, the
average number of men required to

|

do what we think is a good job is
j

three. Radio news reporting has
j

become a team operation. This
change came about slowly, so slow-
ly that we were somewhat unaware
of it until it had already happened.
A decade ago listeners general-

ly would have been bored with any
examination of the relationships
between South East Asia—or the
Far East as a whole, for that mat-
ter—and the United States of
America. Thus, a newscaster
found it unnecessary to acquaint
himself with the manifold intrica-

cies of that situation. It was much
more, important and far easier for
him to know a little bit, and per-
haps only a little about the his-

tory of political parties in the
United States.

The last war was the beginning
of the end of that fairly easy way
of handling news broadcasts. Re-
porters who served as war corre-
spondents began to acquire deep
knowledge of affairs of other na-
tions. The jig-saw puzzle began
to take shape. Along with this
general awakening came under-
standing by the listeners. The
more they heard, the more they
wanted to hear and understand.

Soon, fly-by-night reporter-
broadcasters who tried to get by
with only a sketchy knowledge of
world subjects, began to fall by
the wayside. Their places were
taken by men who understood they
had to be accurate, fair, and above
all clear in their radio broadcasts.

news is growing up in this radio

atmosphere. The complications in

TV as compared to radio are far

greater, but a comparison between*
CBS-TV news programs of today
and radio programs of 10 years
ago show clearly that the reporter-
analyst approach has been applied
successfully to TV where it was not
present at all in the radio of yes-
terday.

SPOTS BEFORE

YOUR EYES
By JOHN L. SINN—

( Exec Veepee, Fred Ziv Co.)

We are entering a phase in the
radio industry where programming
sales are falling back to the local

j

and regional levels, and the use of
transcribed radio programs will

increase at a more rapid rate than
ever before.

..-.Ihe^facls—shnw-that--adver-tiser-j

|

are withdrawing dollars from net-

;

work programming and transfer-
ring their budgets into pinpoint
merchandising in specific areas.
This trend will become more and
more marked during the forthcom-
ing months, because advertisers are
coming into the realization that
transcriptions— particularly syndi-
cated transcriptions—permit them
to obtain more comprehensive cov-
erage for their money, in radio.

Television is only part of the
reason for this redistribution of
advertisers’ dollars. Naturally, as
more dollars are withdrawn from
tightening budgets for television,

less dollars are left for network
radio. Thus, numerous national
sponsors who have been getting
into television are turning to spot

(Continued on page 86)

Speaking as one who has under-
gone the mixed pleasure and agony
of worrying . through television

operations in most of the standard
.forms—drajna, variety, and audi-

ence-participation—I am ready to

conclude that television is still far

too lens-happy.
Of course, it’s not so bad as it

used to be. Remember how every

time you saw a dance team, their

feet were superimposed oyer their

heads? And the piano fingers

supered over the ’pianist’s un-

happy face? These little signs of

“Look, ma, I’m a director” are dis-

appearing rapidly. The better TV
|

directors are now starting to take

their camera knowledge for

granted and seldom Indulge in

zoornar acrobatics. True; a lot of

directors overcut—particularly in

,
dramatic shows—leaving the view-

' er exhausted as they hop from One
1 angle to another, put again, the
’ surer men are playing it simply,
' cutting only for emphasis and

:
where the story or character de-

mands it. *

Still—television suffers from a

pronounced picture neurosis. Tele-

vision, oddly, is not pictures^ Tele-

vision o transmits via picture and
sound, information, and, more
especially, entertainment. The
camera photographs ingredient X
—whether it be a singer, a dra-

matic scene, a quiz contestant, or

whatever—and the best the picture

can do is bring ingredient X most
effectively onto the TV screen. Bad

tainment—but it can hardly make
an entertainment. Good shooting
can give you a . better look at a
great ball game—but it can’t im-
prove a lousy game. This may be
obvious, but it seems to me that

television directors have been more
concerned with photographing the
game than with making the game
itself worth looking at.

with the camera and let him con-
centrate his energies and talents oh
the job of putting something in

front of the camera worth looking
it.

What To Do?

Assuming this need for a con-
centration on content, what can be
done? We need to develop better
writers, of course, and television

must learn ?o stand on its own
feet and encourage the writing of
originals as opposed to adaptations.
But I’m thinking of something
else, too: Let’s free the director
from his present obsessive concern

Era of the Analysts

It was at this point that the long-
range hiring policies of CBS News
began to pay off for the network
CBS News hired as a rule men who
could more accurately be called
reporter-analysts. They were men
who hot only knew how,to gather
news, but how to interpret it with-
out fear or bias. And it became
apparent immediately that if these
men were to have the time to think
carefully about developments all

over the world, they would have
to have 'editorial assistants—re-

*earch, Wire copy handlers, even a

secretary or two to answer fan
mail intelligently; the old form let-

ter reply was not enough.
So, today, listeners to CBS News,

hetir material which has been care-

fully prepared.
It is fortunate that television

o

Ever watch a TV director at

work during a show? He watches
four monitors—follows a script-
cues every take and dissolve—cues
each sound cue:—each actor’s cue-
keeps a constant eagle eye on each
picture to be1

positive' that what he
got iri rehearsal is

1 what he’s get-

ting now... and he talks!—“Take
one—ready

.
dissolve—dissolve to

three—dissolve to black—ready
film—hit film—cue* the phone bell

—cue the announcer—lookout, the

boom’s in the* picture...”—
brother! And this is just during
the show. During facilities re-

hearsal, the director is maneuver^
ing his cameras, seeing if his dia-

grams worked out in dry rehear-

sal will come off ,in fact. And prior

to rehearsal, hours of sweat have
been spent plotting out camera
movements to avoid crossing of

cables ... to avoid one camera get-

ting in the other’s way, etc., etc.

The point I make is that fan-

tastic man hours of energy and
imagination are burned up on
technical minutiae—and under the

present set-up, the TV director

must concern himself with his skill

as a. camera juggler.

I suggesf We liberate the tele-

vision director from his camera
.cables. TV is the most complex
fmedium-we—know-^^d-iL-demanda
a finer breakdown of function. At
the top of the hierarchy there

should be the producer. He should
be responsible for overall super-

vision and management— budget,
contracts, script buying, casting su-

pervision, and so on. On a smaller
operation, this man can occasion-

ally double as director. The di-

rector is to be concerned with con-

tent—staging and interpretation in

the studio, He should work side

by side with the producer on script

and casting, and should be com-
pletely familiar with cameras and
the best way to present his show
for the lenses.

The next job is a new one for
TV, if not for motion pictures. This
man is a Chief Cameraman or Cam-
era Director. He will be a specialist

in shots, angles, lenses and what-
have-you. The director will tell the
Camera Director what effects he is

reaching for—what he wants to see
on the screen from point to point
in the story. The conceptual re-

sponsibility must be the director’s

—but the mechanical gyrations
requisite to accomplishing these
ends, in rehearsal and on the air,

should be the domain, of the Cam-
era Director. If the shots need to

be re-worked because one camera
will get in the way of another, or
because cables will cross, it will
be the job of the Camera Director,
and if he indicates the shot series
is impossible, then the director will

need to find a new approach.

I do not envision a new school
of television directors who thumb
noses at the camera and figure that
shooting a show is someone else’s
business. Not at all. TV directors
will need to know just as much
about camera as they do now—
but they will be freed during the
preparation and execution of a
show from the pressure of having
to be technician, train-caller and in-

terpretative artist all at the same
time. Just because a man is master
of a group of skills is not sufficient
reason to make him employ them
all at once. After all, a pilot could
handle a big plane reasonably well
without a navigator . . . but the
presence of a specialist at his side
enables him to relax and concen-
trate on his number one job of
keeping the plane up in the air.

I’d like to see directors given the
chance to do the job which tele-
vision needs most.

OZZIE AND HARRIET
DAVID AND RICKY

ABC Network—Every Friday Evening for H, J. HEINZ COMPANY.

Drake Resigns WDGY
Minneapolis, July 25.

Melvin Drake has resigned as

WDGY general manager and Twin
Cities Broadcasting Corp. vice-

president to engage in business
projects in New Mexico. No suc-

cessor has been named yet.

Drake is a former Minnesota
Broadcaster Assn, president. He
came to WDGY. four years ago
from KFOR, Lincoln, Neb., where
he was manager.
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Foreign Language Radio

Comes Into Own In '50
By FORTUNE POPE
(President, WHOM, N. Y.)

“You’ve Gotta Have a Format,

Bub/’ read a recent headline in

Variety,, calling attention to the

fact that survival In radio’s eco-

The$e figures demonstrate the

magnetic appeal of language

shows. They prove, too, that a

tremendous segment of listeners

nomic jungle depends on a well-

defined and clearly Established

broadcasting pattern. Having the

right kind of format has been the

key to success of most indies in

the past two decades. It explains

their consistently high current

ratings despite TV competition.

Foreign language radio has really

come into its own in 1950 and is

definitely bigger and better than

ever.

The prophets of doom have al-

ways been ready to write off for-

eign language problems. In 1935,
t

the unhappy prognosticators gave

us about five more years. In 1941,

they told us that foreign language

programs would disappear with

the cessation of hostilities. In

would rather “hear” programs in

their familiar idiom than “see”

them in a language which taxes

their understanding.

Not only have foreign language

programs paid off sponsor-wise

over the years but they’ve done a

very good public service job.

They’ve explained the American
j

way of life to millions of citizens.

During World War II they proved

an invaluable method of convey-

ing wartime messages and rallying

support for every worthwhile cam-

paign.

In our present complicated .in-

ternational situation, the nation’s

foreign language stations stand

ready once again to do their part.

In densely populated areas like

1944, there were 146 stations

carrying language shows. In 1948

this number had dropped to 126.

But:—lo and behold—in 1950, the
NAB reports that 384 stations,
increase of over 200% since 1948,
-wcreucarrying .progranis_iiL. 33 lan-
guages—and NAB says that its list

may be incomplete. The number
of foreign language hours in New
York has remained substantially
the same during the last few years.

It is highly significant that lin-

gual radio should ' be witnessing
its greatest growth at a time when
AM radio generally is flexing its

muscles to withstand the on-
slaught of television. Undoubt-
edly many broadcasters who pre-
viously overlooked the lush for-

eign language potential in their
own backyards have begun to capi-
talize on it as a new source of
revenue; one which successfully
meets TV competition. Yet many
of the stations which have turned
to foreign languages are in areas
which do not have television.

Chances are that they are dis-

covering now some of the interest-
ing angles about the field which
many of us have known for years.

One of the most basic char-
acteristics of the foreign language
audience is its loyalty and respon-
siveness. An extensive survey
conducted recently among 5,000
Italian families in the New York
area showed that during certain
hours more than 75% of sets in

use were tuned to our programs.
Although televiewing in Italian

homes has doubled during the past
year, our Pulse ratings at 9 p.m.
in February, 1950, were higher
than they were in September,
1949. Television seems to be tak-
ing its toll from network radio.

New York, an effective system of

civilian defense may mean the dif-

ference between life and death.

In case of attack, important direc-

tives translated into languages
easily understood by millions

could gojiar in averting panic and
savlngflives.'

-

The FCC as recently as June,

1950, reaffirmed its approval of

foreign language broadcasting. In

a Boston case involving an applica;

tion for- a lingual station (in which
WHOM filed a brief amicus curiae

and presented oral argument) the
commission

-

deleted the language
of one of its examiners criticizing

foreign language broadcasting.

It said, “with an adequate show-
ing of need, a program proposal
embodying foreign language pro-

grams may well be favorably con-
sidered in comparative proceed-
ings such as this.”

There is a definite need for for-

eign language radio in the U. S.

By offering its listeners a wide
variety of programs, both enter-

tainment and educational, the for-

eign language station makes a

great contribution to democratic
ideals. Surely the industriousness
and ingenuity of immigrants who
came here to find a new way of life

have contributed to the greatness
of our country.

It is encouraging to witness the
development of new foreign lan-

guage programs throughout the
U. S. There’s every reason to be-
lieve that the language format will

continue to attract new converts
as more and more station opera-
tors discover that there’s “gold in

them thar hills.” But most of all

it's gratifying to note that the
“prophets of doom” have been re-

placed by the “profits of boom.”

JOHN GART
Compo«er-Gonduotor
RADIO AND T. V,

P&RIETY

MARTHA TILTON
The Second Consecutive Year on

CBS for ALKA-SELTZER and
starring; with Curt Massey.

Exclusively on
CORAL RECORDS

''—'And Then I

Went Into TV’
= By BUDDY ROGERS=
Many times during the past two

years I have foufTd myself compar-

ing the problems of a motion pic-

ure producer with those of a TV

Buddy Rogera

producer. I

have been
both, and_have,
thereby had as
many business
h e ad aches
since the war
as anybody
jelse I know.

Right after

the war when
I returned to
Hollywood
from the Navy,
Mary Pickford
I formed Tri-Mrs. Rogers) and

ngle Productions and Comet Pro
luctions along with Ralph Cohn,

yho now heads up Columbia Pic-
«M/\nF tTTf ‘nAnn^fmonf

Then, just about a yeatf ago,

Mary and I pulled up stakes and
came back to New York where we
formed P.R.B., Inc., with our young
business associate Mai Boyd. Our
corporation was formed to package
and produce radio and TV shows.

Boyd
,

had produced several West
Coast*TV shows including one with

me and we felt we had to move to

New York because TV was much
too slow in arriving to a profitable

point in Hollywood.

|

Comparing Costs
I

Of course, the first measure of

comparison should be about costs.

It’s funny, incidentally, how com-
pletely different the cost structure

is between New York and Holly-

wood TV budgets. Until very re-

cently the total budget of no sin-

gle Hollywood TV show could be
compared even with the cost of

sets alone on a big New York dra-

matic video presentation. Holly-

wood budgets are past that point,

fortunately, but the average is still

depressingly low, too low for top
quality. For example, a 30-minute
dramatic script now brings in an
average total payment ’of $75. Con-
sequently, a comparison between
motion picture costs -and Hollywood
TV costs would be too fantastic

for comfort. A similar compari-
son between motion picture costs

and New York TV costs is some-
thing much more reasonable, how-
ever, because there are so many
union expenses confronting the
eastern TV producer. Naturally
it’s union expenses plus studio

overhead which make a motion
picture shooting schedule a night-

mare. Once you’re started,

TV is blessed up to this point

by not having to cater to a “star

system.” This system makes mo-
tion picture production a rather
gruesome situation at times. As a
producer; you must pay an enor-
mous amount of money in addition,

perhaps, to a percentage, to a big
name considered necessary by
everybody right up to the exhibitor
under the “star system,”

The writer situation still needs
another year’s development in TV,
I thinkr Too many radio writers,

and good ones, too, still don't real-

ly knoiv what It’s all about from
actual experience. And too many
screen writers, zealously eager to
break Into TV, come tip with
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More Than Meets the Eye,

Or AM Rejects TV K.O.
By ROBERT P. HELLER

(Director of AM Programs> CBS)

In the minds of some people,

the bells have been tolling for

poor little old radio. They’ve dug
its grave with loving care; services

have been properly intoned; the

tragically emaciated, shriveled

body has been laid away to rest.

One of these days, maybe, they
may be good enough to set up
a tablet in its memory.
Whenever our colleagues who’ve

crossed the Great Divide into TV
give us that condescending look,

we are pleased to announce that
not only has the death of AM
been vastly exaggerated; we’re
happy to report that creatively
radio may even be more alive than
its recently arrived and unresented
child.

Though we who have been left

behind still practice our art with
devices as simple and primitive as
the human voice, music, and oc-

casional sound effects, all mobil-
ized to reach an organ as obsolete
as the ear, we do not yet feel that
we are living in a Paleolithic Age.
We are not humiliated by our ig-

norance of the intricacies of
cameras, by the sophistication of

sets, by the complexities of studios
built to Martian proportions, We
are not overawed.

]

Creative AM •
\

We still believe that the crea-

tive vitality of a communications
medium cannot be measured by its

novelty or technical innovations.
The only fair indication of the rise

or decline of an art or craft is its

ability to keep creating forms and
patterns of entertainment and en-
lightenment that have permanent
broad appeal. It is not that TV
creatively is dormant or quiescent
—what a wonderful future faces it!

It is simply to be regretted that

so many of its devotees too easily

pronounce the decline of AM.
The amazing thing about their

erroneous and perhaps, wishful
diagnosis is the fact that the sus-

tained fertility of ideas in AM

scripts which would cost a mint to

produce.

TV has already found out that
the “B” picture directors are not
necessarily the boon to TV they
were touted to be. A fresh ap-
proach and an understanding of

different factors present in the TV
medium out-rate mere veteran
status on “B’s.”

TV must fight any attempts by
Hollywood to make it a proving
ground for million-dollar movies.
TV must still provide, for some
time to come, a proving ground for
itself.

programs can be blamed on TV it-

self—on the economic dislocation*
caused by its unexpected headlong
dash towards puberty. TV’s got a
gold-rush on its hands. In AM*
thank God, we have the healthy
and essential ingredient of com-
petition, which gets tougher every
day.

Our time isn’t sold out. Our
clients are not lined up outsid#
our sales offices clutching written
time orders that will guarantee
them a permanent franchise in the
world of tomorrow. We cannot
sell a program from a title plus
10 lines of description about its

format. Our buyers are more con-
cerned with the content of a half-
hour than the half-hour itself.

The radio sets which transmit our
AM programs are no longer
gadgets in the American home.
They have to deliver as entertain-
ment more than a new sense ex-
perience, or they will be mute.

It is this reality of increased
economic competition — and, iii

time, the sense of being the under-
dog, that stimulates creative AM
programming to more activity,
more experimentation than it has
ever experienced.

Look at the summer lineups.
It’s been too hot and humid to
use- the- sliderule to^

. prepare
analysis of the AM and TV sched-
ules. But a week of solid listen-

ing, and then looking, will con-
vince you that AM is not atrophic.
There pre probably more new AM
programs on all the networks,
based on completely new ideas,
presenting completely new per-
sonalities, than we have ever seen
in another experimental hiatus
season.

And how many of them (for
sweet economy's sake) find cam-
eras sitting beside their mikes!

Don’t get us wrong. AM loves
TV. We dislike only the long look
down the nose that makes us hors*
and buggy men. We welcome the
competitive pressures because they
keep us looking for something
better to hold the ear without
seducing the eye. We will never
resent the TV success of a pro-
gram designed for AM. We wel-
come the challenge of a new com-
petitor, but sometimes we worry
about its complacence. We may
never again be SRO, but we’ll
keep trying.

The main point is: AM is on its

feet slugging. There hasn’t been
a knockdown yet, and the count
will never reach 10.

All we ask, we whose declin*
and demise is falsely rumored, is

even more competition, and th*
right to believe that we can find
our place in the future.

That’s real integration.

MEL BLANC
HONORARY MAYOR OF BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF.

Also—JACK BENNY'S violin teacher—Parrot—the Maxwell—The Train
Announoer-Ngaaa

JUDY CANOVA'S—Pedro and Paw
WARNER BROS. CARTOONS

Capitol Records—Children’s Albums and Television!
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THE GREAT DEBATE
^ By LEON LEVINE

(CBS Director of Discussion Programs)

ANNOUNCER: Once again America’s outstanding network brings you
a timely, unrehearsed, frank, spontaneous, ad lib, controversial de^

bate on a question of critical and vital importance, affecting each
and every one of you. The topic: “Has Television Added To Your]
Confusion?” Now here’s our weekly chairman, Charles Quincy 1

s ?

We’re On the

Sales Force Now!
_,By REX MARSHALL
Shortly after I got into televi-

sion, two years ago, I began to feel

that there was something missing

in the word “announcer”—but 1

couldn’t figure exactly why. It was

fine to be referred to as a news-

caster, moderator, host or emcee,

on shpws where such titles applied.

They were radio terms that seemed
equally suited to TV. But when

it came to the commercial ap-

Wanted—Dead or Alive ?
By A. E. DURAM ’

(CBS TV Market Research Counsel

)

“announcer”

Dwight Lyman.
CHAIRMAN: For some 25 years voices have been telling you what

it’s all about. Billions of words have been fired at you, all with
the aim of influencing you in a certain direction. You judged these
people only by the sound of their voices and by what they said.

You wrote countless letters protesting these voices being aired,

particularly the ones you disagreed with. Television has made
these voices become whole human beings, and they enter your
living room, with your permission, of course, and now let off their
verbal steam in your presence. Has it made any difference? Are
you more confused than ever about what’s going on in the world?
Our two speakers differ sharply in their views on these questions.
$en. John Ayem is close to 30, lanky, looks like a microphone,

'
proach, using the term

seems a little tired and kind of wan, Sen. Bob Teevee is a well- ! —n0 that just didn’t seem to be
built, squat person, very young-looWng, with camera-like eyes.

| it ^hen it dawned on me, about
Now gentlemen, be brief, if that s possible, and don t both talk

; .

at once; it might prove confusing! Let's start with you, Ayem.
j

eight months ago, A representa-^

AYEM: Well, Mr, Chairman, I hope you’ll appreciate that it’s difficult
J

tive of a sponsor on whose TV
for me to be brief. I must keep on talking. That’s the way I was .show I’d been appearing for some
raised. A few seconds of silence and every one will think the pro*

j time introduced me to someone us-
gram is over. I cap only hold my listeners with continuous bom- ;

.

bardment. In other words, I hold his attention by what I say, and
j

lng the " ords the company s

how I say it. The only dramatic weapon I have is my voice and
I must be judged solely on that. You’re forced to think when you
listen to me. You’re not distracted or prejudiced by my physical ap-

]
being a commercial

pearance, by facial grimaces, by my race, color, or the cut of my ! is well—on television, what they
clothes. I have been mighty influential in my day and will con-

\ want is a “salesman.”
tinue to be. You might have formed the wrong impression of what

]
advertising manager deliv-

I was really like, because you couldn’t see me, but let me repeat,! , ,

ered a discourse of delighted

No. 1 salesman.”

Yessir, that was it! On radio,

“announcer”

j,
In just two unprecedented years,

; television advertising budgets'have

j
borne fruit beyond even the most
fertile imaginations of the adver-

tising world. The harvest, unfail-

ingly generous, has been firmly

imprinted under the label “Tele-

vision Sales Impact,” and has stim-

ulated the attention of national

advertisers to the extent that more
than 100 big companies already
own network time franchises to

operate this coming fall.

Growing up with this salesman

—

as if it were vital to his salesman-
ship—a myth has developed. This
myth, simply stated, says that the
only way TV can work effectively

is to be “live” . . . electronically
live.

This constant emphasis has re-

sulted in most advertisers putting
• their TV salesman to Work only in

i those markets where this live car-

j

rier could take him—whether the
!
entertainment vehicle which intro-

! duced him to the family buying
: unit was dead or alive. The re-
• suits of this concept can be read-

!

ily judged. Although there are 60
;
television markets in operation to-

I day the average advertiser’s net-

j

I

work consists of only 25 stations.

18 or 24 months there will be no
new television markets. Hence the
growth of each advertiser’s audi-
ence will come from within 62 re-

tail markets and no more. And
even when 45 of these markets are
connected by coaxial cable or mi-
crorelay this fall, 28 of them will
still be single-station cities and
only 17 will be multi-station cities.

There will also still be four net-
works wanting to use the single
station available 4n each of these
28 markets. The facility bottleneck
continues to exist then for some
two more years. But by making
use. of both cable transmission and
TV recording any advertiser, on
any. network can get his message
into 80% of these markets and into
well over 80% of the TV homes:
No matter what technical device

used, however, the entire measure
of his television sales impact will

be determined, as always, by the
(“quality of his entertainment and
the live reception it generates in

the minds of the viewer. For only
this live reception can build audi-
ences in the face of the ever-grow-
ing competition.
Here is how this is substantiated

it’s what I said and how I presented my arguments that made your
judgment of me sounder and fairer.

CHAIRMAN: Well, here we are again, on the one hand—and—oil the
other hand. Well, let’s see the other, Sen. Teevee, ,

YEEVE

amazement on the .subject recent-

ly: “We’re just realizing how im-

portant you guys are. Imagine a

iEVEE: My opponent of the Ancient Medium used some pretty strong
, si ,e salesman who can raake

words—like prejudice and judgment, to bolster his case. And I
' million* of ra ii«= .Vwv uppk And

too want to use the same words. I come to you not all together as a hi _ nrftcmw«; are alwav<; ‘in’ Whv
aeasnhTfrTotrms^-ffiimfm him ^gh'ristow

es, ail specially posed and somewhat un-
, livi;g.r00m and make ,hemselves

by measured audience research.

Obviously™ then~V“ substanTial The April Nielsen Television index
listed 15 different TV shows which
reached 1,500,000 or more TV fam-
ilies. Of these, six were CBS-TV
programs measured in an average
21 markets per program. The av-
erage number of families viewing
each of the six CBS-TV shows was

j

share of the advertiser’s invest-
jment has been wasted by not tak-
ing his powerful salesman to the

1 total available markets. And this
.emphasis on “electronically live

i

television,” rather than being a

j

vital ingredient to the whole sales

gine or newspaper pictures,

real, even stuffy-looking. You’ve never met me. I was Just a name
| £rtaWe while he deUvers the

and a voice. From these secondary sources you formed a decided
; T_

{V„u

.result, has actually been a serious i ,. .. n .

'limitation. f By comparison^ the nine other
!

:—

—

il
'
i
'-
jv tit

—

a- t j r :

"top programs” were measured in
In the Eye of the Beholder i i an aVerage of 28 markets and were

prejudice about me, usually against me. But now, for a half-hour,
I am in your living room, my whole being, my personality. You
can now see the kind of clothes I wear, the way I wear them, and
particularly you can study my face and my mannerisms in speaking.
Your preconceived prejudices are really upset when you first see
me.

i pi tv uiiLtiv tu pijtjuuivuo ai t Urtiif u poc i* vaiia.ii uu moi. oa.c
;

. , ,, ^ ||*

You didn’t know I was that kind of a guy. You can now see
{

inat s leaI y se ing *

that T am a serious fellow and I really believe in the course of
action which I think* you should follow. And to use the other
hand (and you can see, it’s well-manicured, and draw your own
conclusions from that), you might size me up as a “phony.” a

He went on to say that, along

with that realization of how effec-

*moolh, slick, axe-grinder for some unnamed outfit, and cordially i tive a television salesman can be,

J

This emphasis is. however, at
least .in the right direction. Only

jthe application was at fault. Live
television is indeed the most vital
of all factors contributing to tele-
vision salesmanship . . . but only
the kind of live television which is

What Are the Requisites?
[
measured in the eye of The behold-

et and not by cable miles.

company pitch. He can cover a

30-state territory at a whack, and
show his line with movies, displays,

demonstrations—the works. Broth-
er, that’s more than advertising

—

seen by an average of 1.937.000
families each. In short, although
the nine other leading TV pro-,

grams were seen in seven more
cities each, they were seen by
41,000 fewer families than the
CBS-TV shows.
This unusual result puts the

emphasis directly on the quality* of

the day was coming—in some
cases, has arrived—when a com-
pany will select its man for that

job with the same top-echelon de-

liberation with which it fills a ma-
jor executive position in the firm.

What does an “announcer” need
to become a television “company
salesman?” Well, as the man said.

dislike me—and that’s your privilege and your l ight. To you has
been given visual judgment. To me as a speaker has been given
the other tools of persuasion heretofore open to the Ieclure plat-

form performer.

CHAIRMAN: Sen. Ayem wants to get in this— it’s loo bad we can't

see him trying to interrupt, or shouldn't I have said that as an
impartial moderator?

AYEM: I have yet to find that kind of a fellow. But what T wanted to

say was Teevee is giving himself away. The’ demagog with the
voice, the presence and the emotion, can now get before the camera it involves ‘inspiration’ (which we
and make you see and believe in .things you didn't think possible. ;

all hope we have, or can develop)
More and more confusion, more things to watch out for, and less

]
combined with plenty of ‘perspira-

and less calm and clear voices talking quietly to you. *
j tion’. Yes, it seems to be more

TEEVEE: Whoa! There. you go again, like those people who write letters
j

than a matter of memorizing^ the

to the forums. Always underestimating the thinking power of the
American people. It’s OK for the letter writers to listen to the non-
conformists and sometimes the crackpots. But the other listeners

—ah—they are dopes. They are going to be harmed, they mustn’t
hear such things. That’s a very dangerous assumption and it’s

growing too rapidly. As long as all views are presented, majority
and minority, popular and unpopular, face to face on the same CBS
People’s Platform, then the listeners and viewers will have that
much more information to make a sounder decision. Incidentally,
no one program is the final answer. A great many factors and
sources of information contribute to a person’s views on a current
problem.

AYEM: I wouldn’t differ an iota from these glowing words of the fresh-

man senator as he enters the new medium of communicating ideas
to the people. But let me remind him that he has a responsibility

. vision. mere was material l<

greater than has ever been thrust upon any new invention. I hope
! rea(j a f way 0 f S ( U(jv

j?
awai’e of that. s

jng the products and learning their

^uA^rDHr"*
I certainly am. nomenclature. As time went on.

CHAIRMAN: I am sure we are all aware ot that. Perhaps more so now meetings with the sponsor’s people
as the war clouds grow thicker and information and facts come ftn i v froni tu* advertising
through a murky haze of celisol-sliip and misunderstandings. Thank departmeni, but from production
you, gentlemen, for being with me today. *

ANNOUNCER: You have just heard a debate on the question: “Has
Television Added To Your Confusion?” Since all I had to do was
open and close the program, I ducked into the announcer’s waiting
room during the past half-hour and helped continue the usual game
of gin. I am not confused. Are You?

1

copy, and perhaps asking somebody
which words to punch.

is

Let me refer, if I may, to per-

sonal experience with one sponsor
whom I’ve been privileged to rep-

resent on TV for. quite a while

now. The products are a famous
line of batteries and spark plugs.

Before the first show ever Went
on, there were many sessions with
the agency people to learn about
the company, its products, past ad-
vertising activity, and why it was
going into the new medium of tele-

There was material to

and sales, as well. Recently, at-

tendance at their annual

Certainly, the broadcasters them- ; the programming and its ability to
selves are partially at fault for not

j

gain a live reaction under the most
stressing this emphatic distinc-

j

highly competitive conditions. Be-
cause the extra families seeing
each of the CBS shows, despite the
fewer markets reached, could have

tion; for not providing the neees
sary research and promotion to
guide advertisers toward a more
efficient formula; and particularly

j

been gained only by having higher
for over-exploiting a mechanical

j

ratings in those big multi-station
device and de-emphasizing creative

I cities where a large portion of the
ability. Only CBS, and it belatedly, i nation’s TV families are concen-
sought Out the market research

j

trated and where keen competition
which clearly established the im-

1

from all other networks makes pro-
portance of live programming in

i
gram popularity the key factor,

preference to the facility dilemma
I

With such known program ap-
revolving around “live transmis-

1

peal, why then have not these par-
sion.”

! ticular CBS-TV advertisers used

K.C. Stations Set Heavy

Grid Skeds; KMPC Pacts

For 10-Game Olds B.R.

Kansas City, July 25.

Big Seven football again is due
for intensive radio coverage by
K.C. .stations, with KMBC last

week announcing a full schedule
of 10 games to be broadcast by
Sam Molen under sponsorship of

Oldsmobile Dealers of Greater
Kansas City. Molen, dean of local

sportscasters, will have Jim Burke,
special events man, teamed with
him 'for color and commentary.

Deal marks seventh straight sea-

son of broadcasting Big Seven
Janies for Molen. He’ll kick off

the scries with Kansas U. vs. Texas
Christian at Lawrence, Kans., and
wind with Missouri U; vs. K. U. at

Columbia, Nov. 23.

KMBC deal is second major foot-

conven-
tion to sit in on meetings and to

get acquainted with company rep-
resentatives, dealers and distribu-
tors from all over the country.

i
ball schedule to be underwritten
by auto dealers here, Pontiac deal-
ers also having signed for Big
[Seven games with Larry Ray on
iWHB. Set-up means some duplica-
tion of games for local listeners,

f
since several stations are trying to

]

pick the important and traditional

I

tussles.. Molen, being senior sports-
caster in town, has announced his
schedule of ten games as firm>

KCMO also is figuring on heavy
pigskin coverage, being set for
ABC’s Game of the Week. Station
will augment this with coverage of
three Big Seven games, with sports
editor Tony Williams at the mike
for K. U. vs. TCU, Missouri vs,
Oklahoma and Kansas vs. Missouri.
WDAF , Kansas City Star station,

also is scheduling major coverage
for the Big Seven games, accord-
ing to V. S. Batton, assistant, man-
ager. Station has not yet set defi-
nite schedule of ga-mes or sports-
casters.

j '
\

/ •

The Personal Touch

In brief, just about the same ac-
tivity that Would be undertaken
by any salesman who was expected
to do an effective job of represent-
ing the firm. Yes, that activity
seems to be an integral part of the
deal. For one thing, it: gives you
that satisfying feeling of having a
real stake in the whole project.

,

For another, they expect you to

|

sell the products with a personal
touch, just as any salesman does.
Having had something of the sales-
man’s indoctrination can lend com-
forting assurance when you’re
faced with a battery of lights, the
camera’s on, maybe you’re watch-
ing out of the corner of your eye
for a few seconds of film to come
up—and you’re expected to be
easy and friendly, with a quick
three minutes to do your stuff. The
question arises—how many prod-

!
nets can one person sell? Well,
there'* a fellow named Godfrey

The latest Nielsen TV Index
shows that the “Alan Young Show”
has a 30.3 rating in its program
cities; 47.3% share of all the sets
in use. Out of 89 different net-
work programs measured by Niel-
sen, only 19 had higher national
ratings than Alan Young. In fact,
the program’s appeal gave it high-

j

er ratings than such election lea lly-
live major TV programs as “Rob-
ert Montgomery,” “Big Story,”
“Garroway At Large,” “Howdy
Doody,” “Chevrolet Theatre,”
“Holiday Hotel,” “Cavalcade Of
Stars” and dozens of other long
established TV presentations. Yet,

jin every single market measured,

j

“The Alan Young Show” was seen

j

only by CBS Television Recording.
! I mention this specific case first
because it highlights the whole
picture that will exist in television

(

for the next two years.

|

Television has finally reached a

,

plateau, in one of its phases at

]

least. In markets. For the next

i

who appears to be doing a hangup
job with quite a few. And there
are other good television salesmen

; who represent several sponsors,

more TV markets? Probably, in
most cases, because the acaciemio
opinion built up concerning TVRg
or kinescopes made each adver-
tiser feel that television \u>uld lose
its impact In other markets if
reached by other than “cable-live
television.”

Does that mean that most ad-
vertisers would not Jump at the
chance to sponsor “The Alan
Young Show” simply because it i*
seen everywhere by recording? Not
likely, in view of its 20th ranking
position. And not likelv elthe*
after an inspection of the audi-

|

ences gained everywhere by re-
corded TV programs. Videodetf,
measuring TV audiences In 18 dif*
ferent cities, shows that In March
all of the TV programs broadcast
to these 18 cities by coaxial cabl*
had an average rating of 23.6. ll
also shows that all of the TV pren
giams broadcast to these 18 eitieg

oo recordings average ^
.

rating. But, most important.
e single-station cities where

IVRs are used most, all of the re*
corded programs had an average
rating of 43.1.
With a program that sparks 4

Using good iudgment a nerson’s
llve

j
esP?.nse the viewer’s mind.

: Sedation ^h^one p.oduct can message’
1

lion o^another
^ ITXltoWt toX'TouItion of another. available television markets.

Ihere is no doubt, however, that !
.

(he nature of the medium is going
\

: to impose certain limitations in ;

1

that respect. For the announcer
j

i

turned television salesman it’s

I going to mean activity more re-
j

i stricted than in radio, with greater

Strouse Heads FMers

concentration of effort in fewer di-

rections, and—-it should follow

—

higher fees.

Now, just one more thing. I’ve
just taken on one of the finest
products of its kind, and before
leaving I’d like to tell you that

—

Oh-—oh, looks lik« my time’s up.
But I’ll be right here next week to
tell you, and show you, why this is

• one item that you really won’t
want to be without!

* f

Washington, July 25.
Ben Strouse, director of Station

WWDC and WWDC-FM, in Wash*
ington, has been appointed chair#
man of the five-man FM commit*

j

tee of NAB for 1950-51.

Others serving with him are*
Frank U. Fletcher, of WARL-FM,
Arlington, Va.; Everett L. Dillard,
of WASH, Washington; Josh I*
Horne, of WFMA, Rocky Mown*
N.C., and H. W. Slavick, of WMCF,
Memphis. Strouse, Fletcher and
Dillard are members of the NAB
board. Committee’s first meeting
will be here Aug. 7-8.

r • i
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HAWTHORN

TV, Besides Entertaining,
j3T*_ Poor Baby TV Hasn’t a Stitch

Must Help Educate Public Jrj| He Can CaH His Own
By COMMANDER MORTIMER W. LOEWI I „ PAlJL -nupp

(Director, DuMont Television Network
) mdP jA ( Creator and Star 'of CBS-TV’s “Mr. I. Magination’’)

Variety’s Review and Preview effective within the four walls of a . . , . . >

Edition comes at
.

an opportune school and an activity that adults / \
In any big family, Junior has to consisted of one actress, two actors,

time—a critical moment, perhaps, will embrace willingingly long . \ wear out his elders clothes before a child guest star and myself,

in Television’s development. It after formal school days have end- l )
getting a a grownup suit of The old change-over artists have

provides an opportunity for the ed. And they are right. The ^ his own. Television, the baby of nothing on our cast, Ruth Enders,

men who are building this great Armed Forces proved that during
~~

' the entertainment field, is no ex- our leading lady, holds the record,

new medium, nationally and lo- World War II. The widespread
,

ception. His rompers are fashioned I believe. In a space of 25 minutes

cally, to stop and take stock, and use of visual aids to instruction HAWTHORN out of movies made 15 or 20 years in a biographical sketch about

this is a good time to do just that, supports the Army’s experience. -What has Hollywood Television trlcks a're hande'^down^by 'big fuccesftonTom Thumb’s mottled
The last of the television sta- This widespread respect and en- offered in the way of freshness and v.rother vaudeville* his tovs are the o,JPn Virfnru!

tlons already authorized by the thusiasm for television Is all to the .originality to capture the imaglna- „arionettes and his bib is fash- Ton™ r 7„h °nrf ’ „ .S’
nrA on the air and Washing- good There is no doubt that the tton of the public? There is HAW- marionettes, ana ms did is iasn- Jenny Lind and a tight rope walk-FCC are on tne air ana wasmng goon, inere is no aouot tnat me THORN Aii. hniv trulv original per-

' 1Qned out of some sturdy soap er. Ted Tiller, another member
ton observers report that the^Com- tor opera. Poor baby TV has not a 0f the cast, has’addedlOO^hrac-
mission, unless deterred by an un- service must be translated into ac-

station." stitch he can call his own. terizations to his history. Joe
expected* turn of Korean tualUiesJhe m

Pl*m ari editorial in Tele-Views We, of the “Mr. I. Magination” Silver, our dialect expert, one!
hostilities, is about to decide on s ^th ng.substantial

,

to the Magazine, May 12, 1950. show, the musical fantasy which found himself in a somewhat awk-
Iifting of the freeze' that-has. I™}11®™ s0

. +w hn?h tha KLAC-T.V. . has appeared on CBS-TV on Sun- ward position, leading two oppos-
stymied the industry for two years, but, before it can do that, both the

days for over a year now, have bor- ing armies to battle as the King of
At the same time- Americans gen- public and the

^
teiecasters must — ———

—

rowed our duds from the oldest Austria and’Saladin, the Sultan of
erally are registering en^usiastic co e to grips with a problem as _umbered • millions In brother of them all—the stage. We Egypt. Eachofthethree hadav-
support of the new medium. Near- yet unfaced, if need be, fashion r

words sales Dromotion found a trunk in the attic and now eraged three paries per show,
ly 7,000,000 families in 63 cities whole new philosophy properly to other words, sales promotion

mmildv “cross over beard” wuoro » w ^^a^a -

SSSSSSSST f '”? ¥\lri
they

thbilc'^w^H
3

Averse' Uiinkfue^built money must be found the fright wigs. We’ve even bor- the- Gold Rush of ’49 with three ac-
Moreover, the A. T & T In re- ™

^the laT twograeraWoks • - -
,

rowed the motto of the theatre of tors. Where a split-second change
‘ spouse to virtual nationwide de-

v,hi®h V Public Responsibility
|

30 or 40 years ago-”Double in has popped up. like a switch to a
mand for service, is extending its wnicn time tne press ana Brass.” Actors and scenery, it is Chinese, harlequin glasses have
coaxial cable and microwave relay f

a(*io have conditioned the public For example, while educators said, “in their time play many come in verv handv.

Station." stitch he can call his own. terizations to his history. Joe
From ari editorial in Tele-Views We, of the “Mr. I. Magination” Silver, our dialect expert, once

Magazine, May 12, 1950. show, the musical fantasy which found himself in a somewhat awk-
KLAC-T.V. . has appeared on CBS-TV on Sun- ward position, leading two oppos-

• days for over a year now, have bor- ing armies to battle as the King of
' rowed our duds from the oldest Austria and ‘Saladin, the Sultan of

numbered in the millions. In brother of them all—the stage. We Egypt. Each of the three had av-

other words, sales promotion found a trunk in the attic and now eraged three partes per show,

funds i— money that requires a the old mouldy “cross over beard Where a show has required a

quick return—cannot be regarded ba<-k at work after Lord knows spectacular mob scene, we have
as the source of the financing of how long * Aiding and abetting employed shadowgraphs, cut-outs

these activities A new type of the papiermache noses and and trick camera shots. We did

money must be found.
' the fright wigs * We ’ve even bor“ the Gold Rush of ’49 with three ac-

.

. rowed the motto of the theatre of tors. Where a split-second change
Public Responsibility

|
30 or 40 years ago—“Double in has popped up, like a switch to asponse to virtual nationwide ae- ^ 1

Public ResP°nsibility I
30 or 40 years ago-“Double in has popped up, like a switch to a

mand for service, is extending its ounng wnicn time tne press ana Brass.” Actors and scenery, it is Chinese, harlequin glasses have
coaxial cable and microwave relay radio have conditioned the public For example, while educators said, “in their time play many come in very handy,
much faster than it originally con- to expect many helpful services to are busy perfecting techniques for parts.” Over a space of 57 weeks It was fro pipharrl Mancfioiri’e
templated, with the result that by cost

f

to “iu school” use of TV or for making four actors have portrayed some widow who as her Droteee helned
i ^ n. . .A ... nA ^n n j. .... .] na .... i .. . ... . » I me get started in the theatre and
linked to program-producing sta- medium s service. should also recognize the fact that myself, is the straight man or, if fro Walte r-

C
nrl

e

^“whn

^

vnvp
tlons and networks with so much It is perfectly plain already that historically, in the American sys- you Hke , the Chinese property man. me mv first nnnnrtnnilv ml Broad
business for- the- coming season a new pattern of thinking and of tem. education has always been Tn flU due justice to ourselves, let wav that I first heard 0f the repe£
that the industry Can look forward financing- must be faced for tele- recognized as a public responsibil- me add that alth0ugh we inherited tory “theatre “of

_
the”'eaCLv l9MF

with confidence to being on a rea- vision—for two reasons: ity. They should, therefore, go
to ourselves the old clotH> we fash. ^ere young actors got a crack a?

sonably sound basis before the new x. By combining sight, sound on and determine how Public ioned the material into modern de- nlaving roles from six to fiO T
year. and motion, television can be bodies, charged with providing slgn And as usual> lt was neces. ^

^ 8
e
™j

ed
s“

ei

t0 >
So, all aside from the threat of a more useful in a direct and per- education such as^ city boards of

sity not genius, that started us out ence. It wasn’t until “Mr I Magi-
new war, now is a good time to sonal way, can do very much more education—can make tax-provided on the path we now travel.

' w A • J A 1 1 • i i vm Awyvvrn Avrntl a 1%1/k f-AM 11PA Ar *

ence. It wasn t until “Mr. I. Magi-
nation” that I got a taste aboutXEV.W “

tYTrtnotrc ovroil aVilo fnr nco nf r mat A gui a Lao Lc dUUUL
take a look at where we came for its followers than newspaper,

d ?. * f th ^ When I first conceived and wrote how the old theatre worked. Today
from, where we’re going and how magazine or radio could do. 3 Ar thp nurphacp nf

“Mr
s*

Magination,- my plans among actors our cast has become
we’re going to utilize the unique 2. Television’s costs of produc- 0j llflatiAna i Mn,,ioc

p
called for dramatizations of his- an envied one, getting a crack at aswe’re going to utilize the unique 2. Television’s costs of produc-

“

medium at our command to tion are so far and away beyond * torical, fictional and mythological many roles as most modern actors
achieve our hopes and meet the the costs of any of these older t°°» groups in industry and

iives ind incidents involving large take a lifetime to record,
nation’s needs. media that orthodox modes of fi-

commerce, eager to interpret our casts. Last April, when CBS-TV Our scenery is also of the
President Truman’s mobilization nancing do not permit adequate system and its blessings to the handed us air time, they also hand- “double in brass” variety despite

call makes such a course manda- programming in this important workingmen s families the country ed us a budget. And with that van- the lavish productions for which
tory.

Two Questions

area. uvei, uiust liiicinuing .

For these reasons public agen- other than those set aside

cies and private groups must find use as a sales force.

We should ask ourselves, I think, ways and means to make available

over, must seek financing in funds
ished all my Cecil B. deMille our kind critics credit us. The

other than those set aside for the dreams. We were bound hand and papiermache rock has in its time
use of TV as a sales force. foot on that piece of paper except been Plymouth Rock, it has held
As one writer said the other day, the title, “Mr. I. Magination.” King Arthur’s sword and beneath

two searching questions and come the funds with which to develop the American people themselves And so it was that imagination it we have found enough treasure
up with answers that will satisfy public service types Of programs are creating television. They seem saved the day. Out came the to fill Fort Knox again. On our
our consciences as well as our and at the same time do the many to want it and are doing a pretty “cross over beard” and company, throne have sat King Richard,
treasurers. specialized jobs that television good job of extending and expand- J Not that anyone was the wiser. Re- Queen Elizabeth and the Great

The first question is: For what ab)ne *s a^e to do^—even though ing it. It’s up to the industries to ^viewers insisted on mentioning our Khan of China, to mention a few.

purpose should we use TV?
The second: How shall we fi-

nance its development and its use
in such a way as to utilize the
maximum of its potential?

We at DuMont do not accept the

Idea that Television is an enter-

tainment—nor even a sales—me-
dium alone; we think that such a

concept sells the medium short. A
fundamental tenet in our philoso-

phy is that video is the most im-
portant development in communi-
cations since Gutenberg invented
the printing press and, that be-
cause of its ability to utilize voice
and picture to project and inter-

pret ideas, it merits the attention
necessary to make sure that it does
not fall short of its opportunity,
which surpasses newspaper, maga-
zine and radio. It is not only a
disservice to its supporters to fill

its hours with entertainment—
however good it may be—but is

dangerous practice at this particu-
lar time.

What, then, should we telecast-

ers do with television?

Our sights at DuMont are clear.

Though, in appraising our views,
our friends tell us that we are
“idealistic, unrealistic” in a very
realistic world and industry, we
believe that it is only common
sense to expect a medium with the
capacity to do so to hold the mir-
ror up to our changing times and,
by authentic picture and knowing
voice, help the millions find their
way to a steadier era. We hold
strongly to the belief that in the
light of circumstance, this is its

first and mast pressing job. More-
over, mindful of the extensive and
expensive studies that both Gov-
ernment and industry have made
on the ways and means of strength-
ening our enterprise system against
the onslaught of Communism, we
think that television should re-

solve their continuing perplexity
as to how to interpret their find-

ings and their conclusions to peo-
ple in all parts of the country;
then go ahead and interpret them.

Authorities in the field are sure
that television can make educa-
tion popular and attractive, more

these specialized audiences be I give them leadership.

-m

mu f

t:. mmm

WILLIAM BENDIX
STARRING IN “THE LIFE OF RILEY”
Produced and Directed by Irving Brecher .

Returns in October on the NBC- Radio Network for PABST BLUE RIBBON BEER
IVianaflement-^-Stuart Stewart. Roslie Stewart Agency*

tremendous casts, which actually On the parapets of our miniature
castle the Canterville Ghost has
walked and the Three Musketeers
fought. Our prop cave has hidden
Aladdin, has held All Baba’s treas-
ure and also has been an igloo.
The ghost ship Santa Maria also
has been the Hispanola and the
Royal Box at King Arthur’s tour-
ney. We’ve licked the budget and
developed a style doing so.

Even our composer, Ray Carter,
doubles in brass, composing and
playing at the same time. And, at
the risk of an Orson Welles com-
parison, I must admit not only to
writing scripts and lyrics but also
to staging and playing. So far, we
all have thrived. The only thing
that worries me is that some day
someone will ask-us to do Ben Hur.
In order to give it the spectacular
treatment it deserves, we may well
have to hire an extra actor.

WOR DROPS ALL-NITE

SHOW; PIONEERED MOVE
WOR, N. Y., first Gotham net-

work key to start 24-hour-daily op-
eration, yesterday (Tues.) dropped
its early a.m. disk jockey stanza.
Axing was explained as a tempor-
ary move, with the possibility that
the 2-5 a. m. show will be resumed
in the fall. A standby system will
be maintained so the outlet can
take the air in an emergency.

Originally launched in 1941, the
“all-night” show was cued in as aa\
defense operation beamed to. war

|

workers. Most recently taken over

|

Jack Lescoulie, Big Joe Rosenfield

,r— Associated Grocers Co-operative
here, has bought indie station
KIBE in Palo Alto for $45,000. His.

r . son, J. B. Rhodes, Jr., of Palo Alto,

. I
will manage the station.

Sellers were Millard R. Kibb#
and Donald K. Deming.
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‘The Two Best Values

In All Advertising’
By J. L. VAN VOLKENBURG

( CBS V.P. in Charge of Sales)

Broadcasting is entering the

1950-51 season in the strongest

possible economic position.

For our industry is supported by
advertising revenue. And our twin
media of radio and television to-

day provide American business

with the two best values in all ad-

vertising. Radio for maximum
economy. Television for maximum
impact.

If our selling is as good as our
product, broadcasting should do a

bigger volume of business this

year than ever before.

It is a simple fact that network
radio takes advertisers into more
homes for less money than any
other medium. We have had the
evidence to document this point
for many years. And we have the
same conclusive evidence today

—

even in television’s third big year.

Dollar for dollar, a national ad-
vertiser can reach sorhe 30% more
prospects through network radio
than through the pages of the big-

gest weekly magazine. He can
reach twice as many people through
radio as through an advertisement
in the biggest newspaper in each
of. the 50 biggest cities. Radio’s
margin of economy over other na-
tional media is clearly big enough
to endure for a long time to come.

Incidentally, the study that pro-
duced these figures gave every ad-
vantageJn_printe.d..mediat. .It used

.

the most liberal of all research
standards to measure magazine and
newspaper advertising audiences.
On the other hand, it used the most
rigorous of all standards in meas-
uring the audience of a commer-
cial network program.

Television for Maximum Impact
|

The story of television’s impact
is written not in media surveys
but in the sales records of the
advertisers who have used it. Suc-
cess stories that would be unbe-
lievable in any other medium have
been a commonplace in TV—too
frequent and too widely publi-
cized to need recounting here.
But there is, I think, an even

more arresting fact about this un-
rivalled impact. Television’s power
to move people to action has been
conceded from the very first. In
fact, television is probably the only
medium whose effectiveness was
thoroughly understood and appre-
ciated even before the medium
came into being. Nearly everyone
knew that the combination of
sound, sight, motion, and a quality
we can only call “immediacy” was
sure to become the most effective
force in advertising.
But television’s great impact

should not be allowed to obscure
television’s rapidly increasing
economy. Already advertisers can
reach more people per dollar
through television than through
big-city newspapers. And television
now competes on even dollar terms
with the most popular magazines.
These comparative values with

magazines and newspapers are, I

feel, especially significant. For to-
day, in marketing terms, television
resembles printed media much more
closely than it does network radio.
In size of audience, television is

about the equal of the biggest
magazine. In distribution of audi-
ence, television is like the bigger
newspapers, reaching mainly peo-
ple who live in and around met-
ropolitan areas.

In brief, television now matches
its printed competitors in size, dis-
tribution and economy—and offers
as a bonus the greatest impact of
any advertising medium.

|
Radio Plus Television

Today radio and television are
ideally suited to complement each
other in an advertiser’s over-all
media schedule. Radio provides
blanket coverage of the entire na-
tion. Television offers extra im-
pact in the biggest, richest mar-
kets. And both media are cheap
enough so that a joint radio-TV
buy makes sense—even in the big-
gest television~citiesr —

-

* " ~

We can demonstrate this point
in two ways:

First, if you buy a full network
in radio and a full network in
television you will still be putting
less money into the 10 biggest
cities than those cities are worth
to you in retail sales.

Second, if you buy these two
networks, you can be sure that
the radio part of your investment
will pull its full weight in the boat.
Much has been written about the

audience that television has been
drawing off from radio in the big-
gest cities. Much less has been
made of the very low costs of the
audience that radio has kept.

If, this coming fall, you subtract
every television home from the ra-

dio audience in the 10 biggest cit-

ies, radio’s circulation cost will

still be less than 75c per thousand
families—or just half what it is

in the rest of the nation.
In recent weeks several of the

nation’s biggest advertisers have
confirmed the soundness of using
the two broadcasting media to-

gether. They have made substan-
tial new investments in television

—and kept their complete network
radio schedules.

Future of Coast Programming
By HARRY ACKERMAN

( Executive Head, of Production, CBS)

Hollywood.
It looks very much as though the

future flower of network television

from the West Coast is already
budding. The latest available

ratings (N. Y. Telepulse, June ’50)

show Alan Young, seen in New
York on TVR (television recording)
jumping four points (almost 30%)
over the preceding month (after

just nine weeks on the air) while
his network competitors dropped
below him. “Silver Theatre” on
16m film rates 74% above “Tele-
theatre,” its chief competition, also

a half-hour dramatic show but seen
live in New York. The “Lone
Ranger,” on 35m film, is more than
double the next highest show in its

time period and the “Fireside The-
atre,” also on 35m, rates 20% above
its nearest competition.
As far as TV programs of the

variety type are concerned, for
which music and live audience are
almost a must, TVR quality has im-
proved in amazing fashion in re-

cent weeks. The recent and highly
effective new CBS technique of
feeding the eastern network with
the original 35m negative of Holly-
wood-made TVR’s, thus avoiding
even that , loss of quality which the
process of making a print entails,

NBC’s new orthogram process-—
these are long steps in the direc-
tion of better recorded quality. The
fact that Alan Young’s latest rating
shows him leading all other net-
work programs at the same hour
is pretty convincing proof that if

the show is good, TVR is no hand-
icap. This, I believe, will very
soon be proven conclusively when
stars like Jack Benny, Burns and
Allen and Joan Davis make their

first forage itno the medium.
For the type of programs for

which live music and live audience
are not required, film is already of-

fering the advantages of -even bet-

ter quality, greater scope and
movement, and the opportunity to

reshoot for perfection of perform-
ance.

The Multicam (Fairbanks) system
used to film “Silver Theatre” has
proven that costs need not be
greater than live for a film series

that can outrate a live show of the
same type. CBS has just com-
pleted the shooting of “Lum ’n’

Abner" as the first of a half-hour
series on 35m film, and the result

is a topnotch and finished enter-
tainment presentation—and it is

affordable by the advertiser. In the
neat future we will also put “Amos
'n’ Andy” on film, as Well as other
important productions which are

now in the discussion stage. And
as quality requirements increase

and higher costs must be paid to

deliver that quality, the values that

lie in the reuse of such film, not
only for second and third television

runs, but for theatre and foreign

rights as well, will undoubtedly
more than make up for the cost

differential.

Before long, film cameras will be
combined with electronic viewers

JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE
NBC

Camel News Caravan-TV
Who Said That?-TV and AM

for greater speed and economy.
Even more important, laboratory
experiments indicate that by one or

more methods it will probably soon
be possible to record the electronic

components of a moving image di-

rectly on tape or some substitute,

thus completely bypassing the need
for expensive film stock and more
expensive processing. When this

method is perfected, quality will be
fully comparable to live, costs will

be lower than film is now, play-

back will be immediate, editing

will be far simpler.

So—Hollywood has already
proven that, good programs on film

or television recording Can com-

pete with that bugaboo: “Live TV.”

Hollywood’s greatest asset, the res-

ervoir of fine creative talent

—

writers, producers, directors—goes

without saying, but must be recog-

nized. The essence of motion pic-

tures is (a) the camera, and (b) the

visual—both equally essential in

television. Hollywood has men
skilled in the technique of both.
At the same-4ime, Hollywood has
been for years the originating point
for most of the top programs in

radio — especially comedy and
variety. This means that the West
Coast also has experts in the art of

bringing outstanding entertainment
into the home—not from a stage or
a screen before an audience of

thousands, but into the intimate
living room for one person alone

—

or a group of two or three. This
is a know-how very different but
equally essential to the skilled use
of the medium. The sales-effective-

ness of television, properly used,
continues to amaze our advertisers.

As competition for the viewing
audience increases, more and
more programs must be put
in the hands of the men
skilled in attracting those au-
diences. We think Hollywood’s po-
tential in this department can’t be
equalled. Most important of all,

perhaps, the names and faces that
pictures have made familiar to mil-
lions are available for the most
part only in Hollywood—and with
the far more pleasant kind of living
that California offers, it will be dif-

ficult to tempt many of them • to

stay away for long.

In addition to all these—-stars,

writers, directors, producers —
Hollywood has the scarcest of all

commodities in New York—^space.

Space in which to produce televi-
sion . . . and the facilities with
which to work. Sound stages, cos-
tume houses, scenic materials—-all
the essentials of production in
enormous quantities. And when
the present available studio and
theatre facilities are all in use,
Hollywood will have room to ex-
pand—not by moving miles through
congested areas to other parts of
the city—but by building in the
heart of this show buisness capital,

so that for years to come television
production should be easily Con-
tained within a ratio of seven to
10 miles.

As far as CBS is concerned—our
top' executive echelon has long
stressed a conviction that, as the
tools are developed and the means
are found, more and more televi-

sion programming must emanate
from the West Coast—-for both cre-
ative and economic reasons. With
the present improvement of TVR
and the growing success of pro-
grams on film that conviction about
the future potential of Hollywood
as a great television center will

soon become reality.

«4

New Opportunities for

Television Writers
By CHARLES M. UNDERHILL

(CBC-TV Director of Programs)

From all indications, television,

in the coming season, will feature

more legitimate entertainment

than ever before. There will be,

more dramas,
musicals, and
comedies, all

d i r e ct lineal

descendants of.

the legitimate
theatre.

1

In number,
variety shows
will about hold
their o w n .

There will be
fewer special

feature shows,
such as talent

and audience-participation pro-

grams. But the drama, long a fab-

ulous invalid, will flourish like a

healthy baby on an enriched diet.

There’s a good reason for this.

Three programs that, have con-

sistently been in Top 10 rating all

through the last season are the

dramatic shows “Studio One,”
“The Goldbergs,” and “Suspense.”
Drama pays off in listener appeal.

The three aforementioned pro-

grams, of course, are returning to

CBS- air this fall, and so are the

other standbys— “Ford Theatre,’

Chas. Underhill

programs that have made their

appearance since summer: “The
Web” and “Sure As Fate.” And
new programs will be coming on
in the fall. Among them are

“Mystery Playhouse”; two dramas
sponsored by Lever Bros., and one
by Magnavox.

This emphasis on' drama will in-

crease the already-great pressure
on material; that is, stories, the

basic ingredient of the dramatic
mixture. “The play’s the thing”

“Mama,” and “Man Against
Grime;”—Then ther-q -are-- the-fiewi have foundr every-so .oftea..operates..

is more than a turn of a Shake-
spearean phrase.

Where to get more good stories?
Where to get jnore good writers?
Those' are the questions television
will face more and more in the
near future.

At CBS, we are constantly on
the search for stories. We are
widening bur source of supply by
buying television rights to existing
material, and arranging for origi-
nal material to be written directly
for television.

Naturally, we are exploring all

avenues-—short stories, novels,
plays, radio scripts. And we have
the large field of freelance writers
to draw upon.

But, over and beyond these
measures, we have set up an ar-
rangement that should prove bene-
ficial to us and to writers. With
a small group of experienced tele-

vision writers—the group wall
understandably expand as time
goes by—we are offering assign-
ments on a 10 script basis. The
arrangement works this wray: We
guarantee a writer 10 scripts over
a given period, thus securing him
a steady source Of income and as-

suring us a steady source of
supply.
The scripts may be originals or

adaptations. The latter category, we

under a misnomer. Many adapta-
tions, while based on a theme or
idea from already-published works,
are just about originals when
worked into television form.
As we. expand the assignment

arrangement to more writers, ws
shall be assured of not only a
steady but an ever-increasing flow
of new material to meet the chal-

lenge and demand of the ever-

increasing interest in dramatic
programs.

No Room in Video
For Ni

By FRED COE
( Producer ,

<(Philco Television Playhouse”)

Oscar Wilde once wrote: “The

only thing that one really knows

about human nature is that it

changes. Change is the one qual-

ity we can predicate of it. The

systems that fail are those that rely

on the permanency of human na-

ture, and not its growth and devel-

opment.”
So it is with television.

The man, who 20 years ago would
j

have prophesied the, impossibility
;

of transmitting a syncronized pic-

ture with audio through the air, is

now hooting at the television pro-

gramming problems and predicting

that some of them will never be
solved. It was human nature (or

human ingenuity) that produced a

!

device to transmit a television pic-

ture; and it will be human in-

genuity that will dissolve the prob-
lems of TV programming.

It is difficult for even an active

TV producer-director, like this

writer, to don the robes of a

prophet and gaze either optimis-

tically or pesimistically into next
year’s TV dramatic endeavors.
However, the ’50-’51 TV dramatic
season has already cast an ominous

j

but challenging shadow for all TV
producers to view

—

competition.
The list of weekly dramatic pro-
grams for this past season cannot
all be graded as professional, but
quantity is apt to produce quality

when competition rears its head.
The theatre has always prospered
on an old law of nature—“the sur-

vival of the fittest.” There is no
reason to suppose that the TV the-
atre will not inherit this healthy
characteristic from Its parent.

if

\
State of Adulthood

Such a compelling sample of
presentations might stimulate a
casual viewer to observe that the !

TV drama has achieved adulthood,
but it is the contention of this

writer that most of these presenta-
tions, even though they are to be
given “A” for effort, will look like
nickelodions five years from now.
Why?—Because the production and

direction is still self-conscious. The
TV tools (camera and microphone)
are still being used too often with-
out motivation. An experienced
director knows better than to move
an actor aimlessly around the set

without reason, and yet this 'same
director will “cut, dolly and pan
his camera with a childish misun-
derstanding that it brings “pace,
color and movement” to his direc-

tion. A group 1 of dancing girls

might be employed behind a
Shakesperian soliloquy, and an ob-
vious observation would tell us
that “pace, color and movement”
would be added, but it should also
be obvious that the speech would
lose its meaning.- Shakespeare’s
premise can also be lost if the TV
director insists on dissecting the
soliloquy with unnecessary camera
angles and self-conscious camera
movement, with the crippled ex-
cuse that it adds “pace, color and
movement.”

A glance over this writer's
shoulder at the past season is en-
couraging. A tremendous amount
of good dramatic material was pre-
sented on TV. Great performers
added their stature to many of
these presentations. But too many
of these productions lacked a pro-
fessional fitness.

,

The cause? It is this writer’s
opinion that the TV drama of ’49-

’50 leaned on the material and the
performer for almost every shi^d
of professional fitness it possessed.
The tools (the fluidity of camera
and mike) were too often forgotten
—or too often used for an empty,
meaningless but dramatic effect.

The chances are that next sea-
son’s competition will force many
of last year’s calloused producers
and "directors to employ their tele-

vision tools more artistically. If a
professional use of these tools is

added to last season’s advance in
material and in performances, th*
’50-’51 TV dramatic season may-
find the nickelodion boys a rapidly
vanishing species replaced by a few
television John Fords and Alfred
Hitchkocks,
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The smartest advertisers—those who want to make the most effective use of network radio—this

will sponsor one of NBC's PROGRAMS FOR THE FIFTIES . . . because they offer the industry's

/

best selection of dramatic, comedy, musical and variety hits because they are conceived

l

and produced with the same sure touch of showmanship which makes THE HALLS OF IVY,
>

DRAGNET and RICHARD DIAMOND distinguished commercial successes

.

because they are

proving, on the air today, that they can win large audiences . . . because iliey meet the challenge of

the times by providing fresh, popular entertainment at prices that make sound advertising sense.
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CLOAK AND DAGGER

“NBC lias grabbed itself ad illy of a package”—

Variety, May 10

V. v

JACK LA IT/ CONFIDENTIAL

“rates high in the category of true crime stories”—

Variety, July 1 4

PRESENTING CHARLES BOYER
•

-
;

• - <

“has a refreshing wit and iifbanity . . . and ifs

commercial, too. It’s a solid bet for sponsorship

and it could take its place with any fall competition”'

Variety, June 28

TALES OF THE TEXAS RANGERS

“one of the best ivesterns in radio today . .. . a sure

bet among the top 12”—

Today's Advertising, July 1

1

$1000 REWARD

“Here's the latest fashion in crime shoius

Variety, June 28

TOP SECRET

“is pretty good thriller stuff . lightly and competently

Written ... and very well produced.”—

John Crosby, N. Y. Herald Tribune, July 17

WANTED

“A contender for fall network sponsorship. A show

with imagination and guts."—

Variety, July 12

rams for

SHOWMANSHIP WITH SALES SENSE

*

<3.



How do YOU judge

Certainly, one good test of.an advertising agency’s know-how

is to consider the growing number of successful radio and

television clients the agency serves.

This is important because it reveals the agency’s expe-

rience and its wealth in the highly specialized brains required

for success in radio and television advertising.

Consider this; Beginning this fall, advertisers will place

59 radio or television campaigns through McCann-Erickson.

16 of these advertisers have scheduled network shows in radio

or television.

A second test of an agency is its ability to analyze the sales

problem and deliver the selling message at lowest cost.

One index of effectiveness is talent cost per rating point.

For example:

As nearly as our research department can determine from

available data, the talent cost per rating point for network

television shows of McCann-Erickson clients is among, the

lowest in all television.

*

How effective is television in sales? In the solution of mer-

chandising problems? In creating sales force and dealer en-

thusiasm?

These are natural questions.

And both our clients and we have taken unusual pains to

check results and measure the effectiveness of television as

a sales medium.

*.

If you are a radio or television advertiser, we should like to

have you see our Continuing Study -of Radio-Television Ef-

fectiveness.

This study, based on the findings of the Eazarsfeld-

Stanton Program Analyzer, is now being released to clients

/
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STANDARD OIL CO.
(Indiana)

Wayne King Show

CBS—TV
(Regional)

CONGOLEUM-NAIRN INC

Garroway at Largo

NBC—TV

r
LEHN and FINK

1

i

Cavalcade of Stars

Cavalcade of Bands
DUMONT-TV

(Participation)

L

CHRYSLER

Treasury Men in Acti

ABC—TV

Oil

L 1

> standard OIL CO.

College Football

Red Barber

CBS—TV

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR

The Show Goes On

CBS—TV

and other interested advertisers. It makes possible some of

the most advanced research in radio and television to date.

It reveals many of the “dos and don’ts”—what attracts

an audience, what doesn’t—what convinces people, and what

fails to make the sale. It gives both the client and the creative

group a sure knowledge of the factors that make for in-

creased effectiveness per dollar spent.

* *

If you are contemplating radio or television advertising, we

would like to have you see this study and appraise our know-

how for yourself.

Simply call any McCann-Erickson office.

McCann-Erickson Advertisers in Radio-TV

SCHEDULED IN THt FAU OF 1930

NETWORK TELEVISION

American Safety Razor

Columbia Records, Inc.

Chrysler Sale* Division

Congoleum-Nairn Inc.

Elio Standard Oil Cow

lehn & Fink Corp. (2 program*)

.

Pharma-Craft Corp.

(2 programs)

S. O. S. Company (2 programs)

Standard Oil Company of

Indiana (Regional)

V/estinghouse Electric Corp.

•EOT TILEVISION
Altes brewing Co.

ieverwyck Breweries, fee.

California Packing Corp.

Chrysler Sale* Division

Esso Standard Oit Ce
Griesedieck Western Breweries

Leisy Brewing Company
Manufacturers Trust Company

National Biscuit Company
(2 programs)

S. O. S. Company
So. Calif. & So. Counties

Gas Companies

Standard Oil of Ohio

Swift & Company
Vim Electric Company

NETWORK RADIO
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.

Columbia Records, Inc

International Harvester

Company
Notional Biscuit Company

(2 program*)

Pacific Coast Borax Co,

Swift & Company

'REGIONAL NETWORK RADIO
Ohio Bell Telephone Co,

S. O. S. Company
Standard Oil Company of Ohio

SPOT RADIO
\

Altai Brewing Company V

Bell Brand Foods Ltd, '

Beverwyck Browertes, fee

Broadway Dept. Stores, fee,

California Packing Corp.

Chrysler Soles Division

Clark Bros. Chewing Gum Cow

Cowles Magazines, fee

Leisy Brewing Co.

Lucky Lager Brewing Co.

Notional Biscuit Company
Pacific Power & light Co..

Perfection Stove Co.

Portland Gas ft Coke Co.

^Publlx Shirt Corp. (Truvot)

Rlchman Bros. Co.

S. O. S. Company
So. Calif. & So. Counties

Gas Companies

Standard Oil Company (Indiana)'

Swift & Company

M'CAHH-ERICKSONIHC
Advertising New York « Boston • Cleveland • Detroit

Chicago • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Portland

and offices throughout tho world*

SWIFT and

COMPANY

Breakfast Club

ABC

/ COLUMBIA
* RECORDS, INC

Columbia

IP Record Parade

{ CBS

NATIONAL

BISCUIT

COMPANY

CBS

/ INTERNATIONAL

' HARVESTER

COMPANY

Harvest of Stars

NBC

PACIFIC

BORAX

COMPANY

The Sheriff
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Stage

Television

Screen
Management:

SAM JAFFE AGENCY
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WRIGHTSON
Returning to the MASLAND
“AT HOME” show

1

MONDAY, SEPT. Uth. at 11 P.M.

CBS-TV

*o\vr»
I* »»«'

iteman Revue”
A SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8th, at 7 P.M.

r1 ABC-TV
• VICTOR RECORDS •

Personal Representative: DE PACE ASSOCIATES, R.K.6. Building, New York City
Rl—P
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MILDRED PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

40 E. 49th Street, New York PLaza 9-8266
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Television set ownership is growing of a

phenomenal rate . Every day television is

off more ... to more advertisers .

Even the time when networking breaks

into the black is very near. That's why it

extra important now to remember

certain things about television: —

paying

. - >
* >:

>v

;

\ *

;

* ).l'

sxrk& 4 'W.

In the beginning . . . there was Du Mont. Yes( Du Mont did it first —
built the first network between its New York station WABD
and its Washington station WTTG. Now the Du Mont Television

Network contains 60 stations from coast to coast.

As for coverage, Do Mont gets 'em all — 99% of the nation's

telesets are within reach of the Du Mont signal.

(And don't forget that Du Mont signals are just as good as anybody's.
/

With no vested interest in other media, Du Mont concentrates —
gives its undivided attention to television.

Du Mont believes in televison — with a young-minded singleness

of purpose that bodes the best for sponsors.

C

Du Mont continuous program research pioneers the way to

larger audiences, smaller budgets. Du Mont cuts the cost

of television — labors to deliver more viewers

per dollar. And that's only part of the reason why — ^OCs

**V/V

OC/f Of*

^•"ssov
jd advertiser or small, there is Du Mont

time and talent, Du Mont programs

and spots suited for you*

THE NATION'S WINDOW ON THE WORLD

515 Madison Avenue, N. Y, 22, N. Y. A Division of Allen 8. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc. Copyright 1950, Allen 8. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc,
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Depends on your show, of course. And advertisers

have found the quickest way to get there is with a

CBS Package Program.

Like Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts . . .remember?

...that hit the Top Twenty after only 9 weeks

of sponsorship. OrMy Friend Jrma^ that made it

in 3 weeks. Or Crime Photographer . ..2 weeks.

Or Life with Luigi . . .1 week.

J^ith a record unmatched by any other network,

CBS Programming has amply proved it knows how.

Now, it’s ready with a brand new bunch of promising

packages. Whatever your budget, whatever kind

of advertising job you want to do, there’s a show

that could fit like a glove.

Take a look at the round dozen here. On the

record, one of them will appear in the Top Twenty

next season . . .it might as w«ell be yours. #
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TIMEBUYERS -ADVERTISERS .

.

1. At times when WOR and a major station program

to you:

with news, WOR’s local audiences are approximately 40% greater

than those of the competing station.

2 a For every dollar, you spend in local radio advertising, WOR brings

you 30% more homes per dollar on its daytime participating.

m

programs than one of the most popular New York network stations.

dollar for dollar and penny for penny,

there’s no buy anywhere in radio like buying 9 * mWOR powar*full
station

JOHN CONTE
NBC.-TV

Management—

J

lesdays and Thursdays

7:30 P.NL, EDST

L -"PTT""* '

Agency: CALKINS & HOLDEN, CARLOCK, McCLINTON & SMITH NEW YORK • CHICAGO O LOS ANGELES
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The Introduction of

18 New RCA Victor

and a statement by Mr. Frank M. Folsom
President of the Radio Corporation off America

JL OSTWAR TELEVISION marks its fourth anniversary this

Fait Its growth in this relatively short period represents

one of the most exciting and amazing commercial achieve-

ments of our times, a compression of development that

other industries took years to attain. It has won:

A continuing demand indicated by estimates of at

least 3>200,000 receivers to be built and sold during

the remainder of this year,

A position among the first ten industries, employing

half a million people in manufacturing, service, dis-

tribution, broadcasting, and associated fields.

When an industry attains such national importance, a

company within the industry must consider its responsi-

bilities to the public and be guided by certain policies.

First and foremost was the adoption by rcaVictor, the

pioneer in television, of highest quality standards. RCA

Victor has never deviated from its policy of building top

quality into its receivers.

To assure complete satisfaction, rcaVictor outlined a

program to provide service by factory-trained technicians

for owners of rcaVictor instruments.

Scientists, research men and engineers .throughout the

industry strive constantly for better performance, more

dependable operation, improved design, and more efficient

manufacture, to bring about lower prices, A program of

continuous research and improvement is fundamental

policy with RCA.

Improvements in circuits and electron tubes have re-

sulted in simplified assembly. Public preferences in furni-

ture styling have been defined, and volume manufacture

has brought know-how among pur own people and among
our suppliers—leading to lower costs.

In keeping with its policies of quality, service, and im-

provements, rca Victor proudly introduces its new tele-

vision receivers, embodying the best values in its history.

The quality built by rca Victor into more than a

million receivers finds new expression in these sets, with

brighter, steadier, clearer pictures than ever* This is the

basis of our slogan, "Million-Proof—Proven In’ More
Than A Million Homes,"

With almost 30% fewer parts, the quality of the new
instruments has been substantially improved. This is indeed

an engineering feat.

The designs, based on rca Victor’s experience with

public tastes, set new standards for furniture styling and

fine cabinetry.
1

RCA’s unique nationwide television service organiza-

tion offers new and more attractive Factory Service Con-

tracts at lower prices than ever before.

The new television instruments express in every respect

RCAVictor’s undeviating policies of quality, service, and

Continuous improvement and bear a rich harvest for the

American public.

Frank M. Folsom
President

Radio Corporation of America

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
World leader in Radio—-first in Television
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WCFL1000 ON YOUR DIAL

50,000 WATTS

Best Buy in Chicago Radio

if. . 24 Hours a Day

GEOFTDAVIS
ANNO S

On the Home of Champions Network

and

WINS
New York

for

ATLANTIC REFINING COMPANY

WORLD-TELEGRAM SUN

THOM McAN SHOES

STAN FREEMAN
Telovision

Three's Company (C.B.S., Tues.

& Thurs., 7:45 P.M.)

.

Stork Club (C.B'S., Mon., Wed.
&.Fri., 7?45 P.M.),

Rorord$
Columbia Solo Album scheduled

for early release.

Concerts
Goeit soloist with N. Y. Philhar.

monic (two seasons),

Buffalo Symphony

Hartford Symphony

Itadio
Piano Playhouse, ABC, Sundays,
12:30 P.M.

Rate Your Mate, CBS, Saturdays,
7 P.M.

ll('C(*iil TV (sliest
Appearances
Cavalcade of Stars

Toni Twin Time (three appear*
ances).

Robert Q. Lewis Show
This Is Show Business

(Tubs
Blue Angel, N. Y. (two engage*

ments).

Sheraton, Biltmore, Providence.

—
. Coillliionl — • . :

:

"Mostsen.atlonal nite- •'HI. Line. is. mode t. or- -Looks like he’ll become
•pot debut In years—« — the crowd loved .

ball af *r«."
«»“ -Wl Smith,

*

Billboard. while. —Variety.
Ben Gross,

Daily News. A1 Tops in town.'*

“•rave/

—Earl Wilson.

—-Kilqallen. “•rought Pres. Truman
to his feet—an admiring

••Orchids." critic."

—-Winchell. —N.Y. Times dispatch*

Publicity: LILLIAN PICARD Mgt.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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another opening!

How about ^ourTV show?

Does it get off to a rousing good start

that sets the pace of the show and Keys

the audience to a high pitch of receptivity?

Or does it limp on screen with a dull

title card or slide that gives no hint

of the entertainment to follow?

It is smart showmanship to let NATIONAL

SCREEN SERVICE project the spirit of

v yourTVshow— whether it is excitement,

fun, suspense, drama or tear-jerker—

into a TV film title that moves and sings
6-

and dances to the tune of your show.

The opening of the Art Ford

Show begins with d long shot

ofBroodway and the glitter

of Times Square.

In a closer shot of Broadway;

animated $igns flash the

topics of the show and
herald its theme.

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE can do

just that because it has above all else

the savvy of show business, learned the hard,

long way during more than 30 years

of service to the motion picture industry.

Whether it is a title opening or a hard-hitting

commercial, NSS has the staff, the

One of the signs is picked up

and zooms on the screen

flashing on and off the name
of the show's star, Art Ford.

technical know-how, the coast-to-coast facilities

arid the genius of showmanship

that will make yourTV film a smash hit.

v Phone Circle 6-5700 in NewYorK. . . or

contact any one of our offices in

31 cities across the country.

the sign then animates

the title of the show.

national screen service
1600 Broadway, New York 19



* hereV what

music

day in and day out:

Cos* per 1 000 radio hornet. Coat per 1000 radio homes
for 1 win. 8pot (innonvcemoU* for quarter’hour jnoyruw*

“C” Time ( 7 AM— 6 PM)

.

“B” Time ( 6 PM— 7 PM) . .

“A” Time ( 7 PM—10 PM). .

.

“B” Time (10 PM—11 PM) . .

.

“C” Time (11 PM— 1 AM) .

-.v.

• ? »

.78 1 .

.

•73 . .

.

.78 . .

,

.65...

• «#'••••• •• •

4 ’* • • .2.30

. 1.68

... 1.13
* Bused on WQXR's card rate and Puhe> I tic. average ratings, for firstfour months oft 95(P.

In terms of dollars—and in terms of program

appeal, too-7-WQXR delivers the mass of the

class market in New York. Want more facts?

Write or phone WQXR today, or get in touch with

your nearest Paul H. Raymer Office.

WQXR
/the Radio Station of Tlie New York Time*
229 West 43 Street, New York 18, N. Y..

LAckawanna 4-1100

AM and FM

VARIETY /'CITATION":

"In Imogene Coca 'Show of

Shows' Has nurtured a first-

rate -comedienne—into—fuJL

bloom."

THE NEW YORKER:

"Imogene Coca is, I'd say,

not one of the two or three

funniest— comediennes

television, but far and away
the funniest."

IMOGENE

11SHOW OF SHOWS
NBC

n

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
"

. for the first time at this

spot, q star and a play have

been held over a second

week." ... at the

Chase, Chicago.

—VARIETY

Personal Management:

DEBORAH COLEMAN
PLaza 9-1803
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WNEW WN EW « WNEW • WNEW « WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW
EW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW* WNEW • Wr

WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW
EW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • Wl

WNEW* WNEW * WNEW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW

:W • WNEW

GREATER NEW YORK’S

FAVORITE STATION FOR

MUSIC AND NEWS

ON THE AIR 24 HOURS A DAY

WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW
EW * WNEW* WNEW • WNEW • WNlW • WNEW • WNEW

W
EW * WNEW ’ WNEW # WNEW ’ WNEW • WNEW ’ WNEW • WNEW •W
WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW ’ WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW

EW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW •W
WNEW ’ WNEW * WNEW * WNlW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW • WNEW
EW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW ’ WNEW • WNEW • Wl

:W • WNEW • WNEW * WNEW • WNEW ’WNEW WNEW ’WNEW • Wl
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ONLY TALENT
77

But if “CLICHE CLUB” hasn’t been bought by the time this

issue of ‘Variety’ is oil the stands somebody hasn’t been read-

ing his trade press or liis radio critics. Variety likes it,

Crosby likes it, Van Horne likes it, Sid White likes it. Gross
likes it, the Saturday Review of Literature likes it, Vogue
likes it, people all across the nation like it.

If it has been sold before you read this

CONGRATULATIONS TO A SMART AGENCY
AND A SMART SPONSOR!

(This advertisement paid for in the interests of good
radio by the undersigned)

WALTER KIERNAN
(It’s not my package, I get a talent fee. But if you
haven’t been approached on “CLICHE CLUB” phone
me at ABC . . . never too busy to say “hello” to a
smart buyer.)
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CANTOR

COLGATE

NBC TELEVISION

SUNDAY
8-9 P. M.

SEPTEMBER 10
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Popular Columbia Recording Artists ****

Alan

DALE
TELEVISION

:

CBS—"ALAN DALE SHOW"
Friday—11-11:30 P.M.

RADIO

:

CBS—"SING IJ AGAIN"
Saturday—10-11 P.M.

(Goes TV the Latter Part of September)

^***1 Latest Record Release:

I _ opcnS ^ \ "YOU WONDERFUL YOU
\ pARA^0 ' \ Backed by

\ twtMRt \ "OF ALL THINGS"
*.,aus» 3°,h

f

Tom

ARDEN
Currently

CAPITOL THEATRE
New York

LATEST RECORD RELEASE:

DON'T EVER LEAVE ME
Backed by

"IT'S LOVE"
Aug'

Booked by: ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

T,V
‘ AND

Radio
,

Personal Management:

F. FERRAZZANO • G. PURCELL Booked by: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

DOROTHY
AND

DICK

A FLASH ACT

(SONGS, PATTER AND SNAPPY SAYINGS)

JUST MENTION OUR NAMES IN WAUKEGAN
ALWAYS GOOD FOR A LAUGH

*1
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mar
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L \J

/r
5,623,300 in

the rich Southern California

market can be lassoed thru

Television Station KTLA at a lower

cost-per-1000 than thru apy other

TV station or any other medium!
IV

Of course they haven't all got

television sets yet but they all talk

about what appears On them! */
/

/

r^w
^ i-

5- A ^L..

KTLA

CHANNEL S LOS ANGELES

Qidramiwt

KaSSIl

KTLA Studios 5451 Marathon St./ Los’ Angeles 38 • HOIlywood 9-6363

Eastern Sales Office 1501 Broadway/ New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700

KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT TELEVISION NETWORK
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VOTED MOST POPULAR MAN AND WOMAN IN DAYTIME TELEVISION

res. .. IN A NATIONWIDE POUI

JOHNNY'nd penny

WERE NAMED MOST POPULAR IN

JOHNNY OLSEN PENNY OLSEN

JOHNNY OLSEN’S RUMPUS ROOM
SEEN DAILY ON WABD, DUMONT NETWORK— SPONSORED BY PREMIER FOODS

AND NOW
THE NEWEST TREAT IN DAYTIME RADIO

JOHNNY OLSEN’S LUNCHEON CLUB
COAST TO COAST DAILYt (FOR LADIES ONLY) AMERIC/

SPONSORED BY AMERICA'S FINEST CIGARETTE, PHILIP MORRIS

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

Ford Motor Co.

Sta

“*° * 0
i

»0 ,

*1

Every Thursday, 9-10 P.M,

NBC-TV
“A brisk summer review was added to the tele-

vision sc&edule last night (9 P. M. on N. B. C.)

in the hew Jack Haley review. Making, his debut
as a TV regular, Mr. Haley obviously has what
Video needs: A relaxed and unhurried style of
clowning. He ro'amed through both sketches
and songs with a beguiling casualness, giving the
whole ' show a continuity more common to the
Broadway stage than to the television screen."

JACK GOULD,
New York Times.

Direction: MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

Am&Uca'‘

RADIO-TV.— NITE CLUBS — VAUDEVIL
THEATRES — PICTURES

APOLLO RECORDS

Direction: JOE MARSOLAIS, 1697 Broadway, Hew York
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CHICK

VINCEHT
COMPANY

509 Madison Ave., New York

ELdorado 5-0734

RADIO
Director:

"Pepper. Young's Family"

Producer, Director:

"Public Health Series"

Mutual Life Insurance Co.

TELEVISION
Producer:

"Mr. Magic" ABC-TV

Personal Representative for

ALVIN HELFER

Sports Announcer Commentator

BE FUNNY FOR
LESS MONEY!

Comics, MC's, Disc Jocks, efc.

TELEVISION GAGFILES 1/ 2, 3—$1
each. Contains original sock sight
gags. Many Ideas can be built into
complete skits. PUNCH LINES gag-
flies 1-10—$1 per file. Contains the
latest original wisecracks—8 great
monologs/ $5; 8 great dialogs* $5.
FREE with any order: 10 parodies . . .

Send for latest price list of comedy
material. We also write special ma-
terial* half down* you pay the other
half when completely satisfied.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
276 West 43rd Street

New York, N. Y.

NOW: TV

CASTING
Can use experienced and novice TV
performers. Planning and casting for

new TV shows. Do not come up. Do
not call. Print your name* address

and specialty on a 4x5 Index Ard.
We will contact you for appointment.

THE SHERWOOD COMPANY
147 West 42nd Street — Suite 60t

New York* N. Y.

Max Liebman

Your Show of Shows*

TELEVISION CT I ssuu I TES
130 East 61st Street, New York City

“THE DETECTIVE’S WIFE” “THAT WONDERFUL GUY”
Starring Starring

LYNN BARI and DONALD CURTIS JACK LEMMON and NEIL HAMILTON

CBS-TV Fridays, B:30 P.M. . Now Available

OTHERS IN PREPARATION
\
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TED HUSING'S
BANDSTAND

Three*and-a-half hours each day
devoted to the latest disc hits

and chatter by one of radio's

most famous personalities.

TED BROWN SHOW
Platters, chatter, time, weather
and news presented every morn-
ing from seven to nine.

TOPS IN POPS
KEN ROBERTS m.e/s a bright

new program, a weekly survey

of record popularity.

FUN AT BREAKFAST
WARD WltSON,-with HOWARD
and SHELTON, in a half-hour of

records and zany comedy.

JACK EIGEN'S MEET Ml
AT THE COPA

The show with more listeners,

than any other all-night pro-

gram in America.

BEE KALMUS SHOW
Popular BEE KALMUS introduces

her own unique show originating

from Hutton's Restaurant.

HAL TUNIS SHOW
A top disc |ockey spins your fa-

vorite records.

FOR CHILDREN ONLY
EILEEN O'CONNELL in an en-

tertaining Saturday morning
show for children.

: /2 ' **
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THE METRO -GOLDWYN- MAYER
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MARGARET WHITING

mm and mm
" THE STORE CLUB

”

t

7:45-8 P.M., WCBS-TV
Monday, Wednesday and Friday

PETER LIND HAYES and MARY HEALY
v

Exclusive: Personal Management:

DECCA RECORDS LOU IRWIN

Press Relations: GEORGE EVANS OFFICE

AIR FEATURES

347 MADISON AVENUH
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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AN AMERICAN INSTITUTION!

§ KfV

...£v.

-Mk" "

& -

.jt: I
;

* *a

'
i TED

WITH

PRODUCED BY

MAJOR BOWES .Ifilif

TELEVISION •

FOR

EOT

RADIO •

FOR

THURSDAY 9-9:45 p. m. EOT
OVER THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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JUVENILE JURY
(M.B.S.-RAD10)

STARS ANU STARTERS
(N.B.C.-RADIO)

JOE Dl MAGGIO SHOW
(N.B.C.-RADIO)

LIFE BEGINS AT 80
(N.B.C.-TV)

JUNIOR CELEBRITIES
(WOR-RADIO)

Master ofCeremonies—^DAN

Directed by—JACK BARRY

Produced by

BARRY & ENRIGHT PRODUCTIONS, INC.
104 East 40th Street, New York City
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In New York

and

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

In Chicago

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23rd

Program directors, music librarians or any other station

personnel concerned with programs ^and music are wel-

come to attend this clinic. There is no charge.

Gain the benefits of an interchange of ideas and a re-

fresher in those elements which make for more efficient

operation of your music library and program department.

More than 500 AM, FM and TV station men and women
have attended recent BMI clinics. All have commended
BMI for "a most interesting, informative and valuable

service."

Emphasis is placed on the science and general production

of musical programming. Speakers include recognized

authorities in their respective fields. Answers to hun-

dreds of questions are intelligently and authoritatively

provided in practical ways.

TYPICAL DISCUSSION GROUP meeting with guest speakers.
Here Tommy Dorsey gives the Clinic some of his observations on
music programming.

LABORATORY SESSION is conducted in BMI's Model Music

Library. Shown above is the entrance to the Library, completely

equipped and containing every possible feature in the ideal

library.

REGISTER NOW!
In order to give individual guidance, the

V
* *

clinics are limited in attendance, so please

register early.

For the convenience of those in western

^ ^areas, .a^pedaL^

in Chicago.

To register, simply write to:

STATION RELATIONS
BMI

580 Fifth Ave. 360 N. Michigan Ave.

New York 19, N. Y. Chicago 1, Illinois

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19. N. Y.

New York • Chicago

Hollywood • Toronto

Montreal

%

r
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DICK AND EDITH BARSTOW

HURRY WISMER
Director of Sports

Liston to

CHAMPION ROLL CALL

Fridays, 9:55 to 10 pin

HARRY WISMER'S SPORTS SHOW
Saturdays, 6:30 to 6:45 pm

Broadcasting

THE NATION'S

TOP SPORTS

EVENTS

You'll be

AT HO

you visit

on Dumont T.V.

v
r,

Tuesdays and Thursday

7:45 P.M.

o
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1

Ralph Edwards

TRUTH or CONSEQUENCES

ON THE AIR

CBS—Tuesdays

TELEVISION

CBS-TV^Thursdays

Filmed by Trio Pix« Inc.

BOTH PROGRAMS UNDER THE SPONSORSHIP OF PHILIP MORRIS
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^ - • »s - ' ,/ “THE CLYDE BEATTY SHOW’’

"MISTER CIRCUS" himself comes to radio in a thrill-packed adventure series!

Each 30-minute episode tells a complete exciting story of circus or jungle!

MERCHANDISING TIE-INS that are absolutely

unprecedented! The Clyde Beatty Circus

becomes the sponsor's traveling salesman.
PROVEN! SUCCESS STORY UNMATCHED! The program is now on the air over the Don Lee Network for Dr#

Ross Dog Food, topping all competition Thursdays, 8 P.M., as of June 1950 with a 9.8 Nielsen. We are ready
for transcontinental sponsorship! STOP AND CONSIDER WHAT A JOB THIS SERIES COULD DO FOR YOUR CLIENT!

v__a*vd GaAUU'.QhC'.——

'

1350 N. Highland Ave. r
Hollywood, Calif.

producer* .1 “HOPALONG CASSIDY"
WALTER WHITE, JR., President

SHIRLEY THOMAS, Vice-Pre*.

C«»<Kwvvler|trA|fcs

TELEVISION PRODUCTION
141 East 44th Street

New York City

For Kids:

CARTOON TELETALES

with

CHUCK AND JACK

For Adults:

PICTURE PLEASE

A
"WHIZ OF A QUIZ"

AVAILABLE ON ABC TELEVISION

ED

HERLIHY

A DATE IN MANHATTAN
WITH ED HERLIHY

WNBT— 1 1 A.M.-12 Noon, Monday thru Friday

HORN & HARDART

CHILDRENS HOUR
WNBT-l 0:30 -11:30 A.M., Sunday

KRAFT

TELEVISION THEATRE
WNBT—9 - 1 0 P.M., Wednesday

“ ONE MAN’S FAMILY
”

TELEVIZED OVER NBC-TV
EVERY SATURDAY 7:30 P.M. EDT

for SWEETHEART SOAP

“ ONE MAN’S FAMILY
”

RADIO BROADCAST OVER NBC
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 7 TO 7:15 P.M. EDT

For MILES LABORATORIES

“
I LOVE A MYSTERY

”

BROADCAST MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
OVER MUTUAL NETWORK 8 TO 8:15 P.M. EDT

CARLTON E. MORSE
PRODUCTIONS

HOLLYWOOD AND NEW YORK

*3 ^ V £• V9 X •"
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Radio's most exciting half-hour mystery-adventure show

!

ZANESVILLE KANSAS CITY MOBILE ASHVILLE

26.0 19.8 20.5 19.1
Radio's greatest point-per-dollar, buy. Consistently • . . beats all

competition on stations from coast to coast!

with zivs

The sensational half-hour low priced western that should he on your station!

NOW IN

3r4

NOW IN NOW IN NOW IN

th th ndl

YEAH FOR YEAR FOR
PIONEER INTERSTATE

OAKERIES! OAKERIES!

Backed by a sensational promotion campaign —

YEAR FOR YEAR FOR
KILPATRICK KERN’S

IAKERIES! OAKERIES!

from buttons to guns— breaking traffic records!

WITH ZIVS

“GUY LOMBARDO SHOW”

NO.
INTRODUCER

OF SONS

NITS!

A Star-Studded half-hour, chock full of musical showmanship/ *

1 no.1 no.1 no.1 NOV
ON THE AIR

YEAR AFTER

YEAR AFTER YEAR!

IN POPULARITY

FOR TWENTY

CONSECUTIVE YEARSI

“TOPFROCRAAT
SAYS IILLIOARB

MA6AZINE!

ON TNE STARE

ANI AT TNE
•OX OFFICER

"The Sweetest Music This Side oj Heaven" if

the sweetest "buy" this side ofheaven!

(JJWTf TODAY FOR “ZIV-PtANNED” SELLING AIDS, AUDITION DISCS, AND LOCAL RATES!

* OTHER FAMOUS ZIV QUALITY SHOWS #

* MEET THE MENJOUS

A CALLING ALL GIRLS

A PHILO VANCE

A PLEASURE PARADE

A OLD CORRAL

A MANHUNT -

A* WAYNE KING SHOW

A KORN KOBBLERS

A LIGHTNING JIM

A BARRY WOOD SHOW

A DEAREST MOTHER

A FAVORITE STORY

A ONE FOR THE BOOK
(SAM BALTER)

A EASY ACES

A CAREER OF ALICE BLAIR

nuts if

A FORBIDDEN DIARY A SONGS OF GOOD CHEER

mm

SroT'W .

if SINCERELY, KENNY BAKER

A SHOWTIME FROM HOLLYWOOD
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artists Bill Stern

Eloise McEIhone

Dori Cherry*

writers Alexander

Priscilla Kent

Mort Lewis

Larry Markes

* radio and television

television pnchages

Hollywood

Screen Test

ABC
Monday. 7:30-8:00 P.M.

Starting October 2nd

Ironrite Co.

Betty Furness Show
ABC
Friday 10:00-10:30 P.M.

Starting September 15th

Shinola-Rit Best Foods , Inc.

Eloise Salutes

The Stars

DuMont

-?uesday~-7:30'-?:4S~P;M;

Doeskin tissues
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1 Christopher St., New York City WAtkins 4-8582
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WN8C, NEW YORK, 1-2 P. M.

1

Monday thru Friday

CHICAGO, 9:15-10:15 A. M.
Monday thru Friday

Exclusive Representative:

ESTELLA KARN
49 West 45th Street

New York City

vJIMMY BLAINE

,L A.-.- .uSlil

2ad Year “STOP THE MUSIC”— Television
mtuc iiuiiv m Aiue cuAiun

-ABC, 10 P.Me, Sundays

“WE THE PEOPLE”—NBC
a

a
’’-ABC

”-WIBS

“STOP THE MUSIC”-
in the Absence of BERT PARKS

P.S.: Have a good vacation BUBBAI
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Spots Before Eyes
Continued from page 46.

radio for the remainder of the cov-
erage they must have. Particularly

in non-video cities are these adver-
tisers eagerly buying up shows like

‘‘The Guy Lombardo Show,” “Bos-
ton Blackie,” “Favorite Story/’ and
other transcribed shows featuring
top production dfnd top names,
which yet fit within their budgets.

. The tremendous growth of the

spot radio business in recent years
(for example, Ziv’s total volume
is currently 22% better than at this

time last year) is also, in part, due
to the fact that advertisers have
been learning a basic fact: You don’t
buy circulation, you build it. There
are, of course, some sponsors who
cling to the belief that they can

buy an old radio network prdperty
that has been kicking round from
sponsor to sponsor for years, and
that they can attain a^huge rating
with this program* But can they?

On, the other hand, many buyers
of transcribed-syndicated shows
have learned that because of the
flexible nature of the programs,
they can be placed in time spots
wherein good listener ratings can
be biijlt and the maximum value
per dollar spent can be obtained.
Time and time again has this

beeh proven, with shows building
up ratings which simply overwhelm
the opposition. The ensuing re-
sult has been that both the pro-
ducers oj these shows as well as

local stations have found them com-
paratively easy to sell. And for

the local station this is extremely
important, as the station makes
more money selling its own time
than it does from carrying a net-

work commercial.

In other words, the reason for
the great trend towards spot radio
is a basic one: The advertisers are
learning they can get better value
for their dollars, and the individual

stations are also profiting.

Milwaukee—Because of expand-

ing television operations, WTMJ-
TY is building a one-story and
basement addition to its present

plant. Also underway is the re-

modelling of two WTMJ radio stu-
dios for video use. Station’s master
control room is being converted
to a combination radio and TV

KOREAN WAR INSPIRES

‘FLYING TIGERS’ SHOW
Korean fighting is cueing in

martial and Oriental themes on

NBC programs. Web is auditioning

a half-hour Louis G, Cowan dra*

matic package, based on the ad-

ventures of the Flying Tigers.

Suspense yarns such as “Top

Secret/’ “Dangerous Assignment”

and “Cloak and Dagger” are get-

ting Far Eastern locales to give

them an up-to-date aura. ....

Science fiction trend, which was

spurred by the impact of atomic
weapons, radar, etc., is still on the
upgrade and NBC is planning a
Saturday futuristic show aimed at

moppets. Van Woodard will pro^
duce and Ernest Kinoy script.

mm

IN BAN FRANCISCO

He moves mountains
Nothing stops Jim Grady. On KCBS’ “This

Is San Franoisco,”* he moves mountains,

houses . . . and merchandise.

They’re calling him Mahomet of the

microphone around one of the Bay Area

boys’ clubs. For the lack of a mountain site,

they couldn’t go camping . . . until Jim Grady

came through. A few magic words to his

listeners, ana offers of mountains came

pouring in from one end of the Coast Ranges

to the other/,.

KCBS, San Francisco

Columbia's Key to ike Golden Gate

Represented by Radio Sales

He’s a handy man at moving houses, too,

officials of a local lumber company agree.

When Jim told the story of their new prefab

houses, the dazed but happy businessmen

had to hire an extra sales staff just to handle

the inquiries he drew!

It’s positive proof that KCBS’ Jim Grady

can move merchandise . . . mountains of it!

Just calf us or Radio/Sales, and let pur

prophet spell p-r-o-f-i-t for you in the

nation’s seventh market.

*Mon. thru Fri., 8:00 to 8:15 a. in., and Sat., 7:45 to 8;00. a. m.

Redmond
Continued from page 45

large studios will be in use before

the fall season is too far underway,

bringing the total to 12. By Sept,

15, most parts of CBS-TV’s fall

programmings are expected to be

operating full tilt. While most of

the formats are pretty well set, ad-

vertisers may change programs at

midyear. Therefore, an important

specification in all new CBS studios

is ^convertibility”— this means
they are useable both as dramatic

{non-audience) or theatrical (audi-

ence) studios.

One , of {he new studios—to be

known as CBS-TV 58—is a former

motion picture theatre with down-
stairs seats removed.; With the

floor leveled off flush with the for-

mer. Stage, a large area is available

for dramatic shows while the bal-

cony can be used, altematingly,

for seating audiences to theatrical

programs.

A second new studio—CBS-TV 57

—is a former arena-type meeting
room which, in conversion, is a

marvelous drive-in type dramatic
studio. It also sets 300 for audi-
ence-type shows, n Dressing rooms,
make-up rooms, scene storage,
lighting grids and integrated tele-
cine will all be of the latest type.

The third new studio is now in
the planning stage. It, too, will be
an audience studio that can play
dramatics, or, if you prefer, a dra-
matic studio than can play to audi-
ences.

The trickiest part Of the convert-
ibility design is the lighting which
must meet the exacting and fre-
quently contrasting demands of
dramatic and theatrical type pro-
grams; In effect, it means that
both key and high-lighting must be
omni-directional.

With these three new studios
CBS’ total complement will be the
most flexible anywhere. By vol-
ume or square footage it will be in
the aggregate the largest flexible
plant in television.
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Amsterdam, N. Y.—Cecil Wood-
land, president and general man-
ager of WCSS, Amsterdam, an-
nounces realignment of staff

duties. Senior announcer Jack
Griswold joins assistant manager
Ray Cheney on sports play-by-
play. Lou Tinney, former night
man, moves into the early morning
slot and also takes over chores on
noontime “Off the Record” spot.

Replacing Tinney at night will be
new announcer Dick Ryall.

Cleveland — Standard Brewing
Co., which already is sponsoring

the play-by-play broadcast of all

Indians games, has expanded its

radio advertising activity to spon-
sor re-created games via WERE
for the remainder of the season.
On days when Indians are idle qr

play night games, WERE’s sports
director Bob Neal takes the top
afternoon stanza, Gerst is the
agency.

Radio, of which KXOK is the St.

Louis outlet.

St, Louis—Joann Rosenthal, for-

Phoenix—Howard M. Loeb’s new
indie station, KRIZ, is expected to

bow in here on or about Sept. 1,

Outlet, a 250-watter, will operate

on 1230 kilocycles and will be the

seventh AM station in this area.

St. Louis—Murray J. Wenzel has
switched from asst, circulation
manager of the St. Louis Star-
Times, owner and operator of
KXOK to the sales staff of Transit

merly of KDRO, Sedalia, Mo., has

joined the publicity-promotion

staff of KXOK.

Oklahoma City—Because of the
international situation, WKY and
WKY-TV here have started using
the slogan, “If you are an Ameri-
can,' be an all-American.”

Memphis—George Mooney, w.k.
sportspieler in this sector, is back
again airing play-by-play dramatic

FROMNOW ON, WWJ-TV’s

advertisers can take audience

for granted. With the number

of s$ts now well beyond the

quarter-million mark, television

in the booming Detroit market
m

has emergedcompletelyfrom the

experimental stage and reached

the age of full productivity,

bilised
WWJ-TV supports its belief

in the stability of television in

Detroit with its new rate card

(#8) which is guaranteed to

advertisers for one full year!

FIRST IN MICHIGAN Owned and Operated by THIS DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives. THE GEORGE P HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
UJUJJ “W-

NBC Television Network

recreation of major league ball
games over WHHM, local indie
here. Mooney airs the “game of
the day or night” over Memphis’
24-hour stations when the local ball
club is on the road to cope with
the baseball broadcast rule.

Memphis—Bill Gordon, Mem-
phis platter spinner who has ap-
peared on WMPS, WHHM and
WHBQ, will leave local radio and
join WHK, Cleveland’s Mutual out-
let on Aug. 1. Gordon has been

'

in the local disk jockey brigade
for the past four years.

Kalamazoo—Charles Bennett, of
Kalamazoo, is the first president of
the newly formed Michigan Radio
Technicians Assn. Other officers

are Lyman D. Foster, of Lansing,
v.p, and B. M. Rich, of Three
Rivers, public relations manager,

Detroit — Previously broadcast
over WWJ five times a week and
simulcast over WWJ-TV only on
Fridays, “Cinderella Weekend”"
last week started a schedule of
simulcasts Monday through Friday.
At the same time, Big Bear Mar-
kets renewed its sponsorship of the
Friday simulcast for 52 weeks.

Seattle — Johnny Forrest, pro-
gram director at KOL, indie sta-
tion here, has left the program-
ming end of radio and is now an
account executive for KOL. He
still is doing his 8 a.m. news on
KOL and noon news on KIRO
for Dr. L. R. Clark.

Philadelphia—Leonard McClain,
known as “Melody Mac” during
his years of radio work here, shifts
programs from WIP to WFIL. New
show will air from the Mirror
Lounge of the Hotel Broadwood,
Where he just started a run.

JWT’s Chi Office Step-Up

For Fall AM-TV Activity

Chicago, July 25.

The Chi office of J. Walter
Thompson is expanding its radio
and tele department in prepara-
tion for a busy fall and winter sea-
son. Department headed by Hal
Rourke has already taken on one
new staffer with others set to joih.
JWT invaded Chi NBC’s ranks

for continuity manager Bob Guil-
bert, who’s vamping net to join the
agency. Guilbert had been asso-
ciated with NBC for the past 14
years, starting as a radio actor.

Already at work at the agency
is Murray Pattinson, who joined,
the radio-teevee department last
week.
Major Chi JWT radio and tele

activities for the coming season
center around the Swift, Libbey,
Ford and Norge accounts.

A.C. Preems 4th AMer
Atlantic City, July 25.,*

The fourth radio station to serve
this area, WOND, owned and op-
erated by the Pioneer Broadcast-
ing Co., is on the air. Station’s
building and 170-foot tower had
been erected in 30 days. A 250
watter, it operates on’ 1400 kilo-
cycles. It is located in suburban
Pleasantville.

Pioneer is headed by Charles E.
Hupp, of Ventnor, as president;
Mayor W. Scott Ireland, of Pleas-
antville, vice - president; Frank
MacMaster, of Ocean City, treas-
urer; Joseph Bennett, Pleasant-
ville, secretary, and John- Struckel,
Pleasantville, assistant secretary.
Harry Zog is manager and Struckel
is also program director.

Houston—Roy Rector has joined
the staff of KLEE-TV as a •'director,,
according "to "am announcement
made by Jack Harris, general man-
ager of outlet. Rector comes here
from WKY-TV, Oklahoma City,
where he was a senior director.

“TOO MANY COOKS”
STARRING

Hal MARCH and Mary Jane CROFT
WRITTEN BY

FRANK FOX
Mondays on the Full CBS Network, 9:00-9:30, EDT— 6:00-6:30 PDT
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RETURNING IN FALL TO
*

Hotel Roosevelt, New York

DECCA
RECORDS

RADIO:
LUCKY STRIKE’S 'GUY LOMBARDO TIME,’ CBS, SUNDAYS

and F. W. Z1VS TRANSCRIBED ‘GUY LOMBARDO’ SHOW’

Exclusive Management

MUSIC CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Publicity: DAVID O. ALBER ASSOCIATES, Inc.; Gene Shefrin
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TV Fringe Time
Continued from page 34 - - I

setting its sights on the J. to S
p,m. period cross-the-board.

Average Pulse rating for “Open
House” was an 8.3 which, while
far from matching the top-budget-

ed network shows, compares favor-

ably with the general run of pro-

grams even in Class A time. Indi-

cating that it gets a hefty audience
outside of N. Y. are the special

Pulse ratings taken for Cleveland,

where the show is aired over NBC’*
WNBK. Ratings in that city on a
quarter-hour basis ranged from an
8.3 to a 17.8.

Show is now aired Monday
through Friday in the late

,
eve-

ning slot under sponsorship of

Anchor-Hocking Glass, through the
Weintraub agency. Latter, how-
ever, has lined tip local breweries

in several markets to come in on
a co-op basis, with Ruppert’s, foi*

example, taking“Open House” in

N. Y.

Nash

YORK!!!

H
0 on a

in

. iaW
H
O

Continued from page. 34 gjjJj

for -shows produced by the Mark
Goodson-Bill Todman agency,
which are now aired as sustainers

on CBS. Nash will take over “TVin-

ner Take All” in the Friday night

10 to 10:30 slot, probably starting

Sept. 29, to plug its Kelvinators.
Company . has also signed for the
Thursday night 10:30 to 11 period.

Starting Sept. 21, in which it will

bankroll the “Nash Airflvte Thea-
tre,” a series of half-hour dramatic
shows, to plug its cars.

Package bought by Sylvania is

“Beat the Clock,” an audience-par-
ticipation quizzer like ‘'Winner,”
which will go in the Friday night
10:30 to 11 slot. ‘ Clock” also tees

off Sept. 29.

,

Cleveland — JTlm '.H a n r a h a n,

I WEWS vice president, who is on a
diet attended a birthday party
given in his honor. He had to drink
his cocktail in a. small shot glass;

the waiter brought him his main
course, seven peas—and then took
one 'away,- and his beautiful frosted
birthday cake turned out to b«
cardboard inside.

rfT
~/nc TTprogresso station

1480 ONYOUR D/Al 5000 WAITS

136 West 52nd Street

New York 19, N. Y.

Telephone:

Circle 6-3900

WHOM

Courtesy of M-G-M
New appearing with
DONALD O'CONNOR

in "THE MILKMAN"
(Universal-International)

Mgt.s LOU CLAYTON

PROJECTION ROOM
MTH ST. AND MADISON AVI.

NIW YORK
Prelection Room with 16 end lil

Millimeter for Rental en

Hourly Rails'.

PL f-9000 for Appointment.

—s u-- -
r :

AL GOODMAN
THERE’S MUSIC IN THE AIR

Every Tuesday, 10-1 1 P.M , CBS

THE AL GOODMAN SHOW
Saturday, 5-5:30 P.M., WNB€

EXCLUSIVE RCA VICTOR

4
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For more than a generation the American Society of

a

ertory of music that is the life blood of thousands of

s.

The creative talents of the Society’s members are

tavern ers. men,

restaurants, the broadcasters, concert halls and indus-

trial organizations through a reasonable} simple licensing

p *•

readv to serve music as

source

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
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Blockbusters Hit ANA
Continued from page 31

placed before the ANA’S annual

convention this fall.

ANA request, coming from a

powerful organization
;

several

members of which individually do
more business than the annual
take of the entire broadcasting in-

dustry, called for delicate han-
dling. Many radio toppers op-
posed the individual meetings with
ANA as giving the advertisers a
chance to pick off the weaker

chains and break lip the united

network front, “It was like their

giving up a knife to cut our own
throats,” one exec said.

While**the ANA gave its report,
on which its rate-cut demand was
based, the ultra-secret treatment,
it’s reliably reported the bank-

j

rollers wanted a 14.9% national
! reduction. The study was based
largely

;
on Hooper and Nielsen

'

data and also made recommenda*

tions for specific markets and sta-

tions according to the local inroads

of tele. In some markets, such as

Philadelphia, axing would have

been as high as 55%.
Web spokesmen were incensed

at the ANA strategy, declaring,

“They don’t walk into the offices

of Life or the N. Y. Times to de-

mand a rate cut,” They added that

If radio rates were too high, the

law of supply and demand would

rectify the situation. The fact that

ANA’s members spent about $75,-

000,000 on radio last year, AM ex-

ponents argue, shows that they feel

there’s still plenty of power in the

medium.
Webs are also getting support

from telecasters . to stand firm

against rate paring. Reason is

that if the cost-per-thousand of

AM is forced down, video rates

would competitively have to be
sliced. Similarly, local stations are

backing chains, feeling that the
crackdown would also affect them.
Talent, too, is worried that the
squeeze would hurt performers’
scales.

The ANA demand* is having a

boomerang effect, Now the indus-
try is taking the" view that NBC
prexy Joseph H. McConnell was

Wednesday, July 26, 1,950

somewhat premature in
# his South

Carolina Broadcasters Assn, speech
two weeks ago in which he looked
forward to Atyl “adjusting” its

rates. 1

What’s happened, some sales
toppers think, is that advertisers
and agencies, anticipating rate
cuts, are holding off in placing
their fall business. As a result, ac-
tivity is practically at a standstill.,

even though indications are that
AM’s ’50-’51 season should be big

•.vN'W'J'to.vJ1

row i n g fi ke
• . v:-|

The WDEL-TV audience

in the rich

Wilmington, Delaware market

In twelve months of telecasting, W DEI.-TV,

Delaware’s only television station, has been phe-

nomenal I v successful in building a loyal, responsive

audience. This amazing acceptance, together with

the tremendous wealth of this market—fifth in per

capita i/icowc—make. WDF.L-TV one of the hat ion’s

top television buys. In the first year of telecasting,.set

sales in its area have jumped more than 700%!

Advertisers can depend upon a continuance of the

prosper]
t y of this market and upo ii si i i e vcr-growing

audience because of NBC network shows, skillful local

programming and clear pictures. If you're in TV, don’t

overlook the unique profit, possibilities of Vi' DE f;*TV,

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER
Chicago San Francisco

A Stein/nan Station

ASSOCIATES
Hew York Lot Angeles

CHANNEL 7

Wilmington Dela war#

m

TV • Affiliate

'yf 'SSN*"' 4
, ' S. ^

Continued from page '33

feature acts With a production
background,

.In N.-Y.,' WOR-TV has the one-
hour; “Talent Parade,” while
WAT V, Newark, is featuring a
one-hour “Stairway to Stgrdom:"’
in’ Chicago, the amateur shows
have hit a new high , with loca

I

shows crowding three of the four
video Cutlets there. WBKB, the
Balaban & Katz theatre circuit sub-
sidiary, is using amateurs playing
talent shows in the theatre circuit
in four shows weekly, totalling
four aiid one-quarter hours. WGN-
TV has three weekly half-hour
shows, and WENR has a one^hour
bin.

In radio, the talent * shows fill a
far less imposing niche, CBS leads
the parade here, with the half-
hour simulcast of Godfrey’s “Tal-
ent Scouts”-r-which is off for the
summer, and the half-hour Horace
Heidt show. ABC has the 45-min-
ute Ted Mack “Original Amateur
Hour,” to which NBC has video
rights. NBC also li as Jack Barr\ ’s

“Stars and Starters.” That is the
extent of AM talent programming
up to this time,

On the question of costs to video,
4he average half-hour variety show
costs about $15,000 weekly to pro-
duce. “Prize Performance,” on
the other hand, runs $9,450 weekly,
and “By Popular Demand” about
$8,000. While the average half-
hour dramatic show runs about
$8,000, the amateur bills seem to
be in far greater demand. They
offer the same type of bill as the
variety show at a far greater sav-
ing to the sponsor.

The two shows named also make
use. of a name emcee, which rep-
resents a substantial part of the
production cost. As the name value
of the emcee decreases, so does the
cost.

Buick
* — - Continued from paje 35 ssssili

enforce before giving him back liii

card.

Buick, which sponsored the Olsen
& Johnson show on NBC-TV last

year, wanted to return this fall

with a weekly package starring
Dean Martin and Jerry' Lewis. Lat-
ter-, however, tentatively plan I o
use them in the Wednesday night
8 to 9 slot or as part of the rotat-
ing emcee show on Sunday nights.
Since Buick did not want to buck
CBS-TV’s ‘‘Godfrey- and Friends,”
which is aired in the same period
on Wednesdays, the company
bought the hour on CBS.
New show is expected to give

CBS a onerlwo punch against ils

competition, since the program wi'H
follow the high-rated “Godfrey”
6how. “Toni Twrin Time,” now
aired from 9 to 0:30 p. m. Wednes-
days, will probably be shifted to a
difTerenl night.

Houston—A new television qui*
show titled “So You Know Hous-
ton” is being telecast each week
on KPRC-TV with Mat Alberts a i

the quizmaster.
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MAYBE..
You are planning on putting your

present television program on

motion picture film • • •

I

You are planning 'on a daytime

"soap opera" series on film . . .

You are planning on making TV„

commercials on film • * .

• No matter how big or how small your film projects

may be we are equipped to produce them for you.

• We own and operate West Coast Sound Studios,

510 W. 57th St., N. Y., where, since 1932, we have

produced quality motion pictures. During the past

two years we have produced many television pro-

grams and commercials in New York, Hollywood,

and on location.

• We wijl be pleased to send you an audition reel

for screening and will be glad to discuss your plans

with you.

BPW VIDEO

/
s '

3
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VARIETIES

CORPORATION
41 East 50Hi Strt't, New York

MUrray Hill 8-1162

THA?
i

?EGi $ t e r

IN DETROIT

We1
re proud of the successful

company we keep on WJBK

BOND BREAD OIDSMOBILE

BROMO SELTZER BUICK

CARPENTER MORTON PAINT poDGE CARS-CHRYSLER

CONTINENTAL BAKING ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING
(WONDER BREAD) CO.

CHRYSLER (PLYMOUTH
BEN^US WATCHES

HUD?0N
R

M0T0R CAR CO. BROMO SELTZER

Follow these leaders and boost your sales!

WJBK-T V, a CBS
and Dumont affiliate.

WJBK-AM * TV-DETROIT
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS: 527 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17, ELDORADO 5-2455

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

Franklin Productions
6710 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

PRODUCERS OF

“Adventures of The Texas Kid”
This Adult Western Series in Color and Black & White

One Hour and Half Hour Versions

“ARABELLA’S TALL TALES"
Vz Hour Juvenile Musical Extravaganzas

PRODUCERS of THEATRICAL, TELEVISION,

COMMERCIAL, EDUCATIONAL and

TRAINING FILMS

HOWARD MERRILL
16th year writing for radio, 4th year for TV.

(Comedy, Mystery, Documentary).

Partial Credit List: Arthur Godfrey Shows, You Are There,

Sherlock Holmes, Archie Andrews, Peter Lind Hayes-Beatrice

Kay, Abbott Mysteries, Secret Missions, Newsweek Views
the News • • . special material for Eddie Cantor, Gabriel

Heatter, Guy Lombardo, etc., etc.
i

Business Representative:

GERALD DICKLER, MU 7-5927

Gillin

Continued from page 33

it has its compensations. Fortunate-

}

ly, I got in early.' i

VBut Variety, in bestowing a •

Showmanager Award on Gillin, is

less concerned with the fact that in
his 21 years at WOW, Omaha,
where he rose from parttime an-
nouncer to president and part-
owner (with an income running
into five figures), he made WOW i

one of the most successful opera-

1

tions in the U. S. t or that he also
j

presently manages and directs one
of the best planned and best
operated TV stations in America.

“Rather, Variety singles out;
Gillin as a man of boundless en- i

ergy and dynamic personality who
j

has been a real leader from the be-
ginning in radio and TV industry
affairs. Since his election, in 1934,
to the NAB board of directors, he
has projected himself into industry
leadership, fighting for its best in-
terests. He has been constructive
in all his endeavors and has been
quick to fight, at the drop of a
hat, whenever a destructive ele-
ment entered the radio picture.
Further, he has always espoused
the cause of the little fellow.

“Radio men throughout America
have long recognized the good fight
Johnny Gillin has fought on behalf
of intra-industry problems (music
clearance, Broadcast Advertising
Bureau, Broadcast Measurement
Bureau, industry code, interna-
tional communications, etc.). And
the industry owes him a debt of
gratitude."

Savannah
Continued from page 33J

which it might enjoy a derivative
standing from its membership—

>

nor has petitioner explained why
the licensees in Savannah elected
to file—in the name of their asso-
ciation rather than in their indi-
vidual capacities."

“It is apparent," the opinion
stated, “that the right of a broad-

j

cast licensee to participate in the
'

proceedings on an application for a
new station is inseparable from the

j

license and cannot ordinarily be
assigned to a third person stranger

\

to the license. We can perceive !

no reason why an exception to this !

rule should be made to permit li-

‘

censees to assign suefc rights to a 1

trade or other association." !

On the questions raised regard-
'

ing Rivers’ programming on WEAS,
|

the Commission requested Rivers i

to submit with his application for
1

license in Savannah a schedule of I

a proposed typical week and pro- :

gram logs of WEAS for specified :

days in 1949. Purpose of the re-
j

quest, the opinion said, is “to re- '

examine Mr. Rivers’ qualifications
and program policies in connection
with consideration of his applica-
tion for station license."

I

Andorn’s Cleve. Switch
Cleveland, July 25.

Sidney Andorn, who, as consult- !

ant director of WERE managed i

the station, has resigned to become !

producer-director at WXEL effec- !

tive Aug. 1.

Bob Neal, WERE sports director,
has been appointed to succeed :

Andorn,
In his new spot on television,

.4ndprn_willalsp_.b
have show of his own.

•^ItHREE

MORTY "ARTIE" » "AL"
|

Currently —

Opening July 27
CASA BLANCA CLUB

CANTON, OHIO

Direction: MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

COMEDY ROUTINES
and BURLESQUE

. Volume I

2 Twelve-Mln. Comedy Routines •*—~ IJWo Hour Gag-Packed Satire —
SENSATIONAL OFFER ONLY

A. GUY DISK
Writing EnterprisesU Liberty Street, Troy, N. Y.

CREATORS AND PRODUCERS

OF RADIO AND TELEVISION

PROGRAMS FOR NETWORKS AND

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISERS

WILBUR STARK-JERKY LAYTON, Inc.

Program Productions

551 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Exclusive Management:

KATHI NORRIS

RUSS HODGES

SHELDON STARK

RED BENSON

JACK EIGEN 1

GORDON DILWORTH

BUY!
A Ready and Spending Market Never
Before Touched!

SPECIAL!
40.000 new adult aVrivals from Ireland in Boston
since 1945 . . . building the listening audience to
an estimated 100,000,

SELL!
The particular types of Tobacco, Beverages,
Breads, Teas, etc., made especially for these
100.000 buyers.

BOSTONS BOSTON IRISH WORLD

RADIO PROGRAM

DAN HORGAN
M.C., WTAO (740 on the Dial), Every Sunday, 7-8 P.M.

Contact: DAN HORGAN, 636 Dudley St., Boston 25, Mass.
Highland 5-1344

LEW WHITE

LExIngton 2-1100

Organist — Composer
Conductor

RADIO-T.V.

Current Shows
TELEVISION:

"The Web"—CBS
"Hands of Destiny"—
Dumont

"Rocky King"—Dumont
RADIO:

"Inner Sanctum"—ABC
"Grand Central Sta-

tion"—CBS
"Portia Faces Life"—NBC

RCA Victor Artist

Columbia Picture Shorts
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EDDY ARNOLDS

Latest RCA VICTOR Release

CUDDLE BUGGIN’ BABY
ENCLOSED, ONE BROKEN HEART

45 RPM No. 48-0342 & 78 RPM

Affiliated HILL and RANGE SONGS Inc. • New York and Beverly Hills

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

THOMAS A. PARKER • Box 4
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TV’s Advantage
Continued from pace 1

been supplying newsreel arid tele
pools with footage without fixing

any date for releasing the celluloid.

Practice has given video a clear
advantage over the reels since the
five companies come out only twice
weekly with newsreel issues, while
the telecasters are on the air daily.

It is estimated that the Signal
Corps supplies both media some

3,000-4,000 feet of film weekly.
The battle is without precedent

since television was only in an ex-
perimental stage during the last

war and, hence, offered no real
competition to the newsreels. Top
execs of the latter are basing their s

argument for uniform and simulta-
j

neous release dates on the claim
that only through this means can

:

the Defense Dept, insure the wid-
est possible release of Signal Corps
footage. If tele continues to get
the break, the reels will use as
little as possible of the Army stuff,

depending on their own camera-
men for footage.

Washington newsreel reps are
pointing up this contention in their

talks with Defehse official They'
claim that issuing footage on the
present undated basis is “slQppy
practice” which is cutting down on.
theatre usage of these reels. Op-
position of video is branded as
‘‘solely selfish” and not calcudated

•14

to obtain widest possible audiences
for the reels.

Wires sent by all five reels to

their Washington execs read as fol-

lows: “Defense Dept, should set

simultaneous release dates agree-
able to the majority of companies
to Whom releases are made. This
would normally be Wednesdays for
Monday makeup and Saturdays for
Thursday makeup,” '

Both the reels and TV have their

own caeramenin' Korea for footage
additional to that supplied by the
Signal Corps. NBC is reported
sending another two men to the
Asiatic battleground.

At present the reels are getting

70% of their footage from their
own cameramen, but the propor-,
lion may swing sharply if a uniform
release date is set by the Defense
Dept. These companies are ex-
periencing considerable difficulties

in adding to the number of came-
ramen on the fighting front.. They
would like to up the total to five

lensers, if possible, from the Cur-
rent three. Execs report, however,

Ownership of TV sets within the WLW-Television area has increased more

than 600% in the last year. During a recent four-months, period, growth

of set owners more than doubled the national rate' — totaling 281,000

(unduplicated) as of July 1st. It’s the 2ND LARGEST TV MARKET IN

THE MIDWEST . . . 6TH LARGEST IN THE NATION.

a dearth of experienced young
cameramen in their search for
added talent.

While 5 the reels are squawking
over the undated releases, there
are no complaints over the service

by the Signal Corps. Clips are be-
ing flown daily directly from Korea
to the Army’s photographic center
in Long Island, and then turned
Over to the companies at a fast

rate. It is this very speed of oper-
ation which has given TV its ad-
vantage over the theatres.

WDAF-TV Expansion
Kansas City, July 25.

Sports department of WDAFtTV
recently was enlarged with the ad-

dition of Jay Barrington to handle

telecasts of Kansas City Blues

American Association b a s e b a 1

1

games and other events.

. He supplements sports work be-

ing handled at the station by Vic

Peck.

REACHED MOST EFFECTIVELY
Videodex Reports for June prove that the three micro-wave-linked Crosley

Stations—WLW-T, Cincinnati; WLW-D, Dayton; and WLW-C, Columbus

—offer the best in&thod of reaching this important TV market. WLW-
Television has an average Share of Audience of 45.9% from 11 A.M. to

11 P.M. seven days a week, as compared to an average of 32.4% for the

five other stations located in the WLW-Television area!

AT LOWEST COST
On a cost-per-thousand basis, WLW-Television reaches this large audience

at lower cost than any other combination of the eight TV stations located

in these three cities. For complete information, contact any of the WLW-TV

Sales Offices in New York, Chicago, Hollywood, Cincinnati* Dayton, or

Columbus.

ON WLW-TELEVISION O # •

•#> W1W-T
CINCINNATI

WLW-D
DAYTON

VLV-C
COLUMBUS

There's Far Too Much Talk

about the "Decline of Radio"

1. KTUL today has a GREATER

SHARE of Audience than EVER

BEFORE!

2. KTUL Sales are FAR AHEAD

of ANY January thru May
period in our 16 year history!

3. We THINK that is true of

ANY ALERT, CludtenatACTIQN

station. We KNOW it is TRUE

with KTUL!

KTUL.. CBS. .Plus "Know How"

on the Local Level ... in Tulsa
AVERY KNODfL, INC

N.i* O-’.'l Rppmpni.ilivn

JOHN ESAU
V c f Pi ci i den I Goner.* I Manager

Television Service of the Nation*s Station

Crosley Broadcasting Cqrpqration

EARL SHELDON
CONDUCTOR ARRANGER

Scoring PET MILK SHOW
^

Musical Director for _
MUZAK AND'ASSOCIATED TRANSCRIPTIONS

EARL SHELDON, 11 .West 42nd Street, New York City

t

GEORGE R. NELSON

Advertising

Schenectady and New York City
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George PUTNAM
Star of

I DUMONT, Wednesday, 10 PM.

Sponsored by:

TIDE WATER OIL CO.
Makers of *T.V.

Producer:

j:erry gross

*Tydol—Vt«iol

News Editors:

LEE PUTNAM and
EDDIE HIGGINS

DIXON
“Perry Mason”

“Life Can Be Beaut

Edward R. Murrow Pr

—CBS

—NBC

-CBS

CBS-TV, as Sheriff Bob Dixon
Personal Representative:

KAY ROBERTS
Press Relations:

SIDNEY ASCHER ASSOCIATES

Continued from page 34 s=il
that: ‘The essence of this question

is the comparison of the critical

feature of color rather than the

size of the picture’.”

Cahill noted that CBS had also
criticized the picture texture in
reception on black-and-white sets
of RCA color transmissions. “It
even went to the extreme of deny-
ing that the RCA system is .‘com-
patible*,” he said. “It failed to
mention that Dr. (Peter) Goldmark
^Cl3S engineer); had admitted the
RCA system is compatible.” More-
oyer, Cahill said, CBS made the
“ridiculous claim” that it has the
“most nearly compatible of the
three systems.” Condon Commit-
tee, Ije said, “confirmed in two
words what everybody knows, that
the CBS system is ‘Not Compati-
ble’.” Cahill added:

“In respect of compatibility «*id
the RCA system, CBS again dem-
onstrated how extreme and irre-

sponsible is the language of its

proposed findings. It said the RCA
system has 4

, . a bare possibility
of compatibility: . . at some time'
in the future . The Condon
Committee defined compatibility in
terms of the ‘.quality of image
rendered on existing sets.’ For
the RCA system, it commented
that this is ‘excellent.’

“In fact, the CBS document of
June 26 is not proposed ‘findings’

at all or even a marshalling of the
‘major’ or ‘relevant- evidence. It

is., instead, a highly argumentative
brief.” •

,

New Rate Hike
Continued from page 35

get $1,000. Spots and station break
announcements on the same four
stations are to be $500, N. Y.; $100,
Washington; $120 for Cleveland,
and $200. Chicago. Class B and
Class C rates are also to be adjust-
ed upwards.

Basic time rates remain the same
for KNBH, Hollywood, NBC’s fifth

o.&o. operation, but that outlet, too,

is subject tc the revised frequency
discount schedule. Web has ruled
out discounts on spot commercials
and station breaks in all Class A
time periods. For Class B and C
times, the maximum discount al-

lowable for 260 times or more is

10%.
In forwarding the new rate

schedules to agencies and adver-
tisers, NBC pointed out that tele-

vision set circulation in the four
cities due for upped time charges
has increased an average of 47%.
Sets in the metropolitan N. Y. area
during the last six months, for ex-
ample, jumped 39%, so that the
new rates make for an actual de-
crease in cost-per-thousand of 21%.
Cost per-thousand decrease in
Washington is 22%; in Cleveland i

it’s 25%, and in Chicago 17%.
j

As usual when new rates go into
effect, orders accepted prior to the
effective date are to be protected

,

for six months after that date. On i

WNBT, WNBK and WNBQ, how-

1

ever, commitments made for soots i

and station breaks in Class A time
will be protected at current rates
and discounts for three months
only.

TV FILM SHOW

National film organization, headquar-
ters In New York City, needs top-
notch salesmen for Its TV department
In various territories. A rare oppor-
tunity for the right men. Offering a
drawing account plus additional earn-
ings based on performance to aggres-
sive salesmen in. their 30's accus-
tomed to earning In excess of $10,000
a year. Men with following in radio
or TV field and with college education
preferred. Send resume for appoint-
ment when In town.

Box V-527, Variety

154 W. 46th St., New York 19

,4ITH ST., EAST (Bet. 2d ;J> 3d Aves.)
EXQUISITELY FURNISHED

APARTMENT
2

- rooms, kitchenette on parlor floor.
Newly decorated; antique furniture;
Oriental rugs; new curtains, slip cov-
ers. $150 month on lease thru Oct. '|j,

. MRS. MABEL DETMOLD
230 E, 42th St., N. Y., ELdorado 5-1927

BETTY REILLY
THE IRISH SENORITA

Recently Concluded Successful Engagements

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago

and

EL RANCHO VEGAS HOTEL,

Las Vegas
Management: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Call

MR. BALLANTINE

Call

MR. NORTH for

BALLANTINE
PLaza'-7-3445
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Tele Reviews
9 Continued from P»f< 37

chatter lias been of a general na-

ture (name, occupation, etc. of in-

terviewee) which is of interest

largely to person being inters

viewed and his friends only. Per-

haps a wider range could be de-

veloped by discussing some specific

topic, even if it's only “Do you
think the City Hall pigeons should

be fed p o p c o r n or shredded
wheat?"
Camera catches some good back-

ground effects ranging from a shot
of the Yale Art Museum to pass-

ing busses.
Program is participating in that

Gillmor Motor Co. (Dodge) foots

the bill Mondays, while Drazen
Lumber Co. (Hotpoint Dealer)
takes over on i Wednesdays. Com-
mercials ring in best possible vis-

ual angles on a Dodge car and a
Hotpoint stove respectively:

Bone. .

SPELL IT PLEASE
With . Dr, Harry Hagen, emcee
Producer-directors: Lee Hall], Dave
V Harris •.

30 Mins.; Mon.; 8:00 p.m,
Sustaining
WNIIC-TV, New Haven ~

j

Dr. Harry Hagen, who has been
j

around the airwaves for some time
rTrue or False"), has^come up
with a new format that 'shows in-
teresting possibilities. It’s a spell-

ing bee setup, but instead of the
standard routine of contestants
spelling words back and forth in-
dividually, a number of angles
pointed definitely for video make
it an off-the-beateh-path prbgrarti.

Contests are between two three-
member teams (on program
caught, three femmes from a phys-
ical culture college faced three
males from the local pro baseball
team), with one of each team ap-
pearing simultaneously at black-
boards. Camera first pans to a
picture of a motorcycle cop, then
contestants are given relative
words (summons, precinct, etc.) to
spell. First 'one to scribble correct
spelling gets five points for his
team, thus introducing the time
element* as well as accuracy. (Ses-
sion ended in a tie at 35-all, with
both teams getting prizes.)
For change of pace, George

Palmer at the organ comes in with
various tunes, and selected words
then shift to musical significance.
Another visual angle is injected
when emcee holds up for tele view-
ers, but not for contestants, cards
With words spelled backwards,
then tells teams to go to it. Results
here are usually good for laughs.

Hagen, in professorial garb,
swings through the stanza easily
and keeps action moving steadily.

Bone,

a 100 BREWERY SEEKS

MRS.’ VIA KSD-TV SHOW
St. Louis, July 25.

The St. Lpuis Post-Dispatch’s tel-

vision station, KSD-TV, Is being
used for the first time to select a

“Mrs. St. Louis" to represent this

burg in a “Mrs. America" contest

to be held in Asbury Park, N., J.

The Hyde Park Breweries Assn,,

through McCann-Erickson, Chicago,

is bankrolling the local contest that

runs for 13 weeks and the winner
of the local contest will cop, among
a flock of prizes donated by mer-
chants, a 1950 model automobile.
Four Contestants, who send their

name, photo and thumbnail sketch
of. themselves to the station, are in-

vited for an interview before the
Cameras .each Friday night. On the
12th Week the semi-finals will be
held and th following week “Mrs.
St. Louis'’ will be chosen. Entry
blanks are printed in all the local
dailies, in addition to being dis-
tributed over the entire city.

World Series
Continued from page 1

Continued from page 31

and carries its games on time in
the West Coast, beginning in the
mornings, while Mutual delays all

games over the Don Lee network to
begin in the afternoon. Thus, said
Liberty, “Mutual takes the air with
a game about the time Liberty is

finishing."

Regarding the complaint of Roy
Hofheinz, owner of KTHT, Hous-
ton, that the incidental background
noise and sound effects in the re-

created games are not identified
as recordings, Liberty contended
that the FCC rules do not require
that the use of mechanical repro-
ductions be identified and that
there is no violation^.

Although there is no specific

rule requiring a recreated sports
event to be announced as such, said
Liberty, it identifies all recreated
games at the beginning and conclu-
sion in the same way that Mutual
identifies its transcribed baseball
games.

five Notre Dame Jiome football

games which DuMo"nt will televise

this fall. ND rights reportedly
went for $180,000 to .$200,000, top-
ping a bid of $150,000 entered by
the NBC network, which was go-
ing ahead with no sponsor in mind.

Similar situation did not occur
j

last year. Gillette in 1949 paid
1

$225,000 for the video rights and,
since Mutual has no TV network in

operation, made the Series avail-

able on a pool basis to all stations

wanting to carry the games. Un-
der that setup, the stations were

j

not paid time costs. This year,
i

however, DuMont is reported will-

ing to pay the station charges as

further ammunition in its bidding.
Gillette also bankrolled TV cov-

erage of the All-Star baseball game !

earlier this month, which was car-

ried exclusively by NBC stations.

NBC is reported willing to help
share the cost for rights to the
Series with tile razor outfit but is

not expected to back any bid above
the $510,000 now offered. DuMont,
in addition,, is reported not averse i

! to letting Gillette come in on a co-

j

sponsorship basis with Chevvy, so

long as it has the games on an ex-
clusive deal for its network.

Other networks and indie sta-

tions, meanwhile, regard the bid-

ding as out of all proportion to the
true value of the Series at this

stage of video’s development. They
are' afraid the talent and labor
guilds might use the figures as a

bulkWark in seeking higher pay for
their members and claim TV can-
not yet afford this.

DuMont network added hew improvements to its teletranscription
(kinescope recording) process this week and also initiated three new
developments in Us playback equipment designed to improve film and
kinescope projection quality. For the kines, the web has adopted a
process of printing magnetic sound optically on film prints, which it

claims will achieve 16m sound quality comparable to the 35m sound of
the top film theatres.

For its projection equipment, which has been installed in WABD, its

key N. Y. station, the web lias modified the video amplifier to correct
gray scale deficiencies and has developed a' chain of film light. filters,

said to sharpen ,the filftl image considerably. Web also has modified
the inconoscope caih^ra equipment used for TV film projection to mini-
mize flarfiig at thevedges of the picture tube.

N. Y. Daily News* WPIX this week ordered $160,000 worth of new
equipment for its new transmitter site atop the Empire State building,
N. Y. Construction of the transmitter will start Sept, 1 ; with the station

slated to begin operation from the new location early in December.
Facilities and space for color TV are provided, in case the FCC decides
in favor of color. /-

. *

WPIX plans to maintain intact its present transmitter atop the News
building for auxiliary purposes, in case of a breakdown at any time^liF
the new equipment. Station will be one of five in the metropolitan
N.Y. area to broadcast from the Empire State; with only WATV arid

WOR-TV continuing to transmit from their sites in New Jersey.

United Artists Television will handle national syndication of Harry
Wismer’s “Telesports Digest." Deal was concluded recently between
Wallace Orr, president of Tel Ra productions, which produces the half-
hour show, and UA video director John Mitchell. Show has been placed
commercially in eight cities.

UA also announced, sales of three more shows to various sponsors on
a local level. The 15-minute weekly “Women in the News" has been
placed in six markets. “Top Views in Sports," a 15-minute weekly
sports stint, has been placed in five cities, and “John Kieran’s Kaleido-
scope," another 15-minute spot, goes into four new spots.

New York University’s Summer Workshop, now in its 15th year, is

Strongly stressing television this year, having added instruction in TV
studio practice, TV film editing, TV writing. Close tieup with Daily
News’ WPIX has been of great utility to Washington Square authori-
ties, Guest lecturers this summer were also assigned a television
emphasis. They include William Ackerman of CBS; William Fine*
shriber of Mutual; Walter Craig of Benton & Bowles; Dr. Ernest
Dichter, the advertising psychologist; Leon Goldstein of WMCA and
Charles Seipmann, former BBC official, now an NYU prof. Robert J

j

Landry continues as Director of the Workshop, his eighth year.

Beer Barons
Continued from page 31

NBC-TV’s “Ford Star Revue,"
although lining up a better talent
array than is generally being offer-
ed in these high-temperature low-
budget days on tele, still fails to
hit the bigtime. On Thursday (20)

emcee-star Jack Haley was abetted
by Mary Healy and Peter Lind
Hayes. The trio did a fairly ap-
pealing "Irish burlesque of the
Goldbergs and combined for a take-
off on a vaudeville threesome, but
never really reached the coriiedie
heights. As a duo, Hayes and his
partner-wife did a disk jockey
blues routine, in which they got
off soriie hep imitations of Ethel
Merman, Ray Mid lleton. Jack
Smith and Lena Horne. They also
did a harassed picnickers sketch,
with the usual poison ivy, etc.

Hal LeRoy scored neatly with his
polished tapping, also doing his
slick softshofe and 'seated tap num-
bers. Los Gatos trio pleased
with acrobatics set to a swing iriusi-

cal background in which their trick
mounts and jitterbug movements
demonstrated skill rather than
masochistic contortions. The Ted
Adolphus dancers were handi-
capped by choregraphic cliches in
“Waltz of Springtime," which was
incompletely realized and showed
evidence of cramped quarters,
Mello-Larks group, (three men and
a gal) were pleasant in the vocals.

Commercial by Dr. Roy K. Mar-
shall/in which the astronomer (who
incidentally has his own airer on
NBC-TV) gave the gab a scientific
angling, was topflight.

position for, on the one hand, he
needs the local beer baron’s busi-

ness, but he also can’t afford to

brush off the bigtime network
shows.

That’s one reason why the sta-

tions are more and more amenable
to co-op sponsorship deals, it’s one
way to keep faith with the local,

sponsor and tag along on ambitious
network programming. As an il-

lustration, no sooner had DuMont
revealed to its affiliates that it had
grabbed off the Saturday night
Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,

events than the beer boys around
the country moved to tie in on a

local sponsorship basis. (However,
DuMont is undecided as yet what
sales policy it will pursue on the

Garden events).

Continued from page 34

TeleJRex Musical Pix
Having reached an agreement

with the American Federation of
Musicians, Tele-Rex Cd. has final-
ized plans for a series of short mu-
sical pix to be lensed in Gotham
and Hollywood. Outfit will distrib-
ute 3V2 to Ave-niinute Vidpix.

Elliott Daxe is exes veepee of
the firm.

panel of judges selecting the win-
ners. These then appear in a full-

length TV play. Name actor or
actress is to appear opposite the
semi-finalists in the 15-minute
skits and then double into the play

for the finale. It’s the final play

which Barrington thinks can be
taken on the road as a touring
unit, with another actor replacing

the star, if the latter has pridr

commitments. Winners in addition

are to receive film or legit con-
tracts.

For the advertiser tieins, the

talent , must obtain entry blanks
from the retailers, and audiences
attending the semi-final auditions

must obtain admission tickets the

same way. TV audience, in addi-

tion, must get voting blanks from
a local dealer or retailer to vote
for the best supporting perform-
ance in the semi-finals. Barring-
ton has a production crew all set

to go with the series.

As another new idea, the pack-
ager plans to have the finalists give

two audition performances of the
full-length play before a live audi-

ence prior to the broadcast. In

that way/ they can get their roles

down pat and io minimize the
number of camera rehearsal hours
necessary/

Continued from page 1

web bosses have overnight condi-
tioned themselves to the new turn
of events—on the eve of “radio’s

second chance" for survival.

They know now—and the word’s
been passed around in well-placed
quarters in Washington— that TV
is the price that will be exacted
from broadcasters in the Communi-
cations picture in the step-up of
military needs. Korea and the
Communist threat, they’ve been
Warned, are not something of im-
mediate months, but probably years
in range. They’ve been tipped off

to the approaching tight controls
facing the TV industry, which will

put circulation and audiences at a
static figure for a long time to come.
And they’re practically reconciled
to the fact that, as video is thrown
for a succession of losses,, the al-

most incredible situation of major
TV networks being sold out will

be of short duration. Without the
circulation the advertisers won’t
stick. And they’re equally cogni-
zant of the fact that radio will be
the beneficiary.

Radio broadcasters are no longer
alarmed over those long sustain-
ing stretches.. They're beginning
to change their tune about under-
cutting on sale of program and
time.

Although they’ve already made
some concessions on rates in the
face of pressures from advertisers
(such as NBC and CBS slashing
Sunday afternoon rates, as detailed
in this week’s Radio Section),
they’ve alerted '’themselves to the
upcoming military-inspired shifts.

It accounts for the fact that the
networks have thrown down the
gauntlet to the Association of
National Advertisers (representing
$75,000,000 in network radio bill-

ings) by refusing to accede to their
demands for reduction in night-
time rates. They know, now, that
the advertisers will need them in

coming months/
The broadcasters readily con-

cede that the playing of two horses
(AM and TV) in the spectrum
midstream at the same time has
done incalculable harm to radio:
They concede, too, that they’ve
learned their lesson. That’s why
they’re not too particularly alarmed
over the reports circulating from
the Pentagon that the whole TV
allocations picture may be ar-

rested by the military taking over
the ultra high frequencies, or that
the color television will be put in
abeyance for . the duration, despite
the probability of the Federal Com-
munication Commission giving the
okay On tint video before the sum-
mer is out. It’s practically a cer-
tainty that mariufacturers won’t be
turning out color sets when the
Government’s electronic boys start

handing down cease-and-desist
orders.

Growing importance of television in the spot broadcasting picture If

pointed up by the expansion of Edward Petry Co.’s video division.

I Thomas H. Dawson, eastern sales manager of CBS’ Radio Sales, hag
been appointed director of the station rep’s TV division arid Keit)

fi

Kiggins, who assumed that post last August, has been upped to assist
ant to the president to work on both AM and TV.

Tele personnel was also expanded with the naming of Robert 1
Hutton, Jr>, for 15 years with NBC and ABC sales promotion, as
vision promotion manager.

Scripter Doug Johnson, of Chicago, is believed to have hit some kind
of a record for television network writing and idea credits. Freelancei
is currently getting credit lines on four hours of NBC programming
originating in Chicago. He’s writing the full script for the hour-long
Saturday night “Hawkins Falls” stanza and drafts the sketch ideas for
the unscripted Thursday night “Studs Place" and the cross-the^boari

1 half-hour “Ransom Sheririan" show.

Cedric Adams is handling his two WCCO, Minneapolis, daily pro-
grams and his CBS-TV “Prize Performance" chores with an assist from
Northwest Airlines. Gabber flies from Minneapolis on Monday morn-
ings, arriving in Gotham in time to do the WCCO 2:30 p.m. (EDT) show,
tackle his network tele airer and wind up the day with his midnight
(EDT) WCCO newscast. Tuesday morning he flies back, arriving 15

j

minutes before airtime to do the afternoon ne\vs show from a mobile
unit in the airport lounge.

David M. Holtzmann, attorney for dancer-choreographer Anton Dolin,
has served notice on Ballet Theatre not to credit Dolin for chore-

i
ography in its video version of “Giselle." Ballet Theatre had Dolin’s

!
name on the screen for the NBC-TV version of the dance-drama Sunday
(16).

|

When Dolin, who has been dancing in England with Alici/i Markova
’since the first of the year, left Ballet Theatre in 1946, it was agreed
that the group could use his “Giselle" provided the credit was given*,.
However, his attorney feels the choreography on the tele version was1 ®

not Dolin’s, was inferior and therefore hurt his client's rcputslifML.

Substitution of the First Piano Quartet for the Ilona Massey adven-
ture series, “Top Secret," in NBC’s 10:30 p.m. slot Monday (24) re-
sulted in the cancellation of “Diagnosis Homicide," mystery show re-
volving around the experiences of a pathologist in solving murder
cases.

Plans originally called for “Homicide" to replace “Cloak and /Dag-
ger" Sundays at 4 p.m. Latter was to have moved into “Top Secret’s"
Monday night spot, but now remains unchanged. “Secret" recently
was switched into the 9:30 p.m. Sunday segment following withdrawal
of the Coast-originated “My Mother’s Husband.”
For the time being, at least, “Homicide’.’ will be dropped. Based

on Laurence Blochman’s Collier’s mag stories, the script was adapted
by Ernest Kinoy. Wade Arnold arid Jack Kuney were to have shared
producer and director credit, respectively.

Street & Smith has launched a special spot rhdio campaign for the
August arid September issues of Charm, Mademoiselle and Living for
Young Homemakers, via the Peck agency. Unusual angle is that the ^
publisher is buying newspaper display space on radio pages to plug its*

minute transcriptions, *

Twenty-six stations in seven key market areas are being used,
;
with

the commercials in the form of a weather forecast jingle with live
fill-ins.

< ... . —r .

j
WNBC, N. Y., is propping a group of courtesy announcements using

the voices of New Yorkers with unusual names. Doing the plugs are
!
individuals with monikers such as: Gilbert arid Sullivan; Stanley arid
Livingston; Morning, Noonan, Knight; Hook, Line arid Sinker; Plato;
Cicero and Solomon; Romeo and Juliet; Barnum and Bailey; Hatfield
and McCoy, etc.

It’s part of the station’s “integrate into the community" pitch.

New regional sponsors for the Frederic W. Ziv : transcriber, “The
Cisco Kid," include Farm Crest Bakeries of Detroit arid Ballentine
Packing Co.
Farm Crest has K ght the stanza for one yAar in Toledo, Columbus,

Lima, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Flint and Saginaw. Ballentine Packing will
use the series in Columbia, Florence and Greenville, S. C*
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In 9 move to get ahead of pro-
. ,

duction costs, RCA Victor is boost- McGoritllck Etches 2 More
ing the price schedule on its 45 nsah With Tlarron
rpm pop line from 65c to 75c, plus ^aD &iaes ™ lin AW run
tax: Hike of 10c will bring Vic- Chicago, July 25.

tor’s pop disks in-line with other

45 rpm manufacturers and will es-

tablish an even-price level for the

78 rpm • shellacs arid the .slow-

speed platters. Price rise will af-

fect only the pop line, with the
_

longhair Red Seal disks remaining
;

Lonesome Tonight?” in which spin-

al: the current 95c level.

Victor execs declared that the

boost was necessitated by the high
{

cost of materials, a factor which
j

has prevented the diskery from
(

^^rrning a fair profit since the

;

new-type disks were launched over
'

a year ago. .
Company spokesmen CL* J* *

'

emphasized that the price hike was
J

Nhlflnlflf 111

riot predicated on the prospect of
: _ ;

higher production costs in light of ; Hollywood, July 25.

the international Situation. I

^Songwriters Protective Associ-

John McCormick, WENR disk

jockey, has recorded two addition-

al sides with Blue Barron orch for

M-G-M.
.

••
.

v .'

Repeat etching is on strength of

McCormick’s waxing of ‘'Are You

j.iier does the patter to Barron ac-

companiment.

Victor execs also asserted that atio"- in first Coast get-together in
,, • r ... nm m . n/v/1 %vt i\ K amcvU i-*\

Best British Sheet Sellers
r

(Week Ending July 15)
London, July 19.

My Foolish Heart . ......

.

Sun
Bewitched . , . . . ... ... .Sterling
Dearie . . . > Connelly
Piano Roll Blues Leeds
Oh, YOu Sweet One. .Southern
Let’s Do It Again ... Lennox
Cornfields Arcadia
C’est Si Bon ....... .Maurice
Jealous Heart. . .

.

New World
Daddy’s Little Girl. , ... Yale.
Two on a Tandem . . . .

.

Merrin
Quicksilver ... . . . . . . .

.

Morris

Second 12
If I Loved You .

.

.

.

Williamson
Load of Hay . ... . . . ,

.

Fields
Chattanoogie Boy; ... ... Pic
Me and Shadow . F. D. & H.
Your Heart, My Heart . Wright
Down in Glen . . . . . Wright
Night Floor Fell In. .Southern
Sunshine Cake . . , . ; . . Victoria
Enjoy Yourself . ... . .

.

Moi-ris
End of Rainbow . ; . .

.

Cox
Silver Dollar : . . . . . .

.

Merrin
Candy & Cake . ...

.

. Dash

the price revision was entirely in-

dependent of the recent move by
Decca in the 45 rpm field. “We

many years, tossed membership
banquet at Beverly Hills hotel with
'prexy Sigmund Romberg chairing.

its price schedule for its 45 rpm !

secretaij

line, Which is slated to go On the I

heard; report on what

nmSc no comrivitnrents whatsoever
|

Present from Newark were Abel

to Decca ” a Victor exec said !

Baer
*

treasurer; John' Schulman,

DeCca. meantime, has not disclosed i

counsel, and .Miriam. Steam, exec
secretary. Some 240 members

' gaijris SPA
market late in August It’s expect-

j

m^e fn fast year,dm^g whi^
ed, however, that Decca will con- ou^ a^er ^ fi.8ht,^ suc-

forrii to its past policy of maintain- i

cecded in establishing contracts

ing a one-price level Of 75c for all i

most pubberies.
.

types of pop disks. Other 45 rpm !
About 90 percent of publishers,

disk labels, including tho.se of /including all prominent , ones, are
Capitol, London and M-G-M, have

|

now pacted
.
by SPA. Schulman

been going at 75c. ! emphasized that under new pact,

Price rise will give Victor ap- 1

;

^f^ers get minimum advance of

proximately 5c more per disk, with
•

^250 per tune and that publisher is

the other nickel being split be-

;

hound to release printed copies or

tween the distrib arid the retailer,
j

secure a record within a year. - In

Many retail outlets, however, have
j

^vent publisher fails to s% market
been tabbing the Victor 45: rpm
disks at 75c from the start and now

|

will have to absorb the higher dis-
j

trib charge. Cost of packaging ai-

a tune within 12 months, tune-
smith can reclaim it without re-
funding the advance. Most Coast
members hadn’t heard this before.
Schulman also asked members to

report when publishers are de-
linquent in royalty payments,
stressing SPA could do nothing un-
less instances are reported. Coast
rep L. Wolfe Gilbert reported 97%
of Coast members are paid up in

. tj-ws-j,.-. ^-^K^ues, which range from a top of
sic Publishers Holdin* Corp., foi

s $50 annually for ASCAP AA mem-
bers down to $5 yearly for low-

bums will remain as before, with
the price of the sets only being

^T^jsed by the additional 10c for

each disk. r
'

New. price schedule throws the

recent agreement between Victor

and Herman Starr, head of the Mu-

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By HERM SCHOENFELD

a lM>c statutory royalty! rate on the

45 rpm disks, into discard. With
the lVzc rate based on the 65c
price, new price level will mean
the general application of 2c roy-

alty fate per side on Victor’s pop
disks. The IV2C rate, however, will

be in effect for each number ori

long-playing disks selling for $2.85

or under. For tunes on higher-
priced L-P disks, the 2c rate ob-

tains.

FROM ‘AT

rated songsmiths.

9 SUNS FORM PUB FIRM
Three Suns ^— Al and Morty

Nevins plus Artie. Dunm—have
formed Majestic Music as their
own publishing outfit.

;

New firm will handle tunes which
the Suns have either discovered or
written,

Vienna, July 18.

Despite a drastic change in the
distribution system, the share that
the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers
will get of the Austrian Society
of Authors, Composers and Music
Publishers (AKM ) revenue for
1949 remains the same. U. S. par-
ticipants will get 175,000 schillings

($6,000 ). Unfreezing should take
sometime.
For the first time since the war

ended, foreign music became equal
in standing with regard to the
yalue of each point on obligatory
programs. American participation
was 10%, with the most popular
numbers being “Slow Boat,”
“Riders m Sky,” “Lamplighter,”
“Civilization,” “Manana” and “Too
Fat POlka.”

Prior to 1948, there had been no
discrimination made as to the
origin of revenue, but now there
are subdivisions as to bars, dance
halls, concerts, wind-instrument
bands, etc.

With night life virtually at a
standstill in larger cities,

.
bars

yielded only $3,000, while similar
spots in the provinces yielded
many times this amount to AKM.

Emil Oswald, AKM general man-
ager, who devised the new distrib
setup, said that a return to the
old system would deprive many of
their faif portion of revenue; But
it appears likely that something
will have to he done to prevent
coming to a standstill.

Fran Warren: “I Love The Guy”-
Let’s Make Love” (Victor). “Love
The Guy” is a cute pop which
might catch on big. Miss Warren
bounces the lyric with an easy
control that makes this one of her
more attractive sides. Backing is

a change-of-pace slow ballad also
packing hefty jock potential on the
strength of Miss Warren’s feeling
rendition. Henry Rene’s back-
grounds are excellent.

Les Brown Orchv “Easy To
Lover’-“I Could Write A Book”
(Columbia). Two solid instru-
mentals of fine standards by one
of the sharpest bands in the busi-
ness. Brown’s orch takgs off on
these Cole Porter arid Rodgers &
Hart numbers with fine modern
swing arrangements, having color,

balance and contrast. Jocks can
give these sides plenty of spins.

Jo Stafford: “Goodnight Irene*’-

“Our Very Own” (Capitol). Started
by Gordon Jenkins cut, “Irene” is

running wild on wax. Miss Staf-
ford’s entry is a bit late but among
the most listenable because Of its

simple approach. Perhaps current
interest in “Irene” will awaken
some attention in the original ver-
sion of this number by Leadbelly
in a reissue

. by Atlantic Records.
Leadbeily’s rendition lacks com-
mercial polish but the authentic
folk spirit is felt most strongly.
For a rousing barroom clambake,
Cliff Steward arid the San Fran-
cisco Boys hash it up powerfully
on the Coral label. Reverse Of the
Capitol disk has. Miss Stafford giv-
ing a fine vocal on the Coral label,

Reverse of the Capitol disk has
Miss Stafford giving a fine vocal
on the Goldwyn pic theme, “Our
Very Owri,” a vocal trio under
Harold Mooney assisting,

Bob Crosby Orch: “The Dixie-
land Band”-“Between The Devil
and The Deep Blue Sea”; “Come
Back, Sweet Papa” - “Dixieland
Shuffle” (Coral), Crosby’s crew
has been pumping out some of the
top sounds in the dixie format and
these four sides rank among this
crew’s best. In the hot vein, the
band’s workover of “Deep Blue
Sea” is standout with superlative
instrumental riffs on top of the
driving tempo on all sides. Crosby
neatly handles the vocal on “Dixie-
land Band,”
The Modernaires: “Dig-Dig-Dig

Dig For Your Dinner’V’Bidin’ My
iTime” (Columbia). “Dig” furnishes
the type of special material which
the Moderriaires need to register
on disks. Behind Les Brown’s orch,
the vocal quintet drives home the
clever lyric with pace and stylistic

class. Reverse is along more con-
ventional lines on a promising
item. Dick. Jones orch accomps on
this side.

Kathy March: “Mother Used To

on
Week of July 22

While Paramount is dickering

with film producer Fred Finkle-

hoffe over possibility of taking
oyer distribution of latter’s indie

production of “At . War with the

Army,” the distrib’s publishing sub-

sidiary, Paramount Music Co., has
already gone ahead and bought the
special film score for the pic, which
stars Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis;

Film adaptation of the Broadway
legit comedy features three tunes
written by Mack David and Jerry
Livingston. Original legit produc-
tion had no music. Songs are
“You and Your Beautiful Eyes,”
“Tonda Wanda Hoy” and “The
Navy : Gets the Gravy But the Arnly

trie Beans.”

1. MONA LISA (3) (Paramount).

2. BEWITCHED (12) (Chappell)

1 * • •• it i • i
j
King Cole Trio

‘

) Victor Young ...

j Gordon Jenkins <

,

3. I WANNA BE LOVED (9) (Supreme)

4. HOOP-PEE-DOO (10) (Morris)

5. MY FOOLISH HEART (15) (Santly-Joy)

6. THIRD MAN THEME (17) (Chappell) . .

.

7. TZENA, TZENA, TZENA (2) (Cromwell)"
.4

8. I DON’T CARE IF THE SUN DON’T SHINE (5) (Famous)

.

9. BONAPARTE’S RETREAT (1) (Acuff-Rose)

10. SAM’S SONG (1) (Sam Weiss) ...

» » « i * i « .t

Snyder ... . . . ... .

( Andrews Si$-Jenkins

.

’ I Billy Eckstine . ......

J
Perry. Como

.

’

|
Kay Starr . .

.

( Gordon Jenkins .

* 1

} Billy Eckstine

( Anton Karas . . ... .

* 1

1 Guy Lombardo . ., v .

( J.enkins-Weavers
’

'

] Mitch Miller : . , ....

> . . Pqtti Page . . . . . . . ..

Kay Starr ......

Joe “Fingers” Carr

.Capitol
Decca

. . Decca
, Tower

. . Decca
.M-G-M'

: . Victor
. Capitol

Decca
.M-G-M

. . London
. . . Decca
. . . Decca
.Columbia

^;J4Gr-cu^y-~

; , Capitol

... Capitol.

Group of leading European elec-

tric organists, led by Portugal ra-

dio stai^Luiz Quintella, has invited

Ethel Smith to confer with them
in Paris following her upcoming
stand at the London Palladium.
Overseas organists are interested

in„ forming an international asso-

ciation, with Miss. Srivith as its head
and also hope to exchange tech-

niques and styles.

Miss Smith, who sails from New
York Saturday (29), is booked to

finger the organ for a two-week
stretch at the Palladium, starting

Aug. 7. Prior to sailing, She com-
pleted three “Voice of America”
broadcasts for the State Dept.

During World War 11 she partici-

pated in “VA” broadcasts to Latin

countries of South America and
Europe.

Second Group

SENTIMENTAL ME (15) (Knickerbocker)

ROSES (6) (Hill-Range)

IT ISN’T FAIR (16) (Words-Miisic) . . . . .

NOLA (Sam Fox) ...

VAtxABOND SHOES (Jefferson)

GOODNIGHT IRENE (Cromwell)

* « « i

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER (Church)

I DIDN’T SLIP, I WASN'T PUSHED, I FELL (Remick) .

.

COUNT EVER* STAR (Paxton) ...

.

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE (Jefferson)

LA VIE EN ROSE (Harms)

RAIN (Miller)

WANDERIN’ (Republic)

I’M GONNA PAPER ALL MY WALLS (Goday) . . .

STARS ARE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN (Pickwick) , .

.

)
Ames Bros. .

) Russ Morgan ..

Sammy Kaye
Sammy Kaye ...

Les Paul

Vic Damon e . . ..

Jenkins-Weavers

: J
Frankie Lame . .

’ ’ ”
‘

]
Ralph Flanagan ...

Doris Day . ... .. . . .

c
,

Hugo Winterhalter

Frank Sinatra'. , , .

.

, « i • • • * » t

« * i

./ i f i i , i I i M • • 4 • i • • • 4 i • • • i • • (

• • • i

.

.

Coral
... Decca

, . Victor

...Victor

.Capitol

.Mercury

. . . Decca
. Mercury
. .. . Victor

.Columbia

. . . .Victor

. Columbia
'

.VictorTony Martin. . /.

Frank Petty Trio. . .... . .M-G-M
Sammy Kaye . . . . ...

.
, . . Victor

Patti Page . . . . . . . .

.

.Wlercu/ry

Ames Bros. , . .. . . . , . .Coral

IFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks souq has been in the Top 10J

H 4 I M 4 H M M 4 44 4 M I M

Tell Me’^“Alibi” (Abbey), “Moth-
er” is a clever number, with slight
indigo innuendos, that scores big.

Miss March sends it with a cute-
type of rendition behind Jerry
Shard’s orch hot background. Solid
juke fare. Flipover is also well
done but lacks the sparkle of
“Mother.” :

Cece Blake: “Copycat”-”Would

.

You Like To Go To
.
A Party”

(Riviera). “Copycat” has an arrest-

ing idea for a novelty pop. Miss
Blake, Vaughn Monroe’s vocalist,

neatly haridles the lyric against a
trailing echo that pqirits up the
copycat motif. Bottom deck is an-
other bright number but spoiled by
the Opening talk passage; Don
Costa’s orch accomps.

Ray McKinley Orch: “Rockabye
The Boogie” - “Boogie Woogie
Washerwoman” (Victor). Two fine

sides, one new and the other a
revival. “Rockabye” is well-ex-
ecuted instrumentally, but boogie
numbers peed strong lyrics to
carry them over the counters, arid

ibis side lacks that essential, The
lyric, of course, was the chief factor
accounting for the click of the
reverse some -years ago.

Frank %inafra: “G 0 o d n i g h t>

Irene”-“My Blue Heaven” (Colum-
bia). Another entry in the “Irene”
sweepstakes Sinatra, in good voice,

handles the lyric smoothly behind
a chorus and orch Under Mitch
Miller’s direction. Side fades ex-
cellently, making it one of the top
versions. On the flipover, Sinatra
beats out a standard in a rhythm
style that sets him at his old-time
best, George SiravO orch accomps.

Platter Pointers
One of Decca’s reissues of jazz

classics, the long-play set of dixie-
land jazz by the Dorsey Bros.’ or-
chestra of 1934-35 contains some
of the best music made during that
fruitful era Returning to an
earlier period, Morton Gould has
compiled an L-P set for Columbia,

1

“Hits of the Golden Twenties,” in
which the great standards of that
day are reprised. Gould’s Sym-
phonic style, however, is too bland
for the music ... Dave Brubcck
Trio has cut additional distinctive
rhythm instrumental sides for
Fantasy Records, notably “Septem-
ber Song” . , . Claude Thornhill’s
orch has a neat cut of “Sweet and
Lovely,” Russ McIntyre vocalling
(Victor) . . . On the same label,
Phil Regan sweetly tenors “Three
Little Words” . , . Cathy Mastice
has a good cut of “Dream A Little

Dream of Me” (Admiral) . . , On
the Hawaiian kick, Jerry Byrd
twangs out “I Regret To Say
Aloha” in okay style for Mercury,
Danny Kuaana and His Islanders
backing up , , > Sister Rosetta
Tharpe is tops, as usual, on “I
Heard My Mother Call My Name”
(Decca) . . . Harry James’s trumpet
virtuosity gets plenty of room in,
Percy Faith’s number, “Brazilian
Sleigh Bells” (Columbia) . . .

Marion Morgan’s cut of “Teasin’”
is late but good (Decca) . . . Dotty
Myles and Vin Parlay Ensemble
solidly punch across “You Cari't
Fool Around With Love” . .

Lawrence Cook dishes up some
piano roll music in “Let A Smile
Be Your Umbrella” and “Red Hot
Mama” for Abbey Records .

Apropos the international situa-
tion, Tex Ritter has come up with
“The Fiery Bear,” a blast against
Russia that doesn’t amount to
much musically (Capitol),

Richard Hayes’ version of “Iron
Horse” for Mercury: is suitably
dramatic . . . Patti Page's cut of
“Roses Remind Me Of You”, rates-
-atterttoflr

-"" "

Standout folk, western, religious,
polka, jazz, ehc.: Redd Stewart,
“Gotta Get Back To Dixie” (King)

. Eddie Condon Orch, “Yellow
Dog Blues’’ (Decca) . . Gene Autry-
Bert Dodson, “Silver-Haired Dad-
dy” (Columbia) , . . Cl iffie Stone,
“Westphalia Waltz” (Capitol) . . .

Smokey Rogers, “Nine-Tenths Of
The Tennessee River” ( Coral)

.

Earl Bostic, “Seven Steps” (King)
• Walter Brown, “Slow Down,
Baby” (Capitol) . . . Zeb Turner,
“Hard-Hearted You And Chicken-
Hearted Me” (King).

Replace Akron Dancery
Destroyed by Fire

Akron, July 25.
The 30-year-old Summit Beach

Park dancehall, destroyed by fire
July 15, with loss estimated at
$112,000, will be replaced by a
large picnic pavilion with dance
space at one end.
The burned structure, a wood

and stucco one-story building, 400x
250 feet, was one of the largest
dance floors in the midwest. Cause
of the blaze was undetermined.
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STANDARDS SOARING

M the mid-season marker* buy- 4*

* rV are chalking, up good but not

v.i»i ii cion t grosses for* the flock of

bands o n 1 ou r this surhmer. Al-

lbough business is ahead of last

\ ear., I he bookers generally con-

ctive Hole at

f i\ i , Recording companies —7 . major
e s uaugnter and minor—-are digging further

>a[c Willi Pfanaflan andsfyr^h^r iili0 music publishers;
»alo IV 1(11 1 laildgall standard catalogs for current re-

Flanagan’s orch has cordings. A spot check by Variety

tacK ui nousto
Houston, July 25.

Hollywood, July 25.

Capitor Records is currently pre-

paring for a wide rcshuff1 e in its

top echelons as an aftermath to the

recent death of Buddy De Sylva,

one of the diskeries’ major stock-

efde Chat the difference has not, rounded oiit its vocalist setup witty shows that in the past two months
warranted the . spring outlook for a the addition last; week Of a new- at least 300 waXings have been
b<’^

6

lg

factors, hive f
me

^’ ”f
P* Miss Zee, to.gh- made of songs generally classified

emerged out of this summer’s pic- ,tr of Allen Zee, stage manager of as standards.

lure which is expected to help lay the Capitol theatre, N. Y., was The willingness and, in most

the groundwork for a more profit- inked during the band’s engage- cases, desire of the -diskeries to

able operation. Firstly, the demand ment theve . Si,e has also signed
^ .t^'T^r

tor fresh bands has been estab- , , ... ,, , : of factors. Probably the major

lished by the consistently good re- management pact with the outfit. factor is what both record and

turns lacked up by the newer ag- Harry Prime continues as male publishing officials term the lack

^legations. Secondly, bookers have vocalist with the Flanagan crew on of good material being written

learned that some of the big naiiie
its current series of one-nighters. today.

bands tend to wear themselves out Prevalence of poor songs cur-

by not properly spacing their re- ; --
i
- -—

—

V.’ - rently being written is boosting the

turn appearances. w t i i « standards in a number' of ways.

Guv Lombardo orch is showing In/al/AlU* 1 Man Firs*’ diskeries^are inclined to back

the way for the other big name JUIKBY h l"lfldll a new song about, which there is

orchs by the string of sock grosses * N doubt with a standard that is sure

he’s been garnering on his, eurient • «* to sell at least enough copies to

tour. Unlike some other top bands t I fourA fA I In U™ break even on the production cost.

Lombardo’s click is ascribed to his 1/FlYB It) UI) DlL Secondly, the record-buying pub-

policy of swinging through the F lie has shown it’s willing to buy

(oiiniry for limited periods arid capi-
; A New , Jerse* disk jockey has

new treatments of _oW favorites

bands tend to wear themselves out
— --- -- Prevalence of “poor” songs cur-

by not properly spacing their re- ; --
i
- -—

—

V.’ - rently being written is boosting the

turn appearances. w t i i « standards in a number' of ways.

Guv Lombardo orch is showing IaaI/AIJ^ I Man Firs*’ diskeries^are inclined to back

the way for the other big name JUIKBY h l"lTldII a new song about, which there is

orchs by the string of sock grosses * N doubt with a standard that is sure

he's been garnering on his, eurient t wf v\« to sell at least enough copies to

tour. Unlike some other top bands t I fourA fA I n Ki*» break even on the production cost.

Lombardo’s click is ascribed to his 1/llYB It) UI) DlL Secondly, the record-buying pub-

policy of swinging through the F lie has shown it’s willing to buy

(oiiniry for limited periods and capi-
• A Npw tp— Hkk iorkev ha* new treatments of old favorites.

lalizing ' on -hi* marquee strength I entoarked on a one-man campaign 'vas
SJ -once' a year; A couple of big ag-

t hypo ;aU phases of the £u.$c the remendpus resurgence Be-
{legations on the road have been )h if^_ r>n each of his Hailv Witched,” for example. Diskeries

.Continued op page 106) morning and afternoon broadcasts and publishers also feel that sfand-

- V -w -v- lover WPAT, Paterson. disk Jockey ards represent, new songs for the

„ _ Dave Miller frequently asks his y°uneer record purchasers, who

Coast AFM Resumes Se or r^y liave heald them

|\i , n ",

J

ia^ *1av® you done lately to
j A-

, h{r<l factor is the unwilling-

Placement Bureau 1 ness of major artists to record poor

m „
, j

bought a phonograph record or-a w ^^1 . Those who under

For War^BoUIld Tooters ggi
dr0PPed 8 "1Ckel

!

their contracts must recqrd a speci-

t. i . i 1 juxeoox.
^ .

fied number of songs over a certain

I

Orchestra leader Hemy .Kipg
ho iders Dave Salley, De Sylva s

! Uon liter suffering a heart attack
'

while directing his orch at the • ?
r,5S?-ii

. Shamrock hotel. He was rushed ^ted?/ gekring for a^ active
and placed Un‘ .role^’tothe faxe^s open,Hon

j~ del an oxygen, tent., . •, i _ , ^ . .

.

I Theron Hertz of the band is in Shakeup of Capitol’s staff hinges

temporary charge. . on the strong likelihood that Shel-

/ .

* !

"
.

|

ley, who will own one of the big-

w* !
gest blocks oi the diskery’s stock,

CL C ^1 ^ I |M will be able to muster enough ad-

.lllAPT iN2)IPQ I 111 |
ditional support to take over the

% DUIvu Vp company’s control. Shelley is ex-
pected to get the backing of John-

CL „1 I ny Mercer, one of the founders of

.Ml^rnlV III Mm Capitol along with De Sylva and
Ulllll pij III uttw

l prexy Glenn Wallichs.

Salec of sheet music conies' rose
Although Capitol came out in

feveai. While the rise
P
may be

Coast AFM Resumes

Placement Bureau

For War-Bound T1 UI TV ai UUUIIU 1 vuiw o into a jukebox
,, , _ i'

,

J
.

. ,
fied number of songs over a certain

Hollywood, July 25.
i Miller s cross-the-board stint is 1 time but who have a choice of

Placement bureau operated by fully sponsored, and the music biz their material are said to prefer to
AFM Local 47 duiing World Wai plugs are strictly freeola. Miller j-ecord a good standard rather than
II has been reactivated as a result specializes in country and western nnnr nPw („np
of the' Korean crisis.- :All 14,800 -.tunes.

• a -pooi new tune,

•

members were notified that any-: , !

Anothet* factor in the diskenes

one planning to enlist should iioti-
j

Willingness to lecoid^ and P}tsh

Aobters ^ cautibus
'

^ in saWng j

ment The fishery, meantime, has

J
t° w ^ Tyfa

i

not yet filled the vacancy resulting
it was not indicative of any tiend. from the exit of Paul Weston from

Orders from dealers stocking for <the musical director’s post to go
September generally come about

. Golumbia Records.
Aug. 15. If current rise in orders i

.

' .

are for fall trade, then they are

]
three weeks early and presage a ! <n Ci 1 ’ C
good season. On the other hand, MMffilCr JlOCK OCOXt

i jobbers point out, the rise may I - . .. «« « L
;
simply be due to a momentary 1

ASSUHICQ DV BlCuO 10
public demand for copies. ° f

Sales were for all types of music
! 9 fAC in p YVlArilTIAIlf

|

and not reflected in big orders for ^ 111 IaA|Iv1 lllldll

.
current hits.

! Contrary to usual procedure, the

ly Local 47’s president’s office and CUW
be aided in getting channelled into

Arn0
.

a
, Y

na-W ^C0UlS
a service orchestra. Stix for Duchess Tunes
During the war, Local 47 work- Arnold Shaw, vice-prexy and

ing hand in glove with enlistment
j
general professional manager of

off ices, enabled hundreds of mem- i Duchess Music, Leeds subsid,
bers—both draftees and volunteers

|

trained from New York Monday
—to get into Army,. Navy and

; (23) on a four-week junket to the

silica hi L-uu.ii.u-y dim wcaici u a poor new tune
S

‘

|
Anothejt* factor in the diskeries’— : willingness to record and push

u ol c« j standards is the fact that publish-
101(1 ohaw feCOUtS ers are beginning to feel that a

Stix for Duchess Tunes 1 sla"dalci rejuvenated is as 'much
i

,
a plug song as a new tune.

Kaye’s 1-Ni

Marine' band units.

.. ... _ 1 tunes wnicn

VARSITY IN DEAL FOR ^ie

0
n
u\ 0

n

LP OPERATICS AT $1.99
j

Varsity. Records, N. Y., will enter major cities,

the operatic field in about a week
with' a series of operas selling for ;

$ 1.99 on LP. Numbers, which will

be put out oh the Royale label,
'

have been recorded by the Rome
Opera House troupe. Releases will

include “The Barber of Seville,”

‘Don Pasquale,” “Lucia cli Lam-
mermoor” and “Carmen.” The op-

e ra tic add i t ion hr ings t h e numbe r "

—

of platters in Royal's $1.99 catalog
^

lo about 40.

At the. same time, the diskery
will also hit the market with syrn- >

ro

-plumie-.-recoi’dings-vsaLling.-0jhL,.33l3__ - a nc

rpm for 99c. Compositions, record- rat-

ed by the Rome opera and radio 1

symphony orch, will be issued on
tire Varsity label. Among the. se-

'

led ions to be distributed are Schu-
bert's “Unfinished Symphony,’’! National

“The Swan Lake Ballet,” a Tehai- Rating
kowsk.v piano concerto and Grieg's
' Piano Concert Ov The fort hconrb

(
.

ing longhair releases will bring the -

number of LP disks in outfit's 99c. . :

wk. wK.

caia log to around 70. «>

Cot Consolidates

Rlues-Race Dept.
Columbia Records will consoli-

;

date its blues and race department ;

into the pop department, following
the resignation last week of Ben
Sicgert, blues and rhythm director.

[

Pop artists and repertoire chief
i

flitch Miller will handle ail blues
jand rhythm recordings. Activity
;

in that department will resume in

!

* couple of weeks. Columbia top- 1

pets felt lack of activity in that
field did hot merit hiring a new.
•man..

,
(23) on a four-week junket to the

; Following his close at the Wal-
;
hinterlands to dig up song material. dorf-Astoria Starlight Roof, N. Y.,

|

Shaw plans to o.o; regional hit Sammy Kaye's band has been
' tunes which usually don’t receive

|
booked solid, except on Sundays,

sufficient national plugging to ’ for a series of one-niter dates
ciack out of the narrow area in from Aug. 3 to Aug. 25, when he

! which they were launched. He’ll goes on location at Virginia Beach,

|
also hit the disk jockeys in the i Va. ..He opens his junket at Hamp-

;

current hits, Contrary to usual procedure, the

j

^— Big Three, the Robbins-Millei>

= 9ft(l>n Rnnf PlannpH ! Feist companies, will split up pub-ZUUU K.OOI riannea
hication o( the score of “Summer

For Robin Hood Dell ! Stock,” the Metro filmusical, be-

Philadelphia, July 25.
|

tween two of the firms. Entire film

|

Robin Hood Dell, longhair sum-
I f«°f«

ls usually assigned to one of

|

mer musical center here for years, p
116

_

11 ce hrmS*

is finally going ahead with plans l
Six-tune score will be divided

: to get a roof over the open-air
j

evenly between Feist and Miller,

j

concert hall to forestall postpone- Feist will handle “Friendly Star,”

! ments because of rainy weather. . “Memory Island” and “Happy H'ar-

Idea has been projected for
,

Miller will take oyer “You
many years but Frederic R. Mann, i

Wonderful You,” “Dig, Dig. Dig/’

!
president of the Dell, commis-

j

a
«?
d Yo{i Feel Like Singing,

sioned local architect Abraham Sing.”

Levy to draw up plans for an alu- Splitting of score is an experi-
minum “umbrella” that could be ment. Big Three toppers feel that
opened or closed according to the

j

two firms can do a better job with
weather. At the same time Mann

j

the score than one. They feel that
has requested the Mayor and City

j

more recordings can be made and
Council for funds to erect the

j

more plugs gotten if each com pany
“roof.” Estimated cost of the eov-

, has only three tunes to work on
Ion Beach, N. II., next week. ering runs upwards of $200,000.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

. Variety -—

—

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based oh reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

a nd showing comparative sales

rating for this and lasfiM'eicT :

.c
'

« |.

tn
. % C.

—I . O ' HH

Weak

Vi

O 3.

QQ . ^

' 3
3 §'
.2' J
1 -

hA_14_
1.1B 10

12 ...

13 - U
14A 13~

14B ./

Title Arid Pub lisher 1 ag

“Third Man Theme” < Chappell). . 3

“Bewitched” (Chappell) . • 5

"‘‘Mona Lisa” ( Paramount) . ; . . >
1 1

~“iT\Vanna Be LovedT’
( Supreme} .

.

'“My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy) . .T"

^Piano Roll Blues” ( Leed s) : .... 8

"^ount Every Star” (Paxton) , . , . . 7

“Ifoop-Dee-Doo” ( Morris) ........ .

^Simple Melody ~(BerlinfT. . . .V;
_
4

~“
Sun Don’t Shine” (Famous>... .

“Goodnight Irene” (Spencer) . . .

.

2

“Stars Are Windows” (Pickwick) . .

~“
La Yie E~rTBose”~(Harms ) . . .

Ŝentimental Me” ( Knick’bock’r ) 10

"“Sani's Song” (Sam Weiss). .... 9

“TzenaTTzenaTTzena” ( Cromwell
f~ "

1 6

4 3
‘2 5"

7 £
< .* V * •

3 .

4 4_ 1

_
. 5 7

"2"

3 6

„ 8 1 3

6 2 A
.
."

8__
7"

6 "9

_i__.

7

9 ib fa
3

9 ..

9 . . 10

10 10
9“

8 JO
2

"

rather than one having six. Any
future handling of scores of films
will probably be predicated oil suc-
cess of “Summer Stock” campaign.

BELOVED’ PICKUP CUES

PICKUP BY PICKWICK
Situation of a music publisher

buying a song, along with back or-
ders for copies of the unpublished
tune, occurred last week when
Pickwick Music tied up “Beloved,
Be Faithful,” an* Ervin Drake-
Jimniy'lShirf 'compositro'nT

- ~ -

Tune was recorded last May for;

Decea by Russ Morgan. Under-
slood that with little fanfare it

started to sell in the east to. the
point Where dealers had calls for'

copies. A number of publish e»s
got wind of it, but Pickwick picked
it up.

Pickwick, which already has baeje

.
orders for 3,100 copies, has ordered
an initial printing of 25,000.

Cities Service Quartet

Contracted by RCA
j

RCA Victor has inked the

|

Green-White Cities Service Quar-
i

tet, male vocal combo appearing on

I

the oil companies* NBC airer, to
' an exclusive disking pact. Deal,

:

set by RCA’s artists relations chief
Manie Sacks, will tee off a heavy
promotional push lor the quartet
by Cities Service in conjunction
with Victor.

i O lt/\ « I Ua/1 WaAM mAM/Ell 1-A
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This week’s

« * . on CjQWj

. indicates records Which,

according to actual sales, are

recognized hits. The trade is urged

to keep ample stocks of these recofdi

m hand, or to reorder promptly when

current stocks begin to approach the

“sold-out” stage.

. designates that record is

Hfjfl one of RCA Victor's “Certain .

Seven” — among the leading

numbers on the trad e paper best sell*

iny retail sales charts. Obviously , surf v

things!

Ktliaic 50-30

POPUL A 11

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

TOMMY DORSEY

Eve Forgotten. You
No Other Love . . . , . .

• 20-3869—(47-3869)*

DENNIS DAY

AH My Love

Goodnight, Irene . . 20-3870—(47-3870)+

THE FONTANE SISTERS with HUGO ^

WINTERHALTER and HIS ORCHESTRA

Can’t We Talk It Over

I Had a Talk With the Wind and the Rain

20-3871—(47-3871)*

PEREZ PRADO

More Mambo Jambo
Mambo d.e Chattanooga—Mambo

20-3873-—(47-3873)*

TONY MARTIN and FRAN WARREN
Take a Letter Miss Smith

Till We Meet Again. . .20-3874—(47-38741*

COUNTRY
HANK SNOW

I Cried But My Tears Were Too Late

The Night I Stole Old Sammy Morgan's

Gin . . . 2 1-0356— t48-0356 )
*

TEXAS JIM ROBERTSON

Jaw, Jaw, Yap, Yap, Yap!

It Hurts Me to See You With Somebody
Else ....... . . 21-0365—148-0365)*

TAMPA RED

It’s Good Like That

New Deal Blues ...

.

. ,22-0094—(50-0094)*

JOHNNY VADNAL

The Baseball Polka

Polka Recipe . . . . . . . . .
25-1167-^-^51-1167)*

r.,.m. fata jag numbers.

W.VWA*

]Rm
fill

j®i
ni'
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mm
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Pfew

MM

mm

Larry Green and the Horteydreamers ; . ..... .... . . .

.

20-3726—(47-3726)*

!fe
Bonapartes Retreat

Gene Krupa v . . .. ...... ... 20-3766—-(47-3766)*

Pee Wee King. . . . . . . . . . . . , iv. . . * . , . . . . .... . . . .

.

.

.

. 21-0ill—(48-0114)*

Hugo Winterhalter

Buggin’ Baby
Eddy Arnold

Dee Doo
Perry Como .

Fm Movin’ On
Hank Snow ,

Fm Bashful
Mindy Carson

I Wanna Be Loved
Fontane Sisters.

La Vie En Rose
Tony Martin
Nelachrino Strings

.20-3697—(47-3221)*

21-0342—(47-6342)*

20-3747—(47-3747)*

©
©
©

««• • *•••#«•••• • « • « a a a « a I « i a • 21-0328—(48-0328)*

.20-3801—(47-3801)*

20-3772—(47-3772)*

20-3828—(47-3828)*

. . 20-3819—(47-3819)*
. 20-3739—(47-3739)*

C
X I Thought She Was a

Sammy Kaye . . .

Valencia
Tony Martin . ......

Why Should I Cry
Eddy Arnold ......... .*..... . ........ ........... . . . 21-0300—(48-0300)*

©
©

. .20-3755—(47-3755)*©

, lip-
o -« ». %

Gone Fishfn’

Three Suns with Texas Jim Robert-

son ... 20-3824—(47-3824)*

(Number five. Country it Western Disc

Jockey Pick. Billboard. July 15.)

O

I . Cross My Finger*

Perry Como and Fontane Sisters

20-3846—(47-3846)*

(Number on*. Disc Jockey* Pick. Billboard,

July 22; number three, Retailer* Pick,

Billboard, July 22; number two. Operator*
Pick, Billboard, July 22.)

O

in dicates records which

have enjoyed better than

average initial consumer . acceptance

and stand an excellent chance of enter-

ing the top-selling hit category . The
trade is advised to watch these records

carefully in order to maintain stocks

consistent with, demand.

The Phantom Stage Coach

Vaughn Monroe .20-3818— <47-3818)+

.
(Number nine. Disc Jockey Pick, Billboard.

July 22; number four, Retailers Pick, Bilk

board, July 22; number three. Operator*
Pick, Billboard, July 22.)

Sam’s Song

o

Freddy Martin . .20-3798:—(47-3798)*

(Number three. Disc Jockey Pick, Bill,

board, July. 15.)

Thanks, Mr. Florist

Vaughn Monroe 20-3773—<47-3773)*
(Number twenty. Most Placed Diec Jockey
Records, Billboard, July 15,

#§»
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The start who make ihe hjli

are on RCA VICTOR Records
RCA VICTOR DIVISION LADIO CORPORATION O* AMERICA CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
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DET. JUKE FACTIONS

Detroit, July- -25-.

Peace came to the ranks, of De-
troit jukebox operators and serv-
icemen Monday (24) as an out-of-
court settlement between warring
factions was ratified by Detroit
circuit Judge Arthur Webster. Wil-
liam Patterson, head -of the Pat-
terson Music Co., withdrew his
suit in which he accused Teamsters
Local 985, AFL, with seeking to :

create a monopoly in the jukebox
]

trade.
'

Originally, Patterson claimed
the union was forcing tavern Own-
ers to install union machines under
threat of ' halting beer truck de-
liveries. He claimed the union had

placed picket lines in front of
taverns where his machines were
located in an attempt to force him

!

out of business. No explanation
was given for withdrawal of the
suit.

Patterson, a former member of
the union, charged that he was
kicked out last May when other
members accused him of infring-
ing on their territories. William E.
Bufalino, business manager and
vice-prez of the local union, said
Patterson had settled grievances
and applied for reinstatement in
the union.

Mark Schreck, general manager
of Southern Music, left last week
for the Coast to confer with film
executives. He’s due back next
week,

1RH’ lagging System
Mercury Records has signed two

songwriters to record their own
tune. Bennie Benjamin and George
Weiss, who recently wrote, “Can
Anyone Explain,” will cut the song

plus a second side for Mercury

next weeki

Story is that the duo, under con-

tract to Laurel Music, which pub-

lishes the song, did such a fine

job of demonstrating it to Mercury
that the diskery signed them to

sing the record version. They’ll
get band and choral backing on the
record.
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a Week of July 14-20

i Richard Himbefs new development in logging broadcast perform*
e

ances lists tunes in the survey based on four major network schedules

,

1
They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental
2 points for sustaining vocals, 3 for commercial instrumental, 4 for

? commercial vocal, respectively, in each of the 3 major territories. New
f York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a commercial vocal in all three

territories counts 12. Addded to these totals is the listener ratings of
_• commercial shows. The two groups of songs are alphabetically listed*

First Group
" Songs Publishers
J Are You Lonesome Tonight . . . . ..... . ... ... . . . .. . .

.

.Bourne
l

«... ..... i . ... «

.

• » •« . . ..... . . .

.

. .Chappell
)

est Si Bon , . .« . • . . ..... . . . . , .
-. . . *«. ...... ............ . .

.

Leeds
,

Count Every Star .V. ; . ... . .v. ........... Paxton
J
Darn It Baby That’s Love—*“Tickets Please”. . ..... . ... . ...

.

.Chappell
' Down the Lane ............ . ,7. .

.

BMI
a .

Gone Fishin' ...... ... ... , Feist
- Home Cookin’—t“Fancy Pants” . ... . . , . . .. .v*

.

.. . . Famous
Hoop Dec Doo . , , , , , , v # . i

.

• * • • »»••••! »

.

Morris
I Cross My Fingers . ..... . ... . , .... ... . W.-./.V. .

.

United
I Didn’t Know What Time It Was . . ... . . . . . . . . . , ... . , .

.

.

.

Chappell
I Didn’t Slip, I Wasn't Pushed, I Fell. ... ... . .... ..........

.

. .Rernick
X Don’t Care If the Sun Don’t Shine .......... ...... ...... .'Famous
If I Had a Magic Carpet.......... .Shapiro-B
If You Were Only Mine ...... ............ .. .> ......... Robbins
I Still Get a Thrill ...... ... . ... . . ... ... ..... ... .

.

Words-Music
I Wanna Be Loved » . . . . . . , . . . . . . .......... . . . . , .... , . . .

.

Supreme
J^aVie En Rose

. , .

.

... . ........ , . . .

.

Harms
Let s Choo ChOO to Idaho— 1 “Duchess of Idaho” . Robbins
Mambo Jambo ... . . . ...

.

. .... ....
. Peer

Mona Lisa— 1 “Capt. Carey, USA” .... .Paramount
My Foolish Heart— i “My Foolish Heart” ................. . .

.

. Santiy
Old Piano Roll Blues * .

.

; , . , .
.'.

. , . . ,

.

Leeds
Piay a Simple Melody , . ....... , . ....... . .. .

.

.Berliri

Sentimental Me . , . ....... . . . . ... . . . . , . . ... .Knickerbocker
Sometime ..... .... . . . . . . ... .

.

; . ...

.

Witmark
gtay With the Happy People—*“Peep Show” .....Morris
Third Man Theme—t“Third Mari’* . . . Chappell

Second Group
All My Love ... ... ........ .Mills

Tj a?
* * * * * * ’ ' ’

•

• * • • • World

Lry Cry Cry
^ v. .... ... ... . .... . ... , ; ... . . . . , , .... ... .

.

. Advanced
Don t Say Goodbye ............... ... . .

.

.Mellin
X rancie. . . ........... . . . . .

. r
............

.

. . Morris
I Hadn t Anyone Till You ........... .".

. . . ...

.

ABC
I’ll Always Love You— 1 “My Friend Irma Goes West” ’. V. V. ’. V. Famous
i”? Wl? • • • • • • • • • - • • • • • Santiy
iir isn t J? air

, .Words & Music
Mississippi Acuff-Rose
My Destiny .Disney
On An Ordinary Morning .................... Rernick
Our Very Own—f'Our Very Own” Spitser
Picnic Song

. Chappell
50S?S, ; Hill Sc Range
Tonight

. Miller
:

T.^
e
?.
a Tzena Cromwell

Violins From Nowhere—*“Peep Show’’ BVC
You Dreamer You nvr

t Filmusical, Legit Musical.

‘Irene’ Hit Cues Reissue Friedman to Goday

#f Leadbelly Original A1 „
soc
F
k° res'ponse^eing

6

g^waxings ' ^
ofessional of Hill &

of “Goodnight, Irene,” Atlantic
!

and returned to Chicago to

Records, N. Y., last wepk began re-
take over contact work here for

issuing the original recording of ^
0°ay Music. Friedman was Hill

the tune niade by the late Huddie Range contactman here prior to
“Leadbelly” Leadbetter over 20 .

1S appointriient as professional
years ago. Number was acquired manaSer in May.
by Atlantic from Folkways Rec- Vic Duncan lias resigned as Chi
ords. “Leadbelly,” incidentally, is contactman for J. J. Robbins. No
credited with authoring the song i successor lias been appointed yet
along with John Lomax. Atlantic 1 _

.is gearing the number for the hill-
billy, folk and rhythm markets.
Tune is backed by “Good Morning,
Blues,” also vocalled by the folk
singer.

/

Another recent Atlantic develop- (M(Ul
ment was the recording in three
sessions of 36 numbers by Marie
Powers, currently appearing nn \
Broadway in “The Consul.” Crowd- V
ing of the recording dates was . V
done-because-company

'wanted to- '-- —* -

make sure of getting the singer on I V
wax before she sails to Europe 1 Wf \
next month to appear in a London ^
production of “The ConsSl” and A

of
S

°“Th
I

M
11

d”~
n?^de-

film versiotl wiriES
#

appeared on Broadway
W

PitRKj/iVMost of the recordings will be in- t S
eluded on three LP platters. .^mbr

ushkin

NBC A MBS
WIRES

mm
r1# c

^hebatoiv hotel

Tower Speeds Up
Releasing Schedule

.

Tower Records, indie Chi label,
is speeding up its release sched-
ule. Label previously restricted
releases to one at a trine. Last week
the diskery released three records
simultaneously, Bill Snyder’s “Mymm i Silent Love,” the Art Kassel-Gloria
Hart “Yea-Boo” and Whitey Car-
son’s “Sticks and Stones.”
Tower president Dick Bradley.

**} York last week to set ex-
ploitation and brief distributors on
ii
e also announced that

all Tower eastern pressing has
been assigned to the Kay Record-

j?0*' Little Ferry, N. J,
Bradley returned to Chicago early
villi WOOiCe

Mlt.f ERNEST ANDERSON. 340 E. SZ^.^ N. V.

THE HAPPY PUMPKIN

Cauif.M Ii«*b • A
MCK-O-LANTERN

'

i finitead of beinj ?

1 a pumpkin picll J

r7*+'‘
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Cuffo Concerts in Boston, St Louis
Boston, July 25.

Reluctance of Hub longhair mu-
sic lovers to shell out enough coin

to underwrite free concerts by* the

Boston Symphony orch at the Espla-

nade makes continuation of series

next summer questionable.
Concerts, given nightly for about

three weeks after closing of “Pops”
season, have been part of the Hub
scene for 22 years and consistently

draw crowds estimate'd between
20,000 and 30,000 nightly. Relying
on contributions in coin boxes
placed around area, this season’s

take has been the lowest since con-

cert’s inception. About ; a $350
nightly average is reported, with
the lowest figure a dismal $150
and official figure season will

wind up with a deficit upwards of

$15,000.
While previous seasons have

wound up in the red, it was rarely
more than $2,000, which was ab-
sorbed by symphony backers. Pres-
ent staggering deficit will in all

probability be a knockout blow to
future concerts.
Although symphony officials are

mum about future plans, Hub dai-

lies have rallied in an attempt to

hypo contributions, feeling lack of
financial support would be a black
eye to reputation of Hub as cul-

tural center.

St. Loo in Red
St. Louis, July 25.

The financial plight of St. Louis,
that foreshadows a dip into the red
at the end of the present fiscal

year, has caused city fathers to
cancel the usual cuffo parks con-
certs that gave employment to
many union tooters during the
summer months.

Last week director of public wel-
fare John J. O’Toole announced
that the usual 26 concerts; that cost
a total of $11,000 would not be
given because “we just don’t have
the money for them.” Unless some
civic-minded biggie comes forward
with the dough to pay for the con-
certs natives will forego the music
under the stars.

Shapiro Quits Merc

For Sinatra, Shore
Nat Shapiro, eastern promotion

manager for Mercury Records, last

week resigned that post to take
over record promotion for Frank
Sinatra and Dinah Shore. Under
his new contract, he will not be
allowed to handle competitive
talent.

Shapiro has been with Mercury
for the past two years, prior to
which he did promotion work for
several minor labels. No successor
has been named.

New Baton Rouge Symph Head
New Orleans, July 25.

Richard Korri, a former conduc-
tor of the New Orleans Pops con-
certs, has been named musical
director and conductor of the
Baton Rouge, La., Symphony or-
chestra for 1950-51.

2 Fined $500 Each For
Shipping Obscene Disks

Chicago, July 25.
In the first case of its kind ever

to appear in federal court here,
two men were slapped with $500
fines and given a year’s probation
for shipping obscene platters to an-
other state.

Nathan Rothner, 39, and Charles
Kaplan, 52, both of Chicago, plead-
ed guilty to the charge before
Judge William J. Campbell Friday
(21). The men, owners of inde-
pendent Record Distributors; had
shipped over 100 salty disks to a
Detroit dealer. Detroit police con-
fiscated the platters and traced
them to Kaplan and Rothner.

Rachlin Pacted to Head
Boston Symphony Orch

Austin, Tex., July 25.

Ezra Rachlin has been re-engaged

for a three-year period as the con-

ductor of the Austin Symphony Or-
chestra.

There will be 10 out-of-state con-

certs by the group during the 1950-

51 concert season.

SAN ANT0NE LONGHAIR DATES
San Antonio, July 25.

The Longines Symphonette, di-

rected by Mishel Piastro, will open
the San Antonio Friends of' Music
concert series for 1950-51, after a
pre-season concert by Jeanette
MacDonald.

$2,000,000 Divided in ASCAP

Writer and publisher members of

the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers re-

ceived .slightly over $2,000,000 last

week in ASCAP’s second-quarter
melon dividend. Total coin was
slightly below the melon sliced
during the initial three-month
period, ending March 31.

For writer-members, payment
will be the last to be computed
under the Society’s preconsent, de-
cree rating system. Starting with
the October dividend, it’s expected

that ASCAP will have completed
the machinery to pay off the clef-

fers under the new 60-20-20 plan.

Five-year average performance,
which will figure as 60% of each
writer’s payoff, will be based on the
1945 to 1949 period? Single-year
performance, repping 20% of the
writer’s coin* will be based on Octo-
ber, 1949, to October, 1950, aver-
ages, Remaining 20% will be rated
by ASCAP’s classification board on
the basis; of the .writer’s seniority
and availability.

IN WITH 'All MY LOVE’
* Major record companies are in

a race to cop sales on their ver-
sions of a new tune, “All My
Love,” an English adaptation of
the French and South American
ballad, “Bolero.” Diskeries have
cut the tune with their top talent,
two of them having made two ver-
sions each of the song.

Decca has cut the tune with Bing
Crosby in one version and Guy
Lombardo in another. Columbia
has records by Xavier Cugat and
Percy Faith, latter featuring a
large choir. Mercury has released
a Patti page Version, while Dennis
Day has cut the tune fOr Victor.
All sides are being released within
a couple of weeks of each other.
Tune, a hit in France and South

America, is held here by Mills Mu-
sic. English lyrics for the song
were written by Mitchell Parish.

N. Y. Roosevelt Hotel

Exhilarating New Hit Song!

TZENA
TZENA; TZENArTZENA

THANKS,
MR. FLORIST

VAUGHN MONROE, RCA-VICTOR
JACK OWENS, DECCA

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1 41 f Broadway, New York 1 9, N. Y.

Copyright 1950 by Hill A Range 8ong», Hie., N. Y.
All rights reserved *

Roosevelt hotel, N. Y., has
picked up options on Teddy
Powell orch, currently playing the
Grill. Originally booked into the
room for six weeks, Powell will
stay till Lombardo opens Sept. 25.
Lombardo will stay about six
months, and while hotel officials

say they don’t know who’ll follow
him, talk is that Powell will be
brought back.

Powell, meanwhile, is looking
for a male and female • vocalist,

both for the Grill and for record-
ing dates; His initial recording
session for London, scheduled for
last week, was cancelled for lack
of vocalists. Powell has one of his
sid,eirien and a chorus from the
band handling Vocals in the Grill,

but London artists and repertoire
chief Tutti Camarata, who is han-
dling the band personally on rec-

ord dates, feels these are not ade-
quate. Powell's booking and
recording deals are handled by
Willard Alexander,

Oriole, New Chi Diskery,

Adds to Talent Roster
Chicago, July 25.

Oriole Records, new Chi indie,

which recently bowed with pacting
of singerTTahriyT)’Neil17has udded
Elaine Rodgers, The Meadowlarks,
and Jeannine Shurwood as addi-

tional talent. New etchings are
“Emma Lou,” recently published
tune of old minstrel, Honey-Boy
Evans, and “When Nola Plays the
Pianola” on flip, with O’Neill on
the vocals. Soon to be released is

“Texas Song” and “Hee-Hoo,” with
Miss Rodgers and the Meadow-
larks?

Oriole plans to use only newly
published numbers, on which the

diskery itself holds the copyright.

Etchings are pegged generally for

coin-boxes, with accent on novelty
pops and a play for the race, west-

ern and religious field. Diskery is

jointly owned by Bud Brandom
and Jim Ameche.

^

'

;
.

.
. r

Gershwin in Mt. Vernon
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., July 25.

Simon Asen and his Mt. Vernon
SymphonjN Orchestra will give^

their second and final al fresco*

concert of the season Aug. 15, with

an all-Gershwin program in Me-
morial Stadium*

Lois Hunt, soprano, and Milton

Kaye, pianist, will be soloists.

• • • • •

/

• c

DIG-DIG-DIG
DIG FOR YOUR DINNER

iy ric by Mack Gordon • Music by Harry Warren
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Copyright 19S0 HAMY WAMlN MUSIC, INC
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MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
799 Seventh Avenue * New York 19
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DECCA

Starring

THE

INTERNATIONAL

ENTERTAINER

ng

LADIES,

DECCA 271

U

Other

—Danny Kaye Hits

—

THE WRECK OF
THE OLD 97

(Tha Wreck of tlio Sovthtrn
Old 97)

coupled with

rHE HANDOUT SONG
(There's a Handout on

Panhandle Hill)

DECCA 27050

A PAPER FULL OF
FISH AND CHIPS
(Have a Ba-Nah-Na)

coupled with

CONFIDENTIALLY

DECCA 2494

S

C'EST SI BON
(It's Sd. Good)

coupled with

WILHELMINA

DECCA 24932

.
(

75c each (plus tax)
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NAT “KINO” COLI5 (Capitol)

“Mona Lisa”—1010 .

.

t.« * *; 4 9 3 1 6 .'7: 3 2 :>1; 2 72

2 3
GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
“A Simple Melody”—27112 ... 1 1 1 4 • •' ; ;v;/ . 4 * . 8 "4: 2 • k •

’

i • 56

3 3
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“I Wanna Be Loved”—10716. • • 4 « 10 3 •» • • 5 5 i 7 v.

;

1 7
• 49

4 2
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Bonaparte's Retreat”—936 .

.

• ' 4 * « 6 :
• • . • • 4 1 1

'

4 9
. 4 46

5 6
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“Goodnight Irene”—27077 .

:

•

'
’ 2 • • * « 1 2 4 4 9 • . • i _40

6 5\
GORDON JENKIN§ (Decca)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—27077 • » * 2 :.2'.

• *»

.

6 • i •
* 2 ..

i

32

7.
..
11

GARY-BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Sam's Song”—27112. . « i

.

* • V 5 t 3 3 3 30

8 4
ANTON KARAS (London)
“Third Man Theme”^-536 .

.

8 '* * 6 4 2 •
_
• 10 •

,
* 25

9A 15
DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Count Every Star”—27042

.

'• • '• « • • • • 5 i • 6 10 4 • 4 ,
• 9 i?

9B 12
GORDON JENKINS (Decca)
“My Foolish Heart”—24830 .

.

• • » t • » 7 '« • • < 2 • . i 5 , • J4 « • « • 19

10A
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Bewitched”—38689 ... 4 ». • . * • *

, t •

,

.
2 • • 16

10B 14
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”— 10623

A

« « • »

.

• • 3 3 • 4 16

11

A

13
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Didn't Slip, Pushed”—38818 3

f
T

.
9 « , 14

11B: 5
ANDREWS SIS-G. JENKINS
“I Wanna Be Loved”—27007 . .

(D)

7 3 ... 9 \
.. ... 14

12A
MITCH MILLER (Columbia V

“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—38885

.

5 6 10 12

12B
VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“Tzena, Tzena, Tzena”—5454 .

.

8 12

13. 17
MEL TORME (Capitol)
“Bewtched”—1000 . . . 10 . . .

.

1 .-. . .. ... .. ...
.. . .. 11

1-4

FRANK PETTY TRIO (M-G-M) . :

“At Sundown”—10735 ... 6 6 10

15 1.0.

VIC DAMONE (Mercury)
“Vagabond Shoes”—5429 4 .. 9 . 9

16A
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“IIoop-Dee-Doo”—38771 ...... .

.

• • •• • • «• 3 . . . . . . . . .8

16B
TONY. MARTIN (Victor)

“Valencia”—20-3755 > * *
*i

* * ' * . .
.

7 . , ; , 7. 8

16C
JOE CARR (Capitol)

“Sam's Song”—962 .............. .

.

• 3 . . 8

17A 9
AMES BROS. (Coral)

“Sentimental Me”—60140, . . . . .
8' .7 . ; . . . . ;

. ., . . v. ..

;
.'7

17B , ,

MARINERS (Columbia)
“Sometime”—38781 . 10 . . 9 10 . . 8 7

17C
BILL SNYDER (Tower)
“Bewitched”—1473 8

1 2 3 4 5

FIVE TOP
SOUTH PACIFIC YOUNG MAN WITH ANNIE GET YOUR HARMONY TIME DIXIE BY DORSEY

Broadway Cast
A HORN

H. Jamss-0. Day

Columbia

C198

GUN Th« Chordttlti Jimmy Dorsey

ALBUMS Columbia

MM850

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M

Columbia

CL6111

Columbia

C196

ML4180 CL6106 E-509 C201 CL6095

Label
Decca . .

Capitol
M-G-M ..

Columbia
London .

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
( Based on Points Earned )

No. of f

i • i *

Records
. . . 7

4

3

... 5

1

Points I

210 i

137
!

75
i

57
|

25.

Label
Mercury .

Victor . ...

Coral . . .

Tower .

,

No. of
Records
, .

. 2

., . 1

. . . 1

. . . 1

Points
21
8
7
7

On the Upbeat
Cod and New York / . . Natt Hale,
record, flack. in New York and
Bridgeport on business . . . Anita
jQ’Day pegged for Beehive nitery
July 25 for three weeks . . . Duke

Kitty Kallen and Richard Hayes 1 °^eh set for one wcek
combining for two sides on Mer-

;

at the Regal Theatre here starting
cury . . . actress Arlene Dalil starts

j

AuS* 18 • . .. Art Kassel orch to
four-cjtv tour in ChicagO' Julv 25 between Al Trace appear-
for recdrd promotion of M-G-M’s i J

nces ^ La Martinique July 28
album of picture score of •'•••Three [for. -one, week . . . Don Ragonband“ ^ ’

’ Hotel, Rochester,
|

already been set by Feist for “My
Blue Heaven.” Oldie is featured
in a Metro film of same name.

Of Musical Theme

From ‘Men’ Film
A three-way exploitation for the

musical theme of the film “The
Men” has beep set up by United
Artists, distributor of the Stanley
Kramer production; Laurel Music,
publisher of the theme, and Victor
Records, which made the first rec-
ord of the song.
Theme is called “Love Like

Ours,” and Victor, which made a
Lisa Kirk-Hugo Winterhalter re-
cording ©Lit, will share costs with
Laurel and UA on disk jockey and
retail disk and sheet promotion of
the tune, utilizing the film tie-in,

of course. Laurel has added an
additional cohtactman in the mid-
west on a one-shot basis t© plug
the tune. He is Saxy Dowell, who
will handle mostly disk plugs While
regular contactman Benny Miller
hits the live plugs.

Miss Kirk will make personal
appearances among disk jockeys
and on radio stations in Boston
when the film opens there July 27.
This, incidentally, is the first film
song published by Laurel,

3
Mercury: Records has signed a

number, of artisjts who in past
months have bedn recording for
the diskery on four-sides-with-op-
tion basis. Signed by Mercury were
jazz trumpeter Muggsy Spanier and
his band, Chi radio and television
singer Bette Chapel, and the Alex-

i
ander Bros., singing-guitar playing
duo.

Pacts are for one year wiLh suc-

;

cessive options. Mercury had pre-
viously, signed Roberta Quinlan and
Kay Brown under same conditions.

Neyr Bands
Continued from page 101

losing money for (he promoters be-
cause they have been returning to

the same spots every three or four
months.
Les Brown, who also tours the

country only orice a year because
of his radit commitments on the
Bop Hope radio show, has also
proved to be a powerful draw. Out
of 34 bookings to dale, Brown’s
orch has gone into percentage 33
times while playing on guarantees
ranging from $1,000 to $1,500.
Brown’s record this year has made
him one of the hottest band prop-
erties in the business.
Ralph Flanagan's orch has also

been established as a strong road
property by similarly going into
percentage on a high ratio of one-
niter dates. Although one of the
newer aggregations, Flanagan has
been commanding top coin in the
Les Brown class. At the Hampton
Beach club in New Hampshire Lom-
bardo, Brown and Flanagan drew
solidly in successive bookings, al-

though Lombardo spread-eagled the
field with 3,200 customers.
Setup for the young, medium-:

priced crews has a sol id. ground-
work on the basis of this summer’s
grosses.. Bookers report that

.
dance

promoters rarely report being
clipped for losses with these bands,
which often go into percentage
over their $500-$750 guarantees.
Larry Fotine and Roy Stevens
orchs (latter has been held over
at the Roseland, N. Y., for the third
time) are among the more promis-
ing crews in this category.’ Also
iii the mf dium-price bracket, Art
Mooney’s oTch has been pulling

j

down hefty grosses in his current
[midwest junket.

e Words” . . . Tommy Tucker
appearing on “Cavalcade of Bands”

: Aug. 1 . . . M-G-M Records spon-
soring dealers’ window display con-
test on “Annie Get Your Gun” al-
lbums ... Gene Knipst orch opens
!
at Jefferson Beach, Detroit, for one

;

week Aug, 4. then heads to New
York for a Capitol theatre date .

Tommy Dorsey set for series of one
( niters after closing at the Hotel
Aslor Roof, N. Y.

into Colonial
Ind. Aug. 17 for eight days , ... ..

Fegfgry Lee and Dave Barbour
quartet pacted for Chicago theatre
[stage July 28 for two weeks, fol-

(Continued on page 107)

DECCA
RECORDS

- lift dr* k ±% 4 A itli

Chicago
Singer Al Morgan has flown to

New York to cut four sides for
London . . . Tower Records top-
per, Dick Bradley, in New York
for confabs . . Leeds Music’s
Atfchle Levington and wife, Fran. ... ...

1*?%. ,4 campaign.. Jias

!

Frank. Sinatra has recently re-

1

Corded eight standards for Colum- j

bia. Records will be released in
j

! an album, with some of the eight

!

also being sold as singles.
1

Fact that Sinatra’s biggest sellers

j

m the past have been his standard
treatment is seen as one factor in
decision to cut the oldies. Another
is that he’ll receive extensive pro-
motion on the sides from the pub-

BOB CHESTER
... ’ 4

and His Orchestra

Featuring ALAN FOSTER

PARAMOUNT, New York
Columbia Records

^

Exclustve Management'
^'

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres .

.. I
Chicago I Hollywood

15 5th Ave. PI. 9-4600 I 203 No. Wnha.k I oici cl...

New York
745 5th Ave. PI. 9-4600 203 No. Wabash

Hollywood
91 51 Sunset Blvd-
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hade Orchestras—Music
Dispute among several bands claiming fhe mantle of the late Glenn

Miller organization seems to have narrowed down more to the arrangers
and key personalities than to the sidemen. Tex Beneke band, which
was the first to claim the Miller style and tradition, only has two men
besides Beneke from the Miller civilian band, trumpeter Whitey Thomas
and trombonist Paul Tanner. Two other members of present crew
played with Miller's overseas military band. They are Bobby Nichols,
trumpeter, and Vincent Carbone, sax player. Most of original Miller
civilian band personnel have settled down in California. Beneke gives

a portion of his grosses to Miller’s widow, and Victor still bills the
Beneke unit as the Glenn Miller band.

Following its concentrated coverage of “Tzena Tzena Tzena” with
seven versiqns, Decca has piled onto “La Vie En Rose’’ with a total of

eight different cuts, including two on the Coral*label, Decca’s subsid.
Foeusing on the individual tunes in this manner is part of Decca’s
policy of covering hit tunes with as many artists as possible instead of
spreading its talent over new. song entries.

For Decca, ‘‘Rose” has been cut by Bing Crosby, Victor Young; Louis
Armstrong, Guy Lombardo, Greta Keller and Tohama, latter two being
in French. For Coral, Connie Haines and Owen Bradley have done
the waxing.

Paramount studio orchestra is the latest to get a nix from AFM Local
47 on a request that it be allowed to play free at a concert at Long
Beach (Cal.) Veterans hospital. Studio footers had agreed to go down
en masse on a Sunday Off to provide music. The union has steadfastly
declined such permission since it spends thousands of dollars annually
to pay unemployed windjammers out of its “Music for the Wounded”
fund. AFM, through its $4,000,000-plus recording fund, allocates money
all over the country to permit locals to underwrite, at scale, group
jobs for vets. And in almost every instance no regularly employed
musician is sent to play either for free or for pay.

• — '

" \ «
Latest recording of “Star Dust,” by Ray Anthony, is the 350th wax-

ing of the tune since it was written in 1931 by Hoagy Carmichael. Initial

recording was by Carmichael, but the song didn’t begin to move until

two years, later, after incessant plugging at the Cotton Club, New York,
where Mills Music, the publisher, had a band of its own playing. The
perennial standard continues to be recorded at a phenomenal rate, with
about 25 waxings of it being made within the past six months. Biggest
sellers of the song were the Artie Shaw, Tommy Dorsey, Benny Good-
man and Glenn Miller versions.

Professional department of Feist Music last week set something of
a plug record by getting 145 radio plugs on “Gone Fishiri’.” Tune
scored 327 points on the R&H Logging System, 170 over the second-
place song.

'

Number of plugs is Unusual because of the summer hiatus of most
commercial network shows. Number of actual plays of tune were
probably greater than listed, since R&H system only accounts for three
key areas, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.

Los Angeles Philharmonic was informed last week that the dismissal
clause in tbe 1950-51 contract will stand as written. Orch’s Alice Taylor
went direct to union exec John te Groen, explaining that the Philhar-
monic feels it should be able to fire a musician in two weeks if he’s
found to be unsatisfactory. Clause provides for 30-day dismissal, and
te Groen informed Miss Taylor that there will be no change.
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On the
Continued from page 106

lowed Aug. 11 by Billy Eckstine
and Martha $tewart . . . Connie
Haines inked for Cipango ClUb in
Dallas Aug. 8 for two weeks . . .

Clyde McCoy to Peony Park,
Omaha, for six days, starting
Aug. 15, then to FOrest Park High-
lands, St. Louis, Aug. 25 for four
weeks. , . , . On return from his

vacation Phil Miller takes top Chi
spot at J. J. Robbins Music, re-

placing Vic Duncan . . . Billy

Bishop band slated for Lakeside
Ballroom in Denver Aug. 22 for
six days. Benny Strong band will
follow Aug. 29 for nine days . .. .

Jimmy Featherstone orch slated
for Muelebach Hotel, Kansas City,

Aug. 2 for four weeks . . . Chuck
Foster to Orpheum theatre,
Omaha, Aug* 25 for one week,
Blue Barron goes to same spot
Sept. 22 for six days ... Harry
James pegged for state fair at

Mitchell, S. D. on Sept.v.24 for one
week . . . Lowry Clark band into

Lakelawn Ballroom, Delavan, Wis.

NEW REVIVALS

‘You’re a Sweetheart’

Standards by

PROGRAM THE NEW
WEDDING STANDARD
DOROTHY STEWART'S v

GIVE ME
YOUR HAND
LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
161? Broadway, N. Y, 1Y

Aug. 15 for two weeks ... Sher-
man Hayes booked at Wald Lake
Casino, Wald Lake, Mich., for one
week, starting Aug. 16.

Hollywood
Russ Morgan, who closed. Sun-

day (23) at the Pallidium terpery,
set to reurn to the Biltmore. Bowl
Sept. 11 for an indefinite stand.
Last stint there kept Morgan oc-
cupied for almost two years at
$2,000 weekly. He goes back this
time at $2,500 per frame , . .Pee
Wee King’s nine-piece orch makes
its Coast bow Aug. 2, coming in
from Nashville for a six-week
stand, at Marty Landdu’s Riverside
Rancho at $1,000 per week against
60%. T. Tex Tyler, current at the
Rancho, treks out on tour . . .

Frank Yankoyic held over for four
more weeks at the Aragon Ball-
room.

Hal Gordon is new manager of
the Chuck Cabot band... Frank
DeVol cleffed four originals, “Bop
Top,” “Since You Left Me,” “Jazz
Jungle” and ;‘fNo More Tears In
My Beer” which he’ll publish
through his own Grayee Music firm
...Freddy Martin played a week
of one-niters at Holberg’s Resort,
Lynn’s ballroom, Civic auditorium
and Carmel Youth Center, at a
flat $1,500 per stand.
Lionel Hampton* in on a straight

50-50 deal, wound his week at the
Million Dollar theatre with around
$11,000 and was booked for a
similar date at the Orpheum in

September in line with house’s
spasmodic live talent policy. Next
attraction at the Orpheum is

Count Basie* who comes in Aug
;

23 for one week . . . Joe Venuti
opened Saturday (22) at the Del
Mar hotel . . . Harry James playing
this area after his cross-country
trek . . . Hollywood Roosevelt
hotel now boasts three bands —
Garwood Van and Eddie Gomez
alternating in the Cinegrill and
Danny Kuana providing music
alongside the hotel’s new pool;

Tops of the

Retail Disk Best Seller
“Mona1 Lisa”

Retail Sheet Best Seller

“Third Man Theme”
“Most Requested” Disk

' “Mona Lisa”

Seller on Coin Machines
“Mona Lisa”

Best British Seller

“My Foolish'Bteart”

Top Songs on TV
Week of July 14-20

(Based on copyrighted Audi-
ence Coverage Index and Au-
dience Trend Index, published
by Office of Research, Inc., Dr.
John G. Peatman, director.
Alphabetically Listed.)

Can Can Polka. ....... .Leeds

Didn’t Know Time . . . Chappell

If Sun Don’t Shine. Famous
It’s A Great Life. . . .Robbins

Rag Mop. ... . .Hill & Range

5 Top Standards

Begin The Beguine. . . Harms
Blue Skies .........

.

Berlin

Danny Boy. . . . . . . . ..

.

.Boosey
01’ Man River. . ...... .Harms
Tea For Two. ........ .Harms

Isham Jones Standards

For RCA Band Series

RCA Victor is adding to its

series
. of “Here Come the Dance

Bands Again” albums with a new
set featuring Hugo Winterhalter

batoning a studio orch hr Isham
Jones’ standards. Winterhalter set,

to. be released in both 45 and 78
rpm form, makes the 18th band set
issued by Victor since teeing Off

the series last March.
Victor’s pop department is also

planning to reissue in 45 rpm sets
several hot jazz classics originally
waxed in the 1920’s and early ’30’s.

Admiral Records Agrees

To Change Its Name
Admiral Records, indie N. Y,

diskery* has reached an out-of-

court settlement with Admiral
Corp , radio-TV manufacturers, in

which the record company has

agreed to change its name to avoid

confusion.

Diskery is latching a contest

Onto the settlement, with a prize

going to the disk jockey suggest-

ing the new name fbr the com-
pany.

Goddard Lieberson, Columbia Bill Farrell, M-G-M Records
Records executive veepee, spend- vocalist, irfto the" Blue Note, Chi-
ing month’s vacation at Cape Cod. cago, Aug. 4.

A "MUST" FOR ALL PROGRAMS

<o
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Sventf&ccUf, Stay

J Goodnight,Irene t
H Words and Music by Huddie Ledbetter and John Lomax H

a
&

Verse* Moderate Waltz Tempo
G Edim

I I

1.) Last Sat - ur - day. night I got mar - ried-^— Me 'and my
2.) Some-times I live in the coun - try—

—

Some-times i

3.) Stop ram - hlin* 1 stop your gam - blin’——

-

Stop stay- ing out

Wife set

-

tied

live in the
e a

'Tow me and my wife are part - ed-
Some-times I have a great no - tion

Go home to your wife and your fam -’ly _

— I’m gon- na take an - oth - er stroll down - town.
To jump in - to the riv - er. and drown

*— Sit down by the fire - side bright

Chorus
G J

5TT1 I

2dim
"1 -

D7
F=£-

1 i J l

G
1

-

NIGHT I - RENE GOOD-NIGHT I - RENE I’ll see you. in my
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GORDON JENKINS and THE WEAVERS ............. ......DECCA

FRANK SINATRA with MITCH* MILLER ORCH COLUMBIA

DENNIS DAY with CHARLES DANT RCA-VICT0R

RED FOLEY and ERNEST TUBB ........ ...... ......DECCA

JO STAFFORD ..... .. ......... ............. CAPITOL

&U y%Wte *?* 0?oUom So**

SPENCER MUSIC CORPORATION, 129 W. 52nd St., N. Y. C. 19, N. Y

HOWARD S RICHMOND. Gen. Mg/ PETE KAMERON. Prof AUr
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Miami Beach. July 25.

The Beachcomber cafe, sole mar

Jor nitery on the beachfront, is

expected to get heavy competition
from the new Casablanca hotel,

to be erected by Julius Gaines
and Sam Kay. Modern beachfront
hotel, slated to be the largest in

the area, will house a 500-seat

nitery which", will play top talent.

Negotiations are already under way
for Tony Martin to woYk the open-
ing show, skedded for early next
year.

Opening of the hotels to enter-

tainment policies Was made pos-

sible by recent action of the Miami
Beach, council. Which extended the
curfew in hotels to 2 a.m . A ctipn

had been fought vigorously by
nitery owners.

Until the. Casablanca made
known its plans, it was generally;

assumed that the .Beachcomber,
would be the only large seater on
the Beach that would be using im-
portant talent in Winter season.
Beachcomber operator Ned Schuy-
ler is transferring activities to

nearby Copa City, but will retain
his lease on the Beachcomber at

$24,000 annually, although future
status of spot is still unknown.
Entry of the Casablanca into tal-

ent-buying ranks gives the talent
agencies a glimmer of competition
as far as the winter in Florida is

• concerned. If Schuyler operated
the sole beachfront talent enter-
prise^ he might have had things
his own way and could buy top acts

at a price. Now he'll have to com-
pete with the Casablanca.

,

Prices; of acts for the Miami
.. Beach season has been above nor-
mal levels for the past few years
because Schuyler and Murray
Weinger, who operated Copa City,

had been attempting to outbid
reach other for top names that
would assure business. Generally
this competition resulted in dis-

|

astrous deals for both cafes since
1

salaries went up as much as $4,000

j
nightly for Milton Berle at the

i Beachcomber. The spot failed to

meet expenses for Berle’s run.

Tony Martin Hits Record
At L.A;’s Cocoanut Grove

Hollywood, July 25.

Tony Martin set new Cocoanut
Grove record in first of two frames,
drawing 4,170 covers, a postwar
high. Previous mark was. set two
months ago when Dinah Shove
pulled 3,464. Saturday night’s wow
973 topped opening night biz.

Cover coin almost takes care: of
Show’s nut, Martin getting $5,000
and Ernie Heckschev oi

:
clv grab-

bing $2,200.

on Broadway

BOBBY

JULE
STRAND
New York

4TH WEEK
Theotres^KALCHEIM & SMITH

Night Clubs—DICK HENRY

Personal Mgr.—SID MARKE

On Fischer, Lederer Row;

Claim Franchise Breach
The American G u.i 1 d of V a nety

Artists is slated to hold a hear-
ing on the dispute between
Clifford C. Fischer's Interna-
tional Theatrical Corp. arid Hans
Lederer, who recently resigned it

to go with the Lew & Leslie Grade
Agency.

Dispute arises in that the union
feels both agents violated Rule B
by signing acts with ITC. while also

repping as individual agents. A
separate agreement between Fisch-

er and Lederer took care of in-

dividual divvies. Union feels that

this^Violation could warrant revo-

cation or suspension of their

AGVA franchises, but such penalty

may not be invoked. This setup

differs from normal agency pro-

cedure inasmuch as acts are gen-
erally signed to individuals even
when connected with an organiza-

tion.

Meanwhile commissions due to

both Lederer and Fischer on acts

booked during Lederer’s tenure
with ITC are under dispute and

! union is holding the sum in escrow

;

pending settlement. Hearing is

|

likely to take place when Fischer

|

returns from Europe.

As Omaha Ak-Sar-Ben
Omaha, July 25... -V

Playing before a packed arena,
. Danny Kaye show grossed $12,122
’

i n a orte-nigliter in Ak-Sar-Ben
.
Field Friday (21V Scale was $4.20
to $1.80. Comic wow^d the crowd

’ with gags and songs >and the. show
i

ran overtime because they wouldn’t
let Comic leave.

Support acts .were Georgia
Gibbs, songstress; Kudenko Bros.

,

• jugglers; Lang Troupe, equilibrists;
The Dunhills, dancers, and Ross
Wyse* Jr., and ’ Peggy Womack,
comedy team.

This was the second of the out-

:
door summer shows. Third will be

1

staged July 31, and will be the fain-

si ly circus,. Show to close the sum-
I

mer season Aug. 9. 10 wi 1 1 be
• Thomas L. Thomas and Jean Dick-
enson, singing stars. Opener was
Georgie Price and supporting acts
July 12, 13.

Activities Director Jake Isaacson
of Ak-Sar-Ben patted Kaye for
next season. This Kaye, show was
not art Ak-Sar-Beri restricted, en-
tertainment. It was open to every-
body and best seats were gone a
couple of days after sale opened.

Minneapolis, . July 25.

With the annual Sportsmen Show
and Builders Show threatening to

call oft their dates at the Audi-
. torium here next season if the city

council goes through with its pro-

- posal to increase the number of
dates for the Minneapolis Lakers

i professional league basketball team
i in a way that would infringe on
t those ; attractions, aldermen have
I started ia study of the building’s
‘ revenues . and operations. Camjella-

,
tion of the two shows would cost

the city; a loss of $40,000 in rev-
enue, F. W. Kahler, Sportsmen
Show promoter, dec la reft •_

,

It was brought out at a council
discussion that the Lakers, are get-

ting the Auditorium at a favored
rate of $450 per night, instead of

the regular $550 rate, and some
aldermen declared the locally?

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Bronchos of Thootmola

CLASON'S FUN-MASTER
me original show an gag me"

• Nos. 1 thru 35 <8 "$1.00 each o
(Sold In Sequence Only)

SPECIAL—FIRST 13 FILES FOR *1*
BIO SPECIAL—ALL 35 FILES FOR

ONLY $25

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $11 •—all 3 diff. Books far $20—
• MINSTREL BUDGET . . . $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., aa bk $25 •

—all 4 dlff. Vols, for $*Q—
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), $2.00
NO C.O.O.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St./New York 19 Dept. V

Philly Cafe Tosses Shows
To Offset Biz Slump

Philadelphia. July 25.

The Latin Casino dropped
shows and closed the main dining
room . last week due to a slump in

business. It will resume shows in

September.
! Closing was not due to the 45-

;

day suspension of the club's liquor

i
license with execution of action

! still pending.
Downstairs bar remains open

with Tiny Kaye and Anita Ancler-

s.on alternating at the piano and
: singer Ginger Leeds featured.

Circus Lounge also continues with

the Kal Ross WPP2N disk jock

.
show.

DOWN ON STRlPFJtOOS
Mi a ml v July 25.

Following evidence gathered
, by

reps of local church committees/
deputies from the sheriff's office
staged a series of raids this week
on local strip spots.

Most of the entertainers* taken
in were released in $250 bond as
were the managers of the clubs,
with mainland rooms in the ma-
jority. On the Beach, the Pad-
dock Club and the Life Bar were
raidpd.

All are continuing with their
girlie show policy, pending court

' hearings. Some 15 clubs in the
area have been presenting the
peelers.

Batoneer-Nitery Op

AGVA Feud

Comic Jan Murray signed per-
sonal management deal with Jack
Bertell. MCA continues to book
Murray.

iONGf THW PM W/

Los Angeles, July 25.

Cold war between Coast local of
American Guild of Variety Artists
and bandleader Jerry Wald, cur-
rently operating a Hollywood

,

nitery, seems to have reached an
impasse. Union’s latest move was
to demand payment of $150 which
it says it paid vocalist Bill Ray-
mond in December, 1947. when the
musicker told the union he had

rbeeiVstranded here by WaldVoTcl'
band.

Earlier, Wald defied. AGVA de-

:
raands that he use union talent and
sign a contract for his nitery/ He
booked in Hadda Brooks, singer-
pianist who holds cai'-ds

.
in both

AGVA and AFM. Wald hired her
on her AFM card and AGVA, alter
dud deliberation, decided not to
plirsue a hassle that might ulti-

mately involve AFM:
Last week, AGVA yanked chirp

Emma Lou Welch from the sppt*
charging Wald was paying her only
$60 weekly* less than the union
minimum. Singer is solely an
AGVA member.

Joe L Brown Stars In

PG ‘Red, White* Blue,"

Slated for 2 Year Tour
Hollywood. July 25.

Top name star is being sought
for the local bow of the American
Legion-backed; revue. ‘’Red, White
and Blue” in which Joe E. Biown
will star on the road. Show, being
produced by LeRoy Prinz and
Gwen Crump, debuts at the Los
Angeles Paramount Get. 7 as a
Command Performance prelude to

the National American Legion con-
vention which opens here the next
day. Brown, currently winding up
an Australian tour in ‘‘Harvey,”
won’t be back in time for the
premiere and Will joi n the show
in Kansas City: in November.

Theatre contracts already have
been inked for a solid year, latest

to be confirmed being an Get. 1,

1951, date in Miami. Complete tour
is expected to last close to two
years.

Originally budgeted at $300,000,
revue will cost

.
closer to $400,000

j

before it bows. Coin is coming from
the Legion, the Legion Auxiliary,
and the various Stale Departments
of the Legion. There are no private
investors. Profits go to the National
Legion’s veterans rehabilitation

l and child welfare, funds:

! “Red, White and Blue;” which
[Prinz is staging, will be the most

|

elaborate show, ever attempted. It

will carry about 30 principals, a

chorus of 32, a ballet group of 32,

j

its own orchestra under David Rose
jiand will carry at least 12 stage-
hands. Weekly nut will be around
$35,000.

Talent must come from the ranks
of veterans of World War I or II.

or sons and daughters of such vet-

erans, or from the ranks of USG
performers. Already inked are Lar-
ry Storch, the Szonys, (he Non*
chalants, Joe Jackson. Jr., who’ll
do his father’s famed vaiide rou-
tine; Virginia Lee, Bobby Van,
Paul Haakon, Stefanie Autle. Bob
Carroll, Gale Sherwood, Johnny
Duggan and jazz harpist Marilvn
Cleek.

owned teams should be made to
pay a percentage of the gate/
Members favoring the Lakers^

pointed out that the world’s cham-*
pion basketb^l team has brought
plenty publicity to Minneapolis,
and the club lost $40,000 in its first

year. Last year, however, the Lak-
ers grossed $291,000 in the Audi-
torium here and were well in the
black.
The Sportsmen’s Show alone

yields the Auditorium $24,000 in

rent and other income, while the
yield from the Builders Show has
been approximately $16,000 annu-
ally. The Sportsmen’s Show runs
10 days and the Builders Show
a week. Both draw tremendous
crowds.'
Kahler, a local ile, originated the

Sportsmen's Show here and has
expanded its itinerary to include a
number of other large cities

throughout the country. He point-

ed out to the aldermen that since
the Auditorium cleared, only $1,500
last year, a drop of $40,000 in

income would hit the city treasury
hard.

TOMMY
LYMAN

at

PIPING ROCK

SARATOGA
MILT FRANCIS

Special Material

RUBY RING
Now Appearing for'

E. J. FERNANDEZ
HONOLULU, HAWAII

16TH WEEK
Direction:

KALCHEIM & SMITH
R.K.O. Bldg,/ New York City

JUdson 4-3345

me

Persian Room’s Fall Show
Jane Froman, who’s set for the

Mocambo, Hollywood, starting. Aug.
22, may headline the opening show
at the Persian Room of the Plaza

J

hotel, N. Y., Sept. 28. Deal is cm-
rently being negotiated. by the Wil-
liam Morris agency.

j

Persian Roorp date would be her
first N. Y. stand in sometime. Lis-
bon Clipper crash survivor has
played the Copacabana, making
her. appearance on an electric car-
riage. Since then, a series of opera-
tions has restored full use of her
limbs. She recently made several
video appearances without me-
chanical aids.

Sepia Ambassadors ofRhythm

THE

CLARK BROTHERS
Now 19th Smash Week

CASINO, LONDON
''LATIN QUARTER 1950"
Many thanks to Emile Littler,

Tom Arnold, Robert Nesbitt,

Fosters and William Morris
Agencies and, of course, our
Frank Belmont.

Direction: G.A.C, AMERICA

LONDON CASINO
"One of the biggest hit*, a* a IWay*/ en
their London Appearance here, at the
Casino Theatre in 'Latin Quarter 1t50*
are the CLARK BROTHER* who
never fail to tot warm appreciation
of their Intricate dancing that Is swift,
sparkling and faxes with style Which
ehe wishes te see—and see often."

—VARIETY.

TOMMY
Who** Uniqu* Talents in Staging and Choreography Caused This Unanimous Acclaim:

“Tommy 'Morton** ^Roaring 20.%”' Chi-
cago** Musical hit!”

—WALTER WINCHELL.

UA revolution in nighf club life.”

—GENE. MORGAN,
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.

*A prize package show shimmering ‘With
excitement and. glamour.” . , .

:

—CHICAGO SUN iClMES.
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Talent Ageys. Map Campaign To

Talent agencies are mulling an
overall plan to hypo vaude em-
ployment this fall. Feeling is that

unless the major agencies come
up with some good propositions for

theatres, there will be less playing

time this year than in previous

seasons. Plan is to offset video’s

inroads on the live entertainment

While complete plans cannot be
formulated until it’s certain which
theatres and top personalities Will

be available, the percenteries are

planning greater concentration on
quality entertainment. Many feel

that quantity entertainment, such

as exemplified by the- Palace
(N.Y.) policy, hasn’t worked out

too well in out-of-town situations.

Competition from tele shows in

communities in which, .video is

available, would be too miich for

eighi-acters.
'

At the same time, top names
capable of drawing at the box-

office aren’t always available, and
many that could turn the trick are

preoccupied in films, radio or.

teevee. Many feel that guarantees
demanded by surefire headliners
aren’t too attractive to house oper-

ators.

There has been some talk of low-

ering guarantees in favor of larger

percentages and introducing slid-

ing scales in some cases. Thus, a

name package might work a house
far a* small guarantee and certain

percentage up to the point where
the house breaks even, and hiked
percentages when higher grosses

are attained.

It’s believed that aet$_as well as

house operators can be sold along
those lines, since both would
benefit.

The. agencies think the fall would

to'-

be a propitious time to start such
plans since it’s anticipated that
many cities, spurred on by war
activity, would be in a position to

offer better terms to top acts with-
out taking too much of a gamble.
So far, not too many top filmsters
are making any vaude plans, but
agencies have been pitching prop-
ositions and it’s expected that
some commitments will be made.
• Should a sufficient number of

headliners become available at

suitable terms, it’s felt that book-
ers can open up a considerable
amount of vaude time.

Gloria De Haven, Ritzes

Pacted for Las Vegas
Frank Sennes, Cleveland booker

who sets talent for the Desert Inn,

Las Vegas, is currently in New
York scouting names for the spot.

Sennes has already signed the Ritz

Bros, to follow the current run of

Jimmy Durante and has set Gloria
De Haven for Sept. 9.

Sennes wants to line Up a suf-

ficient number of names to last into

the fall season.

in

cotAmmt%

V <
, V

Personal Representative

HESS MAYER
The Shamrock Houston, Tex
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Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

158 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Professional Engagement'

( D upl lento Prizes Awarded In the Case of Tie)

Detroit, July 25.

The mystery surrounding the
bankruptcy sale of assets of the
Bowery, defunct nitery, has been
cleared up. A hearing on bids for

assets of the nitery will be held iit

Bankruptcy Court on Aug. 3.

Mystery entered the case When
William C, Cohen, an attorney,

walked into Bankruptcy Court, ac-

companied by Frank Barbaro, for-

mer owner of the club. Cohen an-

nounced he had a “mystery bidder”
who had made a Secret bid for the
liquor license, v

;

Coheii, who has represented Bar
:

bare in the past, refused to divulge
the name of his client. Barbaro
coyly dodged all questions.

At that pointy Federal Bank-
ruptcy Referee Archie Katcher,
without referring to Barbaro by
name, commented: “This court
frowns on the idea of former own-
ers entering the bidding in a bank-
ruptcy case, but it is permissible.”

Although Cohen had said his

client’s bid was secret, reporters
immediately found out from other
sources that the bid was $13,500
for the liquor license and air con-
ditioning unit.

On Tuesday (18), Barbaro, who
had been so reticent the preceding
day, admitted that if the bid was
accepted he would act as manager
of the club. He said the money
had been furnished by others.

Meanwhile, William G. Maguire,
receiver for the club, which he
closed last May 23 when Barbaro’s
divorced wife, Dorothy, was unable
to pay debs of $70,000, said he had
received a number of inquiries on
the liquor license. One of the in-

quiries, he said, was made by Mrs.
Barbaro.

Mrs. Barbaro had operated the
Bowery since ,1947. Under terms
of her divorce agreement, she had
been given a majority of the stock.

She also owns the building housing
the nitery. At the time the club

|

was closed, she admitted it was
! losing $500 a week.

LOEJ/V S
ar*

Show business is ready to take

up wartime assignments, Nuclei of

the large organizations which serv-

iced the Armed Forces’ entertain-
ment needs in War Bond drives,

troop recreation and morale work
are being revived.

The show business unions are
ready to re-create a skeleton force
so that an organization similar to

the United Theatrical War Activi-

ties Committee will be revived.

The entertainment industry is also

ready, to expand Veterans Hospi-
tal Camp Shows to service the fight-

ing men in overseas theatres as

well as camps in this country and,
of course, the disabled in the
Army, Navy, and Veterans Adminis-
tration hospitals.

First step was taken last week
when James A. Sauter, president
of VHCS, and wartime chief of

UTWAC, told the Armed Forces
Policy Committee in Washington
that the industry is prepared to

reactivate as soon as the Defense
Dept, thinks it necessary.

Later in the week he conferred
via telephone with Abe Lastfogel,

William Morris Agency general
manager and VHCS head until last

year, and Laurence Phillips, exec
v.p. UHCS, on reactivization of

that agency to wartime status. A
skeleton force is already in ex-

istence, and when needed, VHCS
will embark on its own campaign
for $2,000,000 to expand VHCS
Services. Plans have been under^
way for sometime for the raising

|
of this money from showbusiness
ranks.

! A conference was also held with
heads pf Various affiliates of the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, who were associated with

|

wartime entertainment to form a

j

nucleus of an organization that
; would correlate all appearances of
! acts so that the maximum good to

the defense effort would result.

The VHCS and UTWAC cam-
paigns will constitute, only a partial

picture of showbusiness’ contribu-
tion in the war effort. The Asso-
ciated Services for the Armed

• Forces, formed last April as the

,
peacetime successor to United

i Service Organizations, is also ready

|

to move on a wartime basis. Cur-
rently the organization operates 86
{ clubs and agencies similar to the

|

USO clubhouses during the war.
; Expansion will necessitate an ulti-
' mate expenditure to $9,600,000,
' but first phase of its campaign
i will call for the raising of $3,-

: 900,000.

USO’s de-activating process is

continuing pending word from
President Truman and the Dept,
of Defense. Whether ASAF will

completely take over USO’s func-
tions is still to be decided.

The Dean Martin and Jerry

Lewis switch front Abner J.

Greshler to Music Corp. of Amer-
ica will be investigated by the

American Guild of Variety Artists.

Henry Dunn, union’s national ad-
ministrative secretary, declared
that the ( contract between the
comics and MCA will not be recog-
nized until releases from M&L’s
contract with Greshler have been
obtained from the comedians and
their former agent. It’s likely that

Greshler will not consent to the re-

lease since he has already* stated

that he will sue MCA for inducing

New York cafe . business has
taken a dive during the past week.
Most midtoWn spots hit a new low
for patronage and grosses.

: War situation, it’s felt, has little

to do with the decline. Most of

the regulars are vacationing and
tourist trade hasn’t been sufficient

to bridge the gap.
Another reason for the lull is the

lack of top-line lures. Most cafes

are on a summer budget, relying
mainly on the pull, of the cafe’s

rep to garner summer trade.

Until now, most Gotham niteries

have been ahead of last year, and
nearly all have beem operating
profitably. Last summer'most spots
took a facing. The Latin Quarter
and the Copacabana were espe-
cially heavy losers. This year,
they’ve been hitting prpfitable
grosses, except for the setback of
the past week.

the comics to breach their contract
with him. Just how MCA or the
comics will get over that hurdle
isn’t known as yet.

At the same time, AGVA is

slated to set up a hearing to try
Greshler on charges of “untoward
conduct” as an agent because of
laxity in handling deals and sign-
ing the comics for engagements on
contract forms other than those au-
thorized by the union. Hearing,
according to Dunn, will be held in
New York as soon as Shooting is

completed on the film “At War
With the. Army” being produced
by Greshler and starring Martin
& Lewis.
The charges grew out of a hear-

ing asked for by Harry Steinman,
operator, of the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, who made a deal
with Greshler for a two-week en-
gagement of Martin & Lewis. Date
was never consummated; and
Steinman asked the union for a
showdown. During the union hear-
ing, Martin & Lewis claimed the
deal was niade by Greshler, with-
out consulting them. It was also
charged by ufiion that it had been
made on a non-AGVA form. Dunn,
after the hearing, stated that
Greshler would be brought up on
charges and possible suspension of
his AGVA franchise, if comedians’
case against him is proven.

Shortly after the AGVA hearing,
comics sighed with MCA. Their
pact vvith Greshler still had 'two
years and five months to go at the
time of their transfer to; MCA.
During the tenure of the Greshler
pact with Martin & Lewis, MCA
will book the team sans fee, With,
all commissions going to Greshler.

King Cole Trio Set

For London Palladium
King Cole Trio has been signed

for the Palladium, London, start-

ing Sept. 4, Combo will work as
a musical act, to circumvent Brit-

ish ban on alien musicians.
It’s their fitst date at the Pal-

ladium. Deal was set by the Lew &
Leslie Grade Agency of London,
which has British booking rights
to all performers on the General
Artists Corp. list.
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Plans U.S., Canadian Tour
An American tour is being con-

templated. for British comedian
GeOrge Formby. Formby, who suc-

cessfully toured Canada last year
grossing about $225,000 in six

weeks of concerts and theatres, is

slated to repeat the Canadian
schedule starting early September.
Possibilities are that he’ll extend
the tour to the U. S.

Dave Whalen, former pressagent
for Gene Autry, is currently mak-
ing a tour to line up dates for the
British comic. A series of 30 stands
starting in November is planned.
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Bernice Parks Tapped
For N.Y. Versailles

Bernice Parks, songstress, goes
into the Versailles, N. Y., starting
Aug. 9, marking her first New York
stand in some time.

Her previous N. Y. appearances
were at the Copacabana and the
Maisonette, ot -St . Regis, hotel* .

.
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The Talk of the Town!
a

HOLLYWOOD RAVES

“Mocambo will pick up a buck
with Mel Torme, who made a
darned good impression for

his opening. . . . The jam-
packed house kept calling the
lad back for more and more.
. . . Just paralyzed the folks.”

—Hollywood Reporter.

‘‘Capacity firstnight crowd
gave an enthusiastic welcome
to Mel Torme. The Velvet Fog
covered the plushery for a
solid 37 minutes, dishing ten
tunes and sitting in for a
Dixieland skin-beating finale,

earning hefty returns all the
way.”

—Daily Variety

“I saw more movie and stage
celebrities at the Mocambo
last night than have been
around in a month of Sun-
days. It was probably the
toughest audience Torme will

face. Judging from the ap-
plause, he went over okay.

—Florabel Muir

“Firstnighters went overboard
for Mel Torme. He looks like

Morrison’s best bet in recent

months to pack the Mocambo.”
—Harrison Carroll

S&v v
''‘o.t-"'.

“Torme’s a terrific stylist and
a jam-packed audience of ce-

lebs wildly applauded his ex-
cellent selection of numbers.
. . . Mel’s definitely captured
the Hollywoodites, so don’t

miss him.”
—Jimmy Starr

“Mel Torme’s packing the
house.”

—Louella Parsons

‘‘Velvet - voiced Mel Torme
packed Mocambo with a host
of swoon - admirers for his

opening.”
—Cobina Wright

s Ui'l
Currently Appearing

MOCAMBO
Booking:

GAC

Personal Mgt.:

CARLOS GASTEL
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For $27,000; Other Strawhat News
New Hope, Pa., July 25. 4*

Controlling stock of the Bucks
County Playhouse Corp. was
acquired Thursday (20) by N, Y.
legit producing firm of James
Russo & Michael Ellis for reported

price of $27,000, which includes

272 shares or 56% of the total

stock of 503 shares.

Built in 1939 by 50 Bucks Counr
ty residents, the deluxe Delaware
River straWhatter, which was a

former Revolutionary War grist

mill, has proved lucrative to lessees

if not to owners. Writer-farmer
Henry Chapin antied up most of

$50,000 and next year loaned the
corporation an additional $10,000

to enlarge the plant. The 10G was
a loan on which he received in-

terest, otherwise Chapin’s coin has
been all for love.

Theron Bamberger, who has
operated the playhouse since 1940*

was approached several years ago
to acquire controlling interest in

the property, but on advice of ac-

countant and attorney nixed the

deal then. .

Controlling interest represented
by Ellis & Russo is a Keystone
State deal with longtime New Hope
resident, Donald Walker, who is a

Broadway composer-arranger, in

on it with David and Harold Getz.

The • Getzes operate President
Films, Inc. David is a film lawyer;

Harold a prominent Easton, Pa.,

businessman.
Walker, who was instrumental in

the 1939 project for raising the coin

in Bucks country, put Russo &
Ellis wise to the possible purchase.

He has been working for them
since spring adapting the British

comedy “Courtin’ Time” with
partner Jack Lawrence and Wil-

liam Roos. Walker is president of

the playhouse and one of the few
active Broadwayites on its board*
Understood that Ellis & Russo,

who will not obtain operating
possession of playhouse until Octo-

(Continued on page 117)

Pitt ‘Pinocchio’ Seen

As Preview for Angels

For Winter Roadshow
Pittsburgh, July 25.

“Pinocchio,” the musical extrav-

aganza which the Pitt Civic Light
Opera Co. is reviving Aug. 6 for a

week, has aroused unusual interest

hereabouts. Musical will actually

be a tryout for prospective back-
ers, as Sam Handelsmart, biz man-
ager of the Civic, and Yasha Frank,
scripter on the show, are planning
a winter production. Plan is to

tour the musical in big auditoriums
around the country, the feeling be-
ing that “Pinocchio” would be a

good family entertainment draw,
not unlike the pantomimes in Eng-
land.

Frank wrote and directed the
version of “Pinocchio” put on by
the N. Y. Federal Theatre Project
about 11 years ago, when* it ran
over 200 performances. Handels-
man was also with the project then.

Since then he’s managed “Alice in

Wonderland” on the road, and feels

there’s a public for such fantasies.

“Pinocchio,” tale of a wooden
puppet that became a human boy,
will be done with a company of 100

—in:^PittsburgHT-with-Lorenzo -Alvaryy
of the N. Y. Met; Edwin Michaels,
who played the original Pinocchio;
Sam Lewis, and dancer Bettin»
Rosay, in the leads. Frank and
Handelsman look on it as a good
roadshow extravaganza. They’re
also eyeing the N. Y. City Center
for a Christmas showing. They
estimate they need $100,000 for the
winter project, and plan on the
Pitt presentation as a preview for
backers. It’s also reported that a
tele network will 0 :0 . the show
here as a TV possibility.

Kramm to Direct Ferrer

In ‘Shrike’ for Oiney Bow
Hollywood, July 25.

Joseph Kramm will direct and
Serge Syrjala will do the sets for
“The Shrike,” play by Peter An-
dress, which Jose Ferrer will pro-
duce as well as star in. The work
goes into, rehearsal immediately
following completion of the Stan-
ley Kramer film, “Cyrano de
Bergerac,” in which Ferrer has the
title role.

Play is scheduled to open in Oi-
ney, Md., Sept. 26.

Off-Broadway theatrical groups
in N. Y, are taking a beating this
summer, with most outfits in the
red for a few thousand dollars each.
Of * five groups polled, none is

breaking even on weekly operating
expense. Indicative of the poor
business being done, was the re-

cent shuttering of the Province-
town Playhouse by Studio 7, Group,
recognized as one of the better off-

Broadway operations, opened at

the playhouse last month with
“Earth Spirit.” Though the play
received some favorable comment
from the daily newspaper review-
ers, the poor b.o. take made it nec-
essary to close down after a few
weeks. However, it’s reported,
outfit may resume production ac-

tivity next month.

Another established group, The
Interplayers, functioning at Car-
negie Recital Hall, has been drop-
ping around $200 a week, besides
not making back any of the $2,500
laid down to tee off the summer
operation. Company opened about
four weeks ago with “The Beggar’s
Opera” and may run through the
summer with the musical. “Q”
Productions, which has been oper-
ating in the Hotel Sutton’s Little

Theatre since May 1, has lost about
$6,000 so far. Group is currently
offering its third production, “The
Fine Old Wine of Monsieur
Nuche.” Outfit has a lease on the
theatre until August of next year*

Players Co. Fold
The Players Co. closed Sunday

(23) after presenting 30 perform-
ances of Pirandello’s “Right You
Are” at the Kaufman auditorium
of the Young Men’s Hebrew Assn,
on 92nd st. and Lexington ave.

Group failed to take in enough to

meet a $500 weekly expense and
(Continued on page 115)

Norwich Silo Thriving

Despite Upped Costs
Norwich, Conn., July 25.

Herbert L. Kneeter, local straw-
hat impresario, offers an interest-

ing commentary on the hike in
costs of summer theatre operation.
In his first four shows to date (Kay
Francis in “Goodbye, My Fancy”;
Eve Arden in “Over 21”; Franchot
Tone in “Second Man”; Laraine
Day in “Angel Street”), Kneeter
has done $8,000 more business than
the same period a year ago. How-
ever, this represents an added
profit of only $2,000, the differen-
tial of $6,000 being the jump in

operating costs.

Biggest week in this 900-seater
was the Arden show which was
SRO for every performance, to the
tune of close to $12,000. Oddity
about this spot is that cheapest
seats are always the toughest to

sell. Kpeeter has installed expen-
sive air-conditioning this season,
with the landlord offering a par-
tial kick-in via a rental reduction
Over the 10-year lease.

Current is Victory Jory in “The
Spider,” and other names due in-

clude Eddie Albert in “The Show-
off” (July 31), Zachary Scott in

“Blind Alley” (Aug. 7), Edward
Arnold in “Apple Of His Eye”
(14), Nancy * Walker in “On The
Town” (21).

Equity Sees League ‘Confused’ On

IN FALL BOW ON COAST
Hollywood, July 25.

.
“Little Boy Blue,” new Max

Showalter-Albert Miller musical,
bows at El Capitan Sept. 11 for a
three-week run under the produc-
tion aegis of Paula Stone and Mike
Sloane. Book show heads for
Gotham after the local tryout.

.

George Murphy temporarily de-
serts film work to direct “Blue,”
for which Showalter did the riiusic
and Miller the book- and lyrics.

27TH SEASON IN SEPT.
The 27th season of Clare Tree

Major’s Children’s Theatre will get

under way in September with six

touring, companies hitting the road

with juve presentations. This oper-

ation, geared for kiddie Consump-
tion, now functions nine months
out of the year, and is chartered

so that each town included in its

itinerary may receive a play from
'each <,'of"the *toui'ing~companies-aix

weeks apart throughout the season.

A non-Equity operation, Children’s

Theatre employs about eight Or

nine adult actors in each company.
Each group travels via truck and
a car. Performances are offered

in the afternoon and are held most-
ly in school auditoriums.

In addition to the short pants

operation, Miss Major also sends

out the National Classic Theatre.

This operation, also non-Equity,

takes to the road in September for

its sixth year. Presentations, given

in college and high school audi-

toriums, . are aimed at the adult au-

dience. The one company, which
tours under the NCT banner, will

Offer “She Stoops to Conquer” and
“Hamlet.” Presentations to be

given by the Children’s Theatre

this season will be “Pocahontas ”

“Old King Cole,” “The Rebellious

Prince,” “Beauty and the Beast,”

“Rip Van Winkle,” “Rebecca of

Sunnybroolc Farm” and “The King

of the Golden River.”

Both NCT and Children’s Thea-

tre are non-profit operations which

receive minimum coin from various

sponsoring groups throughout the

country.

‘Revolting’ ‘Mr. Roberts’

Looks Solid in London;

a

‘Ballet Ballads’ Revival

Planned for Hollywood
Hollywood/ July £5.

A Coast revival is planned of the
dance-musical, “Ballet Ballads,”
which had a short. Broadway run
two years ago. Show is slated for
fall presentation by N. Y. producer
John Ralston and Jerome Moross.
The latter composed the music for
the work, while John Latouche
supplied the lyrics. The producers
are currently trying to obtain as
many members of the original cast
as possible.
Among those Who appeared in

the offering on Broadway was Sono
Osato.

London, July 25.

Despite mixed notices, and a cou-

ple of savage newspaper attacks,

“Mister Roberts” looks like a click

here and may even duplicate the.

N. Y. success. This riot only sur-

prises Londoners but reportedly is

a surprise to many Broadwayites
as Well, some of whom Were afraid,

it wouldn’t go here. It was feared

that flaunting of authority, as de-

picted in seamen’s disrespect for

their officers, would be considered
alien here. The English are brought
up to have a certain deference for

their military leaders. %
The service

is a career in England, where
there’s a military tradition, espe-

cially among the upper, class.

Strangely enough, the Labor paper
here, the Daily Herald, was the

only one to make that point, re-

ferring to the show’s “glorifying

of insubordination and near-mu 1-

tiny.” Producers Leland Hayward
and Joshua Logan, however, were
confident of the show’s going over.

In Friday’s (21) Evening Stand-
ard, Beverly Baxter, M.P., who is

also a drama critic, savagely at-

tacked the comedy, which opened
Wednesday (19), under heading of

“I Call This Revolting.” “Under
the domination of Broadway,” said

Baxter, “we are passing from art

to photography, while the unthink-
ing, undiscerning mob shout joyous
approval.” Baxter "didn’t like the
brash references to sex. Play’s

technique, he said, “is another ex-

ample of the ruthless* technique
of Broadway in which a formula is

rigidly prepared and relentlessly

carried out.’’

Play’s treatment and dialog
shocked other reviewers, but most
gave it full praise. The larger Coli-

seum stage enabled the London
edition to be produced on more
ambitious lines than in N. Y. Slick

direction by Joshua Logan Of the
Cast of 50 caused attention, while
Joe Mielziner’s setting is consid-

ered one of the finest seen in towr/
for years.

Principal roles, played by Ty-
rone Power and Jackie Cooper,
have be£n commended for their

warmth, humor and skill.

Michael Todd claims he’s “wild-

catting” his new show, “The Live

Wire,” deciding “over the week-
end” where he’s to book it next

during its summer tryout. The
Garson Kanin comedy, which

preemed at the Ogunquit (Mel)

Playhouse, July 18, was held over

there a second week instead of go-

ing to Atlantic City. Now it’s

booked for Fairhaven (Mass.)
Summer theatre, July 31, and
Marblehead (Mass.) Playhouse,
Aug. 7. This cancels the previous-
ly announced N. Y. opening date
of Aug. 3.

'^Holdover of “Wire” . at Ogun-
quit this week caused cancellation
there of premiere of Rosemary
Casey’s “Once An Actor,” pro-
duced by John Golden and Leo G.
Carroll, which will preem instead
at Berkshire Playhouse, Stock-
bridge, Mass., Monday (31). Todd
had to guarantee the house, for

Ogunquit producer Mrs. Walter
Hartwig for the second week, but
sales look good to avoid any ex-

pense. Todd is reported to have
paid Golden and Carroll $2,600 for

losing a week’s playing time in the
delay on their “Actor” preem.
“Actor” cast gets full salaries for
this week despite the Ogunquit
cancellation.

Staged by Kanin, “The Live
Wire” has Scott McKay, Sheila

Bond, Elspeth Eric* (replacing

Cajgnen Mathews), Jack* Gilford,

Chestre Stratton, Murvyn Vye, Pat
Harrington, Elliott Reid, Peggy
Cass, Peter Turgeon, Rex Wil-
liams, John Drew Colt, Ned
Werthimer and Heywood Hale
Broun in its cast.

VACnC SOLE N Y. SRO;

TAKE UPPED TO $50,760
“South Pacific,” in its 68th week

! at the Majestic, N. Y., continues to

do standee biz at all performances

|
—the only show in N. • Y. to be

selling out. Later musical arrivals,

like “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
or the recent “Peep Show,” are

Seagle, Schroon Lake, To
Preem With Tasquale’

Schroon Lake, N. Y., July 25.

The new Oscar Seagle Memorial
theatre, on the grounds of the
Seagle Colony, near Schroon Lake,
will formally open Friday (28)

with Donizetti’s opera, “Don Pas-
quale/’ It will be repeated Satur-
day night. Singing cast includes
Elfego Esparza, Alec Dantre, Frank
Green, Nancy Findlay, Weldon
Thomas and Caroline Howe, mem-
bers of John Seagle’s opera group
at Trinity U. in San .Antonio, Tex.

Nathan Prifce is musical direc-
tor; Robert Bird, stage director;

Helen Peters Seagle, production
manager; Frank Green, stage man-
ager; Moreland House, asst, stage
director; Peter Seagle, electrician,

and Margaret Farr, props chief.

The two perforipances are spon-
sored by the Schroon Lake Assn.

; “Pacific,” despite its lengthy runj

|
loss of Ezio Pinza and the hot
weather, registers a steady SRO.

N. Y. Fire Dept, last , week per-
mitted an increase in: the . number
of standees, from 30 to 40, tipping
weekly take by $160. Show, with
a capacity of $50,186, has been
grossing $50,600 steadily, with a
standee limit at all. performances.
Take will now be $50,760.

Although Equity and the League
of N. Y. Theatres are deadlocked

at the moment on a new basic

agreement, with old pact expiring

Aug. 15 and actors and managers
apparently miles apart on new ne-

gotiations, threat of strike action is

discounted generally. League and
Equity are deadlocked over two
actors* demands—-a pension plan
and upped minimiims for the road.
But/ although the League refers to
Equity’s demands as an “ultima-
tum,” and Equity claims that
League reps haven’t “bargained in
good faith/- drastic action isn’t

foreseen, although at yesterday's
(Tues.) meeting, Equity Council
backed up its . negotiators on the
two demands made on the League.

Equity proposed that a study of
a future pension plan be jointly

sponsored and financed by man-
agers and union, with Equity of-
fering to contribute $1,500 for the
study if the League matched it.

The League countered that a pen-
sion plan for legit isn’t “workable
or feasible, due to the nature and
character of the theatre gs such.”
Equity’s other

;
demand is an in-

crease in minimum salary for
members of road companies from
$80 to $100, with the League of-
fering a compromise $90 minimum,
or a 12% increase;

Equity’s feeling is that the
League has misinterpreted its pen-
sion plan proposal. “We don’t say
we need it for this season,” said
an Equity official. “We just want
the managers to sit down with us
and discuss whether it’s feasible.”

A jointly sponsored study, of the
question, as proposed by Equity,
would help decide the plan’s prac-
ticability, the union feels* It also
derides arguments that a pension
plan would scare off capital or
angels for future shows.
As to upped road minimums.

Equity claims that a survey of
members showed average costs of
living, while on the road, of $37.77
a week. The League estimated
that road living costs totaled
$75.51 a week,, or $4,49 less than
the present $80 minimum. Equity
claims that only 60 members, the
lowest paid, would be affected by
the proposed increase in road sal-

aries.

N.Y. Audiences Setting Up

Barriers Between Actors;

Schenectady, July 25.

“The only real New ,York audi-
ence is that which attends opening
nights—-the sophisticates, who see
100 or 200 plays a season-—and it is

stuffy, very dull and fiat. It places
a barrier between the actors and
says, ‘You’ve got to show me/ ”

Victor Jory, star of “The Spider,”
touring summer theatres, declared
Thursday (20) in an interview over
WRGB, Schenectady. Jory added
that he didn’t care for that kind of
audience. The rest of the time,
the New York legitimate theatre
audience consists of people from
Schenectady, Peoria, Rockford and
Yuma, who are visiting in the big,

(Continued on page 115)

Ewings Fail to Discover

Talent Abroad for Show
Marjorie and Sherman Ewing,

who sailed for Europe April 28

hoping to pick up a couple of stars

for a contemplated continental re-

vue. on Broadway in the .fall, re-

;

turned to the U. S. Saturday (22)

empty-handed. Couple gandered
both London and Paris. They may
go abroad again in November for
another looksee.

While abroad, the possibility of
a London production of “Voltaire,”
written by the male half of the
producing tearri, was discussed.

TO TOUR Vi. COLLEGES
Chicago, July 25.

For the first time since before
1940, an English university drama
group will tour the U. S. Oxford
U. . Players, both undergraduate
and graduate students, planed into
Chicago last week to start a seven-
week tour, mainly at college thea-
tres. Group of 20 is offering “King
Lear” and “The Alchemist,” be-
ginning at Valparaiso, Ind., July
26.

Company is being sponsored by
1 the international Research Fund.
. Brian Acworth is company man-
l

ager.

CHI PLAY WINNER
Chicago, July 25.

.

John Kelley last week won the
/10th annual playwrighting award
; of the Midwestern Writers Con-
I
ference, Three-act play, “The

;
Enemy,” is set for local produc-
tion this fall.

Playwright is Chicago video
1 writer.
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U.S. Ratio, , in New Met

New two-year pact which the 4-

Three Short Musicals

Skedded for Broadway
Alfred Nano and Roland Fiori

plan -j(»rodil<?tioii-.'"'^'.
:^three.-" short

musical plays on Broadway for an
early fall bow.

: There are “Beauty
and the * Beast" by Vittorio Gian-
riini, of the Juilliard School, and
Bob . Simon, and “Not All Prima
Donnas Are Ladies,” also by.

Giannini and Simon. The third

offering is “Ballet Entr’acte” with
music by Vernon Duke and
choreography, by George Ballah-
chine. 'v.

SteWart ChanOy will do the cos-

tumes and scenery.

’Metropolitan Opera Assn, and the
American Guild of Musical Artists

signed last week, covering the

1950-51 and 1951-52 seasons, has

Tsome unusual features, as Well as

radical changes. Singers and dan-

cers, for the first time, are covered
by unemployment insurance, an
item the union has been working
on for some time. Pact calls for

coverage under N, Y. State's unem-
ployment insurance laws. This was
a voluntary gesture on the Met’s
part, as it is a non-profit organiza-

tion and legally exempt from these
laws. Estimated cost to the Met
will be $50^000 a year, :

Also important was the under-
standing reached between manage-
ment and union on keeping the

Met ' “predominantly ah American
Organization.” With advent this fall

of a new manager imported from
Europe, Rudolf Bing; with many
oldtime Met singers let out, and
others signed from abroad, AGMA
was worried about more

;
foreign

singers coming in, to upset the Chicago, July 25.
'5!** obtained heretofore at

, • Qji iegit fall picture, which was
the Met. Ratio of American smgers ^ Spai.ked by the advent of the
as against, non-resident aliens

national company of “South
roughly . three to

.

one—won t be
,
pacific,” seems to be in a state of

A 4- Uux with the' announcement thatAGMA also claims it got Bing t mus ica^ Which was officially to
to re-engage a number of people

! tee off the fall season in late Sep-
let out. ..end, of the season.^ Six or [fember, seems unlikely to open at
seven discharged principals were

. ;{j^. shubert before Thanksgiving,
back

| at the earliest. The Shuberts had
C
A?

r
i

steiS fi
r
ed r

S i previously thought of bringing in

to house-clean its ballet, and
AGMA got it to re-engage 15 of the
original 36 dancers let out.

Previous two-year pact, which
had frozen minimum salaries, was
modified to provide for some pay
increases to principals, chorus and
dancers; for payment to principals
for rehearsal weeks, additional ra?

dio fees, and an increase in out-of-

town sustenance. Pact calls for a
minimum 20 weeks of perform-
ances in N. Y., aside from touring.

Agreement Was reached after

five months of negotiations, with
Bing and others repping manage-
ment and Hyman R. Paine, national
secretary, for * the union. Bing
okayed final pact before sailing

recently for Europe, and both sides

commented on the “friendliness
and cooperation that prevailed
throughout the negotiations.”

MULL NEW
Lillian Heilman and Leonard

Bernstein are mulling writing a
legit musical. The composer-con-
ductor, just returned from Israel

and slated for fall symphony guest-
conductor stints following his cur-
rent engagement at the Tangle-

“Lost in the Stars” in early Octo-
ber to fill the void, but now have
switched the musical drama to the
Great Northern with hopes for an
extended run there.

Thinking seems to be that Chi-
cagoans will wait to see “Pacific,”

no matter whein it might come in.

With that thought in mind, tiBO
seems to be picking up midwest
dates in the larger cities. However,
much of this trade is that which
would normally come in for the
Chicago engagement, especially
during the summer months and
also during the multitude of con-
ventions. Whether or not this

might affect the b.o. is problem-
atical. As yet, the Chicago Shu-
bert office is not taking mail or-

ders on “Pacific,” so no response
from these areas, where the play
is picking up extra dates, can be
determined at this time.

There’s still talk of some of the
Shubert houses being bought for
teevee studios, and although it has
been denied by the Shubert rep
here that NBC is not interested in

the Harris, net officials say that
there is still a chance that, the
1,000-seater will be taken over in

the fall. At present, the Stude-
(Continued on page 115)

rent engagement at the Tangle- d j q i n •

Wood (Mass.) Music Festival, has
j

DOIld MUtH. iMUl&S ItIIcMII
done the scores for two. Broadway
productions, “On the Town” and
the current “Peter Pan.”

Miss Heilman, currently working
on a new straight play, had her
“Little Foxes” musicalized by
Marc Blitzstein, who did the entire

show solo, libretto and score, when
it was retitled “Regina.”

Gould Sets Musicals

lii Resort Houses
Portland, Me., July 25.

Edward Gould, currently operat-
ing a strawhat shuttle circuit on a

split-week basis between the Old
Orchard Beach Playhouse and the
Peaks Island Playhouse here, states
that vacationing audiences want
musicals, which discovery is re-
sponsible for a midseason revamp-
ing of his Schedule. Heavy dra-
maturgy .'is being thrown out in

favor Of the tuheshows “Lady In I

The Dark,” “Irene” and “Any-
thing Goes,” with Kyaya Bradley
coming in to lead the casts of these
productions, which will follow the
present “Harvey,” starring Albert
Carroll.
“Bom Yesterday,” featuring Stu-

art Erwin, lost money, according
to Gould, whereas “Fihian’s Rain*
bow” played to capacity at both
spots, with $3,100 rung up in three^-

day stand at the O. O'. B.
•lone.

Miami Beach, July 25.

Temporary conversion of Copa’
City nitery here into a summer
stock legit theatre has been, called

off because of failure, of leasehold-
er Ned Schuyler and producer
Sandy Scott to agree on a bond.
Bond Was to have been used to in-

sure the nitery’s return in the same
Condition as Sc6tt found it. it’s

reported that Scott was amenable
to posting the coin, but wanted It

to be held by a neutral party,
which was refused by Schuyler.
Copa City was rented on a $600

weekly guarantee up to the. first

$6,000 gross. If gross reached be-
yond that point, producer and
Schuyler, would share equally;.

First production was to have been
“The Heiress,” starring John Car-
radine. \

Beach’s other summer stock op^
e.ration, Kitty Davis’ Airliner, also
a niterv, started activity Sunday
(23) with “Born Yesterday.”

Katherine Bard will appear in

“The Long Days” at Westport
(Conn.) Country * Playhouse next
week (31), in support of Florence
Reed. . . . Joseph Heidt confined
at home all week due to chipped
bone in left foot. . . . Janet Blair
extended her agreement in the
touring “South Pacific” for 18

i
months . . Juanita Hall back in
the N. Y. “South Pacific” after
missing eight performances due to

illness. Musa Williams subbed . . .

Sardi’s “Little Bar,” in front of the
show biz eatery, considered Broad-
way’s smallest bar, is being elim-
inated during alterations, a larger
bar being planned for the dining
room. /

Howard da Silva will probably
direct “Abe Lincoln in Illinois”
late next month at the Laguna
(Cal.) Playhouse for Howard and
Frances Graham, with Jeff Corey
the likeliest prospect for the title

role at the silo . . Terry Kilburn
alternating between film work arid
the lead in “The Corn Is Green,”
current presentation of the Holly-
wood (Cal.) Players’ Ring . . . La-
verne Burden takes /over the

: femme lead in the Drury Lane,
, London, production of “Carousel”
next Monday (31). Iva Withers,

j

who opened the show last month,
quits the cast Saturday and is re-

|

turning to New York:

David Brooks of the Broadway
cast is singing the role of Tommy
in “Brigadoon” for the Houston
Summertime Light Opera which
opened a week’s run Monday (24).

Others in the cast include Dorothy
MacNeil, James Jamieson, Gregg
Juarez and Nina Olivette ...... “Sky

• High,” a newspaper comedy by
Powers Moulton, of the N. Y. Daily
News copy desk will have late sum-
mer tryouts at St. Michael’s Play-
house, near Burlington, Vt., and at
Basin Harbor, Vergenries, Vt. . . .

Jean Parker was nicked with a
$378 judgment won in N. Y. city
court by. B. Altman & Co. depart-
ment store.

Jerry Livingstone and Mack Da-
vid trekked in from the Coast over
the weekend to huddle with Jo-
seph M. Hyman about the score for
the untitled book musical he’ll
produce next season. . . . Barbara
O’Neil left Mojiday (24) for Holly-
wood tp join Celeste Holm, Regin-
ald Owen, Shepperd Strudwick
and Russell Hicks in. rehearsals of
Louis Verneuil’s “Affairs of State”
which begin there Aug. 1, under
direction of the author. , . . Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein,
II, signed Barbara Bel Geddes to
play the only feminine role in the
cast of four in John Steinbeck’s
new play, “In the Forests of the
Night,” which goes into rehearsal
in September.
Randolph Symonette replaces

George Jongeyans in “The Consul”
(Barrymore, N. Y.) next Monday
(31) . . Richard’ Pleasant flew to
Paris Saturday (22) for three weeks
on various biz matters, including
looking for scripts ... George S.
Kaufman to direct the new Frank
LOesser+Jo Swerling-Abe Burrows
musical, “Guys and Dolls” .

Bobby Griffith to be stage man-
ager for the Irving 3erlin musical,
“Call Me Madam” . , . Michel Mok

! on two-week vacation, Ben Korn-
‘ zweig subbing on “South Pacific”
and “Happy Time.”

Inside Stuff—Legit
Ezio Pinza tips from the Coast that Mary Martin will do “South

Pacific” in England in the fall of 1951, Which reminds of her profes-
sional yen to vindicate herself for the flop she had with Noel Coward's
“Pacific 1860” three years ago. Pinza will probably rejoin his original
starring partner in the London production, but not until then, since
his current Metro film chores figure to tie him up fully in the interim.
Understood that a condition of Miss Martin continuing with “South
Pacific” on Broadway was her semi-managerial rights for the London
production, which has back of it the aboi’tive Noel Coward angle.

Announcer Ben Grauer and actor Norman Rose plan to continue
very actively in radio, despite their plaris for a professional theatre
group in the fall at the Bieeker Street theatre, N. Y. Rose may direct

a play, or even act in one, but both wapt to dispel any idea they’re
leaving their radio assignments.
They figure they can got by with a $10,000 budget and have that

amount raised already. The 300-seat house will be scaled to $2.40, and
with union concessions granted them, the pair figures they can break

!
even at 50% capacity. An all-Equity group will be used, with new plays
as well as revivals skedded. Duo plans a schedule of four productions
over the season, the first one to bow about Oct. 15.

Helen Hayes, before starting recently on her vacation from “The
Wisteria Trees,” repeated her plea for aid to be given youngsters in the
industry. Reiterating her belief that conditions for budding talent in

legit are tougher today than 25 years ago. Miss Hayes said: “We, the
stars of today—Katje Cornell, myself—we’re 50. New young stars have
to be developed to replace us. And we must help them.”
Miss Hayes also admitted she’s averse to touring anymore, preferring

to be near home with her husband and son. Latter, she says, is now 12
and needs her companionship. Actress doesn’t want him to go away to

boarding school, but to be at home with. her.

For coverage of Giari-Carlo Menotti’s “The Medium” and “The Tele-
phone,” which bowed at the Arena (Hotel Edison), N. Y., last Wednes-
day (19), the N. Y. Daily News sent three reviewers. Reviews,
giving “three viewpoints on Mr. Menotti’s writing, music and grog
parlor,” ran side by side, covering the whole drama page Thursday (20).

Robert Sylvester reviewed the music-drama double-bill as a stage-play;
Douglas Watt covered it from the mus^ic standpoint, and Robert Wahls
was on hand at the Edison ballroom where the Arena presentations*
are given, admittedly “not for the music, not for the drama, but to
sample (hotel) manager Irving Kramer’s roast lamb and dry martinis.”
Wahls had only one objection to the theatre-bar-dining setup. “After
eating an Arena theatre dinner a man needs to walk it off before sitting

for Madame Flora, the medium.” -
Speaking of eating, Robert Coleman, in his review in the Mirror,

wrote; “As one who didn’t rave ovenJhe original N. Y. production, par-

|

don me if I eat a little tough crow tnis morning. ... I am still tingling
1 from a real thrill.”

Richard Watts, Jr., in a recent general column headed “Casual Re-

|

flections on the Drama,” in the N. Y. Post, apparently disputed the
general belief that the critics have more influence with the theatre-
going public than ever before. He wrote in part, “Newspaper review-
ers Of today somehow lack the prestige possessed by our craft in the
days of Percy Hammond, Heywood Broun and Alexander Woollcott.
I suspect that we are just as adequate advisers to the public on the
state of the theatre as they were, but something seems to be lacking.
In part, our comparative weakness of standing is due to a decline in
popular interest in the stage. But I fear it goes deeper than that. It

]_is also, I’m afraid, due to certain frailties of ours as to both showman-
ship and personality.”

A trip tp “South Pacific” just before a trip to the North Pacific was
the Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, gift last week to a group of 40 ,Navy flyers
Informed by Commander Ingram of Long Beach, Cal., that the men,
slated to shove off for the Orient the next day, had Voted a glimpse of
“Pacific” as the one thing they wanted, Hammerstein, who was on the
Coast for a visit," promptly contacted company manager Harold Gold-
berg, and arrangements were made to have the group catch the national
company now at the Philharmonic in Los Angeles. It took considerable
juggling, but the seats were found. After the performance, flyers went
backstage to meet the cast and tie on the feedbag.

Herb Rogers, owner of the strawhat Tenthouse theatre in suburban
Chicago, has been approached by a Chi television station to put on a

j

weekly drama, using his present stock company as the permarient cast.

|
Cast figures TV would be a cinch after the strawhat routine of re-
hearsing one show all day, then doing a different show at night.
Company was scheduled for its usual fall trek to Palm Springs, Calif.,

I

when Tenthouse folds in September, but Rogers would rather take the
video deal.

Raymond Massey’s 16-year-old
daughter, Dorothy Whitney, will

make her stage debut; acting with
him in “Our Town,” which begins
a week’s run at the North Shore
Playhouse, Beverly, Mass., Mon-
day (3D.

‘Stars’ Trekking to Coast

For Eight-Week Stint
“Lost in the Stars,” Maxwell

Anderson-Kurt Weill Broadway
musical production, will leave
N. Y. with a company of 75 next
Tuesday (1) to fill Coast engage-
ments.

Musical will open at the Curran,
San Francisco, Aug. 7 and after
four weeks will play a similar en-
gagement at the Philharmonic
Auditorium, Los Angeles, for the
Los Angeles Civic Light Opera
Assn. *-

Former Met Opera conductor
Tullio Serafin rumored as music di-
rector of Milton Shubert’s forth-
coming operetta on Puccini . .

Show-of-the-Month Club’s prez
Sylvia Siegler in Paris for a week
gandering shows, prior to visiting
Rome and Switzerland . . . Leo
Freedman back Monday (24) from
a two-week Caribbean cruise . / .

IsadaraJBenuett /to-handle*publicity.

chores for N. Y. City Opera Co.
this fall, vice Margaret Hartigan,
who’s now with RCA-Victor.
Columbia Records released a

“Peter Pan” album, with Imperial,
N. Y., cast, including Jean Arthur
and Boris Karloff . . . A second re-
corded version, especially for kids,
is due in the fall . . . When a Sao
Paulo, Brazil, hotel refused to ad-
mit Katharine Dunham last week,
the Chamber of Deputies intro-
duced a bill making such color dis-
crimination illegal, and apologized
to the U. S. dancer . . . Oscar Ham-
merstein, II, and casting director
John Fearriley returned from the
Coast Monday (24) ... The George
Rosses finally bought a house on
Fire Island, N. Y. , . . Gian-Carlo
Menotti and producer Chandler
Cowles sailed for Europe Saturday
(22) to set up details for filming
of “The Medium” in Rome.
Michael Todd, Jw, in Honolulu

for four days this week, en route
home . . . Michael Higgins quit the
touring company of “Devil’s Dis-
ciple” to return to his spot in the
NBC - TV show, “One Man’s
Family” . . Olney, Md., straw-
hatter’s Robert Ullm.an has article
on summer theatres in September
issue of American Life irtag.

Coin for the new Cole Porter musical, “Out Of This World,” which
.
Lemuel Ayers & Saint Subber will present in N. Y. in November, was

|

raised by the producers without any audition, the $200,000 needed
coming in from one letter sent out by the producers to the backers of
their other Porter show, “Kiss Me, Kate.” Musical was reportedly
oversubscribed by more than $50,000, which had to be returned. There
.won’t be arty auditions, with the show already skedded to open in
Philadelphia, at the Shubert,. Oct. ,16.

Intricacies of summer theatre business administration and methods
,

of simplifying them are outlined by C P A. Edward O. Lutz in the July
;

issue of .the N. Y, Certified Public Accountant. Lnt

z

T-a -theatre-ae-
J
countant, analyzes such problems as budgeting, financing, tax planning,
break-even point computations, etc. The 15-page piece is tagged “Sum-
mer Theatre Accounting Procedure#.”

Founders of, the Shaw Society of America hold their first meeting at
the home of showbiz attorney Fanny Holtzmann today (Wed.) the drama-
irVv

b
i
rt

,

h
?
a
?;

the
. founders are Dr. Albert Einstein,

Randolph Hearst, :Thomas Mann, Gertrude Lawrence and Rob-
ert Sherwood. Miss Holtzmann plans to plane to London this, weekend.

Clinton (Conn.) Mixing
.New Bills With Revivals

Clinton, Conn., July 25.

Connecticut Theatre Colony
(Clinton Playhouse) is making its

first break from a revival policy
this week by doing “See How They
Run,” While it’s not ah actual
preem (play opened in Cragsmoor,
N. Y.j July 10), it gets away from
this spot’s usual lineup of “Church
Mouse,” “Peg O’ My Heart,” etc.

Biz here has been pretty, spotty
this season but has built somewhat
each week. Last week hit a fairly
optimistic stride With “This Thing
Called Love.” House is operated
by Charles and Harriet Quigley on
a Tuesday-Sunday schedule*

Gish-'Mabel' Nifly

10G at Olney, Md.
Oiney. Md., July 25*

Lillian Gish did sock business
last week with “Miss Mabel” at
the Olney theatre here. Play took
in $10,000, which is hear maximum
for the 600-seat, $3-top strawhat.
Producer Alexander Ince was here
all week, tightening up the show
in spots for its fall New York de-
but. From Olney, Miss Gish takes
her troupe to Newport; R. I., and
Westport, Conn. ....

Olney is completely sold but for
Maurice Evans in “The Devil’s
Disciple,” which begins today
(Tues.). British Ambassador Sir
Oliver Franks will be on hand for
the opening.
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Russo & Ellis

• 4

1

Strawhat Reviews
L—/ Continued from page 116
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'

ljer, 1953 as Bamberger inked a

five-year pact last summer, will try

out more new scripts than hereto-

fore.
Chapin has been trying to Unload

shares in the playhouse fpr the

past three years. In. order to

acquire enough for controlling in-

terest, Russo & Ellis combine had

to purchase, in addition to Chapin’s

stock, some more shares from artist

John Folinsbee, writer Joseph
Dyer and manufacturer Marshall

Cole. All live in New* Hope envi-

rons. .

.

St. John Terrell, who was the

original producer of the playhouse;

in 1939, was instrumental in stir-

ring up local interest and coin. He
Avas bought out for the second
season by the corporation, who in

turn leased to Theron Bamberger
& Kenyon Nicholson. After two
years of partnership, Bamberger
bought out Nicholson’s share.

. ‘Tbwn’ 5G at Grist Mill
Andover, N. J., July . 25;

The Grist Mill Playhouse, North-
ern New Jersey’s newest strawhat,
scored heavily last week with
Nancy Walker in -the musical “On
the Town,’’ running up an ap-
proximate $5,000 gross. * Following
a comparatively slow start, busi-
ness picked up sharply with
Wednesday matinee and continued
st rong through latter half of week.

Next week the Grist Mill; man-
aged by Robert E f Perry, lists

Franchot Tone in “The 'Second
Mari” as the attraction.

music by Joe Sherman and lyrics
by Langston Hughes. Additional
lyrics were penned by George
Jaffe.

Cast Will include Avon Long,
Fred Kelly* Bob Kennedy,. Bevw
erly Jams, Marianne Niles

.
and I

Francis Compton. J

Fran's Tinian's at Saratoga
Saratoga, N. Y.i July 25.

Supporting singer Fran Warren
in “Finian’s Rainbow” at the Spa
theatre in Saratoga Springs this

Week are: Tom McElhany* who ap-
peared in the original Broadway
production; . Barbara Beiiq (Miss
Warren’s manager)

, Jerry Austen

,

Louis Macmillan, Joan Skinner,
Clyde Waddell, Roderick Winchell
and Dana Hardwick.

Philip Gordon staged the musi-
cal. Donald Shirley designed the

The Rogue* For Dallas
Dallas, July 25.

An old-fashioned “DimnkarcF'-
style melodrama called “The
Rogue” vvill make its local debut
Friday (28) for an indefinite run.
Anne Wishner. who wrote it with

her husband, Harvey Wishner, and
Luke Hodges will produce the
show, which will include olio acts
afterwards, with refreshments for
sale to tlie audience. The ail-local
cast will be called the Triangle
Players; Sets will be designed by
Mary Cecilia Whitehead.

Mr. Holieris
London, July 20.

„ xu IT. M, Tennent, Ltd., in association with
five year« after demobilization, the

j

Lelanrt Hayward, presentation Of comedy-
ex-skipper, Monty Stewart, goes 1 drama in two acts by Thomas Heggen
n <c ip91 .n vuhinh nf hie fpllnw !

an<* Joshua Logan. Directed by Logan.

•

TO
^

leal n W men OI nis. lellOvV Settings by Jo Mielziner. At Coliseum,
fliers has really found happiness.

|

London. July 19/ 'so.

The one who was most ebullient Chief Johnson..... George Cotton

Wheiv he wore his wings suffer*

,

c$8m
boredom .as a department Store Dowdy.,,... ....a... ...Leo Gordon
clerk; another fails to make a go

j

Captain . . George Matthews

of his marriage; >the one eager to
!

;
•; .chSies cS'opw

click creatively m the theatre gets/ undstrom. ./Gene Darrter

a job as a drama critic; the boxer j
ste fanowski..- Sidney

s
A.rmus;

Wins. the championship in $pite of
I Enifen' GoSper

Jus dishonest manager; the farmer
\ Dolan ... Leonard stone

is mangled in an auto accident and ' Gerhart ,

;

Len smith

gives up to Monty the girl who
j V. ' st “e iioUa£a

was to be his wife, and another has
;
Miiitaiy Policeman Bill Travers

apparently found happiness as a Shore JP^trol Officer . . .Charles McDaniel

husband and first-time father. The ' —-4—
indicated lesson is that the blue

storekeeper and businessmen bend*
ing over backwards to help him.
"It’s primarily in the second act,
where Murnagham indulges in high
finance at a low level, that the
play scores strongest. The laughs
come quickly and easily. But in the
opening and closing acts, the plot
is belabored, and the joke has be-
come a little threadbare by the time
the end is reached.
Much of the success of the play

is due to two rich performances
by' the Irish players. Mark Daly as
Murnagham and Liam Redihqnd
as a hypocritical storekeeper are
outstanding in every scene in which =

they appear, and their high-grade
performances reflect the lesser
standard achieved by other artists.
The Murnagham offsprings aremaicaiea lesson is

.i/J/

'

Two-and-a-half years after it /only adequately played and Mala-
il!

1 W ien °ne learns llow
sailed info Broadway, "Mr. Rob-

j- chi’ Keegan overdoes the role of
the gentleman farmer. Myrq .

Hull at El Teatro
Santa Fe, July 25-

Henry Hull opens tonight (Tues.)
at Ann Lee’s El Teatro here in
“On Borrowed Time.” Play is the :

fourth offering of the theatre’s
nine-week; summer season, which
began July 4 with Sterling Hollo-
Way in “Merton of the Movies.”
Frank McHugh comes in next
Tuesday < 1) for a week’s stand in
“ Harvey.” to be followed by Wen-
dell Corey in “Born Yesterday/’
Besides the opener, Miss Lee alsb
presented Mary Brian in “Good-
bye, My Fancy” and Nancy Kelly
in “Light Up the Sky.”

. Included in El Teatro’s resident
company are Don Porter, Peggy
Converse, Walter Coy, Thom Con-
roy, Housely Stevens, Jr., and Bill
Woodson. Bobby Soule is doing the
sets and Porter is directing.

Colt's ‘Heiress’ in Yt, .

Winooski Park, Vt., July 25,
Ethel Barrymore Colt set a new

i house record with the Equity resir
dent, company at the St. Michael’s
Playhouse last week in “The Heir-
ess..

Eliot Duvey is directing the com-
pany, which is giving “John Loves
Mary” this week. Other Equity
members of the troupe, which is

operated by St, Michael’s College,
are Robin Ladd, George Pillette,
Arthur Edwards; Belva. Morrell,
Matt Horner and Harry Coble.
Duvey, Horner and Coble are on
Ahe summer session drama school
faculty.

‘‘“be? f
.°.
r Pi®ces

and
ica fn recent years, backed by a

small s.de set for narrator.
; fme Angi0-U.S. east and a mag-

. Company was
• nifiopiit orodiiction

cast. Henry Becl^an was ingratl"
j

The vast Coliseum facilities gay

e

ating and
. hel*eva d irectol. joshua LOgan the possi-

ing doctoi . Carsons tra s-
, hiiities of a broader canvas than

formation from/,RAF ace tq sajes-
j
was avaiiabie on Broadway. The

was th^show 5
I
major setting of the AK 603 built:

Other stickouts were Monty
reach the prosceniumwere Moritv 1

mk3°r setting ot the AK 603 is built
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Hose Mari© on Ice

London, July 14.
.Toni: Arnold production of musical io*

Sliow in livo acts., based on the yestervea

r

operetta. “Rose Marie,” Directed by Gei’i
aid Palmer. Book and lyrics, Otto Har-
biich and Oscar Hamnierstein II; music,
Rudolf Ffiml and. Herbert Stothnrt. At
Harringay Arena, London, July 13,
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augmented. Of the 50 players, 16
come from America, and all work
together as a perfect team, achiev-

ing a fine degree of harmony and

accident victim. Elem.
To match the slickness of Lo-

X|»rin^ lor Sure
Westboro, Mass., July 23.
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gan’s direction, there are flawless

^

clear-cut performances to capture

Sergeant: Malone..;.' Howard Knight
Lady Jane ......... i/. . .

.

Diana Grafton
Black Eagle. . . . ....... . . .

;

Jack Harnett
Edtyard Hawley........ ,.. Basil Green
Emile ....... . , . . , . .

.

k . .. Michael Oxley
A Mountie ....... . . i . ... , . . ... Don Mdnn
Ethel Bl ander ... ... . .

.

Beryl Rayden

The eniphasis is on the spectacu-
lar in transforming this operetta

! into a blades show. As a spectacle,
.and develop the feeling of bore- it’s a success, combining graceful
dom and frustration, which is the

;
movement of the skaters with nifty

'Wilderness* SRO, Pawling
Pawling, N; Y., July 25.

Starlight theatre had a sellout
last week with “Ah, Wilderness,”
staged by producer Isobel Rose
Jones with her resident a11-Equity
company. “Born Yesterday” is cur-
rent.
Troupe presents shows Tuesday

through Sunday at the 296-seater,
with top of $1 .80 weekdays and
$2.40 Saturdays. This is company’s
17th season. .

Hilltop Musical Preem
Baltimore, July 25.

Don Swann’s Hilltop theatre is

essaying an original musical by
George Wood titled “Of Sugar and
Spice” currently, following an okay
week of “Boy Meets Girl,” in
which director George Schaefer

» acted and actor Morton DaCosta,
directed.

Previous run of “Idiot’s Delight”
broke an all-time house i;ecord.

Irving Storey > «1r.v musical direction# Mai y j 1 .z pnnnorh to olTsfit ativ SfitioUS
Felton; choreography, Anita Walker. At i
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to stand a reasonable chance
against competitive ice displays in
the U. S., where it goes after its

eight week season in London,
Much of the production is pleas-

ing to the eye, and the music, as
fresh as ever, is superb. The set-
tings, costumes and production
have a sparkling appeal.
Any shortcomings are due pri-

marily to the method of off-stage
business. Main appeal is speed.
But in the dialog passages show
lags. Off-stage technique works

be given to deciding whether
;

v

Powef !

there’s justification in retaining
;
his London stage debut, Power

;

.. . cpni1pnppc

. . J

-

:,,.;. fore he gets into active service. In
!

Here is a musical with possibi 1 -
j T An̂ .nn cfaffp rtpbnt. Po

‘Winslow* $11,30Q, Westport
Westport, Conn., July 25.

“The Winslow Bov,” starring
Basil Rathbone and Meg Mundy,
took in about $11,300 in eight

-performances at the Westport
Country Playhouse last week.
Strawhat is currently offering a

tryout of William Marchant’s
“Within a Glass Bell.”

.
Mildred

Dunnock. and . Don Hanmer
featured in the production.

are

Fflainn*^ Rainbow
(GREEK, HOLLYWOOD)

Hollywood, July 18.

Gene Mann’s production of this

1947 Broadway smash is more than
the usual two-week revival for
patrons of his ozoner in Griffith

Park. It a mounts to a -re-creation,

with original stars Ella Logan
*

David Wayne and Albert Sharpe
again toplinecf—and it adds up to

smash entertainment.
It being one of the rare times

that Hollywood gets to see an origin

nal cast grouping of this sort, there
was big opening-night interest and
the word spread quickly. Only bad
weather should keep this one from
doing huge business.
Miss Logan’s Sharon is a superb

ties. Authors Catherine McDonald
and Wilton

i sel ^d^arolina, Whence Wy l
!

««« «>»*. is hot seen to best ad-

come, and it has a pleasant hill-
; ^im^r ^dHemme I

vantage. Many^rhet scenes are
billy tang that's all in its favor. ; ^le ^ qertiy played bv Hildy ;

overloaded with dialog passages.

Possibly the writers visualized p <lcs jacfcie Cooper/ George with consequeht restriction of

a folk musical to do for the remote
• M#tt ,,ews at once suggests the em- • her showy figure-skating. Simi-

mountain land what “Oklahoma b itt6re(j tyrannical captain and lar handicap applies to Michael
i did for the green-lilac country. All

ives a forceful dominant per- Kirby and Heinie Brock as prin-
1 of the men sprout beards, every-

f

orniaBCe Russeil Collins strikes cipal male leads. Pat Gregory
i
body is barefoot and there isn’t a

the right note of sympathy as the
j

has a neat solo number, “Totem
telephone for miles. The chance understanding shipV doctor. Spe-!Tom Tom,” backed by chorus in a

for “charjciers” is obvious. cia l credit is also due to Leo Gor- ! sweep of cplor and rhythm. Other
ii v. Lei a. ti# r

At the Westboro premiere, the don Charles Cooper and Len 1 cast members also do well in re-
! spective assignments.music stood out sharply. Among gmRh

the more tuneful assets are “Spring
j ,j0 Mielziner’S setting is a treat; Entracte interludes by the Jive ;

Time’s Purtv.” “River Bottom fqr the eve as well as a technical
|

Trio ana the Three Corncobs get
Farm,” “Captivatin' Critter,” “i

j triumph/ His brilHaht staging and over neatly. Myro.
A'T ! _ i I. _ 1 1 r A . \7 At* T A aIv y}’ 44^17 A . . . Ai A . J . 1 1_ _ _ 11

Admire the Way You Look,” “We lighting effects set the seal oil an
;

Can Start on Love.” “That Yaller. undoubted success. Myro.
,
Yaller Moon” and “We’re Havin’ a

‘Harvey* $5,300 at Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., July 25.

Turnaway biz of $5,300, the sea-
son’s highest was racked up by . ,

. .. .

“Harvey” at the 436-seat Berk- .l°b of trouping with every number
shire Playhouse: last week at a socked out to the far corners of

$2.94 top t
this 4,400 seat house. Wayrte is

Robert Pike, of the resident 1
great as Og, his elfish, imaginative

.company'-, was featured. ’/portrayal making the leprechaun
.

• come to life, Sharpe is Wonderful
Mereditji-‘Harvey* 10G, Princeton as McLonergan, delivering his eco-

Princeton, N. J., July 25. nomic l^mcies with a charm that

The Princeton Summer Theatre • makes them real._ In support are

here continues running in the !

such.stalwarts as Robert Pitkin and

House-Raisin’.”
.Liiyan Wilder, as the gal from .

the city, expounds on “I Want the !

. Other Woman’s Man,” and Laura
/Lee. as a hillbilly, sees the possi-

:

bilities of a souvenir
city in “Thar's Gold

/Robert Laui itzen handles the
comedy role Of a pompous proles-

, Jack Murnagham .

.

. sor, and has two good humbers I Bessie Murnagham .

.

“fi’e Anpln-Savnn *' in which he ' Derry Mutnajhain ;

: Its AngJO oaxon, .in /WIIIUI
I Bartley Murnagham

discovers the mountain lingoTea lly owney Tubridy . .

.

goes back to Elizabethan England. ;.Tp.»iri; Cassidy-

and “I*m .Just :Wild About Wild- i

li/’xi ” in 'ho -Hnoe an ‘Frirtio > r

They. <»ol Wlia i Th©y
YVanled

London, July 19.

B. A. Meyer presentation of comedy in

I

Marc Blitzstein, who authored

\

i last fall’s “Regina,” is three-quar-
ters done on a new musical* titled

Reuben, Reuben.” Composer re-
I >

mir stand in the three W ^ouis
A
p'Alton, .Directed by turned last week from a five-week

»ld in 1Them Thar '5o?
y ' At >bmb ‘‘ 9S5 ' Lond

’ stay in Bermuda, and is now in A t-

W Sally Murnaghanr , . . . 'Patriola- Driscoll lantic City. He hopes to have the

black with a healthy gross of $10.-
000 raked in last week, by Burgess
Meredith in “Harvey/ Operating
nut was estimated at about $7,200.

Eddie Bruce, both recruited from
the original cast to deliver nifty

performances as the the senator
and liis stooge; Edward Dew, who

Donald McClyinont
Sheila Martin

.....Colin Lpudan
... Anita .Bolster

Chavles FitzsimonS
.. Mark Daly

. . Liam Redmond
... James

;
PaJ?e

... Alalachi Keegan
...v,..-'- .Patrick. Jordan

life,” in which lie does an Eddie

>

:.Lorc'an'‘/".".

.

.V . . . . . .Michael iioit

Cantor impersonation. The play
;

—
could stand plenty more conir The old maxim that money begets
edy development, however. money is developed as a shrewd.

opus done by the fall.

Cheryl Crawford, who produced
1

“Regina” is slated to present
“Reuben/ r

Erickson as Coast Villon
Hollywood, J uly 25.

Lief Erickson was signed to sta c

Show had strong advance sale ahd uncorks a robust voice and easy

near sellout Saturday evening.
|

manner as Woodie; Ann Needham,
The strawhat’s current attrac- who does soine firstrate dancing as

abond King” in the Hollywood
Bowl Aug. 15-20.

Nadine Conner and Lucille Npr-

------
,

-
. A1 . , .. . ,

.
. r • u i

as Francois Villon in James A.
The plot .s nothing to ta^ the amusing:

satire JuU.- of rich^tosh
jjootiaie’s produutlon b£ “The Vag-

brain, and therein lies the plays humor. Quality of the writing isn t

major Aveakness, consistently good and the produc-
The mountain folk are happy in tion shows Signs of untidiness. But

. their own simple fashion when a ! if these two deficiencies are made
plane carrying three sophisticated

| good, the play has a reasonable man were previously inked for top
New Yorkers is forced down

;
chance of succeeding when

^

it/ roles. Ken Burton directs.
among them. A girl aboard (Miss

, moves out of this nabe situation
j

,

.

. :

Production credits all are top- Wilder) goes on the make for the ! into the West End. It will need an
| v AT)T /rfkTTTC rrn tt in t>

T

cmra (l

“The notch, from the overall staging by mountain boy (Paul Starr), steal- ' intimate house to help it along., ' KARL ULiMUb i lU
Gay Divorcee,” withi Jack Whiting, ' Joseph Santley to Richard Jack- ing him from Betty Gilpatrick. Louis D'Alton’s yarn

4
concerns

Carol Stone and Lenore Lonergan, I
son’s imaginative sets, Kate Drain The latter risks her life to climb the Murnagham family living in a

vyill be an experiment, testing
;

Lawson’s lifty costumes, and Jaye
draw of musicals here. ; Rubanoff’s solid batoning. Kap.

Same bill.

Next week’s attraction;
Harrisburg, Pa., July 25.

Karl Genus, director of the Civic

New Ogunquit Musical
“Just Around the Gorner,” new

musical based on the 1933 bank
closings, will preem at the Ogun-
quit (Me.) Playhouse Monday (31>.

Show’s book was wTitten by Abby
Mann and Bernard Drew with

I

Guthrie McClintic and Victor
. Young plan to troupe large audi-

J

toriiuns next season with “The
I Greatest Story Ever Told.” This
'.is a -dramatizalion by Fulton Our-
! slcr and Henry Denker of Oursler’s
1

w.k/ radio program.

about all, coming from, and their five rather tr.,

Miss Gilpatrick, who has done bewildered children. Into the town *e
‘

.
? succeeds Rich^i d

1 North Gage, who resigned to de-

full time to Allenberry plav-

r . „ Boiling Springs,- Pa,

,

tion rates an Okay, considering it the imiwession that he’s a benefi-1 Ground will be broken. Aug, 2
was whipped up in a week. Lee. >. curry' .and soon finds the local for the thealre’s new $60,000 home.
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Ken M u. r r a y long-distancing
Danielle Darrieux for a guestint on
his CBS teleseries.

t ^ „ mo1o Golden Nugget Gambling Hall; on
Leo Mishkin, Morning^ Tele- *„*,!-** hotels in Cincin-

date upwards of 1,000 horses, prac-

tically completed on 40-acre

stretch of desert near resort hotel

strip.

Jake Kozloff ,
manager of the

film critic, heads for the

Joast Saturday (29) for three-week
studio gander. 1

Out of Polyclinic hospital, TV
and radio publicist Maxine Keith
setting a video show for the fall to

be built around, and emanate from,
Le Coq Rouge.

Hearst columnist Louis Sobol' to

wed Broadway publicist Peggy
Strohl in Santa Barbara, Cal., on
Friday (28), She joined him in

California last week.

Arthur Loew’s production, ‘‘Te-

resa,”. winds up shooting in N.Y,

this week. Pier Angeli* whom he

brought from Italy as star, goes

back to Rpme in August.

Linda Darnell planes in from the

Coast Aug. 10 for a week of tub-

thumping on 20th-Fox’s “No Way
Out,” prior to the picture's Aug.
16 preem at the Broadway Rivoli.

Mrs, Peter Gordon Brown,
daughter of Feist Music general
professional manager Harry Link,

returned to New 'York With her.

husband last week after six months
in Paris.

Len White, senior writer on
20th-Fox’s homeoffice publicity

staff, transferring to the Coast to

work under studio publicity chief
Harry Brand. He leaves tomorrow
(Thurs.). .

'

Bill Stern; abroad to address the
International Assn, of War Vets
on what's happening to vets here,

spoke yesterday (25) in London,
flying home to America late to-

morrow.
Linda and Mary Ellin Berlin, the

two oldest of the Irving Berlins’
daughters, going to the Edinburgh
Festival next month, although their
mother, cancelled out a month in
Ireland in July.

Actress June Lockhart, daughter
of the Gene Lockharts (also in

show biz) to marry John Francis
Maloney in the fall.* Evelyn Sachs,
mezzo with the Met and Chi Opera,
to marry Dr. Morris F. Steinberg
next month.

Richard Condon, formerly na-
tional Campaign coordinator for
Paramount’s Samson and Delilah”
and “Sunset Boulevard,” assumed a
similar post with Stanley Kramer
Productions on the latter’s upcom-
ing “Cyrano de Bergerac,”

Phil Spitalny, set to open at the
Waldorf-Astoria Starlight Roof to-
morrow night (27), turned down a
lucrative offer by the Desert Inn,
Las Vegas, preferring to play New
York where possible TV sponsors
can. eye his all-gal talent.

Two show biz scions are set to
1

take the leap; Siam Goldwyn, Jr., is

marrying Jennifer Howard, daugh-
ter of the late Sidney Howard,
in Berkeley, Calif,, the end of
August; and John F. Royal’s
daughter, Schatzie, marrying Rich-
ard A- Harper, of the Metro
homeoffice, also next month.

junket to inspect hotels in Cincin-

nati, Miami and Puerto Rico prior

to building announced $3,000,000
resort spa here. Site has been ac-

quired.

Visiting entertainers, combining
talents to put on outdoor .

“Night
of Stars” benefit to help build
school for crippled children of

Southern Nevada. Talent include
Harvey Stone, Jimmy Durante,
Jane Froman, with Bob Hope also

a possibility,

By Sanford Markey
The old Back Stage Club, now

under Nick Pinardo’s guidance,
and called the El Bolero. ;

Glenn C. Pullen, Variety mugg
here, testing his fishing luck in

Minnesota for three weeks.

Artist and Writers’ spot in Hotel
AUerton now the Club “216” with
Roger Stearns beating out on
piano.

Eddy Duchiri expected in town
during the first week in August
to inspect his dance studio and re-

ceive portrait from Akron admirer.
Presentation will be made by
Quentin Reynolds.

Ray Boyle and Wife, Gerry Jedd,
both of Play House, are being
romanced for Broadway produc-
tions; latter for lead in “Naked”;
Boyle for “Out of This World.”
Boyle’s" staging Theatre in the
Ring performances at Allertort

this summer.

London

Honolulu
By Mabel,Thomas

n

Arthur Godfrey to pick winner
pf ukulele contest While here.

Lotte Lehmann gave two concerts
at Dillingham Hall, Honolulu.

Fibber McGee & Molly received
wonderful reception on arrival.

Herman Rosen back from six

weeks’ business trip to New York,

Lauritz Melchior will give three
concerts in Hawaii during his visit.

Hollywood producer Fred C.

Quimby and wife at the Royal for

a month’s rest.

Bob Stuart, Geo. Hamma and
Katty de la Cruz drawing heaviest
business in town. *

Evelyn Knight arrived quietly in

town, rested at the Royal, and
exited same way.

Clyde Williams, v.p. of Southern
Amus. Co., Lake Charles, La., and
wife here for a month.

Loew’s
Continued* from page 1

Anton Dolin to Venice for two
Weeks’ vacation before resuming
his English dance recital, dates.
Bea Lillie to the South of

France for a month’s vacation,
after which she is off to New York.

“Aquaparade,” new American
water spectacle, is skedded to
open at the Wembley Pool, Aug. 11.

Lester Ferguson has been
signed by the BBC for a spot with
his show, “Your Song Parade,” for

19 weeks 1

Roily Rolls off to Paris, but re-

turns to London to play return
date at the Savoy hotel for month
of September.
EdWard Dryhurst Productions

dickering with Val Guest for film*
ing an original story of

.

his, “The
Neat Adventure.” ,

G._ Bernard Shaw’s 94th birth-
day today (26) being celebrated by
a special late night performance of
“Heartbreak House” at the Arts
Theatre Club.
Henry Koster in, with wife and

two children, to direct the 20th-
Fox production of “No Highway,”
which will mark the reopening of

Denham studios.
George Raft left for Hollywood

yesterday (25) after a few days’

vacation in the country. He’s just

completed “I’ll Get You .for This,”

With Coleen Gray as costar.

Location unit for Zoltan Korda’s
production of “Cry the Beloved
Country” left by air Sunday (23).

for Johannesburg and will com-
plete the journey to .Ixopo, Natal,

by road.
Oxford Players sailed last Wed-

nesday (19) for a seven-week tour
of the U. S. midwest and eastern
seaboard states, where they will

Stage “King Lear” and “The
Alchemist.”

Chappie D’Amato, ‘ stick-wielder
at Hatchett's restaurant for 12
years, is retiring, and will stay in
capacity of musical advisor. Char-
lie Pude, his aide for the last 10
years, takes Over.

Chaz Chase has been given a
month’s vacation by Bernard Del-
font from his London Hippodrome
hit, “Folies Bergere Revue,” and
is due to return to the show,
Aug. 7, from Paris.
Halama and Konarski have been

booked for a tour in South Africa
and open at Johannesburg, Sept. .4

for four weeks. Meanwhile, Car-
roll Gibbons has booked the dance
team to play a quick return date
at the Savoy hotel for two weeks.
Nat Karson has booked Canfield

Smith to play a return date at

Metro’s Empire for the month of
September. This is the first time
since the introduction of a stage
policy at this house that any act

has been given a return booking.
After her success at the Savoy

hotel* where she was held over
a further week, Hildegarde was of-

fered $5,600 by the ‘ management
of the Cafe de Paris to play there
for four weeks, which she turned
down due to her American com-
mitments,

“Hectacombe,” going into rehearsal
with Pierre Brasseur, Serge Reg-
giani and Yves Deniaud.
Fannie Hurst at Deauville to

ogle a legit interpretation of her
novel, “Back Street.” It’s adapted
by Michel Dulad and star? Suzy
Prim.

Atlantic City
By Joe Walker

Jack Verna band into Hialeah
Club.

Bill Layne and Don Hines fea-
tured at Babette’s.

Elaine Barrett and Shelley Wal-
lace at the Clicquot.

Vic Damone opened Saturday
(22) at 500 Club with Ronnie Selby;
Sonny Richards and Tony Bari as
supporting acts.

Jerry Colonna and Dorothy
Claire heading Steel Pier stage
show, this week, with Ralph Flana-
gan and Jimmy Dorsey bands in

Marine ballroom.

Continued from page 1

South Africa
By Joe Hanson

Pagels Circus, South Africa’s
oldest circus, is being advertised
for sale at £10,000 ($36,000).

Basil Dean, British producer, is

due here to produce Flicker’s
poetic play “Hassan” for the Na-
tional theatre, It was last staged
by Dean in London in 1923.

Lineup of films skedded for
prompt screening in South Africa
include “The Heiress,” “Made-
laine,” “They Were Not Divided,”
“Treasure of Sierra Madre” and
“Bicycle Thieves.”
Deal was signed in London be-

tween Sir Alexander Korda and
the Schlesinger Organization for
release of Korda’s products in
South Africa. First film to
shown will be “Odette.”

be

By Ken Frogley

Grace Hayes, operator of Red
Rooster here, in race for constable
in forthcoming elections.
Ted LeWis doing so well at Last

Frontier, management skedding
three shows nightly on weekends
instead of customary two.

Comics Larry Storch, at ThUn-
derbird, and Sam Levenson, at
Desert Inn, drawing good biz.

Comic Jack Leonard is at the
Flamingo.

Press Club beginning work on
this year's Branding iron Dinner,
biggest social event of season,
when local celebs attend to see
themselves lampooned.

Connie Hilton, hotel magnate,
reportedly interested in acquiring

a Las Vegas hostelry, was guest of

Hotel Flamingo, along with Robert
P. Williford, Hilton’s exec veepee.

Stable area at'*' projected LAs
Vegas Park racetrack, to accommo-

Brookiyn, in the course of a per-

sonal doorbell-ringing survey in

the Williamsburgh sector.

Loew’s confab with PTA reps is

aimed at the formation of coopera-

tive clubs in which neighbors
would take turns in voluntary sit-

tings. Co-op idea incorporates a

bookkeeping, scheme whereby a

neighbor gets hour-by-hour credit

for watching the next-door kiddies,

in turn, she cashes, in on this credit

by calling on another Club mem-
ber to park in her apartment.

While seeking to get the clubs
started, Loew’s does not want to

appear as promoter of the scheme,
according to Ernest Emerlifig, cir-

cuit’s ad-pub topper. Hence, the
chain is seeking to induce PTA
reps to carry the ball. In turn,

offer has been made by Loew’s to

turn over its office facilities to the
clubs, including letterheads, mail-

ings, etc.

Circuit in the Parkchester in-

stance is also seeking to plant the
idea with local newspapers. Ted
Arnow and Ann Bontempo, two
Loew’s publicists working on the
project, confabbed with Jerry
Doyle, editor of the Parkchester
Press Review, Ideal Weekly, to pro-
mote publicity on the idea. Doyle
has agreed to beat the drums for
the plan in his paper.

Miss Lupo, who has now inter-
viewed some 450 families in Wil-
liamsburg, is also working on pro-
motion of baby-sitting clubs in her
sector. Theatre manager is con7

ferring with PTA-ers in a parallel
drive with that touched off in
Parkchester.

’ Emerling believes that if his cir-,

cuit can get the clubs launched in
several scattered sectors the idea
Will catch on in a chain reaction,
To give the scheme wider cur-
rency, his aides; are planting pub-
licity in local and city-wide col-

umns.

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse)

Barbara Hutton at the Ritz.

Bea Lillie flew in with Jimmy
Gardner.
Lou Costello and family installed

at George V.
Eric Von Stroheim busy writing

a comedy film.

Earl Wilson to Scandinavia be-
fore homing Aug, 15.

Betty Dodero in Paris for a few
days before going South.
Fernandel set for a remake of

Marcel Pagnol’s “Topaze.”
Chaz Chase gandering Paris be-

tween London engagements.
Cliff Fischer back from weekend

in London with Eddie Lewis.
Larry Adler domg his -harmonica

virtuosing at the Baccara nitery.

Stella Adler looking for a N. Y,
play she could produce in Paris.

Ballet De L’Opera leaves for a
tour of South America today

.
(26).

Maurice Lancaster in from Lon-
don for huddle with Dick de
Rochemont.

Dave Lewis to.join wife Helen in

Cap d’Antibes when she winds up
there in August.
Laurel and Hardy’s co-produc-

tion pic, “Atoll K,” started rolling
on the Riviera July 16.

Italian megger Luciano Emirier
to Paris to ready his next pic,

“Paris, C’est Toujours Paris.”
John Ford’s “When Willie Comes

Marching Home” awarded the crit-

ics’
,

prize at the Locarno Film Fes-
tival.

William Wyler’s “The Heiress”
is the U. S entry in the current
Czech film festival at Karlovy-
Vary;
With Marcel Pagnol dialog, “Ro-

sier de Madame Husson” is being
remade by Agiman-Eminente Films
with a legit cast.

Oldies “The Awful Truth” and
“My Man Godfrey” being revived
at firstrun Champs Elysees houses
for good returns.
Jacques Preverts first legiter,

000,000, up $19,000,000 from ’48.

Wages and salaries paid out by
these services amounted to $219,-

000,000, an increase of
.
$20,000,000

over ’48.

National income, as used by the
survey, is the sUm of wages and
salaries paid out, social security

and other benefits contributed by
employers; income of unincorpo-
rated enterprises; corporate income
before taxes, tax liability, inven-
tory and net interest.

Corporate income, before taxes,

Of the motion picture industry,

totalled $124,000,000 in 1949, up
$5,000,000 from ’48. Tax liability

for 1949 was $51,000,000 compared
to $56,000,000 in ’48. For radio and
television broadcasting, corporate
income, before taxes, totalled $50,-

000,000 in 1949, down $1,000,000
from ’48. Tax liability was $21,-

000,000, Same as iri ’48.

Fulltime employees in the mo-
tion picture industry in 1949 came
to 226,000, up 1,000 from the pre-
vious year. Other amusements
showed a decline from 242,000 in

1948 to 240,000 in '49.

Fulltime employees in radio and
television services showed a gain
from 47,000 in '48 to 49,000 in '49.

Average annual earnings Of full-

time employees in the motion pic-

ture industry in 1949 was $2,916,
which was $5 above the average in
’48. In other amusements, the av-
erage was $2,367 compared to $2,-

289 in '48.

lit radio and television, the aver-
age earnings, was $4,469 last year
compared to $4,234 in ’48.

Survey showed that 238.000 per-
sons were engaged in production
by the film industry in 1949, up
1,000 from ’48. In radio and TV
there were 50,000 engaged, up 2,00Q
from ’48.

Corporate sales of the picture
industry last year totalled $1,819,-
000,000 compared to $1,864,000,-
000 in 1948. Corporate sales in
radio and TV were $430,000,000,
same as in ’48.

Corporate dividend payments by
the film industry in 1949 totalled
$44,000,000 as compared with $61,-
000,000 in ’48. Dividends paid out
by radio and TV services totalled
$8,000,000 as against $12,000,000 in
’48. Other amusements paid out
$16,000,000 compared with $18,-
000,000 in ’48.

Paul Raymonds divorced.

Larry Rarks and Betty Garrett
back from Europe.

Benny Holzman recovering from
a kidney operation.

Broderick Crawford hospitalized
with an injured back.

Estelita Rodriguez out of the
hospital after surgery.

Patricia Morison will be soloist
in the Hollywood Bowl Aug. 5.

Gale Storm to Portland, Ore., as
guest of the Cosmopolitan Club.

S. Sylvan Simon recuperating at
home after a wdek in the hospital;

Arlene Dahl to Chicago to start
a midwest personal appearance
tour.

Bill
;

Elliott planed to Big Spring;
Tex., to headline a series of
rodeos.

Loyal Griggs celebrated 25th
arini as a Cameraman at Para-
mount.

Rhonda Fleming out of the hos-
pital after an emergency appen-
dectomy.
Whip Wilson to El Paso to head-

line the rodeo at the Cow
Coliseum.
Bob Hope booked for two days at

the Illinois State Fair, Springflald,
AUg. 19-20.

Edgar Buchanan to Eugene,
Ore., to appear in the annual his-
torical pageant.
Mike Frankovitch in from Italy

to talk business about his . next
production; over there.;

Helen DeUtsch delivered a lec-
ture on screen writing at the Uni-
versity of Southern California.

Virginia Grey and Robert Stack
returned from Mexico City where
they filmed “Torero” for Republic*
A1 DeWeese of 20th-Fox elected

commander of the 24th district, «

American Legion, comprising 25
posts;

Alfred Kingston filed a volun-
tary petition in bankruptcy, listing
liabilities of $33,158 and assets of
$2,375.

Nadine Conner goes on a con-
cert tour of the midwest and south
before reporting back to Metro-
politan Opera.

Former N. Y. Senator James M.
Meade was guest of honor at a
luncheon tossed by, the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Mother Kelly’s staying open for
few more weeks.
Joan Edwards into Blue Sails

Room of Sans Souci next week;
Bubbles Darlene and Maxie Fur-

man heading new show at Chez
Paree.
De Castro Sisters return to

Sherry Frontenac’s Pompadour
Room this week*

Kitty Davis’ teed off its Arena
presentations with “Bom Yester-
day” Sunday (23)..

Biz around town continues boffo.
Spots like Five O’clock Club
(Martha Raye) and Clover
(Vagabonds) packed nightly.

Continued from page 2 ;

lance, was subbing for McClure,
who was on vacation,
McClure returned and Unlisted

the assistance of Gen. Maxwell
Taylor's office; which immediately
sent the Russian authorities a note
seeking information. Receiving no
reply from the first note, they dis-

patched, a second note last week
which received the same treatment
as the first.

McClure also contacted Gen,
George P. Hays, Deputy U. S. High
Commissioner in Frankfurt, and
Warners in the U, S. have protest-
ed to the U. S. State Department.

This is the first time during the
cold war in Berlin that persons
employed by an American outfit in
the entertainment field have been
kidnapped by the Communists. It
is quite possible that this was done
by the East German police without
the knowledge of the Russians.
However, the Russians are well
aware of the situation now and it’s

still a puzzle here as to the motive
behind the incident.

Club

,Pa.
By Sol Jacobson

Moss Hart and family due at
Aquetong home this week.

Willard Keefes, Liz Mears and
Joe Abels Weekending with Theron
Bambergers.
Roy Neal interviewing Music

Circus stars Wednesdays via
WPTZ, Philly.
Ruth and Gus Goetz out of their

Keller’s Corner home for Coast
writing assignment.

Phyllis Perlman, who will p.a.
Wolcott Gibbs’ Fire Island play*
weekending there to pick up local
coTor.

ZaSu Pitts in from MOuntain-
home, Pa„ for “Post Road” this
week at New Hope. Bill Weaver
in ahead to prep local troupe.
Arthur Cantor has succeeded Bill

Doll on national publicity for St.

John Terrell’s Music Circus. Max .

Eisen in to handle local publicity.

R-H Nights
Continued from page 2

“South Pacific” have been added
to the program with the offerings
from “Allegro” eliminated except
for the overture. The presentation
takes about two hours and in most
cases guest artists; are employed to

handle the vocals. Jane Powell is

scheduled to appear at the Holly-
wood Bowl, Robert Weede, Anna-
mary Dickey, and Gladys Swarth-
out Will appear at the Lewisolin
concert. Other performers who
have been 'associated with R&H
concerts include Kay Armen, Earl
Wrightson, Co nrad Thibault,
Evelyn Keller, Winifred Heckman*
Glenn Burris, Norman Atkins and
Virginia Haskins.
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Swanson’s 1929 Fiasco
Continued from

'
page 1

Then Miss Swanson suddenly re-

appeared as star of the current
“Sunset Boulevard,” a picture of
Hollywood which, with curious co>

incidence, makes clear how such
an $800,000 blunder as “Queen
Kelly'* could come about,

“Sunset’s”* director was looking
for an old shot of Miss Swanson
that would best shdw her famed
profile of the '20s. She recalled

that there was exactly such a bit of

footage in “Queen Kelly." So,
:

at

least a 10-second piece of the 19?9
fiasco will finally see theatre
screens. Scene in which the clip is

used shows the siightly-mad Miss
Swanson in what’s supposed to be*)

her present-day Hollywood manse
amusing herself in her favorite
fashion by viewing her old starring
vehicles. Ypn Stroheim, who di-
rected the 20-year-old sequence,
stands by accident or design behind
Miss; Swanson in the “Sunset”
scene, playing her former director
(and first of several husbands),
who has now become her butler-*

houseman. ;

Story Behind the Story

Much of the actual story back of
“Queen Kelly’- has, become fogged
by time. Much ,

more has been lost
via reluctant memories of the per-
sonalities involved . Arid what they

n
Unreleased production by Erich

Von Stroheim for Gloria Swanson
Pictures, Ltd. Stars Gloria Swan-,
son, Walter Byicdn, Seena Owen, Di-
rected by. Von Stroheim. Based on
art original by Von Stroheim. Silent
titles, Marion Ainslee. RevieWed at
Museum of Modern Art, N. Y., July
20, '50.

.
Running time, 90. MINS.

Kitty Kelly ......... Gloria Swanson
Wild W'olfram. . . . . .Walter Byron
Queen . . Seena Owen
Butler ...... .... Sidney Bracey

to

do remember is naturally em-
broidered by the side on which
they stood at the mightly to-do
which went on in, around and with,

the picture.

Among the myriad of curiosa as-

sociated with “Kelly” is that it was
never completed as planned. It

was started in the fall of 1928, and
work continued until about Feb-
ruary or March of 1929. Seven
reels were in the can when, .with
miles to go. the, picture was aban-
doned. It lay on the shelf until

.1931. At that point Miss Swanson,
who had been brooding over
“Kelly,’* since a lot of her money
was tied up in it, decided she’d
finish it somehow and recoup what
she could.

Abandoning the original Von
Stroheim script, which would have
cost hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars to completer—and which, had a
strictly adults-only tinge, anyway-^
Miss Swanson set out on her own
(there had been considerable fric-

tion with Von Stroheim) to finish
the picture. She shot one reel,
which brought t he film to a logical,
if somewhat abrupt, end by having
herself as heroine jump into a
liver and drown.

By this time <1931) sound was
well established, and Miss Swanson
employed Adolf Tandler to put
music to the still otherwise silent
picture. Von Stroheim, who owned
a hunk of the film, refused permis-
sion, however, to release it in this
country, claiming it would ruin his
reputation; As a matter of fact,
Miss Swanson, it was reported at the
time, wasn’t so. hot on releasing it—herereitherrafter-shTesaw-the-re-'
suits. So a compromise was reached
by which the picture got a few
playdates in South America—the
last it ever was heard of until
“Sunset Boulevard.”

:• Von Stroheim Produced
Film was produced -by Von Stro-

heim for Gloria Swanson Pictures,
Ltd., an independent unit set up in
1926 by the actress < who up to then
had been drawing her fabulous
$16,000 weekly from Paramount) to
niake pix for United Artists re-
lease. She met Joseph P. Kennedy
in seeking Wall Street financing for
her films, and he personally put up
most of the coin for “Kelly” as well
as her other indie pix.

Their first in partnership was
“Love of Suriya” <1927), which
opened the Roxy, N. Y,, arid was a
flop. The next year came “Sadie
Thompson,” directed by Raoul
Walsh, a tremendous hit. That was
followed by “Kelly.” In 1930,
badly, in need of. coin after the
fiasco, Miss Swanson made “The
Trespasser,” which was written and
directed by Edmund . Goulding. It
was a sensation, her first sound pic-
turc. It established^^

ing star. The coin was used
finish “Kelly.’’

What happened to cause aban-
donment of “Kelly” after the first

Seven reels were completed is

bathed in mystery, and personali-
ties. Reportedly by that time Vori
Stroheim was Screaming that Miss
Swanson’s temperament was too
much for him and she was crying
to Kennedy her opinion of the
director^ Von Stroheim claims the
end was reached on the set one day
when Miss Swanson said, ‘‘Excuse
me, I’ve got to make a phone call,”

and never came back. The call

was reportedly to Kennedy and he
agreed to ^top production.

In any raise, it is believed that
the most likely reason was that
sound had cpme in by that time I

and everyone thought it foolish to
go ahead with a silent film—par-
ticularly one on which there was
so far to go arid which was turning
out so badly.

In addition, in the kind of off-

the-cuff shooting that Von Stro-
heim was doing, Miss Swanson’s
role was proving distinctly sec-
ondary to that of Seena Owen,* Who
played a mad queen, a part that
gave her every opportunity for
some of the most amazing histri-

onics the screen has ever seen (in-

cluding literal frothing at the
mouth when she got angry).

Miss Owen, incidentally, did
quite an acting job under the cir-
cumstances plus some scenes
which created a bit of interest with
no thesping required at all. They
included her walking nude among
her soldiery on a balcony with only
a white cat (judiciously placed, of
course) between her and the audi-
ence. There also was the inevita-
ble bathtub. Miss Owen has since
gone on to become a scriptwriter
in Hollywood, where she’s working
now.

Walter Byron a Lead
The chief male role, “Wild Wolf-

ram,” a scoundre) prince, was
played by Walter Byron, a Sam-
uel Goldwyn import from England
Von Stroheim’s story had Miss
Owen in love with him and forcing
him to marry her when, while
drilling- his horse guard on a road,
he spies Miss Swanson (who ac-
tually was 30 at the time) among
a group of orphan girls from a
nearby convent. He happens to
notice her particularly because her
panties have slipped down around
her ankles (shades of Jeanne
Crain’s “Margie’’ 18 years later).

After almost burning down the
convent that night to find her, the
prince carries the little orphan gal
back to his palace apartment. lie
just happens to have a small din-
ner of caviar, pheasant, cham-
pagne, etc., set up for two. And
since she had been denied her din-
ner that night, she is willing to stay
and eat—and drink.

That leads to a scene on

recently that she wishes she had
now just what that bit of footage
cost) was real champagne in every
glass to 'get the proper spirit

among the players. That was in

1928, too—remember Prohibition?
Miss Swanson’s performance, to

say the least, was coy.
v Von Stro-

heim's direction was bold ; to the
point of being funny in 20 years’

retrospect, but still gives the pic-

ture some of the rare sparkle and
life characteristic of the silents in

one of the industry’s most success-
ful periods. •

ARTHUR UNGAR
Arthur Ungar, editor of Daily

Variety, died suddenly in Del Mar,
Calif., July 24. Although ailing of
recent years, he waS in good health

.

when he and Mrs, Ungar went
south for a brief Vacation as;hoiise-
guesfs of the Harold Hoopers. He
was swimming when he twisted his

Museum of Modern Art Film
j

leg. Diagnosed as a pulldd tendon,
he was put to bed with the

,
iriten-

tion of x-rdys the following morn-
ing but he suddenly lapsed into a
coma and died before ari ambu-
lance from a- LaJolla .hospital ar-
rived., .

Besides the widow, three sisters
survive. Services will be held
Thursday (27) at Hollywood Ceme-

6000 Santa Monica
Rabbi Aaron

Library, N. Y., has a print that was
donated by Miss Swanson in 1945
with a group of her other old pix.

Curator Iris Barry is considering
making it a regular part of the Mu-
seum’s'- program next year if

there’s imy demand.

Continued from pare 7

by Goldwyn backing. Among the

British entrants is “The Magnet,”
now being completed at Ealing,

British
, producers, led by Sir

Henry L. French and supported
by union leaders, are insisting that
films

.
of “The Mudlark” calibre

shouldn’t be eligible. They re-
gard that particular production as
basically an American undertak-
ing only to be eligible when an
American pic is being chosen.

So far, they are in a minority,
with the major distribs insisting
that any picture which qualifies
as British quota should he eligible
for consideration. “Captain-Horatio
Hornblower” would probably have
also been a candidate, but it’s urir

likely to be completed in time.

Command Performance ; this year
will be held on Monday, Oct. 30
at the Empire, Leicester Square.
Nat Karson, resident producer
there, is producing the stage show
in which top-ranking Hollywood
and British stars cooperate.

TV Impact
Continued from page 2

tery Chapel,
Blvd.y Hollywood,

OOP,000 in 1949 while pro football
admissions fell from $10,000,000
in 1948 to $9,000,000 last year.

Expenditures for books and
maps showed a decline from $690,-
000,000 in 1948 to $636,000,000 in
1949 and. the classification “book
rental and repair” listed a falling
off from $8,000,000 to $7,000,000
last year.

There were soYne things that
television didn’t hurt. Expendi-
tures for college football admis-

Wise officiating. Cremation will
follow.
. Details on Page 2.

REX INGRAM
Bex Ingram, 58, producer of

“The Four Horsemeiri of the Apoca-
lypse” and other outstanding films
in the silent picture era, died July
21 in. North Hollywood. He had
been in the hospital six days but
had been ill for several years.
With him at the time of his death
was his wife, Alice Terry, who
starred in many of her husband’s
films.

'

> /
Ingram, born Rex Fitchcock in

Ireland, was a sculptor in his
younger days and later an actor on
the European stage before entering,
the film business as a* scenarist
with the old Edison and Vitagraph
companies.

*
He became a director-scenarist

with the filming of “Chalice of the
East” for the William Fox company
and later became a producer-direc-
tor, His peak was reached in the
production of “The Four Horse-
men,” which also made an out-
standing star out of the late Ru-
dolph Valentino, who had not
achieved particular note up to that
time.

Other well known films made by
Ingram in the silent days were the
Ramon Navarro-Barbara LaMarr
co-starrer, “The Prisoner of

Zenda;” “Where the Pavement
Ends,” “SearamouChe,” “Hearts Are
Trumps,” “The Garden of Allah,”
“The Conquering Power” and
“Mare Nostrum.”
With the advent of sound in mo-

tion pictures Ingram’s old magic
touch had departed. He directed
“The Thief of Bagdad” abroad for

Alexander Korda in 1942, and his

last effort; “Talk of the Town,”
was made for Columbia in 1942.

CBS network programs, such as
“Duffy’s Tavern;” “I Hear Amer-
ica Singing’ apd the “Forecast”
series.
He joined CBS in 1933 and in

the ensuing years was its director
of program information, director
of new program ideas, assistant di-
rector of the program research de-
partment and finally manager of
program sales.
' Surviving are wife, daughter
and two brothers.

FRANK C, HENSLER
Frank C. Herisler, 54, yinter-

mountain division sales chief for
Metro, died July 24 in the Kansas
City hospital after a heart attack:
He had been in the Metro sales
force for ' the past 27 years.

Hensler’s territory covered the
Denver; Salt Lake City and Kansas
City exchange areas with h.q. in
K.C. Prior to taking over divi-
sional . supervision, he served as
both Omaha arid K.C. branch man-
ager.

Survived by wife, daughter, a
brother and two step-brothers.

JOHN D. BARKER
John. D. (Jack) Barker, 55, legit

actor, died in Cleveland, July 18,
after suffering" a stroke. He ap-
peared in several Broadway shows
including “Sally,” “Band Wagon,”
“Cocoanut” and “No, No, Nanette.”
More recently was with WJMO,
and served as a director at WNBK.
He * had opened an agency as tele-
vision consultant prior ot his death;
Survived by wife and two children.

BERNHARD LEVITOW
Bernhard Levitow, 60, concert

violinist and former musical direc-
tor for the Bowman hotels, died at
Kew Gardens, N. Y., July 19. For
15 years he gave Sunday night
concerts at the Hotel Commodore,
N. Y. He also conducted at other
Bowman hotels, particularly in
Florida.

Survived by wife and three
daughters.

MILTON M. COHEN, SR.
Milton M. Cohen, Sr., 69, attor-

ney for early day film stars, died
July 19 in his Hollywood office
after a heart attack.
Among filmites he represented

were Rudolph Valentino, Greta
Garbo, Roscoe Arbuckle, John

I Gilbert, Gloria Swanson, Norma
land Constance Talmadge and
1

Corinne Griffith.

ter

CYRUS H. STAEHLE
Cyrus II. Staehle, 53, a charac-

mactor who had appeared
BILLY TAUB ‘ many Broadway productions, died

Billy Taub, 59, B road way
j

in New Yprk, July 19.
clothier who had been well-known I Among productions in which he

fm
n
|l 0000 9on

r
1 Q4R

6>0
pp^ni°p !

in theatrical and sporting circles, appeared were, “Antony and Cleo-up $10,000,000 from 1948. People
j <jied in New York July 19. Prior patra” and “Cyrano de Bergerac.”
to engaging in commercial business Surviving are a sister, and two
he had been a trap drummer with brothers,
several bands, including that of j .

—
. -

also spent more for magazines,
newspapers and sheet music—$1,-
266,000,000 in 1949 compared with
$1,223,000,000 in 1948.

And spending for dancing, rid-
ing, shooting, skating and swim-

the
j

ming was the same last year as
’48—$78:000,000.prince’s bed that would curdle Joe

Breen’s coiff—although admitted-
ly our little heroine still has ;

Bryon’s overcoat over her night-
j BIRTHS

gown when the mad queen spies i .

them from a .convenient balcony I

Mr. and , Mrs. Frank Goldstein,

and bursts in. Again, as a matter
;

son, Chicago, July 15. Father ; is

Paul Whiteman. DANIEL W. ROCHE
In his youth Taub had a yen for Daniel W. Roche, 80, former

showbusiriess and appeared in sev- pressagent and newspaper man,
eral vaude acts, including Gus

|

died in Chicago, July 23, As a
Edwards’ “School Days,”

.
He sub-

;

flack Roche had been midwest rep
sequently took up drumming and

j

lor Paramount, Cecil B. De Mille
loured with bands. At one time he and Pathe.

of convenience, there’s a .selection

of riding crops and whips at the

door and she chooses one which
She uses vigorously pn both the
prince and his foundling—whom
she drives from the palace in her
nightshirt.

—That’s the point at whichwork 1 WAAF program director
' ~m

'

operated a quartet of clothing I

stores partnered with Jack Demp-
j

sey, former heavyweight boxing
|

champ, 1

Survived by wife, two brothers]

A wife, three daughters, two sons
and a brother survive.

chief engineer at WMOR, Chi.
! atld five sisters.

Mr. and Mrs. - Jules Pevvowar,
j

———

-

daughter, Chicago* July 15. Father ! ROBERT S. ttICHENS
is a TV Dackaffer ! Robert Smythe Hichens, 85, who6 * wrote “The Paradine Case” and

On the film was Abandoned; Miss
Swanson wound things* up hy hav-
ing the little orphan gal in her
mortification run to the nearest

TV/Tr* rial iin-f*,,- j

-

wrote ine rarauine aimMr and Mrs. Dpi Ilestor, daugh-
bestsellers, tiled in Zurich,

ter, Chicago, July 2. Father is July 20

j ^ His
;

and’;THrs7~JosepTf^7*Krech;4'^

JOHN J. GILLIN, JR.
John J. Gillin, Jr., 45, president

and manager of WOW arid WOW-
TV, Omaha, died after a heart at-
tack at Rinelnnder, Wise., July 18.

Details in Radio section,

Jr.,
;

daughter, Hollywood, July 19.
;

-EdSS
__ ^

Father is a screen writer; grand-
1

times. “Bella Donna” also got

river and lump from a high cm-
j

father is chief of the MPA code i.
play and film treatment and Pata-

bahkment in an arms-and-legs-out* office.
T, 7r j, -n/r t „ : O. Selznick. His poem, A Kiss and
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rymarz, son, Goodbye” was made into a song.

;

Detroit, July 12. Father is WWJ-
;

Hichens lived for a time ' in

TV studio technician. North Africa but had been in

Nate E. Hoffert, 60, manager of
Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn, died

“Garden of Allah,” pub- i
2° in Las Vegas after> heart

in 1904, sold more—Xhan4-~!i?££—^ wa
£.,^,?

n
.

rie
.

r ŷ
.

at>soc‘i~

80O;OOO copies, was tlirned into a ’
êc* with the

-
Clllt "hotel in San

Francisco,

stretched pratfall, which makes
for; one of the funniest iunihterir

tional) scenes in the picture.

Von Stroheim’s yarn was to have
j

her return to the convent to find

that she has just inherited a for-

Ensign Frank J. Roehrenbeck,
Jr., 24, naval aviator and son of
general manager of WMGM, was
killed in a plane crash landing at
sea July 18.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blake,; Switzerland the last few years.

daughter, Hollywood, July . 21.
j JOSEPH FETER

tune from a forgotten uncle in Father is executive veepee of the
; Joseph Fejcr, 64, violinist and

South Africa, whose will insists
|

William Kester ad agency.
|
orchestra leader, died in New York,

she go there. The prince marries
the queen. Some years later lie is

, daugh(er Boston Ju] 20 Mother
traveling in South Africa and runs ' . . .. „ ’ u j ,

info his little orphan, who has !« Christine Evans, who conducts

since set up a chain of brothels
j

“Women’s Pages of the Air ' over

and is the veldt’s most flourishing .WHDH, Hub indie.

madame. 4
! Mr. and Mrs. Zack Bettis, son.

Sets are out-of-lhis-world fabu- Dallas, recently. Father is a con-
lous in scope and detail of decora-

j
tinuity writer at WFAA there,

tion. And there are enough extras
| Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wirtman,

to make C. B. de Mille wonder if son, Dallas, recently. Father is

he’s been cheating all these years, sportsjmd special events, director

Among other things that Von Stro-

heim is repotted to have insisted

upon at undoybtedly one of the

most magnificent banquet scenes

Edwin K. McQuoid^ 40, Para-
mount projectionist for 18 years,
died in Hollywood, July 15.

Mother, 80, of actor John Boles,
died in Greenville, Tex., July 19.

MARRIAGES
Pauline Tagen to^Sanford Green-

wald, Las Vegas, July 10. He’s
Coast rep for Paramount News-
reel.

Elizabeth Cooper to Harry Gee,
Lerwick, Shetland Isles, Scotland,——

* ! July 8. She’s dancer with Aygnet
JAMES F. BURKE , Ballet Co.

r . „ . . James F. Burke, 42, former man-
|

Jofiftne Elinora Dembow to Fted
for WFAA there. ager of program sales for the Co-

1

Mohrhardt, Jr., Larchmont, N.Y.,
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe W. GrOen- , lumbia Broadcasting System, died July 21. Bride is daughter of Sam

thal, son, New York, July 25.
|

in New York July 18. ! Dembow, Jr., president of Produc-
Father is head of the advertising ' Burke had worked on the devel-

i
ers’ Service Corp.; he’s with United’

Mr. arid Mrs. Evan Lloyd Evans, !

4-wly 22.

Born in Hungary, Fejcr came, to

the U. S. in 1908 and got a job as
violinist at Balogh’s Hungarian
restaurant. Subsequently he played
and conducted at the Cafe Boule-
vard, the: Vanderbilt hotel and at

Delmonico’s. In 1925, he wont into
vaudeville. He had also played at

Texas Guinan’s El Fay Club.

ever shot (Miss SAVansori remui:kedJ agency -bearing Jhis name> ..

1 opment and sale of many of the Paramount Theatres.
.

'
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Booked Solid

Until 1951
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